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COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION

TUESDAY, JULY 31, 1973

US. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DJ`.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 1114,
1)irksen Senate Office Building, Senator John L. McClellan presiding.

Present : Senator MC C./Man [presiding], Burdick, Fong.
Also present : Thomas C. Brennan, chief counsel.
Senator McCE,Ent,Ax. The. committee will come to order. I under-

stand other members of the committee may be present later but we
will not. wait on them. We will begin.

We are so occupied with our duties today, they are so voluminous
and so burdensome, Senators just can't be everywhere they should be
and all places they should be. Time just does not permit it. I am sup-
posed to be in an appropriation conference. this morning over in the.
House; I could not do that I had to leave my proxy. So we will just
have to proceed and take up the time we have allotted to this today
and tomorrow whether others can attend or not.

The Chair would like to make this brief, opening statement.
The subcommittee today is reopening the hearings on legislation

for general revi,ion of the copyright law, S. 1361.
Sonic commentators in recent years have expressed concern that the

Congress has too frequently yielded the initiative in legislative matters
to the executive branch of tie Government.

The legislation that is before us today is exclusively the work product
of the legislative branch of the Government and despite the ninny
other pressing demands upon the time of the Members of Congress,
T think it is appropriate that we now undertake to process the pending
bill which incorporates a copyright revision program.

The subcommittee has previously held 17 days of hearings on copy-
right. revision. during which time we received testimony from approxi-
mately 150 witnesses. A number of public and staff conferences were
held subsequent to the earlier bearings,

So now without objection. the Chair directs that the previous hear-
ings on S. 1006 of the S9111 Congress and S. 597 of the 90th Congress
he incorporated by reference as part of the proceedings on S. 1361.

Action on copyright legislation has been necessarily delayed await-
ing a resolution of several issues, most notably the formulation by the
Federal Conummications Commission of a new cable television regula-
tory scheme. This has now been accomplished through the able leader-
ship of Chairman Dean Burch.

(1)
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Now today and tomorrow we will hear testimony of witnesses on
selected copyright issues, concerning which there have been develop-
ments since the previous hearings. There are a number of other con-
troversial issues in this legislation and these will be further reviewed
by the subcommittee as the bill is processed.

Mr. Counsel, do von have any statement before we proceed?
Mr. BRENNAN. 1*'(", I do, Mr. Chairman. I request at this time that

the notice of this hearing to be followed by the text of the bill, S. 1361,
be printed in the record.

Senator McCuLLAs. The notice of the hearing and a copy of S. 1361,
the bill under consideration will be printed in the record at this point.

[The notice of the hearing and a copy of the bill, S. 1361, follow :]

(Congressional RecordSenate, July 10,'9731

NOTICE OF HEARINGS ON S. 1361

Mr. McCLELLAN. Mr. President, as chairman of the Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks and Copyrights I previously announced that the subcommittee would
reopen the hearings on legislation for the general revision of the copyright law,S. 1361, to receive additional testimony on selected issues.

The dates and issues of the hearings are as follows: July 31, morninglibrary
photocopying; July 31, afternoon--general .educational exemptions ; August 1,
morningcable television royalty schedule; August 1, afternooncarriage ofsporting events by cable television, and August 1, afternoonreligious broad-casting exemption,

The hearings will commence each day at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in room 1114 of theDi rk sett Senate Otiii9
The subcommittee will allocate time to the principal representatives of thevarious points of vir w on each issue. Those who cannot be accornmodated duringthe hearings may sut-rnit written statements for inclusion in the record.
Those who desire additional information should contact the staff of the sub-committee at 225-226S.
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S. 1361

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

N, 1073

Mr. MeCi.rmAst introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
For the general revision of the Copyright Law, title 17 of the United States

Code, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Rouse of Representatirea of the
2 United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 TITLE I--GENERAL REVISION OF COPYRIGHT LAW
4 Sac. 101. Title 17 of the United States Code, entitled "Copyrights,"
5 is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:

6 -TITLE 17COPYRIGHTS
CRAM& Bee
1. SONIICT Marna ILND Scorn or COPTS/0111' 101
2. Gorralawr OWNIONINV AND TAANOM 201
3. Dtraartow Or Comma? 801
4. Gorvarear Nonce, Detour, AND RzelsrastroW 401
8. COPYRIGHT INIIUNOLLINT AND Rsy>taue 601

Itsworaortrows BZQUENIVOr AND larroarsriox 001
7. COPTIIOUT Optics 701
8. COMMONS' ROTALT1 Taaysar.. 801

7 Chapter 1.SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
see.
101. Definitions.
102. Subject matter of copyright : to general,
103. Subject matters of copyright: (..mpliations and derivative works.
104. Subject matter of copyright : National origin.
106. Subject matter of copyright: tithed States Government works.
100. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works.
107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use.
108. Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries and archives.

II-0
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TITLE 17COPYRIGHTSContinued
2 Chapter 1.SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF
3 COPYRIGHTContinued

Bet
109. Limitations on exclusive rights : /Wert of transfer of particular copy or

PhOuorecord.
110. Limitations on exclusive rights: Exemption of certain performances and

displaYs.
111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions.
112. Limitations on exclusive rights Ephemeral recordings.
118. Scope of exclusive rights In pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works.
114. Scope of exclusive rights to sound recordings.
115. Scope of exclusive rights In nondrarnatie musical works : Compulsory license

for making and distributing phonorecords.
116. Scope of exclusive rights in nondramatic musical worts sad sound record.

logs Public performances by means of colnoperated phocorecord player!.
M. Scope of exclusive rights : Use in conjunction with computers and similar

Information system'.

4 §101. Definitions
5 As used in this title, the following terms and their variant forms
6 mean the following:
7 An "anonymous work" is a work on the copies or phonorecords
8 of which no natural person is identified as author.
9 "Audiovisual works" are works that consist of a series of related

10 images which are intrinsically intended to be shown by the use of
11 machines or devices such as projectors, viewers, or electronic
12 equipment, together with accompanying sounds, if any, regardless
13 of the nature of the material objects, such as films or tapes, in
14 which the works are embodied.
15 The "best edition" of a work is the edition, published in the
16 United States at any time before the date of deposit, that the Li-
17 brary of Congress determines to be most suitable for its purposes.
18 A person's "children" are his immediate, offspring, whether
19 legitimate or not, and any children legally adopted by him.
20 A "collective work" is a work, such as a periodical issue, an.
21 thology, or encyclopedia, in which a number of contributions,
22 constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are
23 assembled into a collective whole.
24 A "compilation" is a work formed by the collection and assem-
25 bling of pm-existing materials or of data that are selected, coordi-
26 nated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a
21 whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The term "corn-
28 pilation" includes collective works.
29 "Copies" are material objects, other than phonoreoord.s, in which

a work is fixed by any method now known or later developed, and
31 from which the work can be perceived, reproduce'', or otherwise
32 communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or
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1 device. The term "copies" includes the material object, other than

2 a phonorecord, in which the work is first fixed.

3 "Copyright owner," with respect to any one of the exclusive
4 rights comprised in a copyright, refers to the owner of that par.

5 tic ular right.
6 A work is "created" when it is fixed in a copy or phonorecord

7 for the first time; where a work is prepared over a period of time,

8 the portion of it that has been fixed at any particular time con -
9 stituto the work as of that time, and where the work has been

10 prepared in different versions, each version constitutes a separate

11 work.

12 A. "derivative work" is a work based upon one or more pre-
13 existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dram-
14 atization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound record.
15 ing, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other
16 form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. A
17 work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

or other modifications which, as a whole, represent an original
19 work of authorship, is a "derivative work."
20 A "device," "machine," or "process" is one now known or later
21 ' developed.

22 To "display" a work means to show a copy of it, either directly

23 or by means of a film, slide, television image, or any other device

24 or process or, in the case of a motion picture or other audiovisual

25 work, to show individual images nonsequentially.

26 A work is "fixed" in a tangible medium of expression when its

27 embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority
28 of the author, is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to
29 be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period

30 of more than transitory duration. A work consisting of sounds,
31 images, t.T both, that are being transmitted, is "fixed" for pur-
32 poses of this title if a fixation of the work is being made simultane.

33 ousty with its transmission.

34 The terms -including" and "such as" are illustrative and not
35 !imitative.

36 A "joint work" is a work prepared by two or more authors
37 with the intention that their contributions be merged into insepa

38 rable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole.
3f "Literary works" are works other than audiovisual works,
40 expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical syni-
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bole or indicis, regardless of the nature of the material objects,
2 such as books, periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, or film, in
3 which they are embodied.
4 A transmitting organization's "local service area" is defined
5 in accordance with the provisions of :ectiott 111(f ) (2)(0).
6 "Motion pictures" are audiovisual works consisting of a series
7 of related images which, when shown in succession, impart an
8 impression of motion, together with accompanying sounds, if any.
9 To "perform" a work means to recite, render, play, dance, or

10 act it, either directly or by means of any device or process or, in
11 the case of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, to show its
12 images in any sequence or to make the sounds accompanying it
13 audible, and, in the case of a sound recording, to make audible
14 the sounds fixed in it.
15 "Phonorecords" are material objects in which sounds othei than
16 those accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work,
17 are fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from
18 which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise corn-
19 municated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.
20 The term "phonorecords" includes the material object in which
21 the sounds are first fixed.
22 "Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works" include twodimen
23 sional and three-dimensional works of fine, graphic, and applied
24 art, photographs, prints and art reproductions, maps, globes,
25 charts, plans, diagrams, and models.

26 A "pseudonymous work" is a work on the copies or phono-
27 records, of which the author is identified under a fictitious name.
25 "Publication" is the distribution of copies or photorecords of a
29 work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by
30 rental, lease, or lending. The offering to distribute copies or
31 phonorecords to a group of persons for purposes of further dis-
32 tribution, public performance, or public display, constitutes
33 publication.
34 To perform or display a work "publicly" means:
35 (1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or
36 at any place where a substantial number of persons outside
37 of a normal circle of a family and its social acquaintances is
39 gathered;
39 (2) to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance

or display of the work to a place specified by clause (1) or to
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1 the public, by means of any device or process, whether the
2 members of the public capable of receiving the performance

or display receive it in the same place or in separate places
4 and at the same time or at ditierent times.

"Sound recordings" are works that result from the fixation of

a series of musical, spoken, or other sounds, but not including the

sounds accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work,
8 regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as disks,

tapes, or other phonorecords, in which they are embodied.
10 "State" includes the District of Columbia and the Common-
11 wealth of Puerto Rico, and any territories to which this title is
12 made applicable by an act of Congress.
13 A "transfer of copyright ownership" is an assignment, rood-
14 gage, exclusive license, or any other conveyance, alienation, or
15 hypothecation of a copyright or of any of the exclusive rights
16 comprised in a copyright, whether or not it is limited in time or
17 place of effect, but not including a nonexclusive license.

A "transmission program" is a body of material that, as an
19 aggregate, has been produced for the sole purpose of transmission
20 to the public in sequence and as a unit.
21 To `'transmit" a performance or display is to communicate it by
22 any device or process whereby images or sounds are received
23 beyond the place from which they are sent.
24 The "United States," when used in a geographical sense, com-
25 prises the several States, the District of Columbia and the Com-
26 monweaith of Puerto Rico, and the organized territories under
27 the jurisdiction of the United States Government.
28 A "useful article" is an article having an intrinsic utilitarian

function that is not merely to portray the appearance of the
:1() article or to convey information. An article that is normally a part
31 of a useful article is considered a "useful article."
32 The author's "widow" or "widower" is the author's surviving

spouse under the law of his domicile at the time of his death,
31 whether or not the spouse has later remarried.

A "work of the United States Government" is a work prepared
36 by an officer or employee of the United States Government as part

of his official dirties.
34 A "work made for hire" is :

(1) a work prepared by an employee within the scope of
40 his. employment; or
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1 (2) 'a work specially ordered or commissioned for use as

2 n contribution to a collective work, as a prt of is motion pic-

3 turn or other audiovisual work, as a translation, as a supple-

4 mentary work, as is compilation, as an instructional text, as

a lest, as answer material for a test, as a photographic or
other portrait of one or more persons, or as an atlas, if the

7 parties expressly agree in a written instrument signed by
8 theta that the work shall be considered a work made for hire.

0 A "supplementary work" is a work lwrepared for publication
to as a secondary adjunct to a work by another author for the
It purpose of introducing, concluding, illustrating, explaining,
12 revising, commenting upon, or assisting in the use of the other
13 work, such as forewords, afterwards, pictorial illustrations,
14 maps, charts, tables, editorial notes, musical arrangements,

answer material for tests, bibliographies, appendixes, and
In indexes, An "instructional text" is a literary, pictorial, or
17 graphic work prepared for publication with the purpose of
Ifi use in SYSICInatiC instructional activities.

lh § 102. Subject matter of copyright : In general
20 (a) Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in
21 original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expres-

sion, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived,
23 reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid

of a machine or device. Works of authorship include the following
23 categories:

26 (1) literary works;

27 (2) musical works, including any accompanying swords;

2$ (3) dramatic works, including any accompanying music;

(4) pantomimes and choreographic works;

30 (5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works;
3l (6) motion pictures aml other audiovisual works;

32 (7) sound recordings.

33 (b) In no case does copyright protection for an original work of
34 authorship extend to any idea, plan, procedure, process, system,
35 method of operation, concept, princi pie, or discos ery, regardless of the

:1(: form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such

37 work.

38 § 103. Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative
30 works

(a) The subject matter of copyright as specified by section 102 in-
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1 eludes compilations and derivative works, but protection for a work

2 employing pre-existing material in which copyright subsists does not

3 extend to any part of the work in which such material has been used

4 unlawfully.

5 (b) The copyright in a compilation or derivative work extends
6 mil:. to the material contributed by the author of such work, as dis-

7 anguished from the preexisting material employed in the work,
8 and does not imply any exclusive right in the pre-existing material.
9 The copyright in such work is independent of, and does not atlect

10 or enlarge the scope, duration, ownership, or subsistence of, any copy-

If right protection in the pre-existing material.

12 §1(11. Subject matter of copyright: National origin
13 (a) UNPVBLISIIED WORIMThe works specified by sections 102 and

14 103, while unpublished, are subject to protection under this title with-

15 out regard to the nationality or domicile of the author.

16 (b) Peectstien Woass.The works specified by sections 102 and

1? 103, when published, are subject to protection under this title if-
18 (1) on the date of first publication, one or more of the authors

is a national or domiciliary of the United States, or is a national,

domiciliary, or sovereign authority of a foreign nation that is a

21 party to a copyright treaty to which the United States is also a

22 party; or

23 (2) the work is first published in the United States or in a for-

eign nation that, on the date of first publication, is a party to the

25 Universal Copyright Convention of 1952; or

26 (3) the work is first published by the United Nations or any

27 of its specialized agencies, or by the Organization of American

28 States; or

29 (4) the work comes within the scope of a Presidential procla-

30 mation. Whenever the President finds that a particular foreign

31 nation extends, to works by authors who are nationals or domicili.

32 cries of the United States or to works that. are first published in

33 the United States, copyright protection on substantially the same

:14 basis as that on which the foreign nation extends protection to

31 works of its own nationals and domieiliaries and works first pub-

lished in that nation, he may by proclamation extend protection

37 under this title to works of which one or more of the authors is,

36 on the date of first publication, a national, domiciliary, or soy-

:19 ereign authority of that nation, or which was first published in
40 that nation. The President may revise, suspend, or revoke any
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1 such proclamation or impose any conditions or limitations on
2 protection under a proclamation.

3 § 105. Subject matter of copyright : United States Government
4 works
5 Copyright protection under this title is not available for any work
6 of the United States Government, but the United States Government
7 is not precluded from receiving and holding copyrights transferred
8 to it by assignment, bequest, or otherwise.

9 § 106. Exclusive rights in copyrighted works
10 Subject to sections 107 through 117, the owner of copyright under
11 this title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the
12 following;
13 (1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phono-
14 records;
15 (2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted
16 work;
17 (3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted
18 work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by
19 rental, lease, or lending;
20 (4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic
21 works, pantomimes, motion pictures and other audiovisual works,
22 and sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly;
2.3 (5) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic and choreographic
24 works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works,
25 including the individual images of a motion picture or other
26 audiovisual work, to display the copyrighted work publicly.
27 § 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use
28 Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the fair use of a
29 copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or
30 phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for pur-
31 poses such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholar-
32 ship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining
33 whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use

34 the factors to be considered shall include:
35 (1) the purpose and character of the use;
36 (2) thenature of the copyrighted work ;
37 (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in re-
38 tat ion to the copy righted work as a whole ; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value

of the copyrighted work.
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1 § 108. Limitations on exclusive right,: Reproductisn by libraries
2 and archives
3 (a) Notwithstanding the provisions GI section 106, it is not an in-

4 fringement of copyright for a library or archives, or any of its ern-

3 ployees acting within the scope of their employment, to reproduce no

6 more than one copy or phonorecord of a work, or distribute such copy

7 or phonorecord, under the conditions specified by this section and if:
8 (1) The reproduction or distribution is made without any pur-

9 pose of direct or indirect commercial advantage; and

10 (9) The collections of the library or archives are (i) open to the

11 public, or (ii) available not only to researchers affiliated with the
12 library or archives or with the institution of which it is a part, but
13 also to other persons doing research in a specialized field,

14 (b) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section
15 apply to a copy or phonorecord of an unpublished work duplicated in

16 facsimile form solely for purposes of preservation and security or for
17 deposit for research use in another library or archives of the type de-
18 scribed by clause (2) of subsection (a), if the copy or phonorecord
19 reproduced is currently in the collections of the library or archives.

20 (c) The right of reproduction under this section applies to a copy
21 or phonorecord of a published work duplicated in facsimile form solely
22 for the purpos of replacement of a copy or phonorecoro that is dam-
23 aged, deteriorating, lost, or stolen, if the library or archives has, after
24 a reasonable effort, determined that an unused replacement cannot be
25 obtained at a normal price from commonlyknown trade sources in the
26 United States, including authorized reproducing services.

27 (d) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section
25 apply to a copy of a work, other than a musical work, a pictorial,
29 graphic or sculptural work, or a motion picture or other audio-visual
30 work, made at the request of a user of the collections of the library or
31 archives, including a user who makes his request through another
32 library or archives, if :

33 (1) The user has established to the satisfaction of the library
34 or archives that an unused copy cannot be obtained at a normal

price from commonly known trade sources in the United States,
36 including authorized reproducing services;

37 (2) The copy becomes the property of the user, and the library
38 or archives has had no notice that the copy would be used for any
39 purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research; and

(3) The library or archives displays prominently, at the place

2n-344 0 :3 2
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1 where orders are accepted, and includes on its order form, a warn-

ing of copyright in accordance with requirements that the Register

3 of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.

4 (e) Nothing in this section-

5 (1) shall be construed to i mpose Habil ity for copyright infri nge-

6 ment upon a library or archives or its employees for the unsuper-

vised use of reproducing equipment located on its premises,
8 provided that such equipment displays a notice that the making
9 of a copy may be subject to the copyright law ;

10 (2) excuses a person who uses such reproducing equipment or

11 who requests a copy under subsection (d) from liability for copy-

12 right infringement for any such act, or for any later use of such

13 copy, it it exceeds fair use as provided by section 107;

14 (3) in any way affects the right of fair use as provided by
15 section 107, or any contractual obligations assumed by the library

or archives when it obtained a copy or phonorecord of the work

17 for its collections.

18 (f) The rights of reproducing or distributing "no more than one
19 copy or phonorecord" in accordance with this section extend to the iso-

20 laced and unrelated reproduction or distribution of a single copy or

21 phonorecord of the same work on separate occasions, but do not extend

22 to cases where the library or archives, or its employee, is aware or has

23 substantial reason to believe that it is engaging in the related or
24 concerted reproduction or distribution of multiple copies or phono-

25 records of the same work, whether on one occasion or over a period of

26 time, and whether intended for aggregate use by one individual or

27 for separate use by the individual members of a group.

28 § 109. Limitations on exclusive rights: Effect of transfer of par-
29 titular copy or phonorecord
30 (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106(3), the owner of

31 a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this title, or any

32 person authorized by him, is entitled, without the authority of the
33 copyright owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that

34 copy or phonorecord.

35 (b) Nothwithstanding the provisions of section 106(5), the owner
36 of a particular copy lawfully made under this title, or any person
37 authorized by him, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright

:IA owner, to display that copy publicly, either directly or by the projec-

39 tion of no more than one image at a time, to viewers present at the
40 place where the copy is located.
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1 (c) The privileges prescribed by subsections (a) and (b) do not,
2 unless authorized by the copyright owner, extend to any person who

3 has acquired possession of the copy or phonorecord from the copy-

4 right owner, by rental, lease, loan, or otherwise, without acquiring

5 ownership of it,

§ 110. Limitations on exclusive rights: Exemption of certain per.

7 formances and displays

8 Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the following are not

9 infringementsof copyright:

10 (1) performance or display of a work by instructors or pupils

11 in the course of face-to-face teaching activities ofa nonprofit edu-

12 rational institution, in a classroom or similar place devoted to
13 instruction, unless, in the case of R motion picture or other audio-

14 visual work, the performance, or the display of individual images,

15 is given by means of a copy that was not lawfully made under this

l6 title and that the person responsible for the performance knew or
17 had reason to believe was not lawfully made;

lg (2) performance of a nondramatic literary or musical work or

19 of a sound recording, or display of a work, by or in the course of a

20 transmission, if :

21 (A) the performance or display is a regular part of the
systematic instructional activities of a governmental body or

23 a nonprofit educational institution ; and

24 (B) the performance or display is directly related and of

25 material assistance to the teaching content of the transmis-

28 slop; and

27 (C) the transmission is made primarily for:

(i) reception in classrooms or similar places normally

29 devoted to instruction, or

30 (ii) reception by persons to whom the transmission is

31 directed because their disabilities or other special circum-

32 stances prevent their attendance in classrooms or similar

33 places normally devoted to instruction, or

(iii) reception by officers or employees of govern-

35 mental bodies as a part of their official duties or employ-

36 merit

37 (3) performance of a nondramatic literary or musical work
or of a dramat ico-musical work of a religious nature, or of a sound

39 recording, or display of a work, in the course of services at a
place of worship or other religious assembly;
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1 (4) performance of a nondramatic literary or musical work or
of a sound recording, otherwise than in a transmission to the pub-

) lie, without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advan-

4 tags and without payment of any fee or other compensation for

5 the performance to any of its performers, promoters, or orga.
niters, if:

7 (A) there is no direct or indirect admission charge, or
(13) the proceeds, after deducting the reasonable costs of

9 producing the performance, are used exclusively for educe-

10 tional, religious, or charitable purposes and not for private

11 financial gain, except where the copyright owner has served

notice of his objections to the performance under the follow.

13 ing conditions:

14 (i) The notice shall be in writing and signed by the

15 copyright owner or his duly authorized agent; and

lti (ii) The notice shall be served on the person respon.

17 sible for the performance at least seven days before the

18 date of the performance, and shall state the reasons for

19 his objections; and .

20 (iii) The notice shall comply, in form, content, and

21 manner of service, with requirements that the Register

2'2 of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation;

23 (5) communication of a transmission embodying a performance

24 or display of a work by the public reception of the transmission

25 on a single receiving apparatus of a kind commonly used in pri

26 vete homes, unless:

27 (A) a direct charge is made to see or hear the transmis.

28 sion; or

29 (B) the transmission thus received is further transmitted

30 to the public;

31 (8) performance of a nondramatic musical: work or of a sound

32 recording in the course of an annual agricultural or horticultural

33 fair or exhibition conducted by a governmental body or a non-

34 profit agricultural or horticultural organization;

35 (7) performance of a nondramatic musical work or of a sound

36 recording by a vending establishment open to the public at large

37 wItholit any direct or indirect admission charge, where the sole
purpose of the performance is to promote the retail sale of copies

39 or phonorecords of the work and the performance is not trans-
milted beyond the place where the establishment is located.
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1 § 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions
2 (a) CERTAIN SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS ESIEMPTED.The second -

3 ary transmission of a primary transmission embodying a performance

4 or display of a work is not an infringement of copyright if
5 (1) the secondary transmission is not made by a cable system,
6 and consists entirely of the relaying, by the management of a
7 hotel, apartment house, or similar establishment, of signals trans.

mitted by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communica-

9 dons Commission, witlrir& the local service area of such station, to

10 the private lodgings of guests or residents of such establishment,

11 and no direct charge is made to see or hear the secondary trans-
12 mission; or
13 (2) the secondary transmission is made solely for the purpose

14 and under the conditions specified by clause (2) of section 110; or

15 (8) the secondary transmission is made by a common, contract,

16 or special carrier who has no direct or indirect control over the con.

17 tent or selection of the primary transmission or over the particu-

18 lar recipients of the secondary transmission, and whose activities

19 with respect to the secondary transmission consist solely of pro-

20 riding wires, cables, or other communications channels for the use

21 of others: Provided, That the provisions of this clause extend

22 only to the activities of said carder with respect to secondary

23 transmissions and do not exempt from liability the activities of

24 others with respect to their own primary or secondary transmis-

25 sion ; or

26 (4) the secondary transmission is made by a governmental

27 body, or other nonprofit organization, without any purpose of di-

28 rect or indirect commercial advantage, and without charge to the

recipients of the secondary transmission other than assessments

necessary to defray the actual and res.sons$Ae cots? of maintaining

31 and operating the secondary transmission service.

32 (b) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION OF PRIMARY TRANSMISSION TO Cog-

33 TROLLF.D GROMNotwithstanding the provisions of subsections {a)

34 and (c), the secondary transmission to the public of a primary trans-

35 mission embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as

36 an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the

37 remedies provided by sections 502 through 506, if the primary trans-

mission is not made for reception by the public at large but is con

39 trolled and limited to reception by particular members of the public.
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(c) SECONDARY ANSMISSIONS BY CABLE &MEWL

.). (1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (a) and (b), but not-

3 withstanding the provisions of clauses (2) and (4) of this subsection,

4 the secondary transmission to the public by a cable system of a pri-

5 mary transmission made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal

6 Communications Commission and embodying a performance or display

7 of a work is subject to compulsory licensing under the conditions sped-

S by subsection (d), in the following cases:

(A) Where the signals comprising the primary transmission
10 are exclusively aural ; or

11 (B) Where the reference point of the cable system is within the

19 local service area of the primary transmitter; or
13 (C) Where the reference point of the cable system is outside

any United States television market, as defined in accordance

with subsect ion (1).
It; (2) Subject to the provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (e) and
17 of clauses (1) and (4) of this subsection, the secondary transmission
is to the public by a cable system of a primary transmission made by a
19 broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commis-
2o sion and embodying a performance or display of a work is subject to
21 compulsory licensing under the conditions specified by subsection (d),
22 in the following cases:

23 (A) Where the reference point of the cable system is within a

24 United States television market, as defined in accordance with

23 subsection (f), but the signal of the primary transmitter-

26 (1) when added to the signals of those television, broadcast

27 stations whose local service areas are within that market,

28 and of any other television broadcast stations whose signals

29 are being regularly and lawfully used under this section by

30 the cable system for secondary transmissions, does not exceed

31 the number of signals of stations specified by clause (3)
32 as comprising adequate television service for that market;

33 and

34 (ii) is the signal of a television broadcast station of the
35 type whose lack deprives the market of adequate service in

accordance with the standards specified by clause (3), and

37 is closer to the market than the signal of any other station

of the same type, whose local service area is not within the

39 market; or
40 (B) Where, notwithstanding the provisions of subclause (A)i
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1 the cable system or its predecessor in title had, before January 1.

1971. in accordance with the applicable rules of the Federal

8 Communications Commission, made regular secondary trans.

4 missions of the transmissions of the primary transmitter or its

5 predecessor in title. And provided that such regular secondary

6 transmissions shall be exempt from the requirements of clauses

(4)(A) and (4) (B) of subsection (e),

8 (3) For the purposes of this subsection, "adequate television serv-

9 ice" within a United States television market is defined according to

10 the numerical rank of the market and the number and type of those

11 operating broadcast stations licensed by the Federal Communications

12 Commission whose local service areas are within that market. Con-

13 struction permits shall not be included in any computation for this

14 purpose.

15 (A) In markets 1 through 50, adequate television service corn-

16 prises the network stations tr. nsmitting the programs of all the

17 television networks providing national transmissions, three inde.

18 pendent commercial stations, and one noncommercial educational

19 station.

20 (B) In markets 51 and below, adequate television service com-

21 prises the network stations transmitting the programs of all the

22 television networks providing national transmissions, two inde

23 pendent commercial stations, and one noncommercial educational

24 station.

25 (4) Subject to the provisions of subsections (a) and (h) and of

26 clause (1) of this subsection, but notwithstanding the provisions of

27 clause (2) of this subsection, the secondary transmission to the public

28 by a cable system of a primary transmission made by a broadcast

29 station licensed by the Federal Commune rations Commission and

30 embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as an

at act, of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the

32 remedies provided by sections 502 through 506, in the following
33 cases:

34 (A) Where the cable system, at least one month before the

35 date of the secondary transmission, has not recorded the notice

36 specified by subsection (d); or
37 (B) Where the reference point of the cable system falls within

38 a circle defined by a radius of thirty-five air miles, or within a

39 radius as subsequently determined by the Federal Communica-

40 tions Commission. after notice and public hearings, from the cen-
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1 ter of a United States television market, as defined in accordance
2 with subsection (1), and-
3 (1) the primary transmission is made by a television broad -
4 cast station whose local service area is outside the market ; and
5 (ii) a television broadcast station licensed by the Federal
6 Communications Commission, whose local service area is
7 within the market, has the exclusive right, under an exclusive
8 license or other transfer of copyright, to transmit any per-
9 formance or display of the same version of the work covered

10 by the exclusive license or other transfer of copyright; and
11 (iii) except where the market is one of the first fifty of the
12 United States television markets, the particular version of the
13 work covered by the exclusive license or other transfer of
14 copyright has never been transmitted to the public in a syndi-
15 cated showing in the market by the station specified by para.
16 graph (ii), or by any other television broadcast stations
17 licensed by the Federal Communications Commission whose
18 local service area is within the market; and
19 (iv) the station specified by paragraph (ii) has given
20 written notice of said exclusive right to the cable system
2t within the specified time limits and in accordance with the
22 other requirements that the Register of Copyrights shall pre-
23 scribe by regulation.
24 (C) Where the reference point of the cable system is within

a United States television market, as defined in accordance with
26 subsection (I), and-
27 (i) the content of the particular transmission program
28 consists primarily of an organized professional team sporting
29 event occurring simultaneously with the initial fixation and
30 primary transmission of the program; and
31 (ii) the secondary transmission is made for reception
32 wholly or partly outside the local service area of the primary
33 transmitter; and
34 (iii) the secondary transmission is made for reception
35 wholly or partly within the local service area of one or more
36 television broadcasting stations licensed by the Federal Com-

37 munications Commission, none of which has received author-

39 ization to transmit said program within such area.
39 (d) COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY CARLE

Srartms.
41 (1) For any secondary transmission to be subject to compulsory
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licensing under subsection (c), the cable system shall, at least one

2 month before the date of the secondary transmission, record in the
3 Copyright Office, in accordance with requirements that the Register of

4 Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, a notice including a state-
s ment of the identity and address of the person who owns the secondary

6 transmission service or has power to exercise primary control over it,

7 together with the name and location of the primary transmitter.

8 (2) A cable system whose secondary transmissions have been subject

9 to compulsory licensing under subsection (c) shall, during the months
10 of January, April, July, and October, deposit with the Register of
11 Copyrights, in accordance with requirements that the Register shall
12 prescribe by regulation -

1a (A) A statement of account, covering the three months next
14 preceding, specifying the number of channels on which the cable
15 system made secondary transmissions to its subscribers, the names
16 and locations of all primary transmitters whose transmissions
17 were further transmitted by the cable system, the total number
1 of subscribers to the cable system, and the gross amounts paid to

the cable system by subscribers for the basic service of providing
20 secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters; and
21 (B) A total royalty fee for the period covered by the statement,

22 computed on the basis of specified percentages of the gross receipts

from subscribers to the cable service during said period, as
24 follows;

25 (1) 1 percent of any gross receipts up to $40,000;

26 (ii) 2 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than
27 $40,000 but not more than $80,000;

(iii) 3 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than

29 $80,000, but not more than $120,000;

(iv) 4 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than
31 $120,000, but not more than $160,000; and

32 (v) 5 percent of any gross receipts totalling more than
33 $160,000.

34 The total royalty fee shall include an additional 1 percent of
35 the gross receipts paid by subscribers for the basic service of
36 providing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast trans-

37 mitten for each channel on which the cable system, under a corn.

ag pulsory license, is permitted by the Federal Communications

an Commission to increase the limber of signals comprising ade-
quote service pursuant to clause (2) (11) of subsection (e).
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t (3) The royalty fees thus deposited shall be distributed in accord-
anco with the following procedures:

3 (A) During the month of July in each year, every person claiming
4 to be entitled to compulsory license fees for secondary transmissions
5 made during the preceding twelve month period shall file a claim with
6 the Register of Copyrights, in accordance with requirements that Reg.
7 later shall prescribe by regulation, Notwithstanding any provisions of
8 the antitrust laws (the Act of October 15, 1014, 28 Stat. 730, and any
9 amendments of any such laws), for purposes of this clause any claim-

10 ants may agree among themselves as to the proportionate division of
11 compulsory licensing fees among them, may lump their claims together
12 and file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common
13 agent to receive payment on their behalf.
14 (13) After the first day of August of each year, the Register of
15 Copyrights shall determine whether there exists a controversy concern.
16 ing the distribution of royalty fees denosited under clause (2). If he
17 determines that no such controversy exists, he shalt, after deducting
18 his reasonable administrative costs under this section, distribute such
19 fees to the copyright owners entitled, or to their designated agents.
20 If he finds the existence of a controversy he shall certify to that fact
21 and proceed to constitute a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
2.2 in accordance with section 803. In such cases the reasonable adminis
.23 trative costs of the Register under this section shall be deducted prior
9-1 to distribution of the royalty fee by the tribunal.
25 (C) After deducting the costs of administration, 15 percent of the
26 royalty fees collected shall be maintained in a special fund, and shall
27 be distributed, according to regulations prescribed by the Register of
28 Copyrights, to the copyright owners, or their designated agents, of
29 musical works.

30 ( I)) During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsection;

nya.ty. _ r..ih31 the Register of Copyrights or the r /,f Pt 1 T shall
32 withhold from distribution an ainoinit sufficient to satisfy all claims
33 with respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to

proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in controversy.
35 (e) PnEuvrioN or 0111EIVIAW8 AND REGULATIONS.

76 (1) Facept as provided by clause (*2), on and after January 1, 1975.
37 all Federal, State, and local laws and regulations restricting the right
38 of a cable system to make secondary transmissions in any case made
.39 subject to compulsory licensing by this section are preempted by this

40 title. Thereafter, unless specifically authorized by this subsection, the
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1 Federal Communications Comtnission or any other governmental
2 agency or instrumentality shall not. Issue or enforce any order, notice,

3 rule, or regulation requiring a cable system to obtain authority of the
4 copyright owner as a condition for making any secondary ranstnis-

5 sion, or prohibiting a cable system from making secondary trans -
8 missions within an area where such secondary transmissions are per-
7 missible under the compulsory licensing provisions of subsection (c).

8 However, nothing in this section shall be construed to preempt the
9 authority of the Federal Communications Commission, with respect

10 to a cable system whose reference point is within a United States
11 television market-
12 (A) to prevent the cable system from further transmitting a
13 primary transmission made by a television broadcast station,
14 whom local service area is outside the market, on the same day

15 that another station licensed by the Commission, whose local serv-

16 ice area is within the market, transmits the same transmission

17 program;
18 (B) to compel the cable system to make secondary transmis-

19 sions of primary transmissions by television broadcast stations

20 licensed by the Commission, whose local service area is within the

21 market; and

22 (C) to regulate the operations of a cable system otherwise than

23 as provided by this section,

24 (2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1), the Federal Com-

25 mnnications Commission shall have the responsibility to establish vari-

26 ous criteria and definitions as provided by subsection (1), and shall
27 have the authority in the public interest, and in accordance with re-

quirements that the Commission shall prescribe by regulation, to do.
29 the following;

30 (A) to permit a cable system to substitute, for the signal of the

31 station specified in the compulsory licensing provisions of para.

32 graph (ii) of subsection (e) (2) (A), a more distant signal ;

33 ( B) to increase the number of signals of stations specified
34 in cue compuisory licensing provisions of clause (5) of subsee-

35 tion (c) as comprising adequati: television service for n United

36 States television market ; and

37 (C) to permit a cable system that is required to delete a signal

3E under the provisions of clause (4) of subsection (c), to substitute
38 the signal of another station of the same kind and within the
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1 quantitative limits specified by the compulsory licensing provi-
2 sions of clause (3) of subsection (c).
3 (f) IhrtNeTtoss.
4 (1) As used in this section, the following terms and their variant
5 forms mean t he following :

8 (A) A "primary transmission" is a transmission made to the
7 public by the transmitting facility whose signals are being
8 received and further transmitted by the secondary transmission
9 service, regardless of where or when the performance or display

10 was first transmitted.
11 (13) A "secondary transmission" is the further transmitting
12 of a primary transmission simultaneously with the primary
13 transmission.

14 (C) A "cable system" is a facility operated for purposes of cont.
15 rnereiAt Ad vantage that receives signals transmitted by one or more

16 television broadcast stations licensed by the Federal Communica-
17 Mils Commission and simultaneously makes secondary transmis-
18 sions of such signals by wires, cables, or other communications
19 channels to subscribing members of the public who pay for such
20 service.

21 (2) As used in this section, the following terms and their variant
22 forms have the meanings given to them in definitions that the Federal
23 Communications Commission shall publish in the Federal Register
24 during July, 1974, and annually in July thereafter. Said definitions
25 shall have binding effect upon the 1st day of January of the year fol.
26 lowing their publication; they shall be based upon the general criteria
27 provided by this clause, and upon specific criteria adopted by the Com-

28 mission in the public interest and in the light of changing industry
29 practices and communications technology. Annual publication of the
30 definitions shall be accompanied by publication of lists specifying the
31 reference points for all cable systems in the United States, the numeri-

32 cal rank of all United States television markets, and all network sta.
33 tions, independent commercial stations. and noncommercial eAuca-
34 tional stations, together with maps showing the geographical
35 location of all said reference points, the area encompassed by all said

36 United States television markets, and the local service areas of all said

37 stations.
(A) The "referetve point." of a efthh, system is the longitude and

39 latitude. expressed in degrees, minutes. and seconds. of a point repre-

40 stinting the effective center of operations of a cable system, taking into
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1 account factors of geography, demography, and concentration of

2 subscribers.

3 (11) A "United States television market" is a community or group

4 of communities incorporating the local service areas of one or more
5 television broadcast stations licensed by the Federal Communications

6 Commissiou. The numerical ranking of such a market shall depend
7 primarily upon the number of viewers in the market receiving tele
8 vision signals, but. may be affected by other factors including the num-
9 bee of signals available in the market, concentration of population,

10 industrial development, and level of income,

11 (C) The "local service area" of a broadcast station comprises the
12 entire geographic area within the radius that the station's signal is
13 expected to reach effectively under normal conditions, including any

14 parts of the area within that. radius that its signal fails to reach effee-

15 tively because of terrain, structures, or other physical or technical
16 barriers. Where the local service area of one station overlaps with that
17 of another, the overlapping area is considered within the local service

18 nreasof both stations.

19 (D) A "network station" is a television broadcast station that is
20 owned or operated by, or affiliated with, one of the television networks

21 providing nationwide transmissions, and that transmits substantially
22 all of the programming supplied by such network.

23 (E) An "independent commercial station" is a television broadcast
24 station operated for commercial advantage, other than a network
25 station.

26 (F) A "noncommercial educational station" is a station operated
27 without any direct or indirect purpose of commercial advantage, whose

28 programming consists preponderantly of instructional, educational,
2$ or cultural subject matter.
30 § 112. Limitations on exclusive rights: Ephemeral recordings
31 (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, and except in the

32 ' case of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, it is not an infringe..
33 tnent of copyright for a transmitting organization entitled to transmit
34 to the public a performance or display of a work, under a license OT
35 transfer of the copyright or under the limitations on exclusive rights
36 in sound recordings specified by section 114(a), to make no more than
37 one copy or phonorecord of a particular transmission program ern-

-38 bodying the performance or display, if
39 (1) the copy or phonorecord is retained and used solely by the
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i transmitting organization that made it, and no further copies or
2 phonorecords are reproduced from it ; and

3 (2) the copy or phonorecord is used solely for the transmitting

4 organization's own transmissions within its local service area, or

5 for purposes of archival preservation or security ; and

6 (3) unless preserved exclusively for archival purposes, the copy
7 or phonorecord is destroyed within six months from the date the
8 tiaosmission program was first transmitted to the public.
9 (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 108, it is not an in-

10 fringeruent of copyright for a governmental body or other nonprofit
11 organization entitled to transmit a performance or display of a work,
12 under section 110(2) or under the limitations on exclusive rights in
13 souni4 recordings specified by section 111(a), to make no more than
14 twelve copies or phonorecords of a particular transmission program

15 embody ing the performance or display, if --

16 (1) no further copies or phonorecords are reproduced from the

17 copies or phonorecords made under this clause; and

18 (2) except for one copy or phonorecord that may be preserved

19 exclusively for archival purposes, the copies or phonorecords are

20 destroyed within tive years from the date the transmission pro-
21 gram was first transmitted to the public.

22 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not an in-

23 fringement of copyright for a governmental body or other nonprofit

24 organization to make for distribution no more than one copy or phono-

25 record for each transmitting organization specified in clause (2) of this

26 subsection of a particular transmission program embodying a perform.

27 ante of a nondramatic musical work of a religious nature, or of a sound

28 recording, i f
29 (1) there is no direct or indirect charge for making or dis.

SO tributing any such copies or phonorecords; and

31 (2) none of such copies or phonorecords is used for any per-

32 formance other than a single transmission to the public by a trans -

33 miffing organization entitled to transmit to the public a perform -

34 of the work under a license or transfer of the copyright;
35 and

36 (3) except for one copy or phonorecord that may be preserved

37 exclusively for archival purposes, the copies or phonorecords are

38 all destroyed within one year from the date the transmission pro-

39 gram was first transmitted to the public.

40 (d) The transmission program embodied in a copy or phonorecord
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1 made under this section is not subject to protection as a derivative
2 work under this title except with the express consent of the owners of

3 copyright in the pre-existing works employed in the program.

4 § 113. Scope of exclusive rights In pictorial, graphic, and scull).
5 tural works
6 (a) Subject to the provisions of clauses (1) and (2) of this sub-
7 section, the exclusive right to reproduce a copyrighted pictorial,
8 kApliic, or sculptural work in copies under section 106 includes the
9 right to reproduce the work in or on any kind of article, whether use-

10 ful or otherwise.

11 (1) This title does not afford, to the owner of copyright in a
12 work that portrays a useful article as such, any greater or lesser
13 rights with respect to the making, distribution, or display of the
14 useful article so portrayed than those afforded to such works under
15 the law, whether title 17 or the common law or statutes of a State,
16 in effect on December 31, 1974, as held applicable and construed
17 by a court in an action brought under this title.
18 (2) In the case of a work lawfully reproduced in useful articles
19 that have been offered for sale or other distribution to the public,
20 copyright does not include any right to prevent the making, dis-
21 tribution, or display of pictures or photographs of such articles
22 in connection with advertisements or commentaries related to the
23 distribution or display of such art ides, or in connection with news
24 reports.
25 (b) When a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work in which copy-
26 right subsists under this title is utilized in an original ornamental
27 design of a useful article, by the copyright proprietor or under an
28 express license from him, the design shall be eligible for protection
20 under the provisions of title III of this Act.
30 (c) Protection under this title of a work in which copyright subsists
31 shall terminate with respect to its utilization in useful articles when-
32 ever the copyright proprietor has obtained registration of an orna-
33 mental design of a useful article embodying said work under the
34 provisions of title III of this Act. Unless and until the copyright
35 proprietor has obtained such registration, the copyright pictorial,
36 graphic, or sculptural work shall continue in all respects to be covered

37 by and subject to the protection afforded by the copyright subsisting
38 under this title. Nothing in this section shall be deemed to create any

additional rights or protection under this title.
40 (d) Nothing in this section shall affect any right or remedy held
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by any person under this title in a work in which copyright was sub.

2 slating on the effective date of title III of this Act, or with respect to

3 any utilization of a copyrighted work other than in the design of a

4 useful article.
§ 114. Scope of exclusive rights in sound recordings

(a) LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIONTS.The exclusive rights of

7 the owner of copyright in a sound recording are limited to the rights

8 specified by clauses (1), (3), and (4) of section 106. The exclusive

9 rights of the owner of copyright in a sound recording to reproduce and

10 perform it are limited to the rights to duplicate the sound recording

11 in the form of phonorocords or copies of audiovisual works that
12 directly or indirectly recapture the actual sounds fixed in the record-

lag, and to perform those actual sounds. These rights do riot extend

14 to the making or duplication of another sound recording that is an

15 independent fixation of other sounds, or to the performance of other

10 sounds, even though such sounds imitate or simulate those in the copy-

11 righted sound recording.

1S (b) Pritroraramrs RIGHTS Onman-r.The exclusive right to per-

19 form publicly, by means of a phonorecord, a copyrighted literary,
20 musical, or dramatic work, and the exellisive right to pee form publicly

21 a copyrighted sound recording, are separate and independent rights

22 under this title.
23 (c) COMPULSORY LICENSE IVOR PUBLIC PERFORMANCE of SOUND

24 RroonniNOS.
25 (1) Subject to the provisions of sections 111 and 116, the public

performance of a sound recording is subject to compulsory licens-

27 ing under the conditions specified by this subsection, if phono-

records of it have been distributed to the public under the author-

29 ity of the copyright owner.
(2) Any person who wishes to obtain a complsory license under

31 this subsection shall fulfill the following requirements:

32 (A) He shall at least one month before the public perform.

33 ance and thereafter at intervals and in accordance with re-

34 quirements that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe

35 by regulation, record in the Copyright Office a notice stating

36 his identity and address and declaring his intention to obtain

37 a compulsory license under this subsection;

(id) Deposit with the Register of Copyrights, at annual

39 intervals in accordance with requirements that the Register

4n of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, a statement of
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1 account and a total royalty fee for the period covered by the

statement, based on the royalty rates specified by clause (4).

3 (3) In the absence of a negotiated license, failure to record the

4 notice, file the statement, or deposit the royalty fee prescribed

5 by clause (2) renders the public performance of a sound relord-

ing actionable as an act of infringement untie, ststion 601 and
fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through

zz 505, but not including the criminal remedies provided by sec-

9 t ion 508.

10 (4) The annual royalty fees under this subsection may, at the
11 user's option, be computed on either a blanket or a prorated basis.

12 Although a negotiated license may be substituted for the compul-

11 sory license prescribed by this subsection, in no case shall the
14 negotiated rate amount to lets than the applicable rate provided

15 by this clause. The following rates shall be applicable:

10 (A) For a radio or television broadcast station licensed by

17 the Federal Communications Commission, the blanket rate
is 2 percent of the net receipts from advertising sponsors due-

l!) ing the applicable period. The alternative prorated rate is a
fraction of 2 percent of such net receipts, based. on a caleu-

21 lation made in accordance with a standard formula that the

22 Register of Copyrights, shall prescribe by regulation, taking

into account the amount of the station's commercial time
24 devoted to playing copyrighted sound recordings and whether

25 the station is A radio or television broadcaster.

26 (B) Subject to section 111, for background music services
and other transmitters of performances of sound recordings

28 the blanket rite is 2 percent of the gross receipts from sub-
scribers or others who pay to receive the transmission during

30 the applicable period. The alternative prorated rate is a frac-

31 tion of 2 percent of such gross receipts, based on a calculation

32 made in accordance with a standard formula that the Register

33 of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, taking into ac-

31 count the proportion of time devoted to musical performances

35 by the transmitter during the applicable period, and the ex-

36 tent to which the transmitter is also the owner of copyright
in the sound recordings performed during said period.

3R (C) For an operator of coin-operated phonorecord players,

39 as that term is defined by section 116, and for a cable system,

714 11 . 7 1.1
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1 as that term is defined by section 111, the compulsory licensing

2 rates shall be governed exclusively by those respective sec-
3 tions, and not by t his subsection.

4 (1)) For all other users not otherwise exempted, the blanket

5 rate is $25 per year for each location at which copyrighted

6 sound recordings are performed. The alternative prorated
7 late based on the number of separate performances

of such works during the tzar and, in accordance with a
9 standard formula that the Register of Copyrights shall pre-

10 scribe by regulation, shall not exceed $5 per day of use.

11 (d) Ex,btelioNs.--In addition to users exempted from liability by
12 section 110 or subject to the provisions of section 111 or 116, any
13 person who publicly performs a copyrighted sound recording and who

14 would otherwise be subject to liability for such performance is ex-
15 empted from liability for infringement and from the compulsory
16 licensing requirements of this section, during the applicable annual

17 period, if
18 (1) In the case of a broadcast station, its gross receipts from

19 advertising sponsors were less than $25,000; or

20 (2) In the case of a background music service or other transmit.

21 ter of performances of sound recordings, its gross receipts from

subscribers or others who pay to receive the transmission were less

23 than $10,000.

24 (e) DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES.

25 (1) During the month of September in each year, every person

26 elaiming to be entitled to compulsory license fees under this See-

27 t ion for performances during the preceding twel +t.muonth period

28 shall file a claim with the Register of Copyrights, in accordance

29 with requirements that the Register shall prescribe by regulation.

30 Such claim shall include an agreement to accept as final, except as

3t provided in section 800 of this title, the determination of the Copy-

32 right Royalty Trilmnal in any CORI roversy concerning the distri-

33 bution of royalty fees deposited under subclause (11) of subsection

34 (c) (2) of this section to which the claimant is a party. Notwith-

35 standing any provisions of the antitrust laws (the Act of Oc-
36 toter 15, 1914, 38 Stat. 730, and any amendments of any such

37 laws), for purposes of this subsection any claimants may agree

38 among themselves as to the proportionate division of compulsory

39 licensing fees among them, may lump their claims together and
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1 file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common

agent to receive payment on their behalf.

a (2) After the first day of October of each year, the Register of

4 Copyrights shall determine whether there exists a controversy con-

5 cerning the distribution of royalty fees deposited under subclause

(II) of subsection (c) (2). If he determines that io such contro-

7 versy exists, he shall, after deducting his reasonable administra-

8 tine costs under this Nuvihn:, tli:-Arandez.;urb fees to the copyright

owners and performers entitled, or to their designated agents.

10 If he finds that such a controversy exists he shall certify to 0-.at

11 fact and proceed to constitute a panel of the Copyright Royt.lty

12 Tribunal in accordance with section 803. In such cases the reason-

13 able administrative costs of the Register under this section shall be

deducted prior to distribution of the royalty fee by the tribunal.

15 (3) For the purposes of this sect ion-

16 (A) One half of all royalties to be distributed shall be paid

17 to the copyright owners, and the other half shell be paid to

19 the performers, of the sound recordings for which claims have

19 been made under clause (1) ; and

20 (R) During the pendency of any proceeding under this
21 section. the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright Royalty

22 Tribunal shall withhold from distribution an amount suffi-

23 dent to satisfy all claims with respect to which a controversy

24 exists, but shall have discretion to proceed to distribute any

2,5 amounts that are not in controversy.

26 (f) Itr.t..vrtoN To Orme SEcrioNs.The public performance of
27 sound recordings by means of secondary transmissions and cont-oiler-

28 ated phonorecord players is governed by sections 111 and 116, respec-

29 tively, and not by this section, except that there shall be an equal
30 distribution of nlyalty fore for so^!: performance: bet ween
31 copyright owners and performers as provided by subsection (e ) (3) (

32 of this section.

33 (g) DEriNtrioNs.--As used in this section, the following terms and

34 their variant forms mean the following:

35 (1) "Commercial time" is any transmission program, the time

36 for which is paid for by a commercial sponsor, or any t ranstuis-

37 siOn program that is interrupted by a spot commercial announce-

38 ment at intervals of leF,s than fourteen and one-half minutes.

39 (2) "Perforniersare musicians, singers, conductors, actors,
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narrators, and others whose performance of a literary, musical,

2 or dramatic work is end)odied in a sound recording.

§ 115. Scope of exclusive rights in nondramatic musical works:

4 Compulsory license for making and distributing piton°

6 records

6 In the case of nondramatic musical works, the exclusive rights pro.

7 vided by clauses (1) and (3) of section 106, to make and to distribute

8 phonorecords of such works, are subject to compulsory licensing under

9 the conditions specified by this section.

10 (a) Av.11.nts.av AND Senn or Com rrt,soar Lief:Nov.

11 (1) When phonorecords of a nondramatic musical work have

12 been distributed to the public under the authority of the copyright

13 owner, any other person may, by complying with the provisions of

14 this section, obtain a compulsory license to make and distribute

15 phonorecords of the work. A person may obtain a compulsory

10 license only if his primary purpose in making phonorecords is to

17 distribute them to the public for private use

18 (2) A compulsory s'nso includes the privilege of making a

19 musical arrangement of the work to the extent necessary to con.

20 form it to the style or manner of intrpretation of the perform,

once involved, but the arrangement shall not change the bask

22 melody or fundamental character of the work, and shall not be

23 subject to protection as a derivathe work :angler this title, except.

24 with the express consent of the copyright owner.

25 (b) NOTICE, or lismirrox TO OBTAIN Comemsoriv LICENSE; !DEMO-

N Nartos or OWNER or PER FORMA NCI; RIO Ia.--

27 (1) Any person who wishes to obtain is compulsory license

28 under this section shall, before or within thirty days after making,

and before distributing any phonorecords of the work, serve notice

30 of his intention to do so on the copyright owner. If the registra-

31 lion or other public records of the Copyright Office do not identify

32 the copyright owner and include an address at which notice can

33 be served on him, it shall he sufficient to tile the notice of intention

34 in the Copyri,o,t Office. The notice shall comply, in form, con-

35 tent, and manner of service, with requirements that the Register

36 of Copyrightsshall prescribe. by regulation.

37 (2) If the copyright owner so requests in writing not later than

38 tett days after service or filing of the notice required by clause (1),

the person exercising the compulsory license shall designate, on

40 a label or container accompanying each phonorecord of the work
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distributed by him, and in the form and manner that the Register

2 of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation, the name of the

3 copyright owner or his agent to whom royalties for puld iv per

4 formance of the mork are to be paid.

5 (3) Failure to serve or tile the ',Mice required by clause (1), or

6 to designate the name of the owner or agent as required by clause

(2), forecloses the possibility of a compulsory license and, in the

8 absence (if a negotiated license, renders the making and distribu-

9 tior of phonorecords actionable as actsof infringement under sec-

10 tiou 501 and fully subject to the reraedies provided by sections

11 502 through 506.

12 (0) ROYALTY PAYAALE ITNDER COMPULSORY LICENSE.

13 t To be entitled to receive royalties under a compulsory li-

14 cense, the copyright ,wiler must be identified in the registration or

15 other public records of the Copyright Oilice. The owner is en-

16 titled to royalties for phonorecords made and distributed after he

17 is so identified but he is not entitled to recover for any phony-.

18 records previously made and distributed.

19 (2) Except as provided by clause (1), the royalty under a

20 compulsory license shall be payable for every phonorecocd made

21 and distributed in accordance with the license. With respect to

22 each work embodied in the phonorecord, the royalty shall be either

23 two and one-half cents, or one-half cent per minute of playing

24 time or fraction thereof, whichever amount is larger.

25 (3) Royalty payments shall be made quarterly, in January,

26 April. July. and t ob e r . and shall include all royalties for the

27 three months next preceding, Each quarterly payment shall I*

28 accompanied by a detailed statement of account, which shall coin-

29 ply in form, content. ;ind manner of certifioation with require

30 IneRts that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regula-

31 tion.

:32 tti If the copyright owner does not receive the quarterly pay-

33 ment and .statement of ,recount when due, he may gyre written

34 notice to the licensee that, unless the default is remedied within

35 thirty days from the date of the notice, the compulsory. license

36 will be automatically terminated. Such terminal ion renders the

37 'making and Ilistribution of all phonorecords, for which the royalty

38 had not been paid, actionable as acts of infringement tinder sec-

39 tion 501 anti fully subject to the remedies provided by sections

40 :0)2. through :ow,.
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1 § 116. Scope of exclusive rights in nondramatic musical works and

2 sound recordings: Public performances by means of coin-

3 operated phonorecord players

4 (3) f.tsu1Arlte !IN EXCLUBIA E RtauT, In the case of a non

b dramatic musical Work embodied in a photo record, and in the case

6 of a sound recording, the exclusive right nniter clatitv (4) of section

7 IOC to perform the A, ut k of a coin-operated phono-

8 record player is limited as follows:

9 i 1) The proprietor of the etablishment in which the. public

10 performance takes place is not liable for infringement with re

11 specs to such public performan -ecm less :

12 (A) he is the operator of the plioncrecord player; or

la (il) lie lefaser. ut fails, within one =nth after receipt by

14 registered or certified mail of a request, at a time during

15 which the certificate required by subclatise (1)(C) of sub-

16 section (Ii) is not affixed to the phonorecord player, by the

17 copyright owner, to make full disclosure, by registered or

18 certified mail, of the identity of the operator of the phono-

19 recot
t
d pia, e.

20 42) The operator of the coin-operated phonorecord player may

21 obtain a compulsory license to perform the work publicly on that

22 phonorecord player by filing the application, affixing the certifi-

z.i rate, and paying the royalties provided by subsection (b).

24 (b) ItcommArios OF COIN-OPERATED PIIONORECORD PLAYER, AF-

25 FIXATION OF CERTIFICATE, AND ROYALTY PA TABLE UNDER Compri,-

26 SORT LICENSE.

27 (1) Any operator who wishes to obtain a compulsory license

28 for the public performance of works on a coin-operated phono-

9 record player shall fulfill the following requirements:
30 (A) Before or within one month after such performances
31 are made available on a particular phonorecord player, and
32 during the month of January in each succeeding year that
33 such performances are made available in that particular
34 phonorecord player, he shall file in the Copyright Office, in

35 accordance with requirements that the Register of Copyrights

38 shall prescribe by regulation, an application containing the

37 name and address of the operator of the phonorecord player

38 and the manufacturer and aerial number or other explicit
39 identification of the phonorecord player, and in addition to

40 the fee prescribed by clause (9) of section 708(a), he shall
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1 deposit with the Register of Copyrights a royalty fee for
2 the current calendar year of $9 for that particular phono
3 record player. If such performances are made available on a

4 particular phonorecoril pliiyer for the. first time after July 1

tS of any year, the royalty fee to bo deposited for the remainder

6 of that year shall be $4.50.

7 (13) Within twenty days of receipt of an application and a

8 royalty fee pursuant to subclause (A), the Register of Copy-

9 rights shall issue to the applicant a certificate for the phono-

10 record player.

11 (C) On or before March 1 of the year in which the certifi

12 cate prescribed by subclause (B) of this clause is issued, or

13 within ten days after the date of issue of the certificate, the

14 operator shall affix to the particular phonorecord player, in a

15 position where it can be readily examined by the public, the

16 certificate, issued by the Register of Copyrights under sub-
17 (R). of ill!, latest application made by him under sob-

18 clause (A) of this clause with respect to that phonorecord

19 player.

20 (2) Failure to file the application, to affix the certificate or to
21 pay the royalty required by clause (1) of this subsection renders

22 the public performance actionable as an act of infringement under

23 section 501 and fully subject to the remedies provided by section

24 509 through 506.

25 (C) Distatatmox or ROYALTIES.

26 (1) During the month of January in each year, every person

27 claiming to be ent ;fled to conipulsory license fees under this section

28 for performances during the preceding twelve-month period shall

29 file a claim with the Register of Copyrights, in accordance with

30 requirements that. the Register shall prescribe by regulation. Such

31 claim shail include an agreement to accept as final, except as pro-

32 vided in section 809 of this title, the determination of the Copy-
33 right Royalty Tribunal in any controversy concerning the distri
34 hutirm :;f r:Falty dzpo:;itcd ,..dc: (a )

35 Linn (W(1) of this section to Whicii the cia;tteatli ;, Not-

36 withstanding any provisions of the antitrust laws (the Act of
37 October 1G, 1914, 39 Stat. 730, and any amendments of any such

3S laws), for purposes of this subsection any claimants may agree
39 among themselves as to the proportionate division of compulsory

40 licensing fees among them, may lump their claims together and
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file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common

2 agent to receive payment on their behalf.

3 (2) After the first day of October of each year, the Register of
4 Copyrights shall determine whether there exists a controversy
5 concerning the distribution of royalty fees deposited under sub-
6 clause (A) of subsection (b)(1). If he determines that no such
7 controversy exists, he shall, after deducting his reasonable ad-
8 ministrative cots under this section, distribute such fee:: t<1 the
9 copyright owners and performers entitled, or to their designated

10 agents. If he finds that such a controversy exists he shall certify

11 to that fact and proceed to constitute a panel of the Copyright
12 Royalty Tribunal in accordance with section 80:3. In such eases the

reasonable administrative costs of the Register under this section

14 shall be deducted prior to distribution of the royalty fee by the
15 tribunal.

Its (3) The fees to be distributed shall be divided as follows:
17 (A) One ninth of the fees to be distributed shall be allo-
18 cated to copyright owners and performers of sound record
19 ings, and the remainder to owners of copyright. in nondra
20 mat ic musical works;

21 (II) The fees allocated to copyright owners and performers

22 of sound recordings shall be divided omially between them, as

23 provided by section 114(f);

24 (C) The. fees allocated to owners of copyright in nohdl-a

25 rustic musical works shall bo distributed as follows:

26 (1) Every copyright owner not affiliated with a per.
27 forming rights society shall receive the pro rata share
28 of the fees to be distributed to which such copyright

29 owner proves his entitlement; and

30 (ii) The performing rights societies shall receive the
31 remainder of the fees to he distributed in such pro rata
32 shares as they shall by agreement stipulate among hem-
33 selves, or, if they fail to agree, the pro rata share to
34 which such performing rights societies prove their
35 entitlement.

36 (U) During the pendency of any proceeding under this
37 section, the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright Royalty

38 Tribunal shall withhold from distribution an amount SA-
39 dent to satisfy all claims with respect, to which a controversy
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exists, but shall have discretion to proceed to distribute any
2 amounts that are not in controversy.
3 (4) The Register of Copyrights shall promulgate regulations
4 under which persons who can reasonably be expected to have

claims may, during the year in which performances take place,
6 without expense to or harassment of operators or proprietors of
7 establishments in which phonorecord players are located, have
8 such access to such establishments and to the phonorecord players
fl located therein and such opportunity to obtain information with

10 respect thereto as may be reasonably necessary to determine, by
11 sampling procedures or otherwise, the proportion of contribution
12 of the musical works of each such person to the earnings of the
13 phonorecord players for which fees shall have been deposited.
14 Any person who alleges that he has been denied the access per-
15 mitted under the regulations prescribed by the Register of Copy-
16 rights may bring an action in the United States District Court
17 for the District of Columbia for the cancellation of the compul-
18 sory license of the phonorecord player to which such access has
19 been denied, and the court shall have the power to declare the

20 compulsory license thereof invalid from the date of issue thereof.
21 (d) CRIMINAL PENALTIES.Any person who knowlingly makes a
22 false representation of a material fact in an application filed under
23 clause (1) (A) of subsection (b), or who knowingly alters a certificate
24 issued under clause (1)(B) of subsection (b) or knowingly affixes
25 such a certificate to a phonorecord player other than the one it covers,
26 shall be fined not more than $2,500.
27 (e) DrvirirrroNs.As used in this section, the following terms and
28 their variant forms mean the following:
29 (1) A "coin-operated phonorecord player" is a machine or (le-
a() vice that
31 (A) is employed solely for the performance of non-
32 dramatic musical works by means of phonore.cords upon
33 being activated by insertion of a coin;
34 (B) is located in an establishment making no direct or
35 indirect charge for admission;
36 (C) is accompanied by a list of the (isles of all the musical

37 works available for performance on it, which list is affixed to
38 the phonorecord player or posted in the establishment in a
39 prominent position where it can be readily examined by the
40 public; and
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1 (D) affords a choice of works available for performance
2 and permits the choice to be made by the patr6ns of the
8 establishment in which it is located.
4 (2) An "operator" is any person who, alone or jointly with
6 others:
6 (A) owns a coinoperated phonorecord player; or
7 (B) has the power to make a coin- operated phonorecord
8 player available for placement in an establishment for pur.
9 poses of public performance; or

10 (C) has the power to exercise primary control over the
11 selection of the musical works made available for public
12 performance in a coinoperated phonorecord player.
13 (3) A "performing rights society" is an association or corpora.
14 tion that licenses the public performance of nondramatic musical
15 works on behalf of the copyright owners, such as the American
16 Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, Broadcast Music,
17 Inc., and SESAC, Inc.
18 § 117. Scope of exclusive rights: Use in conjunction with com
19 puters and similar information systems
20 Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 through 116, this
21 title does not afford to the owner of copyright in a work any greater
22 or lesser rights with respect to the use of the work in conjunction with
23 automatic systems capable of storing, processing, retrieving, or trans-
24 (erring information, or in conjunction with any similar device, ma-
25 chine, or process, than those afforded to works under the law, whether
26 title 17 or the common law or statutes of a State, in effect on Decem.
27 her 31, 1974. as held applicable and construed by a court in an action
28 brought under this title.
29 Chapter 2.COPYRIGHT OWNERSHIP AND TRANSFER

201. Ownership of copyright
202. Ownership of copyright as distinct from ownership of material object,
203. Termination of transfers and licenses granted by the author,
204. Execution of transfers ot ceerrIght ownership.
2055. Recordation of transfers and other documents.

30 § 201. Ownership of copyright

31 (a) INMAL OWNERSIIIP.Copyright in work protected under this

32 title rests initially in the author or authors of the work. The authors

33 of a joint work are co-owners of copyright in the work.

34 (b) WORKS MADE FOR the case of a work made for hire,

35 the employer or other person for whom the work was prepared is
38 considered the author for purposes of this title, and, unless the parties
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I have expressly agreed otherwise in a written instrument signed by
2 them, owns all of the rights comprised in the copyright.
3 (e) ComitvcrioNs Tu Comv.vrivt Woiots.--Leopyright in each sep-
4 crate contribution to a collective work is distinct from copyright in

the collective work its a whole, and vests initially in the author of the

6 contribution. In the absence of tin express transfer of the copyright
7 or of any rights under it, the owner of copyright in the collective

work is presumed to have acquired only the privilege. of reproducing
9 and distributing the contribution as part of that particular collective

10 work, any revision of that collective work, and any later collective
11 work in the same series.
12 (d) TRANSFER or OWNERSHIP.
13 (1) The ownership of a copyright may be transferred in whole
14 or in part by any means of conveyance or by operation of law, and
15 may be bequeathed by will or pass as personal property by the
16 applicable laws of intestate succession.

17 (2) Any of the exclusive rights comprised in a copyright,
18 including any subdivision of any of the rights specified by section

19 106, may be transferred as provided by clause (1) and owned sepa-
20 rately. The owner of any particular exclusive right is entitled, to
21 the extent of that right, to all of the protection and remedies
22 accorded to the copyright owner by this title.
2:1 § 202. Ownership of copyright as distinct from ownership of
2I material object
SS Ownership of a copyright, or of any of the exclusive rights under

26 a coorighi, is distina from ownership of any material object in
27 which the work is embodied. Transfer of ownership of any material
28 object, including the copy or phonorecord in which the work is first
,-)9 fixed, does not of itself convey any rights in the copyrighted work
30 embodied in the object: nor, in the absence of an agreement, does
31 transfer of ownership of a copyright or of any exclusive rights tinder

32 a copyright convey property rights in any material object.

§ 203. Termination of t ransfers and licenses granted by the author
34 (a) CPSDITIONS YOH TERM tNATIos.---In the case of any work other

than a work made for hire, the exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a
transfer or license of copyright or of any right under a copyright,

37 executed by the author on or after January 1, 1975, otherwise than
3R by will, is subject to termination under the following conditions:
39 In the case of it grant executed by one author, termination

of the grant may be effected by that author or, if he is dead, by
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the person or persons who, tinder clause (2) of this subsection,

2 own and are entitled to exercise a total of more than one half of
that author's termination interest. In the case of a grant executed
by two or more authors of a joint work, termination of the grant
may be effected by a majority of the authors who executed it;
if any ,tiI,stich authors is dead, his termination interest may be

7 exercised as it unit by the person or persona who, under clause (2)

of this subsection, own and are entitled to exercise a total of more
9 than one half of his interest.

lit (2) Where an author is dead, his or her termination interest is
11 owned, and may be exercised, by his widow (or her widower) and

12 children or grandchildren as follows:

13 ( A) The widow (or widower) owns the author's entire ter-
11 mination interest unless there are any surviving children or

grandchildren of the author, in which case the widow (or
Is widower) owns one half of the author's interest ;
17 (B) The author's surviving children, and the surviving
Ix children of any dead child of the author, own the author's
19 entire termination interest unless there is a widow (or wid-
12o ower), in which case the ownership of one half of the author's

21 interest is divided among them ;

22 (C) The rights of the author's children and grandchildren
are in all cases divided among them and exercised on a per
stirpes basis according to the number of his childieu repre-

25 rented ; the share of the children of a dead child in a termina-

26 t ion interest can be exercised only by the action of a majority

27 of them.

2S (3) Termination of the grant may be effected it any time during
29 a period of five years beginning at the end of thirty-five years from
3o the date of execution of the grant ; or, if the grant covers the right

al of publication of the work, the period begins at the end of thirty-

fivz years from the date of publication of the work under the grant

3.3 or at the end of forty years from the date of execution of the
t grant, whichever term ends earlier.

(4) The termination shall be effected by serving an advance
3f1 notice in writing, signed by the number and proportion of owners

37 of termination interests required under clauses (1) and (2) of this
3q subsection, or by their did:, authorized agents, upon the grantee

39 or his successor in title.

4n (A) The notice shall state the effective date of the termina-
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tion, which shall fall'within the fiveyear period specified by
2 clause (3) of this subsection, and the notice shall be served
3 not less than two or more than ten years before that date. A

copy of the notice shall be recorded in the Copyright Office
before the effective date of termination, as a condition to its

6 taking effect,
7 (13) The notice shall comply, in form, content, and man-

ner of service, with requirements that the Register of Copy-
9 rights shall prescribe by regulation.
to (/5) Termination of the grant may be effected notwithstand-
11 ing any agreement to the contrary, inclUding an agreement to
12 make a will or to make any future grant.
13 (b) Evamcr oF TvrotiNATtoN -1.7pon the effective date of termina
14 tion, all rights under this title that were covered by the terminated
13 grant revert to the author, authors, and other persons owning termi-
16 nation interests under clauses (1) and (2) of subsection (a), includ

ing those owners who did not join in signing the notice of termination
Is under clause (4) of subsection (a),but with the following limitations:
19 (1) A derivative work prepared under authority of the grant

before its termination may continue to be utilized under the terms
21 of the grant after its termination, but this privilege does not ex-
22 tend to the preparation after the termination of other derivative

works based upon the copyrighted wot k covered by the terminated
21 grant.
23 (2) The future rights that will revert upon termination of the
2f1 grant become vested on the date the notice of termination has
27 been served as provided by clause (4) of subsection (a). The
2s rights vest in the author, authors, and other persons named in,
21) and in the proportionate shares provided by, clauses (1) and (2)
to of subsection ( r,)

(3) Subject to the provisions of clause (4) of this subsection,
32 a further grant, or agreement to make a further grant, of any

right covered by a terminated grant is valid only if it is signed by

the same number and proportion of the owners, in whom the
right has vested limier clause (2) of this subsection, as are re-

ar to terminate the grant under clauses (1) and (2) of sub-
37 section (a). Such further grant or agreement is effective with
3 respect to all of the persons in whom the right it covers has vested

39 Finder clause (2) of this subsection. including those who did not
ioin in signing it. If any person dies after rights under a termi-
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hated grant have vested in him, his legal representatives, legit-
2 tees, or heirs at law represent him for purposes of this clause.

(4) A further grant. or agreement to make a further grant, of
any right covered by a terminated grant is valid only if it is made

after the effective date of the termination. As an exception, how-

ever, an agreement for such a further grant may be made between

7 the persons provided by clause (3) of this subsection and the
original grantee or his successor in title, after the notice of tenni

9 nation has been served as provided by clause (4) of subsection (a).

10 (5) Termination of a grant under this section affects only those

11 rights covered by the grant that arise under this title, and in no
12 way affects rights arising under any other Federal, State, or for-

13 vigil laws.

la (8) Unless and until termination is effected under this section,

1:+ the grant, if it does not provide otherwise, continues in effect for

is the term of copyright provided by this title.

17 § 204. Execution of transfers of copyright ownership

1A (a) A transfer of copyright ownership, other than by operation of

19 law, is not valid unless an instrument of conveyance, or a note or
211 memorandum of the transfer, is in writing and signed by the owner

21 of the rights conveyed or his duly authorized agent.
4.2 (b) A certificate of acknowledgement is not required for the validity
23 of a transfer. but is prima facie evidence of the execution of the
24 transfer if :

(1) in the case of a transfer executed in the United States, the
.211 certificate is issued by a person authorized to administer oaths
27 within the United States ; or

2s (2) in the case of a transfer executed in a foreign country, the

29 certificate is issued by a diplomatic or consular officer of the
United Sates, or by a person authorized to administer oaths

31 whose Rut to,.rity is proved by a certificate of such an officer.

32 § 205. Recordation of transfers and other documents
33 fa) Co.somoss lircoarwrtos.Any transfer of copyright own-

34 ership or other document pertaining to a copyright may be recorded

35 in the Copyright Office if the document filed for recordation bears the

36 actual signature of the person who executed it, or if it is accompanied
37 by a sworn or official certification that it is a true copy of the original,

signed document.

(b) CEsuricArr on RnoostiaTioN.--The Register of Copyrights
shall, upon receipt of a document as provided by subsection (a) and
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1 of the fee provided by section 708, record the document and return it

2 with a certificate of recordation.

3 (c) REOORDATION AS CONSTRUCTIVE Noricz.---Recordation of a docu

4 ment in the Copyright Office gives all persons constructive notice of the

5 facts stated in the recorded document, but only if

6 (1) the document, or material attached to it, specifically identi

7 ties the work to which it pertains so that, after the document is in-

s dexed by the Register of Copyrights, it would be revealed by a

9 reasonable search under the title or registration number of the

10 work ; and

11 (2) registration has been made for the work.

12 (d) RrOORDATION AS PREREQUISITE TO INFRINOEMZN'T SUIT.--lco per-

13 son claiming by virtue of a transfer to be the owner of copyright or

14 of any exclusive right under a copyright is entitled to institute an in-

15 fringement action under this title until the instrument of transfer

16 under which he claims has been recorded in the Copyright Office, but

17 suit may be instituted after such recordation on a cause of action that

is arose before recordation.

19 (0) PRIORITY BETWEEN CONFLICTING 'TRANSFERS. As between two

20 conflicting transfers, the one executed first prevails if it is recorded, in

21 the manner required to give constructive notice under subsection (e),

22 within one month after its execution in the United States or within two

WI months after its execution abroad, or at any time before recordation in

24 such manner of the later transfer. Otherwise the later transfer prevails

25 if recorded first in such manner, and if taken in good faith, for valu-
26 able consideration or on the basis of a binding promise to pay royal-

27 ties, and without notice of the earlier transfer.

28 (f) PRIORITY BETWEEN CoNetturn.to TRANSFER OF OWNERSIIIr A No

29 NoNExcutstvE LICENSE. --A nonexclusive license, whether recorded

30 or not, prevails over a conflicting transfer of copyright ownership if
31 the license is evidenced by a written instrument signed by the owner of

32 the rights licensed or his duly authorized agent, and if :

33 (1) the license was taken before execution of the transfer; or

34 (2) the license was taken in good faith before. recordation of

35 the transfer and without notice of it,

36 Chapter 3. DURATION OF COPYRIGHT
Sec.
301. Pre-emption with respect to other laws.
303 Duration of copyright : Works created on or after Jantmry 1, 1915.
3(3. Duration of copyright : Works created but not published or copyrighted

before January 1,1076.
304, Duration of copyright Subsisting copyrights.
306. Duration of copyright: Terminal date.
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§ 301. Pre-emption with respect to other laws
2 (a) On and after January 1, 1975, all rights in the nature of copy.
3 right in works that come within the subject matter of copyright as
4 specified by sections 102 and 103, whether created before or after that

5 date and whether published or unpublished, are governed exchisively

by this title. Thereafter, no person is entitled to copyright, literary
7 property rights, or any equivalent legal or equitable right in any such
8 work under the common law or statutes of any State.
9 (b) Nothing in this title annuls or limits any rights or remedies

10 under the common law or statutes of any State with respect to:
11 (1) unpublished material that does not come within the subject
12 matter of copyright as specified by sections 102 and 103; including
13 works of authorship not fixed in any tangible medium of
14 expression;

15 (2)- any cause of action arising from undertakings commenced
10 before January 1,1975;

17 (3) activities violating rights that are not equivalent to any of
the exclusive rights within the general scope ofcohyrightasspeai-

10 fied by section 106, including breaches of contract, breaches of
20 tiust, invasion c f privacy, defamation, and deceptive trade prac
21 tires such as passing otT and false representation.
22 §302. Duration of copyright: Works created on or after Janu-
23 ary 1, 1975

24 (a) IN tlyticaAi.,--Copyright in a work created on or after Janu-
ary 1, 7975, subsists from its creation and, except as provided by the

211 tollowing subsections, endures for a term consisting of the life of
27 the author and fifty years after his death.
2R (6) JOINT iVoluts.---In the case of a joint work prepared by two
20 or more authors who did not work for hire, the copyright endures for

30 a term consisting of the life of the last surviving author and fifty
31 years after his death.

(c) ANosivbtot:s rt;EuDONYMOUS WORKS, AND WORKS MADE

33 roe the case of an anonymous work, a pseudonymous work,

34 or a work made for hire, the copyright endures for a term of seventy-

35 five years from the year of its first publication, or a term of one
an hundred years from the year of its creation, whichever expires first.

37 If, before the end of such term, the identity of one or more of the
38 authors of an anonymous or pseudonymous work is revealed in the
30 records of a registration made for that work under subsection (a)

40 or (d) of section 407, or in the records provided by this subsection,
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1 the copyright in the work endures for the term specified by subsections

2 (a) (b), based on the life of the author or authors whose identity

3 has been revealed. Any person having an interest in the copyright in

4 au anonymous or pseudonymous work nay at any time record, in

5 records to be maintained by the Copyright Office for that purpose, a

6 statement identifying one or more authors of the work; the statement

7 shall also identify the person filing it, the nature of his interest, the

8 source of his information, and the particular work affected, and shall

9 comply in form and content with requirements that the Register of

10 Copyrights sha 11 prescribe by regulation.

11 (d) Itr.coaDs RELATING To DEATH OF AUTHORS.Any person having

12 an interest in a copyright may at any time record in the Copyright

13 Office a statement of the date of death of the author of the copy.
14 righted work, or a statement that the author is still living on a par-

15 ticular (late. The statement shall identify the person filing it, the
16 nature of his interest, and the source of his information, and shall
17 comply in form and content with requirements that. the Register
18 of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation. The Register shall
19 maintain current records of information relating to the death of
20 authors of copyrighted works, based on such recorded statements
21 and, to the extent he considers practicable, on data contained in any

22 of the records of the Copyright Office or in other reference sources.

23 (e) l'itr.stmrriox AS TO AUTHOR'S DEATH.After a period of

24 seventytiveOws from the year of first publication of a work, or a
25 period of one hAdred years from the year of its creation, whichever

26 expires first, any person who obtains from the Copyright Office a certi.

27 tied report that the records provided by subsection (d) disclose nothing

28 to indicate that the author of the work is living, or died less than fifty

29 years before, is entitleil to the benefit of a presumption that the author

30 has been dead for at least fifty years. Reliance in good faith upon this

31 ptestimpt hat shall be a complete defense to any action for infringement

32 under this title.

33 § 303. Duration of copyright: Works created but not published or

34 copyrighted before January 1.1975

15 Copyright in a work cmated before January 1. 1975. but not there-

:36 tofore in the public domain or copyright. subsists from January

37 1975. and endures for the term provided by section 302. In no case.

38 however. shall the term of copyright in such a work expire before

39 December 1, 1999; and. if the work is published on or before Deem-

40 lx.r31.191o,the. term of copyright shall not expire before Decembisr 31,

41 1;024.
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1 § 301 Duration of copyright: Subsisting copyrights
2 (a) elfFYRIMITS tY THEIR FIRST TERN! oN JANuARy 1. 1975.Any
3 copyright, the first term of which is subsisting on January 1. 1975,

4 shall endure for twenty-eight years from the date it was originally

5 secured: Provided. That in the case of any posthumous work or of any

8 periodical. cyclopedic. or other composite work upon which the copy-

? right was originally secured by the proprietor thereof, or of any work

S copyrighted by a forVOrtite body (eitherwise than as assignee or licensee

9 of the individual author) or by an employer for whom such work is
10 tonic for hire, the proprietor of such copyright shall be entitled to a

11 renewal and extension of the copyright in such work for the further
12 term of fortyseven years when application for such renewal and ex-

13 tension shall have been mark to Copyright Mei and duly regis-
14 temel therein within one year prior to the expiration of the original

16 term of copyright And provided further, That in the case of any other

18 eop,yrighted work, including a contribution by an individual author

17 to a periodical or to a cyclopedic or other composite work, the author

18 of such work, if still living, or the widow, widower, or children of the

19 nathor, if the author k not living, or if such author, widow, widower,

20 or children be not Mg, then the author's executors. or in the absence

21 of a will, his next of kin shall be entitled to a renewal and extension of

22 the copyright in such work for a further term of forty-seven years
23 when application for such renewal and extension shall have been made

24 to the Copyright Office and duly registered therein within one year

25 prior to the expiration of the original term of copyright : And pro-
26 aided further, That in default of the registration of such application

27 for renewal and extension, the copyright in any work shall terminate

28 at the expiration of twenty-eight years from the date copyright was

29 originally secured.

30 COpYRIOWES IN THEIR RENEWAL TERM on REGISTERED FOR RE-

31 NEWAI, BEFORE ./,NUARY 1. 1975.--ne duration of any copyright, the

32 rem-will term of which is subsisting at any time between December 31,

33 1973. and December 31. 197,1, inclusive, or for which renewal registra-

34 tion is made between December 31, 1973, and December 31, 1974,

35 inclusive, is extended to endure for a term of 75 years from the date

36 copyright was originally secured.

37 (c) TERUINATION OF TPA:MEW; AND LICENSES Col:in:co Ex-

38 TENDED IirNEW.11, TERM.In the case of any copyright subsisting in

39 either its Iirst renewal term on January 1, 1975, other than a copy-

40 right in a work made for hire, the exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a
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1 transfer or license of the renewal copyright or of any right under it,
2 executed before'ianuary 1, 1975, by any of the persons designated by
3 the second proviso of subsection (a) of taus section, otherwise than by
4 will, is subject to feminist ion under the following condition
5 (1) in the case of a grant executed by a person or persons other
6 than the author, termination of the grant may be effected by the
7 surviving person or persons who executed it. In the case of a
S grant executed by one or more of the authors of the work, termina
9 tion of the grant may be effected, to the extent of a particular

10 author's share in the ownership of the renewal copyright, by the
11 author who executed it or, if such author is dead, by the person or
12 persons who, under clause (2) of this subsection, own and are
13 entitled to exercise a total of more than one half of that author's

termination interest.
15 (2) Where an author is dead, his or her termination interest is
16 owned, and may be exercised, by his widow (or her widower) and
17 children or grandchildren as follows:
18 (A) The widow (or widower) owns the author's entire
19 termination interest unless there are any surviving children
20 or grandchildren of the author, in which case the widow (or
21 widower) owns one half of the author's interest;
22 (13) The author's surviving children, and the surviving
23 children of any dead child of the author, own the author's
24 entire termination interest unless there is a widow (or wid-
25 ower), in which case the ownership of one half of the author's
26 interest is (lir bled among them:
27 (0) The rights of the author's children and grandchildren
28 are in all cases divided among them and exercised on a per
29 stirjs's basis according to the number of his children repre-
30 seated: the share o: the children of a dead child in a termi-

nation interest can be exercised only by the action of a MR-
32 jority them.
33 (3) Termination of the grant may be effected at any time dor-
34 ing a period of five years beginning at the end of fifty-six years
35 from the date copyright was originally secured, or beginning on
36 January 1. 1975. whichever is later.
37 (4) The termination shall be effected by serving an advance
38 notice in writing upon the grantee or his successor in title, In the
39 case of a grant executed by a person or persons other than the
40 author, the notice shall be signed by all of those entitled to termi-
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1 nate the grant under clause (II of this subsection, or by their duly

2 authorized agents. In the case of a grant executed by one or more

3 of the authors of the work, the notice as to any one author's share

4 si lik11 he signed by him or his duly amhorized agent or, if he is

5 dead, by the number and proportion of the owners of his termina-

8 tion interest required under clauses (1) and (2) of this suhsection,

7 or by their duly ant horized agents.

8 (A) The notice shall state the effective date of the termi
nation, which shall fall within the tine -year period specified

by clause (3) of this subsection, and the notice shall he served

11 not less than two or more than ten years before that date. A

12 copy of the notice shall be recorded in the Copyright Office

13 before the effective date of termination, as a condition to its
taking effect.

15 (B) The notice shall comply, in form, content, and manner

16 of service, with requirements that the Register of Copyrights

17 shall prescribe by regulation.

18 (5) Termination of the grant may be effected notwithstanding
lg any agreement to the contrary, including an agreement to make a

20 will or to make any future grant,

21 (0) In the ease of a grant executed by a person or persons other

22 than the author, all rights under this title that were covered by

23 the terminated grant revert, upon the effect iye date of termin at 1:nt,

24 to all of those entitled to terminate the grant under clause (1) of

25 this subsection. In the case of a grant executed by one or more

26 of the authors of the work, all of a particular author's rights

27 under this title that were covered by the terminated grant revert,

28 upon the effective date of termination, to that author or, if he is
dead, to the persons owning his termination interest under clause

30 (2) of this subsection, including those owners who did not join

31 in signing the notice of termination under clause (4) of this sub-

32 section. itt all cases the reversion of rights is subject to the follow,

33 ing limitations:

34 (A) A derivative work prepared under authority of the

35 grant before its termination may continue to be utilized under

36 the terms of the grant after its termination, but this privilege

37 does not extend to the preparation after the termination of

38 other derivative works based upon the copyrighted work

39 covered by the terminated grant.
(B) The future rights that will revert upon termination
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1 of the grant become vested on the date the notice of termi-

nation has been served as provided by clause (4) of this

3 subsection.

4 (C) Where an author's rights revert to two or more per-

5 sons under clause (2) of this subsection, they shall vest in

6 those persons in the proportionate shares provided by that

7 clause. In such a case, and subject to the provisions of sub-

8 clause (1)) of this clause, a further grant, or ftgwyrnent to

9 make a further grant, of a particular author's share with

10 respect to any right covered by a terminated grant is valid

11 only if it is signed by the same number and proportion of

12 the owners. in whom the right has vested under this clause,

13 as are required to terminate the grant under clause (2) of

14 this subsection. Sue:, further grant or agreement is effective

15 with respect to all of the persons in whom the right it
16 COVON has vested under this subchnise, including those who

17 did not join in signing it. If any person dies after rights
18 under a terminated grant have rested in him, his legal repre-

19 sentatives. legatees. or heirs at law represent him for purposes

20 of this subclass.

21 (n) A further grant, or agreement. to make a further

22 grant, of any right covered by a terminated grant is valid

23 only if it is made after the effective date of the termination.

24 As an exception, however, an agreement for such a further

25 grant may be made between the author or any of the per-

26 sons provided by the first sentence of clause (6) of this

27 subsection, or between the persons provided by subclause (C)

28 of this clause, and the original grantee or his successor in

29 title, after the notice of termination has been served as pro-

30 sided by clause (4) of this subsection.

31 (E) Termination of a grant under this subsection affects

32 only those rights covered by the grant that arise under this

33 title, and in no way affects rights arising under arty other

34 Federal. State. or foreign laws.

35 (F) Intess and until termination is effected under this

36 section, the grant, if it does not provide otherwise, continues

37 in effect. for the remainder of the extended renewal term.

38 § 305. Duration of copyright: Terminal date

39 All terms of copyright provided by sections 302 through 304 run to

40 the end of the calendar year in which they would otherwise expire.
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1 Chapter 4.COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DEPOSIT, AND
2 REGISTRATION

sec
401. Notice of copyright : Visually perceptible copies.
402. Notice of copyright lhonorecords of sound recordings.
403. Notice of copyright : Publications incorporating United States Government

works.
404. Notice of copyright: Contributions to collective works.
406. Notice of copyight : Omission of notice.
400. Notice of copyright: Error In name or date.
407. Deposit of copies or phonorecords for Library of Congress.
408. Copyright registration In general
400. Application for registration.
410. Registration of claim and issuance of cettificatl.
411. Registration as prerequisite to infringement suit.
412. kteglstration as prerequisite to certain remedies for infringement.

3 § 401. Notice of copyright: Visually perceptible copies
4 (a) (.1ENFRAL REQUIRMENT.Whenever a work protected under

this title is published in the 'United States or elsewhere by authority of

6 the copyright owner, a notice of copyright as provided by this section
7 shall be placed on all publicly distributed copies from which the work

8 can be visually' perceived, either directly or with the aid of a machine

9 or device.

10 (b) Foam or NoTict.The notice appearing on the copies shall con.

11 sist of the following three elements:

12 (1) the symbol © (the letter C in a circle), the word "Copy.
13 right," or the abbreviation "Copr." ;

14 (2) the year of first publication of the work; in the case of
15 compilations or derivative works incorporating previously pub-

16 fished material, the year date of first publication of the corripila-

17 tion or derivative work is sufficient. The year date may be omitted

18 where a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work, with accompanying

19 text matter, if any, is reproduced in or on greeting cards, post-
20 cards, stationery, jewelry, dolls, toys, or any useful articles;

21 (3) the name of the owner of copyright in the work, or an ab-
22 breviation by which the name can be recognized, or a generally
23 known alternative designation of the owner,

24 (c) Postrios or NOTICY,The notice shall be affixed to the copies

25 in such manner and location as to give, reasonable notice of the claim

26 of copyright. The Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regitla-

27 tion, as examples, specific methods of affixation and positions of the

28 notice on various types of works that will satisfy this requirement, but

29' these specifications shall not be considered exhaustive.

30 §402. Notice of copyright : Phonorecords of sound recordings
31 (a) OrNinicit, REQuiRrmEsT.---Whenever a sound recording protect-
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ed under this title is published in the United States or elsewhere by

2 authority of the copyright (miler, a notice of copyright as provided

3 by this section slLall Is placed On all publicly distributed phonorecords

4 of the sound recording.

5 (b) roast or Nortcr. -4 he notice appearing on the phonorecords
6 shall consist of the following three elements

7 (1) the symbol () ( the letter P in a circle) ;

8 (2) the year of tirst publication of the sound recording;

9 (3) the name of the owner of copyrights in the sound record-
10 ing, or an abbreviation by which the name Can be twognized, or a

11 generally known alternative designation of the owner; if the
12 producer of the sound recording is named on the phonorecord
13 labels or 1`0110 iners, and if no other name appears in conjunction

14 with the notice, his name shall be considered a part of the notice.

15 (c) l'osrrlos OF Notee.The notice shall be placed on the surface

16 of the phonorecord, or on the phonorecord label or container, in such

17 manner and location as to give reasonable notice of the claim of copy.

18 right.

19 §403. Notice of copyright: Publications Incorporating United
20 States Government works
21 Whenever a work is published in copies or phonorecords consisting
22 preponderantly of one or more works of the United States Govern-
23 ment, the notice of copyright provided by section 401 or 402 shall
24 also include a statement ident ifying, either affirmatively or negatively,
25 those portions of the copies or phonorecords embodying any work or
26 works protected tinder this title.

27 § 404. Notice of copyright: Contributions to collective works
28 Apri rate. cm)! rihntinn to a collective work may bear its own
29 notice of copyright, as provided by sections 401 through 403. flo-
30 esti, a single notice applicable to the collective work as a whole is
31 sufficient to satisfy the requirements of sections 401 through 403 with
32 respect to t!'.e separate contributions it contains (not including adver-
33 t isemetds inserted on behalf of persons other than the owner of copy.
34 right in the collective work), regardless of the ownership of copyright
35 in the contributions and whether or not they have been previously
36 published.

37 (b) Where the person named in a single notice applicable to a col-
38 lective work as a whole is not the owner of copyright in a separate
39 contribution that does not bear its own notice, the case is governed
40 by the provisions of section 406(a).
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1 § 405. Notice of copyrights Omission of notice

2 (a) EFFECE or OMISSION ON COYYStIlISIT.--The omission of the copy-

3 right notice prescribed by sections 401 through 403 from copies or
4 phonorecords publicly distributed by authority of the copyright owner

5 does not invalidate the copyright in a work if :

6 (1) the notice has been omitted from no more than a relatively
7 small number of copies or phonorecords distributed to the public;
8 or
9 (2) registration for the work has been made before or is made

10 within five years after the publication without notice, and a rea-
1 1 sonable effort is made to add notice to all copies or phonorecords
12 that are distributed to the public in the United States after the
13 omission has been discovered; or
14 (3) the notice has been omitted in violation of an express re-
15 quirement in writing that, as a condition of the copyright owner's
16 authorization of the public distribution of copies or phonorecords,
17 they bear the prescribed notice.
18 (b) EFFECT OF OMISSION ON INNOCENT INFRINGERS.Any person

19 who innocently infringes a copyright, in reliance upon an authorized
20 copy or phonorecord from which the copyright notice has been omitted,

21 incurs no liability for actual or statutory damages under section 504
22 for any infringing acts committed before receiving actual notice that
23 registration for the work had been made under section 408, if he proves

24 that he was misled by the omission of notice. In a suit for infringe.
25 ment in such a case the court may allow or disallow recovery of any

26 of the infringer's profits attributable to the infringement, and may
27 enjoin the continuation of the infringing undertaking or may require,
28 as a condition for permitting the infringer to continue his undertak-
29 ing, that ha pay the copyright owner a reasonable license fee in an
30 amount and on terms fixed by the court.

31 (c) REMOVAL, or NCTICE.--Protection under this title is not affected

32 by the removal, destruction, or obliteration of the notice, without the

33 authorization of the copyright owner, from any publicly distributed
34 copies or phonorecords.

35 § 406. Notice of copyright: Error in name or date
36 (a) ERROR IN NAMF.Where the person named in the copyright
37 notice on copies or phonorecords publicly distributed by authority of

38 the copyright owner is not the owner of copyright, the validity and
39 ownership of the copyright are not affected. In such a case, however,
40 any person who innocently begins an undertaking that infringes the
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1 copyright has a complete defense to any action for such infringement

2 if ho proves that he was misled by the notice and began the undertak

3 ing in good faith under a purported transfer or license from the person

4 named therein, nnle.ss before t lie undertaking wits begun ;

5 (1) registration for the work had been mache in the name of

6 the owner of copyright ; or

7 (2) a document executed by the person named in the notice
8 and showing the ownership of the copyright had been recorded.

9 The person named in the notice is liable to account to the copyright

10 owner for all receipts from purported transfers or licenses made by
11 him under the copyright.

12 ( b) EliliON IS DATE.---When the year date in the notice on cozies or

13 phonorecords distributed by authority of the copyright owner is
14 earlier than the year in which publication first occurred, any period
15 computed front the year of first publication under section 302 is to be

16 computed from the year in the notice. Where the year date is more
17 than low year later than the year in which publication first occurred,
18 the work is considered to have been published without any notice and

19 is governed by the provisions of set on lt 15.

20 tc) OmissioN or NAM!: Olt DXIE.- --Where copies or phonorecords

21 publicly distributed by authority of the copyright owner contain no
22 name or no date that conlil reasonably be considered a part of the
23 notice, the work is considered to have been published without any
24 notice and is governed by the provisions of seet ion 403.

25 § 407. Deposit of copies or phonOreconis for Library of Congress
26 (a) Except as provided by subsection (c), the owner of Copyright
27 or of the exclusive right of publication in a work published with no-
28 tie of copyright in the United States shall deposit. within three
29 months after the date of such publication

30 (1) twit complete col ries of the best edit ; n:

31 (2) if the work is a sound recording, two complete phono.
32 records of the best edition, together with :my printed or other
33 visuallypercuptible material published with such phonorecords.
34 This dvosit is not a, otelition of copyright protection.

35 t b) The required copies or phonorecords shall lie deposited in the
36 Copyright (Plice for the use or IiSIMSil ion of the Library' of Congress.

37 'FM. Register of Copyrights shall. when requested by the depositor
38 mid itp011 piymont of the fee prescribed by section i'os,1,..110 ti receipt

39 for the deposit.

40 ti) 'ii o Register of ro,nyoght, tray by regulation exempt :trim
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I categories of material from the deposit requirements of this section,
2 or require deposit of only one copy or phonorecord with respect to
8 any categories.

4 (d) At any time after publication of a work as provided by sub-
5 section ( a), the Register of Copyrights may make written demand
6 for the required deposit on any of the persons obligated to make the
7 deposit under subsection (a). Unless deposit is made within three
8 months after the demand is received, the person or persons on whom
9 the demand was made are liable:

10 (1) to a fine of not more than $250 for each work; and
11 (2) to pay to the Library of Congress the total retail price of
12 the copies or phonorecords demanded, or, if no retail price has
13 been fixed, the reasonable cost to the Library of Congress of
14 acquiring them.

15 §408. Copyright registration in general
16 (a) Itentseaaviox PERMISSIVE.At any time during the subsistence
17 of copyright in any published or unpublished work, the owner of copy.
18 right or of any exclusive right in the work may obtain registration of
19 the copyright claim by delivering to the Copyright Office the deposit
20 specified by this section, together with the application and fee specified
21 by sections 409 and 708. Subject to the provisions of section 405(a),
22 such registration is not a condition of copyright protection.
23 (b) DEPOSIT FOR COPT/LIMIT liroisniaTioN.--Except as provided by

24 subsection (c), the material deposited for registration shall include:
25 (1) in the case of an unpublished work, one complete copy or

26 phonorecord;

27 (2) in the case of a published work, two complete copies or
28 phonorecords of the best edition ;

29 (31 in the case of a work first published abroad, one complete

80 copy or phonorecord as so publis' ;

31 (4) in the case of a contribution to a collective work, one corn

32 Mete copy or phonorecord of the best edition of the collective
33 work.

34 Copies or phonorecords deposited for the Library of Congress under
35 section 407 may be used to satisfy the deposit provisions of this section,
36 if they are accompanied by the prescribed application and fee, and by
37 any additional identifying material that the Register may, by regula-
38 Lion, require.

39 (c) ADMINISTRATIVE ChASSIEWATION AND OPTIONAL DEPOSIT.TI,e.

40 Register of Copyrights is authorized to specify by regulation the
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maminigvaticei.h.,,w,iiit,,,10,,i, t 1,1,.,1 (or f
(,epo.,,It rt.g.strat,on, and the ',attire t plomoreeords2 ; ;

3 to be deposited in the various classes specified. The reguh lions Imty

4 require or peintit, for particular classes, the deposit of identifYiul;

5 material instead of copses or phonorecords the deposit of Only' <rite copy

6 or phottoreeord where IWO woutd normally be required, or a Si itgle

7 registration ft« a group of related works, iolut Mist rat ive classi

tient ion of works has no significance with respect to the subject matter

9 of eopyright or the exclusive rights Provided by this

10 (a) coftIOICTIONS AN() A M FIC.1"1"RS'S.- The Register via y also

11 establish, by reg«lat ion, formal procedures, for the tiling of an applica,

12 Pion for supplementary registration, to cornet an error in a copyright

13 registration or to atoptify the in tOriwitiott given in a registration. Such

14 application shall be accompanied by the fee provided by section 708,

15 and shall clearly identify the registration to be corrected or Amplified.

lt1 The information contained in a supplementary mgist rat ion augments

17 but drys not supersede that contained in the earlier registration.
18 (e) l'ntAsmn Ent mos or Pia:NV-rut:1,y Rf.61,1,1041.1) oRK.Regis

rEttion for the first published edition of u work previously registered

20 in unpublished form may be tinkle even though the work as published

21 is substantially the ante as the unpublished version.

22 § 409. Application for registration

23 The application for copyright registration shall be made on a form

24 prescribed by the Itegist Pt' of Copyrights 'mil shall include:

25 (1) the name and address of the copyright claimant;

26 (21 in the case of a work other than 'al linonymous Or psemlonY-

27 mous work, the name and nationality or domicile of die author or

28 authors and, if 00C or more of the authors is dead, the dates of

29 their deaths:

30 (3) if the work is anonymous or pseudonymous, the nationality

31 or domicile of the author or ituthors;

32 (4) in the case of a work tuile for hire, a statement to Ibis

33 effect ;

34 (5) if the copyright claimaht is not the author, a brief state.

35 ment of how the claimant 014 AMIN( ownership of the copyright ;

36 (61 the title of the work, together with any previous or alterna

37 tive titles limier which the work eau be identified;

(7) the year in which creation of the work was completed:

.39 (.';) if the work bus been wadi lied, the date and nation of its

40 first po.iiration:

41 (9) in the case of a cmopilat ion 14- derivative work, an identi-
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1 fleittion of any pre existing work or works that it is based on or

and II brief, general witement of the ndditional
3 material covered by the copyright aim being registered;

(10) in the case of It published work containing material of
5 which copies are required by section OH to he manufactured in
6 the rotted States, the manes of the persons or organizations

who performed the processes specified by subsection (c) of see-
8 tine 601 with respect to that mute! id, nud the places where those

9 processes were performed; And

10 (ii) any other information regarded by the Register of Copy-
rights as bearing mutt the preparation or identitleaiion of the

12 work or the existence, ownership, or duration of the copyright.
13 § HU. Registration of claim and issuance of certificate
14 (a) When, after examination, the Register of Copyrights deter-
15 mines that, in accordance with the provisions of this title, the material

16 deposited listenttstitliltS l'OpytiOitable suljeet matter and that the other
17 legal and tot null requirements of this title have been met, he shall reg-
Is istcr the claim and issue to the applicant at tartificille of registration
19 under the seal of the Copyright (Mice. The certificate shall contain
20 the information given in the application, together with the number
21 and etfeetivedat e of the regist ration,

22 (b) In any ease iu which the Register of Copyrights determines
23 that, in accordance with the provisions of this title, the material de-
24 posited does not constitute colyrightable subject matter or that the
25 claim is invalid for any other reason. he shall refuse registration and
26 shall notify the applicant in writing of the reasons for his action.
27 (e) In any judicial proceedings the certificate of it registration made
28 before or within five years after first publication of the work shall
29 constitute prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright and
30 of the facts stated in the certificate, The evidentiary weight to be
31 accorded the certificate of a registration made thereafter shall be
32 it Willi the diseret ion of the court.

33 (d) The effective date of a copyright registration is the day on '
34 which an application, deposit. and fee, which are later determined by

35 the Register of Copyrights or by a court of competent jurisdiction to

36 he areqtablp for registration. have ;ill been received in the Copyright.

37 I f111-c.

§ Ill. Registration as prerequisite to infringement suit
39 (a) Subject to the provisions of (b), no action for in-

it..) fringement of the copyright in any work diall be instituted until
41 registration of the ,pyright claim has been made in accordance with
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1 1 Ita.s title. I i any ease, booster', where the deposit, applicatioii, anti fee

2 required for regi-tration have delivered to the Copyright ()dice
3 in proper form and registration has been refused, the applicant is

4 entitled to institute action for infringement if notice thereof, with
5 a copy of the complaint, is served on the Register of Copyrights. The

6 Register may, at his option, become a party to the action with respect

7 to the issue of registrabilit) of the copyright chum by entering hia
8 appearance within sixty 411,s after such service, but his failure to do

so shall not ileprivii the cnt of jiiiisslict ion to determine that issue.
10 (b) In the ease of a work consisting of sounds, images, or both, the

11 first fixation of which is made simultaneously with its transmission,
12 lea ei.pyright owner may either ha' fore or after such fixation takes
13 place, he-finite an action for infringement limier section 51)1, fully
14 subjeet to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 5011, if, in
15 iicoorilnce with requirements that the Itegister of Copyrights shall
16 prescribe by rugailat ion . the copyright owner- -
17 (1) :trigs notice upon the infringer, not less than len or more
IS than thirty days 1,41tl. sure IIX:11 ion, identifying the work and
19 the siierilic time and source of its first transmission, and .;eclar
20 ing an intention to secure copyright in the war!;;
21 (2) makes registration for the work within three months after
22 its first transmission.
23 § 112. Registration as prerequisite to certain remedies for
24 infringement
25 In any action cinder this title. other than an action instituted tinder

26 section 411(b). no award of statutory damages or of attorney's fees, as
2'7 provided by sections MU and MTh. shall be made for:
28 (1) any infringement of copyright in an unpublished work
29 comInalicod Is' fon. the effect i date of its regist rat ion ; or
30 (2) any infringement of copyright comuncncial after first pub-
31 heat ion of the wiirk and before the effective date of its registra-
32 lion, unless surly registration is maile within three months after
33 its first publication,
34 Chapter 5. COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES

Sec,

501. hifringoment of copyright.
5W2. Hornorlirs for infringoment
rav3. Itomodlea for Infringement: Impounding and disposition of infringing ar-

tidos.
504. Remedios for infringement Painagoa and profits,
.5( IlornialMa for infringement : Costa a whit torm,y's
5151.. Criminal offenaas.
107. bimitattrna on artir,o9,
r,as. Notiflarition of filing and determination of ardiona.
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1 § 501. Infringement of copyright
2 (a) Anyone who violates any of the exclusive rights of the copy -

3 right owner as provided by sections 100 through 117, or who imports

4 el Ties or phonorecords into the United Stales in violation of section

5 602, is an infringer of the copyright,

6 11,0 The legal or beneficial owner of an exclusive right under a
7 copyright is entitled, subject to the requirements of sections 205(d)

8 and 411, to institute an action for any infringement of that particular

9 right committed while he is the owner of it. The court may require
10 hint to serve written notice. of the action with a copy of the complaint

11 upon any person shown, by the records of the Copyright Office or
12 otherwise, to have or claim an interest in the copyright, and shall re-

13 quire that such notice he, served upon any person whom interest is

14 likely to he affected by a decision in the case. Tho court way require

15 the joinder, and shall permit the intervention, of any person having
16 or claiming an interest in the copyright.
17 § 502. Remedies for infringement : Injunctions
18 (a) Any court having jurisdiction of a civil action arising under
19 this title may, subject to the provisions of section 1498 of title 28,
20 grant temporary and final injunctions on such terms as it may deem

21 reasonable to prevent or restrain infringement of a copyright.
22 (b) Any such injunction may be served anywhere in the United

23 States on the person enjoined; it shall be operative throughout the
24 United States and shall be enforceable, by proceedings in contempt or

25 otherwise, by any l'nitedStates court having jurisdiction of that per-

26 son, The clerk of the court granting the injunction shall, when
27 requested by any other court in which enforcement of the injunction is

28 sought, transmit promptly to the other court a certified copy of all the

29 papers in the case on file in his office,

:59 § Remedies for infringement : impounding and disposition of
31 infringing articles
32 (a) At any time while an action under this title is pending, the
33 court may order the impounding, on such terms as it may deem rea-

34 sonable, of all copies or phonorecords claimed to have been made or

35 used in violation of the copyright owner's exclusive rights, and of all

36 plates, molds, matrices, masters, tapes, film negatives, or other articles

37 by means of which such copies or phonorecords may be reproduced.

38 (h) As part of a final judgment or decree, the court may order the

39 destruction or other reasonable disposition of all copies or phono-

40 records found to have been made or used in violation of the copyright
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1 owner's exclusive rights, and of all plates, molds, matrices, masters,
2 tapes, film negatives, or other articles by means of which such copies
3 or phonorecords may be reproduced.

4 §501. Remedies for infringement : Damages and profits
5 (a) IN GYNZRAL.---Except as otherwise provided by this title, an
6 infringer of copyright is liable for either ;

7 (1) the copyright owner's actual damages and any additional

8 profits of the infringer, as provided by subsection (b); or

9 (2) statutory damages, as provided by subsection (c).

10 (b) ACTUAL DASIAOYA AND Paortra.The copyright owner is en-
11 titled to recover the actual damages suffered by him as a result of the

12 infringement, and any profits of the infringer that are attributable
13 to the infringement and are not taken into account in computing the

14 actual damages. In establishing the infringer's profits, the copyright
. - is owner is required to present proof only of the infringer's gross revenue,

16 and the infringer is ' ...Aired to prove his deductible expenses and the
17 elements of profit ..Atributable to factors other than the copyrighted

18 work.

19 (c) STATUTORY

20. (1) Except as provided by clause (2) of this subsection, the
21 copyright owner may elect, at any time before final judgment is

22 rendered, to recover, instead of actual damages and profits, an

23 award of statutory damages for all infringements involved in
24 the action, with respect to any one work, for which any one
25 infringer is liable individually, or for which any two or more
26 infringers are liable jointly and severally, in a sum of not less
27 than $250 or more than $10,000 as the court considers just. For
47.e the purposes of this subsection, all the parts of a compilation
29 or derivative work constitute one work.

30 (2) in a case where the copyright owner sustains the burden

31 of proving, and the court finds, that infringement was committed

32 willfully, the court in its discretion may increase. the award of
33 statutory damages to a sum of not. more than $50,00. In a case

34 where the infringer sustains the burden of proving, and the court

35 finds, that he was not aware and had no reason to believe that his

36 acts constituted an infringement of copyright, the court in its
37 discretion may reduce the award of statutory damages to a sum

as of not less than $100, In a case where an instructor, librarian or

:39 archivist in a nonprofit educational institution, library, or ar-
40 chives. why, ;ot'r;ngoel rcproducing a copyrighted work in
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copies or phonoreoords, sustains the burden of proving that he
believed and had riot enable grounds for believing that the repro-

ott was a fair use under section 107, the court in its discretion
4 remit statutory damages in whole or in part.

5 § 505. Remedies for infringement t Costs and attorney's fees
6 In any civil action under this title, the court in its discretion may

allow the recovery of full costs by or against any party other than
8 the 1 _fates or an officer thereof. Except as otherwise provided

9 by this title, the court may also sward a reasonable attorney's fee to
10 the prevailing party as part of the costs.
11 § 506. Criminal offenses
12 (a) CRIMINAL INRRINoRAIRNT.--41 My person who infringes a copy-

13 right willfully .tini for purposes of commercial advantage or private
14 financial gain shall be fined not more than $2,500 or imprisoned not
15 more than 012e year, or both, for the first such offense, and shall be fined

16 not more than $10,000 or iniprisoned not more than ohe year, or both,

17 for any subsequent offense.

18 (b) FRAURCLENT'CORYRIOIST NcYliCE.---A try person who, with fraud-

19 ulent intent, places on any article a notice of copyright or words of
20 the same purport that he knows to be false, or who, with fraudulent
21 intent, publicly distributes or imports for public distribution any
22 article bearing such notice or words that he knows to be false, shall be

23 fined not more than $2,500.

24 (c) FRAUDULENT REMovAL or COPIIIIMIT NOTICE.--Any person who,

25 with fraudulent intent, removes or alters any notice of copyright
26 appearing on a copy of a copyrighted work shall be fined not more
27 than $2,500.

(d) REPRESENTATION.---Any person who knowingly makes a

29 false representation of a material fact in the application for copyright

30 registration provided for by section 409, or in any written statement
31 tiled in connection with the application, shall be fined not more than

32 $2,500.

33 § 507. Limitations on actions

34 (a) Camism, PaocrimNos.--No criminal proceeding shall be main-

35 tained under the provisions of this title unless it is commenced within

36 three years after the cause of action arose.

37 (h) Au-rioss.---No civil action shall be maintained tinder the

38 provisions of this title unless it is commenced within three years after

39 the claim accrued,
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1 § 508. Notification of filing and determination of actions
2 (a) Within one month after the filing of any action tinder this title,
3 the clerks of the courts of the Luited States shall send written notitica-
4 tin to the Register of Copyrights setting forth, as far as is shown
5 by the papers filed in the court, the names tind addresses of the parties

and the title, author, and registration number of each work involved
7 in the action. If a»y other copyrighted work is later ittcluded in the
8 action by amendment, answer, or other pleading, the clerk shall also

send a notification concvt ning it to the Register within one month
10 after the pleading is filed.
11 (b) Within one month after any ti: ;11 order or judgment is issued
12 in the case, the clerk of the court s! 'I notify the Register of it,

sending him a copy of the order or Judg,t ,t together with the written
14 opinion, if any, of the court.
15 (e) Upon receiving the notifications specified in this section, the
16 Register shall make them a part of the public records of the Copyright
17 office.
18 Chapter" 6.MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENT AND
19 IMPORTATION

See,
601, Manufacture, Importation, and public distrIbution of certain capita.
602. Infringing importation of ewes or pbonorecords.
603. Importation prohibitions: Enforcement and daposItIon of excluded articles,

20 § 601, Manufacture, importation, and public distribution of car-
21 taro copies

22 (a) Except as provided by subsection (b), the importation into or
23 public distribution in the United States of copies of a work consisting
24 preponderantly of nondramatic literary material that is in the English
25 language and is protected under this title is prohibited unless the
26 portions consisting of such material have been manufactured in the
27 United States or Canada.
28 (b) The provisions of subsection (a ) do not apply:

(1) where, on the date when importation is sought or public
30 distribution in the United States is made, the author of any sub-
31 stantial part of such material is neither a national nor a domicil -

32 of the United States or, if he is a national of the United
33 States, has been domiciled outside of the United States for a
34 cont inuous period of at least one year, immediately preceding that

35 date; in the case of a work made for hire, the exe,nption provided

36 by this clause does not apply unless a substantial part of the work

37 was prepared for an employer or other person who is not a na-

20.344 n - 73 - 5
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1 tional or domiciliary of the United States or a domestic corpora-

2 t ion or enterprise;

3 (2) where the Bureau of Customs is presented with an import

4 statement issued under the seal of the Copyright Office, in which

5 case a total of no more than two thousand copies of any one such

6 work shall be allowed entry; the import statement shall be issued

7 upon request to the copyright owner or to a person designated by

8 him at the time of registration for the work under section 408

9 or at any time thereafter ;

10 (3) where importation is sought under the authority or for the

11 use, other than in schools, of the government of the United States

12 or of any State or political subdivision of a State;

13 (4) where importation, for use and not for sale, is sought :

14 (A) by any person with respect to no more than one copy

15 of any one work at any one time;

16 (B) by any person arriving from abroad, with respect to

17 copies forming part of his personal baggage; or

18 (C) by an organization operated for scholarly, educe-
19 tional, or religious purposes and not for private gain, with

20 respect to copies intended to form a part of its library ;

21 (5) where the copies are reproduced in raised characters for
22 the use of the blind;

23 (6) where, in addition to copies imported under Clauses (3)
24 and (4) of this subsection, no more than two thousand copies of

25 any one such work, which have not been manufactured in the

26 United States or Canada, are publicly distributed in the United
27 States.
28 (c) The requirement of this section that copies be manufactured in

29 the United States or Canada is satisfied if:

30 (1) in the case where the copies are printed directly from type
31 that has been set, or directly from plates made from such type,
32 the setting of the type and the making, of the plates have been

33 performed in the United States or Canada ; or

34 (2) in the case where the making of plates by a lithographic
35 or photoengraving process is a final or intermediate step preceding

36 the printing of the copies, the making of the plates has been per-
37 formed in the United States or Canada: and
38 (3) in any case, the printing or other final process of producing
39 multiple copies and any binding of the copies have been performed

40 in the United States or Canada.
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(d) Importation or public distribution of copies in violation of
2 this Section does not invalidate protection for a work under this title.
3 However, in any civil action or criminal proceeding for infringement
4 of the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute copies of the work,
5 the infringer has a complete defense with respect to all of the non-
6 dramatic literary material comprised in the work and any other parts
1 of the work in which the exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute
8 copies are owned by the same person who owns such exclusive rights
9 in the nondramatic literary material, if he proves:

10 (1) that copies of the work have been imported into or publicly
11 distributed in the United States in violation of this section by or
12 with the authority of the owner of such exclusive rights; and
13 (2) that the infringing copies were manufactured in the United
14 States or Canada in accordance with the provisions of subsection
15 (c); and
16 (8) that the infringement was commenced before the effective
17 data of registration for an authorized edition of the work, the
18 copies of which have been manufactured in the United States or
19 Canada in accordance with the provisions of subsection (c).
20 (e) In any action for infringement of the exclusive rights to repro,
21 duce and distribute copies of a work containing material required by
22 this section to be manufactured in the United States or Canada, the
23 copyright owner shall set forth in the complaint the names of the per-
24 sons or organizations who performed the processes specified by subsee-

25 tion (c) with respect to that material, and the places where those
28 processes were performed.

21 § 602. Infringing importation of copies or phonorecords
28 (a) Importation into the United States, without the authority of
29 the owner of copyright tinder this title, of copies or phonorecords of
30 a work that have been acquired abroad is an infringement of the
31 exclusive right to distribute copies or phonorecords under section 100,
32 actionable under section 501. This subsection does not apply to:
33 (1) importation of copies or phonorecords under the authority
34 or for the use of the government of the United States or of any
35 State or political subdivision of a State but not including copies
36 or phonorecords for use in schools, or copies of any audiovisual
37 work imported for purposes other than archival use;
38 (2) importation, for the private use of the importer and not
39 for. distribution, by any person with respect to no more than one
40 copy or phonorecord of any one work at any one time, or by any
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1 person arriving from abroad with respect to copies or phono-
records forming part of his personal baggage; or

3 (3) importation by or for an organization operated for schol-
4 arty, educational, or religious purposes and not for private gain,

5 with respect to no more than one copy of an audiovisual work
6 solely for its archival purposes, and no more than five copies or
7 phonorecords of any other work for its library lending or archival

8 purposes.

9 (b) In a case where the making of the copies or phonorecords would

10 have constituted an infringement of copyright if this title had been
11 applicable, their importation is prohibited. In a case where the copies
12 or phonorecords were lawfully made, the Bureau of Customs has no

13 adthority to prevent their importation unless the provisions of section
14 601 are applicable. In either case, the Secretary of the Treasury is
15 authorized to prescribe, by regulation, a procedure under which any
16 person claiming an interest in the copyright in a particular work may,

17 upon payment of a specified fee, be entitled to notification by the
18 Bureau of the importation of articles that appear to be. copies or phono-

19 records of the work.

20 §603. Importation prohibitions: Enforcement and disposition of
21 excluded articles
22 (a) The Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster General shall
23 separately or jointly make regulations for the enforcement of the pro-
24 visions of this title prohibiting importation.
25 (b) These regulations may require, as a condit ion for the exclusion
26 of articles under section 602:
27 (1) that the person seeking exclusion obtain a court order en-
28 joining importation of the articles; or
29 (2) that he furnish proof, of a specified nature and in accord-
50 ance with prescribed procedures, that the copyright in wl vc1. he
31 claims an interest is valid and that the importation would violate
32 the prohibition in section 602; he may also be required to post a
33 surety bond for any injury that may result if the detention or
34 exclusion of the articles proves to be unjustified.
35 (c) Articles imported in violation of the importation prohibitions
36 of this title are subject to seizure and forfeiture in the same manner as

37 property imported in violation of the customs revenue laws. For-
38 felted articles shall be destroyed as directed by the Secretary of the
39 Treasury or the court, as the case may be; however, the articles may be
40 returned to the country of export whenever it is shown to the satisfac-
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1 tion of the Secretary of the Treasury that the importer had no reason-
2 able grounds for believing that his acts constituted a violation of law.

8 Chapter 7.COPYRIGHT OFFICE

701. The Copyright Office: General responsibilitiea and organization,
702, Copyright Mee regulations.
708. caective date of actions in Copyright Oft Ice.
70+ Retention and diaposlt ion of articles deposited in copyright time.
7015. Copyright °dice records : Preparation, maintenance, public inspection, and

searching,
700. Copies of Copyright Office records.
707. Copyright ORIN forma and publications.
708. Copyright Office fees.

4 § 701. The Copyright Office: General responsibilities and orga

5 nization
6 (a) All administrative functions and duties under this title, ex-
7 eept as otherwise specified, are the responsibility of the Register of

8 Copyrights as director of the Copyright Office in the Library of
9 Congress. 'Flo Register of Copyrights, together with the subordi

10 nate officers and PI» p)oyees of the Copyright Office, shall be appointed

11 by the Librarian of Congress, and shall act under his general di.

12 rection and supervision.

18 (b) The Register of Copyrights shall adopt a, seal to be used on

14 and after January 1, 1075, to authenticate all certified documents
15 issued by the Copyright Office.

18 (e) The Register of Copyrights shall make an annual report to

17 the Librarian of Congress,of the work and accomplishments of the

18 Copyright Office during the previous fiscal year. The annual report
19 of the Register of Copyrights shall be published separately and as

t..) a part of the annual report of the Librarian of Congress,

21 § 702. Copyright Office regulations

22 The Register of Copyrights is authorized to establish regulations
23 not inconsistent with law for the administration of the functions and

24 duties made his responsibility under this title. All regulations estab-
25 lished by the Register under this title are subject to the approval of

26 the Librarian of Congress.

27 § 703. Effective date of actions in Copyright Office

28 In any case in which time limits arc prescribed under this title
29 for the performance of an action in the Copyright Office, and in
30 which the last day of the prescribed period falls on a Saturday, Sun-
31 day, holiday or other non-hnsiner:1 day within the bistrict of Co-
32 luitibia or the Federal Government, the action may be taken on the
33 next succeeding business day, and is effective as of the date when the
34 period expired.
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1 § 704, Retention and disposition of articles deposited in Copyright
2 Office

3 (a) Upon their deposit in the Copyright Office wider sections 407
4 and 408, all copies, phonorecords, and identifying material, including
5 those deposited in connection with claims that have been refused
6 registration. are the property of the United States Government.
7 (b) In the case of published works, all copies, phonorecords, and
8 identifying material deposited are available to the Library of Con.
9 gross for its collections, or for exchange or transfer to any other

10 library. In the case of unpublished works, the Library is alined to
11 select any deposits for its collections.
12 (c) Deposits not selected by the Library under subsection 00, or
13 identifying portions or reproductions of them, shall he retained under
14 the control of the Copyright Office, including retention in Govern.
15 ment storage facilities, for the longest period considered practicable
16 end desirable by the Register of Copyrights and the Librarian of
17 Cnngress. After that period it is within the joint discretion of the
18 Register and the Librarian to order their destruction or other disposi-
19 tion; but, in the case of unpublished works, no deposit shall be de-
20 strayed or otherwise disposed of during its term of copyright,
21 (d) The depositor of copies, phonorecords, or identifying material
22 under section 108, or the copyright owner of record, may request
23 retention, under the control of the Copyright Office, of one or more
24 of such articles for the full term of copyright in the work, The Register

25 of Copyrights shall prescribe, by regulation, tie conditions under
28 which such requests are to be made and granted, and shall fix the
27 fee to be charged wider section 70S ( 12) if the request is granted.
28 §705. Copyright Office records: Preparation, maintenance, public
29 inspection, and searching
30 (a) The Register of Copyrights shalt provide and keep in the Copy.
31 right Office records of all deposits. registrations, recordation:, and
32 other actions taken under this title, and shall prepare indexes of all
33 such records.

34 (b) Such records and indexes, as well as the articles deposited in
35 connection with completed copyright registrations and retained under
36 the control of the Copyright Office, shall be open to public inspection.

37 (i.) Upon request and payment of the fee specified by section 70R,
38 the Copyright Office shall make a search of its public records, indexes,

39 and deposits, and shall furnish a report of the information they dis.
40 close with respect to any particular deposits, registrations, or recorded

41 documents.
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§ 706. Copies of Copyright °dice records
2 (a) Copies may be mole of any piddle recohls or indexes of the
3 Copyright Office; additional rent ifieates of copyright registration and
4 copies of any public records or indexes may be furnished upon request
5 and payment of the fees specified by section 70s,
6 (b) Copies or reproductions of deposited articles retained under
7 the control of the Copyright Office shall be autho,14cd or furnished
8 only under the conditions specified by th,.. Copyright likes regulation&
9 § 707. Copyright Office fornis and publiections

10 (a) CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT EN1111EA. The Register of Copyrights

11 shall compile and publish at periodic intervals catalogs of all copy-
12 right registrations. These catalogs shall be divided into parts in
13 accordance with the various classes of works, and the Register has
14 discretion to determine on the basis of practicability and usefulness,
15 the form and frequency of publication of each particular part,
18 (b) Ortint PeactcaTioars.The Register shall furnish, free of
17 charge upon request, application forms for copyright registration and
18 general informational material in connection with the functions of the
19 Copyright Office. Ile also has authority to publish compilations of
20 information, bibliographies, and other material he considers to be
21 of valoe to the public.

22 (c) Dirratarerrox or PMICATIO?1E1.Ali publications of the Copy-
23 right Office shall be furnished to depository libraries as specified under

24 section 1905 of title 44, United States Code, and aside from those fur-
25 nished free of charge, shall be offered for sale to the public at prices
26 based on the cost of reproduction and distribution.
27 § 708. Copyright Office fees

28 (a) The following fees shall be paid to the Register of Copyrights:
29 (1) for the registration of a copyright claim or a supplementary
30 registration under section 408, including the issuance of a certifi-
31 cat of registration.$6;
32 (2) for the registration of a claim to renewal of a subsisting
33 copyright in its first term under section 301(a), including the
34 issuance of a certificate of registration, 84 ;

35 (3) for the issuance of a receipt for a deposit under section
36 407,82;

37 (4) for the recordation, as provided by section 205, of a transfer
38 of copyright ownership or other document of six pages or less,
39 covering no more than one title, for each page over six and
40 for each Wle over one. 50 rents additional ;
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1 (15) for the 'filing, under section 115(b), of a notice of intention
2 to make phonorecords. $3;
3 (6) for the recordation, under section 30'2(c), of a statement
4 revealing the identity of an author of an anonymous or pseu
5 dotty ions work, or for the recordation, under section 302 (d), of a
6 statement relating to the death of art author, $5 for a document of
7 six pages or less, covering no more than one title; for each page
8 over six and for each title over one, 50 cents additional ;
9 (71 for the issuance, under section 001, of an import state-

10 ment,$3;
11 (8) for the issuance, under section 706, of an additional certifi-
12 cate of regist rat ion, $2:

13 (9) for the issuance, under section 116, of a certificate for the
14 recordation of a plionorecord player, 50 cents;
15 (10) for the issuance of any other certification, $3; the Register
16 of Copyrights has discretion, on the basis of their cost, to fix the
17 fees for preparing copies of Copyright Office recor.is, whether
18 they are to be certified or not ;

19 (11) for t he making and reporting of a search as provided by
20 section 705, and for any related services, $5 for each hour or free-
21 t ion of an hourconsumed;

22 (12) for any other special services requiring a substantial
23 amount of time or expense, such fees as the Register of Copyrights-

24 may fix on the basis of the cost of providing the service.

25 (b) The fees prescribed by or under this section are applicable to
26 the United States Government and any of its agencies, employees, or
27 officers, but the Register of Copyrights has discretion to waive the
28 requirement of this subsection in occasional or isolated cases involving
29 relatively small amounts.

30 Chapter 8.COPYRIGIIT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL
Sec.
sm. Copyright Royally Tribunal; Establishment and purpose.
S02. Petitions for the adjustment of royalty rates.
503. NIetnbersbila of the Tribunal,
501. Procedures of the Tribunal.
40. Comf.ensatIon of members of the Tribunal: expenses of the Tribunal.
500. }reports to the Congress.
807, Effective date of royalty adjustment.
508. Effective date of royalty distribution.
A00. Judicial review.

31 §801. Copyright Royalty Tribunal: Establishment and purpose
32 (a) There is hereby created in the Library of Congress a Copyright
33 Royalty Tribunal.

34 (b) Subject to the provisions of this chapter, the purposes of the
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Tribunal shall be (1) to make determinationsfconcerning the adjust.

merit of the copyright royalty rates specified by sections 111, 114, 115,
3 and 116 so as to a'!'St11e that such rates continue to be reasonable; and

4 (2) to determine in certain circumstances the distribution of the roy
ally fees deposited with the Register of Copyrights under sections 111,

6 114, and 116.

7 § 802, Petitions for the adjustment of royalty rates
8 During calendar year 197s, and in each subsequent fifth calendar
9 year, any owner or user of a copyrighted work whose royalty rates

10 are initially specified by sections 111 and 114, or the duly authorized

11 agent of such owner or user, may file a petition with the Register of
12 Copyrights declaring that the petitioner requests an adjustment of
13 the statutory royalty rate, or a rats previously established by the Tri-
14 bunal. During calendar year 1980. and in each subsequent fifth calen

15 dar year, any owner or user of a copyrighted work whose royalty rates

16 are initially specified by sections 115 and 116, or the duly authorized

17 agent of such owner or user, may file a petition with the Register of

18 Copyrights declaring that the petitioner requests an adjustment of
19 the statutory royalty rote, or a rate previously established by the Tri

20 bunal. The Register shall make a determination as to whether the ap.

21 plicant has a significant interest in the royalty rate in which an ad.
22 justment is requested. f the Register determines that the petitioner has

23 a significant interest, he shall cause notice of his decision to be pub.

24 lished in the Federal Register.

25 § 803. Membership of the Tribunal
26 (a) Upon determining that a petitioner for adjustment of a royalty

27 rate has a significant interest, or upon certifying the existence of a

28 controversy concerning the distribution of royalty fees deposited pur.

29 suant to sections 111, 114 and 116, the Register shall request the Amer-

30 lean Arbitration Association or any similar successor organization to

31 furnish a list of three members of said Association. The Register shall

32 communicate the names together with such information as may be
33 appropriate to all parties of interest. Any such party within twenty

34 days from the date said communication is sent may submit to the

.35 Register written objections to any or all of the proposed names. If no

36 such objections are received, or if the Register determines that said

37 objections are not well founded, he shall certify the appointment of

38 the three designated individuals to constitute a panel of the Tribunal

for the consideration of the specified rate or royalty distribution. Such

40 panel shall function as the Tribunal established in section 801. If the
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Register determines that the objections to the designation of one or
2 more of the proposed individuals are well founded, the Register shall
3 request the American Arbitration Association or any similar successor
4 organization to propose the necessary number of substitute individuals,

5 Upon receiving such additional names the Register shall constitute
6 the panel. The Register shall designate one member of the panel as
7 Chairman.

8 (b) If any member of a panel becomes unable to perform his duties,
9 the Register, after consultation with the parties, may provide for the

10 selection of a successor in the manner prescribed in subsection (a).
11 $804. Procedures of the Tribunal
12 (a) The Tribunal shall fix a time and place for its proceedings and
13 shall cause notice to be given to the parties.
14 (b) Any organization or person entitled to participate in the pro-
15 ceedings may appear directly or be represented by counsel.
16 (c) Except as otherwise provided by law, the Tribunal shall deter.
17 mine its own procedure. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions
18 of this chapter, the Tribunal may hold hearings, administer oaths,
19 and require, by subpoena or otherwise, the attendance and testimony
20 of witnesses and the production of documents.
21 (d) Every final decision of the Tribunal shall be in writing and
22 shall state the reasons therefor.

23 § 805. Compensation of members of the Tribunal; expenses of the
24 Tribunal
25 (a) In proceedings for the distribution of royalty fees, the compen.
26 sat ion of members of the Tribunal and other expenses of the Tribunal
27 shall be deducted prior to the distribution of the funds.
28 (b) In proceedings for the adjustment of royalty rates, there is
29 hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary.
30 (c) The Library of Congress is authorized to furnish facilities and
31 incidental service to the Tribunal.
32 (d) The Tribunal is authorized to procure temporary and inter-
.33 inittent services to the same extent as is authorized by section 3109 of
34 title 5, United States Code.
35 § 806. Reports to the Congress
:36 The Tribunal immediately upon making a final determination in
37 any proceeding for adjustment of a statutory royalty shall transmit

its decision, together with the reasons therefor, to the Secretary of the
39 Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives for reference
40 to the Judiciary Committees of the Senate and the House of
41 Representatives.
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I 807. Effective date of royalty adjustment
2 (a) Prior to the expiration of the first period of ninety calendar
3 days of continuous session of the Congress, following the transmittal
4 of the report specified in section 806, either House of the Congress may
6 adopt a resolution stating in substance that the House does not favor

the recommended royalty adjustment, And such adjustment, therefore,
7 shall not become effective.
8 (b) For the purposes of subsection (a) of this section
9 (1) Continuity of session shall be considered ns broken only by

10 an adjournment of the Congress sine die, and
11 (2) In the computation of the ninety-day period there shall be
12 excluded the days on which either House is not in session because
13 of an adjournment of more than three days to a day certain.
14 (c) In the absence of the passage of such a resolution by either
15 House during said ninety-day period, the final determination by the
16 Tribunal of a petition for adjustment shall take effect on the first day
17 following ninety calendar days after the expiration of the period sped.
18 fied by subsection (a).
19 (d) The Register of Copyrights shall give notice of such effective
20 date by publication in the Federal Register not less than sixty days
21 before said date.

§ 808. Effective date of royalty distribution
23 A final determination of the Tribunal concerning the distribution
24 of royalty fees deposited with the Register of Copyrights pursuant to
25 sections 111, 114, and 116 shell become effective thirty days following
26 such determination unless prior to that time an application has been
27 filed pursuant to section 809 to vacate, modify or correct the determina-
2R tion, and notice of such application has been served upon the Register
29 of Copyrights. The Register upon the expiration of thirty days shall
30 distribute such royalty fees not subject to any application filed pur-
31 suant to section 809.
32 § 809. Judicial review
3.3 In any of the following casts the United States District Court for
34 the District of Columbia may make an order vacating, modifying or
35 correcting a final determination of the Tribunal concerning the dist ri-
36 bution of royalty fees-
37 (a) Where the determination was proCured by corruption, fraud,
38 or undue means.

30 (b) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in any mem-

40 ber of the panel.
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i (c) Where any member of the panel was guilty of any misconduct
.2 by uhich the rights of any party have been prejudiced.

3 raAssi FIONA!. AND SETELEMENTARY PROVISIONd

4 SEC, 'Phi,, title becontes eifectiii. on January 1, itt75, except as

5 otherwise provided by sections 111(c) and 304(b) of title 17 as
tl amended by this title.

7 Sec. 103. This title does not provide copyright protection for any

(.1 work that goes into the puldie drminin before January 1, 1975. The
9 exclusive rights, as provided by section 106 of title 17 as amended

in by this title, to reproduce a work in phonorecords and to distribute
phonorecords of the work, do not extend to any nondramatic musical

12 work copyrighted before July 1,1909.

13 SEC. 104. All proclamations issued by the President under sections

14 1(el or 9(10 of title 17 as it existed on Peeember 31, 1974, or under
15 previous copyright statutes of the United States shall continue in

in force until terminated, suspended, or revised by the President.

17 See. 105, (a) (1) Section 505 of title 44, United States Code, Sup

iR plement IV, is amended to read as follows:

19 1 505. Sale of duplicate plates
20 "The Public Printer shall sell, under regulations of the Joint Com-

21 mittee on Printing to persons who may apply, additional or duplicate

22 stereotype or electrotype plates from which a Government publication

-23 is printed, at a price not to exceed the cost of composition, the metal,

24 and making to the Government, plus 10 per centum, and the full

25 amount of the price shall be paid when the order is filed."

2n (2) The item relating to section 505 in the sectional analysis at the
27 beginning of chapter 5 of title 44, United States Code, is amended to

2R read as follows:
"SOS. Sale of duplicate plates."

29 .
(b) Section 2113 of title 44, United States Code, is amended to read

30 as follows:

' 2111 Limitation on liability

32 "When letters and other intellectual productions (exclusive of
33 patented material, published works under copyright protection, and
31 unpublished works for which copyright registration has been made)

35 come into the custody or possession of the Administrator of General

3n Services, the United States or its agents are not liable for infringe-
37 ment of copyright or analogous rights arising out of use of the
3S materials for display, inspection, research, reproduction, or other

39 purposes"
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1 (c) In section 1498(b) of title 28 of the United States Code, the

2 phrase "section 101(b) of title 17" is amended to read "section 504(c)

3 of title 17".

4 (d) Section 513(a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as

5 amended, is amended by striking out "(other than by reason of see-

d tion 2 or 8 thereof)".

7 (e) Section 4152(e) of title 39 of the United States Code is
8 amended by striking out clause (6).

0 (f) In section a of the Standard Reference Data Act (section
10 290(e) of title 15 of the United States Code, Supplement IV), sub-
11 section (a) is amended to delete the reference to "section 8" and to

12 substitute therefor the phrase "section 105".

13 Sec. 106. In any case where, before January 1, 1975, a person has

14 lawfully made parts of instruments serving to reproduce mechani-

15 tally a copyrighted work under the compulsory license provisions of
16 section 1(e) of title 17 as it existed on December 31, 1974, he may

17 continue to make and distribute such parts embodying the same me-

18 chanical reproduction without obtaining a new , compulsory license

19 under the terms of section 115 of title 17 as amended by this title.
20 However, such parts made on or after January 1, 1975, constitute
21 phonorecords and are otherwise subject to the provisions of said
22 section 115.

23 Sac. 107. In the case of any work in which an ad interim copyright

24 is subsisting or is capable of being secured on December 31, 1974,

25 under section 22 of title 17 as it existed on that date, copyright pro-

26 tect ion is hereby extended to endure for the term or terms provided

27 by section 304 of title 17 as amended by this title.

2g Sec. 108. The notice provisions of sections 401 through 403 of title

29 17 as amended by this title apply to all copies or phonorecords publicly

30 dist ributed on or after January 1, 1975. However, in the case of a work

31 published before January 1, 1975. compliance with the notice provi-

32 sions of title 17 either as it existed on December 31, 1974, or as amended

33 by this title, is adequate with respect to copies publicly distributed

34 after December 31, 1974.

35 Sec. 109. The registration of .claims to copyright for which the

36 required deposit, application, and fee were received in the Copyright

37 Office before January 1, 1975, and the recordation of assignments of

34 copyright or other instruments received in the Copyright Office before

39 January 1. 1975, shall be made in accordance with title 17 as it existed

40 on December 31,1974.
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1 Su. 110. The demand and penalty provisions of section 14 of title
2 17 as it existed on December 31,1974, apply to any work in which copy-

3 right has been secured by publication with notice of copyright on or

4 before that date, but any deposit and registration made after that date
5 in response to a demand under that section shall be made in accordance

6 with the provisions of title 17 as amended by this title.

7 Sac. 111, All causes of action that aroeo under title 17 before Jan-

8 uary 1,1975, shall be governed by title 17 as it existed when the cause of

9 action arose.

10 Sac. 112. If any provision of title 17, as amended by this title, is
It declared unconsititutional, the validity of the remainder of the title
12 is not affected.

13 TITLE IINATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECHNO-
14 LOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS
15 ESTABLISHMENT AND MANSE or COMMISSION

16 SEc. 201. (a) There is hereby created in the Library of Congress a
17 National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted
18 Works (hereafter called the Commission).
19 ( b) The purpose of the Commission is to study and compile data on :

20 (1) the reproduction and use of copyrighted works of author-
21 ship-
22 (A) in conjunction with automatic systems capable of stor

23 ing, processing. retrieving, and t raw- ?erring information, and

24 (B) by various forms of machine reproduction, not includ-

25 ing reproduction by or at the request of instructors for use
26 in face-to-face teaching activities ; and

27 (2) the creation of new works by the application or intervention

28 of such automatic systems or machine reproduction.

29 (c) The Commission shall make recommendations as to such
30 changes in copyright law or procedures that may be necessary to
31 assure for such purposes access to copyrighted works, and to provide

32 recognition of the rights of copyright owners.

33 MEMBERSHIP OF THE 1Om ISSION

34 Sr -c. 202. (a) The Commission shall be composed of thirteen

35 members, appointed as follows:
36 (1) Four members, to be appointed by the President, selected
37 from authors and other copyright owners;
38 (2) Four members. to be appointed by the President, selected

from users of copyright works;
40 (3) Four nongovernmental members to be appointed by the
41 President, selected from the public generally;
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1 (4) The Librarian of Congress.

2 (b) The President shall appoint a Chairman, and a Vice Chair.
3 man who shall act as Chairman in the absence or disability of the

4 Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in that office, from among
5 the four members selected from the public generally, as provided by

6 clause (3) of subsection (a). The Register of Copyrights shall serve

7 ex officio as a nonvoting member of the Commission.

(c) Seven voting members of the Commission shall constitute a
9 quorum.

10 (d) Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its powers and

IL shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointment teas
12 made.

13 COMPENSATION Or MEMBERS Or COMMISSIONS

14 Sec. 203. (a) Members of the Commission, other than officers or

15 employees of the Federal Government, shall receive compensation at

16 the rate of $100 per day while engaged in the actual performance

17 of Commission duties, plus reimbursement for travel, subsistence, and

18 other necessary expenses in connection with such duties.
19 (b) Any members of the Commission who are officers or employ-
20 ees of the Federal Government shall serve on the Commission with
21 out compensation, but such members shall be reimbursed for travel,
22 subsistence, and other necessary expenses in connection with the per-

23 formance of their duties,
24 STAT?

25 Sec. 204. (a) To assist in its studies, the Commission may appoint

26 a staff which shall be an administrative part of the Library of
27 Congress. The staff shall be headed by an Executive Director, who

28 shall be responsible to the Commission for the Administration of the

29 duties entrusted to the staff.
.30 (b) The Commission may procure temporary and intermittent
31 services to the same extent as is authorized by section 3109 of title

32 5, United States Code, but at rates not to exceed $100 per day.

33 EXPENSES OP THE COMMISSION

34 Sac. 205. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums

35 as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this title.

36 REPORTS

37 Sec. 206. (a) Within one year after the first meeting of the Com.

38 mission it shall submit to the President and the Congress a preliminary

39 report on its act ivities.

40 (b) Within three years after the enactment of this Act the Corn-
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1 mission shall submit to the President and the Congress a final report
2 on its study and investigation which shalt include its recommends-
3 lions and such proposals for legislation and administrative action as
4 may be necessary to carry out its recommendations.
3 (c) In addition to the preliminary report and final report required
6 by this section, the Commission may publish such interim reports as
7 it may determine, including but not limited to consultant's reports,
8 transcripts of testimony, seminar tepotts, and other Commission
9 findings.

10 POWERA OF THE COMMISSION

11 Sac. 207. (a) The Commission or, with the authorization of the
12 Commission, any three or more of its members, may, for the purpose of
13 carrying out the provisions of this title, hold hearings, administer
14 oaths, and require, by subpoena or otherwise, the attendance and testi.
15 many of witnesses and the production of documentary material.
16 (b) With the consent of the Commission, any of its members may
17 hold any meetings, seminars, or conferences considered appropriate
18 to provide a forum for discussion of the problems with which it is
19 dealing.

TERMINATION

21 Sac. 208. On the'sixtieth day after the dale of the submission of its
22 final report, the Commission shall terminate and all offices and
23 employment under it shall expire.
21 TITLE IIIPROTECTION OF ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS
25 OF *USEFUL ARTICLES
26 DESIGNS PROTECTED

27 SEC. 301. (a) The author or other proprietor of an original orna-
28 mental design of a useful article may secure the protection provided
29 by this title upon complying with and subject to the provisions hereof.

30 (b) For the purposes of this title-
31 (1) A "useful article" is an article which in normal use has an in-

32 trinsic utilitarian function that is not merely to portray the appearance

33 of the article or to convey information. An article which normally is

34 a part of a useful article shall be deemed to be a useful article.

35 (2) The "design of a useful article", hereinafter referred to as a
36 "design", consists of those aspects or elementi of the article, including

37 its two-dimensional or three-dimensional features of shape and stir-

38 face, which make up till appearance of the article.

39 (3) A. design is "ornamental" if it is intended to make the article

40 attractive or distinct in appearance.
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1 (4) A design is "original" if it is the independent creation of an
2 author who did not copy it from another source.
3 DESIGNS NoT SUBJECT TO riturEcrtosr

4 See. 30'2. Protection under this title shall not be available for a
5 design that is-
6 (a) not original;
7 (b) staple or commonplace, such as a standard geometric figure,
8 familiar symbol, emblem, or motif, or other shape, pattern, or
9 configuration which has become common, prevalent, or ordinary;

10 (c) different from a design excluded by subparagraph (b)
11 above only in insignificant details or in elements which are vari-
12 ants commonly used in the relevant trades; or
13 (d) dictated solely by a utilitarian function of the article that
14 embodies it;
15 (e) composed of three-dimensional features of shape and sur-
16 face with respect to men's, women's, and children's apparel, in-
17 eluding undergarments and outerwear.
18 REV18LONS, ADAPTAITONS, AND REARRANGEMENTS

19 Ste. 303. Protection for a design under this title shall be available
20 notwithstanding the employment in the design of subject matter ex-
21 eluded from protection under section 302, if the design is a substantial
22 revision, adaptation, or rearrangement of said subject matter: Pro-
243 vided, That such protection shall be available to a design employing
24 subject matter protected under title I of this Aet, or title 35 of the
25 United States Code or this title, only if such protected subject matter
26 is employed with the consent of the proprietor thereof. Such pro-
27 tection shall be independent of any subsisting protection in subject
28 matter employed in the design, and shall not be construed as securing
29 any right to subject matter excluded from protection or as extending
30 any subsisting protection.

81 COMMENCEMENT OF PROTECTION

32 Sac. 304. (a) The protection provided for a design under this title
33 shall commence upon the date when the design is first made public.
34 (b) A design is made public when, by the proprietor of the design
35 or with his consent, an existing useful article embodying the design
86 is anywhere publicly exhibited, publicly distributed, or offered for

4" 37 sale or sold to the public.
38 TERM OF raerysertox

39 Sze. 305. (a) Subject to the provisions of this title, the protection
40 herein provided for a design shall continue for a term of five years

2C?-144 -
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1 from the date of the commencement of protection as provided in se

2 tion 304(a), but if a proper application for renewal is received by the

3 Administrator during the year prior to the expiration of the fiveyear

4 term, the protection herein provided shall be extended for an ad

5 tional period of five years from the date of expiration of the first five

8 years.

7 (b) If the design notice actually applied shows a date earlier than

8 the date of the commencement of protection as provided in section
9 304(0, protection shall terminate as though the term had commenced

10 at the earlier date.

I 1 (c) Where the distinguishing elements of a design are in sub-
12 stantially the sari'e form in a number of different useful articles, the

13 design shall be protected as to all such articles when protected as to
14 one of them, but not more than one registration shall be required. Upon

16 expiration or termination of protection in a particular design as pro-

16 vided in this title all rights under this title in said design shall ter-
/ 7 minate, regardless of the number of different articles in which the
18 design may have been utilized during the term of its protection.
19 THE DESIGN NOTICE

20 Src. 306. (a) Whenever any design for which protection is sought

21 under this title is made public as provided in section 334(b), the
22 proprietor shall, subject to the provisions of section 307, mark it or

23 have it marked legibly with a design notice consisting of the following
24 three elements:

26 (I) the words "Protected Design", the abbreviation "Prot'd
26 Des," or the letter "D" within a circle, thus 0i);
27 (2) the year of the date on which the design was first made
28 public; and

29 (3) the name of the proprietor, an abbreviation by which the
30 name can be recognized, or a generally accepted alternative desig-

31 nation of the proprietor; any distinctive identification of the pro-
32 prietor may be used if it has been approved and recorded by
38 the Administrator before the design marked with such identifies-
34 tion is made public.

36 Alter registration the registration number may be used instead of

313 the elements specified in (2) and (3) hereof.

37 (b) The notice shall be so located and applied as to give reasonable

38 notice of design protection while the useful article embodying the

39 design is passing through its normal channels of commerce. This re-

40 may be fulfilled, in the case of sheetlike or strip materials
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1 bearing repetitive or continuous designs, by application of the notice

2 to each repetition, or to the margin. selvage, or reverse side of the ma.
3 teriat at reasonably frequent intervals, or to tags or labels affixed to
4 the material at such intervals.

5 (c) When the proprietor of a design has complied with the provi.
8 sions of this section, protection under this title shall not be affected by
7 the removal, destruction, or obliteration by others of the design notice

8 on an article.
fl urger or OMISSION OF NOTICE

in Sac. 307. The omission of the notice prescribed in section 306 shall

11 not cause loss of the protection or prevent recovery for infringement

)2 against any person who, after written notice of the design protection,

13 begins an undertaking leading to infringement : Provided, That such

14 omission shall prevent any recovery under section 322 against a person

15 who began an undertaking leading to infringement before receiving

16 written notice of the design protection, and no injunction shall be
17 had unless the proprietor of the design shall reimburse said person

18 for any reasonable expenditure or contractual obligation in connee-

10 tion with such undertaking incurred before written notice of design
20 protection, as the court in its discretion shall direct. The burden
21 of proving written notice shall be on the proprietor.

22 INFRINOEMENT

23 SEc. 308. (a) It shall be infringement of a design protected under

24 this title for any person, without the consent of the proprietor of

its the design. within the United States or its territories or possessions

26 and during the term of such protection, to- -

27 (1) make, have made, or import. for sale or for use in trade,

2F4 any infringing article as defined in subsection (d) hereof; or
(2) sell or distribute for sale or for use in trade any such

30 infringing article : Provided, however, That a seller or distributor

of any such article who did not make or import the same shall be

deemed to be an infringer only if-

33 (i) he induced or acted in collusion with a manufacturer to

34 make, or an importer to import such article. (merely purchas'

35 ing or giving an order to purchase in the ordinary course of

:36 business shall not of itself constitute such inducement or
37 collusion): or
38 (ii) he refuses or fails upon the request of the proprietor

of the design to make a prompt and full disclosure of his
source of such article, and he orders or reorders such article
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after having received notice by registered or certified mail
of the protection subsi,ting in the design.

3 (IA It shall be not infringement to make, have made, import, sell,

4 or distribute, any article embodying a design created without knowl-

5 edge of, and copying from, a protected design.

(c') A person who incorporates into his own product of manufacture

7 an infringing article acquired from others in the ordinary course of

S business, or who, without knowledge of the protected design, makes or

9 processes an infringing article for the account of another person in the

10 ordinary course of business, shall not be deemed an infringer except

11 under the conditions of clauses (i) and (ii) of paragraph (a) (2) of
12 this section. Accepting an order or reorder from the source of the in.

1:3 fringing article shall be deemed ordering or reordering within the
14 moaning of clause (ii) of paragraph (a) (2) of this section.

15 (di An ''infringing article" as used herein is any article, the design

ltt of which has been copied from the protected design, without the Con -

17 sent of the proprietor: Provided ,holverer, That an illustration or
Is picture -.)f a protected design in an advertisement, book, periodical,
10 new aper, photograph, broadcast, motion picture, or similar medium

20 shall not be deemed to be an infringing article. An article is not an
21 infringing article if it embodies, in common with the protected design,

22 only elements described in subsections (a) through (d) of section 302.

23 (e) The party alleging rights in a design in any action or proceed-
24 dug shall have the burden of affirmatively establishing its originality

25 whenever the opposing party introduces an earlier work which is
2t identical to such design, or so similar as to make a prima fade show-

27 ing that such design was copied from such work.
2S ,sert.martoN roit RFAiLSTRATIoN

29 SEA. 309, (a) Protection under this title shall be lost if application

30 for registration of the design is not made within six months after the
31 date on which the design was first made public as provided in section

301(b)..

33 (b) Application for registration or renewal may be niade by the
34 proprietor of the design.
3. (c) The application for registration shall be made to the Adminis-
3 and shall state (1) the name and address of the author or
37 Authors of the design; (2) the name and address of the proprietor
IS if different from the author: (3) the specific name of the article, in-
39 its utility; 4) tlie date when the design tas first made public

49 as provided in section 301(b) ; and (5) such other information as may
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be required by the Aiiministrator. The application for registration
2 may inclinhi a 00,4:ript ion setting forth the salient features of the 4k-
3 sign, but the absence of such a description shall not prevent registra
4 tion under this title.
5 (d) The application for registration shall be accompanied by a

statement under oath by the applicant or his duty authorized agent or
7 representative, setting forth that, to the best of his knowledge and be-

lief (1) the design is original and was created by the Author or authors
9 named in the application; (2) the design fins not previously born regis-

tered on behalf of the applicant or his predecessor in title; (3) the de-
li sign has been made public as provided in section 301(b): and (4) the
12 applicant is the person entitled to protection and to registration under
13 this title. If the design has been made public with the design notice
14 'prescribed in section 308, the statement shall also describe the exact
15 form and position of the design notice.

18 (e) Error in any statement or assertion as to the :dilly of the article
17 named in the application, the design of which is sought to ire regis.

tered, shall not street the protection secured finder this title.
10 (f) Errors in omitting a joint author or in naming an alleged joint
20 author shall not affect the validity of t! registration, or the actual
21 ownership or the protection of the design: Provided, That the mix..; of
22 one individual who was in fact an author is stated in the application.
23 Where the design was made within the regular scope of the author's
24 employment and individual authorship of the design is difficult or im-
25 possible to ascribe and the application so states, the name and address
243 of the employer for whom the design was made may be stated instead
27 of that of the individual author.

28 (g) The application for registration shall be accompanied by two
29 copies of a drawing or other pictorial representation of the useful
30 article having one or more views adequate to show the design, in a
31 form and style suitable for reproduction, which shall be deemed a
32 part of the application.

33 (h) Related useful articles having common design features may be
34 included in the same application under such conditions RS may be pre-
35 scribed by t he Administ rator.

38 BENEFIT OF EARLIER FII,INO DATE nr FORETON COUNTRY

37 Sae. 310. An application for registration of a design filed in this
38 country by any person who has, or whose legal representative or pred-
89 eressor or successor in title has previously regularly filed an applira-
40 tion for registration of the same design in a foreign country which at-
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1 fords similar privileges in the case of applications filed in the United
2 States or to citizens of the United States shall have the same effect
3 as if filed in this country on the date on which the application was
4 first filed in any such foreign country, if the application in this country
5 is tiled within six months from the earliest date on which any such
6 foreign application was filed,
7 OATHS AND ACKNOWLEM3SIENTS

8 SEC. 311. Oaths and acknowledgments required by this title may be
9 made be fore any person in the United States authorized by law to

10 administer oaths, or, when made in a foreign country, before any
11 diplomatic or consular officer of the United States authorized to ad-
12 minister oaths, or before any official authorized to administer oaths in
18 the foreign country concerned, whose authority shall be proved by a
14 certificate of a diplomatic or consular officer of the United States, and
15 shall be valid if they comply with the laws of the state or country
16 where made.

17 FACkftNATION Of APPLICATION AND ISSCE OR REFCBAL OF REOWTRATION

18 SEC. 312 (a) Upon the filing of an application for registration in
19 proper form as provided in section 309, and upon payment of the fee
20 provided in section 315, the Administrator shall determine whether
21 or not the application relates to a design which on its face appears to
22 be subject to protection under this title, and if so, he shall register the
23 design. Registrstion under this subsection shall be announced by
24 publication.
25 (b) If, in his judgment, the application for registration relates to
28 a design which on its face is not subject to protection under this title,
27 the Administrator shall send the applicant a notice of his refusal to
28 register and the grounds therefor. Within three months from the date
29 the notice of refusal is sent, the applicant may request, in writing, re-
30 consideration of his application. After consideration of such a request.
31 the Administrator shall either register the design or send the applicant
32 a notice of his final refusal to register.
33 (c) Any person who believes he is or will be damaged by a registra-
34 tion under this title may, upon payment of the prescribed fee, apply
35 to the Administrator at any time to cancel the registration on the
36 ground that the design is not subject to protection under the provisions
37 of this title, stating the reasons therefor. Upon receipt of an applica-

38 Sion for cancellation, the Administrator shall send the proprietor of
39 the design, as shown in the records of the Office of the Administrator, a
40 notice of said application, and the proprietor shall have a period of
41 three months from the date such notice was mailed in which to present
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arguments in support of the validity of the registration. It shall also
be within the authority of the Administrator to establish; by regula
tion, conditions under which the opposing parties may appear and be

heard in support of their arguments, if, after the periods provided for
the presentation of arguments have expired, the Administrator deter-

mines that the applicant for cancellation has established that the de-

sign is not subject to protection under the provisions of this title, he
shall order the registration stricken from the record. Cancellation
under this subsection shall be announced by publication, and notice of

the Administrator's final determination with respect to any application

for cancellation shall be sent to the applicant and to the proprietor
of record.

(d) Remedy against a final adverse determination under subpara
graphs (b) and (c) above may be had by means of a civil action
against the Administrator pursuant to the provision of section 1861 of
title 28, United States Code, if commenced within such time after such

decision, not less than 60 days, as the Administrator appoints.

(e) When a design has been registered under this section, the lack
of utility of any article in which it has been embodied shall be no
defense to an infringement action under section 320, and no ground for

cancellation under subsection (c) of this section or under section 323.

cirri Ft CATE Or REGISTRATION

Sec. 313. Certificates of registration shall be issued in the name of

the United States under the seal of the Office of the Administrator and

shall be recorded in the official records of that Office. The certificate
shall state the name of the useful article, the date of filing of the appli-

cation, the date on which the design was first made public as provided

in section 304( b) or any earlier date as set forth in section 805(b), and

shall contain a reproduction of the drawing or other pictorial repre-
sentation showing the design. Where a description of the salient fea-
tures of the design aware in the application, this description shall
also appear in the certificate. A renewal certificate shall contain the
date of renewal registration in addition to the foregoing. A certificate
of initial or renewal registration shall be admitted in any court as
prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein.

PUBLICATION or AN NOIINCEWENTS AND INDEXES

Sec. 314. (a) The Administrator shall publish lists and indexes of

registered designs and cancellations thereof and may also publish the

drawing or other pictorial representations of registered designs for

sale or other distribution.
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1 (b) The Administrator shall establish and maintain a file of the
2 drawings or other pictorial representations of registered designs, which

8 file shall be available for use by the public under such conditions as

4 the Administrator may prescribe.
5 rEEa

6 Sec. 315, (a) There shall be paid to the Administrator the following

7 fees:

8 (1) On filing each application for registration or for renewal of reg-
9 1st ration of a design, $15.

10 (2) For each additional related article included in one application,

11 $10.

12 (3) For recording assignment,$3 for the first six pages, and for each
13 additional two pages or less, $1.

14 (4) For a certiticate of correction of an error not the fault of the
15 Office, $10.

18 (5) For certification of copies of records, $1.

17 (6) On filing each application for cancellation of a registration, $16,

18 (b) The Administrator may establish charges for materials or serve

19 ices furnished by the Office, not specified above, reasonably related to

20 the cost thereof.
aux:Arms:A

21
Six. 316. The Administrator may establish regulations not incon

22
sistent with law for the administration of this title,

23

24 COPIES OF RECORDS

25 Sze. 317. Upon payment of the prescribed fee, any person may ob.
28 min a certified copy of any official record of the Office of the Adminis-
27 trator, which copy shall be admissible in evidence with the same effect
28 RS the original.
29

30

31 SEC. 318. The Administrator may correct any error in a registration

32 incurred through the fault of the Office, or, upon payment of the re-

33 quired fee, any error of a clerical or typographical nature not the fault

34 of the Office occurring in good faith, by a certificate of correction under

35 seal. Such registration, together with the certificate, shall thereafter
36 have the same effect as if the same had been originally issued in such

37 corrected form.

38 OWNERSHIP AND TRANSFER

39 SEc. 319. (a) The property right in a design subject to protection

40 under this title shall vest in the author, the legal representatives of a

41 deceased author or of one under legal incapacity, the employer for

CORRECTION OF ERRORS IN CERTIFICATES
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whom the author created the design in the case of a design made
2 within the regular scope of the tuttior's employment, or n person to
3 whom the rights of the author or of such employer have been trans.
4 !erred. The person or persons in when the property right is vested
5 shall be considered the proprietor of the design.
6 ( h) The property right in a registered design,or a design for which
7 an application for registration Ilan been or nay be filed, may be as.

signed, granted, conveyed, or mortgaged by an instrument in writing.
9 signed by thliproprietor, or may be bequeathed by will.

10 (c) An acknowledgment as provided in section 311 AIM be Pritun
11 facie evidence of the execution of an assignment, grant, conveyance,
29 or mortgage.

13 012 assignment, grant, conveyance, or mortgage shall be void
14 as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgage for a valuable con-

sideration, without notice, unless it in recorded in the Office of the
16 Administrator within three months from its date of execution or prior
17 to the date of such subsequent purchase or mortgage.

18 lawny FOR IS numastEsy
-

19 Sic. 320. (a) The proprietor of a design shall have remedy for in-
20 fringement by civil action instituted after issuance of in certificate of
21 registration of the design.
22 (b) The proprietor of a design may have judicial review of a final
23 refusal of the Administrator to register the design, by a civil action
24 brought as for infringement if commenced within the time specified
25 in section 312(d), and shall have remedy for infringement by the same
26 action if the court adjudges the design subject to protection under this
27 title: Provided, That (1) he has previously duly filed and duly pros-
28 ecuted to such final refusal an application in proper form for regis.
20 tration of th designs, and (2) lie causes a copy of the complaint in
30 action to be delivered to the Administrator within ten days atter the
31 commencement of the action, and (3) the defendant has committed acts
32 in respect to the design which would constitute infringement with
33 respect to a design protected under this title.
34 IN,7r.NCI)os

35 Sic. 321. The several courts having jurisdiction of actions under
36 this title may grant injunctions in accordance with the principles of
37 equity to prevent infringement, including in their discretion, prompt
38 relief by temporary restraining orders and weliminary injunctions.
39 RECOVERY FOR ISFRItifi'EMENT, AND so moil

40 Stu. 322. (a) Upon finding for the claimant the court shall award
41 him damages adequate to compensate for the infringement, but in
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1 no event less than the reasonable value the court shall assess them.
2 In either event the roust may incte;Ise the damages to such amount,
3 riot exceeding $5,000 or $1 per copy, whichever is greater, as to the
4 court shall appear to be just. The damages awarded in any of the
5 above circurnstaliCes shall constitute compensation a /Id not a penalty.
6 The court may receive expert testimony as an aid to the determination
7 of damages,

8 (b) No recovery tinder paragraph (a) shall be had forany infringe.
9 meat committed more than three years prior to the tiling of the

10 complaint.

11 (c) The court may award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevail.
12 ing party. The court may also award other expenses of suit to a
13 defendant prevailing in an action brought under section 320(b).
14 (d) The court may order that all infringing articles, and any plates,
15 molds, patterns, models, or other means specifically adapted for mak
16 trig the same be delivered up for destruction or other disposition as
17 the court may direct.

18 POWER or couar OVEII R rot STRATI ON

19 SEC. 323. In any action involving a design for which protection is
20 sought under this title, the court when appropriate may order registra

21 Lion of a design or the cancellation of a registration. Any such order

22 shall be certified by the court to the Administrator, who shall make
23 appropriate entry upon the records of his Office.

24 LIABILITY roe ACTION ON REGISTRATION FRAT:DULANTLY OBTAINLO

25 Stc. 324. Any person who shall bring an action for infringement
26 knowing that registration of the design was obtained by a false or
27 fraudulent representation materially effecting the rights under this

28 title, shall be liable in the sum of $1,000, or such part thereof as the

29 court may determine, as compensation to the defendant, to be charged

30 against the plaintiff and paid to the defendant, in addition to such
31 costs and attorney's fees of the defendant as may be assessed by the

32 court.

33 PENALTY ?OR FALSE MARKING

34 Sze. 325. (a) Whoever, for the purpose of deceiving the public,

35 marks upon, or applies to, or uses in advertising in connection with any

36 article made, used, distributed, or sold by him, the design of which

37 is not protected under this title, a design notice as specified in section

38 306 or any other words or symbols importing that the design is pro-

39 tected under this title, knowing that the design is not so protected,
40 shall be fined not more than $500 for every such offense.

41 (b) Any person may sue for the penalty, in which event, one-half
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shall go to the person suing and the other to the use of the United
2 States.

3 YEN A LIE KS FALSE REYRENENTATION

4 Sze. 326. Whoever knowingly makes a false representation mate-
5 rialty affecting the rights obtainable under this title for the purpose
6 of obtaining registration of a design under this title shall be fined
7 not less than $500 and not more than $1,000, and any rights or privi.

leges he may have in the design under this title shall be forfeited.
0 110:1-1110N corrtuour LAW

10 Src. 327. (a) Nothing in this title shall affect any right or remedy
11 now or hereafter held by any person under title I of this Art.
12 1 b) 'Mien a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work in which copy-
13 right subsists under title I of this Act is utilized in an original orna
14 mental design of a useful article, by the copyright proprietor or under
15 an express license from him, the design shall be eligible for protection
16 under the provisions of this title.
17 net.Artos To PATENT LAW
18 SEC. 328. (a) Nopting in this title shall affect any right or remedy
19 available to or held by any person under title 35 of the United States
20 Code.

21 (b) The issuance of a design patent for an ornamental design for
22 en article of manufacture under said title 35 shall terminate any pro-
23 tection of the design under this title.

24 COMMON LAW AND OTHER RIGHTS I:NAMC.1'ED

25 Sec. 329. Nothing in this title shall annul or limit (1) common law
26 or other rights or remedies, if any, available to or held by any person
27 with respect to a design which has not been made public as provided
28 in section 304(b), or (2) any trademark right or right to be. protected
23 against unfair competition.

30 M t1NtaraArOR

31 St:c. 330. The Administrator and Office of the Administrator re-
32 ferred to in this title shell be such officer and otlice as the President
33 may designate.

34 SFATRABILITV CLAUSE

35 SEc. 331. if any provision of this title or the application of such
36 provision to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder

37 of the title or the application to other persons or eireumstancesshall
33 not be affected thereby.

39 alresnmrsr OF OTHER STATUTES

40 Sec 332. (a) Subdivision a(2) of section 70 of the Bankruptcy
41 Act of July 1. 1s9S. as amended (11 U.S.C. 110(a)). is amended
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by inserting "designs," after "patent rights," and "design registra-
tion," eater "application for patent,"

3 (b) Title 28 of the United States ('ode is amended- -

4 (1) by inserting "designs," after "patents," in the first sentence

5 of section 1338(a) ;

8 (2) by inserting ", design," after "patent" in the second sew

7 tence of section 1338 (a) ;

8 (3) by inserting "design," after "copyright," in section 1338
(b) ;

10 (4) by insetting "anti register designs" after "copyrights" in
11 section 1400; and

12 (5) by revising section 1198(a) to read as follows;
13 "(a) Whenever a registered design or invention is used or menu-
14 factored by or for the United States without license of the owner
15 thereof or lawful right to use or manufacture the same, the owner's
16 remedy shall be by action against the United States in the Court of
17 Claims for the recovery of his reasonable and entire compensation

18 for such use and manufacture.

19 'Tor the purposes of this section, the use or manufacture of a
20 registered design or an invention described in and covered by a patent

21 of the United States by a contractor, a subcontractor, or any person,

22 tirm, or corporation for the Government and with the authorization
sa or consent of the Government, shall be construed as use or manufse-

24 lure for the United States.
25 "The court shall not award compensation under this section if
28 the claim is based on the use or manufacture by or for the United
27 States of any article owned, leased, used by. or in the possession of
28 the United States, prior to. in the case of an invention, July 1, 1918,
29 and in the case of a registered design, July 1, 1916.

30 ".'e Government employee shall have the right to bring suit against
31 the Government under this section except where he was in a position

82 to order, influence, or induce use of the registered design or invention
33 by the Government. This section hall nut confer a right of action on

34 any registrant or patentee or any assignee of such registrant or pat-
entee with respect to any design created by or invention discovered or

36 invented by a person while its the employment or service of the United

37 States, where the design or invention seas related to the official func-
38 lions of the employee, in cases its which such functions included re-

39 search and development, or in the making of which Government time,

40 materials,or facilities were used."
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TIME OF TAKINO EFFECT

2 SEC. 333. This title shall take effect one year after enactment of this

3 Act.

4 NO krra0ACIIVE EFFECT

5 Sic. 334. Protection under this title shall not he available for any
6 design that has been made public as provided in section 301(b) prior
7 to the effective date of this title.

811011T TITLE

9 Svc. 335. This title may be cited as "The Design Protection Act of
10 1973."
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Mr. BRENNAN. 1 further request that the statements of all witnesses
which are not read i» full be printed in full in the body of the record,
and that the record remain open until August 10 for the tiling of sup-
plementary statements to be printed in the appendix to the record.

Senator McCLELLAN. The Chair sees no objection to the request ;
unless there is objection the Chair \rill so order. What is the elate?

Mr. BRENNAN. August 10,
It is desirable, Mr. Chairman, that the transcript be printed during

the recess so that it is available,
Senator McCLELLAN. Does that give everyone plenty of time?
Mr. BRESNAN. It gives them 10 days.
Senator :11-cCLELJAN. Ten days, an opportunity to add, the addi-

tional statements or new statements if they like before we go to press.
Mr. BRENNAN. That will be fine.
Senator McCtxt.t.AN. On the hearing.
Is that the purpose of it?
Mr, BRES NAN. That is the purpose of it, Mr. Chairman.
Senator McCLE.t.LAN. I think that would be all right. I see no objec-

tion to it.
Mr. BRENNAN. Mr. Chairman, 115 indicated in the hearing notice,

these 2 days of hearings are being conducted under a time limitation.
The subcommittee has allocated equal time to the principal representa-
tives of the various points of view on live selected issues. I wish to indi-
cate that time consumed in answering questions from the members
of the subcommittee, and eounsel will not be charged against the time
of the witnesses.

Senator McCr.nr.t,As. What you propose is, if they are given so
much time, the Senators or counsel can interrupt them for question-
ing, that that period of interruption of questioning will not be charged
against the time allotted to them.

Mr. BREN SAN. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator McCLELL. %x. That gives them the full time allotted to them

to use for themselves.
Mr. BRENNAN. The subcommittee this morning will consider the

issue of library photocopying which relates to sections 107 and 108 of
title I of the bill and also title II of the bill.

The tirst witnesses are on behalf of the Association of Research Li-
braries, to which 15 minutes has been allocated.

Dr. McCarty, would you identify yourself and your associates for
the record ?

Dr. McCARTny. Thank you, Mr. Brennan.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Stephen McCarthy, My associates are,

on my right, William Burlington. president of the Association of Re-
search Libraries, and executive director of the John Crerar Library
in Chicago. On my left is Mr. Philip Brown, our legal counsel and
second to the left is Mr. froward 1?ovelstad. chairman of our copy-
right committee, and director of libraries at the University of Mary -
hind.

Mr. Brown and I have prepared statements. Mr. Burlington and Mr.
Rovelstad will participate in answering questions if there are any.

Senator :11cCLELLA N. Very well.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. STEPHEN A. McCARTHY, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES; AND PHILIP B.
BROWN, COUNSEL; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM S. BUDINGTON,
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES; AND
HOWARD ROVELSTAD, CHAIRMAN, ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH
LIBRARIES COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE

Dr. Mee maim 3fy name is Stephen McCarthy. I and executive
director of the Association of Research Lilwarics, an organization of
the principal university and research libraries of the country. We ap-
preciate this opportunity to present the views of the association on
copyright revision bill, S. 1:361.

SIr. Cliairman, the Association of Research Libraries wishes to
recommend to the committee an amendment to section 108(d) of S.
1361, in the form in which it was submitted to the staff of the com-
mittee (luring the past week. A copy is attached to this statement.

Senator MCVLE1.1,AN. This copy of the proposed amendment will be
inserted in the :word at this point.

[The information referred to follows :]

AMENDMENT TO COPYRIGHT REVISION BILL, S. 1361

Substitute for section 108(d) the foil,
(il) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section apply to a

copy of a work, other than a musical work, a pictorial, graphic or sculptural work,
or a motion picture or other audiovisual work, made at the request of a user of
the collections of the library or archives, Including a user who makes his request
through another library or archives, but only under the following conditions:

(1) The library or archives shall be entitled, without further investiga-
tion. to supply a copy of no more than one article or other contribution to a
copyrighted collection or periodical issue, or to supply a copy or phonorecord
of a :41ralla rly small part of any other copyrighted work.

(2) The library or archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or phono-
record of nn entire work, or of more than a relatively small part of it, It the
library or archives has first determined, on the basis of a reasonable invest!
gation that a copy or phonorecord of the copyrighted work cannot readily
be obtained from trade sources.

(3) The library or archives shall attach to the copy a warning that the
work appears to be copyrighted.

and renumber section 108(d) (2) to make It 108(d) (4).
Dr. McCAirrily. Thank you, sir.
The purpose of the proposed amendment is to insure by specific leg-

islative. language that a customary, long established library service of
providing it photocopy for a reader who requests it may be continued
without infringement of copyright. Adoption of the amendment would
remove the threat of suit against libraries arising out of varying judi-
cial interpretations of what is or is not fair use. At the same time this
amendment would assure libraries, which are public service agencies
largely supported by public funds, that they can and should employ
nu-xlern technology and methods in serving their readers. It should be
emphasized further that this amendment does not seek to encourage
or develop a new service. Instead, it seeks to assure beyond doubt or
question the legality of a traditional service which was not challenged
for two generations tamer the 1909 Copyright Law until a suit was
brought by the Williams and Wilkins Co. against the National Li-
brary of Medicine several years ago.

The opinion of Commissioner Davis of the V.S. Court of Claims in
the Williams and 1Vilkirt9 case brings into question the fair use doe-
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trine as applied to library photocopying. Despite the several criteria
of fair use which have been developed by the courts and which are ex-
preed in section 107 of S. 1361, Commissioner Davis apparently dis-
regarded all criteria except one and focused his attention on the loss
of potential income by the copyright proprietor. In view of this opin-
ion it is apparent that fair use can no longer be considered adequate
assurance for the continuation of customary library services, In our
judgment, the services of libraries to their readers are sufficient impor-
tance to society and to the nation as a whole to make it desirable to
remove any doubts about the legality of a long established and much
used service.

Section 108(d) (1) of S. 1361 requires the user to prove or demon-
strate to the. library that an unused copy is not available from a trade
source. How does the ordinary reader do this How does the library
know that he has done it ? hIow does the library evaluate the evidence?
Questions such as these and others will inevitably arise, if 108(d) (1)
is permitted to remain unchanged in the copyright revision bill. Ob-
servance of its requirements will impose a substantial added burden
on libraries and on library users and thus will impede access to infor-
mation. The reader who is from a distant library seeking to obtain
library materials through interlibrary loan will be particularly penal-
ized by section 108(d) (1) since he will be in a position easily and
without substantial loss of time to comply with the requirements of
108(d)(1).

Library support, both locally and at the Federal level is limited.
Appropriating bodies, including the Congress. have adopted measures
designed to encourage the sharing of library resources. This is con-
sistent with traditional library practices. the revision bill without
the amendment we recommend would raise doubts about the continua-
tion of this practice because photocopying has been one of the accepted
was of sharing scarce library resources.

The requirements of the bill in its present form would also add sub-
stantially to the expenses of libraries because decisions regarding pho-
tocopying requests could only be made by highly qualified personnel.

It may be noted: further that the copyright laws of most foreign
countries contain a-specific provision permitting library photocopying

,;for purposes of personal study and research.
Revision of the copyright law has been under way for a period of

.years. In that time, copyright proprietors have repeatedly stated that
the library photocopying was causing serious financial damages to their
enterprises. No evidence to support this contention has been pre-
sented. In the absence of evidence, it seems fair to conclude that the
only studies which have been made have indicated that if damage

1

xists it's very slight.
For these. reasons, the Association of Research I ibra ries recommends

he adoption of the proposed amendment as a means of assuring library
users of the continuation of an important service.

Thank you for your attention. Our legal counsel, Mr. Brown, will
now discuss briefly some of the legal aspects of library photocopying
and the proposed amendment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Senator McCm.t.Ax. State very succinctly what you do now, what
is the practice you want to continue,

:i. Dr. McCAirri I Y. What we do now, sir, is that many libraries provide
a photocopying service. A reader may request a photocopy of pages
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of a 1)0(114, of a periodical article or a portion of an article, and this is
supplied in a single copy for the individual's personal 11:0, TIIIS is
tione hot It for a person Milo is physically present or for ono who ap-
plis throligh interlibrary loan.

1It.('11:1,r%N. 1,y charge tirade fur it ?
1 )...114.C,urrivv. Sin ip.y ,.I II 10 copying eost.
Senator MC('I.F.1.1...N. t.titat cost, no profit tittole?
1)r. NIi.C.ticrtir. '1'11e cost of the machine and the paper. 'Flint is all.
Sonator NIct't.t:tr.AN, ll'e now have. the 1 4ihrary of Congress furnish

us copies. IV(' can got opis Ill doctrinents and articles and materials.
1 110 nut think we pay any copyright fee. I 110 not !mow how it

011).1%11e:4.

( 'an anyone abuse this right tinder present practices by getting ma-
terial and itroliting from it, coninierciiilizing it in ally way without
paying the copyright lees!

Dr. MCCVIlItIV. NOt to Illy lotowle*re. sir.
Senator NICCO:I.IAN. Is it the allegation that they get no copyright

fee on the one, copy that you giVe to a single. enstomer, single itaton.
Is that it

McCairriti.. Thar is what teas alleged, ill tile WilliatilS fool
case, shot told Wilk:hos would have had a vvrtaio

illeoolo if they hail been paid each time the National Bihrary of :11ctli.
vino 11;01 copied an article Iron) olio of their jottilkos.

N011111 intiizv from your experi-
ence, observations, Note much additional income roll had to pay it
copyright fee each ropy that you look) for inklivitioal patrons, hots
11111,11 it v'011111 :"Inlint 14:111""It"V""this!V" l'11)1.1U.\Collia you give us any ,,iongat on

It( y. That is tolite tlittictllt, si r.
S, 4.11)1,!91' li'CI,E1,1.N It kVill vary.(if coorst..
)1.. licc,kimiy. Over ...ill IlelVellt Of the Material etlpietI 110t 11111101'

copyriu.lit at ail. anti the l'e't IS over 511th a large number of
publications inn] publishers that to reimburse publishers for nial:ing
the copies ttould require it .01..y elaborate hooklweping system. It

publisher is responsible for the. statement- -cost.
to collect pennies.

sitivit1. Niic".11.LAN, A puidishol. has 1.11:1111, that slatuniont
Dr. 1I(4'.\1:Tor. hat is right. 111. t'urtis Benjamin formerly of

)1c11rav-1 ill.
Senator 4[c('1.v.1,1AN, Senator
Senator IttlinteK. es.
Your objection is to subsection ( of 10s(d).
LA's give yon an eNalopie Suppose I to lite library at

Williston, N. I )n till I \vont to get page X111 out of a hoot; on zoology
healing with snakes, and 1 go to the library and 1 say I \yaw a copy of
page on Snakes. 111111 010 iihr:11'1:111 rays to Me. I think that is a111.11-
aide iIt the intlilishing house in New fork or at the Library of

read that slibs,ction. if that AV:IS ayuilable :IS it Sas here, 111
I/0 oldlailled at 110111131 price. all 1111.11Sed copy cannot he oiltaine41. \veil,
it all he Ohtaillell at the I,ibrary Of Congress or con be obtained in
Nee- fort: - -would you eon-true this section to mean that the library
at \Villiston could not eopy that page

Ill. MuLtit-rin-. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator Brituitx. 'Hutt mall.
:.;.enittor 11tCr.t:t,r,AN. Anything. further?

24 -3 I I
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Senator McCtia.t.xx. Mr. Brown, I note on page 3 you point out
that for Many Vein's the practice was snob, somewhat of a genttemell :;
a!rilunitilit, anti yon proceeded as you (10 now and yon felt there was
ii we( I for protect ion.

k that because no claim at that tune was being asserted by the
col ri.idit holders?

lawsuitltnowN. That is ri!dit, Mr. (Mahan:An.
loorlit until the 11111/i(tir(s (C. It'll/';,0s suit in very recent years. .the
one tiiiit still iiettitha(r iltore 01/4%tovaitio
t his had not been the problem.

I might point tint that in that connection --
Senator ..11('CLELLAN. 11'11(1 did this -if there was a change in the

attitudr with respect to this practice of the copyright holders--wheit
that how ant it develop

BnoN-. It'd', 1 suppose tin' position of the copyright proprie-
tors as they have testified before this:committee on previous hills speaks
for itself. hilt this Court of Claims case is the lint feral opposition
of which I 0111 aware. and that case has !wen pending I or the past 3 or

it st k pending.
11fcCtal,t,AN. this any effort boon made othowko to assort

a chili' 0,;:imst lihraries prior to this snit ?
Mr. Pitiowx. Not that I know of, but perhaps my colleagues can

expound.
f )r. y. I do not believe so, Senator ;NIcrlellan, no legal

action. There may have been some discussion but no legal action has
Lyon taken.

Senator llytaark. this presents some in triguinir
look to this Library of ConeTess thing that is being used.
certainly under this section ((I) (1). that would also a ptAy to

the 1.*Thrary of ('ingress. would it not ? if the hook is found in the
Ihrary of ('onirress and someone asks for a copy of it Kerr an the

I would that not he the same condition :15, the library in 11'illislon,
N. TInk,?

f r Bitows.. Yes. sir.
Sonato IltnniH. In other words. the material T am gottinq then

fermi the Library of ConoTess front time to time would be illegally
given to too under this act ?

lir. IlrowN. they meet the requirements of this provision.
Brizi)iK. Well. suppose they say volt con !Yet that in New

Y(1(1; it the publishing houses, I eoltlil not e'l't it then, wild I ?
mi. ilnowN. I do not believe sn.
I)r. 11(-ex)rrirv. Nit wider inq((l) I.
Senator Iti-roick, We ate constantly aettill" 111:1t011;11 fl'Onl the

T.:1111';!!'\' of COlivres,:l 1111 1 11111 ;i11.0 It lot or it is covered by copyriHit.
l'?l acct ion forecloses that.

fr. DitowN.
e11:1 tor lit-taucK. Than': von.

one wore truf4i0u. Vt'iudd you apply this to total ?

wino 'all rop a total ho-ol; been under cooyinght
T not know of any instance which the lihro,ry 10,4

any 0,,..dro or with to copy it total hook. The dispute hay centered
r(wpal whether the library has the right to inata, n photocopy of a

tests? -ingle article in an issne of a journal such as the medical jour-
nals that are involved in this lawsuit. and there, if the library has the
right to make a copy of a single article, an entire article, for a user,
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that meets the normal request. I tin not believe there ever is a request
for a library to copy an entire issue of a medical journal, because it
would normally contain several different articles on several different
subjects.

Senator Briuncx. 'Well, you are dealing now With what happens.
Nyliat is practical. I ant getting to what. is possible. We have to think of
that, too,

Puler your language, end under your contention, could an entire
book be copied ? Could it be.?

MCCAIZT111% Nothe second clause of our amendment, Senator
Brirdick, following page 4 of my statement, reads, the library or
archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or plionorecord of an en-
tire work, or of inure tium a reiatively small part of it, if the library
or archives has first determined. on the basis of a reasonable investiga-
tiou that a cop or phonorceord of the copyrighted work cannot
readily be obtained front trade sources.

Senator Br mail:. Well, that is what you are saying now, in the
present act, in the proposal.

Dr. McCaNati N.. It is the distinction between a complete book. sir,
and a periotlicud article.

Senator litiama;. No. You will read it with von. "The Li-
brary in. Archives be entitled to supply a copy or phonorecord of
an entire work, or or mow than a reltively S1111111 part of it. if the.
Library or .1rehives has first determined. oil the basts or a l'OaSoljabk,
inert igat ion r hat ;1 copy or phoMOrl`CO111entinOt IWObthinl`411:1SeWiten."
MA Si) What the prodosal said.

do Plreet. we \\ 'Mt nialC at copy if you can obtain it elsewhere.
Dr. :11t.C.o;rov, Item one, sir. sub one in our amendment is in a sense

the critical part of it.
Senator But:nick. Well, you get into a phasey area there of 11101'13

than a tvlativoly slnal 1 part of it. Pt cetera. 1,4 cetera.
DI% Mt'( ..\1;1111% EVOnninkS Operatt'S there. The cost of copy-

ing. all entire book is more expensive than to purchase it. and the form
in which it conies out is less satisfactory to use. Libraries, as they are
opveating now,. do not make copies of complete hooks.

Senator But:tuck. Hut the thrust of the proposed amendment. the
that we have i hart e ns today, You would have no quarrel

that if ipplied to the total work.
Aft.. Brows-. Senator may I respond to that ?
Taking the two par.oiraplis separately. On (1) is lathing altitt acomplete :article from a journal. and that right is the new, important

point that is living requested by this amendment, so that it 1011 he elear
I lilt a library can make a siogle copy of one art irk in a journal for a
user without violating. the copyright.

Nuw, the second itragralth says that if they casuist get the \roil,:
front trade sources, then they can make, a copy of the whole thing.
small part of it, and there, more than a relatively small part of it
rather, and there the thought is that perhaps fair use would cover a
relatively small part of it. and I here may not be any need for that Lo-
in!, eovere.d. loll the whole thin,tr, or more than a relatively
small part of it Willahl not necessarily mile under the fair use, and
therefore shin

Sellat HUNDIrli. We'll, that is what i am saying. (11 of (d) would
apply then where you had a substantial part of the book or a total
book. l'ou are in agreement on that.



linows. 1 1) of (d) is talking about one article or other con-
tribution to a copyrighted collection or it periodical issue to our pro
posed amendment. 1 think that is the confusion.

I was speaking front t he amendment.
Senator Ittatincx, You WOW, saying this idea that you cannot Copy

where it is available elsewhere, that you would agree t hat it would
apply if it was a total work Ora Substantial part of a total work.

Btam..:. Yes.
Senator BUI:OteK. That is all.
Senator SlcCuttAx. Counsel, do you have any questions
Mr. IluEssAs. Yes. just one or t'Wo question, Nrr. Chairman,
Mr. Brown, I would like to come back to Senator lurdick's illus-

tration about a copy of a single page on snakes. Von responded to that
solely in terms of section 10S of the bill.

*Would you answer Senator Ilurdick's question taking the bill as
a whr !e, including section 107 and this subcommittee's interpretation
of fair use ?

Mr. Iiitowx. I would say that apart front what change is in the
process of being made in the concept of fair use by pending court
cases which we must always e.cept out because this process is going on
independently, that would probably be held to be a proper activity
within fair use under 107.

Mr. BRESSAN. So your answer to Senator Burdick, then, is yes,
it could do what he indicated.

Mr. Ilaowx. I would say probably, Senator, but please bear in mind
that fair use is a defense meaning that if somebody comes and sues
you for doing it, you are then entitled to raise a defense to show that
you were within the law in what you did. We still face the problem
of interpretation on the part of the librarian who has to decide whether
what he is doing is so totally, clearly all right that lie is not going to
be sued, or if he is sued, that lie can afford to defend, and that defense
will probably help hint win it.

Senator McCuLtas. In other words, you think that the fair use re-
quirement is something that you cannot determine, the librarian can-
not determine whether lie comes within the purview of fair use when
he performs or makes available copies, that lie is always subject to
maybe making a mistake that would make him liable?

Sir. ows. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Men,,Ax. You do not know how to interpret fair use in

every instance.
INIr. But tvs. I would think, ,Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that

it has been the subject that has been given considerable, consideration
by this committee for sonw time, and still is, that the librarian would
consult. counsel and would ask if can you do this and they might
establish some kind of ground rules as to what they think they can or
cannot do, but he would not II:Aye a clear answer without legal advice.

Senator Mr-Cmt,,ts. I guess you also agree that it is very diffictilt,
the whole subject is very complex, and it is most difficult to provide
even by rttles,yegulat ion, or even by statute, clarification about which
there could not be different interpretations.

Mr. I 3 noWN: That is right, Mr. Chairman,
Senator McCI,V.vs. It is very difficult, it seems to me.
Air. lirtows. It is in very large measure, for that reason, that we

stress the great need of libraries to help clear that.
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Senalor NEvo,ELI,AN. IRO we have to go as far as we can toward
making it certain, as far as what we can do and we cannot do.

Mr. linows. 'Yes, sir. It is an important that the bill go as far as
it eon to make it clear and certain that libraries can make a single
photocopy of an entire journal article, for example, or of small por-
tions of works for users as they have always done.

The prepared statements of Stephen A, 'Me(iarthy and Philip B.
Brown on behalf of the Association of Research Libraries follow,)

ralENIKST QF S tiTIWN A. MuCkgailv, Exrcertvr. IREVTOR,
ASSOl 1.1:LION 011. It I.:IAAH(1E 1.11110111ES

Chairman. my name is Stephen McCarthy. 1 not EKeelliiVe Director of the
Association of Research Libraries, :in organization of the principal university
and research libraries of the errantry. We appreciate this tipportanity to present
the views of the Association on the Copyright llevisiou Bill, S. 1301, and we ask
that this st ttri tient he made part of the official record.

Mr. Chairman. the Association of Research Libraries wishes to recommend to
the Committee an amendment to section 10S(d) of S, 1301, la the form in which
it was submitted to the staff of the Committee during liar past week.. copy Is
attached to this statement.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the purpose of the proposed
amendment k to ensure try speckle legislative language that a customary, long
established library service of providing tt photocopy for a reader -.VILO requests it
may be eantimard without infringement of copyright. Adoption of the amendment
would remove the threat of suit against libraries arising out of varying judicial
Interpretation:4 of \drat is or is not "fair use." At the same time this amendment
Wirral! assure are wildly servive agencies largely supported by
indrito funds, that they can 111111 should employ modern technrogy and methods
in serving their readers. It should be emphasized further that this amendment
does not seek to encourage or develop a new service. Instead it seeks to assure
beyond doubt or question the legality of it traditional service which vas not chat.
lenged for two generations under the 19(k Copyright Law until a stilt was brought
by the Williams and Wilkins Company against the National Library of Medicine
several years ago.

The opinion of Commissioner Davis of the r. S. Court of Claims In the Williams
and Wilkins ease brings into question the fair use doctrine as applied to library
photocopying. Despite the several criteria of fair use which have been developed
by the courts and which are expressed in section 107 of S. 1301, Commissioner
Davis apparently disregarded all criteria except °lie and focused his attention
on. the loss of potential income by the eopyrIght proprietor. In view of this
opinion it is apparent that fair use can no longer be considered adequate assur-
ance for the continuation of cnstomery library services. At best, fair use is a de.
Tense in ease of n suit. The services of libraries to their readers are of suf-
ficient importance to society and R. the nation us a whole to make it desirable to
remove any douirts about the legality of a hong established and mach used service.

Section 1051d) of S. 1301 requires the user to prove or demonstrate to the
library that an Unused copy is not available from a trade source. How does the
ordinary reader do I Dow does the library know that he has done it? How
doe-; the library evaltutte the e% ((knee? ()nesBons such as these and others will
inevitably arise. if lost d) t 11 is permitted to remain unchanged In the copyright
revision bill. I/bs(Ivalwe of its requirements will impose a substantial added
burden at libraries and Ira library users and thus will Impede access to In.
formation. At the very least, this requirement will cause delays and Ming-ups
In service. at a time when the pressure for prompt service Is very groat.

While It is true that section 1081d) (1) way not affect the library user %via)
is physically present in the library because he can make a copy for himself on a
seloperated copying machine, it will impose a serious handicap 011 a reader from
a distant library who is seeking to obtain library materials through interlibrary
loan. 'this reader will In dependent on the staff of the library from which the loan
is requested, The nspareinents placed on Ow reader and the library by this
section w'011111 be itt 114111Y cases result in denial of the request because
alive with the request !night constitute all hnfrimgentent of copyright and be sub.
just to a suit for damages. It is clear that 105(01(1) would thus have the effect
of penalizing the user who does not have direct, personal, physical access to a
large comprehensive library. The number of library users who do not have such
access is substantial.
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Library support both locally and at the federal level Is limited, Appropriate
bodies, Includittg the Congress, adopted MeastlreS (loStglleit to etWoOrttge lice
sharing of library resomeres. This is consistent with traditional library practices.
The Revision iliit without tho aluentlakelit we reeonIllelld would raise doubts
abolt the VontInualtOti of this practice because fo2lotocopyIng has been one of the
twos PlO1 ways of sharing sea roe lihrary resources,

The requiremeats of the Bill in Its present form would also told substantially
to the expenses of libraries becanse decisioik regarding photocopy requests could
only be made by highly oputillied personnel.

It may be noted farther that the copyright laws of most foreign countries con-
tain 1 specific provision permitting library photocopying for purposes of personal
study and research.

I would emphasize that Zito amezolougit We reeolninelO1 refers to a single, i.e..
ono, photocopy; it applies to one article or item in a periodical, not to the Whoa,'
issue; ttnil It applies to a oratidete work, i.e., a book, only If the work Is nolonger available in tusk stores.

This amendment does not seek to legalize mull ilfh coPYIng. Libraries are »ot
trying to become publishers; libraries 4benot wish to photocopy best sellers or
complete issues of periodicals.

Revision of the copyright law has been malerway for it period of years.
In that time. copyright proprietors have repeatedly stated that library ; hota
cowing was causing serious financial damages to their enterprises. No evidettoo
in support this contention has been presented. In the absence of evideaer, it
seems fair to conclude that the damage is not as serious as has been alleged.

For these reasons, the Association of Rose:trill libraries recommends the
adoption of the proposed amendment as a means of assuring library users of
rho continuation of n11 important service.

Thank you for your attention, Our legal counsel, Mr. Brown, will now dis-
cuss irietly some of the legal aspects of library photocopying and the prop,sod
amendment.

ANIFNIMENT TO CO1.1:1110111' ltEVIS!):i 1111.I., S. 13(11

Slihstillate for section 10S(41) the colloWhig:
(ii) The rights of reproduethal and distribution antler this section apply to

11 copy of a work, other than a musical work. a pictorial graphic or sculptural
work, or a median picture or other ataliovisatal work, made at the request of
a user of the collections of the library or archives. including it Iker who makes
his request through another library or archive's, but only under the following
conditions;

(I) The library or nrcitives shall be entitled, without farther irteosliga-
Ilion, to supply 0 ropy or no mon, 111011 one article or other contriloitielt
to r, copy-00114A collection or periodical issue, or to supply a copy or pliono-
record of a similarly small part of any other copyrighted work.

library or archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or phono
re,oril Of an entire work. or of more limit ft relatively small part of it. if
the library or archives has first determined. on the bask of a reasonable
investigation that a copy or photiorerord of the copyrighted work cannot
rota lily be obtained from trade sources..

WI The library or archives shall attach to tie. -spy a warnittg that the
;cock appears to be copyrighted.

and reitaniber section Ins(d) (2) to make it Instd) (),

STATEMENT OF 1'1111 le It. I 11,11vN, ArronNi:v TUE .1s.:4oc it'
oitm:ILS

.Nir. Chairman, members of the Committee. illy name is it Brown. I am
a partner in the ll'ashingion boy that CoN, 1.41,)Lroid l Itroto, coanscl te the

riot) or ito.,0,010.1) 1.;10.0ries. 1 ;Ipprccicito tills rrollunily to tap,,catr twf,00,
you m ith 1:(,11tivo i)irectilt. of .1 HI. and I he Chairman ..f its
Copyright Committee. 'My statement supplements that of pr. McCarthy %%Rh
ciophaNis lilt "4'4111 1PU11 (1,'N C10141100 S I caring on flu status of library photo-
cot,,, jug under existing. jaw alai tinder the pending hill.

Flit' major legal development lilt tttis S1110.1eCt In recent years is, of course. the
ease It'iliietots v, The Utah it State.q, toetaling before the judges of the
Court of Claims following a report of the Commissioner filed on February 1t3,
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197:2. Tice case bas teen loriefed and argued to the Court and is awaiting decision.
'rhe Commissioner held that the photocopying of entire articles from medical
journals by the National Institutes of Health and the National Library of
ilcdicirie at the request of doctors and medical researchers constituted infringe-
molt of coo right and he recommended that the Court cotoplinie. as a matter of
taw, that piztititiff is rnlitleil to recover recsothcble and entire uompt.nsattoon for
infringement of copyright, the to ti iletrrnillicil iii ftlnier

Vtt to the Pending decision of the Court, the inalit effect of the l'om-
misslioner's report on library photocopying Is twofold, first to rule that such
photocopying as was involved in the case constitutes tt violation of the copy-
right proprietor's rights moiler II C.S.C. § 1, and, seemolly, to rule that such
copying is not protected by the duet rifle of "fair use." If flop Coontinissionee's
report should be adopted by the Court, the decision would constitute the first
judicial interpret:thou of the 1001.1.ct as it applies to library photocopyingillItian
interpretation contrary to loth the libraries' ittalerstanoling of the meaning of the
19(t11 Act and to the previously tun hallenged long standing photocopying practices
of libraries.

TIL0,4 itow Ivveloptiwitts utalerseore the import:11We 1[f the libraries' request
that l'oatgress adopt a specific amendment to Suction ION11.1) of the pending
Copyright Itevision Itill ituthorizing a library to make it single photocopy of an
entire journal article at the ropiest of a user tvItliont suelt a practice constituting
an 'infringement of copyright. l'rlor to IV/Ma/tot A trifkin it could be argued
that if libraries interpreted the 1909 Act to authorize such copying and could
point for support to the fact that the publishers hail not challenged that inter-
pretation and had t.11,t1 patielpatuil in a tlentlenwit's Agreement for tt period of
years %ditch ratified the libraries' practice. there was 110 need to give the librar-
ies explicit statutory protection on this point since the revision bill (lid not take
away from libraries any rights which they theft enjoyed tinder the 19011 Act.
Today, it is no longer possible to assert that position, and the libraries' need for
explicit statutory protection for such photocopying is clear.

The nIntlitlitiont to Section 10Stoll proposed by the American Library As-
sociation and endorsed by the .%ssoclation of Research Libraries Is essential

permit a library to make a copy of an entire journal article for a user. Stich
an amendment tvould be fully consistent with the literal wording of all copy-
right statutes prior to 1009 and hilly consistent with the interpretation placed
on the 1909 Act by risers and publishers alike for a period of 60 years,

in addition to aillopitng the spt eltic photocopying amendment, we respectfully
submit that ('ingress should also clarify and endorse the application of the
411 trine of fair use to library photocopying practices. This it important loth
because the doctrine had not previously been judicially applied to library
photocopying and la cause the report of the Commissioner In tf
if allowed to stand. tonld raise serious (ballot whether the doctrine could ever
apply to library photocopying of an entire article. The Commissioner determined.
that the copying involved In NIII and NI,NI constituted "wholesale" copying,
apparently simply because of the large climber of holividual 11,111loster8 for
each of whom the library made a coups. The Commissioner :ilso referred to the
facts that, on rare occasions. the same requester received a second copy at a
later date and that the Illorary furnished a copy of the sante article to a number
of rlill'erent requesters. if these facts constitute hulesale" copying, sufficient
to luny a library the defense of fair use, it with appear that the defense
will not 1 rvlilatole flo ;my large library, such as any of the major research
libraries of this country, simply localise the that number of patrons of each
of tiles(' litoraties would he so nintit,rootis as to fall within the Commissioner's
tclau "Wholesale," and thus go beyond his interpretation of fair use.

Ua order to restore the a,.elicat ion of fair ous to library photocopying con-
sistent with the Intent of flu. hills considered ly this t'otinnittee over recent
years. it is essential that Congress reject the Interpretatiou given to 'fair use
by 'ht. Conunissiotwr in the 117slirito4 (t case and that t'ongress further
declare that the long-slatalitig practice of libraries of making a single copy of
(opyrighted inoterMI, including an entire Journal article, is within the meaning

i.oir ilso in this bill.
eordingly. there are two eloances in the 1.111 which libraries are requesting

of this ('intuit tee: The first is the specific amendment to Section 108(111 pro-
po-ed by .11,A. and .11t1,. it second is clarification that fair use applies to
;h formal library practice of nothing a single photocopy of copyrighted material,
including an entire journal article, for a user.

\Vt. respectfully submit that these pr.itections are csentlal to permit libraries
to continue to solVt. Of scholars and to make approlorMte use of exist
log technological aids lit doing so. 11 e submit that there is no evidence of damage
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tie publishers resattlug front this practice and that, in fact, the practice promotes
subscriptions to ion Mats rusher 111;111 replacing them. There Is certainly no
uvidenee that this practice is driving publishers Ili it of business, Library photo-
copying deserves continuing protvelion from Congress. fn view of the uncertain
shale of the law resulting from the Colundssioner's nine in Willigins 4t
the statutory protection should he clear and certain.

The need for clarity and certainty Is underscored by the fart find without
the protectlios of the propitsed a Inetoilltent to St`ctiolt tiNitl 1, a librarhiu on1,1
well be liable for the extensive damages provided fur lu Seetion 7141 11 the bill.
The sentence in Section botn,it_el which allows the librarian to prove that
"he believed and had reasonable grounds for believing th.tt the reproduction
was a fair use under Section 107 is rendered virtually meaningless by the
report of the ('o inn ti'siattrr lti William 3 WHIP)ill the proposed amend-
ment to the hill, the librarian would undoubtedly refuse to run the risk of render
lug the service to the patron-4o the great detriment of research and scholarship.

Senator McCr,rt.LA N. Thank von very much.
Call the next witness.
.11r. BRENNAN. The next witnesses aro on behalf of the American

Library Association, Dr. Edition Low.
Fifteen minutes have been given to the American Library Associa-

tion.
Dr. Low, would yon identify yourself and counsel fur the record,

please?
Dr. !Arty. 1 an Edmon Low, librarian of New College in Sarasota,

Fla., and am chairman of the Copyright Subcommittee of the Ameri-
can Library Association, aml with your permission I have asked Mr.
North, who is our counsel for ALA, to sit with me to help on any legal
problems.

Senator McCi.ru.AN. Very well.
Dr. Low. In the interest of saving time. and because my statement

duplicates to sante extent what has been read, I thought it might be
better for me to just emphasize a few points that have not been coy -

cued find submit my statement for the record.
Senator McCr.KLIAx. Yes. Your statement will be printed in full

in the record.
Now, you may highlight it or supplement it anyway you like.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDMON LOW, LIBRARIAN OF NEW COLLEGE,
SARASOTA, FLA., AND CHAIRMAN, COPYRIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM D. NORTH, ESQ., COUNSEL

1)r. Low. The first, observation I have to make is that copyright
is not a constitutional right. This is often not understood, certainly
understood by attorneys, but often not by the public. It is not a con-
stnutional right. It is a statutory right, ore created by law, and
which can be changed by law. That is, the tights are granted by the
copyright law as it is written. so in revision of the copyright law,
:you can either enlarge these rights. or restrict them or change them
in any way or abolish them altogether in your Congre:s here assem-
bled. It is a statutory right.

Consequently. as I see it, the problem of the committee is to balance
the need of protection for the copyright owners to insure them a rea-
sonable return for their efforts and for their expenses of publica-
tion and so on. and at the sante time, to protect the public good and
the right of the public for proper dissemination of publications,
which is the area in Ivhieh libraries ate engaged.
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So, if copying wore restricted, it would not result in a larger periodi-
cal list tot' us or for these other libraries. It 'would simply 1111.011 that
we could not help in maintaining the (polity of education and quality
of teaching and research that we are now a.ble to maintain.

The interlibrary loan is one of two groups of copying. The other
is referred to as in:house eopyIng, which is done by ries, generally,
but which is the less important of the two because in in-house copying,
your material is there 1111(1 UV/1111114e, !Mt in the inter-library loan, it
It not. The material is not there, and this is the only practical means
of approaching this.

art, reounmentling the same amendment that was recommended
by the Association of College mid Research Libraries. That is, we wish
to make a copy Of periodical article where, needed, or.0 small portion'
of ()thee copyrighted work,

N ow, its this we are not wanting to go beyoial fair nse. The librarians
have been accused at different times of having fair use and now they
want to go beyond this and do something that is illegal. We are not
wanting to go beyond fair use. We aro wanting by this amendinent
to slate definitely what fair use is. That is so we can know and not bo
subject to emits.

N ow, we do not think that there would be suits expecting to make any
mono.. out librarians, because we do not have any at least I have not
found librarians, that have, but we could be subjected to very harrassing
suits since larger sums of money can be sited for under statutory
damages.

So we would like to have the librarian free of this threat of suit
which he cannot. be under the fair use that was described here it few
minutes ago, because he cannot be sure in any case that, he has a right,
to make a given copy until it haS been determined by the court.

So we are searchiag for this precise definition of what would be
reasonable fair use.

Lostiv, I should emphasize that T am sure that I speak for all libra-
rians, that we are law abiding citizens, and we ate going to abide by
whatever law is ultiatc:ly passed, both in letter and in spirit. So if a
law is passed Nvhich is too restrictive it means that we cannot do our
jobs as well as we could otherwise. These are the points that aro
included with one or two additions here to my written statement, and
I do appreciate this opportunity to appear before you this morning.

Senator lIcetaIA,Ax. Dr. Low, you support the amendment that is
offered by Dr. McCarthy ?

Dr. Low. Yes., sir.
I wish to submit this amendment.
Senator Mr .041.1r.ax. It is attached to your statement. It is already

in the record.
Dr. Low. Yes, sir.
Senator MCC1,11.1AN. One quest ion.
What you are saying, as I malerstand you. you are not opposing

fair use. You are seeking a definition in the law of what is within the
limit: of fair use.

I h.. Low. That is right. sir.
Sonator:"AtcCr,i..f.r,N, Senator
S,.notor Ill.enrck, Well, I want to thank von for your testimony. T

note that you say that you would like to be sure of. NVIINV VOII am, I
think that is the word yon used, loft as i listened to Dr. McCarthy and
listened to you, we are in a very fuzzy area, no matter what we do.
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For example, hi you aiondment, part 2 of what Mr. McCarthy
presented, let tae road it with you.

Tile library or iirelliviN shill he entitled to stipPIY a copy or Pholiervcord of anmoire work, or or more than a relatively small part of it.
Well, that could lx, it relatively small part could be debatable, but

let's go beyond that,
If the library lir archives has first determined on the basis it n reasonable

trvt.,tigatton that a copy or ptionorveor(t of the copyrighted work cannot readily
be obtained treat trade sources.

Now, you tun Inv whnt i, a reasonable investigation?
I )1.. isle. I realize tlint is
:;.ettator 1.11:1t has the same failings as the language that

you ;ire omiplaining thitt.
I fr. Low. We tin 1;0 anticipate' that there would be a problem in in-

terpreting that. This is put because in the copyright law, when
you grant. exclusive tight to the militia. to the copyright proprietor,
this is a monopoly, hut there is no restrietbm on this monopoly its in
nto4 monopolies that are granted. There is no requirement. for the
publisher to keep things in print. I r you grant it monopoly to a telecompany

ne company to serve in your city, then it is not only regulated,
1r111 you dowo III Ilietii to rive SerVke, SO if you granted a frnehise for
'.;) :Mil then after '2 01' years it said, it is not profitable. so
we ;try going* 10 (117.0001i0110 tat' tVIVIri10110 St'I'Vle0, but we NVIII not give
up the franchise. Well. then we would not put up with that for a
moment, but are do give all exclusive right to the copyright proprietor,
to llw publisher to publish without any requirement that lie keep the
hook in print, and most hooks go out of print in the first three years
a nut, being printed.

So Otis is lit effort, if we find that it is not in print. is not available
from the usual trade sources. because even if it is not in print, some-
times it is available tit Dwelt second hand houses, but that is just a
general search that maybe they \eill have it anti so On. but it' we can-
not find it, and is lint a Vallahh, (rout the OSnal pnb1,:1.01%, then we
Want the authority to MAO another copy Of this, if it is needed.

Senator Bunny:K. Yes, llut to use your language, you want to be

Now, I come in to gel a copy of a NO icilIar work. What do yon have
to do as a librarian up in Williston, N. Dak., again, to make a reason-
able invest igat ion ?

Do von have to make a lot of phone calls, write a lot of letters, or
what do you have to do?

Dr. Low. Tliere is a publication that is widely distributednearly
every library has itentitled "Books in Print," and this is the list of
hooks that the publishers have in print. It is put out every year at a
given time. We would look in that first, and if it is not listed in there,
we would look also in the ()mutative. Book Index. We would assume
then, if it was not listed in these, that it is not available in the con-
venient trade sources.

Now, this is an area here that we have been able, T think, to come to
general agreement with the publishers that this would probably be all.
rieht. have ma come to any firma agreement, but we have ex-
plored various waVs of getting together and doing away with our di f-
ferences. I think that we could get some agreement on reproducing
things that are not in print.
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This does beeoloe more important. in light of the provision in the
revision bill which extends the time of copyright. Now, the further
yob' extend flu` I line of copyight, the Inrgef t ae pereelitlige Of material
that will be out of print but is still covered by copyright.

Senator Ilumacu. Well then, you Nal; this eattilog that is put. out
indicating NvIten books are published. mid so forth, would be adequate
if you would thumb through that catalog to sec whether or not it is
a i able ?

Dr. Low That, I think, adequate.: yes, sir.
Senator linancu. Even though it may be available outside of iii-

forn iat on in the catalog.
1)r. Low. It might be, hut I said, we might also cheek the Comilla.

tive Book Index, NVIlkil is another very general listing, even more
general than the books in print.

Senator ItulaucK, Do small libraries hi small towns have this
FerViCe

Dr. Low. Ytis, sir. Practically every library buys these. 'These are
just for ordering your books, you see. You need this because, if you
order a book, you have to that out who publishes it unless you are going
to a dealer.

Senator Ilvamek. I just. want to point. out that it. is complex and it is
hard to be absolutely certain when you draw a piece of legislation.

1)e, Low. It is, anti I suppose. I am overstating it to say that the
amendment we propose would make it absolutely certain. We think
tint it would be of so much lid p in determining where we stand that
it would be. very desirable.

Senator 1 unon. K. Thank you.
Senator Mc:CLis,t,LAN-, Both you and the publishers are teaching some

accommodation. Have they agreed to your amendme»t ?
Dr. Low. No, sir, they have not.
Senator kC7t,tra,.vs. Well, I thank you.
1Tfie. prepared statement of Dr. Edmon Low on behalf of the

ican Library Association follows:]

STATEMENT OE' Eomos Low, Cumnsms. Cotovtuour tiuncostsuntx, AtstEutcAN
Ltnamtv AssoclAioN

I am Munn Low, director of the Library of New College, Sarastota, Florida,
atoll chairman, CollyrIg,ht SltileOttlinittee of the American Library Association, a
nonprofit. educational organization founded in 1870. Its membership includes
some 30,000 librarians, trustees and other public-spirited citizens dedicated to the
410'001/Meta of libraries as essential factors is the continued educational, eco-
nomic, scientific and cultural advancement of the American people. 'tire Asso-
ciation is concerned with the development of all types of librariespublic
libratles; school and college and university libraries: medical and law libraries
and lather specialized libraries- -anal with the problems they encounter, such as
financing, relations with their patrons, and the legal provisions under which they
operate, hod ailing copyright,

We are concerned here today with the Copyright Revision Bill, S. 1301. and
primarily with the provisions relating to photocopying in libraries, Tins is O. sub -
},.ct of great concern to all librarians and to the patrons whom they servethe
general user of the public library, the student, the scholar, the research man, the
lawyer, doctor, minister or other professional individual, or to the Congressman
himself, as he frequently turns to our great Congressional Library for aid in his
important work.

This copying may be roughly divided into two groups, the first being that done
either by a member of a library staff or by the user himself from material in the
library for immediate use on the premises or nearby; the second, that done by
one library for and at the request of another library, often some distance away,
for use by one of its patrons there. The first is often designated 'in-house" copy-



lug, while the second we usually refer to as "Interlibrary lean," The acst Is often
1,14 n ilinvtAtticlwv to the 11;1111i11, its ,a,,,heal eirlitng a Iola palier,
in that he does have the material in hand and coati{ use it on the premises; Ow
second Is !wash:ally the more impotaatit in that the scholar or attar user tilte8 art
have the document In hand awl therefore it is his only practical access to what
may be highly Important material for Inform tioti or research.

It is now generally ander:dotal that a Slliglo eollectIon of books or other re
corded corms of thought as repremmttli by a library can contain only fraction of
the total atoollid, of material la existence. Even the Library of Congress, pos.
sibly the largest slagle collection of materials to the world, does not have many
thousands of titles which exist In the United States, to say mailing of those else-
where in the world, while on the other hand even a roadvely small library will
often have titles not found anywhere else lit the country. The location and cata-
loging of these titles, and of articles lit journals, and the making of same available
readily through photocopying or loanthe dissemination of knowledgeis
indispensable to education and research and often involves the reproduction by
photocopying of a portion of it nomograph or a journal article protected by
copyright.

It should be noted that copyright is not an Inherent right, such as trial by
jury of one's peers. It Is a statutory rightone created by jawand may be
changed, enlarged, narrowea, or abolished altogether by the Congress here as-
sembled. It Is a law enacted not for the benefit of an individual or a corporation
but for the publie good and with the purpose, as the Constitution expresses It
to encourage progress in selenee and the useful arts." Consequently, In consider-

ing revision, the problem beeinnes one of providing protection to the author
or publisher to provide reasonable return on the investment of time and 111011Cy,
and at the 50111e tune to provide fur the widest possible access to and dIssemina
lion of information to the public.

At present I ant Itirector of the New College Liorary at Sarasota, Florida. New
College Is a small, lint very tine, private college and its problems in this con-
nection are typicat of the two thousand small and medium-sized colleges through-
oat the country. While our library is liberally supported and spends every vent
it can afford on serial subscriptions, we cannot bossibly have the large resottrces
of a university like the one at CialttesvIlle or at Tallahassee. Yet our finality
members, It they maintain a good quality of teaching and do the research whhai
4 -ttributes to it. notst have access by random photoeopylag at times to the larger
eolleet Ion:: In the `hate and elSOWItere,

It is usually not known that the interlibrary loan arrangement often enema.
ages the entering of additional subseriptions by the library rather than redin,
tog the number as Is often charged. It Is a truism that it librarian %%mid rather
have a title at hand rather than to bare to borrow even under the most con.
venient circutastatwes. Conscrinenity, when the time conics around each year to
eousliter the seri:kb: list of subseriptions, the rcrord of interlibrary items is
scanned and Mies are Itichtded from which articles have keen remiested with
sortie frequeney during the year. In our library the number is two: if we have
had two or more requests for artieles from the same title during the year, we
enter a subscription. This not only indicates how the procednre can help Iho
periodical publishers but also indicates that if only one article or tame was copied
from a title during a year, the ;tailcoat maid not have been damaged materially
in the prialass. It is itot tally the sansII sehools which would suffer if softr jawto.
aonying were eliminated. however: the scholars at Illinois or Cornell votail also
he severely pill to it to continue their research in the some way amt it is these
scholars whieliarecomit for the major writing for the to to h in rinds. The jour -
nals themestves, then fore, have a stake in seeing this proetalnre continued lit a
reasonable way.

Conrts have long recognized that some reproduction of portions of a copyrighted
work for purposes of criticism, teaching, scholarship or research is desirable rthd
this judicial concept, knowo as "fair Ilse." is incorporated in Section 107 of the
revision Mil. Libraries have operated all these years under this principle but it
does lack the assurance of freedom of liability front harassing suits trhiob the
librarian needs In his work. This fair use concept necessarily is expressed in
general itutgange in the bib so a librarian will not he able to be sum until a
mart decides a particular ease, whether his action, undertaken with the hest of
Intentions to aid the patron, is or is not an infringement, Fair use, then, Is really
not right to copy any given thing, but only a defense to be Invoked if one is sued,
This threat of stilt, even if one is able to maintain.lds innocence in court, is
very real because snits are costly in proportion to the amount for which one Is
stied. This revision bill provides not only for demand for actual damages but also



let;

tote can be sued for statutory il.o111441.:4 up In :1 limit of $7,11,0000 for each Imagined
intrifigena mt.

This threat has now licelont. notch greater by the reematoefolation or conitni...
stir basis iti the VIPlatfis anti trithite.4 ca,oe now tooter appoal lit Ilit.
Conti of Claims. In this he say. "))*Itilo it may be ditticult or nits
to domuilio 111),»I.r of snit. lost to pltutia opylut ,the fart remains that tai Ii
1111tlutiqly WWI' Is a 11141141131 solom ibor ill least is a potential soarco of
ruyltity income for '14.0111)11' .well not prove actual
daltutges to make ow Its cast for Infringement.- Since any coping may be
t'ith'ed as potential hearer, uhd 111C1' 111111011;11 damages 1111Vi, 1(1 IA proved. flits
recommendation seems to intlipate that (toy photocopying Is Olt 1111'110011100
MO 11101 sheer #s 1111 10111-11'r tiny fair itg except in some very limited Instatiem:
mentioned Inter in the report,

In light of above, we feel that librarians greatly need some farther protec-
tion than that offere.I by lair use in Seetion )t17. ire flood it 1101:116. 141111(.1kipiit
111 Ihi. law that Ill/11..111V. 11 single copy to ;1111 in Imutuddle; 1.110 research, mid partici'
'arty lit interlibrary loan, Is pm tob-sible tool not subject to possible still for
this activity lit hointif of flit' piddle good. To ItlY knowledge, It lots not bison
shown an) when. that Mk saltily Is harmful to the copyright proptiotor
a,, dettof,,,t glove, way 110 of definite help to hint.

Iii light of the above, We W1,11 to 1.011111,st 1111t the attached ritacatilment het
substitnted for Section 10'Slt!) in S. Marla. 11'e believe flits will provide the pro-
tection mailed by librarians (it their efforts to serve their various publics ivitile
Who\ log equally gop )11 'induct 11,11 to the ttyttors of (opyright,

fit mineitoon, may i say that I thinl: f speak for alt librarians; flint we Intend
to faithfully observe the provkions of whatever law Is finally Passed. Itoth
letter and in spirit, Mit tut undully rest tic( he low will make It 1mIlos,11.1e 1i/ .:.PrVo.
11!1' iitni,ic of this ecouttrY and aid in teaching. and research to the maximum
extent which is desirable fur alb

It has been a T.1(,i.oirt, t,1 before putt tnilny ;Ind ice acprel late ;tom.
oimino interest in the problems which copyright presents to libraries.

.1N11..NDNIENT In torYIIINIT BILL S.13111

SIIIs1111114, for set.114m 105611 thy follarr11114:
(11) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section apply fro

copy of a work. other than a tousle:11 )vork, a pictorial, graphic or sculpt oral work,
or a tuutii t lilt or tither wi.tk. tondo at the ropiest of a user Of
the ettilect ions of the ilittary or achives, including a user 1\111111111kI'M 1118 request
thrtohth 11 wither library or archives. bill only under the following conditions.:

I) The library or archives shall be entitled, without further investigation,
to simply a copy of no 10ore than one artiele or other contribution to it copy-
righted collection or periodical kslle, or to simply a copy or plionorecord of
a similarly small part of atty other copyrighted work.

12) The library or archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or Phono-
record of an entire tv4i-irk, or of more titan a relatively small part of it, if the
library or archives has first determined, on the basis of a reasonable investi-
gation that a copy or plicatorecord of the copyrighted work cannot readily
be obtained frost trade sources.

(3) The librarly or archives shall attaeli to the copy a warning that the
work appears to he copyrighted.

and renumber section 108(d) (2) to make It 10q f d) (4).
rift', linrs NAN. Tito next witness; is on helmlf of the Special Libraries

Association. Dr. 'McKenna. You have been allocated t minutes.
Senator lic-Ct.r.r.v,AN, All riulit.1)notors have a seat.
1)o you have a sta tetnent von wish to place in the record ?
Dr. lfc1(.rx...cA. Yes. T have, sir.

Jack Ellenberger is with ntc. Tte is chairman of the association's
copyright committee, in the event that you have any questions that I
am not able to 1111SWer.

Senator .11(0,}1,1,.tx. All right. You may proceed sir.
Your statement. will be printed in the record.

Court of Cilium The Williams Wi!kiss Company v. flee Etrittett Votes. Report of
the Couirutssloner to the Court, February 10, 1972, pp. 10-17.
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Ft»it. hang noo4t 14, 41ntillasixe41. One. totally mtacceptallio, is the
concept that puts been proposed of a central agency tti determine
whether On original is still available with a report period of, say, 21
days. The information needs and expectations of management are such
that delivery in excess of 21 to Is hours is incompat ible with today's
research and management decision processes.

Two. as It starting point, one potential solution iti 11 provision for the
payment of it per-page royalty Oil photocopies of copyrighted works.
Such an arrangement has preeedence already in the proposed Copy-
right .tut ilt section 111, relating to cable transmissions, and sections

.111, and III, nd 116 relating to sound recordings. A royalty tribunal
of the type proposed in chapter S of the copyright revision bill, but,
of course, with a different mendiership, could assure that the per-page
royalty tate is reasonable.

Three, any legislative proposal should assure that libraries are not
required to separately identify and account for each photocopy which
they prepare, or to determine the allocation of the royalties, or to dis-
tribute, the royalties for which they may be liable among the copy-
right proprietors.

Mr. ButxxAx. I am sorry, sir. Your time has expired.
Senator 1dCC1.1:1,1,-V.,. We will extend your time a couple of minutes.
Go ahead.
Dr. McK.Exx.t. If payment of a cents-per-page charge is enacted,

the beneficiaries of such charges must themselves establish the agency
in out ASCAP-style operation.

And four, the legislation to be enacted must not prevent or penalize
the preparation of a photocopy for or by specialized libraries. There
will be immeasurable damage to the economy and the welfare of the
Nation if such intent should be contained in the enacted version of the
bill, or if such interpretation is possible after enactment of the law.

We are grateful for the opportunity to present our views to the
committee.

Senator McCenetAx. Thank you very much.
Any questions, Senator Burdick?
Senator Ilt-imick, No.
Senator .)IcCia:Le.t :v. Stall would like to ask a question.
Mr. BitENNAN. Doctor, do you support the amendment that was

presented to its earlier this morning by the two other library
associations?

Dr. McKrxx.k. Well, I did not see the statement until this morning,
so I cannot make a statement on behalf of Special Libraries
Association.

Senator McCert,t,AN. I would suggest you evaluate it and submit a
statement regarding it.

Dr. WK.:ENNA. I would be pleased to do that.
Senator Mc('Lmr,.% x. Thank veil. gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Dr. 'AfeKenna follows:1

STATEMENT or DR. McKENSA. EXECTIAE DIFIECToR, SPEcIAL LIUNAMES
AssOcIATION

I wts11 to present the position of Ow Special Libraries Association with re-
spect to the provisions of S. 13111 as they relate to library photocopying and
inter-ltbrary loan as lien of %whiaocopies. 'rho policy position its adopted by the
Association's Board of Directors in January 1973 is one which seeks to reach
an intermediate position of acconnwslatirtn between the seemingly Irreconcilable
positions of palishers and literary authors on the one side, anti the positions
of some parts of the library and educational communities on the other.
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Special Libraries Association, with 8,000 members, k the SoMat largest
library and information- oriented organization in the United States, It is esti-
mated that there are more than 10.000 special libraries in the U.S. The concept
of special libraries orin better wordsthe concept of specialized libraries is
not well known among the general public or even in soma segments of the library
community itself, The Interests and activities of specialized libraries are de-
scribed briefly in this devilment and in the annexed brochure.' SLA is an associa-
tion of individuals and organizations with educational, scientilic and technical
interests in library and Information science and technology especially as these
are applied In the selection, recording, retrieval and effective utilization of man's
knowledge for the general welfare and the advancement of mankind.

Special Libraries Association was organized lit 1909 to develop library and
information resources, for special segments of our communities which were not
adequately served by public libraries or by libraries in etlacationnit institutions.
At first"the emphasis was on special subject coverage in each special library as it
related to the interests and business of its parent organization, for example:
sources of statistical data for both corporations and the agencies of the national
government and state governments; business data for banks and investment
firms; chemical information for the then developing chemical industry ; engineer-
ing information for the emerging complexes cf engineering and construction
companies, etc.

During the past 61 yearsand with particular growing needs for rapid in-
formation delivery since World War IIspecialized libraries and information
centers have been established In all segments of our nation's affairs. They exist
in for-profit enterprises and not-for-profit organizations, as well as in government
agencies, Some are open to public use, and others have restricted access or are
part of a for-profit organization. During this period of accelerated growth, the
original emphasis on special subjects has been replaced more and more by the
concept of specialized information services for a specialized clientele, An example
of such a specialized information service for a specialized clientele is the Legis-
lative Reference Service of the Library of Congress. Although the Library of
Congress Ins a whole) is often called a "national library," the entire Library of
Congress itself is, perhaps, an outstanding example of a definition of service to
a specialized clientele: The Congress of the United States of America.

The specialized clients are normally the employees of the parent organiza-
tion. The specialized information services are based on 12w speedy availability
of information, both for current projects and for management determination of
decisions regarding future efforts of the parent organization. To these ends, the
members of 81,A include not only librarians, but also persons who are subject
specialistsso that they can evaluate and screen out the Irrelevant, the redundant
and the too often useless portions of the voluminous published literature, The
totality of the literature includes not only the publications of commercial pub-
lishers of copyrighted books and periodicals, but also the avalanche output of
government agencies (often wIllt security handling requIrements) plus the
parent organization's own internal corporate documents (with the obvious need
to protect proprietary or competitive information).

As a parenthetical observation, it should be noted that the pioneering work
in tuttehine use tic information storage and retrieval (new computerized) took
place in specialized libraries and information centers in the 1940's and 19,50's.
Similarly, the need for miniaturization of the bulk of the literature In micro-
form.; occurred lieu the influence of 8.L.A.'s liaison with designers and manu-
facturers of microread Mg equipment.

Last, hut not least, S.L.A. pioneered the concept of information networks
long liefore computers and other communication devices had been developed.
K.L.A. has facilitated communications among its members through the AKSOCILl-
tion's unique information network of Chapters amt Divisions. Initiated more
than 60 years ago, the network has been frequently updated in response to the
needs of new informational requirenients.

S.L.A. is organized in 25 Divisions which represent broad fields of specializa-
tion or information handling techniques. These fields range niphabeticall) front
Advertising, Aerospace, and Biological Sciences thru Nillitary Librarians, Mu-
seums, and Natural Resources, and on to Transportation, and Urban Affairs.

8.1.A, is also organized In 9.1 regional Chapters which range geographically
from Itawaii across the continental Ittitts1 States (plus two Chapters in Canada)
and on to a European Chapter (which encompasses geographically all the non-
Socialist countries of Europe).

Ahru,%, Speeinf Library $ketehttook. :M.A., N.Y. 1972, 45 p. Editors note, the dom.
zornt referred to may be fouhd in the files of the Committee.
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Speelal 1.11ortirlos .1.ssocialiuti in Its toot right Is a publisher of 3 porIndi1,11.4
nil or un avel age of U books per year, Therefore the Association has its ass a inter-
usts its a pithlisher to conserve its sales Income and royally inequity. The .ssocia
tions publications tire needed by special groups, lint they are in such areas of
stavlalization that commercial publishers for even vanity presses) wontli not
touch them los,anse iii the small sates potential. Our subscription lists range from
11,0N)0 as a high to 1.000 us it low, Our hook sides average about 1.000 copies fur
each tulle with a range from 500 to our top category of 'best sellers" at a level
of about ;3,000 copies sold per 1 li le.

SI l'11:11 1 d1,1111 sS,,chl I lull 1141 Nvoitlil prefer con-
Montt lull of the long recognixed concept that the preparation of a single copy
constitutes "lair use The Assofinlion lecognizvs !bat here liar. be Sono. validity
In the elalliN of VoIllitIOIVIal. 1111,1WWI'S of pOrloklioak slush illO slay lit t slur
hiss or ihvome IWO to IdIoloOolisIng of ono article from a periodical 1ssoe that
is still available ill-print. If the pulolioal ion is lout-of-prltit (that is, if the pubu
ilsher has not maintained lilt shod: In- print), it is ilitlicult to conceive haw tt
photocopy of out-entoriat material can valise ally loss of incoune to tile publisp,,r,

Further, the slow delivery by publishers to fulfill an order for ;1 single iii-priut
issue Is totally unaveeptaloie to the needs (dour specialized users who are respite.
Bible fur fast manageinent decision. Thury is little question that it is on admin-
istrative hopossihility to secure publisher permissions to permit interlibrary
.:1).111 '4. 1% it :Illy rvastlitatile lime. 314)(cover, 1110 costs anti delays in seeking
such uoi.1111.441,11.4 svnald be pruhlhith (a.

ItoOO11111.411.0 emphasized :
1 Totally nanceetotalote is the concept thrt Las been 1,1'01,08P11 or nu ntml,'S

to drterulim ahelhur au titigivall Is still available with a report period if say.
11 days. The Information needs and expeelittions of managtatield are such that
delivery in excess of to is hours is incomp,.tible with research and ionolag. -
meld decision Proe1,s"s.

t 2 1 As a starting pq.liti, one potential solution Is a provision for the payment oi
a per-page royally on PhOtOCOFICA of eop3 righted works. Such an arratigement Las
iir1.1141.11CV all tally Iii the POPOSS'11 011Yri::111 Acl lit §111 (relating to cable
t lisinissions ;,1 111 I sound' recordings). 1 In 11110,110 ). 1 II; t ..,:[
opomi col 1410110 record players), A Royalty Tribunal of the tape proposed iu
rhaph.r S of the CupyrIgitt Revision Mi. (tont with n different membership
composition) could assure that the per-page royalty rate remsonalole.

(a) Any legislative proposal S110111(1 assure that llioriilos are not required
to separately identify and ticcomit for each ;.'. ,tocopy which they prepare, or
to determine the allocation of the royalties, Or to ilistrihnte the royalties four
which they may be liable among the copyright proprietors. If payment of a
"cents-per-page" charge It enneted, the beneficiaries of such charges (that is.
the publishers) must themselves establish the agency for the collection and
for the determination of pro rated payments to each onlilIshor fits an As(',%1..
styli. (operation). Specialized libraries (and their parent organizations) can
probably a Mord art ntloled "eetthz-per-),age" charge. lint they cannot afford the
Witted costs of record keeping and bookkeeping to issue checks for small amoinits
to each nnc among the multitude of publishers.

(4) Tin, legislation to he enacted must not prevent or penalize the preparation
of a photocopy for or by specialized librariesparticillarly those In for-prollt or-
ganizations. There will he immeasurable damage to the ecnomy and the welfare
of the nation if such intent Is contained in the enacted version of S. 13(11, or if
such in terioret tion Is possible afterenactment of the law.

TIIn rapid transmission of tuna's knowledge either to not-for-profit or to for-
lord' t organizations--roust not he Impelled by law.

Stwcial Libraries Association is grateful to the Subcommittee for the op-
portunity to present our views. The Association will be pleased to stibmit
additional comments in the future if such would be appropriate.

Nri. IIITZENNAN. The next witnesses is Mrs. Fetter on behalf of the
Afedinal Litirnry .tstoi'iatinn,

Mrs. Fetter, you have been allocated 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF JACQUELINE W. FELTER, DIRECTOR, MEDICAL
LIBRARY CENTER OF NEW YORK, ON BEHALF OF THE MEDICAL
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Nfrs. FELTErt. I rum Jar(nieline. W. Fetter, director of the Medical
Library Center of New York, a cooperative library service center
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Nfrs. rmirn. That is correct, single copy of the article from the
scientific and periodical literature.

Senator Vow, You do not want to have the burden of proof on you
to show that there is no copy existing?

.\ [vs. Fri,Trit. Well, certainly not. You know, no one likes to have.
the bunion of accepting the word of someono without some evidence.

Senator FoNo. Thank you.
Senator '..1ftCLELLAN. And thank you very much.
Mr. BRENNAN. I*110 (7111,1111C:11 Society.
Seven minutes has been allocated to the American Chemical Society.
Dr. (';tirns, could you identify yourself and your associates for the

record

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. CAIRNS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMER-
ICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD L. KEN-
YON, DIRECTOR, PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND COMMUNICATION DIVI-
SION; BEN H. WEIL, CHAIRMAN, ACS COMMITTEE ON COPY-
RIGHTS; STEPHEN T. QUIGLEY, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS; AND ARTHUR B. HANSON, GENERAL
COUNSEL

1)r. CAnixs. Think you, Mr. Chairman, for the privilege of testify-
ing today.

I wish first to introduce my compatriots and colleagues here. Mr.
11Ni II. Weil, who is chairman of the American Chemical Society
Committee on Copyrights. Sittito, next to him is Arthur B. I Nilson,
our AO; general counsel, with whom you and your stair. I believe, are,
acquainted: Dr. Richard Kenyon, on my right, who is director of our
division of public affairs and communication. Sitting next to him
is Dr. Stephen T. Quigley. director of the department of public
affairs.

f bromdit these gentlemen along to answer questions, if they are
needed. and to display to you our serious concern with this legislation.

I wish to rood one paragraph from the written testimony and ask for
its complete introduction into your record.

Senator Your prepared statementyou want to read
from it, sir ?

C.kin, I just wish to read one paragraph.
Senator MuCLELLAN. Very well.
Dr. uNs, I am testifying here on behalf of the American Chemical

nr let} by authority of its hoard of directors. This is the hugest, scien-
tific and educational society in America and I believe in the world
] 0.111111 members:. approximately.

We have a very large imblishing activity which aggregates close
te.:4?:.(-) million a year and hence we are very familiar with the economics
of journal publioat ion and the dissemination of scientific and technical
in eflrmatioP. which is

a ivfer\l.
vital time in the

1""cess1.01.11m-tent or ;nu. ,ec.tho.T7 in the world.
Now, shall read from the central paragraph on page 11 of my state-

ment, Tr is clesirable that tie he made of modern technology in (level-
oniwr optimum dissemination." 1Ve are certainly stiragly in favor
of the ino4 modern methods and are developing the most modern
no of disszemination.

"This new technology includes the use of modern reprography, but
as technology inherently includes economics the means of financial sup-
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world's literature through poer review and analysis and edit inig. It is
essential ; otherwise, we would have ant ittlSortod pile of millions of
manuscripts a year, and who is going to do anything to them, ill terms
of intellei tual auul vsis, if the publishing societies do not perform and
eamiot perform their tasks tinder the law and protect the results.

arc t Ito content of the copies of tlie journals which they submit
Next month I am going to Russia, I am going to talk alma copy.

rights. Last, May, the Russians decided to join in the Geneva Copy-
right ('onvention, as yon know. They came to the publishing soviet les
of t he I'itited States and Canada and other places, to my knowledge.
proposing that they enter into copyright licensing agreements for our
publioations. They have been admitting that they have copied for
111311V yearsmultiple copies, not single copiesmultiple copies are
simply Inuit iple copies of single copies.

They have been publishing and republishing our material in Chemi-
cal .)distracts, and now they come to its and ask for licensing considera.
t ions. And we a ro reach to answer them.

The strango thing is that in our own country, WO have not been
approached by anyone about copyrights, in spite of the tremendous
amount of copying that is taking place. Now, it is rather strange if
I go to Russia to negotiate something that we cannot even deal with
here.

I think we can deal ho .c. I think we can negotiate properly if the
law protects our irroperty correctly.

I )kink, ithen, n closing, all I would like to say is that we are in
favor of this disseminatton of information. We spend millions of
dollars a year on it. The libraries are some of our best customers.
But I thiiik if they are going to copy and join in the supplementary
publishing scheme that they should help to pay for the initial costs
of collecting journals and the content that they represent.

Thank you for your t inte.
Senator Meet.m.r..or. Now, what journals do you have there that

you are using as an illustration?
Dr..C.trims. The .Tournal of the American Chemical Society which

is a broad coverage journal of all of the elements of subdisciplines of
-chemistry.

I have in addition, Chemistry, Which deals with that particular
branch.

Senator McCLELTAN. Let's just take one of them for an illustration;
the lirst one.

I)r. CmaNs. The Journal of the, American Chemical Society is the
major journal.

Senator MCCLELLAN, I low often is that published?
Dr. CAtItN: 'Peery 2 weeks.
Senator MeCLELLAN. HOW many subscribers do you have?
Dr. CA1E:Ns. I will OSI: DE. Kenyon.

Kcxyos. Between 10.000 and 17,000.
Senator McCT,CI.T.AN, I beg your pardon?
Dv. Kr.xvox-, Between 10,000 and 17,000.
Senator McCral,LAs. between 10,00 and 17,000.
Are the subscriptions adequate to pay for the cost of publication

and distribution?
I)r. CAinxs. At present. there is ft close balance on the economics of

journal publication. We derive about half of our costs directly from
subscribers.
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I would guess in the ens(' of the Journal of the American Chemical
Sociel v---becatise it is highly academie and has no advertising that
it wont the about two-thirds.

Senator McCial,r,Ax. What I ant trying to get at--how is it financed
nowY

I lave you been able to finance it ?
Dr. Ca taxs. We finance by subscription, by page charges, In some

of the technology publications, we have advertising. And we just
halal we the budget. It is very difficult.

Senator Mc(71,13,LAN. Now, talking about balancing the budget, as-
suming an article. that you pulisli in there it constitutes a page. it
occupies one page in your journal. I low do you arrive at, and what
would you undertake to say W011td he a fair charge of a copyright
fee for the copying of one page tlutt a library inight want to copy
aro I. give to a patroa ?

Jr. Cs iiss. A single page would be pennies per page. somewhere
Senator Mc('i.rta..x. Would be what ?
I )r.Caniss. Pennies per page.
Senator McCrtm,A N. A penny per page ?
I )r. lass. Sew rat cents a page.
Senator Mc( .1,ELtAx. Several cents a page.
!low do you arrive at it ? Ilow would a librarian know how much

t) colfcct !
Dr. Camas. I think we should have something a pproaching a uni-

form charge or a uniform set of charges for ramous journals. Each
journal in science anti technology carries a distinguishing mark, a
colen, which is a six-letter term, which characterizes that. journal. It
would he easy enough to group these journals under their codens at a
specific price of a certain number of cents per page. Somewhere be-
tween 1 cent and 10 cents, i a.ssinne, would probably generate enough
money to take care of their share of the composition costs of the
material being copied.

Senator ..NICULELLAN. All right.
We have another book M. the library. a book of poems, that has

been copyrighted. Somebody wants to copy that poem.
I low would you arrive at what would be a fair compensation or

coRvright fee for that
It is live verses, but it is on one page of a small book.
Would you make any differentiation between that poem and a

stunt itie art icle ?
)r. l'niNs. I have to confine my testimony to scient die and techni-

cal communication.
Senator Mcri.m.As. All right. I will point out, though, to you

the problems that we have. We are trying to legislate on every par-
I kind of journal and every particular hind of publication and
in fori,,nt ion that may be copyrighted.

I Jr. t'Autxs. I do not envy you that problem, but I do not think I
w ant t o try to answer for you.

Senator :Mc( '1,1-3.1..\ N. WC need some help, do you not see ?
Dr. CAtnNs. We will help you on scientific and technological pnbli.

cat ions, because t hat is something that we know.
Sella ion MCCLELLAN. l'hank you very much.
A If right. Senator I turd ick.
Senator Itriancrz. Just a minute. I want to 14)4 your position this

mouldug iIs clearly as I can. I do it
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as enunciated by the federal Connell on Seience and Technology, I
t 1 Cm I:, about 1Oli i, that all these Pederal grants can k it for the
intrpose of these charespaynient of page eltargoson their scient
Works into nonprofit journals,

Senator FoNo. So actually, you have not paid for the article ?
Dr. CAtuNs. We have not paid anything for the article. I II hot, We

USIM1 ly gol a page eha rge for puldishing.
Senator Foxo. Ycs, and lie Imys you for it, certainlyfor the

publication
Dr, CA tuxs. Ile pays page charges at a rate of $:)0 a page for the

scholarly journals.
Senator Foxo, fait say, since you publish it, the num who copies

that should pay von or pay hint?
Dr. ('AniNs. The matt who publisheswho reeopies--our piddioit-

t ion should pay OS so that we can he compensated for the costA of
creating the first eopy, before the overrun cost of thousands of copies,
tattle It we also have.

:-40mitor roxo. So. then. you would enter into au agreement with the
tier of the article.
I )1'. CAll:NS. The of the al'le'le WV:al:114 puts the copyright

wit h the Aunt -iran Chemical Society,
Senator FtYso. I see.
Now, tvOald you consider an exemption? Say, a little boy who takes

the hook home and copies, say, two or three pages of it or he makes
two or three Mrax copies. Would you exempt sneh a child from paying
WIN' fee?

Cmnss. No, the exemptions that you exemplify by this par-
tiettlar cue would represent the educational exemption, and the edit
cat Tonal process is it part of what we contribute to in our dissemination
of seient ifie and technical literature. We are a part of the educational
prooess, and if ire are to continue to exist. we must be compensated the

colvon,, else does,
Senator Foxe. So you think that this little boy should pay for that
Dr. CAtiiNs. Ile must. if we are not to have a general educational

exemption.
Sol in tor Fox». Now. who is going to do the collecting ?
Dr. CmuNs. I would say that till person who is in the control point

in this case would probably be the librarian.
NSenator Foxo. /IOW would site know ?

1)r. CAMNS. Their Xerox machine is usually. indoors.
SV111It or Foxo. 11 he took the book home, how would she know?
Dr. C.w:N,4. I do not think she would i f he took the book home. It

would 1)e. a little difiloult to police. But that does not excuse not having
it law t say that this is not legal.

Senator loxo. So, if he asks the librarian to Xerox the copy, then
you want the librarian to collect the money ?

1)1s. (*AWNS. I se e 110 oilier rational way to do this.
Senator Foxe.. Suppose in 1 month there is only one page that is

copied, anti Yon charge only cents for that copying. You expect the
lil)radan to put all her time to collect that money for you and send it
b:1,1; to von 1

Dr. ( 'Anzxs. No. f would say that we would only be interested in sub-
stantial payments, and there might be a clause winch would rule out
anything below l or SW. We are talking here in terms of millions of
dollars.
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Senator Fo No. This is what 1 am asking where is the exemption?
WOnt(I you say that we charge those win) Illthe a profit out of it and
We de not charge those who do not make a profit of it 1 Where is the
exemption?

Dr. Cmnxs. There is no profit here. This is only compensation for
costs that are incurred in ereat iug the journal.

Senator Fox°. You say many of these are metropolitan libraries?
1)r. CAIRNS They have photocopying devices, yes.
Senator FoNo. And they have photocopying devices and they print

thousands of copies and disseminate it. And these are the people yo
want to stop?

AO, 1 de not want to stop them, 1 wish it to continue.
Senator Fos°. Stop them from copying without paying?

CAURNS. I NViSil. ti IVCeie enough compensatiim so that, in pro-
portion to the total number of corks circulated, that these Xerox copies
carry their share of the composit ion costs.

Senator Foxo. These peoplethese Xerox copies of your publica-
tionsare they making a profit ?

1)r, CAin xs. 1 do not think the concept of profit is applicable here,
because lhey are, in the first place, nolipt ollt organizations. But that
does not save the. American Chemical Society, which is a nonprofit
organization, from going broke if all of our works are copied.

Senator Foxn, We are trying to get at the facts. We do not know the
facts. We are asking you as to whether they---a re they making a profit,
or are they not making a profit'?

Dr. CAnixs. No.
s,,nat, yoNo, most of the people \vim copy your works do not

lti:lk; it profit. Is that correct ?
Dr. ( Anixs. That is correct.
Senator Foxo, So you say that thes9 people who copy your works

should pay for them ?
( They should pay the portion of the composition costs

vhih their copying repre-vnts, t hat stamper of copies to
the total number of collies.

Senator Foxe, Then .you would not ownipt illy part of it at all ?
Dr. CA nixs. That Nvonld he about right, with the possible. exooptiOil
the milking copies for his own use for convenience.
Senator romi. Thank 1ou,sir.
Senator Nic0.11.1..\x. thank you very flinch.

I1:NvoN. May I enter a simple factual correction? You asked
the snliseript ion circulation of the Journal of the American Chemical
Sociely. I stated it was between 11;,O(II) mid 17,000. That wits true last
year,

The circulation. on jonrnals is falling, and as of June :10, 1,O73, it.
was 11,7.26.

Senator 1rl'Cl.1:1,1,A N. Very Well.
I only wanted to use that asan illustration,
Dr. nxvox. Well. I (lid not WOO all 11E1091P:icy iii the renid,

the prepared statement of Dr. Robert cairn's follows:]
srviEwNr toiirlir Av. Exy!,1.1ivr; ima:com,

ANIrinu.ts l'111

.:111111 naanbcrs Sul.cmcniotce: Jib 11.11110 V.
I :,n1 rho Execntive Dircelo,r ef tin. American l'Immicni Scciols mid, vitli

::ii!ror,izrl'out of it: nutted i f Irireutors I ali1o;IY ht.fore you tod ty to tirt,:viit
I hate skirt year: retired :is Vice
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President of lierctiles .ricorpoorated on July 1, 1971 to accept the position of
!Penury .Assistant Secretary of '411111M,rtv for Sr lentl alta TeettliOlogy. 1 resigned
from that position on December 1, 1071, tau acceptance of toy present appoint

Accompanying nw today are Dr. Itichard I,. lienyon. I /irector of the Piddle
.NITairs and Communication ,11r. Ben 11. Chairman of the Society's
Commit tee on CoynrIghts. Jim! 1/r. Stephen T. Quigley of the Department of
Chemistry and l'ublic .1t1'airs of 1114. Amerivati (Tv:ideal 8ociply, and .krthltr
11. Damson, tieneral Counsel of the Society.

appreciate being given Ilk opportunity to comment on the certnlit features
of the Copyright Revision Bill, 5,13111, The issues addressed by tills legislation
ow tutu ftuidatnentni to the formulation of natheial science policy, and of sltal
significance with respect to the ability of our society to resolve many of the
problems which confront It, These is:-;114,8 lutve been under dkcils.sion for some
ail a' 1 my by the nn Copyrlgllis of the Itoail of Directors mot Counell
of the American Chemical Soelety, as well as by other similar scientific societies,
oil a general consensus on that 11418 boa' under development. This consensus
tuns been developed in the context that the protection of copyrighted material
will "promote the Progress of science and Useful Arts", its specified In Athlete
1, section 8, Clause S of the Constitntion or nu. 1.1111041 Slates. VIt.W110111t
kv1010011 we attempt to express is that of Ole elleinival scientific and lechnologiedi
conuuuulty, us Itoproseitted by the Aineriean Society.

.11110114'4111 Sully is incorporated by the Federal Congress as a
toomproollt, membership. stiettlittc, educational society composed of chemists owl
cloWit ellgilleto: 41041 is eXt011114 front Ike payment of federal income
11104140r Section 7i01(e) 131 of the Internal 'Revenue Cole of 1951, as omentled.

The Attn,rii'ari Soi.iply consists of more than It/7,000 Stich above
descrdied members. Its Federal Charter was granted by on Act of the Congress
in Plitolle Law NO, 3:;S. 7.1th Congress. t'llaiotcr 792. 1st Session, 11.11. 7709, signed
into law by l'resiolent l'ranklin 1). 110)Novolt On .August 25, 19:17, to become
effect lye from the lirst day of January, 193s,

Sod ion 2 of the Act Is os. follows:
"Sec, 2. That the objeels of the incorporation shall lie to enconrage in Me

broadest and roost libertil manner the advancement of chemistry in all its
branches: tie ioromotion of research in chemical science anil industry; Ito
111110revelllent 017 the qualilleations and usefulness of chemists through high Monti-
aril.: of professionni etIlles, ii Italian. and al talrunt.»ts ; the increase and (Binh
stern of clietuleal knowledge: tool by its meetings. professional emit nets, reigIrts,
papers, discussion's, and pnblicatioms, to promote scientific interests and Inquiry,
thereby fostering public welfare ant{ coluation, aiding the development of our
country's industries, and adding to the mato:Tint prosperity and happiness of our
people."

- its Federal Incorporation replaced a New York State Charter, which bad been
effective since November 0. 1877,

One of the principal ohjeets of the Society, as set forth in its Charter, is the
dissemination of chemical knowledge through its publications program, The
budget for the Society for the year 11173 exceeds $39,0011,0(X) of which more titan
$12.090.000 is devoted to its publications program.

'Tie Society's publication program nol Incinoles twenty journals. largely
scholarly journals that contains reports of original, research from such fields
as medicinal chemistry. biochemistry, and agricultural and food chemistry,
but also a wockly newsmagazine designed to keep chemists and chemical en-
gineers abreast of the latest developments affecting their science ;Intl related
industries. In addition, the Society is the publislwr of Chemical Abstracts,
one of the world's most eompreliensive abstrating and indexing services. The
funds to support these publications ore derived chiefly from subscriptions.

The journals and other published writings of the Society serve a very tin-
Portant function. namely: they accomplish the increase and dilTnsinn of (mend.
eat krm-lellgo from 1 (Isle science to applied tech1)141)gs, Ili sn Iloing, they must
generate revenue, without witch the Society Ponta not support and continue
its publications program In furtherance of its Congressional clirter to serve
the -.cleave and technology of elleinistry. The prot Pet inn of copyright has proved
an essential factor in the growth and development of the scientific-publishing
program of the Society.

The twenty Periolleal publications of the prodlice more than 11.1000
prizes a year and suliscripthms in 1072 330,1410. .bstrlefg
annually produces mare titan 150 150 11:111Zi.g E:0 fn :10411,111H
Its abstracts number in excess of 3c0 OW ye ort v its documents indexed
in excess of .110.000. rilie single greatest source of income for all .W8 101111ca-
tions is subscription revenue.
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As is indlcated by the ohjeetives of the American Chemical Society, we be.
ileve that the effective dissemination of scientific and technical leforimition Is
eritteal to the development. not only of the society nad Ls:mime). of the U.S.A.,
but also of modern society worldwide.

Scholarly journals are the major instruments for dissemiaton and re
cording of scientific and techitical information. These journals are es pensive to
produce. If the (lists are not supported linanelally I y those who make use of
them they camel continue, There Is 110 adequate substitute In sight,

The scholarly .seienlific or technical journal is more than merely a repository
of information, The scientific paper Is the thick with which is built our under
standing of the workings of 1 110 world around us. In his papers, eaelt scientist
meet& his Important findings for the Permanent record. Ills successors then
hate that knowledge precisely recorded and readily available as a base from
which they may start. Se the ec,sairttcfi lit a step-by-step fashion nom
scientifie generation to scientific generation, each worker having available to
him or her the tetality of the knowledge developed up to that time. Each
scientist stands upon the shoulders of his predeeessers.

But this analogy of simple physical structure is inadisputte, for nt least of
equal importance is the continuous refinement that takes place, Before new
knowledge is added to the record, tt ins reviewed, criticized and edited by
authoritatiye scholars; then, once published, It Is available in the record for
centimes' use, criticism, and refinement. New findings make possilie the
revelation of weaknesses hi the earlier arguments and conclusions, so that. as the
structure of scientific' knowledge is built higher it is also made stronger by the
elimination of flaws. While it has been said that mankind Is doomed to repeat
its mistakes, the system of scientific' recording In journals is designed to prevent
the relief It 1(1 of such talstakes and to avoid building upon erroneous conclusions.
The scholarly journal record is the instrument for insuring this refining process.

in addition, journal papers term slit important part of the basis upon which a
scientists' standing among his peers is fudged. Fur this reason, scientific scholars
are willing to give their time and effort to help produce these evaluated records
:Ind tire otos(' stilling to leave the management of the eopyright mi their papers
its the hands of the scientific soetelies. These scholars are rarely concerned with
private income from theft published talpers, but they are vitally Concerned with

Pre''ervilt to on of the Intrinsic value of the scientific publishing system,
Publishing costs have risen and are rising continuously, making the con-

tinuatien of the seientlflesPournal system increasingly difficult. This has boon
toseogniZed IT the U.S. Government in acknowledging the philosophy that
scieutitie-researelo work Is not complete until its results are published, and in
establishing a poliey which makes it proper that money may be used from federal
support of research projects to help to pay the cost of journal publication. It Is
this policy which presides must of the funds for paying page charges, charges
eriginodly designed to pay the cost of bringing the research journal through the
milling, composition, fuel other production steps, nit to the point of being ready to
print-. However, publishing costs are mow so high that these flag(' chotrges nit
longer toy ewn fur these Initial parts of the publishieg process. American
Clwinien1 Sickly records in 1lI7 show that page charges supported one-third
or mow of those costs for fewer than flOr/e of ACS journals.

120,4t //1 NM/ IA' runt 01 by the If Goose users are anowed,
witheal payment to the jollrluil. so imiku or to receive from others copies of the
journal papers they may xvisli to read, it is not likely they will 110 willing to toy
for subscriptions In these journals. If and as free photocopying of journals
proceeds. the tolInhcr of sitht4CrIbers will shrink, and suhsetiptIon prices will
have 10 rko. The reduction Of so-seri/Con income may continue to the point of
financial (lest rust in of these journals.

The preldems of t he commercial publishers of goal scientific icoirmik are
even more severe, because these publishers do not have the moderate assistoowe
of page eharges.

The doctrine of fair use, developed judicially but tint legislatively, has long
been useful in the scholar, for it has allowed him to make excerpts to a limited
extent for poirpeses of the files used In his research, !however, the modern keit-
mology of reprogrnphy has (offered such meclutuical efficiency anal capacity for
copying that it is pre-ently endangering the proteetion given the fomelations of
the shool:10y jourooli by copyright. 'Excerpts," instead of being notes, seutenees,
or paragraphs, are being interpreted to Mean full scientific papers, the :tremolo'.
dental building lobc!ks.

As the copyrighted journal system developed, It was agreed long ago that the
scholar should he allowed to hand-copy excerpts for use as background informa.

20-31 1-73-9
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11"11, .k% a further still- anthers lonvante accustomed In ordering reprints of their
papers to send to their colleagues to put into their files or briefcases as a means

r assuring a good twrunl of the progress of work lit the Mold et oneerned, 'nits was
followed, 20- 3.1 years ago. by some minor use of the old "I'llottostitt" nuteitine.
%%idle that process strained a little the proprieties of copyright. II was fairly
generally agreed that the titer/nudes for the praelicto were sticit as In help the re-
sea rt it .scientist viffiite difficult uffil costly utiutuffi loot to tintlermitie the loaste strut--
two of the joilritall system.

However. in the past decade the teeltulques of reprography have ad .anced to
such all extent that ibSrd pa riles, human and invelmultoal, are lotoginning to he
involved in a substantial way. It now IS practical to build what onnoun to a
private library through rapid copying of virtually anything the scholar thinks
he might like to have at hand. While this process has olovions personal advaii-
tages. It is 11OW done eXt011$1,IY and increasingly without thi.se scholars- -
or the libraries which copy for them--ntaking any contribution to the cost of
developing and maintaining the bash. information system that makes it possible,
Evt(,91,

Pr,"Jeoll"lis of lite development of reprogrophic Iechnlriues
within the next nuke It Clear that the reallaalie Self-tieStruetion of the
system within the treat ilet'ade Is a real possibility. Overly perntlssite hogislathon
could make this destruction a certainly.

l'sto of a journal by all 'MR111111.11 for extracting from It with his own hands,
by itniabcopying the material specifically needed and directly applicable to Ills
rest ;trek, is cue thing. A practice la which an agent, human or mechanical, acts
as copier for an ii.dividual or grcuit of intlividitals wishing- to have readily avail-
able. %lit load cost, copies of extetosiie mattotial more or less (tiredly' related to Ids
or their studies and resea telt, is quite a different matter. The latter is certainly
beyond just ifIcat loon on the mere grounds that techtutiogy has made It convenient,
nor I lett the purposes are socially beneficial,

widio not :ova re of documented direct proof that photocopying Is serious-
ly eroding the subscriptions ttt scholarly jouthals, the decline In paid eirculallon
of those joimials in recent years is reported by many publishing seeteries. Daring
the post 1 limo years, ending December 31, 107'2, the paid eircittat ion of (lie Journal
of (he Anti viola Chemical Society has declined from 19,119 to 111,139 and as of
Juno 30, 1973 bad declined further to 14,720: that of the Journal of Organic
('h# mbar), had declined from 10,557 to 9.217 and as of June 30, 1973 had declined
farther to 5.575; and that of the Journal of Physical Chemistry from 6,448 to
5.459 and as of June 30, 1073 declined further to 4,007. Others have declined
compa rably.

Documented evidence of the Increase in photocopying Is found In "A Study of
the Characteristics, Costs, and Magnitude of Inter Library Loans in Academic
Libraries," published in 1072 by the Association of Research Libraries. There
we rind that in 19C9 -70 the material from periodicals sent out in response to
requests for "Interlibrary loans" filled by the academic libraries surveyts1 was
s3.2 percent in .photts.opy form as compared with 15.2 percent in original Corot
and 1,1percent in microform.

in that same report the volume of interlibrary Irma activities from academic
libraries. is traced. It grew from 559.000 requests received by academic Itmtling
litorttries lit 1905-01 to 1.751.1100 in 1969-70, and Is projected to reach 2,1110.000
Ito 11171-7ro.

'rifese data give sumo indication of the trends in use made of the published
literature without contributItm of any share of the very consider:dote cost of
evaluating, (organizing, and publishing' it.

No suggestion Is intended loto e that the use of better means of dissemination
should be prtoventisi. What is urged is that such dissemination should not he
allowed without Its sharing the coats of the Lasko stops that make such dis-
semination possible.

.tot understanding of these facts and a willingness to share these costs is bold-
( atoll in a statement recently approved by the Board of the Siamial Libraries
.\ssociatinn and published in its magaine, "Special hibrireirs" in March, 11173.
The key section of this statement reads it would seem alopropriate for
si,A as an organization comprised of both private nod itnlolie libraries to seek
a rational legislothe solution to photocopying problems which will reason-
ably satisfy the mulls of libraries and their patrons and which will protect
hoittoista-rs and authors.

As a starling pohtt, one potential solution might be the making of provision
for the payment of ;t per-page :loyalty On photocopies of copyrighted word s.
Sut-lt an arrangement has precedence already In the proposed Copyright Act in
Section lit (relating to cable transtoisslowt), Section 111 (relating to sound
recordings), Section 115 (relating to phonograph records), and ikction 110
(relating to coin-operated record players).



".1 Royalty Triton:1 of floe type proposed lit Chapter N (.f the Copyright itevi-
shut 11111, hat wilt) a olifferrtit nuouthership voinposition, could Site that the
perpage royalty rale is reasonable,"

It(VORtittilM of the responsibility to pity for extvuslye copying of the Mal-
otocently has been givon by the USSR, iiIilrh for years has been eopyIng

scholarly ,lootivnals wItlamt itaytorni, In may, 1t 73, iho ussIt
tea to the I tIvers,t1 Copyright Convention. Its retortosentailves bare approached
the A merle:tit Chemical Society, the Atnerieatt Institute of l'itysies, the institute
for Eivetrical isnot Electronic Engineers. pidolishIng societies ors well
as coonmerclai publishers 1,o11) lit the 1*.4. mid aloronol, to begin negotiations
for the traylnetit of royalties for still) copying. To say the beast, It would be
surprising to !Mil the ESSit paying a fair share of the costs of toutdishittg our
silent tae literature that it copies white the users in the U.S. In not.

It is desirable that use he made of modern technology in iliwelovitig opt lintaii
dissemination, Ti115 technolovy tnettnie:4 the modern reprography, tout as
technology Inherently includes economics the means or tihaorat Nappart cr the
systeta twist toe it part of Its design, Therefore, plooltt,Cogoylng shonlol not lie al-
lowed under any eiremmstanoos unless tin atletplate means of control foul payment
is sintidt,Inemisly developed tit compensate pfil,lishers for their bash. 411Rotilli
MO cniulllc itlot casts, Otherwise, -fair use- or Ithraryphotocoming loopholes,
or arty other exturiptions from the copyright control for either profit or noteprofit
Ilse, mull ultimately destroy the vinhinty of scientific anti technical fail lications
(or other elements or information dissemination system's,

The ccopyrIght Emit' Is directed to the Interest of the toddle Nelfare, It is not
in the Interest of the iodine yelfare to modify the capy rig) it hi w so as to ;dhow
the ocelvoinie olestruotion of the sole/1191e and technical information system,

In conclusion, i wouill like to bring to the Cottuttittee's attention 11)0 American
Chemical ;ociety's Amiens Curiae Brief tiled in support of the ltepon't of the
Commissioner in 'floe 1Vilkins Coo, V. the United States case, now being
deemed in the Culled states Court of Claims. Sinct. the Committee Is well aware
of this ease, I will not continent further but will stitonit a copy of the Society's
toilet, which is CI 11.1,:tent with my statement, for Inclusion In the record.

IN THE

1' NI ITO Sr.vivs Coeur at (1,%ros

f SO. I

The Wittianoitt C'o,, l'rAiNitrr v. The United slide*, til:NOAS

BRIEF ON nEtrAtr OF TUE ANIFIM'AN CliEMICAL SO( Y, AS .ukfIct.s rt-ittAe, tyt
surroft r Ok' THE REPORT OF I HE 0 NI MISSIONEK

The A11)(10111 rhe1011'ai Socha y re,spectfutly submits that compensation far
the copying of eopyrigittki,i1. material pursuant to the Cop) rigid .Act of 1909 will
'Iwo/nolo the lit of Science and Eseful Arts.'! as specified In . 111(.1 1. 1,
Scot ion S, ('lutist' ii at the constliarian of the United States. Accordingly, the
Society supports the position taken by the Report of the l'ornmisslooner as set
forth In tots Eiltilitigs of 'act, Recommended l'onclitslotts of Law and tiplitien,
bearing date of l'eloruary 10, 1972.

till: iYmoirsi THE .131I(

Ttic Anwrivan Clienthal Society Is incorporated by the retienal f'ongress as a
nourprofit, mcitibersItip, scientific, educaticatai soociety composed of ciaunisis and
chemical engineers. and Is evotiopi frolic toy,. payinclit of federal incana, tamest
tinder Section 501(c) (3) of the Inferiini Rosette Code of 105-1, as a itiouletl.

As of October 311. 1972. the American Chemical Society consisted of more
than 110.01k) such above described members. Its Federal Charier tins granted
by an Act of the Congress in Public Law So. 3 5S, 77oll, (.00gut,s8, citipter 76:!,
1st Session, 11.R. 7709, signed into law by President Franklin D. Hoosevt,it an
August 25, 1937, to become offer:tire frost the (list day of January,

Section '2 of the Act le
-See. 2. That the (44(14 of Doc incorporation .Hats be to laeotrrule in the

bruarit it rtud ntu.pt micro num nee the eol noemcnt of chew r y in till
'the promotion of !T$enrch in chruticat WICV(*(' and hot a,' ry ; the

improvenient of the quaiifications and usefulness of chemists through Idol
standards of professional tothhs, education, and attainments: the (0Crc0AC (001itjJftt.rioa of chemical know lodge ; and by it8 meetings, professional contacts,
reports, tot yowl, discussions, and publicu I ion,1, to promote acicutifie intcrentm and
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itoe10071. I liercity frost ming piddle %elfare :11111 ednealIo14, niding t he development
of t »lr country', Indust ries, ;mil orhlitig to Inn !mini prosperity ntill liappinesr4
of 1,111. i lists supplied

II,/ Vetter:41 I illorporrillott replaced a Ntr% York. Slate Cho rtcr, %% hich had
holt cflective since Noventher tt,

I flit' of t 110111;11 11,,Ier Is of I hit Slily, as sot forth lit it s tit:trier. Is the
direr:equip:0pm /If 41fent/ol ktiroierize I htittgit its forlii tali limn; program. The
budget for tin' 740e1P 0' for the year 1ni1d vairrevols Sill1.0041,01141, of v11111 Move than
S'.!!).101) COO alt' devoted Ili its pnhllcaliotls program.

Th" So'110 541W includes twenty Jon Iltrt is %%trying' troll,
scholo rly 30t10Ilti is. t'iiI unitise repork of origin:II rich reit from such lields fls

chemist ty, biochemistry, and a riiuitl na I and food chemist ry, to
weekly newstiliigozine riesktned to icep chemists ;11141 ehititile:11 engitti'ers abreast
of ttovst (botheration's affecting I heir science and retitled litritist ries. In
;obit I ion. 1 he Sosic11 is Ilse publisher of l'itT:Nttc.%1..11;sidtmos, one of the world's
tuna 0,:itipreheiede abstracting anti indexing: services, The funds to support
these in irilN a re litriit'ed chletly front subscript ions.

The 1011111:11s ant other published writings of I ht. Sudety serve two import Out
four! irrit-r, m mils lirst, linty necomplisii I Ile inerense anti ehembll
knowlelNe ;14d related purpose's of the Soplety; second. generate revenue.
's% it loon %%111011 shit Society could not support mill continue its km1111(41 long pro.
grout in flirt heronry' of Its Congressional .'darter to serve the szeittnett anti
I 1 y chemist ry protection of copyright Iltir; proved ;in Important factor
in flu. It anti tleyelopIncnt of the sclentille-publishing progrn in of the
Society.

The ociety's kinblicat Ions, rtecrunpo inch by the periodicity of publication and
t lie cost to subseriliers, titre ns follows

Putlication
Periodicity of

Weekly I
k

NO set schedule
Biweekly
Weekly
Monthly
Biweekly .....
Bimonthly, .....
Biweekly
Quarterly

do
Biweekly
Monthly

do ...
Bimonthly

cn t. y .....
Quarterly

do
do

Bimonthly
Mordhly_ ..

do.

Circulation

I 3,237
2 ?, 241

312,000 .....
16,086

124,037
31, 009

4.915

7.247
1.989

65.058874

1,789
5. 670

3 t, 995
7.240
7, 307
7.345

27,869
2. 305

15.000
12, 000

Rates

Members Nonmembers

$2, 400.00
1, 900.00

. ,.35, 00 100.00
822. ell 66.00

3.00
5.00

20.00 6078. 000000

30.00
210. DON 60,00
15.00

2451. OtY307.00
20.00

6°4555.: 000000

TB 00
15.00
11:00 39.00
6.00 9.00
7.00 21.00
7.011 21.00
7.00 21.00
6.00 9.00

12, 00 36.00
9.00 1185: 0000

5.00

Chemical Abstracts

Constituents and Cerivatists of Chemical Abstracts
Journal of American Chemical Society
Chemical and Engineering News
An3lyttcal Chemistry.
The Journal Of Physical Chemistry
Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
the lowest of Organic Chemistry
Journal of Chemical and Engineering D)ti.._ . .........
Journal 151 Ch.enical Doeninentation
Biochemtstry.
Inorganic Chemistry.
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry
Chernrc-r! Re4ie ns
chemistry
1SEC Process Deslin 11110evelOpmerit
15EC Forijaineita!s
!AEC Produ.:t Research and Development
Environmental Saience and Technology
Macromolecules
Chemical Teahriotoo.
Accounts of Chemicil Re;e1h;.h

f Comp Inv and
1 idrherilties.
11 eire,:s et,

?We; Afintoo L the Society publishes 01 2 011PeriNliCil basis the lollo wing: Director of Members; Abstracts of
Meeting P3pels: Al .1,ces 1,, Chemistry Series; Seidell's Solubilities of Inorganic and Organic Compounds; Specifications
and rvs! AI:rhods for Lahoralory Speciticalmas aml lest Methods tar Labor Reagent Chemicals; Col-
reove t144r4es to IcIr13!:; S,.;c?! other hooks, rt3mnhlets, and reprints as may beauthorited
by the board of directors.

These twenty periodical pitblications of the Society produce more than .11,000
page.: a yens, and AnsTam-ts produces more than 150,000 pages a year,
Its abstracts number in excess of 3s0,000 and its documents indexed in exceus
Ilf -110,000,

From the foregoing. it is obvious that the milieus has a deep and abiding Inter-
est Iu the outcome of this case. II should also be obvious wily the sup-
port s the position of the plaintiff in the case; It Is abundantly clear lhat, Iii
working tosvard the objective 0(1110 advancement of the science and technology
of chemistry, the most effective possible dissemination of information is a pri-
mary requirement. In order to effect this, the American l'heintcal Society, over-'
ant.; as a not-forprolit society, works to build the best possible record of set-
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entitle Imosviedge related to chemistry and to lind trays lo gel as effectively its
possible, that knov%ledge into the hands of those v.lno need and use it. Ito 'he one
hand, there is the proldeak of cost tier tiser, wtikcit we vlitleat'or to maintain at
a level tyldell will not ho a serious harrier, Int the other hand, the 1,\It.ii.h.s of
doing this are very consIderable.and they must be met hi full or else the system
trill be.'41/1 in tleg.elirale. If, throng); copying ;Intl distribution alelt no
return at all to the Attivricati (la laical Sie.i..11', this material is made ilv;tilaide
s,) that tr:ors well not subscribe III the pit 14411 thete;. the 1,reeev4,'; tvIII lead to a
rt.dlIctioll or plod tircto;ttion bast. over 11111011 10 111.41'1101k ' the
01:k. WI". striving lip the 11101 costs. .1N/reelable rises in cost %%mild defeat
efforts 1', maintain the ob.leetite of broad effeet lte dissemination,

Tito amietts helloes that the ae(lo(,.: of which the plaintiff comphtins have
It delterlinez effect on Its oldoets its set forth alm...;.

Attu t' \I V. NT

'laving carefully eXatoinett the Clitinitssioner's l'inditigs of Fact, Com'illsiolls
of Lott-. till Opinion, the Id illitilf's brief, the tlefeltdalit's brief anti the briefs
of all the andel, tutu pro and eon, the American Chemical Society strongly sup-
ports (he Commissioner's Iteport and Ow atithorltic.; cited The Society
likeu ise supports the position of the plaintiff as set forth lit its brief and adopts
(he at lit wit les cited therein.

The etiori of the defendant to equate its copying procedures to the doctrine of
fair ii,e" as set forth hi the existing case law is legally indefensible. l'he proper

place for such an argument is before the ('ingress,
The Court may take notice of the fact that an effort to attain nth nnintlitts

revision of the Copyright 1,ave tots been under way for the past seventeen years.
This effort has been headed by Senator John I,. Met lellan's Senate Judiciary
SIthcomioliive on l'fvonts, Trademarks awl t'opyright and is set forth In S. til-}
of the last session of Congress. The Society book it position on Snell legislation
q early as Alay .1. buil% i% hen 1)r. C. O. Overberger, the then president, exprt.ssvil

lhr s!,,){.,10ty's: views in. a written, conittitilitr.tilon to that Suticontraltiee,
the pnsitiotr oNpressed then is still essentially the Society's position. Inning

the interveni lig years. the Society has vont ilonaisly reviewed the pelt i prob-
lems resulting front the growth of technology eis-aris copying in rat-hats forms
thr.a the expressed desire of smite segnimits of the talent me (Tantalums for freer
access at little or no cost to '' .iii htwit users, with the view that this is their
right in ti(' mune of research. It must be noted that this use, namely freedom
to i',uPY users us slit+tort oil by the defendants brief ;Ind e1,itomix1.11
by fee N1111011:11 Library of )ledichw's practices. is supported by the tas dollars
of all the people of ILt United Stator without any concurrent legislative author-
ity for sante. Tills is inimical to our free enterprise system all ho our system
of checks and balanees.

Sow, as slated illawe. the Society lia all tempted (f)111111 ai 11111.:[114, of itt,ciii,Imoilat-
ing these conilh.ting vkwPoilits and it has offered the folloWing to the St.mite
Snienionlittee.

The doetrino (II "fair Ilse" Is set ooit iii Seel bat 107 of ow proposed ipizt%dA.
lion. 'rift, Ii of the proposed Icv.islation call:: for the istatitishinent of at National
conitul,,101 for New oreeboologival I see of (.7oKaltdited Works. Tim Society
.supports the establishment of this proposed Commission.

In livid of the fact that other facets or the proposed legislation would appear
to further limit the rights of 11 copyright proprietcy and the glut ft," I. the aifuici
supporting the defmlant herein arc act it clv 103,1,.110.: for the 114 1:+lt 11011 I it'y
port here, we are suggesting that no change be made as to -fait' lust," aallii the
Commission is established itnii it hats 1111011' at detailed, xeicotilic study of this
problem,

CON( 1.1'5105

The .11.1(41c:in Chemical Society disseminates more scientific information in
the field of chemistry t kin ally Oiler organization. Its acconiplihtnent:. in this
area have been reeognized both by Congress and by other branches of govern-
mod. Ifs ins-cstinents ;ire great from the standpoint or both 1111111.mver and
dollars. twitivc that our service program is a vital service which mast be
continued. The Society is deeply o-olicerned, however, that the iniamliori,.ed
use of materials under an inereasingly liberalized "fair use" dotrine could
Impair or even destroy our ability to generate, publish. and 41ksetninate such
scientific Information in the future. While the Society in no way seeks to hamper
or restrict either the learning process or the use of technological developments
and equipment needed to improve the exchange of information, it cannot



nidi%inii In the orptts of owm. Olt the eSSetlitilt Mound:it sup-
port needed to continue the tadolishing tuuct ion which generates Ike hastematerials.

The Nudety conducts research and etiporiumilution on Ike use Of computers
and alliLVt cfccl route devices fur the handling and disstqalnatiton of Ntivoiltie ht-foruuttinn. pissed on our experience 'tint observations of Itle %cork Of others doltig
research lit this area, we stoe that such developments are itatitiog us toward sys.
tents %%here a single original work will he used to disseminate multiple copiesItP. nell as It %'ttriety of subcollectioas 01' information derived front the original
%%ork. In effect, we are In Ike process of enititneing till' distribution of ail an.
thous works by replacing the capability of prluted plates with the capability
of electronic processing.

The merican Chemical Society is actively engaged in n continuing program
of aovetol,ilicnt and to aeeess by users, phi)to-
cuPYing awl the use of computerised technology, ht alt effort to find solutions
which are compatilde with 00, best interests of both copyright pr4oduccts and
user. We are vigorously pursuing it long4standlitg program to provide interested
perSIIls With copies of materials ctat3 righted by the Society, quickly and at the

In04.sibie cost. 4111141 1,111VIN I4o reproduce such materials. We ale
doing all tills bemuse we clearly understand the need of chemists for quick andready at ecss tAl oar published etlelliteat IllfOrIllatiOIL and desire to adapt to their
stsrvicts the advantages of new communications tcelmology.

Although we have no agureA to Indicate precisely the volume of current un-
controlled copying in tertus of sails:caption losses, it does appear that the amount
of P110ti>e0113Ing of ehentical publIcatleIN 15 considerably higher than In other
fields of science. In a study of the copying of technical journals from the New
York l'abile Library, live American Chemical Society journals appeared on the
list of 22 mast c:tpiett Journals, and ranked, 2, 3. 5, 12, and 13, respectively. Bonn
tleorge S., "Science Technology Periodicals," Library Journal, SS(5), 1)5-1-8,
March 1, 1063. Later studies hare shown similar results.

Aeolingly. the Society reiterates its support of the plaintiff and of tio Com-
missioner's Report and respectfully urges that this Honorable Court deny the
defendant's position and uphold the plaintiff's petition and the judicially ac-
cepted concept of "lair use".

Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR B. 11,o:sox,

A t torney for .4tafees Curiae,
The American Chemical Society.

HANSON', O'BRIEN, IIIENET
STICKLE & BUTLER

(If coumici.

Mr. linExsAx. Ambassador Kenneth Keating.
:enator McCLLLAN. You are welcome, sir, and we appreciate your

appearance before the committee, and we will listen to your words of
wisdom.

STATEMENT GP AMBASSADOR KENNETH B. KEATING, HARCOURT
BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC., AND MACMILLAN, INC., ACCOM-
PANIED BY BELLA L. LINDEN, COPYRIGHT COUNSEL

KEATINo. Well, you are very kind, Mr. Chairman.
This is w last gasp as a lawyer for the present, but I am delighted

to be heard, and also appreciate your calling me a little bit out of
order, because I am tied up in a lot of things at the present time.

This. statement which I make is submitted on behalf of MactuiPan,
inc., and Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., two of the live largest
American publishers. And I wish to emphasize, however, as I did
in the copyright law revision hearings before a subcommittee of the
House Judiciary Committee. lock in 196). that I really consider my
appearance- to be a form of extension of my public service. I firmly
believe that, the pron»dgatirm of a revised copyright act which fails
to adequately preserve and foster authoriship and publishing would
endanger vital national and public interests.
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taw of Ihr Aim rif'lln (Iry 1 xxocirtiirm in 1970:

that the Section or Patent. 1'1%11ton:irk t'opyright LINV dis-
upproves in principle enactment 111' SeVel't' n1111114 011 the exclusive rights of
copyright proprietors '\ respeet to reproduction and distribution of cop)rigla
storks by libraries nail archiles.

Foirplonwntriry itel.nrt of Ihe ItVgIsti.r of Copyrights on the General Revision of the
V.S. Copyright Isar :11 2i; (May In07 t.

The ,urrent Semite version of sotilon to. also eNlvnits the limitation of II.II. 2512 to
module duplication of imbitsionl works for the purpo.0 of ro;LwIng "damaged, deterieraiing.
1,04, or stolen' copies of works wader certain otrctint,tanevs.
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specifically, the Section of Patent, Trallentarl,; mud Copyright disapproves
Section 10S of the Decontber 10, j1il9 (.1intinittee Print of 8. 513 ( Ic(liollitn
IfIst Congress, First Session)'

ANALISI.S SECI ION I oS Ok' S. (114

-it is or the t'opyright Inst. ltevision Bin now hprore
tins scilmo Sulw,ruunittce adopts the provision of the House Act allowing library
awl tII TIIIV:11 copying of unpublished works for Ow plirpost.8 of preservation,
steurity or deposit In other Institutions. However.; the Senate Bill extends the
Library coming exemption to allots M1111111SVil 1W:411111V reproduction of pub-
lished works for the purposes or replacing tleterloroling, lost or stolen copies
If the Institution has "after reasonable effort determined that nit unused re-
placment cannot be obtained at a tiortnal price" front certain sources.

The Stotts Bill fitrIlier extends the exemption to include unlicensed reprodue-
it'll or Published or unpublished books and periodicals t by libraries and nreltIves
at the t tattiest of ft user of this institution's. collections. This "user refinest"
exeluldion is subject to the condition: flint in) the user must have "established
Ii) 1110 S4111,1.:101, 01" of the institution that all 111111St41 cannot be Olit 0111011
"at a toilful! price" from certain sources: tit) the reproduction lutist butaatie
the prole iay or the requesting 'user mill the Institution must hare lout "tie make
that copy tvottld be nsed for any purpose other than private stmly, scholarship
or research." fool lel the Institution issues certain "warning" notices,

-At this point our purpose is not to re-draft or rehabilitate
I hp library inpylag provisions of S. ttl I. Our purpose is merely to isolate certain
aspects of the proposed Senate version of Section 105 in order to allots. exam-
ination of their impact on the business operntions of Interested parties. In this
coolet, ice believe Ha. following cots Nitrations to he of principal signifiance:

tit :41 .tilin PIS condones free roprodurtion. It is not It "compulsory licensing"
provision: no conmensotion to copyright oners--svhether by statute,
or otherwise- contemplated. Similarly, the St'Cli111 11,4'S tint expressly require
to reproduction, original smarts credit, or Ilse or copyright notice on the
reproductions,`

Ill1 The provision fillotvitig reprodnetion of published Avork, for purposes of
repincentent and the '11.41,3' request" exemption volitive some determination that
miuset1 copies are not obtainable. However, unavoilobility in fact is not roptired:
in the rase or 1..1,1,1,emoot the library need only conclude that such is the case
..af ter as reasonaide cffort," curl in the case of vot)h,, ;Hallo at ft us'er's Et4Illetit 1110
11)11';10* 1;1 cd utlly t,e "SI/Is/led," Ily the user. that such Is the ease. in the latter
case, it least, there is no express requirement that the library's dittitroiltlitIon
lass in good faith. ff,f. it floor any requirement that the requesting user nritt.c tiny
otual r 1.1"1, to 1""ite cl)1)21, or ylvc iiettleti evidence thereof,

:111)t.i..okq., ti 11ts providos no Iiittaffitigfili standards With respect to avail-
ability. In ibis ro-pect NN1' hula (1111S ititslitots as to vitt11 ointlitustatIces tints
be sufficient to render it ropy available or unavailable; may inability to secure
ft ropy within ''X" number of days render the copy unavailable; are there goo-
gnipldo lioatts it availability or the library's or user's efforts (Is a work not
nvailaide at this neighborhood bookstore tutobtninable; how ninny bookstores
should be 4.h,,cked ; what types of sources other than bookstores are relevant
sources ro:. eortaitt works) ; does a nets version of a work satisfy the avail-
ability conditions with re-spect to prior editions: should a svork be eonsidererl
avalltible if it is included in a compilation or collection otherwise not "ceded 1,y
the lihrary or user!

Elven snare Sectioil does altiqnpt to give some definition of availability, it
remains nuclear or troublesome in operation. 'riots, tit announced
or catalog priees does not prerhole unlicensed copying; the library nifty still de-
termine that the price is not "normal."' 'l'o preclude copying. the tt'orli must be
available from. -commonly knowtt" trade sources; specialised sources for works
or atone csoctio disciplines may lint (Wanly. luticed. II is not clear to svhota
the source is to be "commonly known"---tite library, the requesting user, the

11),: .+f il.o Ike 10, 191;i1. ConotlItter l'rldit of S. 'itO Is likntleal to tho version
or I`01,.r1 tins eucrr stir set rortli in S. 1111

prol.iiin S. Ott retrains to fill stalks sheer than musical, pictorial, graphic,
eIttnnioto:r.ttlili, or ;Indio N-1,11111., ork,,

do not 1.011. so 1'l it :Illy 11000,:11 rIly hr dermerl Impllrlt
in 11)0 ri golridroott "fdo.itnilo" rproIoi.tion cur Ins (hi toirl In :my I'VInt,

"tr,er oNomption of soh. install Is Not Ittottnil tl) "f:tr'slmilv" rept-14111(11,01,4.
Soc. 141Sie/. (11 (1).



publisher, the "trade," or the courts? l'ertnin sources are clearly Insufficient,
namely, t hose entskte the UnIt ell St tites. 'Chits, to preclude unikensed copylii ar
NI:went-oils must he made for dinnestle a valbibility of foreign publications, in
sour language, no matter how limited their normal market.

Similarly, the provision does not appear to hove considered the particular prob-
!ems raised by its application to lack issues. .klthough a number of organizations
taste made great inve.sIntroits of time rind cost in locating. accumulating, and
:during back issues in specialized fields and stinking their clients, Halt' efforts
turd investment are adversely affected if not completely ignored: (a) we doubt
that many libraries trill accutrueiy estimate I he -normality" of back-issue prices;
and 00 one may question whether such Sltplillors mill comprise "commonly-
knovvii" trade sources, particularly where interlibrary rtsillests; may involve
libraries which have had no loiovvleilge or dealings with sucL spc.cialized sources,

Availability on library loan or for in-library use also appears iusulf3elezit to pre
elude unlicensed coming tit the reoptirst of a User, The references to "trade
sources." -price," and -iitaised copy," and the fact that to make a copy the library
must have a copy, or have access to one miller litterlibrary affiliation, till seem to
haply that a user may request and receive a copy of at work no matter how ne-
CeSSible .ruck work may otherwise be for his use under lean, and regardless of
the degree of itwortivenience, if any, ensued by such use being restricted to a cur-
taiti IA0.401.011 or for a certain time, or his having to alt for such access, hi
short, a 11501' Way eVult rerfilest nail receive an unlicensed reproduction of all or
pail of a work which Is as tillable to Hai front has local library for home or busi
miss list. for extended perhals of time,

"Tricke sources" are defined to include "authorized reproducing; services";1
'reprint houses" are presumably included but titre not expressly mentioned.

There are lei excuse s for unavailability. Thus a work rimy M. withdrawn by a
publisher for revision, while his potential market IS Sapped by tb111)1100011 of
prior editions.

(Hi I Section. his does not require 11111[0 recourse to the copyright proprietor.
(lip proprietor may be willing to eons:old to the desired reproduction, teen

oft -ronslttable- tennis, is fault reel irrt,loritta Shire his pernlissiun need not be
lirst rerluestetI, 1.1.111 proVb)lisly-disc usual -availability" conditions do require
son ihitiall lietree Of llbsileolessfIlt l000llrse II) Itatolo Sullrte. for copiOS. bor.
It Muni Nvotihi generally nut be considered -trade sources"; tinder variousuir lotitlivt, this may also it true of publisher-proprietors. lit any event, we
beliot that the condition of uortbiliabdlity within allows reproduction will Pe
nal where existing copies are considered unobtainable. 'riots, a request for per-
mission to create 0 net/. copy Is not at condition precedent to free colryllig under
the proposod law.)

Similarly, although Section 10S is apparently out intended to interfere with
vertain contractual arrangements between libraries and copyright oVtnors,' there
is no incentive to libraries to enter into such arrangements on even "reason:tide"
terms. Furthermore, the relevant subsection ro.fors only to (rbligrit terns aSsillrivel
\ !len lite library I log copy for its rolie..tions." 'riots, ogrceine,its which
may be entered into with respect to earlier-published works, such as "blanket"
ticrn 05 covering a puldisher's catalogue fir subscribers. may be ignored by librar-
ies if less favorable Ho. proposed laic. Even Nith respect to anew works, it
limy be qinrstionell v% limbo'. the language of the relevant suit -lire clearly
indicates that niork. "olitlieult" cont raelual undertakings will prevail over contrary
provisions of Section loss

Its t The "libraries" and "archives" entitled to Invoke the exemptions of See.
Holt 10S are not restricted to nonprofit institutions.° Si o long as the particular
act of reprriduction in question is without purpose of "direct or Indirect com-
un fat advantage" (ii) ( I ) I, even profit-making institutions miry avail them-
selves of the provision, We du trot believe that the quoted lit rignage was intended,
or will I eonstrored, to preclude the operation of umitodalakation .t.41.1100,,, Ly
for-prodit institutions in order to make their overall, profit-generating, services
more zit trail lye or competitive.

Ni' o are such 'libraries" and "archives" limited to public institutions. The
only restriction rat the unfurls of the exempt institutions is the requirement that
its collections be open to nt ioNt persons, other than affiliates of the institution,

'pe, 1 (C), (r1) (1),
Sc,. . ni 4, sec. 1 °Ste) (31 : "Nativist In this section . . In nay wa,v affects . . . any

contractual obligations assamea by the library or archives when it obtained a copy or
labonureeord of die writ for Iii collvvijon.

it this respect, the Senate version of cee. IriS goes beyond the House act even with
respect to archival reproduction of unpublished works.
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ikla ort,ecilittg (1) end C.: 1, uses Ilie phrase "awl If."
Trio "tool- at the ioari, slip/111111ms: :11111 more sigtilticantl, it may crcate
+1,400 as to the /,/tto/Mticc nature of Seetion los.

The rag/ditg litrely iiitmulisl as examples of twor draftsmanship ha\ ing
suhshati ire eins. t ton the 11r1m.itiles marmite/1 lit the Sevtlon. As muted

vartim.. NI. Iirite that !,111'11 1111.11ISAVe7+ I,e N1110.11'001 to eX1111111'ation
anti 05'111101 hill,

tV. CON( 1.1'SION

'rift. It .f the siliale it,y1.1,.0 tun Nolitit eauhli,al a ..x,,t1nm
"n No\ of vork,." I Ino of the stated varitlises
of the Ccillialssieti is to -st tidy and ceropile /lam ell I It the reprethillmt toot
11-.0 or cotiNriv,htull \verhs h.\ varhais forms a witchlike nprentitich
iI i` "nu lito for coNllig I>hioil c1til seriously ilittuttr
t.,:aiettim eonsilteretl N\ 111111111 I he 1,1'111.1'I ITIVI'St h4a111111 PtIIIr11

the :t(11Itt` 11,6'4*CA/ell (ill' in :11.1.1'.1111114; 11111' II to the IteVklitII 11111.

Seilat111' MC(.1.11.11 N. VVI'y 11.C11,
t 111,'Nt

.N1r. 111 :IAN.1N. AS:^01'iati011 Of .ktnerie:111 University Prc.sSes. Yon
1:t1\ iwolt allooated 1111111110S

Seit;11111. t't.yr.t,AN..11 rii ht.
Mr. N N.\ N. NV(Mtki you f' 1')1IrS01 f, \(r. Ito:vittlid

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR J. ROSENTHAL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON COPYRIGHT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
PRESSES, INC, ; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN B. PUTNAM, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR., ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PRESSES,
INC.

1!..-..r vilr.m. I :lilt Artillir .1. 1tu,eulhal. (lireetOr .1'1110 marvard
t>1.0.,-4. I 1.01)1.0.-.0iit the ..\,,,)01;ttioll lit At1wri0101 t.miversity

lay eapaeity as eh:Airmail 0.r thm orgallizatimcs
uu Colo, ,'11:2:11t, nut SIWZI1 for Barite( 1.11.1VOrSity.:1 lily is

edit nr of i'inceton I diversity Press. a member of our Copyright ('otti-
mirtco awl on illy left. :\ I r.Joltii B. Putnam. Mr, l'ut mini is executive
director of the ssociation.

The 01 university presses of the count ry are. I believe, in ;I. roounme
la helping to assess NVII(TO the !)itilli(' illtil'otit lies ill the [)roll-

lent yo,1 are studying this morning. We live in the world of the librar-
ian. iay press. for example, IS surrounded by no less than

biry a ril libraries.
()lir (la y ,Yorlt: is altnnst exclusively with scholars and eau-

catl Irs: yet. iwcussit to protect each :-(.11(>1:trly i!tiljt'airnitl
as veal for IL', it is for the MOSt commercial of commercial

I hope t hat I his special perspective will cause our testimony to be
Pit hunt any note of special pleatlin!! and vill be regarded as coopera-
ivti and flexible ht' our library and educational colleagues.

111 a very roll sense, t universit y press I wars :1 primary responsi-
l it y for dissemination of scholarship in this country; although their

dollar volume is low. onr members publish nearly half of the nonfiction
I \ols to ressed ill a Scholarly niulieure that a IV issued each year.

S. 6 4 1 , t i [ ! . . 11, sco. 20101 (11 I It),
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lit the tileitlitittle, it would seen' hest to 11oceed with caution, safe.
guarding rights that have Ion!, licen recognized as vital Io the creation
a nil dist talait ion of linowlo(lgi. und not nu: in to inimediute pressures
ilimovvi forcefully al)plied. of the .k believe. that our pro-
post.,Il amendments to soot ions I and pi8 \yottla insoro Ow maximum
protection to those rights while providing the IN` ?Wiled to
prO:itOtt' SertOOS invest igat ion of schemes for liven:hut, the reprodu
lion of copyrighted materials inventive hitherto laci;ing Iwo:luso of
the expectation that sonielliingnitmelv, free photocopying,- eon he
gOttill for nothing. It is it position \ve [lope you will stipport. Thantz
you.

:4enator Vory well. you.
Thnol; you very lunch, gontlentott,
Now, we are !,viii'; to recks until 1 and We urge those of you who

are scheduled to testify t his afternoon 10 lie prt'Sk.111. SO we will not
have to \yait- on anyone.

[11'herenpir, at 1.2 ::27 pmi., the committee recessed to reconvene
the satire clay at 1 :30 p.m.'

The prepared statement of .1rthur Rosenthal follows :]
rriNi of Amu Ali .1. ItosENIII,i,t. ItEll rt, .\SSOCMTION OF

UNIVI,RLTY PRESSES, INC., ON S. 13111
I am Artloir itosmillial. Director of lia,ard Cniversity l'ress, a department

of Harvard Citiversity engage(1 Itt titafor-profit publishing of scholarly books andpua's. I represent the Association of .1inerican University Presses, Inc., In
my capacity as Chairman of that organization's Committee on Copyright. With
the are Sanford Thatcher, Social Science Editor Of Primpton utavairsity
Press :01d 0 member of .\ All"s Copyright t'inatitittee, 1)11(1 Mr. .10)111 11. Putnam,
Executive Director of floe Association of .1inerican Eniversity Presses, inv.

A.I.CP Is it motfor-profit educational corporation Operating In the interests
of its membership, comprising 01 scholarly university publishers which are
either dot ailments of then. respective toarent histittitions or wholly owned cor-
porations thereof. .111 are engaged In the notfor-protit publication of works of
scholarly distinction. Althorn:1i .1.11T's members together constitute something
less than :lc', of the dollar volume of loonies published in CI, United States, the
titles they publish constitute a substantial portion---nearl the serious

l'Ikkii4ted for scholarly readers. This disprop(trtiounte loalatwe
of 1114"110 Illitul'er of tillo,; is a too:Astir(' of the commitment Of the
university Presses of this country to the dissemination of valuable but eConotti-
featly unprofitable scholarly books.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views foIi certain SIVettIC as-
pads of S. 1311 and proposed timendinents thereto. particularly since the univer-
sity press community has not previously participated in the hearings relating to
this important piece of legislation. Allow me, therefore, to state our position in
brief!

1. ire propose a substitute for section 107. as set forth in Exhibit .k.
2. We opposv the proposed library amendment to section 108f(I) (1).

AVe copprsp the proposed -educational exemption- which NVIII In discussed at
a later sossion of these hearings.

1. NV( is ish to associate oiirselves, with certain reservations. with the position
of the .s,ocialion of American Publishers in respect of Section 10S.

:;, We support enactment of S. 1301, \\Atli sections 107 and los amended as
indicated elsewhere in this testittiony.

The university press in the 1'101(41 States, has traditionally occupied a unique
position between the %-orlds of onimerce and scholarship. In fulfilling their
responsibility to publish books by and for scholars that would not otherwise be
published by reason of their limited marketability, the university presses of this
country that themselves actively engaged in the world of business, buying goods
and services, looks and rights thereto. and otherwise fulfilling all Ow
functions of a profit-oriented business, white at the same time maintaining a
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Paramount interest in the editorial and scholarly itite,.trily of their rispective
institutional Iltitiiialt s, t'ipittailull i.

It Is this unique perspective that allows or obliges 1 he university press to
viev tit, issue of eopy right in general amt of library photocopying in particular
from the vbrpoints of both edio tilor UW111,11'11011'. Ile 1111111'1'SO Iris has
111Vays esiaeit lo instItt. the :1:1111;1111ie 711111 nnleriv transi'er of Important
scholarly information to :in appropriate readership, nail to al t as a taitlani

ant of it: rights and interests in doing so, The scholar k, after :ill,
only the reader-eousunier, author-creator as well. be the hiule

and tysair,,,. he ,tannin undertake to transfer his intellectual ofterings diretly
to those %%no At.tlit Lull 'Iced thin ; since he usually has neither, the publisher--
Ill or tiol.rotir;11.4. the Iuitverslty 1,11ss has on,v1,1,.,1 the
%kat rod; IA.111'14'11 ordetly reporting of scholarly re-
search and iii,night is to tvtiliaile, the medium through which it ociurs must be
.saleguardcd. .1 vital component that medium Is Illo traditional privilege ;11111
resn,r.; iHy rt gisirite..: and in'ob ci nig ;iti wallow s (111111 to copy light in the

[itch rcirtsc it his ittlillrclual nehlovetitIII ;[rid eereising and
managing ;in dencriing iii that eopyright hi accordanco iiitll
contra, Hui comuit ions agreid upon by ziuthor and publisher. this component--
1m. re,ponsibility of stewardship Is gravely threatened by the present vague.
liess Ha 107, \1111,11 is in eireel an invitation to undertake unlimited photo-
copying' of eopyriglited materials \vith liniaitilly, .kccorilingiy, we therefore re.
speyt full.. submit that section NT b IIiLIIulctt Its set forth hi Exhibit appended
p, this tes.tico.ny. Iii order pi set noire guidelines ior the photocopying
III 111:161 lab: in c,pyr:ght.

It is too, ,!lit 1141'01' }lm'. 1'0011. the 1,,)4ti011 of ilk' 11111VITSity 1115515 that
horaly 11,0 1-4 1,1 110 1111101111, to the 11)111 rutty. scholarly

111!lislmrs have long revogilizcit lin value, itt certain specific circumstances, of
the photos, py ;is n means of assailing further Ilistrit:Ntintl or 11101/ works amongst
their remlerliiiis. Scholarly mosses are sympathetic to the growing need for
library niateria and the shrinking resources which libraries must seek to
satisfy this liceil..kt the same lime, it is manifest (hal the increashigl,v prevalent
roci1,0 systematic library photoeopying, in vvlitch works are reprisluced in

their entirety for distribution to multiple users, poses to grave threat lath to the
integrity of the eopyrigiii In the works 111111 (11 MO 1,1'olirie .01'S -hl tili8
4.,t,: nuitcrsity 1,111,11Sh(IS -v11111 halve illitn:111

thou production and puhlical The present draft of ItiS contains
the minimum conditions necessary to assure reason:11de protection or nut hors and

WI regard io copyright : 1'11'11 11111011M pi:1,90 s1l )I1V. emphasis
on the iiitent it Ole library ;mil educational communities to observe them in

ram.. root t,. tilt. necessary means II) assure complianceliar.
ticularly 4n rd t4 such provisi,lls, in-(d) (1 he ,.11,0,11,.:111).
-practieally luiii nsiblt.. Morooin.. these conditions are entirely 41e/olilivni WI ill"
:111L1`1111,:tlt lo7 I have suggested elsewhere in this testimony, which
woul.1 give more stritltire to the eiremostances under which !Milted photo-
copying or 1,,nyrightvil niatnri:ils might in ninlortrikun. such an anionl-
nn.nt of 107, AA IT would hc forted to argue strongly for revision of ;setion Pis
to iillovv photocopying of archival materials only.

In it field of endeavor where little if any financial reward accrues to the crea-
tor, every effort must be made to assure at least that he retains control "vor
the format and content of his creation. Without copyright, this Is
;;m1 without adequate protection, there is no copyright. Our purpose fi
of scholarship is to protect the environment in which authorship happens. for
ithent the author, there is nothing to publish, and when n.othIng is published.

there is nothing to read, and when there is nothing to read, tine intelhwinal
tAivireinnent singnates and ultimately dies.

regard to the proposed educational exemption, let me once more itiveko
the dual perspective of the university press, in noting that the long-range in-
terests of scholarship are assuredly ill-served by this proposed amendment. its
provisions 111'1. indeed so imprecise and subject to manipulation as to render
virtually all copyright IllotPrhl void of any protection against unlitnited photo-
ii

In the event that S. 1361 cannot be enacted with the changes we have pro.
posed, we would favor the referral of the entire question of library photo
cooying to the National Oommission on New Technological Use of Copyrighted
Works proposed In Title II.
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ttAnturr Al

iittsritufr, ISEcfros 107 TO S. l ltti P1101`051:0 IIY AssocrATIos op ANIERIC.1N
UNIVERSITY PRESSES, INC. JULY 31, 11173

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 100. the-fair use of a copyrighted
work, including such use by reproduction in copies of phowl-records or by any
other weans specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism. (11111111,111.
UM,: reorting, display or lecture in teaching, scholarship. or research, is tea
an infringement of copyright, Fair use does riot include the reproduction of a
eopyrighted work for Its own sake, ns In on anthology or book of readings. or
as it set f-contalned unit Snell OS 1111 Iliop11IN to noottir work, or as it substantial
part of the test of another work. In determining whether the use. of it work
iti any particular case is a fair use the principal factors to he eolishiered shall
be the market value of the use of the copyrighted work and the orbit of l ii
use upon the potential market of the work. Factors in making this determination
slain inciudo;

4 11 the purpose and character of the use;
(2) Ito nature l the eopyriglitril work ; and
WO the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the

righted well as a whole.

.111111NOON SESSION

Senator :11(1`1,ELL.x. The committee will come to order.
Mr. BRENNAN. The Association of American Publishers, I ne., has ,

Leon allocated 3 minutes, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF W. BRADFORD WILEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE COPY-
RIGHT COMMITTEE, APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF PUBLISHERS, INC.: ACCOMPANIED BY ROSS
SACKETT, CHAIRMAN, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS,
INC.; AND CHARLES H. LIEB, COPYRIGHT COUNSEL

)Ir. WILEv. Mr. Chairman, T Bradford Wiley. chairman and
chief executive officer of John 'Wiley and Sons, Inc... New York, pub-
lishers or textbooks, reference hooks, and encyclopedias, journals and
audio-visual materials. In behalf or the .Association of Ainvrivan Pub-
lishers, Inc., 1 have submitted a full statement. from which this oral
presentation is abstracted. 1I'ith me are, on tny right. floss Sackett.
chairman of I he association, mill, on lay left, charies II, Lich, 0111.
copvriobt counsel.

Our position on library photoeopyino. was stated in our ikeember 5,
1972. leiter to .\11'. Brennan in respone to his request. Our posit ion, in
brief, is:

1. We support section 107.
2. We support sect ion 108, but only with drafting changes.
3. We oppose a subs( it ate for sect ion 10S (d) (1).
1. We oltimse t he oVt-'1.1:11111111!r inlited edncatinrral exemption'' of-

fell'111V the NE.1. .1.(1 1 tot' Conuoittve.
support the enactment of S. I:161. in its present form exeept

for d ftin,g elianres which we have suggested.
,1A13 does not dispute the need for librarie:-; in given instances to

oloJtocopies of journal articles and sonic honk reference materials.
I Nvisli to emphasize, however, accepting as we do section 107 as a

codificat ion of the principles of fair use, we have offered in the past
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and continue to oiler to collalmrate with the library associations to
establish clarifying guidelines.

,1s to copying that would go beyond fair use and would not be per-
mitted by the library copying provisions of section 10S as presently
drafted, we have offered before and continue to otter cooperation with

library ious to eshiblish workable clearance procedures,
'lliere is no need, tlwre fore, for the library runendineot and we op-

pose its atloption.
Section WS with the dra fting changes which we hove suggested

goes its rat' tOWarti oniprolilke Ill slat form :IS 11111111She15 go.
The SeCtioll, our l,rlilll of view, is t r011hieSOIlle. With the library
amendment. it would borne bitolerable.

Thant: you for the opportunity to anion r before you.
Sonntor l'hunli you Very 11111011.
[The prl'I):111'd statellIVilt of IV. Bradford ll'iley follows:1

1.1.cpy11) SrAirmrx r ON S. 1301 IN III.11.\11, ou TIN: .1ssoctAitoN or AMENICAS
INC.

I alts \'. Bradford Wiley, Chairman and Chief Executive of John Wiley & Sous,
Pltiolkbers. I appear In behalf of the Association of .American Publishers. lime.

of which I was formerly Chairman and its now titairman of Its Copyright
Committee. 111111 ow are Itoss Sackett, Preside.st of ElwYcloPolia llritanilca 1:01t1.
cational Corporation, 81111 present Chairman (:f AM': Richard Sennett, Sec-
retary and Chief Legal (dicer of Scott, Forest] aft and Company, Vice Chairman

Ila. .1,\ P Cispyrigist l'onanittee: awl ( *harkct II, I.leb of Ilas New York [lir,
Copyright Counsel to AAP.

.\ Al' Is a trade association of book publis) let,; In the United States. Its 2I4
member companies and subsidiaries are believed to produce 80% or mo.as of the
dollar volume of books published in the Visited Stales, i4oine of Its ntetal,.st publish
seletsli tic ;ilia rvehnical ,tonrnak-11tlimicli most of its me-;berst art: in the private
sector, some are religious and educational not- for -pre It organizations.

We are grateful for permission to testify at what we understand are limited
hearings confined to specific issues, nue of which, library photocopying, is the
subject of the present discussion.

,s.te's POSITION

\Ve silted our position on library photocopying in response to the 5,11,m1n
mittec's rciptost in our letter of I Mcendaa. 5, 197'2 to Mr, Thomas C. Brennan,

chi of Conn-01, it copy of whiels marked "Exhibit A," is attached. The
library "substitute am endasent" to which we referred in that letter is. we k.ileve,
ILE! :1111'.11,1IIIIla Ill 5. 13!+I tvldch the .1.s-soot:Mon of Research Libraries and the
.1merloati Library A 4soeiation lire presently supporting. The drafting changes
to section pr.; of S. liSni f then 1.4. f1.11 which we suggested in that letter are
those outlined in -Exhibit II" attached hereto,

nor I) in brief, is as follows:
(I) 11'e support Section 11)7 as a statement of the principles of fair

use
.1lihosT;11 in some respects harmful to the interests of copyright proprie

tors, svt. support Section los but only with ,Irafling changes as outlined in
Exhibit B.

1:31 Wt. ,1.1,0-;0 the substitute for Section 10S(d) ( ) requested by the library
,Isso,latioae.%

I t \Vs. till` OiverlippfaLt. 'limited educational exemption" amendment
offered by the National Education .1ssociation Ad Hoc Committee no Copyright
I,a Revision wl,tch is to he discussed pit st later session in these hearius.

I As \Ve soppOrt enactment of S. 1: nil in its present form except for the drafting
changes to Seetion ins referred to above,

The membership of AAP, profit and not-for-profit alike. have a vital interest
in prottming their publishing investments against unauthorized library photo-
copying or periodical articles and coot rilattions to collective works. George I).
Cary. then Register or Copyrights, succinctly stated the bask for our objection
in a recent address, lie said
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"11101111114a i i out co1;(41 ktelt t11;0 OR' 1,1111;;II 1,111411.1
ht; pt') ineo..;so Ow cost of Ha. 11,1411 +al ordo

r" 111.114' for (04. In.. Itt sith,.crivtion; ,.y t,

lent, I',172, :it 171.1
.1.11' .h.os Ilse treed foe 11141..1 I les in lo,tate.oz li 111:1141'

,11r..;' 1,11 11,,,1;;.-1 ;1111,)1 -, 11 11,- 4 li,L1411. Ih.11 1114. 411114.10114W1It
14 444 t41141i(14 1 111),I.c1' iko 1;0,, t.

I :I 111.411 v Nr; s 1

%% ha! ills the)' hay!' Info riv131 Nithitt the 1.1.1111 110,44
of fair ;111141 10 ef,111//1`11 N,a'It it 1114. relyelli,111) /Ito 110e 'bat
o. trio. Ihe diff-rouok. fitit. :Hot 111trill is o lit .4 givon oa,t. way h4. illilll'tlll
111 411%1%1' ;MO' 111. 1114414`t `t.11141 1,1't ;WW1/. Ill 111110'11 /ilk 11:111';' 13'

t'11114 o' ll is V` .ir11'1,.11 it",S111.11 11,11ti 11)11111.

10111011'Itiv" '0411 11%0 etlidOline. 441,1th teuld 1111111 of Ike
Ili, 111ary havo tod 4.1ot,tat

aootpt our ofrcr.
ir) 5.; SS 11'.1'1/ .1.1 I 1-',4 lo 1111 -1

It el0 of 01.11 lihrArie-4 (10:11t' '.\"11111 he l'ormilt" fit
1114411.1. 1;i4.1 1'114111 110, 1i.1 :11141 (11 1 of 51'4 64111 It}., }loth 11.. tin,sently

ill n. ano '1,1i .1 as ste4;:,esleil 141 nit' 1 111101i l 1..1111',1` S111....4`01 11144 ttott111 !lomat
11:40' 4 i1P4:. 1444 Wily l'411. 411'010V:0 11111141.074 hilt 411441 rill' h110 1.1,111U.4,11.114:

f CM11141t ,,11,1:1i 11 flu 14111411144`41 l 1.1'4'111. Iii 114111.11+1' or Ooa!ot or 0 reprint
1111.e1 eow it 1'1'1,111 ;III :1111 11.11'1;,.,41 l'opro,(1111111.: ,41111('1'. Thus, fir er //1111111

11 11 tratite,.41 to iLiny ss(ork, tv hother lit oroat or Kitt!.

.51,'S op/ n M1/ 1411 11 1-; 11 I.NCE PlioCE101'111":4

VI'f 1k;i1.0 I r 11,N 1}1,11 WO 1111111.1.S1i1/111 Wa ,s111411 111 010 draft
17 411'1'4,MP:111y S. 513 1 whie1i )).a tea i1(41) that the lolorest of the
lihr,irs community HI soft: oNist log nook if schoinv4k4, ;Ho resom.(.11

rm. in secilial-: 107 ;Ind in,: titni th.11 Nritio III
1o1'rot:r,1111y shoithl await either agreement among 1ht, ty,Irties or the
srolh.s (4' the National Commission to he appointod under Tint. It For our
t'al'l, 551,. Stith tilt' AM( 1,0;ILt;11', 11LOtill,l'I' Of the .kK7444'1;Itiorl if Atitorkati
l'olvorit)' Pros,..cs, svveral s'ovictii.s. 55 111(.11 11111111..111 jaltrita. 11tt41 the
Anae.lo 1 1011.01.141 111 uolit,j'alk. \NMI liiiritrr 81111 other Inter.

t,, 5or11,-thlo voluntary arrat)zeitionts ti do,ir the photol'oping of
r4'11111 that ek 1101.1 ox,.4 ell the limits imposed by Se,.tion 105 (cr ENlithit A).

111141ry ions. I other than the Sue.,litl ion 1011/.11
has r4yont :111111.11114yd its %\illinu,noss to \ork out arrangements to assure aceess
ti littrary reYoltroe on rensonahle tortos) hare' 11044.041 oor proposal, awl offer
insto:n1 a No1,10104. ',Ill.:4(411mi 1 15 I 41 ( 1 ) 11101 voithl permit not only the kind:
of 4.111,1 i f.: I,)' tievIlt-ott 10S as pre,ently drafteil kit 111,41 the eops-
Ith: of an entire article Ina tierloilIeol Issue 'r of au e111 Ire 4'0111 H1)101011 t41
fFlo,11vi. WI)11.;

NVt th1ttk kind of hroad-axle Itotiseritalnate treatment of Ihl ditlionft
phothcoolny, 1.41111.11 pier soiN4tititte for nottitally nectitahle vnitintary

; that it wined 111-a4tvis441 tool counter-prodttetive 1111,1. ,vg Mr. Cary
noted. 11011111 lead to 1114. ultimate 1114ailvear8tict. of the vor, periodicals 111o1

wor1:,. uhiell the Ilbrarlt.A vtnnt to tip)'.

nft FTTIONS 1.O Tilt: 111111 %UV IIENIIIIF:N

WI' 1114,1ef' the nmenrIntent offered IV' the li1rary nssoetat'on.t. Totally over-
looked in their approach are hash. (lifTeretters and distinetionN that exist bet \Aeon
the klnlIs of mlter1:11 evie11 an1 their varyltrz talrkets, 111 1411111. of ins( itnlif,7s
whirl) tin the copying anil the manlier in whit+ Ilse} It. golow 01.0
few oxamilles of the tli,tiocaians which tee 1101a. Ill mind.

ti I 'Tye lilwrary rittiontlittent tvi11111 igitore the 11111.114' :In11111rpI,.o if the trod:.
owl )%leilt1 trait in the snow tustmer a work propari (I primarily for ;4( ientitie or
flwailonal tau-poses and (111 ttrtieto Ill Li 111,51s 111:1117q:11/1111 of i71('1'enf 1111(.1'0,t 11,1113.

1'21 It WM1111 1)Z/111TP oho 1.1.).t ;51111 Pritlri 11'11 111 1110 creation of 114 \yolk
and the ,,hze (4'11.4 fintliroateli inaket anti reader-4mi.

ill It %%wild iv,nore the nature of the library that doll the copying:, reltit,,j,
in the same inanner szintll general purpose library with local totronalze and
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central resent libtary sm.\ log it brood gcograplileal area, possibly oven
national boundaries to foortli Bart or ;1 ii oothido nt tti ork,

31 draws no distinction between the sporadic overdlie.desk dell; er, of a
t iattentioaal photocopy and the ...,sstt matte facsimile Ivan-old:shin of th,,, work
by ti iephomi Hue, (lade or "vol. the air.

it take,: nu i,e0anti r roptes of v.,4q1s ate aaliatito 1 the
library or the user front the publisher or tits tcproduriug service,
and makes uu distito thin bon cot current and older is-ttes.

NO "N0051,51." Ektit t-st:

the llto 111 IlbrOry 0111011111'.011t is that it ilnoys 110 13is1i001100
1,1.155T011 (110 tennis of single copying thicli can be Wider the Principles
of fair lists as slated in Sevtion III tont the Idiots 1111th canto,( Ion so Justified,
We understand that the draft of the conimittvi. Iieimrl Nvido, na.a 11111,r utin.shier:moil Iii tuo:1 would overiook,,I 010 Im'urt'ectly, in
4131 oproon, m:1101! till' "ow noklit.4 or :1 single copy of an :ill hie 4,r periodical

tould normally In Il.:auk,' 'There 1:4 ho
mar -normal" Libel of vopyitu; I uh,e, awl there tout tin.Irore aciatriote
generalization 4Ik to cabal annually \VoItIci be fair use without at the sane' time
taidng into account the nature of lia, work and its use and the other erlteria
slit (1111 %I Sit ton 107,

Periodical arlieles unit contributions to collective works cannot la, treated
ge?0'114 101,.v. library vowing of iiii tirttche translated front the Chi:test, at acost thoils:Ind.: or tioilar!.; fill witil tvattet.ship limitvit to ;1, few cannot leefitted into the 'toe pattern the 10000' copying of 00 nElido in a news

the systoillatle (LAI-1111011w Of l'opios through a national
or international library nettvork 1101 be 11'001141 in the solo litult??1,1*
the oev:Is1411111 delivery of a cow. to t3 local patron.

SI M N1.511Y CoN111 ION

11'0 ViA',14111.401.110111.04 far WOrtiAtlie VIC:11%111.tl.s prut:110r0s. 1SY Ilkoir very 101 111(,Mueve, tio,y by mutual ligreenwilt, not unilaterally or bystat tit or, fiat, 1Ve hate 11/111 offer ;wain to 00op0r0t0 will the 11111.411..v
;1:Noviat Inn,: in uotking out the bect,.isztrY 11.0 11(iti(% iII an eVvtit.to 1,111's10' this path ulth the Special Libraries A,ssoeltition and with auy oilier
grout, ittipclt may wish to Participate,

t:tlin Ills \%Itli 411'"1"ting changes suggested by us goes as fur toward coin-pr4quisi. in statutory form Is pul,ii,hors van go. 'no. seetloit, from our point of
low, is troublesome. With the library amendment it 11,41141 become intolerable.

NVe urge therefore
I I 1 that the library substitute amendment he rejected:
tt?i that Seetiott 107 and Section los 'with our suggested be t
131 :hid that as presently 'provided in the bill, the remaining open questionsrelating to ir plitalicoo big be left for study by the National Commission.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your stiheonnalltee.

.IssortArroN or A SffitteAN PrtifiSttlitS,
.'fete iri. ccori her 191Z.Mr. Titot r. Esq.,

('Lief Cr,tionfttre on i'atenf, 7ra1 blito11..4, 41011 COptieigh Inon the .1 eoticiory. 1'.$. sena tr. 11*(vklt inplim. 1).f
filth NAS 'leak: is lit response to your Litter of September Ill, 1012, in

'vi iyh Cota hiciti t the view. Of the Association of American l'ublisiters, lac., on
the library photocopying. issue.

As we 1111110101111 it, Section 10S NOg milled to S. (lb) by the subcommittee II1110
effort "to siippieicont the general fair use proitisions llintained in Section Mi."'
'ibis wits presumably done in response to library demands for a reproduction
privilege including tile right to iopy tut entire Journal article uu request by is
pat ron.

Sevilon is harmful in some roliects to the interests of publishers and their
auttiorq. In some respects, too, the section has it linical flaws. Nevertheless. if
the section were aceeptabie without substantive change to all of Ow oilier '11-

t l'ear letter or Sframtier 19 1 9vit.
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r.10;1,001, support IITurt"It ti 11111 ics. :oppropriate technical ela I I

Ve understand, lohot.er. '11.11 Seellon tOs III 1Is present forIn is lint accept-
:Ode either 111 L11111:10' .SSOCI:111:11t 14. 111,. ,V4,;(ielat loll of jtv,tNtrill

IA [MOT

I t an l'1111111 to 11,11'11 it rail' l'o.1.1.011111/10 soluffelt, tvpresplitat Ives of A.\111
11111 A11111111'4 Id1:11.1,1111 11:111:111111 :1 `11110`1111 111110111g. 111 151111111 50111111.I1f11111 lit 3.1'1111
111111.1'. T1111,11 :111V1111i11141, 111 a(IIIIIi1111 Io the A11111,111:4 I.V1IglIts 1110 AAP,
11.10.1-0111;1:isi: 111' .tlItl I ..1,,,(ociation of A111001'011 Presses,!no., .1 oneric:irt Ilusiotess oir 1eartno11 societies %slack piihilsit nolo.
srient ;Ind technical )ottrinik, and of itititts:trt -cotincyted rest-Arch !Nullities and
Inroromotion cotters.

AI the request of the lltoniry Intere:4s, the group vottllnet1 Ili attention to
iihnkry ph..locoo pc.; or sclonlith. ;Ind teeltitIc,o1 Journal art iclez.o. in 8010104;r.

t1.1111.: noun :1 propos:1i loy one Ilf the library represeolallyrs, a colisensus
Iva4 tvactiolt tn:lt 1011'11114N 1+11011t1l 11:1110 Intl' right To reprentiee stitgie coopies of
:It tieles ht sm It ,l(curionts 11111 only If cold( s aro not tivailotIole within a reason:11de
time ;told it ;t rtoa,milole price folotto the PliblIsher or his ataltoorlxed reprodneltig
ser [vv.

.1.io :intendment to the effect s.,1,4 thereupon drifted by the lotvyeri: in the group
repre,voloilr.t AAP tool lire Authors 1.e:igity. Before any of the other groups
con111 action. lom.ever, 111111 Mil, tlittly [elected the draft :intend-
ment volt11,011 ideutlfyiog is vita; respects Ito; draft tvt not at,'Cci,11111k., IN1t1Im
offering ally elcoryze., for term: they might 11:11-1, refuel oh.lcotionahlet and without
oriel ito \ tormil ive soluthons.

NN'e oomterst:111(1 that .\1.,A ;111(1 are unilalet%olly protoosIng n "S1111S111111e
italely regret:.intenolooeto.'"' 1,,N1110!1 ye 11141111y 1110.1at F.:factory. 11;4.

that .\ .klt al lorvnIly have othandoned efforts TO iiiilliP111` a 01tO1SP)N118
trltlt ot,to. itorer;.stcil parties ell Ihe lihrory phootet.e0 and, IIIStead,
II:111,110,k1111" 111111,110:W :1:1111`1..-1:111Y THISIIIII:1111('f1/110

I'11111'1' 110110 1'11'01111'1:111C1'., sve respeetfully suggest alien the ('opyright Itevl-
ion Bill Is reintroduced In rile 1Wril congt.css,

A. licit trout teenolicod drafting changes, Section PIS lit S. till nit
onoeltan4ed or. in t :Ahern:111Np.

O. that SIeli,in in., iii i 1111 be deleted and Section 1I)S of II.It. '2:112 he In-
seited in its p1 1., and that Section 117 or S. 011 he revised Ly ;ipproPtlate amend-
ment that phrotOopyffig* ksIIPS he left l'or solution by
Ilse colitis nnil the proposed Nalional Commission on New Tcelotologieal USN of
l'opyrighted Vor).;s.

Seet ion lit,' of a -11. 11:4 we under:41;1ml lt. is intended to slate 1\1111011T (1111111ZO
the they exist today ;mil. if Flint under-landing of rho
tevi,hitive tweld orrpct, the support the sect Ion.

.vo -tipport 111r111:4 :1111011 1110 111'0111H 011:k11111111111 of a
sound. eouyrizItt voN ision 1,111.

Sinet.rely.
('11%1:1 1-,1; II. 1.1''11.

t ('otill rl..1s ent'rrrtin)t of .1 iiteriont rs, lite.

A NNI.x to St Ai 1. \it,Nr or .1.11' ON 1.1illiAliN" 1.1101.11t 01'1ING, S. 1311

t:1"t11.1..1.111 Ii 1:11.\ Nia'."1 'TO ti1.1.TION 105

secti,n 7---elinolluote "owl."
Section 10s 1111, le 1, (do, Ill ..
The 1,1,1%1,, -the 1*_,.hi" ri...titk" of reprodurtIon and duplicallon is

itripr,porir w.:141 In -,111,:ect Ion:. I Ile stionid not refer to -rights."
Bather. n. indiati d in the title of Section told of Section 101 as %veil, Ike

led cly.yt a and Ilistrihno ion ore "Ilinittltions" on Ike exelusive rights of
ltro r copyrigh'. The;e sule,ection: therefore should stale that the
kind: of reprmlitet l nil :11111111,1'11(1111,m referred to therein "are nit inf ringements
of o.oro ri...fht- :11111 tho reference to -rigid," should he

Beckon la's (11, fol)--

ns. 1 t 11172.
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The "iolikthillty" pialh,11,4 of lI S (c) ;mil Id) ,h01111 ht nme11111.11 to :0011
"* tIntt uu tootscd votoy vahhot he hionlocti nl t rtrtxoitutrtr price front

cotuuu know trade souret.:4 In the nilletl States or tire 1,0,1i.Nlicr or 01111.
(Miler our all aut hori2rtl reproduring sorvice,-

:1(a.11on 111. e 11 --Lins 16 awl should be chane,v11 to road
"4. ii.,iimod rut :turf! by 1 ho libral, tit MI. 1 nny

copy or plioinuveoril of a :r')'/ Ill its colleeli.,ns."
not suloalviston should be as 1.1) of 80,111111

10S1 a 11111111` that the appropriate to,I1y ri,ht notit o ;illy copy
or 1111(11111rCCIII'd is WS.

11.e+ and verinips Sot 114111 1117 jut will .1titi!i1 stale !hat the
rcliruilitel ion of it (1)11,11111:1111t 1101'1: ns ri prob.
lone:. ur statalonsized n.sts 1110 IllisNvvr sheets hind of worl;s i1.4.11 for purpose of
volupilation are not periaitted fair uses. ,

Senator )1etital AN. \di ito,4s.
A(t% litirs N.\ N. 'Ile ..111k.ri0:1 it tillsi 11eSS ,SSOu'itit1011,

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. SALTZSTEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL, ON
BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BUSINESS PRESS, INC.

r. S.\ LT/s'I'El N. )1 Chall'11/1111. till. 11:111k, iS Roliert SaitzAoitt. I
:till general counsel of .1nierican Bitsiness Press.

We have submitted a statement. for the record, and I W011101 I11:0 to
color tilat into t I,t

I soppo',.0 one of the odvantatzes of coming. toward tin' end of a
very interesting discussion is perhaps we tan help Come to a solution,
which is goino to he the purpose of my presentation.

Senator Very well. Your statement will be. printpd in
full ill flit' I'VcOrd. I r put wish (I) highlight it, you may do so. or sup-
l'INflont it in ally "11.,v Yull like.

Mr. SALTzsiEt N. `I haul,: \i , Mr. Chairman.
.Interienti Business Press is cmnposed of approximately

:.)011 speciiilized business publi,eat,ons many of whoa' are scientific
and technical publications. IS'Ilatever the .kmerican Chemical
and the American Association for University Presses said we would
have to endorse fully because if copyrights are vital to their viahility,
they are extremely vital to the viahility of the taxpaying organiy.at ions
which make up Hie .1inerican Business Press. Now inatelied \ it !Mr

1.4)1' ly is the 1'1.910 (lf copy-
rigid. which has really caused the business press. the scientilic busi-
1)05:4 1111'0.-;:-: i1 t his count ry to grow, is cow concern for the dissemination
of in formation.

We can't stop the inexorable onrush of photocopying,. bet we
obligated to 110 Mint we can to cut down its invasion on our ability.
if von please, to keep on disseminittint, this information.

Now V we thillk that tilt Stalnte liefore you. the bill before yon. has
the seeds of 1111 etFective compromise in it. Section we thinl; is a
line proviso and should stay in the last'. it is a statutory rem lit snit 0f
the tail. use concept. Section Ices. 11111S ullout. I f that
could ie referred to the committee or the commission set up tinder
t it te . perhaps some of the elect Dade marvels- of the ;Igo as wore very
ably postulated this mornitor, could lie fully explored. Hot the
meantime. that part Of the (01 (21 which
alld safogunrois lihrarians from suit. is a protection providing, all
that is necessary. It appears ell 1:2'-';',` ......nit in ,:tit
iS 11(1'111'11 /wilding the study which t it le .2 provides for.
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IVO 1101,011)m %vitt hi, the snhli }mi. We thwessorily lihrtivy
thW \Yin 11)C ul aStiltitIlOrt' to

Ilieenttllitittee hi Its IlVtl'IT111111t1011.
T11;1111i ,11*. (11011'11W
Senator NIc('itAIAN. It is a V''y 111VolVsql here. I atu

trs lug to under.tatul ;Ind sympathize with the viewpoink of all of Von
with respect to your 'mint that, it' yoll (h)ict have customers, or e(mrse,

produce.
SAmysrErs.'lliat our problem.

Senator McC1,11.1,.\ N. That is your problem. but at the suite I kite,
14411110 go to their libraries to get service. If they Aft) to the lihrary
and t hey \\ ant to intilie a copy of a page, it it costs to cents or 5 cents
or whatever. well. I OA' (10111' Sl'e hint tills is going to work. I don't
see the economics in it. I don't see how' your clients or the authors will
really gain anything ultimately.

S.11.1/"I FIN. MI'. Villit111:111. I think one of the problems is, as
it's lawn explained to me, that our publishers hire editorial stalk and
t1,0;1. (10 original research, they ferret out this information, and they
disseminate it. Now, it it is going to be at the mercy of a photocopy-
ing, machine in a library---and qranted, there are all kinds of hedges
in this but where does it stop? Nfaybe we just won't be able to pub-

any more.
Seitat4)1. NicCLELLAN-. We have to try to find sonic middle ground

so the publishers anti authors will be protected, that is to say, will
be able to get a return adequate to carry On the work before us and
also so that the material gets further disseminated. gets further dis-
tributed. So you have to make some concessions.

'Air. SAP:USTI-AN'. 1 understand.
Senator %VIA:ILAN. Ilas to make some concessions to the reader

Mr. SALTzsus. Well. I think Williams &. Wilkins has made a
very, sees careful contribution in bringing this action. They are not
it of our association. but we certainly commend what they have
done in bringing this to the fore. Now, perhaps out of it will conic a
copyright tribunal payment system.

Senator McCt.rii,As. i will commend them, too, it we can hind an
answer to this.

.\Ir. SAl :USTI:IN. Well. we holu, the Commission can titul it.
Senator NIt'CLEt.t.AN. Thank you.
The statement of Robert ,1.Saltzstein in full follows:1

sr.vrEmEN OW noliEBT S, SALIZS LEIS, GENERAL COUNSEL, ANIERICAN BUSINESS
PRESS

Mr. Chairman. members of the Committee: The American Business Press is
made iip of leading AturrIcan and international technical, professional, trade
and pliblications disseminated to special industries. There are approxi-
niately 5(k) member publications in the assoelatloo, all published by tax-paying

Typleal of publications which belong to the association, are cut and Gas
,Teurnal--Tulsa: Pillp and PaperSan Pranscisco: Progressive Arehitecture
Stamford ; Feetistuffs--Mlutteapolls; Construction NewsLittle Rock; INIaehine
liesign--Clevelaml: Electron! 7 ; Aviation WeekNew
York; and Professional BuilderChicago.

The average circulation of ABP members is approximately 50,000 copies per
issue. They have these characteristics in common ;
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t d i 'They art tircutitteil to 11 highly sifts laifzed readership which relies on
their ciailent for news, research, acid other articles of a professional. seietititle,
and ill1l11,11111 Ituturt concerning the Industry or science hi which the reinter of
the publIcatIon is engaged.

cJi They require and contalu original editorial research, specifically edited
for this highly specialized, relatively N1111111 111V111a1140/1 111111'1'1'SP.

The editorial content ferreted 40111, researched, and then published in these
jiairtlitls has been protected by the existing copyright law, Fair Ilse, as it /111S
liP11.141111'd ht the courts, hats enabled a pithP..dier. at the very outset of it new indits
try, to twike an investtaeul ilk 11 1111111/111/11111 edited for that industry, with the
knowledge that for the investment inutile he would have relative security its to
the circulation of that piddle:Won, with redress If there was subsequent copy-
right infringement, The growth of many Industries would have been slower hail
technical and trade jiatritals not been able to maintain their circulations secure
;114;1111st eoloyright piracy. Ve weloonw the Inclusion of Section 107 In the legisia
than before you.

A publisher frequently carries his publication at a loss for years before it
profit is earned. ity way of In the noise-pollution field, a small publi-
cation published in (level:AM, Sound and Vibration, wits started In 10(141 awl
turned the financial corte.r only Its 11172. If Its material Last been subject to
publication without effective copyright protection, Its continuing contrIlattion
to noise polintiou control might well have been choked off, If tlw puldictilluu
fruit i

Admittedly. there Is no effisilve way to police photocopying 'within a company.
However, one of the largest American corporations hail instituted a policy
of digesting various business publications, then circulating the digest by way
of photocopy machine. This served to cut down the circulation of teelinfeal
publieations distributed lit that company. 'fhe company soon realized that its
employees' need to know, awl the need for others in Industry to know what
Riot particular cointlarlY was doing in produet development mid research
activIties. would be impaired if the circulation of loisiiiess publications would be
SO reduced as to lower the quality of editorial content, or alternatively. to
reduce advertising. availability. Fortunately, this company rescinded its iligest
photocopy arrangement, respects copyrights, and encourages its employees to
subscribe to its litany specialized business publications as possible.

It Is fur this reason that the American Itusiness l'ress urges the Committee
to delete Section 10S at this time; we urge that this suction be referred for
study to the National Commission to be established under Tine II tif 5, 1301,

The Commission will be in a position to expertly analyze the following
situations:

it) an article is out of print what is the ohligation of a library to deter-
mine whether copies are available, and what Is the obligation of the publisher
to supply that article?

('.;) 11i,w bona Ible is the claim that technical journals aro olit-of-print and
unavailable to libraries from publishers upon request?

In our opitnlnn, the Incidence is rare when it publisher denies access to reproduc-
tion upon request, Frequently, reprint permission with appropriate piddle
iieknowlidgmnt of the original source of the article is given wIthont charge.

A system wtulip permits tam copy to he made could he n system which could
permit more than one copy to be made lit :thy given Mute frame AIM Is, in our
(.11i1111111, i1/1111/Ssihie of enforcement, since the copyright protection established inn
the Constitution Is eroded by law. fair use may become impossible to detertiiin.,
and eilyrights eimbl lg meaningless.

lVe respeet fully submit that there has been no demonstration of the need
for Section lIts or for the American Library Association Amendment. That
.1metelnient would permit partial photocopying rights without investigation
of any kind 11111/ goes even further than Seelion 195. We believe that before this
fracturing of copyrights is enactisl into law. that there should be a much clearer
demonstration of need than has heretofore been produced. This twist be a fit sub-
,Iect for determination by the Title II Commission.

An additional reason for deleting Section IttS awl rejecting the Library
atnendiumit pending the study is the inclusion of Section 501(c) (2) which
provides:

"In n ease where an instructor, librarian or archivist In a non-profit
institution, library. or archives, tell° Infringed by reproducing a copyright

work tu copies or plionoreviords, sustains the burden of proving that he believed
and had reasonable grounds for believing that the reproduction was it fair use
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under 1111, tht, Co Ilri lit Ilv 1i reli a tonoy remit slatutoou damages in
\% ile or Ill Dart.

Pf."Vi'4"11 Pr"O'CIIVt. of and Moravia/is and still preserves fair
use. Soo blog more is needed pending the sitnlYo

Chi' t'.aolloIoll inal:Ing Its tlotern,inafion. 1\ I' e;111 ;INSIICI, 1110 Cl/III
ufillre Ellat 1110 \ latsino...s press Or OIL, (WW1 r), :1`: represented !IS
the American 1111.111ess ioross, bill 1,1..111;413 ,..aut,l ttiEll 011,:v re:1- ul,;liilt re.

any illoroo for any put lication. or Matt thereof. itt Print or
oat of print. .An ;Ippropriale cl,arge may he assessed: fropienily,
No...0 is no charge, intl reserratioD ,eight Io uhargt. niysny 10 Frt.:will
the itIte:zril.k fa' what ;1 vow right Is all ablatt.

As produors of software N11 V:111;111V of Clpr11111101141 piii,111'111y
or of mashing lttlo compult:r stems. Ve are twist storloonly coneurned with
too oh:./tuoe In the cop) right whether it too Section IltS, the lorooPoseol Atneri-
can Library .ts,soriation---.1torrican Research Lilorary A/M.111111100.

11.0 Iltlit'VC that prior to legislative enactment, the 'ritle It Commission should
evaluate the nreof for these provisions. if that is demonstrated to be actual, !hen
the effect f a ioosening of the cow right hm.o. .v.iiiloave upon the orioiiaritioon of
necessary sclentIlle and 1,seltitioat info)ratation elaisiklerecl by that 0111-
13 LI,11111 If lid 1'1'11011(A to ('ongress.

Tito Attlerican inISitICSN Tres, has participated ill a series of meetings water
dilivrent altsPices, all of which have attempted to resolve the 11is
putt, whieli has arisen since the 1Villiatus dievilon, would like
to take this opportuffity to commend Williams and 11.111:1, not zi 3110111)(.r of our
assoefatiott incidentally, for the initiative they have taken before the Court of
!'lain..

1V0 slonol ready to work out any reason/11th. settlement tv1111 those who de.sln,
the right ho plootoeopy AVItIlralt hClICtif Of COpyright, NVIICtlIcr It be 6114` VOW' Or
many eopies. Inthosition by statute of a provision granting the right to Photo-
copy, copyright not withstanding, however re.strieteol, Can only impede settle-
ment negotiations and could prejudge a situation 11111Cli may not he as serious as
It k ulnrle out to he,

NVe appreciate this opportunity to appear before you. NVe urge you to defer
Lich ion on Section IltS and tilt library :Intendment pending sited tittle as a reason.
able s.pintion eon be arrived at without congressional motion. or until such time
as either the Couptalssion or the parties ilttanselvc.. Po/110 III an ;low.
meat \Odell congressional ;teflon oaild then inured

Thank. you.

111:,;xs,1x. Nfr, Chairmati, speak-hp!. of tlw and
( '0.. WV COMP Ill) \V to IVillinnIS and Wil1 II1S.

:41,natOr AftV1,ELLAN. :1/111 rom around, Very sv(11.
)rr, nizE",vx, would you ident i iv your,olVeS ?

STATEMENT OF MRS. ANDREA ALBRECHT, DIRECTOR OF MARKET-
ING RESEARCH, ON BEHALF OF WILLIAMS AND WILKINS CO.;
ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR GREENBAUM, COUNSEL

.11;1:111 (111'oclor id. 111;11'104 ili!r
;,(.:Irch of the 11'illiant: A rtliiir
(i/V4'111):1 um. our et-Muse-1, of ho qui of attd. Latin:W.

Senato Al('t.tt.r..1N, I)o you want to [dace your statentetit in the
teootIll or would you like to it

.NErs. Acfazfaarf. 1-eS: tie 1101111t like to) Iduce our coliThicie oral
Slatentottt ill fire peeor11,,

Senator :NTH .1.1.1.t..%N. 1-kt it Ixe placed ill the record, may hig-.11-
light it :ts:yoll

Mr-4. Aiilluaarr..kod our (1)1111)10e wvittoivstattallent, \\V SIth-
tilltIed Olt .fol,v would that al4o to he placed in the record.

ctnttnr Al i 'right,
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Mrs. A iraa.I tt r. rot .saying that could not happen, but it doesn't
happen with our journals, our average subscription price to a
journal-- t his was certainly itt effect before We had 111'44 Id ;Mad raleS---
avvnigod ,;(miewhpro ;Irouna S:1111 per sUbSeript1011,

;cattily Cill,LAN. $30 ?
Mrs. A Liaztv rr. Yes.
Senator :\1( Citala,AN. All right. Go ahead.
Mr, (ilIrENRAUM, Mr. Chairman, 1 might also note if the library

choosoA not to photocopy, they would get a refund of that $3.65.
Senator :\lcCila.t,AN. And how would you know whether they photo-

stat or not
Mr. GUEENDAI"Nt, We W011111 take their words.
Senatin 'Nft Crrt,t,.kx. Just take their word for it ?
Mr. tinErNit.ty M. We sure would. Wt W011111 be willing to do that.
Senator NIct ll,1:1,1,1 N. Yes, but if they just. report Ihat we 1101a

1>ormit any idiot ()stating of this material, you would take their word?
Mr. Glary:Num' M. We heard the representative of the Library As-

sort:0'1(in say the librarians are law-abiding people, and we would
eNpect they would pay whatever the law required them to pay.

Sonator Mc CrEt.L.k N. Well, I would be glad if you folks could get
6.11110 understanding and tlgreeinont. saying, we trust eavb other, like
you are saying' tow, anti theil lint come HI here and ask Its to pass
a law to regulate this.

Mr. GnrENnAi'm. Mr. Chairman. I might add that this plan that
we have pri)11.11 here not hypOt het kal. This was actually put into
effect :mil withdrawal.

Mrs. .kt.nuLcirr. We Pitt it into effect as 0 royalty licensing plan.
Senator li-Ctra.tx. When did von put it into effect?
Mrs. Arum:11yr. To cover our 01'3 subscription rates.
Senator McCi.r.t,LAN. 191'3 ?
'Mrs. Arian:elm Right.
Senator McCi.m.r,Ax. It is in effect now
Mrs. A trivret rr. This was announced to the subscribers in the mid-

dle of 197.2 that we were going. to do this.
Senator McCtrar,AN. And it is in effect now?
Mrs. A imzErtrr. It is not in effect as a licensing plan. It is only in

effect ;is an institutional rate. The institutional rate does not give
the library any photographing copying rights at all. It is the some
fee. It is the same plan. lint our original intention was to allow the
libraries to drake unlimited number of single photocopies by paying
this eNtra The libraries responded kith the point which they
1/1:010, that thoy felt that the necessity of a copying. license did not
oNist, and they ii trld not subscribe if we were to try and put in this

as a license to photocopy.
Senator MI Ciaar, \ N. So you have abandoned it ?
Mlrs. Arian:cam We abandoned that, but we kept the $3.65 as an

iostitutioind rale.
Senator Mit '1,1;1,1, IN. lint increased their :-111)erlpt ion that notch?
Mrs, .11,10;Ectir. To institut ions. yes.
Senator ,N1cCia:1.1,1N. To ifititotions? So you got your after

all ?
Mrs. Alla:v(1yr. Yes. but we didn't give the libraries what SIC wanted

to give them.
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Senator 'MCCLELLAN. They would not have any obect ion now to your
giving it to them 1 mean, you got their money. Why don't you pst
say "thank you," and go ahead with your plans?

Mr. GREENBAUM. The reason you can't do that, Mr. Chairmantwould
be that it would eliminate any.kind of control tliat you would even-
tually have. The technology is going to change. We all know that 15
Years from now we are not going to recognize the technology that wo
have today and

Senator .MeCtal.t.AN, Well, I am not going to get into that business.
I BM just IRIZZled and perplexed and I guess confused like most every-
body in trying to resolve this problem.

I think I have a full measure of sympathy for all interests; I mean,
I would like to see the publisher and author and so forth compensated,
and at the same tine, 1 don't know how you could base it on this
;percent rate paid by whoever gets a copy, and make this thing work.
T don't know how it is going to be pract icat.

Mr. GREENBAUM. Well Mr. Chairman, the system we just described
works.

Senator NkCeet.tAx. All right. You've got thousands of books there,
and soil wine comes in and he wants a page out of this book, and another
page out of that hook, and there are different authors. That's going to
he it lot of bookkeeping for a nickel. I just can't figure how this is going
to work.

Mr. G Mi.:NI:AU NI. Can I explain that?
I know I am passing the time limits
Senator McCeELeax. I know, and I shouldn't have invited you to do

so, because at 4 o'clock T have to go to a markup on an appropriations
bill. I just have to o, and we have to get through by then. But go
ahead. If I don't ask as many questions as you think t should, ploare
understand a hy.

Mr. CowyNexum. Mr. Chairman, the blanket license that Williams a
Wilkins proposed does not require anybody to pay a nickel a page. It
doesn't require them to pay anything per page. You pay it once. It
doesn't require any bookkeeping, nothing. It is just the way it is done.

Now there are other publishers who have not yet put this into effect.
1 guess they would be crazy to put it into effect considering what hap-
pened to the Williams Wilkins Co. when we put it in. We got
librarians saving they were going to boycott Williams & Wilkins, I
mean, we really got a full measure of hell because of what we did.

Now, if the W ia & Wilkins plan is adopted by other publishers,
then it will just he n very simple thing. The library just goes and
makes the photocopies and that is it. There is no bookkeeping.

Senator AlcCer.o.ax. All right. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement on behalf of William & Wilkins follows:]

PHOTOCOPYING AND THE SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL

(A report to the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights of the
C'enualtlee on the Judiciary United States Senate by The Williams & Wilkins
Co., Publishers of Medical and Scientific Books and Periodicals July 25, 1973)

THE 'WILLIAMS & WILKINS' POSITION

& Wilkins publishes 37 medical and scientific periodicals. It believes
that the information contained in its Journals should be disseminated as widely

20-34I--73--11
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and its qttIckly n possible by any method now known, Including photocopying. or
vhich may become know it. Williams Wilkins has never so staled nor has any
desire to Interrupt or bail the process of dissemination through pitotoeopying
but it must be compensitted for photocopying of its conyrigitted materials so that
the journals eau remain etotaanically viable and independent of government
subsidy.

The journals involved In Inifiams tf Wiattis v. now pending In the
If.S. Court of Claims, are nitiverstilly recognized as leading journals In their
fields, but they have extremely lituife,i ill..Illations. 1,05S to I 7,1T2, which
aro It funetion of the reialhely I£I,tiled markel imtentlal for the material. If
Congress decides that. these jkttirtittls can 110 phollocopiod wItliont reasimapie
compensation to the publisher tunny will eventually die because it is virtually
impossible to increase the number of subscribers to medical and scientific jimr
nais beyond those In the diselpline served by the particular journal anti those
relatively few libraries N1-11il'Il Lane 01uis0tt to serve 51101 specialists. However,
while the number of subscribers remains static, the costs of p11111 feat Ion con
tinnally increase. At the same time photocopying technology continues; to Int.
Prove. :mining copies to be made more cheaply ±uul effielently. if subscription
prices are raised be cover casts pins 3 reasonable profit. the pniat is soon reached
where, lasleati of sultscrlidng. sotto, 11,0I'S of the material will photocopy. And
every time there is a subscription price increase and lite photocopying tech.
nology 11111)1.1)1'es. there Is a greater incentive to photocopy. Thus, raising sub -
scription prices does not solve the problem of providing sufficient income to
cower cn,t 111'11th:40 It emxatrages fewer subscritilions and more photo-
copying, Eventually, there will he sit few suhserthers and the prices will be so
high that the journal will cease publication.

The only way to save private limited eireulation technical journals from
exiineIbm It to broaden the income hose. Tit1:1 can only be done by spreading
the costs of publication among n greater number of users, including those who
Ilse the .1i/timid through photocopying, A photocopying license will enable sub.
scription cost: to be kept at n reasonable level and place the economic support
of the journal more equitably upon 1110Se \vim value its use,

tiny, among others, the Xerox Clorpora 1 Jon for the copying equip-
most, tlal paper lilniliitaphinor for the paper, the utility companies for the
electricity 10 run the equipment. the Post Office for stamps to mail the copies,
salaries to the workers who do the copying, and to the Illtrarian4 who supervise
the copying. Yale tiniwersily, the New York County Medical Society Library,
anti many other libraries charge a "transactional" charge for photocopying to
011.1,r 1110:4.e obtioli,v Costs, Someone has to pay for these costs and we see nothing
'wrong with those libraries which pass these costs on to those who request the
photocopies. We also think it entirely appropriate that to these many costs
there be added a fair and reasonable royalty to the publisher to ensure that
the Punisher can coutione to make the obviottsly useful work available in the
future.

By means of blanket licenses, clearing houses. or computer accounting a
reasonable royalty for copying can he easily paid to the publisher ithont the
need for complicated bookkeeping. interruption or Interference In service.
costs can then easily be passed on to the patron who orders the phntceopy.
Wt. .,...rsolcos favor a blanket license plan where the license is incorporated in
the subscription price of the journal because it require; recoLd 110VA/1118 of
account log on the part of the library.

The doctor in North Dakota or Ilawall who has to obtain a copy of a Sonioal
article front Yale University will have to pay n minimum charge of $3.50 plus,
pc.r111111,4, an additional service charge to his local library. Certainly a slight
extra charge by Yale to cover the copyright royalty would ant be unfair or
interfere with the service. The alternative would be to have no copyright
royalties paid by anyone and. thus, eventually destroy the journal when photo
copying hecontes more Mill more available through microfiche, computers, lasers,
or who know what.

The costs of publication should he equitably divided among those xyba use
the lei/nulls by buying printed copies and those who use it 11.s. photocopying.
If only suiewribers to printed routes need pay for their information libraries
swill cot costs by cancelling subscriptions and servicing their patrons by means*
of photocopies obtained from other libraries. The library, by charging thepatron for the cost of the ph/am-00es, will hav serviced the patron, saved
tlo. enst of the subscription, and perhaps even teeelved a contribution to Its
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O'Verlitsl front its charge to the patron, NVIllIntits & bits, of course, no
objection to this heat; of Information dIssernlitation--but If It cannot receive
a royalty for the copying it will have to raise its prices to those libraries who
continue to subscribe and to its individual subscribers. As prices get higher,
there will be more incentive to photocpy until the journal is So expensive that
it is diseont latent.

Partla'rilairt', to put the burden of Increased cods on OW individual sub-
scriber Is. in addition to Is.ing self-defeating, simply not equitable. The number
of subscribers Is decreased because of photocoPYI1114. '1.1(0:q' who do 110 gen-
erally photocopy. I.e. the Imildllaal subscribers, should not lie required to
bear the substantial increased costs per milt created by the decreased cir-
cnhttiun which has been atts.ed by the photocopies.

Vilklus believes that those who use the copyrighted Information
in its Journals by photocopying should contribute to the cost of publication and
that copyright Is the traditional lit,truttiont for Insuring this contribution while
protecting the public Interest in wide distribution. If a new theory, i.e. free In-
discriminate and repeated photocopying, is legislated It, In tandem with the
new teelitiologles, will destroy the Journals and thus create irreparable damage
to the public interest.

citaosolony 't ot.vEt.oeurx r 11t41 1 leENS;ING/INSCITritONAI, R.VIE VI AN

1)iscusrions of a lean to allow libraries to furnish their custothers with photo-
copies or ,..,ryriglihd wild,: were begun before the February In. 1972 decision
front Commissioner It.11.: of the Court of t'lainis. Move all, the plan was Wit to
be a (lilrlia1,0,1a0 aglaii!ifStraliro or ceonomie burden upon libraries. It was to
include ;k St,h.1,1 of 1,;(. mom to t rOalkii the iiluorue base required to sap-
Port the Jouruafs. This will hip oft's,.t the loss of Income where photocopies will
reilnit the purchase of multiple subseriptions, library and personal subscrip-
tions. Rash. Ideas ;them a proposed plait were discussed with several libraries.

the i);tvis 111'4 11011 W;IS received, we had a 'digest" of the opinion pre-
loed 411111 maned to more than 5.1)410 friends and customers of the house. antong,
them some 5sOu libraries. A covering letter (Ex. 1) attempted to (Way any con
clams that NVilliatus & 11111;1(1.s had intentions of curtailing photocopying or of a
highpriced mat eomplicated royalty payment .system.

Even before a WililaraS Will:111,z tit 01,4104 plan was atmonneed, a memo.
randuat (Ex. 21 from L. L. Langley, l'h, 1)., Associate Director for Extramural
l'rograms at the National Library of Medicine was sent to NI,N1's Resource
Grants granties exor...s purpose of this menturandom Is to Infi,rm
you (fiat grant funds from the National Library of Mtslicitte must not be used
for royalty payments to publishers teithuut prior approval from the National
Library of ,Mislieinc," memo did not come to the attention of ll'illiams
& until sometime after our plan 'was formally announeed in Juno 1971.1

Full-page (Ex. 3), again stressing that Nve were developing a simple,
workable licensing plan. were pureirtsed for the following iollrnah(: "Blilytin of
the Atedical Library .1"NriViali"ii" .11411 1972 Issue; "College and Researoll
hraries" April 1972 paste: "Library .Journal" April 15, 1972 issue; and "American
Libraries" Allay 1972 issue.

In June 1972. a teller was sent to our .1n,titutional customers formally an-
nouncing and ileserli,log our licensing !dart ( Ex. 4) as follows:

I. Iteginning 1`.173. \V& \V jot:lauds would carry an histitathIlal rate, rangl»g
SL-$11) higher t han the individual subscription roc,

2. The Instillitional rate 14nOol curry with it an automatic license to make
single copy photoeopies for patrons in the regalar course of library operations.

3. Tilk institutional role weold rover the malting of,single copy phatoerplos
for the life of the totllnte and would permit photocopies to be made from all
previously published volano.: at no ;111(litional charge. No additional payments
or rvcor(I keeping would be ii,volved.

4. Multiple copies could be made upon remittance of 50 per page per copy,
but permisslon was not granted topics made for interlibrary loan use,

5, Institutions would he entitled to a refund of the license portion of the
stiliseription rate If no copying of the journal took place.

op, Juno :23, 1972 a personal letter was sent to each Director of the 11 Regional
Medical Libraries (Ex. 5i ills( lissing. the Institutional rate and announcing our

t'. ,111(.h wz-rc ..t f;,:.
lag b.tcrl114..ary loan i.opies, at the rate Of 5t, per page i)er copy.
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11ACICUR(UN1 OF win tAsis & wit.KINa 11cF:Ns1Na rt..ts

W&W journals Nvittild carry ilti S1tslltiitlntlal rate, the difference between the
individual subscription rate and the lastltutIonal rate would conslitate the
license fee. The fee would he based on Ilat imbiber of text pages lailtlislwa lu
the Journal hi 1072, the silsceptildlit,v of the Jour/nil to lie photocopied ihascd
on tow experieuee with repaint retple,1,.1 multiplied by a ratio no higher !pan
be per page, ceol,s per page is our average price Per page for all printed
copies of all out journal.) . \s it result of using this flor111111i1 nail tow desire not
to place too great all 1,01E0111k. upon the littraty whose itract ice Is not
to pass costs on to patrons, tile average Increase in subscription prices to In
stittitions was $3.0.1, In all cases the photocopy fees averaged less than one vent
per text page published In 11)72, however the actual license wits to be effective
for iiiiotocopylag materials from Volume 1 through the 1i)1 volume of the
journals_ Titl.,4 loomotts to thottAlutos of pages for each journal, thus making
the average tiltotocopy hig price per page extraordinarily tabilanti.

Tile license fee would apply to single copy photocopying 'ally, as librarians
StststEefi to concede that /10 not permit multiple copies, Iii>wever, to facilitate
dissemination where Maniple copies were needed, the library was permitted to
do so upon remittance of 50 1te r page per copy,

The resulting institutional license fee was too 1111111111111 to cover income losses in
oases of the interlibrary loan system, which absolutely replaces library sub.
seriptions. To charge a flat rate for every library, great anti small, sender or
receiver of Interlibrary loan copies, would be Inemaltable, Since the interlibrary
loan system already provided for the administration of enumerating Individual
articles, It seemed reasonable that these "lending or sending" libraries could
more equitably be licensed on 0 pay as you go bask,

On July 31, If)72, Dr. Martin Cutatalngs, Director of the N1.31 replied to our
licensing plan (Ex. 6) with the following: "It Is our position that we would ac-
cede to a rise in price based on an institutional rate which would be applied
'to all libraries, great and small', but could not accept the Implication that a
license for photocopying is necessary. We would be pleased to renew our sub.
seriptions at the individual rate, or at an Institutional rate which does not
include a license for photocopying. If p.'t Insist 111501 tying the renewal of our
subscriptions to payment of a license fee, however, we shall have no Option
other than to let them lapse."

This statement from Dr. Cummings, his similar statement of July 31. 1972
(Ex. 1), along with published statements by the American Library Association,
The Special Libraries Association, anti the Medical Libraries Association (Ex.
8) in response to our licensing plan. brought forth a deluge of tetter4 from
librarians threatening a boycott of W&W journals on Ilm basis that a license for
photocopy was not necessary.

WE WITHDRAW OUR LICENSM PLAN

!treatise such a boycott would affect both The Williams & Wilkins Co. as well
as the professional societies of which we publish not only In subscription income
but also in the Indication by the National Library of Medicine that it would ex
chide our journals from listing in Index Medicus (Ex. 9), we had no alternative
but to accept the position advocated by the NLM.

On October 2, 1072 we again sent letters (Ex. 10) to all of our customers and
friends describing our new position as follows: "In order to allow the NLM
and all libraries to subscribe to W&W Journals at Increased rates and include
them in Index Medleus, we now accept the NIII-NLM position. Our new institu-
tional rates which we shall continue to request shall have no connection what-
ever with a license to photocopy, Implied or otherwise. In short, libraries may
continue to supply their users with royalty free single-copy reprodnetions of
W&W journal articles as they have done in the past. As stated many times, we
have no desire to obstruct the dissemination of scientific Information between
library and scholar, which would certainly be the result of cancellation of sub.
scriptions. Further, in the same spirit we are, again without prejudice, with-
drawing our proposal for the tive-cents-perpage interlibrary loan fee until the
tippeat of our case is heard,"

A letter of similar content (Ex. 11) was again mailed to all libraries on Janu-
ary 11, 1973.

We stand ready and willing to reinstate the license to photocopy as a part
or the Institutional subscription price as and when Commissioner Davis' opinion
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1:4 O01111VtOd in the appeal of our case before the Court of Claims. Further-
more. WO 1114 Vt. det'elopcil it similar type plan to deal with the problems con-
nected %%Rh the Interlibrary Luau procedures. The salient points of this plan
in described In our letter of .1prIl 30, 1073 to Dr. Alartin Cummings (Ex. 12).
Th 14 imptementlition ,,r id.au plan also awaits the outcome of
our lii%vsitit Iii the Court of Claims,

sr..aist tcAt. 111001P OF StAltliEl 1,08i)

.11though common sense width' tell one hurt the milking of photocopies of
millions of pages of ;alleles appearing in scientific periodleals would have an
adverse effect on the sale of subscriptions, It. 1111:4 been 11111141111. in 1110 P:14 to
.'.11111St 11%410 prove this contention. However, library subscriptions to 11'illIrints
Wilkins Journals for the past three years now show beyond a reasonable doubt
thal It Interlibrary Loan procedure Is damaging our t»arket.

lit (971 te library subscriptions In our journals; In 1972, 21,51.12;
find 11A of July 1. 1103. 23,303.

.1 the figures indicate, there wits little library circulation growth ht '72 coin-
OP .1), tool thr carnal '73 figures Indicate our v11111101011 will actually

ilkceasi. by but l;00 111i1OtIg
'moral eolt141 l u (11i11011 to exidaln the decrease. 'Hie number of

sfactititie Jelanals continues to grow, e,1111e publishers tire charging ever-Inereas.
Ing sub.; ript Ion 1111o:4. 111111(41:41y, If library budgets cannot increase proportion-
ately, some journals lutist be rut front their lists, Certainly, librarians must be
wore ceiscerui41 to4tny about the quality of journals they arc purchasing than
ever before.

.1t the same thee, however, the number it different libraries purchasing
Journals 1.4 increa-itig mainly due to the continuing emergence of the Community
Hospital Library. hit libraries are tau..basing smaller numbers of
certainly of Journals tailillshed by \Mattis .1/4 NVithins. in lt173 we had about
1ino more liblarms 0,810 total) purchasing our Journals 1114111 in DTI bat as
the fieures indicate, fewer Jfifirmils are being purchased aiming lite total
Minutes,

Considering lite relative quality of NV& AN' journals, the above indieittes that
the intrlibraty Loan l'rograni ii working.' loft not In the best Interests of
1111113111.4 .1/4 11111:ins library ell-iflation, We recently surveyed a indoni sampling
of librarians %Om 11,111 cancelled their subscriptions and asked how they intended
to serviec patrons Mto might want to 1150 Ilse cdt)(P`bil jJ/11.1111. Invariably.
lire replay %%O., "by 'Avail,: of interlibrary loan," which One library
supply ing omit bon with a photocopy. If this trend continues. WC could expert -
etu Ii .11)1-( :/,1 iri library circulation over the next live years while the
:MOOT of served nironvh nits %von-planned And funded
IntiTiibrary tutor i1'111 1irk %vill cotillion! to Increase.

There may be au valid argument that the above is not In the best Interests
of the /I:11(11.11;41 111.1'n y Vrolioniy. but It is evident that hi order to survive, (lie
sh,ht Hie Journals must fee( lye additional income from Hie libraries engaged in
sni.plyitr: interlibrary 10;lius.

liu,nres tlib.h tiOght si.Iit Inn to show the sante precise cause awl
effect relationship as is shown by ceituel ion hi library silb,.rioihms. For example.
we tint ref s.ms who lire In the (*idled States and Wii0 4111 nut tVeeiVe
a totirlial as a part of their niendiership in a sceititHie society iffy- the ones
mo-t 1010 to photocopy rather than beeonie in to remain subscribers to the
journal. This belief is borne ion by the fact that this of ,ubs,rni,rs has

(.,,,/ro41 to 1f.17:2 %%dill II of the jolirmits
%e publish and this despite the fact I hal %iv lily greatly inerew401 our promo
tional efforts. I r. ou the otlivr hmul, 15 of our journals have responded
to our intensified promotion :Ind in these Instances the number of domestic
tun] nicinher has illcre.isi (I.

Illo, folio \ ,diiiiiJc; from the Judy 211. 1973 Issue of Su -if points out the
economic pressoe to photocopy rather than to subscribe,

THE PRICE OF BOOKS

The ,price of scholarly books has increased drastically in recent years. The
looks rcvicwcil *ricilcc as of 1 June cost 50, 5.3, 0.3, 7.2, 17, 8.8, 8,9, and an

1ror n 1oription of Interlibrary Loans for hospital Libraries see Chap. 15 of
Library Trite in 4Insi.itals-- A Itn,le Gai,is edited by Harold Dlootoquist, et al, The

11',..trn )11"rsIty, 197'2.
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inetedibic 1IA cents per pageIst the tot of copying has; dropped In recent yea r$,
°to' copy a book at n cents a page In most libraries on public copiers rind, by
C t tog two pages at a time, reduce Ow cost to 2,5 cents per ()age, Of coitrse, this
is att Infringur,1,11t of the copyright but, at loday's prices, a practice that Wilt
beeonie increasingly r'etninom Book pnhlishers appear to be urgently In nevi
of teehnologleal atb,,Inces that will cut the cost of production,

1 hyv a 1.1411,
11,,to-poy ro;oreno, ,Stocktna State Collcoc, Pomona, NJ., 8cit'nec, Vol. 181.

We fear that no technological advances can cut the cost of production
cientiy to make up for tly fact that the photocopy ,it present hears no part of
ties editorial and composition costs which are incurred before a single copy can
be reproluced.

Trriltiol6Picof Uvrs of Coportglitcd 1Vortts 21

Vial' fit' last !Wendy, the vast majority of Mort-try resouroe.s Were In printed
forte. 1,,hritry procedures were tieet:niplished using paper products, ~with on OCCi
slouai ItSslr,t (1'0111 the te1011110111., '1'110 recent proliferation of new media for
INieVat-"cs ef information has hoot surpasstil only by the rapid birth and growth
of technologists coneerned with tratistiission, description, identification anti
retrieval of these Information packages.

Lihraries are involved in every phase of information processing from itlentifl
collet) .and ordering through retrieval and dissemination.

tivatuples of some current and future library.lisable technologies:
1. l'ac$fniffe Tran81/118.11on

l'acsimile transmission devices can rapidly transmit exact copies of infornitt-
t icon ,parr baig ilistaiwe network tratisolissbin pollits. While the systelft4 earreliily
on the market are costly and nut unite comp:allot, to one another, It k reasonable
to belleve that problems will be tivervoine in the future and could provide it work'
!fig systeiu for the rapid transmission of materials frottl one library to another.
2, Satritiles

N.15.1 and IIN\N' are Jointly exploring the use of experimental sitteilites for
the exchange of information; one of the tests will Involve the exchange of inter-
library loan materials.
3. Video Tetrphottes

Video telephones hitch display pictures from one telephone to ;mother are
preefiti in operation. rertaifily future technological Improvements will bring
&wilt ilecreaseil operational costs and hard copy reproilnetions of video illMays,

We believe that these few examples. of new terlittologles in Information Ms-
r4emination should he Ilte subject matter of study for the Natir.nal raotnission
un Tc'elite'10;41(Mi t'SeS of Copyrighted NVorks proptixvil lit 'fill(' II of S. l:011.,

It'e are In favor of !till S. 1:3111 IS submitted, with Solit amendments for the
sake of clarity. We are opposed to any legislative history which appears to
0,ns:imp. Wt. 1151' sn as; hi permit the ptiotoc'opying of Angle Copies or entire artb,
tics without compensation bectinse fair use is a Judicial doctrine and its carl-
structirrlt is left to the flexibility of the Courts. As for guidance, the ultimate
deekion in tranquil ,E IVflkias V. U.S, will ail in pointing the spay in this area.

THE IVILIJA it NVILRINS
al t i titrirc, 211 ft.

FAIIIDIT 1

To (111-S VitiF,NIK .'Ni Cc:410\11W,', : Feirliary 1(1,1f37.2 a Commissioner of the
United Srato,4 Court of Cialnis issued on opinion sustaining Our claim for copy-
right infringement resulting front the unauthorized reproduction of our copy
righted tdodoeopying lintt.Mnf,s in certain tioverzilowit
The commissioner held that we are entitled to "reasonable and cutter eompensa
(ion." 1Ve hare prepared a digest of the Conitoksioner's uhiniun, It curry of which

Teowongl,:iLibrorie:4" Imblb:lin,1 by /innvibolg,. inaustries, inc.
1571

C11:111. Ir InformatInti tivstonei t,thrHr,s, practice Inlto!dht- ttlsto Game EtIlted by Harold Blownpitst, el al. Tie Proo.: Case Western
Ito,-rvc Uttiv,rsity, 1072.
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is enelt)scd, with this letter, Nye botitsrt that you who tire thAtly concerned with
the 1w4t111) :NdpuitIlle Journals will read this with interest,

Although the tiovettuitent does lutVe It right to carry lite prtteeedings further,
it is, of course, our hope that this will mark the end to fullr years of litigation
to esiablIsit the right of medical journals to remain 'viable so that they alight
continue to sene the scientitle community,

(.antaissioner Davis' statement, plailaiq' lbws not seek to enjoin ;Illy'
photocopy ing of its Journals" sluth, tame not forever utility the fears of libraries
:tint their patrons that our stilt wits aimed at the curtailment of photoeopying

Ii of I he ic,port of tho colotiossiniwrj,
another I IIVer of She libraries has been that a eittuSilh'ated and costly sys,teta

of record keeping vould be retiutred. to handle the Itayttletit of royalties to eolly
right tatters. N,,t1,11114 mum ho farther from the truth. ll'e have developed is sine.
pie anti workable plan whereby libraries would be permitted to make single
illollocoPlo:4, 1111011 iltlYnient of it reasonable annual license rev, No record kt'eping
or zteettlItitilig tstuthi Iry luyttlyeth .1t the that, the plan reeoglItV.e.4 that the.
cost of talltileation should be spread in a fair ;winner alnotig the users of tiludlent
and scielione plod icatIong, hwitoing piii.t.,0,ouis, to 11Volt1 CVelt higher tillbSerip
non Costs:,

hulk` that (blvvill111011l libraries as \veil its (tio'l Illlblle nail private litstittl.
!ions tell( work %. ith us ltoAatl it solution 1,11 1(11 gives puoiR.r parance to the
1011'1111' Eight to the llotv of (.1.(aliltie Inforntation and the need of the author or
publisher to compensation for having tinnle the information available.

IVe wt-lconot c,tiottocitts or questions front our mans friend., In Ike screntitie
world in reference to this matter {which k of such %lint ItoPortanco to ass

,Ntost sillort.ly,
11'11.1.1ANI M. l'AsS.kNO,

Chtlirtatta of the Board.

Exiinur 2

101',1ItTNI ENT OF MAI:Ell, EDI:CATION, AND NVELFAltE,
NATIONAL 1NSITILITEs of IIr:.tLrit,

March 7, 1072,
To : Ilesonree grants grantt-es.
From: direclar for extramural ittly4ratus. NI,M.
subject : Payment of royal/ ies to publishers,

1. Oil reltillary 10, 11'17'2, a Commissioner of the United States Court of Claims
roeotionetokd to that ;'tort that the plaintiff itt the case of the Williams &
Wilkins Company V. the ['sited State.: is entitled to recover reasonable com-
pensation for infringement of copyright, The IVillfams & Wilkins Company
publishes 37 ntelieal Journals and has stied the United States Government alleging,
that the National Livrary of Aly,licirif` ha, Infringed the (atitYright that

&, 1Vilkins Mills on four of those Journals, namely Atetlielne, 'Journal of
ImP11 )11 d,,911. Govotrarateroloag and Plorrtmzeoloolral Reviews. The alleged copy.
right infringement is sahl to bare rest/ilea from the practice of the National
I,iltvarx of Medicine to %implying pletoelmies of articles front those Journals.

'2. The recoamtentiation of the entutnissimter will now be considered by the
full (hurt of claims and fit all probability win ultimately he carried to the
United States' ,soprente Court, Accordingly, a final decision will not be forth
cntuinu for some thine,

:t. '1'111. 'Williams Conlpaliv, follou Inv the recommendation of the
Commissioner of the United States Court of Claims has approached several
libraries rtsptesting rot? all y payments from the libraries for the right to photo-
eopv articles from the Jonrnnls. Cou4.t ivoNy, Miler publishers; may do the same.

-1. 'file expressed purpose of this Memorandum is to inform you that grant funds
from the National Library of Medieine mart not he used for royalty payments to

without prior approval ['rout the National Library of Medicine. This
matter Is now miller intensive study at various levels and will be considered by
the National Library of Medicine's Hoard of Regent's on March 2S, 1072. You
will he kept informed concerning this matter but until further notice, son are
net authorized to utilize grant fonds for payment of royalties to any publishers.

L. L. LANGLEY, Ph. D.,
A ssoriotr 1)irect or for I).rtrom ilia I Programs.
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EXHIBIT 8

The Williams if Wilkins Company v. The United $tates

A STAIMiENT OF FACT AND FAITH

We, as a leading publisher of medical books and journals, are dedicated to
the concept of the proper dissemination of medical knowledge.

In IOUS we tiled suit against the United States Government for infringement
of certain copyrights in medical journals resulting from the unauthorized repro.
duetion of our copyrighted materials by photocopying equipment, In the Report
of the Commissioner to the Court of Claims (k'etoruary 10th, 1972), the follosving
facts are reported :

(1) Article I of the ,copyright statute saps that the copyright oteater ". . .shrill h.jr., the (-,Trin.kiire riot: (a) to print, reprint, publish, ropy end vend the
Copyrighted work ..."

(2) Each article in a Journal is protected from infringement to the same
agent as the entire journal issue.

(.3) The Williams if It'likins Company; f.v untitled to rooter anti
entire compensation for infringement of copyright.

These are the facts of the court case, but the Inijilteations may well lti; causing
grave concern to librarians and the users of libraries. Let us make our position
clear. We are by no means going to halt the proper dissemination of medical
knowledge; our Ideals now are the same as formerlyto serve the medical and
science communities to the best of our abilities.

There will he an halt to the photocopying of material, as such n halt would
indeed be harmful to the dissemination of knowledge, Neither will there be an
unmanageable, unwieldy and costly system of record-keeping of photocopied
materials as such a system would be detrimental to the library profession.

Instead, we have worked out a simple plan Lased on the Idea of a reasonable
annum 11,1ist, Ice for the right of copying our materials. In this way, the
librarian will be licensed to photocopy copyrighted materials without Infringing
copyright law, and the publisher 'WM lol. /WOW) Fl 'used for the use of his materials.

We are hopeful that this statement will allay any fears which 11brarlans or
library users may be harboring. We welcome your comments and questions, and
conclude by assuring you of our good faith and commitment to the medical
communities and the library profession.

WatrAuti &WILKINS Co.,
Baltimore, 31d.le.

ENtliatt

A STATEMENT TO LIBRARIA:sS PROM TIM WILLIAldr. & NVIIICIN8 CO.

The Willams & Wilkins Company has always charged the same subscription
price to libraries that it charges to individuals despite the fact that for many
years it has been customary for publishers to charge Institutional subscribers to
journals a higher subscription rate than that paid by Individual subscribers. The
concept of special institutional rates evolved from the idea that the copy of a
journal owned by a library or other institution serves many more readers than
does the copy owned'hy an individual. In light of this, the higher rate is charged
to spread fairly the ever-increasing costs of publication among all those who use
the journal and to components for possible loss of individual subscription revenue,
If uncompensated, this loss is suffered not only by the publisher, but by those
professb mai soeiet les lependent on Income frog t Lei r journal;.

Another aspect of multiple use is the photocopying of material contained in a
journal and its subsequent distribution to library users. By allowing the use of
photocopying equipment. librarians effect increased use and readership of the
journal. The Journal paid for by one thstilutional subscription is thus, through
photocopying and multiple exposure, used far more than the journal paid for by
an

\Ve' have always felt that photocopying without the consent of the copyright
owner was against the law. This view has not been confirmed in the first case
ever brought on the issue, a Suit filed against the United States flovernmeat by
The Williams & Wilkins Company.
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The salt was cotomenved In 1908 as a test ease and has led to a 32 page opinion
handed down by Court of Claims Commissioner James F. Davis on February
10, 107::. The opinion held that we are entitled to "reasonable and entire compen
cation" for library photocopying of our Journal articles,

Beginning with 1073 volumes, we have Institutional subscription rates which
provide for an automatic license to make single-copy photocopies of articles from
our journals for your patrons to the regular course of ilbrary operations on your
premises, but does not include the making of photecopies for other Institutions
or for fultilling interlibrary loans. There IS no time II nIt on the exercise of this
right and singlecopy prtdoeopies !Inky be mode throughout the life of the Journal
volume, The instlintionol rates are minimal IllerettSeS of $1 to $10 per journal.
No additional payments or nay recordkeeping procedures will be required. These
rights are simply and automatically secured by payment of this institattonal rate.
Single-copy photoomies may also be made from volumes published prior to 1073
at no charge. Multiple copies of a single article may be made upon remittance of
50 per page tier copy made to the publisher.

A journal exists P. provide widespread and quick dissemination of informa-
tion; its value is to those who subscribe to It or use its Information. Sub-
scriptions are the very life blood of a Journal, but when nitro+ do not
contribute In nay way to its sustenance, the very existence of the journal Is
Jeopardized. In our view, it would not be unreasonable for libraries to pass on to
their patrons who request photocopies, it few cents to recover the increase in sub-
scriptioa rates, Just as many do to cover charges made by equipment manu-
facturers.

Ite,dnnitig with the January Issne of each of our Journals, there will he an
instnietion for l'hoti)clojo.ing which advises individnals to patronize their
Iiiraries in Ohnlilling photocopies.

As has been diwunlented many times, Williams & lois no desire to enr-
tail photocopying. We prefer to permit libraries to continue their practices while
at the 8:1106 time Insuring that the costs of publishing Journals be spread equi-
tably among n11 users.

The proper dissemination of scientific knowledge is an ideal to which We,
:IS pnblIsbrrs, have ilwilys been dedicated. We continue in our dedication to
that ideal. and :ire confident that oar solution is fair, reasonable and workable.

1*(al will automatically be billed flit the new subscription rate for 1973 volumes
via your usual method of ordering (either through your agent or direct from
usd. In the unlikely event that no photocopies will be made of any articles in
one or more or our journals to which you subscribe arid yen are in a position
to assure us of this fact, you may apply for a refund for that portion of the
institution rate widen covers the license to photocopy, lie sure to make such
oppheatiou direetly to Tie & Wilkins Company nail not through your
;wont mid then only after you have entered your instItallonal subscription.
Von should recognize, however, that a license small :us Mat in the inslittitional
snlewrIption rate it n legal requirement in order for you to intiko photocopies.

Wt, are most willing to rmimanicato directly with oar customers. Any to
iallrics may be directed to Mrs. Andrea Albrecht, :101---727-2Win leolleet).

ilxIttBIT 5
.11,NE 23. 1972.

Dr. MAItVIN CVNIMINC8,
Dircemr. ,valional Library of .11rdir.ille, .11/4Attendit. Libiwy,

Beth ,o1,1Ilit,
DEAR Dn, I*('Nf MING.S: 'flue & 1Cilieluds complur poon.i:es seIcutille

journals 1.1)11hlinin'Z 2,0141 articles, which will appear
in journals we publish for societies as their official loildications. Net earnings
from these journals ore shared will the soeietios, Thu. societies' share is gen-
erally no'%- (sometimes gre'aterl and it Is usually used by them to defray the
cost of editing.

In the nautili our journals are supported by their users. lityr of the ,Inurnal's
income comes from sithscribers. 21r,c, I rom advertiser support. SY;, front the
sale of reprints and 31/2q from the sale of hark Issues. Slime reprogrophy is
another form of use, ter ContintiO to rettorato 1111 you like. but pay for
what you use." Thus, ns repro:raptly Inevitably erows Intal we Mild; It should).
this form of use should pay its fair share to help keep the lear71-d prrindleal
nfirmt. Certainly. without them many publishers and librarians al; %yenta have
lesser reasons for being.
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jilt 1 he Vr13 Vol t111108. O'ilP11 Or our journals 1.111 tor offered to
too' tdortory sothowtitokocs loo-oltootiootool rates %% torah tali! itverago S:1,65 per volume
higher than the rates to looditiono.ols. ;such nn tot000mot is well loolooto the 01,11-
1ot:bond arses offoorood by !flatly other publishers %Otto nn attending laments and
coorodiody )tell loolow stout,. erroneous forcoosts. 'Nils modest ItIVIVA!:e CIET11'5
Stith it an :tilt otiql tit' livelt+e N% hitt ;t1loWS tine library to Mak(' single,ropy photo-
copies of :icks (room lour Jourouts for Moir individual patrons Ito the reattior
lo"altose of lihra0 oPertollom on the premises., The Institutional rate iimolies to till
rioororioo-o, gy,cot tool solooti, loni II oboes not inclotot the waking or photocopies
rev other iono.titootoms, roonnoralcial oP Itolworomerelal orgtoniziotions, or fulfilling
intoopotoroi loons. Ito the interest of modandalog the principle that Nctetlf ine
journals tali loe stoppooteol by those V, 11 use t111.II), 11 AVI)1011 strut reasonable for
iiiora ries to !Ht re-a...to iheir 1111.jr pal rill's by It (OW pennies
which in the course of It Yt'al 1\ ill 10,We tittrti ropey the added cost of the host!.
tut toottot rote.

141:inning October 1. 1072. %e will license each of 1114' 11 regional libraries
enozotgool In the Interlibrary loan i,rtotranl at a rate of rr` per Soma per ropy for
to;noll ploo,olowoorty of znittoitos nppeating in our bourtoods stnoplied to other lilorarlos,
Iii conrretoihn titio this licionso, we sloathi /Ow to t0000le the following conontiontst

1. A11111)1101 NN't, 111'1101"e 1110 the receipts from Ittterlitorttry /onto payments
wilt toe less than VI- of thi. P01111101,4' total Itteomo We nevertheless 100k 111)011
thou) u 1 essk,utial tot the toutt-titta, health of the 1011111;11s. We vnn visualize the

ulointol easo rdwil 1111Y Ilse Fel:14414AI lihrl 11 1111 suL,rrthe 10 some of our
j)1110;11.4 :mot if dent time shoonill 'one, rite Illeozno from library loout photo-
copies mitt he vital to the hourly:of,' support.

2. As closely as we eon estimate WI, 11t»lot 0\1444 to receive more titan $50(}
In'r Year Itcr rcgionni library oti the a voor,iono, Even the N.1..M. will probality Hitt!
Hoc eost in the neighborhood of $1,0110 annually which Is the cost of 20 average
ju 111rat subscriptions.

3. We 111fliI'St;11)(1 tint 11,14,1.41s ore norrently kept of all interlibrary loan
tronsactioms and thtoriofoore only a slight othillional effort will be required to
account for payments to the copyright Owner. 15'e propose suet) payments being
made sendommoolly.

4. We think it rensonalote for reg,lonal libraries to add tic' per page to the
ebargct tVlitch we mulorstanol most now make for supplying photocopies on Inter.
Illorary loans, Not only will this recover to tile litornry the payments made to
Its font also will allow the real users of the Journals to share In their soopport.

5. The opinion of Comontssioner l)avls of the Croort of Claims In one suit
against the Chwernonent Is an nnthoritalive judieloi Interpretation of the Copy.
right Act as it applies to library photocopying awl will rumodn so unless or
until it truly he altered on appeal.

Tills letter 15 toeing sent to coach of the regional libraries well In advance of
our noroond lolling How NO 1110 everyone \vitt have titer to digest and discuss
our plan. NS'e, of course, welcome the opportunity to 11kcitss arty aspect of this
plan vitio you, lope tint toy the roosonomeo nattore of our VOS111M1 yon will
accept war continued oreloontion that we are not adversaries but rather can<
errtood robin, who hook upon yon as valued customers and colleagnes.

fs!incereiy,
WILT 1%11 M, SSVCO,

i'Iot1rnmn nr flue flared.

Es:Hifi:II it

pt.:PAU:111'AT op 11FAIT IT, ElaTATTON, AN Wuranr,
er.tr Sst;yler,

NATIONAL YEA or !(Nano,
/it tfocsoho, .1111 of ody 31,191'2.

Mr. Witt /AM M. l'assallo,
ellotrmen of flu' F1 Irtr'd.
7/44' II 4Nirrnrs ,f 'Wilkins Co.,
Thlti snore, MIL

Ilt,,AR 1tu, PA55.AN4)1 I am writing In response to yonr hotter Of Juno 2.1, In
which :volt (Hatt the Itamtneut 111)11w-11ton of institutional sulteripttott raft's
beginning. wit 11,11173 volotturs, willoolo rases 1N. ill intoinole payment of II/sensing fees
for tol000tocoop.", hog for interlibrary loan purposes. beginning (letrhpr 1, 1072.

In contraction alit) fit' iocotitutional subscription rote, your hotter indicates
that the now rate carries with It an automatic license for making single-copy
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1,111)1+woplt, for throhtnal p,nrotti ttt the rvottar cottrso of oporattong tut the
prianist.s. 1'4,111' 1'111 "S1/111./)11.111 lf IIII/1'41111714" 141/111'S 1)/111 II tArtion Of the
1bstIlutlon 11111 covers fhi5 1ic11we, IIIIIV,'Ver, ,1111 haVi` SlIhSt.11111.1111Y 111111011(11
111 11.1 that 1. III. Mill, price Alifferetwe itettweit the Institutional rate and the hull-

lato vollstilittc!1 VINInclit for this license. It is our position Mat %ve would
accede to It 11.1 ',rice 1,a1ed lon an Itistittitiototi rate %Odell would he applied
"to s, weal alei brit not oe,.cp1 the implication that

Is \ve "1.4, 111,,Evrore, ru,...profnity decline
lo toy the hol notional rote for our subscriptions, at least during the pendency
or the litigation betwecti IN 'We would he pleased 141 Felten- our subset-404mq
id tile imprpiltill rah', or at all Institutional rate Which 111H15 1101 111011th' 1.1

license for photocopying. If you Alsist upon tying the renewal or liar suliscrip-
lit.a to the l,uymeta of a licensing rue, however, We shall have no option other
that! to it tlo,to {I'e.

Yon also state y10 plan to charge a fee of 5 cents per page for each photocopy
11111111' for purports interlibrary loans. Ito ih1 addle 1f (Mr (01111svi, 1 11111

111,1 rlictiti.: lay staff, es well US thy i(vg110. Mt 111110 Lihrath.S, to refuse pay-
ment -r -Irti :1 ryr, ip:(,,,,(1 Ill toll, loll in the case before Cho l'ottrt or autos.
nirti t, .e believe it hinpprepilate to make any cluinge In ticolutsitiou And
interlibrary lembug practices until that litigation Is finally adjudicated,

respe,;. the Itegiontil NIetlical Libraries, our instructions airidY of
yours,. only 1111 items paid ror Vsliii contract or gAatit funds from the Na
!band Library of Medici/ie..% 'though %%0 have informed this of the Otturtilu tee are
taking A% :th regard ihr institutional, sultseriPtion rates, we would Ilot 'Presume
to advise theta regarding the position to be taken by their parent institution
for .srt ice. !het frank!, 1nt their 0%n behalf,

Sirk.prtly pmrs,
s M. Cum NI 1NGS, M.11

Ilirectar.

EN 1111% C 7

.lni.v 31, 1973,

To iiIWIONit Ito ff ecti I Library Dirt ctor.e;
s you are aware, tut rebrilary l4,. 11172, Commissioner James F. I)avls of the

11.S., Court of Claims tiled at "Deport of Commissioner to the Court" on the
copyright Infringement suit against the Federal (lovcrument by the 1111111ain
11'ilkins Company. preliminary report holds Ilint the longstanding photo-
copying practices of N131 and the Silt Library are in violation of the journal
publishers 4.4131 right. The Commissioner's Report is not final and the Justice
Department has filed nu exception to the Iteport with Ille Court of Claims.

Despite the fact that the case is still !wing adjitilleattal. the and
'Wilkins Company hos Informed the Notional Library of Medicine that begin-
ning October 1, l'.2. they t Ian to lieenso "let, of eleven regional medical
libraries engaged in interlibrary loans for pinttocop.%ing articles [rota their
Journals. at a rate of 5 emits per page per copy, A number of libraries have a4ked,
its for elariticat VII of the NLM position 4111 these matters.

Until such time that poi are' informed otherwiQe. it remains our j)olley that no
N14\1 contraet or grant funds may be spent for thy/1st:re or royalties for photo.
eop,% ig ,hairtuti articles for inlet library loan purposes hecaitse we believe such
Pa!luoldg to he otint olssarY. if it slomid ho ulfininli'ly decided that Knelt photo-
cop tnti,t 411.(11 ends will Own 1e considered as proper charges
against grant and C011iract funds.

\Ve cannot advise you in your dealings Nith Williams and \\liking Company
concerning services pm provide outside the guidelines of the registered no dical
library programs. However. it may he of Interest to you to know oar position
concerning 11111fittlis and Wilkins t'onipaii%'s new 1073 institutional subscrip-
tion rafts whIph purportedly provide for an automatic license to ninke single
photocopies of Jonroal lirtioh-: lull the pronikpg. 'We plan to Inform the Compnny
that wt. w III not pay Ile Ir new ity.tilutional subscription price, Litt still pay
whatever sithseription rate they lady set for institutions that excludes the license
fee.

We here tits still 11,4;1,,t you in planning for the activities of the N1,1 com-
ponent of your library.

MARTIN M. CUNIMMS, M.D.,
Director.
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Ametiettil Library Association (ALA) NVASII1Nti'rON Ni.:\vsr,tyrrit of
August IL 197'2 eonlalioal the slittenient that follows:

Al 'inane.; & has recently ",1 Statement to Librarians.' which
tennomnced ilie inialilislinabt Of a "Speoliti Instil:Wenn! 'Mite" applicable to 11
bray?' !.111e.cribers. Such rail' Miter than the regular subscription
rate, involIng all average inerense of applointately 121:j 11 Ill,

The Statilliont furtbr ail%ise ((Ill libraries may nee ll Itu, pliolociipiVzi of
lids, for 1111 le:111, even if purchased. atdie speihd II dontaltds that libraries pay a royally

to & of rsi' per page per copy on inniliple collie:4 of a Single Work.
Intoonernble libraries, librarians, and library trustees througliont the country

Imre rcitilesled advice front .11,A as to the response They should woke io the do-
of

The .111terican Library Is not III it position to presetilit, the response
of Iihrories anti librariatls, slime tiro response krill neeossarily vary III the basis
Of II variety of local cote-literal

1 IMVn1.01., 11 S10 Mid 110 n01011 thal
Pirrt, it 1 i11111101' of luitding libraries have liolividnaily tivierinined that they'

Will not elten,' their subscriptions III till'
",,.11)111, aseritort (II it "it Ili ense such as that lit the insal-

tutional .stibsoriptiiiii rate is a legal rt quircluctit" is based on 0 b'otatitissiatterN
lteport and is riot, Iodate. the decision of the l'ottrt of Claims;

the propriety of the Commissioner's Report Is helm; strenuously cote
tested ill the Court of Claims by lite Feller:1i tiovernimait. the .lnierian Library
AS,1)1.'1411 tho ,\,,OrintlOil of itt`SV:JVCII I. ttltics, the 111(lit'zli [henry As.:(1(.1a.
t/011, :111(1 41 111110,or or (itioqr educational grimy.: and In.Ultutlions;

lotirth. libraries In Which copies are made tin colteopi rated plattoeopiers not
tinder library supervision tool control. derive substantially 110 linJteel 1011 which
they do not alroady enjoy tinder //cense grollied by Hu, Insllilttlurutl 80.
serlption Itate:

general acceptance of the "use tax" concept of the \Vilna &
Le:wild/mai ,Suliscriplion Rale may reasonably be expected 10 (WI 1111nage other
journal publishers to levy their own "use taxes" tit ever- Increasing; rafts:

Sixth, the fustituthaliii Subscription !tate does not atIthorize copies for inter-
library loans noel inns vOnteinplates a eontinnling and ri40rmis re,:triclion flit
access to scholarly matt vials contained & publications.

Each iihrary must decide for itself whether it will pay a prelaimit for
& works uOlwithstanding the significant limits imposed mI /Loft 1110,
am! cm the access to (him, by the Institutional Saliseripilim itnto.

ENIITIIIT S (Ii)

Sitccial Libraries Association t St..\ 1 has Issued the foliiiwing statement to its
mendwrs \kith II was ol by the 81,A spt.,.iai fist copyright Law

isluit and approved by lite 51..A lioaril of Ili roctors.
Through its spicia Committee oil Copyright Law Rvision, Ihe Special L!-

hrnries Assoeliition has (III rn a eti II the ten-year Ic;,eisiative rcvbsion offort
timt is now biters' l'oligross. spcelal libraries the rights to 111101"(111v.s-
imitcrials molor 11 "fair us.0" Ints been control to I he :41,.1 1oncorn with
the revision of the eonyritrlit law, Based on a reennajitophilion from its 81+ocial
Commit I ee, the sz1,1 iloard of I lirectorS iu Vail ralliroted Ilie prineiple of "fair
te," as 1/1110W

-.N. iibrarc mining boobs Or periodical volumes In which I 10,..\'itr111 still ,1110
Si1"4", 1111' nallk.0 and 41,1111nr it 1,110toi;vaphie reprininelion ,,r 1 earl Ilu rent
to a scholar represent in:: iii wrilinL: (hal he desires such ionoaltilion in Hest of

loan of swell 100,11(01"n or in place of toauiril rans,eription :loll solely for the
purports of research."

w of ill reveni ll'ii/tous 1Vitkitoi 111501. it is now ilesirable
that 1 l,,' A,sociat (.51:1 n lo).-Itii)r) 1n1 t110 1110001 outing ksaii for the guidance of

itiondicrs. Vtierlter .iitinitcit or roje,lott by the l'ourt offlair, the It'; fliq report iiol,lics that lih:11111'S Will h. re-tom:Hap
for ri illi+.L.;11 11 ,111,'11141"1, s'll''1:Irl(I'(ii 1111'41' ikons*
lag Is or rl similar royalty arrair.:onient. Incr,asiA costs to all special liliritrie,4
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will plainly result, I tpontling on the basis of reimbursement, oily of these
schemes Will tmeouther the actteletetramea of special libraries atal, will burden
their staff everywhere with unneeemary tasks, Outs detracting from Important
functions. loreover, an inevitable consequence of the olitftioth should It slow',
woold be the inhibition of the lai tiness. education awl si tenfitle researelt cam
toutfilles who are the prittellial users of speciol libraries,

Feuding judicial action, the .1.ssoelation advises Its ftwuthers to contiatte
copying pruutleus foli,)weil heretofore. in the event that J1.1(110(100 libraries are
npinn;tched by pitillisher4 desiring to hugoliale Ileca ising agreements, royalty pay-
motifs or sithseripiloo stirebargo a g recteellf such requests should be referred to
the legal voltesel of theft' company or library, Nttlt a'u'ks to S.IIA:s New York.
ollby of such am Ions.

f. tltU1T 8(el

The 1.1,11,,wing st(IteniOnt vitas included In the August 1072 issue of 31LA
NEWS, a publication of the :Nledical Library Association,

Howe% er firmly Wilkins may be convinced that the Davis report
wt the copyright salt against NI.M and NIB is law, Just as firmly the Medical
Library Asseeiation is eimvineed that the ease is sub judiec, ,
kips has demenst riled Its conviction by atutotmeing, fur the journals that it pub-
lishes. sp, -tl.it 111,111 tit ilWal Sial,Viii,t1111i rates, higher than those charred Heti.
victual subscribers, -Ideit provides fur in automatic license to make slagle-
cupy plwtocopies c,f articles" for library patrons (11111 not for liter library /eon),
l'he right of Williong to seek such additional poioncats is the :tab-
led of re ricw /eyed counsel,

01)114 )11,1.1' I hi, Library .Vsfi0111 believes that the &
suiseriptionlpholocopy "Pacimge" is riot In the public biterest. Libraries,

however. Iglu: t decide individually whether or not they \void to accept this type
Of prop(5111. They [mist weigh the fulfillment of immediate needs against the
passibility of weakening the ease for legislative provision of single -ceps photo-
copy for nosiliNit research and physicians' study. They foight also confer with
their uwit Instil at lona I (Ionise!.

We are aware that librarians are very conscious of their rolimisibllify for the
library's collection. As a means of maintaining the integrity of the collection,
they might seek cont-ibullotts of Williams Wilkins periodicals to the library
by individual subscribers.

Whatever tel is decided upon, we suggest that individual institutions and
libraries make their opinions known to AWilliams & Wilkins, to the National
Library of Medicine, to the Departmeat ollastice, Civit Division, attention of
Thomas .1. Ilyrncs, and to the 'Medical Library Association.

F.xfunir it

DEPARTMENT OF 1 I r:ALTII, 1:1/1.1CATIOS, AND WELFAU,
,NATIONAL /INSTITUTES 0' MALT it,

Belhe8da, 31d., September 12, 1972,
EroeNe le !Moo, M.D.,
Editor. .lournar of ferrous unit Mental Ifivase, Imelittilc of lbychialry and

Human Beharior, Unirersity of .Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore,
31d.

DEAT:, lit. linouy We are addressing this lettex to you in your capacity as
Editor of the Journ«1 of Ner1:010f fi nd Mental DiFican, As you probably are
aware, your publisher, the W111 1ft Dus arid Witkiws COmpa115, has been involved
in a copyright infringement suit against the -Federal flovernment. Last February,
a report was rendered on the ease which was heard before a Commissioner of
the F.S. Court- of Claims. Subsequently, the Williams and Wilkins Company
proposed a new subscription rate schedule for institutional recipients which in
eludes an automatic photocopying license for library patrons and a royalty of
five cents per page for articles copied for interlibrary loan.

We have indicated our willingness to pay higher subscription rates; however,
we cannot accept the implication that a license for photocopying is necessary. We
are therefore faced with the prospect of lapsing the Library's subscription to
your journal.



l'cr many years, ilw National Library of Niedlcitie lots illtIlAYfl the articles
vont a iI'll to your Johrool Ofitt tvc w01110 be IllYttSull to colt tittle to !AO SO Iii the

IlfAVYVOl', it' We are nut able to obtain it regular subscription this wilt
Ittt lcoger be possible unless Sottle tftllYr Ifteill.S for 1104t11 y011e iffl/111f11 is
found.

I tboinzlit yoti sholittl barn fit 1.111VtitlY0 NVily Ve bony art 1.1ffgor Le able to index
lather than ha ye you ili,cotcr this artier the fact.

Sincerely yours,
MAarix M. CUMMINGS, Mit.,

Director.

I SNOW it.

)Vitif fAMS
Buttintorc, ihi., thfobr r 2, 1972.

To urn 1'estoNirw4 A:sn noNos: After wally discussions \Oh librarians,
administiatrs, scientists, and scholars, 'lobe Williams & 1Vilkins Co. tuts arrived
at itit arrangement concerning the photocopying of copyrighted material Math

Illti.e you and the rest of your library staff will find appropriate.

BACKGROUND OF W&W l'OSt [ION

First, tel i; soy that we have been publishing medical journals since 1909 and
it k our hope ;Ind intention to contitine doing so for as long as we are able, lit
most instaitees, the journals We publish have maple modest. earnings for their
societies as well /IS a ofair margin of profit fir & Wilkins Company.
This eke feel, Is It rvasolltlIfIl. :hitt proper S1011111011, Ilb also feel, and hare always
felt. that lair function as publishers Is till Important and necessary one to the
rapid dissemination of scientific Information. Neither the medical society nor
lobe 11'ilkhuus & Wilkins Company is in the publication business to make a quick
killing or exorbitant profits. Mit as publishers and businessmen, we would be
remiss if we dill not consider all the factors that influence the economic viability
of our journals. For when this economic viability is threatened, so too Is the very
existence of the Journals and their role lit the spreading of vital medical and
scientific information. Over a period of Mae, tut exhaustive analysts of the
sittiat ton convinced its that iincouppens.tted photocopying could lead to the demise
of tilt, scientific journal as we kurov it. We did not, 11111 1[10 not, %Visit to (118
courage scholars and physicians front photocopying journal articles, In fact,
we entourage this as a most logical and practical method of disseminating In-
formation. It. is our contention, however, that the costs of the journal must be
sprcad riLnitahly among all Its users to offset the losses in revenue due to
dwindling sulscriptions,

w,ew vniusus inn It:soot sr.viF.s

To establish this 'principle, we eventually found It necessary to bring suit
aLrail).t the federal government. In February 11172. Commissioner Jumps Davis
of the court of Claims ruled in favor of 'file 1VIlliams & Co.,
thereby upholding oar contention that wo are entitled to "reasonable and entire
ootolile..tt ion for infringement of copyrights." Our action follow big this decision
lots 61.V/1 e(111,:jSt(.11( with our long, filla nbJceliiis, which are to continue pule
Using journals and thereby servo the scientific community, while earning roenno
for their sopleties and a reasonable profit for ourselves.

NV&W's FIRST PROPOSAL

Instead of resolving the copyright situation, however, Commissioner Davis'
ruling scented only to generate hostility and confusion. Part of this confirsion,



we must (Noires,: wad broilght obout ns a result of our nwit action. SinCe we
(teemed it desirable to implement the ruling ns soon as possible, The Williams &
'Ilkitts Co, established a plan that would spread the asst of our jotirnals among
all of their users while coall11111Itt to allow the rinhapedeti flow of knowledge.
As tort know, our plan called for a loudest rise in the journal subseription rate

histitutions Mitch would include a reprodwalon license. In return for this
.licello----which Incidentally, averaged less limo four dollars for the no year
term of tIte copyright - -we proposed to unlimited singtv.eopy reliroducaoa
of ail articles, current unit past, lo initials published Ily The & Wilkins
Co, carrying on Instil nthotai rate, (For at elootilcte /1st of these jonrnals, please
see enclosure,) In addition, the plan called for a five eculs.perpage fee for inter.
library It talminctiens. ittee It 1.4 Mil' posIllott that a CoMMIsslotia's ruling,
unless reversed, has the full weOgit of law, it scented logical that we proceed,
font! his decision by requesting teat the Institutional reproduction fee be paid.
Perhaps naively, we did not anticipate the strenuous 1)bjeetions I), some seg-
molts of your library community. Until the i.:overument's appeal has been
processed, It is their contention that tho ruling does nut have the weight of law
and that compliance with our now KoCtsitlres would imply acceptance of our
position,

urAcTiOlst TO Tilt: rftel'OSAI,

'['ii further complicate the situation, (hiring the months following our pro..
po:stai plan anteninconent, nateh confusion and conflicting reports circulated as
to our intentions. Some exaggerated thorges stated that our subscription rates
would soar to four or five times what they are at prevent; it was charged that
burdensome bookkeeping would be required by librarians; some chained that we
even Atsiost to curtail the practice of photocopyiug attogether. As a result of
these charges, an atmosphere of distrust was created with both sides main
tattling that they could not compromise their legal posittons, in a letter to The

& Wilkins co, of July 31, inV2, the National Llbrary of Medleine,
stated that It Is its position !lint it would accede to a rise in price based on an
Institutional rate to all libraries, great awl small, but could tot accept the
Implication that a license for photocopying Is accessary'.

THE SOLUTION

In order to allow the SIM and all libraries to sobscrlhe to WM Journals at
increased rates and htelude them in fnorex Met/leas, we now accept the
Position. Our new 190lintional rates, MCA we shall continuo to request, shall
have no connection whatever with a lico.se to photocopy implied or otherwise.
lu Aloft Illtrarles may e(oitinne to supply their uses with royaity-fvoe,
copy reProduclions of W&W journal articles as they have done In lite past.

As slated ninny limes, we have no desire to ohstrnet the ilissel»luation of selen
toile inftirmat len between library tool seholar, which would certahtly lie the reset
of conrellot ton of suhsertiotiobs, Further, In the same spirit., we Ore, aenin without
prejudice, wilhdritwIng our proposal for the tive-teats -per -page inter-library loan
fee until the appeal of our ease has been hoard. fn the meantime, we hope to work
with libraries in an effort to develop a solution which will be mutually accept-
aide. Itoth of these concessions have heat Made with a sincere desire to see that
there is no Intel million whatever to the flow of seleatitle informatien between
you and your patrons whip), W41141 result from subscription cancellations. We are
sure this desire coincides with your own objectives,

To.faeilitate greater cooperation, please feel free to call Mrs. Andrea Albreeht
collect. e/4) The 1Vilkitis Company, with any olOestions, comments, or
suggestions yon may have.

'Sincerely,
Wttriast M. Passmso,

Choirotan of the Board.
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Jo('RNA1S W MUD CARRY Mall AN INSIIITTIONAL RATE AND AN INDIVIDUAL RITE

Aeta 1$11460)
.111iitritin Journal of Physical 'Medicine

t$11.(X1)
Current Jlttliwti Dialog (MO))
itrtig Ntetabofism and Disposition

$ P2.00)
Fertility and sterility ($33,(x0)
Gast r, via vi logy 1374.001
investlgallvo l'rologY ($22.r00)
Journal of Criminal LIIW, Criminology

and Pollee Science ($18.50)
Journal of Ilistochemistry and C'yto-

ehetnistry ($33.00)
Journal of immunology ($5s.00)
Journal of investigittive hernuttttlugy

(43.7:0
Journal. of Nervous and Siental Disease

itt:23,00)
Journal. of Plutrioncology and Expert-

mental Therapeutics ($70.00)

Journal of"I'rauma 027.00)
Journal of Urology ($10.00)
Laboratory investigation 00,00)
Niedieno ($15,00)
ole,totricat tlynecologleal Survey'

1'011,011i. Research (1,4132.00)
PliarittiteAogical Reviews ($1800)
Plast b. anti Reconstructive Surgery

$311.00)
liutllologieatl'1'eelnodogy' ($11.00)
Solt Seleitec 1$23.00)
Stain Technology ($12.00)
Survey of .1nosiliesiology I$13.00i
Survey of Ophthalmology ($20.00)
Temisplataiit kat ($13.00)
Pologleal Stievey ($10,001

NoTe.--itottitutfoont rote in (

JOURNALS WHICH CARRY AN INDIvInuAL RATE ONLY

Cancer Research ($50.00)
International Journal of Gynitecoiogs

and tibstetrics 0:1001)
Journal of Neurosurgery ($35.00)
Jiairti)l of Biological Chemistry

($120,00)
Applied Spcetroscopy ($15.00)
British Journal of Plastic Surgery

($14,00)
British Journal of Surgery ($2S.50)
British Journal of Urology ($10.50)

NoveSort-ltistitutional rate In ( )

British N'eterinay Journal ($20,00)
Clinical Radiology ($1S.410)
Conatutuity Health ($12.15)
Comparative and General Pharma-

cology ($10.00)
Dental Practitioner ($12.15)
Injury ($17.55)
Insect Biochemistry ($10.00)
international Journal of Biochemistry

($10.00)
Tubercle ($19.S5)

ENII1BIT

TOE \VOILA:Ws & WILKINS CO.,
Baltimore, ltd., Jan, 11, 1973.

DEAR LIBRARIAN : On October 21111, 1972, we sent you a detailed account of our
changed thinking About licensing the photocopying of copyrighted materials, in
light of the unfavorable responses generated by our original position. That letter
covered the background of our beliefs about photocopying; our suit against
the Foleral Government ; Cmonlissioner Davis's opinion; our first proposal; and
the reaction to that proposal from members of your profession. We concluded
with a solution to the problem which, to the best of our knowledge, has proved
acceptal4v to I be entire library community.

However, we should like to re-state that solution, as there are still some mis-
conceptions about our changed position.

1) We accept the position advocated by the NIII-NLM,
2) Our new institutional rates (see enclosed rate sheet), have no connection

with it license to photocopy, implied or otherwise.

These jOliTunts ore VtibIMIed by The Williams & Co. anti In most eases the copy-
rlahrls In the name of W&W.

These JelimaIR are published by others for which the Williams & Wilkins CO. per-
forms certain services under contract. Policy is set for those Journals by their proprietors
ant) Is not within the province of W&W. The exceVlon is the International journal of
Gynaecology and Obstetrics which is published by Vv&W but carries no Institutional rate.
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3) Libraries may eoritimie to supply their Users with 1.411{1y-free, single -copy
reproductions of our journal articles,

1) We have withdrawn, without prejudice, our proposal for the live-centsper-
1,00 interlibrary limn fee for coKylug.

We hope that this will help clear up any doubts that you may have had about
our subseription rates and our attitude toward photocopying.

Sincerely your.,
PATRICIA 11, MORRIS,

Subscription Manager.

EX1111111' 12

1)r. MARCIN
Ilirector, .Vational 1.1brary of Mclitvinc,
liullicsola.

Aram 30, 1913,

DExti Da. Cummixon: We at 'Williams S., Wilkins ate most anxious to see
solution to ow niteothrary prodicol. tVt' realize that the probtuni lioNt he
solved to the stotsrtiettoo or ow medical obraors as welt as III ourselves, Since
my last. visit with you, l and ray colleagues flare given much thought to the
subjml.

Let me 1;11,10;110 seine or the requirements which in our opinion must he met
If a plan is to he smut ually satisfactory,

1, it shoot ma require record kl'opEng 401: :it'l/1110111g on the part of the
libraries 101.01' and above what they are doing at present.

:I. It trait reeognize that pholocop,% big is a valname library tool which should
be utilized Nilictivcr the professional librarian bellevcs that it. Is useltil,

3. It sla compensate the scientille jourtuds for the lac.. Of SilloSellptioll 111-
Coltit.NN Well Is the result of the liderlibrary lean procedure.

Our established institutional rate should itteitole this :.eu and
our permission for reprography for inturlibrary loan and over -the- counter
copy i

S. The bowies colleted under the punt should be built into the subscription
price of the journals and should be related to the haste institutional rate so as
to assure that future variations will he lit direct proportion to cliatiges lit that
haste rate.

'Co satisfy theSe requirements we have developed rhor.11owi rig 91011 -
'Cho subscription price to the 11 Regional Libraries for the 1914 journals will

be no greater than trice the Institutional rate and for the Medical School
Libraries and the 500 ± medical libraries involved in the interlibrary 111;111 nrera-
Uall flil, greater than one and one half limes the institutional rate,

in all instanres where libraries of any size subscribe to Iwo ur titore copies of
It jolltital the 241(Miollni oinks will be billed at the individual subscriber rate.
11th Is with the understanding that the additional copies are for intramural use
and are not to be turned over to rt. branch of the parent library or any other
separate institution.

We fully realize that the success of this (or any other) plan is primarily de
pendent on its meeting with the approval of \I,31 and upon NI.NI's willingness
to recommend it to the medical litorarteg throughout the country. 'the details
of the plan (but not Its principles) should he subject to adjustment as industry-
wide surveys wake available additional knowledge of interlibrary loan operation.

It is our firm belief that you and we agree on the realities of this situation and
that there is a genuine desire on both sides to arrive at an amicable and satisfac-
tory solution to the'probIem. We offer this as such a solution and we await with
interest your reaction to it.

Most sincerely,
DAsirt, If. Corm:.

President, Pubtishin9 Scrvircs Itiviston.
Vs'iLitsAt M. PAssAso, Sr.,

Chairman of the Board.

Mr. BanxxAx. The next, witness and the last witness on this issue
is the president, of the Authors TPagtte.

20-31i-73-12
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STATEMENT OF JEROME WEIDMAN, PRESIDENT, THE AUTHORS
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY IRWIN Kitia,
COUNSEL

Ail'. IV, W11 N. (11;lit :1114) Ilicht1+01'S Or the SlIbc001111.1114.0.
Illy !Mink' is dcrotne Il'eidinan. I am president of tlw Authors 1.eague
of A ii,eriea. a antl society of professional authors :mil dramatists.
The Atitlotors 1.1,:12'trot 01>1rol...ilk's this of >portilr;itV to present its Vit'WS
tort lirohlt'Itls of library phot000pying t elated to the copyright reviFlon
hill.

Antions 1.,a(sue has submitted a statement on the 1;roblein of
filo ry photoeopyinir ;111,1 I respectfully felines( that it he Included itt
the iveord.

LAN, It )till be included.,tituuk
NVit It your permission, 1 vould like to summarize my statement. and

bl'icily On it. I II ill accompanied by Nfr,
who is counsel of the .litliors League of .11norica.

Senator (irrtr.%N. Very %yell.
Vri)mAiC. This morning, spokesmen for the publishers of
and technical periodicals. discussed the effects of tincompen-

sited library copying. The 1.eagite shares their viev that such
uncompensated reproduction of their articles is damaging and that
the damage is ill increase, Nitteli of their testimony naturally focused
',IL Ii 1W Ii wary vorying of scion( articles affected iniblkhers.

I 1 ovvver, library photocopying has also an adverse cconomir effect
oil pf4 1.0..siona I authors. These flint:ors earn all of or a substantial part
of illL'OOW 8'0111 "kyriling. A fti,t' their works first appear in pe-
I.)), k a books, they' are often reprinted---Nvith the author's pormis
sion--in anthologies awl textbooks. Arany authors earn !ltch of their
u.coine from snob reprinting.

1),.ts a ffil r <saViiS. for mph.. revvi 10 very little when a poem or
is published in It periodical. they may license several (lif-

t% rt n: publishers to reprint it in antIndogies, or collections. And
ithoferli each fee is small, the necitninlaf itai of coos ..an produce It

t.cvard for NV01'1: of
1)te prot)(1-ell ekv1)!/411111, }7/1/VrieS einild reproduce single

If I ICK'itH and art iCh':' Wit hOilt i011 (I) the nitt1101% ThOSO,
,t-: Vthil` several 411511`;4 01 ail 11)111)1)!ngy or 1W1011 in a library or

Bonk store. Authors must he compensated for nsti.5 of their
troll.; I..' atidielu'es reached liv this 11(.1V protTS.z. ()I lwrwise, they will
Lc deprived srf :-.111rA 101'111111S01. 1110.11'

1' ilt11-4 be l'11111111,C1101 this one-time reprinting involvesril). it'll:. 'ildor the librailos proposed OXotlipt ion, library
Many copies of alt entire art isle ---one copy for each

of the scvcra/ individuals who orders it.
( fur disiotte with the libraries does not involve fill library copying%

The controversy centers on the libraries' claim that they must lie per-
mined to reproduce reprints of entire article:., on any sothjeo, More.

Ihe heart of COW MVOrtiy, is tint vilether they should he permitted
to elf!,:we in this copying---but whether copyright owners should he
eon;ir'Ilsltletl wham libravies reproduce copies of t him r works,
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ity right (miler., km. emphasii.ed Hutt the only real issue is yea-
compensition for library copying of articleS,

myhors.liavp ncecideti Nle principle that svorliable elearance and
Yti:ing conditions hoald- -and can--he established to provide reason-

)I.. coolpensat ion III I opyriglit oxvners,
The I louse Judiciary ('onitnittce said this is the fair and rational

solution to the prohleto, last library spokesmen havc flatly rejected it.
Therefore, the National Conizilisstori should recommend reasonable
licensitig systems.

\Vt., thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to present, this
st a lenient.

Senator 11c(1.11.1..ks, l ine.'l'hatlk you.
[The statement of the Authors League of .1iiterica follows:]

L'ItCONI NI111 FE ON P.A1 EN t'S, COP1'1i101(TS,
COSI ON tilt Jittitetxav, Sr.va,s SENATF,

July 31, 1973,

srmExii.NT OF Int AUTHORS LEAGUE OF ANIERICA ON I'LliotARY PilorocomiNu"
AND El, 114 .t

SIr. Chairman and leathers of the Subcommittee: My yahoo Is Jerome
11'violinaii. I 11111 i.1.1.1111.11t of The Authors League of .1/4incrIva, a nation:It
society of professional authors and dramatists. The .lathers League appreciates
this opportunity to pre,ent its views on problems of "library photocopying"
related to the Copyright Itevlsion 11111, 3lay I ropiest that this statement be
Included ill the record?

\Ve respectfully recommend to the Subcommittee that
1. 'fire library It`,1K kat 101IS. PrOINOSal for a "library reproduction" exemption

should he rejected.
'rho National Conunis,lon on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted

'Works should be established; and It should investigate and make recommentht-
lions as to

"workohle clearance and licensing conditions" for the library re
production of vopyriglittql works, the solution rem a mended by the House
Judiciary Report, its those words; and

such changes in copyright law or procedures that may he neces
stay to assure for such purposes access to copyrighted works, and to pro.
vide recogoll ion of the rights of copyright owners."

3. So.. 11)5 should be revised to eliminate ambiguities which would destroy
the rldits of ant hors and publl-hers.

Seetion 107 should he retained. llowever the Judicial doctrine of fair use
Iss hich it sitoply reaffirms: should not be expanded by Interpretation, in the

tiv report, to -normally" Include so-called -slugle-copy" reproduction
of an entire:m.11de,

THE Lit Nt tNU FoR A 1 IIMANY RENtoorcTios Ext:sterrox

A,sociallon of Research Libraries and the American Library Associa-
tion seek an exemption (through a new See. 10801) ) permitting libraries
or :trellises ill to reproduel. eopfes of articles and portions of books and (11)
to reprodliee, order loose conditions:, copies or plionorecords of entire books or
other eopyrighted works. Similar exemptions have been proposed its the lust
and rejected by !ilk Stil.conunittee and by the House Judiciary Committee. For
the reasons discussed below, the .1lithors League urges the Subcommittee to
reject the library as,ociations current effort to create this damaging limitaticn
on the rights or amii,o. and other copyright owners. "Copyright Owners". it
should be noted. include authors. noreprialt societies which publish technical
and scientific journals !PAZ. American C'hendeal Society). non-profit publishers
of books and journal, (e.tr, the university presses represented by The Assoela-
lion of .kierictin er,ity Presses), and forprolit publishers.
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al the' Ixsitc,1
turns( (1) of the propool library exemption would nitow libritries to ergni.;...

in unauthorized, uncompensated "one-at-a-11nm reprinting" of entire artleles,
and port ions of books mod other works.

"(me a-tione reprinting" is not rift II rgUlllelltrt (IVO or pejorative term, it
is a ',ionise used by exports to 1114Seribe the process of disseminating artirles,
eloopters 1'1'1,111 hooks. IMO IV t,urrlts to renders sort 11`;eri toy reproducing tt
single reprint to till each ilidividual order. Each copy, made by Xerox or other
procc-s. I-, nit exact reprint of the orighintlim. by line, letter' IPY letter, nn
foriU:ttlitly Set I n t .. The process of taw-at-a-limp printing is now %%(olloost.11,-
lislicti. It Is te,c(1 by couttacrelal reprint publishers. such us rniversity NfIcrofItins,
to supply 11111,1('S of miler hq,,,, 110 iusiititlnal cnsloruers,e It Is ti-oil by J01111;11
11111,11,114,1'S 111111 It k by several large llbrtirles %%Melt
:erVe NTH I;t centers for 1 he patrons (of many ether libraries.

The process involves unlimited reproduction of ',Tics of ;1. Oren ,..ilicto
()Mot' work. Tho reprint publisher proito,.(s one copy for (lull order; but it
product. ns comb's of a work IN there are orders for it. Sittolinity, tinder
clause 11) of the librarians' proposed exemption, tony library could reproduce
many copies .4 an attire artleito or portion of a book-- olio copy nor each of the
several individuals who orders It .111(1 any library oath' roproduck, many
"single copies" of each article lu n periodical Issue, so lung as it Provided one
copy per order.
7/0e /..(o;oes- Po.o.ition.1 of Ile' /',ti ti

Coto right owners agree lloat certain cooing of copyrighted N%1,110; 11111 br
doll(' by Iii,raries without pettodsodon or compensationLa copyonz tolioh fails
within tiolo scope of fair lose, And librarinns agree that some library reproduc-
tion tot' k'1/1.,% rightod works is, and stomild be, copyright hof ritogoineut.

pad there is sharp disngreemont over library reproduction of entire articles,
ntid totortions of entire hooks. Library spokestatoit demand Unit libraries
be per:Hitt( ot to reproduce copies of any artlele and distribute them onoal -a
time, 1.1 t.cro..lons who order than, without nit. r4ti ri ht "1",c,
compensation. Vhilt. library spol:etoleto have focussed liwir deform,' ott scleittlfle
teriodeal ;Ind shotarly oilhos, their proposal toxanot ion would give llioraries
the power loo I./produce copies of i toy article or esloothoely" sized portion of jolty
brook or other work.

libraries seek power to reproduce these copies without compensation to the
copyright Immor even though (1) copies are available from the eopyright
owner. directly ur through Its licensed reproduetion screw(, or/and (2) the
copyright owner will authorize the libraries to make the copies, provided reason-
able compensation Is paid to the copyright owner tow,orkiihhe pit.Thinpe
atot licensing conditions,"

Copyright (owners contended that such unnittloorized. uncompensated library
reproduction of enure nioicles and "similarly" sized portions of entire books
;Intl other works is not permitted, and should not be permitted. smiler Om
Copyright Act. The y have mule it clear float the only real Issue .is reasonable
cO1111411,:11 Ion to copyright owners for library ono-at-a-1i n`Prinfill'-': of their
articles awl other worl(s. Copyright owners have nccepleil the principle that
"work:114o elearance and licensinc conditions" should -nth] ean_. ostabilhoi
too aulloorizo illornries to produce copies of 1110!,1, tuntorlals. and to provide reason-
nide romp( nsation fur copyright owners.

"Workable tole...trance and licensing ronolitions". 11,. the house .littliclary Com-
mittee l000plinsized (Itop, S3, to. :all are the holy and rational solution to the
pro lent. lint library spokesmen have flatly rejected It in discussions with
representatives. of copyritzlit owners, null in their current demand for nu exemp-
tion permit ling this type of ono-at-11,11mo. reproduction by libraries. Library
spokesmen h:tve contended that copyright owners must toot be compensated.
Their position poses two torndoxes. First. libraries In toy to reproduce copies
of entire articles rind other works; they pay the Xerox company and other
tontonf000toirors of equipment and stipples very handsome compensation for
providing floe toolAt of one-nt-atinte reprinting; they toy their employees for
the work involved in producing the copies; the reprinting libraries often charge
substantial amounts to other libraries for reproducing copies for theft. patrons,
Second librarians are deciding that tatiolfe funds ror funds provided by tax
tiedoetIble contributions should not be 11,T11 to compensate those who make their

Untveretti Iiierodime secures licenses from the copyright owners and pays them
royittip4.
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o t it t irnt. totaitif in, t copy tit III in% ners who product. Ills' art icles
:iii to.14,-; hull are I lie iitttI for l twit- rehrollul-tton laths. fly root vast, fibril ditto;

I. :1L11 11111E t Ito Ilecision I fiat i 14 producing till, jimst 141' nio
r.4441 Ili iihrit ties. and no Ora i.go twill(' to t reitlie".4 anIl ti,,ets.

t , /./W-41)'f/ s;,rr or/ //,r lt,/1/1///14 Sod///inn /.///

/,,,rt. 11f rho I Hoist. ,,11111111 111', hurl HIV 111'21f1 R1.111ori 1,1 this
ito, P111 ii1,111'11 It ,111.1.1 ,1,110 ion lir Ilit. lorridelils of library yopyitig

H, Ii 1H41 iot Ho. legit hirHo icon,us, lino tight
:',1:0:t'44-dt1:/11 Int Ha. tett of their prohetty (and

hot'. 1 rive-it wont it int N% 0, omitting II I, :tint sitei:envo I intleponolont,
rol.rolio;trIal s)'sleill of orr;11 jag iintl (lissom-mating vorl:s of tlftrtttore,

I,, hunlo y owl lat. lii1.11111::11 k hase(1 an lItten mint xinctils I
'21 "%vorloililt. IIe.,lalr lircni41;g conditions-. owl 1 11 !lie

1. 'I, ntolorl:. ..414'. (41' The 111'1111(14'11
It pr.1111111i1,11 s kilitarett sithition.

1

r11. I looso t-,% ;:ot , ho I Ira ft Itoport I,f Ilk Nnbrorunitlleo
111. r ti /' lir lihl',1110,: 111111 111/111I'Y C1111)111;4 %Silk+

110 ;'111:11 ,4.1. or compensation thi, copy
,),, ror, 11101.... I ii;1111 hiirizco Mira eco heir, I i ini-tl-y

H. lid 'tor- or ail iiirringe.i4 .1o, all this
11 11 the lonla r case. I II, !Ion. s:I. p.

l 111,1:11; inu111., h, {11,.1111 -441 library rel,toiIi,tIlal 4\e}11111j1111 IS to
rl 1' !hal ,1 4 ;III lil,r:lry 1'4.1/y1114 id 1'10111' 11rtiel(lS unit Sitt111:1!'13,'

pi rt, , I Ir (xcluidion
, It ,,,00h Ilitt.0s.kry, atilt !--11411110 l'e.lo(t'11 iniH o'o..rit Iii a it porinits anitat

cop) In:: 4.. ooll, fa i r :111:

17
1 :],1,1'. li4,.4 -:;1ry. 01141 (V(111111 (1'0;11C V11.011 lidurs (Ill

,11 1 111'.S:1111I' I hill' 11(',1 1.0.Villg rite 1,1.i I1114'4 Sii)111 iillt
11101. 1114 1141 i,1 ill

TIL. I0,td!y t In trgalize Hp. very t.t 11e it tnicolittlea-
11 r.I ry 411th(' ;at iotn, \\lit eh '11I11ttil,sloaer I to vis hell

I! :11111 111 11111, In states.
1441 :111l1 11:irctril, the 11;lirii..; 1.1 till' .1 nieritati Iii

I-1;1 ,t --oda lion a 110 Aoirotion i,f Itc,:cnrlo 1.11onirics It %vitolcsolc
rdir 111. vcro;ii.jvah,(1 by the :4Aalniovrit

( :4101 avai1.41. Ito1 11111U1)1110.

.11,11,,l'..: 1 I111.1.:11. 11411 ,114.11 1111'11011,11 IiI111,1111,011'.'114',1 010'0 1-Il
4411 l'l11ti11.; or .1c1,

11t/f10 i;. 1,11 Ilnrlrn4in 11111,:lrt 4111 ilipyrk:lit (AVIlfil'S, :MO Hifi 171110-
ili.:4,4'1111111:1111M snrh work :. It Is

1- upproduction \\-111411, the 1 folco', ltoport cnip11:1,1v.col,
141 1 1,11'1 :1141 nc,.tior "vou.1:n1ote cfc:st.:)nco ;1111 liven-11)g untidit 11111,."-

i1it,-,11:11,to conthott,o1 inn to copy ri;:lit on

" ,/(- aohiinc aro/ ljeePRin9 ('6)trlititon8"
Tto It -1..1 Condnittce prescrthed "wort:01010 clod ronce :Ind licensing

:1,; 11:c 111 convonont of II kit:111(1.ot solution. ft urged all pa tt los
1'ntlool-1, iff0/11:4 lo teach :in acenitifitotlittion," Sotoo librarians

V, 111'1 111.;1 rI/11(,! arid lioeinitag system, with reasonable itaymont
the rullnnul method tiormittiwz. Iji:r:Illy 11111'0(11101(111 of

r., 1, onri slrnllnrly st'44.111 ;11/11f1!1`: of 1i(101!. Ii\viterA
o Hit print.11110, and hityn sought in otos-Mop snob s.ystenis. in mole

y slit:PA:Sr:1:W. '1.1tii latesl effort 0,1.,11.1.,.,1 in ,)Larch. 197) soul!,
1 1.1 wilvorsity 1,11..SSON, 11(1f:4'1111d 11,51' J1111111:11

`0,U. 1141', 11 in W:15,11111gt()11 svitli a liirvt ;rtnitti iihrury
t.,t,... 717 111 (0. The .1,11.11c1t1 ssocial hot and .1ssonla t too of Ito-

.. rcli 111 r rnr two ility: the iirrotio .iiti:sett Hon:: aspect,: or (.1,.1.,,,z,cp
for library reproduction of Journal arteries. rvellt

i s iI,inlnini!tee to cotilintio I Ito Avorl:. (lilt filo vitt I to effort collapse/1
111, v:try 10:011nr4 ;111111 reel In 111oir rlier hosItIon that

-Hr irk.; 11111,i tht power to engage in uncomt)onsatcfl roprodttrtloo of
-f.i,oirnal art iclesand that ropyrizlit (moors roust he Ilrnirrl entarensa

1.111,,4t1 10 rnitiluo the 341111 aroo.
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The stubbornness and oureasonibletiess of iihritry spolivsflivn shotim not be
l1 Itard,d I y it in I11tir roti-tffII, lir,. lip. the VI'
C,111a1Vtisatt'11 Ii 1,10thItti111 Mid sized portions of looks. Such

;Hi laolcr fair eit.iiiinee lb ettshig 1'y .-retas. .ltel those
sy steins can it dil.lopell by the machinery designed by 11111 Subcommittee fir
Ii,'t i my '''( .11.11101Siilii IM N1211' TM1110i1)0(1;11 UsoS of Cupy

Worlot.
hilp proposed library exemption is a totally minecessary abrog.ition

of copy tight ounces rights, lu sicw of the principle of "availability ".
.; tio!,'iple of ",l rrriIuIbilif1l"

Sectlolr 111S lit I permits libraries to reproilticefor their patrons, or patrons
of other librariessingle copies of nay work that is not "available" from desig
toted sour. es. As indicated below. The Authors League believes that certain
re+ +slims should be ritioletu the -ectloil to remove ambiguities Hot would detillive

light r hil 1111 P1'11141)10 Or
11,4,1;11-; iluit tt:P pat can obtain reprints of votive journal articles
11101 simnitvlY portions of books, If the t.opyrighl owner trill not provide a
voily of the ittliele.'olirectly OF 1111'0111411 its utlthoriziil reproduction service, the
ill nary linty produce a reprint, tvithout permission Or compensation,

111 a verges of Int int:s 1101(1 ht 197'2, r( preventatives of journal nod hook tail].
Usher. and authors, tmt trill+ library representatives to discuss Sec. 105 and the
iititiciple of availability. Library spokesmen indleated that their principal con
e, rii was assuring that reprints of scientille, technical and scholarly articles were
l'aallable"-- i.e. could he provided---to patrons svho requested them, Some li
bray spikes men also recognized that library reproduction of copies of these
articles should not be permitted where the journal publisher was making copies

directly. or through lis authcrlxed reproduction service. A proposed
recision of See, 1(151(11, suggested by a library representative, was drafted.
Although It love increased the obligations of publishers muter Sec. 105
to isssitre "availability" or reprints of articles, it was summarily rejected by
Tlio American Library .%ssoiation nod Association of Research 1,1braries. The
reason is simple: their spokesmen insist that libraries must be permitted to re
Profilll'e copies of articles without compensation even though the journal pull
lisher is making copies nvallable, directly or through on authorized reprint
service. This destruction of the copyright owner's right, nod denial of needed in-
come, cannot he justified under the principle of "availability." Where the copy.
right owner provides copies of the article, as many publishers do, libraries should
not be allowed to tinonilauisated reproduction of these copies, If ti
Iiiaries wish to provide copies to patrons fast x than the publisher does, then they
shoals work with copyright owners to establish ''workable CIParallee and if.
censing conditions,"

However, library spokesmenwith some notable dissents have arbitrarily
relecteil the lipart halanet (I solution, 'they will have no part of "workable (lear-
nt:1'e and licoosing conditions". era reasonable concept of "availability" which al.
loWs Illlcoll11,011,attql library Teir1)111V41011 only W11P11 the publisher Is not 31.0Vill-
ing copies. 'they continue to demand the power to engage in tincompensata re-
produel ion of journal articles and sized portions of books, despite the
serious injury this would inflict on copyright owners and the copyright system.
The f,Orary 1!,rinplion Would Injure Copyright Owners and the Copyright

it) the proposed library reproduction exemption would re-
duce suhscrihers to scientific, technical and scholarly journals by libraries. who
:III (hilt' P1111(11411 stliNerlisTs land by individual subscribers). Librarians loco
candidly admitted that this is the purpose of library reproduction of journal
articles. 'the attIllion occurs at two levels. Some_ libraries took multiple subscrip-
tion to heavily used journals so that several patrons could use them at the
same time. Now one suliscription sotlices, since it is used to reproduce copies of
articles for each user who wants them.

(In the se, and h'vel, library repreductioa of journal articles allows many
Ebro:ie.: to eliminate 1111 subscriptions to many journals. \Viten patrons of these
libraie: 'want an artthe library forwards the order to a central library
vhicit reprodm es a single copy of the article fur the patron. Library stokes-
tie u, with a penchant for confusing euphemisms (e.g., they label
library e(VITiV. of articles as 'single copying" because the copies are produeeil
one-for-acustomer) blithely characterize these reprint transactions as "ititer-
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library loans", lit truth, no Wu Is littolved, The reprint is supplied to the
ioatrou who ordered, and be keeps It- It Is his properly. Admittedly, library
repro' Ificiaat of Journal articles is designed to permit a few libraries to serve
as ome.at-aflitle reprint services prodding copies of firlieles to WM* Oilier
ti)Oltit.:: who will not t1;111.. to Silloseribe to these srleutltlr, toOmical or scholarly
Journals. Tile government libraries intolved in the 'Illiatils and 111 thins caso
engaged tilk ''iviii.1es;do" tale at &time 111)1101114 lIf juu,aal E telt
year, their Xerox natehlties churned out thousands upon thousands or reprints
of journal 11111cics--oltp.at-ls-ti ine- to lilt the orders of patrons of other libraries
tts Wilt IN their ()Wu patrons,

I 'filler these eiremotances, the proposed 1.X1'1111)ti0111 Iv IFOO1111 to 111'1111%1' J0111111!
PlibilS11"t'S Of IIICOOte from subs/T[1411ms that arc not reuetcelt. 11111t addilitautl
ttli/ATIPtiOOS that are not placed he; nose of library reproduction or their 0 rt

Morisiver, the proposed ex cint,00 woillil deprive Jourual publishers of
compensation for uses of their works by aulthalci,,, reacia,d by the new process
Of 1.1k.SelOintittfili--oat,-a -a.111tte reprinting of tirtieles. 1btett1I'S, engineers, std.
elitists in overy tietil tuna other potodial readers can survey the contents of
many Journals through abstracts- Ilion order repriois of the parlirohir
that ilitereA them. They are not readers of "Jotirintis", They are au audience
served tilviil>' by reprint 111111'It'S, peeress of dissemination will con-
tinue to expand, fur each journal article Is a separate (and separately eopy
rIghtable) work, mirelatefl to the other articles In the issue, ono-at-a-time re-
printing permits users to acquire copies of only the particular worlisi,e, sop.
orate articles. they want to read.

Similar developments of new processes for disseminating literary, inn -ial
and drannitie works have octurred frequently: e.g., motion pictures and ele
.pion (10 supplement the stage), the phonograph record, radio arid tape recoril
lags (to supplement sheet mush.), The 1Japerback book revolution ereatisi
process of disseminating honkshi tow prieed editions. through mass list
ion--ht an audience many limes greater than that reached by the convention

method tif hard-0111'r '1111h," Vint ions.
Until HOW, Mothers and pultishers have been compensated for uses of their

works by atiollenees reaelied through these new processes of dissemination. I low
ever library spokesmen now ask Congress to impose NI ONPIIIIrti011 IN'111111 would
deprive Journal tatblIsher8 of payment for uses of their works by the lucre:1s.
int; unallenco reached by the one-at-ftthne reprofinetion of their articles, This
means that innumerable refuters who will benefit from the trotflisher..,, vork
in editing, printing and distributing Its journals will not help defray any part
of the putttlisher's cost of tioing the work witielt made the arlielts "available"
In the first place. These costs continue to rise, though subscriptions remain
static, or decline. Deprived of laconic width they need rind are entitled to
reecive, puldishers will be obliged to discontinue many scientific, technical and
scholarly journals.

(iv) The proposed library exemption Ivonld also damage authors Of pnolry,
fiction, and books and articles on (air/loft political and social problems, bi-
ography, history and a wide range of subjects. After these works first appear
in periodicals or books, they are often repritiled--with the author's permission
in Anthologies. text hooks, periodicals and other books isi th as collections of

anthf StoripS: or articles). Many authors earn a silbstan
lint part of I iwir income from such rel.ioting of their works. Indeed, sane 01111
the major part of 1111.ir eollipviisatton lit this manner, Pools and essayists, for
example, reeelve very. Mlle when a poem or essay is published in a perfollii.al:
but they may lieense several Inherent publishers to reprint the poem or essay
in foilltolo:tes or crtlleetions, .%nft alfhcourli melt firs, Is siii111, the
Hon of fees can produce a modest reward for work of substantial literary vol
tie. Atithors of books also earn a signtlicant part of lbelr compensation, in ninny
Instances. front permitting the reprinting of excerptsof sinsilitr ri-.e to 1w:foal-
cal arfleles --in anthologies. textbooks anti other co'leel Ions.

Cfaler the proposed exeraptIon, librariesIncluding enders anti university
libraries-- would have the visor to repredlice single copies of poems. arilcins and
giteurtm.; of hooks. %dolma coin/ten:10ton to the antbor. 'rho procefAM suppl,'Ing
these conies- 1,z, one to each student In a lintverstty class hi literature nr
litical wiener ran rettlriee several espies of an fintlinlnzy or book In the library,
or several eottles of a paperback eolleetion or text in the ,allege ho,)1;store. T.11.
less iatliers are compensated for 11,es of their works by audiences reached by
the new process of nue-at-a-time reprinting, they will he deprived of a sub
stantial portion of their Income,
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SVI As we !lase noted. the Proposed 111111ArY exemption would hermit an ac-
eumuulat Lou of uncompensated copies of a germ stalely or similarly sized excerpt
from us hook. Any one IllidtirY emill reproduce several copies of the Wark, °one.
at-a-tittle." .1 aft the thing. "Isolated instanee.s of
minor Infringements," as the Subcommittee's draft report noted, "%viten multi.
tit t many times, lawoune its the aggregate a major inroad on copyright that
must be prevented." Library spokesmen argue that tincompensateul illwary re-
production Hoses no threat to publishers Mill authors. lint III 1117. ;Went-ding to
the :4.0t)hor ifeittoron report for the (mice of Ed,leattott. "It Is e.shltnated that in
111 1117 one Killion copyrighted pages were copied in I he

'Phu library .9.0liestneu can hardly guarantee that the 1)1'411)0st-4i exemiltital
will not seriously injure publishers of 0kiriiiik, 4Ir niuthors. .Nioreover. the iuro
posed exemption does not, anti could not, draw ai Illie Iluiitisug the injury 0 tittle
fisher or author would toiler before libraries will cease one-attlitue reprinting
of Isis articles or portions of his books..1nd lit the light of ellPyt.Ight idstory. it Is
Otitigertrus to 11.7sunii. that the process of inteototwititted library copying will not
polio sulbsto idiot damage. Starting with the Phonogratill record, every
ess of dissemination was greeted initially by the some "it's not a real theat"
attitude the library spokesmen hare voiced tin the techniques of onent-a-time
reprinting.

ono or the urttrost tintlgors of the proposed library exemption is the sol
verse effect it wilt have on independent, entrepreneurial system for creating,

1101 disseminating' Journals. hooks and other works. The "economic
philosophy" onderlIter the copyright clause was 111:11 sash a system was prefer-
able to Puslronago by governments or wealthy institutions. Ilecanse copy-
rh.tht stir r was entith'd to compensation frosts users of his work, he cranial make
iii' 5'111.11 lit nrev 114'1'104:11'y to create, edit, pltLllSh and disseminate it. Throngli the
povnient 1,1* royaltios and other compensation. users In effect shared in defray
lug the costs Iii' prodncdni the materials they desired. 'tut. as we have noted,
proposed exemption \VO11111 deprive Journal publishers, and authors, of sub-
stantial part of this needed 'mottle-- compensation for nses or their works by
audiences reached l y the one-at.a.time preduction of their articles or portions
of their hooks, it Is regrettable that library spokesmen refuse to recognize the
serious danger their exemption 140558 to tile independent, entrepreneurial system
of publication and IltSSIOnilniitiOii Wiskis Is 1.:4SI'titilit to thetil, anti--1110W tin'
pnrtontly - - to their patrons.

(Oil it should he noted !tout library reproduction of articles is not merely
"Not, taking ". aor ai salNlitate for copying by individual readers, Persons who
obtain reprints of from n library copying service or the publisher are
tea taldtug handwritten notes. They are acquiring reprints of printed articles, 10,
"111. :to or limp v;ivt,; as they buy or acquire other published materials.

:rid the dozens of hours It would take to copy that notch by hand. Nor could
librar% patrons reproduce the CoP10.` themselves. Jiang patronize lihrsrles that
do not have the Journals: the copies are reproduced- for titian by other libraries
dozen, or hundred of miles ivsly. And where the patron's own library su'oseribes
to tIrlitiml, it will proolllei, and ileliVer um reprint of the article he 'wants (rather
than lend the Joitrnal) so that It can keep Its one Issue available to reproduce
copies of ortielos for other patrons. and avoid losing this reprint master through
wear. and tea r. readers ticglIgenee, or theft,

,,pitUoRoph feat" .trrotaent
lit the past. the lihrithie4 11;ive sceompanled their demand for the proposed

ext.( wriest e itla oit asiortrinml of "phile,ophival" arguments: coPYright Is
a it no's. it Is tint property but ti "Privilege." 'Should II become neeoss.lry to re-
'-p ,11.1 to these familiar gambits, we respectfully direct the stibcommittoe's at
tention to our accompanying statement on the "Educational Exemption." de-
n) r, I,y tho Sal ion It 111101* grams.

TM: SABO': sr, Cot!tI V4StoN

11 +t,,o tho Jtelielary Committee Itenort urged the parties to 1r-dotty
"worloide ele,ura two and iiretedeV 4-frorls fo do so telve cot.

Ve( tin-0 llbror.s; ,I,okesomat oppre pit 1111, phase if fnit. h,lioncol
reel it to ow NE!.
It is therefore <-4,.10'4;11 that the Ndtinal rominksimi on New Technological

i'-es of i'opyrigiutril 1Vorks be established. .knui that the Commission proceed, as
iWifidoll by TM!, 11 of u, 1261 fn sillily and roofilellle11(1:1110n..; tu.: to ,.vork..
Mule clearance runt licensing' conditions" for library reprothiction of articles stud
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similarly sized portions of !looks and other ;corks, davit of the information is
already Ian liable. Practical proposals have Main made by VJutiols informed

Including librarians ;Ow favor it It ensing system. 'Flier, tire no real
obstaeles to a reasonable suIiitlnll "cipt flue poshiial ni.rAry spokesmen that
filithorg and publishers are net taunted to any compensation for library one-atian.
time produllou of their articles mai portions of their

itk:1,1S14.IN of sv,r1IiN

See. 10S (ill %%amid tietaidt itticottipetisitted library ropiroduet IAA% of eoptt,s of
fifty work ;rhea an unused cop, "cannot It obtained al it normal price front
commonly knoviat trade sour sin the Foiled States Including ;authorized repro-
diming services." There tire certain ambiguities 111 1)11' sectio11 1vIdelt could
seriously datiotge the rights or author.; atm tikvot;iti sari, ,juca.
thins as tvlal "trade sources" are Incitided, what flute Interti'ais make the privilege
oneraliVe, and v;'Itat Is a normal price, .% careful and thorough analysis or (Lose
atalligultles tots been prepared tool submitted to the Subcommittee by the firm
of [Atka and Deutsch, Their toetteirattittatt Indicates (lai principal dilticulties
posed by the soetion 1 and we restive' fuily urge that it lie rut keit to ot erciantt
them, itVe also urge that the revision Int orporale Ito. suggestions made L,r the
Association of American Publishers. Finally e urge the revision take acoanit
or the dirteleoce bowceit tarlous categories or o.orks. :tinny literary ;corks. (or

are reprinted periodically. as the demand It the wori: tviirrants it
11 iilrarlos r.troduce l'11111'S ilit(TVNIS 11`CtithI` n copy iias 110)t
available from trade sources. this could eliniiiiitte the possibility of any further
renriblings kfilrik big authors and publishers or income. It \\audit titliwar that
the problems prised Ily See. lug art ;11111 I II) colilti be solvcd more readily by the
Commission; and that It might lie preferable to ilia<1 Soc. 11/`,. Ihe
(21utindsslon's reconintendalloteii, In the form enacted by the 'lousy of
Representatives.

I1 11-1 FT'S IN ENH:Er.vrtos or i'mit USK

As the Stilicorotuittt e's draft report indicates, Si'.i 107 or S.
to restate i1oncinl doctrine or fair its not to change. narrow or en-
large in any ii Ive have supported this ititerprotal ion of !fro. sec-
tion's purpose. The draft report further states -Library copying must be Judged
it fair 11,:e nn an infringement 141IILI, basis of till the rei«,vaut rritvria and (lie facts
of :I particular situation." This Is it vorrect statement of the application of the
fair use doctrine to library copying- paritiliilite...; Cht. view of lin. !louse .litilielary
committee. ,lnnted above. the iraft report then states; "While II is not
possible to formulate titles of general application. the ranking of a single copy
of an article in it periodical or excerpt front N 1.(11k V,0111o1 JPJTIMilly he l'ett'll'af'd
as fair use." 1Ve believe this sentence is nol a correct application of the duet ?lily
of fair lit, ;11111 contradicts the view or the ;:oi...,,thoono.. owl mho tiouse .noliolury
Commiltee that library copying. mast Iry judged for ran. Ilse
purposes on the basis of all the relevant criteria and the facts of a particular
situation. t 11:1111:1Zhig 1'1111!11'11111'rt or library. relorollartioll
of so-called single e+mirs, ichich cannoi he considered a fair trio oute till the
relevant criteria. Clore o'er', library reproduction of single copies Is. in reality. a
process; which produces mat*. coplos. The crux of Voilinil4siiiner Davis' opinion
in the It'ilititon 4 Wilkins ease was that the copying (lotto by lit' government

linitistile copying and meets none of the criteria
of fair use." Wt. 4101114 the sentence in question ;vas intended to condon such
copying Is fair use. Hut it may la. read that way. We respectftilly urge that the
senenee lie deleted, This would he consistent with the fundamental premises
adopted by this Subcommittee and The ltouse committee that fair use
is it judicial doctrine ("restated" in Sec. 107) and that library copying mast be
judged, like all other Ponying, by applying the criteria to lite facts or ;( particular
situation,

We thank the for this opportunity to state the views of The
.Anthers lkague nit Ile -se 1.4ilos.

3FRON1E WEWf s.

Senator Niret,nt,t,Ax. Now IIIiv hrintr,s ils to the r.oneltisiott of the
vitnesses that \vela, scheduled for tins mornitilr's sesszi071. 'We are rviTy

fete tolnIttes overtime. minipills:tied for fall' latotivss In starting
ire comity' back M i :O) o'clock. It is now., nittioSt 2,
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I Iloilo nom. tx,. (.1u so that we tan conclude
by I o'clock hectinse I do have to leave It I hat tittle.

.1 II right. ('till the next witness.
Mr. ibtrx Av. NI r. ('hairman, the issue for the afternoon session

i4 the pr4i:Hi-v.1 ad hoc cotioniltre anientlinclit for a general educa-
t ional exemption. Vorty hate 1111.11 ;1110v.16..41 10 file 1)1'01)011(41k
of (hi. ;11)1i,11111OP/1f, the ate iith

Vo111(1 yoll plonSl,t'olite fOrW11111
..qt;ltOr Air( `l forty minutes i:4 also tilkttcd to the oi)posi-

Mr. PINI:NNAN. Mr. Chairmon. I ivitz(A that the teNt of the pro-
intiondnient iiitpear at this point ill the record,

141't ?..t.LAN. This is the aincitilment to he proposed 1)y Ilia
now appvarinv

Air. /NI c 1N. That iS 001Tref.
Svilltt(11' NI( Cl.r1,1 1N. .111 right. this amendment will appear initne

diatriv alt!. you gentlemen are ili(nt ilicd in the record. nen the
-tat slion-,ored may he printed in the record.

Mr. IiiII s-Nxs. 1)r. 1Vigren, vould you introduce yourself for the
rccord

STATEMENT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTI-
TUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS ON COPYRIGHT LAW REVISIONS,
HAROLD E. WIGREN, CHAIRMAN; ACCOMPANIED BY ALFRED
CARR, LEGISLATIVE CONSULTANT, NATIONAL EDUCATION AS-
SOCIATION; ROBERT F. HOGAN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH; RICHARD J.
SCHOECK. DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, FOLGER SHAKE-
SPEARE LIBRARY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ON BEHALF
OF MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION; FRANK NORWOOD, EXECU-
TIVE SECRETARY, JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATION TELECOMMU-
NICATIONS: JOHN C. STEDMAN, PROFESSOR OF LAW, UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN: AUGUST W. STEINHILBER, DIRECTOR OF FED-
ERAL AND CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL SCHOOL
BOARDS ASSOCIATION; AND HARRY N. ROSENFIELD, COUNSEL
TO THE AD HOC COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and menthol's of the suhcomtiiittee, we
11:14. rvcrvon here, I think-, eNei.pf olio of ollr witnesses, and lie has
Lt cit th.titineil ill another hearime, but he NViii he in shortly. I am going
to a-lc. in the interest of time, that each of 0111' panel members will
ititi orlitec himself as we .tro through, if you don't mind? I think it
niiv!it he vitsittr.

"z rrt \ rielit..1 introtlitee yourselves, and 'thee
thi- ttlio-,cd imictrInient in the record.

Mr. 11'14;1:rx:..1 11 rialit.
l a m I la roll! E. Witzren, ellairman of the ad hoc committee of

ed,!,,,,t11,111 orLanizat ion
Senator NfcCI 1.1.xs. Fine. The amendment to be proposed vill be

placed in the record,
iTheame»dmunt follows:]
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Section LimitalionA on r.rcla8ire rights: ...!cproduclion for Icachinfl, 8010b1r.,
ship and resell eh

NotIthshunling other provisiong of this Act, nonprofit use of a portion of a
copyrighted work for noncommercial teaching, scholarship and research is not
1111 Infriagi it i tt of copyright.

For purposes of this section,
(1) "use" shall mean reproduction, copying nut recording; storage and re-

trieval by automatic systems capable of storing, tonwessing, retrieving, or trans
furring infornultlot or in conjunction with any similar device, machine or process'

12,) "portion" shall mean brief excerpts (which are not substantial in length
in proportion to their source) front copyrighted works, except that It shall also
inchole

(a) the whole of short literary, pictorial and graphic works,
( hi entire works reproduced for storage in automatic systems capable

of storing, processing, retrieving, or transferring information or in conjunc-
tion with any similar device, machine or process, prorlded that

Iii tt method of recording retrieval of the stored information Is
established it the time of reprodnetiou fur storage, anti

(tit the rules (otherwise applicable under law to copyright works
shall apply to infoianatiott retrieved from siteli systems;

(0) recording and retransmissiou of broadcasts windy live school (hays
after the recorded broadcast; provided that such recording Is Immediately
ile,:iroyed ;liter snot) ro-day period and that such retransmission is limited
to immediate viewing in schools and colleges.

Pforidca tint "portion" shall not include works which are
(a) upon use, such as workbook exercises, prob-

lems, or standardized tests and the answer siteetA for such tests:
(b) us,,i for the purpose of compilation within the provisions of Section

103(a).
Senator )11.(''r,i.:1,r.Ax. Propped.

apt)ear before you today, on behalf of the Ad :roe
commit-too nn (.4))).V1'1,0'11t Law liOl'k1011, rtp1MelltS the intelV08
of haollirS. pr4)10:4Sol'S, sola)(11 ai11111/11,11AIOVS. 01(.0*(1 school board
members. subject Batter specialists, educational broadcasters, librar-
ians and, most importantly, st intents. t Itenisolves. Act intlly, we repre-
sent the tunny main: organized group of nonprofit eopyriglit users. Our
clients are stiiilentit4, and they aro completely dependent on the ease
with 1)111111 copyrighted infer Illat1011 Call he made available to them in
reasonable proportions. In an information society. 11x. Chairman, the
quality of their edueation is ill 'n!.o haiols and the ha

is
of the coin-

iiiirteo.. .1 list of our Itienthor: is attaidieli to thiS statement (exhibit
A ). For the record I wined like to point out that we support the testi-
mony Hen by the library associations this morning. These groups
aro members of the Ad I loo 'oininitteo on Copyright TAW 1ieViS1011.

I ani accompanied today by a panel of representatives of membets
and participants iii the all hoc committee who will address theinsels.es
to pal tionlat. aspects of our position. \'e will not dwell on some of the
otherler e(Incerits we have in the hill, but instead will concentrate on the
1,0i IL of tI1 t lwavilig--113iely,nuir proposal that a limited edit-
cation:11 exemption be provided for teachers, scholars, and researchers
to use materials for tionprolit purposes in carrying out their day-to-
day work,

we would like to point out to the subcommittee the rationale
for this limited educational exemption. Durino,r the past 8 years. the
;1.1 hoe committee lots made every effort to maintain i!ontnet and dia-
log with publishers, authors, and materials producers to reach some
type of accommodation which would take into account the interests
of all parties concerned itt the revision effort itt order to strike a fair
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14113111. 1)0 11001 1111' rights f I ill r 1'10 i1I'S 1111(1 the rights of consumers '
u ct-,.; of materials.

Our discussions. ht wever. lltIV4. twoil frustrated by the impact of
he recent t'onmil-sioner Davis or rile u.s. colivi of claim,:

ill r,t, . IIS tnl,yrig hl .,q111

against the National Lihrary I if Nle.tielke, l'ontnOssinner Davr.' re-
port. in our judgment. has groat intpaet not only ott iihrar,voperatiotts
hut also all the utility 111 the edueuttionid enninomity to gam aeress to
the intellectual resources or this Nation. This ruling, if allitnied by
the until ' Court of Claims. would seriously limit the scope :ma mean-
ing of "fair The ( 'ominissioner's riding has caused considerable
consternation awl alarm, within the ellueationa I community not only
llecati-e of its effect on libraries. but also berawe it \you'd undercut the
accepted I traditional meaning or "fair we" for teachers. The lan-
guage and rot ionale ore just :15 aliplicatile agaillst teavitel'S t111d ShO)IS
as against lilwaries,

Senator N14 ('Iant,AN. I do11.1 N\'allt to .111101'111V yoti, hilt I (10 think
this (pleStioil 011Lrht to lie 1)01110 ill Iuintl, ,toil 1 \\'011111 like for S011ie of
you to IriVe II.: rt aliswtI t 4) it.

IS (hule ally tlaiirlerof this Material drying lip or being Greatly di-
minished by ivii.on Or I he Off 110 111.0i111('PV.,4 to linanco t ILO costs
of it unless they get revoitle, addit ional toveintvs Other \ray

Nfir. WihturN. \ve Iii that %e are ereathor inarl:ets for the
inthor's works. and Ivo think that the author needs us and we needhinove

Senator NIct'LELLAN. There is no question about that. bar ir they
prodii,, it. anti at, kost 011 1111'11' itIVS'S1 wont, enough

to keep them in business. you :kr], not going. to have the material.
iIi. WnalEx. 1\'e11, We are asking for only minimal things in the

course of teaching and learning that we feel will not undercut at all
the ability of the publisher to make sufficient profit. which, of courtse,
We Milk 7-k 110,11(111111 do.

SPIVIt(11' Mu CrilLt..1N. Rua on the other Hanoi. if they don't have any-
body to suhserihe for it, they are certainly not going to produce any
of it.

r. WiottEx. That is right.
Senator NI(I'la,tAx. 'o wo have a prohloni, There has to be it little

give and take here.
Mr. \Viola:N. We understand this and Congress needs to strike a fair

balance bet ween the rights of proprietors and the rights of users.
13e,,a",e 11711eilm &ision, proves the nnrelishility

of "fair use" for schools and libraries, the ad hoc committee urges
Congress to adopt the vemeept of n Innited educational exemption
which would neutralize the harmful ellect of the ('ommis-,ioner's
opinion on both schools and libraries and at the same time not be
detrimental to publishers or producers of niari.riais. 1-11 light of
limns aid Wilkins. our request fora limited eilneatmoal exemptiem is
submitted to this committee not in lieu of "fair 1150" but in addition to
"fair in the statutes. "Fair 11:-.'e" is genei.- in nature and is 11 )pli-
cable to everyone---cononeretal and noncommercial user alike. Educa-
tional ilers neeil special protection over and above that provided
commercial users Localise t hey have a public responsibility for tencliiim
the children entrusted to them. They worl; for penpfe- --not for profit.
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They do not use materials for their own gain, but for the benefit of the
children of all of our citizens, including those of authors and pub..
lishers. This is the foundation stone for American education.

Now, the whole proposed language of the adlioc committee's reCOI
Iltelidati0112 iltektchlig definitions and filtiitilt ions, is attached to this
statement in exhibit Il, It is too long to read here because it takes up
a whole page, but I. respectfully request that it be inserted into tho
record.

Senator. cCeet.LAN. IAA that also he inserted in the record.
Mr. WunieN. Also I would like to request that exhibit A be inserted

into the record.--
NfeCixi,eas. Let that also be inserted into the record.

Mr. WItaiex. In short, t he ad hoe vqininittetes recommendation would
enable teacheN to maim copies or recordings for purely noncommer-
cial classroom teaching pnrposee of the following, for example;

A short poem ; a short story; an essay; a malt.
An article front a magazine or newspaper.
A transparency of a chart, from it newspaper or from a text

for classroom use.
A transparency of a graph or diagram from a book, newspaper,

or a magazine.
A TV or radio I trograin which is used within 5 school days after

the recorded broadcast. then erased!,
A rendition of a .school orchestra for the purpose of self -

evaluation,
A recording of a musical excerpt for the purposes of study.
Excerpts or quotations (such as excerpts from contemporary

writings in a duplicated examination).
The ad hoc committee is not asking for the right to copy an entire

book or novel; a dictionary, reference book, musical score, encyclo-
pedia, niagazti4e.nowsHtter, pamphlet, or monograph; a motion pic-
ture or a tilmstrip. Tlie ad hoc committee is not asking for the right to
make copies of materials originally consumable upon use, such as
workbook exercises, problems, answer sheets for standardized tests;
nor is it asking for' permission to anthologize.

In conclusion, we would like to point out that the doetrine of "fair
use" alone is insullicient, in our judgment, to provide the certainty that
leachers and other nonprofit educational users of copyrighted mate-
rials need for their own protection, particularly in light of recent de-
velopments in the 11"dliani8 and Wilk/18 ease.

In the event that this subcommittee cannot grant our request, the
ad hoc conunittee will be unable to support the proposed legislation
(S. 1361 ) unless it is (Imaged in two major respects: (1) unless the
bill specifically provides tilherence to tho concepts and meanings of
"fair use" which were written into House Report No. 83, of tho 90th
Congress, as amended in the following respects ;

(a) The elunination of the expression "no matter how minor" in
reference to the fourth criterion.

(19 The authorization for classroom purposes for limited multiple
copying of short whole works, such as poems, articles, stories, and
essays.

(e) The application of the full impact of "fair use" to instructional
technology.
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(2) a the t'rIttnillissioner in the 11711Ltiog friql
11711.;1,8 Ivjecivil to the extent in which it differs
front t hitt. I louse report, as amended above.

41 organizations represented on the ad hoc committee have
thrashed mit their differences, and the position ve take now at this
hearing hest states t he preponderant view of oar onamitity.

1 torn now to tine 1,,,khot In the interest of (low, I will
each panel metolwr to introduce himself to the stiliconitnittee. anti indi-
cate the needs and concerns of the organization or organizations lie
represents relative to the ad hoe committce's reeonimetektion to the
Congress,

Mc. I iarry itosentiold trt litv left, is our counsel and we may ('alt
upon him (luring the question period.

1:t-Extatati. Mr, t'littirinatt. before any other witness speaks..
voilld it he possible to have the NVII0le of melt ui'tltest Sfiltelltettl'', put
in the, record; they are being read in substance, and not in verhatilit

Senator mccitA,LAN. \ye have so ordered this moviiittg that Oily \vit.
1111Ve his Nita(' prep:1.1'1'd Statelltela placed in the record and

jar t itio.lilight it and supplement it as he may choose,
[Hie statement of liarold E, IVigren iii full

.41.%11.,(1'.NT ur .%0 Her CoNtOlITFE (0i* EtoteAllONAL INSTITVI IONS ANI) OMANI.
ZVitoNS) ON (..el'Ytti011 I11' ItEVI.StON BY liAlLet 11, WIOBY.N

Mr, Chairman and NIcinliers of the SulleoutinIttee: I am llarold E. WIL;ren,
(+airman of the Ad lbw Committee 41 educational organizations t nn t'op.%
11..,,ht 1,1W at enitsofium covering n toll of taglittizitions
%vit hin the coinniunity whi.(.11 hare antic(' to protect the public
c.st in tin ret ision the copyright law. I urn a member or the staff of the
tionol Education .1ssociation. told serve as flue NE.k's Educational rl'eleconi-

s

sPecir

nuntlications Speciailst. I appear before you today, 110WeVel'. on helialf of the .td
t'onitnitlee lot lieVisii)110 1011(211 represents the interests of

teachers, professors, school administrators, subject nuttier specialists, educa.
broallo asters, librarians and, most Importantly, students themselves. .1c-

Nally. WI' represent th only major organized group of copyright 11801'8. MI'
ullotits are stItilvtlt,z, net! they arc conipietcty dependent on the ease with whiell
eopyrigittoal Information ean I e tondo avail:00.e to them in reasonahle
Iii ell information society, t.ientitmen, the quality of Emir education Is In your

A list of our inetolers is attached to this statement (Exhibit A). For the
record, I us I/. 111:0 to point mit that we support the testimony given by the
library assciathaus this 1111111111i.f. 'nese groups are Inembers of the Ad line Cola-
mince on Copyright Las,. lit.rision.

(Inv committee has appeared before you on previous occasions to outline our
concerns In 11;0 critical to at ltq' CONTight lute IVVI11/11, 4.1,11cprij, Ilichujed
the !Weil for at clear (hlinapi,ai mil' "fair INC " so that teachers unit know wirat is
1.0:101si1,10 anal %Stilt is mint 11'n/ii,ii,11. in Olt' ilS('S of mu teriak to stininlate
learning. We have stilt other cutworms regarding the copyright legislation tm.
1,4..re your Itecan,o of time constrnints. we have set forth tleo.,e In a
footnote.' \VI still not, therefore. dwell on any of these limiters today but Instead
vs ill omentiato on the tO11111 thrust of ills hearingour proposal that a Hamill
,,ificatt,41.at exee.ptf,11 be pralfaxa tcalicrs, scholars, and teseari hers to use
nat..rials for toutpiptit put rpoes lirk,

Willi Ike to point tilt hi the Subcommittee the rationale for this
liniiretl edlicathinal exemption, During the past eight yours, the .\11 floe Coni7

(ober coererns of the, .101 Hoe crnnattee: fat the expansion of the floration of eopy
;lett front rear year= In III, pewit Ire to if of the nothor eons oil year.: Jr, tho
proi,,cd 1,1w ('Phis nr feet t. onlyarmnied and tcilI prevent materials from going into thefill ,i...011,00 tor at teioa 75 Ye;IrS ni 1, la as mach ;.., 1:20. Ito.
11Allity of ilmo,ntly Infrinziw fra,l.r, nil the exerssIvo ponaltleg mhlch

e
an ,0,,I14,

unbr t er,,7",'",1 Ina'; lei 1111 ?4 071,r ore" to to instrtetional hroadea.tinz
and to In,trin.tIon,11 uses of eompnters and other technology and cirrus its t,) rile
compo:Ition of the proposed coaumissluta t to the teehnotogir2a1 uses of copyrighted, worki.
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nilttve has made every effort to 'Maintain contact and dialogue N1Ith
authors, and materials producers to reach sotto, type of accommodation uhieh
would take into account the interests of all parties concerned in the revision et
fort In order to strike a fair balance between the rights of proprietors and the
rights of consumers/users of materials,

Our discussions, ho ever, have Dien frnstraterl toy the impact of the recent
ruliog by Commissioner Davis of the U.S, Court of Claims in favor of
Wifkiots, to its copyright infringenient snit against the National Library of
Moo lic.ne, Commissioner Davis' retort, In our Judgment, has great impact lint
wily on library operations but also on the ability of the educational onto:tility
to gain access to the intellectoal resoorees of this tuition. This tooling, If affirmed
by the entire Court of Mhos, Nepali] seriously Ilt»It the scope Mid meaning of

use." The Commissioner's ruling has caused considerable consternation
and alarm Nvithin the educational community not only because of Its tot1'4,ct uIi
libraries but also because it would undercut the accepted nod traditional wan-
ing or "fair uso" for teachers. The language and rationale art, Just as app lit able
against teachers and schools as against libraries.

Because the Wiliffints cE Wilkins decision proves the unreliability of "fair nse"
for schools and libraries, the Ad Hoe Committee largos Congress to adopt
the concept of a limited educational exemption which would neutralize the
hat effect of the connulssioner's opinion on both school. ;trot libraries
and at the santo !title not be tietrinlental to publishers or producers of materials.
In light of Williams d Wilkffirt, our request for a Minted educational exvniiiitton
is submitted to this committee not in UM of "fair use" but in addition to "fair
use" in the statutes. "Fair use" is generic in nature and is applicably to
ereryone- etommereffil and noncommoreliti user alike. Educattonal users need
special protection over and above that provided volomeroho ii,ory.; 1,1.0;111,4e It toy
have it public responsibility for teaching the children entrusted to them. They
work for isople---toot for profit They do not use materials for (heir own gap, hill
for the benefit of the children of all of our citizens, Including those of authors
and publishers. This is the foundation stone for American education,

71IE AD HOC COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDATION

The Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Law Revision therefore respectfuli asks
the Congress to include in its new copyright law the following operative word.
lag of the Itmited educational exemption :

"Notwithstanding other provisions of this Act, nonprofit use of a
portion of a copyrighted work for noncononerdal teaching, scholarship or
research is not an infringment of copyright."

The whole proposed language Including definitions and limitations is attached
to this stalenient. (See Exhibit IL)

lu short, the Ad hoe Committee's recommendations would enable teachers
to make copies or recordings for purely noncommercial classroom teaching par
poses of the following, for example:

A short poem.
A short story.
Au essay.
A map.
An article 'from a magazine or newspaper.
Transparency of a clout from a newspaper or from a text for classroom use.
Tronspareiwy of a graph or diagram front it book newspaper or is magazine.
A TV or radio program which is used within 5 school days after the

recorder broadcast, then erased.
A rendition of it school orchestra for the purpose of selfevaluation.
A recording of a musical excerpt for the purposes of study,
Excerpts or (imitations (such as excerpts from contemporary writings

in a duplicated examination).
The Ad Hoe Committee is NOT asking for the right to copy an entire book

or novel; a dictionary, referenee book, musical score, encyclopedia, magazine,
newspaper, pamphlet or monograph : a motion picture or a filmstrip. Tito Ad
Hoe Committee is NOT asking the right to make copies of materials originally
eousnowlito upon use, such as workbook exercises, problems, answer sheets for
standardized tests; nor is it asking for permission to anthologize.

In (sown:stoat, we would like to point out that the Iloorino of "fair use" alone
is insufficient to provide the certainty that teachers laid other nonprofit effitea
tional users of copyrighted materials need for their own protection particularly
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In light of recent developments in the Williams 1f Wilkins ease. Teachers are not
interested lu mass copying that actually damages authors and publishers, but
they need to be free to make creative use of all of the kinds of resources available
to them in the classroom, and this necessarily involves some reproduction and die-
tribution of copyrighted works such as contemporaneous material in the press,
isolated Views and stories for illustrative purposes, TV or radio materials, and
the like. Subjecting the use of modern teaching tools to requirements for advance
Overawe and payment of fees would inhibit use of teachers' imagination and in-
geneity and necessarily restrict students' opportunity to learn. It is imperative,
therefore, that a specitie limited educational exemption for educational copying
or reproduction be granted by the Congress.

In the event that this Subcommittee cannot grant our request, the Ad Hoe
Committee will be unable to support the proposed legislation (S. 1301) unless it
is changed in two major respects: (1) unless the bill specitically provides ad-
herence to the concepts and meanings of "fair use" which were written Into House
Report No. 83, 00th Congress, as amended In the following respects:

(a) the elimination of the expression "no matter how minor" in reference
to the fourth criterion

(b) the authorization for classroom purposes for limited multiple copying
of short whn'e works, sue h as poems, articles, stories, and essays

(o) the application of the full impact of "fair use" to instructional
television

and (2) unless the decision of the Commissioner in the Wfifiants tf case is
specifically rejected to the extent in which it differs from that House Report, es
amended.

Accotapanying me today nee representative members of the Ad Hoc Committee
who will :veal: to the Ad Hoc. Committee's request for a limited educational
exemption. The it organizations represented on the Ad Hoc Committee have
thrashed out their differences, and the position we take now at this hearing best
states the preponderant view of our Ccnunittee.

I turn now to the panel members. In the interest of time, I will ask each panel
member to introduce himself to the Subcommittee and indicate the needs and coin-
terns of the organization or organizations he represents relative to the Ad Hoc
Committee's recommendelion to the Congress.

MUIR re A
An Hoe COHN! ITTF.1.1 ON COPYRIGHT LAW REVIbtON JULY 1973.

American Association for Higher Education
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Junior Colleges
American Association of Law Libraries
American Association of School Administrators
American Association of School Librarians
American Association of University Women
American Council on Education
American Educational Theatre Association, Inc.
American Library Association
Association for Childhood Education International
Association !or Computing Machinery
Association for Educatioaal Communications and Technology
Association of Research Libraries
Baltimore County Schools
College English Association
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
Council on Library Resources
International Reading Association
Joint Cot nen on Educational Telecommunications, Inc.
Medical Library Association
Modern Language Association
Music Educators National Conference
Music Teachers National Association
National Art Education Association
National Association of Educational Broadcasters
National Association of Elementary School Principals
National Association of Schools of Music
National Catholic Educational Association
National Catholic Welfare Conference
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National Commission for Libraries and Information Science
National Contemporary Theatre Conference
National Cooncilfor the Social Studies
National Council of Teachers of English
Fictional ('onnell i f Teat. hers of Mitt heinatics
National I-Mae:Won .1ssociation of the United States
National last rout ional Television Center
National Public Radio
National S(.110(11. Boards Association
Public Itroadeastlug Service

Conumittlea atm .1ssociation

0118ERVI:I

.1itteriea .Association of University Professors.
Anterie Mum, Economics Association
American l'ersonnel and thildatteo Association
Associated Colleges of the Midwest
.Association of Ainerican 1,11w Schools
.Ass. t h oil for Supervision and Curriculum 1)evelopment
rederal Ceumunnications Commission
Nat bonil congress of Pt rents and Teachers

EXHIBIT 13

Section . 1.intitalion4 on exclusive righls: Ileproduellou for teaching, scholar-
.ship and research

Notwithstanding other provisions of this Act, nonprofit use of a portion of
a copyrighted work for noncommercial teaching, scholarship or research is not
an infringement of copyright,

For Imposes of this section,
(I1 "use" shall mean reproduction, copying and recording; storage and re-

trieval by automatic systems capable of storing, processing, retrieving, or trans-
ferring inforination or In conjunction with any sindlar device, machine or
process;

(2) "portion" s!tall mean brief excerpts (which are not substantial In length
ht proportion to their source) front certain copyrighted works, except that it
shall also include

(a) the whole of short literary, pictorial and graphic works
( t entire works reproduced for storage in automatic systems capable

of storing, processing, retrieving, or transferring information or in con-
junction with any similar device, machine or process, provided that

(I) a method of recording retrieval of the stored information is
established at the tinte of reproduction for storage, and

(ii) the rules otherwise vindicable under law to copyrighted works
shall apply to information retrieved from such syste.as;

(e) recording, and retransmission of broadcasts within five school days
after the recorded broadcast ; provided that such recording is immediately
destroyed after such 5-day period and that stick retransmission is limited
to immediate viewing it schools and colleges.

Procie/o/ that "portion" shall not include works which are
eol I originally consumable upon use, such as workbook exercises, problems,

Or Si11111.1ardiZell tests and the all,WIT sheets for such tests;
to used for the purpose of compilation within the provisions of Section

103(a).
Senator ArtCtxt,I,A-N. Who is the next witness to he heard from ?
Mt'. (''nu. alt'. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am

.

Alfred Carr, legislative consultant in the Office cif Government Rela-
tions of the Nat jowl! Education Association.

1 appreciate this opportunity to appear before you this morning
Ion behal f of the' Natiffital B111(11(.1011 Association of the. United States.

Thchers aro hot It authors Slid consumers of educational materials,
many of which aro protected h,' copyright laws. NEA, representing
some 1.4 alt lhon teachers and other Auentors, wants a law which will
be equitable to both authors and consumers.

:;()_-::1;- 13
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eVents. an it i"ng li t In !Incites.W s as 0.nswitt.,:, video-
tape-4. 111101 ealltet'lls eats hused to capitol, t lie-e events for slittriii,,oe
with other learners. .111 of this is to say that the -world has changed
i.00nsiderably sinek, Pion anti that this eloolge ea» he :',U1'n ifs i/eseinioSs
as \veil as in tVAry othor sector of our soviet y. The 11011' voliyright law
nuist not freeze education at the fu:too level or t,\ ell at the 1:17:: level.

It is iniporlant to cite a fev teaching iftaetiet.s to illustrate the rc
strictivettess of S. 1.:101 :

A teaeher videotapes a -relevant tclevisiout program ott tisk, air for
Ilse on the following they with his or loot. social studies elas:oes iu the
auditorium or in the ehissroont.

.1 teacher reproaliv.es 30 copies of one page out of a copyrightett

.t teacher puts a chig)ter front a copyrighted book into a computer
lit order to make alt analysis of the ututuitical st rstetktre.

.1 class is having difficulty understanditor scillholisnl in literature,
and the class text does not !for far ciongrt iii its explomottion. 'file
to`avill.`r (Ia'reftqlk IliaLus 111111(41k 101111.S i)t. it Hanoi OF a short vssay
f rum another hool----t hat wtaild help the class understand the concept.

SE. strongle urges this etinimittee and this Congress to adopt a
revised copyright, late that will explicitly proivide limited exemptions
1'nl teaeltiug, scholarship. or research purposes, and extend "fair use"
provisions to new educational technology such iis instructional tele-
vision, computers. and automated systems.

1.upaity therefore, we lived a new laN that. will support. rat laT than
thWall..,00(1 tl'a01111112: leOS III the II)111n.

Thank roil.
Senator NtiCi.rta..kx-. 'Iltaikk you.
(The statota.nt of Alfred ('art in full follows:1

$rAll..ic.x.r or At Flan l'Ata:, CoNi I.T.INF, N.Yriox.o. Earcvtiox
.tssociA I fox

Mr. 4:hal/loan and members of the stiloomanitt up, I ata .11f red Carr. Legislative
e.asiiitaat in the ()ce of (3oVenittietit i{elatI011:-: of the National Eaficatjoii
AsiPciatiertl. 1 appreciate this opportaulty to:give:114(4'ot%, volt this ittorttin:4 on be-
half of the National I.:lineation Association of the [hilted States.

Teachers art' both author++: and eottsumers of eilittattietad totatetiak, litany of
which are protected toy copyright lows. repre.senting some teach-
ets ;111(1 other etthruiton:. vaills a law which will It' Nplitable to both authors.' rind

1Ve wish to see proper protection of the interests of those persons
wito,w (eat ioldavo alto materia t the :nine (hoe,
tar wish to insure that leachers nod learners are protected in their vreative use
of lilaterilik Tht.te is Mt 1)N-or-riding tool to be toot to the rv-
,, i,tou t.t lilt' l'pyright law : the acei ttinintalti evenness in our society tili01 to
iteqtre reasonable ;lecl'SS ilifern11011111 tlhot Wells it nil of our citizn,. This IA
of primary etawern in our 11410)(1114.y,

The teacher the toilloor's %%WN :Ind creates tuarkets for
1110,010. +the can ask: What ,L;111111 i.t to/1 1.4,rk if no one is interestf+01 in
reading %that he INK NVVittel0 In a sere:0,, it 0.ot:tote the vorks of ztalltors lot the
classroom. 'root-hers have the respolisi)ility of slimulatita: interest on the part
of learners. 'flits means using a with. variety of materials and resources for
tealting and 3earnintz. In the world of ilifer/11:11/0/1 In the nrak, this itniktsoa
0,u the te,whi,r a ta..N rp.,isoisibiiity to make rapid (11.cisiotr4 regardin+4 the use
of 1»ateti;11,:-- deeisiote.: which ofte, turn out to it' regardcd as Infrito.,,Ntients or
nett r-inf ringentents of the. prosent archaic copyright law.

penchi,,v: 1.; naa longer eltitiried to Ow use of a single textbook. Creative teach-
er:+4 need hits antl 'limes of toll sorts of written. ideiorial, and graphic materials
geared to -ttle (Nu:halite utontent" when Stl111.111tS are best reatly to learn. Ittqiiilr.
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nig a teacher to purchase a large book in order to use a small portion would simply
mean that the teacher would neither buy the book nor use the materials. Teachers
today must work In a world where the very atmosphere is loaded with informa
Hon which students must learn to sift and evaluate.

What then are edueallon's needs in any new copyright legislation passed by
this Congress?

Immediate access to reasonable portions of printed and non-printed materials
for instructional purposes nit paytnetit of royalties, 'Phis reasonable access
should be extended to the use of instruetimml tel computers, antonnattal
syst VMS, atiii other tlevelotoments iu Clillentloll:11 technology,
'Certainly that the present law's "not - for - profit" principle be converted into a

liutitetl educational exemption for toneprolit uses of copyrighted materials.
Proteetion for teachers who Innocently infringe the law in the performance of

their inn ies as teachers,
noteuttou or the Sallie copyright duration period as In present law; LC., 2

years plus 25 -ye.tr renewal period.
The teacher's needs encoilliNts5 the malty tvaching-learning processes that are

being st111111111Vil le the enormous amount of new information and the attendant
°Nilo/anion les afforded by the new educational technology.

Sew reaching tcomlimes--mouiling the use of computers, Closed-circuit tele-
violeotaleS, rcrordings ;trid microfilm, among falter torIlls of communica-

t toms teclutotogy--have been 41OVelOpod to keep pace with ale tienlaalls of the fast
changing; information explosion faced by our schools. They make possible more
learning in less time. Flexible selieduling at the secondary level has been made
possible by computers and has ty0IONE to wide choice for learners within the
school day. Computerized scheduling can free students from rigid teaching pat -
rorns fuel en tl le lu be liberated fur a portion of the da,y fur individualized
work, nil any activities, opera laborat(o.y work on a problem or project, or for
indiv bloat ,mnfcrences with foachers,

Schools without walls have opened the parameters of the learner to include
attending political conventions, court hearittgs, sports events, and NNIInp,'::ing
;noon lownlo4, Took sliv;1 as cassettes, videotapes. and cameras can be used to
capture I it events for sharing with other learners. All of this is to soy that
the world has changed eonsblerably since Ina', and that this change can he seen
in ti' ,k11.+1.k t well as in every other sector of our society, The new copyright
law must not freeze tilucatlun at the 19:311 level or even at the 1973 level!

It is intportatn to Oh, a few tuaiing practices to illustrate the restrictiveness
1,f S.

A rvziclier VidOotaiW: relevant teli.Vkiiql progralli off the air for use on the
fclhowing day with his or her social studies classes hi the avolitorium or in the
chissr%mi.

A teacher repro,luces 30 copies of one page out of a copyligitted book..
teacher puts a ehapter from a cotyrighled hook into r computer In order

to make an analysis of the grammatical struet
etas; is having difficulty understanding Symbolism in literature, and the

(lass text does not go far enough in its explanation. The teacher therefore makes
multiple copies of a poem or a short essay I front another hook) that would help
he class mnie is t and the concept.
All of these practices, according to counsel for some publishers, would con-

stitute infringements under the present law, Likewise, they would be considered
infringements limier the proposed bill, S. 13(11, which is not signItivantly different.
front the present law. 'Phis again illustrates that the 1909 taw is out of joint
with present practices in the schools of the '10.S.

lit our judgment, the proposol copyright boy world drastically curtail the
use by teachers of various materials for instruction. SEA strongly urges this
Commit tEl and this Congress to adopt a revised copyright law that will explicitly
provide limited exemptions for teaching, scholarship, or research purposes, MA
extend "fair use" provisions to new educational technology such as instructional
television. eomputers, and automated systems.

therefore. WO need a new law- that will support, rather than thwart,
good teaching practices in the 1970s.

Thank you.
Senator )1('CLELLAN. inn is next?

ft.. I tocAs. )'iv' mime is Hobert. P. Iiogan. and I am the executive
secret arc of the Sat ional Council of Teachers of English.
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I will depart considerably front tny written Shit WWII was
suhmitted. and 1 would be glad if tlu would go into the record. too.

One of the remarkable effects of 10 years of disenssion and delWe
over the needed provisions in a new roPY,ri!'ht late is that it has cast
into an ativcrnry relationship porsons who are not omy iiettos htit
interdependent professional colleagues --teachers, writers. and pub-
lishers.

Many writers teach. Some of 11:4 whir teach 'Writ(' and IlOpt` to pnblish.
Most of the editorial stall' nR9nbers of educational publishers began
as teachers. Some st ill teach.

The imnaturalness of this adversary relationship is revealed again
and twain by the recurrence of the same refrain in our private and
off-the-record ronversat ions: "I1nt T didn't mean that.''

I cite a practice of a brilliant, ereative teachera practice which
would he prohibited 1,y a restrictive copyright law: and my publisher
friend says, ''But I didn't mean t

Ile, in turn. cites an instance of district -wide wholesale piracy: and
say,"Ilut I didn't mean that."
In my prepared statement I've tried to make clear by example on

Bate .2 what NCTE does mean and on page :1 what it does not moan.
I I I may deport from my informal remarks. I would direct

Theto the Itottont of page 2 of nty prepared statement : The question
of the moment is not whether or not Mr. Housman or his estate will
forfeit income. Rather, the question is whether or not as a teacher I
am free to rise Mr. I fonsiontt's poem in this way: or whether, en-
cumlhtetl a restrictive law. I must plod ahead with wIcqever I had
planned for that day--fo example, the third part of the rh:rne of The
Ancient )farinvr---1)efore I knew what that day meant for my students.

Briefly, we join the other members of the Ad hoc Committee in
seeking a limited educational exemption within the guidelines set
forth by Mr. Wivren. Until the Williams and Wilkins case, we had
thought the doctrine of "fair use" could be made to offer sufficient
protection for the creative teacher. Mr. 11'igron has made clear why
we no longer believe that.

I concluded my prepared statement with the following paragraph:
The hest teachers at any levet are bright, creative individuals who not only

know their subject and anderstand how children learn, but who coon.et what
they teach to the world around their students. They not only serve their own
students wr". hot by their example they inspire less gifted'eolleagnes to teach
Letter than they otherwise might. What the National Connell fears most of rill
in a restrktive copyright law is that penalty and the fear of penalty will stifle
creativity and imagination ;1111011g touchers and reward pedestrian teaching.

To put it another way. we hope for a law that will offer the creative
teacher more security than the uncertain feeling that "they won't
sue me lwen use. surely, they didn't mean that."

What we hope is that after the law is finally written and its neom-
panying report is issued, and the first piece of litigation is instituteo
and brought to its conclusion. no one- teacher. publisher. author. or
legislatorwill look at that conclusion and say in a private and off-
the-1.00rd moment :

1 didn't T1104111 I limit,"
T11:1111: .V011.

Senator It'Crfar,.% x. Thank you.
[The statement of Rollout F. 110!:11it iii full follows:1
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tslt.vwxff:x r ut, itoishist lisse..xx. NATIoNxt. CotNtit, OF TrActIERs or Exutis11

11r. Chairman find moffithq, of the subcommittee, I am Robert F. Hogan.
Executive Secretary of the National Connell of 'Teachers of English. The S11-
tIoLal k Wcti.:41',-, largest Independent organization for teat hers of
oim s object. Its 111 thousand itullvlslisal, associate. and institutional sactrillers
am' sobscrilwrs aro ill-wail (114111 nil levels of education, elemental." through
gra !nate .shoed. For them . I express or: appreelationt for ills nppo !unity to
submit written and oral testimony to the subcommittee.

Astipsonth ii snlistatilial majority of lids membership consists of classroom
te,otters. It also 1114110os woolen. editors. nail pal iishers, The t'olinell Itself is

iOI.110irr of sel'OO poliodlctik 010 about fifteen 1,1,0'04 and Infmngraphs cavil
year. all broteetcd by cohrIght. I stress those tyro fach...., on the chance tbat
Norileone Irdght eonst salts the remarks that follow as threatening to the interests
of authors. 1,ablishers. and others ',vim have it genuine stake In reasonable pro
teetbsn through copyright. The Csousell shares that stake.

ehlefly concerns Hs is, while ensuring the tualistenstitee of reasOltablo
copyright protection, to revognize fully the needs of more than a million elemen
ta ry elossroom teachers who spend up to half their teaching tittle and effort on
law:it:10 arts and reading. 171 thousand secondary school teachers of English,
and. most of ail. Ilse 45 million children they teach.

The Coulson leas supported and participated in the work of the Ad !toe Commit-
tee on Copyright Revision for more than 3 decocts, rilt 11 last year the Connell
tel reasonaMy confident that "fair use." as provided for In House Report No. R3
Of the b(st h Congress and as amended in the testimony of 31r. WIgren, Chairman
of the .%sl Roe cossispitt tee, woold afford adequate protection for teachers and fair
tresitineht to cop) right 'proprietors. 'However, the outcome of the triffiamA
11W/1a( ease has destroyed that confidence. The recommendations to the U.S.
Court of Claims front the Commissioner of that Court could have no other effect,
They call into oiliest ion Ind only the right of the teacher or a scholar to make by
photocopy or IssaeltIne one copy of a copyrighted swirl:, but even to hand-copy such
material. In the light of this restrictive Interprmatior of "fair use," the National
Council joins other 1111-44411441'S of the Ad Ilex' Committee In seeking rt limited edu-
cational exempt-1 it to shore tip. In the law, the protection we need.

NVilat of privilege is It that we seek'! 'Perhaps Some examples would help to
make that clear:

4 I i In the course of a unit on satire, to make multiple copies of a neWS-
I 4.111et 4.4 4'11111111 14Y. say, Art Illichwald or Mike Rnyko to illustrate contemporary
s.ttire;

s21 Tn select from the students' teNthooks a poem they have not been
taught and to make multiple copies for use in an examination :

I 3I To :slake multiple copies: of hook reviews front a variety of sources--
Yens ifork neieW. Tinscto show how different reviewers deal
iith the saint, hook : and

(4s To take Into neconnt a sudden issue of widespread interest--for exam-
ple. the murder of the athletes at the Berlin Olympics-11y making for situ.
dents that following day copies of Housman's pcsein "To An Athlete Dying
Young."

Let tae lie just as specific in citing privileges the Connell does not seek :
s 11 To substitute for commercial anthologies, collections of copyrighted

literature timmifaetnres1 locally :
4'2 To copy consumable materials styli as answer sheets for e0111111etel4IIIY

P1141kilvol tests. the tests themselves, or workbooks; arid
I3) store indefinitely nod reuse periodically stencils or other "master

covies" of materials once duialicttteil for spontaneous use in a particular
teaching situation.

The lest teachers at any level are bright creative individuals who not only know
their subject and umierNlatal how children learn, but who Connect what they teach
to the world around their students, They not only serve their own students well,
bat by their example they inspire less gifted colleagsles to teach better than they
otherwise might. What the Nattoun 11 Crillnell fears most of all In a restrictive copy-
right law 1.4 that penalty and the fear of penalty will stifle creativity and imagi
nation among teachers and reward pmlest Hatt teaching.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Next ?
MT. :"Sr1t01'.(1:. 'Nit% Chaitinall lt1lrl itteinisers (if the sitlaannillit tee.

ant nirl);11.11 .T. Srlmeek. director of research avtivitioF of Folger
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tory: a lel finally, as the representative of the 30,00o members of the
:MLA.

This request for a limited educational exemption seems to satisfy
a wide spectrum of interests and appears to be reasonable, equitable,
and necessary for sound teaching and research as well as for the eon-
tinuance of a health intellectual life in this country.

Thank you.
Senator MeCt.rm,N. 1)0 yon think that Such a position favoring

rducationitl 115e8 as that suggested in your proposed amendment would
not have a serious impact on the ability'of the sources to provide this
nriterial and continue publication?

Afr. Scuo:ex. A point that is touched on in the Government's pres-
entation in Williams and 'Wilkins is that a great deal of the co';i: of
preparation does come, especially in scientific jOttItalS, from the. Gov-
ernment. In the humanities.some of these funds are obtained from
foundations and from universities.

Senator M(Ct.EmAN. In that connection, may I ask you if you think
it NVOUld require an increased subsidy from the Government to sup-
port it ?

Mr. Scitorck. Well, that is already underway. I understand, )11'.
Chairman.

Senator McCr.m.tAx. I know, but the time is coming when this Gov-
ernment can't subsidize everything. That source is going to dry tip,
too.

)1r. Setrorci:. Well
Senator McCLELLAx. I would be very happy just to say well, we will

jest you more subsidy from the Government for these things.
Mr. Scum :cu.. A great deal of the cost of producing scholarship is

borne by the individual scholar himself. I would suppose 25 percent
of 11W scholarly costs have been paid by a foundation or the Govern,
ntent. The rest I pay myselfand I think this is true of most scholars.

Senator McCLEmAx. Well, i ant not talking about your situa
tion, though, I am talking about the ability to continue publishing.

Now, I am not taking up for anyone here. I am trying not to. In
fact. I don't know which side I am on. actually. but you have this bene-
fit to the educational community and to have these facts disseminated
in these publications and so forth. well, they have to he created. they
have to have an author to create them, and somebody to publish them
first. That involves sonic costs, and when that cost can't be recovered,
we are going to dry up the source.

witow N. senator, 'nay I break in ?
Senator McCi.EllAN. its. 1 %mill(' just like to make this record as

full as we eau).
Mr. 11'W,19;.N. I have before me a news release from the Educational

Media Producers Council, Fairfax, Va.. dated May 16. 197:1, and the
heading reads "Demand for Educational Audiovisual Materials Rises
10.S Percent in 197:1. And the article's first paragraph reads:

Greater use of touliorisnal materials continued to characterlze the classroom
in 1'.172. ;Iccorolillg to a report to he released May 31 by the Educational Media
Producers romicil. The INN' Annual t.4tirvey and Analyse,: of Education:1i Media
Producers' sales shots that total sales of non-textbook inF-ornellenal material,:
ro,o 211.7 Itnillionl in 1972, increase of 10.S percent over 1971, The survey.
coodu,ted by an Independent market reNearch firm under the tiloice: of the
Educational Media Producers Connell. present:: a comprehensive picture of total
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iimustry sat ware v.atime, are a %iite range or statistical. data and Illial)seS of
nip education market.

Now, I read this to point out that I don't really think that the in-
thi,t ry is bleeding in this regard because of a few uses which we make
of materials in the classroom, particularly not if the sales rose 108 per-
cent in the audiovisual field alone. Now, I don't have with we the
data on the textbook publishing. industry, but I would be surprised if
Huey were substantially different, May .1 point out that these recol
sales \Yew achieved despite the tact that teachers were making limited
copies of excerpts of Why of tileSP InateVialS.

Senator MuCtil.t.AN. What I want to do is ascertain what impact
this amendment would have. if any, on the financial stability of the
publishers and other interests.

Mr. PI Isr:Nrul.o. Mr. Chairman, if I may supplement what Mr.
Wigren has said!

In 1973May 1973 -- Fortune went into its customary :00 larrest in-
dustries. and indicated that the publication industry and the related
industries have had at least as high, if not higher, an average increase
lit profits, as marry of the outer: itIVOled in the top MO. And this is
despite the fact, if not because of the fact, that teachers are making
very Intuited copies because. in our jiu this helps the sale of
materials and not hinders.

Senator McCLELLAN. Welk I wonder if the puldishers would agree
with your analysis of their prosperity ?

Mr. Itosrx virtu. Well, at least the facts in both eases, these are in-
dependent assessments. The one that, Dr. Wigren mentioned was the
producer group itself and the one that I ment toned. is an independent
business group over which mt., as school people, have absolutely no
influence.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Thank you. Proceed.
Mr. Scnonck. Well; I finished the formal part of my presentation,

although I had perhaps not fully answered your questions.
There is, perhaps, the final publication of scholarships which I

think ought to be distinguished from textbooks and educational pub-
lication. There is no question but that the publication of scholarly
journals and the pubLcation of scholarly monographs are in a pre-
carious position during. the last period because of skyrocketing costs,
and that is a very serious matter. Now, I do not, consider the limited
educational exemption that the MLA is supporting as part of the ad
hoc committee, as a serious threat to scholarly publication.

Senator lIcCf.rnt,As.. That is the point. I think it is valid and im-
portant to ascertain what the impact of this is, this educational exemp-
tion for educational purposes. what. impact, if any, that will have upon
the ability of the sources. the present sources, to continue to make such
material available. If it is serious. it ought to be weighed. If it is triv-
ial, it can lie ignored.

Mr. Seiroa.n. It is perhaps relevant, to point mats that, in getting
necessary permission to reprint. whether for scholarly books or in a
seholarl;. :journal, very often presses have asked Wit seemed to me
to be exhorbitant rates lot that permission to reprint and at times the
rates have been so high that the editorial or scholarly judgment has
had to he subordinated to the pract ical considerations because we could
not afford those permission fees that were demanded.

Senator McCnEr.tAx. Quite possibly the people who make such de
mands do themselves more injury than anyone .else. I don't know.



But they own it, and tiny have a right to put a prke on it, I assume.
But. I think that must be tin exception and not the rule. I think most
of it would be made available at reasonable prices, wouldn't it ?

Mr. SCHOECH. Well, as a general editor of a .ries of books, pub-
lished by the University of Chicago presently, I know that it is not
uncommon for press to ask for a .900 or $300 or often a $500 fee
for reprinting a single chapter or essay which is in some cases an
essay which may have appeared in half as dozen places before.

[the statement of Richard J. Sclioeck in full follows:}
Sl.VIENIEN r OF 111('It.11in SCUM:1K

Mr, Chairman and members of the sitlicolonlitlee. I am nichartl Shoeck, a
member of the Ad it t'gottutittee on Copy right Law Itevistott. I Itl 11'
of Itesearch Activities of the Fo'c,er SINikv-peare Library in Washington. and
Director of the Voige Institute of Renaissance and 1Stit-century Studies. I am
also an Ad Iona l'rofessor of English in the University of Niarviatill and the
editor of shakcspeare (biarterlY. I tfliPear I cfcirc ytat today representing the
Modern f.aintitage Association Of America, which has it membership, Of 30010.

%%horn are teachers, most or whom lire doing Nseareh and some of NVhottl
:Ire Writing litre Written) teXtikWhg and Other etilleatiOntil materials daring
their careers as vollegi. moil IttilvcrsitY Professors. (Mr point of view is therefore
rather noire complex than that of some groups that hate tt Clolit'erti with copyright
law revision, for the MLA must con:hler not hill' the pr"loons of resenrrh and
copyright, lir of the writing of imi)k-: mid vow right. 11th also the Impact of copy-
right upon leaeltlog. Vie have idways hail to consider the interests of oar sht-
denis. The 7sILA thert.foro hos long been it tneinlwr of the Ad hue
:mil it participated in the ohoirior loricf of the Association of American Law
Sehools fu ll'iltiamx f,001, ifkimt case. It Lott participates In and supports the
statement of the chairman of the Ail llo Committee. Ilarold E. Wicren. on S.

Speaking low the :WA. I should stress the need for It clear delineation Of what
:11111 %%hat is not permissible in the uses of materials in the Plass

rooms. in the uses of materials for research, and la the uses of materials for
scholarly and textbook

'rho report of Commissioner Davis in Wittioars (1972) must he
spelt as a landmark. for until that report there hail been a fairly well understood
and observed set of criteria under the nn of 'fair use.' Now there is nut.
aro a great den! 1 alarm and confusion has been iwoilueed within the cducto
doted convaanity. bee raise the effect of the Commissioner's report in irittiett/e4d
Witkilm is to restrict the accessibility of 'Weikel nal resources to kith teacher
and scholar.

A scholar has always been considered to have a right to make :1 single copy of
copyrighted material for his own personal use: this must he so to insure a free
cimulation of Ideas. and this surely is the thrust of Article I. I s of the f'onstt-
tiltion of the ratted States: "The f'ongress shall bare Power . . promote
the l'rogress of Science anil useful Arts. by seuritic for 1111111(1i Tittle,: to Authors
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 1Vriting and 1/iscoverles.
The excite:ie right is for limited times otil,v; the viol for which the other
visions of :Article I are the moans is the promotion of science and the arts, and
such promotion cannot he fostered withont the free droll:1110n of ideas. The pro-
visions of 'filly 17 of the U.S. Code are largely concerned with the printing or
repilating or publishing of the copyrighted work.; copy its used in this section is
to be construed as pertaining to copying in the same sense as printing or publish-
ing. Scholarship that is restricted by newly eretral walls of copyright protection
would become pa roeltial--and it, would not lake long for the effect:1 of stielt con-
striction to lie evident in the thinking of our ehildrett.

A scholar's copying of material has been traditional In the Western world
slave far before the time of Erasmus, and it continues to our own times. Even
that prophet of the electrocute age, Marshall McIalhan, has made or has had
made handwritten or typewritten copies of entire works: I have one such copy
in lay posses.sion. lint even that traditional and never previously Challenged
right of scholars was questioned by COmmissioner Davis, and because the courts
had not previously had the occasion to spell out the legal basis for the tradi-
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Ihoral right of scholars to make 1.1r to have tiond..1 a single copy of c,.pyrighted
material for persona! use. the fundatuu procedures of scholarship aue now
loving gravely challenged. arid the very (loamy of school:m-411411n the U.S. is con-

sequently threatened.
If the rolling of Commissioner Itavis ll'illiano; is affirmed toy

the Court of Claims, the scope and meaning. of 'fair Ilse Mill in ell...1 havo
heet1 abrogated. The force of applitalioa Uf f he Co Nvill tM

10 tile (101111101i of liht'nrie.S stud espeeially h, resew relt lilorarks ilk,' the

rolgec, as yon will have heard this tilotimpg hot also to the detrtilleat of
leaching and scholarship. Hail this hearing been lipid before flash of p17.2,
many of us who have testified would have spoken differently. But It i impossible
now to talk about educational and research uses of eopyrighted materials us if
N% t were in a preWillianis ;nal Wilkins world: we are nut.

Two alternatives appear to he open: the new legilation on cop? right call
specifically affirm 'fair use,' and this might be (p414, by having the
traditional interpretations, and effective application of 'fair use' \vritteit into
the Congressional Report. a.. indicated by Dr. Wigren. the'CnIlgrk"S 1113Y
Iaud as the 1)0111.1', should) 1111111111' in its new copyright law the so-ealled
limited educational exemption: Notwithstanding other provisions this Act,
nottprialt Ilse of a portion of a eopyrIghte.l work for nomeonantercial leaching,
scholarship and research Is not all infringement of ceitYrigill.

As the editor of it scholarly Journal frequently called upon to give permission
to reprint from its pagg.s-Hts an author, editor or co-editor of about a dozen
hooks anti more than it hundred seloolarly topers and articles. as it professor
of moil, than ttvehly years of teaching experience in several inalverAties trot,.
tall, Notre Dame, Toronto, Princeton. and now Maryland)--altol finally as a
representative of the 30,110o metahers of Ila. :VILA, tills rivwsted
lionnl ion SITIIIA to MO reasonable and equitable, and, still more. neces-
say for siounol teaching nail research ;tail fur the continnance of a licattioy ilk-
lellevli.tal life ill this country.

Senator WItO is next ?
I. Nonw()oo. Jar. ('hairman, and members of the subcommittee,

I ant Frank Norwood, executive secretary of the Joint t'ommittee on
Educational Telecommunications, which is a consortimu of national
and regional nonprofit organizations and associations including most
of the major national entities its instructional broadcasting. What I
shall attempt to do this afternoon is to summarize the principal con-
cerns regarding copyright revisions anti instructional broadcasting
ItS they have been expressed by those members of the ad hoe com-
mittee who are most di rectly concerned.

I want to state we fully support, as do my colleagues here, 1)r,
Wigren's testimony, and 1 \vent to paraphrase my written submis-
sion. but I still hope to touch on the four points which are ly..fore us:

First, we want to stress the need to make clear that both the doctrine
of fair use and the proposed limited educational exemption applied
to instructional radio and television the same way that they apply
to other forms of teaching:

Second, that beyond "fair use." instructional broadcastini stands
ready to pal' reasonable and just fees for the use of copyrighted
materials, but there is a need to assure prompt access to such materials
under statulard terms and conditions;

The third point that I want to take a moment to discuss is that
statutory limits on the number of copies or span of Ilse of instructional
programs could have the effect of precluding the development of
»interinl.s of highest quality for widespread use:

And finally, I want to talk briefly about the fact that teachers
should not be prohibited by legislation from the delayed use in the
classroom of broadcast programs so long asand I think this is the
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may be produced or how long the copies may be used, essentially de-
prives those people of the opportunity to recoup their substantial in-
vestments that high qualit V materials require.

Finally, and perhaps a most Nyidesroad interest to the teacher in
the elassroom, I W0111,1 like to talk Mann a praetice irt is c11tc.

but Wilk!' there is substantial and growing interest, and that is
the ability of the climsroom toecher to use modern technology,. par-
ticularly videotape recording, ill older to bring into the classroom a
television program as she might bring in a map or the picture from the
newspaper that I spoke of earlier. I lore we are aware of the tact that
without some safeguards, such off-the-air recordings might represent
a threat to the producers mid to possible later soles. So we propose, as
Dr. Wigren in his statement indicated, this be done within certain
narrowly confined restraints whiett would mean that the recording
should lie made and used within a 5-day period: its bask purimse be-
ing simply to bridge that gap between the time when the program
is on the air and the time when the elass meets. After the ii (tars. the
recMA should be erased. Thus, for a library copy or for copies for use
in snbSequent semesters, the commercial market, which makes them
available usually months after the program has been on the air. would
still be the teachers' source for those later uses.

In slums-m., let me say again that as an alternate form of teaching,
instructional troadeast nig requires equitable. treatment under the doc-
trine of fair use and educat tonal exemption. Beyond that point. beyond
those doctrines, producers of instructional programing are willing to
is reasonable copyright fees, but the producer cannot do so unless
the producer has access to copyright materials under 11 system of
terms and conditions which frees him (rein the present pattern of
,delays, high administrative costs and uncertainty. In order to achieve
critical mass and needed economies of scale, instructional bro9dcasting
must be free from arbitrary limitations upon the number of record-
ings that can be made and on their useful lifetime,. Finally, there is a
growing interest in using educational technology to bring into the
classroom important programs NvItielt can contribute signiticantiv to
the instructional process which would not otherwise be availablt% on
it timer' basis.

Senator McCI.Ei.r.Ax. Thank yon, sir.
alio statement of Frank \V. Norwood in full follows:1

SYNTMENT OF }NAN NOD.w OW, EN EC ul E. SECREA An?, J01 ST N 1 I
OS EDUTAT (OSA!, TELECOM N tus c.kno s

Mr. Chairman and metutieN of the subcomadttee, I am Frank Norwood, Execu-
tive Secretary of the Joint Council on Educational Telecor munications. a con-
sortium of national and regional non-profit organizations and associations in-
cluding nest of the major national entities in instructional broadcasting. What
I shall attempt to do this afternoon is to summarize the principal concerns re-
garding copyright revision and instructional broadcasting as they have been
expressed by those members of the Ad HOC Committee who arc most directly
concerned.

I shall touch upon four points :
The need to make clear that "fair use" and limited educational exemption

apply to instructional radio ,ind television as they apply to other forms of
teaching;

That beyond "fair use," instructional hroadrasling stands ready to pay
just fees for the use of coliyrig,lifed Inaterink but there is a need to assure
prompt access to such materials under standard terms and conditions ;
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That inappropriate limits on the number Of copies of span Of use of hi-
st met lonal programs could preclude the devehipment of materials of highest
quality for widespread use ; and

That teachers shout not be prohibited front the delayed use in the class-
room of broadcast pogratits: so long as the threat of adverse impact on the
hter market fur eons iervially-available films or Mikes of tla' same pr igiatu
is re111(ICki.

"Instructional broadcasting" it a term mach nnrrower and more precise than
"I'dla'a1101111 broadcasting" or "public broadcasting," Ily instructional broad.
easting we Mean a broadcast transmission which is a regular part of the syste.
inalle teaching activities of a governmental body 14 mitvont educational
institution. fader such a preetse dellnition it is clear that the to teller who lectures
from the television studio is tin different than the teacher in the classroom and
that lilt 101`11 to "use a port Lott of copyrighted.work for noncommercial teaching"
is preistds the same. Itasleally. our concern sterns from wording within house

which would appear tl),1,11iill'ate that the doctrine of fair use Is
g0111010iv different when applied to education:1i broadoistIng. Insofar as insfritc
firma/ tkroiteleasting is concerned we told that no differentiation should be made
between the needs and rights of the teacher In the classroom and the same teacher
when she reaches a number of classrooms via radio or television.

ilaving said that, tot me be quick to mid that we (10 not, bald that all asses
of copyrighted materials in instructional broadcasting should automatically be
covered by fair use nr educational exemption. Clearly there are many instances
in which the prislueers of instructional programs should beand. indeed, are
willing. to pay copyright fres which are reasonalde and just, The willingness of
instruction. prietram producers to pay for the mate-dab: they use has its
uakeessary corollary: that instructional broadcasters must have access to the
materials for whieh they are willing to pay access without undue delay,
without staggering adndulstrative burden and expense. and without the un-
certainty which now prevails when requests for permission to use materials
go ithaeswered. What instructional broadcasting seeks as relief from these
problems is not complete freedom from copyright liability chore and beyond
their use and the Mattis) educational exemption sought toy the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee but some standard set of procedures and protocols nailer which the Instruc-
tional broadcaster and copyright .holder can have dealings which are prompt,

honest, and fair to both sides.
Solution to this problem can do much to provide a climate in which well

produced. educationally sound. instructional programs eon flourish. All of our
experience testifies to the fact that instructional programming of the highest

particularly in televisionrequires substantial resources. Bather than
rely on what their own limited resources can provide, school systems, state-
wide ageueles and noncommercial broadcasters are coming together to form
cease:alit to !illative instructional sertes for their own use and for sharing with
other (aloe:nit/mil groups. In order to achieve tainsortium financing and to recoup
the substantial investments which are required for program series which are
professionally produced ander the guidance of educational experts in content
and methodology. the programs must he available for widespread and prolonged
use. Ilecause instructional broadcastingand particularly instructional tete-
visienis at last emerging from the cottage industry stage, we suggest that
statutory limits upon the number of tape copies which may be made, or their
useftd fire, are connterproductice. Further, since those in instructional broad-
easting :ire willing to pay for the use of copyrighted materials to which they
con have simple access. such restrictions are wholly inappropriate.

Filially, I want to speak about the retransmission of radio and television
iirograms. part lcula ry about the use of recordings made off-the-aft for classroom
use. Programs willeh may Is, of great lust rued tonal value do netmifort wilily
al WnYS ear on the broadcast sehodule at the preeise time when teacher and
class meet. The advent of simple and Ineypenslve video tape recorders has made
It possible to bridge that gap. and teachers are increasingly interested in reeord-
big programs for use when next their class meets. We believe that such
practice Is SOMIli and that it should he permitted under limited edneationat
exemption within certain clear and narro'i-ly-detined limits: that the user should
make hot a single copy for use withlo his educational Institution and not for
showing to a general audience. Further, such recordings should he made and
used \Allan a five-day period, and that after five days the recording shoottl
be erased.
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\Vi \\Anita also like the history 1 it show that the fair flit' (loci title
protects the maker Of a copy' itS 1.1111.1' as it protects the user of Iltal
Copy.

'thank Solt very htch.
iillENN.NN. Nit% Chairman,

Ittittlites remain tot he tanilltlittee,
statunictit of .Ntr. John C. in ruin 101108

st urvir,s av irons C. Srried.k.s, run Coel:gtoti r Com Nitro:I; or Tilt: Assort vrtos
or A Nivitte.s 1,Nw Senoobs, btu; AubsicAN AssociNiloS t'siv
1.r.ssoil$ AND Tot: AsuaticAS CouNcti, ON 1.:DUC.11,0N

Chairman and members of Om subcommittee, I am John C. Stedman, 11t.o.
lessor of Lavv. the University of NVIsconsitt. I tot is Member of the Special ('onto
Inittee lilt l'opyright Law of the Association of American 1,1tw Schools. itepre.
sentatives of the Ainericon Association of 1:111VerSity l'rofessors and Ike .\uter-
teau cut EituCation have Joined III the dvilber,Itiulis of that conitultleo. I
appear before you today at their request.

This group urges as strongly as it eon that the doetrine of fade use not only be
preserved, but he given formal recognition by the t'ongress, bolls by express
statutory provision and by appropriate language in the anal committee report, as
It has been earlier In this revision and hi Douse Report No. 2'237, Sigh (.'ongress,
Second Session, ilages lit to till (Intal). 'rids is it modest, but Important, recont-
tuvilltittitft it ttwrelY suggests, all, that your committee stand by the ap-
proach that the llotew tool: lit Ititt 7 when it passed on earlier version of the
Copyright Revision 11111, mid the approach your committee takes at the present
time, as evidenced by the language of section 107.

I.Vt me emphasize that we do not seek to remove protected material from euity-
right control. Nor are we adverse or hostile to the haste premise that legitimate
rights it ttitelleetlIal property should be protected. We accept that premise as a
matter of prittelpie, as a matter of public policy, awl as a matter of s,lf-tuterest.
There are, after n11, within our constituent membership amity authors whose
scholarly works command high prices in the comu hook market and authors
whose royalties compare favorably with the royalties of lion - academic authors.

Our main concern is to stress before this committee the soundness of the tradi-
tional, judicially-constructed ditctrine of fair use, and its fundamental impor-
tance In the process of higher education. Those among its who are law teachers
are mecca by' an added sense of urgency and concern. Tradition and precedent
play int important role in the judicial development of the taw. lint there is little
ease precedent to guide the courts with respect to permissible uses by teachers
and researchers. Cases simply did not come up in this area. But given this scar-city of vases, If S. with its present Seetion 107, \vete muneil Nviiliollt op-
propriate legislative historyat a time When educational usage h«..4 tI
controversial Issue---courts might interpret this silence as italleating a ('ongres-
sional intent not to go beyond the precedents of the past. You will recall that
Congressional silence in the ll)09 Act with respect to the protection of photo,-
!!roph reeoed., ,1,pit rm, rlet that ,Idionographic technology eNisted at that tints',
resulted in this Important area receiving no coityright protection down to the pres-
ent lime. We would not want to see nib; r.. sly and illif.outato vx/,vritIct, re-
peated in the educational fair use area, because the l'ongress failed to speak
out on Hie subject. I should add that. the dangers that exist here are aggravated
by the sveepitig language and reasoning cotttained in Commissioner Davis' opin-ion in the Wilthmhs and Wilkitts Case,

In seeking to assure the application of traditional fair use doctrine through
express statutory recognition coupled with supportive legislative history. sve ore
moved by the essential !iiiportatice of the availability it copyrighted materials
in teaching and research. First and most basic is the fact that Ilit. higher educa-
tion eominunity., college and university administrators and their facilities, are
primarily' the institillions in which the ultimate task of transmitting and advanc-ing knowledge is reposed, I emphasize that both research and iv:tilting ore in-
volved in this process. Ilach is indispensable to the other. Effective instruction of
the next generation of citizens and professionals requires that the current gen-
eration of teachers be Involved as researchers at the frontiers of their oxvn

disciplines ttal specialties, But if the individual teacher is to discharge
this duly, lie must be current within his own discipline, and this requires that he
Lave access to the work product of alllmm i researchers.

'.nt -it

for lilt' benelit of the committee. I
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'Cho exponential rate or growth or knowledge In lilts generation and Its ex.
pression in written and oilier forms, underscores the Importance to the scholar
and teacitors of aCee.,.:S to this information. As the volume of published material
has risen, the library budgets of colleges and universities are increasingly pressed.
'rho typical tibrary of a major law school mast spend, is substantial portion of
its animal imago to :Italian:, the current volumes of the state and federal retorts
:tad the current supplements to 11w vast array of state statutes, treatises, mid
tooselettf services. It Is not Pt:sslitit? rot. every university and law library to ac-
quire one or more copies of every hook needed for research awl teaching la the In
stitution.

The relevance of this to the fair use doctrine is, 1 trust. clear, look at It first
front the standpoint of the researcher. A Icacher at n good private university
in the SetItilt'llstC111 Ut tVittl Is Interested In research on a lgtrticular
topic rinds that the haste 'tvorks relating to that lophc are available only at one
or two distant universities in the northeast. Ile may NVallt to consult only ono
chapter in such 0 work, or a few pages within that chapter to hi' hits
toned it citation in a periodical that is :tvallable to Min. .1.eces.s to such infornm.
Coln Is esseutiat to the scholar. Inte-library "letelitig" etas livcoltte the marts
to such access. delittithat of fair use that left It uneertain whether such a
portion could be photocopied and thus satisfy the rose:till:yrs' needs, wonld
frustrate the purposes that underlie the fair use doctrine. and %%mid he inimical
to lite orderly extension of scimitith. knowledge,

Although the library associations are appearing hero on their own behalf. we
consider the lived to permit restricted photocopying for the Individual scholar so
basic to the vital Inter-library loan process as to warrant emphasis by us as well,

'Pureeing to the teaching function, the need for reasonable plmtocopying for
classruum 1,1rPo,cs closely parallels the need of the scholar, often a current
low item will appear tirst hi a IleSI.all4'1* Or Oilier periodietti. Or It may he a one
or two page excerpt front a voltiminons book or article, 11'hatever its source. the
quality of teaching. is greatly improved by making the excerpt avail:tide to
students. lictilat of the 01110'11111110" in do this does not mean that students and
teachers will go toil and buy the entire bunk or periodital. swill simply do
N Wont. In short, the cause of education will have Mall disserved, aild the copy-
right I}Wiler he no bettor otY.

In this connection, we reiterate that. we (to not seek the right to reprotine
entire books t:r other publications, We seek only a clear expression of intent
that the fair.use ihwtrine. as set forth in section 1(17, inchnles classroom use by
:t teacher, together with a stmportive statement in the legislative history to the
effect that classroom use by a teacher was intended to he within he ambit of
section luT. In urging this .statement we accept the limitations cited in 'louse
Iteport No. '2'.2:;;', Stith Congress, Second Session, at page (12 (11100) that in deter-
mining fair :1se it is appropriate for a trier of fact to consider the tomprolit
cha Ea crer of a school, the independent vollt Pal of the teacher and the spontaneity
or the temporary use by the teacher 111.11 the students. accept 01:41) the limita.
that that compilation of anthologies NVUltlid be outside the ambit of fair use.

il'e reiterate that we do not seek Om right to engage In multiple copying oat of
the con text of research attd teaching. We seek only the right of the scholar to have
access to knowledge through a single copy of such portion of controlled works
as are gcrimine to his estal+lisliva research goals, and. for the classroom teacher,
to have the right to use current materials in the non-profit and temporary use
context tintt is his normal classroom situation. In this connection we recognize
that the effect on the pottaltial market for the envied work Is an appropriate
fat -tar to be considered it1 the lietertaitlittbIll of fair use. but we :visit recognize
apt,' t in the 40..orshIniinv; prop..rtilm 0:441. ho
nil or virtually so. Indeed on balance. acoess to excerpts appears more likely to
stimulate sale of the source product than ti discourage It.

Two minor c;:trilications of points tutu seem implicit in Om existing language
..:.k.(tio, UIT a,f S. 13u1 would make their meaning expiteit. NVe would ilia, to see

the legislative history indicates that none of other sections of the .144 limit
the force of solicit 107, We would also likt- the history to show that the fair
use doctrine protects the maker of a copy as folly ,1 sit thC if
copy'.

We conclude as we began with it request that this committee continue the tra-
ditional rt'cognition of fair use in the research and teaching context by the enact-
ment of section conpled with supportive legislative history as outlined above.
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1. SHAN »stern. M 'hair/II:Mt by ilium. is August W. Steitihilber
and I am dliwtor of Federal relations for the National School lloards
Associ at ion,

The National School Ito:tills Association is the only major education
ore.anization representing school hoard members. Our n1011110'44 is
responsible for the educat ion of more than P.-) percent of all the Nation's
pblie schoolchildren.

As representatives of the Nation's largest unit of government. both
in terms of number and expenditures. our testimony today is not for
the henetit of any vested professional or business interest.

We are It-wally elccloil officials. We are here as trustees of the tax-
PaYer, who must eventually bear the cost which. the limited monopolis-
tic rights arising from copyright protection will entail. The term
naampolistie is being used in the nonpejorative sense that to the ex-
tent legislative restrictions are placed on the public use of work.
society IS then being precluded from freely (loafing with the ideas pre-
sented therein.

Mr. Chairman, may I stray a little from my prepared testimony.
I raving negotiated with private Unholy the last few weeks on the
energy crisis. where we tried to obtain bids on fuel oil to keep schools
open this fall plus retain current natural gas usage which you know
is Under the Federal Power Commission. I. would indicate that any
likottOpOlV is indeed klanire MS to t he public and t her:fore the responsi-
bility of 'this committee is very heavy to prevent such from happening
in die copyright area.

We know the subcommittee recognizes that great care must be taken
to weigh taxpayer cost in striking the balance between intellectual
creation and intellectual pursuit. And, it is with respect to the latter,
intellectual pursuitspecifically, taxpayer cost as it relates to class-
room use of copyrighted materialsthat my testimony is directed.

Tito National School Boards Association supports the balance of in-
terests expressed in the exemnti-n proposed by Mr. Wigren of the
ad hoc committee of copyriglo law revision. In the interest of time,
my specific comments will focus on three issues: One, duration; two
statutory damages; and three. °tile: than faceto-face "not for profit
use."

We strongly oppose an expansion .)f the current titivation period of
.2S years renewable for Years, particularly to a period as long as
life phis :10 it totali,- defies, yonotionsense 7u assome ItSal IIIC
typical artist. in 011101' to Lave financial incentive to produce, needs a
copyright protection which will not only keep him financially ,retire,
but will provide an ongoing source of income for his groat-grand-
children. i'mlor the eurrear law, the artist, like tite rest ni the citi-
zenry. in OireCt. has a life interest in the sale of his labor, which has
thus far proven to be soilicient. Purthermore, except for the relatively
rate instances of great wori4s, we sineerely doubt whether the demand
for most works in excess of ;it; years of age is melt that, the balance
between spot usage and royalties collected by heirs can justify bur-
dening copiers with thalinf, the publisher in interest, and then order-
ing ropic Seeking' permission to copy.

In speaking of expanding duration, it wouid appear that the pub-
lishing industry is the real beneficiary of the "life plus fifty" proposal.
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Second, WliStrOlyly endorse a waiver of statotory damages for in»o-
cent' educational infringers. As school board members, we have to
protect Wklt We Would ordinarily consider the ultra ices violations
of our teachers and librarians.

Our concern is that, sueli personnel should not be required to pro-
ceed wit h the juts anent of a copyright lawyer-- -many of would
also encounter dillicailt ies in dealing With the taCtUlll complexities
which may avit,e in apidying the l,tw tot a thiy-to-tlay classroom basis.
It is our opinion that penal provisnms will not SerVe, to deter good
faith ViOlatiotm gas touch as it will to foteelose teachers (vow, plis,.mimg
justifiable exemptions to the law, and, in turn, foreclose the educa
tional public policy which sing% txcutpt sons seek to protect. In this e-
gad, it can be assumed that school employees. and the milts of govern.
molt which oversee their nutivitkkslnut \vitt operate in good faith and take
steps to insure adherence to the hi iv.

Well, in the interest of time--mal 1 know I have taken up too mach
of that commodity- -I will rest my case. My prepared document
speal;s for itself. and I would like to have an oppottuttitv to answer
questions, I would again urge von once again in support of a» ednea-
ional eXellila 1011 Which W0111A place cillleatlflrl ill the Sallie pOzatiDll

or v rt »ally the same position that it now holds.
I The. statement of .1 uolist 11'. Steinhildber in full follows:1

StAtENIENT OP AVIVtAt 8(111N1111.1(c.it, h11(11:Wit F1(1'1111. Ilr.a AllNS.
SATIoNAL Su11014, ll,t),nows AssiwiAlioN

sir, Chairman. toy name is August W. SteinhilLer. :11111 1 and 1 nrector of l'i'qleralRelations for the SnIltaial
The National fcliHol ltoactN Associotion Is the only major oincation

zatinta iepresoiting s, hail t 1,,,ard members. our membership Is responsible for the
eilneatioa of wore than ninetytive percent of all the nation's public schoolchildren.

As representatives of the nation's largest wait
number and expenditures, our testimony today is not fur the bravo of any vested
Professional or busitiess Interest, Rather, we are here :is trustees of the taxpayer,who Individually /mist bear the pro tonto crst which the Vilified monopolistic
rights arising from copyight prideetion will entail ake fella inonopollstie is
I eing used In the ti(811,crjorative S1.11A! that, to (he extent legislative restrictions
are 1+Ial,eil (al the public use of iork, stwlety Is then being precheiell from freelydealing with the ideas presented therein).

kno,v the snbcommittee recognizes that great care Inn't talren to weightaxpayer cost in striking the balance between intellectual creation and inlellee-tool pursuit, Alai, It is with respmt to the latter. Intellectual pursuitspecifi-c:MY, taxpayer cost as it relates to classroom use of .;uprighted natternnsthat
my testimony Is directed.

wheel itoards sinports the halaute of interests ("N-pro,self (\(/[kilioa i,reposed NIr. IVigron of the Ad I loc Committee on
copyright NI W Roy n. In the interest of time, my specific comments will focus
on Curet) issues: 1) duration, statutory damages, and 3) other than face-to.fm.e lit Inc profit use

We strongly oppose au expansion of the current duration ikerlod of 25 yearsrenewable for 2S years, partieulaly to a period as long as life plus 50 years.
It totally defies common SOse to assume that the typical artist, In order to
have financial incentive to produce, needs it copyright protection which will not
only keen him financially secure, hilt will provide an ongoing soiree of income for
his great grand children. Under the current law, the artist, like the rest of the
citizenry, in i-Ireet, has a life interest in the sale of his labor, which, has thus
far proven to he stiff:dent. Furthermore, except for the relatively rare instances
of great works. we sitteerely doubt whether the demand for must works in excess
of fifty-six years of age is such that the balance between spot usage and royalties
collected by heirs can Justify burdening copiers with finding the publisher in
Interest, and then ordering copies or seeking permission to copy.
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In speaking of expanding duration, it would appear that the publishing in-
dustry Is the real beneficiary of the "life plus fifty" prcaysal, Even granting that
promotion of the arts and sciences may require incentive for commercial spon-
sues. it is dUlleult to Imagitte how promotion could be encouraged by offering
protection for a period which may very well exceed the life of the sponsoring
individual.'or the poldishieg company, which invested the risk capital( Indeed,
it would appear at some pent the need to encourage the arts will be discouraged
if sponsers can reap long term prVits [rote their past successes.

Second, we strongly endorse a waiver of statutory damages for Innocent edtt-
eatlimal infringers. The nation's school boards eat make this endorsement front
the detached position of not being liable for the ultra efres violations of our
teachers and librarians. Our concern is that such personnel should not be re-

, 111111.ed to proceed with the judgment of a copyright lawyer--toany of whom would
also etteounter difficulties itt dealing with the factual complexities which Limy
urge Im applyieg the law OIL a day to day clascsrootu basis. It is our opinion that
penal provisions will not serve to deter good faith violations, as much as it will
to foreclose tl'aehers from pursuing ttistitiaffie exemptions to the law, and, In
turn, foreclose the educational Public policy which such exemptions seek to
protect. In this regard, it can he assumed that school employees, and the units
of government which oversee their activities, will operate in good faith and take
slips to ensure adherence to the law.

Twill, the educational exemptiou proposed by the Ad lion Committee on Copy-
right Revision is inclusive of those transferring mechanisms which would limit
eopyright protection beyond filee.t0fAC(' INIChillg, such as educational televishm.
While other witnesses can provide expert technical testimony to support such
am IA1'1111)11011, we would like to especially emphasize our encouragement Cro the
closed circuit mlueational television exemption. This teaching device costs the
taxpayers itltllens of tiollars every year, and it would be an enormous frustra-
tion of that expentlititre if the use of tdacathand television was impeded by
restrictions, further costs, and delays in clearing administrative restrictions.
In addition. it should be noted that the Congress has recognized the educational
toter Won priority tityough sneeial provisions in the Emergency School Aid Act
and Title III of the Elementary. and Secolult ry Education Act. Therefore, apart
from the taxpayer interest, the tighter the restriction on closed circuit television
usage. presumably- the less achievable will be Congress' legislated goals in edam-
timed itutoratiou and quality integrated educationthe purposes of the two acts
whiCh I just cited.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes toy statement, On behalf of the National School
Boards Association, I would tike to thank you for permitting us to present our
views on the educational exemption to the copyright laws.

Mr, itosENFIELD. Mr. Chairman. reference has been made to the im-
pact of Williams and Wilkinson the educational community's interest.
For the interest and edification of the committee, may I submit a
memorandum of law on the impact, of the Commission's opinion and
its relationship to the House committee report

Senator McCt.ri.LAN. You may. It will be received.
[The ItientOratuitttu referred to follows :]

MEMORANDUNI OF LAW

lb.: jullOol't of ConlitliSsi011(T's Opillifdl in Wiii:antx,f Witkeef.
The Cenunissiner's (lc-Osten In Witieung tf ll'itkie$ is inconsistent with the

understanding of the House Judiciary Committee on the meaning of "fair use."
The Commissioner's. opinion undercuts the pease Committee's understanding

as to "fair use' in such a serious way as to make 'it impossible for education
safely to accept the lions° Committee's bill and report at this time.

1. 'Co date. the only ttetion taken by either house 14 the Congress in eenneetiou
win, copyright revision was that taken by the House in IOW and in 1967, In each
lostane. the house Judiciary Committee reported a bill with a report, the last
lestance behig in lfati, Wt. :n12 acid the accompanying H. Rep. No. 83, ikth Con-
gress. 1st Session.

2. For the first Vine. e Congressional Committee proposed statutory recognition
of "fair use." Seme it the key considerations appeared in the House Committee's
respect ive reports as foltows :
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to) There were no 1R111111111 jaullclal precedents fur the meaning of "fair
use in eonneetion with !nonprofit schools. Douse Heil. No. ruat-
gress, aura Session. on 1 1.11 4347, pp. 60-1.

I!) In proposing statutory "fair use," the House Committee stated:
"section 107, as revised by the CollIntittee, k intended to restate the present
judicial doetrine of fair use. not to charge. narrow, or enlarge it In any
wilY ." II, WT. No. S3. 8t4Pru. at II. 32.

WY To give some guidelines of What such statutorilyniopted judielal
"fair meant, the Committee set forth, in considerable detail and spec-
itivation, examples of teaching activities which it regard as "fate use"
under the judicial qoctrIfik+ which it WAS FiceeptItig Without change.

3. In sioecitle Instances of major import nine, the views of the House Judiciary
Committee as to what "fair use" comprised were diametrically opposed to the
Counnissloner's decision In Williams tE Wilkins. This being the case, the educa-
tional community Cannot at this point safely rely on the views previously ex-
pressed by the Ilonse Judiciary Committee as to the meaning of judicially-deter-
mined "fair use."

4, ExamPlcs 'fife divergence betweea the Conunissiober and the Douse Judi.
elary Committee. ace unheated in three items of major importance to the (aim
ca Donal and library community, as follows :

IA) AX AUT/C11: )ROM A 1.1111001cAL 155( 11

The Commissioner: there Is no difference between an tidbit, and an (alike
periodical issue. ". each article In plaintiff's joarnals is protected from
infringement to the same extent as the entire journal issue. (p. 6)

House Judicial y Committee: there is a diffeenov, "SiatIic CoPirel of
work& . . . The educators have sou; ht n limited right for a leacher to make a
single copy of an 'entire' work for classroom PlIrPoses The committee 111111'1-
stands that this was not generally Intended to extend beyond a 'separately
cognizable' or 'self-contained' portion (for example. a single poem, story or
article) in a collective work, and that no privilege is sought to reproduce an entire
collective work (for example. an encyclopedia volume, a period/ea/ 1)0101. . .

With this limitation. and subject to the other relevant criteria. the requested
privilege of making a single copy appears appropriately to he within the scope
of fair use." (3-4-5) (um/ca./Ming xupplicd)

ant COPY of F:NTIRI: W011K

Commissioner: No. ". . . And the courts have held that duplication of a copy-
righted work. Peen to make a single copy, can constitute' Infringement."

Douse Judiciary Committee: Yes. under some eiremnstances, "For exalmolo,
the complete reproduction of a fairly long poem la examination questions dis-
tributed to all members of a class might he fair use ..." (33)

"There are certain classroom uses which because of their special nature would
not be considered an infringement in the ordinary COW. For example . record-
ings of performances by music students for purposes of analysis and critlisr»,
would normally be regarded as fair use unless the copies or phone-records were
retained or duldleated." (34)

"Allows multiple copies of very short seleontaitocol works." (p.;151

DIFTERYNCKS PETEEN SINCI F: AND MULIIPLE corms

commissioner : None. ". . there is nothing in the copyright statute or the
ease law to distinguish in principle, the making of a single copy of a copy.
righted work from the making of multiple copies ..." ( 1 4)

house ]report: There is a difference. "Sin lc and multiple copying. Depending
wort the nature of the work and other criteria. the fair use doctrine should
differentiate between the amount of a work that can he reproduced by a teacher
for his own classroom use , and the amount that (1111 be reproduced for dis-
tribution to paplls . ." (p. 33) (underlying smaolleoli

. fair use 01111 extend to the reproduction of copyrighted material for
purposes of classroom teaching." (p.33)

The educati(01111 community deliberately compromised on some of its major
demands In specific reliance upon the miderstandings set forth itt the llonse
Judiciary Committee's report on the meaning of "fair use." The Commissioner's
opinion in Williams cE Trains negates the sulostane of that legislative tinder-
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standing anti renders it unsafe and unwise, at this point, to rely on Ike tinder-

standings set forth In the House Judiciary Committee's interpretation of "fair
use." The cduentionai community, therefore, lutist bare clearcut anti decisive
assurances that the statute will include what is needed for the educational emu-
mutiny. iii the way of reasonably copying and recordingneeds which are
rejected by the language as well as the thrust of the Cutitinissitifleribpitkion.

senator MCCLELLAN. is that all now ?
Mr. Wow Es. Mr. Chairman, may I clarify Imo point before we

leave the stana ?
:enatorMcCLELLAN, Yes.
Mr. 11'iout Ix. Very frequently I have been asked, does the ad hoc

committee's limited education exemption request go beyond the bounds
of "fair use"? And I ant sure some of the members of your committee
would bo interested in our interpretation of that question. I WOIlld say
that our request goes beyond file use in .proteol ion only, but not in sub -

stance. In other W0111S, our reytest goes beyond "fair use' in four ways,
as far as protection goes. Mr:4. tine limited educational exemption
would provide certainty that a given practice of teachers in the elass-
room is permissible. We do not have this certainty now.

second, the limited educational exemption would provide us free-
thmt from the aura of commercial competition in the normal "fair use"
situation: that is, as 1 pointed out in my testimony, ``fai use" is generic
in nature and applies equally to both commercial and nOncominereiai

We fuel educational users need special protection over and above
that provided comntercial users, because of their public responsibility.
Third, "fair use- is a defense in a lawsuit, and the teacher has the
!Baden of proof under the present statutes. The limited educational
exemption on the other hand puts the burden of proof on the pub-
lishers. The publisher has to prove that the teacher has infringed.

Finally. the limited educational exemption would protect Its in the
event there ;irises another r01111 snit he it Smith VerStIS Jones or what-
ever you want to call it, whielt might be similar to Williams .\ Wilkins.
1n the event that occurred we would be protected. Otherwise we would
have the same thin', to do all over again as we are doing today.

Let na-, point out that we are not asking for more substantive rights,
but we are asking for more protection to assure that we get those sub-
stantive rights which We feel are appropriate for the educational
community.

Thank yon, sir.
Senator 'McCI.F1.1.vx. All right. Thank you.
Call the next witness.
mr. BRYN N.\ N. We have five separate presentations in oppti ttoil to

the ad hoe committee amenditient. Each witness will be allotrd
minntes.

Senator 'Nfurt,Ei.L.1 N. There gOCS the ben. T will have to leave to %alto.
imt will be back shortly.

1.\ brief recess WaS take11.1
SelltItOr )fcCialr.Ax. The committee will come to order. the next

witness.
Mfr. Br:EN-NAN% Mr. Chajrnum, the first witness, in opposition to the

nil hoe committee's amendment is Mr. Irwin Karp, counsel for the
Aothors'LNIVZ110 of America.

Senator .1 11 right, Mr. Karp. you may Iwood.
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Now. the fakit4 in 16 Will;IthiN ttud 11'dk;IPS V8:40 were that tit(' t WO
sets of Government libraries engaged in the systematic reproduction.
on a vast scale, of collies of entire articles for their own patrons amt
the patrons of other libraries. In his opinion Commissioner Davis
passed no judgment mi educational copying in any of the permuta-
tions analyzed by the !louse Judiciary Committee.

What Commisioner Davis did was to confine his decision and opin-
inn to the fads of this pattiodar ease, which is always done in fair
use cases. lie said that laised on the facts of the i)atienlar
and 117/kiAv Hoo,---on the annual systematic copying of than Inds
and thousandsand literally millions over a period of yearsof
jo ti ii ul articles -- -that this systematic COpyint, was W/1010010 COpyilli!
and was therefore not fair use. And he analyzed the criteria of fair
Ilse as it applied to those facts only.

Ito also pointed nut that copying of entire articles could, wider ap-
propriate cireumstances, be fair useinul he said that their were Many
illustrations that might conic to mind on reflection. Aml he re-enipha-
sized that fair use, however. cannot support wholesale copying of the
kind ha re in this suit.

One ronelnding comment. the educational spokesmen have told Yon
today that ''educators must have access to these materials and they
are really dealing with a huge industry--publishingwhich is only
enncerned with profiting itself. 3s a matter of foot. authors mut 'PA
fishers ,lie. also "educators- and make valuable contributions to the
educatimied process. which they could notdo--if this exemption were
establishedwithout considerable loss to themselves. On the other
hand, education is one of the top 500 industries in the Vnited States.
Anil there are no educators, to my knowledge. who teach without pay
or who occupy schoolrooms or school buildings which are not paid
for. The educational system and the school boards do pay for other
services and facilities that they use.

It might be pointed out that when teachers feel that the compen-
sation they reediye is not adequate. they have a remedy. They are
allowed to owanize in large rrons awl boycott the schools. They
go on strike. and thew' stay on strike. keeping the schools shirt down.
until they receive what they consider adequate compensation. Ironi-
cally. they are entitled to do that under an exemption granted by an-
other statute, the Clayton Act bevanse the conduct of the NEA local
chapters in voiouF, States, in striking schools, is a boycott. which
would othervie violate section l of the Sherman At.

They are able to organize in large groups; na mely, union. to fix
the prices for their services----which would also violate the Sherman
Act were it not for the exemption they have under the Clayton .ket.
We have no quarrel with that. What we tin quarrel with is this new
exemption they seek which would prevent publishers and authors
from receiving reasonable compensation for their materials mid their
services, that is. when their copyrighted works are copied, beyond
the limits of fair use.

The I louse .Tudiviary Committee suggested that where copying
beyond fair use was desired by educators. tltat reasonable, voluntary
arrangements should be worked out to make this possible it also sug-
gested that educators. authors. and publishers cooperate in establishing
criteria for fait. use. We are perfectly willing to do that and we
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understand that the .kssoolat ion or Anasuicao Pobliiwrs is. We think
t hat these problems can ht' resolved. hut we don't think they can he
resolved by denting a heavy !flow to the copyright system, hi,.1 after
all is the underpinning for independent cut reprenettrial creation and
dissemination of literar, scientific, and artistic %vorks, lkoatise if
copyright IS Undermined tlii.stype of exemption, t hen the only thing
We can ilo is go to a flovvritaworsubsidized systein of creation and
publication.

you,
Senator 1(..Cial.t,.x. Thank volt,
I The titillated statement of Crwiti Karp follows:]

mr. Chairman am! n111111,,,,,, of the subommittee, my Hams k Irwin Karp,
counsel for .1/4iitliors teazle of America, a tla,l4 and socety of profes-

sional \sutlers and dramatists. I appear to present its vim%s on the amendment
to 5 glad requested by 'Flit' Education .\ssoclation and other groups

.1(1 MK' CialffitInvi( Oil Copyright Law Revision"). I respectfully ropiest
tint this statement be Included in the reelord.

Nol iioe Committee has requested the SillcommItiee to add to the Copy-
fteeislon 11111 a new sty tion which would create it -genera/ educational

exemption" permitting "tallicalors". "scholars" and rt.;;;.archers" to reproduce,
cePY and record copyrighted wail' beyond the limits of fair use; to store and
reil'10e/. iuirtertriIs Iti fintonlatle systems to if greater extent than permitted by
fair use or Sii' 11 iSi of the 11111; and to record and retroustult broadcasts for five
,bit's to schools all(1 (4)11e141,s. if 1(101(1' 11111(11 (Vast WEIR'S Maier the
iutstut dart', aild tinder the 11(1/,

Tito .1,11111ora League 5libC011111111(fve to 11..4'0 flits liriip(1,(ell OXelifii-
t lot( 114.(111.4. (11 11 .(011111 i&Itnit alle011111011Sated ellileafl011111 topyttig beyond
the Molts of fair 118e, 111,1 &si)y the reasonable, poinitronds. soluttlat to this
reltent which is reflected in the Retort of fire 114mso Judiciary l'ominittee anal

Me draft report of this Solsminittre: (2i the exemption would be extremely
damaging to nuthors and publishers; and 13) there is no substance to the edit-
eators` claim that the Williams & 1Vilkhis decision is a Valhi reason for reviving
this rtspist for an editeatioinil had previously been rejected
by the 1 louse Judiciary Committee and by this Subcommittee.

We focus our ilisenssion tat those provisions of the proposed exemption which
deal with the reproduction. copying and recording of copyrighted works. How-
eer. we should note that authors are as strongly otoposeti to those provisions
of the SEA amendment which would permit the use of eoliyrightod materials
In storage and retrieval systems beyond the limits of fair use rind to the anise
which would permit the recording and retronsmisslon of liroadertsis.

) 711E eatotio:JecttoNs or TM; "1111,NATIoNAt, ExEmpTiosa"

As the Report of the Ilotise Judielar:t Committee notes. the NEN awl other
members of the Ail Hoc Committee had rtsitiosted Stibommittee No. 3 to insert
..mi specific, limited exemption for educationall eopying" into the Revision Rill.
As the draft report of this Subcommittee indicates, the Ad Hoe Committee
also requested that this edueational exemption be hiellitled in the Senate version
of the Revision 11111, The House Jthlieltiry Committee refused the Ad Ilia,
Co inattfve'A request, and their "exemption" was not it in the 11111 passed
by the Moose, nor in S. 1361 or the prior Senate revision talk. The reasons wily
the (.11;11101mnd exemption was refitsed by the Make Judiciary Committee are
as valid today as they were when the Retort was issued in Hiatt ; ail nothing lit
commissioner opinion in the & Wilkins; raspthy Ad Hoe
Committee's stated pretext for reviving its "exemptionaffrets the validity of
the Judiciary Committee's reasoning,

C;;;;ar.ittre noted flint "pitobropying and other reproducing devices were
constantly prolifernting and becoming easier and cheaper to use." It also took
note of the c4altelittnns of authors and publishers. that "education is the textbook
pal lishtr's oldY market, and that many authors receive their main income
Crean livenshig reprints in anthologies alid textbooks; if an unlimited number
of teachers could prepare and reproduce their own anthologies, the ettmulative
effect would be disastrous." Rep. No 83; p. 31). The Committee report noted
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that -several productive meetings" were held between representatives or author
and publishers and of educators and scholars anti 1101 "NV11111' 1111 11101 111:114
11111114 Avert, reaelted. the meetings were getwrally successful in clarifying the
1"110s rind in 101111111g Ole Ohio

Those constructive soluthots were reflected in the Judiciary Conrmitive's re-
port, amt It is fair to say they wore fogs a time. at least accepted by the

VA`
'I ii' of the exemption proposed by rho N14:. and

it tie Members of the Ad Committee: net. Iho cool
mittvo bni,vvs ova a }peel})(' ox,.olptiou cortain ropriom.thins of cop).
righted %torlss for educational and scitohirl,v ',Imposes from copyright control
is not 511:411101," (ilthl)

lit The explicit recognition and affirmation 111.1f "any educa-
tional ,v,: fr.ir ." - tho (1111)

Iiiil Amendment of See. :4)-1(!) to Insulate tem-hers from excessive liability
for statutory damages. f thrill

fir Amendment of See. 10; to restore a restatement of the criteria of fair
11..;e, to indicate it nuts include reproduction in copies or plionoree4olls: and
"to characterize a fair use as generally being 'for purposes said' as critielsm,
t'oulllivnt, news reportin. tow hiaq, Neirollirmli in of 8, (Web.'" (0111.1111nS1:
1,11011 (11.1(1)

I A V,IrVriti 1111:11sk 11Y the Ire of the fea criteria 1r fair use -in
the c0.,/itodt of 011)1'4.0 flits.rroOlii Nif1+01011.4 ?1,4.0.19 '6,1 to.- \\*Idle, ;is the (*Ma-
ndl tee nr analysis hall to he hroA(1 :11141 ntliv. v. -it htly 1,1*Ivith'
vane:W.1.s , Ith 1hr ho,:h., pstahlkhite; orh;thh. practices and pi ,

!top. SR. Stl. pp 32 311). .kcitmily the committee %;,.: modest in eliaracterlying
its analysis -it is an extiontely elem anti iisefill set of guidelines fir ertticators.
authors anti pUblisliers.

Nloreover. the Coattail tee'S :ontlysk or fair use In the context or tricat
room sumition, smrports Its itignient that "Nit (10)ell'im' of par

bfroad en WWII 10 permil roliwaigbIr collteatioiml nye, and edu-
cation has somothing to gain fu the enactment of a till which clarilles %vtial nul
notv he It t

The Itetisi, Judiciary Committee also tirged edtwators. authors anal publishers
to "join together In an effort to establish a (.m011[1111114 inttlerstatuling as to what
constitutes m1011;111)* tweerIAIto prriellees . 111, Itep. tilt p. 33). The .1111111)r:4
I.eavtle and read to join In such centintring vooporative effort at
any time. 9. is the Association of .1111,1,1'11'lill l'obilsiters. The Judiciary 0011111111'
111' :11,o urged the parties to pun together "lio 1V(ork tont 1110:11IS'
Sion,: for 11,:es beyond fair use call be obtained easily. Inil at reasonable
fee,." .Again. the .1/41itlior..4 League is NI 11111Ig 1111(1 lii .1(11!I III such lilt }short.
111(101.11. fill' Loagno is %%111111l.; --alone. or in cooperation with the .1d:social ion of
.11111'1'11'211 Publishers and illtwal hand groups -to seek funds. from the National
Foundation for the limminities, to establish and operate a idiot infornmtimt
elearitig house to receive reirll..st74 fur pet :l1111
Ho. Oploro,',111;110 brother 1. and expedite the copyright
ovvnet reply..ks. in the CLISO of librarians. the i'muntiltee's sugpestion for %dam-
tory efforts to "workable ilonrilliee and licensing conditions" is .tualhenia to etill-
cation:11 spokesmen --they aril! not ("VIII 114 111V I1II'll e cross 111(11' lips, 110 lest'

it '1.111,4 is regrettable since a voltlalarS cicaring hone conhl
well provide tt.o oo,01, or o,t,Ibikfitog. ooders,tdodiog. as 1.

12) '1 lit: NV411-111 iNJUI:1; .1"111'1/1: ANI1

If the proposed illinalional exemption is 'L ly intended to permit educational
col.r.ing that 'would constitute fair use miller the .fmliciary Committee's analysis
of 1110 I (it/ via "in the context of (yid( chis.rry,lik sitolitinns ;Irking
then the propli,ed exemption ts vi!...0 %A:1s fair use limier the Com-
mittee's analysis is still fair use,

.1etually. the educational gromis are seeking their proposed exemption--
to legalize wieloapor,:tted, educational that g4),: far beyond the bounds..
of fair itse. The right to 1,,,rtjoic: of a hook or other wort
which is 1114 sllltstaufinl in I/ ',gib. in 1.2.1,1/01'11,01 to its total size---ould lie ab-
solute. n fpiollf.ux of tine circumstances of the reproduction. Thus. an unlimited
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number of islucators or ittst lint bats iambi then repreilnee eopies of such potatoes,
limier it variety of eirettnitanees which would make the reproduetion alt in-
fringement miller the Judiciary Committee's analysis of the 4 criteria. in its
revert, For example, many copies could he produced on an frganizeil basis,
rather than by one teacher. spontanimsly. For example, multiple copies could
be reproduced for many Individuals Out elreelated beyetet the classroom, And
must important of .tits ander the Pro Posed exemption ceples could he reproduced
even though they had a serious ilovvvsk. orved on the 1)01(.1111:d 10,11.kut for the
murk, ur i 4111.11 heat tlsough they supplanted .sonw part of the normal
market for work.

stiklittirty, ((t, wonki pvrtuii educator's nral institutions
to reproduce copies (f entire itcOrt works --a 2 pare poem'e It tive page article?
a ...evil, page short story? .anti as with ..excerpt;", the exemption would allow

to reproduce tilf.0 copies limier a variety of circumstances that would
make the repr.:.,:tietion an infringement under the Judlelar). Committee's analysis
of the t criteria of fair it

As we Doted in our StatViDellt MI Wintry copying, and ID our previous testi-
mony 10 the Subcommittee, inamy authors earn a major portion of their income
by licensing the reprinting of articles, short stories and other short
works - -and excerpts from longer worksin anthologies, text books, perlodleals
anti collections, After it is originally published, the same work may be re-
lnded with the author's permission in many such books. The twetnitulatIon
of reprint toyfIllies prodincs a modest income and far alttba.a-s of poetry, essays
atilt oilier a orss of literary value, it is often taw larger part of the compensation
they barn frolic the uses of their writings, Many of these anthologies and other
books widen reprint the author's short works and excerpts are sold 'primarily
to high schools, colleges, universities anti their librarles.and book stores--and
the student of these institutions are a langur). atifib ac' for eminent poets,
essayists and short story writers. In addition, several e curses use articles from
Journals on various subjects In place of text books.

The proposed educational exemption would allow, educators and educational
institutions to produce copies of an author's short works, and excerpts front
longer works, thus displacing the sales of anthologies, text books and other cob
leetioes that formerly reprinted these works. Many authors would thus he de-
prived of a sabstantial part of their income the royalties front the publishers of
the afttliologies and text bookseven though their works would still be widely
used by educational audiences, disseminated by Uncompensated educational
copying.

(it 'rat am Is co JUSTIEICATION van REVIVING THE PROPOSED EttnortIONALExtsimON

The excuse offered by the Ad floc Committee for reviving Its proposed educa-
tional exemption, and thus disrupting the constructive solutions reflected in the
House Judiciary Committee's report, Is that purportedly Commissioner Davis.
bl,ltdon in inmates 4 Wilkins created "uncertainties.' and indicated "the un-
reliability of 'fair use' in providing necessary protection for teaching, scholar-
ship and research ..." (letter front Dr. Wigren of the National Education Asso-
ciation anti Chairman of the Ad floc Committee, to Mr. Thomas C. Brennan,
Chief ()mewl of tit' Sutteozatnittee; I)ec. 11, 1972).

In reality, Commissioner Davis opinion did nothing to change the doc-
trine of fair use; and it did nothing to change the application of fair use to
educational copying, as analyzed in the I louse Jitilieiary Report. Ethical tonal copy-
ing that would constant° fair use under the Judiciary Committee's analysis of
the I criteria Is still fair use.

As House Judiciary Committee emphat.ized, "each case raising the ques-
tion (of fair tine) must tic decided on its own facts." And the Committee also
said that "nnauttiortzert itbrary copying, like everything else, twist be judged it
fair :Ise or an Infringement on the basis of all the applicable criteria and the fuels
of Me particular case. (Emphasis supplied.) (If. Rep. No. 83, pp. 29, 30.)

The particular facts of the case Commissioner Davis decided bore no resent-
blanfl, to the eoriom: fact situations !Aro/ring classroom use or other educational
copying which the 1101We Judiciary Committee considered in spelling out Its
oirlelines and analysis of fair use educational copying. The facts in
111//inoef ,f Wilkins were that two set of government libraries engaged in the
systematic reproduction on a vast scale--of copies of entire articles for their
own patrons. and the patrons of other libraries. In his opinion, Commissioner
Davis passed no judgment on educational copying In any of the many veranda-
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'lofts analyzed by the !Init.,. Judiciary. Conlin v. ant the vontrary, he CW111110'11
"1,) /hi MO.., of i hixt faarf ientar case"- -to This ystentAti..

large Volume reproduction of Journal articles. IVItat the Commissioner decl(hd
l11,4 111:11 ploltowaliNtitt: is Irtiviiv sale copying and itivts none of the
criteria for fair use" t emphasis supplied). Ile then said :

"The photocopies are exact 11111/111'llit' of nttilIVA: are intended
to be stibstitittes tor. and serve the sante purpose as, the original articles:
and sel'Ve to alluihdsit pLIlu1liTS 1111V1111:11 111;111:1.t for the original articles
since the pliotoeoples are made at the request of, and for the benefit if
the tort' parsons %%no corc,titute plaintiff's market.

Nothing in the Judiciary Committee's analysis of educational eopyIng and
fair use suggested that the systetnatie process iir culiying luwulwod
in II. 111111 be Condrintql as a fair use. ...,,areover, It should ie
104,11 that colvaah,itaa..T. Ii.ivis gllyv of entire art kits
that 'aunt(' be fair list. atutl said Hwy'. are "prollz1111.% many 1",n'o which might come
to mind (Iti retie riot HO Ihilt reemphasized that fair use "cannot support whol-
sale copying of the kind here lit

NVe submit there IS I:0111110: in Commissioner awls' opinion %Odell alters the
Judicial doe trine of fair use as it applies---according to the .fadielary t'ommittce's
analysis- to educational (alloying. or to library copying. l'onsequently. there is
uo fastitication for the .1(1 !lot, t'oininittee's ell'ort to revive the educational
exemption. 3101TOVV, 4.V4.II it it mitt ciimultssimier Davis. ()outfit,
s,.atteltosv changed the doctrine of fair use as it firm applied to educational copy-
ing. that would at most call for an ;intendment to re::tore fair use to the contmtrs
the Judiciary Committee thought it had. !tat that Is not whit the Ad Hoc
Committee k asking for--as we noted. it seeks an exemption that would pvrtnit
educational copying A hick far exceeds the Imitator:tries of fair use indicated
the attalsis of the House l'untinittee,

Tilt: '11111.0S(IPMCM," .1}:G'

it bas be cunt' customary for the .tit Hoe committee to acenniNtity 'srs dent ru l:
for now rights Nthil 111 as.snuttneht of
arguments e.g nitpicks on the ropy right systrns, suggestions that authors are
anti-trust monopolists. atilt other contentions. Including a claim that copyright
protection infringes the First Amendment rights of teachers and students. S'e
ail not know if the Ad floe Committee intends to regale the Subcommittee with
this assortment or inwaltd eontenitnns. Anticipating that It will, we briefly
recapitulate our responses% and respectfully r,for to our previous testimony for
:k fuller discussion of these points. Moreover. if the Subconaolitot, wishes a fuller
response to any Still contentions %vtileli the Ad lbw Committee way walio, We wilt

pten..,Vii to stiffly it
These are ,,ona of the contentioiN which have Iwo' 1,y y:111011 inonilrs:.
the All lbw Committee, in Copyright Bill hearings and in the 1Cillialuas &

Wilkios case. and summaries of our replies:
i Aii Hoe members argie that copyright is a "monopoly" in the anti-trust

sense, lint an author's copyright (Ines not give hint the power to restrain or
monopolize the business of book pahlishing. Copyright is a "monopoly" only in
the itinnmai: seio.e that all property isa eolleetion of rights granted by law.

(Ili Ad floe tottilwrs argue that exemptions are justified because a copyright
k not property, but "only" rights granted by statute. lint all property consists of
rights granted by the State. through legislation (e.g. land grant acts) or court
decisions. At common law the author's work is his absolute. private property.

(Ili I Act hoc members argue that copyright is only a "discretionary" grant be-
canse Art 1, Sec. 8 says "Congress shall have the power ..." lint the phrase pre-
cedes the enumeration of all powers. e.g. to tax, raise armies. borrow money,
regulate, The authors of the Constitution did not consider the exercise of these
paters, including enactment of copyright laws, as "merely discretionary."

(iv) Ad Hoc members argue that uncompensated library and ethical lona copy-
ing must be permitted because they promote the progress of science and art.
Rat the economic philosophy underlying the copyright clause, according to the
Supreme Court, was to grant enforceable rights to authors and publishers to en-
courage Individual effort by personal gain; that the independent, entrepreneurial
system of creation and dissemination best served the public Interest in promoting
science and art.
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1(1 All Hoc Committee members argue that exemptions must be grAnted
cause library and educational copying is 'non-prat." But as the House Judiciary
committee said, "the educational groups are mistaken In their argument that a
for profit' limitation is applicable to educational copying under the present law."

vi Ad Hoe members argue that any copyright limitation on unelimpviisnied
library or educational copying restrains "freedom" to read under the First
Amendment. hut the First Amendment "was fashioned to assure unfettered
interchange of ideas (376 U.S. 260) and it is axiomatic that on author's cop}- -
right does not prevent anyone from discussing or repeating his Ideas Gititl LNI

:io3 1. The Supreme Court has never interpreted "freedom" in the l'Irst Amend-
ment to mean -gratis" or "free of charge": ;mil it has frequently emphasized
there is no conflict between publication for profit and the First Amendment.

It is indeed strange that the National Educatloo As.sodatloo a
it did in Williams (f Wilkin8, that requiring compensation to copyright ()ewers, for
library copying that exceeds fair use, violates the First Amendment fkilioni fo
read,,,NEA teachers insist on their right to be adequately compensated for mak.
hig 'published materials avollOble to stlidelilia, and for other teaching services.
To obtain what they consider adequate compensation, teachersby the tho
sandy each yeardeny students access to books and other copyrighted materials
for prolonged periods of time; their strikes close down schools. scho.11 libraries
and elassrooms. Ironically teachers are thus able to deny students access to copy-
righted materials by grace of federal legislationthe exemption of the Clayton
Act makes It possible for large groups of teachers to engage in boycotts (strikes)
that would otherwise violate Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act ; and for these large
groaps of teachers to combine and fix the prices for their services. which also
would otherwise violate the Sherman Act. By contrast, copyright owners do not
seek to Omie down schools or libraries, and do not seek to prevent schools and
libraries from !raking reprints of copyrighted articles; copyright owners simply
ask that reasonable compensation be paid them when library or ed tivrtt.onal
copying exceeds the boundaries of fair use.

The Authors Meagan: thanks the Subcommittee for this opportunity iti pit sent
its sews on the proposed Educational Copying Exemption,

Senator MuCLEt.t.Ax. Senator Burdick will be here in a few minutes.
I have to go now. It is almost 4 o'clock.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator litnotch [presiding]. Call the next witness.

BitExNAN.. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses appear on behalf
of the Association of Atiwrican Publishers, Inc.

Mr. Sackett, would you identify yourself and your associates for
the record ?

STATEMENT OF ROSS SACKETT, ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS; ACCOMPANIED BY W. BRADFORD

CHAIRMAN 01' TIE ASSOCITION'S COPYRICIIITS COM
MITTEE, AND CHAptES IIEB, COUNSEL

Mr. SACKETT. I am Ross Sackett, president of the Encycloprodia
Brio nnica Education Corp., and am appearing here today on behalf of
the. Association of American Publishers, Inc., of which I am cur-
rent is the chairman.

I am accompanied on my left by Brad Wilev, chairman of the asso-
ciation's copyright committee and on my lett by Charles Lieb, our
copyright counsel.

The association is a trade association organized under the laws of
New York State and is composed of publishers of general books, text-.
books, and educational materials. Its more than 260 members, which
include many university presses, and religious book publishers, pub-
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lish in the aggregate llw vast majority of all general, educational, and
religious hooks and materials produced in the United States.

Tu the few initiates available to me I would like to summarize our
objections to the educational exemption proposed by the National
Education As-4ieiation Ad Hoe C011111litte0 on Copyright Law Be-
Vi S1011. With S01111/C1111iSS1011 WO Will filen full statement for the record
011 or before August 10.

Senator Butane u. Without objection, it will be received.
Senator llvialicK, Proceed.
)[r. S.kciarr. In our view, tit(' 111'01)0=41 for an educational exenip-

tjUn is UnWarratited and should he rejected for an number of reasons,
among w1,11..1.1 are the following:

One. The exemption is unnecessary and redundant insofar as the
classroom teacher is concerned. There is no evidence in 0111' opinion
Of any unmet real needs of the teacher Nr1Fieli are not. amply provided
for under the fair use doctrine. In this connection it is important that
yoa knoll that We have on many occasions offered to cooperate with
the ad hoe committee to establish guidelines for the use of the class-
room teacher which tine are confident would eliminate nmeh of the
existing uncertainty about. Nvliat he may copy. Neither the NEA nor
the ad hoc committee has been willing to cooperate with us in such an
effort but we remain hopeful that they will do so.

Two. To the extent that the proposed educational exemption would
permit educators to ropy educational and research materials without
paying its it,e it would, woause of its confiscatory effect upon
publid'ers,publis'llerS, retard and ultimately perhaps choke off the creation of
further material.

Three. The exemption is so sweeping, so imprecise, and so overlap-
ping of ()Hier provisions of the revision bill that its adoption would
destroy the series of compromises which arc delicately ha ianCA.1.1 111 the
bill as presently drafted. In other words, to give serious consideration
at this late date to the proposed educational exemption would require
at the very least a reexamination of the fair use provisions of section
107. the library reproduction provisions of section 108, the classroom
tetuchitn provisions of section 110, and of other sections of S. 1361 as
%veil.

Four. In addition to the exemption requested for the single and
multiple copying. of literary, pictorial, and graphic works, the ad hoc
committee proposal would permit the free and mirestrtcted input of
cop yrbdited works into computer systems, the retrieval of ivhieh
would be subject to "titles otherwise applicable under the law." What
the 0(1 line committee has in mind. obviously, is that input of works in
copyright shmild be free (an encyclopedia or reference work for ex-
ample) and that hit -by -hit retrieval should be permitted, without pay-
ment. under the claim of fair 11 C. A110 that input should be free so
that internal computer manipulation of the copyrighted material
would also be free.

The proposal is destmetive, illogical, and unnecessary. If adopted it
would In cuss or undercut the function assigned to the mit imm) coin-

ission under title to study the reproduction and use. Of copyrighted
works in conjunction with computer systems, and the provisions of
section 117 which would leave existing law as it is until action is taken
on the recommendations of the national commission.
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'The ad hoc- committee's present request for an educational exemp-
tion is an attempt, to revive a, proposal whirl' was considered a num-
ber of years ago by the I louse Committee on the Judiciary, was flatly
rejected by the committee, and was then abandoned by the ad hoc
committee in the hearings before this subcommittee

In its report the house commit tee said that t Ito doctrine of fair use.
as properly applied, is broad enough to permit reasonable educational
use. it suggested however that teacher awl publisher should join to-
gether to establish ground rules for mutually acceptable fair use prac-
tices. and that tiwy shonld work out means by which permissions for
rises beyond fair use can be obtained "easily, quickly, and at reasonable
tees."

We share the views expressed by the lionise committee; we nr!re that
they he adopted by this subcommittee and that the proposed educa-
tional exemption be rejected out of hand.

For our part, we renew our efforts to meet with the ad hoc commit-
tee to establish ground rules for fair use and to establish workable
arrangements for the clearance of permissions for uses beyond fair
use.

Thank you.
Senator IlunotcH, Thank you very much.
The clerk ?
lfr. BnExx.o:. :1frs. Bella L. Linden, copyright counsel, on behalf

of Itarcourt. Brace Jovanovich, Inc., and Macmillan, Inc.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR KENNETH B. KEATING, HARCOURT
BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC., AND MACMILLAN, INC,

NfrIE : Following testimony was given during the morning
session.)

K.n.vrIxo. i would like to turn now to the general educational
exemption.

Senator Mcer,ELLAN. This would appear appropriate for our after-
noon session. I would like, to let it appear in the record when we a re
hea rim! testimony on tltat. If you want to insert it in the record now,
or read it.

Kr.rtso. The general educational exemption?
Senator ler.ria,AN. Yes.
Mr 1:;;;..,71N r y.-6; to Law. it in thc. rccoill later ?
Senator McCtaaa,a-x. In the afternoon, so it wonlil have coot Malty

with the other testimony.
Aft.. Kr.vtiso, Could I he heard on it now?
Senator McCi.m.L.vs. Yes. yon may proceed.
Me. 1:Kyrtxo. Section 110 of both the House act and S. 1:161 spe-

cifically exempts certain educational or instructional performances
and displays from the rights of copyright proprietors. These pro-
visions are in addition to the generally applicable 41netrino of fair use
set forth in sect ion 101. We are not here to oppose them.

We understand, however, that certain interests are urging the adop-
tion of a broad based "educational" exemption transcending the limits
of sections 107 and 110 and such an extension we do object to.

Certainly, the educational needs of our count ry are of the highest
priority. must not, however, ignore that such needs are served

2n 3; 1-73 15
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by a publishing industry whose continued vitality depends upon the
very Incentives of private ownership attacked by advocates of educa-
tional exemptions. The textbooks, audiovisual materials, reference
works, films, and so forth, to be subjected to free use under such ex-
emtion, emanate from pnblishers \rho make very. substantial in-
vestments in research. design, packaginv, eonsultatton, and training,
as well as in manufacture and marketing. For such investments to
continuo, the economic incentives envisaged by our constitutional
premise of copyright must be maintained.

Of course, education is iu the public interestIntt this interest is
served in our sysieni IiV private. commercial businesses Avnich require
a profit to sur;ivc,. The erosion of the rights and incentives accorded
bv copy right will endanger rather than serve the educational needs
of our vountry.

May I repeat a shod statement that I maile before the House sub-
conunittec. in RW: Will . . publishers continue pnblishing if their
markets are diluted, .eroded. and eventually, the profit motive and in-
(votive. completely destroyed. To pose, this question is to answer it,
I hove been a teacher myself. I know of no higher calling and no
more dedicated group of our citizenry than those who instruct and
guide the youth of our land. T have been in the nature of a crusader
at all levels, of government to provide highu pa,' avid 11101'c. holi-fiti
for teachers. dust as I feel that they should be amply rewarded for
their 11.4. unrlr rind dedicated serviee, so it SCTII1S to Ille should tho,e
who author and prepare the material which the teachers use in their
work.

Our concern with the erosive. and preemptive effect of educational
exemptions is not limited to the domestic, scene. It is particularly rele-
vant to the recent accession of the rnited States to the 1971 Paris
Revision of the ITniversal Copyright Convention. This revised treaty
g, ValltS broad prerogatives to an undefined class of developing coun-
t least SO countries by latest count--to engage in miauthorized
reproduction and translation of works under compulsory licenses.

Although expressed as "compulsory licenses," the standard of com-
pensation established in the treaty and our international experience
leave no doubt Init. that the refflunvration to be expected tinder those
provisions will be negligible. The end result is that the U.S. Govern-
ment, in effect, has acqutet,ccd in advance to alien expropriation of
rights of a class of American citizens-4LS. authors and publishers.

These compeI-wy licenses are. at least in theory, circumscribed by
references to edneational purposes. For the analysis it provides con-
cerning the effects of educational exemptions on authorship and pub-

tick that thi. Quh,.,,,,,,nittee receive )frs. Linden's testimony
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee concerning ratifiea-
Lion on the revised Universal Copyright Convention as exhibit B to
my statement.

Senator McCLELLAN. It may be received and made exhibit B to the
witness' statement.

Mr. KE.vrixo. During the hearings before the Committee on For-
eign Relations. the publishers I represent took the position that
if the revised convention be ratified by the United States. Congress
adopt legislation to assure 17.8. authors and publishers compensation
for the economic injuries they would sutler upon implementation of
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the compulsory licenses by the developing countries. The rationale
and precedent for such legislation is Nth' discussed irr Mrs. 1.111dVICS
teStitOOlty which I have offered as exharit

When the Senate toIvisecl attil consented to ratification of the treaty
on August l t last year, reference was made in debate to the consider-
at ion of incorporating such a compensatory provision m subsequently
enacted domestic copyright legislation. We believe that a particularly
appropriate vehicle to insure such consideration is the National Com-
mission proposed in title II of S. 1361.

We therefore propose that the mandate of the Commission be broad-
ened to include an investigation/of the Oka of the 1071 Paris Revision
of the Universal Copyright Convention on the righis, markets, and
businesses of E.T.S. nut and publishers and the recommendation of
legislation to compensate such authors and publishers for injuries to
their interests ensuing front that treaty.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BELLA L. LINDEN, COPYRIGHT COUNSEL, ON
BEHALF OF HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICH, INC., AND MAC-
MILLAN, INC,

Mrs. Ltxnux, The educational exemption in all of the illustrations
given by the earlier speakers dealt with classroom use. Also, an urgent
and sincere plea was made by Dr. Wigren that they are not part of
the eorn !!! erentl sector and that all they are interested in is improving
teachino..

Now, 'I thought that part of the record should include a page, an
advertising page, from Advertising Age of July 9, 1973, in which
Today's Education magazine is listed as the best seller in education
and in which the income of teachers, their travel expenses, et cetera
is also listed. I may say as an aside that the Authors League would
be rather impressed with the travel, income, et cetera, as listed in
Today's Education magazine.

May I further add that Today's Education lists a circulation of
1,1.9.755 and a page rate of advertising, which is what they are sea Mr-
ing for, is $1,950. Underneath this are listed the competitive educa-
tional magazines that. reach the teachers and the school market. Two
of my clients ate listed underneath, not even as a poor second, but as
a third and fourth.

The current issue of Literary Marketplace indicates that Today's
Education was formerly known as the NEN Journal and is published
by the National Education Association and in the footnote it says,
"oceasionally uses excerpts Irmo books."

I roni1.1 like, if I may, to present the original of the Advertising
Age advertisement and the marked part of the Literary Marketplace
for your consideration, Senator.

Senator licuon.K. The two documents are received for the committee
files.

Mrs. LINDEN. The point I would like to make. is that contrary to
what the teachers believe and what they want, the technical language
which they are asking for is more tlum a mere protection for the
ediwational area, but at competitive position taken by the educators
in the mime of noncommercial and nonprofit enterprise.
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Now, with respect to computer technology and their urging of
:exemption there, it is very disheartening and disconcerting that those
who talk in the name of the public welfare find proclaim that all they
are asking for is access and availability, are really not talking about
access or availability but an unwillingness to pay.

There is another basic issue hero that should be of great concern
to those interested in the public welfareand I know that I count. this

.committee of Congress amongst those that are genuinely interested in
the public welfareand that is Om problem that, if you open the door
to free, gratuitous, unauthorized, and unpoliced input into informa-
tion systems, you are also openieg the door to truncation, distortion,
dilution, and basically censorship of any piece of authorship. The
report. of the Cosat I panel to which I referred this morning goes to
groat depths into the problems of censorship that would result from
tutuutliori %eel and impoliced input in information systems.

I urge that copyright legislation not he used as a vehicle to open
the door to genuine difficulties of antitrust, monopoly, censorship, and
distortion of information analyzed by the Cosat I panel,

And I urge this committee to recognize that the specific technical
language of this proposed exemption is diametrically opposed to the
purpose and intent of copyright legislation generally.

I conclude by respectfully requeZting, that this committee look to
the proposed national commission, to which I referred this morning,
to get impartial, appropriate, in-depth information, particularly from
the technocrats and the hardware manufacturing field people, and
from the publishers, authors, and teachers in the field so that your
committee, will have an appropriate report and can base its decision
on the legitimate balancing of interests rather titan this random focus-
ing on one or two exceptions, or one or two emotionally charged situ-
ations.

Thank you.
Senator Brame-It. Thank you.
[Exhibit (13) referred to by Ambassador Keating follows:]

EXT1IBIT

STATEMENT OF BET LA T.. LINDEN ON nATIFICATION OF TUE PARIS nEVIsION OF THE
UNWERSAL COPYRIOUT CONVENTION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee. my name Is 'Bella L. Linden.
I am a partner is the law firm of Linden and Deutsch, and am appearing on
behalf of Crowell Collier and Macmillan, Inc., and Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc. Crowell Collier and Macmillan and Harcourt Idrace Jovanovich are among
the five largest educational publishers in the United States.

Mr. William Joinnovich. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Harcourt
brace Jovanovich, Inc. and Mr. Raymond Hoge!, Chairman of the Board, Presi-
dent and Chief Executive Officer of Cro Well Collier and Macmillan consider this
Committee hearing to he of such fundamental importance to the interests of
educational, profe.ssional and scientific authorship and publishing that they both
are here today. May I present Mr. Bagel and Mr. Jovanovich; both are available
to answer questions.

I was among the panel of advisors to the United States delegations to the
Stockholm Conference for re( !Mon of the Berne Copyright Convention In 1067
and to the Paris Conferences for revision of the Berne and Universal Copyright
Conventions in 1071. I was counsel for many years to the American Textbook
Publishers Institute, which has recently tr:rged with The American Book Pub.
lisbers Council. I was a member of the Pa.,J of Experts appointed by the Regis-
ter of Copyrights to consider revision of our domestic copyright law, and am
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now a member of the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information
(COSATI) of the Federal Council for Science and Technology and Chairman
of the COSATI sub-panel on rights of access to computerized Information
systems.

I was present at the Stockholm Conference five years ago when the Stock-
holm Protect,' for Developing Countries was railroaded to adoption as part of
a revision of the Berne Copyright Convention. The Stockholm Protocol granted,
in substance, the same broad concessions to the eighty so- called developing
countries for use of others' literary properties as are before this Committee
for consideration. The United States delegation was then among the leaders in
its vocal and active objection to the Protocol, The Stockholm Protocol was so
effectively criticized in the developed countries that it never came into effect.

In July, IOU diplomatic conferences at Paris led to parallel revisions of both
the I'ulversal and Berne Copyright Conventions. The draft documents for the
Paris revisions were principally designed to make it cheaper for developing
countries to use intellectual property created by authors end publishers in the
developed countries, but these drafts were also intended to give authors and
publishers of the developed countries adequate protection for the fruits of their
labors. During the Paris conferences, however, the same bloc of countries which
operated at Stockholm again railroaded concessions so that the Paris revision
of the Universal Copyright Convention now before this Committee, albeit in
different verbiage, effects the same results as the Stockholm revision which the
Caked States Delegation, the Copyright Office, and representatives of those
interested in protecting private property rights in literary property so success-
fully decried after Stockholm.

I recognize among those who have testified this morning some of my most
vocal and staunch friends in the successful effort to defeat the Stockholm
Protocol. All grow older; apparently, some more tired than others. To para-
phrase an indelicate cliche, I seem to perceive the prevailing attitude today as
if an Act is inevitable, relax and accept it. Apparently this holds especially true
with respect to the Parts revisions of the Universal Copyright Convention.

What all objected to at Stockholm, and what we object to today, is the follow-
ing. The Universal Copyright Convention as revised at Paris:

I. Establishes a vehicle for the expropriation of the private property of Ameri-
can citizens without adequate compensation.. Senate ratification of this treaty
will constitute prior, formal United States approval of multi-national expro-
priation in form and magnitude without precedent 10 our history ;

2. Effectively eliminates in excess of eighty countries from a normal
needed market of American authors and publishers; and

3. Is entirely self-defeating in terms of the concept of international copyright.
In discussions and correspondence which have taken place prior to today's

hearing, it lois been explained that the Executive Branch of the Government
views the Paris revision in terms of foreign economic assistance and a national
policy commitment to help fulfill certain needs of the developing countries. We
do not agree, The educational budget of a developing country is spent for school
construction, teachers' salaries, and classroom equipment. The cost of textboks
generally mounts to less than five percent (5%), Authors' royalties normally
toignt represent about ten percent (10%) of this five percent, a fraction of one
percent tl%) of the educational budget, but representing a substantial loss of
income to individual authorshardly among our most affluent citizens. Thus,
while the loss of potential roynitles would he sore deprivation to educational
authors and severely disnbling to Amerienn ednentional publishing, the financial
contribution to education in developing countries is illusory.

The revised Iniversal CIpyright Convention does not provide developing coun-
tries with printing presses, nor make may effort to encourage the development
of indigenous industry am! native creative effort In the developing countries.
The fact is that the provisions respecting foreign manufact tire of vorks produced
under the compulsory licenses granted the developing countries under the Paris
revisions will lead to the establishment of publishing consortiums of private
wealth operating on a profit making bask. serving a safe market protected from
American COL1110VtithOn, aunt not even offering the possibility of employment to
citizens of the developing countries.

Much has been made by the proponents of ra Wien lion of the fact. that the
concessions are liueiteel "only to teaching, scholarship and research." They
point out that compulsory translation licenses may only be granted for the pur-
poses of "teaching, scholarship or research'', rile compulsory reproduction
licenses are limited to Ike in connection evil In "systematic instructional activities".
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The proponents of ratificatiou therefore contend that expropriation of the
rielus of American authors and publishers is limited only to alt of the textboks,
audbetistutl materials, scientific, b.-elude:0 alitl rerevellCc works, dim awl micro-
bolas, and programmed karning materials of Crowell Coiner and MacMillan,
pia reourt Brace Jovanovieh and oil other America!) publishers of similar prod-
ucts and all of the authors who create the works of ethwation, research and
scholarship. Their "modest" demand is that, In the national interest, these
celapanies anal authors must forego their entire inn rket In inure than 80
countries.

T111 AUTHORS OF EDUCATtONAL, SCIENT1'140 AND In:sem:en wottga

The authors of educational, seleutific and research works are not the highly
publielzed personalities who write best sellers awl anenr on late evening tele-
vision talk shone, are praeticing teachers.. Few become rich Its a result of
their writings. They tlo not have an organization 10 soelik for their 11'11m.y:its. The
cooperative relationship between publishers and authors of textbooks, selentlfic
and technical works is siwit that traditionally these authors look to their pub-
'fishers to protect their interests. Accordingly, although not designated by anyone
as their feria, spokesman, It falls nix' us to coil their interests and needs to
the attention of this Commit tie,

To the extent it Is po5,s11,10 to describe a "typical textbook author," be or she
Is a member of rho faculty of 11 highly regarded, though probably not Ivy League,
college or university, enjoys an excellent reputation in his or her own field but
is little ktelwit outside of It, has on lueome miller 520,000 a year and mints
on royalties to pay for braces for the children's total), a second car for the family,
a lfoaflott or stmly year abroad or some similar expense, More often than not,
royalties on t%,:stl,00ks, reference works, or professional books are split between
several alit hors. Sole authorship of on cdnatIonal or reference work usually
entails loony thousands of hours over a period of several years doing library
and other research, fiebbtesthig amironsulthne

Authors' royalties on school textbooks average nhont AA percent of the total
selling, price: en college and professional works authors' royalties represent on
avetage of MS percent of satesin either case a small fraction of one percent
of any nation's total educational expenditures.

Ttta runtlgttrAts or 111117CATIOXiI, SCItINTIFEc ANts er.F.Alt.ett WORKA

Ti' reit. of American educational publishers combines many of the functions
of literary expression, artistic design and technical skills in applied research,
paeloging, consulting and training as well as manufacture, marketing and dis-
tritmtion. Except in the case of selentlfic and technical works, It is rare for an
author to sulonit a finished work to his publisher. Ity and large it is the publisher
who discerns educational needs, searches nut and selects the author (or, more
commonly, groups of authors) to create the books and materials to satisfy the
requirements of schools and universities, and directs and supervises the planning,
design and creation of the works, In the case of innovative materials, the pub-
lisher also provides consultants and conduits workshops to train teachers in
the use of the new teaching tools,

The traditional stork-in.f mar of the NitIontional PllbliShE';' has been the text-
honk and the somewhat inter developed 'Teachers Edition". Beyond these tra-
ditional learning media, technological progress has created the market and tech..
dello fora variety of innovative materials of the new educational media, Thus,
filmstrips and slides, motion pfettires. tramparviwies, sound recordings, video
cassettes and tapes, microform reprints computer-assisted learning materials and
situiinr eiments of "multi-media", "audio- visual" and "programmed" instruc-
tion are fiteling wide use in the schen! room. Closed system broadcasting has
created another vehicle for bringing these materials, as well as the more tra-
ditional products of educational miblishing. into use. Let no one confuse the
feeler) of "develeping" countries with an iunhillty nr disinclination of such
countries to etilize these innovntaive materials or the veldele of broadcasting.
It was net aradende considerations- which led the Parts draftsmen to make
cooeifio vrnr!Ow1,1 for concessions with respect to "roulio-visual fixations", and
the Eteoort of the General Itapporteer of the Paris Conference (I'M) notes
that "it was ureed that broadcasting is coming to play a more and mere
portAnt part in the educational programmes of developing countries .." (Re-
port, par. 82).
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very tare), investments lire needed to produce a major hist rnetiolval program.
It is not at ell uncommon, for example, for a publisher to le vest more than one

prepublication developtuent costs alone for the creation of an
eleinentnry reading program which will take live or Ion .vie:Irs to reach the
market itried mother three to live years to gain aceeptance and even to begin to
Pay off the investment. It ha .4 betql V811111/I tell that the preliminary ihve.stment
in plates for a single high settee' history textbook, workbook, teachers inoitual
and test condlinatioe may eXTeuil Dile 111111(111'd thou-mei dollars. With the wide
iteriotOlIVe of the types of innovative tieitteatioonal inaterlals noted shove, the
III Vestment of Pero, effort unit money of educational publishers in their products
increases multifold.

In malty resi4Nts publishing exists apart from other businesses. rideeationai
publishers ere in a very real 11 lid essentlel sense engaged lit Public service; they
ere also engaged in the operet ion of commercial hushiesses. To progress, the edu-
eatienal publisher must anticipate and effectively serve a broad range of in-
structional and scholarly needs. To survive, the educational publisher must make
a profit.

Aendenile Press, it StIlish11 ary of Ilaremirt Brave JovanovIch, is the largest
scientific 111111 technical publisher in the United States and enjoys a large foreign
nuirket for its works. The pressures for svientilic and (vigilant progress in the
siecallts1 developing countries are so widely known that for the purpose of this
hearing it setups only tik!Ct'gSarY to st:eie t hat the Paris revisions will adversely
nfftst the interests not only of the authors nlid publishers of scientific and tech-
Meal works, but elso of American ummtfacturers of products which find their
relevance in technology. Obviously, the preemption of more than eighty coun-
tries as a market for these imblicat ions is a serious erosion of the rights and
theentlyes that we have traditionally accorded to American citizens.

THE ilEttI.OPINO cOUNTErEs AS A AtAttFMT Ma AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTtEtO
Aso tiESEARCII PUBLIsitiNo

Assistine in the educational progress of developing nations Is it matter Of
urgent commereial as well as mint interest to American educational publishers.
As our own school age population ceases to grow, they must took overseas for
future market growth. S01110 tit percent of the world's school age children live
In the developing countries. The export market for textbooks, which used to be
eimest entirely British, inereasiegly iv becoming an Ameriean market, partic-
eleely pis sclentille and technical fields. The Macmillan Company, ft subsidiary of
Crowell Collier and Maemillan. tells me that the developing countries account
for between 37 anti 38 percent of its total export.

The developing countries as a market for the products of American publish-
ing are not limited to original editions of new works. It is generally conceded
that the largest number of translations throughout the world are made of Amer-
ican and British publications; similarly, the widespread adoption of the English
latigimge has +vented a great foreign demand for facsimile reprints of prior
American works.

A short time ago our office prepared an analysts of the Paris revisions and a
set of charts comparing the provislens of the Stockholm Protocol and the Paris
Y-..owiellttor, with Tes-vid- ti; the p..' tie's that rvaila iiit jumpier of Sden-
talc and technical publishing. We analyzed the concessions to be accorded to the
developing countries and we concluded that in each instance where Stockholm
gave away six, Paris gives away a half dozen. A distinction in form without dif-
ference in substance. Annexed as Exhibit A Is the statement of our analysis and
the supporting charts.

This statement was circulated on behalf of Crowell Collier and Macmillan
ana lint mon rt Brace .7ovanovieh among various interested' groups and individuals,
ineheling members of this Committee, other members of the Mouse and Senate,
and the State Department. Many have responded with deep concern for the
damage the Paris revisions will Inflict on American authors and publishers and
have expressed support for our poAtion that ratification can only be jtistified
if steps are taken to insure compensation for such Injuries.

In a letter to the Chairman of this Committee, the State Department responded
to our earlier statement and analysis, The Department's response Included charts
prepared by the Copyright Office which compared the provisions of the Stockholm
Protocol and the Parts revisions,

We must emphasize in all fairness that nowhere In their response did the De-
partment claims that the Copyright Office charts in any way contradict the charts
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prepared by our office. or did the Slate Department in any milliner respond
to our positiem that immetilty (Y0111P('11881101I f011si be TI vine /Ma non of Willett-
thin. We Appreciate that hi their official capacity the State Department did not
find It appropriate to express their views on compensation, Perhaps, in the sub-
tleties of diplomat le correspondence, their failure to comment on our request for
compensation tatty he construed as a silent expression of sympathy.

With respect to ratification, the State Department appears to feel that formal
accession to the demonds of the developing countries for free access to American
works is the only alternative to those countries unilaterally obtaining such access.

Threats by foreign countries to expropriate American property are not Mi-
preeedented, however, I do hot recall any instance In our history where the
senate has consented in advance to such expropriation because of fear that such
threats would be acted upon.

Exhibit II is the letter of the Department of State to Chnirman Fti Wright.
Exhibit is our response to the Department's,comments,

Tho accuracy of our nnalysts of the Paris revisions is supported in an article
entitled "Downgrading the Protection of International Copyright," by Irwin
Karp, counsel to the Authors League. In this article, annexed ns Exhibit D. Mr.
Nam carefully CNIlailnes the °per:ini of the Ports concessions in the light of
the real facts of publishing life. lie concludes that the compulsory licensing
system established by the revised Convent lea is a "dismal prospect" for authors
in both the developed and developing countries and that "a careful analysis of
the effects and consequences of the two new conventions is imperative, before
the Senate decides what action the United States should take." I would note
that the anihors group represented by Mr. Karp whose Interests he sees as "dis-
mally" affected generally does not include the authors of educational materials,
whose futures are that much dimmer,

Exhibits A, C, and 1) fully explain our position with respect to ratification and
compensation and contain supporting analysts and precedent, At this point, I wilt
only summarize our conclusions.

TUE REVISED ITO ESTARITSIIER A t EITICUE FOR TUE EXPRONUATION OF TIM PRIVATE
PROPERTY Or AMERICAN CITIZENS WITUOUT ADEQUATE COMPENSATION

The revised Universal Copyright Convention withdrnws property, representing
substantial investments of time, effort and money, from the control of its owner,
substituting a national agent!y of a developing country and allowing it to deal
with such property as it sees At In the mime of teaching, scholarship mid re.
search, What clearer example can there be of expropriation, defined In the dic-
tionary as "to dispossess (a person) of ownership."

There is nothing in this country's history or experience with foreign national-
Izathin of American businesses which would give ns any reason to expect that
the developing countries will have a reasonable concept of "adequacy" of com-
pensathm in dealing with the literary property of Ainetivan authors and
lishes.

RI:VIREO PCC EFFECTIVITY FTIVINATITS IN EXCESS Or F101ITY COFNTRIES PROM' A
NOR'.tAt. AND NEEDED MARKET OF AMERICAN AUTHORS ASO Irti0.1SIIERS

!VP hul.V0 previously described the iiitere0-?.: of Amerleart authors nod publishers
of educational, research arid scientiar materials in the developing countries ii a
market, The provisions of tin' revised co/rontlet' will effectively tor these coun-
tries from rali: Indeed, certain provisions of the revision will give impetus to
the e;tahlisliment of foreign puhltshiti4 enterprises, operating on a profit makitig
basis and servicing n safe market of ilevelopiog countries. There eon be no legiti-
mate reason for depriving American publishers of the oppotimity to serve these
markets, pithier through export or cooperation in the development. of indigenous
puloishing.

American publishers a re not insensitive to tcrlain sppelfie needs of lisp ilevelnn
tog countries: It Is an established practice of several Americap publishers to
manufacture sliechit editions of their works in foreign countries in order to make
!next s.nsive copies available to foreign students, Iloweer, to tonke such special
provisions a matter of national economic assistance policy rather than individual
iniliatiVe requires that our government either assume the function of providing
the assistance or asNutite the responsibility of assuring compensation to Our au-
thor.: and publishers for thA enforced contributions.
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Compared fpvitit otlo businesses of size, publishers own very little In
the way of physical plant or ina minket tiring faellitivs. 'flair assets consist of the
copyrights they control. Theirbillty to inenst in the future - -that Is In the
development of toinorrocv's tools---alepends tipon the present and pro-
spective Inca ane pro tilltethl by their backlists of coi+yelghteal svorlis produced In past
years to meet current educational needs.

Since 1:)(;:!, Crowell Collier anal Macmillan has Invested over $1.7:10.000 in the
development and continual updating and expansion of the Collier-Maemillan
English pr4)grant. 'this progra m. created primarily for use in teaching English
iis at foreign language in the developing countries, is the most l'NtelisiVe Of Its
kind ever produced by All .% wedeln' company mid paid for out of Its own
resonrees. It is lased virtually throughout the world. Considering the attitudes
expressed toward educational 'publishing and et:11)4)/11Ni in the operation of the
revised Universal t'opyright t'onveution, American publishers world, at the very
least, have very serious sluubts DS to the advisability of such an Investutetlt today.

R"ritF. ktolsEn t7ce IN 3.vtitivn Pr sEx.V1 coNilltPAS MUST l'ASS itcistavricaS
ASSPRINO DOMESTIC AUTHORS AND PC81.1SI1KItS 01, COMPENSATION FOD 111Ellt ECO:
NOM te NJuiiirs

In 1:102, Congress passed a Trade Expansion AO designed to make possible
the Kennedy Round of tariff reductions. The .let Ineaarporlites a number of adjust-
ment assist anee firovislons designed to assist those workers anti industries injured
by lowered tariffs. In sending the preliminary form of this Act to the House,
President Kennedy slat ed :

"When considerations of national Itolley make it desirable to avoid higher
tariffs, those injured by that eompettlion should not be required to bear the full
brunt of the impact. Rather, the burden of economic adjustment should be borne
lit !Part by the Federal Government."

"Just as the Federal Government. has assisted in personal readjustments. made
necessary by military service, just as the Federal Government met its obligation
to assist industry in adjusting to war production and again to return to peace-
time !Production, so there is an ()litigation to render assistance to thOse who suffer
as a result of national trade policy." [Ii. Doc. #31-1, S'Itit Cong. 2d, Sess.)

In the debates on the bill, a number of Senators and Representatives reiterated
this prinelple of govern:nein:11 responsibility. Titus. Senator Mansfield stated:

-These import-affected workers %could lint be casualties of supply and demand
or any other li»persrmi eemonnic force. Instead, their unemployment would he
directly attributable tat a decision of the Federal Government taken in the MI
ti441:11 interest. Certainly, the Federal Government would owe a special obligation
to those injured by such actions."

This philosophy cat goviTtirtiontal responsibility to compensate private citi-
zens injured In the interests of national. policy vats expressed by many other
members of the House and Senate in the I11Iti2 debates. In that instance Own,
was no agreement by the United States, through tariff redactions, to permit
foreign countries to set their own "adequate" price (al American products. The
mere threat of decreased protection to American industry awl labor under the
Tonle Expansion Act provoked the strong and justified response of the Ad-
ministration and Congress that the Chovornment must compensate for private
InjorY canned by concessions to public policy.

obviously. therefore, where American goods and servicesthe intellectual
produels of Amerieon ;Inflws and publisttersare concerned, we look forward
with eradidence in the oPinfpweement of the philosophy of the Senate as clearly
expressed in II Lit `Trade Expansion Act of 1002.

DECOMMENDATioNS

In concluding our testillIOnr, WO COOOtIllw..tul that this Committee reject rati-
fication of the Paris revision of the 'Universal Copyright Convention. At the
very least. we urge that this Committee delay any action on ratification of
the revised Universal Copyright Convention until it has made careful study
of the effect of the Patin euncessions on American authors and publishers, and
niter the attitudes of other developed countries have been expressed by formal
action of their governments.

Recognizing that the issue of domestic compensation is not within the juris-
diction of this Committee, we urge that in reporting its decision to the Senate
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this Cotomittee express Its ennui for tho injury to Amerlenn authors rind*
puhlishors Ivtileh will aeompany and recommend the adoption of
appropriate renactlial legislation, as was done In the case of the Trade Expansion
AO, In the event the treats is ratified,

EXIVIDIT
LINDEN AND IlEUTScir,

Neu> York, N.Y.

UxisEssal. Coeyfunirr IlEvisms To Its Sttastturo TO CONDI:FAR Son IIATIFICA
Ttox, By ITS TERMS THE PROVDSED TREATY CALLS FOR 11111OR APPROVAL or
ENFROPMATION OF WORKS CattRuat ny UNITED STATES CITIZENS

A statement opposing rotification and alternatively, a' proposal to mitigatethe economic losses of American Authors mind Publishers in the event of rati-tient ion of Paris text of r.C.C.
In July WTI diplomatic conferences held at ['aria proposed revisions to 1 heUniversal and Iteme Copyright Conventions. Those revisions were principallydesigned to reduce the costs to developing countries of rising intelleettml prop-erty created by authors and publishers in the developed countries. The Paristext of the Universal Copyright Convention will be submitted shortly to theITnift,i1 States Senate. Itatitiention of this treaty by the Senate would reducethe protection available to Anwriean authors and publishers under both theBerne and Universal (' onventions, and would constitute formal approval bythe Senate of the expropriation of the private property of Amercian citizenswithout adequate eolupensat
Despite the legitimate needs of underdeveloped countries for machinery,

equipment and food, none of these goods and products are given to foreign coun-tries by the United States simply by consenting in a treaty to the taking of
these items without payment to the American owners of the property. It is notconcelvaide that intellectual property created and produced by American cat-tens would he treated by the Congress of the United States as less valuable.We urge therefore mat the Senate not approve the Paris revision of the Uni-versal Copyright Convention.

If, however, the Senate feels that the national interest of the United Statesin promoting the welfare of the developing countries requires ratification, theFederal government should provide compensation to the authors and publishersadversely affected by such revision, following the precedent established in theTrade Expansion Act of 1f412 and other legislation. After discussing the relevantprovisions of the Paris Revisions, there is set forth the pertinent features and
leglsiative history of the Trade Expansion Act.

1, SUN MARY OE THE NIAJOR EFFECTS OF VIE PARIS REVISIONS ON VIE RIOHTS OF
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS (IN PARTICULAR OF EDUCATIONAL IIATERIALS) 1

The Universal and Berne Copyright Conventions are the two treaties which
provide international protMion for the rights of authors, publishers and othercopyright owners. in their hooks and other writings, their andio-visual works.
and their other intellectual property in all media. The United States is a memberof only the Universal Copyright Convention. and therefore only the revisionof that treaty 18 formally before the Senate. However. American ratificationof that revision will also rcloler effective the Paris revisions of the Borne('invent in ii,

Publishing and other inean,4 of dissemination of intellectual property are of
inuiti-national seriph, today, and It Is common for works to he published shod-tate.onsly in the United States and abroad, American authors and other creators
of intellectual works thereby obtain the protection of the Berne Convention.
Itecozwizing this fact, the Paris revision of the Berm, Convention provides thatIt wilt not go Into eff;TI unless and until the United States, the United Kingdom.France anti Spain ratify the Paris revision of the Utt fter4al CopyrightConvention.

This provision also minims why the Paris sessions which produeed the revi
slims of both treaties were conducted concurrently and the substantive provisions

I A inori, aotaitel statement of the provisions of the Paris revIsIons is ntinchisti asAnnox A, together iwth columar comparl$ons with the existing Berne Conventions and theStockholm Protocol.
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of the revisions of both texts are almost identical. insofar as they C(1110011
developing ountries. Thus, the United States' decision upon ratification of the
Paris revision of the Universal Copyright Convention is inextricably intertwined
with the Same revision of lite Berne Convention, and the effects on both treaties
must be considered together,

The foreign market alai the involvement therein of Amerb.an educational
publishers has Increased markedly during the last decade allii drove is every
evitlenee that lire Al Iler1(1111 publishlog industry is not only expoting tuom
works but is investing in foreign publishing. While the concessions of the Paris
revision run In favor only of "developing countries", ihat term Is so Undefined
as to :Mow over SO countries. Including Sala(' ill Europe, to qualify. Virtually
every country outside North America and Europe, save only Australia, New
Zeatattill, owl Japan, could be considered "developing".

The concession!. granted to the "developin:4 countries" primarily that with
the rights to translate anti reproduce for educatIonal purposes. But the scope
of .such purposes, as is shown below. is so broad that far more than textbooks,
reference works anti the usual Instructional ;nano-visual materials may be
covered; the term may be deemed to include, in practice, virtually any work
so long as its use Is ill nay way related to nay form of Instruction, scholarship,
or research, k'or the authors arid publishers of educational materials, the "educa-
tional" tote:n[414ms eliminate over SO countries from their market.
A. The Computiory 7'ransial fon and Reproduction Licenses

The most lint tortoni provisions of the Paris revisions allow developing coon-
tries to grant licenses without permission of the copyright owners for the (111115-
lotion and rtprod11010111 of works within a short time after their publication.
The revisions state that the copyright owners shall he paid a "Jost compensa--
tion cottsIstent with standards of royalties nor wally operating on licenses freely
negotiated between persons in the two countries concerned," but this is likely
to prove an empty formula.

Under the terms of the Parts revisions, and by the very nature of such licenses,
they are likely to he granted only tuter the copyright owners have already re-
jected as inadequate the royalties and other licensing terms proposed by the users
in the developing country; the new terms are likely to be evert more exiguous.
Furthermore, by the very nature of the class of developing countries, there will
likely not be sufficient bilateral relations to establish royalty shiudartis with any
definiteness, and particularly not for the newer forms of educational materials,
especially audio-visual works. The "consistency" to he expected under the Paris
standard will therefore be fur below the reasonable miniutnl expectations of au-
thors and publishers. 'Moreover. the standard will be policed only by the national
tribunals of the respective developing countries. In stun. adequacy of compensa-
tion appears to be left. in actuality, to the developing country's own judgment as
to what amount is' Julst".

Pine conipulAorp translation license applies to translations Into any language
"in general use," in a developing country. It may be granted within a short period
after first publication of the original work, if a translation into the national Ian.
gringo has hot been published or Is out of print. For tra»slations into a language
not in general use in any developed country which is a member of the par-
ticular Convention, the period is one year. If the language is In general use in
such a developed country the relevant period Is three years: but for languages
other than English. Prem.!' and Spanish, the period can he reduced by agreement
with the devAtots1 conotry NV11('1" the langnage Is in general use (e.g., Brazil
and Portugal agreeing to reduce the period for Portuguese one year). tinder the
existing Berne Conventions.. any country may reserve the right to intik., trans-
lations into its national languages without comensation. but tally beginning ten
years after publication and only if no such transiation has been published in any
member 'of the Convention. Under the existing Universal Copyright Convention, a
member country can grant compulsory licenses for translation into Its national
tango:Igo.: h:totting paolisatten of the original work. if the
work has not been translated Into such languages or if the translations ore
out of print.

The compulsory reproduction license of the Paris revisions heroines available
stated nombor of years after the first publication of a work, as described

below, if copies have not been distributed or have not been on rule for six
months in the licensing State at a price reasonably related to that normally
charged In that State for comparable wrks." Where the ptiblicatirai r.f
works is subsidized in any way by a developing State, it will, of course, be int-
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posIhle for Aloa.ricmi 100.1b.bcrs hr make ',laps of thee' own %roil::: livairroat.
St felt itrirr.a, Tiii stilted periods Ore three years for works of science, Iii
It'll feClin4111)10.1 seven years for works of detion, poetry, drama and music; and
live years for other works.

It has frequently been asserted that eonnialsory lipunsing umber tho park
revisions will he the eXtvIdloli rattler than the rale, The hard tight waged by
the developing yountrles to obtain the compulsory licutsing system, however,
indieates that they themselves expect to make substantial use of the sySte)11. The
ert'Vet Will 140 both to IliptiVt, allthIll'S of colillWfisatloit and to exclude
American publishers from serving developing countries by any means, including
direct s:ties or by foreign publishing affiliates,
B. The Vogue "114 t.flopio,y ('nfutlefeN"

'rho park revision.:, we hire nott.d above, coolant IP) criteria of
what eoustitittes a "developing (4111101.y". nor are there tiny viable standards
relating' the class or count rit.s votilicat in invokv the 8014+1 1 comvssions to the
end.: sought to be served by the emmessions, .1. developing country is defined slut-
ply as one which is "regarded as a developing country in conformity with flue
established pratlee" of the General Assembly of the United Nations. Although
the reference to the "established practice" of the United Nations may lie eon.
sidered to mutilate salliV reference to its practice In the selection of coutItrjes 011
Fittest to relluroll leVCI`4 of contributions to U.N. upkeep (hosed principally on per
corita Income .1;Iti.tio:1 or In granting' economic assist:Inlet., it is generally
understood that these "standards" fluctuate widely and linty turn upon factors
political. historical or even commode having little relevance to Ihe legitimate
or,.,1 tttir ror rho rem.rvatioir. vstablisbot by Ifo, park revisions. There
I4 no central arldtev nor Iii of "developing vomtties" and. in the final analysts,
it suctits clear that each country nrlberink tr) the i'VVI!.7011 is 1110/1. in

for itself whether it may Invoke the compulsory demising provisions.
II is clear, further. that a great many countries in Smith and Central America.
Asia. .kf rico. the Middle East and even ports of Europe will he able h)a elalm tnhe
heuelits of these proviston. surthat,t ,;1,10. 1.ci lyvuttot stai].
a avobi the apo.arolice or au outright rotv,ason of Its Convention obligations.

it k not withnt signifies Iwo that tilos,. unit rips seeking special COMPSSilfais:
at tilo Park elairt'll'11( vs steadfastly refused to admit :my oldeetive criteria of the
status of a country's iti.N.,.1poo9ot for alt' tainto,a.8 of the ri,rwor.. and that the
aviation of the General ltapportour of Idle c.c.r. iito criteria Govern -
lug Countries.'" is contained in a docinuent with slates the (minion
hl 1,4' "parity per..onal ... fond] although . . based In part on the Ms-vie:slim of
the question Miring the Park Cottferettee. holm cannot in any way be
reg.irded reflecting the views of other delegates or its constil Whig a part of
flan I;cncral Report of the fionferenee."

Tim inadequacy of the itomitioo of n "developing coutitry"115 expressed in the
Park revisions is apparent not only at the stage at whielt a comilry may Invoke
the - prci :il reservat lens on the rights of translation or reproduction, but also at
the stage at whirl' it limy no longer do so when It "censer in be regarded"
:15 : developing eiluntry.'nw Initilertinto" of the notion of ;1 "developing email ry"
in the Paris revisions not only idiom's au ruler:note: untither of countries at V;121011:4
s1 :iuri of 1/Plisit)11/110211 to grant compukory licenses, fait also allows them to con.
iirlue ddng so ;1.4 Moir of development improve. virtually Ivithout limit.
The only cutoff point stated in the Paris revklons is the point at whim' a country

es to be regarded" 1l8 :1 developing. country. a phrase for which there 11 IP no
111,0'1' 11,!eti.. e vriterin than llwre are for the definition of "developing coin:trie"
ilisits.-ed above. Thus, any country initially taking the benefit of the compulsory
11«,rises may belt centintre to grant sail' licenses after having achieved a singe of
development stitlielent to enable it to deal with the property of others on a level
expected of tither I "(invention coma vies.
e, The "Et/urn/brims!' tholitritiwo

The compulsory license provisions available to developing countries miller the
Park revisions are, as has beet+ repeatedly pointed out by proponents of ratitlea
thin, cirounseribed by reference to "educational" limitations on the scope of the
license. Thus. compulsory trait-dation licenses may only be granted for Has pur-
poses of "teaching, scholarship or research", white compulsory reproduction
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licenses taint translation licenses for non-toromicast use of audio-% kind text t are
limited to use in connection with ".,..;,Artnatle inslimetionai ailies", Iu some
eases. .such limitations sent also to describe the class otr work,: subluct 1.1 runt.

lictoisitig--Ii411S, 4444Iy andloNistial works "prepared anti published for the
sole purpose of being used in connection with systematic. instructional lictivities"
are subject to such licenses. In it similar vein, both broadcasts ittiliiIiig compul-
sory licensed transhitions anti the permitted export of stmit translations molt:ever.
twin conditions are to Ire del'utd of Cl/Initioremi puri,se

for authors and publishers or Hiliont1.01:11 materials, ..1r1..0 it is ;11114141,S,4,41 to
4.11111i114114, their entire 14144t:1,1, such 114111111114411.4 4414V14411Sly provide no comfort, and
their signiticato t, Is it negative one. 'They only serve tm 411441orsvoCt. ;I baste puha
et Ihrsl 41111t141.141.S- -that. It particular segment of .11nerIcan enterprise is king
asked 1 required might be a better ward) to dolor- the product of its private ini-
tiative td the subsidization of the develoldllent of foreign countries lit ;1 manner
II rctigldy Ineottsislent with IOW 1111(11HO/441i l'01141.111s of property and of hull.
vidintl vs. gtAutautienial responsibilitY.

Assuming that smite .tillericall authors. tool publishers do find initial comfort
in the vdtwational limitations On 4:1414114111Sory 1141.11sillg 1111114 the text.
either as a device for inexulating them front the effect of such licensing or as it
theoretically satisfactory justillcution for the need for such reservation. limy
would do well to consider how little 11clua1 limitation /how .st-o1441a14 k impose. The
it1.141414 of the I fouteral Itapporteur for the Paris U.t'.C. Cionfermice lodes the
"understanding" tied "scholarship" encompasses not only instruction at grade
tall high schools. colleges and universities, Ion also a "wide tinge of organized
educational :let ivilies intended for participation at any age level and devoted to
the study Of any sublvvt" anti that "systematic instructional zietivilitss" include
"not only activities contas.ted milt the 1.01'141111 411141 1111'0111141i curriculum of nit
etimational Institution, but also systematle outofseltool education." The Itepot
also notes that the possibility or the general woole sale of vottles produced under
compulsory licensing was "envisaged" at the Conferewe. The only palliathe
Offered. for this possibility is that the licensing authority of the State would be
"under a ditty to determine that the License would fulal the need of specillett
'systematic hist rnetional Itetivilles' (and the license] would necessarily l re
fused if such activities wore in fact imidental to the actual purpose of life repro-
duction." Observers at the Paris Conference were left with lad little doubt that,
Its we kkve jialienled 411,111.1., the comments seeking the benefit of these l'04st.114iti1411S
Intro at rather fluid and \vide-ranging conception of "scholarship", "education",
and the of her "'imitative" criteria.

Priorroltretion roofer l'ompoIxory Licenses outAide the Dercloping Countried
The Paris revisions provide that compulsory licenses are "valid only for publi

cation" in the territory of the licensing State. but the discussion at the ['aril
conference made abundantly clear, as confirmed by governing interpretations in
the Report of the (funeral Itappoteurs, that works may be printed outside
developing country pursuant to its compulsory license. and joint translation
facilities may be employed by several countries under their compulsory Itemises,
Phis interpretation imposes only the following restrictions of substance on for-
eign reproduction of eflinpulsory licensed works:

1. The reproduction facilities in the developing country are "incapable for
economte or prm ti(al reasons" of ristroAtielttg the copies to standard to be inter.
Preted by the developing smintry itself)

'2. The country of reproduction is a Herne of 1".C.C. member;
:3. .111 copies reproduced abroad are delivered to the licensee itt hulk for

distribution only in the developing country
I. The reproduction facility is not "specially created" for reproduction under

compulsory licenses. The interpretation also provides that conatillsory licensees
may employ translators fool ttlitorial personnel in other countries. tel that
several compulsory licensees front different countries 'nay ttse the some transla-
tion:anti

5. The reproducing facility guarantees that the work of reproduction Is law-
ful In its own Comitry.

To Illustrate the resulthalf a dozen or more developing countries may tilllize
the same editorial, translation and printing facilities, located in tiny Berne or

country, to translate anal /or reproduce a work to be used pursuant to the
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emoloillsorY itemise provisions of each country. These joint printing facilities
need tint ever; be In n developing coin try. (liven the additional right of a joint
translation, this in foot mulls In n publishing enterprise servicing it group of
developing countries.

There is furthermore no requirement that these foreign translation, slitoriat,
And Printing ()iterations Must not be contluehA for profit, In other words these
may well he profit-inking publishing enterprises. The Compulsory licenses will
save them most of the loafed elStA and royalty exlienses, Wbleh are among the
heaviest expenses of any publishing enterprise, The net result wilt be to sanction
profitmaking oree,ithais which will preempt markets from the
authors and lotldishers for copyrighted materials.

The foregoing is a brief sm»natry of Ow provisions of most interest to edtter
thmal authors and publishers. Attached as itntwx A Is a child that summarizes
in parallel enhunns the major substantive previsions dealing with translation,

.reproduction and other rights motet the existing Berne Convention and the
Stockholm Protocol and the Paris revision of that Convention.

shoe the eotwessions to developing Clint ries tinder the Paris revisions of the
Universal and Verne Cooventions ore sulisfulitlatly the same. a general summary
of the concessions made by the Paris revision of the Universal Convention is
reflected In the colunmar presentation of this Paris revisions to the Berne Con-
ventions Such significant differences as exist are set forth in footnotes to the
chart,

'The view has been expressed that the Parts revision of the Berne Colleen-
tion is a SIlbstaill la' improvement over the Stockholm Protocol to that Conven-
tion, The Stockholm Protocol, which only live years ago created such a furor,
has not teen adopted by the developed countries, because of Its broad prcempt1on
of the rli4dits of authors and publishers. For authors and publishers of educa-
tIonal oxalerials, however, broad or narrow that category May be, examinatkot
of the chart attntied au Annex A will show that the Paris revision can hardly
bo deemed a weisningfol improvement for them over the Stockholm Protocol. The
eban4es in the elomailsery itemise scheme hove been largely procedural, and
promise no substantive relief of any Importhoce, Regardless of the more dr
cuitow, formalities. required, the result for educational authors an' .,ublishers
would be the same--expropriation.

2. THE PROPRIETY OF AND PRECEDENT FOR GovERNNIENTAL COMPENSATION IF TIM
PARIS REVISION IS RATIFIED

For the reasons above, we urge that the Parts Revision of the Universal (NW-
right Convention should not ho ratified. However, if the Senate deems that the
underlying national Interests of the United States require such ratification, tot-
withstanding the injury to some of its citizens, we suggest that provision 1;e
made for governmental compensation to those authors and publishers whose in
terests would he sacrificed.

United States economic assistance to developing countries has always hereto-
fore been 71 governmental responsibility, discharged by money pnytneuts or loans
to developing countries or by governmental purchases of needed materials which
were then supplied directly to the foreign countries. If in this case the United
States Covernment feels it cannot take that course with respect to intellect/nil
property, and that economic assistance with respect to sue)) property must become
al; individual responsibility of a class t f American citizens, then governmental
option to compensate Amerlean authors and publishers for this burden is ap-
psoortato. The Semite. and the United States Covertunent in general, has a his-
tory of carefully guarding the rights of United States citizens where the national
interest remiires that some private interests of some citizens be sacrificed In order
to make concessions to foreign countries. The outstanding eXaMple is the adjust-
ment assistance provisions of the Trade Esiiansion Act of 1 11(12.

The Trade Expansion Act liberalized United States tariff provisions so as to
make possible what later became known as itte Kennedy Roiled of thrift* reduc-
tions. When the Act was proposed and enacted, it was recognized by ail con-
cerned. that smite firms and workers would be seriously injured by the Increase
in imports which the contempinted tariff rednetions would allow. Accordingly,
the Act included provisions under which injured firms could receive assistance
consisting of technical assistance, goverment loan guarantees, and tax assist-
ance, and affected workers could receive Its.sistance consisting of a form of un-
employment compensation, training for other jobs, and relocation allowances.
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'These forms of assIsta tire are paid by the Federal tIovertitnetit and at levels which
tire uniform throtighout the nation.

The legislative history of the Act twites clear (kit these provisions embody a
bri.Ntit general. principle. The itttliut Corm of the Act was drafted by the Kennedy
Administration and introdueed in the House as lilt, 9000 of the 87th Congres:s,
The President's message, dated January 25, 19W, accompanying the bill stated
in punt :

"When considerattottit of ttationat policy make It destraltie to avoid litgher
tariffs, those injured by that competition should not be required to bear the full
brunt of the (motet. Rather, the burden of economic udjustinent should be borne
lu mart by the Evtleral Llevernment.

"Just as the Federal Government has assisted in personal readjustments made
necessary by military service, just as the Pederai Government 1111.4 its obligation
to assist industry in adjusting to wztr production and tignitt to return to peace-
time production, so there is an obligation to resider assistance to those who stifferas a result of national trade policy,"

(11. Doe. #314, 87th Cong. 2t1 Sess reprinted In MIL Ways and Means Comm.,
00th Cong., 1st Sess., "Legislative II istory of H.R. 11970. 87th Cong., Trade
Expansion Act of 1002" (10117), at pp. 94-91 (hereinafter cited as "Leg. 'Mt."))

Secretary of Commerce Luther liodgcs made the prittelpal presetthition before
the House Ways and Means Committee. Discussing relief for firms and workers
injured by increased Imports, he s.tid :

"The Federal Government has a special responsibility to such firms and
workers, For their hardship can i.e direetly traced to a spetitic avtion under-
taken by tne Government for the good Or lowering of trade restrictions
in order to (-Ten tip now markets for our goods n timid.' As the President has said,
no industry or work force should be matte a sacriticial victim for the benefit of
the national welfare. So small group of firms and workers N11011111 be Millie to
hear the full burden of the costs of a itrogrom whose great benefits enrich
the Nation as a svitole." (liit. Ways and Means Committee, 87th Cong. 2d Sess.,
Hearings on H.R. WOO, p. 90; Leg. Hist. p. 172)

1Vitys anti Means Committee revised the administration's bill null re-
ported out the revision as ILR 11910. In its report, the Committee justified the
adjustment assistance provisions in the following language :

furnishing of Ibis assistance is fully consistent with our traditional prac-
tice of protecting American comitteree and labor from serious injury resulting
loom imports, It will enable those firms and workers injured by increased lin-
ports to receive prompt help that is stilted to their individual needs." (IL Kept.
No. 'ISIS, Sith Cong., 2d SeSS., pp. 13-1# ; Leg, Ilist., pp. 1077-75)

it,,,,resentrffire Halt, 13.,,Kg, flit floor manager of thv NU in the House.
In his speech introducing the bill, he supported the adjustment assistance pro-vision as follows:

"Hit Is 113.1 on a very sound fundamental principle: That in the pursuit of
a national ohjectIve, we shall give assistance to the busines.snian who Is hurt
and glee assistance to the workingman who is hurt. There Is nothing new or
radical nitwit this. When We call nail attil say Yon must go to serve your coun-
try in the Army or ttie N;11.,t- or the ,:kir Force, we also say to hint : Son, when you
(sane back home, your job will be waiting for you, WO assure, him of icetutainy-
merit rights. UM. fti hurt, tee lint him in a veterans' hospital.

"Throughout the entire history of the United States. we have consistently rec-
ognized the fact that in the pursuit of an overall nationnt policy, we have made
adjustments for those alit, ;ire in,jured thereby - whether it be irditry to firms
or to workers. That is all this NU does --- nothing else. In most instances, it will
1151 existing machinery which has already been established by law," (t'ong. Rec.
6/27/6:1, pp. 11.0stl-S7 : Leg, !list. p, 1 hs:t)

Representative Keogh, another wiemi,er of the Ways and Means Committee,
sok.,01r1OltlY 1'0MA Hied ;11)Mit nips,' 14'411'101)71g :

"11:11011S.: ,1't tip the feticeA which we now'pr.mose to lower or rellloe. ire have
the obligationin equity tind good consvience--to assist these nfTected firms and
workers in Ineenriz the new sitnatiott which the Government will permit to come
about" (Cong. nee. f1/27,412. p. 11,111, Leg. Hist. p. 1233)

ltoth in tip ihaise anti in the Senate. objections were raised to the payment of
it uniform amount to workers, rather than the amounts payablo muter state un-
employment cninpoositfon systems, tvhieh in most cases were unich loss. In the



Mouse, litliresentaiive t'illitt.) of Massachusetts argued (hat (111.s was discrIntlitit-
tory and offered as a partieular example iintattploy nicht ill 111,. 11111111. 1(1'1110

CallSed by cancellation Of a government contrail, Itepresentative Mills. then as
now Chairman of the Ways nt1t1 31ea as Connnittee, answered that In Conte's ex-
ample the govrnment wus acting like any other vont ractor, and continued

"Assistance In the ease of removal of tariffs can be jltst Hied: because Mk 641
lit( loll arises through tleverninent sovereign itetion, taken in the palate Interest,
to lutwer tariffs and thereby t;11;0 rt joie may from this helm The sovereign has
seen lit to remove a tariff which it placed 1111 ail article to 111'1,11))4 the Job. 111
;ill vitally 1111,( good 14111Selellee il must take steps to make the affected worker's
uditIstment to the new colatletillve contillbms eredted by }IA 1111'/1 11e1s 115 easy
as possible under the circumstances." (Cong. (tee. (1/27/72, p. 11,117; Leg, }list.
pp. 12.1:t-I I)

In the Senate, two amentltnent;: were offered with respect to the adjustment
assistance provisions., The list sought to eliminate the provisions entirely. The
asserted grounds were that the provisions illserlininaleil against those unem-
ployed for other reasons, that some of those others might have 1)14.'0111V 1111011
11(11Y0d tweanse they hod been providing goods 11111( Set'VfCS to the industries
forced out of linsiness by Impork, and that there was no essential difference
between mainhloyment vaused by imports and unemployment dm) to changes
in government purchasing. I ltemarks of Senator Otitis, Cong. We, 9/17/72.

Leg. Hist. hp. 1702 03) Itlf course. the motive for the amendment
111S t1. climtnute labor stippott of the Act as a NV111)10 ;11111 11101.111y defeat the Ill

Senator Williams Of Nove Jprsvy oppose( the anwrobnott rind defended the
prol.islons in hi, bill 1t, l'onoWS

st sill:pill the Prestitottl's trade program, I think it is vital to our
l'N';111141'S 1'011111111,11 grgoVI It ;Mil priNvel'il.r. 11111 I see no reason why the few
communities. Industries or workers who nia,v possibly stiffer some adverse effect
front the reduction of I rado bit fliers must hear the entire burden. If the interests
1,i' the Nat hai and the Interests of 4,It 'tat 1.1111.1 trade policy enlist) some Injury.
the Nation. and therefore the Federal Government have a clear and unmistakable
obligation to alleviate that injury awl facilitate adjustment to new economic
activities," I Cong. }tee. 9/17/72, p. 1s,1191). Log. !list. p. 1701))

Tile first amendment was (lure:001, 5S-23.
The second amendment was offered by Senator Byrd of A'irgittla. It would

have set the level of payments at the rate prevailing under state unemployment
compensation programs, rather than at the uniform national level set by the hill.
The 11 Vg1M10)1S in support 1.tf the amendment were similar to those for the
1,000,-ms amendment, in (TpOSI11)111 to the amendment and In stiptiort of the
pending bill \vete the following remarks:

Senator Sm.vrittats. "I, too. believe In States rights. I believe that if an injury
410110 to a wicker rt'Sliik from action taken by a State, the f4tate, rather than
the Federal Government, should provide the proper 0o1i1pun,:a11011,

IVIi01 this bill go.s into effect, the injury will result from Federal action,
front the action of the Federai Government 111 l'0110011g the tariff, thereby
allowing the entrance of imports 'which will result in damage to an industry
and III the Ile1s or the jibs or the worl:ers in that Industry. In view of the fact
that the action .,,,,mbt he k'ederal netIon, those of as on the committee look the
position that the I'ederal Government should have the responsibility for tantaw
it cotapensatien payments due to tine worker 110:1111S0 110 lost 111' Job 11S rt result
of action taken by the Federal Government.

I twlk,vt, that iu this instance flu) 1-'ettcrat Government. acting in what I regard
as the overall interest of the Nation--and l recognize that some workers will be
injured thereby, hilt there will Is overall benefit to American industry and to the

(,,,0114,111,,-.....1111,-.., th0 re...ponsibility. meter the original. concept, to provide
funds for proper and necessary compensation." (Cong. 'tee. 9/17/72, p. 1M,691,:
Leg. (list. p. 17121

Senator "Mir. ]'resident. it is :1 fair proplsal that Federal standards lie
nsed in paying for Federal injury, we provide private relief bills to compensate
Federal injury all the time. If one examines the calendar, he will find more
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prii Ole relief bills than ;thy 111wr II, This ka relief nu for those the Federal
tiovernment chooses lu iiiJurr in OW pursuance of n program in the 011'11111
1;11l011;11 Interest. it the whole. \Vt, tlifitc111:11i. an IlDICUA. iii 110t101111
as a result Of the bill, NN'o; anticipate fill increase in employment overall; We do
not want to do that at the expense of it few and the suffering Of an unfairness
to a few AltIVrICUES who NVIII be injured." (Cong. Rev. to/17;72, p. 1S,Igt5; Leg.
list. p. 17141

Senator M ANSt' : .111114'tVil workers would nit he casualties
of supply and demand or any other Impersonal economic force, Instead, their
unemployment would be directly attributable to a deelsion of the Federnl 4;ov
monent taken Iii the notional Interest. Certainly, the 'cilt.rnl Oovettonent
v111,1 owe a special abugaifoa to nals,, Injured by such action."

The amendment was defeated, 711-31. The principle was thereby affirmed that
if ihe Federal lAovernment causes injury to some industry iu order to neldeVe
some broad goal of foreign Policy, it should compensate those who have been
injn red, at least In part.

Accordingly, it Is moil that the precedent of Ilse Tnule Expansion At be
follitived and that an appropriate enactment be promulgated to vitiate titt
economic damage upon authors mol publishers if Congress should determine
that it Is in the tuitional best interest to ratify Ila; Paris text of the Universal
Copyrighe Convention. If, as supporters of the Paris revisions have asserted, the
volopulsory licensing provisions will he Aime used by the developing
elan:tries, thcn the Senate will have nffirmed, it little cost, the
sound principle that a small class of citizens is not to bp required
to hear the burden of furthering the national interests without. compen-
satin'. if. as we fear, compulsory licensing will becoitm widespread among
devotioping countries, then the Injury to authors and publishers will be
sithstantial in terms of the normal dimensions of the punishing Industry, and
there will be a serious need for compensation. Measured against the sums which
the Congress usually appropriates in connection with foreign aid, however,
the amount of compens:ntIon would in tiny event be neglifdhle.

We suggest that provisions for such compensation would be simpler than
those of the Trade Expansion Act because :

I. The Paris texts of both the U.C.C. and the Berne Union include procedures
for notifications to the copyright owners or prolorletors when a developing
country grants a compulsory license on copyrights owned by United States
citizens (as well as oil other countries).

2. Under the Adjustment Assistance program of the Trade Expansion Act,
one recurring problem which requires extensive Investigations by the Tariff'
Onninisslon is to determine whether injuries to particular American industries
an- caused by current tariff reductions or other factors, such as general inki-
ness conditions, increasing American costs, prior tariff reductions, etc. Snch
problems are entirely absent here, where the toss of income to authors and
publishers Is demonstrated from the use of their literary property by a develop.
ing country (with little compensation or none) under compulsory licenses.

:I, The uses made of educational materials in the developing countries eau be
measured. Royalties under compulsory licenses, regardless of their rates, will
normally be measiired by such uses, i.e., munher of hooks, records, tapes. etc.
sold. and such numbers should in the ordinary course be reported together with
the royalty payments, or be obtained by inquiry from the licensees.

4. The measure of compensation that could he set forth in the statute world
hp a predetermined percentage of those royalties which publishers and authors
charge in the normal course of export licenses.

Accordingly it is urged that the Paris Revision of the Universal Copyright
Convention not he ratified. However, in the event that despite the nowarranted
and unfair distinction made between tangible property :Ind intellectual property
Congress decides that it Is in the national Interest to ratify the treaty. then
it is urged that an enactment paralleling the Adjusment Assistance provisions
of the Trade Expansion Act be passed to preserve the rights of authors and-
publishers in conformity with the traditions of the United States.

IL L. LINDEN.

I' It -:3--1;:o
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CU'Ae, 41504 Of CON2f SSIONS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES UNDER THE EXISTING BERNE CONVENTIONS,
IRE STOCKHOLM PROTOCOL AND THE PARIS REVISION'

ANNEX A

CHART I. - TRANSLATION RIGHTS

the L. 1),rriot ItS)11rsim tor./ of the' Paris Rev..sion" relates to the Paris Revision of the Berne Convention.Substential
rIMererl,os betor.err 1 this R.,,iision an I the Paris R.-!,,,isio5 01 the Uaivalsal Copyright Co.we.ition are indicated by asterisks
a.'11 n` I by )11s- rope uinit at the ca t;brsion of tie t thles. Wh¢re no nate is Indicated, the summery of the
Pars q°4/ ,J1 serves as a summary of the concessions mode to developing countries in the Universal Copyright Con-
ven,imt

Us rrC
(Rune. 1)28 Jot Brussels,

19 IS) Stockholm protocol (1967)

txO COCESSIONS

( tecog
f) hen P11.11',1 +WO
tt{.)1,. 0 re
erne the to trans-

Mot,/ ',on or ccorovnk4-
,axe en ten snots horn

filet 1,obtrr,),:,o.r of the
war on outholized

troolot
has not Stem vubli,heri in 3
Union country. Other Can-
entrtm countrt. may not

rentrate .600,1 Works corm
cOmthy meang

this I (Art. ?A('3)!

fro cil'oPilt SORY
LICENSE

A di!,,elai,ing country may reser,(, the
tied rn 31w/, transIltiOil et itioiks without
authoritation or conioen., 'bon if. after ten
years from test publication of the orii(inol
'Work, an authorried il4ol. lation h is not
been poi:INMet/ in a Union county in the
jarigu vie for which pu.ilection r9 cle,ined.
Veve102,FA countries may not retaliate
against Works eni inati front a (fey:loping
country make rg Oils reser,,atiori. ;Protocol,
Art, 1("p)'i) j (A itcr,c)oporS couoMy making
such a roses ntron under Stockholm is sub-
ject to retaliation (feet, Art. 30(2)(b)1)

In addition to allowing free translation
ten years after 11-,,t publication, a develop.

couotry mai rrIllect the tight of transla.
tarn to cumpuboty licensiog (Protocol, Art.
I(bX1)(ii)T

The system of compulsory licensing al.
low; the "competent outhordy" (not de.
tool) of a developing country to aotholize
the ti list ation of Works, e111t the publiC3r
tIon of the tr endation, without the authority
at tan owocr of lr enslation rights, on certain
}~lira nod conlittons, ;Protocol, Art, 1(b)
(u)

All books, 3Uct10ViV,Ilt Works, and other
Works are subject to cOMIOUISMY trans-
1 otryi license. (Protocol Art.10): text,
Art. II.; No coccial proves on rs made con-
cerning appic ikon of the compulsory
license to the textual portions of nom-
krrsrm1Wrorks.

A compulsory 1 ransl ition Incense may be
g anted 41' hoot restr,ction as lu purpose,

Berne Paris Rev) Oars (1971)

Slime as Stockholm Protocol with respect
to translator into languages 'in general
use" in the developing country. lAppenctit,
Arts. V(IXe). l(6)(b); Text, Art 36(2).
(See note 1,)

As an alternative to alfowing free transla.
lion tan years after first Wheaton, a
developing country may subject the tight of
translation to compulsory licensing (Appen-
dix, Art, 11, V(tXc), V(2), 1(1)1." (See
note 1.)

The system of compulsory licensing allow!
the "competent authority" (not defined) to
authorize the translation of Works, and the
publication of the translation in printed or
analogous form: of reproluct,on, without the
authority of the owner of translation tights,
on certain terms and coaditions. [Appendix,
Art, 11(1), 11(2)(A)1. In the case of certain
audiovisual Works, the license extends to
pullicition of the translation iii 3udio-
usint form. !Appendix Alt. Ill(7):6).1

All Works "ouhlished in printed or
analogous toms of reproodction" are
subject to compulsory translation licensing.
lei,pendix, Art, 110)1.

the textual portions of audio-visual
Works which ~,ere "prepared and published
lot the sole purpose of being used in con-
tictlw! with systematic instructional ac-
tivities" are subject to a compulsory trans
lotion license. (Appendix, Art. I l(9)(c),
111(7)(h)1 (The rules governing translation
of the textual portions of audiovisuel Works
(Mter from those governing printed Works.
Jr the former else, the rules follow those
perta'n,ing to the to,r,p,tsory reproduction
license under the Pails Pevision.)

Printed atrki: A c',f,Ipuliary 11C317se for
tre,st)trol of Psi Woks mxy bo gi,o.$1,1
only for the purpose, of "teaching, scholar.
ship or resoarch," ( ippendix. Art. 11(5))

A '0101.1caithl ctry-rric)timl heiqtrzr-
tH.,?,1 0 a (IT:elf:01 c.;ui,11 r may Fecuie a

'souse to 11411^.1te n printed
W,-,Co it Ire tilastatinn is only fins Use in
Ivo"( /c.',1; (sir) 'r ri:CCI"!1e1) to ri-cipients
1!hin r1.-rr..).1r4riog country, v..hrcri bicad

c ,n,c..11:11v.:1; "teoching
or the disseminitimi of theresults of specie'.
ized Ktmicel Of '..C1,2r,11t0C rPSTirCh to opells
10 a om1,curm vrofecsion"; nor! if "ell uses
moth r.,1 the translation are ',t^.out any tom
niNc,31 purpose." !Appendix, Art. 149)
(a)(b).1
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COMPARISON OF CONCESSIONS 10 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES UNDER THE EXISTING BERNE CONVENTIONS,
THE SIOLKHOLM PROTOCOL AND THE PARIS REVISION' Continued

CHART I TRANSLATION RIGHTSContinued

Existing Berne Coneentmons
(Roue, 1923 and Brussels,

19S8) Stockholm prolocel (196T) Berne Paris Revision (19T1)

The compulsory translation license may
only be granted for translation into a " Pas
tiortal, official, or regional language" of
the licensing State. /Protocol, Art. 1(6)-
0).1

The compulsory translation license
becomes available three years awl test
publication of the original work if a trons
tatien thereof has not then been published
In the licensing State Into a national, official
or regional language of that Stale, or it ail
previeus editions of a translation Ira such
language in that Stain are then octet print.
(The license will be available for trensla
lion into any of the national, official or
regional languages into which the original
Work hoe not been published or in which a
translation is out of print.) (Protocol, Art, I
(b)(0).1

(PH computror y treasaition license "Ices
not encompass the light to (eclat] or broad-
cast the translation. flowerer, Convention
yeeeei,itioe of the broadcasting tight atheism
member countries to determine the contr
Hoes under which that right may exist, sub
tee' to compensation which may to fixed by
the competent authority, and to "determine
the regulations for ephemeral recordings"
made by broadcast organizations. Text, Art.

Audin-Vieual Works (Prepared and Pub.
lished Safely For Use in Connection with
Systematic Instruction): BroaJcas1ers may
secure a compulsory license to translate the
textual portions of such Works for the same
purposes as noted in coenection with their
translation of printed Works. (Appendix,
Art.110)(41

In other cases, a compulsory license for
translation of the textual portions of such
Works may be granted Orly for "use in can-
nettiOn with systematic instructional actin-
ities" (Appendix, Art. WO(b), 111(1).1

the compulsory translation license may
only be granted for translation into a ha.
guae,e "in general use" in the licensing
Stale. lAppendix, Aft. I1(2Xa), 111(1)(b).1

Printed Works;
The compulsory translation license

becomes evadable after e slated number of
years hem first publication of the original
Work 0 in trenslotien thereof has not then
been p,iblicized anywhere in the language
cencereed, or if all eilitroes of a translation
iota such language are out of print.

In the case at translations into a language
nut in general use in any developed Berea
country the relevant period is one year.
(Appendix, Art. If (3)(0), 11(2)0)1

In the ulna of translations into a language
in general use in any developed Berne
metre, the relevant Pried in three years.
(Appendix, Art. II(2)(3)1 (In the case of
translations into lingelges other than
English, French or Spadrsb, a lesser period
may be sr:bstitiitert by agrnoment between
the developing country vied ell deser Ted
Berne coentriee in which the I allele is in
gener use A ependi a, Att. 11(i)0))

AurlioVisuat Works (Prepared aril Pitt).
fished Solely For Use in Connection With
Systematic Instruction):

The compulsory trafelation license be-
cones avid ode to (raaecesters et the same
times as govern printed Works. tAppen,Pe,
Art. 1l(9XcXJ).1

In other cases, a compulsory license for
bees! vim u1 tne tealoal rrottons 61 "iota
Works become; avadatrla yin comedic,' with
a ccmpulsory license to reproduce the 'Work)
atter a staled fILitl-.31- of veers tern I rst
publication or the Work if copies thereof
have not tea been eolribeterf in the 1,crns
ing State "at a mace reasorratly relied to
that a'rrr311; charger! in [Wall enrmtly ('c
comparable works,' or no (mass, home been
o sale for in abot Stoio or "trot,
ann:Lly related" I ices ;Appon(fle, Art.
111(TY,O), ltt(2 )(a)(b)

The ralesrot re:,:orf is: three years for
Works in the area of science, ntalbernattcs
and teannelsyry; acars for 'Perry of

ceetty, drama and fnus:c; t year;
in other lases. lAppendrr, Art. Iiit7)(b),
111(3).1
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CHART H.REPRODUCTION RIGHTS

Existing Berne Conventions
(Rome, 192S and Brussels,

1948) Stockholm protocol (1967) Berne Paris Revision (1911)

An applicant fora comoutiory transla-
tion license must, "in ai.corniame with the
procedure" DI toe licensing Slate, establish
vino.

(I) "That he has requested, and been
denied. authoriza!ion" by the owner of the
translation right [Protocol, Art. 1(h)(ii)1;

Or
(2) "That, after due diligence on his port,

he was unable to find the owner uf the
right." [Protocol, Art. Irb)(1ill. In this case:

The applicant must send copies of his
application to the publisher of the Work
and a representative of the country of the
country of the owner (Protocol, Art, 1(b).
ciii)1; arid

The heioe may not be granted until
after the expiration of two months from the
dispatch of copies of the application
[Protocol, Art, 1(b)(in)1.

Developing countries establishing a sys-
tem of compulsory translation licenses must
make -due provision" toassuret

(I) a "correct translation" [Protocol,
Art. 1 (0(iv)1; and

(2) a "rust compensation" ltd I
Payment and transmittal of compensation

is "subject to national currency regula-
tions," (Protocol, Art. l(b)(10.11

1 he obligation topay compensationunder
a compulsory translation license termi-
nates after len years tom first publication
of the original Work. It an authorized
translation has not yet been published into
the language in question in a Berne country.
(Protocol, Art. 1(bXviii).1

A compulsory translation license is
generally "valid only for publication in the
ter ritory of" the licensing Slate. (Protocol,
Alt. 1(bXvM

An applicant tar a uotwasory transta
IVOn license must, -in accordance ,,v,th the
procedure" of tie licensing State, establish
either:

(1) ''That he has requested, and heen
denied, authorization" by the owner of the
translation right (Appendix, Art. IV(1)1. In
this case:

At the time of making his request, the
applicant "shaft int oral" an information
center designated by the publisherscountri.
[Appendix, Art. 'VGA; and

The license may not he granted until after
the expii alma of varying monthly grace
Periods trorn the applicant's compliance with
tne foregoing. It, during these grace periods,
the owner publishes a translation anywhere
Into the relevant language (or, in the case of
audio-visual works. causes their distribution
at "reasonably related" prices in the
licensing State), the license may not be
granted. IA npentlix, Art. I l(1)(a)(i), 11(4)(b),
111(iXb), 111(4Xa)(i), 111(4Xc) I

Or
(2) "That, after due diligence on his part.

he Was unable to find the owner of the
right." (Appendix, Art. 111(1)1. In this case:

The applicant must send copies of his
application by registered airmail to the
publisher of the Work and an information
center designated by the publisher's country
(Appendix, Art. IV(2)]; and

The license may not be granted until
after the expiration of varying grace periods
from the dispatch of copies of the applica
hon. If, during these grace periods., the
owner publishes a translation anywhere into
the relevant language (or, in the case of
audio-visual Works, causes their distribution
at "reasonably related" prices in the licens-
ing State), the license may not be granted,
(Appendix, Art. I1(4XaX2), 11(4)(h). HIM-
(6), 111(4Xaki), 1)1(4)(10). 111(4Xo)1

Developing countries establishing a sys-
tem of compulsory translation licenses most
make ''due provision" to assure:

(I) a "correct translation'' (Appendix,
Art. IV(6)(b)1; and

(2)a "lust compensation that Is consist.
ent with standards of royalties normally
operating on licenses I reely negotiated bet-
ween persons in the Iwo countries con-
cerned," (Appendix, Art. IV(6) (a) (i).1

If national currency regulations ninder
payment and transmittal of compensation,
the "competent authority" shall use "all
efforts" to ensure transmiltal in interna-
tionally convertible currency. (Appendix,
Art. IV(6XaXii)1

A compulsory translation license gem:laity
"dues rant extend to the export of copies"
and is ''valid only for putdication" in the
terriLory of the licensing State] (Appendix
Art. 1V(4Xa),I (Copies published under a
compulsory translation must bear a notice
that the copies are available only for distri-
bution in the licensing Stale. (Appendix,
Art, IV(5)) (But the opportunity to engage
in joint translation and reproduction abroad
substantially equals the consequences of
permitted export. See Chart I, p. 8.)
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CHART H.REPRODUCTION RIGHTSContinued

Existing Berne Conventions
(Rome, 1928 and Brussels,

Ma)

tiff COlitt.SS)CliS

The Rome and Brussels
Acts do not expressly recog-
nize a general right of repro-
duction. Whether such a right
is i'nOitit in these Acts has
beer a matter of academic
eisciissi

110 COMPULSORY LICENSE

Stockholm protocol (1%7) Berne Paris Revision (ISM

However, copies may be imported and
sold in other countries allowing such rm.
partition and sale. (PratOcut, Art. l(bXv)
(effect it nexttofinal sentence as negating
condition; of prior serirtence) 1

Copies made under a compulsory transla-
tion license may be reproduced outside
of the tett& ry of the licensing State, [See
Report, Maill Committee fI (Stockholm)
par. 14.1

Compulsory translation licenses lermi
nate it an authorized translation Into the
language in question is published in the.
licensing State within ten years from first
publication of the underlying Work. (Pro-
tocol, Art.1(bXvii) [

Copies rude before termination may
continue to be sold. [id )

the Stockholm Text expressly accords
authors the exclosive right of reproducing
(and recording) their Works. (text, Art, 9.]

The Stockholm text does allow members
to permit reproduction in "certain enecwl
cases," provided that such reproduction
"does not conflict with normal exploitation
it the W,`4 and does not prejudice the
legitimate interests of the author." (Id.( it
13 believed that these conditions avoid the
reproduction right being subject to general
systems of compulsory licensing, except as
permitted to developing countries,

A developing country may subject the
right Of reproduction to compulsory livens.
ing. (Protocol, Art. 1(c). I

The system of compulsory licensing
allows the "competent authority" (not
defined) of a developing country to author.
ice the reproduction and publication of

However, in the case of translations into
languages other than English. french or
Spanish a public entity of the licensing State
may export copies made under a compulsory
translation license to its nationals in other
countries, provided the copies are used
"only for the purpose of teaching, scholar
ship or research'", the export and distfibu
lion of the copies is "without commercial
purpose", and the receiving country has
agreed to the importation, (Appendix,
Art.IY(4)(c).1

This permissible export is not applicable
to audio-visual works. (See, Appendix, Art
IVO/Wand Art. 1110X0,1

Copies made under a compulsory transta-
Hon license may be reproduced in printed
form outside of the territory of the licensing
State if the licensing State has no reproduc-
tints ivt)M1hs (Or ifs facilities are "in-
capable" of reproducing the copies), all
copies are returned in bulk to the licensing
State, and the reproducer guarantees that
the work of reproduction is lawful In its
country, (General Report on the Paris
Conference (Be(ne) par. 40.)

Such reproduction may only take race
Ina Berne or Universal Copyright Convention
country, and may not be done by a reproduc-
tion facility "specifically created' for
compulsory licensing purposes. ltd.)

The incorporation of compulsory-trans-
lated audio-visual texts into audio-visual
Works may be done Outside the territory
of the licensing State under the same tondi
tiros. ltd. at par. AL (a).1

Compulsory licensees may employ, trans-
lators and persons doing predminary
editorial work 111 other countries. (General
Report par. 42.1 A number of compulsory
licensees may use the same unpublished
translation

Compulsory translation licenses terminate
it an authorized translation into the language
in question is published at a price reasonably
related to that normally charged in the
Licensing State for comparable Works.
[Appendix, Art. 11(6).1

Copies made before termination may con-
tinue to be distributed "until their stock Is
exhausted." III)

Same as Stockholm. (See note 2.)

Some as Stoct,hoim.11 (See note 2.)

Same as Stockholm !Appendix, Art. 111(1)1.

The system of compulsory licensing aliowS
the "competent authority' (not defined) of
a developing country to authorize the repro-
duction of Works, and the publication thereof
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CHART I.REPRODUCTION RIGHTSContinued

Fasting Berne Coot. vitiate
(Ronne, 1921 and Brussels,

1918) Stockholm protocol (198)) Berne Paris Revision (1971)

Works without the authority of the owner
ct reproduction rights, nn caffein terms and
con altone. !Protocol, Art l(c)!

All 'sVorks are subject to compulsory
reproduction licensing. ( Protocol, Art. I

(c)(1): Text, Art hi,. No special provision is
made concerning application of the com-
pultor, license to audio-visual W'ui kv.

A compulsory reproduction may only be
obtained to reproduce and publish "for
educational or cultural purposes." Protocol,
Art. I (cXi).j

The compulsory reproduction license be.
comes available three years after first pub-
lication of a Work it it has not then been
published in the licensing State, or it all
previous editions in the licensing Slate are
out of print. Protocol, Art. 1(cX9i1

An applicant for a compulsory reproduc-
tion license most, "in accordance watt the
voredure" of the licensing State, establish
either:

(1) "That he has requested, and been
denier], authorization" by the owner of the
reproduction right jPiolocol, Art.1(c)(1)1:

Or
(21"1 hl!, are( due dihcence on his part,

he ens unable to turd the sonar of the
right "protocol, Art. 1(c)(0]. In this case:

at prices reasonably related to those nor-
.naliy charged in the licensing State for
comparable Works, without the authority of
the owner of reproduction rights, on certain
terms and conditions. (Appendix, Art. III
(1)(2)(0.1

All Works published In "primed or analo.
elms forms of reproduction" are subject to
compulsory reproduction licensing, foppery.
die. Art. 111(7)(i). 'V

oll,: which 'here "pre-
pared and published for the sole purpose of
bang used in connection with systematic
Instructional activities" may be reproduced
in audio-visual form, and the textual portions
theml may be translated into a lerguage in
general use in the licensing State, under the
compulsory reproduction license. [Appendix
Att. 111(7Xb).1

Translations which are not in 4 language
in general use in the IicensingState, or which
were produced without the authority of the
owner of the underlying Work (including
compulsory licensed translations) are not
subject to compulsory reproduction ken sing.

A compulsory reproduction license may
onty be obtained to reproduce and publish
the Work "for use In connection with sys-
termitic instructional activities." !Appendix,
Art. Ill (2Xa)il (See note 3.)

The compulsory reproduction license be-
comes available after a stated number of
years from first publication of a Work if
copies thereof have not then been distributed
in the licensing State "al a price reasonably
related to that normally chariot in that
State for comparable Works," or no copies
have been on sale for six months in that
State at 'reasonably related" prices. !Ap
pendia, Art. 111(41

The relevant period Is: three years for
Works in the tree of science mathematics
and technology; seven years for Works of
fiction, poetry, drama and music; five years
in other cases. !Appendix, Art, 1110).1

An applicant for a compulsory translation
berm must, "on accordance with the pro-
cedure" of the licensing Stole, establish
either:

(1) "That he has requested, and been
denied, authorization" by the owner at the
reproduction right [Appendix, Art. IV OH.
In this case:

Al the tine of making his request, She
applicant "shall inform" an 1116mi:ion
center designated by the publisher's country.
lAficeodir, Art. IV(1)1; and

Licenses obtainable after three years
may riot be granted until after the expira-
tion of a six-month grace period trona the
applicant's compliance with the foregoing.
If. during this grace period. the owner dis-
tributes his work at 'reasonably related"
prices t n the licensing State, the linense may
not he granted. lAppendix, Art, II1(4Xa)
(0. 111(4)(01

Or
(4) "Thal, after due diligence on his parr,

he woo allAb!e to find the owner of the
righl." /Appendix, At:. IV(1)j. In Ihi; case.
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84M0 COnvelions
(Radio, 1)2a and Brussels,

1918) Stockholm protocol (1967)

The applicant must send copies of his
aorit.c.vio.i to toe pribtis,mi nl the Work and
a tepee sell hat of ,he count() or itie.oeirer
[Pror.n.c.1, A!t. 1(c)(11)1; and

Tne license inay not he granted
after toe egrUailon of two months Nom the
disp.alcii of copies of toe appticatiori (Pr 0
loco!, Art. l(c)(,) I

Developing countries establishine a sys
tern of compulsory reproduction ficenses
must make "dire provision" to assure,

(1) an "accurate reproduction" (Proto-
col, Art, (0001; and

(2) a 'just compensation" (Idd

Payment and transmittal olcompensation
is "subject to national currency f
1101)3," (Protocol, Art.1(c)(M).1

A compulsory reproduction license is
generally "valid only for publication in the
lei. dory of" the licensing State, (Protocol,
Art. 1(00,01

However, copies may be Imported and
sold in other countries allowing such im
portation and sale. protocol, Alt, 1(cXiv)
(effect of nextitofinal sentence as negating
condition; of prior sentence).(

Copies made under a compulsory repro-
duction license may be manufactured out-
side of the territory of the licensing State.
See Report, Main Committee II (Stockholm)
tar. 141

Berne Paris Revision (IVO

Tne applioa at must send copier. ot,Inis
appicririon by tegristerel 01cr rb to the
publisner of Ine ,Ilork and an
teller deiigoated by the pot/listior's
(Appendix, Art. IV(2)1; and

The license ma, not he granted until
after tau expiration n1 varying grace periods
loin the dispatch of copies of tne appl,cc
lion. It, during Uric grace period, roe
dmtrihroes his rook at "reason.11,1: el Per
prices in the licensing Stale, the goessa niay
not he glantel (Appendix, Art. 111(1)(x)(41),
111(4)(b),

Developing countries esiatildihing a sVs
tem of compulsory translation licenses must
make "due provision" to assure

(I) an "accurate teproduction- (Appen
die, Art, IV (6)(0)1; and

(7) a "just compensation that is consis
tent with standards of royalties normally
operating On licenses treat negotiated be.
tween persons in the two countries con
cerned (Appendix, Art. Iii(6)(a)(01

If national currency regulalions hinder
payment and transmittal of con pensalion
the "competent authority ' shall use "all
efforts ''to edsure transmittal in inter-
naiionall) convertible Currency. (Appendix,
Art Iv(64ay,li).1

A cempulsory reproduction license iten
erally "does riot extend to the export of
copies" and is "valid only tOr publication"
In the territory of the licensing State. (Ap-
pendix, Art. IV(4Xa).1 (Copies published
under a Compulsory translation must bear a
notice that the copies are available only
for distribution In the licensing State. Ap
pendix, Art, IV(S)]

(But the opportunity to engage in 'tint
translation and reproduction abroad sub
stardially equals the consequences of per.
mitted export. See II pg. 5).

Copies made under a compulsory repro-
duction license may be reproduced in printed
form outside the tetiiidory of the licensing
State if the licensing State has no reproduc-
tion facilities (or its facihiies are 'inca-
pable" of reproducing the copies). all copies
are returned in bulk to the liceonng State,
and the reproducer guarantees that the Work
of reproduction is lawful in its country,

(Berne)
ra1pftarepotililt on the Paiii Conference

Suits reprockclino may only take place in
a Berne or Universat Co opipight Corivention
country, and may not Le done by 3 reproduc-
ton facility "specifically crealed" for com-
pulsory licensing purposes. ltd.1

Although the incorporation of compul
soryitranslated audioviaual texts int
visual Works" may Le done oudiide the
terri'Ory of the licensing Stale under the
the raise cortdr'ions, these provision; may
not appfy to all aspects of the reprcliii.tion
In audio-visual farm at the armio-visual work
itself. (See Id, et par, 41(a), par

Compulsory licensees may emplay per,
sons doing preliminary editorial snk in
other countries, (General Report par. 42.1.
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flistiog Perna Co-sentilvs
150 aid Broaels,

1945)

Article II his of the Rome
Cunienticii guarantees the
exclusive right of

However, all member
stales are permitted to '' reg.
ulate" this, right, sunject to
the authors receiving "an
equitable remutietation-
which may be fixed be the
l'curtipete+1 authority- ,ito
sent as:Turnout.

Article 11 bis of the Brus-
sels Convention extends this
right to include communica-
tion of the original hmuic4st
to the public by re- broadcast,
wire. loudspeaker or other
transmission. Ali member
states are permitted to regu-
late these rights subject to
the same tonifition or rerntr
eralion.

NO CONCESSInS

"03 CONCESS1)NS

Stockholm prolcool (116') Berne Paris Revision (1971)

Compulsory reprodudian licenses fermi- Compulsory reproduction licenses terml
hate rt aothowed tepee of the Wurk are hate if authorizer copies of the Work are
published in the licensing State, 'Protocol, distributed in the licensing State at a price
Art, 1(c)(v0 1 reasonably related to that normally charged

in that State for comparable Works. IAP
pendix, Alt. 111(6).1

Copies made before termination may Copies made before termination may con
to be sold. 111,1 tinue to be distributed until their stock is

exhausted." Ild 1

CHART III --OTHER RESERVATIONS

A -BROADCASTING RIGHTS

Same as Stockholdrn. (See note 4.)Developed countries ale bound by the
substanc, al A r t , I I bra of the Brussels
text.

Developing countries may restrict the Nio ^nroparable provision.
sight of corturturtcatmg tha broadcast to the
public to those rammumtations "'wile Inc
prol,t-making popeseS " Beyeloping cOun
Iliesin3y NOV regulate this right subject
to the condition of remuneration, [Protocol,
Art.l(d).1

8DURATION OF PROTECTION

[Protocol, Art. 1(.a),1
Developing towlines may limit the ger,- Ho comparable provision.

er1 duration of protection to the life of
the author and not less than twentr-rive
years after his death; end the duration of
protection of cinem3!ogeapt,ic, anonymous
Or pseudonymous winks to riot less than
tate.ity-live years after it he, boon node
available to the public. 'Developed coun-
tries are hound to fifty year terms n each
case, Text, Art. 7(1) (3)1

Developing countries may limit the term
of protection of photographic Works and
Works of applied art to not less than ten
years from the making of such Works.
[Developed countries are bound to protect
such works for not less than twenty-five
years from their making. Text, Art, 7(4).1
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C GENERAL RESERVATION

Existing Berne Conventions
(Rome, 1928 and Brussels,

1948) Stockholm protocol (1961) Berne Paris Revision (1971)

TIO CONCESSIONS (Protocol, Art. I(e)1
Developing teuillrles may restrict the Not set forth as separate provision;

protection of all rights in any Work, "ex. however, see Charts I and II for effect of
clusively for teaching ,study and research in similar concessions on the interests of
all lettli ot education." authors and publishers of educational

A developing country making such re- materials,
stricloo must [hake "due provision" to
assure a compensation which -conforms
to sl indards of payment made to national
authors." Payment and transmittal of such
compensation is subject to national currency
; eiplations.

Copies published under such restric-
boos may be imported and sold la teach
iog , study and research purposes" in rather
developing countries which have invoked
these restrictions and do not prohibit such
importation and sale.

tropoitation into developed countries is
prohibited without the agreement of the
author or his successor.

Note (1): Neither the exutiog (1952) Universal Copyright Convention nor the Paris Revision of that Convention permits
free translation ten years alter publication. Under Article V of both the existing Convention and the Paris Revision, all
member countries may establish a system of compulsory licenses for the translation of works if, after the expiration of
seven years from first publication, a translation has not been published in the "national language" of (1952 Convention),
or a language "in general use in" (Pair, ie,ision) in, that State. The compensation due for compulsory licenses under
Article Vis to be "MI and In conformity with] international standards." Ai title V ter of the Paris Revision of the Universal
Convention concedes to developing countries the right to exercise compulsory translation licensing after only one or three
years from first publication, under conditions substantially identical to those of the Paris Revision of the Berne Convention.

Note (2): The existing U.C.C. does not specifically guarantee the exclusive right of reproduction. This matter is left to
the generality of Article I that each contracting slate "undertakes to provide for the adequate and effective protection of
the rights of authors and , copyright proprietors . ." Article IV bis of the Paris Revision of the U.C.C. takes this
matter somewhat forward as it provides that -the rights referred to in Article I shall include , the exclusive right to
authorize reproduction by airy means." However, the significance of this step is weakened too the succeeding provisions of
Art. IV Ps: -However, any Contracting State may, by it, domestic legislation, make exceptions that do not conflict with
the spirit and provisions of this Convention . . Any State whose legislation no provides, shall nevertheless accord a
reasonable degree of effective protection . ."

Note (a): Although the compulsory reproduction license of the Universal Copyright Convention specifically allows repro-
duction in audio-visual form in the case of audio-visual works, printed works produced under compulsory license would
have to be reproduced "iii tangible form . from which (they] can be read or otherwise visually perceived." (Definition
of "Publication", Art. VI.) A corresponding limitation does not appear in the Berne Conventions and the precise meaning
of "publication", particularly as regards reproduction in sound recorded form, is subject to variation among Union countries.
(Compare the scope of the compulsory translation license under the Paris Revision of Berne, which refers to "publication in
printed or analagous forms of reproduction" {Appendix, Arl. loXioi, with that of the reproduction license, which refers
only to "reproduction and puhlitation" 'Appendix, Arl. 1(c)]. "Reproduction" is defined in Art. 9 of the Paris Text of Berne
as including "any sound or visual recording.")

Note (41: The existing U.C.C. does not specifically guarantee the exclusive right of broadcasting. This matter is left to
the generality of Article I that each contracting state "undertakes to provide for the adequate arid effective protection of
the rights of authors and . copyrrght proprietors , '' Article IV his of the Paris Revision 01 the U.C.C. takes this
matter somewhat for ward as it provides that 'the rights referred to in Article I shall include ... the exclusive right to
authorize . . broadcasting." However, the significance of this step is weakened by the succeeding provisions of Arl.
tN his'. -Howeier, airy Contracting State may, by its citinnnei,t+t tepslation, make exceptions that do not conflict with the
spirit and provisions of this Convention , Any State whose legislation on provides, shall nevertheless accord a reason-
able degree of effective protection . ..."

EstlItur rt
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

'Washington, D.C., June 211 /972.
Ilon. J. W. Firma:101T,
Chairman, Coin mill co on Foreign Belo t tons,

.S'ena le, 14.(1811ington, D.C.
DEAR, MN. CHAIRMAN : I tun replyinq to your hitter of June 7 in which you in-

gni re into behalf of Mr. Raymond C. Bagel, Chairman of the Board of Crowell.
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Collier and Mae Milton, Inc' about certain provisions contained In the Universal
Copyright Convention (1'4.'(') as revised at Paris in July 11471, Represeatative
Eraser and Senator Case have also written us about Mr,' Bagel's interest and I
ba e sent them similar replies.

The Executive Branch of the Ofvertintent, along with the Copyright Office,
I,e;iev+ that ratification of the revised UCC is in the national Interest. As we see
R. there are two baste nue,lion IIIVOIVell ill Mr. 'lagers letter and the legal
Presentation attached to it. The first is whether or nut the U.S. should ratify
the revised convention, And the oilier is whether authors and publishers should
tie compensated for any losses whielf might possibly occur tinder the provisions
la the revised convention which establish procedures for the translation and
reproduction of copyrighted works in developing countries.

I shall until my conoments to the first question. The second question raises the
issue of domestic compensatory legislation and fulls more within the Congress'
area of competence !ban Ours.

have ;11ready stated that the Department supports ratification of the UCC.
It is our considered oplabat that the revised convention is e, H7'ttal, to the
maintenance of the loternational copyright system as we know it today.
hilleeol, We believe that in certain respects, it may strengthen Internationat copy-
right protection. At the same time, It will provide concrete evidence of the eon
cern of the United States for the legitimate needs of developing countries in the
tkit of e ohm( tb n.

1.,11,.v,, it world be helpful to provide you with some background on this mat-
ter. 'fne revision of the 1.1('C came about largely as a result of a crisis In inter-
balloon' copyright protection which occurred In Itlf7, It was at this time that

r4teekholin protocol, to which Mr. Ilagel refers In his letter. was appended
to the item. Copyright Convention as an integral part of that Convention. The
Berne Convention Is the other major international copyright convention, While
the U.S. does not adhere to Berne, many Countries belonging to the VC° also
adhere to Berne and the two conventions are closely related.

The developed countries party to the Herne Convention found themselves
innalde to ratify the Stockholm Protocol. The developing countries, insisting that
formal recogoitioa of their special needs was essential, threatened to withdraw
from !levee. Because of a special +Irise in the l'CC, countries renouncing Borne
roold not rely on the FCC for protection in other treeVerne countries. The
result Of renunciation of Berne would have been the exodus of the developing
ecuntries from both major copyright conventions and a virtual collapse of the
international copyright system as we know it today.

In the fare of this situation. it was decide,' to revise both the Berne and Uni-
versal Copyright Conventions in such a way that both developed and developing
countries could accept their terms. This was the compromise worked out in 1971
at the Diplomatic Conference. It was a compromise arrived at through careful
and lengthy negotiations in which over 60 countries participated or had observer
delegailons. thebnling virtually all the major developing and developed countries.
it should be noted that the fundamental U.S. negotiating position was worked
out prior to the Conference through nomeroos consultations with all the inter-
ested copyright groups in the United States. As a matter of fact, most of these
same groups wore represented on the TLS. Delegation to the Conference.

The compromise does not "permit unauthorized and unpaid use by 'develonine'
nations for 'tal;.cationali purposes," as Mr. Hegel states. Wither, the revised TIC°
prosloo-4 for the Issuance of compulsory licenses for the use of copyrighted
materials for educational purposes when such materials are not made available
by the copyright owners during varying time periods. and stater that "due
provision shall be made at thr- national level to ensure" that compulsory licenses
orevide for "jost commonQation that is consistent with standards of royalties
normally operating. in the two countries concerned."

Teas prevision for cempoi4ory licensing. tr by no means new, a provision for
inint,W.nry licenstcv; for translation rights lvis been contained in the Universal
C,nyright Convootien since its ineeption 1n 1055. As far as we are aware, not
one country has exercised the right to a compulsory license under that`provislon.
Bother, terms have been worked out between the parties involved without the
ne,-1 for recourse to the treaty. It is quite possible that this will occur tinder
the revised treaty. shout) it go into force.

It is Important tc: ante that the developing countries have the option of not
:Whorl/t to either the Universal Copyright Convention or the Berne Convention,
slteold ihrse conventions not prove satisfactory to them. In such a case, they
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a onatal rt NO liter.' (Ito rrfq 3014101011 legislation which. \Truth, prirri
kit! fair t Ils folvii.cli 11orb,. n.ithullt tuly license or cayineri t 1%11,111'1'H' gq.

V.1111 1111P111,401'S !len-Ong Irma Islorris t hat trilglit prove far Inure thillt
t 1'010;11th:it Its I lit, two re'ketd convetittottsi

11 Ix t lot State 1 tem r1 thrones belief that t he revised 1.1.'(' cottetitute. a fair
; I r o t iii t ciniprood,i, awl llolt failure otl t lie port of t lot to ratify the coon-
c, nt ion could presage to return I ) fhe iirevions state of Onto: in tint international
, field. solio; rl pisult as ould, (If votIll'St., 11,1, (11`11.111101t Al 10 ;III 11111.1.0"4:4

311111 t'Sill`ChlitY to 1%8. authors nut pail 'stairs \Those wiorics at'kl so
idely used throUglorlit the world.
In re'eligtiltion of thie fact, the .1ssOelit lion of American Publishers, along with

Prim!' ousel' Ilylior TolrY h t romps, it t he .littericrii liar ssuelat
have thinly endorsed ri.S. ratification of the 1:420.

1 1,01, this information sill ;lid you in responding to Mr. ling+ I hare also
one hosed a chart prepared by the COpyright (Mice which Compares the provisions
Ird,r developing countries contnined in the revised COIlVettti011ht to 010,4' contained

I H. StockilOhlt 1'1'4111,0,1. 1 bailie \it. t his study will he of interest to yott and
should be hid pfui if read In colaintict Ion with the study prepared by Mr. 1 [a :tors
at torneys. Please do not hesitate to (Viand sue if I can be of any further

Sincerely yours,
DATED M. AnsIt CDC,

itaitllant Secretary for Cougre$$ion(ii
1:ro lostlres.

E01.ott'l As COMPARISON OF SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE STOCKHOLM PROTOCOL

AND THE PARIS RESISIONS (Nil) OF THE U.C.C. AND BERNE CONVENTIONS

PART I.CRITERIA: DURATION; TIME OF ELECTION

St it ihint in protocol Paris revision of the U D.C. Paris revision of Berneappendix

Cr),'eri At 1, preamble: "reparied as a
ii,e,xlcj ink country in confaritun tidh
the estittnhed practice of the Central

nt the Untie.] Netion5.
ti'dti::i.10-year initial nerind underart I,

prelm"le, of is, under itrt. 3. !let!t to ex.
tent penal indefinitely until adherence

ne,v at that prohibits reservations,
bail, under alt. 4. cannot maintain reser
nations if no longer regariled.as a de
:eloping country-- notification by direct
ant general and reservations ter e 6

ears !hereafter.
TFre of election: Art. I, preamble: upon

rabbi.alii or accession.

Art. Vbis (I); sane as the Stockholm
protocol,

Art. Vbis (7) and (3): reneyohle 10-
year aeriads becomes
developed; cutoff point at end of
current 10-year period or 3 years
offer country ceas,,y to he a de-
veloping ore, whichever expires
later,

Art. 1(1): same as the Stockholm
protocol; new member i:eveloping
countries way ioyotae resercitions.

Art, 1(2) and (3): same as U.C,C.:
renewable 10year periods until
country becomes developed: cutoff
point or end of current 10-year,
period or 3 years alter country

ceases to be 3 daveioping one,
whichever expires later.

Art. Vbis (1).. at the time of ratitica Art.1(I): same as U C C. at the time of
tarn. acceptance, or accession, or ratify-mini or accession, Of at any
thereafter, time thereafter.

PART 11.TERM OF PROTECTION, GENERAL EXEMPTION FOR TEACHING, STUDY AND RESEARCH IN EDUCATION

Tenn of crioection: Art. 7 of the convention No special provision; under art. IV:
as croMried by Id. 1(a) at the brotxol:
Isle ars 25 years, in general.

Corecat et,,crition exemption: Art. t(e1 Omitted completely
Broad reservation limitations
on any economic right of autonis for cir-
t-n,e, at 'itachilig, study and research"
in Off hell 7 of education., subieLt to c
r.osatiln that confirms to standards of
pallet for national authcta.

life plus 25 years, in general
Na special provision: governed by

art. 7 of the cnrivention life plus
50 years. in general,

Omitted conatal et ely.

PART ill: TRANSLATION RESERVATION

Art, 1cbl" 3-near period for all languages,
right ceases 111 ',tears from 1st pirtalica-
tinn unless exercise.if, no purpose restrict
tint moot permitted.

Art. V of the U.C.0 as modified by
to. %oar.. essentially 31 nears tor
"nsorld languages" and 1, years
for "nontiodd languages"-- pars.
(1) and (2): all languages subject
to "teaching, scholarship, or re.
search" restriction par. (7'..; ex
port prohibited, subject to .ixceo-
tion for copies sent to nationals
In anotrer country for teaching,
schola,ship, or research and with-

Art. 11 and IV: general y same as
U.C.C.
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COLUMNAR COMPARISON OF SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE STOCKHOLM PROTOCOL

AND THE PARIS REVISIONS (19/1) OF Ter. U.C.C. Art) BERNE CONVENTIONS.- Continued

PART 111: TRANSLATION RESERVATION - Continued

Stockholm protocol Paris revision of the u,c,c. Paris revision of Berne -appendix

out commercial purpose (transla
bons in English, French, and
Spanish may not In any case be
exported) par. (9); prohibition
on export also subject to exception
where printing within licensing
State not economically or practi
tally feasible and under limita
tions regarding place of printing,
whether printing lawful, and
copies must be returned in bulk
to the licensee.

Note: Alternative to apply 10 year turista
lion reservation based on Pans Act of
1856, s.biect to material reciprocity.

No statement required limiting distribution
to licensing State. no copyright notice
required.

"Just compensation" for licenses during
3 to 10-year period; no compensation
alter IC years if author failed to publish
translation.

Assurance of payment and transmittal
subject to national currency regulations.

Recapture exclusive right by publication of
translation within 10 years of first
publication,

No cam, arable prorision

No comparable provision.

Copies in all languages must bear
statement that they are only avail-
able for distribution in State where
license applies; retaining copy-
right notice must be given by
censee if original work bore U.C.C.
notice- par. (4).

"Just compensation that is consistent Same as U.C.C.
with standards of royalties nor-
mally operating on Licenses Neely
negotiated between persons in the
2 countries concerned"-par.

Assurance of transmittal of payment;
if national currency regulations
intervene competent authority
shalt make all snorts by use of

Note: Irrevocable choice between
Art. It reservation and 10 year
translation reservation based On
Paris Act of li06, wits no mateilat
reciprocity; may elect latter when
developed, subject to material
reciprocity -art. V.

Same as U C.C., except no copyright
notice required.

international machinery to insure
payment in internationally con.
ve,tble currency par, (5).

Terminate Art. Vter license and fore-
close further Art. Vter licenses if
authorized translation in Ma
language and with substantially
the sortie content is published at a
price reasonably related to that
normally charged for comparable
works -par. (6).

Same af,,U.0 C.

Recapture exclusive right at any trite
if authorized translation in same
language and with substantially the
same content is published at a
price reasonably related to that
normally charged for comparable
works.

Note: alter 7 years, licensee is free
to seek rev license governed
exclusively by art, V -par. (9) of
art. Vter; art, V license available
to any national of contracting
State without recJpture.

License to translate a work published Same as U.C.C.
in printed or analogous totals at
reproduction may be granted to
sin PA ,10.0 or gn,nrauvu cri
developing countries if made for
the purpose of broadcasting, with-
out any CornmerCial purpose, and
it sole purpose of btoadost is use
fur teas him or dissemination of
lesults of technical research, and
it broadcasts intended for receo
bon in same developing counliy -
par. (8),

Uhler same con1dions as above, Same as U.C.C,,
license may also be Rol-11.d to a
broadcasting or gain ration for
tranolation of "any text Incor-
porated in an audiovisual bxation
which inns Itself prepare-I and
published for the sole purpose of
being used in connection with
systematic instithbonal mate-
rials"- -pat. (8).
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COLUMNAR COMPARISON Of SPECIAL l'PL1V1SIONS TOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE STOCKHOLM PROTOCOL
AND TILE PARIS REVISIONS (1971) Of 1HE U.0 C. AND BLANC CONVENTIONS. -- Continued

PARC IV; REPRC/DUCTION RESERVATION

Stockholm protocol Paris te%ision of the U,C,C, Paris recision of Berne-- appendix

Art. l(c): compulsory !iodising system Art. VAirater exclusive period 5 Art. III and IV: same as U.C.C.
after 10 Years unleis rig., exercise I by years generally; exceptions--3
reocduction in original form ur country rears hr 4011,1 of tile natural and
%nett license might be sought. physic ri sciences, including rnath

ematics and ul te.Lhnology; 7 yearn
for works of klion, poetry, drama
and music, and fur ail books; li
cense a.qairobte unless author
fired copies generally distributed
in Volt Stale to po'ilic Of in COil-
oei.tiOn With SySter11311C Instruc-
tool{ actkities at pike reasonably
reattad to that hawallly charged
in Stile for comparable works
par. 0)

ComDulsory license to reproduce 3.11 OW) License c ill tar use is connection Same as U.C.C.
Gsa tar "educational aid cultural par. witn "systematic instructional

compens,C.01" for compulsory li Just compensation that is C.oliis!alt S311:: as U.C.C,
Lem es. auto standards of royalties nor

niolly operating oil licenses freely
negotiated between persons in the
tan countries concerned par. (2).

AvAnnce of payment a rl transmAral sub. Assurance Or transmittal of pai Same as U.C.C
rut to notional currency regulations. maid; it noboaol currency regular

lions intervene, competent author-
ity sn ill make all efforts by usa of
international machinery lo inse
payment in internationally con
vertible currency par, (2).

Export permitted... Exubil proimbited as a rule par. (I); Sallie as U.C.C.
however. printing abroad add sub-
se.went return ct copies in bulk
permitted if printing not possible
in licensing state aue to lock of
physical lactlilres or economic ca-
nobility, subject to limitations;
place of printing must be U.C.C. or
Reins country, and the printing
must be la.ytul in viol country.

No comparable pears .n Copies must bear notice slating Same as U.C.C.
available for di.tribution only in
Stale wnere license applies par.
(2).

uce,se ha reproduce 'literary or artistic License to reproduce literary scien- Same an U.C.C. but with genera)
work." (rho or artistic works that hose reference to "works."

heel published in "printed or
analogous forms of reproduc
tin '' - par. (3),

Recapture exclush,e right by reproduction Recapture exclusive right by general Same as U.C.C.
and publication it country concerned. distribution to public or in con-

r.ection with systematic insti uc-
tionat actiwies at price redsuiiably
related to charge in Stale for cont
parable works if substantially
same language and content as
edition published by licensee
nor. (2).

No comparable pros siso Notice of copyright must be under) No comparable provision.
by licensee it the original work
bore U.C.C. notice par. (2).

No comparable pre,i1;ion License to reproduce audio+Asual Same as U.C.C.
fixations and translation of accoin-
parong text into language in
general use in the country coo-
CerVel rf "wepared and published
tar the sole intrinsic purpose of
being used in connection with
systematic instructional activi-
ties" par. (3).

lice ^se to rehro.a,ce A.a=k the original No compulsory Incense may issue to Same as U.S.C.
I 0;iri) rr which it has created." reproduce translation not pub

fished by the proprietor or under
his authority nor to reproduce
translation that is not in a 13nguage
'hit is in general use in State
issuing the license par. (1).
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StIcbsi. PROVISIONS FOR OEVELOPIK, COUNTRIES IN THE STOCKHOLM
REVISIONS (19/1) OF THE U,O C. AND (ERNE CONVENTIONS.--Confinued

PART V.--DROAOCASTINS RESERVATtiY4

Art. 1(J) S,ti,,?,?,,?e for Ilbi (I) 1111
(2);1,)cini ?r, t ccir,e
to the !It Cf)11;,2,11,1
on C'' Lac1i,14 .101 Nihon
fatly, ni3V

thr,iatticic,t 10111 14' t
1.43,110:i 1

Ica, it
Nm for I r.,!,:,rilxri,{
Sutt7,1! o (.11ntr,lint of -tigotiLle tr ma

"

Paris revision of the U.0 C,

No sniici.11 cioviioas ton developing
counties, IVbr express?'
o.;?iires tba iiiht brisk Icr,t
either in the otoi9a1 form on II oli."
form recuitlintilv deivecf hbm
the leksFitiol
ms" erceptons that di
conflict vnUi the mire o1 the flin
ddi11077ta;1144hI, .01140 aaDv.) "Nit

k1,4ice al effactixe pro
tee

EXHIBIT C

Palls revision of Berneappend,v

No u)ecial prla,ions for ote,,e1.)pw;
em.ritnes; art. Iibis of the

LT SHEN ANH OTHclf ,
Ye r F(/ rk .\',1',

PAnts istos or 111 F; I. CoPlIttfOtT CoNVEN.ilos--.1 ItEsros.sn Ti)
CiiNt fitIINIS OF 'flit; 1IEPA1tT0IEST OE

This statement is in response to comments of the Department of State received
in reply ,o oor prior atial,%sis of ihe Paths roo ision of the Universal Cop right
Commit ion. This response is limited to points directly 'mule hy the Department
in its let ter of June '21, 142 to Senator Fulbright. Additional points and ampli-
fications:1re rai,cd in oily prior analysis.

The Department of State correctly recognizes tlmt our comments are directed
at tiro ilite,110/1:4. 1)jtallilletlt has (106111(id to give any opinion on the sovoild
of 110.se. !wooly. whether congress should provide a means for compensating
American authors and lonliltSiterS 8V110 suffer financial Injury fry reason of the
concussions granted to developing countries tinder the revised Universal Copy-
right t'onvention Indeed, the Inpartment's letter does not appear to contradict
the likelihood of sucli injury, except to question the extent to which the develop.
Ittg could ries Will resort to thit proposed 12111k111111,41qy licenses and to point to t he
in, I th;it soul, votoitrios :night unilaterally Impose more burdensome conditions
In their 1Wtucopyright laws.

We shall return to both of these points below ;Lit 11118 point WO would simply note
the Department's conclusion that "ratification of the icvised T'('C is in the
fintional interest,' NVe do not share this view. if. however, after ;t full exattiltuttion
of the facts the Senate should decide to ratify the revised Convention, the Trade
Expansio,11 Art of is ample precedent for l'ongress' obligation to compensate
those Amy/I-all Citizens who %lilt be injured in the interests of our foreign potiey

The lust question raised is 'whether the Senate should ratify the revised Colt-
Vent inn. -Althea silt the grleStiole: are distinct, the ;Ite:Nvers cannot la. separated, IVe
do not belie%e that t'ort._,,Yess should decide whether to adopt a course of notion
It LOY to cause rrItunuic Injury to a <1;1S,, Of All li'riCRU oilizenS without considering
tvItat dvic es are available to mitigate such injury.

The Department notes that "the Association of merlemi plthiknem
twitit imittY other major copyright groups, including the .American Itar Assoeht..
tion. lot firmly ondi.-ed I' S. ratitioation of lite (Iv." Wi' »ill iiitteititi (brit,
at present tine, Mir position a.Gilblst rafifleillion appears tit ire ft Minority
It is shared, 110Winil.r, by several other publishr.s. Wt' daresoy that many of those
groups \Odell have endorsed ratification have done on with in utiicicnt consid-
eration of the potential Impact of the revisions and might be olisposed to modify
their position upon It full exAmination of the facts. We refer, In this connection.
to ri recent tt rtiole by counsel to tihe Authors' League, a copy of \Odell is enclosed.
entitled "Downgrading the l'rotection of International t'opyright' In which Mr.
Karp in essence bolds that the Paris ltevision of the I 1 1.1 is the same sellout of
authors aild publishers as the imtorious Stockholm Protocol. We would 1.10
that it 'IN Iiiirtiotlar grollit, au/110/%4 (mei jobliAhert of
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who will suffer tin,st of the adverse effects of the revised Convention and that the
viewpoints of this particular group have not been expressed publicly to date,

The chart prepared by the Copyright 01IWe and included with the State Depart-
meut's reply. to Senator Fulbright is not Inoutsistent with the study prepared by
our otIlee, Both lead to the conclusion that the 'Improvements" of the Paris revi
sine over the terms of the Stockholm Protocol are principally of a procedural
nature, subject to aldication, loicrlirctattem and implementation by enelt
opIng country. So far as authors and publishers of textbooks and other olitea.
thmal material are co:teemed, any Improvements are minimal. or illosor Exam.
pies Illustrative of this conclusion are given in our initial analysis of the Paris
revision,

The Department's totter also points to the possible steps which may be taken
by developing countries if not granted the concessions emboddea In the revised
UCC. We are not persuaded that the revision will not load to substantially similar
results even within the framework of an international convention. Furthoe.
more, a noinnee of developing' countries already are members of either the Perim
or Universal Copyright Conventions and (Mr willingness to take steps nviir-
log withdrawal from their existing Convention obligations is likely to be
tempered by politletil considerations. Even If that were not the ease. We
cutarut accept the notion that we should allow ourselves to be blackmailed into
concessions injurious to the interests of Am erleall countries may
wish to expropriate like tangible properties of American citizens situated abroad,
but we have never consented to aoy prior, formal multinational legitimazation
of such practices because of threats that it will be done anyway,

The Department states that, based upon experience with Article V of the
existing ('CI', it may he doubled that the compulsory licensing provisions will
be utilized. To begin with, the new translation license of the Paris revision
may become nvallable sooner than is the ease with the existing ETC pool.
shin; also, the concessions allowing foreign translation and manufacture facili-
tate use of the licenses. More significantly., perhaps, the compulsory license
provisions obviously do not have to he resorted to in order to have their adverse
effect. Their mere availability Is sufficient to deprive international bargaining
of any semblance of fret' negotiation. 'Where the reqUo:ting party may Use a
refusal by an owner of rights as a vehicle to more favorable terms. It becomes
difficult for us to understand how 'terms [can be) worked out between the parties
involved without the need for recourse to the treaty." It is equally difficult to un-
derstand the zeal with which the developing countries sought the compulsory
license provisions. and the piratical consequences the Department feels will
enure If such concessions are not granted, if the provisions are not to be used

The Department states that the revised UCC does not permit tumid(' Ilse. but
requires that 'due provision shall be made at the national level to ensure' that
compulsory licenses provide for 'just compensation that Is consistent with stand-
ards of royalties normally operating in the two countries concerned.'" It is
obvious that the "due I-Less" of the provisions, the "Just -Hess" of the compensa-
tion and its "onnsimtmicy" with prior standards are stibject to varying inter-
pretations and considerations among each of the developing countries. It Is
not unwarranted to assume that what developing countries may deem "just
compensation" to American authors and publishers will be lessrthan a pittance,
Similarly. in the area of audio - visual works and similar materials of the new
educational technology, any pre-existing standards are illusory if not non-
existent: yet such materials require a great deal of investment of author :tail
poblisher time. expense and effort. We reiterate our opinion that, in practice,
the compensation that arlually would be paid under compulsory licensing can only
be described us negligibile,

The Department also states that ratification of the revised UCC 'will pro-
vide concrete evidence of the concern of the United States for the legitimate my ris
of developing countries in the field of education." These needs are valid. 1V'e
(VIVSi ton. however, whether it Is the function of it class of individual Ameriean
citizens to fulfill them upon terms imposed by an international, governmental
agreement. Would not governmental loans abroad or governmental purchases;
under Constitutional guarantees and resale abroad or some similar means tie
more appropriate'; The "educational needs" of developing' countries also invIndo
schoolrooms. construction oitilpment. and fw4tructiotial apparafEN: to our knowl.
edge, 1110 producers of stilt physical properties have not hi:cm in.1;;;', to make thesaerifiees now 1,, no e.qttired tf ins:inn.: of intangible property American
authors and publishers.
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Should Congress decide, for sane reason we cannot now acknowledge, that the
fulfilling of "educational needs" Is an individual function, there are the additional
questions of whether the revised UCC Is,properly constructed to meet that end
with adequate safeguards against appropriation of American property under
circumstances not legitimately related to such needs: and of why the individuals
shoeloi not be compensated for Injuries'occasioned by their contriloution.

ExIIIntr D

[Prom Pad NVeekly, September 27,10711

Dow NUHADINO PROlEcrios 01' INTERNATIONAL CoeYstour

(By Irwin Karp)
"Developed" and "developing" nations alike will want to study the diminished

degree of international copyright protection which is foreseen in reports of major
copyright revision conferences held in July in Paris.

Revised texts of the 19:)2 Universal Copyright Convention and Berne Con-
vention were adopted at conferences held in Paris from Jnly 5 to July 24. The
par/wise of the revisions, embodied in identical provisions of both new coneen
lions. is to allow "developing countries" to diminish copyright protection by grant
hag compulsory licenses to translate and reproduce books and audio - visual mate-
rials without I he copyright owners' con Wit t.

The 1071. UCC becomes effective when ratified by 12 countries. It must be rati-
fied by the United States to apply to American works. Although the United
States could not accede to the new Paris (Berne) Act until the 1909 Copyright
Act is revised, the Paris Act will not become effective until the United States,
France, Britain, and Spain agree to be bound by the 1971 UCC, A United States
delegation participated in the t7C0 conference and sat as observer at the Berne
conference.

STOCK LaNt YROToCOL REVISITED

The Paris conferences climaxed four years of maneuvering that began with the
Stockholm revision of the Berne Convention. At Stockholm, developing countries
argued that they must have "freer access" to foreign copyrighted works than the
Berne Convention permitted, to improve their education and culture, "Developing
country," it should be noted, is an elastic term of formidable reach, It includes
countries truly in early stages of economic and cultural development, such as the
new African states. ft also stretches to embrace Brazil, Yugoslavia, Israel, India,
and many other nations well enough. developed to maintain large armed forces,
extensive government. bureaucracies, publishing industries, and other ,amenities
one ordinarily associates with " developed" countries, In fact, under the defini-
tions 111 both new conventions, a substantial majority of Culled Nations members
would qualify as developing countries, entitled to exercise compulsory licensing
privileges.

"Freer access" also Is an elusive term. At t MPS it seemed to mean an improve
molt in communication between developing countriess and authors or publishers
in developed countries., so that voluntary licenses could be negotiated more easily,
But nitituately it coonotell something Inure drastic. ix., the privilege of translat-
ing or reproducing an alithor's work without his permission, or at a royalty lower
than he asked for a voluntary license he is willing to grant,

A NEW 1+.1N "IItEl.; ACCESS"

A nation outside the copyright conventions can give itself this kind of "free
access." It can, like the Soviet Union. allow its publishing houses, state or pri-
vately owned, to translate and faddish foreign works without their authors'
consent. It need not pay any royalties: or it eau fix whatever rate it chooses. And
like the USSR, it can make the royalties non-eNportable when It chooses to allow
theta. However, a (wintry boend by a copyright eon ST lit loll cannot override
net hors' rights so easily. It must protect the works of other member countries
neeording to the standards of its eenvention. If it wants to ;11,1,1.0111141e works in
violation of the standards, it mist leave the convention. or it can try to havo
the convention amended, downgrading the standards of priOection to tlw point
where it Is free to adopt compulsory licensing, preferably while requiring -her
countries to continue giving full protection to its anthors.
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'Cloe developing counties of the Iloilo, Union successfully employed this tuctieal Stockholm in 1t1117. The Stockholm Act nonde several einotoges lu tin' 'term!
4'010'4101mb ittlliollog the moloPeraling of a Protocol to the Malik text. The Protocol
contained a set of exemption's permitting the developing countries to grant com-
pulsory translation and reproduction liemostos, to "limit" the economic rights of
authors for purposes Of teaching and study, tool to make other etwromnolmonciots
on the standards of protection required of number countries in the main text.
When the plink subsided, developed counties realized they almost loud sur-
rendered too much of their slutiih rights. They did not ratify the Protocol, and
it never beentne applicable to their Indians fond publishers, The developing cotoot-
tries did not stalk out of Berne. or the I:PC.

lint talk of au exodus persisted null developing Countries, continued to argue
for "f rot, r access" to copyrighted %vorks of developed countries, In 19119 a joint
UCCIlerne study group recommended the simultaneous revision or both Cote
ventilins..1nol lit 1970 revisal texts Wore drafted for time Revision Conferences by
UCC and Itemmo committees, each consisting or se% cull developing and developed
"1(iiiivies- The tttliti draft teNI,4 Were ht' result of Ivo) rioinds or negotiations. atott
on:par:Ohm in Whiclt the developing and developed countries made concessionsand gave up rights to reach :t 411,`Iteilte ht11:111Ce"-- a compromise frequently re-
retied to at tine Parts cootoftortonces as time package

The do.ciopi.d vomorivs oxptti.lt that the draft texts would he adopted with-
out substantive changes by the conferences. since they were the result of sub-
stantial compromises mind thorough consideration. Their opening speeches entioloa-
sized the toped fur maintaining the -delicate Ionia:lee" and not reopening the
-package deal," Mot fleveloillog connit ries ref qooneti the "tontliage deal" nod made
changes. through amendments of the text and adoption of "interpretations" in
the Iteport.

Since the %Mil eol Stairs Is a member of the ITC and not of lterne, and since the
same baste changes rocre made in booth conventions, the discussion is keyed to
lime 11171 ['CC.

Thu 0 BERNE SAFilli 1:1) 11,AeSE

Article XVII. of the 195'2 l*Ce and the Appendix declaration preNenteil any
country belonging to both conventions from leaving Berne mid relying cam t'('C
for protection, in other Berne-FCC countries. The 1:171 ['CC eliminates this
et audition for dok eloping coma roes, :Allowing them to leave Itortito and retain Ul'e
protection in any oilier country belonging to tooth conventions.

ILEPRODUUTION, ITIIVOIIMANUE RIGHTS

Article I of the lio52 I:CC requires member states to "provide for time adequate
01111 l'ife4lire111.00.etion of the rights of authors and other copyright proprietors."
It retit:IIIN 11111ellittil.Ted ht this 11171 text. and Is supplemented by it nesv article.
ids, which states that the rights mentioned ill Article 1 "include the baste righk
insuring the author's economic interests, including the exclusive right to author-
ize reproduction by any tommons. public poorfornomnic(o allot broadcasting,"

While some (observers see V as upgemling the level of imrmttoctioat ill ['CC, It is
(holland that it mills 1101111 to the present obligation Of .1rtiele I to provid(o 'Ade-
opiate mind tofTective protection of the rights of authors," Moreover, Article bbt
allows menitoer sates to carve exceptions into those "exclusive" rights. declaring
that :)toy state may "make exceptions that do tut conflict with the spirit and pro.
kiwis of this Convention. to the rights" of reproduction. mobile performative

and broadcasting. so long as mo "reasonable degree of effective protection" is pro.
videol. This count cover a wide range of exceptions which copyright experts in
other countries might devise, particularly since their courts Will be the only effec-
t lye foomais for deciding whether the "exceptions" they legislate comply with the
provisions of I I' Ms of the ti CC.

OEFIN IT/ON OF' ro}:VELOPI NO COUNTRY

Article tilt defines a 411'Velo11ug commotry as one so regarded in conformity
with the fostablisheol practice of the T".N. Central Assembly.'"Iliere is no explicit
practice, or list of developing countries. Tito Cotounittce on Assessments has
considered "developing countries" as those with a per capita income of $300 or
less, But the developing. countries at Paris strongly resisted the suggestion that
this or any other tooncrete criteria be approved by the taro Confloreinc.:. Prom a
practical viewpoint. every eomotry Ill both conventions may he free to decide for

.2o -:t 4 I ;3-17
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Itself whether It Is a developing conntry. Practically every South American,
African, Middle Eastern, and Asian nation except Japan could qualify, as well
as some European countries.

A developing country which notifies the Director General of UNESCO that it
wishes to exercise the ciunpuisiiry licensing provisions of the VCC stay do so
for ten Years after the Cotivention collies into force and tuay renew the privilege
for further ten-year periods.

inn tatEsuoir TRANSLATION LICENSE'

Article V of the Wet. UCC guarantees the author's exclusive right of transla-
tion of his work for seven years following initial publication, Thereafter, if an
authorized translation has not appeared in any country's national language or
if the authorized translation Is out of print, the country may grant its nationals
tom-exclusive licenses to translate and publish the work in its language. The
applicant must have requested and been denied authorizatiffir by the owner of
the transtfulon right, or given notice to the publisher and designated diplomattc
otliebils or ovganIzatiolis, if the owner cannot be found. The Article applies to all
members of the (2011Vehtltm.

Article V requires assurance of Just compensation, payment, and transmittal,
correct translation, and the title and owner's name 'minted on every copy. Very

few compulsory licenses have been granted under Article V, perhaps because of
the sevelo'ear requirement.

THE NEW TRANSLATION 1,IcENSE

'lire Hai let'('. retains Article V, with a fee' insubstantial changes. Bat it also
adds a now Article V ter which permits developing countriesfin' purposes of
"teaching, scholarships or research " - -to grant compulsory licenses three years
after publication, instead of seven, for translation into languages that are in
general use .111 ileveloiwil Ilairies; and Pi grant licenses one year after Initial
publication for translation into languages not generally used in developed

n South American developing country could grant a license to trans-
late on Atnerican novel Into Spanish three years after it Wits first published tt
the (Idled Suites, while India conid grant a license to translate it into Kashmir(
or Bengali one year after publication - -if an authorized translation had not been
published in that language or, if published, had gone out of print. These COM-
pulsory licenses are subject to the conditions of Article V and additional condi
tions of V ter, discusstit LC low'.

THE RErRoDUCTION LicENsn

The 1971 VC(' %you'ld also permit developing countries to grant non-exclusive
compulsory licenses to reproduce works for use in Connection with systematic
instruetional activities." The license would permit reprinting of hooks in their
original language triad the reprinting of translation authoriztal by the owner,
provided the language wits in general use in the country granting the license.

The license can be granted if within a specified period of time following itdtlal
publication of an edition, the owner has not distributed copies du the country "'to
the general patine or in connection with systeniatie fir iruciiouui activities at a
price reasonably related to that normally charged la the State for comparable
works... ." The grace period for fietion, poetry, drama, music, rind art books is
siWt.11 years from publication; for selent I tie and teelinological books, throe years;
and for others. tive years. Reproduction licenses may also he granted if, during a
six-utonth period. no authorized copies are on sale to the public or for systematic
instructional Ina terlah4 at a "reasonably related" price.

WORKS SUBJECT' TO LICENSES

Reproduction licenses under V (parrr apply only to literary, scientific, or
artistic works imblished in printed or analogous form, and to those audio-visual
works, including incorporated text, which were prepared and published for the
sole purpose of )wing Used In eonneetion With systonatie Instructional aottvitt s.

licenses tinder I' ter apply to "writings" and permit "publica
lion" of the translation. -Publication" means reproduction and distribution of
Copies which can lie read or otherwise visually perceived; and, according to
Arden, I of the IT(', a "writing" is a separate category of work, distinct front
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"musical, dramatic and cinematographic works, Lind paintings, engravings anti
sculpture. However, licenses to translate works composed mainly of illustrations
may also authorize the reproduction of the illustrations, subject to the condi-
tions of I' quatrr. The Conference agreed that the lyrics of songs were trot sub-
ject to the translation license.

Article V ter also allows developing pountries to license broadcasting orga
nizatlims to translate published works for use in nonconauereial broadcasts lit-
tended for tiMebing or disseininating the results of research, or in recording's
used for suet broaticasts; the license may also cover texts of audlo-viallat works
which were prepared for use ilk SYSICtIlatie instructional activities.

Developing countries which grant compulsory licenses are protected front re-
taliation. Thus no develop(al country can reduce the level of protection whim
it is obliged to give to works from such developing countries.

CONDITIONS OF compuLsoay t1cysrs):8

Arttanw v ter and gaoler imptiiic mitiatantially similar conditions for the
granting of compulsory translation and reptanittellou lice uses. The applicant for
the license must have requested anti been haled authorization by the owner of
the particular rIglit, and must inform a designated information center of his re-
quest. if the Owner eanliot be found, taqints or the license application Ithit be
Sent to the publisher and a designated information venter. A translation license
cannot be granted until a further six months (for 3-year licenses) or nine montha
(for 1-year licenses) after the applicant requests a license from the owner or
sends his application to the publisher. No license can be granted it an authorized
translation is published during this period. There is ft similar six-month grace
period for reproduction ilmises, but It is concurrent. The grace period for trans-
lat hm begins after expiration of the one-, or three-year period.

Translation and reproduction licenses are not transferable; do not extend to
the export of copies," and are "valid only for publication in the territory" of
the licensing country, Copies must bear a notice that they are for distribution
only in the licensing state, the copyright motive where required, the title,
9110 the 11111 name. Translations roast be "correct," reproductions must be
"accurate."

Doe provision must be made at .the national level" to insure that licenses
provide "just compensat kin" consistent with normal royalty staadarda for "freely
negotiated" licenses between persons of the two countries, rend payment and
transmittal. However, if currency regulations interfere (Implying they may),
"all efforts" should be made to insure transmittal in international convertible
currency "or its equivalent."

TERMINATION OF COSIVULSORY 1.1CF:iSES

A compulsory translation license under I. ter is terminated if it translation is
puldished in the developing country by the owner for with his nut borizatimt)
with substantially the smile content as the edition for witicit tile license w;ts
granted, at a price reasonably related to that normally charged in the emintry
for comparable works. A compulsory reproduction license is also terminated by
distribution or authorized copies of the edition in the country, at "rcasonahly
related" prices. to the general public or in connection with systematic instruc-
tional activities. in either case any copies made latfore the license is terminated
eon continue to be distributed. Tr»aslailon and reproduction licenses cannot be
wanted when the author has withdrawn nil opies from circa-sailor).

These provisions wore essentially the provisions of V ter and V (pater, as set
forth in the draft texts submitted to the ('Cl and lterne revision con ferenl'es----
the -paeliage deal." llowcver, the "package" was opened and its contents con-
siderably changod by adding further provisions to the text and by adopting
"Interpretations" which could influence the application of Vie license provisions
as effeetively as formal amendments. These are some of the changes.

111 The right of translation was extended to incliale broadcasting.
12 While cOmpulsory licenses to translate into languages In general use in

developing countries were only to he granted three years after III lent 1.111. I" ler
ww: a Inmiril at the vonfere»ces to permit a del-pimping country to grant saolt
ih'enses after otie ;year if all developed countries using the language attest. Thus.
Brazil, by agreement with Portugal, will be free to trails:into American novels
and other work-: into Portuguese. itrayirs national langoiore, one year lulus
nine months) after publication iii the l'elted Stales. The three-year limit vannot
be reduced for compulsory License translations into Engifsh, French, or Spanish.
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110W MOM) to 4I3C1101,ARS1111.8")

(2) Tile one- and three-year compulsory translation Ikellq'S Were supposed to
be used, according to ter, "only for the purpose of leaeldng, scholarship or
resist VOL" 110%V0y0r, the Report of the V('C conference states that "seholarship"
refers net only to instructional activities In schools and Lo lieges "but also to a
aide range of organized eitheatienal aitivII es intended for ;41010{41(ton at any
uge level and devoted to the study of any stibitiet." Delegates from devetoping
countries made It cleat that they understood the area of use to be extremely
broad, and that it inehuled the sale of copies to the public. Similarly, the Nun-
gettsory reproduetion license, according' to 1' qualer, was supposed to be used
for the publication of editions "for use lit connection with systematic instruc-
tional itetivilles," However, the Report states that "lids 10111) is intended to
iticliale riot only' nctivities In eminection With the formal and Informal curriculum
of an educational institution, Ma also syflematie out-of-school education," Ana

delegates again indivated their view that sale of copies to the public was
permitted. 1 01scusslon at the venferenee reflected broad, loose interpretation' of
edueational and instructional activities that could easily encompass 1110 11'111151:1
0)11 or repriiduetionand general saleof novels and other trade 1)ooks on op-
tional reading lists of schools, adult (lineation centers, radio or television lecture
series. CIIrrospimdellee courses, and the like. Stone delegates indicated their belief
that any use that promoted "culttn.e" served 101 ealleatiOnal purpose.

f A basic premise of the "paekage deal" was that copies produced under
compulsory licenses could not he ox peeled and licenses were to be "valid only
for imbileation in the territory" of the developing country width grants the
lifinse, However, the developing countries suctieeded lit amenfling for to
albov a Ileemilog country to export copies of translations produced under com-
pulsory license, in any language except French, English or Spanish, to its na-
tionals in other countries, for "teaching, seholarshlp or research."

(5) A fundritnental question 1:1 whether the holder of a compulsory license can
have the copies printed in teiother country. If a developing South American,
Afriean or Asian country tyrants one of its nationals a license to translate or
reproduce nn Ainerleau blot ropily, novel of texthook, may 110 1111V0 the edition
printed tn Juan, or 1-11,t Germany, or Ciechm4lovn kin May he hire ft translator
in another country? .3 nd may nationnIs of several countries, nil granted emu-
puisory licenses for the 5111110 A111000111, work, use the same translator nod hove
their copies produced nbroad by the same printer? Developing countries strongly
resisted an explicit requirement that printing be done in the country granting
the compulsory license. They argued that some countries did not have the facil-
ities to print translations or reproductions.

It wns also argued, Incorrectly, that this imposed a ','manufacturing clause,"
Tint the manufacturing clause requires nn American author to print his books in
the V.S. as a condition for securing U.S. copyright. The printing limit proposed
by Argentina and Great Britain was a lima on developing countries that grant
compulsory licenses, to protect the author against an expandfsl use of those li-
censes. The limit would not restriet the author's right to have his book printed
where he cho6ses. If he grants a voluntary license to a publisher In a developing
country. the Molt would tint apply.

Actually, the limitation was already inherent in the provisions of V tor end
1' qua irr which prohibited the export of copies made under compidsory licenses
awl prescribed that the licenses "be valid only for publication" licensing
muntry. Article VI of the V.CC defines "publication" as 'the reproduction in
tangible form and distribution to the public of copies of a work. . ."

After 1011011 discussion, a formai "Interpretation" of Articles V tor and Ittaler,
11101 the Virrevending Articles in the Berne Convention, was prepared by a joint
drafting committee of Berne and ITCC countries for insertion in the reports of
birth conferences. The interpretation has essentially the same effect as an amend-
ment of the texts. It dislares that the provisions prohibit hug ''export'' of copies
a ml making compulsory licenses "valid only for publication" in the country grant-
log the license "are considered as prohibiting a licensee front having copies re-
prtmlneed outside" that country. However, it then declares that the prohibition
does not apply where the licensing state does not have printing or reprode.::,7on
facilities. or its fitcilities "are incapable for economic or practical reasons of
relirolloving the copies"; the copies are reproduced in a Berne or CCC country ;
they are returned in hulk to the licensee; the reproilluetion is lawful where done;
and It is riot done in a plant especially created for reproducing works covered
by compulsory licenses. The interpretation also states that V tcr and V quolcr
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do not prohibit a compulsory Ilecnnee from employing a foreign tratt.lator, or
severlil licensees Ilt illlierellt eellulrles from using the same unpublished trans-
bitten, 'rho Interpretation states that no Compulsory license should he Used for
commercial purposes.

Eittcr ox Attittons' ntonTs
lbow adyersely these last minute changes v% ill affect authors' tights needs more

careful consideration that the delegates could give, and a taller knowledge of
publishing than ratios of theta possessed. The chairman of the Conference, In his
closing remarks, observed that the system of compulsory licenses would not satisfy
"the world of authors" In the dove/opts' and developing countries, lie hoped that
compulsory licenses would he an exception, as they had been since 1952. .nti a
prittipal reassurance offered authors by the architects of the 1971 revisions is
that few licenses \Vitt be 18S111.81. lint if (hilt Is No, 111(.11 there 18 ILO need to adopt
these nett' provisions which sharply that tigrade the level of protection in UCC
anti Ilerne.. more realistic forecast tiuty be a substantial Increase in compulsory
livenses; because ihe time periett for translations is reduced front seren years
to one year, or three years; because compulsory reproduction licenses are ex-
pressly sanctioned; and because the last minute changes on "outside" translation
;Intl printing make compulsory licenses cheap and easy to use.

WHY AUTUMN AIM 1.INIIAITY

S11110 orompets of the 1971 revisions assume It contains reasonable safe-
guards for authors. lint, as the chairman noted, their views are not likely to
satisfy the "world of authors,' and with good reason. First, the architects cite
111e "limited" purpose of compulsory licenses. Hut "education," "scholarship"
and "systematic instructional aclivitle.s" have been broadly it in the
Ityport, and by delegates from several developing countries, so there is no real
otst,icle to the compulsory translation or reproduction of hooks for sato, is
lartne part. to a general reading audience. Nloreover, there is no practical
stay for au author to stop the ineproper issuance or misuse of a license.

Second, the architects assume that authors Una publislter4 cart prevent com-
pulsory translation licenses Ily having authorized translations published. Ilat
translations cost money to prepare and to publish. .11c1 they must, be kept In
print, since zt six -Iii 4+1Illl lapse would still ot4'11 the door for cotapulsory 11-
eensing. Actually few authors or publishers could afford the expenses of issuing
translations of a hook Into several language:4 as insurance against compulsory
Iitiii <e... They need some hope et nit alltikqicc, and market, for the transla-
tion: tutu 11 is precisely that which the compulsory liccu.se system may deny
them. The architects :also suggest that authors call prevent vompulsory licenses
by issoitc.: at translation in the six. or nine -moti111 grape period after the re-
quest for rucpii.o. lint t'Vell I18,111.1111:: txiitdnfions 0.11111 Ire MOO and
1,10,11S11(41 su quickly, this is totally unrealistic. Tito applieatit is not obliged to
exercise his compulsory license within a specified time, or to use it at ill, fhwe
he gets it, he eau just sit with it. Therefore. nit .11111110r Or jri l ilsher could8 not
know Miellier be was sp1.11111111; 11101ICY (r 1 11.:11),1;111'01 to defeat a CMI1P111'.()r.v
)11.0118t. li t never Wo11111 he axed, httilhelmnrr, while 11111111(10111)11 of it art
tirorizefl traln,laatilrn, anywhere. tvotild prevent as compulsory translation license
for that lanttuage, it exposes the. translation to it compulsory reproduction
license.

If Ow 1971 1'4'4' Nunes into effect, .tinerIcan authors and publishers will be
furl with these problems for the thousands of works :line:Illy in 101'10 111:1t
bait /1,4 (ell 1r:11e-1:lied Spanish. Portuguese, or other languages
axed in developing countries.

c.ts At"rnoks ramp T TIIENISECV}:S?

Third. the architects assume that authors can protect themselves against
compulsory: reproduction licon..es. and terminate translation and reprolittelion
licenses that have been granted, he distributing copies of an authorized edition
In the developing country NvIlich Issued the license. this requires not only
dist rit.iition. but 4listribution'tit it "price reasonably related" to the price "nor -
orally" charged there -for comparable works." Tingling a 411,4111.111ov in some
countries can itself be a problem. Finding one who will sell net authorized edi-
tion in competition with the conuoil-ory-licen4e edition may be more of
problem: even when the licomsn lerIClienti.4, the bfleldr,:t PIM bc sold oft'. The
difficulties may multiply where tiie developing country ()win or controls its
pithlishing facilities. Will a stateowned publishing house distribute the author's
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authorized edition If that terminates its compulsory license to issue the work, or
prevents it front obtaining it compulsory reproduction license at a low royalty?
Even It the author or publisher can lind a distributor, can their authorized ctn.
Ion meet the second requirement; can It be sold at a "price reasonably related to

that normally charged" for comparable works, It the comparable works are sold
at a narrow mark-up, or at cost, o- below cost, by a state-owned or subsidized
publisher, or acquired cheaply for free) from a foreign state under tlaynanside
Printing" Interpretation?

Fourth, the architects note that a compulsory license cannot be granted until
the owner's authorization has been requested and denied, But what choices face
the author or publisher who receives a request for authorization to translate
or reproduce a work? As noted, he cannot afford to rush a translation into
print each time, Ile can accept, reject, or bargain for better terms than the
applicant offers. If the royalty offered hint is unsatisfactory, his chances of
Increasing It by bargaining are as slight as his bargaining power. Ile is limier
the gun. If he rejects the royalty offered him, the applicant will receive a com-
pulsory license, with the royalty rate fixed by authorities in the developing
country. And with this alternative, It is unlikely that those requesting his
authorization will offer him generous terms,

.No minimum royalty is speci:led in the 1971 UCC. It requires only that coin-
pensation be "consistent with standards of royalties normally operating In the
(104. of licenses freely negotiated between persons in the two countries con-
erned." if the author is not satisfied with the rate lixed by the authorities of

t la. developing country, muter thls broad mandate, lie could challenge it only in
the courts of the developing country. In fact, all objections to the issuance of
licenses woad have to lie made there. That requires a considerable investment for
every net-use, with not too promising a chance of success. The ,1071 UCC pro-
vides no other forum for authors or publishers aggrieved by their treatment in
tleveloi4ng Countries.

Even allotting for a substantial discounting of these possible dangers, a com-
pulsory licensing system Is a dismal prospect for the "world of authors" In
deveb,ped and developing countries. It becomes more dismal If several develop.
ing countries can Issue elaapnisory licenses for the same work, use on transla-
tor to translate If, and have the translation printed in quantity In one plant in
another country ; or have a large quantity of copies run off In the plant under
reproduction licenses issued by all of them Mass production is possible. And
compulsory licensing becomes au even more attractive alternative to voluntary
arriingvments between the author and developing countries that want to use
Its work. It also offers some developed countries on inexpensive means of ex-
tending a Id to moulerdeveloped countries, i.e, printing cheap, mass paperback
editions of hooks by authors from other developed countries. Under the "outside
printing" interpretation, each developing country will decide whether its own
printing facilities "are incapable for economic reasons of reproducing the copies"
of foreign woorks, for which it Issues compulsory licenses.

.'t the elmirman of the UCC conference soggested, compulsory licensing should
not I i. the ordinary means of proviillnw for publication in developing countries.
It sloold be the note exeeption, used only where voluntary negotiations cannot
seeure for a developing country the right do publish a look it trimly 'needs for
educational purposes, and then with fair compensation for the author. Authors
are entitled to ask for a rigorous analysis of the compisory licensing system
are entitled to ask for a rigorous analysts of the compulsory licensing system
created at both Paris conferences, in the texts and by the interpretatious, to
determine whether it is likely to produce only a few compulsory licenses or to
enco»rage their lee as a fundamental means of acquiring translation and pub-
lishIng rights. For if the latter result develops, authors will, In effect, lie com-
pelled to subsidize "developing" countries, Including some well able to pay normal
royalties. This is a sacrifice not asked of manufacturers of soft drinks, in-
dustrial equipment, automobiles or other productsIncluding those purchased by
developing countries for the construction or operation of schools. Nor is it a
sacrifice likely to be asked of translators who will translate under compul-
sory licenses. or publishers who will be granted those licenses In developing
countries. If subsidies are required to aid education in developing countries,
they would more appropriately come from the governments of developed coun-
tries. including funds to pay loyalties on copies translated or reproduced lu
developing countries tinder voluntary licenses,

lit mutely the Senate will have to decide If the United States ratifies the 1971
FCC. If it does nut, the United States wieild remain a party to the 1052 UCC,
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and the new eompulsory licensing provisions would not apply to Ainerlean works.
NiureoVer. the Paris Act of the Berne Convention would not become effective. De-
ve;oplug countries might leave Berne or the ITC. They would then he free to
itc.t it me compulsory licensing systems of their own devising, or deny any prortec.
tion to foreign works. But their works would not be entitled, under the Conven-
tions. to proteetion In other cloud ries. Retaliation in the long run, If not the
short, might persuade them to remain In the or rejoin it.

Itstllftcittion would freeze n compnisory license system Into both Berne and
I'Cc for decades to conic, available to a majority of the members of the IT.N.
for an unpredictable twrlod of time. When, for example, will Brazil or Yugo-
shivin or India decide they have beeolue devettlx41 countries? If Brazil or Yugo-
slavia or Israel are still developing countries, how tong will it take for less
d.,veluped developing countries to become develmud? These are some of the
questions left unanswered by the Paris Conferences. And in the shadow of
these questions, a careful analysis of the effects and consequences of the two
new m1)1'0111011:4 is Imperative, before the Senate decides what action the United
`tares should take.

Mr. BRENNAN, The Educational Media Producers Council. The
w it itesses are Mr. 0( ternia )avid Engler, and Robert Frase.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD OTTERMAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE EDUCA-
TIONAL MEDIA PRODUCERS COUNCIL AND VICE PRESIDENT OF
BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID ENGLER,
CHAIRMAN, COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE; AND ROBERT PRASE,
CONSULTANT

Mr. OrrEum.tx. Mr. Chairman, in name is Lloyd Otterman and I
ant chairman of the Educational Media Producers Council (101PC)
tuna vice preAdent or Ill:A Educational Media. I am appearing here
today on hehal f of IO1PC and with me. are David Engler, chairman of
the EMPC Copyright Committee and Robert W. Frase, economist and
-consultant on copyright to EMPC.

We have submitted formal testimony to this subcommittee. I ask
now that it be included into the record.

;senator BulaucK. Without objection. it will be included.
Mr. OrrramAx. I will be highlighting those formal remarks in an

effort to meet the time constraints we have here today.
We are here to give you our views on S. 1361, and specifically on the

issues involved in the educational use of copyrighted audiovisual mate.
via ls. We support the bill as introduced and oppose amendments which
would weaken the protection provided in the bill to those materials.

Let me sketch briefly the economics of producing audiovisual mate-
rials for education. This background will be helpful in understanding
the importance of appropriate copyright protection itt order to in-
still, the continued development Of high quality materials for educa-
tional use.

EMPC has some Ti) members who produce. audiovisual materials
for use in schools and lihrarie,-- -materials such as motion pictures,
filiastri1t.4, slides, transparencies. and sound recording. We estimate
that our members produce so percent of these educational audiovisual
materials.

In 191%2 total sales, of educational audiovisual materials a t»ounted to
$215 million. produced by some 200 cm panics; thus the industry is
clearly one of active compet it i071 among quite small firms.

These materials art' designed for instructional purposes, and have
nn market anion!, consumers in general or for !oneral entertainment.
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of tits National Education .1soiviat 'ion, given on May 31, 1973, Li
contained in attitelonent A. 1 ask tm. that that statement ho placed.
ill the F0.1)1.4110 this pint.

Senator 11'it ob; .(t ion.
The statentont teterted to follows:1

1.11tor him At .1)

Commutur 1,Aw IIKVISION: A l'OSLIEON PAITR

The inciohers of the A55441.'1111111 11:1111e3111/1111 1.1111111111111ealttliN find 'reell
11111.14y I At.:(-1') believe that tech / lug} I.. on Integral tart of the teaching-
learning process and helps to OniNticiZe the olltcoilics of littcration iletwec11
Icaclik.r and Put'''.

loos guertilng nittill Slat os CoO'rIght %Vert` OrIg111311:,V to
proll,te Welfare Mai pticolIrage arii1,1 1 11 by giving authors certain
controls over their Nvork. It followN thA 17 of the
starvs code rIghtst slopoid maintain filo, latihco IPVIA'Itiitig for the voni
pensation of .intliors and insuring that Information reiimIns avoillahle to the

some of the revisions (reposed tit S, lose sight of this halance
hei,a04.11 nisei' awl producer,

.k1:1' endorses the critotia to he the ilvtertninalioit of 'lair use" r.;
centained in Section 107 of the proposed 14111

St (lion 1107.--tiniitations (II t.Xclosivt, Pair use the fair use of it
copyrighted Norli, including such use toy reproolitetion lit copies or plamorecoords
or by any ()flier means specified by (Section 111tij, for purposes such as criticism,
comment. news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or researell, Is not nit itifrItigo-
ment of eopyrhttit. In tIcterloiluing whether the use made of a work Ire ploy
part ea,41. Is n folic 11,:e the fnctm.,: In he ceusidered shall include:

(1) Tim purpose and eliaraeter of lionise;
1.21 TIn' not nre of the coPYrighted wort: ",
(3) 'rho amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to

the copyrighted work its a whole and
t II The effort of the use upon the potential market for or value of the

f.opyrIglitcodi (Voris..
Further. (No endorse the concepts logt,trilitig the intent of these criteria as ex
10,01>41 in the lolzistative History of the bill as It existed prior to anol without
regard. to the original opinion in the case of \\Milan's awl Vilkins v. 1',.14..for
(telt opinion substantially narrows the scope of 'fair use" and Irreparably
A'S eiliVIN that 11011thle.

lil.vvver. we propose that the concept of "fair Ilse" should apply equally to
flu. classroom teacher piorcs,i0o;11__Iitylodifig spN.Itifis ht fillitiovis.
lull and library switcos, persoiliaq aro ),Icoloititt increasingly iniportalit

eduvatiunni planning tosuits nrilt bare Hu, assurance that they
uaay .ossist classroom teachers in lire selcrflnti of dally instructional materials
as well IS It long range currienlinn development. Classroom teachers do not
unsays operate "01(110411411y and it [their] oomi volition." The fact that the
media professional trial:es tice of advauet I ohl nil hit: 111141 lilts 1:1141VVIelNi, afore.
t 111)11:41It of the materials he prepares for the teacher should not invalidate the
application ref the -fair lose- torincipte.

Oeicortollog the nose of copyright( ol Nvorks Nitit television,
Atit-f propose; 11S1., IS it has been nnllinod above, should apply to
in tuiti'n;iliinslru.lional hralicast or hlsoll-ciretilt transmission 111 a non-

i.,;10;0101,31 t Ititntiou. loot toot tO commercial broadcasting.
ifur I he tticlrino tit' -fair 11.1,4 been e",fithlisell ill the lrekiqf law. tiegotia

tions hoodol he conducted hetwo en the proprietor and user prior to any iise of
copyrighted materials that goes beyond that dot-41111e. Wo holics't that the enact-
/11,1ot of tt.o. "fair concept into how prior to twortiation guard ti elitist
Ile pr,hot of that concept, (1(.10.rally, a reasonalole fee should be paid for ltc8
!hit hi.pa3 "fair lout sprit fee arrangement should not delay or impede
the use of lhe material-% l'roolimers are' urged to give free access (no-cost con
tract's wlioneVer possilde.

10Lrrise with the .%,1 /roe I'ommit tee of niiiontional Organizations and
Institutions on Copyright Law Itevlsion that duration of copyright Sholtlil.
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Provhic fur on inn lal period of tweitty.elght years, followed by a renewal period
of f rty eight Years. whereas the proposed hill sets duration at the "life of
the author plus fifty years." it seems rein:unable that provision should be made
to 1wrinit those materials which the copyright holder has no interest in protect
7. fter the initial period to pass into the nubile domain,

'Regarding the Built of copyrighted materials into computers or other storage
devices .by loin-proIlt vilkleathull Institutions, wv agroe with the All itoe Cont.
mittee that toe bill should clearly state that until the proposed Natiormi
commission on Now Tvelitodogietti Eses of Vilpyrighted Works has completed
Its shuts, such input slteulct not be conshlerod Infringement, 'the proivwed 1411
states only that pool/to 1171 does not afford to the owner of copyright
in a work any greater or lesser rights whit respect to the use of the Work lit
ronjunetion with any siznitur dvice, machine, or process

1405 copyright NM Wit loth uses and producers eon view as equitable
depends 111001 the mutual welersianding of each other's needs and the ability to
cfrotivety work out the olfferents. o will parlielique in the eoulltittitnt
dialogue with the Edneation..1 Media Producers Connell and similar interest
g""111,!, to vstaldisll aect-ntable guidelines regarding the boundaries of
"Olt use," and reasonable fees to be paid for uses beyond "fair This
dia,ogite w111 be esik`feally important io the area of storage. retrieval, and /or
trot SItu stun Of materials dur111.2., the time period between the en let filen t of the
law ul the issuance of the report of the I reposed National Commission lItt Now
Tech Eses of Copyrighted Works,

We feel that the above modifications of S. 1311 1 are needed to insure that
the tevisi,4 1 law a!i!sto rather than hinders teachers and meat specialists in
their work,

:1fr. OrrEn NV% N. Some of the statements made by the A ECT which
we wish to share with you follow:

Kur endorses the criteria to be used Its the detremlnation of "fair use" as
contained in Section 157 of the proposed bin, ,:ttui I tun quoting from their
statement hero.

(Thee the diwirine of "fair use" has been established in the revised
negotiations should be eomineted between the proprietor and user prior to any
oso of copyrighted materials that goes beyond that doctrine.

A new copyright low that both users and producers can view as equitable
depends upon the mutual understanding of each other's needs find the ability
to effectively work out the differences. We will participate in the continuing
dialogue with the Edueatinnal Media Producers Colwell and similar interest
cronies to establish mottmtly acceptabiy guidelines regarding the boundaries
of "fair use" and reasonable fees to be paid for uses beyond "fair use."

EMPC has not only lteeit conducting; It dialog with Av.cr amt has
taken the initiativ: in setting nit a serie:e of meet tugs with other etilica-
tional org;tnizationsregionally and notionailvto discuss mutual
problems relating to copyright. We believe that those discussions inur
been hellthil not only in clarifying general principles but in dealing
with specirse problems as well. On one part we pledsr.e to continue
these discussions- -both lo.foe and after any revision of the copyright
la ta.

At the time that this testimony was prepared we were autelear7 --
in lieitt of the positions taken by AECT and other groups (such as
the Musie Educators National Conference, and the National 'Nfitsie
Council) as to whether a broad educational exemption, to be added
to the bill as it now stands, wonld he proposed by one or more organi-
zations. Well we heard the ad hoc committee testimony this afternoon.
Their language, in our dell'. provides far moo'' than a limited exemp-
lion. Among other things it would authorize use for noncommercial
teaching scholarship and research not only of brief excerpts from
copyrighteil works but also of the whole of shortliterary, pictorial
and graphk works.

The concept of brief excerptswhich are not substantial in length
in proportion to their sourceis very difficult to pin down as applied
to educational AV materials. A half hour educational film; for ex-
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ample. may be !Milt ;Inn:till art exceedingly difficult photographic,
which may take months of work to capture, but may in the

.tireal product only take up it minute or two of time of the film. To per -
mit this minute Or two to he reproduced freely under the proposedexvmption would likely destroy the economic avathohty (,-)t
sueli a lilm.

Purther, the concept of exempting use of the whole of short, literary,
pictorial and graphic vorks presents difficulties equally gri in rela-
tion to andioyrsnal I itcritils. POr eX:1111100, is it short filmstrip a short
work If so, it vould very hugely dent My the entire market for short
filmstrips.

We trust that this subcommittee will not accept the idea of an edu-
cational exempt ion, i f smith an exemption should continue to be pressed
by one or ruffle Organizations. The position taken by AECT indicates
that as far as educationalional audiovisual materials are concerned, such
an exemption has no educational rationale. To the extent that school
systems wish to reprodnee ellneational audiovisual materials in whole
or in part beyond the limits of fair use, our metnivrs stand ready to
discuss licensing arrangements which will permit authorized repro-
duet ion. Modern methods of" reproduction for tunny types of audio-
visual materials are,such ,ifit.,16 make such reproduction in whole or ni
part attractive to some school systems and our members have already
entered Into such licensing arrangements. In fact, only recently on
Jane IS-19,1973, we sponsored jointly with the Information Industry
Association a conference in Washington on the licensing of copy-
righted materials.

In summary. let us repeat that we think that S. 1301 is a good and
workable bill, from the point of view of both the creators and the users
of etlueat ional audiovisual materiats.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before your subcommittee.
'y colleagues and I will be glad to elaborate on any points in our
test homy which the members of the subcommittee may \visit to explore
further.

Senator lItutorck. Thank you very much for your statement.
Mr. Exor.ra. Mr. Chairman. I wonder if I might take it moment to

respond to a question that Senator McClellan raised a little while ago
when be wondered what the publishers might think of the ad hoe
committee's cola tuition that the proposed educational :.xempt ion would
help the growth of the andiovisind materials industry?

would like to respond by first pointing out that the 10.8 percent
annual growth cited by Dr. Wigran is indeed a healthy growth rate
and is (ate that WP enjoy because we have copyright protection. WO
think it vital to the public interest that any revision of the copyright.
law maintain that protection. We are convinced that the ad hoe coin-
nottee's proposed educational exemption would deal a severe blow to
this young and growing inthistry.

might point out that this small industry's total revenue of
million represents less than one -half of one percent. of the total dollars
spent on education in this Nation. And I ntight also point out that
among the 210-101 companies in this industry there are. only a hand-
ful on the Fortune :ion list. The overwhelming majority are small
bus' lit'SSt'S that do not have the resources to sustain the potential impact
of the sweeping exentptions called for by the ad hoe committee.

are convinced that such an exemption would inevitably lead to
a serious redaction in the twain V and quantity and variety of anw tic).
visual materials available to st wields and teachers.
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SoIttittIt' 111141)0'R. TIM111: yutl,
.11t1v.111e111 or MI', Lloyd Ottvrinan in full folio

CorYimmr AND At'1110.VISr.%1..11FDIA

MY IHIDIV Is I,Ioytt 4Iterittoo and 1 ant l'halritnin of the 1.:;Ittcattotirt1
('onoil t IINIPC) ah+1 1Th o i,o-tiient 111',A, :Ntotthi, I nut

uppoarit.;. stare il.daY nail astir toe i)IIN Chlithr
of the 11N1111' l'oonnittoo anti 1(oloott W. Fritsv, cconotnist and

con-r:11:tut on copyritdd to Miro,
v,. me here h) Om ti ii our on 1' ;111, Iho gotten)i copyright revision

bill. atal pccitially it the i.,1108 ilLSOISTli lu Ha, ethical baud of colts righted
inalorials. 11'e support the hill its lotroducil altd opposo intiona.

mows %% Wadi '1:V4111141 t protecitou provided lit the bill la itinlloistlal
uuurri II-,

Iteforo dealing' %%tli the bill Itself, I should 111w to sketch btletly the
econontics Of producing audio--ml materials for education. This background
Nill he helpful to 11a, subconunit tee in tonlorstanding the ltaportance of nppro-
prialo t..opyriv,111 prolection in order to ensure the continued devcloputont of
high quality materials for educational

THE EIWCATIONAIM11 0-VD-M, NI ATF,RIA1.15 INDUSTRY

1: iii 11,411a Producer rouncil (F.Ntl'e) Is an organizntion lrilhitt
the a;;,n,tt Asoclatiot, made up of approximately 70 producors
of ,01,ncs roatvriak for 11.44 10111111es. f)IIr tnember.blp 0+11.

itt;:lrity of the creator.. of tho,o tu,ttrrittl., silo itre engaged lit the various
nctivitit nom cssat y lu produce 3111 111411404 ',Heil 111111i17-Vi`Wi 111:11CHZIk.

fair 0,popattlos, to (1111. I PIi(11111? such Stems 114 motion picture
flints, filmstrips. sltdos. I anspat sontal rceordings. 1Vo eNtlimito that
our 11,4,1ohers: arrouut for apion.xinuoply s.11, of flu' moinni production of titt0
principal Olio,: of audio-viiriti inatcrials for are in .%tlioricon voocation.

In 197'2 total sale,: of eol)):./411,9),1) matorials antotintod In $211,.
000 000. Tht.v,1111!111. IS prodn,Pd so/no...90 eroapat11e5 ;and Ilia, the Industry
is rh-arly laic. of active compct Ilion among arms as eompared to the
gro it mnloritr if nflui,tri-savvin..41-1 nationwide ittarhit

Trio t chit ve volume of the sariolis products all lit 11)12 is slims!' in the follow-
ing table:

197? sr/leg 6, Edeeetionel .1-1' ifatertaN
(ltntiona)

I'rcilorninlittl materials nognired by school districts and that libraries:
1111+oti I Hack and white) taint,_- $0 0
lraoto I cob or) films 17.4

subtotal
---

51.0
l'red,,toittantly 111;0(11;11s :iciptired for use and sbortago in individual

»nt flims (silent) 9 5
s!.o.Li ,

Filinstrios IsilentI 18.0
Filmstrips ivhIL cis nits 21..E

1-iitnqtrips with cassottc.: 17. 7
()%.0-,rhcads M. a

.).(3

11eords R.
R.,or.lool tapes:

1 {erlii t'o'es n.0
l'a,sotte IR, 0

F4t tnl O. 8
:\lultunoilla kits:

oriented 11. 0
Print- oriented 12.3

f;a mos, nmnipulatives malls 11.3

Suldoial 160 7

(;rand total I. 7



It will be tutted this II,t of products Is divided into two principal ealegorleA:
III millimeter educational films, \Odel aro comparatively lengthy lift more (Allen
sive and Inns are laitn4lit by school district Ito libraries, stored ventrally, and
circailated to Individual school,, 011 11101 otter types of 111:lh'I His 111101

111th (41 1/0 (.11 More often awl more intensively in the individual sideopts and

tin"''f"r,t' stored \'ll used hill'. (II. rcasing use of materials
lit the ecnicational process, iind m 11 It the recent I rend I award the lndlfhhiallzulloft
of instrul that, this second category hus been grov,ing. much more Tonicity Man
the first in the last few years, increasing from 1101 iorcunt of total andloVislittl
1,:itos only six )ears ago to T. percent or h..iNt solo. in Ilfi:.

UST,: 11,1' LYVI.?, F:1)1TAI1ON

laillOrhilif to at understanding of the thnical baud andlo-visual Industry
tin' pattern of tte lit Lite le,015 of etliwotliat, Tile following "aide showi

salt., broken down I i this way :

197: Etlavationot Satc$ hi/ 'riga' of bolt/talon
(Percent)

Elementary sellouts( (K-s) 7,0

ihoots tit 12 ail
l'olle r. a rut los

iftraco.,
l; it0tvtnienl, export, Inkev11:111vol'

Total 100

The percentages in these tables bring out two 'points unite graphically :
(I) '1'hese are tuaterktis designed for instrnetional purposes, and have no mar-

ket varmint; enn,;11111,,1's in general 4.1. for general entertainment.
12t SElls tend to be el,1111`1111111'11 I/1 the IONVer cud of Me educational pyramid,

rith half of total sales to the elementary schools, l'10 per vent to high school,, ana
per cent to higher education. libraries aceount for :i per rent and all other

for per tvnt. It Is important to dist hignish materials for the hist ructiou of
stutipn(A at those t,n.vir h educated (tont the ad,,,010,,,t, highly sophisti-
cated, original rest.orch pnblislaq In selentine to tut technical Journals: the klnds
of eonsiderations shich collie 11th I ltno 11.(iy .11 (...(11.4silig library lobotoeopyli)g of
such resettrch materials zll'elof pertiueut here.

ssixt t. tau floss

Because of the way in which milli- visual material, are used in the edu. ational
process, the number of copies produced Is quill. limited. .s compared \dap text -
books, for example, Nchlelp are generally tiro,. Hoot one to a student, 111110 or IWo
copies of a 1(1 millimeter educational into way setae an entire school system of
moderate size, and a single copy of a fillost rip will .erne an entire school. A
typical audio-vistial prullnet twill customarily sell in the hundreds or lots thou-
sands, as compared 1vllli tens or lintalre01.,: of thnu,:m0s of tvx11)001:s. tho
initial Investment in editorial work and production. laden( costs as nolo", for
one coltY as for MOUS:11AS, is spread 1.1V11. tt 1%brtiwety lituittit number of
In addition to the substantial initial investments necessary to the production of
quality' materials there must be added ea rry1(1.4. costs for the cmisioerztlat, 1,014"41
of time over NVIii(11 sale8 are nuole. The eolhbivation of illeSe factors 1.11h.

Hops and sales over an extended period -moon that onapitio(rized duplloI iii
of 0,111e:1 has it notch greater impact on the eccnottlic of these products
than on 501110 other types of edimational tnateriak,

Tilt l'S, 01111E OF flore.vtio N,7 ENA.1:FtlENct;

The 11.8. Iltiiee of Edo,athit, lets granted Ititto,k, of dollars over the t'i'nt'' to
tutu atimial research lahorafories for ilevolo1712: iuliowafiw, and fonn, ctl'','rtire
loathing methods and material,. Many geed products were dpv,401,d, mfl, far
too for ever Wenr disseminated through lice educational community. Not until
policies were ileveloped %Odell allowed (lampoon., with marketing 0 111.11 Ise to
(11.0 the materials under protection of a litno,..t I ilI thm., ,,,v%VighL 1i41 the
(.41111.0i/0[ml community reecho Ile^ benefit of the red.-rat research effort.

I think tills joints out very Hearty the need to provide in/Twice orodnee
owl protection of right, for copyright holders. The Eederally-funded Ina terials
vbich vwerO ilort.1,,p4.11 and jilt on slhelwcs, /low hate a witch better elr1tnre of
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beteg useti by, and bcnet111u1, the intended reelpients---because those with the
expertise necessary to make the materials available are given the incentive to
deliver their 1118X111111111erfort.

PROVISIONS O1 8. 1301P41B vse

We turn now to the actual provisions of S. lilt as they relate to educational
audio- visual materials. The bill clearly represents the culmination of yea N of
consideration and reflects 'Particularly the work of Ibis subcommittee and the
information it has received In hearings and in oilier ways, We believe that it
a good WI es it relates to our Industry and will provide the necessary incentives
to the continued production of Iptalily audio-vIsual materials for use in the (el
vetIonal system.

We vommend the suleaffillnitlef. In 141111111ar for Its proposals with respect to
"fair use," nod here we have specific reference to Section 107 of the bill. (The
further specialized provision of Seca len los relating to reproduetion by libraries
nod ate.hives Iv for the most liar, net directly relevant to audio-visual (shwa-
tional materials.) Section 107 writes Into statutory law the aisle prinelpiesad
"fair use" as that duct rilw has been interpreted by the courts In 114101111Si cases
over the years, and siwellbet Ily slates t "fair use" is a concept upplicable to all
Lied, of copying. including copying for trposes of education.

EN 0011SENIENT CECTION 107 BY AECT

We are pleased that the principal professional organization of educators ill -
rcetl,v eoncornNi with the use of undid - visual tenterlais in the educational process
has also recently come out in support of Section 107 of the bill. This was done In
0 tilt elitent issued by the Executive Committee of the Association for Educational
Cemeninivations and Technology (AECT) on May 31, 1972. (See Attachment
A,) ionic of the statements net& by the AECT which were of greatest interest
to us were the following:

(1) "AECT emlorses the criteria to he used in the tletertnInattou of Ink use'
as contained ' -n Section 107 of the proposed bill."

121 "Further, we indorse the concepts regarding the intent of these criteria
as expanded In the legislative history of the bill as it existed prior to and without
regard to the original opinion In the case of Williams and Wilkins v. for
that opinion substantially narrows the scope of 'fair use' and irreparably weakens
Ibat (1(0 rine."

ill) -Concerning the ace of copyrighted works in conjunction with television,
AEC'F proposed that 'fair use,' as it has been outlined alanp, should apply' to
educational/Instructional broadcast or closed circuit transmission in a nonprofit
educational institution. but not to (Nnn:mini broadcasting."

1) "Once the doctrine of 'fair use' has been established in the revised law,
negotiations should be emulm-teil between the 'proprietor owl user prier to any
use of copyrighted materials that goes beyond that doctrine,"

(51 "A new copyright law that both users and producers can view as equitable
depends upon the mutual understanding: of each other's needs and the ability to
effeetively work out the differences. We will participate in the continuing
dialogue with the Mt:cation:1 Media Producers Council and similar interest
croups to establish mutually aeceptaltle gebtelines regarding the boundaries of
'fair use,' and reasonable fees to be peel for uses beyond 'fair use.'"

Since AECT has nnnouneed its intention of presenting testimony in these hear-
tags, we will not attempt to interpret the statement, but leave that to the wit-
In,0S for that organization. We should like, however, to make reference to two
points, First, the Commissioner's recommendations and opinion in the Williams
mei Wilkins case in the Court of Claims will certainly have been superseded by
the deckle': and opinion of that court Itself well before any general copyright
revision bill Is finally enacted, Second, we welcome continuation of the tiInio'ue
between A ECT and EMPC relating to the use of educational A-V mnterials, but
must point oat that there would be legal difficulties In any action by EMPC in
agreeing to establish "reasonable fees to be paid for uses beyond 'fair use.."

We have not only been conducting a dialogue with AECT but have taken the
initiative in setting up a series of meetings with other educational organizations
reelenally and nationally to discuss mutual problems relating to copyright. We
believe these discussions have been helpful not only In clarifying general prin.
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cities but in dealing with speviiic problems as well, We on our part pledge to
continue these discussions both before and after any revision of the copyright
law,

NO NEED FOR AN "Eut7cAIMNAt, Ex Of eTiON"

At the thne that this testimony was prepared we were unclear as to whether
a broad edueatIonal exemption, to be added to the bill as it now stands, would he
proposed by one or more organizations in the light of the positions taken by
A WV and other groups such as the Music Educators National Conference and
the National. Music Connell, However, as recently as April 4, 1973 the socalled

lloe Committee issued a press release indicating Its support for a "Malted
educallimal exemption"' and the language of such an exemption had been
presented to members of this subcommittee late in 1972 and given wide general
circulation. That language In our view provided far more than n "limited"
exemption, Among other things it would authorize use for noncommerelal teach-
lug scholarship and restNtrch not only of "brief excerpts" front copyrighted works
but also Of the whole of short literary, pictorial and graphic works.

Let us take opthese two concepts in order, as they would apply to educational
audio-visual materials. in making these comments we bare had the benefit of
discussions with participants In the work of the Ad floc Committee seeking
claritleation of their proposals; but we do not here purport to be speaking for
them.

The concept of "brief excerpts (which are not substantial in length In pro-
portion to their source)" Is very difficult to pin down as applied to educational
A-1' materials. A half hour educational nature or biological turn, for example,
may be built around an exceedingly difficult photographic sequence which may
take months of work to capture, but may in the Iinat product only take up a
minute or two of time To permit this minute or two to be reproduced freely
under an educational exemption would very likely destroy the economic viability
of such a film.

The concept of exempting use of "the whole of short, literary, pictorial and
granide works" presents difficulties equally great in relation to audio-visual
eta vIlah4. OX8:111,1e, is it short filmstrip a short work? If so it would very
largely destroy the entire market for short filmstrips ar.d they would not be
produced at all by audio-visual

We trust that this subcommittee will ir_d accept the idea of an educational
exemption, if such an exemption should continue to be pressed by one or more
organizations. The position taken by AECT indicates that as far as educational
audio-visual materials are concerned, such nn exemption has no educational ra-
tionale. To the extent that school systems wish to reproduce educational audio-
visual materials In whole or in part beyond the limits of "fair use," our members
stand ready to discuss licensing arrangements which will permit authorized
reproduction. Modern methods of reproduction for many types of audio- visual
materials are such as to make such reproduction in whole or in part attractive
to some school systems and our members have already entered into such licensing
arrangements. In fact, only recently on June 18-10, 1073, we sponsored Jointly
with the Information Industry Association a full dress conference in Washing-
ton on the licensing of copyrighted materials.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary let its repeat that we think that the bill which has evolved In
your subcommittee as S. 13111 is a good Hitt and a workable bill, front the point
of view both of the creators and the users of educational audio-visual materials.
We urge that it not be changed'as it relates to A-V materials. and that it be
expeditiously reported to the Senate. it Is universally recognized that revision
of the 1909 copyright statute is desirable, and the sooner this is accomplished the
bettor for all concerned.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before your subcommittee. My
colleagues and I will be glad to elaborate on any points in our testimony which
the members of the subcommittee may wish to explore further.

Senator, Itunc Kni. Next ?
Mr. 131;ENAN. Mr. Paul Zurkowski, Information Industries

Association,
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the library excniptirm to make a single copy of it on demand. The
combination of the two proposals would create quite a business opera-
tion for libraries and drain off it great deal of business from tradi-
tional publishers through inter-library basis as well as from informa-
tion companies specializing in suelitnisiness.

Then. are many implications of loth of these amendments both
oationally and internationally. Fortner Register of Copyrights,
George ('argil', lots addressed the implications of copyright as input
in .1 speech he gave last October to the American S'ociety for Infor-
mation Science.

In t he recent discussions with the Russians about their adhet.ence
to the rniversal Copyright Convention, they indicated they were
Nvatchitig the outcome of the Williams and Wilkins decision in order
to assess their own position and what they would pay for the use of
copyrighted American materials. Some of our member companies
derive as much as rpn% of their income from foreign sales. With
exemptions sloth as those proposed here, companies would face
great difficulty in obtaining fair returns from abroad where the degree
of I noteet ion oilered here is likely to be matched in kind.

I refer von to our prepared statement for a fuller discussion of the
matters raised here only superficially. I now defer to .Messers Franklin
and Lieb for any additional comment they may wish to Make.

M Lori. Senator, may I answer the question, or attempt to answer
the piestion you raised ?

I aonli t like to answer the quest ion if I could about the library in
North Pakota. I don't thick the position that has been presentot to-
day by any of the cooperating and supporting groups, the 1 tabors
League or the Association of American Publishers or any of the
other. in any way affects the right of the librarian in Williston to do
exactly what she is doing now. The issues, I think, when they are re-
fined down to the discussions which we have had today, are three. One
i4 the copying of articles in scientific journals. Here organizations
like the American Chemical Society and a for-profit company like
Williams and Wilkins. say that if large research libraries, like the Na-
tional Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health,
which were involved in the liriMani.q and WilkinR ease, continue to do
lance -scale wholesale copying, they will he unable to continue the
publication of their journals.

I do not think that the librarian in Williston is going to he terribly
concenwd about that. If on rare occasions she needs a copy of the
article. the making of that copy whether it is a technical violation or
mit will be a matter of nunnery's's, and really one article is not im-
prtant. in I he whole overall view,

The second thing is the photocopying of hooks. Everybody is in
agreement now that there should be no library photocopying of whole
works other than articles unless they are not available, finless they are
out of print, and that really is the provision of section 10S. which the
libraries are basically in agreement with.

So, again the librarian in Williston is not affected and indeed is
helped by that, provision because. if there is a hook that she is asked for
h one of her patrons and it is out of print anal she determines that by
looking at the books. in print list, she will he able to get it.

Senator Bin:tuck. Butt suppose it is available in New' York ('its'?
Wiold she then have to 'nail for it ?
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\1r. 11.1ER. We are talking or a whole book, Senator. I f the book is
Johns' History of the Napoleonic Watts, sold by Handout !louse for
$15 with $00 pages with photographs, site certainly shouldn't be re-
quested by the patron to make a photocopy of that book if Random
I louse has that book available for sale.

Senator limuck, SuppoA the student wants page 50 of the Nit-
poke)» ic Wars. Would she have to write to New York?

Mr. l.tiar. No, sir. I think that unintentionally there was a misunder-
standing about that hero this morning. Nandi. is suggesting that the
student in Williston can't go in and say, please give ma copy of page

of that hook on snakes, or give nie a copy of three pages of Johns'
hook on the Napoleonic War. because, this kind of copying everybody
concertos is fair use copying.

Senator lit trowk. Suppose it is page t1) of a chemical journal ?
Mr. 'mil, Well, I can't speak for the Chemical Society, but I would

say that, if it is a single j)age in a 10 or .20 or 30 page article, I would
think that the Chemical Society would say that that page may be
copied under the principles of fair use.

Senator 1 tunon.k. This morning they said no, though.
Mr. LtEr. No, they didn't. They were talking about the clpying of

whole articles.
And the Chiral aspect of what we are talking about, again coming

down to the librarian in Williston, is the claim that the classroom
teacher needs some sort of exemption so as to enable him to teach.

We have urged the teacher associations to sit down with us and
attempt to lay out as detailed as necessary a set of .guidelines and
working rules so that the average teacher eon determine safely what.
he can and what he cannot ropy. So, my .answer to your question is
that your librarian will not be affected injuriously at all by the posi-
tion taken by the copyright groups, and will be helped insofar as
hooks out of print are concerned by section 108 as your subcommittee
has prepared it.

Senator BunrucK. But it won't be helpful for the books in print?
Mr. Lint. Well, if a hook is in print: if it is available, it should bo

purchased or borrowed but not copied, sir.
senator 1311micx. Yes, but this young man comes in there and he

just wants page 50--and I will go back to my exampleand the li-
brarian goes to his digest and says, oh, but you can get that at X com-
pany in New York.

Mr. him Senator, that is not so. That is a false issue. If he goes in
and says, l want page t)0, there is nobody in this room today who would
say. that lie can't have it. That is not fire issue before you.

The issue before you is, can an entire journal article, a scientific
article, be photocopied? That is the first issue. And the second issue is,
can a substantial port ion of a book in excess of fair use be photocopied?
Nobody is talking about small libraries.

Senator licnrucx. Well, someone lire todayand I have been run-
ning back and forth to votebnt someone said, you can't make single,
copies.

Mr. Fiu.tNRr.tx. To tray to wrap this up, if i could. there is a whole lot
of valuable information that has been brought forth here today on the
doctrine of fair use.

'Ile point that the Information Industry Association wishes to
stress most strongly, and I think the point that most of the opponents
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of the ;Intendment feel very stronFly on, i., that the fair use
doctrine today, whatever its precise limitations may be, should not
lie extended by the ettaa (Intent on S, which represents many
11.'3 I'S of compromise, of it speeial ad hoe timentiment us proposed by
N E.1.

It involves very complex and ditlicult eottonlic factors inelmling
your school student in iVilli.-t on question. Senator. You must have
the economic data necessary in order to properly evaluate the trade-
offs ioNop,,,,i in the NEA ;ointment and they simply have not been
presented to t his committee,

Pot. That. reason alone 1 think this committee should not feel author-
ized to propose such an amendment to the bill. There is a lot of work
to ;lone un 1101('111111131W %VIII hi' the l'0011011th' hill:let tlio
N EA, amendment, The proponents have failed to establish what effect
their amendment uo11111 lulve. That W411'k IISSIg1101 11. the
1111)1.kinhS of the title II to the National I'omitiission and should 1)0
loft there,

smotr Ituto4", As for as \\Ink is ciwerilea, We have been wca.k.
inc. for t years on this. or is it three!

jim.:NNAN. Perhaps longer than Hilt.
(The stotviiwril of l'aul ti,Y,tirlowsli in full follows:]

l I 'V (;. )1101St'SKI. %N") Ex):( rtiu; 1011:1.,
VIII/N INostitv .k.s.sot \ Ito\

My nano, Paul it. ziirto,,;k1. ;11,41 Trity,,h,r ,,f the
I,,folto,ttjort industry Assoviatti.n. 47.2,11 Montgomery Latio, ',\1;10

1:14i1 I. (3+11 11'.0.1 Am ILr 1110 1;,,,,litiNo 1111911w I.f AssiA 1111i

1 111i 11 f1,111' )(Jirs; lists 111111' GO member firms ettgazed Ili
%, hie arkqy of list of loenibers Is at-

it. ttleneliately lirior to this eniiiIiJ went. 1 rrrved fur about live ycar. Lis
lir I 'ollu.ri,1W111 K;114.1inioft.r, of 1t l'EiIn.in.

itil-olveinent with the itfortitation ittilitstvy tiovs directly rom Mat serv-
itl. Nir. 1:a.tennteler during the yi.trs the Het I.Ion 11111 teas tinder

:at 1,a1 in the ly per-uvil interest has :IN trk s }wen j11
4 r :11r. tio,teronelcs''; ,ecv.,11 to

I '1141111 1111' 1111101110W rid+. ri)0 I'11.4111 idays thy lias11
1 v !tilt tloe ercettire and required io

puill for.
1',p% right Is a populist inottopoly! it twee. for everyone to I ho Ideas
the creative few. It (.1FIclil.s oar Ilyrs, fnrilitate. our 1'11110 11 ion,

-'114--; the 1,011:1! 11V1 of iiirorni;it'.(111. 1 left my Impy whit Mr.
11111CIIT 111'1 11,1' 1 S;1W the WWI! 1.11r a fun,lills tnerhallisul I 1.011;11
s in thi, iitviv1 tol'arika I (10Y11,11:iy
if the inforttlat in eteatinv and tiffirki,ting infonizition

Ow :11,t1ticutinn of and old,
or In emohinatiott, is that eopyrittlit Nand for this Industry 1.4 it is

for 11111tst VIPS tthlclt 111,01:1,4 information as book; or journals. Perhaps even
tow o

The 1,;1(' f111111 1011 Of this industry is In many espeets the other side of the
o.,h1 traditional puldislihn:, It is roofed in the alatialance of Information
avallattle to everyone lit every discipline, .1,4 a zenerfil proposition it can be
aid th'it inormali'm ea11114allies Identify p:trlicolnr itiforinnilon liisollavlies; of

Itry groans of pi,oplis Sipi to 11.1,I'tss'SS the infurtiiotiutt of
/111.10',1 to that grimy lo It way as to facilitate IF:411,0.
.ti Cher way of de,:erildrig the mi.:slot] of the industry is to use the word

Iii iotivities of member firms Include, hot are not limited to, Mrs following:
1 iliforionlion oil all facets of Fl

given viler i:il interest area, including law, regulations and/or tariffs topically
arrinrrd and cro.s referertred for easy access.,-



I ,r r! F'F , i(t1iIi is p1,1II'( Il,lI IIPI,s if
Ii ii. ii iri.1I IIli lii IiIi i'll 1(ii+lII 14 I-iilIIIIL.Ii.

I It'i'J4, 1iitliitlig IJj4iI4L41tt IJIIL14g', j41ElS iEt, ILIit 1Ist 11111 1iI.
Tii il'i' ji.It14

I !Ii' /4II4. IiilIiiJjII(. tl'I' II LIII.I! ly ;iciIii, iuLdrt-,
i:. i, fh'. ui,.4 IuJiu i, f iLILI, , III L4'I4%4LI(, :111'

iuI' JL(IIil1Ii llIil(114I i r,li, iL' liLli IIilLli,i,ILlr[u'
ttL ,L it' Iii. (it' liy t'IlIttl. 14i,(55 tiriiiiiit1s

'/ ,i/ii('/ 4)11 P (44 IIi' (4 LIiJIItg hull (iuIllIlIt(l 5l(iJ'iIl It 1tLIlIilI 11lhlt
IiiI.ili ts U;lii, .'1'LL1 is ,ttIIl dIivry of illtitl(IlllL Oil
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t, how ho is N61.11 he needs Inferttiatlon, whether he has an Immediate need or
111,4A1 111311 Vali he 1i11eti subsollietitly in time.
4121 1;;ither information front a %nide variety of sources and experiences.

Review It, analyze It, organize it, eliminate irrelevancies.
f(umonla for putting It into machine readable forta,

l'co,ess it into it machine readable form
tit Dosign tt formula for manipulating the information within the machine

to prodnne the ,+peeillentily tiesired end product,
it,vetop the .,,rittible arts villbolitilwrit of Ihat end product, mid jti other

respects design at Lit. produce a 'tonna II-useable" product.
s Educate users to the advantages of the product and 111 other ways market

the proilmt to the group of users for sylvan the product is nfestgtied anti lieS0100.(1.
SIVtl'al 1'1'0111 tl)11t list

:11 steps, starling mint the time spent Identifying user needs
and tonlfnttink through each step of the process to the delivery' of the product
to the user, k complex and costly.

Ili) Many or the products of such efforts qualify for copyright protection
as uerks of :IiltloorAdp,

ivote of their special closiga aud tib.ninly retitled spectaliKed markets,
they ace extremely sensitive to any attrition in the size of their expected market
vbethcr through photocopying or other replication methods for toy-pas.-art ccpy
right protection, The economic viability of such products, svliether they are to be
treated at till, depends pretty much on each 1101' Paying his fair share or the
fully atmortizcd 44 OS1 of creating and deliveri'lg the proditet.

Sllit COVY iranartv ettotocoeyivo

Before teldressIm: otirsefves to the question of the single-opy exemption sought
by the libraries, it Ulf' slahe at the outset that the informallim intinstry
libraries have many things hi commn. 11' sire part of the same 'piece of cloth.
itoth groups are essentially popnlist in outlook. Nt-i, seek to 111;110 information as
sillily available us possible. . major distinction bete, vett Its is IMP 1,1.0 :1,1',,sifit
lug method's. The industry must operate en a fully allocated cosbaccoutti bg, basis
nukes, as l'hrarii. can and do evaluate services on an incremental cost basis

'fine ir fornutt ton industry Itself rut wroselits an atteund by some far-sighted
members of the pu,lishim; community augmented by people Who come at Ink
tield f *.oal the luforraatfon technology side 10 rest rucltiro the prOalshltur tim.4itisg
to accommodate its skills. and resource:: to the imperatives of information
technologies.

The library community, is undergoing it major restructuring. inter-
library coo:eration, the -inollyt" library the emergence of some forms of
charges for "inter-library" tonic.: and for special rewarch projects are ra-
tions of wlys lit Ivinich Vie library community is 10i17;.t restructured to nevem-
'Imitate itsnif to the fan I, costs. and advantages of information techhologics. A
l'res.dential 'onititission on t,ibraries No! Information setence only 1.44,1101 lip.;
14'011 CStlihil'hOti to provide assistance and national perspective to this effort. This
restrueturing process tuns been accelerated and aggravated by the serious funding
problems facing the library comimmity. We have high regard for' the efforts
libraries have made And aro contlinititc; to make, We also feel librarle,4 have rot
even greater fitture as pommunity Info: illation centers with immense implications
for the educational null P10111111 as wall 115 e(1110/111e well-being of its 101.

with the library community and recognize and respect the deeply
held motivations which give rise to Its request for this single copy exemption. Al e

however, filalose 1 lte amendment,
such tlu iv'tnptinn \V(111111 put libraries in the reprint, business in direct conit-

petition with fire int' miuttlqn industry. it aoml l give the library tin i fair ad-
vantage to market rev rInt materials from its inoilling,s, (Whether It sot l these
materials rr gave them away free, or for the cost of the copying die result would
be (be sonni.1 it would ironically nuatote lthrorip.4 to do so with the i.,;,"ttin ts of
publishers and information companies Nvithoot the ultimate users pa, in it fair
share of the costs of the creation and ill.strilatt bin of the information, What b
desirable on an incrmetdat cost analysis to libraries, anuttrolicd lratlr.rl ttl,r f. a
(lb:ater On a fatty allocated cost basis for Cite industry. Inc t a free, information
source would lead to tour; limited circulation of winch higtier price it products.
The toying user will ire Telphirell in this way t4/ SUS,Siklis0 the 1)1+11-paying user.

Viotil(1, there be any basis for a roptth'isher to curate and market a complete



collection of tanterials lu iniun,oini if a -tlicolwr library 0111111 freely copy indi-
vidual pieces of the collection for Its users or the users of its subsidiary
iihrarles'r

flow: would special report information companies which create speciatized
studios for V) too 100 customers or loss stay In !nosiness If some or all of t hem, vas-
touters could go to a library and obtain individual copies free of copyright?

How does the information company which authors a nutelitne readable datht
ba:i, Market Its product when libraries w(ould be able to wacky( ttycyss lea the
sac a data toast. free of copyright? search of such a data Lase provides a print-
out of single articles within the proposed library' photocopying language, yet that
is in must cases the only way a product of the data louse will he gotterated and
used inside or out of it library.

Basest on our VNtioriPnce we urge that the lilorary exemption contained In Nee-
that 1O be drafted to archival Copying only, Any additional exemption directly
undermines the integrity of the copyright concept and denies the basic principle
behind copyright that science tied file useful arts will be benefited by providing
the anther a limited monopoly by which to market the product of his creativity.
Fie Illqary amendment, honoring only OW copyright vlainis of the proineers of
motion pictures. subjects to the single copy exemption all oilier categories of
informatiou products, whether they be sound recordings, machine readably flies

tilier(Mitli, In addition to inkprInt pnallicts such as hooks and journals, (my
might Jost as easily [Owlish copyright altogether,

Copyright has been the snechanism by which libraries and their suppliers have
est ablished Working relations. Before you (teddy too abolish fills element in the
relationship between libraries and their suppliers, and that is what you would do
if your enacted the language sought by libraries, we recommend you defer this
language to the 'title 11 Na'teaatt Conuntsslon on New Technological Uses of Copy-
righted Works.

The library single copy .?xemption does Impact directly on new technological
uses of copyrighted Works, and adopting the amendment would deprive (he Com-
mission of the benefit of continued efforts to develop sound fending meehomsms
through the day-to-day interaction in the real world of suppliers and tibrarios. To
the information industry, libraries are established distrilontion nodes in a [la-
tional infortnatien distribution network serving users. 'Phis network has been
established working within the framework of copyright and, until it can be shown
at better way exists, the basis for that working relationship should be mothitaliosi.

We respectfully urge that you defer action On the aninnoltuent plating the
results of the study of the National Commission to be established by Title II of
this bill.

PROPOSED EnCCATION cm:stem-Es

We 01)Pril'e this amendment out economic and technical grounds.
We have a high reo.nord for the educational community as well as the library

emotional y. We do, however, have to object to the proposal since it
lint only adversely effect the industry lout it would have a pervasive effect on many
others and on the development of the information service structure of the United
States as a whole.

Economically, It would
(a 1 Exempt input from copyright protection.
tb) liaise pressures to stretch the Fair Use exemption to cove

output.
cl Pat no limit en what could he put into an education computer.

(d) create unintended and unfair competition for information industry,
(e) Ignore and undermine the business practice of licensing use.
(1 I Rest Net tire information services so as to eliminate stimulas and erea-

[1 ve force of risk capital and competition.
(a) By Implication this amendment acknowledges that to input copyrighted

nutterials Into a computer system is an infrIngenient.
The aloymino,nt, by exempting input. ouloi strip the author of control over

ills olovoirownteil ideas. Without input Infringement protection not only can his
111,,a by used, lint they can he realoof merited and distorted as to source, meaning
and context.

A .syaret, of a data base may produce the fact that there Is nothing in the file
to print out. That, of itself, is often of great value. That Is one of the purposes
of Investing in the creation of a comprehensive data base. Information that no
one has done what you want to do has value. The amendment denies this and
would destroy the eeetiottde vali:e of flint aspect of the author's work.



*Parch a data toise Is to "(NI," tint whole tile, not just the answer you fin(1,
This search capability is a veiny the amendment denies as well,

l,l The small printouts restilling front Most computer searches would by their
sl'rr ,roue It will he argued constitute "fair use' of the information. having
Irkotrtcd irk the computer The Encyclopedia Brit:111,110a, brief extracts could be
ikt.sdt out. Not sltlkstatsdikkg the fact that that k the fatly way to use etkeyelo-
pc,k,k Information, marry wonlrl seek to treat It av fair use. Since there is no
pros islon tor atky payment system lit the proposal, this apparently is the Intended
result.

ci rioter the language of the proprksal "entire works" of any kind could be
rokluk.ed for machine processing.

TM, 1' eolcr'r to A rbatiotl Idteraltrre, for example, could be koyiattiched
;1i l installed in a compitter system. Eneyclotketliks and kill the other products of
the tolorttEttfolt :00 ftldt110tIng industry irotild he equally exposed to such treat.
mcnt. Without Ito thing but -lair rise" limits on copying runt use k holy do yen
air1d fair use to the use or a whole file in narking ti vonihitier search?) and with
r44!1,4,1, to freedom to put cadre work.; Into tt computer the protection offered by
cop) rigid would be minimal.

lot t The result would I.k the creation of unfair competition for the information
iminstry. it,e4 the educational aetivity have an Iron-willed discipline and a
pokeir,g procedure by N%Ittptt to assure that its computer information service
seta es only loknatide students? Many universities nosy engage in the marketing
of infttualioii, net ot,ly iii Iheir city ;toil state, lint across the nation, 'they do

!into It ray P:Vointit baron and often without frilly allocating to each user the
co-is or creating and delivering the information. 'l'l is amendment would create
great pressure to market maebitte readable versions in competition with Inkprint

"Ile .r privately published media, An Association of Scientille Information
1);-...kartikkation Centers hits been created to facilitate the growth of these
acti

In practice few, If tiny, data bases are marketed exclusively throngh the
rkik?ttr's k.ompliter frellIfy. Copyright at input merely provides the author a bask
for a licensing agreement by %Odell the users of other computer facilities gain
Jock , to his documented ideas. Tin' user Is protected in that the integrity of the
ioi,rtaation trail its documentation are subject to continuing contractual relations.
This lir ensing process facilitates the widest possible sharing in the cost of creat-
lug scvvires, Tilt. ;ttiit.tilImput mantel ;tot only free a large segment of users
front payitig its fair share of these costs, but It would also encourage education
to cn.....k_re in the ccoltoyllic replictIlit)11 of already existing and privately funded
capabilities.

ComPet Ilion in the information marketplace in an age of information
ilorr,dance is essential to competition to the inarketplaeo of itit1154. The stress on
exempt Ikkrks would have like effort or eliminating competition in many areas be-
cause the basis for private creation and investment, a minimal proprietory post-

sv.kubt be eliminated for many. The result would be tl dinninlshctl, rather
tip it etkliancial, ekinuket lye climate in the marketplace c,f ideas. The information
,ervi It.rict it re of tbs. r.S. *could have to rely primarily on education and gov-
'ru t itt capital resources for its development. The elimination of risk capital
in !bi-, effort svould scriensly retard development in this area in the

Hu technical grounds the amendment wkadd---
k eNpritel its intended objectives by virtue of like proliferation of non-

ta.kait tt,t.:= 11,11;0',
flit conflict with the intended purposes of Section 117.
IcI prat We, r;ir 17)0))011 of recording -retrieval" ;Intl no for requiring

its for recording -use itself as distinakkished front -rot tecal",
tit malsk, rules oilkorsvise applicable, presumably including "fair use"

tint the library single copy oxen
1(4) 111144411(1,t 14111(11 of the work or the National commission on Ness' Tech-

l'-es of Cop.:righted 1Vorks.,
a It proliferation of son-tirotit tires, virtionittrly In information, today are

legetel. (1:44k orlirprnt funding of P14.443r1411 in fuforrnnftot *}'tents work, for OXIIIttl
is 14,-14 eht tilt !hutted to ,_rants to non-profit organizations. This has led to the

dot ',loon:out or a whole .,41,1)entlillii of 141471niZatioll,, 14`111)1'illi111; this research on a
nt,-prtit basis. Separate non -profit groups have tZrowtt tip tit tie sintllttr rcsoa reit
iu lti414-nt(4411, 1111141.04 late HUM,: are Incorporated in tortik,v. cases On 11
urnoli4f NVe ft11,((( these 4114044h...1H Pot to (.11fitletirt. the 1/111114,14S of these
groups but to suggest that the rukreadinent is unduly broad as drafted and would



servo, If tanoil, U> NtlIO111:110 eVett P11'11101' 111P deVeloploelit of subsidybaed

qbt The amendment conflicts NNillt the purpose of Section 117 to maintain the
status otint ill the law cis vb... collyris;11t :It input, '1'lle sljnniIleance of such a
ileel"Palrut can be sect! '..dearly through n reading of a Palter by former liegis
ter of it.oprb.;10s. 11corge I). Coo. prescntod at the 10172 meeting or the Anwri-
Fan Society for information Selma e. It appears at pages 110 1 71 in 'TN' Poweed
hoi,* of the .11s/s it(1,finy, 197.4

mend it to the ittleldiuti ot' the 1Connolttv tot the ('ongtess,
tc) A method of rtwordito; retrieval. 1.1.0111vit rot, in the suueudut0ut, does not

that it hi' Itll tiny more than the :.al Doll statutes do, Ftirlitermore,
rot rielal, as noted abu,ce. k not it eouiplete Intatlte of the uses made or it copy-
righted Bork in computer form.

tIIi The refereme to other rules applicable under llti apparently refer: tri
`lair rut's, 110W taaollal.lo thlt it for modern inGnuratfon pi-cowls %owne
the ultimate users should each pay their fair shine of the cos's Is a matter that
has not 1.44'11 1'1111Y (ION 111111 IWO oft iii :i4lt'his HOW:try ha!: tint I'0 forlan-
Lllett tt posii too. It p.; a hiattI.r tihich should he referred to the National
Coalini.,hat

uthermore. It I i t.11111 that 1111 proposal 'would be clouded
tiltli Ito lihrary single-copy exemption, there appears to he no copyright pro.
feet ion left.

Ill The propos:II If adopted wonitl preempt not only toltd1 of the work of rho
No Joon.] cototlit,iott, but it wortlit ;11,11 deprive it of the bolero or 41:0-10-dy
exporio11-0 dorilopoi lit summers mid Users seek to NVork
cop right eon. opts svorkable relations for the dissemination of information
through these technologies.

'fibs exproptin It in erect, based on the ;1,4,111110ton that enough Is known
today about the effect of the teth7111,:rics on 1.1)11.1 right and the dissemination of
copyrighted materials. It may very m.11 Fe 11111' that this committee could, If it
assigned this matter top priority, come to an appropriate determination base,1 on
ivhar hit kflMIL today. re(411.11 but hilt been established here today or in
1IVV JOH.: hearings. .1s In oriel' cop) rigid 1100::. logklatIO11 be llaSil rut :Ill
extended record of 111,0"1"1 \N" IIIIYrvsts' \Vh31.,:"."1are asked Ito (10 I,y this :11001allnOnt Pnact into law thy position of Ono of tut,
parties awl to ignore the practices and pit itiiiti or tile others. We feel it is prelna
VITO 11(41110 non 111.11 ....Mil II major 111111,10 in American Copyright law and
that the amendments. both the Library Single-('opt amendment and the Educa-
tion referred to the Title II National Commission.

As eke have z;egti..(1. irillt the Library exemption. the education exemption in
the eleare Inm.otage is stilejoet matter (leant within the jurisdiction of the
National Cononi.,.-ien. 11'e repect fully urge that the Commission he established
anti ttsigeed the t-.zotherlic.; function essential to sound legislation, .1., ve
Truro earlier slated, tie are ready null killing to 1.0 of us.ihloco in -01.1;itor tillh
the I 'onunissicti in lids major undertal:Ing.

LUSIii

11%. wish III 11111W the i'onitnittees attention to the significance of the:(' two
noo.ndin, jits in ;ill ililiUitha101 Wit;It ppotl et ion 1%8. Laic provides infor-
!nation will Min' a 11 1.1TOct oil 1,011' the InfOrloatIOn 111'01111,4K Of olt1' tOolinillOgy
ko,00l syslom nee tretttetl 2tbrnatl. Sottio of our members derive as 111110I as :1111",
of their rovi.,nno; ttola foreign 0111111 foreigil th.aw, sta.l:ing 10 acultire intov-
nun ion 01.110 the nentv aspeels of the operatli lit of rot] technologies. ete. 'rite
ESSIt, only reeently having joined the Citiversal Copyright Couvention, has

arlopted Il ta'aVihIli or its kiw to pro\ tdo ror copyright-crop reptwo
(Notion of prilitcd tvotks for "notoprollt irietttilic. tintlactic and oducaliona1 pur-
posl.s." information companies will lute little to delonlo In seeking to receive fair
composatlou from foreign users for their sex\ it es if 17.8, Law embodies similar
pro

l'he domestic effect of tko nolottomptits wP hay0 described Obviously hate
impficntimis Intornalionaly. fortintoly since the U.S. is not only

nisi proliuer. r of copyrighted materials, loft it Is also a world leader in the
develotomPnt of hiformation technology applications to their ilistrilmtlott. The
U.S. lutist earefidly consider major innovations in applying copyright lilies to
these, new media.

We thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you.
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ABC/CLIO, toe., Santa Barbara, Calif., Richard Abel and Co., Portland, Oreg.;
Academic Press, Inc,, New York, N.Y.; Aspen Systems Corp., Rockville, Md.;
Auerbach Pub/ leallons Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 13e/1 & Howell, Wooster, Ohio;
etia,e Manhattan Corp., New York, N.Y.; Cordura, Los Angeles, Calif.; emigres-
sjimal Information Service, Washington, D.C.; Data Courier, Inc., Louisville,
Ky.; Data Flow Systems, hie., Bethesda, Md,; Data Search Co., Des Plains,
nut & Bradstreet, New York, N.Y. ; Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corp.,

Washington, DP.; Environment Information Center, Inc., and Frost &
New York, N,Y.;

Greenwood Press, a Division of Williamhouse-Regency, Inc., Westport, Conn.;
Writer & Co.. Washington, D.C.; Information ('touring House, New Yurk,
Information Design, Inc., Menlo Park, Calif.; Information Handling Services,
Englewood, Colo.; International Itata Corp., Newtonvilie, Mass.; International
Development Center, Kensington, Md,; Institute for Scientific Information, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.; Leasco Information Co. Sliver Spring, NW.; Leasco Systems &
Research Bethesda, Md.; Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Palo Alto, Calif.;
McGraw 11111, hie., and Macmillan Information Corp., New York, N.Y.; Micro-
forms Intern'l Marketing Corp.. Elmsford, N.Y.; Monitor, Ine,/Congresslonal
monitor, and National Congressional Analysis Corp., Washington, .C.

Norton Publishers. Inc., and Now York Times, Ni w York, N.Y.; Phar-
maco-Medleal Doenmentation, Inc., Chatham, N,J.; Plenum Publishing Corp.,
New York. N.Y.; Predicitsts. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio; Readex MieroprInt Corp.,
Now York. N.Y.; Itecsarch Publications. lute., New Raven, Conn.; Time, Inc.,
Now York, X,Y.; Ristorient Documents Inst.. he,. Washington, os%; John
Wit 1/4 Si+11.4, Ire.. and Garwood It. Wolff & Co., New York. N.Y.; World Meeting
Information Center, Inc., Chestnut 11111, Mass. ; and Xerox Corporation, Stanford,
Conn.

Fontax ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (NONVOTINO)

MnuiviNt & Wikselt. Uppsala, Sweden; Arrow International, and Fuji Corpora-
um.. Tokyo, Japan; Information Retrieval, l,td., London. England ; Opidan Set-

Itn Toronto, Canada ; Orha Information, Ltd., Montreal Canada; Over -
:eat pata Service, Tokyo, .11vAn ; Thomson Data, Ltd., London, England, and

Ask lie Company, Ltd., Tor.yo, Japan.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (NON-VOTINO)

1.(0.1110,sition Technology, Inc., C'anuhridge, Mass.; InforonIcs, Inc., Maynard,
Mass.; IBM, Armonk. N.Y.; .Multitorint, 1;c., New York, N.Y.; l'ublicate, Inc.,
Wa,hington, D.C.; Publishers Development Corp., Sew York, N.Y.; and Itocappl,
Ine., Pennsauken, N.J.

Sen:tt4Jr ilunin('i:. Thank von. We aro rovessed null) )1) tomorrow.
[Whereupon, at -t:Po p.m., the sobrommittee recogsed to veconveno

at llo'cl(14.k iVecituestlay. ,kogitst 1,19711
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1073

U.S. SENATE,
SI-It iM MITTEL ON PATENTS', TRADEMARKS, AND COEYRIOUTS

'Ian: CoNt:stirfEE ON TuE JUDICIARY
1Va8 ing ton, D .0 .

The cominittet., toot, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 1114,
Di rksen Senate Office Building, Senator John L. McClellan, presiding.

Present : Senators McClellan [presiding), Burdick, and Fong.
A !so present : Thomas C. Brennan, thief counsel.
S,nator McCi,ria.A.N. The committee will resume hearings this morn-

ing it lutpr tile, same general guidelines and procedures that we observed
yesterday. I think everyone is familiar with them.

Who is our first witness t his morning ?
Nit. It1:NNAN. Mr. Chairman, the committee this morning will con-

sider the cable television royalty schedule, and the Iirst iv messes ap-
pear on behalf of the Motion Picture Association.

Mr. Valenti, will you identify you Net f and your associates for the
1V041111

Mr. VALNTI. Mr. Chairillall, F am Jack Valenti. T am president of
the Motion Picture Association. and with int. is Mr. t ;erald Meyer of
the N izer law firm of New York who is counsel for tic, committee; to
my left is I lerbert Stern. of MCA, vice president, who is a member of
our committee; Mr. Gerald Meyer, counsel and to my far left is Mr.
Chester Migdin, who will speak briefly later.

I also have members of our committee in the rear, including Mr.
A 'thin. Schiller, who is assot late to Mr. ITadl, al torneys here in 'Wash-
ington, ;is well as member of onr committee and Dr. iZobert Crandall,
associate professor of economies at. and Mr. Lionel Fray, our
consultant of the economic consultants, Temple. Barker Sloane, Inc.

Senator McCLELLAN. Very well, Jack. 1)o you have a prepared state-
ment ?

Mr. VALENTI. Mr. Chairman, We !MVP a Statelnellt ; T have sonic notes
that I'm going to speak from.

senator MremAJAx. Do you wish to have this printed in the record?
M r. t.ENTI. Yes, sir.
sona tin McCi.m.TAN. A11 Of it printed in the record ?
MI'. YAI.r.NTT. Yes,
senator .IcCr.rm,.\ N. Very well, it Will he received and it may

printed in the record in full.
You may proceed.

1277)
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STATEMENT OF JACK VALENTI, PRESIDENT, MOTION PICTURE
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC., AND CHESTER MIGDEN, ON
BEHALF OF FILM UNIONS AND GUILDS ACCOMPANIED BY;
GERALD MEYER, COUNSEL; LIONEL FRAY; CONSULTANT: ROB-
ERT W. CRANDALL; AND DAVID HOROWITZ

111., A', ii Nit.. clmirman, my tits(' i, ohvionsly very brief, 11'il
I1atc II total of minutes, and that's only a fragment of,t hue, and I
tint going to get on tvit It this. 1 will hegio at tilt.. Vel'y hogttitting,

.1s you linoNv, in 197 I, in order to hasten the passage of the copy-
tiOit negotito ions \core begun at that time hotteett the
kotolcasters, cop", right (w1 /tors 111111 eAldi' systetilS. nieetingt.,

t'ott 1(now. trte sponsored hr Itiar4.11, of the 1..(1' aml
Whitehead of (Ire Otlity ot"l'eleconititunications l'oliey at the 11.1iite
I muse.

111 NOVelliber Of 171. tile 110\V fuuuiu. l'OlISCASAS 111;11'0100a \\as
il.v AI 1.11.01ips. were cninpronlises walk. in noise

poSitiO/1:4. 1It. (.11AirlItAll; etiil Side rare tip something ill order
to teach an It.,:ll'etilent 10 \\AIM we thought wits an alisollitely essential
tt;...-reenient before copyright legislation. could speedily pass the
(41111gresS.

Is a result ol this a)greement, most distant signal earring' restrie-
ions wele li ft cd. ('able st stems \ere 'W1111.0111 ini1"1 1riWn11518

11'0111 distAtit cities. The 111'1,'N \\ AS 011 MAI expansion of cable had
heoun.

Not. all part ie.; to this agreement pledged themselves to support the
concept ,,f tt s!,,,edy passage of the legislation. and also the concept
of an arbitration tribunal that would Ito put in the bill if tile patties
conk' not agree on 11 pri ate schedule. of fees.

Now lel nie read to you the speci lie paragraph he consensus t,igt cc-
went which nails down told fastens down this I:ind iir suppo that

110,,,, ga,(....1.111vss a sviwitialo kvs envvrilig flit.' C I ) I r t -

I I I I I H Or I i 0 1 1 1 S : " 4 , Or sons(' other p n y t i l l ' I l t n10011;1 IIIS111 eau he agreed
upon herweeti the cop) right owners and the ('.\''N' owners in time
for inclusion in thy tuts l'Oly(01ht statute. the tegiShiti011 \Vold('
,1111ply tOol'ide for cololAIISOr.\' Irbiti';111011 private 111.rel'illent
on copyright fees."

Shot t IV a fter the consensus tigreolliellt NVa`-lsi!,11e41.(11all'10111
\\ rote SE 0:110r .,111'(.1elhill WWI believe that tho allol)tioll of
lint' t'nll'11 IL agreement \tin snit(' the pliblic inteiests."

(In the of .1 allilary. SellAtOr to Chair10:111
I ;urrh, a1111 \VOIlli I P:e t() (Vint 1'1'0111 t hat 14111.1'.1)(q.all:=V think it it.:

itolxlrtallt Ill thiti ASIA.L't Of the arldtrAti011 11.0,1111:11. 11:ItOr ('1('1-
1 an In ('htlirtu ul 11111,011: ...s 1 hay(' iii svverol ripoltS to all"
SHIA(' itl rccellt \'alS. the (..V11.- (111e:,t ion is the only sit..riiiticatit 411i-
;Thole 10 filial action hy the Cloigress on a eopyrig-lit hill. 1 urged tin.
part ie.; to negotiate in good faith to determine if they could reach.
wove/limit on both the coninomications owl copyright aspects of the
(*.S.TV (1.111 utt. I 0111)11111(1 the part les for the etforts they have mado,
and believe that the agreement that has }wen reached is In the publio
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ililelvst l'ellcetS it I eit-imable compromise of the positions of tho
ca ri4iits pact les."

Now, shortly theren fter, (/win trim NvIIS the
1111,;irti of NCI'.. 1)111111111ifratoil 1Vith. Co111111lilue of l'opyright
(tellers and asked oar :-.11ppott fit till It prOVIitql::
of I ill* ci01,191;"ilS )MI11(1110'1.1' Ilio Siittptirt tit copyright
1111111.'1S iti IIIIIH)sing. any .reeorisilleration of the F('(''s report and.
oider`s un freezing the ritrrtage of distant signals,

Now. rt, agrood to I hat it II, lit it fnr I Vol's
ItPhich we reported to t'llairt Ian /lurch. told Chairman Burch, tee
told thr Cii:01111;1/1 that :since all parties hail agreed to support the eon
sensus agreement. and in t it'll' of t Ile OX(diallgO of letters bet swell Chair-
m311 MrCh,111111%wt Chairman Iittrelt, the eopyright owners were sat.
isiled tiro the lorishit ion i riplonient i t consensus agreement %timid
to fotltard atorthat all pattioiS voila support the consensus agree
went and redeem their pledges of support for that provision tvitielt
calls for the arbit ration t ribunal.

Therefoie. the copyright tiNV11cr$ Saitl, \V(' liaO Obit'Cr1011. and WO.
NVIII not 0.1.1)(1:-.o the unfreezing order put out by the 11,1:C.

NIiw these lutes ent into effect, as Ott %Yell knots, on Nfarelt

Thus this copyright (milers received no benefits in the (`011S('11S1 IS
grVi'll alld the valile systems received all that they Batt bar-

gained for. Negotiations licgan immediately, 111r. Chairman, as the
consensus agreement ordered, if \Ye could find It private agiventent
(111 It fee schedule that %Ye eoultl present to you lot' inclusion in the
bill.

Nile., the consensus agreement ordered this, mid kith siAleti sat down
to talk, lint it became ver,y clear that once the unfreezing systems

.% loot. rrcio John I,. '3.1.1.!1.11;.r. to ('11.111.11...ii Henn
.11,0 toiicw :1

Ni.tY 5, 197:1,lir.o;
che11011olir, rico, I I 'toolin ie)118 Cr", MMIN .00)1,
Wig iiiqeolt, 11,C,

Or Cii.trity.%N: I ?insc boon inforint..1 of thy dycision roinlorod
Clay SI:1114 Iiistrict Court for I ho Soililtern Pistrict ttf Noss,
)1.1.11 in tills Cop.% right infringenicrit .,iso of Columbia Itro:oleasillig istysteras:,
v. ToloProiniTor Corp. holding' that the retnitisniission of 11..0;111(11st sliznal.;
loy Ville sy-,roiris (loos not conslittito porforonince of a cow rightt,(I work 0111

oleo, not slolutr f oopyright i4tatiitcs.
gat chic of this: dovolopnicill, it triny lq, u.rfol for nio to restato lay iew

mot I holioo that 0r all the tilonlhors of the senate on l'ittent.,:,
Tradoiloirks anti Cop\ Olaf cable felrri..ion sttitti s sholitif hr sobjcut
to Ow ropyrizlit 1:0%. nod 111;11 goncrally sull sysionts should pay ronsointl.le
ocloright I altit., It romains toy Intonlion to sot,k the (00(11 teat of the U..gi.:-
/atiori for :zonortil rociion of the copyright law at ffii, uat.iioA

Tito sowomillitrou linor cart fril v.:view and study (Ivor an rxtcutlrtl porioll of
him,. approved Nvhitt is now Sooiion iii tI' 8. Gil seltirit contains tart totlial
soliv(Iiile of royalty rata, proviolcs: fur Itio creation of 0 Copyright Ito.% ally

to review and ittlptsl royalty rtifi'S at ilorioillo intervals. and estahltshoi
proco:litros for the collodion at,troottion or the lit moms. it is lay
coilidereit.iiiit,:nulit that r.c,-r provisions of Section 111 are eintimitty fair and

anti milt ho a fart of any arse copyright laNv.
With kilts personal rt,gitr(ls. 1 am

Slid rely,
Jolts L. ,Met.i.Ert,AN,
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noticeably ehanged and noticeably stiffened. In more than CO hours of
exhausting and tormenting negotiations, it became very clear there
would he no agreement reached, Deadlines were continually length-
ened and it finally became very plain, to ns that cable systems hail no
intention of lardi,cing off the fee schedule which was put in the bill,
They ICA 11001111111M that that. was whore I hey were going to make a
stand, and they did.

Now, we find ourselves, Mr. Chairman, in a difficalt position. We
pledged Our support to the consensus agreement, we gave our word,
arid we redeemed it. Cable systems got everything 'that was in tinit,
eonsensus agreement, but the key element, the key element that the
copyright OW1WIS believed that, would IIMIOrea 'MIS, in fad, not
honored at all.

Now I could spend more tit»e, but in the interest of time, I want to
go on to what ['consider to be another key point, Mr. Chairman, whieh
is the inadequacy--

Senator McCral,LAN. The what ?
Mr. VALENTI. The inadequacy of the fee schedule. T want to cite to

You two crucial points--at least to perhaps our biased eyesbut I
Lope, that an unbiased observer' would feel the Sallie way. We believe
this re, schedule is neither adequate nor appropriate, now let me tell
you why.

Point No. 1, we are not aware of any economic evidence of any kind
that corroborates the fee schedule which is in S. 1:1(1 1. To our knowl-
edge, there hits been no facttinding efforts of any find which preceded
the insertion of that I've schedule in S. 1UL There is no kinship in
these fees, in our judgment, sir, to the reasonable value of the copy-
righted programs that, we produce and go out on the air and whether
or not these foes would reasonably compensate copyright owners for
the expected loss of value in their programs. That is point No. 1.

Point, No. 2, the complexity, the elaborate material, the tormenting
detail that exists in sett ing a fee schedule, is enormous. It has been our
eonvictionin 20 minutes, I cannot even begin to make a compre-
hensive statement. to you; I am not even sure it could be done in .20
hours. Hut the examination of a fair and reasonable fee schedule sim-
ply demands the frill-time scrutiny of a, body of experts.

That has beet our contention, sir, and even if the fee schedules were
higher, they would still be artificially based, without it solid base of
facts or %1 Lthout a sturdy rostrum of research, and that, is also our
contention.

Now what we are advocating, Mr. Chairman, are fees that are just
and reasonable; that is all. We believe that you cannot have just and
reasonable feeS unless you have a careful examination of all the under-
girding facts on which you build your edifice of a fee schedule.

Now, there are many areas, sir, that we have not even begun to talk
about. I want to bring to this subcommittee some of these variables;
the location of the system; the number of signals it carries; the value
of programs carried by the system; the size of the system ; the pellet ra-
tion of its franchised areas; saturation of the television market in
which it operates; the age and stage of development, of the system; in-
vestments necessary to construct the facility amortization of its capi
tal investment ; allocation of the investment in its plant to retransmis-
sion of broadcasts as contrasted and distinguished from other activi-



ties. and literally dozens of other variables that are inherent in the
study of a fee schedule. 1 submit, sir, that this forum, fair and thought-
ful as it is, is not equipped to deal with this mountainous task. It is
just too much; it demands too much of busy Senators who hay(' other
duties.

That is why the arbitration tribunal was agreed upon in the first
place in the consensus agreement. That, is why it, is indispensable, at
the very outset, to set the standards, the procedures, and the pains -
taking :Most inn todetail that this kind of he setting+Ieseryes.

Now I also believe, and my colleagues believe that the arbitration
tribunal is fair because, it is beholden to neither side. I would not for
one moment tell you that both NoTA and our groups are totally objec-
tive; of course we're not ; we each have an ax to grind. Therefore, while
I do believe the Senate is objective, I ant saving that the Senate does
not have the timenor the I touseto deal with this. Therefore. I
would like to go to an objective body with the time to consider the
detail.

When one lool;s at this bill, Mr. Chairman, they say, my goodness,
at first blush, the large systems are going to pay a royalty fee or copy-
right fee of 5 percent. That is not true. This is a progressive rate
schedule from 1 to 5 percent based on different levels of income in
which the 1, 3, 1, and 5 percent apply to these different levels.

That means, Mr. Chairman, overall this fee schedule yields an effec-
tive rate of 1.9 percent, and from this modest sum allrepeat all
copyright owners, film producers, broadcasters, music composers, all
must tilialV in that modest smut.

To put these figures in the proper perspective, let's see what. they
'noun. The FCC published some data which is very pertinent. They
pointed out in the year 1971, the individual television stations in this
Nation paid $179 million in the year 1971 for the licensing of non-
network copyrighted material, $1i'9 million. Now, if the fee schedule
in S. 13411 haul been in effect, in that same year cable systems would
have paid for that same material $7.0 million,

Now by whatever standards or what measures you choose to lay
down, we think that is grossly inadequate in a return.

Now the cable systems are economically viable and able to pay
larger fees, surelylarger than is in S. 1361, beyond any dotiht as
far as we are concerned. We have gone to the expense of coission-
ing a study by two distinguished economists, Mr. Fray of Temple.
Barker and Sloane, Inc., and Dr. Crandall, associate professor of
economies at MIT, to study, to find out the capability of cable systems
today to pay fees tomorrow. I think this study graphicall illu-
minates the fact that cable systems, even after deducting the ru per-
cent return on investment, which any bank would be pleased to loan
ninney 00. I OM SUN'. even on the deduction of the 15 percent royalty.
there are considerable, funds available to pay a higher fee, much
higher than S. 1301.

Now. I don't have time, Mr. (Thairman
Senator MeCtl.ttx. Is that study in the material ?
Mr. VALExTr. Yes. sir; it is in the brown cOver.

inn hopeful. Mr. Chairman, because, if T may say a word within
the titnefraine that I have. I urn not sure--I do not have time to dis-
cuss this; I am hopeful tlett you might see tit, sir, to ask some gees-
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tion4, pertinent questions about this study to bring out the source data
how it was developed and what it teams.

Senator Mt C'LETLA N. Well, I have not seen this study, and I did not
ha Verde ()plant unity to review it. but I ton saying-

M VALENTE I cannot argue with you on that point.
Senator McCTELLAN. saying to you, and all of you, I do not

uocessarily mean for this to he final, but in order to get the thing in
mot ion again, we set these days. to give everybody a chance to present
their views and as you 'MOW. of course, yon have. the right to submit
robuttal statements and whatever you want to. We are going to try
to make a complete record.

But as you indicate, this seems to 1w a very, very complicatedand
in tact, we know it is complicated -- -and we want again to bring the
record up to date. 'Flint is what we are trying to do.

Now, if we did not limit it, limit the time to sonic extent, it would
go on here for months and months.. I am sure. when we get this record,
we will try to have it reviewed and we may fill in some gaps, of course,

we need to,
I lave you finished?
Mr. VALENTL I have just about '2 or 3 minutes to go, Mr. Chairman.
Senator McCLELLA N. Go ahead. I will ask you a quest ion or two after

you have finished.
Mr. VA TENTi. I was just going to say. Ave do not have tune to present

the study, but as you point out, it is in the record there. and I hope
the committee will have a chance to examine it, and we might have a
chance to expand on it some other time.

lint, let me makea few concluding remarks.
t hie is that the overwhelming argument in favor of an arbitration

tribunal is simply this. Mr. Chairman. You ask t wo questions: is it
right and fair that a fee schedule should be set after an examination
has beonmade of all the evidence, all the facts have been weighed in,
all the variables have been tested and scrutinized; or is it right and
fair that a fee schedule should be set artificially unaccompanied by
facts or data whose number:4 and arithmetic were plucked out of the
air with no claims to study or to any fact finding procedure ?

Well. the answer to those quest ions is quite obvious; that is why it
makes good sense. Alia I wish I had mote time, as I say, to discuss it.

I will make illy final comment.
When this bill was first introduced by Senator McClellan, the Sen-

ator indicated that the cable television provisions in the bill would have
to he reexamined in the light of evidence. since December 1969.

I would like to respect fully submit to von, sir, that we have some
suggest ions for changes which the copyright owners consider essential,
awl there are four or five and I will go quickly through them.

The first is that, the grant of compulsory license. to cable systems
with appropriate limitations on its scope 1)0 made. In our detailed
statement to the committee. we have told you what we mean by this.
The consensus agreement provides. Mr. Chairman, that the compul-
sory license Audi b limited to "those distant signals defined and
authorized under the FC("s initial paekage." of course with the local
and grand fathered signals additionally. The retransmission by a cable
system of distant siirnals beyond the compulsory license should he sub-
ject to full copyright protection. Further, as provided for in the con-
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sensus agreement, the I would not -be able to limit the scope of
exclusivity agreements as applied to such signals lxyond the limits ap-
plicable to over-the-air showings.''

That is suggestion No. I.
Suggest ioir2 is a very important one, sir. We believe that the basis

for the computation of fees should be spelled out. The statute should
provide that in readjusting the fees, the tribunal should have broad
powers to set and adjust the fees both with rest .ect to the manner and
method with which it is to be computed and the base on which the
fees are to br assesied.

The third point, the language in the bill should he changed to pro-
vide that the arbitrat bin tribunal shall make determinations convert-
ing the adjustment of the copyright royalty fees as spelled out by sec-
tion 111 so as to assure that such fees are just and reasonable. What this
section says now is that such fees shall continue to be reasonable.

Well. it we're going to have S. 1361 as it is, then this must be that
the fees must be adjusted reasonably, not to continue, because at this
point W011.0 not believe that they are reasonable.

No. 4, we need a clearer definition of what is a cable system. and
5. we need a reexamination of the overly broad governmental and non-
profit organiziition exemption.

Now. Mr. Chairman, I have taken about If minutes; and I would
like to, in the remaining 4 minutes that is on our allotted time. I would
like to have speak to Voli briefly a gentleman who represents the Screen
Actors Guild, Mr. ('het Migden, who is executive secretary of the
Screen Actors Guild. Ile also represents the LA., which is the craft
unions; and we are speaking for them in California and throughout
the rout nenta I United States. and unofficially representing the Writers
and Actors Guild. In short he represents the labor and technician and
craftsmen eonummity in the film industry in the United States. And
I would like to have Mr. Migden, Chet INligden of the Screen Actors

Senator McCLELLAN, Very well. We will be glad to hear him, but
I would ask yon two or three questions.

Mr. VALENTr. Yes. sir.
Senator McCLELLAs. have you submitted in your document here a

schedule of fees that you think proper I
Mr. VALENTI. No, sir. We have not.
Senator McCLELLAN. Do you wish to submit to the committee a

schedule of fees that you think prober?
Mr. VALENTI'. Mr. Chairman. to be--
Senator 'MCLELLAN. Somebody is going to have to look at some pro-

posals. whether we do it or arbitrators or somebody else.
Mr. VALENTI. Mr. Chairman. may I tell you very honestly the reason

why we did not. This has been examined, and 1 must say I 'looked on it
with some favor; but to be perfectly honest. we determined not to sub-
mit a specific fee schedule because of the result of our negotiations
with ('able Systems. That schedule that we would submit to you then
would become the floor or the ceiling, whichever one you clumsy to call
it, from which new negotiations would begin.

We would be willing to submit a schedide of fees if Cable Systems
would also submit their schedule of fees. They have not moved one'.
jot off the 1.9 effective rate. We have made several attempts at coin-.
promise, and it has not gone forward.

20 311-- 74-19
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proper tribunal, could make a thorough investigation about tvliat you
suggestuntil then, it would be well if we had sonic suggestions and
reasonable basis for us to evaluate it.

I ant Rot at the moment----I am not insisting that. you do it. I am
leaving it largely up to von.

Mr. VALENTI. All right. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Mc CLErt,As. All tight. We 1011 hear your next witness.
Mr, VALExTr, Mr, Migden
Senator McCt.m.r.As. One other thing, Jack, Maybe you can be help-

ful on this.
Mr. VALENTI. Yes, sir.
Senator McCr,m.ivs. We have it problem in this connection, and I

think maybe yo:: should comment OR it if you have not. I do not be-
lieve 1 heard you. You may have in your formal statement.

We have a request. only a request--it is kind of an urgent appeal,
let's put. it that wayfrom small cable TV systems that they he exempt,
seine of them. I had a wire thismorning front Louisiana.

!tut they are requestingI suppose on know thatthat systems
with 3..i00 subscribers, and anything l;?ss than 3.:100 subscribers, be
exempt.

'e Of the committee have not as yet. looked with favor on that. Some
of them make a pretty strong appeal from the standpoint they just
cannot afford it. I would like for you to comment on that, if you will.

Mr. V tr,ENTI. Yes. I would be pleased to, Mr. Chairman. A short his-
torical backgroundin the give and take of hammering out 0 con-
sensus agreement, one of the concessions that the copyright owners
Were pleased to make in order to have an arbitration tribunal at the
outset, in return for that. one of the returns for that. we were willing
to exempt. from all copyright liability. assuming the arbitration trt-
bunal went in at the outset, copyright fees front markets, from cable
systems independently owned with less than :3,500 subscribers; inde-
pendently owned. what we call the mom-and-pop type station.

Senator McCuri,As-. And so there would be no objection on your
part. as I understand it.

Mr. VALI:NT1. Assuming that the arbitrational t ributtal
Senator McCw.t.Ax. In other words, if you get your point on the

other issues, yon would waive that ; otherwise, you do not.
Mr. VArnxTr. Yes, sir. That is essentially correct, Mr. Chairman.

That was part of the construction that was built into the consensus
agreement.

Senator MuCrm.LAN. I know. I have been getting some wires and
en:mit:mica tions lately front the smaller system:, 3,500 and under; and
1 think von should speak to the point.

Mr. VALENTI. Yes, sir. Did I respond to yon all right, sir?
Senator McCLELLAN. Yes. But. I thought you should be given the

opportrmity to comment on it.
All right. Who is your next witness?
Mr. VALENTI. This is Mr. Chet Migden amain.
Senator McCrtri.AN, Mr. Mhbren, all right, sir.
Mr. MIODEN. Mr. Chairman. T wish to thank the'committee for ac-

cording me this opportunity, and I will try to be brief, to appear be-
fore yon. And T would like to thank Mr. Valenti for giving me a por-
tion of his time to do this.
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As this committee is aware. the motion picture inthistry is an in-
(1n.st ry that directly employs thousands of people and indirectly pro -

vides the vayrol Is for tens of thousands more.
The skills of those responsible for the production of films range

from those of the actors, writers-, directors, compo,zers, lyricists, pro.
ducers to those of the technicians on the sets and in the studio:, the
costp me and wardrobe designers and makers. carpenters, painters. vice-
t mans, and all sorts of crafts and skills that make the motion picture
possible.

II of these men and women depend for thrir livelihood on the
income derived by the industry from various uses of the films produced..
Specifically, their compensation depends on the copyright tees paid
for the use of those films in theaters and-on television.

For many years, collective bargaining contracts with till of the
major motion picture producing companies and independent motion
p et re producers have been in existence. whichMI provide minimum com-
pensation and working conditions for the creative and technical per-

mnel as-roeiated with the iwoduction of motion picture flints.
With respect to films made specially for television and to series pro-

grams such as dramatic shows and situation comedies, the ones we see
so touch of on television. the compensation which these' orottos receive
is directly geared to the ninnber of times the films is replayed.

A similar system also applies to theatrical films sold for television
exhibition, but the compensation in this case is geared to the pro-
dueer's gross receipts from such exhibition.

Many years of study and effort have been expended by the different
unions in negotiations with the producers to establish this system of
componsat ion, and they have proved to he the fairest and most equitable
way of compensating the creative and technical elements which con-
tribute to the final film Product.

Any copyright royalties collected by the Producers and distrihntors
of television programs from the cable television industry would add to
the fluids out of which this compensation is Paid. 'rhos, tl,e. question
before the committee todaynamely. a copyright royalty schedule for
the cable television industryis of direct interest to the organizations

represent.
T understand that the eable television industry concedes that it

should nay copyright royalties and that the only issue before. the com-
mittee is how much those royalties should be.

In considering the perimeters of a fair and equitable copyrictht fee,
1 believe it is important to consider the compensation presently derived
from the exhibition and replay of television programs by the unions.
For example. for the year 1972 the comnensation paid to Screen Actors
Guild members for the television exhibition of theatrical feature films
totaled something in excess of S2y, million. fuming the same Period the
compensation for residuals from the replay of features made for tele-
vision ;Ind series programs totaled something in excess of $12.S75.000.
1 r we add the other unions. writers and directors alone, you could doll-
ble those figures.

Turning to the copyright fee schedule contained in S. 13rd, the effee-
t ive rate provided approximates 1.93 percent of the gross revenues of
t he cable television industry or approximately $7.63 million based on
figures for the year 1971.
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This fee, however would not be payable to only the motion picture
producers. It would have to be shared by motion picture producers,
networks, broadcasters, performing rights societies and many others.

In short, the portion allocable to the motion picture companies and
thereafter by a further percentage reduction to the organizations I
represent would be so negligible as to be meaningless.

More importantly, it would not conic close to approximating the
losses in revenues that the, copyright owners would sustain, and thereby
the unions would sustain, because of reduced license fees attributable to
the ability of cable systems to ret ransmit television signals as permitted
by the FCC.

'lased upon these considerations it is our sincere view that the pres-
ent fee schedule should be revised. Of course, one method of achieving
such a result would be to replace the present schedule with a different
one.

We share the view, however, of Mr. Valenti, that the fairest approaeh
to determining a just and reasonable license fee schedule is to submit
t he matter to binding arbitration between the parties. This is the
method of determining the license fees that the parties agreed to under
the consensus agreement, and it would be the most impartial method
of determining an equitable fee schedule.

I can attest that in the contracts which the unions negotiate with
the motion picture companies. which contain compulsory arbitration.
have proven to be a most effective instrument for the settlement of
comparable problems.

Acconlingly, on behalf of the Screen Actors Guild and the Other
1111.1011S for which I speak, I urge that the fee schedule presently con-
tained in section 111 of S. I:MI be deleted and that provisions providing
for compulsory arbitration be substituted to determine a just and l'ea-
sonable copyright fee schedule for the cable television industry.

Se:ta tor McCI.ELLAS. Thank you very much.
Do you have anything further ?
Mr. VALENTI. Mr. Chairman, We have taken 201/2 MillliteS, which is

one-half minute more than you gave us; and we are grateful to you.
Senator MuCt.ria,Ax. We have extended the time here. I have been

asking, quest ions. I hare been doing that on our time, trying to help
bring, out points that I thought were essential to this record.

I would like to make one comment about your testimony where you
say that you understand that the cable television industry concedes
that it should pay copyright royalties an the only issue is the amount.

I may say to VOlt that in the very beginning, even after the court
decision that indicated maybe they were not liable for fees. as chair-
man of this committee and sponsor of this bill, I took the position
that they should pay sonic fee.

The problem all the time has been the amount and originally the
idea of placing these fees in there was to get something started. We
have lost time, 2 years possibly. by not proceeding to get something es-
tablished by law, and the machinery whereby it could be carried on.

From my viewpoint, in the beginning that seemed fair, and it seemed
like the right approach or the probable best approach since the parties
were so far in disagreement, to bring this thing to a conclusion and
get the problem resolved. Not to everybody's satisfaction, no. I do not
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anticipate that, nor will the arbitrators probably accomplish that
niiraculous feat.

But it was trying to make progress and move the thing, and once
von get the system established under this billas it is now, you would
have a constant review of adjustments being made. Maybe this is not
the way you folks want to do it. This is not the way that anybody con-
(vino I. wants to do it. But this approach was made with the sincere
objective of trying to find the solut ton and put a solution in motion.
That was our objective.

And my position from the beginning has been, and it is now, that
they should pay sonic fees. Apparently. no one knows what is right.
Some have different viewpoints about it, and somehow we are going
to try to resolve that.

Mr. Mionrs. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator McCi,ELLAx. Mr. Valenti, this time I am using is not charged

to you.
Mr. VALI-INTL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Of course. you really got to the gristle of the problem, Er. Chair-

man. on which we hrve diverged from the cable system. the NCTA,
on the fact that these fees are nominal going in in order to get it
started..

It has been our contention though that any fee. whether it is tem-
porary or not, does have an enduring life of its own; and no matter
what language you put in the bill saying it would not create precedent,
and it is not intended to influence anybody, the facts of life, sir, is
that it does.

And we believe that artificial fees. artificially set without fact-
finding, without any rostrum of research or arithmetic, is bound to
impair fees that we thin.; are just and reasonable.

And that is why we lure strenuously objected to it. That is why
we believe that the arbitration tribunal at the outset is the fairest.
met ho 1 of doing it. And to this hour we have not heard from those
who oppose the. arbitration tribunal as to what are its liabilities.

Surely, an arbitration tribunal is fair and has more substance than
artificial fees. and I say in all respect. sir, that is really the problem
that I think you illuminated right there.

Senator M(Ci.EI.1VN. What about this royalty tribunal that- we un-
dertake to set up and establish in the bill ?

Do you oppose I hat
Mr. VALENTI. Oh no. sir. I am using royalty tribunal and arbitra-

tion tribunal interchangeably, Our objection to it. sir. is that it is 3
veer; too late: that it should have started at the very beginning be-

w,e it must come. in and begin adjusting artificial fees.
Now, let's suppoo, Chairnian, that Elie. fee. of 1.!) percent and

the royalty tribunal thonght it ought to be i,.i percent ; that would
ho percent

Now. von can imindrie the cries of anguish that would be set up all
over this country saying .011 cannot increase my fees :WO percent. for
(;od's sakes. So no matter what fee you put in, if it is artificially con -
structed, it throws a tarnish over the whole system of fee schedule.

Senator McCr,ELIAN, I do not think it would if we had a little more
help from the parties of interest as to what the right fee is. We do
not have that.
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Mr. VArrxrt. Yes, sir. I have to agree with von on that but even
so, whit we think is the right fee may not he what the NCTA thinks
i' a right -fee, As 1 said. there is bias on both sitleA; and I admit that
very plainly, sir. And 1 would not expect my views to ho taken as
in ible by the NCTA or vice versa.

That is why it seems-so plain to us that the arbitration tribunal
has been shorn of all these liabilities. It is objective. It has no bias.
It is not devoted to either side. And therefore, we believe it is fair.

Senator NICixt,i,Ny. Well, as yon point out, how long do you think
it would take a tribunal. either it board of arbitrators or the tribunal
that we have undertaken to establish in this bill, how long do you
think it is going to take them to evaluate and come to it decision?

Mr. VNtENTi. I ant giving you a guess. Mr. Chairmanmaybe
slightly educated, but not a graduated guess. I would say that 6 month
to a year you would bo able to, with a full-time scrutiny body of ex-
perts looking and lingering over this thing every day, 1 believe they
could coma forward with some conclusions, obviously, that we would
all accept. And whatever conclusions that came up, even if we did
not like them, we would have to admit that they were objectively and
satisfactorily arrived at.

And as you know, Mr. Chairman, one of the compromises that we
brought forward to the NCTA was a year's free period after the
passage of this bill in which the arbitration tribunal would be making
its decision making work for 1 year: and then the fees would be settled
on. and then you would go forward as in section 111 which a 3-year
adjustment and a 5-year adjustment.

But I have been unable to see why that is unfair. We think it is
fair, sir.

Senator McCral,f,Ax. All right.
Senator Burdick.
Senator BunnicK. I am sorry that, my multiplicity of duties around

here prevented me from being here while you gave your testimony. I
voulil like to say at this time that I will read it very carefully, and
appreciate your being here.

Mr. VALENTr. Thank you, sir.
Senator )feerxr,LAN-. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. liniNNAx. Just one question, NEI.. Chairman, as your anticipated

most of niy questions.
Mr. Valenti, movie companies, and program producers have an in-

terest in other sections of the bill, in addition to section 111; and it
might be constructive to compare the positions taken by movie com-
panies and program producers on other sections of the bill with your
testimony this morning. I am refer:ing primarily to section 115 on the
mechanical royalties and section 114 on the performance royalties. Is
it not correct that motion picture .?.ompanies have testified in support
of the Congress establishing fee schedules for both of the sections?

Mr. 'VALI:Nil. That is very true. I3tit there is a different reason for
that. Mr. Brennan. There is a great difference between records and
television movie programs; one is fungible and the other is not. In-
deed, the more often you play a record, the more popular it becomes;
the more often you play a television program, the less valuable it
becomes.

So the difference between a set royalty fee on a record, performing
of that kind is vastly different from a fee set on a television series or
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a motion picture; because the more you play that picture on television,
the less valuable it becomes.

Tim converse is true with records, as any radio station or record
company will readily testify.

Mr. Buy,. v.% N. I thank von. Mr. Valenti.
Senator McCLELLAN. All right.
Senator 13tamcK. Mr. Chairman, I have a question that f am going

to ask several witnesses during the hearing today. I think I rll give
it to you, too.

Mr. VALNTi. All right. sir.
Senator Iluatucx. I want something in the record. In four areas,

S. 13411 statutorily sets the rate for use of copyrighted materials sec-
tions I ll, al, 115, and 116. Why is it necessary to involve Congress in
this process? The copyright grant is monopolistic iL nature. but so is
the patent grant.

Congress makes no effort for separate use of patent hems, while the
courts have done so in the case involving the use of patent grants.

What is the rationale for t reating. the copyright in this fashion ?
Mr. VALENTI. What is the rationale of why Congress should set a

fee? I will answer in the following way. Senator Burdick. .1 do not
question the authority of the Congress to -do whatever it chooses to
do in the obligation it has to its duties.

We said that, the Congress ought not set fees for two varying rea-
sons. One is that the Congress does not have the expertise or the time
to sit in judgment on the vast amount of evidence that ion-t be pre-
sented. And that therefore, the Congress otorlit to turn this over. as
it had done in many other areas, to an arbitration or royalty tribunal,
or whatever you choose to call it ; a body of experts working full time
on the issue.

Now, do any of my colleagues have any additional comments to
that ? Gerald Mever or Herbert Stern?

Mr. STERN.
Mr. VALENTI. That has been our contention from the outset, Senator

Burdick, that the Congress ought not to do it.
Senator Ilumuck. Well, I am just searching for information.
Mr. VALENTI.. Because as I said earlier in my brief presentation to

the subcommittee before you arrived, was that the detail, the mingling
of facts and figures and the varying itemsvariables. I called them- -

in going to the management of sonic kind of a fee schedule. the con-
struet ion of it is so varied that you ea»not do it in a 20-rnimite or even
a 20-hou session. It takes a body of experts working full time to do
this.

A ml this is a terribly complex thing, this cable system and fee
schedule. as Loth the NCTA and copyright owners will testify. We
have been working at it for GO hours. and I do not know that Nftlfave
really hit bottom on it vet.

f>id you have something to add to that, Gerald Meyer, our counsel ?
Mr. MEvtai. Yes, if I may. It has always been the position of the

copyright owners that the copyright question concerning cable sys-
tems could be treated in the seine manner as that of other users of
co»vright works: that is, full copyright protection.

The cable interests have contended that this was not possible be-
cause of administrative difficulties. It was in order to break this dead-
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lock, Senator, that the copyright owners have conceded in the con-
tielisus agreement that as part, of a package deal, they would be agree-
able to support a compulsory license which would take care of the
concerns of the cable nidustry about clearing copyrights. But that
in return, there should be compensatory license fees paid under that
compulsory license, which is very unusual.

It does not exist in many other fields like the patent, which, Senator,
you ment

Now, there was a question, suppose the parties do not agree on
what is a reasonable copyright fee under the compulsory license: and
so again, as part of this package consensus agreement, it was said that
if the parties cannot agree, then in the absence of a free market, where
the price can be determined, there should be arbitration or this
tribunal, which would set these rates. And that is how we got to the
compulsory license and to the arbitration question.

Senator litoick. Well, I will carry this out. Why do we not leave
it to the free market completely ?

Mr. MrvEu. The copyright owners would certainly be in agree-
ment. flaying pledged their word and honor on this consensus agree-
ment, they do not feel they should go back on their word.

Mr. VALENTI. The answer is, of course, this ought to be in the free
marketplace, Senator, just as all other copyrighted material is bar-
elined for at the marketplace. But as Mr. Meyer pointed out, we did
enter into an agreement. We pledged our support to it. We never
wavered in that support, even though possibly we got a had deal
going in, But we signed it, and we honored it, and we stick by it.

Senator litTatuck. This is the so-called consensus agreement ?
Mr. VALENTI. Ycs. sir.
Senator Bum-uric And you are willing to honor it ?
Mr. VALENTI. Yes. sir.
Senator Buinucx. Thank you.
Senator McCLELLAN. From a practical standpoint. is it possible to

agreements on each show with all of these stations?
Mr. VAI,r,vrt. I will let my expert answer this.
Senator Mcem,t,As. I just take it from a practical standpoint.
Mr. Min-En. In a way, Senator, this is water over the darn, but from

a practical point of view, the copyright produce's make license fees,
arrange for license or license fees with many hundreds of television
stations. I think there are 700.

Senator MrCrxr,r,AN. The point is the CATV station picks up some-
think that is being broadcast somewhere else. Ire has no way of
knowing what is going to be broadcast ahead of time.

Ifow can he make an agreement with each copyright proprietor with
respect to each particular show? I do not see how from a practical
standpoint it can be done. Maybe I am wrong.

Mr. MEYER. It is difficult but it can he done. Tt is being done for
hundreds of thousands of musical compositions which are given by

Senator McCLELLAx. T do not see how it canthe cable system does
not have anything to do with what the broadcaster is going to buy
and produce and so forth. and what he is going to pick up.

Maybe it is practical. Just tell me it is. If it is for the copyright
proprietor and the CATV station in each instance to make a contract
before that show as to what percentage or fee he will pay for rebroad-
casting.
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Mr. VALEN.ti. Mr. Chairman, I think I will step in to say I think
it might be difficult, but I think it con be done.' My colleague

Senator McCLELLAN. I do not see how it could be profitable. There
would be such an expense involved in either way.

Mr. VUN'. Excuse me, sir. My colleague, Nfr. Stern, informs me
that ASCAP does this with local stations. They are bargaining with
them for music, riot records but for music. And I think it is possible
for a copyright owner to work out with cable systems in the free
marketplace, this kind of an arrangement.

But as Mr. Moyer said, we have already stipulated.
Senator Mcar.mx. Well, have they undertaken to do that in

any instance that von know of? You have had this problem for
years, at least. until the Supreme Court indicated that there was no
)iability for CATS' owners. I (lo not mean with the legal aspects of
that case, but from the moral aspect of it. I thought, the copyright
people did have the proprietary interest ; and that some compensation
should be provided for it.

Now, maybe we can step out of the picture and maybe
Mr. VALENTI. I think as of this point, 10 years I think the cable has

been in operation, I think they have paid zero dollars for copyrighted
material.

Senator lfcet.yr.t..kx, Well, I wonder if you have worked out any
arrangement. I lave you tried it? What I am talking about

Mr. MEvca. We have tried, Senator, to approach the snbject years
ago; and the cable people indicated to us that they were unwillincr to
make any payments, and they would take their chances withz-the
Supreme Court Fomir/htty en se. And the Supreme Court, as you know.
has said that local signals are not subject to copyright ; and we are in
the same position as to distant. signals now where, the court of appeals
has settled that in the CBS v. Telrprompte r case.

Senator MCCLELLAN'. 1)0I-S011:11k, would like for the problem to go
away ; apparently it is not going .to go away. We are going to have to
try to approach it and get some solution to it for the benefit of the
parties of interest and also for the viewingpublic.

Mr. VALENTI. Well, Mr. Chairman. one final response. T agree with
Senator Burdick that the crux of this is that the free marketplace
ought to be the determinant as to what a num pays for a product he
chooses from-a supplier. And, indeed, that is the way the cable operates
on everything that goes into its system. It buys at a bargain price or
price that is set by its suppliers for everything that they use, except
one, their copyrighted material. which is the gristle of their business.

But in the absence of the free marketplace and because we have
agreed in the consensus a.rreementwe have said OK; we have pledged
our word that we would go through with the compulsory license, if
we had failing agreement on fees, an arbitration tribunal.

The final point. I want to make. Mr. Chairman. is T have spoken of
the consensus agreement numerous times; but to this hour we receive
no benefits from it because all of the benefits have flowed to the cable
systemthat paragraph (II) the last paragraph. which was the trig-
gering, generating effect for the arbitration tribunal has never been
implemented.

And I do not understand why the cable people do not believe that
the arbitration tribunal is fair, because we do not own tliem. We do not
care who picks them. We do riot know who they are. But we are willing
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to take our chances with fair, objective men setting these fees, then
we will live by. them, just as we have honored every provision of the
consensus agreement to this very meeting.

Senator livittneK. Mr. Chairman, I just want to correct the.state-
ment. I have taken no position on this. I merely as'ked a simple little
question is all I did.

Mr. v Ai.ENT 1. Well, let me say in answer to Senator Burdick's ques-
tion, I will preface that.

Senator BunoicK. A s I understand the justification and rationaliza-
tion is :first, you have got a complex situation, as the chairman has
mentioned; and second, you are already bound to a consensus `agree-',#
wilt. is that the basis

Mr. VALENTI. Yes, sir. And we are willing to live by it.
Senator McCt.wAx. I thank you very much.
Mr. VALENTI. Thank yon very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Valenti follows :]

STATEMENT or JACK VALENTI, PRESIDENT or IIIE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OP
AMERIcA, AND OP TIM ASSOCLUIZON OF MOTION PIcTURE AND TELEVISION
PitoDUct.RS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD MEYER, COUNSEL.

My name is Jack Valenti. I am the President of the Motion Picture Association
of America, inc., commonly referred to as MPAA, and of the Association of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Producers, Inc., commonly referred to as AMPTP.
MPAA is a trade association whose membership comprises companies which are
among the largest producers and distributors of copyrighted motion pictures in
the United States' The membership of AMPTP which is a California member-
ship corporation comprises 72 companies' engaged in the production of copy-
righted motion pictures for theatrical exhibition and for television broadcasting,
and of series specially produced for telecasting.

I also appear here for the Committee of Copyright Owners, commonly referred
to ns "CCo". Ceo is an ad hoc committee formed by producers and distributors of
filmed and taped copyrighted television programs' formed in order to coordinate
their efforts in resolving the CATV-copyriot issue and various regulatory Issues
concerning the Importation by cable systems of programs from distant television
stations and the resulting duplication of programs telecast by local stations. The
membership of CCO comprises only the independent suppliers of copyrighted

1.1111e41 Artists Pictures Corporation, Avco Embassy Pictures Corp., Columbia Pictures
Industri a, Inc., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc., Paramount Pictures Corporation, Twentieth
Century-Vox Film Corp., United Artists Corporation, Universal Pictures, a division of
Universal City Studios, Inc., and Warner Bros. Inc.

'The following companies constitute the membership of AMPTP: Aaron Spelling
P,odactions. A&S Productions, Inc., t The! .110m Corporation, American Internn
po mil Productions. a California Corporation, Artauis Productions. Inc., Aubrey Schenck
Enterprises, Inc.. Bing Crosby Productions. Inc., Brien Prodiictions, Inc., Bristol Pro
duetions. Inc., Charleston Enterprises Corporation, Cinema Video Communications, inc.,
Chrislaw Production a. Inc.. Colombia Pictures Indu,tries, Inc., Daisy Productions, Inc.,
Danny Tbotuns Productions. DarrDon Ed prod pictures, Inc., Filmways, Inc., For-
mosa Productions. Inc., Four Star International. Inc., Frank Ross Produetions, Geoffrey
Produetions, Inc., Glibraltar Productions, Inc., Ilantiallarbera Productions, Inc., Darold
Hecht Company, Dertmrt Leonard Enterprises. Inc.. Jack Chertok Inc., Jack
Rollins and Charles n. Joffe Productions, (Thel Kappa Corporation, Lawrence Turman,
Inc., Legarla, Inc., Leonard Inc., Levy - Gardner -Laren Productions, Inc., Lucille
Ball Productions. Inc. Ville) Malpaso Company, Max Yount stein Enterprises, Inc.,
Meteor Films. Inc.. Metro Goldwyn-Moyer Inc., Metromedia Producers Corporation, :still-
field Productions. Inc.. (The) Mirisch Corporation of California, Mirlach Films, Inc.,

Produetions, Inc., Motion Pictures International, Inc.. Murakam Wolf Produc-
dons Inc.. NGC Television Inc., Norian Productions, Ine., Oakmont Productions, Inc.,
Paramount Pictures Corporation, Pax Enterprises, Inc., Pax Films, Inc., Rainbow Pro-
due/tuns, Inc.. Itastar Enterprises, Inc., Itastar Productions, Inc., ItElt 1.1nterorlsen

Productions. Robert B. Itodnitz Productions. Ltd., Sheldon Leonard Productions,
& Marty Kraft Television Productions, Inc.. SpellIng.Goldberg Productions,

Stanley Kramer Corporation, Stuart Millar Productions. Inc., Summit Films, Inc.. TAT.
Productions. Inc., Tandem Productions, Inc_ Thomas/Spelling Productions, Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp., Universal City Studios, Inc., Wait Disney Productions. Warner
Bros. he.. Wolper Pictures, Ltd,. Wrn titer Corporation.

3 Pictures Industries, Inc,. MCA. Inc.. MetroGobiwynMayer Inc., Must ronmila
Producers Corporation. Paramount Picture Corporation, Twentieth Century-Pox Ftim
Corporation. United Artists Corporation and Warner Bros. inc.
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television programs but not the networks, television stations, music performative
societies or other owners of copyrighted works. However, the programs supplied-,
by members of CVO to stations and thereby to cable systems, constitute by far
lite largest part of ail copyrighted programs carried by television and cable.

IVO has liegothited a settioaent with the cable system operators and briKtd-
casters regarding the retransmission by cable systems of broadcasts containing
copyrighted programs, in this settienient Which WAS incorporated into a formal
written "Consensus Agreement" (Appendix 1 attached hereto), the representa
lives of the cable, broadcasting and program prodnetion Industries pledged
themselves to support full implementation by the Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission ("FC( ") of all of the provisions of said settle-
ment agreement, With respect to copyright fees lite settlement provided that if
the parties should be 'unable to agree on the amount of license fees payable by
table systems this issue should be settled by a rbit ration.

Promptly after the settlement was signed, the FCC implemented the agreement
and issued new regulations (-17 C.F.R. H 76.51 et seq.) giving vide freedom to
cable systems for the Importation of distant signals but when copyright owners
and eable operators failed to agree On copyright fees the cable industry re-
pudiated the pledge contained In the Consensus Agreement that in the event of
such ilisagreetnent the parties would support the insertion of an arbitration
clause into the 11111. As a result the copyright owners are still unable to collect
license fees for the use of their films by cable systems, and are faced with a statu-
tory schedule of fees in the bill, S. 1361 which as I shall demonstrate hereinafter,
is Wholly Inadequate to provide just and reasonable compensation to the elipy
right owners for the value of their programs and for the losses suffered by them
from the importation of distant signals.

Seated next to We here is 31r. Herald Meyer a itiellINV of the law firm of
Nizer, Benjamin, Krim & Balton, counsel to ('CO.

There are also present hi Lids room at my request, Dr. Robert 'W. Crandall,
Associate Professor of Economies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ant Mr. Lionel L. Fray of Temple Barker & Sloane, Inc Management and Eco-

. motile Counsel. These two gentlemen are the authors of the study commissioned
by CCO entitled "'fie Profitability of Cable Television Systems and Effects of
Copyright Fee Payt»ent." Professor Crandall and Mr. Fray are available to the
Solicommittee in the event that members of the Subcommittee may wish to ad-
dress questions to them regarding the economies of cable television and of
the distrIbutton of piograms in the television markets of the United States.

I ant grateful to the Committee for the privilege of testifying today and for
the opportunity to state the position of the associations and groups of copy-
right owners for whom 1 am authorized to speak. We welcome the instant hearings
and the resumption by the Subcommittee of its work on copyright taw revision.

Indeed, the delay In the adoption of the Copyright Revision 11111 for more than
a decade combined with the slowness of the judicial process in establishing the
right of the creators of copyrighted programs to collect under the present law,
royalties from cable systems which use these programs for their commercial
profit. has caused grievous injury to all those whose talents and investments have
produced these programs.'

tw motion picture industry of the United States makes the flints which are
shown in more than fourteen thousand motion picture. theatres throughont the
country as well as the majority of the programs broadcast by almost 700 MIN -
inertial television stations. It is an industry directly employing thonAands of
people and indirectly prrwhilog the payrolls for tens of thousands more, The
skills of those rominn,,lidp for these programs range from those of thr, star
writers. directors. composers and producers to those of the technicians on the
sets and in t he studios:, the costume and wardrobe designers and makers. careen -
tors. painters. electricians. teamsters, warehousemen and office and professional
personnel. All of these men and wwnen depend for their livelihood on the in-
come derived by the industry from various uses of these programs, Their vont-
pensation depends on the copyright fees paid for the use' of these films In theatres
fool on television. and. insofar as television series are coneermsi consists to a
large extent of "residuals", i.e. of payments for each showing (tont of a series
subsetolent to its original run.

4Thr. CATV-ConyrIght controversy corers solety the retransmission by cable systems
of 1,rograrns brondenst by television strillons for which the (laio systetn clinree4 Has snh
scribers n flied monthly (-barge. When criblo systoms "originate" their own programs or
usage a separate program 'or n ner channel charge (PayTV or Pay-Cable), their copy-
rIglullability Is admitted by all concerned.
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1 want to emphasize at the moset t the Program summers ace nut flati.v.viv.
Ills the emit rars, CATV systems TelircSelit inti)ortant potential enstOtherS for tele
vfsiorc programs aml, itopefully, all tiltinlate source of considerable tevelmv. In
Ilse public intertst, us welt ats hi their own self interest, nil copyright owners look.
forward to a pills! Hkrons PATS' 1114111Stry. It is the desire of the copyright owners,
therefore. to he as constructive as possible and to support the efforts of this tittle
commit tee in dealing effectively with this immensely difficult problem.

Both as a matter of ceo necessity and of social fairness to those who pro-
duce the programs. it simply is wrong that the cable industry which reaps sub-
stantial profits from the use of the productive creations and invest Molts of others
slumid 1K, ptrittitte41 to remain outside of the program distribution market and
to charge its subscribers $00 to $10 or more each year for transmitting to theta
a pnidtict for whichso farthey have paid nothing, and to do so in competition
trill I the producers' wyIng viistinnt'N, the television stations. I tun ghui to add
that the cable industry concedes that it should pay royalties. Where we disagree,
to incipatlly, is hots notch it should pay.

1. HISTORICAL I.L\CKCROUNI

1. Copyright !Ability of Cable .Ny,r1ems under the 1909 .1ct
rvision today is a major user of copyrIglited film programs. Before a tele-

vision station broadcasts a eTyrighteti program, it must secure a license from
the program's (ostler. The cable television segment of the television industry, oil
Illeother hand, hicks tip programs broadcast by television stations both nearby
and far assay alid, for a monthly charge. retransmits them to individim/ set Mill-
ers over wires or cables. rp to now CATV, while diverting income from tele-
vision stations, has escaped making payments to copyright owners even though
it oses the copyrighted films for profit

The 1909 Copyright Act of course did not anticipate modern technology and
novel methods of communication. Thins in fortnightly Cowl,. v. United ..letixtx,
lue.,;i1v2 390 I 191181. the Snoreme Court fo the United States held that the
milleensed use of essentially local broadcasting signals by community antenna
systems which neither originated programs nor used microwaves and which were
Merely located" 11001111as enhancing the viewer's capaelty to receive the
broalli.aster's signals, did not constitute a copyright infringement within the
terms of the Copyright Act of 1909. On the other hand, in Columbia BroatleaAting
NyAlem.v. tiptinNt Teleprompter Corp., 47G F. 2d 33S 0973 (2 Cir.. 1977 ) the
Coma of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that the retransmission of programs
from 11i441nt station,: constituted a copyright infringement. The court said:

Nye no longer have a system that 'no more than 01114111MS the viewer's
capacity to receive the broadeaster's signals.' Fortnightly, p. 399, 15S USPQ at 5.
We bald that when a ('ATV system imports distant signals, it is no longer within
the ambit of the Fortnightly doctrine, aunt there is Melt no reason to treat it
differently from any other person who, without license, displays a copyrighted
work to an audience who would not otherwise receive it. For this reason, we
ol:elude that the t.'AT V system is a "performer" of whatever programs (rota
tile-ze instant signals t hat It distributes to its subscribers."

Vao defendant in the Teleprompter ease has petitioned the Supreme Court for
a writ of certiorari regarding the Court of Appeals' holding that CATV is liable
when it imports distant signals.
2. 7Ite ('oioe t1.4101 ,4 !we've', t

to WWI and 1nt4t, the hCt.' prohibited cable systems front importing programs
from distant stations into the top 100 television markets on the ground that such
importations would intpair focal broadcasting. would blanket the country with
signals from the sope,-,tations in NOV York. Chicago and Los Angeles and would
be Iv to program producers and broadcaster, iu deft stations have to aim:y-
(1;11e and Pay for the programs while cable systems deny their copyright Zia-
biitc tinder the 1909 stir me.'

louring the Fall of N1r. Dean Burch, Chairman of the FCC, and Dr. (lay
I'. wIlitehemi, Director of the Office of Telecommunications oTt.), sponsored
negliti th ON between representatives of the intinstries prieitmily involved in
the controversy. i.e.. cable operab.rs, broad-asters and copyright owners. The
de,ollack among the entile lint its expansiou was mainly
limited by the FCC's restrictions on the importation of distant signalsthe

5,111.4 Iteorr nod (inter. (.'oniniallity Television Systems. 2 FCC2d 125 !ROA). Seealsi. First Itepoit siol I FCC t itt6:11.
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broadcasterswhich felt that It was unfair to itermit cable systems to carry the
same programs as they do without having to bargain and pay for themand the
copyright ownerswho wanted to Put an end to the use of their product without
receiving royalties therefromwas broken by all parties consenting to the "Con.
sensus Agreement" of Nos ember. MI. This Consensus Agreement was accepted
and signed by the National cable Television Associathm NeTA), the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB), and the Committee of Copyright owners
(CCO).

Under the Consensus Agreement (Appendix I), most of the distant signal
carriage restrictions imposed by the }'CC on cable systents were to be lifted.
CATV systems were to be permitted to import programs from distant stations
sublect to certain limitations depending on the size of the market Into which
the itopertatIon was to take place and subject to the non-duplication by cable
systems of programs available in the same market from local television stations.

Furthermore, the parties to the Consensus Agreement pledged themselves "to
support separate CATS' copyright legislation as described (In the Consensus
Agreement Land to seek Its early passage ". The copyright legislation to be sup-
ported by the parties according to the Consensus Agreement would include "liabil-
ity to copyright" and a compulsory license to cable systems to retransmit copy-
righted programs without negotiating with the owners of the programs. The
cnnipnisory Itemise was to cover all local signals as well as a certain number of
distant. signals Authorized "under the FCC's initial package" (which initial
piteknee was described itt the Consensus Agreement). Signals carried by cable
systems at the time the Consensus Agreement goes into effect were to be "grand-
fathered" and independently owned systems then In existence with fewer than
3,f)00 subscribers were to be omitted from liability to copyright.

One of the essential controversies which the Consensus Agreement was in-
tended to solve, was the question of fees payable to the copyright owners under
the compulsory license. Since the copyright owners had found the fee schedule
which had been first set forth in the committee print of December, 1068 of the
Copyright Rev1,810/1 Bill S, alst Cong., 1st Sess., wholly unsatisfactory, an
increase in the amounts of these fees had been the subject matter of fruitless
discussions between the parties. It was because of the wide divergence of views
between the parties on this point that the Consensus Agreement specifically
provided for an titernative method of setting these fees in the event that the
parties should. be unable to agree thereon. More specifically the Consensus Agree-
anent provided:

"Inless a schedule of fees covering the compulsory licenses or some other
payment mechanisms can be agreed upon between the copyright owners and the
CATS* owners In time for inclusion In the new copyright statute, the legislation
would simply proride for compulsory arbitration failing private agreement on
copyright fees." (Italics supplied)

This Consensus was found to be in the public interest both by the FCC and
by the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights
at the Senate Committee on the Jndlelary. Thus, in the Cable Television Report
laud Order. 37 Fed. Rog. 13313 (1972) par.' Gi, the FCC said in adopting its new
cable rules'.

believe that adoption of the Censensus Agreement will markedly serve the
pail le interest

First the agreement will facilitate the passage of cable copyright
it is essential that cable he brought within the television pro-

gramming distribution market. There have been several attempts to do so,
hut alt have foundered on the opposition of one or more of the three indus-
tries involved. ft is for Ms reason that Congress and the Commission have
long urged the parties to comiorotulse their differences.

"(tit Passage of copyright legislation Mil In turn erase an uncertainty
that now iinpalrg cable's ability to attract the capital investment needed for
.nbstantial growth....

"It is important to emilhasize that for full effectiveness the Consensus Agreement
requires Coogressional approval, not Just that of the Commission. The rules wilt,
of course. 1,0 Put into orvet promptly. Without rol)gro,zsinnill validation. how
vlsr, we woo, hate to re- examine some aspects of the program. Congress WO

believe Will share our conclusion that implementation of the agreement eleativ
s-erves the piddle interest." IS'ee exchange of letters between Chairman hassle
and senator Met n atInched as Appendix 1.;)
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In the letter to the Chairman of the FCC dated January 31, 1072 and in.
eorporeted us an appendix into the FCC's report on the new rules, Senator Mc-
Clellan, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights,
said:

"As I have stated in several repots to the Senate in recent years, the CATV
question Is the only signitleant obstacle to final action by the Congress on a
copyright bill. 1 urged the parties to negotiate in good faith to determine if they
could reach agreement on both the younnunteatIons and copyright aspects of the
CATS' question. I commend the parties for the efforts they have made, and be-
lieve that the agreement that has been reached is In the public interest and re-
fleets a reasonable compromise of the positions of the various purties."

A copy of said letter is attached hereto as Appendix
Promptly after the adoption of. the Consensus Agreement the negotiating com-

mittees of CCO and of the National Cable Television Association (NCTA) met in
order to work out a mutually satisfactory license fee schedule, These ineetiuge,
however, did not lead to an agreement between the parties as to the amount of
fees.

On the other hand, the lifting by the FCC of the restrictions on the importation
of distant signals contemplated by the Consensus Agreement was implemented
by the Cable Television Report and Order and a set of regulation's was released
by the FCC on February 3, 1072 to become effective on March 31, 1972. In said
Report and Order Met. No. 18397A, par. 01) the FCC stated that "if, as we
judge, the terms [of the Consensus Agreementj are within reasonable limits And
the agreement Is of public benefit, then it should be implemented In its entirety",

On February 14, 1072, Mr. John Gavin, Chairman of the Board of the NCTA
addressed a letter to Mr. David Horowitz, Chairman of CCO, jointing out that
the Consensus Agreement obligated all of the ageeehig parties to support 1w'
pietnentation of all of the provisions of the Consensus Agreement and requesting
the support of CCO Irt opposing any reconsideration of the FCC's Report and
Order's unfreezing the carriage of distant signals. This letter was answered by
Mr. Horowitz on February 1S, 1072 expressing full accord with tlw need to
support implementation of all of the provisions of the agreement and requesting
that XCCA support its provisions dealing with nriatrat ion of license fees in view
of the parties' fruitless efforts to agree on a fee schedule. A copy of that cur-
respendence between Mr. (twin and Mr. I lorowl tz is enclosed herewith :11141 marked
Appendix 111.

Subsequent to the exchange of this correspondence, Mr. Horowitz Advised
Chairman Burch that iti view of the fact that all parties had agreed to support
copyright legislation and in view of the exchange of letters between Chairman
Burch and Chairman MeCiellnn, CCO was satisfied that legislation would be
promptly enacted implementing the Consensus Agreement and that accordingly,
CCO In order to break the deadlock And enable CATV to build its facilities in the
major markets, would not ask for a delay in the becoming effective of the new
FCC rules but would support them in reliance on the compromise struck between
the interested industries.
8, The "Unfreezing" of Distant Signets and Subsequent Repudiation by ROTA. of

the Arbitration Clause of the C011801820 Agreement
The new FCC rules went into effect on March 31,1972 and the "unfreezing" of

the restraints on the importation of distant signals resulted in a spectacular ex-
pansion of the cable industry. According to a report in CATV weekly magazine
of May le 1e73, based on official FCC statistics, the "cable television industry
recorded a one year jump of 21.5% In subscribers served and 24.0% in operating
systems between January 1, 1971 and January 2, 1972." The same statistics reveal
that the industry served 0,0Si'.-r,2 ,,ubscribers on the 1st of 1972 compared with
5,008,5s0 a year earlier. Conepare ave figures for the number of communities
served by systems for the sante period are 5.000 in 1072 compared to 4,017 in 1971.
This trend was accelerated during 1072 and 1973 although it has not as yet been
fully reileeted In the availeble statistics. In data published in the Television
Factbook No. 43 and the addenda thereto published In Television Digest, it ap-
pears that as of the beginning of 1973 the number of subscribers served has
further increased to 7,300,000, and that the lumber of communities serviced as
of July 20, 1973 had risen to 6.0 to

dAppen.IIK li tmp:tett to the Fee'i Cable TeletWort Report and Order, 37 Fed. Regt3S-1S 03%1,
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After the cable Industry had thus received substantially rill of the benefits
provided for it by the Consensus Agreement and while it enjoyed att eSp1051.11.
growth in Its newly gained freedom, the attitude of Its negotiators (or the !teens()
fees payable to copyright owners stiffened notably as soon as the regulatory
restraints were removed. Indeed, Staee dolt Mlle arid Spite (if tile Inability
of negotiators for NCTA and CCO to agree on a fee schedule, NCTA has shown
au Increased ref uetance to support the arbitration clause of the Consensus
Agreement.

This does not mean that the efforts to reach agreement on a fee schedule were
suspended, For most 9( the year of 1972, representatives of CCO and NCTA
labored through Il1tig dt.taiiVli alai exhausting sessions, consuming hundreds of
manhomrs, both at plenary and at technical subcommittee meetings of experts,
in an attempt to hod agreement ou a fee schedule. Notwithstanding these efforts
the II:1111es were 11001)10 to reach such agreement.

lu .only. 1972, the representatives of CCO and NCTA determined that if no
agreement on a fee schedule was reached by September 30, 1072, the negotiations
woldd be tertian:tic& This deadline was extended several times until tiw last
meeting betWeell these representatives on November U. 1072 at whIch time both
stoles expressed the new that the gap between the positions of the parties as to
what fees would be reasonable, continued to be so wide that further negotiations
ou II foe schedule would be senseless. CCO therenpOtt proposed an arbitration
procedure for. insertimt into the bill to implement the Consensus Agreement In this
respect.

At the einschtsbal of said meeting Ni't'ric! er U. 1972 the N("I'A Committee
slated that it would consider ('CO's proposal and slit mit it to Its executive cow-
mittee at a meeting to be held on November 20. 19;2. The NCTA negolintors
further promised to advise CCO Immediately after said 'netting of its executive
committee as to what Its response to the CC() proposal ivould be lit view of the
mast for speedy netinn bemuse of the impending eonsithsration of the copyright
bill In the Congress. N('TA however failed to advise CVO of its executive emu.
mittees response to the arbitration proposals diseussed at the November Ii
meeting.

Upon inquiry from CCO. NCTA advised CCO that the response would have to
await the meeting of the full NCTA Hoard on December 13 awl 14, 1972. On
December 10. 11172, 1 tallied with the President of the N('TA. lie toad me that
Nt7TA had decided not to accept the copyright on-tiers' proposal. CCO's proposal,
he said, was referred bail: to the NCTA negotiating committee, and they would
submit a counter prolm)sal to us. That proposal, however, was never submitted.
At about the saute Cale the Chairman of the NCTA negotiating eamlnit tee, Mr,
Alfred Stern, advised the Chairman of the CCO negotiating committee, Mr. David
Horowitz, that the scTA Board has rejected the proposal of CVO for tin(
arbitration and that it would not submit any COlinteron,posats on the tillbjeCt
since it was unwilling to support arbitration regardless of the provisions of the
Consensus Agreement and that Nri'A wontil support instead the fee schedule con-
tained in § 111 of the Committee Print of December, 1909 of 8. (iii.

The (a)pyright owners rind themselves In a sitnation now where they have
made substaiitthi euncesslotis in it romprumisc Which has li;(sen luap1em nenteil oily
insofar as the major benefils for the (tile industry aro concerned but where the
1'0'11111w:1i promises Made by the on hie 'Whist my have twoo repudiated unilaterally
by N('i'A,

It. TIIF: 'NAM:Qt.-Ail' TILE. FEE SCHEDULE: IN 5, 1301

The fee schedule of § 1111d1 I b) of 8. 1301 first appeared In the eomillittee
print dated December 10, 19(19 for 0 predecessor 14)1 (S. 513. 91st Cong., 1st SeNN 1.

An earlier predevessor bill, lilt )12 (0011) ('011g., 1st Sess.), had provided for
negotiations( I et %even copyright ow-ners and cable systems with penalties of loss tit
royalties or a trebling thereof in the event of Imre:vomit/le demands or offers.
The fixed -nite soreaule was thereafter hiserted into the Mora' old C411111/111t,T

liar/ the successor bill 8. (111 and into the present 1411. 8. 1361, without
any prior hearings on tile reasonabteness of this sclitalttle.

NVe are not aware of ally economic VVIIIVIICt.1.(.01.4' the Sitill'41111111itt44. 1 1

the inu`rtion Of the fee schedule or of any fact-finding effort to ascertain
whether the scheduled fees won111 correspond even approximately to the reosa(11-
able calve of the axe of !)ill' programs by cable systems and whether they would

reasottrtbly ciaapensatory of the Man's cxtaceie4 I fl ill` suffered IQ; the copyright
(milers. in fact, these fees are grossly 111:111opia le and I eprvsent only a small
Ira( that of what the copyright Owners feel would la, fair and compensatory foes.
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Attached hereto and marked Appendix IV is a computation based on the fee
schedule ecutained in 111 indlottl»g that the fees payable by the cable indus-
tries for the year 1971 pursuant to that schedule would have amounted to a total
of only $7,630,000. If an exemption of systems with less than 3,500 subscribers
had been applied (see below under III 5.), this amount would have been even
lower, These license tees would have to be shared by program suppliers, net-
works, broadcasters, tousle performing societies, anti others. indeed white
at first sight gives the Impression that cable systems with large revenues would
pay it royalty rate of 5 i, the progressive rate from 1% to 5% in reality yields
license tees at an effective rate of only 1.03% of the gross revenues of the cable
industry. This low effective rate results from the tact that the scale of marginal
rates progresses in successive steps from one to tire percent based on quarterly
revenue segments of the systems. Thus, even large systems with huge revenues
pay less than because the 1% royalty applies to their first segment of $10,000
of their quarterly revenues, 2% to the next $10,000, etc. so that the 5% royalty
Is applicable only to that segment of their revenues which is in excess of $160,000
quarterly of $010,000 annually.

To put these figures into perspective, it should be mentioned That according to
FCC published figures the total broadcast revenues for the television industry
during 1971 amounted to $2,750.3 Million Dollars while total programming
expenditures amounted to 1,4SS.5 Million Dollars or a ratio of $51.1%. During
that same year the cable Industry with gross revenues of about 400 Million
Dollars would have paid $7,630,000 under the schedule of fill (and even less
if an exemption for small systems had been applied) or less than 2% of their
gross revenues. (Set, Appendix IV).

That the cable industry is economically well able to pay much larger fees has
been demonstrated in the aforementioned study entitled ''The Profitability of
Cable Television Systems and Effects of Copyright Fee Payments" by Robert W.
Crandall and Lionel I,. Fray, 1972. Copies of said study accompany my instant
statement as a special appendix. In said study it Is shown that cable systems
could afford to pay more than 15% of their revenues for copyright fees and still

sufficientenough profits to attract suielent capital to sustain their growth. The calcu-
lations made in said study also suggest that cable owners %%amid prosper, that
their profits would be sufficiently stove the level required by MVO Stars and that
they sienna not that copyright fees in the aforesaid :manna an hapediment to
their future growth,

This of course does not mean that 15% is actually what cable systems should
pay as Just and reasonable license fees for Ow two of copyrighted programs. It
shows, however, that the assertion voiced by cable interests that the fee schedule
in § 111 represents the Ma X iMUM which they could afford to pay, Is unwarranted
or at least. subject to substantial disagreement among experts in the field.

restasi fully salmiit to you that the percentages set forth in the schedule of
§ 111 having set without tin filet finding and economic evaluation, are
fa priori figures without any rational relationship to the value of the programs
to any of the more than 3,000 ('ATV systems. which vary greatly in the number
of their subscribers, the number of channels, the programs carried by them,
the circumstances of their operations: and Many other factors which should be
taken into consideration. They are bound to be unfair either to a substantial
part of the CATV indOstry, or to the program suppliers, or, which is more likely,
to botlt. We beliere that the basic principle should be that cA7T should, pay,
and the program suppliers should receive, "jail and reasonable" ropallieR, and
that the statute prat (de for an appropriate procedure for the setting of such fees.

The determination of what fees are reasonable and should he paid by cable
systems in fairness to themselves and to copyright owners depends on many
faetors obviously Ind taken into consideration when the fee schedule was tisrt
inserted into the rommittee Print of 190. Such factors may include, among
others, the location of the cable system, the number and origist of the signals
it carriers, the value of the programs carried by the system. the size of the
system, penetration of its franchised areas, saturation of tie television market
In which it operates, age and stage of development of tla system, investments
necessary to construct the facility, amortization of its mpital investment, al-
location of the investment in its plant to retransmission of broadcasts as dis-
tinguished from other activities of the system and literally thousands of variables
on which the advice of economic experts should be sought.

it is apparent that 0 Pongresskonal committee or subcommittee Amnia not
be burdened With such complicated and time consuming tasks of (slowed e niet
finding and rate making. The setting of fee schedules based on complex ere.
taanie do to is. of course. not unknown in nttr society and economic system. In-
deed. the questions faced here are very close to the raltanahing- process engo gv(i

:1
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in by federal and state agencies setting rates for common carriers In transporta-
tion and communications and for such utilities as electric power and gas. Such
administrative ratentaking procedures hove been delegated traditionally by the
Congress and the states to public utility commissions and similar administra-
tive bodies Witch determine rate schedules fair both to the public and to In-
vestors in order to improve service. Even if arbitration had not been specifi-
cally provided for in the Consensus Agreement, Its adoption is called for a% the
most sensible and fair method of resolving the question of what license fees
are fair and reasonable,

1e. rdirr!1lit, it is the position 01 the copyright owners that the copyright revi
sine bill should contain a provision for arbitration of the copyright fees payable
under the compulsory license.

The Copyright Revision Rill (S. 1301, §i801 et seq.) provides for the estab-
lishment in the Library of Congress of a special Royalty Tribunal charged "to
make determinations concerning the adjustment of the copyright royalty rates
specified by Sections 111 . . ." and other sections. It would appear appropriate
that this Tribunal be charged from the outset with the setting of royalties under
the compulsory license.

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal would be an objective body and not beholden
to either the cable Industry or the copyright owners. It would be able to deal
equitably and without favoring either side, on the fixing of tees. Indeed, it is pos-
sible that the Tribunal may, after its deliberations, determine that the cable
operators ought to pay lower fees than what the copyright owners so strongly
fed reasonable. Rut that is the principal reason for arbitrationit is eminent-
ly fair, neither side has an ntivantnge. The Tribunal will hand down its decision
after full, complete and possibly mountainous piles of evidence will have been
submitted by the parties and experts. In that event neither side can claim that
it was short-changed, The fairness of the Tribunal is its most valuable asset.

The question has sometimes been asked of the copyright owners whether the
periodic adjustment of the compulsory license fees provided for In the bin

§§801, 802) would not satisfy their concern regarding their Inadequacy. At
most, it is argued, the fees, if inadequate, would be adjusted at the end of a
three-year period, Unfortunately, the practicalities of the situation do not provide
sufficient reassurance on this point.

First of all, the initial setting in the bill of n royalty rote amounting to only a
fraction of what would be a just and reasonable royalty, would make It ex-
tremely difficult for the Royalty Tribunal to multiply that fraction at the time
of adjustment in order to reach a rate which the Tribunal might determine to
be Just and reasonable.

Secondly, regardless of the merits of such increase. it will undoubtedly he
strongly resisted by interested parties because, it will be claimed, the cable in-
dustry will have adjusted itself economically to this low rate. Such economic
misjudgment may well occur in spite of all warnings expressed by the Congress
regarding the temporary nature of the original fees.

In any event and even it it were possible to achieve a fair adjustment of
the rates after three years, there appears to be no good reason why the copy-
right owners should he deprived of just and reasonable royalties for an addi-
tional three-year period on ton of the more than a decade of the free ride which
the cable industry' has enjoyed in the past.

ESSENTIAL CIIANOES IN BIT.L

When S. 1301 was Introduced by Chairman McClellan in the Congress (Con.
gressional Record, March 20, 1973), he indicated that its cable television provi-
sions would have to be revised in the light of events since December, 1900 when
the Committee Print of the predecessor bill was reported out of the Senate
Snboonitnit tee on Patent Trader irks and Coioyrights to the Dill Senate Comintltoe
on the Judiciary. On behalf of the copyright owners for whom I speak here
I respectfully submit several suggestIons for changes which they consider essen-
tial in order to permit and facilitate the continued production of high quality
motion pictures and television programs.' These changes are in addition to
those required by the insertion of an arbitration clause :

we have previously submitted to the Subcommittee it proposed text for It 111 and 501
with+ incorporates most of the changes proposed herein. That test, however, did tint
contain the change proposed for t -R01 of the hill discussed below under subheading II,
Furthermore, a clarifying change has been made In the deilnitIon of "cable system"
(I 111(f) (1)(C) deviating slightly from our previously submitted text. 1 annex hereto
ns Appendix V copy of our revised text for 11 111. 501 and 801 containing the proposed
changes which the copyright owners consider to he essential.
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1. Grant of Compukory Licen le to Coble Systems with Appropriate Limitations
on xis Scope
Consistent with the Consensus Agreement the Bill should grant to cable sys-

tems a compulsory license to retransmit ail signals lawfully being carried by
them prior to March 31, 1972 ("grandtathertal" signals) and all local signals as
detined by the FCC as well as such other additional or distant signals as would
be consistent with the rules adopted by the FCC lu February, 1972. With respect
to signals subject to compulsory licensing, violation of exclusivity provisions
established by the FCC should be a copyright infringement for which both the
copyright owner and the broadcaster holding an exclusive license shall have a
remedy under copyright law through court actions for injunctions and monetary
relief.

The Consensus Agreement provides that the compulsory license shall be limited
to "those distant signals detlued and authorized under the FCC's initial package"
(in addition to local and "grandfathered" signals). In general terms, the FCC's
initial rules contemplate importation of usually two distant signals Into the 35-
mile zones of larger .markets (subject to certain exclusivity requirements), of
enough distant signals to provide adequate program service within the 3J-mile
zones of smaller markets, and virtually unlimited distant signal carriage beyond
the 35-mile zones of all markets. By incorporating by reference the pertinent
provisions of the FCC's rules, the bill Should adopt corresponding limitations on
the scope of the compulsory license otherwise being given to cable systems. Thus,
the retransmission by a cable system of distant signals beyond the compulsory
license should be subject to full copyright protection. Further, as provided for in
the Consensus Agreement the FCC would not "... be able to limit the scope of ex-
clusivity agreements as applied to such signals beyond the limits applicable to
over-the-air showings."

These provisions dealing with !imitations on and enforcement of the compul-
sory license which are called for by the Consensus, were vital to reaching any
consensus and are essential for insertion into p111 rather than to be left to regula-
tion by the FCC. Such a compulsory license constitutes preferential treatment of
CATV under copyright law at the expense of the program suppliers and broad-
casters. Indeed, under the statutory compulsory license cable systems will not
have to bargain with the copyright owners for the right to use their programs
or for the amount of fees which they would have to pay for such use. In the light
of these privileges granted to the cable industry, it would be completely unfair to
allow a four member majority of the FCC to expand the scope of that compulsory
license by simple administrative regulation as would be the case if the com-

ry license were open-ended.
The limitation on the scope of the compulsory license is not a regulatory

measure, nor is it a measure that unwisely ties the hands of the FCC. Tim FCC
would retain full power to change its rules as it sees fit consistent with the public
interes standards of the Communications Act. But the FCC would not he given,
just as the FCC (toes not now have and should not have, the power to change the
copyright law and thereby the power to take private property from one party and
vire it to another party simply through administrative fiat.

BaNis for computation of Icor
The present text of the bill imposes the percentage royalty on the gross

amounts received from subscribers "for the basic service of providing secondary
transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters." § 111 id) (2) (A).

Spoke -Maras for the CA'i'V industry, however, have publicly voiced their hope
that income and profit from sources other than secondary transmissions will per-
mit than in the future to reduce the fees they charge to their subscribers and
may even enable them to eliminate subscribers' fees entirely.

Thus, at the argument before the Supreme Court of U.S. v. 211tilwent Video
Corp. (decided in 406 U.S. O-19: 1072) the following colloquy took place between
the Chief Justice and the Deputy Solicitor General, Mr, Lawrence G. Wallace as
reported In 40 L.W. 3)09.

The Chief Justice : Is there advertising on cable TV?"
Mr. Wallace replied that it is authorized in cablecasting and furthermore, if

the programs are picked up from time networks they are run as they are without
deletions of advertisements.

The Chief Justice : "Does that mean that subscribers [of CATV] will be pay-
ing to have advertising?"

"Yes," Mr. Wallace replied. "but to the extent that there Is advertising, it milt
reduce the subscription rates." ( italic supplied)
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it Is apparent that if said subscribers fees should he reduced due to maim-
slant:VA Wholly 11/1114aIll41 la the use of programs and due solely to catch., systems
developing other sources of revenue, the copyright owner should not be deprived
of his fair compensation. This Is so especially since his property continues to
be used by the CATV systems %01kb sIt I retrailslalls Its programs for promotional
purposes in (alter to itclutire and retain the suit seribers to whom it sells (Alter
profitable services. Consequently, the statute should proebte that in readjusting
the fees. the Tribunal shall hare broad powers to set and to adjust the fees both
with respect to the manner and method in which it is to be computed and the
base on which the fees are to be W3t1.9e11.1

The granting of such broad powers to the Tribunal are neces-sary to prevent a
inanipichnive restructuring of sullsVtlhPrs fees In order to attract customer to
igwrat Ions of the cable system other thtin "the baste service of providing secondary
transmission of primary broadcast transmitters."

In the absence of a specific grant of such powers. the Tribunal might not be.
in a position to promulgate fee changes truly and flexibly as economic Changes
and tuna) fairness might require. Instead. it might be Nomad by the rigid limita-
tions contained in the statute. It might not he able to take into consideration-
the requirements of a fast moving technologleal age. If the hands of the Tribunal
were limited to a particular manner and method of setting the fees or if it had
to utilize a particular base on whieli fees were to be assessed, the result may
wen ice that the' tees would be grossly or even shockingly inadequate. In such
reuse. the 'willies would be compelled to seek legislatiee relief and the history of
copyright late recision abundantly demonstrates how difficult It Is to achieve
statutory enactment lit this field.
,t. Guidelines for adjustment of fees

Another matter which causes great COIWOTII to the copyright owners. especially
if the Congress should adopt a fixed fee sehedule contrary to the joint reeonn
stimulations of the parties contained in the Consensus Agreement and contrary
to the arguments which i am presenting here today, is the 'wording of ISOltb)
of S. 1301 which now provides that the Tribunal "shall make determinations
concerning the adjustment of the copyright royalty rates specified by Section
111 . so as to assure that such rates coati» ac to be rcasoimble ." (Italic
supplied). i urge that this language be changed to provide that the Tribunal
"shall make determinations concerning the adjustment of the copyright royalty
rates speeitied by § 111 ... so as to assure that such rates are lust and reasonable."
Only thus will the Tribunal at the periodic review of the rates be aide to proceed
to an open and fair determination without any Implication such as that eon-
Inined in Seetion SOl as presently worded, that the royalty rates initially set in
the statute were deemed "reasonable" when they were initially adopted.
j. Definition of Cable Systems

The degnItIon of cable systems as now contained In 1i 111(1) (1) (C) is ambig-
uous and may be misinterpreted to fragment the revenue of a system for the
lottrinist, of computing royalties payable muter a progressive rate such AS that
Used In the fee schedule of § 111 or suet) as may be adopted by arbitration. Thus
I he computation of royalties under the fee schedule of 1 111 of S. 13111 made in Alt-
pendix I attached hereto and referred to supra on p. 21)11 is based maw
the "conventional" definition of a cable system employed, for example, by the
Ty Fact Book. On the (-other hand. the FCC embodied a definition of cable sys-
tems: antic its cable rub's I 76,500 which contained a note as follows:

-N(1TE: In general, each separate and distinct community or municipal entity
litninding single, discrete, unincorporated areas) served by cable tel
syslefll. VOI1StItIlleS O separate cable television system, even If there Is a 511100
11ThIIO1 ;11111 identical ownership of futilities extending into SI`VOlal C,111-
11111111th'S. Sip. e.g.. Teieramo. the. 3 FCC thi 5S5 114;111 mission Cable Tv,
he.. FCC tid 23t;

If the royalty compIttatlen of the mbl, ArupuilfN IV were to be based ml
the FCC:: definition of cable systems, the revenues of individual cable systems
would be fragmented to such an extent that they would pay an (welt lower
rate of copyright fees until r ill's sliding scale. The result wadi he that
the average prrectivo fue paid ley cow :..1'SleOls Wo11111 11' reduced from 1.93%
to tipple-los as low as 1 r;

Ion (ID 121 ;it+ proposed t,y Cr() (Appentilt V Attached hereto). proviries
Pelt the entdr ,:ystetn In It, nerltelle renttrt4 mast inaiente 'the grtit:s ;ucumnts irresnee-
tive of tztetree revelvisti Ity It" and nrovIdet.t far determination it ":Irt,i tin reignurstileeteenierr license fee." Irttimet spraireatty the revenues which mist nerve a.
1,. 1.1,, Cr o untnnitting the royettle$,
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Accordingly, the copyright owners urge that the following sentence be added
to the definition of a "cable system" in § 111 (f) (I) (C) of S. 1301:

For plirposes of determining the royalty fee under Subsection 11 (2) (Ii), two
or more cal.& systems In COntIgnous comnuanities under common ownership or
control or operating front the one lieudend sh311 be considered as one system."
5. 1-:.totoption for small sitstems

Atwater point Which I would like to bring to the attention of the Slob-
committee is the exemption from copyright 11.8yments of presetitly existing inde-
pendently Owned cable systems having fewer than 3.fint1 sulosethers as pro-
vided for In the Consensus Agreement. In this connection I share the opinion
previomsoly expressed by the Subcommittee that it is loot desirable to exempt

commercial enterprise from the payment of copyright fees exclusively on the
basis of size. Indeed, the etllyright owners have given voice to this view lit a
letter to Mr. 'Thomas C'. Brennan, Chief Counsel to the Stibeominlitee. dated
February 2S, in which they said that vi lee even small systents pay snit-
stantial fees to municipalities for franchises anti pay their supoloilers of equip-
ment and their utility hills without any exemptions or discounts. they should
not be exempted from the payment of royalthos for the program they use.

Thereafter, however, In all effort to roach agreement with the eable Industry.
we were persuaded that we should not oppose it reasonable exempt bon for small
and independently ow tied systems.

While we recommended that such an exemption be granted to imieponhattly
owned systems li tying less than 1,:100 subscribers. the Consensus Agreement
ultimately prowided for it much larger exemption and covered systems up to 3.500
subscribers. Our support for this provision. therefore. is intimately connected
with the C(onsensus Agreement Illnd our desire to reach agreetnetit (41 cl Care
fully balanced -package," If that package is lion disturbed, end one part of the
Consensus Agreement essential to copyright owners repudiated by the cable
hwillstrYIntinelY o1rbitratio11 of the fee questionwe would have no re.!son
to co attune to support the provision exelmoting systems with fewer titan 3,700
subscribers which are "independently owned" and -now lu existence." Accord-
ingly Li the Committee determines to set fees in the bill we believe it shoothi
not insert therein an exemption for smaller systems since it has no rational
bask or hist !tient ion in the piddle interest,
6..S"pecial music fold

Section I 11(d) (31 (C I of S. 13111 provides that of the royalties collected
shall be maintained in a special fund and distributed to the copyright owners or
their designated agents, of musical works. It Is felt that the allocation of the
funds distrIbutalole should not ho predetermined by the statute. The amomits
paynble by cable systems should be set by the Copyright Royalty Trilmnal, and
its allocation to the various groups of copyright (owners including oWillers of mu-
sioal works, should be left to the Tribunal on the bask of the econonlie evidence
before it.
7. The Orrrly-Broad liorernmental and Nonprofit Organization t,..remption

Section 111 %comfit toxemia. No/14400y. from any copyright !au. provisions sect ond-
ary transmissions W11(.11 made at cost by either gilverlintenlni bodies or nonprofit
organizations. This exemption in its present form appeared in MR. 2512, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess. As (,Nidaltied in the report on that bill, II. Rept. 53. 711th Cong.,
1st Sess. at 534;1, tills provision wits concerned iith the (operations of "non-
profit 'translators' or 'boosters' which do nothing nooe than amplify lor.oaticast
signals and 1,,transmit them to everyone in an area for free reception...." These
transtators and boosters have kihruyS 1Ten silbject regulation and require.
retransmission consent of the originating station muter §325(a) of the Federal
Communleations Act.

However, the language of the exemption as formulated in § 111 would tie
equally applicable to cable systems which are (operated by governmental bodies
or nonprofit (organizations. In order to limit the exemption to nonprofit transia-
tors and boosters and similar secooinlary transmitters, we propose to insert into
the text fur * 111 (a 1 I -I) the words ", not made by n cable system ..."

There are a large number of nonprofit organizations in the United States.
Many of them operate big enterprises. Moreover, there are already in existence
at least 15 municipally owned ('ATV systems and there Is an increasing drive
across the country for municipal ownership of cable systems. (See David Foster:
`'Municipal Ownership Makes Previous Little Sense" in CA'11- Newsweekly, July
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18, 1973, p. 41). The copyright owners are concerned that increasing governmental
or notprofit ownership of cable systems may deprive theta of license fees for the
use of their product.

A tree ride for these entities cannot be squared with the achievement of the
public purpose which underlies the copyright system. That purpose is to pro-
mote the useful arts by granting compensation adequate to foster creativity. A
legal requirement that copyrighted film programs be avallnble to nonprofit and
governmental users for tree Is no Jess rep egnant to the purpose of the copyright
system because the triter does not intend to make a profit,

No :natter how well governmentally sponsored and nonprofit enterprises func-
tion, no one would suggest that the law reqUire that their suppliers of equip.
meat, products and services furnish thetn free of charge. Likewise no one would
Suggest that the law require artists to donate their paintings to publicly owned
art niuseums or authors to donate writings to publicly owned libraries. Nor should
the law require that the suppliers of the film products used by CATV supply them
to CATV free of charge teeny because the CATV is operating 011 a nonprofit
basis. None of these bodies obtain free of charge the products and services upon
which their operation depends. CATV should be no different.

IV. THE NEt.:0 FOR Ma:QUA-It cOPYRte,nr FEES.

1, The adverse impact of CATV's importation of programs from distant stations
on the program producers' income from television licenses

}'requeney allocations and determinations by the PCC of a station's power,
and of the height and location of its transmitting antenna, together with elect ro-
physical limitations on television reception Imposed by the horizon. lead to
a limitation of the area which the station's signals can reach for effective recep-
tion and to the creation of definite geographical areas and commercial "markets"
serviced by local stations.

Copyright owners grant licenses to a television station for the
specificallyof programs in that station's market. These licenses usually are specifically

limited to the licensee station's present power and antenna height in order to
prevent programs from being received in other markets.

.% station's revenue and hence one of the factors which will determine the
price which it is able to pay to the copyright owner for a license to broadcast
a copyrighted work, depends on the size of the audience within the station's
market but not on any audience outside of that station's market, Feel' time
a program is exhibited in a market, the audience potent hi for the next showing
of the program in that market is diminished.

When a cable system imports a program from a distant station, it scoops
ep part of the potential audience for that program in the market where the
cable sysiem operates with the result that the local station will pay only a
reduced lieense fee, If it is willing to take a license at all, for a program which
has already been shown in its market. CATV Importations 4if those programs into
other markets, in effect. deprives the copyright owners of their right to grant
exclusive iieense5 in such other markets and thereby diminishes their ability
to collect license fees in those markets. The non- duplication rules pre-
vent such invasion of the station's nmtikets only to a very limited ext,,,nt and
are ail iiieathe oenhee outside of the top WO ftlevision mot-kyr; nor to systems
located more than 37, miles distant front referon,e points within any market.

?. Tic claim of "double payment" ix ecrntorrr rcatlh Ce,ntre/ill fo CloonOnsti nRe

('.1'1'1' timls that eopyright ntincr.s seek "don/do
paymcni" for tho Fel'forta.m.e, i.e.. first front lite browicostto's and then
front th, cable systPuL :Hui that in any vVelit they shiluld seek to mike tut
their Iss shiss by citargiln= :1111110'mA f,'" I" 111"11. N,rI television aatl, 11:
whose progTain:-: the ('."'I''' uptrate:Init Sino most of Ihe,' startles
are also the victims of CATV's competition and IliVvrstoli of income in their
own markets, such claims adds insult to injury. 31oreover, the originating station
trill be mm111111.4 to increase its fees; because must advertisers will not pay
additional rates for having their commercials carried to distant markets.

The net economic result of permitting the importation of programs front
distant stations has been well described by Dr. Leland Johnson of the Rand Cor-
poration in his study Cable Television and the Question of Protecting Local
Broadcasting, 1970, p. 21 (prepared tinder a grant front the Ford FontolatIont

"Because local audience is generally more valuable [to advertisers) than Is the
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more distant audience, the financial (4-Ws of audience lost to the local station are
likely to outweigh the gains to the distant stationimplying a net reduction to
financial resources available for programming. Under these circumstances . . .
the benefit of cable growth might well lie largely in providing the public with
more channels of worse stuff,"

See also 'Slayer, About Television, New York, 1972, pp. 375, 370.
These facts of economic life in the program distribution industry have been

recognized by the Court of Appeals in the 0113 v. Teleprompter case, where the
Court said in its footnote 2:

'Teleprompter has argued that the copyright holder can demand a greater
fee from the broadcast station in the larger market in light of the greater audi-
ence that will now view the programs as a result of CAW. However, appellants
have responded, and we must agree, that the amount that a broadcast station is
willing to pay for the privilege of exhibiting a copyrighted program is eeonond-
catty tied more to the fees that advertisers are Willing to pay to sponsor the pro-
gram than to some projected audience size, No evidence was presented in the
court below to show that regional or local advertisers would be willing to pay
greater feesbecause the sponsored program will be exhibited in some distant mar-
ket, or that national advertisers would pay more for the relatively minor increase
in Audience size that ()ATV carriage would yield for a network program. Indeed,
economies and common sense would impel one to an opposite conclusion.
3..The Addition of a New Source of Income to Program Producers is in the Pubrio

Interext
Multiple uses of copyrighted works have traditionally led to the payment of

separate royalties for each income producing use. Thus, as Dr. Leland Johnson
explains in The Future of Cable Television (1970), another indepth economic
study prepared by the aforeeited distinguished economist fur the Hand Corpo-
ration under a Ford Foundation grant (p. 27) :

. the fact that a movie is produced primarily for the theatre market and
supported by paid admissions does not suggest that television stations supported
by advertising revenues should have free access to those movies. Nor does the pro.
duction of programming primarily for the advertiser supported broadcast market
suggest that cable systems supported by subscribers should have free access to
that airogramming."

The history of the motion picture Industry illustrates this point well. The
sources of the industry's Income have varied over the years. in pre-television
days. metion picture income came primarily from exhibition in theatres. When
television became a cowmen-tat fact, the feature films produced by the motion
picture comp:rides and already shown in threatres were licensed under copyright
law to television stations and networks for broadcasting into the nation's homes
and additional fees were paid for the separate broadcasting use. Fees for tele-
vision network use did not include the right to use the films for non-network
broadcasting. The subsequent showing of dints in local stations (called "syndica-
tion" in the trade) provided au additional source of income fur the pro rani
producers.

The satin' pattern of separate payments for different uses was 1111111101 when
fins 2111110 for television t as distinrt from theatrical exhibition) began to come
into widespread use. Thus original films made for television were licensed to tele-
vi,iou networks and than to local stations. These licenses did not permit use of
Ow TV films liy PAT V, a use reserved to the iletaisor as a future source of income.

These patterns of different rentals for different uses are the patterns not only
of the years in which the motion picture .indostry grew. but still prevail
today. The various sources of income from inferior wos or the same film pro-
vide money to pay the creative people who make the films.

The production arid distribution of both feature films and television program
series are eharacterized by a high degree of financial risk with large capital
expenditure, Even where a motion picture is produced for initial exhibition in
theatres, the great majority of these films would not break even, let alone make a
profit, without revenue from television showings. Indeed, most feature films
would not be ]misted at all were it not for the anticipated revenue from
television.

Even mare risky are the development. prodnetion and distribution of pro-
grams specifically designed for television. Producers of television series must ini-
tiate, with a substantial investment. a broad range of program development
projects to Insure a continuous flow of product. Fewer than one in five "develop-
ment projects" (all of which require some cash risk) progress to the point of
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being a finished -pilot" Iilut. Tim pilot itself Is merely a santple program requiting
a significant speculative outlay by the producer. the return of which Is by no

guaranteed. Approximately two-thirds of the pilot programs are not suc-
cessful. and of Boise Mikis are successful, 90 percent of the producers do not re
coup ttli'teeNpVIM's In the first run.

la order to permit prodacers to amortize their investment and to at least
break even, it would seem natural that CATV contribute a fair share out of the
cable systems' ineonte Plana their use of copyrighted Mims. Tit' addition of license
fees from cable systems as ri new source of income will be an incentive to in-
crease and Improve the production of programs.

According to Dr. Johnson, as set forth in the aforeetted study The ratans of
rabic Triccixinrt, ('ATV ban an important public task to perform and there are
gond policy reasons why CATV should may copyright fees. Ile says (p. V):

"Even if advertiser erosion were not an Issue, l,aymrnt W011 Id constitute an
additional revenue source to program producers that would likely stimulate pro-
dilthat of additional programming in a socially desirable fashiwt."
stppl led 1

As Dr. Johnston further explains, the rontribution by CATV to the payment
of copyright fees will not 0111Y constitute MI4141011:11 revenue for 'program
producers and lighten the burden of broadcasters. but it will also improve
diversity of programming width cattle systems will he able to retransmit to
their subscribers:

"Payment for both commercial and non-commercial signals may have bene-
ficial effects 441 diversity in programming by miming the Itrotgraninditg, costs
11, stations whose signals a re ca rried on cable.

. . . the nalltre of what cable operators obtain will likely not he independent
of what they pay. One can reasonably exttect that their payments, in addition
to advertiser revenues within the broadcasting system. would bring forth
programming that otherwise would not have been produced" (Id. at pp. 39-40).

And in his other aforementioned study for the Band Corporation entitled
Cable Television and the Question of Protecting Local ltroadcasting (litiO. at
pp. 20-21). Dr, Johnson explains the desirability of cable systems paying sub-
stantial fees to the copyright owners:

If cable operators pay substantially for programming, they will. in effect he
sharing the cost of programming with broadcasters, to the benefit of both.

For the reasons discussed above, the higher the fees set, the greater the extent
to which cattle operators will share programming costs with broadcasters, and
the less severe the problem of maintaining adequate over-the-air services in
time face of cable growth."
4. The Growth of the Cable Industry will increase the losses of the copyright

owners unless substantial royalties are paid by that industry
The huges revenues of CATV. produced by the diversion of audiences from

TV to CATV. will reduce the income presently colleeted from advertisers Ivy the
many hundreds of stations to whom p--locers now license their copyrighted
motion pictures.

When Udell-don appeared on the entertainment scene in the early nineteen
hundred ail fifties and (liveried renames front theatres to televis ion stations.
full copyright coverage applicable Io the telecasting of motion pictures replaced
at toast it part of the lost theatrical revenues. The sante has unfortunately not
i'01.11 trite so far for CATV bevanse of the failure of cable systems to contribute
to the cost of program production. If the fee schedule of It Ill of S. 1361 should
be adopted. the Inadequate amount of such fees (see supra, Part III) would do
little I o remedy the situation.

As the number of viewers of television programs by means of CATV grows,
the reward to the creative artists must shrink av broadcasters become fewer.
and their toudienees smaller. The end result must he that less and less talent
will be attracted to the creation of television programs, that the standard of
finality of such pogrants will inevitably suffer. and that the lumber of pro
grams in which it would appear fruitful to make an htvest unlit will decline,
unless CATV is required to nay .substantial copyright fees.

While the inagnitoule of the decline of the program production industry's in-
come resulting from the spread of CATV is hard to express in terms of dollars
anti cents without the aid of economic fatflliding and expert evidence as out-
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1111!41 above, 51101 (ll `dine 1'111:111111 bt StihNtaii11;11. If tint4napensateil. this
decline would threaten the cotillion:ft viability of the industry stud with it. the
Itvott to(xt or the tasople who vtottoptise It.

oNcLUSIOX

Throngliont the long lasting deloate on protection for copyrighted television
aphist their inicoutpensated retransmission by cable systems, the

copyright owners have encountered the inyople proposition that modern tetit
twiggy has made traditional principles of copyright protection too lairdensome to
"progress- and, hence. exi mutable, In my view, however, the Congress would
volitinit It grave error If on such specious premise It were to erode the futala
inentals of copyright protection w (deli have stood since the beginning of the
101)10)11e.

To build cable systems, to nonitiply the flamber of distant signals carried by
them and to increase the distances by the toiraeles of modern teetinology. does
not result in bringing to the public more high duality programs. Te'evision sig.
oats are nothing lait eietineinitglioile impulses. They may vitro' a message but
el out ry to :11cloitiati, they are not the Ines:.age. Thr pub/W..1 demand it not fog'
.4ignals chann<1.4 hot for programs. To ignore this distinction 15 to fall totally
to meet the real challenge of emnintudeations technology or to realize the poten-tial of (..obt4. television.

NVithont the production of toovistoil programs, both forottoleasting stations and
cable systems vvoitlit be linable to operate mai the television receivers of flue
American public \vomitt stand shirk and silent, To Jeopardize or to ntininli%e
4.410 right pridection for the creators of these programs is, inevitably, to collapse
the structure noon whIch the television and cable Industries stand. Copyright
protection is a pillar of progress, not assume have clone to represent it. a penalty
on progress. If iht Klee of the loo toolology of treble' toevisiol is (he
couragenient or stagnation of creative eudeavors. tile American people will face
Ilw bleak fittare of living with a very sterile technology,

TrxrAOREKNIKNT AMONG PUN(' IPA!, I Ni)usTRY GROUPS

Compronoise Sponsored by Oftil'e (If.TI'1l'cotrnannlcatious Policy With Representa
tines of Ilroadcastrs. Copyright l)wtters and ('able Systems

APPENDIX 1)

CoNsEN VS AGREE I F.NT

Loco/ Sipaals:
Local signals donned as proposed by the FCC, except that the significant view-

ing standards to be applied to "nut -of-market" Independent stations In overlap-
ping market situations would be a viewing hour share Of at least 2r/c and It net
weekly circulation of at least 5%.
//Want Signals:

No change from what the FCC has proposed.

Exelasiity for Non-Nrtor Programming (agninst distonet signals only):
A series shall be treated as a milt for all exclusivity /unlooses.
The burden will be upon the copyright owner or upon the broadcaster to notify

cable systems of the right t, protection In these elremilstances.
Markehit 1-50

A 12-month pre-sale period running from the date when a program lit syndica-
tion is first sold any place In the U.S.. plus rim-of-contract exclusivity where
exclusivity is written into the contract between the stallion and the program sup-
plier (existing contracts Wink, presamed to he exclusive).
B. Markets 51 -100.

For syndicated programming which has had no previous non-network broad-
cast showing in the market. the following contractual exclusivity will he allowed :

ill For off-network series commenting with first showing until first run
tout no longer than one year.

41 For first -run syndicated series. commencing with first showing and
for two years thereafter.

(3) For feature films and first-run. non-series sydicated programs. coal-
tuencing with availability date and for two years thereafter.
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(4) For other /programming. commencing with purchase and until day
after first run, but 110 longer than one year.

Provided, however, that 110 exclusivity protection would be afforded against a
program imported by a (11140 system during Kline time unless the local station
is running or %VIII run that program during prime time.

Existing contracts will be presumed to be exclusive. No preclearance In these
markets.

filler Market*,
\o change In the FCC proposals.

for Nelirork 1'ml/ramming..
The same-day exclusivity now provided for network programming W011111 be

reduced to stionthaneous exclusivity (with special reiiof for a ime.zone problems)
to be provided in all markets.
Leapfrogging:

A. For each of the first two signals Imported, no restriction on point of origin,
except that if it is taken from OW tap 2:i markets It must be feum one of the two
closest such markets. Whenever n CATV system must black out programming
from a distant top-ln market station whose signals it normally carries, It may
stthst It nte any distant signals without restriction.

For the third signal, the Fill' priority, as set forth in the FCC's letter of
August t, 1971, p. lU
Copyright LegiOulion:

A, All parties would agree to support separate CATV copyright legislation as
deseribed below, and to seek Its early passage.

IL Liability to veo light, including the obligation to respect valid exclusivity
agreements, will he established for all CAW carriage of all radio and television
broadcast signals except carriage by independently owned systems* now in exist-
C with fewer than KW subscribers. As against distant signals importable
under the FCC's Initial package, no greater exclusivity may be contracted for
than the Commission may allow.

C. Compulsory licenses would be granted for all local signals as deflated by
the FCC, and additionally for those distant signals defined and authorized
under the FCC's Initial package and those signals gra adfathered when the
Initial package goes Into effect. The FCC would retain the power to authorize
additional distant signals no CATV carriage; there would. however, be no cone
pulsory license granted with respect to such signals, nor would the FCC be able to
limit the scope of exclusivity agreements as applied to such signals beyond the
limits applicable to over-the-air showings.

D. Unless it schedule of fees covering the compulsory licenses or some other
payment mechanism can be agreed upon between the copyright owners and the
t'ATV owriers in time for Inclusion in the new copyright statute, the legislation
would simply provide fur compulsory arbitration failing private agreement on
copyright fees.

E. Itroadcasters, as well as copyright owners, would have the right to enforce
exclusivity rules through court actions for injunction and monetary relief.
Raflie Carriagr:

1Vhen a CATV' system carries a signal from an AM or FM radio station licensed
to a community beyond a 3;i -mile radius of the system. it must, ou request, carry
the signals of alt local AM or FM stations, respectively.
Grano/fathering:

The new requirements as to signals which may be carried are applicable only
to new systems. Existing CATV systems are "grandfathered." They gall thus
freely expand currently offered service throughout their presently franchised
areas with one exception : In the top 100 markets, if the system expands beyond
discrete areas specified In FCC order (e.g., the San Diego situation), operations
in the new portions must comply with the new requirements.

firandfathering exempts from future ()titivation to respeet copyright exclu-
sivity agreements, but does not exempt from future liability for copyright
payments.
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A L'I'llS1)1X

FEDERAL COMMVNICATIONS COMMISIoN

Washington, D.C. '20,7>Z11

January 20,197'2
ion..fonx L, Ctxt.t..vs,

t hot 11111M, Subconnalike Parents, Traticnoirio ann copviVnts,
6"enaft",

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter is directed to an important policy aspect of

our present deliberations on a new regulatory program to facilitate the evolution
of cable te/evislon. That is the matter of copyright legislation, to bring cable into
the competitive television programming market In a fair and orderly waya
matter with which you as Chairman of the .titilcommi ttee on Patents, Trademarks
and Copyrights have been so deeply concerned in this and the last Congress.

You will recall that we Informed the Congress, in a letter of March li, 1970 to
Chairman Magnuson, of our view that a revised copyright law should establish
the pertinent broad framework and leave detailed regulation of cable television
signal carriage to this administrative forum. In line with that guiding principle
and a statement in our Augost 1071 Letter of Intent that we wonld consider
altering existing rules to afford effective non-network program protection, we
arc now shaping a detailed program dealing with such matters as distant signal
carriage, the definition of local signals, leapfrogging, and exclusivity (both
network and non network), That program is now approaching final action.

As of course you know, representatives of the three principal industries in.
volvedcable, broadcasters. and copyright ownershave reached at CUZISCUZ013
:igtvement that deals with most of the matters, mentioned above. On the basis
44 experience and a massive record accumulated over the past several years, we
regard the provisions of the agreement to be it-.1-;onal.e. although we doubtless
would not, in its absence, opt in its precise terms for the changes it contemplates
iu our August proposals, Ind the nature of consensus is that it must hold to-
gctlier in its entirety or not at all and, In my own view, this :agreement on
balance strongly serves the public interest because of the promise it holds for
rcs,+iving the basic Issue at controversy.

This brings me dimity to a key policy consideration where your counsel would
he most valualde. That is the effect of the consensus agreement, if Incorporated
in I car rules, on the passage of cable copyright legislation.

The Commisslim has long believed that the key to cahle's future Is the resolu-
tion of its status vis-a-vis the television programming distribution market. It has
held to this view from the tine of the First Iteport (O) to the present. We
reaoaiii convinced that cable will not be able to bring its full benefits to the
American people, unless and matt' this fundamental issue is fairly laid to rest,
Au indwary with cable's potential simply cannot be built on so critical an area of
uncertainty.

It has also been the Commission's view, particularly in light of legislative his
tory. that the ehaettnent of cable cope right legislation requires the consensus of
lit. Interested parties. I note that you have often stressed this very point and

haul for good faith bargaining to achieve such consensus.
Thus, a primary factor In our Judgment as to the course of action that would

best serve the public interest is the probability' that Commission impietheidation
of the consensus agreement will, ha fact, facilitate the passage of cable copyright
Is iI,atlon. The parties themselves pledge to work for this result.

Your advice on this Issue, Mr, Cuatrman, wouta oc Invaivaule to us as we near
the end of our deliberations.

with warm personal re.m yds.
Sincerely,

DEAN Ileacrt, Chairman.
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t: CO I N11111:1: NII 11:1.. ON CN
soLNIAlltis, AND 11.411.Y Moil IS

(Pursuant to See. 13, S. Res. 32, 11i!.1 Congress)
Washington, 1).C. 211:310

January 31, 11)72
lion. nets Bs:nett,
Chairman, Federal Comninnteations Comnii881an. lroxhIngloor,

MAR MR, ClIAIRMAS : I have your letter of January requestiwz: utyadvice on the effect of the consensus agreement reached by the principal p» tiV4
IIIVOIVIAI In the cable, television controversy on the passage of legisiati- forgeneral revision of the coo-rigid law,

I concur in the judgment set forth in your letter that tonplenmlitotlott rhoamemetit will markedly facilitate p4Issage ut such legislation. As I have statedin several reports to the Semite hi recent years, the i'ATV itilestion is the only"
significant obstacle to final action by the Ctolgress on a copyright till. I urged
the rarties to negotiate In good faltb to determine if they could reach agreement
un buitti the communications and copyright aspects of the CATV question, 1 elute
mend the parties for the efforts they have made. and believe that the agreementflint has been reached Is In the public Interest aunt reflects a reasonable eont-
broaiise of the 1)0:411011S of the va TIMM parties.

'fhe Chief Counsel of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copy-
rights in a letter of December t!, 1971 has notified all the turtles that it is the
intention of the Subcommittee to immediately resume active consideration of
the copyright legislation moon the implementation of the Connodssiola's new cablerules.

I hope that the foregoing is helpful to the Commission iii its disposition of this
Important matter.

With kindest regards, 1 am
Sincerely,

JORN L. MeCt.ta.t.As, C'hatrataa.

NATIONAL CABLE:TELEVISION ASSOCIATION, INC
RObillso»/, /IL rciorPOIrt, 1,. n112.

Mr. DAvra lloRowtrz,
ScHEF:S clENts
:Vele York City, N.Y.

DEAR MR. llokowirz: As you know, the FCC Issued Its long-awaited CATV
Report and Order on February 3. The rules adopted in that document are
largely based on the compromise agreement of November 5, 1071, to which
NcTA, AMST and the ad hoc copyright owners' committee were signatories.

NCTA has analyzed the new rules:. and, although we would have preferred
to have U1:111%' Or the provisions enacted in it different milliner, we have decided
not to cause further delay by oar opposition.

The eotoprowlse I all of the p,rrnr.t tlo pqrties to support IIITIORicgitallOrt
of its provisions. '1'he FCC has now acted, and the OM rules are scheduled to
take effect on March 31. 1 trust that you will joint with us ill opposing any recon-
sideration of the Report and Order, attempts to stay the effective dote, or appeals
from the noes. ,z.,opport of um commission at this nine is coiled for my' the
compromise,

Best tersonat regards,
Sincerely,

.101IN (3 WIN.

PIC-I URI: 1:v1)1-s-rims. INC..
New York, NS., t's,hriurry 18, tri7,?,

Mr. Joins (Rvis,
Chairman of the Board, Yational ePirde Tt'b it061ThqraL

///,
ni..ki; MR. fivrs: Thank you for your lel ler of February 11. 1912.
NVe are in full accord with your statement that the compromise obliged all

of the aereeior parties to support implementation of its provisions.- I trust that
we are also lit agreement that styli perNiito ill wit) Ill the vines
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issttett t,y 1 ho but also ID Virpy light legislation and that iliese two aspects
of W11,414'10 log the Compromise are Next ri( ably lied together.

ID this I'DIMPetIrril, I WrillId like to stress tiw need for immediate meetings
between nut respective hiwyers to ;wive on 1110 text of a revised Section ttt of
the (Copyright Dill which %troth! reflect tlie provisions of the Conitrotaise and
to huh tilt. (swedes ,01IIII, recommend 3einity to the Cr Illy ri/r,Irlict.,

1'111111)N triephnued D11 earth,r this week to reittiest that NCTA's lawtN he Mare avaihutrIir for this pi r at dales earlier than they hart, stated
they could meet in 4Iew of their other Ntl'A commitments, I sincerely Ropethat you will It able to arrange for such a meeting within the next several
(1;1)s.

As to the fee svinalult, wider the compulsory llceuse, the inetai,ers of yourand lair fo.:1.41;01)W cianniittnes agreed tit oar last meeting thirt It fee schediiii,conk' not Ili walked out 1 WI WM!' nit' rth`.,, It MIN engulzed that link was
inevitable as long as NCTA fools that any 80'0'711(9kt 111114 Prositio for ti singlefee to embrace all tykes of emigrant material. Ithvionsly, since onr Committee
represents 1,ronliners awl distil taitors of dinned mid taped television programs, 111,
et1111A1 not negotiate for fees imyahlt, to the ni»sh, pert( inning societies. tiii
networks or other poNsible claimants, This is ;1 point which ire had made at the
outset of our negotiations. and It was for that reason that we suggested to your
Coininittee it mat nit-idling iii Devember of last year that Nt"l'A should eider into
uel;uthUlrrit: tilt Iv these other stroll's.

In any event. it has been (mite elear to troth parth,,, that any farther efforts
al negotiation of fees mould ant only he fruitless. but would delay prompt intr
duction and (11110 Merit of at ci,irytight 1,111. which Is 0:S11M/it to ilillrlearittal)ilintof the conscusiis agreement.

At the last meeting of the two lathe-Iry committees. the N("CA. re,,resentallvesstated that despite inability to agree upon fees, the \(' 1' would tionethetess
support inclusion In the statiste of a fee schedule nut agrteti to Li the parties.
ton stilostament iniirersatlms, Alfred Stern vonitirmed to me that this was the
official posithat of the NC1'.1. adopted at at board meeting of the .1ssoviation. Its
Otlr 'dew, this vhiates the clause of the t'omprountse which stnteS expressly Mit'tuft-off:: a t...eht.dlitc of fees covering the ",,"polltary ' riAa nr other
payment mechanism can la, agreed main hetween tire copyright inviiers ItIld the
U.A*1W owners in time for inclusion in the 1101' copyright statute, the legisla-
tion would simply- Provide fur compulsory arbitration frilling private agreement on
copyright fees." in view of the past history of open and fair dealing tad\veva
Oar groups, the intik:Mal failure of the SCT.k to support the cited provision of
the Compromise has caused grilse Vrtnevr n among the IllOtlibltry: of oar l`imunit tee,

In the meanwhile, I )0 rt. tereivol luolletiog reports an lino at11iiiii attitude
taken by the Nt"rA rogailing its suppiirt fur the above provistrin of the ('nisi -
promise. I 1,elleve, literal Pre. that It wont() Le mast helpful if you could advise
sire ht- letter of the St"l'A's lain univocal position unit it stioports all of the pro-
visions of the Compromise including that dealing with arbitration, Such, t:mir-
y-fae would be most helpful in bringing nil out a full and speedy implcunenhi-

c%f Comprianit,r 0 t V.'11:11 -.dry (.--pktcly coaltilitted,
With 1,4,st personal regards.

Sincerely pours.
DA vin Ii. llonowrrz.

CAW rEI.EV1StOst IISOUSIRY 1171 FEE STRUCTURE OF S. 1361

Annual revenue range (Iliousanis)

10 to We
9160 to $320
IVO to SOO
SOO to 3640
$640 plus . .

1t111..

Marginal
pre

(percent)

1

2
1
4
5

Subscribers
Systems (millions)

2.175 1.70
464 L S3
147 .83
47 .39

105 1,76
....

2,1139 6.20

Revenue
(millions)

slog
97
53
7.5

112

3%

Fee
irnatons)

3f.19
1.21
.83
.,,1

3.93
. ...._..

7.t3

Effective
rate

(percent)
_______.......

100
1.24
1.66
2.15
1 5)

__....
1.43
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1'01'V It BAIT REV ISIoN 1tiL1,

LROFOSLI) lENT OF CABLE TELEVLsION SUIINI 1-1E0 RV COM SUTTEE OF torvatntur
OWNERS

SEC. 111, f,intlfation on exchttirc rights: Sem:dery trangtalptions
to I cEitTAIN St:C(t :MAU TRSSMISSioN EXEMPTED.The sK.ond-

a ry t rattswission of a primary transmission embodying a perfornmstee or display
of n work Is not an Infringement of copy right ir

III the secondary transmission is not made by a chide system, and conskb4
iuliroty of the relaying, by the management of a hotel, itimvItoent house, or
similar establishment, of sign-,.t transtaitted by a broadcast station licensed by
the Federal Commtnieath.cas Commission, within the loerdi service area of such
station, to the private lodgings of guests or residents of such establishment, it nil
310 diret charge is made to see or hear the secondary transmission; or

tdi the secondary transmission is made solely for the purpose and under the
conditions specified by clause 2) of section 110; or

(31 the secondary transmission is inn& by ti common, contract, or special
earlier ho has an direct or Indirect control4 over the content or selection of the
primary transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary transmis-
sloop and whose activities with respect to the secondary transmission consist solely
of providing wires, cables, or other communications channels for the use of others ;
Prorificet, no( the provisions of this clause extend only to the activities of
carrier with respect to secondl ty lransinissIens and do not exempt from Iirtidlity
the Iv It its of others with respect to their own primary or secondary trans -
mission; or

(4) the secondary transmission is not mode by :t cable system and is inn&
by a governmental body, or other non-profit org iu tfitiiu,t, iiiiin 1LI 1Y piirptISe of
direct or indirect commercial advantage, and without charge to the recipients
of the secondary transmission other than assessments necessary to defray the
actual and reasonable costs of malatalning and operating the secondary trans-
mission service.

SECONDARY THANsmrssios OF PRIMARY TRAN:011isSioA
CONTROLLED GROUP.Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (it)
anti (o), the secondary transmission to the public of a primary transmission em-
bodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as an act of Infringe-
ment muter section 601, c,nd is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections
502 through 500. If the primary transmission is not made for reception by the
public at large but is controlled and limited to reception by particular members
of the public,

(c) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY CABLE SYSTEMS
(1) Snbiect to the provisions of clause (2) of this subsection (e), secondary

transmissions to the public by a cable system of a primary transmission made
by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission nod
embodying a performative or display of a work shall be subject to compulsory
licensing upon compliance with the requirements of subsection (d) in the follow-
ing cases;

(A Where the signals comprising the primary transmission are exclusively
:Hirai rind the secondary transtal,sion Is petootss!blo onder rulcs 'and rgttLi-
lions of the Federal C'ornmunleations Conunissior ; or

(II) Where the community of the cable system is In whole or in part within the
local set-vice area of the primary transmitter ; or

(C) Where the signals comprising the secondary trnnstaission are content-
plated by and consistent with section Ti 4. (fl, 00, ill, awl (c)%thrmigh and Subparts D and F of the rules and regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission as published in Volume 37, Federal Register. page
3252 et gm.. on February 12, 1072

(2) notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1) of this subsection (c), the
secondary transmission to the public by n enble system of a primary transmission
made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Conan ISSIOD
ml embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as an net of

int ringefnent under sestina WI. find Is fill's !..it'ct to the remedies provided by
sections ro2 through ;An, In the following cases ;

(Al Where the signals comprising the secondary transmission, whether oe
not authorized by the Federal Communications Commission, are inconsistent
with, or in excess of those contemplated by, Ihe rides and regulations of the
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Federal Communications Commission referred to In subela use (C) of clause
of this subsection (e) ; ur

(lit Where the couiuu of the cable system is In 8vhole or In part within the
loyal service area of one or more television broadcasting stations liCVIM41 by
the Federal Communications Commission and-

411 the content of the particular traosinission program consists primarily of
nit organized professional team sporting event ocenrring simultaneously %NMI the
Initial fixation and primary transmission of the progru ; and

(1.11 the secondary transmission Is mat' for reception wholly or partly cd-
side the local service area of the primary transmitter ; and

OW the sroondarY transmission Is made fur receittlou wholly or 'tartly within
the local service area of MK' or tome ielevIsiwt I ttadyasting stattuus 11(141,04
by the Federal (,'onnumpleottons Commission, none of which hits received au-
thorization to transmit .snfil program within see!: arca.

id) !.'llNli'1114aitY I.ICDNSE. FOR SECONDARY TIZANSMISSIONs !Pi
CAui1I SYSTEMS,

(i) For any secondary tronsmisslon to be sulpject to compulsory
miller subsection tc), the cable system shall at least one month before the date of
secondary transmission or NVIIIIIZI day!: after the enactment of this Act.
whichever date is later, record In the Copyright Office, a notice Indmllng a state.
went of the Identity and address of the person who owns or operates the see-
molary transmission service or has power In eXVIVISe primary control over it
together with the name and location of the primary transmitter, or ptiware
transmitters, and thereafter from time to time, such further Information as he
Register of Copyrights shall 'Prescribe by regulation to carry out the purposes of
this clause (11,

(2) A cable system whose secondary transmissions have been subject to coat-
pnisory Itemising under subsection (e) shall during the months of January,
April, and July and October, deposit with the Register of Copyrights, in accord-
atm. with reimiretnents that the Register shall proscribe by regulation and
furnish such further information as the Register of Copyrights may require to
carry out the purposes of this clause t°_)

(A) A statement of account, coveting the three months next preceding, specify-
ing the number of channels on which the cable system made secondary trans-
missions to its subscribers, the names, and locations of all primary transmitters
whose transmissions were further transmitted by the cable system and the
gross amounts irrespective of source received by the cable system.

(13) A total royalty fee for the period based upon a schedule or schNimles
to be determined as follows:

(11 Within sixty clays atter the enactment of this Act, the Register of Copy-
rights shall constitute a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in accordance
with Section 803 for the purpose of fixing a schedule or schedules of just and
reasonable compulsory license fees.

(II) The schedule or schedules of compulsory license fees shall be determined
by the Tribunal in a like manner as if the Trilamal were convened to make a
determination concerning an adjustment of copyright royalty rates, provider),
however, that Sections SOC and 807 shall not apply and that the determination
of the Tribunal shall be effective at the end of the twelfth month after the en-
notment of this Act or on the date the Tribunal ren&r.; it.;
occurs sooner,

(iil) The Tribunal, immediately upon ranking a determination, shalt transmit
its decision, together with the reasons therefor, to the Register of Copyrights
who shall give notice of such decision by publication in the Federal Register
within fifteen days front receipt thereof. Thoreafter: tho determination of the
Tribunal may be subject to the judicial review in a like manner as provided in
section sun but no other official or court of the United States shall have power
or jurisdiction to otherwise l'nIPW the Tribunal's determination.

(iv) Notwithstanding any of the provisions of theantitrust laws (as desig-
nated in § 1 of the Act of October 15, 1014, p. 323, 38 Stat. 730, Tit. 15 U.S.C. § 12;
and any amendment of any such laws) owners of copyrights in different works
anti owners of cable systems may among themselves or jointly with each other
agree on, or submit to the Copyright Tribunal for its consideration, one or more
proposed schedules of compulsory license royalty fees. and proposed categories
of secondary transmissions and cable systems for Inclusion in any of the sched-
ules to be established or adjusted by the Tribunal pursuant to this subsection
and Section 802.
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tC) The preceding sebelause (II) of clause ('2.) of this (d). Shall
WA. apply to cable systems that before %reit 31, 1972. were operating In accord-
ance with the rules and regotations of the Federal Cemommications Commission,
served less than 3.500 subscribers, and were not, diroolly or Indirectly, by stock
11' IlerShiP or otherwise, umler continent ewnership or control with any other cable

SYStV1118 serving in the aggregate more nem 3.500 sniuseribers, provided that this
(.x0144141 shall continue to apply as :wig its the cable system militates to serve
nut more than 3,500 subscribers atilt Is Wit directly indirectly, by stock owner-
ship or otherwise, under common oweership or (anti rol with any other cable
systems serving lit the aggergate mere than 3.500 subscribers. and provided far-
ther. that such cable system tiles moomily at the I'opyright ()tlice in accordance
with reopilrements limit the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation,
It SAM 0111411 t settinq, forth the memos 01111 othill'AS.PA of other 011 111.e systems directlyt- 0. ,y...( rot or orb10,,,It0,1 (,y. or muter common Mil With the cable
system tiling the staieee . the number of subscribers served by each of such
other cable systems; and Roo names null ueldresses of any person or persons who
directly or indirectly own or control the cable system filing the statement and di-
rectly or indirectly own or control any other cable system or systems, and the
names and addresses 4if the cable systems so owned or controlled. For the pur-
poses of this subelause ft'1 of clause (21 of subsection (di, ''subscriber" shall
mem) a household or business establishment, or If a hotel, apartment house or
similar establishment, it Shan 11101111 n lodging or dwelling milt within such es-
t old ishment v,out aining at television receiving set.

(3) The royalty fees deposited ender clause (2) shall be subject to the follow-
ing procedures:

(A) Doling the month of July In each year every person claiming to be en-
litled compulsory Remise fees for secondary transmissions made during the
preceding twelve-month period shall Ale a claim with the Register of Copyrights.
In accordance with requirements that the Register shall prescribe by regulation.
NotwIthistatunng any provisions of the antitrust laws (as designated In I of
the act of ()tober 15, 11)14. 38 Stat. 730, TR. 15 U.S.C. ii 12, and any amendments
(If any such laws), for purposes of this (dense any claimants may agree among
themselves us to the proportionate division of compulsory licensing tees among
them. may' temp their clnions together and file them jointly or as a single claim,
or teeny designate a common agent to receive payment on their behalf.

( 11) After the first day of August of each year, the Register of Copyrights shall
determine whether there exists a controversy concerning the statement of account
or the distribution of royalty fees deposited under clause (21. If he determines
that no such controversy exists, he shall, after deducting his reasonable admin-
istrative costs under this section, distribute such fees to the copyright owners
entitled, or to their designated agents. If he Ands the existence of a controversy
he shall certify to that tact and proceed to constitute a tunnel of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal in accordance with section 803. In such cases the reasonable
administrative costs of the Register under this section shall be deducted prior
to distribution of the royalty fee by the tribunal.

(C) During the pendency of any proceediug under this subsection, the Register
of Copyrights or the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shalt withhold from distrihn-
Ron an amount sufficient to satisfy alt claims with respect to which 11 contro-
versy twists het shell have diecretion to proceed ii, distribute any alueuels that
are not In controversy.

tel Relation to other law., and regulationa.Nothing In this section shall
he construed as limiting or preempting the authority of the Federal Com-
munications Commission to regulate the operations of broadcast stations or
cane systems pursuant to any other Act of Congress; Provided Ihul. the Federal
Communications Commission shall not limit the area. duration or other scope of
the exclusivity a television broadcast station may acquire respecting secondary
transmissions by cable systems that are not subjeet to the compulsory license
provided for In subsection (el of this Section ill beyond any limits that may lie
npplicable to the area. duratIon or other scope of the exclusivity a television
torealicnst station mar neouire respecting other television broadcast stations.

(t) Definitions,--AS used in this section, the following terms and their
varlet%) films 1110,111 lie following:

(1) A "primary transmission" is a transmission made to the public by the
transmitting facility whose signals are being received and further transmitted
by the secondary transmission service, regardless of where or when the per-
formance or display was first transmitted.

(21 A "secondary transmission" is the further tronsmitting of a primary trans-
mission simultaneously with the primary transmission without change In pro-
gram or other message coetent.
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(3) A "cable system" is a facility that in whole or in part receives signals
transmitted by one or more television broadcast stations licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission and makes secondary transmissions of such signals
by wires, cables, or other communications channels to subscribing members
of the public who pay for such service, For purposes of determining the royalty
fee under Subsection (d) (2)(B), two or more cable systems in contiguous com-
munities (including different political divisions or subdivisions) under common
ownership or control or operating from one headend shall be considered as one
system.

(4) The "local service area of a primary transmitter" as used in this section
comprises the area in which a television broadcast station is entitled to insist
upon its signal being retransmitted by a cable system pursuant to the rules
and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission as published in
Volume 37, Federal Register, page 3252, et seq on February 12, 1972, or such
similar rules as the Federal Communications Commission may from time to time
lawfully adopt in the future In light of changed circumstances,

(5) The terms "full network station," "partial network station." "independ-
ent commercial station," and "non-cominercial educational station" as used in
subpart D of the rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion as published in Volume 37, Federal Register, page 3252, et seq., on Febru-
ary 12, 1072, shall be defined in accordance with the rules and regulations of the
Commission of the same date with such additional elaboration as the Commis-
Mon may from time to time provide consistent with the intent of this Act.

(g) This section shalt be effective upon the enactment of this Act.
(Add the following to section 501)
(c) For any secondary transmission by a cable system that embodies a per-

formance or a display of a work whicl, is actionable as an at of Infringcnicat
under subsection (c) of section 111, a television broadcast station holding a
copyright or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that work
-1,411, tor vai-cpaes of subsection (b) of this section 501 be treated as a legal or
beneficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs within the local service
area of that television broadcast station,

Amend Section 801(b) by deleting the words "continue to be reasonable" and
by substituting the words are just and reasonable."

THE PROFITABILITY or CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS AND EFFECTS OF COPYRtOHT

(Robert W. Crandall, Associate Professor, M.LT. and Lionel L. Fray, Senior
Executive Consultant, T.B.S.)

FEE PAYMENTS

SUMMARY

Following the implementation of new FCC regulatory policy for cable television
in early 1972, representatives of the cable television and program production in-
dustries have been attempting to determine a mutually acceptable schedule of
fee payments by the cable industry for the commercial use of copyrighted pro-
gramming. Agreement on a schedule would facilitate the passage of legislation
and permit the cable television industry more rapidly to fulfill its potential for
serving the public, an objective supported by the FCC, OTP, and probably a
majority of the Congress and the publicas well as by the copyright owners,

Unfortunately, agreement has not been possible chiefly because the representa-
tives of the mile television industry argue that many cable systems are not suffi-
ciently profitable to cover their capital costs, and that copyright fee payments in
any significant amounts would reduce cable system profits to a level so low that
the industry would be unable to attract new capital to permit future growth. The
major evidence advanced to support their views is an economic study undertaken
for the industry by Mitchell'

We have independently attempted to assess the profitability of cable television
systems. and the likely effects of copyright fees upon their ability to attract suffi-
cient amounts of capital to sustain future growth. The analysis incorporates not
only much of Mitchell's evidence, but also additional data developed subsequent
to the publication of his paper.

113ridger M. Mitchell in association with Robert H. Smiley, Cable Television Under the
1972 FCC Rules and the Impact of Alternative Copyright Fee Proposals, An Economic
Analysis, Sept. 30, 1972.

3 1.344 0 - 74 It
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Our results demonstrate that large and intermediate size cable systems in the
top 100 markets could c.rpcct to corn high rates of return even after payment
of copyright feel, These conclusions differ sharply with the Mitchell study which
concluded that no system in the top 100 markets could realize a rate of return in
excess of its cost of (lip' tat, even with no copyright fee payments.

An alternative interpretation of our results is,to specify the extent to which
prospective cable profits exceed a rate of return s!Itileient to attract new capital.
If we posit this rate of return to be 15 percent, our results show that the excess
return available for typical systems, expressed ns a percentage of revenues, is as
fol lows ;

Percentage of rcrenucs aradoldc after allowance for 15 percent return
on total capital

Percent
Top 50 market 20
Market 51-100 17
Market 101 plus 13

Thus, these systems could afford to pay more than 13 percent of their revenues
for copyright fees, and still earn sufficient profits to attract the capital required
to sustain their growlln The above results reflect certain reasonable assumptions
regarding the growth rate of revenues, system location, size, and so foal]. As
Section E of the report shows, somewhat higher and lower values may be obtained
via other sets of assumptions, but the general conclusions remain the samethe
systems are ou the whole far from unprofitable,

Our conclusions are different from Mitchell's for two major reasons. First,
we employ cable owners' predictions of future penetration which are substan-
tially higher than those used by Mitchell. And second, our estimates of revenues
per subscriber are higher, reflecting current reality and anticipations revealed
by cable owners in their sales of current systems.

In short, our assumptions, which are based upon rather solid evidence from
the industry itself, lead us to more cheering conclusions regarding the industry's
future. Our calculations suggest that cable owners should prosper and that their
profits should be sufficiently above the level required by investors that they should
not find copyright fees an impediment to future growth, Moreover, these results
are consistent with a very significant alternative source of datathe valuations
of cable television systems sold in recent years, and the expected profitability
they reveal.
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A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

During the past year, following the implementation of new

regulatory policy via the Federal Communications Commission's Cable

Television Rules. 1 representatives of the cable television industry and

copyright owners have been attempting to negotiate a schedule of copy-

right fee payments. Agreement would facilitate passage of copyright

legislation and "erase an uncertainty that now impairs cable's ability

.cttract the capital investment needed for substantial growth. "2 The

passage of such legislation would further help meet. the FCC's regulatory

objective: to get cable moving, "3

To assist in thee.. ,gotiations. the National Cable Television

Association (NCTA) commissioned a study by Bridger Mitchell4 of the

effects of the new regulatory polioy and various proposals which have

been made for a copyright fee schedule. The study concluded that "the

outlook for early development of cable television service in the major

cities is at best mixed"5 because of poor prospective profitability and

that "to require more than quite limited copyright payments will signifi-
cantly retardor halt CAT \' expansion in urban markets. "6 The report

includes results of calculations suggest that only the very largest

systems, located at the edge of the top 100 television markets, or outside

these markets altogether, could possibly pay as much as 5 percent of

their gross revenues for copyright fees. This report is in many respects

Irrderal Communications CommisoionCahle Television Service; Cable Television Relay Service,
Federal Register, Vol. 37, No. 30, Feb. 12, 1972.

21oid,, p. 3260. paragraph 65.

31bid.. p. 3259. paragraph 59.
4Bridger M. Mitchell in association with Robert 11. Smiley, Cable Television Under the 1972 FCC

Rules and the impact of Alternative Copyright Fee Proposals, An Economic Analysis, Sept. 30, 1973.

Sibid., p. 43.
6ibid., p. 43.
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an "update" of a previous work which came to similarly gloomy conclu-
sions in 1970 and with which we took issue.8

The conclusions of Mitchell's study, if valid, would seriously
affect the negotiations and the prospective legislation because they imply
that cable television system operators would be unable to pay copyright
fees in any significant amounts. Indeed, they suggest that "getting
cable moving" is a phrase because systems in the center of the
top 100 markets, which represent the bulk of cable television's future
potential for development, can develop rates of return of only 2.4 per-
cent to 10.4 percent--rates which are belovitheir estimated cost of
capital--even in absence of Ea. copyright payments.

Fortunately, cable owners are not faced with such bearish
prospects. Mitchell's projections are faulty for two reasons,

1, They project revenues per 'subscriber of $64.60 per year
ad infinitum despite many indications that revenues will
increase over time; and

2. They assume a very low rate of peqetration in the largest
markets on the basis of one academic study, despite the
expectations of major cable system operators, as reported
by the NCTA, which projected subscription rates nearly
twice as high,

While Mitchell allows for wage inflation in his cost formula-
tion, he fails to allow revenues per subscriber to rise over the life of the
franchise, Ile projects a yield of $64. 60 per subscriber per year forever
despite the potential which new services, pay channels, and subscriber
fee increases promise in the very near future. We shall show below that
cable owners are currently anticipating an effective rate of growth in
revenues per subscriber of approximately 4 percent per annum.

?William S. Cornanor and Bridger M. Mitchell, The Economic Consequences of the Proposed FCC
Regulations on the CATV Industry, Dec. 7, 1170.

81 sonel l.. Fray and John D. Wells. Comments on the National Cable Television Association's
Independent Economic Sfudyi Feb. 8, 1971,
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In addition, Mitchell uses the most pessimistic extant statis-
tical study to project subscriber demand in the top 100 markets. This

study predicts that only 22 to 45 percent of homes passed in these

largest markets will eventually subscribe. The NCTA's own projec-
tions, obtained from a survey of its members, place mature penetration

9
at 65 percent of homes passed, a statistic which we accept as the best
informed estimate of cable potential in these markets.

In the analysis described below, we have reestimated the

prospective profitability of cable television, and we reach much more
optimistic conclusions. While we utilize 'Mitchell's cost parameters
throughout with only minor modifications, we are confident that these
estimates are accurate only for systems of approximately 10,000 sub-
scribers at maturity. Por smaller systems, Mitchell's cost estimates
are too high and for lzirger systems they are too low. Minor modifi-
cations have been made in the extent of underground construction man-
dated by local communities and in the tempnral pattern of investment,

our only adjustments in the basic assumptions employed
by Mitchcll iro.c,lvc prcjcction:: of mature subscriber levels in the top
100 markets and the rale of growth of revenues per subscriber. When
the cable industry's own projections of these magnitudes is substituted for
Mitchell's unrealistically low estimates, profitability is increased sub-
stantially, The difference between our estimates, based upon a con-
servative 2 percent growth in revenues per subscriber, and Mitchell's
are presented in Table A-1.

9Don Andersson The CATV industry - Current Subscriber Penetration, Projected Subscriber Growth,
Capitalization, by 5 Year Periods 1972-1592, With Special Emphasis on Existing and Potential Cable
Systems within 35-Mile Zones on the Top-100 'Television Markets.
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Table A I.

The Prolltabilav of Cable Television Svstems:
Revised Estimates for a Typical 10,000 Subscriber System

Market

Rite of Return on investment Before Taxes
Without Copyright Fees:

Revised Estimate Mitchell's Estimate

Top 50 Middle 23.4% 4.0 - 6.1%
Top 50 - Edge 21.25 6.4 - /.
51-100 MIddie 21.3% 2.4 - 6.1%
St-100 - Edge 19.8% 5.5 - 8.1:
101 - Middle 21.55 11.0%

101 Edge 18.6% Not Given

Note: Revised estimate based upon assumption of 64, SN so:blcriber
penetration in Top SO markets. 65.5" subscriber penetration
in 11,q,. %.,1 n . , re..'enwts per sub-
scriber.

Slice it is widely believed that investors must realize a

15 percent rate of return on total investment before taxes, our esti-

mates place the prospective returns considerably above the profits

required to reward investors adequately for the risk they incur. The

magnitude of these "excess returns" available for copyright fees or

other purposes may be deduced from Table A-2 which measures the

ratio of these excess returns to annual revenues.
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Table A -1

The Percentage of Revenues Available For Copyright Fees
or Other Porrdses After Allowance for a 15 Percent Rate of Return

Market Percentage of Revenues Represented by Excess Returns

Top SO - Middle 15.1%
Top SO - Edge 20.4%
51.100 Mt.! Ile 20.5%
51-t00 Edge 15.9%
101+ Middle 21.3%
101. Edge 13. ea

That cable television is not courting bankruptcy is obvious
from a perusal of these estimates for a typical 10, 000 subscriber
system. The empirical details and analytical techniques which compel
such a conclusion are contained in the five principal sections of this
paper which follow and in a comprehensive statistical appendix,

Section 13 details the important parameters involved in cal-
culating the rate of return on cable-system investment. Section C
reviews the NCTA report's crucial assumptions, suggesting more
reasonable alternatives in several instances, Section D reviews the
terms obtained by system owners in recent mergers, deriving from
these price estimates imputed CApe,ted of revenues and
profits. Section E contains the results of our calculations, including an
examination of the effects of alternative copyright fee schedules.
Finally, Section F is a full statement of our conclusions. The Appendix
of the report, a separate volume, contains the voluminous computer
printouts which define the detailed calculations of the results obtained.
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13, KEY VARIABLES IN CALCULATING CABLE SYSTEM PROFITABILITY

This section describes the calculations performed in deter-

mining cable system profitability and introduces the most important
variables that affect these calculations.

1. Measurement of Profitability

Critical to Mitchell's study and our calculations is the
internal rate of return--a fundamental measure of the profitability of
capital investments. The internal rate of return on any investment
project is that discount rate which equates total future discounted rev-
enues to total discounted future costs. Since the discounted value of

any revenue or expense item is directly proportional to its absolute

magnitude and inversely proportional to its temporal distance from the
present, both the timing and the magnitude of revenue or expenditure

items play a critical role in the final calculations. This is not an idle
point, as we shall see, for Mitchell has made some very important
implicit assumptions about the timing of both revenues and costs.

The precise method for calculating the value of the rate of
return is easily described. If we call p (t) the average revenue per

subscriber at time t and S (t) the average number of subscribers at time
t, the present value of all future revenues is:

(B. 1) pv 00
p(t) S(t)

R 2.4
(1 r) t - 1

t.I
Defining operating costs in each period as OC(t) and capital outlays as

K(t), we may express the present value of all future outlays as:
00

(B. 2) PV .E OC(t) + Kit)

(14r) t-1
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Combining these two formulas gives us the equation to be solved for r
once all revenue and cost data are entered:

ill 3) p(t) Sit) - OCit) - K(t) 0
(1+

t -10
t=1

2. Revenues

As the formula for calculating the internal rate of return
implies, revenues per subscriber, pit), must be computed for all future
time periods. These revenues are obtained from subscribers' monthly
fees, the charge for second or third connections within the subscribing
home, installation fees, advertising revenues, and revenues from leasing
channels to independent suppliers of entertainment fare. Data on monthly

fees currently realized by cable systems are easily obtained, but the
future pattern of these fees is not so easily ascertained since changes
in the monthly fee must typically be approved by municipal licensing

authorities. In addition, there are only indirect data on the extent of
"secondary ", fees from households electing to connect more than one
receiver to the cable.

More speculative is the magnitude and rate of development
of "ancillary revenues"--from such sources as advertising, pay-cable,
and other services provided in addition to retransmissions. Most of
these sources are only beginning to develop at present, but most partici-
pants in the industry expect these revenues to grow substantially in the
near future.

Mitchell's approach to estimating the future pattern of rev-
enues per subscriber is quite simple. lie assumes that the monthly fee
is $5 and that 20 percent of all subscribers elect to connect a second set
at $1 per month. Advertising revenues are projected at $2.20 per sub-
scriber per year. Ail of these estimate:. are projected to grow at an annual
rate of zero percent per annum. Other ancillary revenues are ignored.
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The most important single variable in calculating the rate of
return is the projected penetration of cable subscribers (i.e., the ratio
of subscriber homes to total potential homes in the franchise area. Pene-
tration, in turn, is the product of two phenomena: the attractiveness of
the cable offering relative to off-the-air alternatives and the temporal
rate at which households recognize this difference and actually subscribe.
Thus, we must predict the ultimate "mature" value of cable penetration
and the rate at which maturity is achieved.

There are a number of approaches to predicting the ultimate
penetration of mature cable systems. The first is simply to view the
recent experience of the industry and to extrapolate subscriber penetration
for the next ten or fifteen years. This approach is weak because it is
difficult to predict penetration in the top 100 markets since system growth
in these areas in the recent past has been seriously impeded by FCC policy.
Recent experience outside the top 100 markets cannot be utilized to pre-
dict consumer acceptance within these markets where signal quantity and
quality is likely to be much better.

A second technique for predicting cable penetration is the use
of published studies of demand relationships which have been estimated
from existing oats. These demand relationships cart be fitted to the data
foe a variety of markets -- including the number of imported signals allowed
by the FCC, projections of price and income, and various other variables- -
to yield predictions of future mature subscriber penetration for each. This
is precisely Mitchell's approach, for he uses a recent study by R. E. Park10
of the Rand Corporation as his only basis for predicting cable penetration.
We shall examine the appropriateness of Mitchell's choice in the next
section by fitting Park's demand equation and an earlier relationship
estimated by Comanor and Mitchell to data drawn from a random sample

of cable systems.

l0 Ft. E. Park, Prospects for Cable in the 100 Largest Television Markets. The Bell System of
Economics and Management Science, Vol. 3. No. 1, Spring 1973.
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A final possibility for predicting mature cable penetration is
to utilize the projections provided by the system operators themselves.
Fortunately, such projections have been provided on a confidential basis
to the NCTA by large multiple systen. owners. 11 We shall consider this
alternative in the next section after testing the existing statistical demand
models against new data.

3. Operating Costs

Operating costs are defined as those annual, recurring, non-
capital expenditures required to provide cable service to subscribers.
Unfortunately, precise data on these costs are not normally available from
the nation's operating systems. Most systems do not report financial
statistics to the public since their securities are not publicly traded.
Moreover, systems operating under the new FCC regulations have not
had sufficient experience in complying with these rules to provide good
estimates of their contribution to operating costs. And, summaries of
their financial reports to the FCC have not as yet been made public.

Because of these difficulities, most analysts of cable system
profitability are forced to rely upon Comanor-Mitchell datacollected
during an NCTA study--for estimates of operating costs. We shall be
forced to do the same, despite the criticism which has been leveled at
their estimates for being too high We are especially interested in
examining the influence of system size upon operating costs per subscriber,
and we shall stress the importance of calculating rates of return for only
those systems within the range of efficient scale of operation. Very

small, inefficient systems must be excluded from any analysis of profit-
ability of "typical" cable systems.

"Fere, Andention. or,.

For example, see John J. McGowan.. Roger Noll, sod Merton J. Peck's technical memorandum
prepared for the Sloan Commission. 1571.
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4. Capital Costs

As in the case of revenues, the timing as well as the magni-
tude of capital costs are critically important to the calculation of rates
of return. The longer a system spreads out its initial investment in a
distribution system, the higher is its rate of return for a given pattern
of subScriber growth. We shall see that Mitchell assumes that all invest-
ment expenditures except house drops are completed at the beginning of
the first year. Alternative assumptions which we employ are more
realistic.

The capital cost of a cable system is largely dictated by the
geographical characteristics of the area served. The density of living
units, the necessity of burying utility cables, the type of topography, and
the distance from transmitters of signals to be imported are among the
most important determinants of the cost of capital facilities per home
passed by the cable. But, the average capital cost per home subscriber
is obviously dependent also upon the percentage of homes actually sub-
scribing; hence, the predicted rate of penetration is especially
in determining capital outlays per subscriber.

The cost of constructing a mile of cable distribution plant
varies considerably from location to location. ft is virtually impossible
to posit a single estimate for aerial construction or for underCround
construction, and it is for this reason that we expect subscribers in
different communities to face quite different charges. For the purposes
of this analysis, however, we shall be forced to adopt Mitchell's technique
of positing a typical system and to utilize the same cost data for all
calculations.
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5. Summary

To summarize this section and to anticipate our criticisms
of Mitchell in the next section, the major determinants of rate of return
are the prediction of ultimate penetration, the path which the approach
to maturity takes, the future pattern of revenues per subscriber, and
the magnitude and timing of capital expenditures. On most of these

points, Mitchell's assumptions dictate results which, in our view, are
biased in the direction of low profitability. We shall correct these
sources of bias in preparation for calculating the rates of return which
typical cable systems may he expected to enjoy in future years.
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C. SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE VARIABLES

I. Calculation of Internal Rates of Return

Mitchell does not inform us of his precise methodology for

calculating the yield on cable investment; he merely states that returns

are calculated under the assumption of fixed equipment life but infinite

franchise life. Thus, he simply replicates the cable system periodically

in order to calculate rates of return, but he fails to tell us about the
precise timing of revenues and expenditures. Our experiments with

Mitchell's data suggest that he must have assumed that all capital

expenditures are undertaken immediately preceeding the first day
of the year and that revenues and operating costs are recorded at the

beginning of each year. As a more satisfactory approach, we have chosen

to center all revenues and operating costs at the middle of each year- -

a compromise which is compelled by the sheer difficulty of allowing for

continuous flows and the discounting of these flowsbut we retain the

assumption that capital outlays occur at the beginning of the year in
which they are incurred.

in addition, we calculate returns under the assumption of

four-generation life. All expenditures are replicated in the same year
they fall due in the first generation, and subscription levels are allowed

to grow at the same rate in the second, third and fourth generations- -
namely, 2 percent per annum. Thus, our computation algorithm

solves for r in the following equation:

15 60
t - 1

(C. 1) 0 E pill (11.g) S(t) - OC(t)
(1+r)".5

t-I5
EP115) (lig) S(15) (1.02)t-15' 5

(I+r)t -
t=16

60 60E
t+.16

(1+0

OC(15) (1.02)t-15.5 Kit)
t-0.5

t.1 (l+r)t-1
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Our assumption of only four-generation life--of fifteen years each--will
have little effect upon the rate of return: one dollar of net revenue sixty
years hence, discounted at a rate of 15 percent, has a current discounted
value of less than one-tenth of one cent.

2. Revenues

a. Subscription Revenues. Among the most conservative
and downward-biased parameters used by Mitchell is his estimate of
subscription fees. lie posits a monthly fee of $5, plus a secondary fee for
additional sets equal to $1, which is chosen by only 20 percent of homes.
Thus, he estimates subscribers to contribute an average of only $62.40
each year.

In the random sample of 81 cable systems collected for the
purpose of testing the predictive power of various demand equations (to
be described below), the average subscriber fee is $5.25 per month or
$63 per year. The number of second connections is not known, nor is
the secondary subscription fee in most instances. However, published
data show that 41 percent of all homes have at least two receivers, and
the proportion is growing. We shall assume that 41 percent of subscribers"
attach two receivers to the cable at an additional cost of $1 per month.

Surprisingly, Mitchell assumes that subscription fees will
not grow at all in the infinite life of the franchise. Our sample systems
demonstrate an average of 1.2 percent annual growth in monthly fees in
the past five years, and this rate of growth is likely to increase in lagged
response to the recent inflation. Therefore, in one variant of our calcu-
lations we shall utilize a 2 percent growth rate for subscriber fees for
the entire forty-five year period. The allowance for revenue growth,
among other things, allows us to treat inflation symmetricallysince
we use Mitchell's operating-cost data which contain significant escalator
provisions in several of 'he labor cafeories.

"1972-1973, Television Factbook.

20.344 Q - 73 22
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In the calculations which are presented in the next section,
we substitute an annual fee of $63 plus $4. 92 for the second connections,
or $67.92 for Mitchell's low figure of $62. 40.

While our typical current monthly fee of $5.66 ($5.25 + $0.41)
per month is $0. 46 higher than Mitchell's, it is considerably below the
price charged by many systems currently in operation in major markets,
In New York City, one system charges $9.95 per month while another- -
in the more modest section of Manhattancharges but $6. 00, In

San Francisco, the monthly fee is $6.25 while in Oakland it is only $4.45
and in Los Angeles it is $7.00. These differences persist despite Mitchell's
claim that systems face unitary elastic demand and that increases in the
subscription fee to above $5.00 per month will not raise net revenues of
the system. 14

A final fragment of evidence supporting the notion that sub-
scription fees can be raised with salutary effects upon profits is the
number of price changes sought by cable operators. Between January
and September 1972, 40 systems were reported to have sought increases
in their monthly fees and only one asked for a decrease, 15

An important omission from both our calculations
Mitchell's is the installation fee exacted by cable systems for

and

a house-
hold's initial connection to the cable. The random sample of cable
systems which we collected for the purpose of testing alternative demand

functions lists an average installation fee which is slightly more than $10,
but it is well known that many systems waive the installation fee as an
incentive to gain additional subscribers. Unfortunately, precise data
on the frequency of billing for installation are not available.

141115 deductions are theoretically invalid, for he pres.rres that a firm confronting a demand curve of
constant unit elasticity cannot increase price profitability. In fact, it can and ahoitlduntll it serves
but one customer las long as the second and ensuing customers add to operating expense' of the firm).

"Source: 71:Factbook Addenda.
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The omission of installation fees creates a certain asymmetry
in the calculation of rates of return because we have followed Mitchell
and included a charge of $7.50 for each disconnect and reconnect in the
"house drops" cost category. Since households are assumed to move
once every four years, this adds $3, 75 per year to costs in a steady-
state environment. if the installation fee of $10 were included in our
revenues, it would add $2. 50 per year to revenues, in large part off-
setting the disconnect-reconnect charges, but without substantive data
on the frequency of the levying of installation charges we have decided
to ignore this revenue category altogether--leading to a downward bias
in calculated rates of return in the next section.

b. Ancillary Revenues, To his modest $62.40 in subscriber
fees, Mitchell adds an equally conservative $2. 20 for advertising revenues.
This estimate is also permitted to grow at a rate of zero percent a year,
and it is the only allowance for ancillary revenues. In our calculations, we

choose to ignore the category of advertising revenues altogether, substi-
tuting for them a unitary category of income from all sources, including one
which appears likely to dominate advertising revenue for cable operators
in a very few years--leased subscription channels.

How remunerative will leased channels prove to cable owners?
At this time precise evidence on this question is impossible to muster.
One study by the Rand Corporation of the potential Dayton-Miami Valley
system 16 projects the leasing of one motion-picture channel and ten

educational channels. With no firm basis for their estimate, the Rand
researchers simply posit a gross revenue of $350, 000 per year for the
motion picture channel--equal to ten times estimated costs, Since the
Dayton system is projected to reach an average of 62,830 subscribers
during the first ten years, this revenue averages approximately $5,50
per subs. riber per year. In addition, Rand projects another $350, 000
in annual revenue from the leasing of the educational channels at cost,
but there is no projection of other leased noneducational channels.

I6L, L. Johnson, et al., Cable Communications in the Dayton Miami Va11e1, The Rand Corporation,
F-943 KF /FF. January 1372, p. 2.10.
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The Rand estimate is conservative given the economics of
motion-picture production and distribution, and the likelihood that other
entertainment vehicles will be very attractive when offered by leased
channels, Given theater admission prices which average more than
$1,25 per seat at present, it would not be surprising if the average
cable subscriber would be willing to pay several times this amount for
the privilege of viewing new feature films via a leased channel in his
home, The Rand estimate of leased-channel revenue is roughly consis-
tent with a monthly charge of $4, 50 for 15 new films with one repeat of
each during the month and a subscriber enrollment of 50 percent. Alter-
natively, it may be viewed as being consistent with the sale of $4. 50

per subscriber per month in advertising time on the leased channel and
it is even more conservative as an average estimate of the attractiveness
of this option over the next ten or fifteen years.

Similar examples could be constructed for sports events,
cultural offerings, or numerous other services, but all would rest
heavily upon conjecture at this point. We can only assert that at this
moment extra subscriber revenues for cable systems are not very
important but that in the very near future they are likely to become
significant. Moreover, it is clear from the behavior of buyers and
sellers of cable systems that industry personnel expect considerable
revenue growth in the near future. Therefore, in the analysis of
Section E below, we shall always assume that current revenues per
subscriber are derived solely from subscription fees of $61.92 per
annum, but we allow these revenues to grow over time as ancillary
revenues assume increasing importance.

To summarize, we have suggested that future revenues per
subscriber will rise because of modest monthly-fee increases and because
of the very considerable potential of ancillary services. Nevertheless,
we perforil. 610 calculations in the next section under three sets of
assumptions about price:
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Price is equal to $67.92 per year for all 45 years.

Price is equal to $67. 92 and grows by 2 percent per year.

Revenues per subscriber are equal to $67.92 and grow
by 4 percent per year.

All three estimates are above Mitchell's gloomy $64.60 per year,
ad infinitum, and they are more consistent with the anticipations being

discounted by current buyers of franchises as we shall see in Section D
below.

3. Subscriber Penetration

Despite the great effort undertaken by Comanor and Mitchell to
fit a statistical demand function to a large sample of cable systems' data,
Mitchell now drops the -best" equation from the earlier Comanor-Mitchell
study in favor of a more recent study by Rolla Edward Park of Rand, 17
lie argues that since Park utilizes data for communities having reception
capabilities similar to those in the top 100 markets, allows for differ-
ences in reception capability, and has gone to the trouble to verify his
data with cable operators, his results are superior to those obtained in
earlier Comanor-Mitchell study.

Park's study is based upon a sample of 63 systems in mar-
kets generally served by three or more commercial signals. He
does not and cannot divulge the indentity of these systems since data
were obtained on a confidential basis, but he has indicated that the mean
size of system is 4,300 subscribers with mean age less than six years.
Few very large systems are included--20,000 being the largest system
in the sample. He chooses these systems to be "representative" of top-
100 market systems, but he excludes all areas in which signal obstruction
is deemed to he a problem. Such problems, however, are not uncommon

17R. E. Park, op. cit.
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to markets such as New York, Chicago, and San Francisco. These three
markets alone account for almost a quarter of the potential subscribers
in the top 50 markets.

His regression equation is similar to that utilized by Comanor-
Mitchell with one important difference; each off-the-air signal is weighted
by its distance from the Ft contour, expressed as a fraction of the radius
of the 11 contour. Thus, distance is taken as an invariant measure of
signal reception by households. This assumption is quite dubious on its
face for two reasons. First, a station's signal strength is slimed to
vary considerably by the FCC and the procedure for estimating the loca-
tion of the 13 contour is known to be imprecise. Second, the quality of
the local signal is in large part a reflection of the household's investment
in antennas. In older areas with older television stations, these antennas
are likely to be larger and more sophisticated. In future years, normal
attrition of these antennas will make cable more attractive,but examination of
any of these markets at present will underestimate future cable penetration.

In estimating his demand function, Park attempts to estimate
an exponential maturity factor similar to that attempted by Comanor-
Mitchell. He finds that the "best" estimate of this growth factor is
equal to e -3. 3/t where t is system age in Tonths. Comanor-Mitchell.
on the other hand, discovered that 450/t was the best fitting maturity
factor, These two estimates--neither of which is utilized by Mitchell

in his simulations -- are quite different and give rise to very different
paths to eventual system maturity. Surprisingly, Park then proceeds
to estimate his equation under the assumption that a system approaches
maturity at a linear ate of t/18 for the first eighteen months, reaching
maturity at a mere eighteen months. He argues that this gives him his best
fit in the penetration equation, and all of his estimates are dependent
upon imposing this maturity path upon the penetration expression.
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Mitchell uses the parameter estimates of Park's ultimate penetration
equation, but imposes his own maturity path, which he neither defends
nor supports with statistical evidence. The differences between the
Comanor-Mitchell, Park exponential, Park linear, and Mitchell maturity
paths are given in Table C-1.

Table C-1

Percentage of Mture Subscriptions In Each Year

Year Ccni3iior Earl, Export. Park Linear' Mitchell

1 4 76 61 30

2 46 87 100 55

3 70 91 100 80

4 82 94 100 95

5 88 9D 100 100

6 91 96 100 102

7 94 96 100 104

8 95 97 100 106

9 96 97 100 108

10 . 97 97 100 110

'Park does not address himself to the q iestion of system growth
airier-maturity is reached Ahile Mitchell assume' that mature
syrterns grow at a rate of 2 percent per annum after "maturity"
Is reached.

Note that Mitchell's assumption of maturation is more conservative than
either of Park's, but Mitchell continues to use Park's mature penetration
parameter estimates, imposing his own slower maturation path--a totally
indefensible procedure. If Park's mature penetration results are to be
accepted, they can only he accepted in conjunction with his linear matur-
ation path.

There are r"tmerous other problems in applyius ii.e 1'6;1;

equation to Mitchell's universe of (ATV systems. First, the sample
Pc,rk utilizes is supposed to represent the environment in the top 100
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plarkets. Mitchell uses results for the purposes of projecting penetration
in all markets and outside the defined markets. Second, Park finds that
the impact of educational stations exceeds the impact of independent
stations--a dubious result given all statistics on relative viewing of the
two types of outlets. The elasticity of penetration with respect to the
educational station variable is 0.204meaning that an increase in the
number of educational stations from 0 to 1 will increase penetration by
20.4 percent (of its ex ante value). A similar increase in independent
signals will increase penetration by only 14.5 percent. Finally, Park
makes no allowance for local origination even though in a subsequent
publication he has argued that ambitious local originatiSns will lead to
a substantial increase in penetration in the Dayton-Miami Valley area. 18

Because the form of the penetration equation (and its matur-
ation factor) is important in predicting cable system prnfitAhnity; ufp
shall examine each published demand equation's ability to predict actual
penetration for a randomly drawn sample of cable systems from the
Factbook.

Our sample of CATV systems was obtained by selecting a
system at random from the 1972-1973 Factbook and choosing every
twentieth system sequentially thereafter. In this manner, we collected
data on 153 systems, but the data required for fitting the Park and
Comanor-Mitchell demand equations were incomplete for 65 of these
(usually because the number of homes passed by plant was unavailable).
Of the remaining 87, six were found to have erroneous data on homes
passed; therefore, we were left with a sample of 81 systems - -of which
90 warp Inratpri top 100 markets,

None of the three demand equations predicted demand any
better than one could by a random process. All three were rather
strongly biased downward, and all three had root mean square errors

I8L. L. Johnson. et at. , op. cit.. Addendum 2A.
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in excess of the standard deviation of the distribution of actual penetration
rates. The performance of each demand equation is summarized in
Table C-2,

Table 1. -2

The Performance of Alternative Statistical Demand Function!

All Markets

ParkLinear
Groats

Park MitchelPs
Grouch Comanor -Mitchell Actual

Mean Penetration 0,498 0.518 0.402 0.560
Downward Bias 0.062 0.044 0.156
Standard Deviation - 0.223
Root Mean Square

Error 0,260 0.290 0.270
Top 100 Markets

Mean Penetration 0,341 0.322 0.331 0.448
Downward Bias 0.106 0.125 0.117
Standard De...lotion -- 0.182
Root Mean Square
Error 0.249 0.299 0.262

Mitchell's adaptation of Park's equation performs the worst
of all, providing the largest values for root mean square error. For
the settings which Mitchell posits in his recent paper, Comanor-Mitchell
provides much higher estimates of major penetration than the Park
equation, but even these estimates are considerably below those derived
by a group of Major System Operators (MSO's) themselves. These
predictions appear with each demand function's estimates in Table C-3.
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Table C.3

Mitchell's Settinifor (*stile S,sterns
Atternatwi7Penetratmn itroTections at Maturity

Signal
t'ordigurations

Top...50 Markets

Park
Slid,flt 1.:do Como rt-t M Itchell

5160 Predictions for
Mature Penetration in 19871

1 .278 .387 .477

2 .253 .379 .503 .648

3 .222 .362 .458

Markets 51-100

4 .242 .365 .492

5 .258 .387 .45h .653

6 .311 .452 .468

Markets 101.

.293 .412 .4967

'These estimates are taken from Andersson, op. cit.! 1987 projections for
penetration at, coverted to mature penetration by utilizing Mitchell's growth
path for homes passed in 1983-87. Thus, in the top 25 markets, 1987 pene-
tration is 58.6 percent, but given an average Increase of 882,100 homes
passed per year in 1982.87, mature penetration is estimated to be 64.6
percent to these markets.

Source: Mitchell, Table 4, v.ithout exclusivity calculation.

Given the poor performance of all three demand equations,
we do not feel that use of any of them is justified in predicting future

penetration for the purpose of calculating rates of return on cable invest-
ment, The considerable downward bias in each would create a similar
downward bias in profitability calculations. Therefore, we are forced
to rely upon the cable system operators' own projections of demand even

though these estimates are derived from cable systems which provide
little significant origination and only a minor amount of special services
such as motion pictures or sports events by leased channels. When these
services reach fruition, we can expect the attractiveness of cable to be
enhanced considerably and penetration to rise accordingly.
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Exclusivity. in its 1972 rulemaking, the FCC provided
exclusivity protection to local stations in the top 100 markets by requiring
that cable systems black out imported signals when they contain programs
which are also shown by local stations in a specified period. In order to
allow for the effect of this exclusivity protection upon cable penetration,
Mitchell reduces the number of imported signals by a proportion which
purportedly reflects the percentage of time which the signals will be
blacked out. Unfortunately, this calculation is based upon only the most
scanty evidence assembled by Park, More importantly, there is
no evidence that penetration will respond proportionately to reductions
in the time independent signals are available, Thus, we do not attempt
to replicate Mitchell's conjecture, but instead allow for the importation
of two additional independent "standby" signals by building in six additional
microwave hops (for importing the two signals) to our capital costs.

4. Operating Costs

The calculation of the necessary operating costs of cable
systems is far from a simple matter. Comanor-Mitchell provide a very
detailed breakdown of all operating costs of systems which they believe
to be typical, but these data are not fitted by standard statistical techniques
to the operating performance of extant systems. Rather, they are judg-
ments derived by the authors after consultation with their clients and
others in the industry. Not surprisingly, they have been viewed by some
critics as rather high, but there is only scant evidence in published finan-
cial reports with which to compare them.

An important source of the apparent economies of scale in
Comanor-Mitchell lies in the assumption that all cable systems with more
than 3,300 subscribers will undertake the same origination expenses.
This origination activity contributes 343,000 per year to operating costs

19R. E. Park, The Exclusivity Provisions of the Federal Communications Commission's Cable
Tetevis Ion Regulations, The Rand Corporation, R-1057-FF/MF. June 1972.
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and $38,000 to capital costs for each system, Thus, for a 10,000 sub-
scriber system, origination alone contributes nearly $5 per subscriber
per year to total costs, but for a 25,000 subscriber system, the additional
cost is only $2 per subscriber.

A lo,.iew of the financial statements of five major M.S.O.'s
in the past 3 years reveals that C'-M have undoubtedly overestimated the
economics of large size inherent in cable system operation. Table
C-4 summarizes the performance of these M.S.O.'s and Table C-5
Provides a comparison of each company's operating costs with the es-
timates which derive from the C-M cost parameters for systems of
the same subscriber penetration, average size, and population density,

It is quite clear that C-M provides a reasonable estimate only at an

average size of 10,000 subscribers, overestimating costs for smaller

systems and underestimating costs for larger systems. Since we are

forced to rely upon the C-M operating cost data for our simulations in

Section E, below, we present results only for a typical 10,000 sub-

scriber system. Any other results based upon C-M cost parameters
would be seriously biased,

5. Capital Costs

Since cable television is an extremely capital-intensive

activity, Mitchell's assumptions about capital expenditures are crucial
to his rate of return calculations. There are four major reasons why

his estimates of capital expenditures lead to a downward bias in calcu-

lated profitability:
Fie assumes that underground cable percentages are
far above actual and prospective underground percent-
ages in the most dense markets.
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lie assumes that the entire plant is built at the beginning
of the first year,

lie fails to account for a less expensive method of
construction in dense middle markets.

tie asumes that the entire plant is rebuilt in each gener-
ation even though some components of capital expenditure
may never be replicated after initial construction.

We shall take issue explicitly with the first two of these assumptions,

citing data collected from middle-market systems either in operation or
under construction at the present time. in addition, we shall cite a
recent Rand study of the prospects for cable in the Dayton-Miami Valley

area and the projected temporal pattern of construction for this system, 20

The third and fourth items will be discussed, but we do not alter the
assumptions made by Mitchell in these respects in our calculations in

Section E, thus again biasing our results downward.

a. Underground Construction. Mitchell's assumptions
about the extent of underground construction are unrealistic. lie predicts
that Ole average percentage of underground construction will vary by

market and by proxinLity to the middle of the market. A tabulation of
these percentages appears as Table C-6.

Table C-6
5litche11's .1,sunuritorts on

Under/round Con,tructuor. Percentages

Sla rket

Top 50

51-100

101+

Outside Markets

Location
51tddle Systems Edge S)sterns

205

10

5

0

105

5

"L. L. Johnson. et al., op, cit.
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How does he justify the 20 percent datum for major-market middle

systems? By noting that the following "typical" systems have required
extensive underground construction:

Table C7
Mitchell's Citation a TNT teal Systems

Retiring Extensive Underground Construction

City Percentage of Cable Underground

Boston 51%

Brookline 40. S.
Cjlelsea 17%

Somerville 21.6%

All of these systems are located in the sixth largest market-- Boston,
Massachusetts. Mitchell appends these data as Table A-2, but he neg-

.

lects to inform us that:

1. Franchises have been awarded in only Chelsea and Somerville.

In Boston and Brookline, system design and franchise awards have not

been consummated,

2. In Somerville, current construction plans call for very little
digging of new trenches for underground cable since existing telephone

company ducts can be used. All told, only 7.3 percent--not 21.6 percent--
will be placed underground in existing ducts and in new conduits.

3. Chelsea plans to bury approximately 20 percent underground

in existing utility ducts. No new trenching is planned.

4. City engineers in Boston are emphatic in stressing that no

new underground construction will be allowed in Boston. All underground

cable will be placed in existing utility ducts.
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5. Brookline has not made any final decision on the extent of
underground CATV system required, but it is likely that 20 percent of
system will be laid underground in existing utility ducts.

In short, llitchell's 'documentation" of underground cable
percentages is substantially in error. City officials in each of the four
cities cited are frank to admit that little new trenching will be under-
taken in their communities because of its prohibitive private and social
costs.

What is required is substantial documentation of the extent
of underground construction in "typical" systemsespecially those in
the largest, most dense markets. In order to shed light upon this ques-
tion, we attempted to contact all of the systems which are either oper-
ating or under construction in the central city of the top 50 markets
with the exception of New York City. The responses which we received
by telephone are documented in Table C-8.

2C:.214 0. 7, 23
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City

Table C-8
Underground Cable Percentages
Core Cities in Top 50 Markets

Current Underground Prospective Underground
Percentage Percentage

Akron, Ohio Less than 5% Less than 5%
Columbus, Ohio Less than 5% less than 5%
Buffalo, N.Y. Less then 1% Perhaps as much RA 6%
St. Petersburg, Fla. 01 0%

Atlanta, Ga. 0%
(except leads to
apt, complexes)

Seattle, Wash. 10-15%

Albany, N.Y. approximately 2%
Charlotte, N.C. 105 10- 11,5%

Anderson, S.C. Less than 15 I ess than 1%

Asheville, N.C. 0.15 Less than 0.5%
San Francisco, Calif. 165 Less than 12%

Oakland, Calif. 235

Los Angeles, Calif. 235

San Jose, Calif. 235 -

Winston- Salem, N.C. Up to 7 -8%

Salt Lake City, Utah 05
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Outside California and New York City, underground cable
percentages rarely exceed 5, and in Californiawhere new housing
construction is especially importantunderground cable costs are often
much lower than those specified by Mitchell because the television cable
is buried at the same time that other utility lines are laid. Thus, there
is little sound data from actual or prospective cable systems that under-
ground percentages will "typically- average 10 or 20 in even the largest
markets. In cities such as New York, Washington, or an Francisco,
where topography and other unusual circumstances dictate burying cable
at great expense, higher subscriber fees will be paid by television homes.
But, these cities should not be used as the model for "typical" systems
in calculating rates of return. To do so would bias the results severely.

b. Timing of Capital Expenditures. A second assumption
which leads Mitchell to underestimate the internal rate of return on
cable systems is his assumption (and the assumption of Comanor-Mitchel))
that the entire plant is constructed at the beginning of the first year.
In virtually every system, construction is phased out over more than
one year, and in many completion requires three or more years. In

their study of the Dayton -Miami Valley system, the Rand researchers
assumed that the distribution system would he built in a three-year
period, with 21 percent completed in the first year, 44 percent built
in the second year, and 35 percent in the third year. We utilize an
intermediate pattern in our calculations in the next section, a pattern
which dictates higher rates of return since it reduces the present value
of capital expenditures at any calculated discount rate.

Mitchell assumes that his large underground cable percentages
will be achieved Nt d lust of jV, 4'60 pr. tulle 1,ecause he implicitly assumes
that large cities will alloy.' and even require cable companies to trench
and lay Conduit throughout the core city area. In fact, this is not likely
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to occur in many large cities because of the costs and discomforts
created by the trenching and filling process. Many cities require,

instead, that the telephone or electric utility company provide conduits

for other purposes. These conduits are laid when other utility lines
are laid, and cable operators may he required to use them.

In citie si.ch as Seattle, San ,iose, and Los Angeles,

underground cable is laid at the Same time utility companies bury their
cables, This leads to much lower costs than Independent de novo

construction hypothesized by Ndtchell. Even where underground

construction is undertaken independently, the cost of laying cable can

vary enormously. Oakland is laying 31 channels of cable underground

at an estimated cost of 119,000 per mile while San Francisco, across

the bay, is encountering costs of up to 130,000 per mile and more.

These differences are reflected in different monthly charges-14.43 for
Oakland and 16,23 for San Francisco,

Where cable is simply strung through underground ducts,

the cost per mile may even be lower than aerial construction. One study

conducted by the Stanford Research institute2tfound that this type of

construction cost only 13,000 per mile, or at least 23 percent less than
aerial construction. Maintenance costs may be greater for this alter-
native, however, since major repairs or alterations may require the

assistance of other utility companies who share the same ducts.

In :Mitchell's rate of return calculations, it is assumed that
the entire plant is rebuilt in each I3-rear generation. Moreover, because

of the assumption noted above, this plant is replicated at the beginning

21.ztarlford ItricarCr, 0:;,):c Cable Television, March 1070.
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of each generation. Clearly, these assumptions overstate actual capital
expenditures. Even if most of the cable plant has a 15-year life in the

face of extensive maintenance built into operating costs, not all of the

plant requires rebuilding. Trenches dog in the first year and conduit
laid in these trenches do not have to be replicated in year 16. Many of

these conduits will survive for several generations, and some may not

require rebuilding in the foreseeable future. Moreover, tower expenses
need not be replicated every 15 years. In some cases, new technology

will dictate replacement of capital equipment but only if operating costs
are so reduced by the improvement that average costs of operation are

less than incremental costs with the older equipment. Thus, to the

extent that rebuilding is dictated by new developments, operating costs
should be reduced accordingly. Mitchell does not do this; he simply

reproduces the plant in toto each 15 years--a methodology which obviously

lowers the realized rate of return.

In our calculations in Section E we shall make the

reasonable assumption that the underground percentage in the typical

system is 5 percent. Moreover, ike shall phase the initial (and

subsequent replication of/ investment over two years, a pattern which

the Rand Dayton Study uses :-or each of the sectors of its enormous

prospective system. Unfortunately, we cannot present very firm data

on the percentage of cable which will be laid in utility ducts nor on the

share of plant investment ti =hich will not require replication. Therefore,
we utilize Mitchell's data on aerial and underground costs per mile and,

like him, assume that the entire plant is rebuilt each generation even

though we know that these assumptions will lead to conservative estimates

of the rate of return.
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1), TUE RATE (* tiflowrn UP PROFITS
EXPECTED IIY CABLE OWNERS

Since any calculation of future profitability of cable systems
depends crucially upon the magnitude of future price-cost conditions,

estimates based upon current perceptions of these data are most precarious.

Without a sound estimate of the price-cost margin in future years, it is
unlikely that one will be able to predict the prospective rates of return

for cable systems operating in different environments.

In this section, we present the strongest possible predictors

of future price-cost margins- -the estimates revealed by system owners
themselves in their purchases and sales of extant systems, In the past

two years, a number of acquisitions- -large and smallhave taken place,
and the prices at which these systems sell reflect the discounted present

value of all anticipated future profits.

As Mitchell has posited, cable system owners should receive

a 15 percent return on investment before corporate income taxes to cover

their costs of capital. Thus, the present value (PV) of any new system is

equal to net revenues over all future time discounted at a rate of 15

percent. This observation may be written:
oo

i D. 11
12-Y- fTOR -0C )egt] e-rtdt - Kt151e -15r

- K(30)e-"r -s o o

where PV/S is present value (or price paid) per subscriber, Ro is current

revenues per subscriber, 000 is current operating costs per subscriber,
and li I 1 is the periodic recapitalization of plant required every generation.
Net revenues, R

o
-0Ca , are allowed to grow at a rate g, the rate of dis-

c-unt is denoted r, and the length of a generation is 15 years.
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If we assume that the plant must be rebuilt every 15 years,

we may translate this requirement into an annual capital charge. The

present value of outlays required to rebuild the system every fifteen

years for a system shish is on -half generation old is equal to the re-
placement cost -7.5rassets times e -22. Sri

e
-37. 5r

. At

a 15 percent interest rate and reproduction costs of assets of $180 to $200

per subscriber, 22 the annual capital charge required for this typical
plant is in the range of $0.80 to $11.10 per subscriber. We utilize a

figure of $10.50 in the calculations below. We may now calculate the

annual rate of growth (g) in net revenues by rewriting the present value

formula as:

W. 21
- °Co - 10, 50

S .15 - g

We know that current revenues per subscriber are equal to approxi-

mately $67. 92 while operating costs for median size systems are

approximately $32, according to cimanor-Mitchell data. Thus, the

rate of growth in net revenues per subscriber is easily found to be:

Hi. 3/
25.42

g in
PV/S

If we have information on the price per subscriber paid by firms ac-

quiring cable systems, we can calculate the rate of growth which they

are anticipating.

In order to obtain an estimate of price paid per subscriber,
we have collected information on all sales of systems for which we could

find complete data in the financial press in 1971 and 1972. A total of 17

Andersson. ATV .stry, et al., loc. cit. estimates current investment per home
passed at $112. 1: penetration at maturity is equal to 0.65, capital costs per subscriber are
equal to 6172. If penetration fails to rise above its current level of 55 percent. capital costs
per subscriber will be 1204.
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such sales were found, ranging from one system selling at $840, 000 to
46 systems selling for a total price of $88.5 million, The 17-transaction
sample has a reported 625,000 in current subscribers,

The data on current subscriber levels for all systems
purchased were converted to "mature" subscription levels by dividing
reported subscribirs by a maturation factor developed by Comanor-
Mitchell, e -450/t , where t is system age in months, This provided
an estimate of slightly more than 762, 000 subscribers at maturity,
Total purchase prices for the 17 companies aggregated $350 million in
stock. cash, and liabilities assumed, or $460 per mature subscriber,
However, there was considerable variance about this mean figure,
reflecting obviously different investment situations- - differences in
municipal regulation, local costs, subscription prices, and future
growth potential. It might be that some systems carry franchise rights
with them which are quite valuable, allowing the system owner to wire
new areas at large prospective future profits. Assume, for instance,
that a further 100 percent growth in homes passed is envisioned in the

typical sale--certainly a very generous estimate. The profitability of
these incremental subscribers.is much less than that for current sub-
scribers who reside before plant already built. If 55,3 percent of the
new homes passed are enlisted as subscribers, the system will be faced
with investing in new cable plant at a current cost of approximately $130
per subscriber.23 This adds 825.17 to the annual $32 in operating costs,
leaving only $10, 73 per year in excess monopoly profits (above the 15
percent rate of return required by investors). Thus, assuming each
sale involves the prospect of attracting 0.553 subscribers for each
mature subscriber currently passed by the existing plant, we should
attribute $5.93/($33.27 + 5,93) or 15 percent of each dollar of purchase
price to growth possibilities, This reduces our estimate of purchase

price per mature subscriber to $391.

23sirce Corr a nor-Nlachell estimate distribution costs to be more than 70 percent or all investment,
$i30 or the current $203 capitalization per subscriber is required to wire new homes.
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We are now in a position to calculate the annual rate of growth

of net revenues per subscriber which is being capitalized into franchise

purchases by recent buyers. Referring back to (0.3) we may easily,,.
solve for g:

(D.9) 25.9?
g .15-23911 .085

Thus, current buyers and sellers of systems comprising more than 10

percent of the current industry--and including firms such as Teleprompter,

Viacom, and Cox Cable-are paying prices winch are consistent with
an expected 8.5 percent annual rate of growth of cash flow per subscriber.

If operating costs were not to grow at all in the future, revenues would

have to grow by 8.5 percent in order to justify their well-informed
expectations.

The above estimate of the rate of growth expected by cable

owners themselves is a minimum estimate given our conservative

assumptions that:

Operating costs are but 832.00 per subscriber--a datum
consistent with a system size of 15,000 to 20,000 sub-
scribers according to accounting statements and
Cornanor-Mitchell data.

All systems purchased achieve maturity instantly.

Each system has franchise rights which will yield
another 0.55 subscribers for each subscriber attached
to the current plant at maturity.

Since the average system sold was smaller than 15,000, operating costs

may be higher and current net revenues smaller than that calculated in

D. 3. Moreover, any protracted adjustment to mature penetration levels

reduces the base from which net revenues per system must grow and,

therefore, increases the net growth required to justify the price paid
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for the system. Finally, our assumption of one additional subscriber
in areas yet to be wired for every mature subscriber before extant plant

is a maximum estimate given the franchises acquired, The total number

of homes in franchised areas not yet wired by the firms acquired in these

17 transactions is estimated to be approximately 700,000 from 1970

Census of Population counts, Even if all of these homes are wired

eventually, they will not equal total homes suhscribing at maturity in
currently wired areas. Moreover, our calculation requires that these

homes he wired instantlyotherwise, the required rate of growth to
justify the system purchase price must be higher.

Unless cable owners are willing to accept a lower rate of
return than 15 percent on capital before income taxes, we must conclude

that their actions reveal that they are expecting perpetual growth of net

revenues per subscriber in excess of 8.5 percent with no increases in

cost. This increase is likely to be realized in the form of new services
which add to both costs and revenues, but we cannot on the basis of

current evidence estimate the precise magnitude of each during future
years.

This 8.5 percent growth rate for net revenues is approximately

consistent with a rate of growth of gross revenues of 3 to 4 percent per
annum with no cost escalation. Given the built-in wage escalators in

our operating-cost formulation, we shall take 4 percent as the maximum

growth rate of total revenue per subscriber, but we present estimates for

a more modest growth rate of 2 percent as well.
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E, RESULTS OF' CALCULATIONS

In this section, we calculate the internal rates of return on

cable systems in different operating environments under the revised

assumptions described above. We utilize Mitchell's assumptions and
data for all but the following parameters:

I, Penetration at Maturity - a 0.648 in the top 50 markets,
0.653 in all other markets.

0.553 in the top 100 markets,
0,653 in all other markets.

2. AIL operating costs and revenues are discounted from the

middle of each year. Capital costs are discounted from the beginning

of the year in which they are incurred,

3. All distribution plant investment is spread over two years- -
50 percent in the first year; 50 percent in the second yea.

4. Underground cable percentage - 5 percent in all markets.

5. Twenty-channel capacity for all systems; even those outside
the top 100 markets.

6. Exclusivity Effects - Two additional independents imported
via three microwave hops each as
standby capacity to substitute for
blacked-out independents.

7. Origination - All systems have standard origination as defined
by Mitchell.

8. Annual Revenue per Subscriber $67.92 which grows at a
rate of 0 percent, 2 percent.
and 4 percent in three
different calculations.

9. The number of subscribers increases at an annual rate of 2

percent in years 16 through 60.
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Clearly, our assumptions on mature penetration and subscribe

revenues are more generous than Mitchell's and they lead to higher calcu-
lated rates of return. However, as we have argued in Section C, these

assumptions are more consistent with cable system owners' projections

and currently reality,

We utilize the cable system owners' projections for penetration

in 1982 for our first calculations, employing the datum for markets 51-100

for all markets outside the top 100. These calculations embody niece

optimistic penetration assumptions for the top 100 markets, but in some

cases we are more conservative than Mitchell for he smaller markets.

As an alternative projection, we utilize the pessimistic assumption that,

despite growth potential, penetration in the top 100 markets will remain

at 55. 3 percent. 24

Por the path toward maturity, we utilize the growth path used
by Mitchell despite its lack of statistical foundation. We feel that this

path is a reasonable compromise between Comanor-Mitchell and Park.

In addition, it is quite similar to the one utilized by Park in his Dayton-
Miami Valley predictions.25

Revenues per subscriber take three forms--all beginning with
$67. 92 in the first year. In the first variant, it is assumed that there is

no net growth. In the second, revenues per subscriber grow at an annual

compound rate of 2 percent while in the third they grow at 4 percent.
These rates of growth are consistent with our observations about prospec-

tive subscriber fee increases and future sources of ancillary revenues.

More importantly, they are conservative reflections of revenue growth

discounted by buyers and sellers of systems in the past two years.26

Equally important and also leading to higher rates of return

are our assumptions concerning cable investment and its timing. While

we use Mitchell's data on costs per mile of each type of cable plant--

24 Don Anr:erssOn, Op. cit.
251 L. Johnson, et al., op. cit., Caper i2.
26See Section C above for an estimate of growth rate antIcipationl.
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aerial and undergroundwe phase the investment in that plant over two
years in accordance with our observation that few plants are ever
completed in a single year. In addition, We allow for a maximum of
'3 percent of cable underground for a typical system Oven the obser-
vation that few systems currently under construction or in operation in
major markets have more than this percentage of their plant buried in
underground conduits.

Minor changes involve exclusivity and origination. We simply
allow the importation of two additional standby independent signals to
offset the effects of exclusivity protection afforded local stations. While

this may not allow the cable system to prevent blacking out one channel
at all broadcast hours, it will greatly offset any effect of exclusivity
protection upon subscriber penetration. The cost of importing each
additional signal is included in the additional three microwave hops per
station required.

For origination, we utilize the Mitchell "standard" origination- -
requiring capital costs of $38, 000 and annual operating costs of $43, 000.
Mitchell, on the other hand, utilizes a minimum origination expenditure
for systems of fewer than 10,000 mature subscribers, but we exclude these

smaller systems from our results.

A few minor differences exist between our calculations of
operating and capital costs and those of Comanor-Mitchell upon which
Mitchell relies. All of these derive from the difficulty in translating
the Appendix description of cost parameters in Comanor - Mitchell into
actual cost data. For employee benefits, office rentals, and house drops,
our cost data differ to a minor degree with the Comanor-Mitchell
calculations, These differences are minor and have no perceptible effect
upon calculated rates of return.

Otherwise, we utilize the Comanpr-Mitchell cost data for
the calculations reported below. Instead of replicating the plant over
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an infinite horizon, we simply allow for tour generations of 15-year
plant life. This reduces the rate of return to a very minor degree given
the present value of net revenues realized 61 or more years from the
present.

In order to demonstrate the effect of alternative proposed

copyright fee schedules, we calculate the rates of return under the four
different assumed copyright fee schedules employed by Mitchell:

NI represents no copyright tee payments;

102 represents 1/2 of number 3;

N3 represents the "McClellan formula" in S. 644;*

#4 represents 2 times number 3.

These four alternative fee schedules are detailed in Table E-1.

Table Et
Copyright Fee Schedule

Copyright Fee Schedule Number
(Fee as a of Cross Revenue)

Percentage of Revenues
First 3100,000

Percentage of Revenues
in Excess of

6160,000 up to 3320,000

Percentage of Revenues
In Excess of

$120,000 up to 6440,000

Percentage of Revenues
in Excess of

1480, 000 up to 3140, 000

Percentage of Revenues
In Excess of

$640, 000

03 04

0.7'11 0. 5% 1, 0%

amII
2.0 %.

0% 1.0% 2.0% 4.0%

0% 1.5:. 3. 0% 6.0%

a!4,.. 2.0°4 4.0% 6.0%

0% 2. 5% 5.0 %. 10.0 %.

S. 644 relates fees to subscription revenues, For simplicity, we have
related the fee formula to gross revenues, This will tend to understate
slightly the calculated profitability of the systems when copyright fees
are included.



Before presenting the calculated rates of return for various systems
under our assumptions, however, we first examine an arbitrarily chosen

system from Mitchell's calculations to demonstrate the effects of our

assumptions upon realized rates of return. Our choice for this purpose

is a 25,000 system in the middle of the top 50 markets - -Line 1 in Table 4

of Mitchell's paper. The analysis is summarized in Table F.-2,

Mitchell calculates a 10.4 percent rate of return in the
absence of copyright fees for this system, Our attempt to replicate his

assumptions while centering all revenues and operating costs in the

middle of each year leads to an increase in the rate of return from 10.4
percent to 11.7 percent.

Reducing the percentage of underground cable to 5 percent

increases the rate of return by another 1.9 percent (from 11. 7 and 13.6
in line 1 of Table E-2). spreading distribution plant investment over
two years increases the rate of return by another 0.4 to 0.6 percent.

Thus, making all of our assumptions except for revenues per subscriber,

mature penetration, and the method of countering the exclusivity rule
increases the rate of return from 10.4 percent to 17.6 percent.

Line 2 demonstrates the effect of increasing penetration to

0.278 as the assumption of loss in subscribers due to exclusivity protec-
tion is dropped. Instead, we add two imported independent signals,

requiring three microwave hops each. The additional microwave costs

offset the increase in penetration and the rates of return change only

marginally.

When we allow revenue to increase to $67.92 per subscriber

per year in line 3, the rates of return rise to 13.0 and 15,1 percent if
investment is completed in the first year and to 13.4 and 15.6 percent

with investment spread over two years.
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fettle 4.-2

Sonolt1,1j2,1Lt. I ',. 1,,01 Colcu1,1,,,n

lSo Copyrighttight I era,

"l, pp. 0 rr1,, r ,1 0,* %II tlje M vti 1. I 10
a ,alt .,.. I 1 11!, 1,6...e.1 .1,11 I 1,, ,11,6,11111

,11./toco41.41 i,, '. .1 .1 or 1. tr In 111,101 of tire'
at fIccmni 4 17.77.1,,,,t I:77,17173 Inv/110,011 ....1pILIA
or Vt., I, S e r Ont. In 0 1' ea

l'ndergrourd lndergtO,t,d Underground Cndaeltound I:nate/round
0% 00. 54 30 4%

1. 0.11c,,ell' 5 Calculation.

R.,,,111 le 4, 40 per Lterrirer
10.4% 11. 7 13.4% 11. 1% 14.1%

Penes ration et Nimarito .371

1. Our 7.1411.1140

Racinui 014.10 444 515144100e1
r.A.1111toost 111440,24re H1p41

.

11.1% 11.1% 13.1% 14.1%
Panetrition et 111441ty .301

1, Our C.C4.44Iton

flevarioe $10.113 per Sobecrittir
13.0% 14.1% 13.4% 15.11%

PnetrotIon at Itstortty . , 371

4 Our Calculation.

Reutnue It?. 42 444 ttetcrIber
11.1%

Pete:Otos at Iiaturtty .441

I. Our Ca:agitator,:

Revenue 10.11 per 1obscrths4
4"o r4 it 3% 444 yor

SIAN
Peletritices It Meturity , 441
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Finally, lines 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the effect of utilizing
all of our assumptions, including a mature penetration of 64.8 percent.
The rate of return rises to 28.5 percent in the face of 667.92 per sub-
scriber per year with no growth, and it rises to a heady 36.8 percent in
the face of 4 percent growth, Thus, our most favorable assumptions
have produced a trebling of the rate of return for this sample system,
but more than half of this increase occurs even if we assume that revenues
per subscriber do not increase from today's level.

Turning to our own calculations embodying the assumptions
detailed at the outset of this section, we obtain much larger rates of
return than Mitchell. Tables E-3 through E-7 present the results for
each market category. Appendix A contains the detailed cash flows from
the computer printouts for these and other simulations.

Clearly, if cable systems are able to achieve the 84.8 to 65.3
percent subscriber penetration which the owners are expecting, all
systems of 10,000 subscribers will be able to earn considerably more than
the required 15 percent on investment even after a copyright fee schedule
such as $4 is imposed, With a modest growth rate of 2 percent applied to
revenues per subscriber, the lowest rate 01' ieturn before copyright fees is
18.62 percent, With a 4 percent growth rate, this rises to 22.72 percent.

If we make the more pessimistic assumption that cable systems
in the top 100 markets will not be able to improve upon their average sub-
scriber penetration of 55.3 percent, rates of return fall slightly, but no
system with 10,000 subscribers earns a return of less than 18.29 percent
with 2 percent revenue growth and no copyright fees, At a 4 percent
growth rate, the minimum rate of return rises to 22.36 percent.

We also estimated the profitability of larger and smaller
systems, utilizing the C-M cost data, and our results were predictable.
For 25,000 subscriber systems, for example, the rates of return were

22.344 0 23 24
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consistently in excess of 25 percent and often above 30 percent while for
smaller systems with but 5,000 subscribers, the rates of return were
in the range of 12 to 18 percent. These enormous differences derive

from the C-11 overestimates of the efficiencies of size, of course, but
even with this substantial bias incorporated, the rates of return for small
systems were greater than the cost of capital when 4 percent revenue

growth was assumed.

One might also ask how more pessimistic penetration assump-

tions affect our calculations. Even if penetration at maturity is expected

to he but 40 percent of homes passed in future years for a typical cable

system, 10,000 subscriber systems will realize rates of return bete een
18.33 and 23.35 percent under our assumptions with 4 percent growth in

revenues per subscriber. Combining this exceedingly low penetration

figure with only a 2 percent growth rate in revenues per subscriber yields

rates of return of 14.28 to 19.21 percent.

It is clear from these comparisons, that projected growth in
subscriber revenues are critical to any calculation of profitability. While

our assumptions of 2 percent and 4 percent are not particularly staggering
they overwhelm Mitchell's projected rate of 0.00 percent growth, Since

we are projecting revenues and costs over an infinite horizon, it is partic-
ularly important to allow for the probability that the average subscriber
in the year 2000 will contribute more than $64.60 per year to revenues
even after adjusting for inflation. Mitchell's method applied to the tele-
phone industry at a similar stage in its development would have led to an

estima*e in 1015 that revenues per telephone installed would remain at

530 forever without improvements in productivity! Obviously, such a

projection would have been a woefully inadequate guide for regulatory
policy in the ensuing 58 years.
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Another striking result of our calculations is the minor effect

of our alternative copyright fee schedules. This result obtains simply
because the average fee paid in the first few years is a very small percent-
age of revenues. Flven schedules 03 and t/4 provide for payments of only

1 to 3 percent and 2 to 6 percent of revenues, respectively, in the first
five years for systems with only 10,000 subscribers. This percentage

increases as the revenues grow, but none of our calculations posit

average payments of as much as even 5 percent per year in these first

five years; thus, the effect of the copyright fee schedules currently un-

der discussion is de minimis from the standpoint of estimating current

profitability.
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Finally, we might pose the question of ability to pay in a
slightly different manner: What percentage of revenues could each system
pay every year without allowing its rate of return to fall below 13 percent?
The answers to this question appear in Tables E-8 through E- 10.

Combining the NCTA's own predictions about subscriber

penetration with a modest 2 percent growth rate leads to estimates of
13.45 to 25.13 percent of revenues realized as excess returns. An
increase in revenue growth to 4 percent leads to estimates of 30,58 to
39.80 percent of revenues as excess returns. Even the more modest 55.3
percent penetration assumption for the top 100 markets yields estimates
of 12. 52 to 22.28 percent of revenues in excess of those required to cover
the cost of capital with our modest 2 percent growth rate. This rises to
29.82 to 37.57 percent when 4 percent growth is assumed. Even if
penetration is a meager 40 percent of homes passed at maturity, 4 percent
revenue growth would yield estimates of excess returns of 17 to 30 percent
of revenues for a 10,000 subscriber system.
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F. COM' i.L7SIONS

Based on the foregoing calculations, our conclusions on the
ability of cable systems to develop in major markets and to pay prospec-
tive copyright fees is much more sanguine than that offered by Mitchell.
The difference derives largely from the unsupportable assumptions made
by Mitchell in his analysisassumptions wholly inconsistent with NCTA
members' predictions and recent behavior in cable system sales, Once
Mitchell's low penetration rates and conservative revenue estimates are
replaced by more reasonable industry estimates, rates of return rise
strikingly, even in the face of rather substantial copyright fee payments.

Despite our rather substantial revision of Mitchell's calcu-
lations. our estimates of prospective system profitability remain quite
conservative for six major reasons.

first, we use (omanor- Mitchell's capital and operating cost
data with very little alteration. These estimates have been criticized as
considerably high and will probably prove to overestimate cable system
costs in future years.

Second, we utilize Mitchell's arbitrary maturity path in our
calculations. As cable is built in larger, denser markets, it may he
easier for cable operators to enroll subscribers at a more rapid pace.

Third. we assume that no installation fees are collected by
system owners despite obvious evidence to the contrary.
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Fourth, we assume that every system invests M its own origi-
nation equipment. For smaller systems, this may well be a generous
assumption if methods are devised to share origination facilities.

Finally, the large microwave costs are arbitrary at best.
With the development of new competition in microwave common carriage,

and the possibility of satellite distribution systems, it seems likely such
costs for each system to build and maintain its own microwave equipment
will decline substantially.

Our assumption of future mature penetration levels is more
generous than that provided by existing statistical demand models, but
these models are seriously deficient in their ability to predict even
current demand. Since our projections of penetration derive from
estimates offered by major cable companies, we believe that they are
more soundly based than the relatively pessimistic values advanced by
Mitchell.

The resulting estimates of cable profitability find medium
to large size systems earning in excess of 20 percent on capital in nearly
every situation in the absence of copyright payments. These returns are
above those deemed necessary to attract investment capital to the industry.
Thus, we conclude that substantial copyright tees could be paid without

inhibiting the growth of typical cable systems in the country's major
markets as they are presently conceived.
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Mr. Bussas. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses appear on behalf
of the National Association of Broadcasters and the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters.

This wilt be a joint, presentation on behalf of both broadcasting
assoe i at ions.

Mr. Wasilewski, would you identify yourself and your associates,
please?

STATEMENT OF VINCENT T, WASILEWSKI, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OP BROADCASTERS; ACCOMPANIED BY: JOHN B.
SUMMERS, GENERAL COUNSEL, ERNEST W. JUNES, ASSOCIA
TION OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS, INC,

Mr. Wasit.Ewsict. Mr. Chairman, I appear here both in ray capacity
as president of the National Association of Broadcasters and also on
behalf of the 'Association of Maximum Service 'telecasters. With me
today are John Summers, NAB's general counsel and Ernest Jennes,
NISrs general counsel.

NA l3 and MST are making a joint presentation because of the very
limited amount of time allocated to broadcasters. There is no difference
in the posit ions on C ATV copyright.

Now. broadcasters have at least two different interests in CATV
copyright. First. broadcasters themselves have ownership interests in
some copyrighted material that CATV syStems continue to take from
broadcast stations without payment and sell to the public for a fee.

Second, CATV systems are in direct competition with broadcast
stations for viewers, listeners, and advertising revenue. This competi-
tion is increasing and will continue to increase. Indeed, leading CATV
spokesmen state repeatedly that they hope and intend that cable tele-
vision will largely, if not entirely, replace free broadcast television.

A. law that confers a compulsory. copyright license on cable televi-
sion inherently gives CATV an unfair competitive advantage over
free broadcasters, who must bargain for copyrighted material they
use. CATV would have this unfair advantage even if it had to pay as
much as broadcasters for copyrighted material. In fact, it is clear that.
CATV would pay much less for the same material, not only under the
low CATV fee levels proposed in S. 1361 but even under the levels
supported by the copyright owners. For example, FCC figures show
that the typical television station pays 34 percent of its total revenue
for its nonnetwork program material.

Despite the inherent unfairness, NAB and MST have been willing
to support limited compulsory licenses in accordance with the terms of
the November 1971 consensus agreement, which was also accepted by
NCTA and the copyright owners.

We believe that, as provided in that consensus, the fee levels for
such compulsory licenses should be determined by an independent, ar-
bitration tribunal, and not by statutory fiat. Such a tribunal would
have both the time and the expertise to sort out the conflicting claims
of the interested parties and the complex and elaborate economic data
advanced in support of those claims.

Traditionally, Congress delegates such complex questions to a body
equipped to examine them in detail. If the claims of the CATV in-
dustry to a very minimal fee are valid, the industry should not be
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afraid to submit them to an arbitration tribunal. Moreover, NOTA
specifically agreed that the fees would be fixed by arbitration as part
of the consensus agreement.

As a result of that consensus, the cable industry has been enjoying
the benefit of permissive new FCC rules on the importation of distant
broadcast stations for over a year and a half. It ill-behooves IsTTA
to back away from the consensus now.

NAB and MST reluctantly accepted that consensus and agreed to
support a limited compulsory license for CATV only because of our
belief that the consensus limitations on the scope of the compulsory
license would be implemented. Provided that those limitations are im-
plemented, we continue to support the consensus despite the recent
decision of the second circuit holding that all CAT's.' use of distant
signals is subject to normal copyright liability.

Without such limitations, the unfair subsidy which compulsory
licenses exact from broadcasters would undermine the economic viabil-
ity of free television broadcasting, thus depriving the public of free
programing they now receive and impairing the principal source of
the revenues to program producers necessary to stimulate program
creation and development.

Specifically, NAB and MST submit that compulsory licenses for
CAW systems should cover only CATV retransmission of local broad-
cast stations and such programs from distant stations as are con-
templated under the FCC's 19712 CATV rules,

An openended compulsory licenseone for example that covered all
CATV retransmission of distant stations which the FCC may here-
after authorizewould be a sweeping delegation to four or fewer
members of the FCC to change and even radically revise the copy-
right law at any time in the future.

We strongly oppose any such openended compulsory license. We
assume, in view of the letter of January .31, 1972, from the chairman
of this subcommittee to Chairman Bute)] and the fact that the current
hearings are not focusing specifically on the critical question of the
terms and conditions of the compulsory license, that this subcommit-
tee does not have doubts about the approach agreed to by NCTA, the
copyright owners, NAB, and MST when they accepted the 1971 con-
sensus.

If there are doubts, we urge that such hearings be held. In any event,
because the question of the scope of the compulsory license is of para-
mount importance, we plan to submit a supplemental written state-
ment on that subject, together with suggested statutory language.

Although broadcasters have not been invited to participate in the
hearings this afternoon on copyright treatment of sports events,
broadcasters fully support normal copyright liability for cable re-
transmission of sports events not available to a local station as pro-
posed in S. 1361. We also plan to submit a supplementary statement
which will deal with this vital question.

Let me close, Mr. Chairman. by saying on behalf of NAB that,
while the record is not being opened with respect to section 114 of S.

1361, NAB and broadcasters generally are steadfastly opposed to the
creation of a new proprietary right in the form of copyright record-
ing right for record manufacturers and performers.

Thank you vey much for inviting me to appear today.



SetiatOr Vert' will,
Any quest ions, Senator ?
Senator Ili:notch% Well, the sense of your testimony, or the essence

of it, is. you are \ifling today, to abide Iiv the consensus agreement.
Mr, WA," Ves. sir, On an all together basis.
Senator 14'1101(1i. 'nun srvins to 1ie the eSsonee on your test iniony.

I have no fu it her 411111st lolls,w.sitxsKr. That is.
Mr. IinENNAN. Mr. Wasilewski, could von militate whether or not

you support the position taken by the sabscommittee previously on the
sport provision of section III?

Mr. WAstta:wsnt. As contained in the present bill ?
.Me. Bus sa.s. As eontained in the present bill.

Wasit,rayso. Yes, sir. I did say that we support that position.
Senator Mc(1.ELLA N. You indirato that you had not been invited. I

wonder if you felt that you should part ivivate
just wanted to point out, sir, that I was testi-

f ring on behalf of solnetning that was not part of this morning's
and wo do not necessarily want to come in this afternoon.

We would like the opportunity to rebut.
Senator McCsaAAN. If 'you wanted to appcnc, I Was going to con-

sider your interest and give you the opportunity. That was all 1
\WNl to be sure of.

Mr. WAsit.EWsli.t. I said all that I wanted to say about it.
Senator Mal,mAs. All right.
'!'hank: you very much.

t he next wit ness.
Mr. WAsii.Ewsio. Thank yon.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Vincent T. Wasilewski follows:]

Joist STATEMENT ON BEItAIE of II1E NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROABOASTERS
AND Tiln AssoctanoN DE MAxIMUM Senvico: TELEcAsTEKs dY VINCENT T. WAS!
LEWsKL PsEe'SMENT, NATIONAL AssoetkrioN OF 13RoADcAsTEKS, BEI'0101 THE
Sencommurrex ON Coeliac; tits, PATENTS, ANO TKADEMAKEs, SENATE 0.11IMITTEE
ON TUE Jt*O1e1ARY

Mr, Chairman, I appear here both in toy capacity as President of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters and also on behalf of the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters. With me today are John Summers, NAWst Gen-
eral Counsel. and Ernest Jennes, MST's General Counsel. NMI and MST are
soaking it joint presentation because of the very limited amount of Gine alto-
(Idea to broadcasters. There is no difference in their positions. on CATV
copyright.

Broadcasters have at least two different Interests in CATV copyright. First,
broadcasters I hemsciVeS have ownership interests in sonw copyrighted material
Gait CAT1' systems continue to take from broadcast stations without toyment
omt sell to the publin for a fee. Second, CATV systems are in direct competition
with broadcast stations for viewers, listeners and advertising revenue. This
competition is increasing and will continue to increase. Indeed, leading CATV
spokesmen state repeatedly that they hope and intend that cable television will
largely, if not entirely. replace free broadcast teievision.

A law that confers a compulsory copyright license on cable television inherently
gives e..vrr an unfair competitive advantage over free broadcasters, who must
bargain for copyrighted material they use. CATV would have this unfair advan-
tage even if It hail to pay as much as broadcasters for copyrighted material. In
fact, it It clear that. CATV wool() pay much less for the same material, not only
under the low CATV fee levels proposed in S. 13(11 but even under the levels sup-
ported by the copyright owners. For example, FCC figures show that the typical
television station pays 31 percent of its total revenue for its non network program
material.
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Despite the Inhorer,l Inifairness, NAB and NISI' have Liam willing to support
Tholtref compulsory III accordance with 11w termer of the November 1971
Consensus Agreement" %%filch ttas also accciacil by NCTA and the copyright

miners. We believe that. as provided to that Con.a nsus, the fee levels for stall
compulsory licenses shwa(' be deterinitual by an independent arbitration tribunal,
and nut by statutory lint. Such a tribunal would liaie bode the time and the l'N.
14111,n, to sort out the ((inflicting claims of the Interested pat til'S /11111 the COMPIPX
and elaborate economic. data advanced in support of these ilairnt, 'Praditionally

thIi'gnte...uch mi,,,tat, ai ii iii us Io at body equipped to (.NV111111'10 them
in elctnli. If the claims of the ('ATV industry to a very minimal fee are valid, the
industry should lint ht. afraid to snbntlt theta to on uri Itratiuu tribunal. MOre
over. NCTA specilicmliy agreed that the ties tie iixed by arbitration as part
of the "Consenstis Agreement, As a result of that Consensus. the cable Industry
lots been eliJoyillg the lagielit of permissive inns. FCC rules OH tile itIlliOrtati011 of
distant broadcast stations for over a year and a half, It ill behooves NCTA to
Lack away from file consoisiis now,

NAB and MST reluctantly accepted that Consensus and agreed to support a
Malted compulsory license for ('A'l may because of our belief I hn t the Consensus
limitations on the scope of the compulsory license wrath' be implemented. Pro-
vided that those limitations are implemented, we continue to 81111111011 OW Con-
selisus (testate the recent decision (if the Second Clrenit holding that all (*ATV
use of distant signals is subject to mutual copyright liability. Without such limi-
tations. the tinfair subsidy which compulsory licenses exact from broadcasters
would itiolerittine the econotate viability of free television broadcasting, thus de-
priving the iodate of free progra nailing they how receive and impairing the prim

source of the reverilleS to proigrilla producers necessary to stinInlate progrank
creation and deVodolatteld.

Speeitivally. NAB awl MST subnitt that compulsory licenses for CATV" systems
should cover Only ('ATV retransmission of local broadcast stations and such pro-
gram,: froni distant stations as are eon tenipintN1 under the FCC's 11¶112 ('ATV

An open-ended compulsory license-011e for example that covered nil C'A'T'.
retransmission of distant stations which the FCC may hereafter authorize would
be a sweeping delegation to hair or fewer members of the FCC to change and even
radically revlse the copyright taw at any time in the future. We strongly (11111St.
;I ny such open-ended compulsory license. We assume, lit view of the letter of
Jar/nary 31, 1972, from the Chairman of this Subcommittee to Chairman Burch
and the fact that the current hearings are not focusing specifically on tie crib -
cat lilleStinti of the terms and eomlitions of tier compulsory license. that this
Subcommittee does not hail` (10111Its about the ap,,..ofich agreed to by NCTA, the
copyright owners, and ;NISI' when they accepted the 11171 Consensus. If there
are doubts we urge that such hearings he held. In any event. because the question
of the scope of the compulsory license is of paramount imisirtance, we plan to

it supplemental written statement on that subject, together with bug-
gvstot statutory language.

Although broadcasters have not been invited to participate In the hearings
this afternoon on copyright treatment of sports events. broadcasters fully sup-
port normal copyright liability for cable retransmission of sports events not
available to it 10(1) statInn as proposed in S. 1341. We also plai to submit a slip.
ideinontary statement which will deal with this vital question.

Ikt me close by saying on behalf of NAB that while the record Is not being
opousi with respect to Section 111 of S. 1301, NAB and limadensters generally
are steadfast)y opposed to the creation of a new proprietary right In the form
of a copyright recording right for record mannfacturers mid performers.

Thank you very much for inviting me to app ear

IinEs NAN. We HOW hare a joint presentation by the three per-
forming rights societ ies1SC.11). 'B.\ II. and SES.1('.

Mr. Ifertnan Finkelstein, would you make your presentation ? Could
you ident

('It kiNtEit. )Ir. Counsel, Mr. Chairman, my name is Edward M.
Cramer. r alli president, and chief executive Oliver. of liroadcast,

Inc. Seated on my fur left is Albert F. Ciatteimino, counsel for
SES'A(', Too., and to my immediate left is Merman Finkelstein, gen-
eral counsel for .1SC.1P. In order to conserve the time of this coin-



Mitt"' WV 113" ill"" presclilation. where all of us will
be available subsequent to the presentation to allS1Vvr ynur qucstious.

Thank you.
.NI r. litttENNAN. Counsel thanks ;ill three societies for COOVIll

Lion and hopes it will continue.
S(.1011 or MO:LEL/AN. Have you suloo0491 %our A:01911(911
.Nfr. CttA3tEll. Yes.
:Nit., BRENNAN. its, Ntr. i " anti,
Senator McCI,ELLAN, They will lie 111'111(01 in flit,. record ill full.

Yon may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HERMAN FINKELSTEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL,
ASCAP; ACCOMPANIED BY: EDWARD M, CRAMER, PRESIDENT,
BMI; ALBERT F. CIANCIMINO, COUNSEL, SESAC, INC.

FINKI:I,sITIN. 1 r Chairman, in accordance with the commit-
tee's request, this statement. as ,I r. Cratner pointed init. is 1)611g ne-
sented jOilltly ou 11011alf of the three ,1riterican organizations which
make it, possible for all users of musical works. including operators; of
cable televisions systems to obtain licenses In 0111)1101y in IWO-
1111111A ie forlu. ally 11111Arat con1positloll requtrcd in their Opi atiOIN.

These orgailizattInts, the Ameriaen Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers. commonly known as ASCII.); Broadcast Music, Itte
commonly known as 1011: and SESAC, lac', are \veil known to the
Chairman and members of this committee. Each is tiling a separate
statement. but all Olive join in this statement, following the sugges-
tion of comt,el for this committee.

We shall briefly summarize the reasons supporting one position that
there is no need for a statutory license for the music embodied in these
three repertories because there is already adequate assiiranee. of the
availability of all music they require at fair and nondiseriminatory
prices; ana that if any price control is necessary. it is already available
by resi)rt to an impartial bodythe corirts or arbitration.

As our respect ive supporting statements indicate,:
) Music performed in nondrainatie form is unique among coy-

righted works in that it is all available to everyone, including MTV,
on a nonexclusive basis without any problems of clearance or compli-
cated negotiations for individual works, or fears of prices being
;whit rary. unreasonable or discriminatory.

() Music has lwen available to all users through this simple method
of licensing for decades.

(3) The assurance that prices will be fair, reasonable. and 1101l-
iliorhiditatory is a matter of puldic record. In the ease of ASC.1P. it
is embodied in a decree of the Federal Court entered in 10)0 on the
consent or the 1 ciovernment and ASC.k. P.

'I rte Federal (Wirt is available to any user, including, CA'FV. who
questions the. reasonalleness of rates quoted by ASCAP. Several pro-
cecilitn_N to determine reasonable rates have been brought by broad-
casters, wired tintsie operations and others. In fact, proceedings to
determine reasonable rates brought by the national broadcasting net-
works and by 'Muzak operators and others are pending at this time.

BMI anti SES.C. Inv. have tendered arbitration to the CA.TV
representat Ives and will continue to do so.
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t I I The distance of the station front which music is picked up does
not raise any problems. Under the prevailing licensing system, all
music is equally available to CATV whether it comes from distant
sources, from hwal sources, Or even when it is originated by the cable
system

i. We have heard a great deal about the keeping of records of uses
and seeing that payments are apportioned among those whose works
arc used. This is undertaken by the licensing organizations; it
not present a problem to the (wry operator.

6. The music licensing organizations have met with representatives
of the cable teleViSielthldltStry and have not had any problem as to the
method of licensing and the availability of all music used in 'imam-
mat is form to all CAW operator:3 for all purposes.

Figures requested by cable television to assist in reaching agreement
as to rates for all thew music were given to CATV by these organiza
lions several months ago. There is every reason to believe that agree-
ment can he readied with the ()ATV industry, as it has been with other
industries, considering all the safeguards available to CATV.

In conclusion, we submit that there is no necessity for a compulsory
licenso.for musical works if those works are available on the following
basis:

First. tlae works are part. of a total repertory made available to cable
television under a single. license agreement without requirement of
separate negotiations for individual works or individual uses;

Second, the works are available on a nonexclusive basis on fair and
nondiscriminatory terms.

Third, the agreement makes the works available for a substantial
period of time. Agreements are made available to broadcasters for a
period of years.

Fourth, in the event of dispute as to the reasonableness of the rates
quoted, the rates can he determined by resort to a U.S. district court
Or to orbit rat ion.

Fifth, provision is made for payment to the licenser for distribution
to the parties entitled to the amounts collected so as to avoid any dis-
putes between the lieenseesthat is, individual cable systemsand
individual copyright owners.

As we have previously indicated, section 111 could be framed so as
to exempt musical work's from a compulsory license if they arc

made available on the basis I have outlined; or it could specifi-
cally require that all musical works be licensed to cable television for
retninsmission on that basis.

If a work does not meet those requirements, it could, of course, be
made subject to a compulsory license on the same basis as other

In sum, t he music licensing organizations have tendered licenses that
meet all problems of the cable television industry. These problems have
been solved by a system that insures a maximum of availability and a
minimum of 'accounting and negotiation. Equal treatment of all is
assured wit limit, preference to a nyone.

The only item for discussion is price, and if that cannot be agreed on,
t hero. is an impartial outside bodya court or arbitrationavailable
to insure reasonableness.
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S.I"A, l'AtEN I' AMI 1;t4 AN Sol a; Ot` CoNtlti)sl.:11A, AUIIIOUS, AND hilt 141IF:10;
I Ast'Alt), ItaoAncAsr 1lysrc, INV. (11M1), AND SliSAC, INc, ShiSAG) llama;

SuncouNturt E ov VAUNTS. THAD}:NIA1.11:8, AND CODVBIUITS, SENATE
1010 1.001 ICeNt\I I t 11'3, ION S. 130

(Atignst 1, 197:0

Mr, Chairman, in accordance viti the Committee's ropiest, this statement is
being submitted johillY ou behalf of the three American organizations Which
make it possible for all users of tatisival works, including Opt.rtilors of (Able
tcleIsi410 sYsiettIs tCATV i to DbItitlt theet1St,S to liVrfoctu tatlittely tit tiondrattut t le
form, any Intisleal composition required In their operations, 'I'lteseorgattizations..
the American Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers (ASt.'Ait), Broad.
cast Music, Inc, OM)) anti lit, are well known to the Chairman and
members of Ilk ConintitIce. Each k tiling a separate statement, but all three
Join in this statement. following the suggestion of Counsel for this Committee,
tin, has been most cooperative.

sit,til Juicily summarize the reaslitis upportittg our 10+41100 that there k
no need for a statutory license for the tinkle onholled in these three repertories
Let ause there is already atlopiate assurance of the availability of all twisty they
reitulre it fair and nondiscriminatory prices; and that if any price control k
necessary it should be determilwil by an impartial body the courts or ttrloit fa.
114,11, A,/ 4,111.

14 111144. pDr(oorim,11 In 114)/101111/1111lie Form is Indopie among eopyrighted works
in that It Is all available to everyone Including CANV 00 0 lotliexclit8Ive basis
" 411"W any of ovarowv or complicated negotiations for individual

.4rk'4. or fears of prices being arbitrary. mireasonable or discriminatory.
his boat available to till users through this simple method of itccnstrst

for d,caeles.
3. The assurance that w1)) be fair, and tomilkeriminatory

;1 twitter of nubile record. in the ease 4.f ASCAlt, it k embodied le a decree of the
vi.d.orli Court entered to It ii oft the consent of the Vatted States Government
and Thvi.,..tprai 'mint k available to any user who questioits the reason
.,tblenes: of rates quoted by ASt':\ l' 1 including l'ATV). Several proeeistings to
determine reasonable tales have been brought by broadcasters, wired tousle
fq4erano..4 anti others, In fart 1,ns-ceilings to determine rya 44tri.11.1t, rates brought
by the national broadcasting networks and by Muzak operators and others are
14ctoling Hits time,

UNIT and SESAV, lin% have tendered arbitration to the (*ATV representatives
alai will continuo to do so.

1. The distance of the station from which masir Is picked up does not rake any
problems.. I'»Itr the prevailing llelnkk4nkr s.vo4eni. 011 noisle Is equally available to
I'. \'i'h N% 110 !Ivr it .)Dit,...; rion distant silltire,g, frnia 104111 siolll'cVs, or even
it is 1,14indtril by the cable system itself,

n. The task of keeping records of uses and seeing that loyments art' appor.
I iotted among those whsle works are it-td is undertaken by the licensing organi
za Hens : it doe:: not present a problem to the VAIN operator.

The ina.lo licensing ergattizatlens have met with representatives of the
cable tolcri ion holw:try and have lint had any problem as to the method of
Hoeft:Inv; :Itol the ay.illnloillty of all mash, used in nonoirottikatie form to all CATl'
Iponitor: for all purposes. Figures requested by ('ATV to assist In reokehlth:
azrpkikeht as hl rates for till their tousic tiere given tit f'.1'11' by then, organi-
v Woos several mouths ago. There is every reason to believe that agreement Can
1,0' 10°00'10"°1 V01110 1100 rATV irelustr.r as it has 10E111 with other Industries, con-
sideri.ct ;ill the sa fo.00rds tyailablo to VATV,

Ill t'0011,111.A0011, 111' iirge that there is to, necessity for a rompulsory license for
math's} works if those works are available en the following bask;

I 1 works are part of a total repertory made available to 'aide television
Nordin' a single aLtrerkorpt without the requirriluall of separate negotiations for
inolil n111,0 Ivahs or

',II The works are nvailable on a nonexelli,ive basis on fair and nondiserintlita
tor\ I i'1°111

The th:,t't°4.101101it ntakca the 1V0111:s0 11V:lifillile for a substantial period of
time:

11t Ill the event of dispute it to the reasonableness of !lie rates opkoleol. Ike
rah, ran be lieloannirril by resort to a l'tiltkal State.: District f'ourt or to
arWtrati,on.
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tIrt Poo Weal is made for pawtatt to the licensor for distribution to the
Parties entitled to the amounts colleeted su 11S to :1VO111 any disputes between the

.:ttol individual I-Ito right 'miters.
.ts ae 11:1%e pre% lously indicated, seetion iii cool(' 1/0 fraillell SO as to 4.XVIIIIIt

nark. (COM a etautailsory license if they tiro volontarily made available
1.11 the foregoing basis; or it eltaill specitically rt.ipt(re that ail notsleat N11111;.: he
11CCI1..44 ht '',A'l'it. for retransmission oil the foregoing basis. If it )%orl: does not
meet tlfese requirements, It (amid, of course, be made S1110.tt'et tO cotattittory
licease on the saute basis other material,

In sma, the tousle licensing organizations bane te111110red lireuses that meet ail
Problems of the l'ATV industry. These problems have 1,euti ,eheti I,y a ,..ysteli,
that insures it maximum t.f availability and a tit beet' of aceounting 11114
14'44111;11i4411. 1-:111:111watlittqa of all I. os,,,itrett witleott preference to 311:4,141W.
01 'teal for discussion is 111.1c4', ;11141 if that camot be aghast on there
is :111 ilni.;111i:11 1111IN1414. 1.1,1.1- -a vottrt or tithltratIon--avaliattle to insure
reasonahleuess,

It is respectfully submitted that %Om) copyright owners make their works
available to till user nit a basis that hisurt.s reasonableness, there Is no need for
a statutory licensing system - -a regulatory th.dee that should he resorted to only
)%latri eolontary action fails to meet a public need.

itespeetfully submitted,
SSAe, INc
A.1.11Elir P. CIANs'IMINO,

General l'onnscl.
111:1)Nnc.v.sv Most'', INC.,
Cowatto Citaxttat,

Pre4titut.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CONIVOSF:RS,

.k1:11(1YRA AND
Ii Eli kl N

General Counsti.

.1mt.Rtexx Sot turY Or COMPOSERS, At'llIORS AND
Nett' York, N.1'., July ,?ti. 107.1.

.Ions L. Mcl't ut.t.xx.
sutico»twitice gil Pair»t*, Trade -Marks, and Copyright, Cmntniffee

an ihc Judiciary. WaNhi»gton,
IIKAtt MR. Cit. : As suggested by your COInInIttee, a joint Stlik111ent Is

14411:: made on behalf of till three tousle licensing organizationsthe American
Society of Contt)osers. .kuthors and Publishers (ASC.111). Broadcast Music, Inc.
and SESAC. with respect to thP111P1110(1 of licensing music to cable televisiott.

.1St'-1l' has already furnished this 'Committee with a statement of its posi
lion in it letter dated January 14, 191'2 (replying to a letter train Mr. 'fluttnas
Itrennati. Counsel for the Committee) and In an necompanying statement.
Copies of that letter and statement are annexed and we respectfully request
that they be made a part of the record of this hearing. What we Sa1t1 there with
respect to S. 441 is of equal application to S. hill.

The rtwathers id the .1trwrican Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
appreciate the opportunity to present their views on cable television to this
C., 'watt tee.

Sincerely.

Enclositre.

ITERM.kS FINKELSTEIN,
GetIenti Counsel,

21NIVRICAN SOCIETY OF COM POSE1; S, A t'T IIORS .NO
NCR` YOrk,N.1* January I ;. 197

Thom As C. trey.' kV, ESQ.
f 1, Scnolfc Nahreimmittrr Traci('-llarkA, and Com/right*,
14:amhinytr,». RC,

Ito-: u: Ma. ittiEVN,yv: 1 and ft/i.1-Ned fn enc111,0 flit' conlilli`111k of flit, .t.nteripatt
Society of t'otanosers. Authors rind l'unlishers cow tolling the content of a twall-
tied Section 111 Of S. ill I which you invited by your letter of December 171. Its71.
NVe apvreclate particularly having this. opportunity to explain why mash' re-
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quires sellarate treatment In the cable section of the copyright bill, and have
devoted our comments principally to this area.

As the cable television industry has recognized from the very outset music
does not present the licensing problems that exist with respect to other forms
of copyright material. Music does not pose questions of exclusive rights, nor are
musk interests desirous of Mulling the importation of remote signals or of giving
anyone An niIvantage over any competitor. Unlike other works, mnsic I IhanIst`il
In hulk: there are no problems of Innumerable negotiations for separate licenses
for each work or ezlell Use. Even the problem of price is solved by the opportu.
Mo.. If there are any disputes as to rates, to resort ton Federal Court as la the
ease of .'.$CAP, or to arbitration In the case of the other licensing organizations.

We urge that there is no necessity for a compulsory license for musical works
if those works are available on the following basis :

II) The works are part of a total repertory made available to eat& television under a single at without the roptircinent of separate negotia-
tions fur individual works or Individual uses:

(In The works are available on it non-exclusive basis on fair and non-illserindwatory tern's:
131 The agreement makes the works available for a snlistantial period of time
141 lit the event of dispute as to the reasonableness of the rates quoted. the

rates can be determinetl by resort to a United States Distritt Court or to
a Oil rat Ion,

1:11 Provision Is 1041110 for payment to the licensor for dist rIluttion to the ft:101osuntitled to the Amonnts collected co as to 3V0111 (MY diynttes between the licensee
and Individual copyright owners.

T. the extent that these provisions are met ity an organization itemising
musical tvorks to cable television, the reasons for statutory regulation disappear.

Sollom 111 could lie fronted so as to exempt 111W kill WOCI:Scrtlitn n etittlfallsoty
11M1Ne if they are voluntarily made available on the foregoing basis; nr it
ennitl speelfically ropitre that all noisIcal works be licensed to MTV for ...e
It'atolnion on the foregoing basis. if a work does not meet these roquirtanenk.
it 41111111. of coarse. Is. made subject to a compulsory license. on the hash
us other Material.

In its comments. ASVAP has also adIfessed lorietly the other questions rake()
by your titter of December P. I $11111. We feel that for copyrighted material
Witch ds snhjovt to statutory IleensInz1 formula tensed nn the gross receipts:from all zenrev would hest. NILO we believe that sanall systems should pay
copyright fees. These systems. are om,ro to! for prom. and they should pay some
kind of fee. although, as is usual. the rates charged would take into arponnt
their comomb.losition.

For many years now the three musk I kensing organizations have stood ready
to license the ealde television industry. There is rtn dispute 1A.twven the parties,
and the cable industry has long recognized its obligation to pay royalties for the
use of musk. The parties should now he given a green light to seek voluntary
agreeinrat.

Sincerely .Aonis,
/IDIVAN FINICELsTEIN.

STAlEVENT ItivaVAN FtNKEIsTyls, 41YNERAt, .13trateAv S.04' I VT or
roNiPost as, Ai' Tnotis AND InclitlAnt'lla To VIE St.NAIK Ni I rill: ox
1' %TUN IS. .11:111MtAtCKS, AN() CoPYFIWITS

(January 11. 1572)
By letter of 'December P. 1571. Thomas C. Brennan. Chief ( "omiset of the Sen-

ate Subcommittee on Patents. Tadt9larks. and Copyrights. incited the American
Society of entnpostsrs. Authors and Publishers f ASCAP) to submit its eornInvnts
fin the forthcoming modification of Section 111 of S. flit a bill for the general
revision of the copyright laws. The letter, after pointing out that the Subcom-
mittee "has already made certain determinations concerning the baste nature of
the cable television copyright provision." reottests comment on f 11 the basis to be
used in distortnIninz royalty rates: (21 the desirability of exemption on the basis
of size: and (31 "whettn".1* any particular type of program Material, such as
poisie or professional find pellet:late sports. requires separate treatment In the
cable section of the copyright bill."
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These coteroehls c u 1,ebalt of the 13,000 Writer members and 4,000 publisher
lawattLets of ASCAP tlti lc dcvoted primarily to showing why music requires
set st rate lreahuent.

1VItcreas ether material used by CATV Involves complicated problems of ita.
portation Of distant signals, the protection of exclusive grants of rights, and the
isissIbllity of unfair competition between competing mediasituations that re.
tptired meetings among the CATV, broadcasting and motion picture interests to
arrive at a eompromisemusic presents no such problems. In fact, Ito uric rep-
resentin4 tonslcal interests was invited to attend Ito)se meetings aithottgll I
rriatale it door to the.partles on many occashms that I tend prepared to attend If
1('0(11. The reason why music has not been a problem to CATV is that long
liefor CATV raffle on the scene, the tacit and women who founded ASCAP lit
Pitt hail devised at system for licensing the performance of musical works on a
basis that insured complete access by ail media on a non-exclusive WAS with.
out the necessity Of separate negotiations for individual uses, and without any
vomplIcaltal records or accounting of uses. There is complete assurance in atl
vanwe that the user will have access to all musical works from any source; there
is an assurance that the amount paid will be distributed to the persons entitled
to those sums; and there is an :Issurance that the price charged wilt be reason-
able. In the ease of ASCAP, as will be SliONVII, any user, Including CAT \', may
apply to the federal court tar determination of a fair rate it the Parties cannot
agree.

Before commenting on the specific issues raised by Mr. Brellittlit'S WIWI*, I
would like to describe ASCAP and the role it plays in the licensing of musical
compositions in the l'olted States.

ruder the ASCAP system, a single agreement licenses the non-draulatie
perftarinaittee of all the musical works Its Its repertory. Such licenses have been
Issued by ASCAP for many 'ears to irtnalty radio and television stations
in the United States to perform any or all of its members' works.

In licensing the performance of musical works, it is customary to be the
charge for II ',articular commercial user on the IMItle of the music to tion user

relation to the amount paid by the !addle to that user. Where several users
benefit from a single performance, each pays in proportion to Its receipts. For
evample. I» a Ira fesshmil football) game. music performed during half-time
is clewed awl heard by those in the stadium. At the some time, it may be
carried by local radio ruin television Sit10(111S.111 the city of one or both of the
isirtielpating teams, and may even be broadcast on an national television net-
work. It may also UP retransmitted by one or more cable systems. At the present
time. the professional football organization pays for the tnts.ste used in enter.
twining the fans in the stadium during italflitte; and the local stations, bow.
ever small. and the national'. television network pay on the basis of the music's
value to thorn in attracting audiettces for' their respective advertisers. The
cable systems should pay on the basis of the value of the music to the
particular C'A'T' system. This will be discussed in more detail later.

Folike other copyrighted material for which separate negotiations are neces-
sary. in the ease of tousle the rates bold by the broadcasting industry are
rcachcal by licgotiaibm of at single agreement between ASCAP and an association
representing the hOlOstrs or the entity or entitles seeking its license. There
is also at mechanism to ensure that ASCAP's rates are fair and reasonable.
In itono. ASCAp agreed that the piddle Interest would be served by having
as neutral body available to determine the reasonableness of ASCAP's rates
for the use of its inwle. That tollcy was embodied in a Consent Decree tutored
Into between the States floverninent and ANC.11,. providing that any itqer
who questiened the reasonableness of ASCAP's rates could have the rates
reviewed by a ratted States Court. Since then, the broadcasting industry
Bats resorted to the Court on many occasions; and proceedings are, tat fad, now
pendliez between television networks and ASCAP and between wired mush,
services and A:WM' to determine what Is at reasonable rate. If in the future
AscAP anal the eable television industry are unable to agree on reasonable
rates. the inditslry can, like all other users, bring the dispute to the Court
f,,r its determination,

There are two other organizations Ira lily States fr/r 1110 Pct./IS/Ng or
no n.dramalle performances of tousle. one Is Broadcast Music. Inc. i 11M11, which
offer; to submit any imestinn of reasonableness to arbitration. The third anti
smallest organization is 8148.11`, ine., wide)) is also willing to submit the re:um».
10,14nes.,1 of its rates to arbitration, Tims, aall tie music muscat on radio and tele-
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Yistim is covert by the lieettses of only throe organizations. The same ease of
Remising is ttow available to CATV,

AsCAp also provittea a 1110;11;10SM fur the fair distribution among its members
of the copyright royalties it voitects. For niost arrive mash. wrilvvs. their share
Iii these royalties is their baste livelihood, The essential rules governing ASCA
distribution process are prescriliod by the Consent Deere'. entemil into by
the United States lloverninent and ASCAP. Both and tit:SAC also have
distribution mechanisms.

Stmt' of the Problems that S. 61 I's system of statutory l'..etising Is designed
hs meet is present fu the ease of tousle. First. there Is 11111100e metes 10 music
by any eitide system regardless of who else may he Itemised In the same area.
t'olopare music with motion Moores or other types of CI>pstIgh tell material
licensed on an Inilividnal basis. Unlike mush the latter material is lieensell
out 11,11 exclusive basis in a particular 11 telt. It will til's111111iihIF he IleenSed 10
the IlbriteSt 1111Ider. it Itilgsllcnns tl 10 a !oracular television station hi a market.
it Is not licensed to another station or to a cable system fur origination at least
for many years. ('one ersely, it it is liemised to a cable system. It will not Ito !natio
available to a television station in the same market. for many years. So one van
perform a motion picture miless she has seen roil the original film from the pro-
ducer or has access to a television broaileasit, '3Iiisleal compositions, on the other

are equally and immediately available to nil television and radio stittliois
and all cable systems. Recordings and sheet tousle may be bought In the open
market by any station or CATV intern tor. cannot preempt 111111ther'S 11Se Of
11111Sle; nor lolly 0140 user of music be bargained off against Limit her to
see which will pity the higher price.

Second, there is no problem of clearance. ASC.1.1 receives from its members
the anthority to grant, on a nonexcluslve basis, the right to perform their works
imbliely for profit in notilramatii. form. Once a cable sysipin tap: un AscAp
itemise to retransmit .kge.11''s music. It has fall clearance to do so.

Third, there need lie no fear that eatile systems Will have to pay an eXi.pF,stre
:1111111111 in ASCAP for its license. Ac I have described. ASCAI' has a system for
licensing tousle that provides all who seek a license an opportunity to secure it
judicial determination of the reasonableness of the proferred rate. Tilts system
has been in existence for more than twenty years and has proven its worth.

Fourth, there is lig need to establish n statutory mechanism for the distri-
bution of the royalties collected by ASCAI'. It already has a sound and effective
nivel ianista, one that Is 110W embodied in a Consent Decree.

'Music of the other two organizations is available on substantially the same
basis.

'There is no necessity for it statutory system of licensing music which is made
available to cable systems under the foregoing conditions. A system of voluntary
agreement is preferable to it statutory system If the necessary safeguards are
present. It permits the parties in seeking agrceznent to take into account the
14,rtiliikns: existing at the time of negotiation and the peculiar facts that apply
to the particular works anti uses which are then under consideration. A statutory
rate, in contrast. can at best reflect only the conditions existing at the time the
siat»te was enacte41 ; it cannot take into consideration the unique factors applica-
ble to the works involved that Is. their general availability to cable, the basis
nn whiell they are made available to television stations and networks, and the
ninny other factors that influence terms and price. These conditions can vary
from lime to time and in 'manner-11de ways. With imlicial determination; or arbi-
tration to resolve disputes as to priee, there is full assurative that a party cannot
1t1Is1/',1' liegotial tons to refrain from agreement and that n fee or schedule of
fees will ill lltnately be fixed.

The cable people rent zniie that there is no problem with music for which a
statutory method of licensing Is necessary.

.l.S4 'AP has offered to grant the Industry a license to tise its repertory without
restriction as to the source of performancethat is. whether performances are
originated by distant radio and television stations, are originated by local radio
and television stallons, are recorded on commercial phonograph records or
»lotion pictures, or are originated by the rattle television operator. There Is no
dispute between ASCAP and the ealde Industry with regard to access to its
repertory and the opportunity to retransmit no cable any musical work in that
repertory. ('able television operators have conceded that they should pay for the
retransmission of eopyrighted musical works, and ASCAP concedes that they
should have an unlimited right to make such retransmissions.



Thus far we have lien discussing television and CATS'. There is another aspect
of CATY which does not relate to other program material (such as motion Me
titres) and deals almost entirely with music, 1 refer to the retransmission of
radio signals. The primary fare of radio, as I have indicated, is music, and most
of it is performed by the playing of phonograph records. A cable operator way
provide a music channel by playing phonograph records, much as a radio station
does. If he does so, he will be acting as an originator and would require an
AN('AP license in any event. A cable operator who Instead establishes music
channels by retransmitting radio stations that carry the kind of music he wauts
for his channels should not be permitted thereby to escape the same obligation
to pay the same fair share of the amounts paid by the public for the enjoyment
of copyrighted music that would be paid by the radio broadcaster,

In choosing the radio station to be picked up, CATY will select the stations
playlug the best music and having the smallest number of interruptions for com-
mercial messages, if any. Unlike motion pictures, the smallest station can afford
to play the best music, it is all available to it. If pajnent by CATV is not related
to all sums received by the public, the author of the works used will be denied
a fair return for his work,

We turn now to the question of "whether royalty rates should be determined
by a single graduated formula of a percentage of the gross receipts paid by sub-
scribers for the baste service of providing secondary transmissions, or whether
the formula PIM id provide a basic rate for carriage of localslgnals, with an
additional charge related to the number of distant signals carried by a particular
system," To the extent that certain material may require compulsory licensing,
the best formula would be one that provides for payment of a percentage of the
gross receipts front al! source's. ASCAP Is mindful that a number of significant
studies (for eIaMple, the report released in December, 1971 by the Sloan Commis-
stout on Cable Communications) have predicted that by the end of the 1970's,
between 40 and GO percent of the nation's television viewing population will be
on the cable, If this is so, cable may acquire an importance now undreamed of,
and sources of income attributable. to the copyrighted material supplied by broad-
casting which may be far greater than amounts received from subscribers.

We turn now to the question of whether "It is desirable to exempt a cant-
menial enterprise from the payment of copyright fees exclusively on the. basis
of size".

The Novemer, 1971 "compromise" reached by the broadastlng industry. the
cable industry, and certain copyright owners (as set forth in Broadcasting
.\lagazine, November S, 1971, pages Ili-17) states that the parties support legis-
lation that establishes 'liability to copyright, lneholing the obligation to respect
valid exclusivity agreements, .. , for tell CATV carriage of all radio and tele-
vision tiroadcast signals except currlage by Indiqmmloiltly owned systems now
in existence with fewer than 3;4)0 subscribers ". Incidentally A:WAIL' list
learned of this eomprondse from the t IA& press.

AscAp feels that hukieadehtly otvued cable systiquf4 with less limn 3.00
subscribers do not require an exemption. Small cable systems like large onus
should pay ren,.0iwt,je fees for nu, use of eollyrPrilted Inati,rial. The rates will,
of course, take their respective economic positions into eonsideration. There
ro many such systems in the rnited States tfiday. They serve an important
fraction by making a fall complement of television signals available to rural
areas and to small towns that are poorly served by over-the-air television. Bat
these small systems ;Ire also commercial enterprises that operate at a profit,
and there is no warrant for asking in effect that IPPYriOlt owners unshine
them. Small radio ;111.1 television stations pay for the Ilse of nuisie. Music

nlionces the value of cable all cable systems :411111141 Nly
ratable portion Id their receipts for the use Of copyrighted tousle. If the rates
are reasonable and all systems are treated in a nen-discriminatoy %coy, there
can bent) nilfairlics.

STATI'll11rAlr nt Ilao.lut.tsr Ml'sIc, ixe, Win Illaf IRE SSATE: .1101(1.11ri
CONINtiTIEK Os: S. 1361

( August 1, 1973)

IIMI woleetnes this opportunity to express its views ennuernim.. Pablo tele-
vision, We have chosen to unlit our comments to the licensing of copyrighted
mask', an area in lvhiclt liylf, which represents he largest lumber of writers
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mot publishers of any mush* performing rights Beetts lug organization in the
world, has liven ;wilco over the last 33 years

It is HMI's position that the licensing of music should be treated differently
from the (1C01,sltig s,f copyrighted works whieh involve sneh problems as dear-
once and exclusivity, factors which are wholly absent front mutate Iltsmsing,

Among I he points made herein are
1. The reasons given by l'ATV operators for speetal copyright eonsideration

have no api Meat Ion whatsoever to tousle licensing,
if, 1,1n.vt negotiation between anode licensing organizations And the cable

industry will inlay etliciently assure it Vallablilly of turd fair itayawnt for the use
of music than any statutory' regulation.

method of IIcetrsing tousle %Odell nets AU of the prtiblents of CATV
Woes has evolved throughout the world over the sours' of almost a century.
To see how this system funetions we should look at tlw position of the television
Ialoadoasting stations, the primary transmitters; of the performances which the
CAT ' operators wish to retransmit.

Broadcasters have contracts with three perforating rights organizations:
Broadcast 3tusle, Inv. (11311), The Ameriean k1ociety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers (A8(.1.11% and 1.4esac, Jim These three organizations, through their
coot rings With Malty thousands of Writers and publishers and with sister per.
forming rh.:hts organizations throughout the world, Make ravnlbiblo to broad.
coistprS the entireleperlory to which afel'eSS Is desired by the broadcasting slat-
dons. Under these licenses, which run for terms of years, the station may
perform any composition in these repertories at nay time and by any method
that the broadcaster desireslive, recorded, or embodied in flatus. Payments
In accordance with the licenses are made to the organizations Involved, which
in turn make royalty distributions to their affiliated writers and publishers.

We stand ready to make similar licensing available on nondisvrhatinatory
terms to every operator or a CATV system, Let us see what the availability of
such licenses does to the only reasons given by the CATV operators for special
copyright treatment.

CATV bases its tlalm to special treatment moon problems of exclusivity, clear-
anee, the restriction of lleensIng for competitive reasons and an unfounded fear
that l'ATV systems may be required to pay unreasonable copyright fees, None
of these problems exist in the field of musical performing rights, where the Ii.
(''using organizations have eliminated every claim which has been raised by
CATV operators. In ;addition, B3II and Its coati 'titers indemtdfy troadeasters
against any copyright liability deriving from the use of their repertories and offer
an ustahlished procedure for the dist ributIon of royalties.

la I Exclusivity is not a Cantor. The rights granted by 1011 and its competitors
to broadcasters and all other users of !Basic are non-excluslve. Any number of
users may simultaneously perform a musical %vork at the same Bum Thls applies
whether the music is live, recorded or filmed. It will clarify the point to consider
a broadcaster who is interested in presenting a hit Illm, -31ary Poppins", to his
viewers. Ile will be onlet rovd. and rightly so, that his screening will be the
curly tw, it% the region Ira Its chosen time perimi. Ile wilt want assurances that
his Iot';tl voluPelillon will not be showing the same film, and that It will not be
beamed in from some distant point. That same broadcaster, however, will face
Ito such problems n ith the individual songs front -Mary Pippins". 11511 licenses
permit shouttamons performatives of Iluse tunes in any number of different out-
leis, --radio, television, night clubs, via background tousle servlees and by other
users to the (let oinwnt of none. Therein Iles a basle difference in the handling
of these copyrighted propert

lb) flea ranee Is not at factor. VIrtually all of the 27,000 domestic, users of 11311
tousle have elek,frd hiankct Itemises under which they tan perform may number
of rotopLsitions contained in the HMI repertory any number of times, at their
illscrillim, Thus, the neva to obtain permission or clearance for Individual selec-
tions or uses Is eliminated.

rot 11311 nod the other tierforming rights organizations have tm Inventive
to restrict the availability of their repertories to any CATV system. The sole
function of 11311 is to collect copyright fees from as many. customers as possible
anal 1,, Oktritila{s these fees to copyright proprietors.

Id t There Is no possibility that unreasonable fees will be exacted. ISM I has
repeatedly expressed its willingness to arbitrate the nmount of its fees if nego
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nations prove fruitless, As explained more folly below, MIT wiping to have
it requirement for the arioltration of the fens for Ike retrattsinisslal of romposi
(ions In Its repertory imposed by slat ate.

let In the lied of music licensing, procedures for the distribution of royalties
among' individual copyright owners have long been in effect We believe that it
would be improper in principle and unworkable to operation to impose Nam the
Register of Copyrights Me duty of dividing paymeots for nit classes of copy-
righted works mining tautly thousands of it copyright owners when the
nuoAdnery for such distribuiloa already exists. Olt has always assumed fan
respoasibifity for distributing the fees receited by it to its ;initiated vriters and
publishers.

What the CATV systems want Is the right to retransmit musical material
picked up from broadcasting stations. We stand ready to give them the same
rights that those stations Intro in that same materlut This shoal(' satisfy all of
the needs of the CA'VV operators.

1011 seeks less rather than more regulation with respect to the aSe of copy-
righted material by the burgeoning cable industry. It seems obvious to us that the
best soltulon, not only for authors and publishers, but for CATV, is for CATV
systems to have access to the runsical repertories for all purposes, both retrans-
mission and origination, nit a fair basis. That solution begins with a very simple
stepnegotiation marked by fairmindedness and good will on the part of nil
participants.

Mil believes that It can successfully negotiate fair, voluntary agreements
with CATV operators on a nondiscriminatory basis, It Is a fundamental concept
of the American free enterprise system that the fairest and most successful
method of arriving at a reasonable agreement is negotiation between the parties.
A departure from that tradition Is not warranted with respect to the performance
of tousle, ILXII is certain that serious negotiations between music !Massing orga-
nizations and CATV operators would be productive.

All taorflorialng rights organizations have smight to comitide negot latiams.
They have tendered court fixation or arbitration of rates of CAT operators. 11JMI
reiterates its offer to submit the issues involved to (abiding arbitration if nego-
tiation does not prove fruitful. IBM is wilting and, indeed. is required by con-
sent decree, to tender nondiscriminatory licenses to all musk users. It is witting
to tender CATV such licenses in form similar to that which has been acceptable
to all other classes of music users.

would be willing to have a requirement itnposed upon It for the coin-
putsory arbitration of the fees for the retransmission of the compositions itt its
repertory, A statutory provision for such arbitration, as opposed to the present
proposals of the copyright revision toil!, could be limited to the music pet-forming
rights organizations who are certified by the Register of Copyrights as having
their repertories substantially performed by the broadcasters who constitute the
primary transmitters in the United States. Indeed, BRI is ready to permit CATV
systems to utilize the music licensed by it during any period of negotiation or
arbitration.

In summary, MU believes that the drastic remedies of statutory fixation of
compulsory license rates, coupled with bulk payment to a government official for
distribution to the individual copyright proprietors of alt classes of copyrighted
works Is unnecessary and inappropriate insofar as the licensing of music Is
concerned.

The problem of payment for musical compositions utilized by CATV Is not an
inter - industrial conflict ; It is a problem of livelihood for thousands of creative
writers, the encouragement of whose activity has been constitutionally recognized
as essential to the public interest. These writers are solely motivated by the desire
to cooperate to the utmost with any user of their works who is ready to compen-
sate them fairly,

COMMENTS Or BROADCAST Music, lye., TO Tnc SURCONINI MEE OS PATENTS, TRAM:-
MARXS AND COPYRIGHTS OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE Or THE U.S. SLSATE

(January. 20, 1072)

Broadcast Music. Inc. (IIMI) welcomes the opportmilly to respond to the let-
ter of 1110111103 Brennati, Esq., Chief Counsel, dated December 15, 1971, It will
concentrate its comments on "whether any particular type of program material,
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,01e11 u. 11111.411' eer 111'oresslolial and (111(141;t10 sports, re4,111il'eS separate treatment
In I lie cattle section of the copyright bill,"

EAII is a music pm forming rlglut 114.'01.111g' org3111Z4 thin, (Jur copyright law
specilleally pro:ides for the protection of the right publicly to perform Music
foe profit anti it ls only through 1 1)1 I mid organizations similar 19 it that this
rigid tali stiecessfolly be implemented, 1 01 I's s,t1t. fonctIon It to to nowt,
WWI'S of c%ory VtIS 11101 (Y1'1. the right to Aire tottraleaulatie toddle performances
of copyrighted tonieat compositions for profit, Affiliated \t lilt l itI Itre nparoxi
tilately :,),(tott vomposers and lyricists and approximately It.tion pubtishers. These
are all Nlintly Ittitependeni, They convey to I 1)1 I an rIgIng In their nittAcal

tIlter than the performing right,
111 .ublltion to tolkIlig. Avail:116s to maske all the works of itS a1M1111ed

41 11 ors and 1,111ilisl 111,4. Mil, through rovelprocal contracts ia (tit more than thirty
for:quit performing rights organizations, makes similarly available tousle of
the rest of the !lurid. .tittlost without exception, till Ihf 1 Ekit's licenses( to 1111.

\;111aftly I,OOO 1;111N1t. An` 11011.eNt'ItlsiVe "Ii11111ket"
119T11111 1.1xellsve Io perform the entire repertory of 101 I with-

out individual 0o:trane or permission. I INI 1 divides all of the money it collects,
its Ishele'es oitti iir tessarY reserves, towing writers and pule

lishors whose %volts it repro:outs.
The licen-lag the rigid to perform nonalramal le musical compositions pule

foe protit is itolotte. Seetlou II 1 of S. 411 1 was designed to 'noel certain
itie problems 1 11101 AT 4.11eriltilr8 fl'arell would restrain the proper growth inIto: interest of t systems. MI of these problems have been solved by a

system of 11,,msing Ints, for devailits, operated, nut only in I 1w United Slates.
loll 4111 over the wle.'.11 and which serves lite needs of all of the industries which
ulttize intisicai performances for 011411. No other system than the one whirl( has
hell. so liatlio1 1Voir,041 can properly MITI the Irne 11e1.414 both Of the writers
;toll publishers it noisle and of 'ATV operators.

The quostIons which the ('.1 1'i' oirners raised and which are toopultoable to
!wish, licensing are :

1, Unlike every other type of program material, no problems of exclusive
rights ,11 mosle Itiv11.51.ng. rights granted to all users of music
by it I(1 anti Its omp:4110N are nottoxeltistre, whether the mush' is !Ivo, recorded
or Illtattd. Every user in every market limy sitnitItlytteottsly perform the savors roar
posit iolt rilereas a filo' may he license,: to only one station or one CATV operator
in a market, mush, licensos permit performance of a musical composition on
tiny tounber of ditTerent rottlets--raillo, television, night clubs, background musk
services other users. to the detriment of none. 'l'o give 1111 eX01111110 Of how
this imerates. only one person In a commtinity may have the right to show the
him 1111;1;.'"flo. nop4leal composition "1101{N 11{1.1 :," which Is favors
prorated In the plettire, may, however. be performed by every estaidisimient that
11sts nuwte, from skating link to television station. Thls crucial and basic dlr.
enact IS alone enoligll to require the separate treatment of mnsie licensing.

12. e.131* operators expressed foars about the complexity of clearing caelt intli-
v!hrat totisival composition or performance. This problem does not exist lit
music liecnsilg. Virtually all of the 27.000 users of 113I1 music Into] this is
,,ot,111... it.t two (' ompetitors) hare voitinhrily elected bbttiket itemises
tooter which they can perform till of the musical compositions in tie 11,11 I reper-
tory at tiny lime end by all 1111'a115 vvithotrt the need of separate or Individual
permission,: or clearances.

C.,TV operators essiirossed the fear that their right, to disseminate programs
would be limited by a rest rietion or such right for competitive reasons. No flo.ss
sillily of such rest Hellion exists in the tousle licensing field. 11\1I and Its com-
petitors are organize() owl exist only for the purpose of licensing performing
rights oil a non-discriminatory basis In as many customers as possible, This is
11)1 l's sole flinction and its sole economic Interest, It acts on 'behalf of approxi-
mately :.000 composers and lyricists and 9,000 music publishers whose only
interest is to collect rOa',Olialilt, fees from as many Peoltie its PQ"S1140.

I. CATV operators have expressed concern %rid: respect to the ditilcult prob.
tem of distributing royalties ;Inning individual copyright owners. No such prob-
lem exists in must:, licensing. ItNII and its two competitors take full responsi-
bility for distritaitinv the fees they collect runong the 'n(110111111 writers and
onblishers involved. The bronol(%)sling industry, for inttanee, Wakes 11:1y111011t to
titer or41111A1itioS1-4 and Iris no problems with respect. to farther distribution.

:1. 'There is no tisk that mireasomille foes will lie exacted. 11 \t l's position has
1.0,:n and is that, if ta,g-etlation does not remit in vol»ntary agrevmPot, it will
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leave the determination of 11w fee to Watling, dispassionate arbitration, one of
its Iwo competitors, the duatrieati 8oetely of Clantw,sersintintrs and Mild IsberS

AS1'.1 I') arrives at the same result through fixation of fees by (lit' Federal (Ninth
The ether, Sesta', Inc., has similarly expressed Illingne.ss to arbitrate.

101 I speaks for tot insubstantial interests. The musk It itemises. Is a Land-
miden to nlinost nil elevlsion programs and it omstilities the limbo* fis..
of interest of touch television programming, %Viten It issues, however, to the tier.
Commas. of tousle by radio (apparently with uo IVA rIcautis of any kind vat the
extent of retransmission of programs from radio stations) It must be kept to
mind that the overwhittaing balk of radio progratillithig consists of the poi'
formality of music. Mash' licensed by IIMI (samples a Major roil. ill ail 11111sicla
lort4trtunilling. The mus' licensing organizations shottio1 Justly be considered to
be in the forefront of "copyright owners."

It .I1 Is. moreover, crucially Important It the furtherance of the baste na
Urinal Interest in etwomaging and maintaining the flow of musk'. Payment from
:,ierfortnittg rights constitutes the bulk of the hasitne of most comiamers, lyricists
and musk' publishers. Almost fifir.f dif this Itteome Is derived from lasaideasting,
'the lale theory of the copyright law, founded on the Constitution itself, is that
the 1'1(1101(in of copyright is to promote the progress of art by the establishment
;tad protection of the rights of authors. This right bas isiu aft been ifitrie
tuented by the payment to authors of a propinaltat of the amounts rt.reired by
I-Isomer/dal vIllt.11itiSeS which use copyrighted works in public perftortua MY. 1110
AV is traditionally arrived at by alias-length bargaining. In the ease Of muste

.licensing there is ultimate recourse to arbitration or (in the ease of ASCAU)
oitirt fixation of tot's. where lailatitary bargaining fails.

We eantiot mapasize too strongly how satisfactorily this system of licensing
the performance for profit of tamtlratuatte musical compositions has worked,
Broadcasters who have Ilmises front the three established Un'tell States lb
ceasing organizations have for decades been unharassed by any claim by others.
They use music without hindrance to satisfy the varying tastes of American
audiences. 'they have available 10 lima not only the tousle of the United States
hut, through reciprocal agreements between U.S. perforating rights licensors anal
perforating rights organizations in other (mithies, all the iim.ie of the world,
It should be noted that in other (sundries of the world CATV is itresently in-
eluded in this system of 1h-tensing and is treated in preeisely the same wily as
broadcasting. A system that works with 5t1011 slimulfdty and effectiveness .posit
not be destroyed Without preponderating necessity.

As we have indicated, the expressed fears of CATV operators have no exist.
tatty lit tousle licensing and lnetudIng sash licensing its a sYslem designed to
deal with the wholly different pr intents involved lit the licensing of 'other
itrogratataatie material is mithont tustiftiallon. We mast also add that mask.
Is 310 less entitled to special treatment Ilan sports events.

The climpronlise 'trot total TM forward. by 31r. Whitehead and accepted, with
saute reservations, by the National Cable Television Association NCfA), the.
Nationtit Assoiation of Broadcasters (NAB) and a group of motion pkturo
!trishaws states:

"rntess a slltsIttle of fees covering the compulsory licenses nr some other
payment mechanism can be agreed upon between the copyright owners and the
C.lTV owners In time for Inclusion in the new copyright statute, the logislallim
would simply provide for compulsory arbitration, failing private agreement tot
cola-right fees"

arcept this primiple.
The tir.-tt :ali In Implamenting such a proposal woolil viii lowsly lie itegotialina.

rnhollovnillo is it may seem, there has been no negotiation with the tousle
licoozom IOU was unit a party to the compromise agreement. It knows the
terms of such agreement only front the trade papers. No ow spoke for the music
lased to largely in television anti so predominantly. in radio. Shay the bottle quid
pro (111(1 of Um compromise relates to exclusivity, nn part of that vonsiderntIon
extends to the writers and publishers of mask*. The music licensors re left nut in
ite cold.

IINII has long stmt.:id. to negotiate with the NCI.A. We reiterate in the strongest
tortas oar willingness and desire to negotiate itt the utttotst good faith with
CATV owners. We are contident that, if good faith prevails, a satisfaelory vol-
untary agreettint will result. Snell an agreement, ring the decks for the
unrestricted use of nor musical repertory nailer a single license rut reasonable
terms, for all purposes, in all manners, anti by all means of dissemination Mb

dlizeity IA'V is what the public interest to be served by the cATv industry re
(intro( no less desptTately than do the writers and publishers of mustie,
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The aeeeplabllity of arbltrail on 1.las been widely stieported, Moreover, both
the 1970 Rand Memorandum and the recent Sloan Commission Report tas;ognizcs
the availability of the blanket otsle licensing system of the mush; performing
rights organizations as a means of solving Senn. of the problems itiVoiVed iu
t'Opyright

NVv stand realty to make our repertory; available to (*.V1'1' systents lu the
same tvny as It is /MOO aVaihehh. oltitT class of tousle users, inclading
broadcasters. We are willing that the cATv sy.ietus should have full rights to
our reis,rtory tinder a single ituense and on a macolisrholnatory, 111111-19irlaSill.
basis for every type of use, We stand ready to man,1 tat and. falling negotiation,
to haVe the fees detertoined ly dispassionate arbitrallon. We are ready In offer
melt licenses for it reasonable term awl on payment of it reasonable percentage
of the gross receipts of the (*ATV system, We Will not require
clearance of specific works or perforummas of Works.

It the c.vry ovvnitors du not implement negotiation or arbitration on such
a basis, tee vIll :tomtit legislation which provides for compulsory arbitrattole of
all retransmissions. Such statutory compulsory arbitration coal,/ be made otter-
at Ivo only with respect to performing rights ;organizations certified by the
Register of Copyrights Its being primarily engaged In the licensing of copyrights
latish; sabstaittIally performed by United States broadcasters, the primary
transmitters.

The necessity for sisadal treattnent of mush, renders inapposite extended cont.
metd (111 the ether (WO questions raised lit Mr. itretttlalt's letter.

Clearly, however, we do not favor the exemption of l'A'11' system; having
fewer than a stated number of subsertia.cs, Tim persons trio music; pull.
Hely for profit should pay a reasonable fee. 'the accumulation of payments front
a substantial number of small operators results in necessary and deserved vont-
pensat ion for the creators of musical works. Fixing ;a aupensatIon by a percentage
of gross relplents prevents such payments from being burdensome to Milatier
evmmerclal operators.

Vitt' respect to the litiestiou of "whether royally rates should be determined
by a single graduated formula of at percentage of the gross reeelids paid by sub-
scribers for the basic service of providing secondary transmissions or whether
the formula should provide n bade rate for carrmge rd leant signals, with an ad.
ditional charge related to the number of distant signals carried by a particular
system,- we ClillitalSIV that the methisl of notste licensing that we pat forward
requires payments of a percentage of the gross receipts of the CATS' system from
all sources eovered by our license.

liven since section fit was formulated, ('ATV systems have become more so.
141101(11ot in their origination of programs, choice of programs, carriage of dis-
tant signals over the air by a variety Of technical means. number of channels
available, carriage of advertising, interconnection of systems. pay TV, ultimate
availability of satellites and in other respects. No mu. eau foretell from wind
smuts, any Individual CATV system will derive Important income. We feel that
the music licensing organizations can achieve it tvasonable rate of payment
only by arms-length negbtlation or, failing this, by arbitration or court fixation
which permits the basing of fees on all applicable !neon'''.

Note only is the position we advance essential for the support of the writers
and pnblisheN of music, but it Is in the lest long-range Interest of ('ATV, which
should have the same unlimited access to the music of the world as is enjoyed
liy every other type of music user. Tile music perfo)roilng rights licensing sys-
tem which is operative all over the world functions with extraordinary efficiency
in the public Interest. It obviates every problem which 11;o CA'1.1' operators have
raised as a possible limitation on the growth of their industry. It exposes Ihe
CAT' operators to no unreasonable fees, but only to such fees as, in the absence
of agreement. are impartially determined. To discard snob a systet» in the nil.
settee of any existing need or grievance would, Indeed, be to throw the baby
out with the bath water.

SESAC lac.,
New York, N.Y., July 25, 137.1.

TI1OMAS C. DRENNAN,
Chief Counacl,
014 Senate Office Building,
1V aahington, D.C.

DEAR Tom: In addition to the Joint statement of ASCAP, TIM! and SIISAC
being presented on August 1st on the cable television matter, It was agreed that



our organization could subilkit all additional statement. I ant therefore enclosing
1.1 copies of fay statement (II oit of miry If which I would! 111,e to have
likalle part of 1111,4 Sub-Committee's retard.

Slikcere4,

1:11elosltre.

SI:SAC lac'.
kika.r Vixscimixo.

coon.-4/.

Sr.vtrAtcsr of SESAC Ise. Titnorott Anwar P. Claks( ill1No, Coussrt., To nu:
Cs fro SeNA.lt; Suit-Com arWt: ON I'M EN I'S, TItA \ A liNs ASO copy.

Ily letter dated I/eel-tither 1S. 1911 Thomas C. Drennan. Chief counsel to the
Sub-Committee on l'alents Trademarks and t'opyrIghts, Invited SESAC to corn-
ment on the vontent modelled SkstIon i 1I. More three issues: were
referrks1 to us in Mr, itronnan's letter for continent. I would like to treat each of
these items in 11w inverse order in which they were listed hl Mr. Itrookan's letter.

WIIETIMIS ANY rARTICUI.Alt net: of l'IOCIIANI MATERIAL. SI'cil AS MVSIC Ok PHO-
FEssiosm, AN!) (.01.14:01,%7E SposTs sI:QuisE SEPAI5A1t1 'ISEATMENY IN 1111.:
SVA'TION OY

As the second oldest-, but smallest of the three major performance licensing
organizations In the United Slates, SI:SAC has, during its more than -10 years
existence, successfully negotiated voluntary licensing agreements with virtually
every raklio and television station in (Ike Unitol States, with thoustunts of hotels,
nightclubs, taborets, as well as with other users Of tousle such as professional
ri)0110111 find baschall teams. We have, in each instance, mode available to such
music user a eeettory of more than 11:0,000 copyrighted musical compositions for
use oil a min-exelitsIve. tarn-discriminatory basis In retUru for an n111111:11 IievIlso
fee which has been aeeepted by virtually every music user as reasonable,

There has thus tar been little need for resort to an Individual tribunal to re-
solve disputes arising out of SESAC's rate schedules. However, SESAC has poke
lot record, both before the Vhiteliend Commis:4Mo and tlkls, Senate SuleConk
mittee, as being willing to accept a system for compulsory arbitration In the
event that cable television operators and SESAC cannot reach a private agree-
ment.

Without belaboring a point which has often been made In the past, 1 believe
it should be clear to all concerned that vis-a-vis the music col yright. proprietor the
cable television industry does not have any of the fandarnenta 1 problems which
have existed between the cable television industry trod other typos of copy-
right proprietors such as motion picture owners and broadcasters. We do not
create difficulties with the cubie television operator on such issues as exclusivity,
availability and distribution of monies collected. I believe that the performing
rights industry has also met any onsielles on the part of Congress coneerning
the possibility of unreasonable rates being demanded of the cable television In-
dustry by our willingness, in the case of SI:SAC and HMI, to submit to com-
pulsory arbitratiok. and, in the case of ASCM', to resort to the Courts of the
Southern District of New York In accordance with lheir consent decree.

It Is for these reasons tint S11SAC strongly urges this Sub-Committee to
provide for separate treatment in S. 0-14 for the licensing of cable operators to
carry non-dramatic performances of copyrighted musical works on secondary
transmissions. A compulsory license for the use of nondramatic musical composi-
tions is necessary only in the event that cable operators do net have available to
them a determination ty an impartial tribunal in the absence of a noiloally
agreedOkpon rate.

1I, EN:I:OPTION SSfAtf. CAnI.E SYSTEMS

The second issue on which our comment has been invited Is whether or not
there 311001(1 he on exemption front copyright payments of holetsoldently-owned
cable systems having fewer than 3,500 subscribers. SESIC can see Ito justi-
tivation whatsoever for such an exemption. There seems to be no valid reason
why a distinction should be made in the area of public performance of copy-
rightist music for profit between a small and a large cable system. The fact that
smaller systems tnay not be making as much profit as larger systems will un-

20-31 t-73-26
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&nide' Ily be rellected by a SI copyright payment to tousle copyright pro-
['adore; should some rate s.%stent based 11110t1 a percentage of income be adopted.
It certainly appears to be sett-evident that secondary transmissions by smatter
systems are, In stil'ostance and form, identical to seem lidary transmissions by
larger systems in contest of Ow theory of Itemising piddle tsorformanivos for
profit la both the VopyrIght km of PAO uud, 11111.; far, the proposed new Re-
vision Bill S. Oil,

lit. FORMULA Fort A SEAT(' roily itArk.s,

SES.te has been the only ono of the three major lWensIng organizations not
to charge radio and television stations on the basis of a percentage of their gross
revelpts. SESAC's rates in the area of television are based in the main on the
television station's advertising rate and the popidation of the market area served
by the stallion. In the area of radio licensing, SF:SAC:4 animal fees are based
moon factors which reflect the radio station's profit potential. These factors are
the station's location, the siw of the einamanity served, the boars of ooration,
the advertising gait's trtil, most in of all, the power classitivation of the
station. In order to promote uniformity in the area of licensing cable television,
$ ESAC has advised representatives of the cable television Industry that it will
acoept 0 formula ba+tal up4m a percentage ratio as opposed to a fiat fee rate.

SES.kt.' favors the prinel pie of compulsory arbitration failing private agreement
mi copyright fees for music, SESAll does not favor the principle of compulsory
licensing. SESA(' is or the 'opinion that the avaltability of compulsory arloitrip
float milt Insure the negotiation of a fair and reasonable rate for the use of tousle.
Stull a rate N110111111 be pre'llcated upon a percentage of all revenue received by a
cab'', system and not solely 'mon subscriber income,

The tieibility and acceptability of a voluntary schedule of fees rather than
shillitory rates, Is I believe, quite apparent. However, should there be it stat-
utory rate formula in S lit I applicable to nonmusic copyright proprietors, it is
suggested that such a fornmia should provide for a pereentago of the gross income
of ail revenues received by the cable system. As to the two alternatives set forth
in Mr. Brennan's letter of December 17). 1911 it would appear that the first al-
ternative of it percentage of a single graduated formula wins by defatilt. I fall
to see the Justification of MAIM: Midi( [MVO charges for the ttututoor of distant
:o-iguals tarried by a partitonlar system without regard to qualitative content of
the signal or the profit potential caused by importing such signal, By taking a
percentage of all revenues derived by the cable system, it would seem that all
factors are considered, including the muntoer of distant signals carried. Pre-
sumably at system carrying an alatiodance of Instant signals; would be more at-
tractive to the consumer and therefore result in greater revenue to the system
and thus a higher copyright fee.

ira eonclusion. SSAV feels that !mist(' should most certainly he treated
separately from outer types of program material. With the safeguard of on-
pulsory arbitration, all that is frilly necessary In S till W011141 be a slat ilt0ry
provision for such compitisory arbitration in the absence of at ..olifulary negoti-
ation of rate by and between the cable system and the music copyright proprietor.
Payment of royalties for the use of mask should loC Made directly to the lleklISOr
of the performing rights. Only in this manner. wild the Senate allow for the
yeomanly. streamlined method of making available substantial repertories to the
cable industry for any and all type of Ilse. i.e.. both secondary transmissions and
the origination of progratolog by the cable system. A compulsory ilcerlstr In liat
statute dealing with secondary transmissions will not solve the issue of llceusiui
irittlary transmissions on the part of the cable system. We submit that a cola-
toletely voluntary lopgroliation between industries backed nil by conqoulsory arbi-
tration Is rho

Itesms.tfully submitted.
ALIOTiT P. CIA NCTNII NO,

CO OTPri, SIM.TO

Mr. liftENNAN. VIP Nal .tOnal Cable 'Television ASSOCiati011 has been
allotted 40 millittelol.

)Vonl'i volt 'dent' Iv yourself for the !word?
Mr. FOSTIU. Mr. Chairman, my name is David Foster. T nth presi-

dent of the National Cable. Television Association. On my immediate
right here is Mr. Stuart Feldstein, who is general counsel of the ass°.
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elm ion. On his right is I)1.. Bridger ec011(wIllist who will be
presenting sonic testimony regarding the economic' facts surrounding

livelihoN1 of the cable television industry. .1nd on my left is Mr.
;tango Baum. who will give the third segment of our testimony. Mr.

Baron is 0 cable system operator and ;k (list inglliShed Inetliher of the
I'enttsylr;ulia Bar. We felt that it was most iMportaflt at this time to
list pin have the viewpoint of an aettlal 0111A0 television operator, some-
ne who is facing die evonomic facts of on r industry.

'enator MeCul.1..vx, Who is the gentleman immediately on your
right.

PosEtt. Aft% Stuart Feldstein is NCTA's general counsol, Ito
trill not be making a presentation but will be available to answer ques-
t

Mr. Chairman. I have submitted a rather lengthy statement, which
1 would like to include in the record. I will not read this statement
lit this time, but rather will speak to some of the points that have been
mat etI by the prior presentations.

senator Mc('icti..kx. You want all of these submitted? They are ex-
tensiVe statements.

Arr. FosTru. Yes.
Senator McCi.ra.r,vx. Very well.
They niay be received and made a part of the record. You have -10

minutes. I f we have any questions, we will try to do that on our time.
We want to give you the opportunity to make your presentation here,
but we want to move along, to expedite it.

Proceed.

STATEMENT OF DAVID FOSTER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR, BRIDGER
MITCHELL, ECONOMIST; GEORGE BARCO, COUNSEL, PENNSYL-
VANIA CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION; AND STUART Puri-
STEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL TO NCTA

FosTrn. I should also note, Mr. Chairman, that in the audience
today are a very huge nomber of cable system operators. I would say
most of them are smaller operators, 'Malt we call out 1110111 and pop
(erminus, We say that With no lad: of respect because many of these
actually are 111010 and pop operations where the husband in the family
is the technician for the system, and the wife keeps the books and
answers the phone. These are people that are really concerned abou
the impact of copyright legislation.

Let rue first answer the question that you asked Mr. Valenti about
his views on copyright schedules and foe schedules that differ from
the ones included in S, 1:161. Let me say that although we are support-
ing S. 13i1 1, on page :I.) of my testimony I have indicated that the facts
that we have been able to develop with the research that Dr. Mitchell
has done and the input that we hare had from our cable operators,
indicate that a fee schedule of 50 percent lower than the fee schedule
inclrnled in S. 1 4 i 1 would be more appropriate.

As I have said, we are supporting the bill because we think it is
a bill that ran pass the Senate and thus, we can get on with this copy-
right issue. 11 e have stated that we support the bill and We believe
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that. all of the filets that will be developed will support that lower
fee schedule.

Senator McCr.ritAx, What do you base that On? Just the idea that
you want to get mit of it as politely as You can ?

I want something concrete here to show us we can. T asked the
other side if they were prepared to document or submit what they
consider to be reasonable foes. They haven't.

I Wender if you have come 110W with something concrete, that yon
could submit to us, other than you sav, well, you support the bill.
In other words, show why the fees should net he more.

Mr. rosTEu. "Ntitchell has to rather detailed testimony and I be-
lieve that he will develop seine facts alonx that line. Ile will demon.
strate that the fee schedule that is in the Nil will have a very serious
economie 011 the industry and. in many cases, will take profit-
able cable operations f v01111411(1: ink into rod ink.

Senator :NfcCtm.i,AN., All right. Proceed.
Mr. h'os'e n. For the first ti minutes of Mr. Valenti's. testimony, I

thought that the National Cobb, Television Association was here to
defend a breach of contract suit, but let's be very clear about this
one point.

Senator Mi-Cti.J.L.NN. about that consensus agreement?
Mr. Fosrra. Mr, Chairman, we have supported the concept of cable

telovision.F, pa vim! reasonable copyright, fees since Inns. You %11 recall
in Inns that the Supreme Court decided that. cabin TV operators did
not have to par copyright fees.

Senator McCr.rtJAN. 'Hint was on local broadcasting, wasn't it
11r. D'osTiot. Yes. sir. That was essentially the decision of the mat.

taut not withstanding. that derision, the National Cable Television
Association has continually adopted as its official position that the in-
'hist ry should pay reasonable copyright fees. We did that long before
the consensus agreement and we feel that was the basic, undergirding
intent or the consensus agreenlentto work for the early passage of
copyright leaislation.

We feel that S. l:1(11 represents that kind of copyright legislation
that can be passed at an early date so that we can get on to the more
pivssin0. issues facing this industry.

Now let's talk a little bit about. what has happened since the eon-
sonsus agreement, since we have been negotiating with the motion pie-
hire interests. with music interests. But I will speak primarily about
the motion picture interests, Continually since the consensus, agree.
incid--at intervals as often as once every week or Os often as once a
month--we mot ill extensive negotiating. sessions to try to determine
whether or not there could be a meeting of the minds between the
)01ties 0a What might be a reasonable copyright fee.

Both parties hired expensive knowledgeable economists with a long
list of credentials to try to develop facts and circumstances which
would provide sonic realistic basis for those negotiations. We found
that flue parties positions were far apart and that no factual data that
was available to es could hying the parties any closer together.

Why was that the case.? Primarily because cable television is still in
its infancy. It is a very, very small industry. Tt is primarily operating
in rural areas. in smalltown areas, and the major bigcity markets
which is really what we are talking about here in terms of the future
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of these eopyrigt papershave not yet. been wired. And those small
areas close to the lgcity markets that have been wired do not provide
us with the kind of eiviannie data Ilia would provide a basis for a
reasonable negotiation. after many months of those negotiations,
%ye vault. to the conelnsion that there was no factual basis and, there-
fore, it was appropriate to turn this matter over to the wisdom of this
committee and the SOWN? to come up with a fee schedule. By setting
down an initial fee schedule in the bill, theconcept of arbitration could
then come into ellect at a Vila° when we would, hopefully, have some
hard factual data based upon the experiences derived over the next 3
yea rs.

Inning that period of time, we avid be paying copyright fees and we
will have experienced the copyright payment concept. The allocation
of those fees can be worked out. The economic impact of those fees
on our industry will become apparent. And we think that it is then
the appropriate time for the satutory tribunal to do its work.

If that tribunal Were to be convened today, it would have the same
difficulties that the putties had during the past 2 year trying to con-
duct negotiationsthey would simply be spccultiting as to the future
of this industry, but they wouldn't, be dealing with anything except
one economist theorizing from one direction and another economist
theorizing from the opposite direction. What would come up would
be certainly no more valid, and I suspect a lot less valid, than the wis-
dom of the Senate.

And, therefore, we are supporting the concept of S. 1361 that the
fee schedule to be imposed at this time. with arbitration or a statutory
tribunal, whichever you want to call it, coming into play at a time
when we have evidence to deal with.

Now let's talk about what the cable television industry really is,
because 1 think two have to have a very clear picture of that to under-
stand what these copyright payments mean. I am now talking about
the community antenna aspect of the cable television industry.

What do we do? Well, we put up an antenna at some point on top
of a mountain, and front that antenna we receive television broadcast
signals off he air. We don't alter those signals in any way other tkan
to improve the quality of the signal. We then put it on a cable, a %Vire
which goes into a family's home and into their television set.

We cannot. alter the programing content. in any way. We cannot
put any commercials 011 those stations, We cannot take. of any corn-
tilvroillS We cannot take otr any programs unless we arc required to
in so Iiv Ow rules of t he FCC.

I f ;ire earryill.tr Chilativi. carrying ;1 proga'alll that We
viliTV. carry tt. We have 110 SeleCti011 pl'OeNzS

t iii. We iila.41 take tlieV Live 11 ,Intl all we ran do is improve
qe i1ii of that ntiadolivor it to some homes that wouldn't

otiier+1-e parr SI." I hat That sponsored message that. paid
the full ',lice of that ro4rrain is now heinir panjial tai it home which
ordinarily would not receive that broadcast signal.

Senatf) MCCLELLAN. in effect, y011 Mean to say that your service is
to extend the coverage ?

Mr. Fosalln. Yes. Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fart. sonic people
have sugrestedand not at till facetiously that the broadcasters
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ought to pay OA for carrying those signals into areas where they would
not otherwise go. We are giving their sponsors a tweak.

Senator McCiAll.Ax. Do they have any ettect on what they charge
for advertising

Mr, Jiosta:H. In many cases, Me. Chairman, we understand that it
does. We understand that they base their audience rating on the cattle
system population and dm:, increase the price they charge for the
commercials.

1 think you can miderstnd that against that background, where We
have no choice of what programs we carry, all we do is improve the
quality of that program and extend it beyond a geographical range.

Under the circumstances, you can understand why it has been dif-
ficult for the cable television industry to accept the concept of paving
copyright fees. To us, it sounds like--1 use a phrase that Fred Ford
invented--I'm glad that Fred is hero today--"two tickets for one
show." Somebody has already bought the ticket to the show, and now
we're being asked to buy it again.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we have accepted that concept, the concept of
paying reasonable fees. But think against that background, you can
understand why we feel that those fees should be minimal at the outset,
and that the economies of the marketplace show what they might be
in the future.

Now let me address a couple of points before I turn the microphone
over to my associates. There is not an exemption in the bill for small
systems. Many of the small systems operators who are. here today will
lie urging yon, and have urged you in correspondenee that I know they
have sent you, to exempt all systems under 3,:i00 subscribers. These are
the small growing; systems. They have particularly difficult economics
ze:soeiated with them.

The motion picture people bare told us time and time. again that
they are not looking at the small systems for the revenues. They are
looking for the large. big city systems that are yet to be. built.

And therefore, it is our offieial position. Mr. Chairman. that the
small systems under 3.5n0 subs-eribers should he exempt from the pay-
ment of copyright fees. On the, other hand. we do not. feel that either
nonprofit or governmental systems should be exempt. We feel that
since they are directly competitive with free enterprise cable systems,
tiler should pay the same kind of copyright fees.

Before I hand over the microphone, Senator Burdick, I would like
to answer the question that you asked about why we should have
a vornpulsory license with one tint fee across the board for the industry,
The average television station carries approximately ti,000 programs
per year. 'Let's say that the average cable television system carries
tine television stations. That would mean that the individual cable
system operator wouhl have to negotiate a copyright fee for a hoot
'.2:).000 individual programs.

lie has no choice as to whether he ha: to earn' these 2:IMO pro-
gram:. lie can't say, don't want to early this one. a worthless pro -
grim, lie has to earry it limier an' circumr. tances,

Therefore. we feel that across the board compulsory license is the
way to go. I think that you can imagine how difficult a would be for
some poor cable operator down in Arkansas with :inn subscribers to
have to come down to Mr. Nizer's office in New York and negotiate
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2,000 individual copyright contracts. It would be an unreasonable
burden.

At this point then, I will turn the microphone over to 1)r. Bridger
Mitchell, who will address what economic data we have been alb to
develop, Senator.

Dr. 3Irreitra.L. Senator McClellan. Senator Burdick, my name is
Bridger Mitchell. 1 am appearing at this hearing in my capacity
an isC011011111' ell118111ttillt to the National Cable Television Association.
While I am affiliated with the I niversity of California at Los Angeles,
and the Rand Corp., the views and conclusions expressed are those of
the author and should not he interpreted as representing those of the
university or the Rand, Corp., Or any of the agencies sponsoring its
research.

In the context of the American economy, cable television today is
a small industry. About 7 million homes 1:my its television reception
SOITiCO; paying On average of slightly more than $5 per month.

This year, approximately 3.000 cable systems are in operation, with
annual revenues of about $100 million. Ownership of ft number of
those systems is by a single firm. The 10 largest firms account for
about 44 percent of all subscribers.

Cable's development to date has been almost exclusively in the
smallest television markets and in the fringe reception areas of a few
larger cities. In those areas, the willingness of COliSillilerS to subscribe
is due to the limited number of broadcast television signals available
and their frequently poor reception quality Ivhich results from dis-
tanee front the transmitter, or intervening terrain.

The major promise for cable television is yet to be realized. AS Mr.
Foster has emphasized in his statement, about 85 percent of the homes
in America are located in the 100 largest television markets. and
until March of last year, construction of cable systems in these markets
was effectively bloc' ked by policies of the Federal Communications
Commission.

These markets differ significantly from the communities which
have been wired to date, especially in their relative abundance of
broadcast signals and generally high quality aerial reception.

Any projection of the future growth of this industry and the pro-
spective effects of the copyright fee schedules proposed to this com-
mittee must incorporate these central facts. I have attempted to pro-
vide such an aual;ssis in the vaper. "Cable Tele, ision Under the 1072
FCC Rules and the Impact. of Alternative Copyright Fee Proposals,"
which has been appended to Mr. Foster's written statement.

Very briefly. the method of analysis t have employed is to construct
a financial model of a cable television system .whicit incorporates the
major factors affecting a system's six', costs. revenues, and prolitabil it v.
For example, capital expense,, depend on the geographic size of the
system in miles, the amount of (IN(' which must he laid underground
1 at her than strum, from exiting atilif y pole,4 and I he proportion of
homes in the service area which actually snbscribe, generally ref: recta
to as tlm pellet rat ion rate.

Operating costs are similarly related to the number of suhscrihors,
the number of imported signals. taxes, and regnlatory fees. in the same
manner, revenues are determined by the monthly subscription charge,
the syster» size, and the penetration rate.
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Pennsylvania is the State in which the cable television industry
started, and there are some 300 CATV :.;ystenis operating in over 1,100
commnitiesmore than in any other State in the Nationserving
over 2 million television viewers. It has been Inv privilege to serve
us national chairman, then known as president, of the National Cable
Television Association, and I was a member of its board of directors
for 15 years.

For the past year, 1 have served as a member of the NCTA Copy.
right Con mit tee. Also, for the past 20 years, I have been, and still am,
it part owner and the president of several cubic television companies.

Hy way of further introdnethm, 1 believe I should state a dis-
claimer, for the benefit of NC'l'A, and for the information of the
committee. that while 1 have been an active participant in the affairs
of NOTA. over the years, the views I am abont to express on the copy.
right issues are my own, and in many respeetti do tint correspond with
the officially adopted views of NCTA as en organization,

At the same time, let me state that I believe my views reflect those
of many, many cable oporatoN all over the country. 'fete is no ,;ingle
matter Nhich has concerned the CATV industry for the past 7 or 8
years more than copyright. Over this period, I have talked en a per-
son-to-person basis with literally hundreds of cable operators ando
virtually every industry leader on the subject.

Let me state finally by way of introduction, that I view my task to --
day as awesome and the situation for the cable industry as critical. if
not desperate. Under the circumstances, I can only state the situation
as I see it fully and frankly to the committee, without regard to cer-
tain existing predelictions, interests and objectives among the forces
interacting on the copyright issue, within and without NoTA.,rm
appreciative of the opportunity of appearing before you today.

In October 196S, the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania As-
sociation, following a careful consideration of the copyright issue,
adopted what has been termed as the Pennsylvania Position on Copy-
right. Its underlying principle is simply that television signals re-
ceived off the air should not be subject.to the payment of copyright
fees so long as similar payments do not apply to reception by conven-
tional antennas in the same community.

The position rerognizes that copyright fees should be payable for
uopv righted puogcaltis longdis-
tance transportation. and that such microwaving should be subject to
regulation in view of its impact on television broadcasting, copyright
property tights. and the interrelated market patterns of both.

While recognizing the legitimate interests of many who aro inter-

ested in providing direct- television program services. and a variety of
other communication services itt the metropolitan area by cable. the
Pennsylvania Position urges that the television reception function for

, off-the-air signals%y CATV should not he eolored by the possible
flitnre development of cable television, nor should the inherent tights
in such reception be traded as a part of nay compromiscbetween the
,onflioing interests concerned in large city cable television develop-
ments.

The Pen tis vl co n ia Posit ion has received wide sunport in the industry
thronvhout the Nation for it was grounded on the basic concept and
fact of CATV performing the conummity antenna reception function



for signals reeeived off the air. Puri her. it seemed invomreliensible
that liability to copyright fees should depend en the aceident of topog.
raphr, or in the real -life situation of the televiSion viewer, whether he
was living in the high area where a conventional ants:met did the jolt.
or whether he liked behind the 16114 or along. the river where cout
timidly aide/Ma SerViot% was required or desirable to provide sill isfile

lory 1A0V1,,10111.evelitioll,
iOlV Mild there he all jaistilieation for requiring the suhsvcibets

to make an additional payment to the copyright owner who had al-
ready received imp:tont in his contrao nail arrangements for the broad.

casting, paid utibliatel:s 11,s the ivies isien s iessees, iucheling c.vry
stthSeribers, the advertising costs of purchased produets?

Besides, until recently, the copyright owners made repeated Iitllllic
assurance that t hey were not interested in payments related to melt
television reception services, butt were interested in only the large city
markets where distant signals were to he imported.

And most important of all, the Slit treme Court of the 17nited States
in the Vhitcd ease made a determinat ion, in June 1 968, recogn z
ing and establishing in legal terms the concept always undeNtoodl by
ruble Hien in praetteal terms by the very nature or their operations.

Vet, in the intervening years film, Ities, the membership of Xkl-
t Cable Television Association was sharply divided on the copy.
right {Mlle. One segment considered any payment of copyright fees
for signals received oil the air an infringement of very basic rights, for
the reasons just metit ioned.

he_ other segment viewed payment of copy ttglit across the board as
the only realistic means for securing importation of distant signals
thottglit to he nevessary for the. economic viability of cable television
funr the large cities if and when such system construction ocents. ,

To fully understand the circumstances of this division, it must be
understood that the membership of NCTA is not a homogeneous
group: and that all members of NCTA are in the cable industry, but
at substantial number of them, and particularly some large multiple
system owners, also have other interests which are at variance with
CXTV interests as such, as, for example, television broadcasting and
copyright interests.

It is not surprising that the persuasions of the copyright payment
segment within NCTA have been weighted and influenced by these
interests and still are Today.

As is well known, the event of decision came in November 1971. in
the context of the Mice of Telecommunications Policy Compromise.
which wa approved by the NCTA lioard of Directors because it ap-
peared to represent the only available bask upon which thcre wns any
possibility for removing the Federal Communientirms Commission
freeze on cable television development, particularly in the large
markets.

1Vhatever differences there may have been within NCTA over phi-
losophy as it relates to the regulatory scheme and the payment for
copyright, I can state that I believe that every possible effort wits
made by the NCTA Copyright Committee, and others of the C.VIT
industry concerned with the implementation of this decision, to iteeoni-
!nada te to the situation.

I can state from my own personal knowledge that the attitude,
demands a ml conduct of those representing the movie copyright own-
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ers (luting the sessions which 1 attended were such that all efforts todeal with them were vigorous exercises in futility.
'I he t.epresentatives of these copyright. owners were comptetely un-

informed as to the nature of C.V1 V operations, their financial aspects.
ati!'l the siwettic covi.ont proMenvi ftwing the intinstry; and they were
eyidently determined to maintain their ignorance on these matters.

urt1Trinore, they displayed a callous disregard of the consequences
of their exorbitant and totally UnreilliStIf demands.

Thus, when they were informed that our industry simply could not
pay the demanded 10 percent fees for movies alone, added to fee,;
proposed for music and other copyright of over 1:2 percent, the response
was a blatant "vass it on to the sulevribers and tell them it is a cost ofdoing business.'

When we attempted to cite the absolute and practical limitations to
service charge increases by way of clearances through the municipali-
ties on whose franehises the operations must depend and by way of
business fact that subscribers either could notor would notmake
melt payments, the blunt rejoinder was "just pass it on to the sub-
scribers anyway."

must observe. that the FCC, in insisting on copyright payment as
one of the conditions to the easing of restrictions on CATV growth,

perhaps MI rOVV:itTll, but 11U11WIV:!:,1 (I'vlittntliOtiS pressure on
the CATV representatives in the bargaining process. The cop jyright
owners wore under no similar burden, and, in fact, they maximized
their advanttfge by insisting, in effect, that this condition amounted
to a requirement that CATV settle on the terms of the copyright
owners.

In the end, it was painfully clear to even the most optimistic and
the most tolerant of those representing. Nurx that fair, realistic, and
responsible dealing with the copyright owners had been and is an
utter impossibility.

Gentlemen, t put aside completely my firm conviction that copy-
right payment for the reception of television signals received off the
air is wrong in principle and discriminatory in effect. I address myself
now to the consequences of the imposition of copyright payments
which this industry simply cannot afford to pay on its growth, de-
velopment, and yes, its survival. Let ma eapSitlIZe the difficulties of
cable television operations today.

tit course, like all other business. we are plagued .with increase('
costs incident, to the inflationary period in which we are living. ,Sub -
stantial basic costs like pole attachment fees currently are being in-
creased front 10 to 70 percent across the Nation.

FCC technical standards will require great expenditures in system
rebuilding in the next several years with correspondingly increased
operating costs. Compulsory cablecasting is still a requirement for
systems over 3.500 and operating costs for eV ii Motiest, operation
run into tens of thousands of dollars annually.

As against, this spiraling of costs, there is a definite, and absolute
limit in the posAbilities for service charge increases. either keause
approval cannot be secured from the muncipalit V or other franchising
authority, or because the market conditions will not support the in-
creases, or for both reasons. At the same time, there are converging
interests by State and local governmental units seeking control, re-
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St VitilltS, 'MO St`IT itTS, sometimes duplicative, sometimes inconsistent,all excreting upon the total wsources of the cable industry.
Added to these problems of existing systems, new systems have the

added burdens of t he staggering costs and special difficulties of system
const ruction and operation in the large and metropolitan city areas,
and the feasibility and acceptance of CATV service in such areas aro
yet to be est ablish'ed.

The experiences to date in the New York City and Akron, Ohio,
systems are instructive on the vicissitudes and hazards of such VCtltuts.

Senator McCo.i.t..vs. We note that your time has expired.
Do you want to place the rest of your statement hi the record
Mr. limico. I would.
Senator McCt.ErJAN. We probably ran over a little with the others,

so I will give you 3 or 4 minutes, and then you can place the rest of itin the record.
Mr. II.+Rco. I would want to say, Senator, if I may, please, that there

are several specitie recommendations which we would like to make, and
if you will allow me.

Senator :NIcetamr.as. What?
Mr. Banco. There are several specific recommendations we would

like to make, if you will permit me to do that. We will place the rest
of my paper in the record.

Senator McC1.1u MI right. Let the rest of the paper be placed
in the record.

We are going to run out of time pretty soon. I'll give you time to
make the specific recommendations right quick.

Mr. B.tnco. First of all, sir, I believe that compulsory license should
extend to the reception service of all signals received ell' the air. In
addition to the basin facts and principles which support this treatment,
noted earlier, it should be observed that copyright owners utilize the
great public resource of the radio and television spectrum without
charge. If the copyright owners choose to make use of the tremendous
capability of this resource for mass dissemination of their products,
with corresponding increased coverage and return, it is wholly nit -
reasonable and unjustifiable for them to insist on all the benefits of
broadcasting and yet maintain the same control as if they had provided
their own contained arena or exhibition hail.

would also like to make one other point and then I think I will
terminate. In all of these dealings, gentlemen, up to now, there has
never been a trorded to the viewing public an opportunity to be heardon this matter.

And I submit to you that with the growing concern that there is onthe part of the Members of our Congress, and all governmental units,
to protect the consumer's rights, this is it matter of real concern. That is
why we believe this is a matter that must he decided by the Congress,
rather than with the copyright owners, with whom we have not been
Ale to reach any accommodation.

Senator McCeretAN. Let me ask you one or two questions with re-
spect to the cable TV systems. Do they have to get a franchise to op-
erate in a city or a given area?

Mr. Ilmico. Yes, sir.
Senator AfcCeEt,t.a Y. Does that franchise fix or limit the fees you can

charge, the service fees?



3f. 111 titlist every ease, it does, sir,
Senator Mct'r.r:r,r..tx. In Other trords, can y011 pass onto the sub-

sribe, any inerease, if you pay for a.copyright Or do yoo have to
pass it On within that franchise limitation?

Nit% lima.o. It would he our hope, Senator McClellan, that the fees
would not he more Ilan I to 2 percent.

Soth AkC1,1:1,1,AN. 1 Wean do you have to pass it on Whatever it
is?

BMICO. Fin coming to that point. It would be not more than 1
or 2 percent of the invome realized for television reception service
payment. We believe that the industry can accommodate itself and
absorb it.

131st if it is more than that, w' would necessarily be forced to pass
it 011. And by way of illustration of the problem that we get into, it'
We Were to Meet these demands I hat are made on Hs, let me tell volt t hat
there are 11 different municipalities in Pennsylvania that absolutely
refused to allow any increase of rates in the past year, even though
these companies showed they were operating at a loss.

This is the fact of life with which we have to live.
Senator Do we have from anybody here the total limn-

her of subscribers to CATV systems in the Nation? DO we have that
total nionber

Mr. Fosr, It i.giniated at the present lime between 7 and 71.:.
million.

senator NitcLELLAx, Bet weep what
Mr, Fosra. Ihet wenn 71:i and 71, million subscriliers across the

votintry.
senator MCCLELLAN. Now, what percentage of those arc in the Ion

percent. markets, and what percentage are in the lessor markets; the
11Il category nail t he lesser category ?

Fitsrna. I would est imate that of the 71,!2 million, about a million
are within the top 100 television markets today.

Senator McCial.tAx. All right.
I want to ask one 9estion of Mr. Miteliell. 'You pointed out in yonr

statement, you have, in addition, analyzed the probable effects of a fee
schedule exactly one-half of that in S. 1361, and you point out what
that would he.

Dr. Mrreimil,. Yes. sir.
Senator You have also testified concerning the 10.5

percent copyright figure. A copyright payment is the amount, I under-
stand, Oita. the copyright owners have suggested.

1)1. I undetstan41 t hat, was an early proposal on the nego
tint ions, sir.

Senator McCr,nrJ.AN. Is that a copyright owner suggestion ?
Mrwin:Lt,. I don't know what it i^ now,

Well, let me ask you this -- analyze it on the basis from 9, to 10 percent
instead of 1 to 5. I would like to set, what, that \vitt do. If you have it.
you may do that and submit it for the record and anyone else may
submit. smite figures on that line. I would like to see those.

The issue here is what, can the industry stand and still operate at a
profit and provide the services. Personally, I would like to see a lair
compensation paid to the copyright owner, and I think that we need
to take into account the fact that they have already gotten a copy-
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tight fee from the hroadeaster. And what the service does, it adds on
to the value of what the broadeastersells hint.

But I still think, I still think there should be sonic consideration,
some remuneration paid by CAIN. because I hey profit out Of it. loo.
There is an egIllty here, 1./111:111ve of eq1litieS that we shoniii be able to

Vet'S SelltIt01. linrdick
Semites you. MI. Chairman.
Senator AlcCLELx. I understainl we are going to have a tote. that's

%city I was t vying to hurry along.
Senator lirttntcr.. 1 kill 1 '" very ,port. only INV( two 1.

questions. But my 1110Si;111 WIII.De to J11.
Suction 11101) :nib(2) attempts to establish a rate schedule to be

paid copyright owners for the use of their copyrighted material by
(wry. Assuming that's desirable, then we are confronted with a real
itia,st ion.

You have teAitied that you have used the best brains yon could find.
Von usd economists. Von ti.,:cd a lot of talent, the parties did, trying
to arrive at a fair figure.

And you concluded by saving, you are ?caving it to (Ile Senate's
wisdom. Well, I have got to hate more than wisdom. I have to have
S01110 basis for this. I am not divine.

Isn't there something the parties can do to give 11!4 F01111.'
pnblish that

Mr. FOSTER, Well. We feel we have prodded the testimony from Dr.
Mitchell, who is here today. Ito indicates that the fee schedule that's
in S. 1361 will provide marginal profitability for cable television sys-
tems. And even a schedule of half that, much would encourage some
probability. but not a great deal.

Senator Bnincx. Well, I think it is extremely important that we
fix something that is reasonable to start with, for this reason. Under
the act. we find described in the function of the tribunal, tptotito, the
subdivision of this chapter. that the purpose of the tribunal shall bo
ono to make determinations concerning the adjustment of the copy-
right royalty rates specified by sections 111, 11.1. 115, and 116; and to
assure that such rates continue to be reasonable.

one of the duties of the tribunal is to see that reasonable rates
stay reasonable, and I am just wondering if there isn't something more
that the contending parties might give this committee to arrive at that
reasonable rate 110W.

Mr. limtco. Senator, may 1 oiler a suggestion ? The Canadian C.V1'N'
Associat ion made :t study of over 1,(.410 systems t hat thee have. up there,
and they have some tort large systemsincidentally, larger than any
that we have had in this country here. A ml their studies show that
the net return for all of the systems is under 5 percent on the invest-
ment involved. The penetration, Senator. is much higher than it is in
our country here.

.)fr. FosTnit. Senator. let me answer that by saving if I felt that
2 weeks of testimony before this committee would produce factual
data that would support one fee schedule against another any better
than we have support4 from Dr. Mitchell's testimony. I would be glad
to provide that date. Itut I just don't believe that it is there.
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Mr. FOSTER. Time are no fees provided in th© consensus agreement.
The only fee schedule that I know of is provided in S. 1361.

Senator131,Heicx. The consensus provides arbitration?
Mr. Fosms. Yes; the consensus agreement mentions compulsory

arbitration.
Senator Buttotcx. Suppose we decide the question along those lines,

what would ho your view'?
Mr. FosrEit. .1 believe that S. 1361 involves the concept, of arbitra-

tion, except that it puts it at the One when I believe we'll have more
meaningful evidence, after the passage of the bill. At that point in
time, we will have arbitration.

Senator 1h But you want us to decide right now, to deceido
in the meantime what, those fees should be.

Mr. Form We would like you to do that, yes, sir, because I feel
that the parties have negotiated with very good Intent and all sorts
of exposits(' and they haven't come up with an agreeable fee schedule.

Senator Btranicx. Well, I am looking for wisdom that you asked us
to use, to do our best.

Mv. 14Tivp: Thank you, Senator. Vat sure you «ill.
Senator BURDICK. I've got two other questions. Would you describe

the need for an exemption from copyright liability of cAn systems
wit It 3,500 or less subscribers I

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, sir. We feel that these small systems outside the
major tnarkets should be given an across-the-board exemption. They
Mere many administrative problems. In those systems already they
have endless forms to t11 out. and file with the FCC. Now, were just
going to put one more burden on them, not only an economic burden,
but an administrative burden.

The small systems just do not have the economies of scale built
into them that the large systems do. They still have to maintain an

joffice and all of those kinds of things. We just feel that this is an un-
necessary burden for a very, very small .rate of return to the copy-
right owner.

And I should mention that not all of our member systems support
that move for exemption, Mr. Bare° among others does not believe
that exemption appropriate.

Senator 13uunicx. We have a vote, bt.t I would like to ask thisques-
tion. If we haven't time to answer it, would you supply the answer
for me?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, sir.
Senator lit,amcK. We continue to speak in terms of percentage of

gross revenue. Can you estimate under the section 111 fee schedule
how much the San Nego, Calif., and the New York City CAW' sys-
tems would presently pay ; and when the systems mature, what would
they expect to pay

And second, what is the gross revenues of these systems; would
you supply that to the committee ?

Mr. 'Vomit. Yes, sir. I will supply that, and I would so supply that
not only on the basis of the fee schedule that is in S. 1361 but also on
some alternate fee schedules, so that we can see the relative impact
on those large city systems.

Senator BURDICK. Sorry we have to vote.
Senator Mcar.t.LAN. Thank you very much.

20.244 4) 73.27
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'We will recess until 2 o'clock.
I Wherenpon, at 2:us ,the wommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 o'clock later the same (lay.]
I The prepared statements of Mr. Foster, Dr. Mitchell, and Mr.

Hareo follow :J

SrAlKSIENr eV DAVID II, POSIVIL 1114EsIDENr, NATIONAL. CADLE TEIEVISION
ASSoclArloN,

1.y- name is itavhi roster. I am president of the National Cable Television
Association. Inv., with Olives at t)IS tutu Street, NW., Washington, .C, 20006.
'fie sationai Cable Television Association----known sometimes as NCTA-14 a
national trade association representing a majority of the cable television systenis
iu the United Slates of America. and is vitally interested in matters affecting
CATV,

ate say at the outset that X(" 1'.A Is ta furor of omnibus statutory copyright
revision which includes provision for the imposition of reasonable copyright
responsibilities on CATV. :( "I'.% is in favor of the passage of 13(11. However,
because of the evolving technology of C.VI'V, and the business and regulatory
atmosphere within which it must operate, We respectfully have several comments
loot suggestions for your consideration, We thank you for the opportunity to
appear before this sabcommittec and to assist you In your delliverations.

Perhaps, for tf.e record, it would be well to exph itli just what a cable television,
or community antenna television, or (.ATV, system is. The Federal Conuannica
lions Commission FCC at -IT C.P.It, §I*6.5(a) defines a CATV system as:

Any facility that, In whole or in part, receives directly, or Indirectly over
the air, and ainplIties or otherwise nu:Mlles the signals transmitting programs
broadcast by one or more television or radio stations and distributes such
signals by wire or cable to subscribing members of the public who pny for
such service, but such term shall not Include (I) tiny such facility that serv-
ices fewer than :10 subscribers, or i2) any such facility that serves only the
residents of one or on re apartment dwellings finder common ownership,
control or managemeat, and commercial establishments located on the
premises of such an apartment house.

Generally, the CATV system is composed of "hardware.' which includes a
tower tar which are placed receiving antennas strategically .placed to receive
broadcast television :here their strength is greatest, I7sually, at the
lose of the tower, a technicat facility Is constructed to feed the television signals
Into ampIllicatbin equipment and the cable network; this facility is known as the
"head-end". The cable network is composed of trunk lines, distribution or feeder
lines, and the customer taps. These lines. constructed of coaxial cable, may he
buried underground or attached to telephone and utility poles In accordance
with pole-line or pole-attachment contracts. In order to maintain the strength
of the signal at uniform levels throughout the cable network, repeater amplifiers
are placed at intervals along the trunk and distribution line. Thus, the subl
scriber at the end of the line of the CATV system Is able to receive as good a
picture as the subscriber nearest to the head-end. The trunk line is the torso,
the distribution lines the ,!as, and the cusiomer taps are the lingers of the
systems, it Is at the viewer's television receiver that the (ATV system has both
Its beginning and its ending, for the solder, provided by the ('ATV system
conies Into the home only when the viewer activates Ids receiver.

tv(r this hardware is distributed the "software" twitch is COMP/Kell of broad.
cast television signals in all systems. of nonbroadcast television signals in some
systems, and of sou entertainment signals in a very few systems. The diversity
of the software shows both the extent of the evolution of the CATV industry and
its promise for the future if tlic evolution 1.1 not rrtm-ded. This Is ;1 traditional
CATV system. It receives a signal from a central point and distributes it to
multiple points,

At this shire of the 8nbentmnittee's deliberations. it is also impottant that the
Colimilttee know that CATV awl Pay-TV for STV as the I"('(' calls It) are not
the same. .t nominal fee is paid for the reception and distribution system con.
prising the CATV system, but the subscriber Is not paying for specific programs
its Wfluld under a Pay-T basis. The distinction is made clearer when you
consider that pay television is a system whereby the signal Is broarkimt lit
scrambled form to be decoded by some device at the receiver so that the signal
becomes unscrambled and clear, But ('ATV does not use the broadcast spectrum.
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It uses eable for the ptirposto of distributing the signal to the receivers. Pay-TV
has separate encoded programs for whklo they make italividual charges; CATV
picks up free programs and redistributes those. The FCC and representatives of
the broadcasting and CATV Industries have recognized the fundamental differ-
ences bet weed Pay-TV and CAT V.

hi United ,'Hates r. s#Iulhrecrtern Pratte Vel,, ;192 U,S, 157 (Inds), the rafted
slates Supreme Court established that CATV systems were interstate opera-
tions, properly to be regulated by the Federal Comnituthatiobs Commission. The
Court sta tett, tit pages 1115 -10:

Nor can we doubt that CAT V systems are engaged In interstate communi-
cation, even vlasre, us here, the Intercepted signals emanate from stations
!twitted within the Sallie State In Which the CATV system otoerates. We may
take make dudi television broadcasting consists In very large part of pro-
gramming devised for, and distributed to, national audiences; respondents
thus are ordinarily employed in the simultaneous retransmission of cone
tnimieatIons that have very often originated in other States. The stream
of comtnn»icatitm Is essentially nalaterraptNl and properly Indivisible. To
categorize respondents' activities as intrastate would disregard the charac-
ter of the television Industry, and serve merely to prevent the nation))) argots'
firm that "Is not only appropriate but essential to the efficient use of radio
facilities." (Citation ant footnote omitted.)

Subsfsptently, detailed regulations of the FCC were upheld in Black 114114 Video
Corp tog. 1.W.d (ti Cir.. 10 6S).

t%vry systems are goiVrillY1 by comprehensive regulations of the Federal Coca
taunleations Commission (See, 47 C.F.H. 76.1 et 8c11.). The Connnission's regala
Tory scheme varies, depending on the location of a coultunnity within which a
CATV system operates, as that community is related to communities designated
by the Commission as a "television market." The reguintions further distinguish
between "major" television markets 4whiett are divided into '".1011-50" and "See.
ond-50" markets) and "smaller" television markets.

The major televieten markets in the country, delluded by 35 tulle circles around
a central point in each market, contain about 85 percent of the population of the
United States. This large area has only recently been opened to development by
cable television.

Early federal regulations attempted to establish some kind of a formative
diretion for cable television as it existed then, In the mare than seven years
that have followed, ale Federal Communications Commission has adjusted its
regulatory program to reflect changes in the cable television technology, So,
when we talk about the regulatory atmospllere within which' cable television
now twist operate, there are essentially four different areas.

First, there Is the area regarding the delivery of the signals which are received
off the air. 'Then there is the delivery of the nontoroadeast signals. Then
there are technical standards Imposed upon the industry. And, lastly, there Is
Oa attempt to resolve the very dillieult problem of the relationship between
Federal. State, and Lena l regulatory jurisolletions.

I will not be able to cover the details of federal regulatious but with your
permission, I will paint the picture with a rather loromi brush. If yOli Shralld
hay(' IlVtallell question 1 %NM he glad to submit a supplemntary statement.

'ale number of television brionoleast signals that cable TV systems are allowed
to carry Is determined by their geographic location: If they are in one of the
5f) largest markets in the omntry, they are entitled to carry three full network
stations, three Independent stations and an unlimited number of "unobjected to"
educational teleVIKIMI station< as well as an anlimited number of non-Eng,lislt
language broadcast stations, When I say "tnnobjected to" eductional television
stations, what I mean is that the local educational tvievislon station has the
opportunity to object to the Importation of distant educational television stations;
If it does not object, then the cable television operator in a given community
can import an unlimited number, provided he eon get the microwave frequencies
to do so.

markets nt to 10x1 the signal complement is three networks, two independ-
ents. again, an unlimited number of unolojected to ETV's, and an unlimited
windier of non-English lauglinge broadcast stations. In addition, in the 100
largest markets. the cable operator, muter the now roles. IS entitled to import
two additional signals, from a distant market. usually independent television
stations, which we cal) two "wlifl.pard" signal... In the small markets. 101 (lawn
to about 228, the complement is one independent, three networks. unlimited
"unobjected-to" educational television stations, and an unlimited number of
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nontEnglish language broadcast stations. In small markets, there is no pro"
:don for the importation of two "wild-card" signals,

This means that the cable television operator who faces entry into'nny locality
must measure the avallahle signals offthe-air, tit them to this complement,
which time rcv allows him to carry, and then see if he can find an attraetive
comIdnation which will allow him to market his service,

As n limitation on what the CATV operator tan do with those signals, time
I'( (' has incorporated a copyright concept the concept of program exclusivity.
That tneaus if n local television station is broadcasting "I Love Lucy" at 6:00
at night and a station widen a CA TV operator is Importing from a distant mar-
ket also broadcasts "I Love Limy" at the same time period, then "I Love Lucy"
on the distant, or imported, signal must be blacked oat, so that the viewers can-
not See home Lucy" on the dIstant channel. Viewers are forced to turn to theft
Iowa! channel if they WA at to watch "I Love Lucy". That Is the effect of non-
duplication'. or copyright exclosiity, written Into federal regulations.

There are two types of exclusivity which the FCC has imposed on cable
television. One is for network programs. There the time period is simultn wits.
This means that a network show, "Dean Martin", being broadcast at 0:00
locally and the distant station also broadcasts "Dean Martin" nt 0:00, then
"Dean Martin" on the distant station most be blacked out,

In addition, there is a very complicated system of non network exclusivity:
What the Commission calls "syndicated exclusivity", It breaks down programs
into essentially five categories--off-net work series, firstrun series, firstrim
nonseries, feature divas, and "other programs" which are really off-network
specials. When I say "off-network special" that means that a special has had
exhibition on ,1 television broadcast network sometime In the past. The time
insrlod is not "simultaneous" in these cases; it varies front one to two years. In
some eases, CATV can carry a program broadcast on it distant station one day
after it's broadcast on a Ineal station, but exclusion lasts no longer than one
year from the first market purchase or non-network broadcast In the local
market. This system is a very complicated control of what the CATV operator
has to do with respect to "blacking out" signals front distant stations, and are
limitntions on the use of programs on the distant signals.

In addition, the FCC has moved Into the new area of delivery oat nonbroadcast
signalsthe cablecastIng or narrow-casting of channels.

New systems in a major television market must also have a certain minimum
channel capacity. That channel capacity, as it breaks down into layman's
language is 26 channelstwenty 0 M117, channels (a 0 MHz channel Is n tele-
vision channel). it must also provide for equivalent bandwidth so that it it
receives off -the-air nt its head-end antenna and delivers 12 television signals, it
most have a system capacity of 2-1 channels. So, for each off-the-air television
channel delivered the system most also have the capacity of providing one
other channel for nonbroadcast pitrposes. The use of those channels is for the
primary ilUrpose of delivery of non-decoded, nonbroadcast signals; or, for the
use of nonbroadcast decoded signals: that is, pay TV by wire. The new rules
also provide that all new systems in the major markets must have two-way
capacity for nonvoice retort' signals,

The federal regulations also provide that all the new CATV systems have to
provide room for access channels. Access channels are divided Into essentially
four categories. First, there is a piddle access channel, which 11111st he Available
for anyone to come to oft the street and say his piece. That channel must he
nondisvriminatory, it must be noncommercial, it tummy not make any charges at
all except for live production costs of over live minutes in the studio. In addition,
the CATV system Is required to VP the allifill/al equipment and facilities
necessary so that the public can use this channel, Second, federal regulations
require provision of an educational television access channel, which must be
provided by the CATV system free for the first live years after the completion
of the system's trunk line cable. The purpose of the free five -year period, accord-
ing to the FCC s reports, is to encourage the innovative use of educational tele-
vision on cable systems. Third, there is it requirement that new systems must
have a "government" channel which also must be free for five yea I'S* after the
completion of the trunk line, Fourth, there Is the reqoirement that cable systems
must have at least one 'leased" channel available for any purpose nt all, on
either an hourly basis or on a total channel leased basis. There is one other fea-
ture of this access channel proposal: The delivery of nonbroadcast signals. That
is the requirement imposed by the federal government for an expansion of that
access channel capability, provided that on SO percent of the weekdays (Monday
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through Friday) the atm:IAN are used for SO percent of any three hour period
In that time, for six weeks ['Mining. The CATV system has six 1110110S within
which to provide an additional channel for these uses. If that access user can
supply the product to till that ellanfiel lie can then spill over into these other
channels until SO percent of the time in any three-hour period for 80 percent
of the weekdays Is tilled; then lie is entitled to still another channel, and that
will go on and on its the demand increases.

There are operating rules which the FCC bas provided for these channels.
For exstaido, on the ETV channel, there can be no commercial advertising, there
can ix' no lottery information, there can be no ilkdeCelit or obscene material, and
records of the use of these educat toast channels must be kept by the cable system
operator for at least two years.

There is one other area that I think might be of Interest to you. There are
franchise standards adopted by the Fee In their concern about the proper relit-
tion,ship bettveen the local and the federal governments. Every new franchise
Mast weigh, in a full public hearing, the applicants' qualifications, as to their legal
competency, their charaeter, financial capability, and technical callaCity. The
franchise must require that there be significant construction of a CATV system
within one year, and the FCC says that they think about 20 percent per year is
reasonable. There must be an (spillable and reasonable extension of the trunk
line to every succeeding year until every person in the community is capable of
being served, and the CATV system must reach a substantial percentage of Its
franchise area. The FCC also provides that all new franchises must be of fifteen-
year duration. There must be approval by the city fathers of an initial subscriber
rate, sad approval of requests for increases in that rate, including the installation
rates and the subscriber rates. There also must be in every new franchise a pro-
cedure fur the investigation and resolution of complaints and there must be
maintenance of a local business office or agent by the CATV system in the com-
munity for that purpose.

CATV systems operating as of March 31, 1072, are grandfathered, that is they
do riot have to comply with these regulattons until March 31 of 1977, or until
the end of their franchise period if it is earlier than that date.

In addition, the regulations also contain the following rule, found at 47
C.F.R. i 76.7(a) :

On petition by it cable television system, a franchising authority, an
applicant, permittee, or licensee, of a television broadcast, translator, or
microwave relay station, or by any other interested person, the Commission
may waive any provision of the rules relating to cable television systems,
impolic additional or different requirements, or issue a ruling on a complaint
or disputed question. (Emphasis added.)

Thus, the extent of the FCC's regulatory power over CATV system operations
appears virtually unlimited except by constitutional protections.

NCTA. believes that many of these regulations are for the protection of tele-
vision broadcasters and copyright proprietors and do not benefit (wry or the
public interest, The CATV industry has learned to live with most of them, how-
ever, and they should be useful in your deliberations, as we will show later.

Desplte the regulatory restrictions on (wry, the Industry has grown because
It provides the additional time and program diversity that the public wants.
Thrrc approNlinately 2,00 table systems In the United State§. There are
about 151 systems, having less than fifty subscribers, for which no subscriber
data is available. But for 2,749 systems, we find informative the data on cable
systems by numbers of subscribers served: 836 systems are in the 50-490 sub-
scriber category ; 524 systems are in the 500-999 subscriber category , 502 sys-
tems are in the 1000 -11)00 subscriber category ; 401 systems are in the 2000-3499
subscriber category; 103 systems are in the 3500-4999 subscriber category; 215
systems are in the 5000-0099 subscriber category: S3 systems are in the 10000-
139:9 subscriber category ; and 22 systems have over 20,000 subscribers. We
hasten to point out that these data nre approximations, since even the Federal
Connaunications Commission with over seven and one-half years of regulatory
experience has had difficulty in assembling usable, accurate data. Incidently, this
is one reason why Nerl'A favors the creation of a Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
to assemble and weigh Information gathered to assist in the periodic adjustment
of statutory royalty fees for CATV,

As NCTA reviewed the prospects for changing the existing copyright statues
in order to impose copyright liability on CATS' systems, it was apparent to us
that certain bask factors nnist be considered. Those factors can be summarized
as follows. The basic CATV system merely provides its subscribers with a service
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for improving television reception, Copyright control would discriminate between
those television viewers who need no special equipment and those who do, and
between those television viewers who erect their own antennas (sophisticated or
simple) and those who choose to utilize the CATS' service. Further, the CATV
operator has no control over the content of the programs its subscribers receive
and dors not know what copyrighted works will be included in nay given pro.
gramnor does he know who the copyright owner is. Unless a statutory com
pulsory license is granted, clearance plans or blanket licenses would not prevent
certain copyright owners or licensees front charging exorbitant fees and thus
gaining control over the much smaller CATS' Industry. Moreover, the royalties
now being paid by broadcasters to copyright owners are based, generally, on
the size of the andience reachedinelnding CATV subscribers, Copyright owners
and broadcasters are thus benefitted. at MTV's sole expense, by expanding the
oeflience and therefore the revenue, and additional royalty payments by CATV
represents windfall gain. On the other hand, duplicating programs, subject to
regulatory requirements, are required to be blacked out thus protecting the copy-
right owner/brottdenste market, but subjecting CATV to conflicting require.
Ittflt4 It 8. Vint (as introduced) were enacted. Without some changes in the BILL
CATS' operators would be forced to choose between violating the copyright law,
violating the regulations of the Federal Communications Commission, paying
copyright owners and broadcasters whatever they asked to avoid litigation, or
{;tang out of business.

With that background in mind, we turn to the context of copyright law revision
itself. The history of copyright law revision is revealing. The first copyright law
of the United States was enacted in 1700, by the First Congress, as an exercise
of the constitutional power to promote progress of science and arts by securing
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their products for a limited time
(U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 8). Comprehensive revisions of the copy-
right law were enacted in 1831, 1870 and in 1000. The 1005 copyright revision is,
basically, the present copyright law. Numerous atteu itts at partial copyright
tow revisions failed over the years but, after World War II, the United States
cooperated in the development of the Universal Copyright Convention, and be-
came a party to that Convention in 1055. That same year, pressured mounted for
a general revision of the U.S. copyright law. The Copyright Office conducted
studies which resulted in the 19111 study entitled "Report of the Register of Copy-
rights on the general Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law." In 1004, H.R. 11047
was Introduced, but died at the end of the &Sth Congress, In 1065, H.R. 4347 was
introduced: it too died. In 10(17, KR. 2M2 and S. 597 were introduced, both of
which contained Section 111 which treated CATS'. 11.14, 2512 passed the House
and wens referred to the Senate after Section 11.1 was stricken from the bill, H.R.
2512 and S. 597 both died at the end of the 00th Congress. S. 597 was reintroduced
as S. 543 in the 01st Congress and was amended to form 8. 644 which died at the
end of the 02nd Congress. S. 644 was reintroduced ns S. 1301 in the 03rd Congress.

Section 111 of the Bill, dealing with cable television remains the same as it
was In S. 614. As we understand S. 1361, TV and radio stations generally Are
treated as primary transmissions and cable television systems generally are
treated as secondary transmissions,

The bill nontaino numerous 6i'ctl;,ro; which affect CATS'. As examples, See-
::: n 101 defines "Audiovisual Works", "display", "perform". "publicly" and
"transmit" Seelion 106 relates to exclusive rights in copyrighted works ; Chapter
5 relates to infringement and remedies; and Sections 801 and 807 relate to a
copyright royalty tribunal; as well as Section 111, relating to secondary trans-
missions, Ali are key parts of the Bill affecting cable television.

All commercial cable television systems would he required to pay copyright
royalties bttsed Otkut,,...15 receipts from subscribers to the basic reception service.

Every three months cable television systems would have to file with the Copy
right Office n report Identifying the system, the signals carried, the number of
subscribers, and gross receipts from the basic reception service. Based on the
Information In those reports. systems would pay royalties quarterly by the fol-
lowing schedule:

One percent of gross quarterly receipts of up to $40,000,
Two percent of gross quarterly receipts of $40,000 to $80.000.
Three percent of gross quarterly receipts of $80,000 to $120,000.
Four percent of gross quarterly reectpts of $120,000 to $160,000.
Five percent of gross quarterly receipts of over $160,000.



The royalties would cover paymentM for "grautifathered" signals, loom signals
(Oriole li), said signals provided ander the 11111's Julelotple-svrvIce, statutory
license scheme. For e'ac'h signal onthialzeil by the FCC. In addition to those
provided to acivieve vitore adeonate.sery tee, a sitelearge i,f l'',i would be added.
Systems initiside of any televislou markets (market Is defined us it predicated
(trade Ii signal contioir of a TV station! would have at Niatutory ((cease to re-
ceive noy broadcast signals.

"Aderyunte service" is spilt at too rket !mintier rot. For tnarkets 1-50, adequateservice is till network television stations, three Independent stations, and oneEpv ; in markets 51 anti smaller, adequate service Is all networks, two Inde-
pendents and one }ITV, Const met hat twritilts are not inchnied In the complement.
No -leapfrogging" would be permitted unless a waiver was obtained from the
FCC.

Where the center of the cable system Is witt,h, a miles of a top_50 television
market, run a ow cvairavi esciu,iIcity protection for "syndicated" programs
must be given to local stations against distant stations. Siliere the center of the
cable systelo Is withiu 35 miles of it non-top :10 television market, protection of
"syndicated" programs most be give!! troly if the program bad never boon broad-
cast In that market. Where programs were blacked out, the FCC could authorize
signals to enable the substitution of a non protected program,

The Bill also provides for a sports "blackout" of organized professional team
sports event unless a loyal station Is transialttlog (lie sports program.

The BIB eontales a ineehanism for adjusting royalty fees every live years. A
copyright proprietor or user conk% request a Copyright Boyalty Tribunal to ad-
just fees. which fees if adjusted Avoid lie referred to the ('engross. If, within
00 days, the lioUse or Senate does not reselitil the fees. the new schedule would
go into effeet 91 days after the first 90-day period.

Hotel or apartment house 1IATV's distributing meal stgltats without direct
charge Instructional closed circuit systenis minnow. contract, or special carriers
not controlling program content ; anti, governmeat milted or nimprotit CAT Vft
would be exempt from royalty payments.

'The statutory license could be lost if the YYsteti! tapir~) to MA this iipproprinte
reports with the Copyright Office or if the system did not observe the ex-
elasivity provisions, or if the system did not observe the sports "blackout."

Certain dennitions are loft for annual review by the FCC, based upon criteria
In the Bill, and the FCC is permitted to regolate cable television systems in any
matter not InconSistent with the Bill's provisions,

The Bill also provides for remedies for copyright Infringement, imitating
injunctions. Impotonling awl destroying copies (tapes or elms, ete.), soits for
actoal damages. suits for statutory' damages (from $100 to $50,000 per Infringe-
meld depending on the circumstances), and criminal penalties ranglog from
$2,500 to $10,000 In fines anti one year's imprisounieut for each offense.

The source of copyright protection Is to promote the progress of the arts and
sciences by giving authors and Inventors an exclusive right to the products of
their creativity for a limited period of time (r.S. Constitution, Article I, Section
S), CODY right IIVAltIq't LOIS bas h twofold purpose ; To meovvragt, literary creativity
and to promote diNReilibMtion of knOtrkdrIC (a the palate. Traditionally. more im-
portance is attached to the latter purpose. (Fox ram Corp. e, //olio!, 2813 U.S. 123,

As was pointed out lit Die legislative history of KR 2222, GOth Congress. 2nd
Session, In 1909. It Is necessary' to strike a balance between encouraging creativ-
ity through a limited monopoly and the ultimate, paramount interest of the
tioblle in Unrestricted freedom to use the works, of others after the authors have
her:eettei thelr rewards. Thus copyright legislation is not primarily for the bene-
fit of the owner of a work. Ina is for the benefit of the piddle.

Through the reception mid distribution of television broadcast signals, CAT('
promotes the illgsemlnation of knoWleilge to the polite. lint the reception and
distrbutIon of television broadcast signals has brought several legal issues into
focus. One of the first concepts to emerge was that ("ATV systems were engaged
Iii "nature eompet (that" when they rrted program l NV It WOO 11Prtht:S loll or pay-
ment. This theory was judicially tested In the rutted States District ('otirt for
Idaho. 10'71% fan r. Coble 17.4ion. foe., 211 F. Stipp. Idaho. 1902), That
Court held that when a CATV system carried programs from a distant television
station into a community where a local television station had an exclusive cfm-
traetoal right granted by the program (owner to broadcast the programs loyally,
the ('ATV system was engaged in "unfair competition," This decision was re-
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versed by the Culled States Ctlurt of Appeals fur the Ninth Cireoll, which held
that the only judicially' proteetaMe rights, if any, in programs were the eopy-
rights. Cable Vision, Inc. v. RIM', Inc., 385 F.241 318 (0 ('ir., 1004 )

Meanwhile, in 1000, a group of owners of copyrighted motion pictures decided
to litigate their claim to copyright royalties for CATS' carriage. A suit was
accordingly instituted In the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York against two CATS' systems. Initially, the District Court
decided in favor of the copyright owners, Cnited Artists Television, Inc. v. Fort-
nightly Corp., 255 F. Sup!). 177 (S.D,N.Y 10410), This result was sustained by
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, Fortnightly Corp, v.
United Artists Television, Inc., 377 F. 241 872 (2 Cir., 1907), However, the
Supreme Court reversed this decision, holding that CATS''s reception and dIstri-
button of television broadcast signals carrying copyrighted programs to sub-
scribers does not constitute n "performance" needed for a violation of the Copy-
right Act. Fortnightly Corp. v, United Artists Television, Inc.. 392 U.S. 300
(1068). The Court stated that CATS' systems were more in the nature of the
passive receivers. like a rooftop antenna, than active performers.

The next chapter of this history began in 1901 when the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System sued TelePrompTer Corporation, also in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York. That suit was held in abeyance
until after the Supreme Court's decision in Fortnightly. CBS has tried to distin-
guish the facts hr Fortnight(y by claiming that a CATS' system becomes an
active performer when It imports distant television signals, uses microwave to
obtain signals, Interconnects with other CATS' systems, originates Its own pro-
grams. or selle advertising. The District Court rejected all of these contentions,
bolding Instead that Fortnightly was disposItIve of the issue. Columbia Broad-
casting Nystem r. TelePrompTer Corp., 335 F. Sapp. 018 (S.D.N.Y., 1972). This
result was reversed in part by the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit. Columbia Bromicasting System v. TelePrompTer Corp., 470 F. 24 338
12 Cir., 1073). That Court held that where a CATS' system was carrying a
"distant" television signal, such carriage stepped over the line of passive recep-
tion to become a "performance." The test for a "distant" signal was stated in
the negative. I.e., a signal is "local" if it can be received In or near the CATS'
community. The lower court was sustained In all other respects. Both parties
have asked Ihe Supreme Court to review the Second Circuit's decision, Should
this decision stand, several other issues remain to be litigated, e.g., sPeellic
application of "distant" signal test, validity of program copyrights and extent
of damages.

There Is yet another factor which has been raised before this Subcommittee
for its consideration in fashioning copyright revision legislation: The so-called
"Consensus Agreement" or "OTP Compromise."

For your convenience, the copyright provisions of the OTP Compromise
follow :

A. All parties would agree to support separate CATS' copyright tegisia-
lion as described below, and to seek its early passage.

B. Liability to copyright, including the obligation to respect valid exclusi
vity agreements. will be established for all CATV carriage of all radio and
television broadcast signals except carriage by independently owned systems
now in existence with fewer than 3500 subscribers. As against distant signals
importable under the FCC's initial package, no greater exclusivity may be
contracted for than the Commission may allow.

C. ompulosry licenses would be granted for all local signals as defined
by the FCC. and additionally for those distant signals defined and author-
ized under the FCC's initial package and those signals grandfathered when
the initial package goes Into effect. The FCC world retain OKI power to
authorize additional distant signals for CATV carriage: there would,
however, he no compulsory license granted with respect to such signals,
nor would the FCC he able to limit the scope of exclusivity agreements as
applied to such signals beyond the limits applicable to over-the-air showings.

1). unless a schedule of fees covering the compulsory licenses or some
other payinent mechanism can be agreed upon between the copyright. owners
and the CATS' owners in time for inclusion in the new copyright statute,
the herlslat Ion would simply provide for compulsory arbitration failing
private agreement on copyright fees.

E. Broadcasters. as well as copyright owners. would bare the right to
enforce exclusivity rules through court actions for injunction and monetary
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ikt me hasten to add thil the Congress was not 'a party to this so.ealled
colnprondse, tor to our knowledge was it consulted with nor is it bound by
the tempi, in any way,

Let me also point out that the Federal Comitionientions Coultaission did
not adopt rides which comported in all respects with that -compromise." Notably,
at the urging of television broadcasters In the Rooky Nloontain region, a very
Illittortant part of the Compromise (relating to network exclusivity) was
sabotaged, before the Mull Federal e omnounicallons Commission rules were
athopte41. Furthermore, Broadcasting IlUlgniur, It its February 14, 11112, Issue
reported that the licensee of liVV V-TV, Las Vegas, Nevada, hind sought court
review of the FCC's new roles with an eye toward obtaining their reversal,
In addition, major broadcast elements, te CBS, did not support the
"compromise."

It should also be pointed out that the FCC's position on legislation, announced
in a letter from Chairman Clean Buret! to Senator John 0. Pastore, dated
March 11. 1970, and to the best of our knowledge still In effect today, is as
follows:

"For example. the conetlot of 'adequate te1evlsiOn service' in S. 5-13,
defined as precisely as it Is, or the use of fixed mileage concepts like the
35-mili zone for program exclusivity, or the inflexible FCC non-duplication
revilrement specitled, may not be legislatively sound, even recognizing that
ii ata' reslwels there is some authority given the agency to make future
revisions, The nPProaeb which has been in in the Communications
Act seems preferable to asnamely, the Congressional determination of
general guidelines, with the Connaission left to develop anti, most Important,
revise detailed policies to Implement those guidelines in the light of rapidly
changing comtamolcalions technologies. and with Congress overseeing such
CoMmission activities, particularly through the legislative hearing process.

oto

"We therefore believe that clarifying legislation in this acid should set
forth general guidelines and eschew detail. This approach, we believe, may
also be employed as to any copyright legislation dealing with CATV, Such
legislation can be broadly framedfor example, the Congress could adopt
it Provision. that a CXTV system shall have a eompulsory license for such
signals as the Commission, by rule or order, may authorize the system to
carry, The copyright law could then specify the appropriate 1113101.111t to tie
paid, or method of detiormlolog the amount, a method for distributing the
funds thus paid la lest;., a so-called "A.SCAP-11n1." method), a provision
for periodic adjustments in the amounts to be paid, and any exemption
for existing small systems deemed desirable'"

NVith the beoetit of observing the various threads just 111011tIOOCd, we can bunt
to the fabric of copyright revision affecting CATV, I must (mint out, that because
of the complexity of the subject matter, it is most difficult ter achieve unanimous
agreement on the approach to be followed, in this hearing however, I will present
N( TA's is)sitions and the rationale for MVO],

ThO single most vexious issue is that of establishing a fair schedule of royalty
fees to be paid by ('.t'I'V systems in return for receiving the statutory copyright
license.

Over the past five years the ('.ATV inolostry has supported legislation imposing
copyright liability on (':ATV systems for the carriage of offthe-air broadcast
signals. NVi`A. committed itself to seeking passage. of fair and reasonable copy-
right legislation, W it respect to the payment of royalty fees. NCTA offers the
following eothwents on various aspects of Section 111 of S. 1301.

STATUTORY LICENSE MR cowituoitno VROORAMS

Once a co opyright Molder has tiorralt fed the sode of his product for broadcast
use. equity dictates that CATV systems should to allowed to receive broadcast
signals with000 alteration Jiro vii/Pol dpprodirioN. payawnt Is made. CATV systems
would, therefore. have reasonable access to broadcast prootramming.

A typical television broadcast station carries over 5000 programs per year.
A typical (ATV system parries at least live television stations, and often several
radii stations. Thus, It is administratively Impossible to negotiate with every
copyright owner prior to reception and distritoutiou of programs. A CATV system
also has absolutely no way of knowing in advance what programs are protected
by copyright since a cable system is a passive reception device,
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practical solution to overcome this problem is legislation granting ('ATV
systems a statutory license. There is ample iireeedeot for onapulsory licensing
since ASOM', HMI, and SESAC contraetually grunt them to networks, local
hmiikasters 1111(1 others for all musical works. Sobsectloo (c) of Section 111
provide for a statutory license for programs on all permitted broadcast signals.

'rite regulatory provisions of subsection (c) are rendered unnecessary by the
FCC's 1972 Cable Television Report and Order. NOVA submits that no other
Limitations on the FCC's authority to authorize further signal carriage should be
substituted(

ONE sitan SVATIJORY COrYRI011t FEE FOR ('ATV SYSTEMS PAYABLE TO ONE
FENIKAL DEPOSITORY

Copyrights are held by horns/ mils of people and ownerships of copyright
changes daily. The burden for CATV systems to negotiate price and terms with
each copyright owner would be overwhelming. 'Titus, a fixed fee payable to it
single point is essential. Suet( a fixed schedule gives the copyright owner an addi-
tional fee for his product and the broadcaster a strong bargaining point for
reduction of his fee. This is provided for In subsection (d) of Section 111, Under
other provisions of 14, 1301 other interests, such as juke box owners, would also
pay it fixed fee to a cent rat point,

ESTABLISHMENT OF A STATVIORY COPYRIOMT TRIBUNAL FOR FUTURE ARBITRATION

To overcome objections to a fixed fee schedule for the life of the statute,
Chapter 8 of S. 1301 establishes a copyright royalty tribunal. Three years after
the statute Is in effect and then every five years thereafter, any interested person
can petition for an adjustment in the fees, The tribunal, after hearing evidence
of the previous period of experience, would make a recommendation on the pro-
posed adjustments, This will allow a practical market determination of fair rates
in years to come, and the CATV industry supports this provision as written.

AN INITIAL FEE ECIIEDVIE SHOULD BE SET BY CONGRESS

Section 111 provides for a progressive copyright fee schedule of 1 to 5 per-
cent of gross revenues from the basic cable service. Consequently, the larger a
CATV system becomes, the greater the percentage of its revenues to he paid
as n copyright fee. As pointed out above, 8. 1301 provides a mechanism for pert-
odic revision of the fee schedule. The CATV industry supports the Congressional
establishment of the initial fee schedule in the legislation along with the provision
of compulsory arbitration procedures for future adjustments.

Some parties have suggested altering Section 111 so as to have even the initial
fee seloahlle set by an arbitration tribunal. The CATV Industry views this as an
erroneous approach for several reasons. First and foremost, .411/Meat empirical
data simply does not presently exist to permit arbitrators to fairly establish an
initial fee scholole. l'p until quite recently, CATV merely served as at master
antenna for smaller and more remote commuoitles in order to improve reception
audlor provide program diversity. The Ithancial performance of this traditional
CA'I'V operation is well }mown. However, the gross dollar volume of this portion
of the Industry is not large and wilt not increase a great deal, Hopefully the gross
revenue that CATV will ultimately attract in the cities will be much larger.
The real target for cable is the top 1(10 televlsioa markets. About 85% of the
American pcoole live in these markets, and ('ATV presently serves about 2%
of this number. The principal reason for this state of affairs has been the regula-
tory posture of the Federal Communications Commission. In the mid1060's, when
CA'I'V technology began to permit cable development in the cities, fear of CATV's
potential impact ott broadcasting led the FCC to enact a series of restrictive
regulations culminating in no absolute freeze on new CATV development in the
larger markets lasting front 1)ecentb2r. 1968. to March, 1972. in 1972 the FCC at
last opened the door to major market CATV development. But that development
is not happening overnight. First, the local franchising, process and subsequent
FCC approval takes tummy months. Second, large amounts of money must he
found to finance cons! 1eHon. '171tIrd, construction takes Buie even in small com-
munities. And tinnily, even a constructed system takes a year or two to develop
in a market. In other words, the CATV industry still has little evidence on how
well it will do in the bigger cities, or whether, in fact, it will do well at all. Stich
data win not 114. !Ivolln1110 la, !illy mennimlut quantity for a few years.
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What does exist, in great quantity, are projections of CAT1"s growth iii tho
cities. These projections vary widely from rosy optimism to gloomy pessimism,
These are educated guesses at best, Since there are few facts, and much specula-
tiou, arbitration at this time would be mete conjecture. The only logical way to
proceed is for the Congress to set an initial, moderate set of fees with arbitra-
tion after facts have been developed. The Subcommittee's procedure It Section
1 I 1 is clearly correct.

AMOUNT Or FEES To BE PAID

The (ATV Industry does believe that the fee schedule set forth in Section
ill establishes fees which arcs too high for most ("ATV systems. A recent study
by Dr. Bridger NI lichen entitled 'Cable Television Under Ow 191'2 FCC Rules
elld impact of Alternative Copyright Fee Proposals" supports this position (see
Attachment A), This study assesses the profitability of CATV in the major
markets mater the current FCC rules and then gauges the impact of three pos-
sible copyright fee schedules. 1/r. Mitchell found that the effect of the fee schedule
in Section 1 I I would be to redacts the rate ef return on total capital a full per-
centage point for tirolitable and near - profitable systems. In all but a few situa-
Botts this reduction drops the rate of return below the generally accepted neces-
sary 10%. For example. large systems on the edge of large markets will earn a
10-13% rate of return, large systems in middle markets will not earn more than
10%, and intermediate and small systems will be only marginally profitable. Titus
a oupolut reduction in the rate of return could be devastating. Beyond that. of
mums, the fact that a onepobit rcduction in the rate of return on total capital
will effect the return on equity to an even larger extent because of leverage.
This effect Is multiplied when the costs of borrowing increase. This could easily
resnUt in rho iwtsttottement or Cancellation of the Haider big city cable con-
struction. Titus because of the fairly restrictive nature of the FCC's rules and
the marginal viability of big city ('API' systems, the Investment environment may
well be adversely affected by copyright payments at or above those required in
Section 111:

Criticism of Dr. Mitchell's study has largely been centered on certain key
assumptions related to revenues. These criticisms are generally without sub-
stance. For example. Dr, Mitchell assumed a mature penetration figure of be-
tween 35 and 0% using, a study made by Dr. Rolla Park for the Hand Corpora-
tion wherein Dr. Park estimated GATT demand in various markets Under the
FCC's 107:1 rules. Critics say that penetration will be significaidly higher. That
is possible, but Dr. Park's study is the best estimale available, and it is not in-
consistent with other forecasts. Other figures used by Dr, Mitchell can be ques-
tioned too, but his overall results are conceded by nniny observers to be quite
Valid. The CATV industry hopes that the more optimistic studies will be correct,
but if the present thinking proves true, then Section 1 1 l's ittitial fee schedule is
too high.

In the May 15, 1073, issue of Cablemst, economist and analyst, Paul Kagan,
points out :

"Consider the enigma of the motion picture company: friend to the cable
operator as a potential box office partner and foe to the cable operator over
differences in copyright payments for distant signal importation.

"In its role as foe. the Motion Picture Assn. of American has distributed an
economic study to discredit a previous Cattle industry report that showed how
little CATV can afford to pay for copyright.

"Understandably, the MPAA study shows how rich a cable company is. and
thus how easy it would he for ('ATV to meet copyright owner demands for as
high as Ise!-1( of a cable company's gross.

"We have complied a list of fallacies in the MPAA study Including its dis-
regard of startup deferrals In computing operating costs of a cable system: its
equating of merger/acquisition values with projected operating results and its
basic conception that (sable companies are not courting bankruptcy, and are
indeed among the hest Investments now known to man,

"A prime example of the vidnerability of the MPA A study is this statement
from page 11-4:

'Most systems do not report financial statistics to the public since their
securities are not publicly traded.'

Because of this, the study cnneluded, it was not possible to work with precise
CATV operating cost data,
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had MPAA's economists simply read CABLECAST, of course, they might
have learned that the 15 public companies we regularly follow have over 3.3
million subscribers, or nearly 4S% of all the rabic homes in the country. Quite
precise operating cost data is liberally sprinkled in the public record.

"Copyright payments are limited by the constraints of operating a cable sys-
tem that are known to anyone who has ever studied a cable system. There are
only so many nickels you can extract from one dollar of revenue.

"Because of the sundry other bills the modern cable ssytem must pay, {natl-
ing a stiff microwave fee just to get the distant signal, it isn't likely the copyright
owner is entitled to more than one of those nickels (i.e., 5% of gross revenue).

"It's curious that the MPAA study infers cable systems will be able to sub-
sidize distant signal copyright fees from possible future pay Ti' Income. Curious
because motion picture producers are also negotiating forcefully for maximum
percentages on pay TV revenue.

"All signs currently point to the subsidization of pay TV terminals and mar-
keting of pay TV services not by the motion picture company, but by the cable
company, at the cable company's risk.

"Considering the dollars involved in the pay cable future, movie companies
would seem liadvised to extract excessive tithes from other cable operations,
unless of course they hoped to control cable revenues without having to take
ownership of the actual franchises.

"Perhaps we are simply witnessing a titanic struggle between economic forces
over the sharing of tomorrow's entertainment medium pie.

"Or perhaps it is merely a case of the British asking the Hessians to help them
subdue the colonies, but first charging the Hessians three times the going price
for muskethells."

But even beyond the validity of predictions, the effect of Section 111's fee
schedule is severe as applied to the existing industry's financial posture, Since
nearly 90 percent of the nation's television households are within the top 100 tele-
vision market areas, it is clear that the copyright owners anticipate that nearly
all of their incomes from copyright fees will be obtained from the revenues gen-
erated in the major markets, Cable development in the major markets Is thus vital
to the copyright owner. How soon those markets are developed and how soot
significant subscribed penetration Is achieved should be obvious matters of eon .

cern to him.
Most cable systems of any size, that is over 3,500 subscribers, are owned by On

multiple system operators. These entities are in the forefront of the companies
currently building cable systems in the major markets, or holding major citi
franchises, or seeking franchises from major market cities. Tints the effect of
copyright payments on the earnings of these companies is crucial to the major
market development of cable television.

To ascertain the effect of the face schedule on the multiple system owner, NCTA
asked eight of the largest ISO operators to determine front their most recently
available fiscal quarter reports the total amount of copyright fees that would be
payable by their cable systems if S. 1301 were in effect today. They were also
asked to determine what percentage of their pre-tax income was represented by
the copyright fee payments. The responses ranged !rum 7.5 percent to a high of
32 percent of pre-tax income, averaging r lit' at M percent per company : Com-
pany A, 32 percent ; Company 11, 31.2 percent ; Company C, '22.8 percent ; Com-
pany D, 20.0 percent ; Company E, 14.5 percent ; Company F, 11.8 percent ; Corn-.
pany (1, 11.4 percent ; Company Ii, 7.5 percent.

This average reduction of nearly 20 percent of pre-tax income through copy-
right fee payments would have a serious adverse effect on the already limited
ability of these companies to borrow funds front investment sources. And the
resulting lower net income would reduce the .number of dollars that would
go back into new system construction. With eroded borrowing power and reduced
income, the pace of new system development is bound to stiffer and further
contribute to the already delayed development of cable television in our major
cities.

.Even without the added burden of high copyright fee payments, most large
cable companies are faced with the prospect of declining earnings In the next
several years as construction costs for major market cable systems outpace
subscriber growth. Cable system corts in the metropolitan areas bear no rela-
tion to traditional cable construction costs in the smaller markets. FCC tech-
nical requirements as to channel capacity and "two-way" transmission capability
fobt to t/IPQn ,nttg XVIIIIP An the other hand, FCC television station carriage rules
and regulations protecting the in-market stations' programing serve' to limit the
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diversity of broadenst television programs a cable system can provide, making
it more difficult to attract subscribers In the percentages of acceptance enjoyed
in the older cable communities.

Obviously, under these conditionsassuming the proposed fee schedule to be
in effect -- copyright fee payments as a percent of pre-tax Income would, of
course, beco me Melva:ugly larger than the average of about 20 percent today,
compounding annually the problem of borrowing for and building tomorrow's
cable systons. Nothing could be more injurious to the expectations of the public,
the cable system entrepreneur, or the copyright owner than to place upon
the cable operator, at this particular 1110111Na of CATV's growth, an unreason
able demand upon his already strained financial resources.

Given the burden of high copyright fee payments, the cable operator would have
no recourse but to pass the burden on to the subscribing public, which is already
beset by rising prices for other goods and services. Higher subscriber services
charges would serve no useful end for the cable operator or the copyright owner.
Cancelled subscription and potent Lai subscriber resistance to inflated subscriber
tees would combine to stifle growth and reduce the revenue source from which
the copyright owner anticipates his fee and from which the cable operator derives
his livelihood,

The copyright ownerschief among which are the motion picture producers
would also have adversely affected their expectations for profit from pay tele-
vision motion picture services, Reduced interest among potential subscribers to
basic cable services reduces the base from which added-services income can be
derived, while a slowdown in metropolitan cable construction delays the time
at which these services can be introduced in the major markets.

The independent operator currently serving in excess of 3,500 subscribers
and the independent owners of proposed systems of whatever size are as much
financially threatened by the size of proposed copyright payments as is the
multiple system operator. Thus it would seem prudent to reduce Section Ill's
Initial fee schedule by perhaps 50% and permit the process of future abitra.
tion, as provided for in Chapter 8 of S. 1301, to exact greater fees should the
facts so warrant,

Nevertheless, the CATV industry is willing to support the present schedule
of copyright royalty fees, contained in Section 111 of S. 1361, if that is the
Lair judgment of the Congress.

We would, however, like to point out our best assessment of the distribution
of 1071 gross Income of $10.0 million from fpnwislon station purchase of
syndicated (not network) programs shows $49.9 to $53,9 million dollars profit
to program owners or 25 to 30 percent profit margin. Since NCTA is not privy
to broadcaster - program owner tins mini agreements, we base our assessment of
$170.6 talk!. on TV Station Annual Financial Reports for the year 1971 (FCC
Form 323) as released by the Research Branch, Broadcast Bureau, Federal
Communications Commission, The disbursement percentages of gross income are
an accepted averaging of the typical disbursements of syndicated program in-
come, as expressed by one of the nation's largest program producers/distributors
of network and syndicated programs. Of this $110.6 million, $53,9 million to
$71.8 million (34-40% of gross) went to the distributor and $18.0 million (10%
of gross) went as direct costs of distributor as payment for such services as
preparation of videotapes, promotional advertising, etc. : $80.8 million to $107.8
million (50-00% of gross) went to the owners of syndicated programs; of which
an estimated 50% of the dollar amounts was dtsbured to talent (writers,
directors, actors, etc.) In the form of residual fees; leaving $49.0 million to
$53.9 million (23-30%) as profit to the program owners,

In addition to the income received by the owner of syndicated programming,
each broadcast station televising the programs receives, through sale of com-
mercial time, advertising income above the costs paid by the station for its
syndicated programmingwhich provides additional profits (to the station) from
the syndicated programming.

We now turn to other aspects of the Bill. Section 111(b) makes the secondary
transmission of pay-television (STV1 an act of infringement and fully subject
to civil and criminal penalties. But the rules and regulations of the Federal Corn-
munications Commiksion require CATV'sysltems to carry all television broadcast
stations, if within a given geographical area set out before, regardless of whether
the station is a commercial broadcaster or an STS' station. Here again, the
CATS' system would he faced with lolating the copyright law, or violating the
rules of the Federal Communications Commission, paying whatever the program
supplier or broadcaster asks to avoid litigation, or going out of business. Fur-
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mend that the pronto:auto; relating ji Sports "blackout." 1 Section 1 1 1 ( I) (w))
containing both atilt trust and vonittoo'...ations policies, 411))111,1 also be eliminated
for reasons Which others will detail later ill Ihesr lit'"11"gs. 10r 11110',}test only that so:11 matters be left to the Federal Communications Commis
shot or other appropriate bodies where the benefits of flexibility can be main-
tained.

*Subject to Ilk1r iql.V1011' Viollttlllits: toll 11.10 111l141kilit if copyright royalty fees,
we favor the ;Idol:Mon of Section 1 1 I 41 IS tvritlen, We 1,0114.0 that tin' tall
gungi, or that sub.-4411,m Ipasa.s regulatory matters properly In the hands of
the administrative agency charged with the responsibutty cif regulating eolll
foutticatbals, with all or the iiitnintiigcs of litintilt..trattro nexiditty Inherent
tit that attlorstatolt, \Vi' k11,4 brlleve ihnt II folly tantiplics with the VCC"s post
Lion on legislation coodaineti la floatrinatt Hutch's ,Nittreli 11, 111TO, letter to
Senator Pastore, Most importantly, we believe It to fully serve the public Interest.
We do sot:gest, however. that its order to allay. the burden of copyright pay
moots (on sbualh family owned, single cable systems, systems of 3,700 subscribers
or less 1w exempt from lItto Iqtyliwtit of copyright royalty fees, and that an ap-
proprite amendment be made to accomplish that purpose,

We also support the provisions of Section ill let as written, save for clerical
adjustments to reflect the elimination of the regulatory aspects previously men
Clotted, Ilerio ngain, the public Interest will be served by allowing the f'ellcral
l'omintitilcat Ions Commission the latitude and flexibility to regulate tut emerging
and rabidly vIttlinting conntintoieutions technology, yet giving all parties a forum
to pursue whatever relief Is (boomed Appropriate.

W'ith respect to the definitions contained I n Section 1 1 1 (f) (1). we suggest
changes in the 4111(11111ms, deleting present language and substituting there-,
for the following :

.k -primary transmission- Is aft (Mono, video, or mono/video broadcast
or a tv))1.; subject to enti.rCUrill'n1 of the remedies provided by this Act, matte
In the public by it facility the signals of which are being received or further dis-
tributed by a cattle system, regardless of is here or when the performatav (or
display was first 1 Ctills11111(C11.

I11) A "secondary transmission" is the farther distribution of a "primary.
tronsmIssion by a v11110 system shoultruitoousl,v with the prinntry transmission,

(01 A "rabic sYst""" is soy raYliiiy Providing 11 Yabie service Which in ivlade
or in part receives signals transmitted by owe or more broadcast stations ltecnsed
by the Federal Communivations t'ontillission and simultaneously distributes
them toy wire or cable or adlo to subscribing ;numbers of the public within abnlltical N111)111VINIOn Within which tilt. facility operates,"

11'1tit respect to the other delinitions voidable(' In section 1111 ft we believe
them il) I'4. sufficiently precise, arid in any event subject to review and change
by lit' Federal Ctaittiontica lion.: Commission.

In order to la. folly consistent litrom.doont the .1ct, we suggest that Section
1 100 I lao amended to. adding ;

',car (CI The transmission is 111(nito consistent Nyith the purposes of steetion
1 1 1 of I his Title,"

We bellow that this slight addition w ill clarify the relationship of secondary
trillisnos.,tole: to Ike (lisst tulttation of viluentbleal toe:vb.:lot% programs to the
11111)114. lit the event they 44 isb to sub.:Thule the ir.11.1. reception iinti distribution
scrv1, for ton individual receiving antenna.

1.1outily. we submit that no 111111thtl(Pn should he Placind oft the rVeeliti011 eiC
programs IP" way of I'.\TV thivli arc not copyrighted or subject to copyright.

Ito colulvcdeu. i o51411 Ito 1114111k 111c 1414ottobt,11,4 of 1111S 8111,1o11111111t1i'to111144 its staff
for 0'4)1'141111g t114° 1,111,114' WW1 11 hill so %14,11 drafted that it requires. ill our judg-
ment. very little change fruill wliNt bats Illepady 1,401 noted bit the introductory
rt :o.arks of the Chairman which I lave prvvintisly quoted.

believe this 11111, if enacted, will not be easy for Ile CATV intitistry to live
with loot NCTA believes daft It well protects the public's interest -awl it is
111:11 Interest which we Hui, t all strive to serve.

bunk you for pan. courtesy and consideration. If we ant, be of further
service Ito providing ;tololitional infurtnation or :4ugaesteil statutory intiguige,
we shalt 111.' inns li1('1741`11 tI btu sn.
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INTRODUCTION

Final rules of the Federal Communications Commission

governing cable television service in the 100 largest television

markets went into effect March 31, 1972. following six years of

FCC proceedings during which development of CATV service in major

cities has been effectively blocked by interim regulations pro-

hibiting the importation of distant television signals. The

rules as effective allow limited importation to occur, varying

with the site of the market and the locally-receivable signals,

but at the same time provide broad "exclusivity" protection to

local stations for their programs, thus requiring cable systems

to delete programs from the imported signals.

No provision for payment of fees by cable systems to the

copyright owners of television broadcast programming shown on

those systems is included in the FCC rules, and under the

Fortnightly./ decision cable systems are not liable for copyright.

Nevertheless, the Commission anticipates Congressional legislation

to require copyright payments and would regard its enactment as a

reaffirmation of the FCC's regulatory program toward cable tele-

vision.

1/ Fortnightly Corporation v. United Artists, 392 U. S. 390 (1968)

3
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This study assesses the prolital lily of cable television

in the major markets under the final VCC rules and determines

.+0 impact of alternative copyright fee schedules which have been

proposed, Our research builds on the computer simulation method

and detailed cost and revenue data developed by Comanor and Mitchell

in their published study of the impact of the FCC rules, as pro-

posed in July 1970. We have considerably modified and expanded

their work to include the following:

. . .the March 1972 FCC rules

. .more accurate and detailed predictions of penetration

in major markets

. . . .the effect of the exclusivity provisions on penetration

. . , .a comprehensive set of cable system parameters encom-

passing market type, available signals, system location

and subscriber and construction characteristics

. . .four alternative copyright fee schedules (including

no fees)

In outline, the analysis of CATV profitability focuses on a

number of market and system characteristics which can be identified

as typical or representative of a cable system if it were to be

constructed under current rules. By varying the characteristics

(e.g., system size, or lineup of local signals, or housing density)

over a comprehensive set of characteristics, the outlook for cable

in nearly all parts of the major markets can be assessed. In this

4
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analysis, costs and prices have been measured in 1970 values/

costs, revenues and rates of return are consequently in "real"

terms. Except for rules changes since July 1970, cost figures

are based on Comanor and Mitchell's detailed report. Throughout

this study when discussing the size of a cable system we refer

to the number of subscribers in its fifth year of operation, at

which point it has virtually achieved its final size.

Our analysis includes revenues from subscribers, determined

by penetration rates dependent on local and distant signals

carried, and a realistic amount from advertising on a local origi-

nation channel. No revenues or costs have been attrib"ted to the

development of leased channels.

All systems considered in this study :e newly constructed.

The effect of potential copyright fees on existing systems in

comparable market circumstances would be somewhat different only

in the short run. For several years, these already-built systems

would experience reduced profitability and the systems' owners

would earn lower returns than they had anticipated. At the same

time, revenues would still exceed operating costs, so that the

original systems would not actually go out of business. But

subsequently, when the systems required rebuilding, the copyright

fees could make reconstruction unprofitable, since nearly the same

investment considerations apply either to rebuilding an existing

system or to constructing the same system in a similar but unwired

community.
5
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MARKET CATEGORIES AND SYSTEM LOCATION

In examining the probable effect of various provisions for

payment of copyright fees we will consider separately the

characteristics of typical cable systems in four types of markets'

the top 50 markets, markets ranked 51-100, markets below 100,

and areas located outside television markets. The FCC rules permit

different signal carriage in each of these situations, and impose

differential requirements affecting system costs. In addition, the

density of housing, the prevalence of underground utilities and the

level of family income also varies by market size. A tabular

summary of these major market characteristics is set forth in

Table 1.

As R. E. Park's econometric findings 2/ strongly demonstrate, the

location within the market is also of fundamental importance to

determining penetration levels. For this study we therefore sub-

divide each of the markets 1-50, 51-100, and 100+ into typical

"middle market" and "edge market" systems. Middle market

locations are close to Off-the-air signals, while edge market

systems are approximately half-way between the transmitter and the

B- contour limit of the Local signals, (The forth category, an

"outside market" system, is necessarily at or beyond the location

of a typical edge market system.) Thus the typical systems to be

analyzed fall into one of seven boxes in the following matrix:

J "Prosperts for Cable in the 100 Largest Television Markets"

8
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Market
Type

Location SO 51 - 100 1M + Outside

Middle
- - -

Within each box, indicating a specific market type/system

location, we further consider the two or three most likely lineups

of available local signals. While we have not reported every

combination which can occur, the cases tabulated are representative

of the majority of signal patterns to be encountered and they

cover a degree of variation sufficient to include most other

possibilities.
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CARLE PENETRATION

At the time Comanor and Mitchell's research was under-

takes virtually no reliable statistical information was available

to quantify the effects on cable penetration of the number, types

and quality of local signals available, the additional cable

signals provided, the price of cable service and the incomes of

po~ential subscribers. Mal. aLuiy pLovidekl estimates of most of

these variables by use of multiple regression analysis on a randomly

selected sample of 149 systems drawn from the Television Factbook.

The authors noted that these systems were largely outside of

the top 100 markets or in areas of quite poor reception, or both.

Projection of penetration in the major markets under the then-

proposed FCC rules (allowing four distant independent signals)

was 7:ecognized as subject to considerable error.

Since publication of the Comanor-Mitchell paper the measurement

of factors determining penetration has been advanced considerably

by Park in his study "Prospects for Cable in the 100 Largest

Television Markets." Park uses statistical techniques closely

related to those employed earlier. He improves on the Comanor-

Mitchell study in three major ways:

First, all 63 cable systems analyzed by Park had at least

three A-contour, good reception-quality signals available off -

the -air.

9
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Second, all data were verificJ with system operators by

telephone interview, i.suring greater accuracy than available

from only published sources.

Third, two improved measures of signal quality were incor-

porated into the analysis. Distance of the cable system from

each transmitter was explicitly included, and UHF signals were

measured separately to account for more rapid signal attenuation

with distance and the absence of UHF tuners in some households.

The complete penetration equation as estimated by Park

measures the effects of the following variables;

number of off-the-air VHF signals, with separate
categories for networks, duplicate networks, inde-
pendcnt, educational and foreign signals; by distance
from transmitter

number of off-the-air UHF signals, by the same
categories; by distance from transmitter: with
measurement of UHF set penetration

number of cable signals, by thv same categories

color set penetration

annual subscriber price

annual family income

Park's research is particularly appropriate to the present

assessment of the effect of alternative copyright fee schedules

on the viability of cable systems in the major markets. In pro-

jecting penetration rates for the systems studied here the average

figure predicted by Park's equation has generally been used, since

10
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this represents the central experience to be expected in the

major markets, /n addition, a selected number of intermediate

sized systems have been analyzed using penetration rated 33%

greater than predicted on average. Such increased penetration

is definitely atypical, and would be expected to occur in only

about ono out of ten market situations, because of facto's not

fully accounted for in the penetration equation.

13
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DENSITY

Density, the number of homes per cable mile, can vary

considerably from one potential franchise area to another.

Comanor and Mitchell reported an average density of 95 within

major markets, and 79 outside, in their sample of FaqtbOok

systems. More recently available data for a number of munici-

palities in the Dayton, Ohio and Boston, Massachusetts areas are

tabulated in the appendix, For systems in this study wo have

assumed somewhat higher densities than considered by Comanor-

Mitchell, ranging from 80 homes per mile outside of television

markets up to 200 homes per mile with 20% of plant underground

in the central areas of markets 1-50.

In practice, of course, both higher and lower densities

will be encountered. But the tendency to a substantially higher

figure for any important number of similar systems is unlikely

in view of the FCC's emphasis that it will not authorize carriage

of broadcast signals by systems which do not serve all parts of

the community. //

2/ Federal Register, p. 3276, 5180

12
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THE EFFECT OF THE EXCLUSIVITY RULES

The new FCC rules require cable operators to "black-out"

numerous classes of programs on imported signals when those

programs are also shown by a local station. The degree of pro-

tection provided varies with the type of programming and may

extend up to two years. For our purposes the primary effect of

these rules is to reduce the attractiveness of distant signals to

subscribers and thus reduce cable penetration. Aside from pro-

viding for one channel-switching device for each imported signal,

we have not allowed any additional costs of performing the blacking-

out function itself, keeping records, etc.

At this writing, evidence on the magnitude of the exclusivity

effect is limited to a preliminary study by R. E. Park, "The

Exclusivity Provisions of the Federal Communications Commission's

Cable Television Regulations." From detailed program listings for

four stations---two networks and two independents---plus partial

listings for ten other stations, Park synthesizes the expected

proportion of a broadcast week that a distant signal would be
,X4

blacked out. A portion of his findings are reproduced in Table 2.

Park's results indicate, for example, that in those top 50

markets in which local service provides three networks and one

independent, the cable system importing two additional independents

will be required to black them out about 39% of the time. If it

imports a third independent (on a stand-by basis, since the rules

13
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF TIME. DISTANT SIGNAL CNANNELS ARE BLACKED-OU1

LOCAL SIGNALS

Markets 1 - 50

Number of
Distant Signals

Allowed

Number of Distant
Stations From which

to Choose
2 3 4 5 6

3 network 4 2

2 independent

20%

Ili
16%

3 network t, . 2

1 independent
ill 11111111

3 network 3 52

111111111111

Markets 51 - 100 1

II 63 networks 2

Sourcet R.E. Park, "The Exclusivity provisions of the Federal

Communications Commission's Cable Television Regulations,"

Table 2, p,5,
14
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allow only two distant signals at any moment on the cable) and

"fills in the blanks" where possible, it can reduce the blacked-

out time to about 24%. Importing a fourth independent further

reduces this to 15%, etc. The boxed-in figures represent the

expected effect when no stand-by signals are imported.

Tho impact of the exclusivity rules on subscriber penetration

is likely to be at least as great as the reduction in viewing

hours. Programs receiving protection will be predominantly those

with large audiences, many of whom would value an earlier or

alternative viewing date or time which cable could otherwise

provide. Nevertheless, lacking data to refine an estimate of this

effect, we assume that exclusivity protection is equivalent in

its impact on penetration to a proportionate reduction in the

number of full-time distant independents carried on the cable,

using the appropriate boxed figures from Table 2.

Will it be profitable for a cable system import stand-by

independent signals? The costs of additional imports will Use

as the CATV system must go further to find each additional inde-

pendent. Concurrently, the proportion of time that can be filled

in with each extra signal is declining. The exclusivity rules

thus place the cable firm in a situation of sharply diminishing

returns a.. regards additional penetration from distant signals.

Generally, the answer will be "no." Exceptions may occur where the

15
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stand-by independent has particularly attractive programming,

or when importation costs are less dependent on distance, as

could occur with satellite transmission.

Regarding importation costs, we have assumed for all systems

in this study that distant signals arc delivered by cable

system-owned microwave links of 50-100 miles per channel

imported. Average distances to the first and second closest

independents (in the top 25 markets) are tabulated in the appen-

dix. These averages range from 91 to 208 miles to the closest

signal, and 125 to 325 miles for the next closest for several types

of markets. Thus the microwave cost estimates used here must be

considered generally low, although they may be closer approximations

for markets with several closely spaced systems which pool their

microwave facilities.

18
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COPYRIGHT FEE SCHEDULES

In the analysis which follows we consider four alternative

fee schedules for payment by cable systems to copyright owner,.

Schedule 1 is the baseline case of zero fees. Schedules 2 and

3 levy successively larger fees as the system's revenue grows.

Schedule 3 (incorporated in Bill 5.644) begins at 1% of subscriber

revenues, and rises to 5% of revenues exceeding $640,000 annually;

Schedule 2 is exactly half of Schedule 3. For the fourth Schedule

we consider a flat fee of 16.5% of subscriber revenues, regardless

of the size of annual revenue. The exact details of these fees are

set forth below and in the accompanying figure 1.

1

Copyright Fee
Schedule No.

2 3 4

Annual Subscriber
Revenue

0% .5% 1% 16.5% of 1st $160,000
0% 1.0% 2% 16.5% of 2nd $160,000
0% 1.5% 3% 16.5% of 3rd $160,000
0% 2.0% 4% 16.5% of 4th $160,000
0% 2.5% 5% 16.5% of remaining revenue

In comparing systems in different market circumstances and with

alternative fee schedules, we keep unchanged the subscriber price

as well as the system size and other attributes of the CATV service.

Cable television systems have some of the attributes of a "natural

monopoly," flowing principally from their high fixed-low variable

17 4 "Ol,eut
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cost nature. But, in practice, the behavior of

cable systems is increasingly limited by local and federal reg-

ulation, and by competition among firms for franchises, Both of

these forces sharply restrict the ability of cable firms to adjust

price or output at will.

Present regulation and competition for new franchises, plus

the threat of more extensive regulatory action if firm behavior

is perceived as excessive, has kept monthly subscriber rates

virtually constant in current prices over several years. Seiden,

in 1970, found most recently franchised systems charging between

$5.00 and $7.00 per month. In their sample of Factbook systems

Comanor and Mitchell reported a mean price of $5.00 per month.

Park in 1972 has an annual average price of $63 for his sample of

A-contour cable systems. The assumption that moderate cost increases,

including copyright fees, cannot be passed on in the form of higher

prices is consistent with the recent market experience.

Assuming no price response by cable firms if a 16.5% surcharge

were imposed requires further discussion. Firms would doubtless

make strong representations to local authorities about the need for

higher prices, and bids for new franchises would quote higher

rates. But granting foL the moment that regulators allowed part

or all of she surcharge to be translated into higher subscriber

rates, how would cable profits be affected?

19



The answer depends primarily on how rapidly penetration would

decline as prices were raised: in technical economic terms, on the

elasticity of demand. If, for example, a 16.5,' increase in price,

from $5.00 per month to $5.83. results in a 16.5% decrease in pene-

tration, say from .10% to 1574 of homes passed, then the higher price

has (approximately) A/ no effect on total subscriber revenue--it is

folly offset by reduced demand for service.

A basic result of economic theory states that consumers' demand

for a service will be increasingly sensitive to its price as more

and closer substitutes are available for that service. Thus house-

holds in areas with a diversity of broadcast signals, with generally

clear reception and with a variety of entertainment alternatives can

be expected to decline service rapidly as prices rise. This

availability of good substitutes for CATV describes most top 100

markets. The econometric work of R.E. Park confirms this degree

of price elasticity of demand in such areas: in fact, the figures

in the example above correspond almost exactly to Park's statistical

findings. 5j A/

A/ Calculating the percentage changes, for convenience, in terms
of the original price and penetration, results in a slight
Aprrnvimarion. A more exact result is obtained using the
average of the old and new price and penetration.

5/ PArk. "prospects for Cable...", p. 140.
J For a discussion of the effect of demand elasticity on maximum

rates permitted by a regulatory authority, see Comaner and
Mitchell, "The Costs of Planning: The FCC and Cable Television:

20
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How,then .able systems' profits be affected by a 16.5%

copyright payment and a concommitant rise in subscriber rates?

Revenues would be unchanged, while operating costs would increase

sharply by the amount of the copyright payments. There would

be some small offsetting changes in other incremental costs,

resulting from the saving achieved by not serving the subscribers who

do not purchase service at the higher price. For typical systems,

there are rather small costs of installing additional drop lines,

additional maintenance and billing expenses and slightly higher

taxes and dues related to numbers of subscribers.

In consequence, the net effect of allowing higher subscriber

rates in conjunction with 16.5% copyright fee payments would be to

reduce rates of return to nearly the same levels as would be

achieved by holding subscriber rates unchanged with the same 16.5%

copyright fees. In addition, penetration would be lower, providing

a narrower base for future leased-channel services capable of

generating additional payments from cable systems to program suppliers.

We remind the reader that the discussion in the preceeding

several paragraphs assumed a degree of upward price adjustment which

has not been observed. In the remainder of this study we adhere

to a fixed monthly price of $5.00 2/ for maximum cable broadcast

service allowed by the FCC rules. J

An analysis of the profitability of systems under the alternative

assumption of higher rates and consequently reduced penetration

would yield approximately the same findings.

2/ Plus $1.00 for second television sets in 20% of households.
One other reminder may be in order. Since we are considering all

prices and costs in 1972 terms, increases in the monthly
subscription rate at about the rate of increase of consumer
prices generally will not contradict our observation that real
subscription rates cannot be adjusted.

21
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MEASUREMENT OF CABLE SYSTEM PROFITABILITY

To summarize the profitability of the typical cable systems

of this study we will calculate the (pre-tax) financial rate of

return on total capital invested in each system. The financial

or internal) rats of retumVis the single comprehensive measure

of investment in a cable system. Unlike ratio measures for a

particular year (e.g. net revenues divided by total capital) it

correctly recognizes the opportunity cost of front-end financing,

i.e. that several years are required before systems achieve full

penetration, during which time invested funds are needed. Using

the financial rate of return permits us to compare the profitabil-

ity of funds invested, in CATV systems with other types of invest-

ments, and thus the likelihood of cable systems being constructed.

The rate of return required to induce investment in a cable

system will depend on the proportion of total capital which can be

obtained through debt instruments and the associated borrowing

rates, and the minimum return demanded by equity investors. Be-

cause the cable industry more closely resembles a high-risk growth

industry than a public utility, at least at the present time, both

lenders and investors demand higher rates of return than for

seasoned investments.

2/ The internal rate of return is that discount rate which equates
the present value of revenues and costs over the lifetime of
the system. For further discussion, see Comanor and Mitchell,
"Cable Television and the impact of Regulation," p. 184.

22
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For this study we have held 1,oth revenues and cost at 1970

price levels over the full life of the cable system. Financial

measures are consequertly in real {constant dollar) terms. The

corresponding rate of return concept is the financial return

which would occur if prices did not rise throughout the economy,

whereas in an inflationary period, investors expect price increases

and demand higher returns in money terms to compensate them for

the otherwise reduced value of their funds when their investment

is recovered. Thus if investors expect a 4/, rate of inflation

to continue indefinitely and will invest in enterprises comparable

to cable television only when they return 15% on average, the

required rate of return in constant latices would be 11%.

A detailed investment survey 19/ of the CATV industry in late

1971 reports that mature cable companies with demonstrated earnings

have found long-term credit expensive, and that institutional

investors are looking for a 15; return as a combination of interest

and equity appreciation. As a standard of minimum profitability

necessary to generate investment in new cable systems, we will use

a 10A constant-dollar financial rate of return on total capital.

This is on the low side of recent financing experience of established

CATV companies, and would therefore apply to new systems constructed

by the larger multiple system owners today. New CATV firms lacking a

track record will face highdr costs of capital and will require

somehwat higher rates of return to justify their construction.

12/ Halle E. Stieglitz, Inc., The Cable Television Industry."
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RESULTSAN EXAMPLE

we are now prepared to analyze the financial results for typical

systems in the several market situations discussed earlier. For

each system, the computer simulates the complete revenue and cost

experience to be expected, using the parameters supplied by the

analyst. The detailed cost and revenue schedules have been built

into the Comanor-Mitchell computer program, modified to include

the changes in FCC rules, penetration, and costs- discussed earlier

and in the appendix of this study.

As an example, consider the abstract of the computer output

reproduced in Table 3 . Part A indicates that this example is

representative of a 25,000 subscriber system located near the middle

of a top 50 market. Density is assumed to be 200 homes per mile, and

family income $12,200. Annual subscriber rates are $62.40, correspond-

ing to $5.00 per month plui a small additional amount for second

sets. Since this is a central urban location, 20% of the cable

miles are underground, and standard local origination equipment

has been budgeted, Revenue from advertising on the cablecasting

chanrel has been estimated at $2.20 per subscriber annually. The

table of signals carried shows that 3 VHF networks plus one viewing-

test network are available off-the-air. in addition there is one

UHF independent and a VHF educational station. In addition to these

broadcast signals, the cable system imports two independents and

25
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one educational station. These signals se imported by microwave,

averging 3 hop.; of 35 miles each per charnel.

Within five years the system is assumed to reach maturity, apart

from further growth due to rising incomes or enlargement of its

franchise area. Penetration is predicted to be 28.1% if the distant

signals are fully available, but 27.2% as a result of exclusivity

protection on the independent channels.

Part 8 summarizes the growth of penetration, subscribers,

and system revenue (including advertising) over the first 10

years.

In Part C we may assess the impact of copyright fees on pro-

fitability. For each of the four fee schedules described earlier

we report two rates of return--one assuming a 10 year average life-

time of capital, the second assuming 15 years. If fixed capital

equipment is replaced about every 15 years, this system will earn

a 10.4% real rate of return on total invested capital absent any

copyright fees. Alternatively, the statutory schedule (number 3)

reduces the rate of return to 9.3%, and the flat 16.5% fee lowers

returns sharply to 5.5%. A shorter lifetime for equipment reduces

these returns by 2.5 to 3 percentage points.

In the analysis below we report rates of returns based only

on 15-year lifetimes. Fifteen years represents a compromise be-

tween somewhat longer physical lifetimes for some parts of the cable

plant and rather shorter economic lifetimes of currently operating

systems experiencing technological obsolescence. It appears

unlikely that 20-channel systems built today will remain competitive

beyond 1985 without major rebuilding.
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RESULTSIN DETAIL

The financial prospects for cable under the final FCC rules

and the impact of alternative copyright fee schedules are contained

in the seven tables which follow. While we shall briefly review

the major findings here, the reader should consult the tabulations

for particulars. Tables 4 and S report the expected experience in

middle markets of large and intermediate sized systems respectively.

Lino 1 of Table 4 restates the example system discussed in

detail above. Lines 2 and 3 are for similarly situated communities

with somewhat different seta of local signals. Penetration ranges

from about 22-27% and rates of return from 7.5 to 10.4% when there

are no copyright fees. Despite somewhat higher penetration rates,

systems in the second 50 middle markets earn lower returns, princi-

pally because of reduced density, while in the lowest ranked mar-

kets there is great variation, with profitable, 55% penetration

systems when one network is missing from the local signals.

Intermediate-sized systems in middle markets are decidedly

below the 10% rate of return needed to attract investment funds.

Except where quite large systems of 25,000 or more subscribers

can be built, central city areas of the major markets are not bright

prospects for cable under present rules. even without copyright

payments.
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The prospects for largo systems at the on of major markets

(Table 6) are brighter. In the top 50 markets penetration is in the

14-38% range with rates of return 11,0-12.6%. In the second 50

markets penetration ranges up to 45% with rates of return from 9.7-

13.4%. In the smaller markets and also the fringe (outside) areas

we find more heterogeneous results, with quite profitable CATV

possibilities where fewer than three networks are available.

The corresponding iintemediato-sized edge systems are again

unprofitable in all 3 network cases. This indication of the im-

portance of large systems, or economics of scale in technical

terms, is developed in more detail In Table 8, by systematically

varying the size of the most profitable system from each of the

four market types in Tables 4-7. While large systems would seem

feasible in the major metropolitan areas, as of March 1971 only

20 systems had more than 20,000 subscribers and the largest had

less than 50,000 Q/.Some fraction of these economies of scale can

be achieved when a series of smaller systems are under common

ownership and thereby realize savings from efficient use of

management and technical personnel and can share local programming and

and signal importation expenses.

The results presented in tables 4-8 are based on market, economic

and construction factors which typify the most common situations

which will be encountered in middle and edge locations of each of

the four types of markets. Of course, within each category there

will be a deyree of variation, clustered around the typical situa-

11/ Television CATV and station Co erav Atlas.
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tions we have reported. Some communities will have higher incomes,

others will require extensive undergrounding, still others will

require high-cost local origination facilities, etc.

To measure the sensitivity of our findings for typical systems

to such variations, we have rerun all of the intermediate-sized

systems (tables 5 and 7) assuming that penetration is One -third

greater than would be expected on average, for each set of market

characteristics. A variety of unmeasured factors can cause actual

penetration to vary above or below the average value predicted by

the penetration equation. In increasing the average value by one-

third we have in effect selected only the RN. of the cases in which

penetration is most favorable( in other words, nine out of 10 com-

munities having the same signal lineups, income, etc. will have

lower penetration.

Turning to the results in Tables9 and lOwe find that such

unusually high penetration is sufficient to produce at least one

profitable system in each type of market, at least if copyright

fees are absent. Thus, 7,500-10,000 subscriber systems have some

chance of earning a going rate of return in the top 100 markets

only when local circumstances produce unusually favorable penetration.

We turn finally to the financial prospects for cable when

copyright fees are required. The predominant effect of Schedule

3, the statutory fees proposed in 5.644, is to reduce the financial

rate of return on total capital a full percentage point for profitable

38
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and near-profitable systems, and by somewhat less for systems well

below the 104 return level. Thus, in the example system the first

line of Table 4) the rate of return falls from 10.4 to 9.3%.

A one -point change in the rate of return on total capital has a

considerably larger effect on equity holders. Suppose that one-half

to two-thirds of the cable system is financed by 8% 12/ debt instruments.

Secauso of leverage, a 10% return on total capital will then corres-

pond to a return on equity up to 13% or 14%. In consequence, a

decline to a A return on total, capital can reduce the return on

equity by two to three percentage point's, depending on the capital

structure of the system. Changes of this magnitude are more than

sufficient to postpone or eliminate construction of cable systems

which otherwise appear marginally profitable.

The preponderance of evidence in Tables 4-10 is that large

systems at the edges of top 100 markets will earn a 10-13% rate of

return before copyright payments, large systems in middle markets are

not likely to exceed 10%, and intermediate and smaller-sized systems

will be marginally profitable only where special factors operate.

copyright feesdat the level of Schedule 3, would significantly slow

the rate of growth of cable in the major markets, particularly in

middle areas with good quality signals and in edge market communities

of intermediate size.

12/ In an inflationary period borrowing costs would be higher by
approximately the expected rate of inflation.
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Copyright fee schedule number 2 is exactly one-half the rate

of schedule 3, As expected, it has approximately half the effect

of schedule 3 in retlJoInq the rate return fur all systemv.

Schedule 4 is the flat 16.5-4 copyright fee. its effect on

rates of return is devasting. of all variations studied in the top

100 markets, only a single system earns a 10A return--the 50,000

subscriber edge market 51-100 system in Table 8. Fee payments of

this magnitude would effectively halt cable growth in the large cities,
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CONCLUSION

The outlook for early development of cable television service

in the major cities Is at host mix,:d. As compared with the rules

discussed two years ago, the final FCC rules more tightly

restrict the choice of broadcast signals a system can provide to its

subscribers.

Analysis of the important variations in potential market and

cable systems characteristics in these urban areas demonstrates that

only the largest systems, or multiply-owned systems of slightly

smaller scale, will be viable in the central city areas where off-

the-air reception quality is high, and then only under favorable

construction and penetration conditions. At the edges of these

markets returns will be sufficient to attract investment in the largest-

scale systems, but systems of 10,000-15,000'will be profitable only

under especially favorable circumstances.

In an investment environment in which the majority of urban

households can be profitably wired for cable television service

only when atypically propitious cost and demand factors occur, to require

more than quite limited copyright payments will significantly retard

or halt CATV expansion in the urban markets. The proposed statutory

fee schedule in 5.644 (up to 5% of subscriber revenue) would

generally lower rates of return on total capital a full

percentage point for systems in the profitable range, and in

an important proportion of cases its leveraged effect on equity

investors would be sufficient to create unprofitable systems.
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As expected, a I've schedule of one-half that in 5.644

reduces rates of return on total capital about one-half a

percentage point. Fees of this magnitude would restrict

cable construction primarily in market circumstances where

returns are already limited for other reasons. In contrast,

a fiat 16.5% copyright payment would create a decidedly

unprofitable investment climate for cable television through-

out the top 100 markets, far outweighing the limited prospects

opened up by the 1972 FCC rules.
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APPENDIX

Modified Costs and Revenues

Several cost items in the Comanor-Mitchell Report
have been modified for this study, either to take account
of the FCC rules as finally adopted or as a result of the
availability of more recent information. A brief summary
of those costs which were modified for all systems inves-
tigated in this report is presented bolows

1. Local Franchise Tax. 5% of gross revenues annually.

2. FCC Fee. $35 initial fee plus $0.30 per subscriber
annually.

3. Channel switchers. One switcher included in capital
equipment costs for each imported signal.

4. Pole rent. All results reported here include pole
rent of $250 per aerial mile in top 100 markets,
$175 in other markets.

5. Local origination. We assume the Comanor-Mitchell
standard systems, with capital costs of $38,000 and
annual operating expenses of $4300, and for smaller
systems a minimum system, with capital costs of
$11,000 and operating expenses of $2500 per year for
live origination. All systems are assumed to provide
a time-and-weather channel.

6. Public service channels. The final FCC rules require
CATV systems to provide 3 non-broadcast channels for
non-commercial public access, educational access, and
government access respectively. The public access
channel is to be provided without charge, while the
other two channels will be free for five years. The
costs of meeting these provisions are taken to be an
additional 75% of the capital costs assumed for local
origination, plus $4875 per year for part-time tech-
nician salaries.
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7. The previously proposed 5% "public dividend" tax
for support of non-commercial broadcasting has been
eliminated.

8. gate of subscribers growth over time. Park's recent
research on cable penetration completed after the
publication of the Comanor-Mitchell Report, indicates
a more rapid maturation of cable growth than was pre-
viously assumed. While the precise growth path has
not been definitively established, for this study we
have increased the rate of subscriber growth so that
the typical system reaches its mature sin in the fifth
year. Thereafter, some additional growth occurs as real
incomes of potential subscribers are assumed to rise
at a rate of 2% per year.

As compared with Comanor-Mitchell, the effect of these
modifications is to increase the size of typical systems
in two ways3
a) study systems gain subscribers more rapidly in

early years:
b) the size of a study system is measured in its fifth

year, rather than its size after twelve to fifteen
years.

Figure Al provides a graphical comparison of the growth
curve used for this study and the earlier Comanor-
Mitchell study.

As in the Comanor-Mitchell Report, financial (internal)
rates of return are calculated for a firm of indefinite life
by assuming that the firm reaches an equilibrium of revenues
and costs after one 15-year lifetime, or generation, of equip-
ment. Thereafter, the plant is rebuilt periodically, while
subscriber penetration is held constant at the mature level.
The rate of return is generally robust with respect to exact
assumptions about conditions in later generations. Another
solution to this terminal value problem is to assign the firm
a value at the end of its first generation, based on operating
characteristics such as revenues, subscribers, etc. For an
example of this method see L. L. Johnson, "Cable Communications
in the Dayton Miami Valley: Basic Report."
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'hp Penetration Equation

Technical details of the penetration equation are
summarized below. For further discussion see R. E. Park,
"Prospects for Cable in the 100 Largest Television Markets."

,

1 -

Pen
Pen

log k ) -8.159 + 3.098 log XN + 0.290 log XD

+0,212 log'Xi + 0.298 log XE - 0,540 log XF

where

Xi =

-1.473 log P + 1.398 log Y + 0.523 log C

1 + wi
14E11 + 0,731u Te.:(1.,d 1.6 ) 1/1.6 + (1_d1.6)1/1.6

Ui Vi

i = N = network
. duplicating network
= independent

E = educational
F = foreign

Wi = number of cable signals of type i

Ui . number of 8- contour off-air UHF signals of type i

Vi . number of 8-contour off-air VHF signals of typo i

Pen= penetration = subscribers/households passed by cable

P = annual price

Y = median family income

C . color set penetration

u = UHF set penetration
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In order to use Park's estimated equation to predict
penetration for the typical systems investigated in this
report, representative values must be assigned to the
variables of the equation. The following values are employed
in all of the simulations:

P = $62.40, corresponding to the $5 per month plus $1
per month for 20% of subscribers as a charge for
second set.

C = 50%. The effect of varying color set penetration
is not estimated with sufficient precision to incor-
porate variations in color set ownership across dif-
ferent types of markets.

u = 80% if 0 local network UHF signals
90% if 1 local network UHF signal
95% if 2 local network UHF signals
99% if 3 local network UHF signals

0. Foreign stations are not included among the
signals carried by study systems.

In simulating cable systems for this study, we consider
systems located in the central area of a television market,
where off-the-air signal quality is generally high, and out-
lying areas of the same market, where quality is diminished.
In the penetration equation the distance variable d is a measure
of the reduction in quality. A d value of 0 corresponds to a
viewer in the center of the market, while a value of 1 rep-
resents a viewer at the 8-contour of the off-the-air signal.

For the systems in this study we have used the following
values:

In middle markets:
d = 0 for local stations
d = 1 for viewing-test stations

In edge markets:
d = 0,5 for local stations
d = 0,75 for viewing-test stations
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Tables 9 and 10, "Ten Percent Most Favorable Penetration
conditions," are calculated using 133% of the penetration
implied by Park's equation above. This corresponds approxi-mately to the penetration value at the upper 10% confidencelimit.
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STATEMENT OF GEottot; BAK°. GENcam. COUNSEL. PENNSYLVANIA CABLE
TEI,Evistos ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am George J. Barco. For
the past 17 years, I have served as General Counsel of Pennsylvania Cable
Television Association. Pennsylvania Is the state in which the cable tele-
vision industry started, and there are some 300 cATv systems operating
in over 1,100 communitiesmore than in any other state in the nation- -
serving over 2.04.0.000 television viewers. it has been my privilege to serve as
National Chairman (then known as President) of NatiOnal Cable Television
Association, and I was a mentber of its Board of Directors for 13 years. For
the past year. I have served as member of the scTA Coypright Committee. Also,
for the past 20 years, I have been, and still am, a part owner and the president
of several cable television companies. . .

By way of further introduction, I believe I should state a disclaimer, for the
benefit of NCTA, and for the information of the Committee,- that while I have
been an active participant in the affairs of NCTA over the years, the views I am
about to express on the copyright issue are may own, and in many respects do
not correspond with the officially adopted views of NCTA as an organization.
At the-same time, let me state that I believe my views reflect those of many,
many cable operators all over the country. There is no single matter which has
concerned the CATV industry for the past, 7 to S years more than copyright.
Over this period, I have talked on a person to-person basis with literally hun-
dreds of cable operators and virtually every industry leader on the subject.

Let me state finally by way of introduction that I view may task today as awe-
some and the situation for the cable industry as critical, if not desperate. In the
circumstances, I can only state the situation as I see it fully and frankly to the
Committee, without regard to certain existing predelictions, interests and ob-
jectives among the forces interacting on the copyright issue, within and without
NCTA. I am very appreciative for this opportunity of doing so.

in October, 196S, the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Association, fol-
lowing a careful consideration of the copyright issue, adopted what Ions been
termed as the "Pennsylvania Position" on copyright. Its underlying principle Is
simply that television signals received "off-the-air" should not be subject to the
payment of copyright fees so long as similar payments do not apply to reception
by conventional antennas. The Position recognizes that copyright fees should
be payable for copyrighted programs received by microwaving or similar long
distance transportation, and that such microwaving should be subject to regnia
tion in view of its impact on television broadcasting, copyright property rights,
and the interrelated market patterns of both.'

While recognizing the legitimate interests of many who are interested in pro-
viding direct television program services, and a variety of other communication
services in the metropolitan area by cable, the Pennsylvania Position urges that
the television reception function for "off-the-air" signals by ('ATV should not be
colored by the possible future developments of cable television, nor should the
inherent rights in such reception be traded as a part of any compromise between
the conflicting interests concerned in large city cable television development.

The Pennsylvania Position has received wide support in the industry through-
out the nation for it was grounded on the basic concept and fact of CATV per-
forming the community antenna reception function for signals received "off-the-
air". Further. it seemed incomprehensible that liability to copyright fees should
olepend on the accident of topography--or in the real life situation of the tele-

view(;--whetlier Lo was living in the high area where a conventional
antenna did the job. or whether he lived b(1111111 the hills or along the river
where community antenna service was required or desirable to provide satisfac-
tory television reception. How could there be any justification for requiring the
subscribers to make an additional payment to the copyright owner who had
already received payment in his contractual arrangements for the broadcasting,
paid ultimately by the television viewersincluding ('ATV snitseribersin the
advertising costs of purchased products? Besides, until recently the copyright
owners made repeated public assurrInces that they were not interested in pay-
ments related to suet) television reception services. tout were interested in only the
large city markets where distant signals were to he imported.

Proler the Pennsylvania Position. no copyright fees should be paynble on reception
provided of three station.. with the three major networks. and one Imlependont
n-hothor the signal lc received "of the sir" or by microwave. In the Interest of all mem-
bers of the public receiving minimum television service.
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And most important of an, the Supreme Court of the tithed States; In t he
United Artists case made it determination, in Juste, 1968, recognizing anti estab-
lishing in legal terms the concept always understood by cable men In imielleal
terms by the very nature of their operations.

Vet, in the intervening years from 1915, the membership of National Cable
Television Asseciatbmn was sharply divided on the copyright issue. one segment
considered 1110 payment of copyright fees fur signals received "off-time-air" an
infringement of very basic tights, for the reasons just mentioned, The other seg-
ment viewed payment of copyright "across the board" as the only realistic means
for securing importation of distant signals thought to be necessary for the eco-
nomic viability of cable television for the large cities if and when such system
construct ion occurs.

To fully understand the circumstances of this division, it must be understood
that the membership of Nt"I'A is not a homogeneous group; and that while all
members of NCTA are in the cable Industry, a substantial number of them and
particularly some large mnItiple systeni owners----also have Oilier interests which
are at variance with CATV interests as such, as, for example, television broad-
casting and copyright interests. it is not surprising that the persuasions of the
copyright payment segment within NCTA have been weighted and influenced by
these interests and still are today.

As is well known. the event of decision came in Novisuiber. 1971, in the context
of the Office of Telecommunications Policy Compromise, which was approved by
the NCTA. Hoard of Directors because it appeared to represent. the only available
basis upon which there was any possibility for removing the Federal Communi-
cations Commission freeze on cable television development, particularly in the
large Markets.

Whatever differences there may have been within NCTA over philosophy as
related to the regulatory scheme and the payment for copyright, I can state I
believe that every possitmle effort was made by the NCTA Cmyriglit Committee,
alai others of the CATY industry concerned with the implementation of this deci-
sion, to accommodate to the sitnatIon. I can state from my own personal knowl-
edge that the attitude, demo:mils amid conduct of those representing the movie
copyright owners during the sessions which I attended were such that all efforts
to dent with them were vigorous exercises in futility.

The representatives of those copyright owners were completely uninformed as
to the mature of CATV operations, their finainial aspects and the specific cur-
rent problems facing the industry ; and they wore evidently determined to
maintain their ignorance on these matters. Furthermore, they displayed a
callous disregard of the consequences of their exorbitant and totally unrealistic
demands. Thus, when they weee informed that our Industry simply could not
pay the demanded 16% fees for movies alone, added to fees proposed for music
and other copyright of over 12%, the response was a blatant "pass it on to the
subscribers and tell them it is a cost of doing business."

When we attempted to cite the absolute amid practical limitations to service
charge Increases, by way of clearances through the nthnicipalitles on whose
franchises the operation must depend, and by way of the business fact that
subscribers either could notor would notmake such payments, the blunt
rejoinder was "Just pass It on to the subscribers anyway."

I Must observe that the FCC, In insisting on copyright payment as one of the
conditions to the easing of restrictions on (*AT' growth, placed a perhaps
unforeseen, but nonetheless, tremendous pressure on the CATV representatives
in the bargaining process. The copyright owners were under no concomitant
burden, and, in fact, they maximized their advantage by insisting. in effect, that
this condition amounted to a requirement that CATV settle on the terms of the
copyright owners. In the end, it was painfully clear to even the most optimistic
and the most tolerant of those representing NCTA that fair, realistic and re-
sponsib:e dealing with the copyright owners had been and is an utter impos-
sibility,

Gentlemen, f put aside completely my firm conviction that copyright payment
for the recent kin of television signals received "off-the-air" is wrong in principle
and discrimimmtory in effect. 1 address myself now to the consequences of the
imposition of copyright payments which this industry simply cannot afford to
pay on its growth, dovelopnwnt, awl. yes, its survival. Let me capsnlize the tilt
flcultics of cable television operations today.

Of course, like all other business. ea, are plagued with increased costs in-
cident to the inflationary period in which we are living. Substantial basic costs
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like pole attachment fees currently are being Increased from 4()/4 to 70%
across the nation, ll'e tvvtaliial standards will require great expenditures in
system rebuilding in the next several years with correspondingly increased
operating costs. Compulsory cablettasting is still a requirement for sYstents Over
3.500 and operating (lists for even a modest operation run into tens of thou-
sands of dollars annually.

As against this spiraling of costs, there Is a definite and absolute limit in the
possibilities for service charge increases. either because approval cannot be
secured front the munleipality or other franchising authority, or because the
market conditions will not support the increases, or for both reasons. At the
same time. there are converging interests by state and toed piverinnental unit .s
seeking control, restraints anti services sometimes duplleative. sometimes Incon-
sistentail exacting upon the,total resources of the cattle industry,

Added to these problems of \existiog systems, new systems 1111V(` the added
burdens of the staggering (u:44 and special difficulties of system construction
and operation in the large and ,etropolitan city areas, and the feasibility anti
acceptance of I'ATV service in stet) areas are yet to be established. The expe-
riences to date in the New York City and Akron, Ohio, systems are Instructive on
the vicissitudes and hazards of such ventures.

The Committee Is being furnished with specific data on the overall financial
capacity of the industry. It is my sincere and firm opinion that even without copy-
right payment. the inditsfry is entering into a tight squeeze situation in which
it. will have real difficulties to liold its own," let alone to develop and grow.
Against these present day industry conditions, it is left for this Commission to
deal with copyright in terms of the consequences, something the copyright owners
refuse to do.

I respectfully submit that a proper concern for the interests of the subscriber
as a consumer demand that no copyright payment should be imposed which can-
not be absorbed by the industry, without passing the copyright charges to the
charges to the subscriber.

Aside front the fact that for reasons Indicated it may not he possible for these
charges to be passed on, it is unthinkable that the copyright owners should, in
effect. come into the very homes of the subscribers to secure additional payment
just because reception is being provided through a wired system. Furthermore,
tin. disturbing fact is that to all of the deliberations within NCTA, in all of the
negotiations with'the-copyright owners, in all of the hearings and discussions
with the FCC. the subscriber has never been Independently represented ; and he
has never had an opportunity to be heard. I am confident that this Committee
will act with due regard to the subscriber's interest, in keeping with the enlight-
ened present-day concerns for the consumer who in the end supports the entire
enterprise.

Further, I respectfully submit that a pewr eoncern for the future growth
awl derclopment of cable television and the services it can provide to the public.
demands that fray copyright payMent Aruild be such that payment does not
restrain, impede or burden the industry's growth and development.

Nothing could more surely restrain cable's growth than the prospect to inves-
tors that the possibilities for recovery of capital and a reasonable profit incident
to the risks would always be subject to the vagaries and inordinate demand of
the copyright owners. \vim are. of course. not subject to any direct governmental
regulation.

And this industry must have the resources to do the research. the experimenta-
tion and development which are necessary to transform the great expectations
for it into realization. I am pleased to report that 1111 to this time there has been
positive progress toward, that realization.

Let me cite two examples. In Pennsylvania alone. following substantial expendi-
tures in time, money and effort for development and experimentationw hici, time
today does not permit me to detail there are now some 53 systems cooductlog
regular cablecasting operations with a system for interchange of tapes by
bicycling. In this project, state government reports and political campaigning for
['tilted States senatorial. gubernatorial and other statewide offices have been
provided for over one-half million homes. Arrangements have just been completed
for the production of a regular report program for the United States senators
and representatives at Washington on the three- fourths inch format which will lie
available for timely distribution throughout the sysittio.:.

The other example is a further development from this bicycling effort and is
in the serious planning stage. The project will take advantage of our beautiful
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Pennsylvania hills where It nil started by using them its it resource for sites to
provide a statewide inieromave network which would link all of the cable tele-
vision systems land school district educational centers where there are no CATV
systems) for three etinnnek of educational programming for ali of the people
In Permsylvania under the direction of the Department of Public Edueat kin. The
prospect IS an exciting alai attainable one, hut we know that the cable participants
as n group will have to provide a substantial portion of the capital costs for the
execution of the project.

With particular relation to the CAW copyright legislation presently under
consideration, 1 am most appreciative of the efforts and concerns of which it is a
product. At the same time, I believe in view of the changing circumstances since
the legislation was first proposed, it would not be Inappropriate for me to express
to the -Committee certain basic matters which I believe should receive further
specific consideration.

(1) The compulsory- license should extend to reception service of all signals
received "off-the-air".

In addition to the basic facts and principles which sumort this treatment,
noted earlier. it should be observed that the copyright owners utilize the great
piddle resource of the radio and television spectrum without charge. If the copy-
right owners elmose to make use of the treinendlius capability of this resiolree
Cur nutss dissembutt Ion of their products, with correspcualing increased Cl werage
and return, it is wholly unreasonable and unjustifiable for them to insist on all
the benefits of broadcasting and yet maintain the same control as if they had pro-
vided their own contained arena or exhibition hall.

f 2) The copyright fee for reception service of signals received 'off the air"
should be ma xitnnin'of le,Pc to 2(,1c and should be fixed statutorily.

For reasons indicated. there Is really no justification for any copyright payment
for signals received "off-the-air." and this payment should be kept at a minimum
iii view of the financial circumstances of tin, industry and the plain fact that to
the extent of any such istyment. there must be it corresponding reduction in the
capability if the Industry for research. development and growth. At all events,
this rate of payment should be fixed by statute, so that at least with regard to
this basic television reception service, the industry may have financial stability
for the long growth requirements ahead,

3, The copyright fee for reception service provided of distant signals trans-
ported by microwave should be established initially at tine-tenth of 1% per
channel. this fee being subject to adjustment after an initial three year period
by It negotiation procedure between the parties, or in the event of disagreement,
by arbitration.

(-I I In our view, arbitration is it wholly inappropriate and unsatisfactory pro-
cedure for establishing copyright fees for basic televishm reception service of
signals received "off-the-air."

For stall it determination, arbitration is an inexact and uncertain process with
no established guidelitles or criterion upon which a souind decision can be made.
The continued survival and well-being of the industry should not be left to the
chance and power plays which are the only certain operating factors in the
process under tile circumstances. The piddle interest lit the premises, and particu-
larly to tile growth of (*able television. demands a degree of direct accountability
in the legislative process which establishes the copyright in the first place, par-
ticularly since copyright owners have no commitment to the industry or Its future,

um the other hand, providing reception of distant signals transported by micro-
wave or otherwise. being a matter of chaise and a oilculated risk for the l'ATV
companies that choose, to do so, is properly subject to it bargaining process or
fur the ultimate arbitration arrangement. The market considerations for both
the copyright owners and the (wry industry in these "extra services" should
make the industry negotiations a more balanced and effective process.

(5) There should be no exemption of copyright fees for any system on the basis
of size.

1 know of no justification either in terms of costs or otherwise for different
treatment between systems based on size or among subscribers based on the size
of the system front which they are served. Any exemption. instead of being based
on size. should be based upon an exemption for all systems in terms of gross re-
ceipt:4, as. for example. an exemption for the first $200.000.00 of gross receipts
from an integrated system operation. or some other appropriate operational unit.
Further, gross receipts should he very specifically and clearly defined to include
only receipts for reception service provided of broadcasted signals and should not
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Include receipts attributed to hwal origination, direct program services, auxiliary
services, and the like.

(6) There should be no exemption of copyright fees for any system based on
the ownership and operathig entity being a towernitiental body or non - profit
organization, or because the system is a part of t hotel, motel, apartment or like
operation.

(7) Alt exemption or credit should be provided by way of an Incentive to
the development of cablecasting and local phgrant originations.

One possibility is an exemption from gross receipts in the maximum amount
of *50.600.00 for direct personnel and material costs incurred in such program
productions. Another is a credit against the copyright fees based on a percentage
of direct personnel and material costs Incurred in such program productions.

Senator McClellan, and Members of this Committee: Everyone believes that
the cable industry has a great potential for many new services for the people of
one nation. No one Is more certain of this than those of us who have nurtured
the industry to its present status.

'Co fulfill the many promises of cable, we of the cable industry are willing to
make a fair and reasonable accommodation on copyright for even off-the-air
reception! In my opinion, the copyright owners have been, and apparently still
are, unable to be properly concerned with the financial problems of oar industry;
we, therefore, earnestly request that your committee carefully study all of the
relevant circumstances, in order that your final determination will make it pos-
sible for our industry to have the financial stability to property develop our
capabilities for service for the people of our country.

[A fternoon session. .2:0:i o'clock, Wednesda'y. August 1, 197:31
Senator McCLELLAx. Tlw committee will collie to order.
Counsel, you may call the first witness for the afternoon session.
Mr. 13aEx:s-Ax. AIrv. Chairman, the first issue for the afternoon

session is the propOsed religious bl'oadeastilig exemption, which ap-
pears in section 11.2(c) of the bill. To facilitate the reading of the
record, I request that the text of 112(c) be printed at this point in
the record,

Senator McCLELLAx. Very well.
That may be done.
[The material referred to folio xs1

S. 1361
* * *

§112.- Limitations on exclusive rights: Ephemeral recordings
* * *

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not an in-
f ringement of copyright for a governmental body or other nonprofit
organization to make for distribution no more than one copy or phono-
record for each transmitting organization specified in clause (2) of
this subsection of a particular transmission program embodying a

l'ormance of a nondramatie musical work of a religious nature, or
of a sound recording. if

(1) there is no direct or indirect charge for making or dis-
tributing any such copies or phonorecords; and

(i).) none of such copies or phonorecords is used for any per-
formance other than a single transmission to the public by a trans-
mitting organization entitled to transmit to the public a perform-
ance of the work under a license or transfer of the copyright ;
and

(3) except for one copy or phonorecod that may be preserved
exclusively for archival imposes. the copieg or phonorecords are
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To the extent therefore that the National Religious Broadcasters
Association has circulated a nonlegal position which states in part
that "The Copyright Law of 1909 on which SESAC's claims are
based, does not refer at all to magnetic tapes since these did not come
into existence until much later," we submit that such a nonlegal posi-
tion is both misleading and inaccurate..

Proponents of 112(c) have also asserted that they are paying twice
for the same copyrighted music. We heard about, the. two tickets to
the one performance this !horning. They claim this since the copy-
right proprietor receives performance fees as well as mechanical re-
production fees.

It is clearly stated in copyright law that the right to mechanically
reproduce. is a distinctly separate right from the other rights granted
copyright owners. The issuance of a performance. right license does not
therefore, in and of itself, grant to the licensee the. right to mec.lian-
ically reproduce. Conversely, a license to mechanically reproduce does
not carry with it the right to perform the work.

Now, :qr. Chairman, I have submitted citations in my prepared
statement to support those statements.

Senator McCLF,r.nAx. Very well.
Mr. CiAxcort No. Further, the mechanical reproduction license is

issued to and the. fee paid by the program producer. The performance
of the program comes within the scope of the broadcaster's perform-
ance license agreement and is paid for by the broadcastersso that
you have two completely independent rights being paid for by two
completely independent people: one for the right for mechanical re-
production and the. other for the right to perform.

It is therefore. somewhat misleading for the proponents of 112(e)
to allege that. they are paying twice. for the same music.

With regard to the structure of 112(c) itself, we submit that it is
unclear, ambiguous. and will, if enacted, be the cause of extended
litigation. Section 112(c) exempts a work of a religious nature.. The
term "work of a religious nature" is of extraordinary breadth. There
is no definition in the statute of such a term- and indeed it may very
well be impossible to come up with a meaningful definition.

Must a song refer to God or a supernatural being to be of a re-
ligious nature.? Can a composition extolling the virtues of nature be
considered a religious composition? A. theme which simply fosters the
concept of clean living and moral value., can this be a work of a
religious nature?

It would seem that. whether a musical work is of a religious nature
in many instances will be, not in the. eyes of the beholder, but most
certainly, in the ears of ihp listener.

Further, subsection (t eefers to a "musical work of a religious
nature or of a sound recording." It would therefore appear to apply
to any sound recording which meets the subsequent conditions of the
section regardless of whether or not the musical work is of a religious
nature. Again. the. lack of prior study and analysis is evident.

I am rather certain that this subeommittee does not intend to apply
112(c) to all musical compositions regardless of nature. This I have
gathered from the announcement of the copyright office and intro-
ductory remarks of the chairman when S. 644 was introduced in 1971,
and which referred to works of a religious nature.
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Finally, there is no definition of the term "transmitting organiza-
tion." There are definitions of "transmission program" and "transmit"
but not for a "transmitting organization." Query : does it include a
satellite? Is it limited only to radio and television stations? These
are all questions that are left open.

These are the criticisms of the structure, of 112(c), which I hope
will become immaterial when this subcommittee has fully evaluated the
issues involved and has deleted the section in its entirety. There is
absolutely no justification for this section 112(c) exemption from
copyright infringement which in effect treats the creator of religious
works as a second -class citizen.

One who creates a religious copyright and desires to live from th©
profits gained therefrom has the same expenses as one who crates a
nonreligious copyright. He must pay the same amount for a loaf of
bread or a bottle of milk.

Why then the distinction in allowing the author of a nonreligious
work a broader earning base than the creator of a religious copyright?
Why allow a program producer to distribute 4,000 copies of taped
programs to broadcasters throughout the country, that is one to each
broadcaster, without payment being made to those creators whose
religious music is being used

With Public Law 92-140, this Congress in 1971 has expanded the
area of copyright protection, as it relates to the right to reproduce
sound recordings, when it passed what is commonly referred to as the
antipiracy legislation. The protection accrues to the benefit of the
company that owns the physical sound recording itself and guards
against its unauthorized duplication. It covers all sound recordings,
not just sound recordings of works of a nonreligious nature.

It does seem somewhat incongruous and unjust to extend such a
right to a person other than the author in sound recordings of a reli-
gious nature while at the same time enacting 112(c) which would limit
the author's right to mechanically reproduce the work if it be of a
religions nature.

We agree with the antipiracy legislation. In fact, as chairman of
committee 301 of the American Bar Association, I had the pleasure
of sponsoring a resolution which was ultimately passecl by the Amer-
ican Bar Association in favor of such an extension of copyright.

I can only hope that this subcommittee rill recognize the contradic-
tion and inconsistency of 112(c) which would limit, dilute, and erode
the copyright proprietor's rights. Again, why should the author of a
religious work be treated as a second-class citizen?

As a member of committee 304 of the ABA, I would like to advise
the subcommittee that. committee 304 has passed the following resolu-
tion which it will submit to the American Bar Association at its an-
rural meeting in Washington next week:

Rcsolred, That the section of Patent. Trademark and Copyright Law opposes in
principle any statutory limitation which would exempt front infringement the
making by a non-profit organization of recordings of broadcast programs con-
taining non-dramatic musical works of a religious nature for use in a single
broadcast by a licensed broadcaster.

Senator 3Icer,Emts. Your time has expired, but you may continue
for a couple of minutes.

Mr. CIAXCIMINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Specifically. the section of patent, trademark, and copyright law
opposes in its entirety section 112(e) of S. 1361.

I ant pleased to report that on July II, 1913, in Chicago, the above
resolution was approved by the council the patent, trademark, and
copyright law section subject to ratihicat ion by the section at the
animal meeting. Once approved by council, it is fair to say that it is
virtually assured of passage as an A BA resolution next week.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit as part of my written state-
ment letters from 23 outstanding publishers of gospel and sacred music
asking this subcommittee to delete section 112 (c). I would also like
to take a few moments at this time to read the following brief letters,
some in part endorsing our posit ion.

Senator McCLELLAs. Would you not like to have those letters printed
in the record, or excerpts?

Mr. CIANC1MINO. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would, however, like to read
brief excerpts from them at this time.

"From the Harry Fox Agency, we agree with the positions of SESAC that
inclusion of Section 112(cl of S. 1361 would be detrimental and contrary to the
legitimate interests of publishers and others," Albert Burman.

From the National Music Publishers Association, and again, these
are publishers that go far beyond the scope of religious music, Mr.
Chairman.

"The National Music Publishers Association agrees with the position taken by
SECAC concerning Section 112(e) of S. 1361." Leonard Feist.

From the Music Publishers Association:
At a board meeting of this association on April, the following resolution waspassed unanimously,
"Resolved that MPA supports the SESAC in its efforts to eliminate the proposed

exemption for the making of copies of tapes of religious broadcasters."
From the Church Music Publishers Association:
This letter is to certify that the Church Music Publishers Association proudly

endorses the position of Mr. Albert F. Ciancimino on the total deletion of Section112(c) of the bill, S. 1361.
From BMI :
Although the supporters of proposed Section 112(c) are undoubtedly well in-

tentioned, it is relatively apparent that they have not studied the existing copy-
right law, its history or the proposed revision in its entirety. Clearly, there is no
justidea Don for the imposition of those limitations contained In Section 112(c)Edward Cramer,

From ASCAP:
have been authorized by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and

Publishers on behalf of its members, who advise you that they join the writers
and publishers of religious works that you represent in opposing enactment of
Section 112(c) of S. 1361.Ilerman Finkelstein.

From the American Guild of Authors and Composers:
Together with the members of the music industry, we have sought to have

enacted a revision of the existing copyright act, which would expand the benefits
of copyright act, which would expand the benefits of copyright protection to our
3,006 members. It Is for this reason that we wish to record our opposition to
Section 112(c) of S. 1301, and to associate ourselves with the remarks of Mr.
Albert F. Cianchninoby Mr. Ervin Drake.

Senator McCLEmAN. Can you place the rest of it in the record ?
Mt. CIANCIMINO. There's one more, Mr. Chairman.
Senator McCLELLAN. All right.
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INfr. CiAxcimixo. Front the International Gospel Publishers
Association:

As attorney for the International Gospel Publishers Association, I wish to
to on record on behalf of the association as being emphatically opposed to any
copyright provision granting religious lornideasters any exemptions for the
paying of performance or mechanical rights pursuant to the Copyright Act of
the United States.

Specifically, NVe tire Opposed to the proposed copyright amendments contained
In Senate bill C-14, and 112(c)Mr. David Ludwig.

In conclusion, My. Chairman, I ask this subcommittee to consider
and weigh the practical necessities for such an exemption against the
far-reaching and negative effects which it will have, not only on
trade industry practice as it currently exists, but on the unwarranted
dilution of the rights originally granted to the copyright proprietor
by Congress in 1900,

Only by allowing the copyright proprietor of religions works
equal rights and an equal opportunity to earn a living, will we con-
tinue to enjoy the kind of music which has contributed to and hope-
fully will continue to contribute to the moral fiber of our great
country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MuCLELLAx. I just want to ask you one question. I want to

see if I can focus very sharply upon the issue here by this illustration.
Reverend Billy Graham, an internationally known minister, holds

many meetings where his sermon, in fact, the whole service is re-
corded. In such ti service, no doubt they do sing hymns, that are copy-
righted, play music that is copyrighted; is that correct ?

Mr. CIANcimIxo. Y.es, they (lo.
Senator McCLELL.tx. Now, what you are objecting to is or what

you are insisting upon is that if a recording is made at the time of the
original program and that recording is sent to, another station later
to be replayed and rebroadcast, then if I understand you, you say that
t he composer. or proprietor of a song that may have been sung in that
service is entitled to a copyright fee.

Mr. CiAscimixo. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. In fact what hap-
pens is Mr. Graham will syndicate programs in which he is using
copyrighted music to many stations.

Senator McCrELLAx. Now, does he pay a copyright fee on it orig-
inally when they are singing it ? He is holding a service here and they
sing "Rock of Ages" or something, which is copyrighted, at that time is
a copyright fee earned, or is it payable!

Mr. CiAxcimixo. Here, Mr. Chairman. we are speaking of a per-
formance fee for the initial performance of the work.

Senator McCra.:11.Ax. That's right. Initially, in the service, they
sing a .song that has been sold and is copyrighted ?

Now, no copyright fee attachments are legally levied against that if
he sings from a book that is copyrighted ?

Mr. CIA NI'Dfixo. In the performance there. Mr. Chairman, there is a
for-profit limitation; in other words, a public performance has to be
for profit. as specified in the copyright law.

Senator McCial,t..xx. They take up a collection sometime.
Mr. C'I.axc iMIxo. That is very true, and they charge admission many

times. It depends on the preacher involved. Whether or not it is for
profit, of course, is many times questionable. And it is our position as a
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performing rights organizat ion that if they are paying for their musi-
cal accompaniment and for the stadium and for whatever other mate-
rial they need to put on that performance; then it is a performance
for profit.

Senator McCta:i.i.AN. Now, let Me see if I can get this so I can under-
stand this, at least. Billy i-raliam collies to Washington, l).('., goes out
here in the stadium and puts on it series of meetings, nt which they
sing religious hymns. hymns that are copyrighted. It is performed
and it is all recorded.

Now, does lie have to pay any copyright fee ? Does any fee attach
Mr. CIA NI '1M I No. % e would contend that a fee would attach in that

situation.
Senator McCLEr.L.tx, I f it does attach: then you also contend that

if a recording of that is subsequently sent to a broadcasting station and
it uses it. that a further fee would attach,

Mr. CLA NCI M LSO. 'that would be a mechanical reproduction fee.
Senator IcCr.1:1.1,..y. That would be a mechanical reproduction fee?

CiAxciNttNo..That's right.
Senator MCCLELLAN . Now, if a cable system picks it up somewhere,

would it be entitled to another copyright tee for that?
Mr. CIA NCI MI NO. Let ine use the example-
Senator McCtxti,.% N. I ant asking. You are contending this.
Now. I want to know what this ail means. Do you contend then that

the cable system \mild also have to pay another copyright fee ?
Mr. CiAscimiso. That Nvould be true. and if it broadcaster picked

if up and broadcast it. they would also pay a performance fee; anyone
who performs the work for profit. 1dietlier it be the original singer
or whether it be the broadcaster or the cable operator.

Senator McCLELLAN. But, first, as I understand yon. Billy Graham,
or whoever gave the performance when they sang this song that is
copyrighted: first. he would owe a copyright fee to the author of that
music.

Is that right?
Mr. CtA vcimi No. Yes. Mr. Chairman. M. order to be clear on the

matter. whether or not be himself would pay the fee, that would not
necessarily be so. Many times t he stadium within which-

Senator MCCLELLAN. Would it be so, or would it not
Mr. CIANctmiso. It would not be so.
Senator McCirtA.AN... Why ?
Mr. CIAN.couNo. The stadium in which he is performing would

carry with it a blanket lierformance license to perform any works
t hat he wmild present within its confines.

Senator Mtri.ELLAN. Suppose they're holding it out in the cow
pasture?

Mr. 'IANct m N Then be would pay a fee.
Senator McCLELLAx. Then he would owe a fee. If they held it in a

church. then he would owe a fee.
Mr. CJANUIMINO. I f it were for profit, yes.
Senator NIcri.fILLAs. Unless the church secured a blanket license

depending on the songs that were suing. would he owe a fee ?
Mr. CrAsctmiso. It would be a question of whether or not it would

Ix. for profit, if it were done in a church.
Senator McCLELLAs. So that could be three copyright fees: first,

the original service: second, the broadcaster of it again, or the re-
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broadcast of it again by some other station: and third, by the cable
system that. picked it up and distributed it to n community.

Mr. CIANCIMI NO. That is correct, and it. is not at all unusual, nor
is it. terribly surprising. This happens quite often in today's music
world.

Take for example, your football games, which have half time
entertainment. The band performing that. imisic secures a license or
the stadium in which it is played has a license. If it is picked up by
a network and broadcast over the facilities of the airways, then that
network or the station receiving it has to have it license.

Senator McCLELLAN. I am not arguing. I am just trying for the
moi neat, to get the facts.

Mr. Ci.o.-corixo. Yes.
Senator McCLELL.N.s. Are you now undertaking to collect. such fees?
Mr. Ctvxc 131 I NO. Yes, we are.
Senator McCrxi.L.NN-. Ifave you met wit h any success?
Mr. CiAxcimiNo. I am directing my remarks, Mr. Chairman, spe-

citioally to the 112(e) issue, which is the right, to mechanically repro-
duce. And we have licensed many of the program producers of re-
ligions progranis.

Senator NIret.w.vx. I am just trving to find out if the exemption
provided for or proposed rather in this bill if it pretty much ratifies a
practice that leis been followed or if we are changing what has been
the practice heretofore by this proposed legislation.

Mr. CiAxci mi so. I would submit, Mr. Chairman. that it would be
a radical change. It would be an erosion of it right, that, has existed
since 1909.-

And secondly, it would affect an actual trade practice where we do
license the program producers of religious programs that syndicate
these programs, and in many instances to 0n and 300 stations. So that
there would he an actual impact on the trade industry practice today,
and it would deny to the creator of religious copyrights a source of
income, which does exist today.

Senator McCLEtrAN. Well, I think I have seen instancesI am
su' I havewhere I saw 'Billy Graham live, his service live, and
thereafter, I have seen rebroadcasts at other times. I have seen rebroad-
casts of services in which, as we say, religions hymns were sung. And
I am sure they wcre copyrighted.

Now, have you been able to collect anything on those rebroadcasts
so far ?

Mr. CIANTIMINn. Front the station, Mr. Chairman ?
Senator McCrEt.t..sx. Yes.
Mr. Ci.swiMINO. Yes. The station is covered, again, by a blanket

performance license. And there is case law that has held that a pro-
gram. a sustaining program whether it be of a religions nature or of
a civic nature, does contribute overall to the commercial quality of
the station; and therefore, any sustaining program of that type, a
religious program, would be considered--

Sonatoi Welt, you are losing money now, And where
would he the change if voil are now collecting from theta?

Mr. Ct.o.-cimixo. I think, Mr. Chairman. there may be some confu-
sion between the performing rights and the mechanical reproduction
rights, or the right to record. 'The performing right area would remain
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unaffected. The broadcasters would still be responsible for the per-
formance of these programs. The arenas would still be responsible for
the performance of this kind of music.

The changes would be in the right to mechanically reproduce, the
work by program producers, somebody who puts together a program
of a religions nature or of a nonreligious nature, but uses religious
music in that program. As of now, they must pay a mechanical re-
production fee. 112(e) would say no, there would be an exemption,
and that. producers can make 4,000 copies of that program even if it
be not of a religious nature, but containing religious music and can
distribute,000 copies free without the author, composer, or publisher
of that mitsic receiving any royaltieOvhatsoever.

And thi:q is what we feel is unjust,
Senator McCLELLAN. That. is whatJ am trying to do. Just get the

facts in the. record. I 'wasn't trying to argue with you.
Mr. CIACIMINT). No. I'm just trying to clarify the rights, Mr.

Chairmatt:' In one area, it would rematn unaffected, in the performing
rights area. But it would affect- thejnechanical reproduction rights
area.

Senator McCumAx. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ciancimino follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALBERT F. CIANCIMINO, COUNSEL FOR SESAC, INC.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, in the relatively short time allotted,
1 shall try to summarize the reasons supporting our position that Section 112(c)
of S 1361 should be totally deleted.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

With regard to the legislative history of S 112(c), it first appears on the scene
as late as February S, 1971 with the introduction of S 644 by the Chairman of
this Sub-Committee. It was not included in any prior legislation nor was it the
subject of any study by the Copyright Office nor any other governmental or non-
governmental body, nor to my knowledge was such a provision ever contemplated
by any legislative or administrative body mail shortly before February 8, 1971,

The announcement from the Copyright Mice relating to the introduction of S
644 in the 92nd Congress in 1071 describes the differences between S 644 in the
92nd Congrms, and S 543 in the 91st Congress as "technical amendments and a
few minor additions of substantive detail." One of the "few minor additions of
substantive detail" was the insertion in Section 112 of the new Sub-Section (c),
which has now been carried over to the current S 1361:

Just about every significant section of S 1361 has been the subject of intense
study and analysis. Sot so with 112(c). La and behold, in 1971 without any prior
notice or knowledge on the part of those representing the interests of copyrigt-
proprietors of music, it sprang Into existence and became part of the copyright
revision bill. Prior to today. there has never been any testimony at any prior
hearings concerning the merits or pit-falls of this Sub-Section. 1 therefore urge
this Sub-Committee to weigh carefully the following reasons why 112(c) should
not he enacted into law.

NO PRIOR PRECEDENT IN MECILNICAL RIGHTS AREA

Section 112(c) would exempt from infringement the making by a non -profit
organization of no more than one copy or phono record of broadcast programs
containing non-dramatic musical works of a religious nature for use in a single
broadcast by a licensed broadcaster. In short, it places a limitation upon the copy-
right proprietor's right to mechanically reproduce the work, which to my knowl-
edge, does not appear in prior case law or statute. There is no precedent for
limiting the creator's rights in the area of mechanical reproduction of his work
just because of the type of work he erea tes,
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The curreot copyright law in tiection I(e) clearly graots to the copyright pro.
prietor the exclusive right to make "... any form of record in which the thought.
of an author may be recorded, and from which It may be read or reproduced."
To the extent that Seetiou 1(e) may limit this broad and exclusive grant, It doesso in terms of securing the ".. . copyright controlling the parts of instruments
serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work .", awl, finally, Section1(e) refers to extending to the copyright proprietor copyright ". . . control tosuch tneelwanieal reprodOctions . . ." Several thing) ale immediately clear from
this language. Firstly, there was no intention on the part of Congress at the time
Section 1(e) was enacted to ht any way limit the copyright proprietor's right in
the form of recording because of the type of work which the copyright proprietor
creates, e.g., a religious work.

Secondly,, -there was no intention on the part of Congress to limit the author's
rights to certain kinds of recording, since the statute states any form of record-ing" and the are not words of limitation but rather words of all inclusive-
ness. It would clearly refer to not only phone-record, but also any type of magnetic
tape or other reproduction of the musical composition. To the extent thereforethat the Sational Religious Broadcasters has circulated it non-legal positionwhich states in part that "The copyright Law of 1909 on which SESAC's claims
are based, does not refer at all to magnetic tapes since these did not come intoexistence until much later," we submit that such a non-legal position is bothmisleading and inaccurate.

IIIGIIT TO AIECIIVNICALLY 11E.P1101VCCE PISIINGVISIIED 'FROM 0111ER SIGHTS

Proponents of 112(e) have also asserted that they are paying twice for the
same copyrighted music, since the copyright proprietor receives performancefees as well as mechanical reproduction tees. It is clearly stated in Copyright
Law that the tight to mechanically reproduce is a distinctly separate right from
the other rights granted copyright owners (M, IVitinark & Sons v. Jensen. SOF. Sapp. S-13 anon, 194)..t. The issuance of a performance rights license does
not therefore, in and of Itself, grant to the licensee the right to mechanicallyreproduce (Foreign & iotne.st le Music Corp, v, Livid 199 R. 2nd 027, 2nd Cir.
1952). Conversely, a license to mechanieally reproduce does not carry with itthe right to perform the work (Fatuous Music Corp. v. Melz 28 F. Stipp. 767
WI) La. 1939).

Further. the mechanical reproduction license is issued to and the fee mid bythe ctrogratu producer. The performance of the program comes within the scope
of the broadcaster's performance license agreement and is paid for by thebroadcaster. It is therefore somewhat misleading for the proponents of 112(e)
to allege I fiat they are paying twice for the same tousle.

POTENTIAL LITIG.MON

With regard to the structure of 112(c) itself. we submit that it is unclear,
ambiguous, and will. If enacted, be the cause of extended litigation. Section 112(c)
exempts a work of a religious nature. The term "work of a religious nature" is
of extraordinary breadth. There is no definition in the statute of sae)) a termand indeed it nuty very well he iatpossibhe to come up with a definition. Must a
song refer to Clod or a supernatural being to he of a religions nature? Can
comia+sition extolling the virtues of nature be considered a religions composition?
A theme which simply fosters the comalit of clean living and moral value, canthis be a work of a religious nature? It would seem that whether a musical work
is of a religions nature in many Instances will be, not in the eyes of the beholder.
but most certainly, In the ears of the listener.

Farther. sob-sectim (e) refers to a 'musical work of a religions nature or of asound recording ;', it would therefore appear to apply to any sound recording
which meets the subsequent conditions of the section regardless of whether or
not the musical work is of a religious natore. Again. the lack of prior study and
analysis it evident. I ant rather certain that this Sub-Counolftee does not intendto apply 112(e) to all eanstcat compositions regardless of nature. This I have
gathered front the announcement of the copyright office and introductory remarks
of the Chairman when S.1114 was introduced in 1971, which referred to works ofa nilgions nature.

Finally, there is no deflnitimi of the term "transmitting organization". There
are definitions of "transmission program" and "transmit" but not for a "trans-mitting organization".
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sne(e.xteti,ASS cITIZEN

The above are erlticistits of the structure of 112te1 which I hope will become
Immaterial Irliett this Sub-committee has fully evaluated the Issues involved,
and has deleted II2ke) in its entirety. There is absolutely no justification for
this 112(c) exempt copyright infringement which in effect treats the
creator of religiou works as a secoulbehiss (Bizi t'. tine who. creates a religious
copyright and desires to live from the Profits gained therefrom has the same
expmIses as one who creates a nonridlgimis copyright. lie intr-it pay the same
amount for a loaf of bread or it bottle of milk. iVity then the distinction in allow-
ing the author of a amp-religious work 0 broader earning base then the creator
of a religious copyright? Why allov a program {producer to distribute
copies of taped programs to broadcasters throughout the country without pay-
ment being made to those creators whose religious tousle is being used?

With Public law No. 93-1.10, this Congress in Bat has expanded the area
of copyright protection as It relates to the right to reproduce sound recordings
when it {passed what is commonly referred to as the Anti-M.44%V legislation. The
protection accrues to the benefit of the company that owns the Physical sound
recording itself and guards against Its unauthorized duplication. It covers oil
sound recordings and not just sound recordings of works of a non-religious
nature. It does :4'4111 soluewhat Incongruous and unjust to extend such a right
to a person other than the author in sound recordings of a religious nature while
at the saint. time Cflacting 112(c) which would Molt the author's right to
mechanically reproduce the work if it be of a religions nature. We agree with
the anti-piracy legislation. In fart, as Cbalrman of Committee 301 of the Ameri-
can Bar Association, I had the pleasnre of sponsoring a resolution which was
ultimately passed by the ABA in favor of such an extension of copyright, I can
only hope that this 81111-Conintittee will recognize the contradiction and incon-
sistency of 112(e) which would lindt, dilute and ermhe the copyright proprietor's
rights. Again, why, should the author of it religions work be treated as a second -
class citizen? ..

r.stioasEmr:sts

As a member of Committee 301 of the ABA, I would like to advise the Sub
Committee that Committee 30 has passed tin' followlug resolution which It will
submit to the ABA at its annual meeting In Washington next week:

"Resolve, That the section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law opposes
in {Principle any statutory limitation which would exempt front Infringement
the making by a non-profit organization of recordings of broadcast {Programs
containing non-dramatic musical works of a religions nature for use Inn single
broadcast by a Iteensedbromicaster.

the Section of Patent. Trademark and Copyright I.n opposes
in its entirety Section 112(c) of S 1361. Welelian..93rd Congress, First Session."

As part of the discussion on this resolution, the Committee felt that in order
to continue to foster and »onrish writers of gospel, religions and sacred works,
Congress should not create a harrier to such creators' earnings In the area of

repropmetion rights. I ant pleased to report that on Tuesday. :July 17,
1073 Iri Chicago, the above resolution was approved by the Counsel of the
l'atent, Tradeinark and Copyright Law Section subject to ratification by the
Section at the annual meeting. Once approved by Counsel it is fair to say that it
is virtually assured of passage as ant ABA resolution next week.

'Nit. Chairtuan..1 wonlii like to submit as part of my written statement letters
front 23 outstamling publishers of gospel and :::ierea tousle asking this sub-
Committee to delete Section 112(el. 1 woold also like to take a few moments,
at this time to read the following brief letters endorsing our position,

in conclusion. I ask this Sub-Committee to consider and weigh the {practical
necessities for such art exemption against the far-ranging and negative effects
which it will have, not only on trade industry practice as it currently exists,
hut on the unwarranted dilution of the rights ortginall,y granted to the copyright
proprietor br Congress in 1900. Only by allowing the copyright proprietor of
religious works equal rights and an equal opportnnity to earn o living, will we
continue to enjoy the kind of tousle which bas omtribuled to and hopefully will
continue to contribute to the moral fiber of our great country.

Thank you.
SESAC, INC.
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Nt,t YoRK, N.Y., :influx! 13, 1973.
THOMAS C. BRENNAN,
Chief Coun8c1,
Old cmatt' 011icc Building,
Wmil,ingtim,

DEAR TON!: luny recall that Senator McClellan asked Inc to submit the
let'-cfs of support which. 1 read from ;is part of it presentation on August 1st.
.May I enclosed copies of said letters for inclusion in the Itevord. If you need
additional collies, please let toe know.

Sincerely,
.1.11F:It1' F. CI.tSCINI iso, COnysel,

HARRY Fox AcExcv, INc.,
New York, N.Y., July 29, 1973.

ALBERr Ct.s.:scimsNo, Esq.,
sesoe, Inc., Neu- York, N. .

DEAR MR, ciANcimixo: We agny with the position taken by Besse that inclu-
sion of Section 112101 in S. 13ti1 would be detrimental and contrary to the legiti-
mate interests of publishers and authors.

Sincerely,
ALBERT BERMAN.

Nvitosm. Music Pent.tsinats' .1.ssot !sc..
New York. N. Y., fury 29, 197.1.

ALBERT F. ('IASLINIINO,
Selae, Inc., A'eu- York, N.Y.

1)F.Att Mk. PIANCI I.S0 The National .11tisic Publishers' Association agrees with
the position taken by Sesac concerning Section 1121c1 of S. 13111.

NVe have read your statement to be presented before the Senate Sub-Commit-
tee on Patents. Trademarks and copyrights ilia .111glist 1 197:i
111CatISt, of the necessary brevity of the statement, other significant and relevant
material has not liven included. Therefore, we shalt ask permission of the Sub-
Committee to submit a statement dealing with certain additional Important
points amt pruldems involved.

Sincerely,
1.Eo N ARP FEIst.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS ASliOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
New 1*(,rk, N.Y., April 17, 1973.

Mr. ALBERT CIANCINIINO,
8C,10C, Inc
The York, N. I'.

DEAR AL: At a Board Meeting of this association on April 11, the following reso-
lution was passed unanimously :

"Resqrcd. That M1'A snpports NESAC in its efforts to eliminate the proposed
exemption for the making of copies of tapes of religious broadcasts."

Wiluld you kindly keep me up-to-date as to your efforts and also send till' copies
of any statements or documentation relating to your efforts which may be
available.

For your information enclosed is a statement .1 submitted respecting Section
105(d).

Kindest regards,
Sincerely.

PHILIP H. WATTESBERO.

Mrstc Associmos,
July 2.i, 1973.

Mr. ALBERT F. CIANCIMINO,
Seae,
New, York. N.Y.

EAR MR. CIANCIMINO: tills letter is to certify that the Church Music Pub-
lishers Association heartily endorses the position of Mr. Albert F. Ciancindno
on the total deletion of Section 1121' of the BM SEIGI.

Cordially yours,
STEVEN R. LORE V2, PreRii/(111.
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ItnoAncAs r Music Ixe.,
21.ea, York, N.Y., JOY 1973.

ALBERI F. CIANcistrvo, Esq.,
Sczoto foe.,

York, N.Y.
DEAR AL: Although the supporters of proposed section 11'2tct are undoubtedly

well-intentioned, it is readily appare'A that they have not studied the existing
Copyright Law. its history. or the proposed revision in its entirety. Clearly, there
is no justification for the imposition of those limitations contained in Section
112(c).

Sincerely. EI)"..,,,t) M. (IRA,'

A NI 1,Ft , soCIFTV 111: I 'Ott AcItions Prnmstrxns,
New York, N.Y., Jury 25, 1073.

ALBERT F. CtAscistrso, Esq.,
Sesue.
Sew York, NI.

DEAR Mn. t:IANcINIINO: I have liven authorized by the American Society of
Connoosers, Authors and Publishers on behalf of its menibers to advise you that
they Join the writers and publishers of religious works whom you represent in
opposing ennrttnent of § 112(e) of 8: I361.

That provision, if enacted, would create a new exemption previously unknown
hi the copyright law, It would exempt the unauthorized manufacture and dis-
tribution of recordings of performances of works of a religious nature for use by
organizations having a license to perform the work. Organizations such as
ASCAP make their e::tire repertory available at very little cost to organizations
that have very little counnercial income. If these perfortnance licenses must
carry with them an involuntary recording license with respect to works of a
religious nature. it would be necessary to increase the performance license. fees
to make up for an invasion of the recording right. Thus, one who Is not inter-
ested in obtaining recording rights would have to pay for a privilege desired by
someone else. This is contrary to the entire spirit of the copyright law which
expressly provides for a separation of rights. It would be contrary to the public
interest because the public would suffer by discouraging writers and publishers
of religious works from waking those works generally available at modest rates.
There :carer. for exempting risonrding matilif.nztureis merely because they
do not seek a profit. They pay for electricity. telephones and other services;
they certainly should pay the composers of religious works.

In sum, It is submitted that enactment of :112(e) would be contrary to the
public interest as set forth in the ('onstitution, which empowers Congress to prQ-
mote that interest ly securing to authors the exelusive right to their writings
(U.S. Cons., Art. I, §8). To the extent that compulsory recording licenses are
believed appropriate, there is ample safeguard in Section 115 of S. VAIL That
provides for a nominal payment with respect to works of which phonorecords
have been distributed to the public under the authority of the copyright owner.
No further invasion of the authors' exclusive rights should be permitted.

Sincerely,
IIERMAX

General Counsel.

IIARRsom.E. LEAVER, (Alt.ta:Itr & FRANK.
No.ghri71c, 'Tenn., .!!fill 07.3.

lie Senate hearings of August 1. 1973National religious broadcasters copy-
right exemption.

Mr. AT, CIANCtJtINO,
Scsac. Inc., Noe York, N.Y.

DRAlt ;11.: .1s attorney for the International dispel Music Publishers Associa-
tion, I wish to go on record on behalf of the .Association as being emphatically
opposed to any copyright revision granting religious broadcasters any exemp-
tion from the paying of performance or mechanical rights 'pursuant to the Copy-
right At of the Untied States. Specifically. we are opposed to the proposed copy-
right amendments contained in Senate Bill ro14. 0:112-11 arid 112-1'.

Please find enclosed a resolution adopted by the International Gospel Mush.
Publishers Association in .January of P173. Also please tind enclosed at listing of
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the memberAlp and sympathizers of the Association, representing substantially
every aspect of gospel aml saered litilsk Industry throughont the United States.

The approach of the National Religious Broadcasters Is an unwarrailled at-
tack upon the copyright citadel of the United States. wholly unjustifiable, with-
out merit, and an erosion of the property rights of copyright holders.

Very truly yours,
It Dxvin

RES0LUTION OF INTERNATIONAL. GOSPEL MI-Str AsSOCIATION
OPPOSINO PROPOSED § 112B AND § 112C, .totr:NDMENTs 1'0 Com-moire Aca.

'Whereas an amendment to the Copyright Act has been proposed in Senate
Pill Stilt § 1 211 and 112e. which seeks to grant to the "Government" and
non-profit organizations an exemption from imyment of fees for mechanical
reproduction of "sacred" musical works: and

11'liereas International Gospel Mnsie Publishers' Association consists of
publishers of musical works of gospel and sacred nature devoted to the dissemi-
nation of religious messages; and such 'publishers have a duty to protect the
copyrights on such musleal works for the benefit of the eomposers against
infringement of copyrights and to collect from all users of such works the
fees required by the repleral Copyright Act for mechanical reproduction of such
copyrighted work- and to pay the composers their prorata shares of such fees;
and

Whereas such musical Works, constitute literdlr.' property protected IPD:lor
the Copyright Act by a requirement for payment of fees as compensation for
compulsory licensing of usage of such musical works for mechanical reproduc-
I MR thereof; and such statutory protection constitutes a valuable property
right of the conTosers and publishers of such copyrighted works; and

Whereas the propo:q41 statutory exemption from payment of fees for mechani-
cal reproductbai of such works by the -gilveruntent" and non-profit organiza-
tions would constitute an unconstitutional taking of valuable property rights
without condemnation proceedings and without clue process of law ; and

Whereas no reasonable basis exists for a special classification of "sacred"
musical works distinct from any other musical works; and

Whereas the proposed amendment exempting "sacred" musical works contains
no standard from which a determination may be made as to which noisier)]
works are elassifiell as "sacred" musical works; hence such statutory exemption
of "sacred" musical works is too indefinite and uncertain to constitute a valid
legislative eDa0thent and

Whereas the proposed amendment exempting "sacred" musical works contains
no definition of the nature or limitation of usage to be made by the "govern-
ment" or non-protit organizations in such mechanical reproductions of such
musical works and hence such statutory exemption is too indefinite and uncer-
tain to constitute a valid legislative enactment capable of any practical applica-
tion to any 40a rt icular Works or any certain usage by such mechanical reproduc-
tions: Now. therefore, it is hereby

Resoircil. That the Internation Gospel Music Ptildisiters' Association Is
opposed to the ;Adoption of such amendment to the revision of the Copyright
Act. and is specifically opposed to the adoption of § 11214 and 112C as contained
in Senate Bill S614 for the proposed revision of Copyright Act fnrowr

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution unanimously adopted at the meeting
of International Gospel Music Publishers' Association in Washington, D.C. on
January 39. 1973. be recorded as part of the minutes of said meeting: and

Resolved further, That copies of this resolution be mailed to the members of
the Subcommittee on Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights of the Judiciary
Committee of no, United States Senate, and to Thomas C. Brannan, Chief
Counsel. United States Senate, Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on
Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights, 'Washington. 20510, and to Miss
Barbara Ringer, Assistant Register of Copyrights, Copyright Office, The Library
of Congress. Washington. D.C. 20140.
Beasley and Barker, Iws Beasley, Pensacola, Florida.
Jolla T. Benson Pifidishing Co., John T. Benson If/. Nashville,
Mackwood-3farshnll Music, Inc., The Blackwood. Nashville. Tennessee.
Vedarwomi Mask. Publishing Co., Bill Denney, Nashville. Tennessee.
Eternal Musie Co., George Younce, Stow, Ohio.
Faith Music Co.. Don Butler. Atlanta, Georgia.
Gaither Music Co.. 13111 Gaither. Alexandria. Indiana.
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Hospel Quartet Musie Co., U. Sumner, Nashville, Tennessee.
Hamblen Music ('o.. Stuart ilain111(41, rtaVVrSill qty. California.
Harvestime, Henry Slaughter. Nashville, Tennessee.
Journey Music Co., Boy Conley. Ntadisonville, lientneky.
1.e1evre-Sing. Jimmy Jones.
Albert Brumley Co., Albert Brumley, P4,.., ii, Missouri.
lillenas Publishing Co., Albert Brumley, Powell, Missouri.
:Nlanna Music Co., Hal Spencer. North Hollywood, California.
Mark IV Music, lne.. Fred Daniel. Spartanburg, South Carolina.
Nashville gospel, Lou Hildreth, Nashville, Tennessee.
Rambo Music Co., Buck Rambo, Nashville, Tennessee.
Silverline Mush. Co,. [Mane Allen, Nashville, Tennessee.
Sings:Oration 1' .1 ifoudorrnit, °rand Hapl&. Michigan.
Ben Speer Music Co., Ben Speer, Nashville, Tentwssee.
Tennessee Music ttoll Printing Co.. Connor It. Hall, Cleveland, Tennessee.
Thrasher Bros., Jim Thrasher, Birmingham, Alabama.
Word, luc., Wily Bay Hearn.

Senator McCt.F:LLAN. Call the next witness.
Mr. itHENN 1S. The Nat ional Religious Broadcasters.
Dr. NELSON. Yes, my name is Wilbur E. Nelson. I live. in Long

Beach, Calif., and I am aceorerm;ed by Mr. John Millen, counsel for
National Religious Broadcasters, ;Ind Dr. Ben Armstrong, executive
secretary of National Religious Broadcasters.

Senator 11cCtELLAN. All right, Dr. Nelson, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF REV. DR. WILBUR E. NELSON, SECRETARY, NA-
TIONAL RELIGIOUS BROADCASTERS; ACCOMPANIED BY : JOHN H.
MILLEN, COUNSEL; AND DR. BEN ARMSTRONG, EXECUTIVE SEC-
RETARY, NATIONAL RELIGIOUS BROADCASTERS

Dr. NEt.soN. I am an ordained minister of the Evangelical Free
Church. I am the minister and director of the Morning Chapel Hour.
A ml incidentally, I am a composer of religious music under contract
Of Zondervan, an inspirational music publishing company.

I present this testimony as secretary of National Religious Broad-
casters and as chairman of its copyright committee. concerning sec-
tion 11;2(c) of S. 1361.

National Religious BroadcasteisNRB----is a nonprofit association
formed in 1914 in order to contribute to the improvement of religious
ilroadcasts. better to serve the public interest, and more effectively to
minister to the sniritnal welfare of this Nation. The association has
approximately ;150 members organizations distributed among the 50
States of the United States. the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.

The membership of National Religious Broadcasters consists of :
first. broadcast station licensees and their associates; second, perform-
ing artists and others related to broadcasting: and third, those. produc-
ing religious programs for broadcast stations. There are more than
-125 organizations. including those who are not NRB members, which
produce religious programs on a nonprofit basis for presentation on
a number of broadcast stations.

Additionally. it is conservatively estimated there are more than
1.:n0 pastors and rabbis having individual programs on local broad-
ast outlets.

Among the more widely known religious programs produced by
NRIi members for broadcasting are Billy Graham's Hour of Decision,
The Lutheran Hour, The Baptist Hour. Methodist How., Back to the
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those who do so for profit, whether large or s2nall. ligions iirogram
producers, however, clearly are not doing so for profit, but for the pur-
pose of using religious music for religious inspiration.

That the use made of religious music in a conventional -religious
broadcast is not for profit is demonstrated by the fact when the re-
corded program has l,201 broadcast, the tape is returned to the pro-
gram producer or the tlisc destroyed. Its contents then are erased
so that the tape may be utilized for subsequent broadcasts.

Copyright. owners can make no claim that the recordings are offered
for sale since the tapes for religious broadcasts are not sold. In fact,
the reverse takes place with the program producer paying the broad-
cast station to carry the program. or furnishing it without charge.

The present copyright exemption language of paragraph 112(c) is
Niro fully designed to cover only mochameal reproductions with limi-tations for nonprofit religious progra TINO program producer
mast be: first, a nonprofit Organization. or governnalitid body; sec-
ond, only one copy of the program can be distributed to the broadcast
or transmitting outlet ; third, the musical work is of a religious nature;
fourth. the program producer receives no direct or indirect compen-
sation for making or distributing such tape or recording; fifth, there
is tally a sinde transmission to the piddle by the broadcast station or
other transmitting organization having a license therefor; and sixth,
except. for one reserved for archival purposes, the tapes or rec-ords are destroyed within a year from the date of the public
transmission.

The responsible religions programers meet these criteria. and their
posit ion civil Ply justifies the proposed exemption.

,1r. Chairman, the position here stated is supported by a resolution
adopted by the National :Association of Evangelicals, representing
:aLltito churches at its convention in May 1973.

In conclusion, the proposed provisions of section 11:2(c) he
eijnally beneficial to Protestant. Catholic. And Jewish nonprofit. reli-
gtons program producers. There is a need to improve the, moral tone
and well-being of our Nation. Increased religious broadcasting for this
purpose is a definite need.

And we urge the enactment. in its present form of section 112(c)
of g.

Thank you.
Senator Afret.m.LA N. May I ask if demands have. been turtle upon

you in the past for copyright. fees?
I )r. NSON. )(VS, they have.
Senator MeCt.r,Av. When were these demands first initiated ?
Dr. Nr,t,sox. Well, in my own ease, about a year ago. .

Senator NIrCrxr,L.xx. Does section 112(e) in any way change. the
Pr:fig:CP and the custom that has prevailed In the past ?

Dr. NEsos. I think its adoption would continue the situation as
it is.

Se»ator liceELAN. That's what. I'm asking.
Does it legalize, finalize as the law, the custom that has prevailed

in the past with respect of rebroadcasting religious services?
Dr. NLsos. Yes, sir. I think it ratifies the principle that religious

music should he used for uvlig1011,S plapaSt,S without strictures of this
kind.

'2<1-3 4 I -- 73 aa
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Senator McCi.i.LLAx. Now, do I also understand that you want this
restricted under section 112(e) to nonprofit?

Dr. NELsoN. Well, that is a basic point, Mr. Chairman. That is the
basic point. We do not feel that we have any right to contest the
rights of copyright owners in cases where performances have any
measure of p relit, large or small.

Senator MeCLui.LAN. So this would only apply to those nonprofit
services?

Dr. NELSON. Yes, sir.
Senator McCum,LAN. Rebroadcast?
Well, thank you very much.
Mr. Mualc. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and may the written state-

ment for National. Religious Broadcasters be incorporated into the
record ?

Senator MuCLELLAN. Very well. It will be received and placed in the
record.

pile prepared statement of Rev. Dr. Wilbur E. Nelson follows;]

TESTIMONY or thy. DR. Witaua N. NELSON FOR NATIONAL RELIGIOUS BROADCASTERS

INTRODUCTION.

My name is Wilbur E. Nelson and I live in Long Beach, California. I am an
ordained Minister of the Evangelical Free Church and Minister and Director of
Morning Chapel Hour. I present this testimony as Secretary of National Religious
Boadeasters and Chairman of its Copyright Committee concerning Section
112(e) of S. 1301.

National Religious Broadcasters (NIIII) is a non-profit association formed in
101-1 in order to contribute to the improvement of religious broadcasts, better
serve the public interest, and more effectively minister to the spiritual welfare
of this nation. The association has approximately 550 member organizations
distributed among the 50 states of the United States, the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico. The membership of National Religious Broadcasters consists of
(1) broadcast station licensees and their associates, (2) performing artists and
others related to broadcasting, and (3) those producing religious programs for
broadcast stations. There are more than 425 organizations, including those who
are not N1113 members, that produce religious programs on a non-profit basis
for presentation on a number of broadcast stations. Additionally, it is conserva
Lively estimated there are more than 1,600 pastors and rabbis having individual
programs on local broadcast outlets.

Among the more widely known religious programs produced by NRB members
for broadcasting are Billy Graham's Hour of Decision, The Lutheran Hour, The
Baptist Hour, Methodist Hour, Back to the Bible (daily), Light and Life Hour
(Free Methodist), Revlvattlme (Assemblies of God), Morning Chapel Hour
(daily), Herald of Truth, and many, many others. Other religious programs utiliz-
ing religions music and haring extensive broadcast dissemination include the
Hour of .St. Francis, Ave Maria Hour, Sacred Heart Hour, The Protestant Hour,
Voice of Prophecy (Seventh Day Adventist), Lamp Unto My Feet (ecumenical),
jewisi, Dimension. The Eternal Light, and Jewish Community Hour.

These and practically all religious program producers are vitally concerned
that there be enacted the present provisions of Section 112(c) of the pending
S. 1361 for general revision of the Copyright Law clarifying the right of non-
profit organizations under certain circumstances to make for distribution to
licensed transmitting organizations phonorecordings of religious music for usage
in religious programs.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS

The religious music used in religious programs creates an appropriate devo-
tional mood as well as serves as a musical bridge between the spoken words
with the degree of usage of religions music varying from program to program.
The format for the various religious programs differs, of course, in degree, but
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the production and distribution principles are relatively uniform. The programs
are produced either on tape or disc for distributiou by mall of one copy only to
each broadcast station carrying the program. The programs then are broadcast
at the time and day agreed upon between the station and the program produced.
None of these programs is produced for profit by the religious program producers.
In fact, the religious program producer usually pays the broadcast station to
carry the program or furnishes the religious program without charge to the
broadcast outlet. The broadcast stations customarily have performance rights
licenses covering this religious music with ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC. NMI sup-
ports the rights of the copyright owners to compensation for performances of
religious music under these performance rights licenses with the broadcast out-
lets. NUB also supports the rights of the copyright owners to compensation for
mechanical reproductions of religious music made for sate or other profit.

THE NEED FOR THE MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION EXEMPTION FOR RELIGIOUS PROGR kNIS

There presently exists confusion and contradiction with respect to claims for
mechanical reproduction fees for musical works of a religious nature included
in religious programs produced by non -profit organizations for broadcasting pur-
poses. Religious program producers have reported no problems in this respect
with ASCAP or Bail. Only SESAC, according to frequeut reports, has pressured
certain of the religious program producers to make such payments. Further,
there is basic division in the ranks among Gospel or religious music publioLers
with some socking to assert mechanical reproduction claims and others consider-
ing that they are nut appropriate. iSee attached letters of March 21, 1973 from
Affiliated Music Enterprises and Interpublications, Inc.). We know of no court
decision directly On the point.

Primarily sacred music is written and published for the purpose of spiritual
ministry and religious inspiration. It is incorporated into religious broadcasts
who/1y apart from any intention or possibility of financial gain.

Any law requiring or leaving open the possibility that mechanical reproduction
fees be paid for such use could make this music too expensive in the average
religious broadcast since the financial resources of these program producers
are not adequate to accommodate such cost as documented by an NUB study.
In this study, National Religious Broadcasters conducted a Questionnaire Survey
among its membership in the Spring of 1973. The effect of the potential of un-
limited mechanical reproduction fees among these responding organizations
preponderantly ranged from (1) using only religious music in the public domain
with such disadvantage for the listening or viewing audience to (2) substantial
curtailment of the number of broadcast outlets used or (3) even total dis-
continuance of the religious program. Such a result would be a loss to all con-
cerned, the composer, publisher, broadcaster, and most importantly the listening
American publicsince it could place a substantial part of modern religious
music financially out of reach so far as religious broadcasting through use of
mechanical reproduction means is concerned.

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PROPOSED EXEMPTION

Responsible religious broadcasting is a non-profit activity, carried on as a
ministry no less viable than the worship services of a church or a synagogue.
Essentially the taping or recording of programs not for profit and for a Maple
relm8c is simply a means of producing such programs for convenience. It obviates
the necessity of releasing the program "live" utilizing the more expensive and
totally impractical method of telephone lines from the program producer to
the individual broadcast .stallops, a procedure which would be undeniably
exempt from any claim for media nleal reproduction fees.

It is common knowledge that religious program producers render a valuable
service to copyright owners by the very use of their music for such music is
given exceedingly broad exposure through radio and television presentations.
Many, if not most, programs featuring religious music hare accompanying ready-
made information sheets for the purpose of acquainting listeners requesting
details concerning such music including the author, composer, publisher, and
possible location where the music as records or sheet music may be purchased.
These informational sheets are of great assistance because of the high incidence
of requests for the data to the clear advantage of the copyright owner.

The proposed mechanical reproduction exemption would cause no measurable
injury to religious music copyright owners,- their publishers or agents. The
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creators of religious music deive their inedne primarily front publishing and
selling hymnals, gospel songbooks, and sheet music. This is supplemented by in-
onne front 1,erforming and synchonization rights licenses.

Moreover, only a small percentage of the repertoire of religious music is ever
broadcast. There is a tendency to emphasize the mush, that is or has been popular
so that a majority of the snags iii hymnals, songbm,ks, and sheet music
are never presented in tel programs on radio or television stations.

Nor van these religious music copyright owners really coinpialli that the pro- .
posed Section 112(c) In the Colyright deprives them of existing income. To
the best of our knowledge only a small handful of religious program producers
succumbed to SESAC's pressures for payment for tnedadval reproductions in
non-profit religions programs for broadcasting, and sonic of those have since
tsininated such Istyments. in short, the religious music copyright owners and
their asst tclates who have been financially sucessful without inechanieni reimi-
duction income from nonprofit religious programs, can make no claim for loss of
kiwi-one that they never really had.

In addition, mechanical reproduction fees for religious music in programs pro-
duced by mm-profit organ17,,ttions for broadcast stations could present substantial
practical problems. Nitwit of the music is not listed in catalogues of copyright
owners so that there woubi he at hied the burden of seeking to ascertain to whom
any such payments would be made.

copyright. legislation has rightly sought to prnIP( Copyright holders from
mechanical reproduction of their literary property by those who do so for profit
whether large or small. Re ligif all program producers. however, dearly are not
doing so for profit, but for the purpose of using religious music for religious
ins' d tit t ion.

That the use made of religious music in a conventional religious broadcast is
not for profit is demonstrated by the fact that when the recorded program has
been broadcast, the tape is adorned (or the disc destroyed) to the program pro-
ducer. Its contents then are erased so that the tape may he utilized for subsequent
broadcasts. Copyright owners can make no claim that the recordings are offered
for sale since the tapes for religious broadcasts are not sold. In fact, the reverse
takes place with the program producer paying the broadcast station to carry
the program, or furnishing it without charge.

The present copyright exemption language of Paragraph 112(e) Is carefully
designed to cover only mechanical reproductions with limitations for nonprofit
religious programming. The program producer must be (1) a nonprofit organiza-
tion (or. governmental body). (2) only one copy of the program can be distributed
to the broadcast or transmitting outlet, (A) the musical work is of a religious
nature. (4) the program produeer receives no direct or indirect compensation
for making, or distributing such tape or recording, (5) there Is only a single
transmission to the piddle by the broadcast station or other transmitting organiza-
tion have a license therefor, and (6) except for one copy reserved for archival
purposes the tapes or records are destroyed Within a year from the date of the
'labile transmission. The responsible religious programmers meet these criteria,
and their position clearly justifies the proposed exemption..

SCIVORTINO RESOLUTION OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EVANGELICAL:

A major church body. the National Association of Evangelicalswhich num
hers among its membership more than 211,000 churches of various denominations
in the ratted Stateson May 2, 1973 at its Thirty-First Annual Convention
adopted a Resolution supporting the provisions in Section 112(e) of S. 1361
relating to religious broadcasting by non-profit organizations and urging that
S. 13411 be so enacted. This Resolution of the National Association of Evangelicals
is attached to this Statement.

CONCLUSION

The ',reposed provisions of Section 112(c) will be etmally beneficial to Prot-
estant. Catholic and Jewish noun- profit religious program producers. Recent public
developments have demonstrated that more than ever before there Is a need to
improve the moral tone and well-being of our nation. Increased religions broad-
casting for this purpose is a definite need, and we urge the enactment in its present
form of Section 112(c) ef 8. 1:161 so that there will be encouraged rather than
durvas, d or clitilinatell Ike almond of religious programming for this purpose.
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.1111.1-1 Music Ex-it-Triu.srs,
Me/bourne, .11 ..' 1 , ,,r:-.l.

.11tNtslito:sci,
Julie Dircet6r, Natiouat 1?cligiou$ Brimolva4lers,
MattiIon, NJ.

1)Emi, 1)1t, .1.Rms1BONA): We are pleased to advise you that we do not fatruti to
chlirgc mechanical roYall les in commetion \\jib hires which :Ire sY m111'111111 bY
religious program producers.

Performance rights are licensed to the stations directly by BAIL No further
fees are reititl nett.

A srlicilotv of our :Initialed pliblistol's Is attut'heti,
Sincerely.

Lis-r l'curistiEns
Beazley. Samuel SOD
I teritluo t'roduct ions
lloo(1 News Broadcasting Association,

(,,sPei AtIvix'ateConiPanY,
I ;reerie. S. N.
tirtunl, 8. K.
l;ittIey, ami Marl
Happy Hearts Mash!
Keene, Hank, I a'.
K miser, Harper

JADASSMIN.

31tisie Co.
Sacred Music Foundation
Sanderson, D.
Sisk Music Company
Stainps-Baxter Musie fi Printing

(Lonumity
Tovey, Herbert
'Worship
1Vright, La Verne
Zondervan Music. Publishers

INTERrutattAiinNs, Ice'.,
31e1 loon rm.., Fla., .11011'11 21. 1

Dr. HEN .Nitsursimxo,
.reeu 1 i t! I 1 i reel or, A. el 1 ;tonal 1,,eligiwis itrolifh.firstc1.4,

.11 alli.vcm,

1i l 1)}s. loisTvom. : "Mechaiiiral" I Itecording) loyalties: In accordance
With onr present policy. there will be no eharge fon mechanical royalties of any
songs front our repertory included in the tapes of syndicated religious programs.

lie "Performance" IIlroadeastingI Ito.%alties; Our performance rights a Vt?
lion/14l :;;;,,10, BmI under whose Bcenses the radio stations may broadcast the
music of our associated cfplopalites vithout extra charge t a list of our publishers
is mados'ed I.

Sincerely,

I.tsr or 1.ma.tsitrits
A irlane Musk.
Wally Ambrose Music
Armstrong-Singh Pindkatiorisi
Ascending Sounds
Ith.hard 10. Baker Company
II. Elizabc(it Baraw
Brooks l'itristiatt Singers. Inc.
Chaplet Music Ciaiipany
Child Evangelism Fellowship, Inc.
Creative Sicred Music
Cresx4,talo Music Pith licatiotet', Inc.
Day & tiny Musk Co.
I:mil-Ray Music (..oittpatty
Edify Pablicat Ions
The 1.3es-until flour
\eil Enloe MilStl' CO.
Erit Music Company.
Fellowship Music
'ex Fletcher 11usie Corp,

Misshuts, Inc.
Illisainia House
Iioward Pub. of 1,oulsiana
IInffulau Publishing Co,
Interservice Music
Inipact Music Company

K. A. J.1nAssoiix.

.Lanz

.1 a yeariI Music
KiIpatrieti-Jaiiseti IIiiIc
LuKaau t'roductions

Mu-de
('o.

)iacatilay I'raluetions
1/arc-Lane I'roillictifais of Tentiesee
Ilorace I., lattltlin
Natimml 3111.,..1( Co.
New Horizons
Nat Dlson l'idications
Philadelphia Rook Ceiteerit
Pleasant Ridge Music
Postluilo Music l'ublications
Radiant Songs
Eddie Iteeci. l'rotisctions
It teltler
.111)141 It. Smiths
Ethel JI. Smith
Sound Associates

Productions
atizailt Viiiizatit

The t'oice of Salvation .31uste
11'ord of healing Music
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COPYRIGHT riAw AND RFALIGIOUS IltioAncAniso

Whereas there was Introduced on March 20, 1973 and is pending before the
Senate of the United States a Bill (8, 1301) for the general revision of the
Copyright Law, and

Whereas there is included in the Copyright Bill a provision (Section 112e)
clarifying the right of non-proflt organizations under certain circumstances to
make for distribution to licensed transmitting organimtions thonorevordIngs of
religious music, and

AVhereas payment of copyright fees for mechanical recordings of religious
music for transmission over broadcast outlets could impose financial demands
that would seriously curtail or possibly eliminate in some instances the presenta-
tion of religions programming, and

W'hereas the National Association of Evangelicals, whteh moollerq lynime its
membership more than 30,000 churches of various denominations in the United
States, considers that the state of the nation and of the world requires increased
rather than decreased religious broadcasting to improve the morale tone and
well -being of the nation ; Is:-)w, therefore

The National Assoelatbn of Evangelicals. at this 31st Annual Convention at
Portland, Oregon on May 2, 1973. does hereby support the provision In Section
112c of S. 1381 relating to religions broadcasting by non -profit organizations and
does hereby urge that S. 1361 be so enacted.

Passed by the Annual Business Sessions on Sfay.2, 1973.
Mr. BurxxAx. Mr. Chairman, the final issue to be considered in

these hearings is the carriage of sporting events by cable television.
We shall hear first from the National Cable Television -Association,
Mr. Ifostetter, would you identify yourself and your colleagues for

the record, Ow. ?
Mr. lIos-rrerrii. Mr, Chairman, T am Amos B. Hostetter, Jr., chair-

man of the National Cable Television Association with offices here in
Washington, D.C.

At the table with me, this afternoon, on your extreme right is Rex
Bradley, president of Telecable Corp., of N4folk, Va.; Stewart Feld-
stein, general counsel of the National Cable Televsion Association;
and on my right. Gary Christensen, special counsel to NCTA.

Senator :ft.CLEr.t...,N. Very well.
believe you gentlemen have M.) minutes to

in
your views, and

your full prepared statement will he inserted m the record.

STATEMENT OF AMOS B. HOSTETTER, JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
TELEVISION ASSOCIATION, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY: REX BRAD-
LEY, PRESIDENT OP TELECABLE CORP. OF NORFOLK, VA,; STEW-
ART FELDSTEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL; AND GARY CHRISTENSEN,
SPECIAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Hosrrerrn, I understand that we do have an allotted 40 minutes
time period, which Mr. Bradley and I will primarily split in discuss-
ing sports provisions of the proposed bill. 1lowever, I would like to
take a few minutes before we begin with that presentation to deal with
what appeared to me to be two questions raised in this morning's
testimony, which I felt were not answered. adequately, or completely.

The first of those two questions was the mention of the so-called
OTP compromise and why xcr A ftyyeed to accept the position em-
bodied therein. A short answer to that question is that xcrA. was
placed under intense pressure. and really was given two fundamental
choices: neither of which were desirable from the industry's point of
view.
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Senator MceeKet.A.N. You're talking about the consensus agreement?
Mr. llosi'iwrna. I'm talking about the consensus agreement, yes, sir.
Senator ArceeEeLax. What did you say just now ? You were given

two alternatives?
Mr. HosTeTrett. We were given two simple choices: One was to ac-

cept the terms as they were proposed without change.
Senator McCeEewe Proposed by whom?
Mr. Hawn:rm. Proposed by the proponents of the compromise po-

sition. which were those whose name has been ascribed to it, by the
OTP. But them were many other forces at play in that compromise,
and I think it would require a considerable record. to lay before this
committee all of the elements of pressure that were brought to bear
at that time.

Our choices were quite simply framed as accept the proposal as it is
made to you; or run the risk that the FCC rules to allow the cable
industry to grow and expand would be, denied us, that the freeze would
be continued and that passage of a copyright bill might be obstructed.
I think given that "Hobson's choice," we made the only possible
decision.

would point out to you that it was under extreme pressure, the kind
of pressure which nearly fractured the industry and the association
into unreconcilable parts.

The second point that I would
Senat or McCumAx. Do you want to identify that pressure?
Mr. Hos-mei-EL I do not feel this is the appropriate forum to identify

individuals. I just want the record to be clear that
Senator McCrxel.A.N. Well, its not very clear if that's all you're

saying.
All right. Proceed:
Mr. HosTmER. Well, the offices of the administration involved with

communications affairs, most specifically Dr. Whitehead's office, felt
that this was a reasonable reconciliation of cable interests and broad -
east. interests. And it was delivered to us as the terms on which cable
would be allowed to proceed with construction of new markets.

And in that framework, we felt we had no choice but to accept those
terms.

The second point that I thought was
Senator MCCLELLAN. Well, we may want further explanation of this.
Mr. HosTerrEa. The second point that was raised this morning re-

lated to why compulsory arbitration is not, in our judgment, at this
time. a satisfactory resolution. Quite simply stated, there are four Iva
sons that I would offer for that position.

One, the period of extensive negotiation which has gone on with the
motion picture owners has indicated that there is very little factual
basis on which to make a determination of fees. I believe that the regard
put before you this morning, particularly the record of Mr. Mitchell,
gives you all of the information that any arbitrator could have before
him in making this determination.

So I do not believe there enillA be any expansion of knowledge by
submitting the issue to what would be a time consuming and expensive
process of arbitration.

Second. it is mential that CITY systems pay royalties; and as was
pointed out this morning, that may seem a very surprising position



for Nt'1.1. as ;I trade association, to take. However we hayt licen
badgered and heater with the specter of being. parasites on the exist-
ing communicatitm system. 1Ve havu had it quite simply laid out fiw

ht' the FCC. that if WO are .10 haVe an environment in which we
can grow ;nit expand. Ono of the a hsiihite essential einulit ions is the
payment for copyrights.

;40 lit this Montt eager to find a fee schedule on which wt'
can more forward a101 avoid the delay, wide!, 1 think has been tircvi-
ously test itWt1 to. which would be associatCti with (Atell(kd albit

'1'1114 1. a proposition has. liven pose.-----that we might concede
let a triounal go forward with the arbitration. and accept their fee

schedule retroactivelyas a tray to go °Vet' the 8000101 pl'Olik01 Of
delay that I raised.

To me. it's abs011itely unthinkable in light of the financial require-
ments of this industry. It surprises nie that anyone with any financial
styltisticatiott \you'd suggest that approach. Clearly the bankers. and
the investment banks who we look to for taw f muting are not *trine to
provide money to this industry when we have conceded liability. hat
do not know the amount of that liability.

Fourth, it seems to me that at this point in bare if an industry
which hail previously not been liable is to accept liability, we ought
to have the certitude of a fixed time in which it will begin. and a
fixed fee for some period. until the conditions which might result
from it rbit rat ion would apply.

I think this is the only appropriate way for ott industry previously
not. subject to liability to make it transition into what is it ikst
unknown business condition.

Senator Mc(ft.rri,As. Let nit make an Observation anti a eottinient
on that. Some of the opposition to the fees proposed in the pending
bill contend that by setting a fee here. et:ow:m.44(1.1m fee of 1 to :-,
percent. pending the royalty board making its final decision. that such
a fixed fee. interim fee by the rongivss in this bill would carry with it
the implication or be 1.1P1'511/15.11`e to the al'hitrai 100 or to the l'Oy:Ilty
board that Congress thought this fee was a reasonable and proper fee:
and thus. would place the other side at a disadvantage.

Now, Ito ;van Want to C010111ellt on that ?
I think it is fair to ask you that. It is it part of the caicern or tee,

extiress-ed concern of the oilier sole.
Mr. IhisTrraut. I think it is---wtaittly the reord in tItiF,

tinn Will show, given the diversi( v of potot,..; of view bet weeo t to. I
ties nt 'Interest hove. that there were 00 Ilan] fletF, developed and
presented on which the committee could mike tiethl'ilivo A'"
I think it will lie very ease. in this record, to establish that this fee
schedule has no l+reccdental

Senator Mertt:t.AN. I thirst; this record should reflect that T don't
think anyone here may have a better idea. One may have a bettor guess
than the other.

But at the nioinvnt. it seems to are it 15 rather speculative as to what
is the correct. proper. eimitable fee that should be established.

Mr. Ifosilirrri:, Alisolately :igreed.
Senator McCi.ri.r.tx. I think the record should reflect flint it is to

some extent. arbitrary. if ice pick this amount. these fees of 1 to .1
percent : yes, it is somewhat arbitrary, becanst, us th record reflects
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ondary transmission rith payment of a reasonable fee for such licenses.
I submit, however, that it would be unreasonable and a disservice of
the public, interest for the Congress to treat sports programing differ-
ently in section 111 from other programing, and to deny cable systems
compulsory licenses for carnage of sucu programing where they
wonted otherwise exist.

As subsection 111(c) (4) (C) (iii) is Low written, the sports blackout
provision would prevent the carriage by a cable system of a live pro-
fessional team sports eventwhich otherwise would be carriedif an
authorization to broadcast that event has not been granted to any of
the broadcast stations within whose local service area the system is
located.

What is the purpose of that provisioni The cable sports blackout
provision in this bill appears unrelated to the rationale and purpose
of the exemption from antitrust laws granted by Public Law 87-331.

Both the House and Senate Committees on the Judiciary clearly
stated that the purposes of that legislation were: (1) To enable the
member clubs of a professional football, baseball, basketball or hockey
league to pool their separate rights without violating the antitrust
laws; and (2) To prevent such package contracts from being used to
impair college football receipts; .notable for its absence is reference
to protecting home gate of professional teams.

Subsection 111(c) (4) (C), as now written, concerns neither pooling
arrangements to help weaker clubs in a league, nor protection of col-
lege football receipts.

If the proposed subsection is intended to protect the gate receipts
for home games of .professional sports teams, it would mark a new
affirmative congressional policy. While section 2 of Public Law 87-
331 permits limited blackout provisions in pooling arrangement con-
tracts exempted from the antitrust law, Congress has not thereby
attempted to protect home gate receipts. Rather its intent was to
limit blackout agreements.

In explaining the meaning of section 2 of Public Law 87-311,
Representative Celler stated :

Mr. Speaker, Section 2 of the bill contains the first of two significant limita-
tions on the antitrust exemption provided by the bill. Section 2 states that
the antitrust exemption shall not apply to any joint agreement transferring
television rights which prohibit the televising of any game in any area, except
in the home territory of a member club on a day when that club is playing a
game at home. The effect of Section 2 is to allow only so much of a blackout as
was recognized as reasonable by the judge in the particular case.

Mr. Speaker, the Department of Justice, although opposed to the
enactment of legislation of this character, has stated, that if the
committee believes that a bill along these lines is in the public
interest, it should include a limiting provision of the nature of sec-
tion 2.

Similarly the I louse report states:
This section is designated to deny the antitrust exemption with respect to

joint agreements transferring league television rights which prescribe a black-
out of any territory, except in the situation in which Judge Orim recognized
such blackout as reasonable, namely, in the home territory of a member club
on a day when that club is playing a game at home.

Congress was thus not attempting to protect the home gate by
including section 2. Rather, Congress created an antitrust exemption
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in section 1 in order to protect the weaker teams in the league who
were unable to sell television rights in.dividually. Section 2 Was then
inserted solely for the purpose of limiting the scope of that exemp-
tion by stating that the exemption would not be available if restraints
were placed on the television broadcast of professional games; unless
the restraint were consistent with the ones recognized as reasonable
by Judge Grim in United States v. National Football League. It is
therefore my opinion, that as written, the blackout rights provided
in this bill go beyond any previously established congressional intent.

If the proposed cable sports blackout provision represents a new
policy to protect home gate receipts, I would suggest that this com-
mittee give careful consideration to such a policy; at a time when
most professional sports teams are playing to record attendance, I
do not believe that the public interest is served by dehying the public)
reasonable access to sporting events through secondary transmissions
via cable systems.

I would further suggest that any benefits which such a blackout
provision might provide the weaker teams would be more than offset
by the detrimental impact such a provision would have on the growth
of cable television and the availability of programing to the general
public. I submit that a blanket policy of protecting home gate receipts
for all professional team sports, without regard to the existing finan-
cial health of particular sports, is unwarranted and unnecessarily
restrictive.

If this committee, however, believes that it is a necessary national
policy to protect the home gate receipts of professional sports teams-,
then I believe due care should be addressed to the existing overbreadth
of subsection 111(c) (4) (C). Congress in the past chose to explicitly
limit blackouts to what a court said was reasonably necessary to pro-
tect gate receipts. Surely nothing more is required here.

The following are sonic of aspects of the subsection's over-
breadth. First., it is not limited to days on which a team in the market
is playing at home. Indeed, it is not even limited to markets which have
a local team in the league, or even the sports, to which the blackout
would apply.

Second, it applies even where none of the local stations is interested
in broadcasting the event in question.

Third, it isnot limited to the geographic are critical to home gate
receipts. When the limitation on the antitrust exemption was debated,
cable television with its unique ability to pinpoint audiences, was not
considered.

Cable differs significantly from television broadcasting which
transmits to the public for up to a radius of 60 miles. Since once broad-
cast, the signals of a television station are not selectively blocked, the
only practical solution to protecting home-draw available to the courts
and the Congress, at that time, was to permit the blackout of broad-
casts by local stations in the team's market when the team was at home.

The incidental but necessary effect of this approach was to black out
an area much larger than was necessary to protect. the home territory.
Since the reach of a cable television system is limited to its own com-
munal., blackout provisions applicatile to cable television can and
should be liMited to the geographic area reasonably necessary to pro-
tect the homegate.
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Now. if 1 may make ao aside to my prepared text, that paragraph is
it little coninlicatod. and I think it may be more understandable if we
take at specific example.

'1'110 football leagues, for example, generally attempt. to black out
stations for a 75-mile radius aomul the stadimn. Given the fact that a
television station broadcasts approximately 00 miles, a station right.
at the edge of that black -out rim,. that is 70 miles from the stadium,
will put a receivable signal back to within 1(1 miles of the stadium.
Thus by their actual practice. what the teams are saying is that they
Wail; an area of 10 to 15 ntiles aromal their stadium to be blacked out
front television reception. Thus, in practice they have voluntarily
chosen to define their home market and blackout a 10- to 15-miles
radius not a 75-mile radius.

Since cable does not radiate signals. you could have a cable system
10 to 18 miles from the stadium in the community that receives signals
coming in from a station at the fringe of the 75-mile ring, which
would not be allowed reception under this bill, but by the actual prac-
tice of the league. and I believe we can take their practice as indicative
of their voluntary judgment, to be nonthreatening to their homegate
cecipis.

A specific example in point is the New York Giants games which
are brO:IiiefiSt ffil the !Milfod television station WTICTV. which is
approximately 11)0 miles from New York City. The grade B contonr of
that television station comes back to within 2:") miles of New York
City iiroper, l'hus a great deal of Westchester Comity and southern
Connecticut presently receives the Giant's games off-air from Hart-
ford.

Iletuniin, to my text we submit that the problems of defining the
area of protection. which may differ from sport to sport. market to
market. and year to year, as well as the ability to grant waivers for
equitable reasons. demands a flexible approach to regulation which
cannot ad 01 pill tply he met by the neces,ary rigidity of copyright legis-
lation.

Sony flexibility cold be provided by the Federal Communications
Commission. and we believe that deiegatitig appropriate authority to
the FCC for regulation in this area would he far more appropriate
than giving professional sports pl'ogl'OMingt rigid, preferential treat-
ment in copyright legislation.

if notwithstanding the foregoing. this committee believes that some
form of fe rential treatment for sports programing is necessary in
this bill, then I suggest the following alternative for a sports black-
out provision.:

A collo system. located within the urivunized area of a oily ill w itch a profes-
sional baseball. basketball. football. or hockey team is permanently head-
omarleregi. which carries secondary transmission of distant stations imrstiont to

con,roosory licrii t :is provided for herein. may he required to delete programs
oft suck signals embodying home games of snob tend. if Ihe home team or ins
le;n4-ue has nanie the game HMI vni/able to all television stations which serve the
city in which the cable systeni is located.

rahlo systems in existence on the date of enactment of this ad shall not be
required to delete such programs.

'Ralik you for your courtesy and consideration.
Senator :15-CLEIJAN. All right. Thank yon. Mr.11ostet ter.
All right. The nest wit ness. Mt. Bradley.
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Mr. Amyx. My name is Rex A. Bradley. I am president of Tele-
Cable Corp. with offices at 719 Duke Street, Norfolk, Va. I ant also a
member of the board of direchrs of the National Cable Television.
Association.

TeleCable, my company, is the ltlt h largest cable television company
in the United State:-..:. and through its subsidiaries operates 33 cable
television systems located in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, North
Carolina, West V irt..,(finia, Illinois, Wi-vonsin, Virginia, and Kansas.

Because the members of the public who avail themselves of my com-
pany's cable television services desire more diverse programing at
more convenient viewing times, I am vitally interested in tho:;o, sections
of S.1301 which affect cable television ootirations.

It is my understanding that subseeiion 111(c) (1) (C) provides a
sports blackout applicable to the reception and dish ibution Of tele-
vision broadcast signals by cable television systems. It is to that
specific subsection that I wish to address my comments.

White I am not a lawyer. I understand that professional football,
baseball, basketball, and hockey clubs have been afforded special
treatment under the Federal antitrust statutes, to enable them to pool
their separate rights for television and radio broadcasting without
violating the national anticompetitive policy, and also to prevent such
poohng contracts' from being used to impair college broadcast receipts.

I f the sports blackout subsetion is enacted as presently written, a
cable television system in a television market would be prevented from
carrying, a live professional sporting event if an authorization to
broadcast that event hits not been secured by a broadcast station within
the local service area of which the cable system is located.

I believe that this calde sports blackout provision goes far beyond
a restatement Of the existing national antitrust policy, and is ttu-
related to the reasons for. and the purposes of. the exemption from
the antitrust laws granted by Public Law 87-331.

Furthermore, in the context of this copyright bill, only sports pro-
graming receives special treatment : all other types of commercially
broadcast programs arc treated, the same in determining whether
their secondary transmissioa will be subject to a compulsory license.

I have examined my own compan's cable, television systems signal
complement in the light of the proposed sports blackout provision
and I find that 2,1 of the 3:1 systems \mild he immediately. and ad-
versely, atierted. 'Furthermore. it is my opinion that almost evcry
new cable television station wOuld also be seriously affected.

As I understand the /impose of the iintitrust exemption. it was,
first, to allow pooling arrangement so that the draw area of certain
types of professional sports teams could be protected. This area has
not beets clearly defined. It is sometimes called the home territory.

I believe that an appropriate area would he the urbanized area. as
defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, width is an area sufficiently large
to protect a home team's gate receipts, if protection is deenwd
necessary.

I am sure that this committee is aware, however, that there is much
debate about whether such protection is necessary. 1 amlerstand that
Senator Pastore has introduced S. 1841, a bill which would place a 1-
year moratorium on such blackouts tinder certain circumstances.
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Further, the Federal Communications Conunission has trader con-
sideration, in docket 19417. proposed rules which will deal with the
carriage of sports events by cable television systems.

In these eiremnstances, the expansion of the blackout area from the
home territory necessary to protect the gate receipts of certain sports
teams to the service area of a television station, an area encompassim,
hundreds of square miles, would be most unwise. It seems to we to be
better public policy to reline the antitrust exemption rather than to
place such rigid concepts in a copyright revision bill.

I also believe that the exemption to the antitrust statutes identities
only four major team sports: football, baseball, basketball, and
hockey. The language of the sports blackout provision in S. 1361
would expand that protection to all professional team sports, from
soccer to the roller derby if that is a sport.

If it was the judgment of the Congress that restrictions should be
placed on the extent of the exemptions to our antitrust laws, which I

believe is a valid and necessary one, there has been little or no justi-
fieation, in the- piddle interest, to reverse that judgment. If for no
other reason alone than to limit, the erosion of Our awn rust laws, the
present sports blackout provision of S. 13{11 should he rejected.

The antitrust exemption was designed to protect a Iwo( member
club on the day when rt was playing at Ironic from a broadcast of that
home game. As I read the sports blackout provision of this bill, any
sports event will be blacked out mdess, it is being broadcast by a local
television station.

In my experience a Redskin fan is a Redskin fan, and carriage of a
Philadelphia Eagles-No York Giants game on a cable system in
Rockville, Nfd., even if that game is not broadcast Iry a Washirorton
television station, will not keep the New York Giants' fan from Ken-
nedy Stadium, if he can get tickets to tire game.

If this sports blackout provision is enacted as written, it will retprire
cable television systems to blackout broadcasts of Ram-Fortymners
games in towns as far away as Lexington .Park, unless it is carried
on :1 local station. I cannot see how this is consistent with the present
antitrust exemption or how it serves the piddle interest.

It is my understanding that the antitrust exemption provides pro-
tection only when a football, baseball, basketball, or hockey team,
through its league, has prohibited a local broadcast. The blackout
provision here would go farther.

Even if a team or league had offered the program to a lucid television
broadcaster, who had turned it down for one reason or another, that
game could not be carried by importing a television station from a
more distant city which had decided to broadcast the game. Item, the
standard is that the local station must have received. in hand, author-
ization to broadcast the game.

How does it serve the public's interest to prohibit the carriage of a
team sports event if the local broadcaster chooses not to get broadcast
authorization ? It seems clear to me that this provision also ranges
beyond existing public policy or antitrust. statutory exemptions.

I think it is well to remember that the sports blackout would be an
conspiracy in restraint of trade without the statutory exemp-

tion. It is submitted that when football teams alone receive almost- $70
million this year from radio and television stations for broadcast
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rights, and advertisers are charged $210,000 a minute for their mes-
sages during the Super Bowl, the sports blackout need not be further
expanded.

In any event, cable television viewers in mostly remote and rnral
areas have come. to depend on a variety of sports for part of their tele-
vision entertainment. It would not be in the public interest to deprive
viewers of programs to which they have become accustomed over a
period of many years.

Last, I believe that in the rapidly developing fields of professional
sports and cable television, it. would better servo the public interest
to provide a mechanism which would remain flexible, so that changes
in the public interest. could be accommodated. By deleting the present
sports blackout provision and leaving regulation of the carriage of
such programs to the Federal Communications Commission, that
mechanism can be achieved.

As FCC Chairman Dean Burch testified last year, before the
Senate Subcommittee on Communications of the Committee on
COI nine rce---

Senator McCLELLAx. You have already gone over your time.
Mr. I3loot.ny. En his statement, Chairman Burch pointed out that

the public was bettee served by the access to the broadest possible
range of programing made available to the largest. public. II° stated
that impact on sports teams "must., of course, be balanced against the
desire of the public for the most diverse possible menu of sports
programing."

I believe that it is highly unfair to the American public to further
deprive them of the right to watch televised events of the professional
sports business.

I respectfully urge this subcommittee to remove section 111(c) (4)
(C) from this bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
Senator fcCt.r.tA,Aisi. Thank you gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hostetter and Mr. Bradley follow i]

STATEMENT OF Astos B. Wm-rim JR,, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL. CABLE TELEVISION
ASSOCIATION, INC., BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND
COPYRIGHTS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JEDICIARY

I am Amos B. Hostetter, Chairman of the National Cable Television Associa-
tion, with offices at 918 16th Street, N.W., Washington, DC. 20000. 1 wish to
address toy comments to Subsection 111(e) (4) (C) of S. 1361, which is the cable
sports blackout provision of the proposed revisions of the federal copyright
statute.

At the outset, the total uniqueness of the sports blackout provision must be
emphasized. Section 11i of Hie Bill would establish a scheme of copyright liability
for secondary transmissions by cable television systems. Some secondary trans-
missions would be exempt from copyright liability; some would be subject to
compulsory licensing; and some would become actionable as acts of infringe-
ment absent voluntary licensing by the copyright holier.

With the exception of the sports blackout provision, the liability of various
secondary transmissions depends solely upon such factors as the classification
of the primary broadcast station, the location of the cable system, the types
of broadcast signals available In the market, the existence of exclusivity agree-
ments. and certain notices and payments required by cable systems. What makes
the sports blackout provision unique is that it Is the only provision In Section
111 which makes a distinction based upon the program content of the secondary
transmission. Except for sports programming, all types of commercially broad-
cast programs are treated the same in determining whether their secondary
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transmission will be subject to a compulsory license. Only sports programming
receives stieclat treatment.

1 wish to make clear that, as others have already testified, the cable industry
supports the concept of compulsory licensing for secondary transmissions with
the payment of reasonable fees for such licenses. I submit, however, that it
could be unreasonable and disserving of the piddle interest for the Congress to
treat sports programming differently in Syytion Ill from other programming,
and to deny cable systems eotilptilsory licenses for carriage of such progranuning
where they would otherwise exist.

As Subset-that 111(e) (4) 1(1) Mit Is now written, the sports blackout pro-
visbal W0111(1 prevent the carriage by it cable system of a live professional team
sports event.--whill otherwise wiadil be carriedif an authorization to broad-
cast that event has not been granted to any of the broadcast stations within
whose local service area the system Is 1.0eated. What is the purpose of this pro-vision?

Ira its face, the cable sports blackout provision is unrelated to the rationale
and purpose of the exemption from the antitrust laws granted by Public LaW
s7-331 415 1*.s.C. *1292). Both the Rouse tun! Senate Committees on the
Judiciary clearly stated that the purposes of that tegislation were (11 to
enable the member (labs of a professional football, laseba11. basketball or
hockey league to pool their separate eights without violating the antitrust lawsand (24 to prevent such liackar.e contracts from living used to iittwir college
footbalt receipts.' Subsection 111(c) (4) (0) concerns neither pooling arrange-
tnents to help kreaker clubs in a league, nor protection of college football receipts.

The proposed sasection is also far too broad to be intended to protect the
gate receipts for Inatto games of professional shorts tennis; and if it were so
intended, it would mark a new affirmative Congressional policy. 1Vhile Set-thin
2 of Public Iitty 87-331 permits limited blackout provisions In pooling arrange-
ment contrails exempted from the antitrust law, Congress was not thereby
attempting to protect home gate receipts. Rather, its intent was to limit black-
out agreements.

In explaining the meaning of Setion 2 of Piddle Law 57.-331, Representative
('oiler stated :

"Mr. Speaker. section 2 of the .hill contains the first of two significant limita-
tions (011 the antitrust exemption provided by the bill, Section 2 states that the
antitrust exemption shall not apply to any joint agreement transferring tele-
vision rights which prohibit the televising of any game in any area except in
the home territory of a member club on a day when that club is playing a game
at home. The effect of setion 2 is to allow only so much of a blackout as was
reeognized as reasonable by the judge In the

itartic-1^-Mr. Speaker, the Itetiartment of Justice. although oigaosed to the entietment
of legislation of this character, has stated, that If the committee believes that a
bill along these titles is in the puldie interest. It stionld itteltlde a limiting pro-
vish al of the nature of section 2."

Similarly. the !louse Report states :
This see( ion is designated to deny t he antitrust exemption with respect to joint

agreements transferring league television rights which prescribe a blackout of
any territory, except in the situation in which Judge (aim recognized such black-
out as reasonable. namely, in the home territory of a member club on a day when
that club is idaying a game at home."

Congress was thus not attempting to protect the home gate by' including Section
2, Rather. Congress created an antitrust exemption in Section I in order to pro-
tect the weaker teams in the League who wore unable to sell television rights in-
dividually. Section 2 was then inserted solely for the purpose of limiting the 5001,0
of the exolipthm by stating that the exeniption wont(' not he available if restraints
were Ilxrctii ()It the television broadcast of professional games unless the re.
straint WAS' the only one recognized as reasonable by Judge Grim in Uni/ol
Stqtes v. Notional Football Lrapor. 116 F. Sapp. 319 al.D. Pa. 1163).

iP the proposed cable sports blackout provision represents a policy to protect
home gate receipts. I would suggest that this Committee give careful eonsidera-
tion to soli a policy. At a time when most professional team sports are playing to
record attendance, I do riot believe that the public interest is served by denying
the Iliadic rea scam plc access to sport ng events through secondary transmissions
via cable television. I would further suggest that any benefits which such a

111.11. toe. No. IITS. Sith Cong.. 1st Sess. (oat): S. Rep. No. inn. 57th cong., to
Sess. (10811.
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blackout provision might provide the weaker leagues would be snore than offset
by the detrimental liaktti SI Wit at provishat would have on the growth of cable
television.' I submit that a blanket policy of protecting home gate receipts for
all professional team sports, without regard to the exisIttig financial health of
part iv War sports, Is unwarranted and unnecessarily restrictive.

If this Committee, however, believes that It is DOCCSSary national poliey to pro-
tect the home receipts or professional sports teams, then I believe dim care
should be addressed to the existing overbreadth of stmsetion 1 1 1 te) tit tint.
ColIKECSS in the lost chose to limit blackouts to what was reasonably necessary to
protect gate receipts. Surely not lattg more is reuttired here.

The following are some of the aspects of the soliseet IOWA overbreadth. First, it
is not limited to days on which a team in the market is playing al home. Indeed.
it is not even limited to markets which have a local team in the league, or even
the sports, to which the blackout would apply. Second. it applies even where
none of the loeal stations is interested in briodeasthig the event lit quest
Third, it Is not limited to the geograPhic area critical to home gate receipts.
When the limitation on the antitrust exemption was debated, eable television
etifh its unique ability to pinpoint audiences, was not considered.. It diffees.
significantly from television broadcasting which transmits to the public for op
to 11 radius of sixty miles. Sinee once broadcast the signals of It television station
a II. nut selectitIty blocked. the only practical solution to protecting lmine -draw"
available to the Courts and the Congress, at that time, was to permit the blackout
of broadcasts by beat stations in the team's market when the team was at Inane.
'The Incidental but necessary effect of this approach WAS to black out all area
much larger than was necessary to protect the home territory. Since' the V 1.'Zik`h
of a cable tel"14.41 sYsteto Is limited to its own colluuludtY, blackout provisions
applicable to vane television eau and should he limited to the geogra area
reasonably necessary to protect the home gate.

Wo submit that the problems of defining the area of protection, which may
differ from sport- to sport, market to market. and year to year. as well as the
ability to grant waivers for equitable reasons. demand It flexible mall:telt to
regulation which cannot mil quately he met by the necessary rigidity of copyright

Such flexIIlIlly could be provided toy the Federal Communbotions
Commission, and we believe that delegated appropriate authority to the FCC for
regulation in this area would be fare more appropriate flint giving professional
sports programming rigid, preferential trealnamt in copyright legislatioth

If some form of preferential treatment for sports programming is deemed
necessary by this Committee, then I suggest the following alternative for a shorts
blackout provision:

cantle system. located within the urbanized area of a city in which a pro
fessional baseball, basketball, football, or hockey team is permanently head-
(inner red, whic'a carries seeondary transmissions of distant stations 11111'81M lit to
a C111111ffilsory license as provided for herein, may be required to delete programs
on such signals embodying home games of such team, if Dm home team or its
leaglte has made the game unavailable to all television stations which serve the
city in which the cable system is located. Cable systems in existence on the (late
of enactment of this ACT shall not be required to fiend(' such wograms."

Thank you for your courtesy and consideration.

STATEMENT OF Ili K A. BRADLEY, PRESIDENT. TELECABLE Cow. 1 OFORE THE SUB-
COMMITTEE ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, AND COPIRDHUTS 6E 1:11E SENATE. CoNt
yfirrEf: ON' THE JUDICIARY

My wine is Iirmlley. I ant President of TeleVable Corporation with
offices at 740 ItuRe Street, Norfolk, Virginia 23:110. I am also a member of the
Board. of Directors of the National Cable Television Association, Inc. TeleCabie
Is the sixteenth largest cable television company in the rimed States which,
through Its subsidiaries, operates thirty-three cable television systems looted
in South ('arolina, (.eorgia, Alabama, North Carolina. West Virginia. Illinois.
Wisconsin, Virginia mob Hansas. Because the members of the piddle who avail
themselves of tny company's cable television services desire more diverse pro-
gramming, at more convenient viewing times, I am vitally interested in those
sections of S. 1361 which affect cable television operations.

It is my midersianding that Snbsection 1 1 I (e) (1) (CI provides a sports black-
out 0, ble to the reception and distribution of television broadcast signals
11y cal it Ivievi!41011 systems. It is to that specific subsection that I wish to address
lay comments.

'20 :III-1'3-3-i
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While I am not a lawyer, I understand that professional football, baseball,
basketball and hockey clubs have been afforded special treatment under the Fed-
eral antitrust statutes, to enable them to pool their separate rights for television
and radio broadcasting without violating the national anticompetitive policy, and
also to prevent such pooling contracts from being used to impair college broad-
cast receipts.

It the "sports blackout" subsection is enacted as presently written, a cable
television system in a television market would be prevented from carrying a live
professional team sports event if an authorization to broadcast that event has
not been secured by any broadcast station within the local service area of which
the system is located.

I believe that this cable sports blackout provision goes far beyond a restatement
of the existing national antitrust policy, and is unrelated to the reasons for and
the purposes of, the exemption from the antitrust laws granted by Publicjalw
87-331. Furthermore, in the context of this copyright bill, only sports program-
ming receives special treatment ; all other types of commercially broadcast pro-
grams are treated the same in determining whether their secondary transmission
will be subject to a compulsory license.

I have examined my company's cable television systems signal complement in
the light of the proposed sports blackout provision and I find that twenty-one of
the thirty-three systems would be immediately, and adversely, affected. Further-
more, it Is my opinion that almost every new cable television system would also be
seriously affected.

As I understand the purpose of the antitrust exemption, it was, first, to allow
pooling arrangements so that the "draw area" of certain types of professional
sports teams could be protected. This area has not been clearly defined it is some-
times called "the home territory"but I believe that an appropriate area would
be the urbanized area, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, which is an area
sufficiently large to protect a home team's gate receipts, if protection is deemed
necessary.

I am sure that this Committee is aware, however, that there is much debate
about whether such protection is necessary. I understand that Senator Pastore
has introduced S. 1841, a Bill which would place a one-year moratorium on such
blackouts under certain circumstances. Further, the Federal Communications
Commission has under consideration, in Docket 19117, proposed rules which will
deal with the carriage of sports events by cable television systems.

In these circumstances, the expansion of the "black-out" area from the home
territory necessary to protect the gate receipts of certain sports teams to the
service area of a television stationan area encompassing hundreds of square
mileswould be most unwise. It seems to me to be better public policy to refine
the antitrust exemption rather than place such rigid concepts in a copyright
revision Bill.

I also believe that the exemption to the anti-trust statutes identifies only
four major team sports : Football, Baseball, Basketball and Hockey. The language
of the sports blackout provision in S. 1381 would expand that protection to
all professional team sports from soccer to the roller derby. If it was the
judgment of the Congress that restrictions should be placed-on the extent of the
exemptions to our anti-trust laws, which I believe is a valid and necessary one
there has been little or no justification, in the public interest, to reverse that
judgment. If for no other reason alone than to limit the erosion of our anti-trust
laws, the present sports blackout provision of S. 1881 should be rejected.

The anti-trust exemption was designed to protect a local "member club" on
the day when it was playing at home from a broadcast of that home game. As I
read the sports blackout provision of this Bill, any sports event will be blacked
out unless it is being broadcast by a local television station. In my experience a
Redskin fan is a Redskin fan, and carriage of a Philadelphia Eagles-New York
Giants game on a cable system In Rockville, Maryland, even if that game is not
broadcast by a Washington television station will not keep that fan from Ken-
nedy Stadium, if he can get tickets to the Redskins' game. If this sports blackout
provision is enacted as written, it will require cable television systems to black-
out broadcasts of Rams Forty-Niners games in towns as far away as Lexington
Park, Maryland, unless it is carried on a local station. I cannot see how this
is consistent with the present anti-trust exemption or how it serves the public
interest.

It is my understanding that the anti -trust exemption provides protection only
when a football baseball basketball, or hockey team, through its league, has
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prohibited a local broadcast. The blackout provision here would go farther.
Even if a team or league had offered the program to a local television broad-
caster, who turned it down fur one reason or anotherthat game could not be
carried by imparting a television station from a more distant city which had
decided to broadcast the game. Here the standard is that the local station must
have received, in hand, authorization to broadcast the game. How does It serve
the public's interest to prohibit carriage of a team sports event if the local broad-
caster chooses not to get broadcast authorization? It seems clear to me that this
provision also ranges beyond existing public policy or anti-trust statutory
exemptions.

I think it is well to remember that the sports blackouts would be an illegal
conspiracy iu restraint of trade without the statutory exemption. It Is sub-
milted that when football teams alone receive almost $70 million this year
from radio and elovision stations for broadcast rights, and advertisers are
charged 210,000 a minute for their messages during the Super Bowl, the sports
blackout need not be further expanded.

In any event, cable television viewers in mostly remote and rural areas have
come to depend on a variety of sports for part of their 'television entertainment.
It would not be in the public Interest to deprive viewers of programs to which
they have become accustomed over a period of many years.

Lastly, I believe that in the rapidly developing fields of professional sports
and cable television, it would better serve the public interest to provide a mecha-
111All MOO' would remain flexible, so that changes in the public interest could
be accommodated. By deleting the present sports blackout provision and leav-
ing regulation of the carriage of such programs to the Federal Communications
Ceminission. that mechanism can be achieved.

As FCC Chairman Bean Burch testified last year, before the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Communications of the Committee on Commerce:

"The Commission is well aware of the facts of sports blackouts. Each new foot-
ball season brings us a steady stream of complaints that a particular television
station is not televising a particular game because of a blackout provision.

"There is also the background matter of cable television and sports blackouts.
We instituted a rule making proceeding in the entire area of cable's sports car-
riage on February 2, 1972, the same day the Commission adopted its new rules
for cable television.

"To focus the proceeding, we proposed a specific rule to deal with Section 1292
and requested comment on other possible rules to carry out the purposes of the
taw as a whole. Under our proposed rule, when a major league football, baseball,
basketball, or hockey team Is playing at home, a cable system licensed to the
home city of a team may not carry a professional game of the same sport unless
it 14 available on a local station. (In this event, of course, it must be carried.)"

Chairman Burch pointed out that the public was better served by access to the
broadcast possible range of programming made available to the largest possible
public. He stated that impact on sports teams "must, of course, balanced
against the desire of the public for the most diverse possible menu of sports
programming."

1 believe that it is highly unfair to the American public to further deprive
them of the right to watch televised events of the professional sports business.

I respectfully urge this Subcommittee to remove Section 111(c) (4) (0) from
this Bill.

Thank you for the opportunity to be heard. If you should desire a supple-
mentary statement showing examples of how the purposed sports blackout
would affect my company's cable television systems, I would be happy to provide
it.

Mr. BRENNAN. The next witnesses appear on behalf of the National
.Collegiate Athletic Association.

Senator 3fcCialm,Ax. A II right, gentlemen. Have a seat.
Mr. BRENNAN. Gentlemen, you have 12 minutes for your part of

the presentation.
Mr. Higgins, would you identify yourself and your associate for

the record, si r
Mr. Hmoiss. Yes, sir. I an James B. Higgins,, athletic director at

Lamar University in Beaumont, Tex. I'm speaking to the concerns
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and interests of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. As a
member of the NCA A's Television Committee, and chairman of our
cable television subcommittee, 1 am supposed to keep abreast of lair
concerns with the cable industry.

Mr. Tirom As. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ritchie Thomas. I am
associated with the law firm of Cox. Langford & Brown, Washington
counsel for the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

I rimy say that we understood that we had 15 minutes, so we may go
a couple minutes over.

Senator NfcCia Gentlemen, we do have another vote scheduled
for 4 : 30. We have an hour, but, sometimes we ask some questions. And
so, if you tilt' through within that hour, I will be satisfied.

I try, in allocating the time, to be as fair as I could, but I realize
sometimes presenting a statement the witness feels like he wants to
further emphasize his point. he doesn't quite get through, and we try
to take those things into consideration.

So you may proceed.
Mr. 1 from xs. Thank you.
I would like to digress in a few places from the prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. HIGGINS, CHAIRMAN, CATV SUBCOM-
MITTEE, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION; AC-
COMPANIED BY RITCHIE T. THOMAS, ESQ., OF COX, LANGFORD
& BROWN, WASHINGTON COUNSEL, NCAA

Mr. Ifincixs. The members of the National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation have a vital interest in the cable television provisions of the
copyright revision legislation, Senate bill 1:1(11, which is the subject of
these hearings, and we appreciate the opportunity to appear today
and nxplain our interest and our concerns.

The provisions ultimately incorporated into this legislation will
broadly define the conditions voider which cable television systems
1611 be authorized to intercept programing broadcast. over the air by
television broadcast stations and carry those programs to cable system
subscribers who may be located Innareds of miles away from the site
of tile broadcast.

The NCAA strongly believes that if serious injnry to high schools
and colleges is to he prevented, the authorization for such secondary
transmissions by cable systems must be qualified in two special re-
spects (1) In order to avoid the special and injurious impart un-
limited secondary transmissions of broadcast, television programs
would have in the case of intercollegiate sports, cable systems should
be denied authority under the blanket copyright license provisions to
make secondary transmission of intercollegiate sports events to areas
whew they are trot carried lay local television broadcast stations.
And T would like to come back to that point later.

(2) In order to avoid serious erosion of the protection which Con-
gress extended to high schools and colleges in the Telecasting of Pro-
fessional Sports Contests Act, which is Public Law 8-1-331, and regard-
less whether it makes arty other specific provision regarding second
ary transmission of professional sports events, the legislation should
sperifically deny cable systems authority to make secondary trans-
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missions of professional football games into areas where telecasts
are prohibited under section 3 of that act.

A little backround on the NCAA itself. It is voluntary, nonprofit,
education organiaztion composed of 771 members of which almost
700 are 4-year colleges and universities. The membership provides in-
tercollegiate competition in 24 different, sports in which each year
more than 175,000 students compete.

A basic purpose of the' association is to initiate, stimulate, and im-
prove intereolle,date athletic programs for student. athletes.

Of these sports programs there are only two, in fact only one sports
program which makes any money for the colleges. Onr football pro-
gram takes in dollars, and our basketball program just about breaks
even at most universities and colleges. Tennis, track, field, swimming,
golf. all of the other programs provide no income.

We usually take what, if any, profits we make from our football
and basketball programs and support these other programs. In slip-
port of these programs, tire NCAA menthers annually s:;end over
$237.4 million in the administration and conduct of intercollegiate
competition. As I have pointed out, for most of these institutions,
income from attendance from these major sports events is a substantial
source of income of economic support for their programs. But there
are only Anikt s5 of all these 700 members whose intercollegiate pro-
gra s are operated in the black. The programs are subsidized by the
institutions or the State legislature because they feel that it is hi-

. portant tot he national and local interest.
(;etting bank to point No. 1, in about 1951, the NCAA saw the im-

pa,1- that the media of television Was going to have on our athletic
programs, and appointed a committee to develop a television plan to
control that impact.

We were very much afraid of the impact of television on the insta-
(limn attendance.

Now, we'd like to point out that the plan that we operateI would
like to read the purpose of the planthat this plan is modified, im-
proved. brought up to date every 2 years and it's been in effect now
about 22 years. Through this plan, we control our television program-
ing, and it is really more of a plan to protect, the members from the im-
pact of television upon the instadium attendance than it is for the dol-
la is it generates.

We state that the purpose. of this plan shall be; To reduce as far as
possible the adverse effects of live television upon football game at-
tendance. and in turn upon the athletic and related educational pro-
grams depending upon die proceeds therefrom; to spread football tele-
Vi -ispn tarticii at ion among as !natty colleges as practicable; to promote
coliegv football through the use of television; to advance the overall in-
terest of intercollegiate athletics; and to provide college football tele-
vision to the public to the extent that they are eonrimtible with these
(alter ohjecti ves.

The provision of this plan is that we have about 15 dates a year, 15
Saturday s. in which we telecast football. If we telecast one game each
Saturday, that would only accommodate 30 colleges, if they were all
different schools. So to spread the exposure and what income is de-
rived. we devised a system where. on :-Tone weekends. we would have
regional telecasts. We'd have one game each on the east coast, the
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west coast, the Midwest. t he South, the Southwest, maybe live in all.
Arid we restrict the telecast of these games just to that area, so that
there is only one game being telecast. in any given area in the United
States. We do that, as 1 stated, to hicrease exposure so that in all more
schools are included and more schools benefit from the income.

however we don't want more than one game on television in any
area. That is because we have myriads of colleges, small and larue,
playing and if we had all of these games on in every area, we would
be smothered. A good exam* of what would happenrelating to
my point No. 1if capable systems were to be able to pick up
distance. signals of these regional games is provided in my area, in
Texas. The only game we might. have on local television would be, for
instance, A rka and Texas Tech. And if I know that telecast is
scheduled for a certain time of the day, say they're going to play at 2
o'clock. I schedule my game at night, or if it's going to be night, I
schedule my game that day.

We are going to be bothered by any game that people are interested
in, they will be watching it. If cable television comes in, however, they
may also pick up the game on the east coast. It might be Penn State-
Notre Mune. and start about 11 o'clock in the morning. Next, they will
pick up the midwest game, it could be Michigan State-Michigan or
LSU-Mississippi, and end up on the west coast with UCLA or some-
body like that on the, screen until 9 o'clock that night.

There is no place for us to run. Many, many schools and colleges will
be disrupted in trying to attract a crowd, anti for this reason, we would
be in serious trouble. Without express limitations, obviously there
would be nothing to prevent that.

My second point concerns the impact of professional games. Vinb-T
this Public Law S7-331, Congress protected the colleges and high
schools from the pros on Saturdays and Friday nights. The law does
however, allow them to telecast if there is not a high school or a college
game being played in the area.

For instance, Atlanta. Falcons are playing up in Minnesota, and
the NFL determines there is no college game and no high school game
within 75 miles from Atlanta. The market is there and they probably
will telecast that game back to Atlanta. And they wouldn't hurt any-
body, they wouldn't hurt any high school game or any college game.

If, however. cable comes in, and picks it up off the airand par-
tiularly later vlien the technology is 111011' advanced, and they are
able to interconnectthis game could be carried by interconnecting.
cable all over the United States into ninny ,communities which are
trying to have a local school or college football ;,rime, whether it vas
Itonoluln or Arizona, or wherever. We think certainly this protection
the Congress gave us in Public Law S7-331 should be protected from
this kind of erosion by cable.

Returning to telecasts of collegiate sports. as another example. we
have the sellout exception. 'We may have scheduled one game to be
shown all over the Nation that day, maybe 'University of Southern
California and Notre Dame. However, the Texas-Oklahoma game in
Dallas is sold out. People in Dallas can't get a ticket.. People in
Norman can't gA a ticket, and people in A list in can't get a ticket. and
jf'c ant. (Minn' n he televised.

So the plan allows that game to be televised in only those throe
communities. Obviously, their supporters should have an opportunity
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to see it, buy a ticket, or see it On television, and the network which
buys our national program, they know this. They say, well, okay,
were going to lose those three markets. That's okay. We are going to
buy the program with that limitation.

But what happens and has already implanted, a cable company pits
up their antemia And picks up the limited tehscast and carries it to
additional wide areas. I believe the last count .1 forget how many
thousand hoines itt the Texas Panhandle and Oklahoma where tliis
'Texas - Oklahoma game was pirated and shown. Obviously this hurts
local colleges, and the big advertisers, the Chevrolet people, the people
who advertise the NCAA 'aokipie they wonder why they should be.spending their money on t N CAA package when their rival, Ford
Motor Co., picked up the Texas-Oklahoma game, which was a whole
lot better game, and had a lot more interest. As a result, our package
is less valuable.

These are the salient points of our problem,
We think if the limitations we reouest are not placed on the cable

TV systems, then the end result will be less.college, television. The big
schools, the Notre Dames, the Ohio States, the Penn States, the Ala-
hams and Texas Universities, those people are going to be on tele-
vision. But the people who will get hurt are the small schools that
are getting some exposure because of our plan, because we spread
out these exposures.

And if the protection will no longer be there, then those schools who
are trying to regenerate in-stadium attendance will sailer. In addi-
tion, our plan diverts some of the money to the smaller schools. If no
limitations are imposed on secondary transmissions of collegiate sports
events, we think our plan will be completely disrupted, and would
blow up.

Moreover, we believe that the secondary transmission authority
should include a provision which extemls to high schools and colleges
the same protection in the case of seemidary transmission Of profes-
sional football games by cable systems as that which they now possess
from television broadcasts of those genies.

And in conclusion, the NCAA strongly believes that the limitations
on cable systems' secondary transmission of sports events which we
have requested are of vital importance to the colleges, junior colleges
and high schools of the United states. We believe that these limitations
are in the public interest, and that they must be incorporated into any
legislation granting cable systems broad rights to make secondary
transmissions of a television broadcast.

Senator .1IcCr.ra.na.x. All right.
Mr. I liggins, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Higgins follows:]

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. HIGGINS, UR AIRMAN. NATIONAL POLLEGI E ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION CABLE TELEVISION SUBCOMMEETEE, BEFORE T II E SUECOM MirIEE
ON PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRD;IITS

The members of the National Collegiate Athletic Association has a vital
interest in the cable television provisions of the copyright revision legislation
(S. 1361) which is the subject of these hearings. and we appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear today and explain our interest and our concerns.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The provisions ultimately incorporated into this legislation will broadly define
the conditions under which cable television systems will be authorized to intercept
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programming broadcast over-the-air by television broadcast stations and carry
those programs to cable system subscribers:, \Olio may he located hundreds of
miles away from the site of the broadcast. The NCAA strongly believes that if
serious injury to high schools anti colleges is to be prevented, the autImrization
for such "secondary transmissions" by cable systems must he 1111;11111ell 111 t WO
1.1,pt 1,4

1. in order to avoid the special and injurious impact unlimited secondary
transmission.; of broadcast television programs would have in the case of inter-
collegiate sports, cable systems shoodol be oltatit.t1 authority under the blanket
copyright license provisions to make secondary transmissions of intereollegiate
shirts events to areas where they are not carried by local television broadcast
stations.

'2. In order to avoid serious erosion of the protection which t'ongress ex-
tended to high school, :mil colleges In the Telecasting of Professional Sports
Conte,ts Act i Poililie Law -1s7---3311and regardless whether it makes any other
special sports events --the tegislatioto should specifically deny cable systems
authority to make secondary transmissions of professional football games Into
areas where telcaAs are prohibited under Section 3 of that Act.

nefer turning to a discussion of these points, however, some baCkgrOffild
information may be useful. The National Collegiate .Athletic .k.:::ociation is a
voluntary. non - profit. educational (organization composed of 771 members, of

tub -ti Er9li are four -year colleges and mtiversilies and 7:i are allied and affiliated
organizations. The NC.1A membership provides Intercollegiate competition In 24
different sports in which each year more than 11:000 students compete. A
baske purpose of the Association is to "initiate, stimulate and improve Intercol-
legiate ;1111letie programs for student-athletes...." Constitution, Art.
Two, se.tion 1 a 1,

ito NCA.\ reeognizes that -competitive athletic programs of the colleges are
designed to Lea vital part Of the educational system." Ne.1.1 Con.vtitution. Art

g.,tion 2. in support of programs, NrAA members: anunalls spend,
iu total, more than $2:17.-1 million in the :ftlininistration and conduct of inter-
co'lglatt. competition. For most Of the 3I1'A.%'s member institations. income
from ;Ittntiative at major sports events is a sithstutitinl source of economic
support for their total sports programs. Vet there are only approximately ii
colleges in the United States whose intercollegiate programs are operated in
the black. For the rest of the 'CAA members, athletic programs are operated
at a deficit. Wheu income front live gate reeelpfs, television, radio and like
sources ore deducted, N('AA four-year institutions of higher (Attention are today
annually subsidizing intercollegiate fiftieth- vompetition by approximately $23,3
million. This means that at it time when higher education is ftteutl with grave
Inconeial pi. s.,ures. it is rotating a deficit of $23.3 million }localise it thinks
'ports parth.ipatitou is t valuable educational experience.

\Vt andcr,tatol that the Joutor colleges have a comparable experience with
the financing of athletic programs, and there are increasing reports of curtail-
ment or elimination of high school extracurricular programs. Including sports,
a.; a result of both:0;11.y limitations. Moreover. the finances of litany high schools
and ettileges ore such that the toss of just 2i) admissions. representing $1.00 In
lost O-elute, would br very siv;Ditic:IIII, and have an effect on the overall athletie
program.

.V.rainst this backgromol, ;illy action ailver..;ely affecting in-person attendance
at intercollegiate and interseholastie sports event is a matter of serious concern.
Precisely this effect. however, is threatened if cable television systems are to be
granted blanket; socontiory transmission authority olthont appropriate
Ii i patine .

It. t.INI1rATIONS 811011 ti ay. iNtensrio ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS OF
I s ; I KIN t 11;g;i.vi 1: .1 EN S

1!Cd. the members of the NCAA have implemented a :cries of television
confroi plans in (order: (I) to reduce the adverse effects of live television upon
selio1 and college football game attendance (and. in turn. on the athletic and
physical ethic:Moon program.: dependent upon the proceeds from that attend-
an, -et, while (2) at the same time spreadiug television parlIciption tinting is
many colleges as tossible. The overall objectives have been to advance the In-
terest: (,f intercollegiate afIlleties and to provide college football television to
the plume to the tiniest extent compatible with other objectives.
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The current football television plan calls for network telecasting of Saturday
games, %rill' nationwide telecasts of n single game in some weeks 411111 in other
weeks a series of regi.o.al ),,,atues toeing iciecast, opportunity is also aot.rded
for the total telecasting tars eablecastingt out a limited number of stations of
games of great interest ht 11 particular college community, under specified cir-
cumstances and only if no appreelable damage twin be done to any concurrently
conducted college game. Priolay night telecasts ;Ire authorized only if Ito hohlry
will be doll(' to coneurrently conducted college, junior college or high school gatnes.

'lids arrangement permits a Ilf 1.011(1.WS 111111 111liV(r8iiieS to
appear on national or regional television: an average of 55 colleges will appear
1011 1114WOrk telecatsts In any year. Income front such appearances typically is
rect.! ved 11,y other members of the conferyney:: to which the jzu rtlyipants belting
as well as by the participants themselves. with the result that on the average
2211 colleges and universities share in this income each year. Taking ;neat fele-
vasts into account, in 1912, tkl members of the NC.k.k made 15s appearances
on some form of sit/lotto/two/is television pursuant to the pin. S'event-four of
those alpearances were on national television. Twenty-one games were telecast
in local areas i ranging frono Ilatforol to Honolulu I 111111er the Pr4vision4 govern-
ing such telecasts.

A. somewhat similar 1)1;111 has been (10Si4111,1 ill 101'I1(.1' 111 permit t111.1t.11`vil4illg
of gamey: in the National Collegiate It:isketioall Championship. again contain-
ing limited restrictions appropriate to provide necessary protection to Inperson
attendance, in geneal. the tournament television policy provides that tirst-
round, regional :Ind national finals games may lit televised via stations located
more than 1,4) miles from the 101110 site (120 111111'S ill the case of first-round
games) and that such games may be tel.-v..4..4i :C.41'1014011'4
N101111'11 1111` 1:011111'S :Iro sold out at least -Is hours. prior to tirst-round and re-
gional games or 72 Moir: prior to the finals games. In addition!. the basketball
telecasting; policies of the various intercollegiate conferomes, although diverse.
generally take ,tenant of the impact of televasts on cotwurrently scheoluleol
contests.

The v;ost coverage potential of cable television systems threatens the efec-
tiveness of 111I.-1' 1111111101 SrS11.111, to the extent that cable television systems
can and do Appropriate the nun elved telecasts for proliferated tralistnissloal
into areas where only measur-.1 impact of telecast games upon games in prog-
ress is contemplated by the control plans. The premises of the exceptions granted
for local telecasting of intercollegiate football games are completely vitiated
when a l'ATV system appropriates the right of the authorized local teleca.st and
carries it hall other areas, where local high school or college games are being
played. 'file same result occurs when a eabte system carries a basketball cham-
pionship game into the locality of the game In circanlsta noes where the plan does
not provide for local telecasting. The arrangement for regional telecasts will
become unworkable. love:nose cable systems aide to import games telecast hl /other
regions may carry three or four college games staggered (because of time zone.
differences) throughout the day on Saturday, greatly increasing the impact on
tittetala nee at loeal

.1A a consequence, these plans would collapse, and there wonild lie less rather
than more college sports coverage Available to the oe television viewer. In the east' of
football. only the top 20 or 30 collegiate football powers would 110 seen on
national television, loyeause without the discipline of these plans both networks
and local stations will be principally Interested-in telecasting the most attract ll*V
major college games. 'per colleges will be offeetively dented access to itationat
or regional television. and athletic. programs will suffer at colleges and univer-
sities, which arc not national football powersAncluding fill of the members
of conferences which will no longer be represented on national television.

In the ease of Moth of these plans. tlie.principal concern of the NC.l,t is not
the impact widespread cable carriage of the telecasts concerned may have nit
the te-tslilies from network telecasting. The fundamental problem Is the loss
of control over and thus the Mollify to mitigate the impact of telecasts of in-
tercollegiate sports events on In-person attendance at local games.

The N(1.1, believes that these effects can and Aright be regulated Ihrongli
protection against imantliorized appropriation and transmissiron of telecasts
afforded by the eopyrlglq laws. To this end we urge that flue tnouti fled cable tele-
vision provisions of 5.1301 he fashioned so as to deny cane system authority
to ionic' secondary transmissions of intercollegiate sports events Into areas
%OWN, television broadcasts are not anthorized. with the result that, Iliales 11-

.
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tensed by agrvement of the parties, such unauthorized transmissions will be
actionable as acts of copyright infringement and subject to the infringement
remedies provided by the bill.

As originally prepared by this Subcommittee, Section 111(e) (4) (C) of the bill
would deny authority to make secondary transmissions of a live telecast of an
orgaulzed professional team sporting event in areas where local stations are not
broadcasting that contest. Should this provision he retained in the modified
version of the bill, the protection requested by the NCAA could be extended by an
amendment to cover amateur sporting events as well. Certainly It seems clear that
amateur sports should tie given treatment in the bill at least as favorable as that
accorded professional sports. Regardless whether special provision is made for
professional sports. however, we believe protection of the kind we have outlined
is independently justified as required in the best interests of Interscholastic and
intercollegiate sports programs.

('ABLE SYSTEMS SHOULD BE DENIED AUTHORITY TO MARE. SEcONDARY TRANSMIS-
SIONS OF PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL tiANIES 11810 AREAS WHERE TELECASTS ARE PRO-
HIBITED UNDER SECTION 9 OF PU111,10 LAW 87-931

In addition, the NCAA wishes to point out. that when Congress gave profes-
sional sports clubs a special exemption from the antitrust laws so that they
could sell telecasting rights to their games on a pooled basis, it included a provi-
sion designed to protect high schools and colleges from the disastrous impact on
la- person attendance at their games of conflicting telecasts of professional foot-
ball games. That provision, (Section 3 of the Telecasting of Professional Sports
Contests Act, Public Law 87-331), cancels the antitrust exemption as to any
agreement which permits a Friday evening or Saturday telecast of a professional
game from a station within 75 miles of a scheduled interscholastic or intercol-
legiate football game, during the period beginning on the second Friday in
September and ending the second Saturday in December.

So long as the copyright revision bill contains an exception from the general
copyright authority in the case of secondary transmissions of professional team
sporting events into areas where television broadcasts had not been authorized,
the provisions of Public Law 87-331 are (at least in part) indirectly imposed on
cable systems. Removal of the exception for professional sports telecasts, however,
would raise the possibility that CATV systems will be at liberty to carry profes-
sional games in direct conflict with high school and college contests.

Under Public Law 87-331, a professional game may be telecast on a Friday
night or a Saturday during the protected period so long as no high school or
college game is scheduled to be played within 75 miles of the transmission site.
Telecasts of professional games may be, and have been, freely made in areas
where there are no local high school or college games on the day concerned. It
is frequently the ease, for example, that NFL games will be telecast nationwide
by CBS and NBC in December, avoiding, however, telecasts in areas where local
high school or college games are to be played.

Unless the secondary transmission authority is appropriately conditioned,
therefore, telecasts of sorb games could be picked up by cable systems and car-
ried to snbserilwers in areas many miles from the brea.leAst cite where there '7.1Z
local high :.ehool or college gftraN:. The effect of the telecasts of professional
football games on local high school or college games is well established, and it
is clear that the impact of such cable carriage on Intercollegiate and inter-
scholastic sports programs would be disastrous.

Aeon-dingly, we belleve that the secondary transmission authority should
include a provislott. which extends to high schools and colleges the same pro-
tection in the ease of secondary transmissions of professional football games by
cable systems as that which they now possess from television broadcasts of those
gameS.

CONCLUSION

The NCAA strongly believes that the limitations on cable system secondary
transmissions of sports events which we have requested are of vital importance
to the colleges, junior colleges and high schools of the United States. We believe
that these limitations are In the public interest and that they must be incor-
porated into any legislation granting cable systems broad rights to make sec-
ondary transmisslens tele..islet: 1.rt.etite.

\Ir. BRENNAN. The lima witnesses of this hearincr are iho repre.-
nntat ives of thcs professional leagues.
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Would you please come forward.
Would you identify yourself, please, for the record.
Mr. VA.stwasTArt. My name is John Vanderstar, l'm an attorney in

Washington for the firm of Covington & Burling representing the
National Football League, and I'm appearing here on behalf of Com-
missioner Rozelle.

Mr. Kuttx. And my name is Bowie Kuhn. I ant commissioner of
baseball, and hero Pin representing the professional baseball.

Mr. Rum My name is Don Ruck. Pm vice president of the Na-
tional hockey League, and I'm representing the member clubs of the
National Hockey League.

Mr. Hoc liniaio. My name is Phillip Hochberg,. I am counsel to the
National hockey League.

Mr. KAUFMAN. My name is Robert. M. Kaufman. Pm a member of
the firm of Proskauer, Rose, Goetz & Mendelsohn, counsel to the Na-
tional Basketball Association, and I represent the commissioner of
t he Nat iona 1 Basketball Association.

BRFINNAN. Commissioner, do you wish to be the first man at
bat ?

Mr. KUIIN. I won'd like to. I appreciate the idiom you use, Mr.
Brennan.

Mr. BunxxAN-. I'm surprised there is no designated pinchhitter
f rom the two leagues.

Mr. Kuria. Ile is doing so well we left, him in the stadium and they
sent me. here alone.

STATEMENTS OF BOWIE KUHN, COMMISSIONER OF BASEBALL,
BASEBALL LEAGUES; DON V. RUCK, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
HOCKEY LEAGUE; JOHN VANDERSTAR, COUNSEL, NATIONAL
FOOTBALL LEAGUE; ROBERT M. KAUFMAN, COUNSEL, NATIONAL
BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION; AND PHILLIP HOCKBERG, COUNSEL,
NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

:Nit.. Kuria. Let me say first, Mr. Chairman, I ant delighted to he
here with you and to give my views to your committee. We have sub-
mitted an extensive statement to iin solwommittee.

Senator McCLELLA.x. Your .:tatement »ill he pilofi.,1 iii thz, rcce,rd
in full, and you may highlight it.

Do you have otfiers who have state,ments?
Mr. Buns N N. Yes, each of t lie separate leagi
Senator McCLELLAs. Each of the witness' statements may be printed

in full in the record, and you make your presentation by highlighting
your st atemei Its and your position as you choose.

Mr. Km's.. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. 111 just take a few minutes
and try to highlight and give seine, perspective on the statement. we
have submitted. I'm speaking on behalf of not only Major League
Baseball and its 24 clubs. but on behalf of Minor League Baseball and
127 clubs in the 17 leagues in the United States.

We support the copyright. revision bill as it has been prepared, and
paiticularly we support section 111 of that bill. I say that for this
reason. Mr. Chairman, we feel that the control, which the bill as pro-
posed, would give to professional sports and professional baseball, for
whom I speakis vital to the health of our professional game, and
to these 151 cities where we present. baseball to the United States.
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As you know. I believe. Nir. Chairman. we sell our broadcasting
rights on both a national and loval basis, We sell at paekage to the Na-
tional Broadeasting. System for the World Series. the National .111
Star (hullo. the Saturday t ;ante of the Week and the Monday Gana..
We also sell 21 separate local packages. Each major club sells a local
broadcast ing package to st at ions or sponsors.

This is it very important part of our business, 25 percent of our
revenue, approximately, over the years has eome from broadcasting,
and I would anticipate that this percentat.to may very well increase.

It is vital to us that this revenue lie protected, and I say that for
some very practical reasons, that we in professional baseball are
faced with. 'rocky. the overall position of our major league industry
is in a hiss position tinanvially and has been so for several years. I :1111

hopeful, Of course. that this will be changed. but that is a difficult fact
that we are presented with today.

Over one-half of our clubs are losing money today in their present
operations. They exist and operate because they are operated by
Men who have a very strong sporting instinct, who are devoteI to
our game, and who want tole. a part of it.

Senator INIeCnimvs. Why are they losing money?
Mr. kuns. I am coming to that. What I'm going to say, Mr. ('hair -

man, let me jump ahead and say this.
Senator McCLELLAN. All right. You may proceed. I would just like

to have some comment about it.
Mr. Kull's. All right.
The 127 minor league clubs that exist throughout the United States

could not exist, and this is a critical part of the answer to your ques-
tion. Mr. MeChairman, without the subsidy provided by the major
leagues. The cost of player development

Senator Merw.L.Ix. In other words, it is maintaining the farm
team that is wliere the great emphasis

Mr. Krtrx. Yes; that is correct.
Senator McCLELLA N. They make no profit. do they ?
Mr. Evil 'The minor league clubs? They do here and there, yes:

but in the main they do not. An exceptional operation may be profit-
able lint in the main they do not because they exist, at.-rain because
in 127 or the better part of 127 cities around the country you have
as you do in the major leagues, sports-minded people who want to
see professional baseball presented in their towns.

And I may say with respect to those 127 minor league towns that
in most of them professional baseball is the only professional spoil
presentel. and forms a critically important part of the entertain-
ment for the citizens of those communities. And I would emphasize
here the importance of the entertainment.

Senator Mena:-JAN. They are not supported by gate receipts aloile.
ate they!

Mr. lirrix. No: they are not. They're supported by basically two
things or perhaps basically three thiwrs. They our supported by q-ate
receipts in-tart. They are stipported by concession receipts, which
are really important in the minor league, anti they are Supported
be the subsidy provided by the major league clubs to the minor
leamie clubs.
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I cannot believe there would he any broadcasting rights of value left
in Mibratikee if this should happen. The same thing is true of Mimic -
sota, where the Twins play, All of those 27Z games from Chicago would
be available to go into Minnesota with a devastating effect, in my judg-
ment, on the operation.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Do you have a blackout now against those
games?

Mr. Kumr. No; we do not. These are local games. With our local
games. Mr. Chairman. there is no blackout provision at all.

To give you a further example, the. Boston Red Sox and the Phila-
delphia Phil lies are on either side of the New York market. Both New
York teams telecast oil independent stations. Their games would be
available to go into both Philadelphia and Boston.

The Mets telecast 112 of their games, the Yankees ea, This is an-
other ltil gauges that would he free to go into Philadelphia and Boston.

Ai al again, Mr. Chairman, one doesn't need to be a bit sophisticated
about this business to know the devastating impact, that would have on
the broadcast right of the Phillips and the Red Sax if in part or in
whole that began to happen, and that it can happen, is demonstrated
by a survey that CATV channels are being--the permits are being
granted now in these markets. in Boston and Philadelphia. This is
not something that we are speculating on, but this is the fact.

And as the CATV grows, and we hope it will, goodness knows where
this may go in terms of its total impact from the point of view of pro-
fessional baseball, that is a pretty ghastly prospect, unless we are able
to control the dissemination of our broadcast rights, and that is all we
ask for.

think it is clear also to look at the realities that the CATV people
readily that sports broadcasting is vital to them. There is no pre-
tense that they are going to use some other kind of broadcasting; sports
broadcasting is what they are hinging their prospect of success on.

In other words, they have said plainly that they intend to go exten-
si ply into sports broadcasting.

Now,' I think something. important in concluding, I should say, Mr.
Chairman, is this: I think baseball has behaved very responsibly in
terms of its obligations to the public in making its Baines available. In
the first place between the majors and the minors, as I say, we have
maintained this enormous entertainment network of 151 clubs and 151
markets around the country.

We play 2,000 major league games. We play 1,300 minor league
games. I cannot tell you how important this entire system is. It draws
over 10 million people, by far the largest of anything in professional
sports. Over 10 million people are drawn to these events.

If we were difficult in our broadcast policies and didn't telecast a
lot of these games. then I could say. I think the chairman should say
to me, "Well, what have you got to complain about We do broadcast
our games by television, very extensively. Of our 2,000 major league
games nearly 1,100 are telecast annually, and not telecast over just
one station. Mr. Chairman. We are currently telecasting over 173
television stations in and around our local markets through our local
broadcasting cant racts.

Now, if you will look at our national broadcast contract, there we
were telecasting regularly over 1 90 NBC stations in the United States
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covering the country. There svas a game every Saturday during the
baseball season and a game on 15 Monday nights during the baseball
season. NBC carries our all star game as tey did last week, our league
champion series and our world series. All of these are carried nationally
all over the country.

So that literally hundreds and hundreds of thousands of hours of
television time are provitled today by major league baseball, I think
a vet y responsible performance in our attempts of serving the public
with pictures of our games. We feel that this has been a reasonable
and fair performance on our part in terms of the public need and
interest.

And I think that it is fair to assume that we will look at newly
te:!!!nc:k);..ics "1 try ti

. control of our
product as we pray we shall be, and try to use them thoroughly in
the 'milli,. interest as we have in the past ; as we have, for instance,
With our W01111 serk,S Wia're there is no blackout. We telecast
the world series not only in the cities whore those games are being
played. but all over the country its well. Knowing occasionally we
may get a public relations blackeye because you 11111y see a few empty
seats here and there because we will televise right in the market, but we
do in trying to serve tine public intere,t and we feel we have behaved
very responsibly in this. way. So we do support the bill. and we very
pai:tienlarly support section 111.

And I thank you for your consideration.
Senator Thank you very much, Mr. 'Commissioner.
Mr. lull:- Mr. Chairman?
Senator McCrELLAx. Mr. luck. all tight.
Mr. HUCK. Yes, sir.
Since hockey and baseball share similar player development prob-

lotus, like baseball must develop out own minor league players.
We, too, have both our network television contract, extensive local
contracts. We will support the remarks made by Mr. Kuhn.

Senator McCLELLAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BRENNAN-. Mr. Vanderstar of the National Football League.
Mr. VANnEasTma. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a statement on

behalf of Commissioner Hozelle of the National Football League.
Essentially what it does is warmly endorse anti urge the enactment
of those provisions in this bill which deal with carriage of sports on
cable systems, in particular 111(c) (4) (C).

We have made It recoild before the committee and also before the
Communications Commission about our need for this. We have tried
to show that. contrary to the comments repeatedly made by the cable
industry, the purpose of Congress in 1061 in enacting Public Law
ST-331 was to give the professional sports leagues the privilege to sell
their games on a pool or joint package basis to a single network.

Congress knew full well then when it enacted that exemption from
the antitrust laws, that in allowing, in our case the NFL: to do that,
we would be selling games in a fashion that would result in one game
being telecast in each market.

Now, with the growth of more teams, with the amalgamation
of the two leagues and so on, we are now in a position where in every
market in the United States on Sunday afternoon there are two, and in
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most of them tltrre. fire telecasts of professional football games avail-
able to the viewing audience.

We think, and a good many other people think, that is plenty of
professional football oft television, We have structured the, distain-
t ion of those games in a Wa 1' that tre think serves the public interest for
a variety of reasons, and what we ask is Ilutt we IAN allowed to c'OltttliUe
to 110 that. that we not lose control of any distribution of this product
for innitivial reasons and other reasons as \veil, and that -Nye not see,
cable systems allowed to continue and increase the practice of simply
moving game telecasts throughout the country to suit their own interest,
mut convenience, rather than ours or the latidie.S, as we see it.

That is our position.
Senabn. MCCLELLAN* Thanii PM' yet, 1""`-'1';'For the record, the Chair observes we are goolg to have a rolleall

vote, only it came quicker than I thought, so I'm going to have to
leave in a moment. If you can finish real quickly.

Mr. Naut'llA N. Mr. Chairman. we have submitted for the record
the statement of Commissioner Kennedy of the National Basketball
Assoyiat ion strongly supporting the provisions of the bill as they are.

I would like to point out two things; if there is time, that the. com-
mittee should take into consideration. Professional basketball games
like other professional games discussed here are not. produced pri-
marily for television. They do have a unique character. They are
oilI from the other type, of broadcasting, material, to wlah the
cable ta,ople refer.

They do not haven potential for reuse that other types of entertain-
ltli'nt programs may have. They do not have the type of national ne-
cept a wv with respect to a imreiculite game; and for that reason, the
do Aleserve special consideration.

Here we would also like to point omit that there has been a dis
,le:sion of the antitrust exemption which 15, in our view, not quite
efimplete. The antitrust exemption that was granted was granted with
respect to pool broadcasts, because one was thought to be needed. No
one ever felt that the decision of a team on a single basis to sell one
game and not to sell another game needed congressional support,

And the marketing plans of the individual members of the Na-
tional Basketball Association in their single game sales on a nonleague
basis have been that they would sell as many games as possible with-
out interfering with attendance.

The problem that they face with the cable situation is that the game
which has been not sold at 110111e. hilt which the visiting team is allowed
to take bnek, was not sold for it specific economic reason, which was to
preserve the !rate. The cable proposes to bring that game bark into the
110)0e team area. and in effect, to destroy the gate, which the team is
trying to protect.

It places a terrible burden on the team to decide whether it will ex-
lude the cameras of the away team in order to protect its very exist-

ence in terms of ticket sales. and that is a choice to which sports should
not lie pia. The only result woubl he to deprive people of the ability
to watch sports and not to zuhl to the number of games that they re-
ceive. I think that is a point which should he taken into ;lel-omit.

would join with the other sports in the support of the bill
in its present form.

Thank you. Irv. Chairman.
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Senatiir NEcCi.ErdiAN. All right.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the ProfessioMtl Baseball Leagues, Na-

tional I lockey League. American and National Football League and
the National Basketball Association follow

s rvil:stENr ON 14:11All. of IN1A.toit ANo \Ii sort Li:Auci; ItAstaiAt.t., tii
!town.; liCtiN, l'oxlmtsslomat ot' lixstlfxra, Ityyoial TILE SuN.rt; riot-
xt art t:Y. (IN Tar .1 clonlARY, Srimoxf Nt 1111i: ON P.xiT.Nrs, Ta.%11ExixilKS CoPY-
iticart S., Is Sueetait, OF S. 13111

Mr. V'Intirman, I appear here today in strong support of the provisions of
Section Intel t (el of S. 1:1(11. 1 ant appearing on behalf of the 21 Major
League Clubs of !loth the .11nerican atoll the National Instgnes: as well ilS the 127
Minot. League flubs compising l'rofessional Baseball's system (If 17 Minor
Ixat.otes.

The if ,,,tter before the Subcommittee, of miirse, is the copyright Itevlsitat Bill,
N. hied, for the general revision of the copyright law.."I'llosio portions of Section
1 1 1 which we support would, in effect, Itllmr professional sports organizations
like Baseball to continue to determine when find where their sporting eVe111S
kill he telecast.

;4;1441de:111y. Section lit fel (-1 1 f(') of S. 1'361 would ensure that professional
sports trill retain complete control over the transmission of a l'itob's games by
cable television.

As you lanow. Professional Baseloall over the past few years Las provided this
Subt.:onitniltee and successive t'ongressoos dealing with the problem of copyright
revision delaileol evidence that the indiscriminate transmission of sports sig-
nals 1.y cable television systems could llfo serious violence to attendance at Major
League ;Ind Minor League games IS well as critically undermine telecasting reve
totes upon which Professional Itastohall's (wow-mile viability clearly depends.

I appear here today for Iwo compi.iiiiig reasipiis:
I To urge the Subcommittee to hold fast to the letter nial the spirit of

Section 1 1 1 1c I I iF ICI as the Sailiiannlittet. has drafted it and as the Sli1)-
comatoittee reputed it when it list took formal action on the

'2) sulanit, for the 'Anlicianniittee.s reroortl, a detailed survey consti-
tuting dramatic new evidence ilhistration; that the uncontrolled and unlimited
trail,111i,si"11 "f `Ports broadcasts by cable systems could totally disrupt Itase-
ball's historic local :11111 regional telecasting toatterns--with the must serious
consequences for Baseball's future.

.At Ilse outset. nevertheless, I want lc) emphasize that there are obvious public
interest hoonetils inherent ill the newly emerging cable television technology.
Cable offers an opportunity for extending more ',programming, and more pro-
gramming choices. to the .1merican 'viewing public, especially in rural and other
under-served areas. We will lie most ;mare in litotes ahead of epportimitieA to
experiment with ;ill; forms of the uesv leclonology--as long as we can assure that
Ito fundamental damage is done 1/1 loll existing television packages and die home
gate. It must lie recognized Nutt Baseball's tradition as the tuitional pastime has
been considerably enhanced by the gatioe''s extensive exposure on network, re-
gional. and focal over-Om-air telecasts. Today close to CO percent of all Major
League Baseball games am telecast, :ma this

ingredient in the maintenance of ceonoomic health.
Thus, we must strike the most careful balance in any experiments with the

mow fechnootogy. 'file present provisions. of Section 1 1 1 retain f.ur tis-eolltrol over
the telecast of lour (;ales. This will permit us to eructed in negoti:ttions with
the new technology in .1 fashion which will preserve the essential over-the-air
role in our telecasting...1s we point out, to gi cable an across -the -hoard com-
pulsory license to our telecasts \you'd deprive its of the ability to proceed with
controlled experimentation. I ein assure you that the Vlonotaissioonees <nee Will

reasonably and responsibly in any negotiations with cable interests.

T. Sl'W MARY OF nAsEBALL'S t'OSITION

Baseball's basic position on the merits of the copyright issue remains as
flollovvs;

l'nrestrieted cable transmission of Baseball games could seriously dilute

1S. omg,, 1st Sees. 1 111 (197::). See specifically Section 1I1(e}t4t(C).
1M :it :;
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the value of ItAschait's television revenues and devastate home game attendance
iu l'oth Major League 1001 Minor League cities:

t Baseball's television revenues currently constitute about :25 percent
of its total operating revenues, Uncestrkted table transmission will surely
have a erippling effect .4)11 this vital source of revenue underpinning Base-
ball's economic health. Unlimited cable carriage will destroy the exclusivity
of loe:t1 Baseball programming which each Club presently offers in major
of areas, thus diluting, the value of each Club's local and network

broadcast package.
C.!) Further, if there Is no prohibition Of unrestricted carriage of games,

cable carriage van have a devastating effect oat home gate attendauce ht
Major League eft le. :,

Of Even if some (arts of a blackout restriction Is adopted, ails would
have cable free to import distant signals of competing games any time that
a team is on the road despite the fact that most Major League teams telecast
only away games back to the Mime city. These c,tblecasts would he in direct
competition it ttlltattl .seriously depreciate the value ofthe television
package that a local club has to offer.

B. Televistat Baseball is alreally widely available to the Antotican public.
there Is Ito tack of Baseball liniadeasts over ow air eliroitly. of the total

of almost '2.000 scheduled Major Ikagite games during the 1071 season, close to
tin percent were televised. Nationally televised games over the 191.1 affiliates of the.
National Broadcasting Co. I NB(') include the Mit' (lame of the 1Veck. the Iry
Mlin1111y Night Games also tarried nationwide, the hvo League Olt1/1114141AlljtN,
the .111-Star Game, and the 11'or9d

Beyond the national network. each. Chill authorizes additional local awl
regional telecasts of its own games in 1913 some 1,093 regular league games tele-
cast on 173 Ili InTent television stations.

Nevertheless, Based nil recognizeF, that there can It(' legitimate experimentation
of televised Huseball nit cable television systems so long as isasebull ronitis con-
trol of bargaining rights over cable carriage of Baseball games to ensure that its
over-t/teair bromblist package is not comproIn [Sett.

C. Unrestricted cable carriage could destroy the Bitty I.eagne system. In 11171,
the 17 .3111mr leagues (comprised of 1'27 individual U.S. teams) played more than
7.300 games before some 11 million fans. In many titles across this country, Minor
League Baseball 15 lilt' ratty live Ilinfcssionni sports event available in the local
community. Moreover, tilts extensive Minor League system is essential as a train-
ing grotunl for the Major Leagueswhich spend approximately 25 percent of
operating revenues ($31 million in ItIlito for player development. Unrestricted
cable-easting in Minor League communities would decimate Mane attendance.

Nev evidence confirms our earlier fears that unrest rieteil access 10 shorts iIro-
gratonting by the rapidly growing cable industry poses for Baseball problems of
catastrophic proportions,

In order to secure a further factual foundation to our concerns, I commissioned
a survey of each of the hundreds of cable television authorizations issued hy the
FCt' over a year-long period to determine the extent to \\litchi the home territories
of the various. M,Ijor League Clubs ore open to invusioll he Hu.. onvortutbm of
distant broadcast signal:, intits1niiiii41, Baseball games.

TM, results of this survey dramatize Baseball's plight.
The FCC authorized 301 cable systems in territories of Major League

during HIP nt's1 year following tilt' :Idolllio ot of its MOS' racks (from .1/arch 31,
17:12. to April 1, 1973). At least Ill of these eAl.le systems- or 50 perveut -will
import signals or distant TV stilt too which icIputistN the games of other Clubs,
For instance, cable systems in the heart of the PhIladeIphin and Boston home
territories have already been authorized by the FCC to carry (hit extensive tele-
cast schedules of the New York Yankee's Mots front stations 1PPIX-'11. and
SA-Olt -TV ill New York. There is nothing either the Mots or Yankees can do toprevent this.

in the Boston Bell Sox's home territory. eleven rnwntmif1es within 35 milesof 414 Ply111011 II no,lon 11:111e zlilthoriZatintlK froth the Eve under the liNvrablr televi-too roles to ,ot.t..e the distant signals of the two New York televi-
sion stations carrying the Yankees and the Mets,,,)VPIN--TV and 111 1 1--TV. Its
the Philadelphia Phillips' home lorrili3r.v. 1114, New York invasion is also sig-
nificant. Cable systems in I weR-e conummities within 35 miles of the heart of
phitadellibm will 4.11 rrr fhe MOS :11111 six cable systems (1111'y for 1'auktrs.The Militto,ohl to law Import:01W, of "
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suburban INiltinettpolis-St Patti, will compete with the Caldecasling of 1-IS Chi-
ago Cabs games on a cable sp.itelii. ill 11lO0111114:101l, liituie ut,t, home of the

Twins' Metropolitan Stadium.
The.Vittsburgh Pirates, the Cleveland Italians, the Kansas City Royals, the

Cincinnati. lills, :nut several other t'lii s will suffer similar invasions by cable
importing distant signals of major independent stations. The most drantatio,' ex-
ample of this "super station" syndrootne so far as revealed by tour study, is

NiAv which will carry regularly the filets' games to cable tele-
vision systems as far NVest as Ohio and as fur North as New Iltimpshire.'

11. 11.1Cit,liol'S1 1112, coVVRICSIT 111:V1s los MIL

Before presenting Baseball's position In detail, It is useful to review the history
of the Copyright Itevision Bill's sports-cable provision which affords profes-
sional sperts control over the transmission of its games.

You will recall that in Rot 11 and lhoi.si the Commisshater of Baseball expressed
his grave concerti that Itastdiall would be seriously prejudiced if it did not receive
full control in the Copyight BM of the di.ssentination of its television
broadcasts.

After the most careful consideration, in the spring of I( )69 the Subcommittee
reported out a copyright revision bill which Included provisions comparable to
Section 11 lie) t I) tel. The Subcommittee's draft concluded "that the trans-
mission of organized professional sporting events requires special considers-
that. " "'17u' Subcommittee Iteport stated further that :

-Unrest ricteol secondary transmission by t!ATV of professional sporting events
would seriously injure the property rights of professional sporting leagues lit
televising thei Bic shorts broadcasts. l'itregulated retransmission of live sports
events could :list) have serious consequences on gate attendance, such as major
anti minor league baseball games."

Most emphatically. iv no new economic facts which would alter the
Subcoommitice's initial deirininatitott.

tut February :3, 1l)72, the Federal Counannications t'otuutission announced it
%vas lifting the freeze on cable totevi,d.m, mulgating a new
regulatory structure effective March :11, 197. lit that same date, February :1,
the ICC in a separate ridentithing proceeding poposeol a spots-cable rule
11%11114 .4 1 in the !Jammer terms of the Sports Broadcasting Act of 190.6 The rule
provided protection from imported distant signals carrying distant sports events
only whet[ at team phiying, 01 hotilea proposal parallel to the bitlekola pro-
visions in the Med Sports Broadcasting .10. Baseball Jill) li'a 110 in F1'(.' proceed-
ings to press for the CommissPon to itdopt regulatory provisions cent/oar:dole to,
those in Section I111c1 1.1 I C 1. There ;ire clear indications that the Commission
Itads that it is restrained in the development of rules by the policies set forth
in the Sports Broadcasting Act of 1 'AI and believes that Congress should resolve
the underlying policy issues in the eopyright revision hitt. 'rho:, in promulgating
its lineal:thing alt tlw :pootts-cable ottirstion, the t'outioission said;

is a complex area involving the efftta of trlyeasIllig on gale receipts Of
sports It amt their ability ii) :iirvive or thrive. Consequently, we welcome
l'ongressiotta I guilt:1my,"

The I'onuoissiort. Ill u. shod%, every disposition to defer to this Subconouit leo
awl the Congress in their consideration to extenotto sports complete control over
the dissemination or ,ports 1.1w Ivy has never completed 1111:11 action
Olt it 111.1,00,qti r1111'. 1101(Oligh it promised lentnipt .110'11112 at the time
broad-scale hearings held before the full Ciiiritiiksion in fitly 1912:

lit the meantime, II:asphalt and other sports are being put In it highly prejudicial
position as the 1,'VC contitittes to approve hundreds of anthorizations to cable
systms which are p/utting to use sports as a iiia jot. factor itt selling their sow_
Ice. indeed. the cable industry's trade association has said that "proposed systems

2 lit Witt( .TV and the Ibis are he I eaido felerklon syst,rn to Ahuttalla: tbe
rs. In Xr n It out .hire, Wolt-v and the ?lets are on a calk'

s.sstem In NasteLl ; the
111.pert nr the Set.e..iimaii, Trihlemarkf2, artrl Chtiyriglitg, U.S.

SehaTe it S. 7313 (Low S. 1:1411 butt; t.td
eitFdr TriceOtiort arid titc eurtia9e ['MO, guts, docket Nil. 15417, 36 F.C.C.

611

roar itr,;4ion and the raerfqq, of Sport* roqronA, Basket tr41.7. Oral Argu-
tn ht fie; ire the Federal rotaraiii.leatlete, I2ohilhksien in tone, Jnly 2,1, 21, 1973.
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in major lintri:ets. already faced with heavy exclusivity for movies and series,
hate counted ut, SI1OriS as the 149111'11111W factor to develop the 111:11111i'll <11Wril

of course, these cable anihol izat ions have been granted mint the reeog-
Hilton that their rights to Carr.% Spol'IS bridaileasting exit be (It' eliminated
by FCC rule or t ogre toinatnl ICtinni

111, MASsl',k; Arse I'lloN op 1

Unrestricted Cable 'Prammissions Will (.'a use a JLissivu Disruption of the
l'resent System of I nst libation , if Baseball Teloeasist,,

The blight Baseball tees can be understood only against the background of
the distant signal rules ultieli the l'omnilssion adopted on February 2, 1;172, anti
made effective the following Mardi lit.' Essentially, the rules \you'd permit

system s oPoral Big in Inetrolx4itan communities in whirl, Major Lt'agne
Baseball teams are located to import the signals of two it three distant Inds.,
Pendent I man-netiviirk) stations. Tile distant signals could be Imported front any
market in the nation which Is lint hi the tOpcil'elity-live Markets. llinvever, if
Dm distant signal is to be Illiporied from one of lhe top twenty-live markets. then
the systein have to rase signals Irian stations located in either of the tiro
nearest of the top twenty-live markets, As a practical matter, most of the im-
portation of distant signal:: which will affect ltaseball will Collie train the top
t lit y -II ye rkel S.1" This is because the major independent television stations
in the largest metropolitan centers happen to be the wealthiest independent
television stations in the' country with the best and most (Iterative movie. 4111,1
sports eontracts offering the most popular programming. This development is
inherent in the structure of the new cable television rules, a striletlire which
favors a icry few, \eel best ablislied inlepetiiitql1 olatiolis like Villit -TV
is York acid \'(IN--TV lu hicago.

The following examples Illustra le the point
Chicago Is the itertri of the twenty-live largest tnetropolitati areas to Mil-

1,-,0114(,,, and would be the source of independent station signals to be ea r
rigid by a Milwaukee I'-ATV operator. The Chicago l! 11(15' lruailetist riglits are held
11)- IVIIS-T V, an independent. which this year is telecasting I IS of the regular-
seasol, Calls' games. A si:colid iudcpendrnt, IVSNS-TV, holds broadcast rights to
tip. Willie Sox games and will telecast. 1211 games this seasoll. TheSe independent
station: are likely candidates to be selected by t'ATV for distribution in Mil-
vaitkee's home territory. Thus, added to the telecasts which the (tremors have
authorized, an additional 277 Baseball games could be mate available in NIB-
wallkue's home territi ry. only wane of which wmild be required to tie deleted
whet, ihe Brewers were playing it home under proposed 1.1"C rules,

'hicago nmd :11ilwatikee are the nearest of tho top (wooly -five markets
3Ihmeapolts-St, paid, home of the Minnesota Twins. Since rights to the Mil-
va likee Brewers games are hold by a network station, a cable system operating
iu milineapolis could not obtain those g,aines, but the maze service from Chicago
could be provided in Minneapolis as in Milwaukee with the same impact on the
Twins." Indeed. the cable television system recently authorized anti now
;11,1ffillillg in MOOMiligt011..Nlittliouttt (pop, 81,701 I. silo of lire Twins' Metropoli-
tan Stadium, has already rmeived FCC autliolization to import the distant
signal of WIIN,-1". This tiwatts that any :Nadi. subscribers living in the shadow
of the Twins' Stadium can have act'ess to IN televised Chicago ('ohs games.

A cATI, ;.;.N.sten, operating In Safi Diego MR' liftY-serum( 111:11.:Vt also
bring in Iwo distant independent signals, It would most likely spicel those from

NI" I'.1 h cL latice litter, Apr. 11, 1972.
I'Mar Television service, ('art 71L i7 § 71; rt seq. ( 1972).

I, Thai time pr.t.b.1:3 4 err eritieol I'm' Baseball is clear from these addition:it facts. There
are 17.1 Niajor and :Minor i,r,leole teams in the FtIti'S whieli ploy In Z0111141 ;ma reins
1111Frent comitoiniti0,,, An analysts if riel),k., 1972_1973 Borneo, vminp
reveals Ili:it. in alt hat n hands( of ootlitioioltio.; which have professional 'Baseball teams,
them are ('AT' system.4 in oporatton frtinchiso.i rottstaipitio; for cATv s)sif.117S; or
franoikeaeptieatt,,ns pending; amt ureter active eonsbierrit

;Os,/ one of the two tel, twenty-flee markets nearest Natisas City where the
Royals play,
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San Francisco a tal Los Angeles. the nearest of the top twenty -tine markets which-
ea r ry I Hants, I iollg,vr:: and Angels games."

Both the New York Yankees' and the New York )Iets' broadcast rights are held
by independents. W1'1N-TV is telecasting 69 .Yankees games this season, awl
Wffit-TV is telecasting 11'2 Mets' games. The signals of these stations are plums
for cable systems which arc eligible to carry them under }'('C regulations. Sys-
tells 4.1solatilig in the heart of the Philadelphia awl Boston Inane territories hove
already beets authorized to carry these signaIs--and their consequent impact
upon attendance and broadcast rights of the Phillies and Red Sox. Boston is
perlmps experiencing the most drainatie invasion from the New York teams.
Eleven communities within 3) miles of downtown Boston have received authoriza-
tions froth the FCC Under the tie ealde television rules to carry the distant
signals of the Yankees and the Nets' flagship stations, 11'1'1X-TV and WUR-TV,
This means that these 11 Boston area cable television systems are authorized to
carry all 151 televised games of the Yankees 111111 [be Mets,

chile there has hen'a no (.able oleveloinnent in I he City of Boston itself. Ho-
ever, lwarby Boston suburb, Somerville, Massachusetts, front where across
the t'harleA Inver ono eau see Fenay Park. bias received one of the eleven
FCC authorizations. and construction of a cable system is underway, l'oday the
Somerville cable system has only 69 subscribers; but the pay:dial In Sonten tile,
with a population of SS.779, is for greater.

'rho Montreal Expos are earned on Canadian television stations in both french
awl Lnglish. Presiumilay. every (*ATV system iu this country could lawfully
carry the signal or 41 fOrOgll itillgailge station carrying Expos Baseball."

The foregoing are, of coarse, illustrative only awl do not exhaust the potential
for conflicting telecasts of Baseball games from distant markets. As pointed out
next. unless Baseball t.1))11 rots the distrilmtion of Its product, there is a sistan-
thil threat that numerous teams, kali Major and Minor Leagues, and ultimately.
Professional Baseball itself, may well be irreparably injured.

EIONONI 14' IIARDSII Volt

Unrestricted Collie Transmissions Will Seriously Undermiue the Ability of
Baseball to Obtain Substantial and Essential Reveaues From the Sale. of Tele-
casts of Sports Contests.

The critical concern of Baseball With unrestricted cable transmissions Is lhat
it will alnolst certainly 111idermine the potential sales value of entreat liaschan
telecasts -loth on the league :1[1(1 individual team levels. The dangers IvIlich
this situation poses to the continued health and vitality of Baseball cannot be
overstated.

1. /Vie Wieesprinel Prexentallon of Baseball Teleraxt Order Mr Present Si/Al-
lem. A discussion of the effect of unrestricted cable transmissions must he
presented in the context of the current pattern of distributing Baseball contests.
TM., most obvious point is there is no :shortage Of telecasts of Major League
Iiuseball games. Nationally, at least one game (the NJIC Game of the Peek
is Carried over a national network earl Week (1111111g the season in approximately

television niarkets. In addition, there arc 11.1 .M0111111y night games carried
nationwide. These games are selected for maximum audience interest based
upon the enrrent state of the various pennant races. And of course the most
significant events in Baseballthe World Series, the two League Championship
S eries, and the AlStor Gina---are also carried by NI1C throughout the nation.

Beyond this. each Major leagu team determines the extent to whirls it will
1111011)1'i/e lost telecasts of its own grit11eA. and these telecasts provide additional

iewing fare for millions of Amerivans. Ever$' Major League team has authorized
telecasts of slant. 14 its sehedule. These individual contracts (exclusive of that
of the Montreal Expos. whose games are Ind telecast in any United States Mar-
ket) in 1973 will result its 1.093 regular league games telecasts on 173 different
television stations. The tables set forth below reflect the extent of such indi-
vidually authorized telecasts planned for the 1973 championship season.

I.8 Angeles Independents which hold the rights to the Dodgers and Angels ganies,
niay 11, any event, he "significantly viewed" its Sou Diego and the signals would net he
toma.,1 against the two dIstora stollon

"Section 76.1;1 (e), 47 C,F.It. $ iti.f.11(e) (1912).
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SUMMARY 01- AtrtrtD HOME AND AWAY GAMES 1ELEEAST, BY TEAM, 1973

Number of
games

tetecast

Home
games

telecast

Away
games

telecast

Number of
slations

in learns
cetwork

_1.

Atlanta 13,aec., 43 0 48 124
Billornore t7iiales 52 8 44 1 4
Bo.,don Red Sol 65 17 48 I 8
Calplorma Angels 30 it 30 1

Chicago Cubs 148 Al 67 1 12
Cdicago Ante Son 120 81 48 1 1
Golcurnati liters 35 5 30 1 9
C!e,edind Indians 32 0 32 1 2
Oeiraii tigers 40 0 40 s 7
Houton Asti us 20 0 20 1 24
H3,1$35 Cni Rar,ats 28 0 28 t 8
Los Angeles Donors. 22 0 22 1

Mdwankee Brewers 20 10 20 1 6
to oon.sola 161115 30 0 30 1 14
NeA York Mets 112 58 54 1 5
tie& York Yankees Cl 31 32 1 10
031,11nr1 Athletics 22 0 22 1

Pniladelpfna Phddes.. 70 24 46 1 4
PntsbLrgh Prates 38 0 38 1 6
St. Lours Garda+ rls 20 0 29 1 21
San nolo Pales 0 0 0 0
Sill F1,4,1.540 a!,lilli 22 0 22 3
Texas Hangers 22 0 22 2

Total 1,093 321 712 173

Affiliates tie not all nary all games.

Thu du,clsion by each team to authorize a given number of telecasts takes Into
,aceotint at variety of considerations. including the possible impact of telecasts on
Louie attendance. .luny teams have elected not to .authorize telecasts of their
home games because of the impact On gate attendance." In fact, it appears that
the 1 rv1141 is to telecast 1.'Ven fetter funny games iu tototeet the gate and increase
the tf,l(vaz4:: of asvay games.

1114reover, where a -network" station is located In the conimmtity of a Minor
league leant, most Iett1nS trill not clear their game telecasts into that market
when a telecast would conflict with a home game of the Minor League team.

:!. Tlac Importance of l'o lyeamtin9 1er renter.? to Bo:whall. established
pattern of television svotibl he seriously disrupted by unrestricted cable trans -
mission. with the most serious potential adverse effect upon the existing properly
rights in live Baseball telecasts.

These rights nut extraordinarily valuable to Baseball ; indeed. I believe they
.firo indispensable to the continued ecomonde liability Of Baseball. hio contract
for the sale to NItt' of rights to the C;atito of the' \\*cot:, the Monday Night Game.
Iiie All-Star (lame, the. two lAragoo Series. argil the 11orld Series
for the years 817:2 to 197:5 us-ill result in payments Of over $70 million to Base-
1 ni11. The keystone of these network contracts is Of course, the degree of sponsor

whielt Baseball call now assure :Xiti,!
'oreover. the contracts negotiated by individual teams with local television

slat and in many cases 14411 and regional networks, for exclusive broadcasts
.4.11:01r homy aid aw,is games (with radio rights) are est Imaluil at an
$2:1.01.$0.0410 for t his year.

It is clear that revenues from the sale of such rights are a principal under-
pinning of Baseball's structure; ally 4111111111Iiion woulol simply (oliipotind the
critical economic proilairilis Which .ria8Pliall now faces at both the Major and
Minor League levels.

A substantial number of Major League Clubs operate helm or very near the
economic break-even level: decreases in television revenues am I home game at-
1 owl:mil% whir b could he caused by titurestrtiine41 ealdo activity, could be fatal,
Significantly, broadcast rights :11' the n11101101 :111 local levels provided more
than .23 percent of lzijor League Basel ail total operating revenues in 101;9. Ex-

foortlig of the tolnedsts of home g:inrce Orr In 113 eltios.Now York and
ricoil-hon fol+ shirr. n that the market Is so large, etc., that Satoh telcc,,e,ts

have n Ill int MOM Impact /Ton the home gate.
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bibit It shows the dollar value of and contribution to operating revenues of broad-
vasa, rights fur all ltajor sAsague teams. 'it hest' nnaneint data demonstrate that
I roadcast revenues are absolutely esselithil to ItasebaWs survival, The most re-
Feta study of Ihtseltall's financial results, prepared ply Arthur Anderson& Co., for
the year 11009, indicated that 13 of the 24 Major League Clubs suffered losses,
sow'. of mum very substantial. The aggregale results for till 2.1 clubs in 19119
showed total losses in the t»illloms. Thus. with Blese bleak operating results, nay
diminution of Baseball's tiro quietist big revenues (mild threaten the very continued
exist mute of t he sport.

3, buikerimaie catilecasis Could ScriromIy Impair thc ll'crenifes That Bageban
beveled From Telcri,vion, To give valtle systems a compulsory littonse to telecast
distant baseball games would assuredly have an Innnetilate itultact imam the price
which a broadcaster or sponsor %%mild be willing to pay for the hroadeast rights to
a given Club's gators. To illustrate, the broadeaster pays the Club for tire rights
ht telecast a certain number of the Chdo's games. The broadcaster eau sell the
games to sponsors oil the basis that these telecasts will be the primary source of
televises) itm,elall entertainment in a partleular community (loving the regular
season. lf, IlOWever, a cattle system can provide thousands of the city's residents
with literally hundreds of other distant Baseball games from distant communi-
ties. She broadcaster and the sponsor naturally Will pay far less for the rights to
the home team's games than would otherwise be the ease. This loss of revenue
could have the most serious ronsealuences, ns outlined above.

Furthermore. the ultimate effect of unlimited cable transmissions could be so
severe that Independent stations would no longer he considered by Baseball
Clubs to be tiligilde for the purchase of broadcast rights. In order to secure the
protection wideh Baseball needs. all teams may be forced to dotal only with net-

ted stations" However, this decision itself could have serious conse-
1111011COS: illdip(I1(1011I stations today provide a strong source of competition for
television tights. 'the removal of this competition can have only an adverse effect
moon potential revenues.

V. et.tnitr OF TILE MINOR LEACCES

The Proliferation of Cablecasts Could Cause the Death of the Minor Leagues.
Baseball has a special interestseparate and distinct from that of copyright

owners generatly and other professional team sportsIn protecting Its Minor
League system against unwarranted intrusion from telecasts of Major League
teams,

At this Mae, there are 17 Minor Leagues to the United States comprised of 127
individual United States teams, In 1971, there were more than 7.300 Minor
League games played before approximately.11,000.000 fans. Minor League Clubs
are the principal source and proving ground for Major League players in addi-
tion to being an important source of en to rt foment for millions of Americans,

No other professional sport operates a player-development system of even
remotely comparable magnitude. Indeed. the Minor Leagues exist only because
of the direct subsidies provided diem by the Major League Clubs and the working
agreeznents which have evolved between Minor League teams and Major League
Clubs. In 111G9 alone, more than $31 million (or 25 percent of operating revenues)
was eNpiIIIIFil by Major League Baseball on player development, the majority
of which went to the major league. Unlike professional football, which utilizes
the nation's nniversitics and colleges ns its proving grounds for players, Baseball
must spend these substantial amounts to ensure to the fans a steady How of
talent.

As noted above, virtually all of the smaller and medium size communities which
have Minor League teams have cable systems in operation, franchises outstand-
ing for cable systems, or a franchise application pending under active considera-
tion. Thus, these communities are open for the wholesale importation of sports
broadcasts by local cable systems.

There is ttersuasive evillemto that such unregulated expropriation of live Major
League games by cable systems eolith] seriously affect Minor League attendance.
An Mondry regarding potential cable impact upon Minor League operations
produced the following COIN "

11 Professional Football, which setts 011 of Its rights on a pnekaro basis to the nn t tonal
networks, al.es: not of emirs'. confront the same proht eon 'Baseball does. Partieitiorly In
the tort ropol I ta n market where 'mile/late service" Is already provided, enble systems
e:otnot brine In distant network stations with ernopeting football telecasts.

14 See ENILibit C fur a colteetfon of responsre from Minor league teams.
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"t definitely feel that CAT!' would kill id-adhally all of our fans we have
left."

It is my definite opinion that telecasts thy) cable [off league gatnes into this
area would. definitely binder our attendance, I do nut have to remind you that
attendance lit Minor 1.cague ItasetFall parks is a nationwide problem and any
farther lnfringetavnt it televagt ba(4chall broadcasts would probably make it
iinpossible for most minor league Otitis to continue a sucevs.qta operatl(m, it. IS
too easy eve:, rinse to stay al home anti watch television than to go out and
snig((trt your own liwal activities whether it be baseball, hiockey or basketball--
and we have all three to 'Salem."

"Again., hi my opinion. ('ATV In this area would time (siege to being the death
knell of Minor League Baseball la Ih'whester. We are trying. by every promo-
tional means fossible to keep AAA baseball In Rochester for the benefit of the
entire iattittounity and are attempting in every way possible to provide
straw recreation for families nud youth in Rocia,ster. I feel it I- about time we
hod help instead Of hindrance."

If we were to be exposed to this type coverage, there would be no &lla hi
our naiads that it would rano our attendance seriously,

"Obviously, If such telecasts were to reach our city, our attendance would
suffer drastically,"

.1 reduction la gate attendance at Moir League games With a corresponding
redmtlon in reventies would Pose a dilemma for the Maier Leagues which do
not have available additional resources to keep the Minor Leagues In operation.

VI. CONCIA'sloX

In summary, I believe there are soHintl legal. piddle Polley, and practical
reasons why Baseball must eon trot over the disseinlitation of Its games
to the viewing Public. The Federal Commtutientions Commission's new regula-
tory scheme for cable television will iertnit Ilu tlell1014Heat of cable la such it
way that it could eompletely undermine Baseball's orderly telecasting patterns
and, Lenin, seriously dilute the Value of Baseball's gate receipts and broadcast-
ing tights.

While Baseball Is anxious to experiment with the promises of the /1PW cable
technology, It is fundamental for Baseball to have complete control of the rights
to its games in order to strike an appropriate balance betwevn liasehall's tradl-
Bona) &womb-ant to over-the-air broadcasting and any experimentation with
cable television.

A

See the attached black binder for the complete survey, with a covering memo-
randum, emamissioned by the Commissioner of Baseball. to study the cffeets of.
the first year of the Federal C01111.111111iPIIIII)Ils COM Wi's new regulatory struc-
ture for cable television.

Exutner li
REVENUES 10 ALL MAJOR LEAGUE CLUBS FROM TV AND RADIO

Year
toot

contracts

National
network

contracts Total

1965 $12,497,000 $3, 254, 0e0 $21,751,000
Percent of operating 'event'. 14.2 10.5 24.7
1966 313 907,000 $9,424, 000 313.331,00
Percent of operating fevenue 13.9 9.4 23.3
1967 $13,747.00 $11,807.000 125.554.000
Percent of 4nrating revenue 13.9 12.0 25.9
1968. $16, 375, 00 $12,339, not) 328, 714,000
Percent el operating revenue..,. 16.3 12.3 28.6
1969 $17, 970.000 $15,519.000 333, 499, 002
Percent el operang revenue 14,6 12.6 27.0
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EK it I BIT C

REPRESENTNIIVE CON! MEN TS OF NI INOii LA(.1:F, S ON THE IMPACT
OF CATV ATTEND.kNCE

definitely feel that CATV %voila kill proud fealty all of our fans we have left."
"There is uo doubt as hi the fact that this WOULD HURT our attendance

TICE.MNDoUSLY, as do ALL telecasts against our. I LOME };awes, This is (lie
very thing that can and will pot us all out of business, lout quik."

Is my olethille opinion that telecasts Hoy) cable loll league games into this
area would definitely hinder our attendance. I do not have to remind you that
attendance in minor league baschotil parks is a nationwide protam and any
further Infringement of telecast baseball broadcasts would probably make it
impossible for most minor league clubs to continue a successful operation, It Is
too easy even now to stay at home and watch television than to go out aud support
poor own local activities whether-it It baseball, hockey or basketball--and we
have all three in Salem."

"Again, In my opinion. CATV fin this area would come close to being the death
knell of minor league baseball in Rochester. NVe are trying by every promotional
means possible to keep AAA baseball in Rochester for the benefit of the entire
community and are attempting in every way possible to provide wholesome mere.
What for families and youth lit Rochester. I feel it is about time we help instead
of hindrance."

-Cable TV does hart our attendance when we play at home. Most every night
of the week you arc able to get either the Mets or Yankees games when they play
at night, 8onletimes yen can got both the Yankee and Met games. On holidays it
kills our attendance Whet( we play at night."

"during the 1too',8 season, the telecasts of Major League games via ('.ATV did
roach Elmira and. although it is hard to estimate If these games had any effect
on our attendance. I'M sure it did. nights when there was a so-called 'crucial'
game on TV and we were playing home, our game attendance was down. This
was also true if the weather conditions were toss than

"In reply to your request for CATV Information, the telecasts of the games
played by the Mets and Yankees all reached our city in the three years we have
been members of the NYPenn league. Those are the years limit% 191;7, and VMS.

-While it is most difficult to accurately gauge the effect of the activities with-
out a comprehensive study. I would think they did adversely affeet our attend-
ance. I Me thing Is sure . . they did affect us on the nines which were threatened
toy ha-lenient weather."

"I did operate the Williamsport Club in 19o1.4 and 10(35 and we did have cable
TV there. I felt that it did hurt our Mt-embitter,. since people were boss inclined
to go out at night and pay to see minor league baseball when tiny could see one
or more major league games at home in the comfort of their living room, at a

uph lower price, which was next to nothing."
-Should the (',ATV telecasts of Major League games . come to our city I

believe we would have to disband baseball. This year the Major League night tele-
cast of baseball cut our a ttendance about four fifths."

"If woo were to be exposed to this type coverage, there would he no donlot
oar minds that it would ;offect our attendance seriously.,,

-obviously. if such telecasts were to reach our city, our attendance would
suffer drastically."

-I sincerely believe that any telecats of major league games into our city while
we ore playing hurts our attendance very mueli. I do) not see how TV gatilDS tau
help the minor league attendance."

STATEMENT of 1oN V. RUCK, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

Mr. Chairman, my name is lion V. Ruck and I am Vice President of the Na-
tional Hockey League. I all accompanied by counsel, Philip It. Hochberg of
Washington, D.C.
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11:0 appluu-iate the ti ttittntiii to (4.111.. refute 41.11 1110 I(....tify out },ntr hilt,

S. 14'0.14 V111.11 /1 tie 11111y ,:i1'p.,11. 1 lit re is a conensits that this Subcont-
Initice 111;ty Ii the ewiri of last resort iu Ilw area: 11. \Wit 01110 ILO
....I14114.4' luta( uu lour I :use lucfore Lu, on.

I t loth' like to NrePilli offried by Commissioner Since
hccke, :Ind baseball share similar 1,1:0 cc dkelopitautittil patterns, 'iii' echo his
conceal for .tm s,

N;dp,,,a1 key Leagitut is not lite bon, raelor of ready-nrole pia) turs
fr..rit the Co110glale ranks. NVe must 11.114'1,11 ..111' Pith 1:1101i1, 1.1[01V nit, 111 1110

S'Alles line league. 1,11 ;I miner letrl. ,111,1 II is the NHL teams whir-hi
'miler:irk,. the hulk or the cost to 4/1.4.1".11k. HIV Illi11141. I4.41111,.. tit a. (.1 11...4,4111.0 Ihr
110\4.1../.111.11r 40.)..441.4g talent,

NVe. like Lt* hall, are tei y concerned it 11111110 lliip:14.1 t11:11 'M1,1,1'1;1111111 Of ,1)01'1:4
siurufs 1.3 rii1.10 ..i:,..11,111.4 \tot:141 hate en ti11.N1' )1Ji)JI1r ji';1141)VS,

lioitt.V01', Hir roareru for the major leagile the
Nat ienal llocko League: galt, like ha -,hall land like luttskethall), the Mil,
has g,um s iteditled viriutatr.% euury night ,.r the wool:. vino c;Iti

the fate of our nee. \Vas/tint:ton hockey teant in 107 I it' it f;
11; hurler }' from Mita-`,.11, '.,~1:111 the in:putt:ohm t

newton, New York, and Poston on a itightly basis. The saute problem 'it tutu 1,0
faced hy IOW nether teauts Eu LoS Athtli111 t\ !lyre LoAVY
11;04 not >et caught oil.

Ind del 1110 111110. Wo1111111tfrord greater protection to Pautomine
Quiz" and -1 lridget 1,uuNuus ltetnie- than iney usvonid to professional and anuutteuur
sporls. Sontel him:. 1 sug.gest tuu you. Mr. Chairman, is out of killer there.

it is indeed ironic that we should Ii' 1i010 1111s weck, It was almost etNactly two
}'ears ago that Chairman Parch, in his Letter of luitept .\1101.:1 :I, IUTI, anted
11,:11 tin' 11nr.liuu of :-.1.,,rts pl'ogr:111111WP.: tt;Is :1 (11111411R 41f10, lip prOjiliSCil

01111,14Cratilql Of Ilse Mattel% SI) that it Wolild ileftlre "tile
tea' Syleln,:'.

1ud tit :tin, a year ago in oral arguitteat on this issue before the
thin sanw feat' teas toico.l. it tins Nttltrrl to the chnitinatt that systems voithl
attempt to .ell !widows on the basis ..r importing dist:int sports signak,

At ono Ite noted that t as of that dale) only 13 Certificates haul been
granted. 'Curl;)}. some 1.100 certificates have luetutt granted atuil more are 110114
granted daily. NIany or the appliratiuns and grants are for either the core city
contiguous: suburban area.

For instance, litusially dozens are in the Philadelphia area and four are
specifically Multi the City of l'hiladelphia itself - ineluding one literally across
the street front the Spectrum whore these teams play. Anil this is the er,% *stem
Ichich has based its appeal for subscribers on distant sports signals! (I :thy
attaching as :tit EX-11111it un uilteriiseuient \chichi recchtly appeared-in a l'hila-
delphia newspaper.)

Nletabers of the Commission urged sports to look to Congress as its remedy.
'Senator Pastore, for lune. litt. indicated his concerti \vitt' cable stems importing
distant sports signals not authorized to the local stall (ii. AVe

II W011111 seem uncommonly logical that the entrepronoir \ho bare invested
millions of dollars to de\ eloil the professional sports franchises should +pike rea-
sonably, maintain the right lo \\IWO. :Hut ohmic 1/11.11' pruilitct will be telecast.

Accordingly, NVe urge this passage intact of S. 1:101,
uk Von.
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AirAttrAN 1..0)1 11,0 Ir 1,):(;11:/NATIIIIN At, Fthommt.I.Y.AGUE.

.1.f York, .V.1'., .11(!pt.wl 1, 1R73.
1;01,..1,)1rs I,. )I( ('f rt TA X.
f r ?Mit. S a ?worn In it /re nit l'alritIg, aitd t'Iopyri91118,

.S. Senate', Iralbitegtem,Ii.('.
Itcmt I'u.eti sitv Ile cc ht 1,,poio.e to sour at( tioil tiptqflunt eel further

on S. 1:;eil, 1 ath plc:Ned to submit my treatuttetti
that hill of I lit. carriage of sports telecasts: on cable television. l'opit's of my stmt..-
nient liehmlf of profv,odolpil e1Whost'd hetevitli.

1.4.t express the hope, that I Ito NI ay van now be (geared for legislative netion
etc film presslint matter in clew of the recent 110W spill' t of (Aldo grow,fit and floc
imiction of the retionit cinntnIssion on the )11z)linr. )11 my
elrita,111 ii W401111 be unfortunate if enactment eef Section 111(e) ( I) ont1 other
reicvald Provisions were elcia.vcd further while largo numbers of ,1itterleatt fain-
i lie kraine 1.:11r)t. 17?).0./lter., ;lad cable owners made sh i.tanthil vapll al Invest-
inents. expectation that cable s)sients would be able lee reutieue I hinting
NFL game telecasts in derogation of the rights of our member teams.

is Jut Ow past. 1 Nvoohl he glad to make myself available for further discussion
tttld to sul.ply flirt her litforinZtlittn as the g1114'0111mittoe tnay require,

Itespeet
Pm.; 1tn %ti.1ii, ('on mio(ioncr.

11:tolosuse.]

;:siNIT.NIENT en l'Elp 10z1-1.1F. VoN1M1ssmm:}1. N.vrtoNAL FooTIL11-1. 1.EAea'11.:,111:E01111
Tut; Sunto.,1 tit t.t: is, AND roP1 tafill IS OF SEN.ViE
(.0\111 ri ON 't tit; ,11 Ii).1ciAny oN s, 131a

l'I.A.C1'ssitb1P11 fOoth:111 maintain?: a strong interest in those portients of S. 1:011
would affect, front the cop,vright point of view. Ilke carriage eef sports tole-

rn,ls ea) c:tleie television. My statement is on behalf of the 20 inciter clubs of the
National Football League who represent neatly cities noel thetrePolitaa ateati
111.1':,.:; the country.

(nu. interest dates track to the dais when begun zno vim!: Npf,
game telecasts around the country Nithout seeking any permission (or offering
:111,v eontponstationl, and lay state,nietet In this Subettintait tee elated .tiigust :3, 19h6,
eeii ug on S. It)( I, expressi.s that Interest. On 3tareit It, and Ovtoler 31,

matte further statements vintoltentiip; on S. :;tVi tind 11.11. 2512, and we
Rig v., ex presso4.11)11r views several 1hnes since. then.

In December ittilt't, the Solenzoitti!le.t, 111111limoiisly reported teat a hill. S. 513,
\Odell recognizoll the rights of those ho spend consider:title sIttn. to stage pre).
fessleatal sports eontests for the entertainment of many tail/ions of raw; at the
hall parks and at their television sets:, The Subcommittee (11 expressly gave
fall s14.111tori collYright Prolcrtion to live game telecasts and 121 applied that
P11,t14.11,,11 to Pask.,, Whi* c:thle" Sr,tett3S Weald import game telecasts Into areas
where t0101,4011 stn linos 1t i 1.±c111,,iV0 11.!..dlt:4 It) receive' gottler games instead or
v.licre. teams Wore 1$1:1.,Ving bottI TI111.: the Subcommittee trot cable and
broadcast 1(14.11,1411 not au *limit fooling vis-avis: the h./ova:N(1g of NFL and
tatter professional sports contests.

The IA'ederal rommunivattote: Commission has riot yet acted on its expressed
inte.nr tie deal with this problem. .offer the Subcommittee revortrO S. 51:i. the
Commission :Annonneeel that it weorld ntitiress itself to various cattle television
notttr r4. ineitteliin.t the carriage of elistant ,tatieae: 1111deSsliilal aalaeS.
Thp chat :rover!) general liktant-slation carriage,
and these' Nov.; fortnitomds rvedve malty of the NFL's (-micelles by generally
forbidding carriage of distant netxori:-.111iliated stations in most television ma-
kets: heat professional football tel are ten these' DetWnSii
lhrse rule: contain provision,: that would permit cable systems to carry single
itrograltss CrAllf1 those distant stations at various times'. It is likely that caltte
owners, who often advertise cattside sports programming in a prime auras.
Ilion to gain new subscribers, will take full advantage eef these provisions. The
t'ominission said in .Tetly Yell 114.1.1:et No. 1397-.11, and atmin in February
197:2 (Poet:et No, 19111'1 that it would deal Speeitleally with the unit-1w problem
of ('atile carriage of sports telecasts. am) we' have on mail"; occasion.; uspressed
our views to the VotrimINsion in Writing' and orally. No action, however, has
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Yet been taken, Not is H until eh IT or that the Commission has accepted our
position that It has the stainto,;, .,,..Hotity to deal comprehensively with the
prololtqa,

MiTatmloile :natters grow more pressing,. .,kfter an earlier FCC action slowed
notch of cable's previously rapid grom Ili. the current rules have once again
',emitted the Imlustry to, uNtoanol. In Just over our year the ('o !mission hits
issued over 1,000 voTrliticates authorizing establishment of new cable systems
or Tothlition of new distant .Stil HMIS oil 1..X !sling SYStkallSi ; many, of these s,ss-
tein.s otre 1,0 locrttekl ha the heart of the Hatton's larger nietropoolitan areas.
Systems are now authorized or operating in substantial segments of the Atlanta,
Ruston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Los Angelus, New York, i'llittolelphion
l'ittsburgh, Salt Diego, Salt Francisco and SI. lands markets, to name only
Toreas roller': NFL teams are located, and In many other Onus and towns as well.
']'here are something like 3,000 cable systems serving; about 7 million homes in
Om communities across the nation, and one estimate is.that 23 million homes
still be connected it, the Cable by 1975.

the nerd for all effective sootier increases, And that solution simply
is to implement vIllier in the copyright lott% or in F('(' regulations the national
policy as It affects telet ising of prol'essiT'ointi sports contests. .1s 'the Subcom-
tnittees earlier action in S. 313 recognizes. that policy is !most forcefully ex
pressed in Lacy s7-331 I the Sports Itromdeitsting Act of 1901 ), as amended,
17T §§ 1:91 113. There are three principal points :

1 l It bits li%it,s been the right and Illy Idnclive of NFL teams not to
vise it gtlulr its the very area in which it i. being p!ayell. Sol I11e5ision station
in that 111111 is Ili 1101t/Xli h, Gilts that gaillP CX(Viir by delayed lo'a(letistI.
and no (abl system should have any greater pHs ilegto. (The recent action of
the 0)1)111101.mo Common 1 ve regarding telecasts of sold-out gantes vrell if eimi.1(.(1
into Ii ring ill ilk issue, 144'ill1S1. our (lateen' in the copyright
area Is simply to see that cable stands on 114i footing front loroalicasting.1

(2) The 1.0411 Act gave N.P(PttS. IINOZMIPS like the the right to sell television
privileges on a package basis awl thereby to control the patterns of game tele-
casts. 'Otis has Unaided the NUL to regitire netwTorks to bring every team's away
games back to its Immo city. oIticll as a practical matter has resulted in goItiOs
toeing carried on regional networks. And With one of these owes also carrivit
nationally cutler our relatively hiss -double header" program, we have been
tilde to give most football fans two or three live telecasts of Nil, games each
:sottitlay afternoon during the SOS011 gi 1 iilg 1.`:101 team roughly equal
television exposure. (< If course, ;Nitaiday night games are also televised as are

tit Imlay games late in the season.)
sal As reflected in Section 3 of the 191i1 Act, protecting- attendance at ,,th;!.0

and high school games is an Important feature of national ;policy. We impose
restrictions upon the tlevistom networks and moon the teams to carry oult this

n e Lase shown many times. unrestricted eallIT television Wollia
perhaps seriously. these aspzts of national policy won't: the League's
television patterns: it \\amid also erode tit( value of the television rights %%i
self to the national IITIvTorks. To prevent the I. uotvttuletl awl unfair
reottiIrnt our support for Section 1 1 1 11'1 i a o (CT of 11,1. ',culling hill. S. 131"1. end
for the otInor provisions entitling live sportii tolccosts ho till copyright prolectiom.
1V also urge vigooas action tookiiig toward Ulla] caactiilciii i,t those licovj,,,::(01,4
info law

s r r EAt N OF J. '1,'. lilt F;t:N shit. COM 51 VSNION1 NA I iiiNA!. Ii5s}tl,'iit. \t.f.
ASS0( IA IION, it1 iqtE IfF, SVitc v. 17.S. isi,NiAitRs AND 0,11..-
Rili/1 I'S. COM MI Or 'I .1 "I, rS Sit "1; "N S. 1361
This Silrtenleut is Submit 1(41 in eonnettinn u11 the poposcd

right Mil. S. 1301. and siieilleally to support It retention but its 1,11...cut t 1111
of Section 111 (el 4-41 of that Bill rclatitre loi Mil' carriage of sports programs
colt cable television s.vstetas.

proposal draft of the Copyright Itill eontains provisions which would give
to sports events the long overdue copyright -type protection %illicit traditionally
has been available to other forms of priVately produced I 11

flit Bill would give to sports the vital 11,10:01it protection with respect to
cable television systems like that v Welt they presently receive %%MI respect to
over-the mir television.
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Section 1 1 1 IL') 1' 1 1 It'') of the plaque:1.d Copyrizlit !till with the honor-
bolott of clitant sports signals. it provide.; that cable Ny:41011.4 woubl he able Itt
carry a spoldilc.; ovoid only under eireamstanees when fitse television could
carry it- that is, with proper authorization from the home team within the
101.100,ir too- kiwi Ina rket.

The Nttion il Basketball As, iciation believes that It is vital that section
I I let 14.1 of the 1 minibte.: Copyright' It'll S, he retained in it-1 present
form, l'rot'essional sports desperatety needs this protection. IVittolut it, calde
Ystents can 4I1 \AitiltfUt N.ci!at stations are properly limited
1, doing only with fable hull not 1,e aisle 11111,,,rt
i.e is to carry
stick pr-granis by ¶lo appropriate team 1)1'11Ni:411e.

1`lir teed for the enactment of Section Ill in Its present form is illustrated
by the nature of the laislooss of professional basket hall and by its 00111(111de

Prof.-slob:II basketball games are not produced primarily for television view-
he: ;iml 11" not 'MVO till, itoouti,ii for resale and reuse that a rion.sports enter-
mitoeent proglatti might have Therefore, importation of distaiit signals of live
h:l.kt,r1,011 g:lutp4 \*.iiht have hituirlit esults in Iit0 itn/Ltrtaiit areas: (1) the
b'slroctive ilnioet on team attendance at borne: and t 'I destruction of the
icant's natural markets for future sales of authorized telecasts and cable
brinsmissiom

Sports telecasting Is a unique form of entertainment with limited tuarl;et-
both in terms of time and regional scope. 'Therefore. cable !input'.

Sion of distant live sports programs creates problems of a far greater magnitude
than stivik cable distribution of other (Niles of tadertaitiment. Unlike "Lassie" or
''untie NVith The \Vital", very few basketball games (other than the "Game
of the Week") ittiVe a sufficient national impact to be sold for television on
more than regional Mists, and nclie CO111111;11iIIS the requisite viewer interest
to be sold on ;1 repeat basis.

'flue economics of professional basketball requires that team,: and leaguers
pron,it anti expand existing sources and Mal new sources of revenues. Costs are
such Vet1 today Ilea (earn,: Cannot exist if they depend solely on the income
generated front ticket sales. Television on nit authorized, compensated basis
has been the answer for sports---but not if cable system,: are allowed to destroy
this sources of revenues by picking tip and distributing programs without e0111-
14.11satillg either the teams or leagues.

In recent years. a major income factor for the members of the National
Itasketball Association has been the NIIA's to sell television rights on
a national network basis. Outside this weekly network showing. other existing
filet ision rights lire sold on a team-by-team basis. The revenues., received as a
result of this sate of the right to broadcast certain games have kept many MIA
teams alive. These revenues are untlituldedly loused upon the broadcaster's
sive right to the game in the relevant territory, his ability to sell commerehil
iliac on the broadcast, and the sponsor's willingness to May the Milo because
ho is assured (Of-the audience by unauthorized cable competition

A recognition of the operation of professional basketball is needed to muter-
stand the inmaet of unauthorized cable transmission of distant signals. In
ontrast with football, professional basketball games are played sfonevhere in
the United States---atol perhaps close to it home cityon almost every day of
the 'took, 'Flat Mane team may average Iwo games a week at Inane. and Un-
limited table distrildition of distant signals could make avallahle other games
on tho-e two days as well as on each of the remaining live days. ruder these
circumstances. the boob team faces competition front within its own industry
:os well its competition from other forms of entertainment. Iii the ease of a
team which is not currently championship caliber, this increased competition
can 'noun disaster.

Itoi'essionai basketball's need for the protections contained In Seelion Ill
is illustrated by the dilettanti or Lew anti less successful teams like the
clevehoal Cavaliors. In order to survive, this team mils{ build a local followlog,
sett admissions and local television rights and establish its place in the (tom-
nomily. If. of any eXellilllZs whet' the team is at beano or not playing at home,
Cleveland andienees had available to them on an Unlimited basis iy,aines iii-
lolving. for cvunple. the Alilwaiikee Bucks, the Los -Angeles Labors and the

fork lioicketthoeker, the twat cb4111ce of Stir-
ViViNt:. \\Willi a short time, such saturation of local markets would result in :1



substantial reduction in thi, Itittliher of !cants In existence, a loss of player and
otlit,r emplo) meal, the elimination of the iippoluidl of many persons to set,
live basketball games, and the disappearance of the oilier bettelik of Iortll
involvement Vb Weil: the existence Of a home team presently offers. Further thiln
the rt ad. could very 111:ily he the shrinkage of the league to a few teams playing

each of loot' principally 11.11`Vijoill 11111.1kos'p,;,
Tht, N1 1 ioollal IL14.A.71o,111 11,;11 cable. like lovr-Mc-air

telet ision, should bargain econotniali Jul the right to transmit NporliNg events
hold ihnt sh,,u1(I have the ri:.;10 I,, ;idtivizito

tahlt. 11141th:11'y ha.; on,ii 1.1',.1.1.cil 10 "I :.:(4` sports' colt-
tests" \Ail limit any mention of the sports protillecr's 111111 to he paid ctor a:::11111-

c11:-.1,4 rish,4 ul !ht. and for his creative efforts in presciaito;
sp,rts event. IVe ru.specirlIlly submit that the public's "right to see" sports

eohlests i. tra greater than the tothli's "right to set." "Lassie" or "Gone
yin, \\lint,- lye point out ova no came opt.rator is so wedilea tit the public's
-right to see" that he vicild permit :Inv iitie to use his cable to exercise that
right u it hold 1+:1 ing the eahle openitor for II.

Ity miepling Section 1 I 1 telt titt'I of the proposed Copyright 11111, the ;tub-
(IntailIt'o has recognized that professional sports is mil itlt,t1 to I radii hatitt eopy
rigid protection for the sale and hro:Heast 1/fsports events.

the protectiuu vi,tok p et hive t:orittetl tit (lie proposed Copyright 11111 is
l'1"1,11'11 1"r Professional basket hall hocatise of the regional rather than IlIttiowat
ittletc.1 in icany of its programs, Ircrauze of the twri.hatihe nature of its product.
Iw;ONo if OW need to rt,ognizt., that the profes:hand sports tealiN and ipagnes
do have proprietary rights to the sports events in tvld4 It they participate and
beentise .,f1Iii.erotomlic revs ill which the iti.ilistry finds itself.

The National (tit-Lethal! ,kssochillini therefore iists that the provision,: of the
Cop% light Bill affe,lin 1111'fc'siolial slaw's he retained in their present torn,

)Er. CONCIlltiCS the hearitigs. i\Ve will leave the hettr-
}We record open lint 1()1ii.

Senator \Ve tinn011iteed in flue hoginning of these series
of hearinvs that the interested parties N% ouhl have until .11Ignst. the
10th

Mr. I iiENN.x..kli<fItst the 10th.
S(.11:1t01' Me(.1.1:11.AN to Sidillitt statements for the

record. .kial as we conclude these livarings, the ('hair would further
announce that if we find some gaps Iii the testimony in the record 1st'
May 111)1(1 another thy of liParillt.rs or call on people to further respond
to the ('iiiinnittee's request for information.

hanl; you very much.
\\hereupon, at 1 :10, the coniiiiittee adjoittne(1.1

AreENDI

SIX I u >ti Ni or COP 'oN:f NI I IF.C. .1 META( AN .1ss;,,ct itcrs or LAAV LIM:ARIES,
Si'llk11 I I el> .Jut S .1. MAI:I:I, CII.\ !VAL\ A;

\11r. of the Stiheonanit Ice : 1 am .rinuts .1. NIA riot Law
Libraian :Ind Professor of Llit. Ni York University. 1 ;11,1 iits,t past president
:Ind chairman the (.41pyrighl Ciwarlitli,e Ilit..ALL. and submit Mi.: state-

hehalf of the .11itericati .\ssociation of late 1,thrarics. .1tnericalt
Liloitriv4 Si :is c.--zialltistell in 114,41 for educational scien-

tific purposes. It is eiiiiducted as a owl:m.30/in I1) ti ii i it Iihra 1'1;111-
:hip. Ito develop anti increase the tiolithicss of latV libtaries, to cultivate the
silence of low iiimirianHhip and to foster a ;spirit of cooperation among
ru tubers of the profession.

Its Ite:1.1,111;irterS is sil Hated :It :3 West .lockson Itimicard. Chicago. Illinois
and it has; appro., imately Inn° itiettillors located slate of ill('

I.:111;14h oil l'Iterto tnajor legal publishers lit the 1"..S. are associate
niuthers of the .t.1 LL. The .t'.T.I also lets twelve !legion:0 chapters T:notrn as
.1-.sociatiort of Late Libraries nt Upstate NiW Yorl:. Chicago .%ssociation of Litt.
Lihraties. ttleatt'r l'hilaitelphia 1,30, I,Iloavy FAIv I.ihritries of Nov
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I:0)41mA, Law Librarian's Society of Washington, D.C., Law Library Associa-
tion of Greater New York, Minnesota l'hapter of .k.k1.1., tthlo itegional .1.ssocia-
tion of Law Libraries. 74t1ttlii1steril Chapter .\ ALL. Slmtlivrtt Associ
ation of La%v Libraries, 8touth%vestern t'llapter of .\.\ LI. and 11'stern
Chapter of .1,A1,1., Tim Assoriailoil is also 0 pubirsher If 4..stablislied scholarly
legal rfercitee works such as the tow 1,ibriorm .1rourottit, Tilt, I notr.r to Fort inn
Jo toil P, rind ictol.tr. Parrott ott ion in 1,, nal and it't In fret Iii till ih 1.11,I,
l'fiblientiinot 0114 fill' if. 'IV. Vikon Company in 1 114'

publication t of the Ii1ur to I,e gni i't riottiettis. Ils Int.inhers. Nvork In Law School
Libraries. liar Association Libravies. County 1,:tv Libraries, and in Private
PractitiffilIqA. Libraries. .1, significant number id* them are authors and Oro very
notch concerned about the effect of the new technology on copyright Iii1V ttiItl
scholarly legal researeli. especially as presently reflected in 8, 1311

I Our purpose In submitting this statement is to stress our concern that Ma-
terials duly acquired either by purchase or gift by law libraries and requested
for scholarly legal research be promptly aallable in useable form and without
burdensome ittlitilitistrathe details by library users or other libraries on inter-
library loan.

Wt. are Ivry much aware of the plethora of statements and arguments over the
various proposed copyright rkwislon hills submitted to 11115 Committee over Me
ears both hy (milers and initsittners of copyrighted publications, It Is" not our

porposo to rutwzit. !hum litre', ItatIosr. we would like to clot to your attention
sotto. of the pressing problems, especially Iii the redlut of ptilt..le policy. your Com-
mittee twist resolve, in arriving at a viable. revised copyright la 1v.

1 I We re.'ognize that commercial publishers have a valid Interest in secur-
ing and maintaltling a market her their copyrighted works. This interest, how-
ever, innsl be balanced Willi the interest of stwiety in the support and implementa-
that of scholarly legal research.

I \Vt. IIiV, 111(1 if tile problem lies ill the interpretation and applica-
tion a the rot. r wr //000/10/C as at forth in sections 107 and 108 of 8. 13111,
especially in light of the Report Ill the Commissioner in the Willinum and 1101..i»s
t'. The C.s. in the U.S. Court of 'faints filed February ill, 11172.

(31 lit this context we support and approve the Ntattmwrit of the f'opyright
Committee. As1,1)11;11i141. of A11111'11`1111 111W 5(1111111:4 phichnling Ameviean
lion of University professors and the American Council (I11 l'itIlIt'aii011) OH S. 13111
submitted to your Committee on .1tily 31. 1973.

t 4) lit this context, we also submit that there is au urgent need to give li-
brarians an opportunity to spell out in specific detail, as part of the legislative
history if sections 107 and 105. factors of library use of library materials not
presently illustrated in sit-lion 197 nor in any of the studies of the liegister if
Copv rigid hitherto tiled with l'ongressional Committees so that librarians coold
be properly guided in their conduct In such matters. As presently Nvorded, the
fear of copyright infringement, hecatist. of the lack of specificity of the guidelines
established, is precluding and will preclude iihrarfatis front legally using copy-
righted publications ;11111 ('Yell those in the 111111111'111111141111. W11111 in ;11111;111iY, 1111.y
04011(1 protected by the applicability of the fair use doctrine. Librarians should
be given the opportunity to present to this (4)11111111h e, anti have considered by this
(''ilililli ii'. Is ihiutui the context 01. fair lISC. a 00 of library reline:0km prac-
tices that would la. tolerated tinder the proposed revision. For example, should
the fell need for on-414.01mnd copies be vv11:411V1111 as fair 11S1` lirartiVe, 1111(0

11111,111.;itioll (0 be of print lor sIll jut II) long delays II lieit
niThisted of a pnblisher,

NV1. that publishers and owners of copyrighted ptiblications Art.
failing Ito the responsibilities incumbent upon them in this replication
controversy and placing the burden solely oll the librarian. who Iii aVillaily

men.ly the middleman bet 0(171 the public and the publisher. We' striorziy urge'
that this Votioniittce Fermi-dile]. the rote publishers should !ally IlL this tiitullI
and provhie that publishers step forward to assume the 'line rote of rile
trolling the rep?ication if their oil materials in libraries. lit' this We 1110 III
Ihat 11,1).11laa', shill go 11110 WV la.4Ila'sS of replicating their cat 11 nuiterial.z
in Miracle,. providing g the hardy:aro. and collecting the income 111110.01y, rather
than depending on the librarian Ito :tot as their agent, without compensation.

It; I In any we ,,1111111II Ilia librarians should not be required to Modify
r 1,1 0t.,.oirtlf for photocopving 17t their libraries tin behalf of their lihrary users.

To allow this 11:11 iii will add considerably to the cost of running libraries at
a lino. library budgets and accelerating library costs. It titled
ititirituhly also atTect library service detrimentally anti at the expense of
scholarly research.
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171 lit conclusion. we urge Immediate oonactitint of Title II of S. Moll (creation
of it National Continissloon oil New 'Technological Uses of Copyrighted (forks[
without waiting for passage of S. 130 III its to/t71)itY. SCI that PoS:1101e solutions
C011hl be determined %vith referente lot copyright as it will he affected by TV,
radio, ('ATV, computers 7111(1 N11111171E' 11(.1'0011111011S relating to r(plication:

ANprotic.sx Curute.tr So( mil.,
o Nit/Hy/on, 1).r.,.1«yorxf (;, 1:17.1.

Hon, .1011N 1, El I AS,
Chainnun, Send f 1e saliciarit Sa ficonaait to' on Pa tf l'rallunatrk.1 and ('(,pp.

rights, Si nate Office ifaifolim), it'aAllitiotoso.
;tilt: i wa.; with the priVill'ge of ofering tale VIM!: of the

American Chemical Sooeiety on Senate hill 13111 unit the matter of library 101111111.
copying. :IS well us other vx,1111,1iims. %%hid% ntglii ;Wow pholovolt:(11);:, of Sillohir-
iy joIll'1711S. 1 11171111: volt Mid the (.01171111MT for t110 l'(`,1;(4:1t11 aill'11/111111 given my
retool rks.

Goo stay 3, 1973. Dr. .11;111 ('. Nixon. President. .1zmollean Sociery,
poldresseol t letter to you eNPessing .1rS views on the above subject. It is Joky
unoltorstalo ing that Ilois hotter may not he a "oil of the record on width current
considerationts will be based. As certain pails of that letter present material oat:kr s programs which 1 liv11(1,, to the current deliberations. I tiller
for the record four paragraphs vvhich I believe are useful in development oil' a
full understanding of the ACS position:

"Ti;P; Society conducts research experimentation 1111 the Ilse of compliti.rs mot
anion electronic devices for the handling and dissemination of scientific informa-
tion, Ilastool en our uwu I'NIX11(.11C(` 1110 observations of the work of (others
(ming research in this area, we see that such developments are leading us Omani
systems %%mre a single original work will be used to disseminate multiple 4,00ples
as well Its a wruiety of S10)0111(.0 ilaiS of information derived front the original
work, 111 effect, we are In the process of tonhanchw the distribution) of an author's
works by replacing the printing ',tote initli the tairability of elect north. processing.
We urge that the propioscit loin be riNvoire of the lapilwart of such developments out
the role of ropy right protection and follow a course which will in no way prove
confining in terms of figure technological iirogro.,:s.

The American Society is actively engaged to it continuing program
III development and study relative to convenient access by users. in, luning t000n-
ontroversy and placing the burden solely on the Moravian. iv ho 11) actuality
which are ompatible with the best interests of both copyright producers and
users. 11'e are vigorously pursuing a longstanding program lo pro, hie intere.-reot
p, rsons with copies of materials copyrighted by the Stociely, quickly and at tie.
lowest possible cost, allot to license others to reproduce stroll materials. We al'-
doing all this because we clearly understand the need of chemists for (prick :Mt
II ally ;recess to our 'Published chemical information, and we also desire to adapt
to their service the nolvatitag'e of new communivatioons technology,

Despite these efforts, it is an accepted fact that unauthorized photocopying of
complete articles and other copyrighted mated:11s is as widely practiced among
-ebaitists as in other lines of endeavor. Although we have not figures to indicate
P;'441'; IY the volume of such copying. 111 terms of subscription losses, it does
a ar that the amount of photocopying or cticiiiiciti 111111nea I 101IS is 11)11,i11..r.l 'I V
ri2111,r 01:111 in other fields of science. lit a study of the copying of technical
journals front the Xciv York l'ublic Library. live American Chemical Society
jontrItals appeared. (on the list of 22 most copied j(ournals, oral ranked 2, 3. 5. 12, and
to reopectivoly. Bonn. George S., "Schaal. Technology Periodicals." .f.iiowry
.(,,,:tali. 5 15), 97)-1-S. March 1, 1941:3. Later studies have shown sinollopr resulis.

The American Chonteal Society will continue to explore these problems in Ott
effort to Mod solutions 011 It private level. In addition. we continue t
11111111'1P:lie With (vtlivrs in studies concerning this gjaptoral problem. We are
demonstrating this actively- 11 t lye were a caavvtaa in 11170 (of tip- first Parlia-
ment on New Teehnolog.leal toes of Copyrighted (Corks. aryl are continuing our
.it unit of ongoing efforts: (21 we initiated and are participating in 71 11111i11-
,r',11Hred 1972-73 study of ow impact 14 pending copyright-rol,ion legislation 000
s c"latIlunication; and 131 in 1972 and P/7.1. vvr 1171VC 144.11 1)1irtIcill It'll'r

71N-17C1111i011S or private and ttonproftt puldisllers and library v.:sojailor,.
111 efforts to arrive at suggestions for legislottivio accommodation in the arca

of
efforts are hong made by private and piddle interests. we urge that tlis Sot!, -

11 ,



onAni cirefully scrutinize they proposals that it
'mpo-Itioti of further Ii iji tjIj upon the rights !gild ;dfilities of i1)\ rls
proprietor to ilissettlintite information."

lie,pectfully submitted,
Itol;v:ttr W. ('Atr,s;*.

1;1, s; sevri
Wetsl, I).('., 3i,flust

11,m, lIEN l. \I( (' i IA I
,). nett, .1 it,ricivirit o fqr ir r, di 0/ei 1.1...1 a 'if efem/-

re neele flOir r SVez,bi)eedeoe. 1).r.
lit Nit Stu.: As yen toe e\ pressed a desire to liallo, the views of .wiet Ott. S11411

/HP :11 S4,4 OH the proposed generol Min ation exemption
front copyright, as presented by (ILL' o',/ hoe Committee on I 'opyright Law Itm ision
It the testimony of it,4 reprosentirtive. Darold If. II'i41,11, before the t-fulpeetionittee

/n1/is. 'rrmlemarl:s. and Copyrights it July :11,1111'3. I offer. for the record,
N le% fit, behalf of the American Chemical Society. These 1iv,' itt

hq.1,1112: 1I lilLilil ti I ht. Vr1111'11)11..; froN1 NVIIII11 tie presented our
to,1 lawny :, July ill, 1973 on the matter of library plintoeopying.

.ls I b.-Idled. as Executive Director of the .Inierivan C11(1111).1-11 Sorlety, oil
111,rAry pholoceping, I A:111 11,,t 1'110:1t n1.0111111 itql
(lido a IA St;iiiiiiipz or the .1.morieatt Claaffieal Society, except to say (lilt th0 Ociely
ig.",111, 1j more thin .11,ttoti timzvs., of (.1101arls joilrliaN tilid rotOtill iittblie,nt ion.;
in If)72 ;flat in its C111,:IIIC, I, it abstracts atoPor indexes liii'
utt III ,Hi-tt pvr year, To badget for the Society for the y0:11* l!+71

exeeeds lf.Itomill4IO \ more than $29,000,000 itt de`Volf.ii to irtt 11.111111111iolir4
100.1;1%1M.

los1 of this pnezrotii is devoted to the refuted and :term:de record of new con-
ilmtions to that hotly of imowielige whielf we call `',11.0.11C4.. 711P 11,1/141 Of the

past :(ot) years leis (alight the seientitie world the inestimable vttlue of twillt-
itiiithiL; `,11,11 Li record. In nn organized fashion. It 1,, from this record Ilmt
seientists in the imiversities. as as ill laboratories elA'viirre. 11111v I he
110,e. ilOti, and lopotheses, prelored by their predecessors :Ind contemporaries.
it hich tier organize into the base for their pursuit of further tolvaneement of
loioyled,ze It is front this record that the Ivriters of teNthook.: that present to
the student an up-to-date pattern of our state of hnowledge dour the docu-
mented 114.10111M nIl fr1,111 \Odell they the tools for teaching' the rising
generation. It is from this record that the teachers tievelop their own perforeil
storage of 1:mos-ledge which serves as the basis for their teaching. It is
record that 111014 it possilde for lit to know A hnt it known about working
of the physical wrid. Without It ire would neva constantly to relearn \\lint
otlwrs have learned before us- --t ant it !tests of olticath frt.

That record has been (milt .11111 continues. to be built with the usually unpaid
contrihnted efforts of the scientists who realize Its vital Importance and are
wilfite: to give their time and energies to protect it and to build it further,
z).1.))tilille societies. suet! as the .1/4inerictut (lientical Slociety perform primarily

It' I ho ifiltver,i, or crirkany +111,1 this jour knoll-1-
+,14... then pritting it into print in OW S1.11(.1;Itly ,11,111/1111. or 1,111,-
linllion inerea.,invziy (.0,tly. It has been and should continue to he
paid for prellotaillatflely Ify the sillo,cribers to these scholarly journals. The
,,Ientilie edneational bublishing societies. operating rh4 itot-nir-profit

mniritailt sith,eriptiou priers as levels designed to make it possihle
for the indiAillual scientists, as well as libraries, to subseribe to these ;journals

to tirAe the information readily ;1%A-ill:fide. In this method of operation the
societies oherate very close to the break-even point find from time

fo time 11:1VI. eie.tivit4 for a year's operation, Snell lots oeciirred within the .\
Chemical Society itt recent years. The proposed limitation or exemption for

111)%11111iPni tOo 11,11;a1`, 11111 himnprolit 110 , or 0 portj,e)
feet' reeetl-meetretercial teaching:, :eee-qtreltir,Itile, or re5e0relt, is tad nu infringement of
cop ri L.:10

This statement emphasizes the nett-profit and tiniecommereial as though the
otter nvolit is the only voncerti, Such is not the CA,P. :1: a great tintil,v iii (tic'

..etadatly journals are produced ;11111 puldishol hy not,for-protit
often ;It 0 to,,, '11,,v (114901 ill plytzipo 11.s- the iter. the ,10 I Owl'. I,, itul 1)
11.1,t1L ,tivirort casts that 111/(I:1! iie!-e,itrie liii publication of 11111,1, (.11,e1;irly



111,r1,, )1,111 11;, 44:.1 1'111.1 in IOW 1111,;11 1411;11 it :11141 its
littu,tvicivd, copjw_r (1 it 11,11 fotit 1,

111-4 huh 1:111 f,t of paid s11F..,.t1ortr,11,4 poititif 1.-:rit,ti,,tt !,y-loin of Ill 11111li1r-f- ;11141 'Fitt'
1'I' otit 44 ii,. .onro. 144;41L11111 Ili

:1, vI,;:i IT.11(1::./.1 11, 1:11, A1111,1111 11.11 :1r...41; 44111 1111

;i1,i!lild..1.,1,,,:+i114, lu 1.1r,Thc,1. I 1.1111.,1 0,1 /. I1:.kr 11 :1111111
I1 I, I 10Ilaidt. t if too ,dorli I pclillo,:try ill 111.Vtl111111!1:: ul11i11nIU1ilk, :Huai this 1(.4111110.o:2y ill, 11111,-4 111,111,1 111' 11011,,I.11 1...pro.groph,, 14111

1,11;liolo2y i/11.11/44i: (W./1"/Hk,, tier ramt, if rithowi,11 .tip1.1.1 if III,
tir1 411 1,0,4 0.:krt of it, (lo-.tn. iik-

1,i(4 (11 1111,1Iir tiny cirkatto,1:1110,4 iitilt.c.4 ;o1o,tw4lt 1114:111.-; i1 1,111rill 111141 IrayIr. I to
Will ":(1 1'0-At 4.11 42 110V4 Or 111411.1,I. "I' 11111 "1 lit'r 1'1,0111 HI" 1,1111 foll' 1111' 1i41111 nr

iiii:opriTit will !Ill' I 111 IQ' ;HA
11.11s 1,1' 111 110r Of tlis,(.1111 11:111011

Ito 1'111 1Y

Itokkitr l'unNs.

. ` l 1 1 1 : 4 1 ; 1 I ! II Or l
I.:wk. V.. logit,l 1, 1117%.

.1.424 s; I.. NI, y,
Vif, ors. s, 414
111.,p4bin,,,,,,,th

nu, th A rijoricati Guild if
1111, r":1'N''''N '"L\;11,1 441114 IIII10r to, t1h,.1, .11. 1f144,i1 itdo-ary. ;vw ,o1l'.:h1 hl }Jaye

cof 41 III II 1V"11141 VA 1411.
or 1,1314 Cv.:141 i.r,,tovrhoi 11, ,'Ill' i,!1.114,1101 114rn11,03-:. II is fur IIIi I 10:1,,,,i1

1 bm llr 111`11 11111 4,111lrl`I !I S/1'11,11 11'..:11.1 1:1(;1 and
jilt rho .14,1 I". Cionoiffiloo. li,,ro,entirre;

ILA '1411114.1 -111': of IiIl.1%1!1. i.% Ile if 11111:i1.141 1vIor15, 114. ;11111 fir,
Ci.corion I Ito .i ht, 11,1,1. it

44'.'4111]
I I'l.;1,1 \ Ii 1,,'1 Or 14111 11,0;10,1 1'.1 \OH) 14

I;111.1. ,1111 11.1111 ion I.
111 1 Ili,. 1,4111'viiti. 1 s1110111 111: I. 1,vOt'4 1'alon11 A11,10'1,01 (Ire 1:10

111.14 I 111 Ifa ..] 11 111

it:,.11 hcon 11"11'''' "1 "'IlL11',"1; \''IrsICIP ""4-crI:rEqt ',5"o1 ;1,:4'1111,1 10 111. 1,1Trgirilli'll 1,i'i 111114111
III .1 11,014- 141 \or.hip. 14 )r.ir 11,

111111i It;ivi 414 11'alf111-.
il';tri,,ntr of I 1,t1)!.11,111-. 4111' :411.1' 1;1;;Ib4ll111.,", "144111' l'1%13.1.3',4 arok,.glyq i1.4,11 ;: '2;11 11,11 mil I'll :2:11 It' 'Ai 111-**, :I1141 Ill I

1 :Mt Ill 11:1 Vt 111 rn
414 5.J4'41'.' i f fon.(;ultd.

"'rY I Filly
11;i: pi: 141:11:4:, sidriot.

. 1II 1:14 4v 1 '.:1111 11: or i'lIssIts.
.1',. .1 Pr!io,t i, 197.1.

1-.,4 AN.
ro)tIrd ill 1'0r rerilg oilart's uir17 y1r1,., (',,rr1rlri77IC

.11eriii71, 1 (r/c,
1 'FAR S.I:viot: II, 4.1 Et NV; l'iir-ccitcwt Ill' tfroolioi, 110'0;11 tonrkil by

,S,;iwionnlittip for into,vr4..1 /III II' I 1.111"IiIS in (.1,111111!.
141111 1114 I 1'1''. 1'010'11:114 1tl'ViS11J11

ltil!. 414. 11 111,.:1:1111 ti ;141,1 toi 1101,' 14' .\ (111.1/Lil',1 1,,t 11'1111 liAvo 0,1 Pi/ql 1,;f,i1'o Tr, 4147.,"0 titA, in till,
I:I to 1, it Is in:iIo I111 1,.1141 glychzio,:, 4114 sriontirto

11414.111 I'411:11 11111114.14114,11" 4;411 1'.11'irl. t I),1. 441,11 pLotiioopy tlo.III In ot1111 11111111.
1 , III, s. if 11.4 of he cnt aft' at it
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AllIkTira II !U f if PIO incorti l utcd 14 a 11141.111'141:
:11111 1.41111';111(111ai firg:1111%:11:1111, The 111,4 it 111.31'11.r PlrIliiSi's are -Itio iidvalice-
lotnt alid diffusion of the litof%viedgt of IdiYsics and its 21111iiictItiou to human
%N.v1f:111..-

It has eight .111ottiber Societies. which are likewise it Ii charitable anti
vilacational 1,1%.;,inizatiens interestod in the promotion of physics and rehttcd

JAI', es :
The .nlcicalt Physical Society, Optical Societ3' of .nwi.h.A. Sri.

octy .thiclico. Society of 'theology. American .1ssociation of Physics 'Peach-
4.1's. Ainorlean crystallographic Association. .kinticati Astronomical Surlily, and
,111icri, an A,,,frvj;111.1111111110'sicists in Moitivinc,

Persons who belong to its 314.11111er Societies also ciiloy membership in the
institute of 1'hysics..1'11e individual membership consists of approsimately .i(1,114111

Institute Is eng.ageil primarily in ihe publication of scientific journals
derides' 1,hysies and sciences and in previdinz. :1 gr,AVIII,g 111/11111Vr
1,11101r1;11'y 1:11111.111.11111 strokes, 1111111111;111Y based (1I Ehe ulatrrial it its Journals,

its jutrillt: inobide:
The Pio sicai it.1V, behalf if The .1/4/ncrican l'hyslal Society

;13,0:17.
Pliysical I,t vie \v !Alters, by Thu American Physical Society -cir-

callaltou Pi:: II.
Ito% hi s of Nindirii Physics, 1'1111lb:heti on behalf of Tim American Physical

Society circulation 10,7,-,1i,
Itullid In of the American Physical Society, publkhclil oil behalf of The ,thiri.

can Physical Stillirty- -0[1.11.1:U14m 29.1112.
Physical Ices ii,%v Abstracts. published icy .11/lyr4c:in Physical Society

circulation 27.721.
Journal of the 4111tical Society of .tmerica. published at behalf of Optical

Society of .1inerica cirenlation 9.31n.
APhliell 1)IJic 1Publkheki by The Optical Society of .kitierica--circulation

1127 .
111411's null Slocelros110113', published on 111'llalf of The 411,11cif Society of .ktuer-

Ica -circulation
Soviet Journal of Optical Technology, published on behalf of The Optical So-

Cody of .1incril a- -circulation or,.
The .1olirlial if the .kcimticoi Society of .werica pilbushed mi behalf of the

Acoustical Society of America rcilla t 7,72s.
Program of the .1.coustical Society of America. published on behalf of the

.Acoustical Socicly of Alnria- circulation 4.1172.
American .Journal id Physics, published on behalf of .1nicrlenti Associatiou

of Physics Teachers cironlation 13.1114,
The Physics Teacher, published on behalf of the .1inericati Association of

l'hy sirs Traclicrs- circulation 10.fis2.
the .1st romailical Journal, pliblisla41 on loelialf of the American Astronomical

Sociely circulation 2,297.
111* 1tio -11,crican Astronomical Society. published 1'1; 114,11,11f of the

A,trononliea! S,Rlety or( 1,.199.
Th Jeuenal of Vacuum S, bake and Teclitiolo;.,y, published on behalf of the

Vzo 11,1111 Society'. circulation :1.1112.
A.111:11 tbrarterly Itollerin. igiblislied on behalf of the American .%ssiwiatiott
1'i1P41,/, .111 )1edicine oireulation .11.
Applied Physics Loiters. by the .1111vE11.011 'institute of 1111;,..i.,. -

cir ;11,4, ion 1.2 11.
lariat of .11,1,111,1 Physics. puldisitutl by the American institute of Physic.,

11,110H11 Toddilit.d by the Ainericali institute of 1111, sies
Oroulation

Ica 31,ttliernativol Physics. publislall by the .1nwrican institute of
Plo's1; Or, nlailon 14111.

'1 he Physic- of by the .kmericon Institute of Physics
id,' 111Tvico1 ;;,747,

iow of Sr-icilt inf. Instruments. pliblishout by the Anwrie,iii Institute
Phy si, s circulation s.11s

ph% si, !midi-died 1,3. the American Institlit of l'hysios circulation
011.725.



S.,N"tor .Astronomy published by the Alio.ficall Institute of Physics--cir-
entat ion 113.

Soviet .1444irmil of Nib. tear Physis, published by the .Ittierican Institute of
Physics --circulation

Soviet Physics-.1cousties, published by the American Ini:tilute of l'hysics--
in :dation 749.

sttille4tal411Y. published by the Anierivan Institute of 1'hys-
14 s vin instil ii ;:i.

Sol let Physics -Itoldally, published by the American Institute of I'llysies
circultition 1.noto.,

Notiit Physics .1111'. published by the American Instititte of l'hysles---tIreit-
lat i4 n 1.141.

4111:T1' Letters, published by the .1iiiprican Institute of Physics -circAtIo!lon

Si i iet published by the Atnerieliti Institute of
Physics circulation tIns.

Sovii t Physies Solid Slate. published by I he Anterieati Instilide of Physics
( initiation I.1974.

So\ iet Physics -T4.4 lutical published by the .1merlcou Institute Of
t'hc.ic. tirrnlmtion !Cm.

soviet Physics- I :WEI:III, published by the American Institute of Physics---.
it...Illation 1.u.ss.
In mlotti,,o. tt to.041m es and neirkets the 144110'o-tug secondary services:
Current Physics .141Vance

Solid sate:
1!.) 'iii ,11.1 ;HA P:1111(qes; 111111

14.1 Monis:1101 aNes
Current Plo 'noes

1st i solid State:
And :

and
Sorebable Physi4s Information Notices. a compitter readable mogrictie tape

caII4 41 SPIN.
The individibil institute Ii oltilwr: in the authors of most of the papers pub.

libed it: its learned journals. having performed the research hi the science of
Physics olni related sciences which are therein reported. The journals of the
Member Societies and those sponsored directly by the Institute ore the primary
awl archival method-4 of r4.(.4,111iivz and dispersing this information, supported
and ossited hr the secondary services abovn wont bated :mule 1111CS.,:lry

lo- modern 0411We:11 invention.
individmil Institute members offs, of course. the principal indi-

vidual re oilers of its Journo Is and the principal ultimate users of its seendory
sot kV, I. pursuit of advotices fu the science. Tho Institute of Physics by
reason of :iv, tuiture of its membership, the publishing fimetions it performs owl
its dellt,;ition to servo the public. interest alone. may well have a brooder view-
pound- on :114. 4:41-stion libroy photocopying of eopyright4I material than the
persons or -rt.; !Ilizotions mlio,t interests a re more limited.

AVo lia,e had the benefit of reading the .Inly :IL 1f173 statement preparefl for
soar t'onanittee by In". Hobert NV. I.:111'11:, a. EN111111Y4+ Iiireetor of the :loner-
icon o.icol Society. %Ve believe that it fairly presents the position of the

Ihstit4ito of Plosics Ineohoorated in this Important matter. We urge
that 'lir. oirtis statement receive your most careful consideration in framing
the Cop% right Itio ision

/Z4 -la ctfully you rs,
AMERICAN INS1IT1'TF. OF PHYSICS ISCOBCORATED,
If. It tutt.i.IM CFR NE, Chi/fit/OM

SIAll MI N f 10 TESTIMONY ON S. 18111 Suamia-ri-at nv 1:0MoN Low ny
ItmtAry .kNIERICAN LIBARAY ASSOCIATION

Sotne testimony presented of the above Hearing urged that some royalty pay-
ment fir photocopying be ilistiniteil and stated that a mechanism is miw avail-
able to easily permit such au arrangement. The following points are submitted
for 4--.41,sideration in this connection:



I 1 ) Snell All rd tileileiely (10,i Vey:: tile fair leo viltietptlin. right to op.; III lifiLitol Mii,(1111H fi'r' art plirplSe: tl et 11,10 ( 11C11.111k:sioill.
I . ! ) I t payment ing., the scholar or library then 1111144

.S1411%, license for suet) ir,aa ruck copyright proprietor edileti then NV('I1h1 VC-
bat tlao Copyright .11-t pro) ide for mandatory licensing .oaf Jaen itli natiolatery licensing, tltero is 11.41 a,"dalarill. that works ttiii tint

1,1` ',Sil+11V1*,Ststi i/X tslahlisionezu of ro ;illy rates; ttltich aro probildilve.'flicrefor,
the I 'opyrielot Act must establish it fix. ed royalty into at.plit-atole to all vopYinel.

o I1 The mechanism en% ishoned appa rettliy inolves SIe marks on copyrighted
truths ;Odd) could lao r00,; :id...nal mat reeerded by a Xerox properly

as to tohYitzla Prolorictior, journal or monograph. anti royally rateand amount. This takes the tolti tit quest is Vs :
tut What vorild. itt (lone about the vast amount of LwIterial vow proirctolby oloDyright but IN ithwil cruse Iark,?
bi What X111.4IN Ijiat.1/1/11.. ti lit I 1'44111111A to it tittrd w

erinilitnent7 Anil. those in the library.; 1)1 Jill these in it :4Ilimi or college?thr 1111 machines everyaher?0.) iiw noes be ehm,gd and wit \you'd regailate charges?
Soich regulations iviadd la' ticce;sary since copyright is a ingmpool'.

Id ) 11'ould different rates be permitted for different jrorkso!
try IVottIoi royalties he lqi,vatole in It lump suit tit SIOnlas agATY, or wildthey have (4) he segregated toy copyright proprietor, joourtial, article, or

nionogra flit ?
/1 II.11% nfteu %%01114 loytnolit he ntoole?

hit. II"' ahote poittis to is by far the most Nrulatheatal. and important,
.11,a:oh:nine fair use is a sacrilice icWeir the toololie should not he required to

make, The label. points indicate that, e'cli if this couccs,:lon were niado, thereis no practical tray at present for tiharie.: to imilleineat such a concept. 'fhis
is the chief reasou [shy till compromise Tuts been possible- -eopyright proprietors;
11';11:1 f:iir lire eliniltlated, libraries are titi\villitig" to give tip the concept, and
au ivonis-able procedure has bccii plop:set] in its stcail.

Amtatrc.tN MF.ructr, .tssoct.v-rios,
Chicago, W., t oigiost 7, 197.3.

noln..ToliN It. NIcet_Ft TAN,
s be 0 to in ince out Pa ((pito, Tonlentnri.,?, and Covytiuhfit, Committee

to (hi .holieiriow, US. Sr mi I e, i t fin. D,C.
SENATOR M (.1 i l /AN : 1:11:1, HOW before your Conunittce, in propositr4

tt ,;-encrat revision of the copyright taws imposes. in section ltrs it special restric-
tion that libraries shall not photocopy any putilishrol book unless there tis,47ir-
atici, ihut copieS ;ire toot available from commercial sources. Such a provisloon, we
bellove, would seriously hamper the dissemination of seientilb; information
tltrowit reference libraries. and wicild be particularly unforthinito for members;
of the scientilie co:woo/diy and pl*sicians lit their concerti for care
ticlitily,

The A NIA Joins Ivith 11a/it:hal iilorary groups and professional siteIilira in
opposition to the restriction proposed in section Vie vireo legislative action

t;-ill iickinov-bah.,,ao the right of the scientitie and scholarly community til
gain :101.NS to the thin I ion;i1 resootr, es of this country, and assure that Moral-h.4
may ,liss,urin:te SI(Agic photocopies of scientific pitIoljeat ions,

Inir area of concerti is ti lo right to reproduce singh, copies from sclentitio
1,:adi,..at ton,. The overriding need to pteserve this expressed in a lithe,
1972, editorial in the Journal of the American Helical Association I.JAN1A t.
entitled 'Photocopying- and Communication in the liealtlo Sciences." copy of
the editorial is enclosed, 1Ve respectfully submit it fool. your examination, :tool
request itcol this letter rut the editorial he incorporated in the record of the
hearitv.zs ton

Ettst.sr It. Ilomito,

[.Journal if the American Medical Ass:c4.1ation, Tune a, 1:17f2)

EtICIONIAT,

111010(1WYINC, ANU OJAI NICNICATION IN THE IIE.tLTir SCIENCES

.1 1(01::-0:11111ing (ildf.rtivi, of libraries is to make intellectual resources avail-
able to the scientilie 111),1 mAvaarty cuuluuuitios, lit recent years this objective
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has been Co illpl lea t ell by till' frcuundons hicrease itt nuutlmr of SO

it intozi.v cm: tio,1 s to itictiolr all initaitiatit amt rrl
1,111,11(aliullS in a Sillt;le ii tilec110,11. There ;III al

JI,11111:11,4 i ulills.lu l each star and :106,000 al:tit:ICS were included in the lull
tilt( it of huh .11,

Offi. sullilliou to this problem Is the sharing of resources through interlibrary co
operation, 'Ilirough the impetus of the Natianat Lit,flivy of 1lodicinc, this
became highly developed. resulting in the formation. of a itegimial Nledicat
brar3 network across the timid ry, pit lylit. It libraries if ,iro
us rcso/11111,ti iu li n.giotis to assist those NN ilk lesser l'e:011lVe, such as the small

community hospital fibril t I es.
In this system, the distlibution of library materials over distances was pri-

maily accomplished through photoduptication. This process deetetised the her-
('Ssi.IY Seleetil/IN publications may he titipti-
eated mill transmitted. Ilivongli 'nail, or ty telefacsitaile or other processes. This
method successful and enabled scientists, practitioners and srholars
to hate ready fiecess (II great repositories of iorormit tin. in the ease or the phy,:t
(lilt III practice, OS1,011:1113" in I'1.11101. $111'11S, it %Ia.: a means of obtaining specific
information requital' in 'patient care or for keeping up it it li areas of interest.

A. recent (11,1t 111'1_44011, 110%1'4'1'4'r, i.` litre:1.0.'11111g to reverse this progress. Four
yi.as ago Ina test easy, the VVillialIN l'ompany, Baltimore. pub-
lishers of more than if scimititio nail medical Journals, sued I he National Library
of teilicine, National Institutes of llealth, alleging that their plaptocow 'rig ac-
tivities eimstif Ilit ill! Infringement id copyright. in elortialy 11112, the l'onfinis-
shiner of the 'United States Court or clithos ri11rQ that wimanp: and 11'ilkins
clearly hall grounds for complaint, that ploptocipoing diminishes its potential
market, and that flip eiptiipaily is fintitlett to l'0111petkilIhoi.

The conwvinenccs of this ;Ill iloil to libraries and the scientific, voinniunity can-
not it be folly perceived. Suggested methods of compensation, such as a live-
centper-page charge or increases iti subscript hot, entail unwieldly accounting sys-
tems or if prohibitive ilIN.11.41` ltl 11.'4 at ;1 W111.11 lihl'alleS are already. bur-
dened N tilt laidgetary 'problems. Ulli<ials at the National Library of 3letlichie
llaN'el....41111ZItell that the cost to medical libraries may rim into millions of dollars
a year. This, in turn, may force 14/ limit services or in-
crease access time, with serious consequences to those concerned kith health
care---the researcher, the teacher, and the practitioner. A broader issue is the
implications of this decision IIII, the comersion of printed matter to microfilm,
tape storage, and. othet

The Eltli114 Will be a/TO:lied to the full panel of Sf`eil judges
on the U.S. l'ourt of t'lainis, and, lit likelihood, to the Supreme Court. lit the
meantime, the .thierican I.ibraty .1ssociation. .Association of American Medical
Colleges, ,Nledicat Library Association, ;tint other professional societies have
joined forces to urge the ('must to reject the l'imunisioner's conclusion of law.

The Anicriean Medical .1ssociatiott joins these groups in reaffirming its belief
in the right of the scientific and scholarly- communities to gain acres,: to the in-
tellectual resources of this (sundry. TioN aril this end, the Association reiterates
its position that the scientific community [illy continue to reprotluce single
opie.s from ANI.1. scientific pliblications,

1:.1110FIN
kodir,

1 /EAR 1%11.1.11-1.1 A N ; Pursuant I i our disc ussIon in your office last week.
I hat o l'U,'Partd the 011;0'11141 slateIllellt WI 'behalf Of the Arkansas itrintilcasters
Association regarding Section ill of Senate 11111 1:161. I have done this tint
with a lot of legal tumuli() jumbo, but rather in simple terms as I understand
the sit ila thin.

Nlost of the attached information is already into the record of your committee,
having been testified to by a representative of the National Association of 13roxid-
casters. (Mr position is in figrement With the NAB.

Thank yon, Senator, very touch for the very informative meeting that we hail
with you in your office, and certainly we hope to have more of this type dialog
in the future.

Thank you for allowing Its to stilanit this addendum paper for the record.
Very 41,1..1i:111y yours.

G. Itonmt-rsoN.

KT1IV,
1 siya.kt 2S, /97.3.
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Is II %It:Mt:NI at li. G. Rom:RFS:OS

tly name is It. itobertson, I :int Vice l'resillent and. tlettera I Manager of
television station KTIIV. Little Itock. Arkansas. This statement concerning the
1'.11'1' copy tight pro% ',dons of Section Ill of S. 1301 has Oven endorsed by the
.1J:halt-as itromicasters .ssociation

t'alole television is no stranger to .krisansas. C.11'V systems have liven in ulcer-
:ohm there since the early 19:41's and have played an imporiatit role Ilk bringing
tvleViskOli service 10 Mikity in reitioto areas who otherwise, wottill I* without
television altogether, or at least, Nitii very limited serviee. But did not
1.))010 among Ils without 1.110 Printithli tIlleStIMIS It presented
nen- a 1 1 how many. it ails, systmit be allowed
to brMg into the market area of a total television station and t'21 shoald CATS'
systems pay copyright fees for the use of the t)rogranis I/1)y retransmit. These
(hest ions nere kicked a;outtol for }roarS \vitholit any semblance of ngrt,ement on

resolution by the people concerned-Alm broadcasters. the cable operators find
the cohrrigtut omters. Finally, in tiw tatter part of 11Vil the While IltnisWs ()thee

Tetevoilitimmeations Polley presented the concerned parties milli a coin-
pionlise agreement and strongly urged each of (hunt to adopt its provisions.

We broadcasters were not happy with the terms of the compromise. It per-
mitted v.vry Io It11111111 more distant signals into our markets than we believed
ne eouhl of the effect those signals multi have on our ainlieneeS
and revenues. to the other hand. however, the agreement did offer au acceptable
s1/111 thin 10 /110 old flagging question of %\ (.',VI`V Systems Should not pay copy-
right fees just like we ,lo. 'With very short Ilene allowed to decide whether
we %oitill support the agreement and faced with the stark reality that this might
lie the last ellance to achieve a resolution of those old grinning questions, we
tit Arkansas reluctantly advised our national trade association representatives
to adopt the compromise, Broadcasters around the colintry apparently shared
our views and our national rpresentatives agreed to the cvulproutiso

Vil0 %%IS, delighted by this long stittglit agreement on the distant signal
and ClilY glit ,tnawtious. 'They 1111111(01a Went to work 011 illiPlelnellting the
regulatory provisions f if the compromise and in a couple of months had issued
rules reflecting Nilutt the parties had agreed aeon as to distant signals, In other
1orol. the cable operators got all they hall bargained for by adopting the com-
promise. Cop.) right legislationthe other half of the deal--remained to be
implontented.

The prim ipal eopyright provisions of the compromise agreentent are as clear
tier nose fat year face:

1. .11 parties agree to support stparate C.VI'V copyright legislation as
locrilied in the agreement.

2. I 'onnolls,ry licenses S1171141 tee granted f'.1T riiprator.4 to cover all sig-
nals authorized under 1110 Felkilltry lei" rides. 'There %),I)11111 hr nu 1.0111

licen-e granted for distant signals authorized by the 1:1.1! sulPmlinent to
the February I t72 titles.

Fides.: the copyright owners :Ind cwitii agree on a schedule
of foes in time for ilicfusion in the new copyright la'ws the law would simply
provide for emotorl-ory firbit ration f>r fee 11 leSII1011.

I 401111.11,1 erS 111111 !hell 1311 10 kill 11:-VevIS of the compromise ;mud expect the other
p.trties to do liken ise. 1of it oppefirs that the peop,,e are wo supPorting
copy tali legislation as described in the agreement. They appear to Iktk turtling
111,1* harks on the 'tgr(l'itwitt 111114 rtkeeiVell rue IliStallt signals
prat Hell for in t lie :tgreentnt. This distresses its greatly.

)fibotsly. Congress is wit Mould by ilgreelilellt entered auto by psivate
Huff's. 111)1 for 'years Congress: implored She eoalecriil parties to 514111 their

the CItair111:111 of this Subcommittee informed
ill FCC Chairman in ,fillitriry ItiT2 that the :igreenfent was in the public inter-
est and reflects a reasonable compromise of the positions or iitc various parties.

therefore, that Comgr.ss i%tonlol re...pvrt tile compromise agree-
tite,tt an(' incorporate its (,11Yriglli krekkVisitrlIS tote the nekV eikt1;1 right law.

iVe agreed to the 1.011111111111iSe with our eyes ()pen. Though under k114.01ernble
pr, ssnre, nevertheless; 1:111`w 101111 we were agreeing to and were prepared to
live up to each of those agreements. We have not waiver d, and with not. l'nfor-
tutiately, the ratio Ikeliple 410terlIlleteli to conjure III/ eSenSeS for not sup-
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Porting the copyright iispects the agreement. Only Congress can set things
right. 11' strongly urge incorporation or the copyright terms of the compromise
agreenhit Iii S. 13n1.

Thank you for pPriptitt Lig its to submit this statement.

SFAIENIF:NT OF ASSOC (AMIN 1.1111i CATIONAt. (11 sti.N1( Arioss & Tti('iixof oca-,
Host. tial i1. Jiiii 111:Ns, ENH 1)114.4 ./1 IA 3), 1973

The Association for ildneational l'oninpunicatIons and 'fee/otology (AE("I' I
represents eight thousand educators NV1114se it k to improve the elltlational
etivirotaililt available to learners at all levels through the application of tcch-
nologY to instruction. Our members have a tvide range of responsibilities inelud
irig the study, planning, application and production of connnuntationK
for instruction. They :Iry employed in schools and colleges; in the .limed Forces
and industry; Punt in museums, libraries and hospitals. It is important to mote
that our members interpret educational technology pis to titan iii (Imes and
equipment. ltather, it 1 a process. roofed itt learning theory and coninpuniva-
tions research. that enables a learner to learn ntore effectively and elliciently.
This basin assniuption Necessarily influences our position on the general revision
of the Copyright Law rtitle 1 7 of the United States ('ode) and specifically oil
[be issne or a general educational exemption.

Several trills have been introduced during the past tell years !proposing revi-
sion of the 1 1109 Copyright Act, These bills have stimulated notch activity vithin
toe erinraliomol community. as theft' are several aspects of copyright law revi-
sion ;Ina pidonii:011y have great impact upon education--duration or copyright.
the doctrine of fair use, and, the lopic of itiv current hearings, a general

cxyrinidica.
It is Important to note that the (spode Issue of copyright law revision has

caused. two parts or the educational community that getterall Intro eh-
jectives and concerns, and that usually maintain Pt symbiotic relationship. to
appear its adversaries. These are the educators and the producers of educational
niaterlah't, one v.,pyrIghl attollieY has said. -The fundamental issue is clear:
[ ducators) pine primarily interested hi availability [(If materials] for Ike;
authors kind putplislters are primarily interested in !Payment for Ilse."

There is little 11.11101 that the sueres.s of (Patio group depends moon the support
or the other. If educators do not utilize instructional materials, the producers
surely cannot reinaill in lousiness. The teacher, media professional awl tilorarian
create markets for an author's works and give them visibility. Likewise. in this
that of individualized in,truction. the (Too classroom, iingradell schools, and sot-
dent self-et aluation. the successful educittpo ---teachers. librarians, curriculum
des elopersII anis to lit it wide r 1 igi of leaf/dug t csou roes, Certa tidy. when
producers and users can net in concert, the student reaps the benefits. It is in
deed unfortmatte them that A "we -toes" atni.ydnere has deyrloped \01(,11e t.4111-
eationtli orgallizatb.n.: elenifileriAl producers "agree to disagree" Oil copy-
right Issues.

The Vnitcp1 Stales Constitution gives to ('Iongres, the power to grant ropy-
rights. The concept of copyright was first developed with ;in eye toward !Protecting
the public interest. '"Ito promote the progress of science and the tisertil arts.
Congre.ss was emprwereil hi) gnam to autln,rs mitniu centrals over their work--
in other tvords. a copyright. As stated in studies prepared for Ha. Senate huh i.pry
Subcommittee oil l'atotts. 'Trademarks, and Copy rights :

.1, a condition of obtaining the Nt lit y grant. the author is deemed
to consent to certain reasonable uses of his copyrighted work to promote
the u-nik 1velfare for which he was granted copyright.'

I 'orrzrt.s, is thus faced with maintaining' a balance between providing for
the compensation of the author and making information available to the !public,

t:(10q1, Al,inlkoff, I" NI,. fyirt ConAiderai in nx in LW oral 1010 lirOnttcn.91 Ing, (Stan-frd, rolifornla : EIM" f thighoon e nn Mills Tuchnology). 1072, 1. 1.
ropyriqht Lau' 1:c+-eatiwr, (moll,', Prepared for the StiheornmItt.,e nn Pntents Trade-atl ('.,amnia the iallopptv, sriph Congress. 2;1

00:11111tee ('tint, Stagy 14, "Fair of Copy rit:lited Works," (by Alan !ltman!, p. 7,
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furl although the noose of ltepresentalives.' the Supreme Court' and lire
Register td Copyrights have each supported the primacy of the piddle interest
over that of the author if a eonflict should arise, copyrights are nevertheless
perceived by many as miniature monopolies,

The ['tilted Slates operates today with a competitive, free enterprise pro-
nornie system, hat it with a competitive. free enterprise lanliticnl s,isteta. It is
for this fra Son, perhaps, that the iSNIii.74 Slirroilltidilig copyright law revision have
become so complex. The central question underlying such revision is -haw ran
the foliate welfare be 11(TOIllitto(1:Ited within free (Tojimide sys.
lito? IS it possible for the two systems hi Ire reconelled?

helices that some sections of the proposed hill (S. 1:141) do attempt to
meet the needs of Loth the public and free enterprise system. This Snlicotninit tee
bras N"rkoil hartt to PrePt1re a bill that reflects the Input of diverse interest
groups. The posture of this Sitheommittce has ttetlrwt those groups to iii'Colat'
Mort, aware of atilt. Ile lre 11,SpiitiSite to each tittWe's needs. Real progress has
Iv eu imtito tr,wartt awst.otiollt St`vtitIti 1(17 of the bill and its legislative
history. 'Phis progress was interrintlial. however, Ivy the original opinion handed
down by U.S. Court of ('Ialins t'ititittlissioner Davis in the case of Williams anti
Wilkins v. U.S. -a tieelopinent tAtreini.ly alarming to the ednia-
tional co/umidly. l'Ite opinion stated that the National Library of Medicine
awl (Ii' National Institutes of licattit hod committed infringements of the
eopylight Inc. if this opinion was later upheld by the full court, the doctrine
of -fide use" would he substantially weakened as far as libraries and schools
were concerned. 'ritoe-hohored practices snob as interlibrary loans would be
balled Ir mediately. anti all educational -uses of copyrighted materials would
he sharply curtailed. Thv dissemination of knowledge would be reguhited by the
inicrcsts am. few. rather than the interest of Ihe

Thus, in an t ft' prt to secure more reliable protection for the uses of copy-
righted tnateriak than "fair Ilse" was able to provide. a proposal for an (Aiwa-
Ilona! exemption was drafted by the Ad line Committee of Educational Organi-
zations and Institutions for ('opyright Law tlevlsion.

AECT is ne nitwit concerned as any other educator group with (a) the potential
impact of the thud decision of Williams and Wilkins on American educational
practices, fuel (h) insuring that educators are able to have reasonable access to
print and notittrint materials for instruetional purposes. However. AECT has
developed an alternative position to an educational exemption which we believe
will provide stillicient pr()tetti(»k to educators while at the same time he acceptable
to the materials prodtwers.

The full text of the AECT statement follows, particular attention should be
paid to the third paragraph, which deals with the issue of fair use.

1.',,Tylo(ilir LAW 11EVISION: A P4IstiloN PAPER, "MAY 1973

The Members of the Association for Educational Communications and Teh-
nology At;("Pt believe that technology is an integral part of the teachingdearn-
ing process and helps to maximize the outeomes of interaetion between teacher
and

Regolations governing United States Copyright were originally developed to
promote the public welfare and encourage authorship by giving authors curtain
controls over their work. It follows that roviskalS i i'I'itle 17 of the United States
code I ('opyrights) should maintain the balance between providing for the com-
pensation of authors and insuring that information remains :iv:111;011e to the

Sinn!' of the revisions itretoosed in S. 13111 lose sight of this balance bet Weea
user ;I till prodinvr.

A ECT endorses the criteria to 11e used in the determination of "fair use" as
contained in Section 1(17 if the proposed bill :

Scctifin 197.LiTaitarlohs on exclusive rights: Fair use . . the fair Ilse of a
eatio-riglitial work, including such use by reproduction In copies or phontIreerords
or by any other means siteeitied by jSectifoi InUJ, for purposes such as criticism,
comment, news rettorting. teaching, scholarship, or research, Is not an infringe-
ment of oiryrig,ht. III determining whether the use made of a work In any par-
ticular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall Include:

Ilrpofe lefp,irl Ye?, s3, 90t7t Oalgres.4. 1st Resg., nn 11.1t, 2512, Mirth 8, 10111, p. 20.
v, Par,: Pict to, ire., 3:i/ 11:-,s. 1 19

',//,./riqi. ri40a, ItsT,ort 0r the Ite::i...ter of Copyriglit4, Rouse enmtof ttee
Print, !,..7th C.,tigres, lit Sees, (J)ily, ltO,11), p. 27.
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( ) the purpose 01111 chit railer of I he use ;
(21 the nature of the copyrighted work ;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the

copyrighted work as a whole; and
(-I ) the effect of the use upon the irdetitial market for or value of the

copyrighted work.
Further, we etalorse the concepts regarding the intent of these criteria as ex-
panded in the legislative history of the bill as it existed prior to and without
regard to the original opinion lit the ease of 11'illituns and Wilkins v. U.S., for flint
opinion substantially' narrows the scope of ''fair Use and irreparably weakens
that doctrine.

however, we prols)se that the concept of "fair use" should npply equaily to
the classroom teacher and media professionalincloiling specialists in audio-
vistial and library resources, .1ledia personnel are becoming increasingly tailor-
(8111 Inembers of edlleati"lull Planning teams and must have the assurance that
they may assist classroom teachers in the selection of daily instrnctional ma-
terials as well ti, with long range cairicultini development. Classroom teachers
(1,1 not always Terate "individually anal at I I heir I own volition." The fact that
the media professimml makes use of advance planning and has knowledge afore-
thought 10f the materials he prepares ivy the teacher should not invalidate the
application of the "fair use" principle.

Concerning the use of copyrighted works in conjunction with television, AECT
Propose -s that -lair use," as it has been, outlined above, should apply to educa-
tional:instructional broadcast or closed- circuit transmission in a non-profit
educational institution, but fait to commercial broadcasting,

(Jame the doctrine of -fair use" has been established in the revised 1"vv, negotia-
Hens ::11111111(1 Clintilil.(11 11011'14'n the PrI)Pril'illr and user prior to any use of
copyrighted materials that goes beyond that doctrine, NVo believe that the enact-
ment of the -fair use" concept into law prior to negotiations will guard against
the erosion of that concept, lienerally, at reasonable fee should be paid for uses
that go beyond -fair use," but such fee arrangement S11011111 nut delay or impede
the use of the materials. Producers are urged to give free access (no-cost con-
tracts) u believer possible.

11'e agree with the Ad Hoc Committee of Educational Organizations and In-
slitutions on Copyright Law Revision that duration of copyright should pro-
vide for an initial period of twenty-eight years, followed by a renewal {cried
of forty-eight years, whereas the proposed bill sets duration at the "life of the
author lulus fifty years." It seems reasonable that provision should be made to
permit. those 0.11iCil the copyright holder has no interest in protecting
after the initial period to pass into the public domain.

Regarding the input of copyrighted materials into computers or other storage
devious by non-profit educational institutions. we 0411,,k Wit It the Ad live t'oln-
inittee that the bill should clearly slate that mild the proposed National coin.
rnissina on New '1."1"1"1"gic31 Uses of copyrighted Works Icas completed its
study-, such intuit slumbi not be considered infringement. '('hit' proposed hill states
only that ". . . (Section 1171 olocs not affilni to llit owner of copyright In a maw]:
any greater or lesser rights whit respect to the use of the work in conjunction
with any similar device, machine, or process

A now copyright law that loth users and producers can view as equitable
depends opal the nuittial understanding of each other's needs and the ability
1,, effectively work out the differences, 11't. will participate in the continuing
dialogue with the Educational Media Producers Commit and similar interest
groups to establish mutually acceptable guidelines regarding the boundaries of
fair 1/,f'.- and reasonable fees to he paid for users beyond 'fair use." 'rills dia-

logue will be espcially Important in the area of storage, retrieval, and./or trans-
mission of inaterints durltut the time period NI %1T('11 1110 enactment of the new
law and the issuallee I if 110- report of the proposed National Commission on New
Technologleal Uses of Copyrighted Works.

We feel that the above modifications of S. 13d1 are needed to insure that the
revised law assists rather than hinders teachers and media specialists In their
work.

Itrielly. the AECT position supports the legislative history relating to "fair
use" levetr,lxrt prior to the original opinion in NVilliams and 'Wilkins v, U.S. it
is our !creeption that until that opinion was handed dowry, educators and mate-
riats producers were progressing: toward the development of tialttally acceptable
gnidetines regarding the boundaries of "fair use." Our position serves to erase



the ilatultvtdug. elf( et of Ilw and Wilkins opinion upon efforts :it copy-
right hiss II.Vt...11111 tool tii ulinitons 144%vpoi couretioit parties,

A review of the is is AEC' statement tuake.s apparent one agreement
with the position of the Alt floe l'ottinlittve ou titUty ttspiets sit copyright taw
rut Ar.("1: leis been an :Olive member of this Committee for many years,
:11101 has tHitIt Miriam oil and boon ititinencod by its program and polieles. The
IN fork of ill,: group ha,: been itiValitabie iti the attempt to >eeure ut new itiw that

ciplitaide to education. And although the .11';CT pi 1: loll differs front flint of
the Ad lbw committee on the need for it general educational exemption, we
iitinite to rmaits a member of Illat group. At:("1' pesveirt,..4 il. ivtisitioti and
that of the .1d floc rotund/tee itA Vitthlt/011: nn a SITIL:le thellle---11()W to (OITSt the
di`tinet (lt,1;hailtagt.S. dealt (0 edUliti(111 by (lie aud

The .t Ei"1* 'position has teen will received by both efliwat ors and materials
producers. lieprosentatives of loth of these communities viewed the pod/Ion is
a realistic step Itoras I resolving the issue of shinuttii! ow limits of 1;01:
The statiquent rt sti l by ftfe1111)(TS of each group as 411Tethig pndection to
educators that Is not otTensive to the producers,

'Ile incorporation of the ,A1;(7 pre..),Villia Ins :Ind 1,Vilktn" position into S..
1311) .11111 its 1(;1.4,1:MVO 111,4tOry is I.ssifillial to the 00%110141:v1a Of a new copyright
taw that is 4.(littt;ibh. to (.411tolttot's atta lttltel'has prollacets Mike,

11). preciat e this opportunity to present our sit ion to the Sitheoniiiiit tee awl
trust that 11 %%ill be given careful onishieration as the proposed bill and Sub-
committee report tiro comptcted

.Issoc IA1 ION OF .I.MFRIA.N 11VOIC ('Ot 1,t'crs,

11o/1..1401N .1...14 et 1 t t AN.
tlmirmait. Sulicontwilleo. on l'alentR, Tratfonarkg and C9pgright,e, ,s' noir,

1Vpeloingtorp,
D1AR MR. CHAIRMAN : The .t.sNociatiott of American 1ft>tltral Co(leges

with interest that the S»Ipouninittee on Patents, Tratlernarli, s. and to),:v rights is
holding hearings (al S. 1361, a bill for Ito g,eiteral revision of the cuprivilt list'.

if its interest lu obtaining n XimIttll Il'l's of scientitie int,,rnekiton
through an efficient and tip-to-dato biomedical communications netttork. the Asso-
ciation would like to comment on section pis or the hilt. concerning library photo-

)Ve ropiest that this letter bo included as part of the rcourd of the
lien rings.

'the Association, now in Its Kai year, represents the whole eomniex Of versom4
and institutions eliarged with the midergradnate and graduate education physi-
cians. It servos as tt natin/1a1 spokesman for all of the 111 operational 1'. S. tolial
schools suit 111Vir stuslents. 400 of tlw major teaching hospitals. and .11 learned

eademie societies tchuse rnetn)wrs are etwngeol In im.dio.13) viluval I'm 11»11 research.
the A,s1+4'itilit)11 anti Iis ineintwrship thus have a deep and direct int olvomeld
in the matters of ouwern to the Sol wommit teo.

.kssociation is familiar will: the prohicto of Ilhotoefill itiZ research
110 tVrialS ty Wird VieN, Co111111I'lld the StlhconMilltoe In its OfTot't:4 to bring lip
10 ,(ate' the current copyright legislation. 1Ve wolitil like to point out that the
present omtroversy Over lihrar.v IhoeS licit truly conf rout the real
pubinls of dissenittiat hit.; the findings of biomedical research.

Thom are currently three major methods I,y sshicii hikmotlical journals
meat their production costs:

i 1 t Vicst, the jOIII1:11:-: may assess researchers n page charge for publishing
research findings. These fees may rim into hundreds of dollars per page. This
pr.wtice is becoming more common. fa many cases, the federal ;revel ninerit is
subsidizing the publication of the Journal. 1PN' is:tying for charges front research
grants or contracts,

I'.2t A second method of Loppthig product inn o,sts is to charge one subscrlipt
rate is individual subscribers and a higher rate to institutions ++1. libraries.
This additional cost pre-numbly rovers loss nf income to tintithidier: 1.y multiple
Al't' <ix jslttrtittls. Its twiny discs, the hut from. subserthlions 1: at lea :1 stif-
f:chid to enter production costs. fither sources of inco.one 111'11) DIVel idlitoriat
unit Id (.StS:.

A third method of meeting irotluct Inn costs is the use of advertising. While
cei tUill advertising information is useful, it is not alnajs appropriate lot pro-
fessional journals to be :supported by a large amount of advertising.
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These three nwiln,ils aro, .1 course, often eonnhimod to help Ow publication
inert its production costs. In sonny itislanctos, the result will be profit. while In
others r tlepenoling Uit the tiontnre of the rt.searnln, the financing intellanisinis, trod
the riniferials,i the todolieation (vitt do little more than meet Its costs.

sto,cral solutions have IS11 D11'1.'1'011 to permit libraries to photocopy materials
ititit+.n endangerinog: line publishers' inrerute or copyright. None of these you.
front the kisie problem. In order to assure the unhindered flow of loinomedienii
knot% ledge mot information, while still achieving the most rational :did respon-
sible distribution of its (ists.. the .Association recommends that a study lit 1.1/111.
ji1iSif oiled to investigate the comillex set of factors hnolwtd ht (he transmission
of biomedical information. Included in its con :olderations would he the delt.r-
taination of (he bomber anti ty lips or litoriledical journals iteces.sary to maintain an

tin of the ;rowing volume of selentitle information: lioN the costs
of these poloieations should he borne toy the public, the researchers the readers,
and the institutions; and finally, the most appropriate role of the federal govern-
ment in I Ilk :tree.

1.1011 111I'S1. issues are dealt 1V1111, We 11 111. 1`11111111111' 111 have 1111 1.111'1011111Me res(n
lotion of the problems of biomedical publications and art ank'fillat4t IiiAS1.1111113-
t ion! ,,f information to investigators curl (0 a broader community of professionals
echo call apply the results of research to the Improvement of health eare.

)1r. Chairman. the Association would like to thank you for this (opportunity
too ,prt.: its views. l and rho staff of the .Association stand ready to provide

ter assistance y might desire in this matter.
Sincerely.

Jolty D. C'oori:n. M.1).

$n .(it (II xr \Vim Itrsnloy a"no VIE PROPOSED `1;ENICAL EDUCA 1 IONAE EXEMP-
rIoA.' 11,A ttAl r inn 1.01`THD:It 1' REVISION' iill t S, SUIINI ill ED 10
1111. St no i+M 'Ill ll. Ir: US l'AtEN TitmiENIMa:S. AND Col"i It11,111 s OF 111V, SENATE
OM tilt III ON 1 ItE tolt (Alt( ItY ISF: A SS0( 1A1 ION OF PI:DrISHERS

nt. 1,1't,t.lit St:I tt'intlIt i< intended to extend and amplify the necessarily brief
of ii statement presented to the Subcommittee loy Ross Sackett. l'resitlent of
Eticcloopaoalia Itritannica Filimational Corporation 141 btbalf or the iiatinit
or .Xtmnieaut Publishers. or whieh Mr. Sackett is Chairman of the Board of I
reetoovs, in epp(ksititql N, the proposed :111WIIIIIIient to the Copyright Revision 11ill
I S. 1:loi1 granting o general educational exelliIition-

The Association of .Xlinerican Publishers in the general association of book
publishers inn nine United States. including textbooks ;Inl other educational ma-
terials. Its more than '2110 members, which include tinnily presses and
inen-prootit religious hook publishers., product the vast majority of all general,
coliational and relindoonis books and related materials published ill the United
Slates,

cop.% Huta Ito kion Bill is it stands (8. irtn1) provides many limitations
en rte or ".pyriullt ploprietors that are intended to facilitate the educa-
tional use or copyrighted materials. Section 1(17 for the first time would embody
in statute 1:1W lioctritti of fair use. it would explicitly define certain
uses of o op% righted Nlorl.s in teaching as toeing fair use if it meets the other

54.11i1)11 IDS in eelfain circumstances would permit copying by
Illorary. including ;1 school or college library. even though it may exceed fait

rn-s s,,orp.,, pis trio exempts school and college libraries from liability for hi-
11.n0:emends committed on coin-operated copying innthines on their proinise.s.
Protbind an a f :I oroPria te warning has been jAdld on the 111:00/1. SN'tiDri I 100
permits the non profit performance or display of it copyrighted work in the class-
room. :41.11 11,11 11411 lit permits the broadcast of a nondarnatie work in organized
instinnetional programs. Seetion 1 12tIo 1 entitle., a 501001 to proolnce and fur live
years tonike milimit(41 Ilse of tapes or other records of uvo perrorillitruvs of works
it 1.11.:ttleii:t!:. :i1111(.1 21 relieves a teacher of liability fur statutory
damages if he commits an infringement and if he believed on reasonable' grotttnis
that the infringing use was a fair use under Section 107 of tine act,

These numerous special exemptions for educators reflect tile effincern that the
Judin iary Committees or with Howes and the Copyright Oftiee have consistently
shomn through the bong consideration of copyright revision that no unreasonable
impdirmonts should loco placed in the vvay of CAIDlltilritlal 1151' of copyrighted Ma.
feria's. Publishers share that concern. For that reason. almost all of the spetal
exemptions now in the bill have been not only accepted lint supported by pub-
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Fishers. Educators and velovational institutions are the sole market for the edu-
cational materials proolueed by publishers, and are by far the most important
customers of the inolustry. The producers and the users of edUentional materials
arc hence partners, wit opponents. They share a tairenton tau-pose in achieving
the hinNlottlitl and the most efficient use of educatleinal materials in the actual
teaching process,

The provisions of the bill as they affect educators were quite satisfactory to
the Ad floc Committee when it testified before the Senate Judiciary Suheont
mittve. (See the testimony of Harry Rosenfield on S. 597. March 1967, part j,
pp. 157-1I...9.) Now, however the Ad line Committee has revived a proposal for a
sweeping extentil ion.

This exemption Nvoirld allow anyone to make an iinllrnIted !mintier of copies in
any form for the purposes of "noncommercial teaching scholarship or re-
search" of ''brief excerpts from literary, pictorial, and graphic works which are
not solistantlal in length in proportion to their source" and also of the "whole of
short literary, pictorial and graphic works,"

it would also allow an entire copyrighted work to lie stored in a computer or
other automatic system for storing, lime :sing, retrieving or transferring infer.
!nation, hearing the proprietor with only such control as he can achieve over the
retrieval of the Information.

Many, perhaps most. of the uses described by the repreeotativcs of the Ad
I foe Committee as a justification for this proposed exemption would in any
case be lawful tinder section 107 or other provisions of the bill, particularly the
reproduction of 'brief excerpts in ways that do not reduce the market for the
original. Insofar as the proposed general elluntional exemption relates to lives
that wteuld he legai limier 107, it is weaningiess and unnecessary. The only real
purpose sought by the amendment. and Indeed the only purpose it can serve. is
to legalize uses that a court Nrould otherwise hold to be unfair because they ere
10xvi4vo in menttity or reduec the market for the original work or otherwise
exceed "fair use." If tiro excessive uses or competitive uses are planned, the pro.
posed a tnentiment is simply pedntless.

What are some of the uses that would be authorized by the proposed general
educational exemption that would he likely to be held to exceed fair use today or
motor Section 107? The most clangorous of those probably' relate to the freedom
to make and distribute an unlimited number of copies of entire "short" copy
righted works without the proprietor's permission. The only limitation on this
freedom would be that the copying roust not be for profit. that it must be for
"noncommercial teaching. scholarship. and research," that the copies of the
separate whole works must not be compiled, n9 in an anthology, and that tins
materials copied must not be "ennsulitrible."

A "short" whole work is presumably an Individual short story, essay, or poen();
a map: a transparency ; a globe: a wall chart ; a slide or photograph ; the score
of a short music compositicn. It Is tiline»It to conceive works that are shorter
end vet are whole, separately copyriglitable "works."

Toiler the proposed language, a city NANA system, or n slate department of ed.
neation, or the United States Office of Etbration could, on a nonprofit basis, ro.
duce a dozen, or a hundred, or a 111011Sa rid copies of a slide or of all of the sliolto

publisher has produced anti make them available free, or at the hare reprodee-
tin!' cost. to FOinoN in their Jurisdiction for noneommercial teaching netIvities.

and time attain. a teaeher could make multiple copies of a poem or a short
story, and hand it out to members of it class or group of (dosses. A school ve,ffitl
reprodmi, the words and finish(' of n "short" copyridoted song for all the lama-
1,ers of a school orchestra and choir. A school system could reproduce for every
vlassynoln a cfihYtiv-hted taunt chart or map; the Department of Defense (-toilet
reproeince a hundred thousand deities of is short copyrighted work to list' in
training courses, And so through dozens of similar situations In which the uses
are clearly not "fair" hot would apparently Ire legal under the proposed language.

We are quite prepared to Relieve that the sponsors of the general ethnicational
exemption had no such sweeping uses in mind:, tait if that he true, they ennead
Pot seek legislation that would legalize such abases.

As we understand it, the sponsors of the general educational exemption assort
that they oh, not wish to cover nosier the exemption rises that would injure et opy,
right proprietors err that would go beyond what are normal and professionally
approved ciassroom aetivitios now. Their declared tourpoe is apparently mint so
much to ealor9e the area in which copyrighted works may he used without the
owner's. permission as to define more clearly the present boundaries of flint area.
They would contend that the uses they envision as actually carried nit noder the-
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proposed exemption would In almost every case be "fair" Itse.s, but that teachers.
cannot safely rely on the doetrine of "fair use" because of its vagueness. Teach-
ers may expose themselves to legal peril, the advocates of the exemption say, or
more likely they may he deterred from making proper alai desirable uses of
copyrighted material because they do nut know whether or Hirt they are "fair
uses' within the meaning of the law.

Admittedly the concept of "fair use", like the coneept of "negligence" or of
"prudence" In the common law, is one that by Its very nature is not susceptible of
precise and tint-arying definition, Hut the proposed aniendineat dues ant cure
Vagtleili'S::. It compounds it by introducing a number of terms new to copyright
latv awl uninterpreted by the courts:

(low short is a "short" Mork? Is a 15-page short story "short"? Ten 'rages?
nye pages? lh fes it depend on the size of the page?

Inuit is "tionProlit" use? Is a professor doing research \aid: he hopes to em-
body In a textbook from which he hopes to receive substantial r(iyalt les engaged
in "non profit' re.seareh? If lie is working, on tt biography from which lie hopes to
receive modest royalties? If he is doing au article for a learned journal for which
ho will receive tio payment but hopes for a promotion? Is the Department of
Defense engaged in "non-profit" research when it puts the entire content of it
highly technical set of copyrighted tables into a computer to use in designing the
airfoil of a new plane? Is an airraft tiafactiirer engaged itt non-profit research
when it does the same thing miller a contract with the Department of Defense?

The very essence of such legal c4ateepts as "fair use" for "negligence" or "pru-
dence") 1..4 that they Ito avoid rigid it priori detinitions awl permit a judgment of
fairness and equity to be tnitile on the basis of the applleation of common sense
and experience to the actual situation in each individual eta , To introduce cer-
tainty is to introduce rigidity. Any effort to get away from Die doctrine of "fair
use" and define the area of permissible list. in toreileterinined objective or Milner-
heat tern's: is Siliiply untvorkable. Any such inflexible rule, if it is narrfor enough
to eliminate truly abusive uses of material will eliminate along with theta ninny
wholly proper uses. If it is broad miongli to include till the uses we all agree are
proper, it will open the door to a host of luiproper vises. There is shindy 110 SI,110-
;:littite for the use of illft41»i'd and itiniartlat judgment In tile atfplieation of gen-
eral principles to speelfle eases.

if the proposed getterat educational exotnot ion is not 1'11f-quiet' to legalize stvuetr-
Ing uses of copyrighted material that are clearly beyond the bounds of fair use,
and if it is not successful in clearly defining Milani:tries of use, what is the need
for it ?

Indeed we believe the needs that have been alleged are hypothetical and illu-
sory. The 1909 Copyright Act under which We llo Ilse ro»itaft1,4 none of the spe-
cial concessions to education that appear in S. 11111 null that we fur the most part
support. It Is much more restrictive !Min S. 13(1 in its present form. Yet under
tho present more rest Het ve law, hundreds of thousands of teachers, scholars. and
researchers daily make millions of uses of eopyriglitet1 material. Ni inapt many
of those uses may exceed the 100111trialleS vv -last we WIMid tat agIVI. NI he fair
axes Yvt. the result ilt'll ;lily 511141 eXCUSsiVe 115s' (41ities to
attention of the publisher is at most a statement of concerti followed by discussion
and the mod ificat hot or abandonment of the objection to use or else an agreement
that in the iremnstanee it is proper or. in some cases. a license til continue the
use. What are the desirable iflitcat tonal practices that in actual fact go unused for
fear of a vaguely delined copyrhrht NVe have evidence of any. There is
simply no reason to believe that under the copyright taw as it vvoulrl he liberalized
by S. 1:Ittl without the proposed general educational exemption.. as well as under
the I9(u) law, educators and publishers would not continue to gr) forward as they
have lit the past in an easy eollaboration, resolving by disenssion any oceasional
differences in the interpretation of fair nse that May arise.

!tut if it iS difficult to soe any noel for or henetit:.; trot, eNpnipi Om.
it is only too easy to see the diffieulties it whit bring to education as well as to
autlior.s and publishers:

(1) It would legalize the potential large- settle competitive reproduction for
noncommercial teaching Ilse of a host of "small" whole copyrighted works. The
limitation of this exemption to "noncommercial teaching" is no protection to the

of melt material. for "lioneotimierchil teaching" Is substantially the
whole of the market for educational material. Such large -wale reproduction
would not ably injure authors. producers and publishers: by the lessoning of the
incentive to produce such worls for the educational market. it would injure to ach-
ers.. students. out the whole cdinatiohal process as well,
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(2) By permitting the unlimited input of copyrighted material IMO computers
and similar devices, it would effectively destroy- the creator's control over his
copyrighted property. The provision for copyright control over output from such
a device is meaningless. It is obviously the assumption of the sponsors that the
output from such a system will be of such brief excerpts as to be protected by fair
use. tints eliminating copyright control at both ends. But even if the output is not
protected. tinder fair use, It is obviously unrealistic to apply copyright protection
at that point. it is in the nature of the operation of a computer or similar system
that one tIOS not know what its output will be until it has in fact been pointed
out. There Is no way the prior permission of the copyright proprietor can be ob-
tained. He is presented with a Mit ttecorapli, On the other hand It Is perfectly
feasible to get the permission of a copyright proprietor Wore the input of the
material, and such permission can include the manipulation, processing, and
output of the material as well.

t31 By establishing a presumption that the kinds of uses authorized by the
general educational extaniothms are not "fair uses'. thnt would be protected by
Section 107, it would uttunnY In 'many ways narrow the protection atturded
educators. Ily departing from the flexible "fair use" (.oncept and endeavoring
to define specific exemptions, it establishes the presumption that uses not speeiti-
vally exempted are infringements. This may 'work to the serious detriment of
educatoN and education as new unit unforeseen materials and uses are developed
in the future, to which the doetrine of -fair use could be applied, but which
fall outside the speeifie exemptions this amendment would provide.

it) It would upset the balance of compromises carefully Nvorkcil out hi the
past by the subcommittee. Its sweeping and imprecise language overlaps many
other seelbais of the MA. To give serious Claisiderat Lim at this late date to the
educational exemption would require the committee to reexamine at least the
fair use provisions of Section 107, the library reprothiction 'provisions of Section
Ins, and the classroom teaching provisions of Section Mk

(:)1 The provision of the general education exemption are, of cours:4 in cont.
pick, eontravention of Section 117 and of the intention or Title II of N. 1361. It
Wit,: this sutasumnittee that concluded that the proldeins of (Nun/alter use of
copyrighted material were tun cotuples to bb acted on legISIalively without
further impartial expert examination. The slitsmiamittee proposed, in Title II,
the creation of a National rolmnissium on New Teehnilogieni Uses of Copy-
righted Works to make a thorough study of this and related problems. Mean-
while. by Seetlim Iti the snficonunittee prolapsed Mitt oil rights with respect
to computer and related 'uses he friown precisely as they are under 'present law
pending the report of the Commission. This was a statesmanlike proposal. com-
pletely aceilited by all the various conflicting interests concerned including. at
the time. the sponsors of the general educational exempthm. Now, however, those
sponsors have proposed to upset this entire understanding, aholish Section
and bypass the impartial study proposed In Title II, subverting the whole care-
fn "" "we-onto-0 ..rrairrokpot.

There Is a further major objection to this sort of specific exemption. We are
living and working, in 1973, under the provisions of the Copyright Act of 19119.
It is likely that any general copyright revision net this Congress will pass will
remain the law of the land until far Into the twenty-first century. It will need to
he applied to melds of communication find forms of reproduction and use not
now even conceived of, just as the 1900 Act has had to be applied to television,
satellites. a to eompoters.

When the 19119 Act provided general principles and policies through its general
definition of the rights of authors and through its silcnee on fair use, thus
allowing the Prior Judicial doctrine to prevail. It has heel, possible fur the courts
in acting (u cases and private parties by contractual arrangement
to apply the principles of the .Act to the new media without undue strain. It Is
the highly xpreifie provisions of the 1909 Act attempting to go beyond prinehde
and tix details. that have hcome anachronistic find unworkableprovisions like
the manufaeturing clause, the so- called "juke-hox" amendment. the fixed ly
royalty for mechanical rights, etc. These detailed provisions have had totally
unintended conselpienees In the face of new media and radically new circum-
stances.

No one Is wise enough in 1973 to devise the sort. of specific and detailed pro-
vision in the general edtwatimt exemption, intended to govern copyright for
decades to come. B'hat is needed, with respect to the coin-erns we are dealing
with hero, Is a general definition or the exclusive rights of authors and their
assignees, as in Section 106, and a general assertion, as In the present Section
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107, that these exclusive rights shall not bar those fair and non-competittve
uses of copyrighted works for sochilly desirable purposes that are covered by
the broadly and flexibly conceived doctrine of fair use. Both now and as new
media are introduced in the future, realistic applications of these general prin-
ciples ran and will be worked vu t.

10enial of the unwarranted educational exemption will not "deprive" teachers
of any "right" they may erroneously feel Is isissessed under existing law. "As
shown by a Copyright tittlee study dated July 22, 1 tit1, the educational groups
are mistaken in (heir argument that a 'fur profit' limitation is applleable to
ethwattonal copy lug under the present law." (House Report No. 83, 00th ('on-
gress, Nlarch S, 1967.)

In its Report, the House Judiciary Committee said that "the doctrine of fair
le4t, as property applied, is broad enough to permit reasonable educational use.
It suggested however that teacher and publisher should join together to estab-
lish ground rules for mutually acceptable fair use practices, and that they
should work out nivans by which permissions for uses beyond fair use can be
obtained "easily, quickly, and at reasonable fees." 1pp. 32-33)

We share the views expressed by the House Judiciary Committee. We urge
that they be adopted by this Sulieommittee and that the proposed educational
e:eempi iolk be rejected out of hand.

For our part, we renew our offer to meet with the Ad Hoe Committee to
establish ground rules for fair use and to establish workable arrangements for
t he elea ranee of pent:1st:does for uses beyond fair use.

Str.t.rt:wevr or rue ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES, ON THE ANIENDSIENT
RECONINIENDEO III"IHE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION'S TO S. 1301, GENERAL Ita:VISION
or COPYRIGHT LAW

to order to clarify the proposed amendment and distinguish between it and
the language of S. 1361 lit its present form, it appears dealmble to discuss the
sections of the amendment and then to note the difference between these provi-
sions and those of S. 1301,

The initial paragraph of section it reads the same as section d, In the printed
11111 except that the phrase -hut only under the following conditions" Is sub-
stituted for the word "if" at the end of the paragraph.

Section (1) under (1 of the proposed amendment refers only to an article
or other contribution to a copyrighted collection or periodical issue or to a
similar small part of a work. The purpose of this amendment is to enable
libraries to continue to supply a photocopy of a small part of e_ work without
being required to do any checking to see whether the issue of the periodical or
the book in which the item appears is available for sale. This is particularly
important with respect to articles in periodleals since there is no easy way to
determine whether or not a particular issue of a periodical Is stilt available
from the publisher or dealer. Even if it should be determined that an Issue
can be ordered from the publisher, the time required to place the order and
receive the issue results in a delay which will probably not meet the need of
the user.

Section (2) refers to an "entire work," that ts, a book or a major part, of a
book. In this case the amendment would require that the library determine
whether or not the book is still In print before providing a photocopy of it. This
can be done with relative ease by checking Itook4 In Print.

The distinction may be put in this way: section (1) refers to a periodical
article or short excerpt of which a photocopy may be provided without any
checking. Section (2) refers to fill entire book or a major part of It and in this
case a check to see whether the book is stilt In print is required.

Section (2) of the proposed amendment is similar to section 108(d) (I) in the
printed Bill, S. 1301. Section (1) of the proposed amendment is a specific exemp-
tion for a periodical article or short excerpt. In this respect, it Is au addiction to
S. 1301.

"REASONABLE INVESTIGATION"

The phrase "reasonable Investigation" is used in the amendment which we arc
recommending but only In section 108(d) (2). This section refers.to books, not
to periodical articles. A reasonable Investigation of the availability through
trade sources of a book can easily be made by checking the annual catalog
Book, In Print. There is no comparable catalog listing all periodical articles.

10-311 -73-37
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Section 14S(11) (1) of S. 13111 requires the reader to "establish to tin satisfac-
tion of the library or archives that an unused copy can not be obtained at
normal price from commonly known trade sources in the nate(' States including
authorized reproducing services." This requirement applies both to periodical
articles and to books. It can be complied with as regards books through tin'
use of Books in Print. There is no feasible way of making a comparable check
of the availability of periodicals. /Wets of Library Photocopying on Copyright
Pc,,prittors.

Those who oppose the proposed library photocopying amendment take the
position that library photocopying eliminates sales and reduces the number of
subscriptions to periodicals. The most extreme charge is that library photo-
copying will result in destroying scientific and technical communication by
making it economically impossible to continue the publication of periodicals and
books.

The importance of the partnership of libraries with the publishing industry
cannot be over-emphasized. The economic viability of this industry is Indeed
a crucial concern to all involved hi the dissemination of information. It is diffi-
cult, however, to get precise information regarding the effects of photocopying
on publication sales. A most important consideration here Is that coin-operated
photocopying machines are available to virtually everyone. Thus, a significant
and ever-increasing.amount of photocopying is unsupervised.

In regard to supervised library photocopying, several studies have been made
in the past 12 to 15 years and it is the conclusion of these studies that no evi-
dence of significant economic damage caused by library photocopying could he
Identified. While the general experience is that the number of subscriptions has
increased. there have been exceptions to this but it is by no means clear that the
decline In the number of subscriptions have increased very substantially in this
period and library budgets, particularly in recent years, have been reduced ; thus
the canceling of subscriptions cannot be fairly ascribed to library photocopying
only.

It it were possible to demonstrate clearly that library photocopying had severely
damaged copyright proprietors, it could be expected that publishers would pro-
duce this evidence. Since they have not done so, it would appear that the evidence
Is not persuasive. In the absence of conclusive evidence, it would be most unfor-
tunate if requirements were established for the payment of royalties which would
involve "spending dimes to collect pennies."

LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS SUPPORT THE AMENDIIENT RECOMMENDED

The amendment in the form In which it has been recommended to the Subcom-
mittee represents the views and recommendations of the American Library Asso-
ciation, the Association of Research Libraries, and the Medical Library Associa-
tion. The.:e Associations recommend this amendment on behalf of their readers in
order that they may lie able to maintain the photocopying services now provided
by most libraries of alp types. In the aggregate the number of readers weo use the
libraries represented by these Associations runs to many millions, It is on behalf
of these readers that the Library Associations urge the Subcommittee to adopt
the amendment which they have recommended.

The statement was made In the course of the hearings that maehine-monitoring
of materials copied was feasible. However, at the present time there is no practie.,I
way that a photocopy machine could differentiate existing copyrighted In: e
nneopyrighted materials.

August 9. ":.`"f3.

Hon. 1011N L. Mceril LAN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MCCIELLAN: It is my understanding that the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights has been considering Section III
of S. 1361 which sets a copyright fee schedule for the cable television Industry.
I further understand that in 1911 a consensus agreement was formulated by rep-
resentatives of the copyright holders, broadcasters, and cable system operators

STEMES A. MCCARTHY,
Executire Director.

HOUSE OF 11Erar9usiaTivrs.
Washington, D.C., August 7, 1973.
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and that in this agreement is a provision calling for arbitration if rates cannot be
agreed upon.

It has always been my belief that Congress should not attempt to set rates in
transactions between private individuals or groups and I believe this to be true
In regard to copyright fees. The parties that operate with the fees should be
allowed to determine them, and for this reason I urge yon to reconsider Section Ii I
and make provisions Instead, for a means of arbitration to determine the fees.

With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

ALPIIONZO BELL,
U.S. Congressman.

STAWNIENT OP PROF. A iiitar P. MAI:STEIN, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY SCII0OL OF LAW

Scholars should be paid for their scholarship. Th Is prevent is followed in our
treatment of the scholars who, as teachers, purvey scholarship and who, as
librarians, organize and process scholarship. It should be nonetheless true for
the creators, of the scholarship, which is being purveyed, organized and processed.
On this there seems to tie agreement.

Those who pursue scholarship are in the vanguard in the struggle for higher
salaries for teachers and librarians. They are the most prolific purchasers of the
ever-more-costly source of scholarship known as books. And so it goes,

lint when this principle is translated into payment for scholarship whose ac-
cess is via the photocopy machine, there is a strange objection to payment. Pay-
ment for scholarship, that is. There is, on the other :land, no objection to indirect
payment for that scholarship in the form of machine purchase and rental, the
purchase of accessories such as chemicals, palter alai repair services and, in many
eases, wages for those who operate the machines.

The time has come to face this problem ; it can be delayed no longer. The
intellectual property of others is being used via reprography in a quantity which
must receive our attention.

PROPOSAL.

Ten per cent of the net cost of reprography should go to the copyright pro -
prietors of the intellectual property being photocopied.

I speak as a university professor, a lawyer, an author, a former librarian, and
RS 0110 who teaches in the field of intellectual property. In each of these roles I
have made use of the scholarship of others. Frequently their material has been
made available to me through reprography. lit performing the functions Of
librarian, I have made the scholarship of °titers available to the researcher and
educator ; and I know the importance of satisfying the research needs of others
as well as myself. As au author, I have seen many of my articles, books, :nil
parts of books reprinted in other publications for compensation and phobic:opted
by researehers and oil ieators without 00111pellS3thill. And since I teach the Intel-
lectual Property course at Rutgers-Camden, I have gained familiarity with the
background as well as the law in this particular field.

In preparing this statement, an examination has aces made of the many pro-
posals which previously have been submitted. Anal 1 nmst acknowledge at the
Outset that Mese have, in some measure, guided and Intbaliced the proposal
here. however, mist of theta have been set aside as unwokable limiuse of their
(4)141de-sit). 81111 bee ause of their high cost of administration. (This is also a time
to expr:ss thanks for the research assistance of one of iny students, Mark
Certel, who assiSted me in preparing this statement.)

In setting forth this basic proposal, the procedural problem is divided into
three parts.: (1) How shall royalty payments be collected? (`) Who should ad-
minister the royalties corected and (3) !low should the royalties be distributed?

IMPOSING ROYALTY CHARGES

Royalties for the copyright proprietors of material being photocopied should
come from a flat fee tax. This mink'. he in the form of a ten percent surcharge
on the selling price or the regular monthly rental of all photocopy machines.

The advantages of such a plan are as follows :
A. While the total royalties will eventually be substantial, the individual sums

paid by the user are de minims. The overall rental charge on photocopying
today is under four cents per page. (And the base rates are even lower in the
rentals to government and educational users.)
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H. The 'dim is administratively sound. The cost of collection would he at a
mininotto. Note in this connection the precedent of Article 53 of the German
Copyright Act of lfitZ which places a fiat fee of live per cent on the sale of
visual or sound recorders.

There are several objections which have been raised to the imposition of an
arbitrary Hat fee tax. It is, of course,- obvious that many photocopy machines
are not used to reproduce copyrighted materials. One might illustrate this by
examining the photocopy equipment in a teaching hospital. The machine in the
hospital administrative office, for example, reproduces hospital records, clerical
accounts, etc., almost exclusively. On the other hand, the photocopy machine In
a medical library is always a major user of copyrighted material. The answer is
partly that it "evens out." And the administrative costs involved preclude mak-
ing distinctions between where machines are locatedusing this as a basis for
determining royalty rates.

What of the counter-suggestion that the tax he based solely on the extent of
userather than sales price or monthly rental. This is certainly possible in im-
posing a royalty surcharge on sound equipment. Rather than tax the sale of the
tape recorder, there could be at tax on the sale of tape. In that manner, the user
who merely records a favorite song for home consumption would pay only a
negligible sum for royalties. On the other hand, the large commercial user of
copyrighted music would buy tapes in quantity and thus pay a much higher
royalty. Such a scheme is impossible wit', photocopy machlues since they are
increasingly able to use ordinary rather than specially treated paper. Note,
however. that the factor of use is already considered and built Into current
rental charges. Most of the large producers of photocopy equipment charge a
base fee of $35.00450.00 a month, plus a figure based solely upon the number
of copies made.

A third objection is raised by educators who argue that any tax, regardless of
how small, is an interference with the free dissemination of necessary educational
material. Theoretically. this position is indefensible. As a practical matter, it
should not preclude a minimum royalty charge. The key is access to information.
And access is always thwarted by a series of variables involving cost. The edu-
cator may be barred front the utilization of educational materials by the fact
that the school system does not have adequate secretarial help, or because the
school library did not buy the books which contained the desired works of
scholarship, or because the school board vetoed the purchase of sufficient photo.
copying equipment. And where such equipment is acquired, the bulk of the cost
Is for mutat, paper and chemicals. Measured against all of these factors, a
roylity tax, in the form discussed here, really does not preclude the use and
dissemination of educational materials.

Caveat: With the payment of the ten percent tax, users would be free to photo-
copy all copyrighted materials, with one notable exception. Consumables (mean-
ing workbooks, standardized test forms meant to be used only once, etc. Must
he excluded from the photocopy grant.

ADMINtSTRATION OF ROYALTIES

For the administration of any royalty plan, it is essential to set up a central
copyright clearing house to supervise the collection and distribution of the ten
percent surtax on sales and monthly rentals.

It is revonunended that this clearing house have a (mast-governmental status
provided for in the copyright statute. This would have the following advantages:

Ill Enforcement of pa.yment would be facilitated. Failure to pay royalties
would constitute a criminal rather than a civil offense.

('2.1 As a quasi-governmental entity created by statute, the antitrust problem
would be avoided.

(31 As a quasi - governmental agency operating under statute. it would he more
difficult for any particular combination of selected publishing houses to gain
control.

I) An agency under governmental sponsorship would discourage the forma-
tion of splinter groups or alternative clearing houses set op to give special protec-
tion to special interests.

The membership of the clearing house would consist of all participating
publishers. Royalties would be paid to the copyright proprietors only via these
unit berl od di sbers.

(In addition to its administrative arm, the clearing house would also have an
agency (or agencies) to perform as quasi-judicial tribunals. It would be the



responsibility of one such tribunal to ([M1.'1'1111110 1010 would UV a bona fide
Another tribunal responsibility would be to hear arguments on royalty

distribution.)
DISfitilICTION IZOYALIIKS

The greal perectotage or the 11141110p: received and administered by the clear-
ing house would be 'mid over to the inembefifIttli,tivi.., The re1111,1,A, itiarihu-
(iott W.+ bctueen the publishers and their authors on, copyright proprietors)
tvuuld Le litl,(11El'd iu uveurthutee with their author'- publisher .f.nliEntuEN,

Itio tiltrivtit atillaiiktrativu, problem the altioetition of royalties among
the various pal --Lobo; houses, This must be based. as far as possible, upon the
frequency with v itch certain materials are photocopied. At the :ante time, the
plan must be kept as simple as possible.

II is recommended that all copyrighted hooks. periodicals and other publica-
tions be divided into live l'iliegorilS, depending 11041 lilt, extent to width they
aro. usually photocopied. Each publisher tvould have :11 many -units" in each
category. (.1 monthly issue or a given oft-copied scientific journal might he a
unit to the sante extent as a given textborok. I

Category units (those most frequently copied I would receive lifty per cent
)of thi total royalties. l'alegery containing those units copied the least, a'01101
include ;Ill novels, for example, and might be limited to as little as two per cent
of all royalties. Initial category assignments would he on a preliminary
sampling anil updated by subsooment sampll11 r.

It would be the rrspunsibllity of 1.(littinistrative atm of the clearing house
In oloseitie what book, annual or magazine issue constitutes a -unit" noel to de-
termini, lite proper category for each. Appeals would be made by the publishers
to IOW. Of the clearing house tribunals.

As noted alive, the hulk of all moneys received by the clearing house tarter
folministratIve costs are deducted) would tie distributed to the publishers. Itow
ever, it is proposed that twenty per CVO of the net total be allocated (;ml ad-
ministered by the clearing house) for the benefit of authors as a whole, part of
this stun eaniol to designated foot awards, scholarships, loans, pension arrange-
ments. group medical seviees, insurance, etc. .tial other funds could he used
tut maintain alai <operate authors' associations mill other agencies working for
the benefit of those who produce Intellectual property.

My thanks to the Contomittee for giving two the opportunity to express buy'
position on flits important issu now lwfore the

tKi t,iittxtA OKI A..../ttiy .1. /97.1.
lion-14)11N L. :kik t:t,i AN,

s(wite,
ll'it,o/fiff!iton. 1).0.

14:Mt SENATtP., Ml (.11.11 AN : I am writing this letter in to bearings
scheduled before the Senate .1noliciary Committee, sub-committee on Parents,
Trade-.Marks and Cow rights, this opining .duly 31 and .\ tiglist 1.

Tile purpose of these hearings is to tali: testimony en pending Senate 1 1111
S. hail. and more parilenlarl,i on section Ill of that bill; as it :eliites to ('.ATV'
sstette4.

Section Ill of this proposed 11111 contains an "exemption front copyright li-
ability" Intl "program exclusivity' o for; 1'.17V systems with fewer than 3.70)
subscribers".

?Ty company. CADCii. 1,t a manufacturer of CATV equipment. Nly
specializes in the manufacture :mot installation of CAI'S' equipment for
systems in town. of 10.000 people awl down. This happens to work out to

<wry' systems wit hi 3,500 or fewer homes.
:NlY company publislte.s a more-or-loss monthly publieat loot for our custFulters

in this area of ('A'f a copy of the most recent issue or %olio., is 4,11;40,4,d. f fur
TE('II TALK 1)11614%1110n retleet4 floe operating and technical problems of Ibis
segment of the c.kTV industry ,ind it doe:4 -to bee.inse ether publiealinie4 bud
companies itt tints industry do. for the nest part, ignore Itti.4 portion of lite market

1,4 known within tiro CAT's' nodosity ;I: -the sionill town specialists".
And this extimois mown further than merely ,supply lag equipment to these smaller
cominumities; it includes providing know how and of rally ing point for the Ivor-
:II-ors of these ('ATV systems.
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Now it is proposed, In Section 111 of this bill, that "CATV systems with fewer
than 3,500 subscribers, now in cristotec, and irdependently owned, be exempted
from the copyright" payment schedule that this bill provides for.

1. would like to draw your attention to the enclosed issue of TECH TALK.
On pages one through three of this issue is a synopsis of a Technical Report
issued by Die Office of the Chief Engineer of the Federal Communioations Cone
mission (It(' port Number T-7301). This report shows that based upon an FCC
study of the CATV industry, that approximately 91,A, of all operating cATv
systems have fewer than 3.51* subscribers. And in fact, that tIte )ttliallest 50%
of all CATV systems (1.e. half of the actual systems) average 345 subscribers
each.

This bill. then, would exempt 91% of all exi,sting cable system from the pay-
ment of copyright liabilities. The key word Is existing.

Please tiler to page 19 of the same enclosed issue of TECH TA 1,K. This article
("Isn't it About Time -- Again? ") relates to the very eistind difference within the
CATV industry between "cable television. 11 MI "COMMIMily Autenna Television."
Briefly, cable television is any system with more than 3,500 subscribers; Com-
munity Antenna Television is any system with fewer than 3,500 subscribers.

And yet, both 'Community Antenna" and "Cable" are being regulated, by the
FC(', and through this proposed Copyright BBL us if they were of the same.

They are not. "Community .Antenna" television service is a simple service that
(Mows People in distant communities to receive better broadcast television.
"Cable" television is nitwit more than that. "Cable" television is pay-for-a-movie
television (via the cable) ; it is reading electric meters via the cable; it is
subscriber-response polling via the cable and much more.

The point that I would Ilke to try to make is simply this
(1) The National ('able Television Association has represented to this Com-

mittee that they represent "the industry." The truth is that they represent
the "cable television" industry; not the "Community Antenna" industry.

(A) The President of the NCTA, Mr. David Foster, is scheduled to appear
before this Committee to "speak for the industry". Our contention is that
he may speak for 0% of the CATV systems in the industry, and that these
It% of the systems may represent a large number of cable subscribers;
but they do not represent a large number of systemscertainly not Cone
munity Antenna systems.

2) There are stsdiesmen within the "Conunnuity Antenna" industry who could
and should be allowed to present the views of the other 91% of the CATV
industry. 1 would like to urge that some way be male to allow stall a presenta-
tion before this Committee.

We are dealing with small communities, and normal, nisophistkated com-
munity antenna reception. And we are dealing with a proposal which would al.
low the existing small systems to operate without copyright liability. white any
new small "Community Antenna" systems will (tinder the terms of this bill) be
required to pay copyright fees. We believe this is wrong.

Phase give our proposal some consideration. The 91% of the CATV com-
munities we speak on behalf of total nearly 5.000 in all. I believe they have a
right to la. beard ... and David Foster of the NI"I'A does not speak for them.

Sineevely,
Hon Ear I3. COOPER. Jr.,

President,

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC..
New York, N.Y., August 7,1973.

HMI. Jolts L. McCr.F.1 LAN,
Chairman. u (committee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights, Committee on

the .indieiary, U.N. senate. Washington., 11,C.
FiKi.B Mu. Cif AIRMAN: On July 31 and August 1 the Subcommittee on Patents,

Trademarks and Copyrights held lien rings on several Copyright. Revision Bill
sOdects, including cable television. but that subject was specifically limited to
tiw royally schedule contained in § 111 of S. 1301 for the compulsory licensing
or cable television systems.

t'iP was not Invited to appear at the 11earings nor did we desire to do so in
view of the fact that the cable television part of the Hearings; was limited to
the specific subject of the royally schedule. Our concern is more generalthe
proper place of cable television in the copyright context. Therefore, we take this
opportunity to set forth the CBS position on that. We respectfully request that
this letter he made a part of the record of the hearings.



Preliminarily, it is useful to nete what are the functions that a cable television
system performs when it retransmits broadcast signals to its subscribers. Only
me week before its decision In Fortnightly v. United Artists, 392 -U.S. 390 (1908),

flab United States Supreme Court in United States v. Southirottern Cubic, Co.,
157 (MS) said that:

"CATV systems perform either or both of.two functions. First, they may sup-
plement broadcasting by facilitating satisfitetory reception of local stations in
adjacent areas in NN hick such reception would not otherwise be possible; and
second, they may transmit to subscribers the signals of distant stations entirely
beyond the range of local antennae." 392 U.S. at 1(13.

When the Court decided Fortnightly a week later the function of distant sig-
nal Importation was not before it ; the function of the use of advanced antenna
tecluielogy and equipment to evercome adverse topographical conditions to per-
mit subscribers to receive signals already in the community, and that function
only,

The tatted States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit decided CBS v. Tele-
prw»pter.---F. 2t1-177, USI'Q 225, on March 5, 1973. In its decision it held that t

"When a CATV system is performing this second function of distributing sig-
. lads that are beyond the range of local antennas, we believe that, to this extent,
it is funetIonally equivalent to a broadcaster and thus should be deemed to 'per-
form' the programming distributed to subscribers on these imported signals. .

The system's function in this regard is tio longer merely to enhance the sub-
scribers ability to receive signals that are in the area ; it is now acting to bring
signals into the community antenna, erected In that area." 177 USPQ at 231,

Consequently, the Court of Appeals went On:
"We hold that when a CATV system imports distant signuls, it is no longer

within the ambit of the Fortnightly doctrine, and there is then no reason to treat
it differently from any other person who, without license, displays a copyrighted
work to an audience who would not otherwise receive it. For this reason, we
conclude that the CATV system is a 'performer' of whatever programs from these
distant signals that it distributes to Its subscribers." 177 USPQ at 231,

CBS believes that the Clourt of Appeals is right in concluding that there is
no reason to treat a cable television system, which brings a copyrighted work
III a distant audience who would not otherwise receive it, differently from any
other person who performs the same function. Moreover, we see no reason for
the law to be changed so as to grant cable systems discriminatorily preferential
treatment. Treating them in the same way as other users of copyrighted works
are treated would only require that cable television systems secure licenses from
copyright proprietors Just as do the broadcasters with whom they compete,

Not treating the cable systems to complusory licensing, as S. 1301 proposes
to do, would eliminate the necessity of ;

The recording by capable systems of notices In the,. copyright Office
and the prescription of regulations for them by the Regisder.,,of Copyrights

The dep,,,mit by enbie systems with the Register of Copyrights of state-
ments of acconnt every three months and the prescription of regulations by
the Register of Copyrights for the deposit (§ 111(d) (2)(A) ).

The deposit by cable systems with the Register of Copyrights of the pre-
scribed graduated royalty fees and the prescription of regulations for the
tlePoNit by the Register of Copyrights (q 111 (a)(2)(B)).

The ,oltulol filing of claims by persons (who have a sutlicient financial
stake as well as the means and energy to do so) entitled to fees with the
Register of Copyrights and the 'prescription of regulations for such filing
by the Register of Copyrights (1 111(d) (3' ..

rite ;uwu,tl determination by the Register of Copyrights about whether
controversy exists concerning the distrilmtion of royalty fees (§ 111(d)

(3(111'(1.
Tho determination and deduction of his administrative costs by the

Register of Copyrights. the distribution of royalty fees to those entitled to
Halm ;Ind. If the Register has found a controversy to eNist. a Cettitivatleat
to that effect and the constituting of a panel of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal r § i 11 id) (3 )(It) ).

'fie maintenance of 15% of the royalty fees collected in a spedal fund
and their distribution according to regulations prescribed by the Register of
Copyrights to the copyright owners of musical works (9 111(d) (3) (C) ).

The withholding from distribution by the Register of Cepyrights or
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal of an amount Other one deems sufficient
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to satisfy all claims with respect to which a controversy exists if 111
id) (3) (D)).

Nor would the Copyright Royalty Tribunal created by Chapter 8 of the
11111 be required to exercise the functions of making determinations concerning
the adjustment of the copyright royalty rates or the distribution of the royalty
fees provided for in the cable television compulsory license.

Nor would the houses of Coneress have the burden of deciding whether to
exercise a right of veto against a time deadline, refleeting (heir judgments
tiliont royalty adjustments recommended by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, as
tin widest for in § 807 of the Revision Bill.

Nor would be courts be burdened by the necessity of reviewing determina-
dews of the Tribunal concerning the distribution of cable television royalty
fees, a .4 tinIrlded for by § SM/ of the Revision Bill.

CBS believes that It is not possible for any official or any Copyright Royalty
'Tribunal, or any other such body, to set royalty rates that are 'reasonable". By
what criteria of reasonableness could the determination be made? Moreover,
by what criteria would the Register of Copyrights be guided In distributing the
royalty fees to copyright proprietors who file claims for them? What weight,
if any, would he given to the quality of the copyrighted works? now %You'd the
Register of Copyrights attempt to measure quality when no guidelines are pro-
vided by the Revision 11111? Nor does the Revision BM provide guidelines for the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal to make judgments about the distribution of the
royalty fee it in the controversies certified to it by the Register of Copyrights.

The fact is that there is no adequate substitute for the operations of a normal
marketplace in Which prices are determined by supply and demand. If such a
marketplace were permitted to function, consistently with other marketplaces in
our free enterprise economic system, the problems which are Insolvable by officials
and tribunals would be solved by bargaining in the marketplace. The expenses of
the operation would he borne by those who deal in the marketplace as contrasted
with the expenses of the labyrInthleal. top-heavy, governmental structure con-
templated by S. 1301, part of the expenses for which would be taken out of the
royalty fee fund and part of which would be taken out of the American ioxpoyor.

. normal marketplace does not now exist for cable television, but copyright
proprietors would certainly find a way of selling their rights if cable n ere paying
for them. All other copyright users have managed to find a way of dealing with
copyright proprietors. The present lack of a market Is due to the uncertainty,
which is only now being resolved in the courts, over whether cable television sys-
tems are liable to the normal application of copyright law and the consequent
unwillingness of cable television systems to bargain and pay for what they
ret ra nsmit.

As noted above, on March S of this year the Court of Appeals for the Second
Cireult unanimously held in CBS r, Trirprnm plc,. that cable television systems,
are liable under the present law for the carriage of copyrighted programs eon.
tamed in distant signals which they Import. Petitions for review by the United
States Supreme Court were tiled in early dtme; we expect the Court to net on the
petitions in the fall of this year thus. it is probable that the Court's decision Will
finally determine the copyright question in the near (inure.

This being so. CBS suggests the wislom of awaiting the outcome of the copy-
right test ease rather than acting on Section ill of S. which the Congress
may find unnecessary in light of whatever action is taken by our highest court.
After all, we are not without a Copyright Law: the only quest Ions are what it
means and whether that is unjust. We shall have the answers presently. Only if it
is Unjust should it be changed.

We believe you are aware of the fact that CBS has consistently taken the
position that cable television systems should have a copyright exemption for
ratransmission of television broadcasts to their subscribers who are within the
normal coverage urea of the station originating 51101 broadcasts, subject to certain
conditions to assure fairness. We reaffirm that position because we believe that
such an exemption is justified by the need for simplicity and by the expectation
of the broadcaster, and those who license his use of their program material, that
the broadcast station's signal will reach the entire piddle in its normal broadcast
area. The Circuit Court's decision, review of itch is now sought, accomplishes
that result.

There Is one incongruity in Section 111 of S. 1301 we should like to call to your
attention. Section ill makes it a copyright infringement for a cable television
system to carry a professional sporting event into the local service area of one or
more television stationswhen none of the stations has been authorized to broad-
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cost the event. Apparently it is felt that even with the payment of the statutory
royalty for the compulsory license which the Revision Bill would provide, it is
unfairto the sports promoter, to the league, to the broadcaster, or to all three
for a cable television system by its unilateral action to frustrate the consensual
agreement of the marketplace. Yet the Revision Bill shows no similar concern
in the identical situation for the copyright 'owner of any other kind of copy-
righted work, no matter what its importance, even though he had deliberately
chosen to license the work to no local station. It seems to us that logic would
require that the copyright proprietors of news and entertainment programs be
treated no less favorably than the promoters of professional sporting events.

Respectfully,
ROBERT V. EYANS.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY ANTENNA TV Assocrtox (CATA)
AUGUST 10, 1073

CATA is a national association of small CATV systems whose problems and
interests materially differ at times from those confronting large scale cable
television operations and established cable systems in major television markets.

CATA was formed in late July 1973 at Dallas, Texas to serve as spokesman
for small CATV operators. Although CATS is still in its formative stages as an
organization, its membership already Includes more than 100 CATV systems
most of which are faintly owned and operatedserving in excess of 90,000 sub-
scribers throughout the United States.

CATA was not in a position to present its views concerning Section 111 of.,
S. 13131 to the 'Subcommittee at its August 1, 1973 hearings, CATA representa-
tives did, however, attend the hearings and are familiar with positions taken
by interested parties who testified. CATA welcomes this opportunity to present
:Is views on a single critical issue: whether small CATV systems should be subs
ject to copyright liability.

Small CATV systems perform valuable services to the public by assuring ade-
quate, dependable, television reception in communities and areas beyond major
television markets. Costs of system operation, particularly expenses of upgrading
plant necessitated by FCC enactment in March 1972 of technical standards, and
other construction expenses, have been increasing at a very rapid rate. As the
Subcommittee knows, the ability of small system operators to raise capital has
been quite limited. Also, their ability to increase subscriber rates is often re-
stricted, if not by the terms of their franchises, certainly by economic realities
in the markets served. Moreover, most cannot and do not desire to initiate
ancillary broadband services in order to gain additional revenues. Clearly, these
small systems merit the kind of "breathing space" assured by a copyright ex
emptiott based upon size.

CATA. recognizes that jurisdiction over copyright matters resides exclusively
'It the legislative branch. CATA caouiot, 1.0WOYCT, ignore the fact that the
Federal Communications Commission and the President's Oiliee of Telecom-
munications Polley called various interested parties together in 1971 to hammer
out a compromise among the several industry groups regarding the emergence of
the cable television industry. Despite the fact that these FCC-OTP sanctioned
negotiations had tin legislative power and no jurisdictional control over the
copyright question, compromises were reached on a wide range of issues affect-
ing the cable industry. Including certain agreements dealing with copyright. The
entire package of agreements has become known as the -Whitehead Consensus
Agreement", The Whitehead agreement. while not Mellor upon Congress, did
contain a provision valling for the exemption from copyright liability of certain
c.k.ry systemsthose while fewer than 3;100 subscribers. We raise this point
not to say that th0 Whitehead agreement in any way controls the Subcommittee's
thinking regarding the copyright issue, hut rather so that the Subcommittee will
miderstand that numerous small CATV operators acquiesced In the loony un-
favorable aspeets of the Whitehead agreement because they :relieved that the
broadcasters tial copyright owners would i tier their support for copyright legis-
lation containing an exemption for snot e.vry systuni::. stunt'. if &LIM the
copyright exemption, time small cable systems will lose the single most important
reason for ate epting the rations provisions of the Al'hitehead agreement, many
of which have ireon carried over to the present Copyright Bill, as well as the
FI'C's CATV regulations eatteted in Mitreli 1972.

Thu,: it was unexpected that Section 111 of the legislation approved by the
Subcommittee tacked a small system exeintition: CATA respectfully urges that
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S. 1301 include an exenqotion from copyright liability for (`ATV' systems having
fewer than 307)00 subscribers. h-e understand there is no signiticant objection to
the inclusion of such an exemption and will diseus.s why we believe it would serve
Hie piddle interest.

As noted earlier, CAW systems in the below 3.500 subscriber category for the
most part provide their subscribers with a basic service for improving television
reception. Most of these systems Operate solely as a means: of delivering television
signals to vommunities where normal television reception is poor or nonexistent :
communities beyond the primary service areas of television broadcast stations;
communities in which other secondary transmission facilities such as translators
.tre either lacking or inadequate: communities near large cities but situated in
pockets of plor reception produced by terrain lin rrier5.

Some small systems also engage in limited local (originations, generally of au
automated nature i,time and weather scan). Few if any such systems carry ad-
vertising, engage In lay televlsioni operation:4 or operate their ONV11 microwave
relay systems. They are, in short, the traditional community antenna television
systemslovally owned and operatedwhich had their genesis in the mountain-
ous regions of Pennsylvania and Oregon in the late 1940s, and which continue tO
dells nd UNMsubseriber revenues for economic support.

Althoogli overlooked by the Federal Communications. Commission when It
revised Its program exclusivity rules in 1972, small systems were taken into
tecotint when the agetiy enacted its mandatory origination requirement (47
C.P.11. 70.201(a) t in 1060. 'Al 11.1'2(1 201. Section 70.201(a) exempts systems
with fewer taunt 3,500 subscribers from origination cablecasting, principally for
eeoonomic reasons.

111 its regulation of the broadcasting and common carrier industries, the Com-
mission has evidenced it similar concern for the development of small (IA11111110-
cations companies. Exemptions from and exceptions to generally applicable, but
often burdensome regulatory requirements., :Ire not lInC01.11:11011 tsn4 have been
construed ro serve the larger public interest.

In the oonanon carrier field, for example, small communications carriers were
m,ently exempted from having to submit comprehensive ec(aounic data and
infOrinatiOR to support Miff revisions, Sec -17 § t11.3.51 f). The FCC noted
that carriers with "small revenues-. limited service areas and "few customers"
should mat hare to ntiilertake thy costly and elaborate reporting PrlX2e/IIIITS re-
quired of larger carriers. l unit Report and ()pits' (Dock t /870..i, 25 FCC 2d
t.57, 965-06 t 1970).

With reference to broadcasting, the FCC recently embarked upon a compre-
loatsive program or -re-regithition." Many of its rule revisions grant relief to
small market broadcasters Troia certain burdensome regulatory roptirentents.
Similiarly, in rule making proeedings involving the renewal of broadcast licenses
and the aseertainment of community problems by broadasters, the FCC has
recognized that factors suell as market and shalom siz., may well warrant the
iti.plivation ditTerent and less stringent standards to certain classes of licellsee.
Inolocd, lectiort "hot Order relating to broadcast license renewals,..
the VIII' has exempted radio stations from :inliudo reporting re-
quirement.: applicable to television licensees and has promised to re-evaluate in
a year whether it is desirable to require radio lorOalleusters to continue 1(1 toikOre
to WWII 'tonal itlipo,s11 upon all broadcasters.

Finally, hi the felorision broadeastillg tieiti, 1111111C1'oll.4 MIPS and ilottries,' have
1.1.011 ilesigileit to favor okroloorinvnt zind in souse eilf-:PS in PX(.11114 11.
rellsees, which often are small businesses when compared to their VIIP counter-
parts. from requirements applicable to VIIF licensees. For example. -IT r.1''.11.

731.0341. 1111%1(1es for Loss:Wad hoe exemptions to lilt's from thmpoly
restrictions corelstently applied to VHF' licensees. In addition. the FCC has a
bong-standing policy of fostering ClIF development. This pulley has been reflechat
in rules governing the ageney's regulation of ('ATV Ystems. .S'ec e.g., 17 C.F.R.
>. 74101 to) (2).

'file United States Congress has also gone on record many times in support of
crnrts to assist in the development of UHF television stations. One can also
look to VfirfoiN statements by mendierA of the Serrate and House xpres.stug
cohcern for similar legislation to assist in the growth of F.[ radio stations.
see c.f.i.. S. 5S5. The list goes on when one looks to tire Congressional hearings
regarding the need for more frequency space to he allocated to the land-mobile
st.cetroin. Even in this 93rd Congress concern for small Imshicsses is evidenced
by hearings held by Senator Thomas McIntyre regarding how broadcasters nail
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CATY systems are burdened by the thousands of pages of government forms
which must be tided out each year. The Crated States Congress has always been
the single hotly which the small businessman could IPltk to for protection Irian
the burdens of over-regulation,

Titus, there is angle support at the FCC' for exempting small (below 3,a10)
t'ATV system, from eertiatt economically burdeasoine operating requirements:
more generally, there is sinaiyutt in that agency tat in the Congress for assist -
ing - -- whether by exemptions, exceptions to rules or sptciai law=,
tales and policies other small commonleation entities ill providing efficient
and economicat service to the imblie. Th.- relatively limited explopthat Which
CATA advocates, just that for small CATV otirators, benetitting them
and their sithseribes consistent with the ohjeetives of the Commiudentions Aet
of 193 t, as amended (-IT U.S.C. §§ 151 ct we.) and is in no way contrary to or

wItit basic ecupright prThioes n1tt1 sectipi)
resPc'etfullY urges that such an exeintition for small systectIS--those

re.NI:r than 3.01) subserlher.i inclolled in Setion 111 of 8. mul,

COPYRIGHT OFFICE,
TIIE IABILMY OE CONGRESS.

WO8114/100/1, D.C., August 22, 1973.
11,m. Jon s 1 Crta.a.tx,
chairman, Snbcominittce on Patents, Tradcmark8, and Copyrights, Smite C6n1-

mithe on the Judiciary, Nov Senate Office Building, Wag/dr:91On, D.O.
i)KAR St:x.troa 31c Cryi.r..kx 'Pitts IS In response to your letter of August 6,1973,

rootesting the views of the Copyright Mice on several points in reference to
the pending bin for general revision of the copyright law, S. 1361: (1) cur
specific comments on the language of S. 1359, including our recommendation of
appropriate amendments; (2) whether the public display of original works of
art would constitute publication and would therefore require a copyright notice
on the work displayed, a proposal to establish a special form of notice for works
of art, and a proposal regarding placement of the notice on works of art ; i3)
technial objections raised by the Counsel for SESAC to the language of section
112 ie) of N. 1361.

5. 1359

This NH was prompted by the fear that the Soviet Union, which became an
adherent to the Universal Copyright Convention effective May '27, 1143. may
attempt to control the copyright that Soviet authors will have in the United

tiStates an other member countries of that Convention, In order to suppress
pulclicalitm abroad of the works of some of (louse authors. The general views
of the Copyright (Mice on this bill are incorporated in the report by the Librarian
of Congress to the Committee on the Judiciary dated April 23, 1973, to which your
letter 'refers. ,Among other l'ff1111WntS, the Lihrarian's report expressed the reser-
rations we have about the speeitie provisions of S, 1359, particularly the limits
(ion of transfers of ownership to the foreign author's "voluntary assigns."

(tar reservations are two-fold. First, the limitation to "voluntary assigns"
does not take into account those situations in which the laws of foreign countries
may provide appropriately for transfers of copyright by operation of law.
Examples would he transfers effected by law in bankruptcy proceedings and
mortgage forc.,obusures. Second, it is doubtful that the phrase "voluntary assigns"
%comfit he effective to preclude the acquisition by agencies of the Soviet floret-at-
meut of an author's right of foreign publication. The agency may be able to
obtain front the author, through various forms of coercion upon hint, a document
that purports to effect a erdnnt ;try assignment.

As we see It, a foreign ea Attry's internal methods of coercion art' a totitieal
problem beyond the reach tut (air conyright statute. NVItat might be achieved by
ilia I riyright .statute is to deity any ;assertion by an agency of a foreign govern-
ment of its ownership of rights in the United States by virtue of its seizure under
Its own law of to author's copyright. It would not he noesary to proscribe
transfers by operations of la W to persons other than government agencies. We
therefore suggest that, lustead of the language in S. 1359, consideration be given
to a provision such as the following:

"The expropriation, by a governmental organization of a foreign country,
of a copyright or any right comprised in a copyright, or of any right in a
work for which copyright may be secured, or the transfer of a copyright or
of any such right from the author or proprietor to a governmental organiza-
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lion of a foreign country pursuant to any law, decree, regulation, order, or
other action of the foreign government requiring such transfer, shall not be
given effect for the purposes of this title."

As proposed in S. 1339, this provision could be inserted as a new subsection
(d) to section it of tile present statute. It could also be added to section 104 of
S.1361 as a new subsection (c).

PUBLIC DISPLAY OE' WORKS OF ART ; NOTICE REQUIREMENT

Your letter refers to an article in the Summer 1973 issue of Art News which
suggests that the notice requirement in section 401 of S. 1361, coupled with the
definition of "publication" in section 101, would place artists in a less favor-
able position than they have under the existing statute, particularly when orig.
boat works of art are displayed publicly.

We consider it unnecessary to amend the definition of "publication" in S. 1361
in order to exclude the public display of an original work of art, as suggested
in the article in Art News. In our view, the public display of an original work
of art would not constitute publication of that work under the bill. "Publica-
tion" is defined in section 101 in terms that exclude public display of the single
original "copy" of a cork. Distribution of copies or the offering to distribute
copies are the operative acts. The "offering to distribute copies . . to a group
of persons for purposes of further distribution, public performance, or public
display" wont() constitute publication: this would cover, for example, the offer-
ing to supply copies of a motion picture to a number of theaters or broadcasters
for public "performance" or "display." Public performance or public display
itself would not constitute publication.

'rho concern on this point expressed in the artice in Art News appears to be
fontided on the supposition that the notice requirement in section 401(a) of S.
1361 might be held to apply to an original work of art when it Is publicly dis-
played. To pat to rest any such supposition, we suggest that the Committee
report include a statement similar to the following one that appeared in House
Report No. F43, 90th Congress, at pages 110-111 :

"Sections 401 and 402 set out the basic notice requirements of the bill,
the former Ilenling with "copies from which the work can be visually per-
ceived." and the latter covering "phonorecords" of a "sound recording." The
notice requirements established by these parallel provisions apply only when
copies' or phonorecords of the work are "publicly distributed." No copyright
notice would be rermirod In connection with the public display of a copy
by any means. including projeetom television. or cathode ray tribes con-
oeeted with information' storage and retrieval systems, or in connection
with the public performance of a work by means of copies or phonorecords,
whether in the pre-4,7m, of an audience or through television, radio. com-
puter I NivgnIs410n. or .1.11y other process.

For further assurance. we sot cost that the Committee report :nit!, after the
statement quoted ;lime:

It should he noted that. tinder the definition of "publientinn" in section
101. there would lei bmtror be any 1,:isis for holding% as a few court deelsinns
hate Own, to the pa -st. Ihrrt ihr nubile Ili:play of n work of art under some

ifilnllt restriction against its reproduction) would eon-stitIlte publication of work. ;knit. abate. this pnidit, display
woo: of ort ttnnlrl n,,t require that :1 filpYri::11/ notice he placed on the

The z1rthle in Art New.: that worh< of art should
,,a.ist lady of the sig:1 itur, of 11 ti-t and the dm, r,f eyes liti on. and 'bat
110 eo'i. ta,- apr,,lr t1. frame or ti fly 1,i/,,rlilt f tbt

cacti,, f:!il to i:,be t+Ilvanfatze of thelowt, tr, 1 1,0 ,111k fr'' !twit' rowan Ii With I hi, tiotioo,
1.111 ;floor_

lib. 1rokiolt: that :1,1011 Hto 111Toril I 11111/V a 111.Th to''/1 !It eNane.le. already in Heated. cot,vrh2lit woold
nrc,ent law) wIten an orluinaltco, is r 11,1'41 on 1,11.11' in tn-tIterh.s. toloolitO-4, Or.. IN 1111011t fl

riz:0 no' u',. "Vh,0.0 " rto'odo,,,,1 in ee,,;,,s that are nohnclv diorilotted.
a '''""iZilt ("0 r'"i'1+, WI" Qiiti Le, required: hut the oroviston,,
ht re,Hos 101-100 of the hilt '4' In iii,iootice ,,onirment are nmeh to,:s strlut.tetit
Ihno ill time presont tutu 1-1.,:lw,1 to both the position of Ow notice ;Intl
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the consequences of errors atut omissions. The Register of Copyrights would be
anthorized to prescribe by regulation, as examples, specific positions of the notice
on various types of works that would be adequate, and we have no doubt that the
front, back, base, or frame of a work of art or other readable position would be
acceptable.

We would not favor a notice consisting only of the signature of the artist and
the date of execution. The symbol " ©," the word "Copyright," or the abbreviation
"Copr." constitutes an essential element in giving notice that copyright is claimed.
In effect, to eliminate this element would he tantamount to eliminating the notice
requirement, We see no valid reason for excluding published copies of works of
art from the general notice requirement.

scow:N.' 112(C)

The Copyright Office agrees that the phrase "or of a sound recording" in sec-
tion 112(e) of S. 1361 is unclear in scope and could be construed, as It stands, as
including ail sound recordings of any nature. We assume that the exemption in
section 112(c) for the inclusion in tertain.transmission programs, under stated
conditions of a performance of a nondramatic musical work of a religious nature,
was intended to allow also the inclusion In those programs of a performance of a
copyrighted sound recording of such a musical work. If this Was the intention,
we suggest the insertion, after the phrase "or of a sound recording," of the Words
"Of such a musical wlrk."

We see no need for an explicit definition in the hill of the term "transmitting
organization" which appears in section 112(a) as well as in section 112(c). The
term "transmit" with respect to a performance or display is defined in section
101; thus, paraphrasing that definition, a "transmitting organization" under
section 112 (a) and (c) would be an organization that communicates a perform-
ance or display of a work by sending images or sounds from one place to another.
It Is important to note that section 112 (a) and (c) both relate only to ''a trans-
mitting organization entitled to transmit to the :'.ublic a performance or display
of a work, under a license or transfer of the copyright." This limitation serves to
define further the "transmitting organizaions" to which those sections refer.

We shall be glad to assist you further in any way you may wish.
Sincerely yours,

Asa A. GOODMAN,
Acting Register of Copyrights.

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.C., August .1,1073.

lion. JOIIN L. MCCLELLAN
Chairman, Sabcotnittre on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights,
Committee on Judiciary,
V.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

ItrAtt Jolts : I would appreciate it if you would make the enclosed statement
mrt of the bearing record on S. 1361 which is currently under consideration by
your subcommittee.

NVitil best wishes.
Sincerely,

ALAN CRANOTON.
Enclosure.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON OS 5. 1361

I would like to commend the members of this committee for their hard work
and persistence in undertaking a revision of the Copyright Law.

I am particularly interested in Section 111 of the bill. S. 1301, which (Non-
coms copyright fees connected with the earriage of television Signals. There has
been considerable debate and disagreement over the setting of fees paid by cable
TV operators for material taken from distant commercial television signals and
rebroadcast to cable subscribers.

I believe it is important that viable ground rules be established to deal with
this emnplex issue, and I congratulate this committee for taking forthright ac-
tion to try to resolve the matter in the new copyright bill. The establishment of
a fixed fee schedule in the legislation is one approach to the problem, Perhaps
the fees outlined in Section 111 are fair and realistic. I do Hot suggest that they
are not.
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Ind E do question holler sufficient study has (melt madt of appropriate fee
levels to he rettulu that this coniainrii in the hill are the fairest and 1110St
equitable for all parties.

I would ftsl better able to speak to lids point if hearings had been held on
fee levels. Without the beeem of such hoarnigs. t question whoher the copy-
tight bill should mandate speeine 64'5 to he Paid to copYrighl holders.

I understand that intensive efforts and long hours of exchange and fliscus
stint took place in 1971 between alt interested parties in this matter the [no-
tion picture industry, the commercial broadcasting industry, and the cable TV
asseelat ion. With the assistance of the Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission and the Director of the President's Mike of Teteconumudeations
Policy, these parties agreed to :t so-Called Consensus Agreement. Due to the dif-
ficulty and complexity involved in arriving at mutually acceptable copyright
ales. the Consensits Agreement provided for compulsory arbitration on the mat-

ter of fees if the parties were not able to rails agreement on their own,
It seems to ow this approtieh to fee selling would be a fair and reasonable ap-

proach. Compulsory- arbitration has no built-in advantages for either side--the
copyright holders or the users. An Arbitration Trilmnal, composed of expertS
without bias. would scent to ine to afford the best chance for arriving at a fair
and reasonable settlement of this complex. difficult problem.

Assurance of a reasonable rate of return for the producer s of copyrighted
twiterial is of particular Interest to me. The holders of copyrights and producers
of copyright material represent the creative elements in our society who through
their talents and labors make available to the public artistic and educational
programs, They are entitled to a realistic schedule of copyright fees.

lint even more important titan reward Is encouragement for them to produce
more anti better.

The motion ideture industry In California makes a significant contribution to
the entertainment of our nation. Cable television Is likely to be an extremely in-
fluential and important segment of the broadcast media in the years ahead.
The ground rules set by this copyright legislation will undoubtedly have a last-
ing I iilluence on both these industries.

urge my colleagues to examine carefully in the course of these hearings
whether the prescribed fee schedule for copyright material in Section 111 is
the wisest course for Congress to follow.

'FEDERAL LIBRARIANS ASSOCIATION,
Wa0Ington, D.C.

S'L'AV : \I ENT Or THE FEDYR AI. LIBRARIANS :.ASSOCIATION To THE S1711CONI NIITTFE ON
PATENTS, TRADLNI ARKS AND COPYRIGHTS OF THE SENATE!. COMNIITT'EE ON THE
JUDICIARY ox S. 1361

The Federal Librarians Association is a fledgling organization of professional
employees in library, information and documentation centers of the United States
government, NIembership embraces librarians front Okinawa to Germany, as
Well as those in the continental United States.

The purtM)se of the organization is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas
awl techniques in the library sciences as they are exercised in Federal agencies.
and to provide mutual cooperation and support between these libraries With a
common goal--to serve the United States government by providing the best possi-
ble library, information and documentation service to the general public.

The issue of library photocopying is a concern that this organization shares
with others. and a common desire that justice and equity prevail. We are well
aware that legislative drafting, especially in Ibis field, is a difficult and often in-
coneinsive art. Nonetheless. we believe that revision is necessary in the two
subissilOS to which you loin. iiiiiiiesstal yourselves. viz. what constitutes fair
use. and the liability of the librarian and the user in aseertaining the require-
numb: for milking single copies.

We, the Hoard of I rirectors mill the Exentive Committee of the Federal Li-
brarians .Issociation, meeting in Alexandria, Virginia. on August 0, 1973. unani-
mously agreed that the language of see. 107 in S. 1301 is necessary In the public
interest. and provides statiibiry support to what "bench law" has often decided.
viz. that the primary purpose of copyright legislation Is "to promote the progress
of Selenee and the useful Arts".

In regard to section 10S(d) we endorse without reservation the amendment
recommended by the American Library Association in their statement presented
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1,) ).1111 In I ho hearings on .l lily l'.73, a copy of which is attached, `We are happy
to join our colleagues in the American Library Association in this recommenda-
tion widen will not only protect librarians from undue and mijust liability, bet
also permit them to advance the public interest nod to satisfy the national 110'd
for ilitedect oat and scimit i

Si. N1.1.): J. ItoroAs.
Pre:fident, ictitrul Librarian,r .18.Norifidioh.

STNTMENT 011.EVAN IL FOREMAN, JUNE 15, 1973

I appreciate the opportunity of presenting testimony to this Subcommittee
on Senate Bin /391, designated a General. Revision of the Copyright Law of the
United States. Although 1 own several dozen copyrights on forms used in con-
nection with a small family business, 1 oppose this bill on the grounds that it
drastically and unfairly extends the rights of copyright holders to the detri-
ment of the public.

As I understand this bill, the concept of publication, which under the present
copyright law marks the beginning of the term of statutory copyright, would be
abolished. The term of copyright would commence with the date of creation of
the work and would last fora term measured by the life of the author plus
fifty years in the ease of individuals, and seventy -five to one hundred years film
the date of creation for corporate copyright owners. (Sec. 302a S. 1361)

The Constitution; Article I, Section 8, Clause 8, provides that Congress shall
have the power "to promote the progress of science and the useful arts by se-
curing for limited tittles to authors and inventors the exclusive rights to their
respective writings and discoveries" (Emphasis supplied). This clause, which
forms the Constitutional basis for all copyright legislation, was intended by the
framers of the Constitution to benefit the Imblie by encouraging invention and
artistic expression through the grant of a limited monopoly.

Prior to the passage of the current act, the term of protection for published
works was fourteen years, with a renewal period of an additional fourteen years.
The current law doubled this period so that now copyright owners may claim
two twcnty-eight year periods of protection. As you know, Congress has, for some
years, extended this protection so that works which would have otherwise' fallen
into the public domain remain copyrighted. Now, advocates for copyright in-
dustries. in seeking passage of S. 1310, argue that even fifty-six years is not
sufficient time in which to exploit their works. These arguments are not only
cunt radicted by the facts, but they are also offered in support of legislation which,
would work a grave injustice on the public.

Movies, songs, books and other copyrighted works reap the greatest financial
benefits for their creators during the first year or so of their existence. After
that, the pecuniary returns fail off drastically. The same copyright industries
which seek to persuade Congress that a half century is too brief a period in which
to exploit songs, movies, books and other copyrighted works have, however, suc-
cessfully argued just the converse to the tax collector In securing for them-
selves the fastest possible depreciation write-off on their copyrighted properties.
They have successfully convinced the tax collector that their work is more than
ninety percent exploited within the first three years of its life.' Their conten-
tion therefore, that a half century is not enough to enjoy the financial rewards
of their creation is contradicted by their own successful arguments to the Internal
Revenue Service.

No proponent of this bill can convincingly contend that the public would
hoick from further extension of the copyright holders' period of protection. To
be sore, authors, composers and other creative persons must be given sufficient
motivation to produce works which will enrich society's cultural pool. But it is
only this benefit to the public which justifies the limited monopoly of copyright.
The inclusion or extension of any rights in copyright which do not ultimately
benefit the public is contrary to Constitutional Intent in that it unduly rewards
copyright owners at the public's expense. I therefore urge the Subcommittee to
retain the present term of copyright, with the same renewal period, and bring
to an end the temporary extensions which have heretofore been granted, and
:Mew these ninny works, which are long past due, to fall properly into the public
domain.

It is also suggested by copyright Industry advocates, with equal vigor, that we
should do away with the concept of pnblleatIon, and have the tieriod of copyright

pally variety. May 15.1072, Pages 1 & 11. Exhibit 1
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commence, not with the date of publication, but with the date of creation of the
work. It Is argued that the concept of publication is outmoded and no longer
serves a useful purpose. A logical analysis of the function of publication demon-
oust rates that just the contrary is the case.

Presently a work must be published with proper notice to establish copyright
protection. It is this publication which perfects the copyright- -not the registra-
tion of one's claim of copyright with the Copyright Office, which must come after
publication. The present act nowhere defines publication but Seetion twenty-six
refers to the date of publication as the "earliest date when copies of the first
authorized edition were placed on sale, sold or publicly distributed . . ." While
this Is not necessarily a literal definition of publication, It amply conveys the
true meaning of publication; i.e., a dedication to the public. lint, the proposed
bill, S. 1361, by abolishing the requirement of publication, would mean that one
could secure the protection of a statutory copyright without ever mating his
work public or without ever placing tangible 'copies in the hands of the public.
Under such a system the copyright owner could reap the benefits of the copyright
law but deprive the public of the eventual free and unfettered use of the copy
righted work. Where tangible copies of the work are sold to the public, as is the
case now with most books and magazines, there is no danger. But, all too fre-
quently, as in the ease of motion pietures,.the works are not usually sold to the
public, but are merely shown temporarily and then recalled permanently by the
owner, However profitable this may be, the actual and practical effect is to render
the term "for limited times" a nullity, because without publication (meaning the
sale of tangible copies to the public), at the end of the statutory period, the copy-
right would continue in perpetuity, since only the copyright owner would have
lawful possession of any of the tangible copies. The intent of such copyright
owners is amply demonstrated by a statment of Mr. K Cardon Walker, President
of Walt Disney Productions, quoted in the newspaper supplement "Parade,"
March 18, 1673, page 4, "A large share of our product is timeless, which means
that we can re-release our pictures generation by generation."' This industry
practice does violence to the Constitutional mandate that copyrights shall be "for
limited times" by insuring that "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs" will never
fall into the public domain and that our great-grandchildren, and theirs as well,
will perpetually be paying Mr. Walker's stockholders to enjoy it,

Unless Congress enacts a law requiring publication and defines it as the dis-
tribution of tangible copies of the work to the public, like books and magazines,
I submit that S. 1361 would be unconstitutional since the public would be dented
its mnaluder Interest in the copyrighted works. Without the requirement that
tangible copies be distributed in order to perfect one's copyright, large copyright
owners will continue to band together, file repressive lawsuits against private,
individual citizens, claiming that their copyrighted products are never distributed
to the public and ask for seizure of the copyrighted Rem' This would allow such
a group to maintain perpetual and absolute control of copyrighted items. This is
not what the Constitution intended and should not be sanctioned by Congress.

Tim above is not hypothetical. It is a reality under the present law, and the
proposed law goes even further in extending protection to copyright owners.
Under the present law the major motion picture companies, for example, have
exercised almost complete control over nearly all their films in the United States.
Through a small law firm on retainer to alt the major U.S. film distributors, the
motion picture industry has repeatedly threatened numerous film collectors with
lawsuits in an attempt to discourage their collecting films. Through this same
firm the industry has initiated extraordinary lawsuits against numerous others
involving seizure without notice of the collectors' filni prints and issuance of
Temporary Restraining Orders. The effect of these actions has been to deny many
citizens their property and because the deteodanis in such lawsuits are usually
selected to be middle income film collectors, they are unable to compete with these
corporations on an equal financial footing.

No matter how economically profitable it may be from the viewpoint of large
corporate copyright holders, not to sell, but only "license for use" their copy-
righted products, the unalterable result of such a method is to render perpettial
control over the copyrighted item. This cannot be squared with the "for limited

1 Fah Shit 2.
Memorandum Statement by the Copyright Committee of the Motion Picture ASSOCIA

Hon of America, Inc. at page l001, Hearings before Subcommittee No. 3 of the Committee
on the Judiciary, Muse of Representatives, First Session, 89th Congress, Copyright Law
Revision, Serial No. 8, Part 2, Exhibit 3.
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times" language of the Consi Italica). The history of motion pictures wider the
present law provides an example. While theoretically, under the present law, the
fruit of the tree drops into the public domain at the termination of the statutory
period to enrich the cultural pool of the public, this has not, in fact, happened.
The majority of motion pictures created In the United States have disappeared
altogether, many prior to the expiration of even the tirst twenty-eight year term
of protection. The public has forever been deprived of this part of its cultural
heritage fehtelt its ticket purchases have financed and the Constitution has held
is Its due. This harm is Irreparable. Such works cannot and do not fall into the
public domain because not a single tangible copy remains in existence.' Copyright
here has become a chess game In which the public Is permanently checkmated.

For the foregoing reasons I respectfully urge that no legislation be approved
by this Subcommittee or by Congress which lengthens the term of statutory copy-
right, or which faits to make publication, defined as the sale of tangible copies to
the public, a specific requirement to perfecting copyright protection.

(Note: The Exhibits referred to by Mr. Poreman are in the ales of the Committee.)

AUGUST 7,1073.
STATEMENT BY "MORTON 1. GROSSMAN, YA 'WADSWORTH HOSPITAL CENTER, Los

ANGELES, CALM

1 am Morton I. Grossman, MD, PhD, Senior Medical Investigator, Veterans
Administration Wadsworth Hospital Center, Ms Angeles; Professor of Medicine
and Physiology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles; former president of
the American Gastroenterological Association; former member of the editorial
beards of American Journal of Physiology, Gastroenterology, Handbook of
Physiology, UCLA Forum in Medical Sciences, and others; currently Chairman
of the Editorial Board of the official journal of the American Gastroenterotogical
Association, Gastroenterology.

I appreciate this opportunity to present my view of the copyright bill, B.1361,
and request that this statement be made part of the official record. I speak as a
private individual, not as a representative for any of the organizations listed
above.

Any new provision of the copyright law that impaired the ability of individual
scientists to obtain copies of Individual articles published to scientific journals
would be a serious impediment to the flow of information that is essential for
scientific progress.

I oppose any plan that would require the payment of royalties for photocopy-
ing individual articles in scientific journals. Such royalties cannot be viewed In
the same light as royalties on literature for the writing of which the author
earns part or all of his living. Scientists are not paid a tee for publishing their
results in scientific journals. No fee should be charged for making individual
copies of such articles. Copyright privileges in the case of scientific journals
should he used only to safeguard against unethical use, not as a means of provid-
ing income to publishers or scientific societies.

The proposal by the American Library Association to substitute section PDS
(d) (I) of the present Bill with this new wording:

'line library or archives shall be entitled, without further investigation, to
supply a copy of no more than one article or other contribution to a copyrighted
collection or periodical issue, or to supply n copy or phonorecord of a similarly
small part of any other copyrighted work."
would accomplish the purposes I have set forth.

Respectfully submitted.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT Or BELLA L. LINDEN, ON GENERAL. REVISION OF
COPYRIGHT ACT, SUBMITTED ON BEIIALF or HARCOURT BRACE JovANoVICit,

INC, AND MACMILLAN, INC.

The particular impetus for this Supplemental Statement is the inquiry made
by Senator Burdick into precisely how libraries can be expected to record and
transmit compensation for titunerottg ludividual photocopying uses, and his re-
quest for a description of the administrative techniques and budgets which would
he involved. Accordingly, this submission will be directed towards the issue of

Films in Review, Arail, 1973, at page 224, Elbtb144.

20-341-73-38
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offill'ollsotion for library idooleconying, Insofar as compensation for the use of
copyrighted materials in Infortnat bon storage and retrieval systems is concerned,
most technologists seem to agree that there is no significant administrative or
fluanelal hurtle!' in programming computer systems to identify and record the
v:Irloth: works stored. manipulated and retrieved. The current issues with respect
to list, of eoloyrighted materials in information storage and retrieval systems do
not appear to be those of the mechanism of compensation, but rather the points
at which the obligation of compensation should attach i.e. at input, during
manipulation, or upon retries aland whether a rate making authority, such as
that discussed lit connection with CATV, should be created. We believe theseare
issues best suited to consideration by the proposed National Commission on New
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works.

With respect to library photocopying, it appeared to tune that the hearings on
:holy :41st revealed a general agreement among the parties and the Members
of the Subcommittee that library photocopying can be a valuable research tool
%violet, should not be prevented, but that copyright proprietors are entitled to a
fair compensation for such use of their works. The library representatives, how-
ever, appear to take the position that although copyright proprietors are entitled
to such compensation the presence of an obligation to pay such compensation will
involve unbearable administrative burdens of identifying and recording uses.
Their objection, In sum, appears not to compensation per se, but rather to the
manner in which it (quill be provided.

Among the mechanisms of compensation for library photocopying which 11;11'0
!Wen IBSCHNS(11 are blanket licenses, subscription fee increments, clearing houses,
perotse charges to requesting users, and others. Several, but not all. of these
devices would admittedly involve "clocking" of individual uses. However the
photocopying devices used by libraries today generally do record the number
of pages copies and in many cases hardware manufacturers receive payment
from libraries based upon such clocked uses. There is little doubt that any
photocopying equipment can be adapted to use with similar clocking devices
at nominal costs. Obviously, compensation schemes which will depend upon the
number of pages copied by individual usem will involve questions of identifying
and segregating public domain and copyrighted materials. Similarly (and re-
gardless of the particular compensation scheme envisaged) not all objects of
photocopying must or should be treated in the same manner. Thus the copying
of technical journals. of single encyclopedia entries, of text books, or of novels,
poetry or music involve varying considerations and hence potentially varying
forms and amounts of compensation. However these are problems which, again.
the copyright proprietors themselves will have to resolveand they will quite
clearly be forced to resolve them in a manner which will assure a workable
recordation and transmission of the compensation which they have stated they
require in order to survive.

To attempt to calcolate specific budgets for the implementation of various
compensation systems at this time is ft rather fruitless task. Any realistic esti-
mate of the amounts which would be involved will depend not only upon the
particular systemsuch as lotanket licensing or per-use chargesbut would
require clearly defined samplings of the current practices of libraries, their
plootocoloying procedures. and the nature of the copied works.

In all of American commerce the establishment of devices for payment of obli-
gations has always been a problem of the entity to whom the obligation is owed.
provided however that the law recognizes the product or service as private prop-
erty and precludes preemption without the authorization of the owner, So too In
connection with inornry plintnrnpyinp, rho Pronftnn of teorkftolt, dio-p.tv frn. cuun
ponsation is a problent which will lonve to be faced by those copyright proprietors
who desire compensation. If their proposals and devices prove unworkable, the
pressures of the marketplace will provide appropriate adjustments.

It is submitted that there Is no justification for vitiating the authors and
publishers rights by including the librarians' proposed See. 1(IS in the Revision
Bill. It is respectfully urged that Sec. 10S of the Act as passed by the House
plus leaving the unresolved issues to the National Commission proposed under
Title II of the Pill would he an appropriate alternative In the event this Sub-
committee considers that the appropriate adjustment between users and eo-
prietors cannot be left to the marketplace.
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III Atotv P( taste Loa: Attv,
Detroit, inch., August 6, 1073.I ion. Pump A. Mar,

I.S. Senate,
sq tette Office Building,
11 f1 in9to5. D.C,

DEAR SES.Vrolt i[AI;T: wiling to you in your capacity as it member of the
Sabcommittet. on Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, and asking if this letter can be placed in the record on Senate Bill 1361

t he copyright revision bill), Section 108(d), Photocopying for Libraries.
M a hearing held July 31, 1973, Senator McClellan proposed that the record belaid 'Ten until the 10th of August so that additional testimony could be given

concerning the amendment proposed by the American Library Association, 1 Dtinting in support of that amendment, that libraries need more protection under
th provisions than "fair use." The bill should specifically state that libraries are
free to make single copies to aid in teaching, research, and particularly in inter-
library loan. This act should be permissible and not subject to possible snit on be-half of the publiegood.

Thank you for your help in making this endorsement part of the record. The
Detroit Public Library and its Commission feel strongly that this protection is
essential In order to continue quality library service.

Sincerely yours,
MILDRED M. JEFFREY,

Member, Detroit Library Commission,

INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION,
Bethesda, Md., August 10, 197.1,

Senator Jew: IL MCC1 .V i.T-S
1 "-S Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Waxhington, D.C.

In:Au SENATort McCual.AN : We are pleased of submit this letter as a supple-
mental statement on the Copyrigh; Revision Bill, S. 1361.

We respectfully urge that the library and education exemption proposals be
referred to the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted
Works to be established by Title 11 of the Bill. These exemptions raise serious and
far-reaching queestlons Fearing directly on (lie ability of the copyright laws to Ad-
fill its original constitiitionally mandated purposes in informaton technologyareas.

The proponents failed to provide any supporting economic data as to the inttstet
of the proposed exemptions on suppliers of information aml publications. The
proponents fatted completely to establish a sound case for their proposals.

The information industry is the only industry with any significant experience
in the day-to-day business of creating and supplying Information services
of the kind libraries and schools would be in position to perform free of copyrightif the exemptions were to be adopted. Great private resources are being applied
to obtaining permission to use copyrighted materials, to account for their use
and to fulfill user needs in creative and meaningful ways It is the burien of the
proponents of the exemptions to demonstrate by economic data that these of-
fi ills would not be damaged by their proposals.

They have failed to do so.
We believe this failure is a logical extension of two ft ctorts

) The inform:Atom Industry is new and has grown u) art the years since the
Senate, in 1!5.67, first passed legislation to create the Na.fonal commission, The
Information industry Association came into existence in H$;!),

('2i The Library exemption proposal ba s been resurree (l from a much earlier
phase of the copyright revision effort aml it is 'patently ,dear no effort Las been
simile to accommodate its in tignago to the fact. of the new information te11110logy
applications and eapiddiities represented by information industry activities.

We believe ibis industry offers the most stimulat lug, creative and economically
productive means for harnessing the new technologies to the dissemination of
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information and for the faillihnent of the imrposes of the copyright law, There
is no question that the effect of the proposed exemptions. together or separately.
would be to destroy the economic foundations of this industry.

We recognize that that is not the intent of the exemption proposal. But that
motet heiless would be the result.

The develoinnott of the full is of informatioa technologies to store,
search, tied and deliver the precise lufornttIion you want, whelk :vim want it
where you want it and in the form you want it is it costly tihd complex effort. 'the
effort has only been started.

Private risk capital is being devoted to developing and refining informaliou
services designed to deliver just the Allele copy desired. Granting exemptions to
provide alternative sources for similar services free of copyright would not only
construct and eliminate opportunities for the industry. but it would also deny
the people of the United States the benefit of the innovations its products, services
and systems currently being funded by private risk capital.

It should be noted that no evidence was submitted as to the financial or other
capabilities of publicly funded schools and libraries to perform these costly and
sophisticated activities in place of the efforts currently being made with private
risk capital.

in this phase of technological development affecting the information service
structure of the nation, the single copy and free-input exemption proposals tar
transcend the (lain' that they merely codify "Fair Use" in library and educational
settings.

Section 107 of the bill restates the fair use doctrine and provides guidance for
individual users in schools and libraries. It is far better that there lie some un-
certainty about occasional individual uses that come close to the line In exceed-
ing the known boundaries of fair use, than that the creative and economic re-
sources devoted to developing .economically sound information services for all
aspects of our society be undercut and eliminated. No broadening of the fair
use concept should be undertaken until the role of industry in this process is
understood and taken into account.

The appropriate mechanism for resolving the new technology questions raised
by the exemption proposals is to refer both to the National Commission. They
clearly fall within the jurisdiction and purposes of that Commission. The ex-
perience and existence of the information industry underscore the wisdom of
establishing the Commission and the need to develop further information and
economic data prior to legislation on these proposals. If necessary, the mandate
to the Commission might be so defined as to ensure that these matters receive
priority consideration.

Without supporting economic data on which to evaluate their effect and on
which to base a sound decision as to their effect on the operations of the copy-
right law of the United States, there is no basis for the enactment of these far-
reaching proposals.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our perspectives with you.
Si neerely,

lion. Jon Mc Ctst.t.AN,
Senate Office 1101(1101y,
Washtnylon,

PAUL a ZURKOWSRI,
Pre*ident.

THE JOURNAL OF INVESTIGATIVE DERMATOLOGY,
Boston, Masa., July 19, 1973.

i)F:Aa SENATOR NI CI.Fa.r.A X : It has come to my attention that the Copyright
Revision Bill will in the near future be considered by your Subcommittee OIL
Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights. As the editor of a limited subscription, high
ly specialized medical journal I would like to express some thoughts concerning
this bill.

Evidence has been developed, particularly by the Williams and Wilkins Com-
pany, that the Increasing use of photocopying has led to a definite decrease in
subscriptions to Journals such as ours. I have examined this evidence and believe
It to be. valid. My basic feeling is that the cost of production of materials such
as that which we publish should be spread as broadly as possible among the users
of the material. For that reason, I feel it imperative that the new copyright bill be
written in such a way that some royalty for use of the material can he returned
to those who take primary responsibility for publication of the material. If this
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Is not done, it is my belief. that In the relatively near future we will see either
the demise of journals such as ours or the need for very substantial governmental
Intervention so that type of medical information will not disappear. The simplest
way seems to be to write the new copyright bill in such a way that the cost of
production can be equitably spread.

It is my hope that you will bring these views before the members of your sub-
committee. I will be very happy to give you any further help in this matter.

Sincerely,
lawm M. FREEDBERG, M.D.

U.S. Sy."(ATEI,
OFFICE: OF VIE 'MAJORITY LEADER,

Washington, D.C., July 0, 1973.
Ilon. Jon x L. Mc Cf.r.tivx,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyright, U.S. Senate.

DEAR Mn. CnAtuNtAN : V.nelosed is a detailed letter rind attachments I-have
reed veil from Earl Morgenroth of the Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association,
Missoula, Montana, discussing the copyright bill now pending before your sub-
committee.

Mr. Nlorgenroth is presenting the views of the small market broadcasters and
I would appreciate any consideration that can be given to the contents of the
enclosed correspondence.

'I'llanking you, and with best personal wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,

losures.
MIKE MANSFIELD.

lioCKY MOuNTAIN BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION,
Missoula, Mont., July 9, 1973.

lion. MIKE 31ANsi.iff,o,
scnate,

Washington, D.C.
Dr An SENATOR MANsilELD: On my last trip to Washington, 1). C., I discussed

with you the Copyright 13111 currently in the McClellan Committee, and the
('ATV Broadcaster Compromise (Consumer Agreement). Attached please find
the CAT1' Broadcast COnirroinise which was drafted two years ago but never
implemented. It is a good agreement in part, but provides virtually no protection
for the small market 'broadcaster.

Any ('.ATV copyright legislation adopted by Congress should include the fol-
lowing modifications of the "Compromise" in order to protect small market broad-
casters :

1. Local Signal definition should remain the some as the current FCC
Definition.

2. Television stations riot fn the top 100 markets artist he extended the same
syndicated programming protection as the compromise agreement gives to the
second ,7,0 television markets.

leapfrogging. the language of It of the compromise agreement is okay,
but the hum:nage of A should Lo changed to provide that on network signal Im-
portation. the closest such signal must he carried in all markets.

1. (in Coiwyright 10,g1shltioll. in It of the Compromise Agremont, the less own
3.7)00 subscriber exemption for existing independently owned ('.ATP systems
should he (imaged to a less than :00 subscriber exemption for such systole:.

The Grandfathering provisions of the Compromise Agreement should he
entirely ileleted, with w Grandfathering exemption on Copyright liability pro-
vided li>1.Iblissysiviiis,

It 'nip lta,tin carriage provision of the Compromise Agreement should be
deleted, and replaced with tt total ban on ('ATP carriage of AM or p'm station
signals.

Coder the heading "Radio Carriage." all aural signals inclioliwg .Nflizak typo
sinnaIs null other taped music n withiMt shoold be banned from
(*ATV. ('ST' should be restricted to visual transmission.

'There is neither need nor justification for CATV aural-only transmission. In
fact, under the -Olie-to -a-Mmliet" rule of the FCC. an owner of a radio station
in 0110 market is prevented from owning a television station in the same market
and vice versa. hr nddition, most small markets art adequately served by aural
signals (AM and FM). If ('ATV System,: ate allowed aural origination. it would
severely limit the expansion of radio services In small market communities and
in some cases, jeopardize existing service.
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Our posit kot is that C.1.TV Systems should not be allowed to carry AM or FM
broadcasts or other aural only signals. t..1TV was originally coil -eived to expand
televiskon service and it should be limited to transmission of television.

In regards to leapfrogging (bringing in distant signals by Inicrow'ave) It should
by limited to current FCC rules which state that a ('ATV system may carry the
three network. signals pins One independent and ono educational station in small
twitkuts :IS 1% di as live laigituilions. Leapfrogging should be limited to the closest
net work a tlitia tes and independent slat bons.

In uddiiiuu to the Compromise. I am submitting several pages of background
material which does not necessarily represent the small market position, lint will
provide additional information concerning the Clunpromise (Consensus Agree-
ment I.

Ve need your heti) in getting a new t'opyright Bill through Congress incitiding
Copyright legislation for eaille systems that protects the small market free broad-
casters of Montana the Reeky tottlitalti West.

Sincerely,
11.t.m. E. Ntotaa..x twr a.

i'reshicaf.

NATIOSAI. ASs0t I:11 ION (le I11zOADCA$T1,
iligt(at, .1 rine C, Italia

MENtonAxinum
To Iton Ed of Di reetors.
From : Joint II. Summers.
Subject C.i.TW and I'ity-TV.

.1. e v. '1( ((Tromp, cr
The r.S. Court of appeals for the Socon41 Circuit ruled on 3tatell S,r-197:1 that

"when a system imports distant signals it is no ingot within the ambit
of the Fortni9ht/y doctrine. and there is thou no reason to treat it differently
from any other person NVi10, wit hollt license, (Splays a copyrighted work to all
auldieuPe who would not otherwise receive it.' The effect of this iieelsion is to
render excv syslturs fully tiahip Hinder 4.opyright law fur the performance of
prog,ranis carried via distant sigmils. It also placed the Stu1nqt10 L'Oart'S ft6S
Fortnightly decision in proper perspoehlyi% I. that the Cl py right exemption
afforded eahle systems by that ease only applied to acceptable signals received
off the all by a antenna "adjaviait to the t'AT1* community.- The Court or
Appefik decision orerraled an earlier District Court ruling N111(.11 w,r,ttrl hare
"el:lilted nil CA'11. carriage of TV signals fool copyright

Teleprompter, on Julio 5. 1973, asked the Supretne Court to review the .klopeats
Court's .leeision. Presumably, if the Supreme Court ii01111.S review 111' 11111101kIS the
.1,110ak ('our( OW oast. will be 1'cm:111411.d to the 1 >iIrict Conrt for a
determination of datum:4s.

The t'/IS v. Tc/ct.rotabtte ease lets !riV(-.1 tro:,,,hie-ters and copyright owners the
upper hand in dealing Milt cable on copyright and :Ilk factor should weigh
heavily in the legislative arena.

rote in C.11' copyrigh t quest in o
Tho ('A'CV robs adopted by 'the PC(' in t'ebroary 1972 presuppose the enact-

ment of copyright legislation 11i1111 W(111111 call for the payment of fees by
C.VI*V systems for the use of copyrighted televishott programs. (Sue (iovertuttent
Relations Department memo' for a disci's:but of the status of copyright legisla-
tion.) if copyright legislation is not forthcoming in the immediate future, the
Commission's C.1TV rules would no longer be defonsilde as a balancing of the
egnities between cable and broadcast interest. lit this regard, Chairman Ittirch
stated ill Senate testimony early this year that if copyright legislation is not
forthcoming, the rules will have to be revisited.

I. WPYRICICI

II. P.1 Y-CAFII EVASTIN(;---ta NET NO. 197,14

As part of the reconsideration of its cable actions in Docket No 1 s:t97, the
Commission. on July 21, 1972, instituted a new rule making proceeding to review
the existing anti-siphoning rules applicable to cablecast lug for which per 'program
or per channel charges are made. The existing rules are essentially the same as
(Luse applicable to over-the-air pay-TV (STV).

is
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411 comments turd on Novendter 1, 157,2, NAII emphasized the proliferatlow of
pay-TV via cab/yeasting MO closed circuit arrangements. We urged the FCC
to insure that pay cattle serves as nu outlet for new and diverse programming
and does not become it vehicle for siphoning off pr, gramming now seen on free
TV. Vigorous opposition to the existing pay-cable rides was raised, particularly
by NCL'A, the lustier Department and the program snimilers. In reply eonnnents,
NAB supported the FCC's jurisdiction to adopt antisipboning miles and coin-
Sere(' the First Amendment arguments and other alleged obstaeles to the imposi-
tion of pay -cable restrictions which had been advanced 105 II oppolttat

An FCC decision lit this docket could Ire close at hand.

M. 'TRANSMISSION PROORAM MATERIAL To irartas .t ell SIMILAR TOCATILUNS
ACE "' POCKET 1.0CT

On January 2-1. 1913, the Ctutnnission initialed a broad inquiry and ruleinaking
proceeding concerning the competitive relationships between vorittus 11,1011(0s of
transmitting program material to hotels and existing broadcast and cable services.
Additionally, the Commissbat noted its concern abont sinitlnr transmissions to
non-transient locations, such as homes and apartments. Essentially the proceed-
ing rovers all new forms of pay-TV, other than cable and STN.

NAB tiled Comments on May 21, 1973, We pointed out that hotel pay television
already is In operation nationwide and that widespread home service would soon
follow thereby posing a direct and immediate siphoning threat to free broadcast
television. We urged the Commission to adopt antisiphoning rules applicable toall ntethods of closed circuit transmission I. e.g., commotn carrier,. MID S. Business
Radio Service} width provide pay-TV to homes and other non-transient dwelling
places. thus preserving free television as a vital and viable /addle service.

Reply continents are due July 23, 1913.

IV. PROPOsE0 SPORTS BLACKOUT R11EDOCKET NO. 19117

Together with its February 2, 1972 cable actions, the FCC issued a Notice of
Proposed Rule :Staking to deal with the sports blaekout question. The proposal
would generally prohibit systems within the tirade 11 contour of a TV station
'netted within the home city of a professional baseball, 1St skolmit, folttball or
hockey team from carrying a TV broadelitd of the same sport mug, the 'meal loam
is playing at inane. In comments tiled on March Id. 1972, NAlt supported this
proposal and urged Hutt it he oxtoulyil to NW er intercollegiato and scholastic
events as xvell as professional contests. We also asked the FCC to address itself
to the even wore inyurrlautt question of the errocr of unrestricted CATS" buttorta.
that of sports contests upon the ability of iocal stations to obtain revenues slot.
stantial enough to support the broadcasts of the home or away games of a local
team engaged in the Sallie sport, These points were stressed further in oral newt-
taent MO last August.

While no decision has been issued in this docket, the FCC removed a measure
of the prevailing inequity by ruling last December that ( CATV system in the
West Pain Beach, Florida market could not "import a distant network television
station not normally carried on the system, which is broadcasting a professional
sports program Ilint is being blacked tan, pursuant to a Iyague-liytwork contract,
on network stations normally carried on the cable system."

l'1101'0Srii CAra.tVIS Nigq Het r";----1101.' I: El No, I9IIS

Voncurrcully with the issuance of its new cable rnles in FyhrnAry 1972, the
FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making looking toward adoption of rules
governing CATS' carriage of radio signals. The Commission cited the following
CATV/ralio provision of the consensus agreement as a focus for comments:

"When it CATV system carries a signal front an AM or FM radio station
licensed to a ctintnunity heyona a 3:1 mile ratiius: of the system, it must. on re-
quest carry the signals of all local AM or I'M stations respectively."

Additionally, they suggested a rule providing that whenever a local signal is
carried, all signals of the same type must be carried. All comments and reply
comments have been on file since early last summer and this matter should be
ripe for decision.

Pending final action In this proceeding the FCC will not authorize new CATV
service which would bring distant radio signals (1) into comunities of less than
f,;0,000 having licensed radio stations or (2) into any community unless all local
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stations of the same type (AM or FM) are also carried. For purposes of this
interim procedure, a distant signal is one licensed to a community more than 75
miles from the cable community.

Mr. EARL E. NIORCENR0711,
Prexidefa, Rocky Moun ta in Broadcasters Association,
c/o Station KOVO-TV
Missoula, Mont.

DEAR Dm; This, will acknowledge receipt of your letter of June 8 requesting
that I compile an RMBA position statement on FM translators, complete the
RMBA Comments on ascertainment of community needs in Docket 19715, request
reconsideration in the license renewal proceeding in Docket 19153, and push the
Commission to adopt a decision in the CATV radio signal rule making in Docket
19418.

I have obt a hied from the Commission the text of its attached proposed bill,
pi atnend Section 318 of the Communications Act with regard to translators, and
the Commission statement to Congress in justification of this proposed bill. Also,
I have obtained the attached text of H.R. 5369 Introduced in the House of Rep-
resentatives on March 7, 1973 by Harley Staggers, the Chairman of its Commit-
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and the attached text of S. 1229 intro-
duced in the Senate on March 14, 1973 by Warren Magnuson, the Chairman of its
Committee on Commerce. I will complete and forward to you my draft of a
position statement for RMBA within the next few days.

As I advised In our conference phone conversation, the date for the submission
of Comments In Docket 19715 on ascertainment of community needs has been
ON tetHICA to August 1. 1 will complete and forward to you well in advance of that
date the RMBA comments in this Docket.

Although the Commission on May 4 announced adoption of Its new license
renewal requirements in Docket 19153, it stated that the document would not be
published in the Federal Register until the Annual Programming Report and
Section IV-1i of Form 303 are cleared by the Office of Management and Budget ;
that the Rules will be effective 30 days after Federal Register publication; and
that the time for tiling Petitions for Reconsideration will also run from the date
of such Federal Register publication. M yet, this publication has not occurred
because the White House Office of Management and Budget has not yet cleared
the new forms. It may be sonic time yet before the forms are cleared because
there is current discussion about some revision in the forms. As a result, we will
have ample time to complete and file the MIRA request for reconsideration of
the new announcement requirements as set forth in the May 1 Interim Report and
Order in Docket 19153.

Recently I discussed with Al Cordon, the Assistant Chief of the Cable Tele-
vision iturean. the status of the ratio signal importation rule Oinking in Docket
1911S. Ito advised that the matter is presently on dead center, and that it has
a low priority among the numerous issues on cable television which await Com-
mission decision. He said, for instance, that such issues as (-wry multiple
ownership and pay CATV have Weller priority insofar as both his staff and
the commission are concerned. I have concluded from this and from other re-
cent el oil MIS at the Commission that if our push ("tir action in Ibleket 19418 is
tai succeed. it midi Itftvo to be directed to the Commission via your Influential
friends oil Capitol 11111 rather than by a direct RMIIA approach to the Commis-
sion. The 1re,4ent low priority of Docket 19115 will not likely be changed with-
telt a it of )1r :tin:: from the I1111. I'his 11111nk could be litolt effectively Initiated
by the 10111A memherAiip out there rather than by tae here.

\\'1t1/ kititlPa pesfonal regards and best wishes, T remain
Sincerely yours.

FISHER, WAYLAND, SOUTH MATO AND COOPER,
Washington, D.C., June 19, 1973.

Jou x SOVTIINIAYD.

11E11. 7.:1a9. tit ('nap's first sess.i

A DILI, To amend se, n1S of the rolcioutifeatiors Act of titi, as otiterdoit, to enable
the Foler,11 Vereloonleat hens Coin nil:Arm to authorize tro n,latnr hnorten.t stations to
to ll' lrnr,iriter stations to operate unattended 1» the some manner as is now ',Pr-
od:1,111;11u lintitwl riimaint. of prgroutuz tint to lothorize frewil !ley modulation

tr:4todatcr statiefis Iry oiPrate unritlftolkil In the same manner as is flow permitted
for tcleNIieti hrnadrvi =t trowIntor

Be it closeted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of A merit conati%ct iiRReiniilcel. That elarise CO of the first proviso of section
315 of the T'onalmitilcatiotts Act of 1031 (17 T!.S.C. 31S) is amended
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(1) by striking mit "solely" and Inserting In lien thereof "primarily", and
(2) by striking out "television".

ist. 1229, t3.1 Cong., first sess.1

A 1(11.1. To atoond section 31s of the Communications .Act of 1a:14, as amended, to enable
the Federal Commonications Commission to authorize translator broadcast stations
to originate Bolted amounts of meal programing. and to authorize frequency modulation
radio translator stations to operate unattended In the same matinee as is no permitted for
tdeision broadcast translator btations

Its if enacted by time Senate and Hauge of RepreAentatirc8 of the railed
S`tatc* of America in Congrotpt a4gcattdcd, That clause (3) of the first proviso of
section 318 of the (7onuniinientions Act of 1931 (7 V.S.0. 318) is amended

(1) by striking out "solely" and Inserting in lien thereof "primarily", and
(2) by striking out "television".

VitorosEn BY THE FCC FOR THE 93an Cosoarss

A nit.l. To amend section tits, of the Conintunications Act of Mt as amended, to enable
the Federal Communications Commission to authorize translator bromIcest stations to
originate limned amounts of local programming, and to anthortie FM radio translator
stations to operate unattended In the same manner as is now permitted for television
broadcast t ransta tot stations

Be enacted by the Senate and house of Representatires of the United States
6f..tnicrica in Conarems asRembled, That clause (3) of the first proviso of sec-
tion 31S of the Communications Act of 1(134 (47 V.S.C. 31S) Is amended- -

(1) by striking out "solely" and inserting in lieu thereof "primarily",
and

(2) by striking out "television".

liNpLANATION PROPosro ANIENDNIENT TO SEcitos 318 or THE C'oMMUNICATIONS
AcT or 1:131. As A.:MI:NM-al. To ExArt.t: Coststissfox To Arintatizr. TRANS.
t.t-roft ItitovoicAsr STAtIONS To ORIGINATE LIMITED AMOUNTS OF 1.0eAt, PRO-
GRANiNIING. AND To AI' TitoRtzli FM RADIO TRANSLATOR STATIONS To OpERATE
UNATTENDED IN TUE SAME MANNER AS IS Now Pra ITIED FOR TELEvISION BROAD-
cAsT 'FRANSI.AroR STATIONS

Translator stations are low-power broadcasting stations which receive the in-
coming; signals of a televishm or F3I radio station. amplify the incoming signals,
convertor 'translate'--tlimit to a different ontinit frequency and retransmit the
signals to the community or area which it is desired to serve. Translators are
needed lu certain areas of the country where becanse of terrain or extreme dis-
tances*, It Is not pg,ssible to receive directly the signals of the originating Well-
ston or FM radio station. They were (Sanrrived as simple, illtPX/IelISIVV devices
which could be made available to small communities where the demand for tele-
vision or 1,'M radio servico was great and financial resoori'Vg Were meager. In stud]
areas, translators frequently provide ?twat residents with their only source of tele-
vision or FM radio reception.

Section 318 of the Comnotnications Act of 1931. as amended. 17 § 318.
(clause 3) of the first proviso), limits translators to rebroadcasting the signals
of their PritnarY stations WitIVAlt any significant alteration of the eharacteris-
tics of the incoming signals..11though the Commission has interpreted Section 318
to allow 1111I-' television translators to broadcast twenty seconds of commercial
novortisin:0; per hour. the origination is restricted to slide announcements. and
ho progrn01 originatlon Is permitted. Consequently, translator stations are not
self-supporting and lutist depend on puldie generosity for their slip/tort. In addi-
tion. Section :M's prohibition cif program origination in many instances deprives
those people dependent on translator stations for their television or FM radio
reception of news: 1.):' ion 91 political interest or events which vitally affect them.
We believe the Proposal's substitution of the word "primarily" for "coley" will the
Commisison to authorize limited amounts of local origination in keeping with the
public interest.

We recognize the proiosal dotes wit set any specific limitations as to the amount
of local origination to be permitted. NVe believe, however. that snob a limitation
(multi be hest determined in it rolonaking lie H'eetling conducted by the (7tunnils-
shot to implement this legislation during which the continents received from
ail interested parties could he analyzed and evaluated. In deciding upon such a
limitation the Commission would, of course. be bound by the requirement of Sec-
tion 318 that origination 1,e limited to the extent necessary to insure that trans-
lator stations retain their primary characteristics as rebroadcast stations,
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It should be noted that cable television Interests have expressed their concern
10 the COOO111:4,4011 Wit 11 respect to what effect our proposal might have on the
relationship of translators and cable systems. Cable operators expressed particu-
lar l'Oni:t`r11 with regard to possible interference between VHF television trans-
lator stations I those operating on output channels '2 through 13) and cable tele-
visioo systems when his tleast channels are authorized for translator Use. We
cannot perceive that this 'proposal would have any elfeet whatsoever on the mat-
ter of electrical interference as it wonld Merely enable the Colniudsslon to promul-
gate rules to authorise program origination by translators. This would have no
effect on the frequetwies un whlcit translators operate. In any event, if the pro-
posal is enacted into the cable operators would have ample opportunity to
present their vlows at the rule-making proceeding the Commission would MSG
lute before adopting any rules to effectuate the statute.

NVe also propose striking the word "television" from Section 31S. As prevl-
ously noted, translators were conceived as simple, inexpensive devices designed
to provide broadcast signals to the residents of sparsely Ismulated, rural, re-
mote, or mountainous areas. TO MAIO. 511Chl stations eeonomically feasible, Con-
gress (quieted Section) ais In 1960 to enable the Commission to hermit television
translator stations to operate without a licensed operator. At that lime, there
were only television translator stations. However, tehnologleal advances through
the past decade have made FM translator stations possible and, in 1970, the
Commaisison aulthorized such stations. Now, in order to mate tho translator
stations: etlfillIalilipit feasible, it is necessary to amend Section 318, as proposed,
to authorize the FM translatorsors to operate unattended in the same manner as is
nom' permitted for telerkdoly translator stations.

In stun, the Commission believes the public interest would be served by
adoption of the proposed amendment.

Adopted: Ihventlwr 240. 1972, COUllitis.,4otier Johnson concurring in the result.

FILE .1.sercrs or TIFF: roPYRInitT-(1.V1'1. QUEsTioNTHE NEED FOR AN
INorrENDENT ARBrIRATtON TRIBUNAL

1. Payment of adequate copyright fees is es;:enthil In the piddle interest to
safeguard the eontimated ju t ti iIon of television programs and to micourage
the creation of more numerous and of high quality programs.

2. For more than 12 years ('A'TV (cable} systems had been involved in a
controversy with program producers as to IV/Willer they are liable to copyright
under the archaic 1909 Copyright .1(4 when they retransmit broadcasts of copy.
righted television programs and as to whether new copyright tegislallon should
provide for such liability,

3. This rat, let,rea y has boar :Wilber in a "Coma' nsu s Agreeta en r' by !TNT-
4'I "1101,' liwilueN, !derision Nta i ;WO? and program producers.

The parties to this Consensus Agreement have pledged themselves to slipport
full inipicluelitation of its provisions by the Congress and the Federal Commu-
nications Commission I F('(' t.

-I. Tire Ft'C declaring that the terms of the t'onsenstis .tgreetilent Were "with-
in reasonable limits" and "of !kindle laatetit" promptly Implemented it by issuing
new cable rules effective March 31. !K2. These rides permit largescate importa-
tions by cable. of programs from distant stations Into the 'markets of bald
television stations.

.1, I ht ,iat'/'Ii 26. 1973. the Second Circuit in Now York over-turned a decision
by the District Court in CRS vs. Teleprompter, and red among other timings
that ea hie NUacat.s ins port iti g distan t signals were liable for copy righ t f res.

II. The Copyright Law Revision Bill. S. 1361. provides a compulsory liceive
to CA-17V for the use by it of copyrighted programs upon payment of a com-
pulsory license fee which would yield only a small fraction of what the program
producers need to continue their production. This rate schednle was inserted
into the 11111 tri thou t any prior hearings on this point and ir hou 1 the aid Of any
supporting economic data.

7. Both prior and subsequent to the Con.sensits .1gmenient representatives of
copyright owners and of time cable iodustry have endeavored to agree on a rate
schedule for ;pint recommendation to the Congress.

S. The ronensits .1greement expressly provides that "(Witless a scheibile of
fees covering the compulsory licenses or some other payment mechanism ran be
agreed upon between the copyright owlets and the ('ATV owners In time for
trodasion in the new cop }-right statute. the legi sl a ion would sun ply provide for
commit sory rbi ra ion fa iling pri rate a greenlet: t on copyright fees."
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h. The representatives of the copyright owners and tlit- cattle industry have
had many ineetingo in which both sides labored bong and hoed; lint in spite of
these, repeated efforts, no schedule of fees has been agreed upon for joint recom-
mendation to the Congress.

10. The reason for Ihe failure of the parties to agree on a fee.schedule is the
complexity of determining the value to a ruble system of the varions types of
programs used by CATV and of the losses which the owners of these programs
will suffer from the expected diversion of their income front TV to CATV. More-
over, the assessment of these losses and values with respect to the owners of
each type of program and each type of cable system requires complex economic
data-gathering involving ninny thousands of variables.

it. .ks of ilecvmber 1072 cattle tntle.:tr jetted out of hand a proposal
front the copyright owners to support in the legislationas agreed upon In the
Consensus Agreementan Athlteation Panel to fix fees. In short, the cable in-
dustry refused to do what it agreed to do.

:%1EctiAN1Cs AltHITRAMON

Chapter 8 of the Copyright Law Holston Bill establishes a Copyright Royalty
Tribunal. This Tribunal could serve as the mechanism for the arbitration pro-
vided for in the Consensus Agreement. Such a Tribunal would be an objective
body and not beholden to either the cable industry or the copyright owners. It
would be able to deal equitably and without bias, on the fixing of fees.

An Independent Tribunal such as that to be organized pursoant to R. Rht of
the Copyright Revision Bin (5. 13(11) would seem to fit the definition of fair
better than an arbitrary fixing of fees by legislation. Congress usually. has be-
lieved that it has reinter the time nor the expertise to deal with complex rate-
setting procedo

.fir. Independent Tribunal is favoring to neither side. Indeed, It is possible the
Tribunal may well, after its deliberations, determine that the cable operators
ought to pay less fees than what the copyright owners so passionately feel is
reasonable. But that is the principal and perhaps winning reason for the Tri-
bunalit is eminently fair, neither side has an advantage. The Tribunal will
hand down its decision after full. complete and possibly mountainous plies of
evidence will have been submitted. In that event, neither side can claim it was
short-changed. The fairness of the Tribunal is its most valuable asset.

This is the compromise proposal that the film industry representatives made to
I Pie cable television representatives. They rejected it

The new copyright hill shall contain the following provisions
I. The Tribunal for compulsory arbitration shall be constituted and begin

work no later than 2 months after enactment of the bill.
2. The Tribunal shall be mandated to make its award on the fee schedule

within 12 months after enactment of the bill.
3. If the Tribnal should fail to make its award until somethne later than

12 mouths after enactment, the fees tillimately determined shall he payable
from the cut -off date of 12 months after enactment.

.1. The charge to the Trilmnal shall be to determine "just and reasonable
fees"with no limitations on what factors they decide to include in their
determination.

5. There shall be no legislative review of any award made at ally time by
I he Triltimal. Jodicial reviews shall be limited to those enstowarily allowed
in arliiiratiou awardsfraud, bribery. malfeasancehilt not on the merits of
the award itself.

(1. if the Senate has not passed such a copyright bill by japun IT 1. 11171, both
CC° r and NI 'TA 2 agree to support separate copyright legislation embodying; these
provisions for cable television.

COPYRIGHT BEYISMN ANO ('.tin i TEI.I:VIS ION

PCICCItoVND

On MA yeti 211. iti73. Senator Mee'l -Han introduced a trill for liar general are i -b.n
(4 the 1900 copyright Ail. S. 12(11 is identical. lad for certain changes in dates. to
it bill reported -Mit of the Senate Subconimitlee oil Patents. Trademarks, and
Copyrights it, December. Vail% but wbieh never was reported out by the hill

1 Comnattoo of Copyright Owners.
2 NAilonnt ('able Television Association.



Comniitter on the 3inlielary. General revision of the copyright law has been
pending in the congress for over six years.

Senator NicCiellan and others have attributed the delay in ivissage of a gen-
eral revision of the copyright law to the controversy over how cable television
should be treated under that law. In introducing S. 1361, Senator Me Ciellan
indicated that its cable television provisions would in any ease have to be re-
vised in light of the events since Deeember, 10(0, including, in particular, the
adoption of new cable television rules by the Federal Co11111111111Canolls

February. 1ia2.
Attradual in draft form are proposed changes in Section 111 (the cable tele-

vislou provision) and related Sections of S. 1361. These changes are the itac4
tdipro 1,vay of 1110 "Gbh.' :VII, I:1:411C, thereby clear in,.;

the wos for the long-delayed general revision of the copyright law.

EXISTING LAW

Under the existing law, CATV systems that simply retransmit readily avail-
able signals (rout fairly nearby broadcast stations are not liable for copyright,
Fortnightly Corp. v. United SlideA, 392 U.S. 31k) (1116$). Rocently it was held
that when CATV systems retransmit "distant" stations, the signals of which are
not readily available off the air to the cable system, they arc subject to normal
roPYrightcd works -broadcast by the distant stations, cofatabla BroadeaRnay
systrm, /tic a Tricpron,pTer corp - F. 2,1 (2:1 Cir., Doe last Ntt. ':2
ls00, March S. 1!a3). ruder this, decision, many existing cable systems would
have to bargain and pay for the right to retransmit many of the programs broml-
cast Iiy some of the stations whose signals the cable systems have 11C011 retram.-
mining in the past.

l'HOPOSE0 CHANGES IN S. 1361

The significant features of the attached changes to S. 1361 are as follows:
1. The ('onscnslis Agreement would and ought to be implemented. In Norm-

her, 1971, the leading associations representing the cable TV, broadcasting, and
the major program producers (copyright owners) agreed to accept a compromise
proposal for cable television regulatory and copyright treatment which bas come
to be known as the "Consensus Agreement" or more simply, the "Consensus." This
Consensus was found to be in the public interest both by the FC,11 and by Senator
McClellan. Ii coils for changes 1.11 Cue FCC regulatory policies, which were duly
made and implemented over a year ago, and for copyright legislation consistent
with that regulatory policy.

In adopting its new rules, the FCC said:
"We believe that adoption of the consensus agreement will markedly serve the

public interest :
"fil First the agreement will facilitate the passage of copyright legislation.

It is essential that cable be brought within the television programming distribu-
tion market. There have been several attempts to do so, but till have foundered
on the opposition of one or more of the three industries involved....

"tit) Passage of copyright legislation will in turn erase an uncertainty that
now itapaiN cables ability to GU met the capital investment needed for substan-
Hai growth

"It is important to emphasize that for full effectiveness the consensus agreement
requires Congiessional approval, not just that of the Commission. The rules will,
of course, be put into effect promptly. Without Congressional validation, however,
we would have to re-examine some aspects of the program."

In a letter to the FCC incorporated as part of its report on the new rules, Sena-
tor McClellan said:

"As I have slated in several reports to the Senate in recent years, the CATV
question is the only significant obstacle to final action by the Congress all a copy-
right bill I urged the parties to negotiate in good faith to determine if they could
reach agreement on both the communications and copyright aspects of the CATS'
question. I commend the parties for the efforts they have made, and believe that
the agreement that has been reached is in the public interest and reflects a rea-
sonable compromise of the positions of the various parties."

2. CATV would receive a favorable eompuhory licarnac eovcring rcirantani.i4lons
of nit local broadcast stations and certain distant broadcast stations. Consistent
with the Consensus, the attached changes would accord cable television systems
a compulsory license to retransmit all signals lawfully being transmitted prior to
March 31, 1072 (i.c., all ":rrandfathered" signals), all "local" signals as defined
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by the FCC and such other additional or "distant" signals as would be consistent
with the mks adopted by the FCC in February, 1972. A compulsory license is a
tremendous benefit for cable and gives it a competitive advhntrige over broad-
casters because it eliminates the need for bargaining for every program. In the
interests of reaching a compromise, however, the broadcast industry and the
major program producers were willing to accept such a compulsory liceuse for
cable pyrrhic, that it expressly would not include any more signal retransmission
than was contemplated by the Consensus.

S. No C.12'1' .vOtelli telad lietV to 14/o rcIien.i ltiltiay hroadeust stations that
mire lawfully being retransmitted in the past. The "grandfather" feature of the
attached changes means that all existing cable TV systems can continue re-
transmitting whatever stations they were lawfully retransmitting on March 31,
1UT2, even though this means in many cases that cable TV systems would have
more signals than time FCC's new rules would anow. This is very beneficial to
cable TV systems and their subscribers, particularly in light of the recent judicial
interpretation of the Misting copyright law.

4. Nmaticr, independently owned CATl's would not hare to pay any coPlreight
fees at all. Under the attached changes, and again consistent with the Consensus,
existing independently owned CATt's having fewer than 3,500 subscribers would
get both the compulsory license described above and be free of any obligation
to make payments for that compulsory license. This is a substantial lotus for
the smaller independent CATS', a plus which is not found in the present provisions
of S. MI.

3. The scope I the contantsoru license icith :respect to distant stations is and
(mph( to he litni(cd. The Consensus provides that the compulsory license shall
Ire limited to ''those distant signals defined and authorized under the FCC's
initial package" (in addition to local and "grandfathered" signals). In general
terms, the FCC's initial rules contemplate importation of usually two distant
signals; into the 35-mile zones of larger markets, subject to certain exclusivity
rquirenients, enough distant signals to provide adequate program service within
the 35-mile zones of smaller markets, and virtually unlimited distant signal
carriage beyond the 35-mite zones of all markets. fly Incorporating by reference
the pertinent provisions; of the FCC's rules, the attached changes would adopt
corresponding limitations on the scope of the preferential compulsory license
otherwise being given to cable systems. Without these limitations on the cram
pelsory license no consensus would have been reached among the affected parties.
While additional distant signals could be authorized by the FCC, subject to
normal copyright liability, otherwise valid exclusivity agreements would be
enforceable against any such additional retransmissions.

O. The question of the amount of the compulsory license fee mould he resoleed
in an impartial and fair manner. COla systems which do not come within the
small system exemption noted above would have to pay a fee for their compulsory
11 'cute. The sum of all such fees would in turn he apportioned among the various
copyright owners. The Consensus provides that in the event the parties are
enable to agree on a fee schedule, the legislation should provide that the fee
sehedule will be set by compulsory arbitration, Despite many meetings and
negotiations since November, 1971, the parties have not been able to resolve
their differences over the fee schedule. The compulsory arbitration approach set
forth in the atter-lied changes i/ not only consistent with the Consensus but
also is a destralble means of freeing the Congress from having to resolve a
emnplex and controversial dispute aver an', fee s;chrdule.

Judieial enforcement is authorized. As expressly contemplated by the Con-
senses. both copyright owners and broadcasters would have the right to enforce
valid exclusivity agreements through court actions.

S. Treatment of sport.? events is uncharged. The Consensus did not address
the problem of retransmission of distant station broadcasts of professional team
sports eventc. Thus the attached changes carry forward the special treatment
of such events provided for in the present version of S. 1361.

OTHER POSSIBLE REVISIONS IN S. 1361 SHOULD BE REJECTED

1. Approaches of 1'7r-toner with the ronsorsois should he. rejected. The new
FCC riles adopted in 1972 benefit (elide TV entreprenners at the expense of broad-
casters and program suppliers. Those rides were adopted on the assumption by
the FCC and the affected parties that 'WTI. the assr. Winn representing cable
TV, would actively Ruppert, and that the Congress would adopt, copyright legis-
lation implementing the same Consensus as resuited In the new FCC rules. It
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would be grossly unfair either to allow sc-r.k. to renege on its November, 11171,
commitment or to adopt copyright legislation still more favorable to cable TV
than that which is contemplated by the Consensus. Moreover, rejection of the
Consensus would only lead to the reopening of a controversy which has for too

dclayol the general revision of the copyright law.
l +fiat/trot-1r fee schedule should not be included in the legislation. At present

S. 13d1 includes a statutory fee schedule which smuts cable TV interests claim
is either too high or at best the maximum that cable can afford to pay. The
inajIr program suppliers believe that the fee .scholide in S. 1301 is unconscionably

contitletely arbitrary and wholly unrelated to any co-atomic or other data :
the schedule has never been the subject of Congressional hearings. Both sides
claim to have expert economic studies backing their respective positions. itesoln-
!but of goyim complex etc nomic details as the precise amount of the fee is tradi-
tion:01y delegated by the Congress to independent agencies or artutratioa, That
approach should be followed here. and Was specifically Ugreed to by the affected
parties in a Consensus which the FCC, Senator McClellan, anti others have found
to he in the public interest.

3. The compulsry license input not be left open-ended so that still more
broadcast signals could be brought within its ambit. With the attached changes,

mill would subject CA.TV systems to normal copyright liability for retrans-
tnissiAts of copyrighted works broadcast by non-local stations when those trans-
lob:sift-is are inconsistent with the 1972 FCC rules. This limitation on the ambit
of the compulsory license is called for by the Consensus and was vital to
reachlog any consensus. Since a compulsory license constitutes preferential treat-
ment of CAIV at the expense of the program suppliers and broadcasters, it would
he completely unfair to allow a tour member majority of the FCC to expand the
scope of that compulsory license by simple administrative fiat as would he the
ease if the compulsory license were open-ended. The limitation on the scope of
the compulsory license is not a regulatory measure, nor Is it a measure that
unwisely ties the hands of the FCC. The FCC would retain full power to change
Its rules as it sees fit consistent with the public interest standards of the Com-
munications let, But time FCC would not be given. just as the FCC does not now:
have and should not have, the power to change the copyright law and thereby
the power to take private property front one party and give it to another party
simply through administrative dictates.

COPYRIGHT BF:VISION BILL

PROPOSED TIT ON CABLE TELEVISION SUBMITTED BY COMMITTEE
OF COPYRIGHT OWNERS

SEC. 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions

fa) Certain secondary transmissions exemptedThe secondary transmission
of a primary transmission embodying a performance or display of a work is not
an infringement of copyright if :

I 11 the secondary tran'41aission is not made by a cable system, and con-
sists entirely of the relaying, by the management of a hotel, apartment house,
or similar Atahlishauent, of signals transmitted by a broadcast station
Poetised by the Folerol Commitoieft!!ne,, m'ominission. withinlhe local servicesilt itt idle privaie lodgings of guests or residents or smut
0.staldisionent. and no direct charge is made to see or hear the secondary
transmission : or

(21 the secondary transmission is made solely for the purpose and under
the conditions specified by clause (2) of section 110: or

(31 the secondary transmission is made by a common, contract, or special
carrier who has no direct or indirect control over the content or selection
of the primary transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary
transmission, and whose activities with respect to the secondary transmission
consist solely of providing wires. cables, or other communications channels
for the use of others: Proriffrel, That the provisions of this clause extend only
to the activities of said carrier with respect to secondary transmissions and
do not exempt from liability the activities of others with respect to their
own primary or secondary transmission or .

14) the secondary transmission is not made by a cable system and is made
by a governmental body, or other nonprofit organization, without any purpose
of direct or indirect commercial advantage, and without charge to the recip-
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lents of the sect aidary transmission other than assessments neyessary to
defray the actual and ivasonable costs of maintaining and (operating the
secondary transmission service.

(li) Secondary transmission of primary transmission to controlled grotto:- -
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (a) mid (c), the secondary trans-
mission to the public of a idimarr transmission embodying a performance or
display of a work is actionable as an aka of infringemeia under section and
is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 50d, if the prt-
ntary transmission is not made for revel)tion by the public, at large but is con-
trolled and limited to reeetithin by particular members of the public.

le) Secondary transmissions by cable systems. (1) subject to the provisions
of clause (2) of this subsection (c), secondary transmissions to the public by
a cable system of a primary transmission made by a broadcast station licensed
ey me reuerai lonunoweation8 commission and embodying it performance or
display work shall be subject to compulsory licensing upon compliance with the
requirements of subsection (d) in the following eases:

(A) Where the signals comprising the primary transmission are exclu-
sively aural and the secondary transmission is permissible under the rules
and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission; or

(II) Where the community of the cable system is In whole or In part within
the local service area of the primary transmitter ; or

(V) Where the signals comprising the secondary transmission are con-
templated by and vonsistent with section 70.5(a), (1), (g). (hi, (i). and (o)
through I n) and Subparts I) and of the rules and regulations of the Fed-
eral Communications Commission as published in Volume 37, Federal Regis-
ter. page 3'252 et seq., on February 12, 1972.

(2t Notwithstanding the provisions of cianse. (1) of this subsection (e), the
secondary tratiSMISShal fu the public by a cattle system of a primary transmission
made by a broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission
and embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as an act of
infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided
led se)a)))ns .7a):2 throne:1)503.in the following cases

(A) Where the signals comprising the secondary transmission, whether or not
authoazed by the Federal Communications Commission, are inconsistent with,
or in excess of those contemplated by, the rules and regulations of the F.Nleral
Communications Commission referred to In subciause (C) of clause (1) of this
subsection (e) ; or

(It) Where the community of the cable system is in whole or in part within
the local service, area of one or more television broadcasting stations licensed by
the Federal Communications Coniult4slon, and- -

(I) the content of the particular transmission program consists primarily
of an organizes)t professional team sporting event occurring similitanconsly
with the initial fixation and primary transmission of the program; and

Oil the seemelary transmission is made for reception wholly or partly
outside the local service area of the primary transmitter; and

(iii) the secondary transmissiosn is mole for reception wludly or partly
within the loPal service urea of one or rinore television broadeastIng stations
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission. none of bas
reecived authorization to transmit said tor)ograin within such area.

(d) Compulsoey Ileeos for secondary transmissions by cable systems.---(l)
For any secondary transmission to be subj,set to comionisory licensing under sub-
section (c), the ()aide system shall at least one Month before the date of the
secondary transmission or within 2,,0 days after the enactment of this Act, which-
ever date is later, record in the Copyright Office, a notice including a statement
of the identity and address of the person who owns or operates the secondary
transmission service or has power to exercise primary control over it together
with the name and location of Ora tortilla ry transmitter, or primary tratIsInitters.
and thereafter from time to time, such further information as the Register of
Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation to carry out the purposes of this clause
(1).

(2) A cable system 'whose secondary transmissions have been subject to com.-
puisory licensing under subsection (e) shalt daring the months of January,
April, and July and October. deposit with tire Register of Copyrights.. in ac-
cordance with requirements that the Register shall prescribe by regulation and
furnish such further information as the Register of Copyrights may require to
carry out the purposes of this clause (2)
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(AI A statement of amend, covering the three months next preceding, spec.
[tying the number of channels on which the cable system made secondary trans-
missions to its subscribers, the names and locations of all primary transmitters
whose transmissions were further transmitted by the cable system and the
gross amount irrespeetive of source received by the cable system.

(111 A total royalty fee for the period based upon a schedule or schedules
to be determined as follows :

(I) Within sixty days after the enactment of this Act, the Register of Copy.
rights shall eonstititte a Lionel of the Copyright Royalty. Tribunal in accord-
mice With Setiot 803 for the purpose of fixing a schedule or schedules of
just amp reasonable etattpulsory license fees.

(ii) The schedule or schedules of compulsory livens: fees shall be deter-
mined by the Tribunal in a like manner as if the Tribunal were convened
to Iloiloo iletelotioation concerning an adjustment of copyright royalty
rates, provided, however, that Sections SOO and shall not apply and that
the determination of the Tribunal shall be effective at the end of the twelfth
month after the enaettnent of this Act or on the date the Tribunal renders
its decision, whichever occurs sooner.

(iii) The Tribunal, immediately upon making a determination, shall
transmit its decision, together with the reasons therefor, to the Register
of Copyrights who shall give notice of such decision by publication in the
Federal Register within fifteen days from receipt thereof. Thereafter, the
determination of the Tribunal may be subject to judicial review hi a like
manner as provided in Section saD but no other official or court of the
United Ntetes shall have power or jurisdiction to otherwise review the
Tribunal's determination.

(iv) Notwithstanding any of the provisions of the antitrust laws (as
designated ha § 1 of lite Act of October 15, 1014, c. 323, 38 Stat. 730, Tit. 15
C.S.C. 112; and any amendment of any such laws) owners of copyrights
in different works and owners of cable systems may among themselves or
joititiy each other agree on, or submit to the Copyright Tribunal for
its eonsidera hien, On*? or more proposed schedules of compulsory license
royalty fees, and proposed categories of secondary transmissions and cable
systems for inclusiOn in any of the schedules to be established or adjusted by
the Tribunal pursuant to this subsection and Section 502.

(C) The preceding subelause (B) of clause (2) of this subsection (d), shall
not apply to cable systems that before March 31, 1972, were operating in ac-
cordance with the rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Coin-
mission, served less than 3,500 subscribers, and were not, directly or indirectly,
by stock ownership or otherwise, under common ownership or control with any
other cable systems serving In the aggregate more than 3,500 subscribers, pro-
vided that this exemption shall continue to apply as long as the cable system
continues to serve not more than 3,500 subscribers and is not directly or in-
directly, by stock ownership or otherwise, under common ownership or control
with any other cable systems serving in the aggregate more than 3.500 sub-
scribers, and provided further, that such cable system files annually at the
Copyright Office in accordance with requirements that the Register of Copy-
riehts shall prescribe by regulation. a statement settler, forth the 11r11110R find
addresses of other cable systems directly or indirectly In control of, controlled
by, or under common control with the cable system filing the statement, the
number of subscribers served by each of such other cable systems; and the
names and addresses of any person or persons who directly or indirectly own or
control the cable system filing the statement and directly or indirectly own or con-
trol any. ether cabby system or systems, and the names and addresses of the
cable systems so owned or controlled. For the purposes of this subelause (C) of
clause (2) of subsection (4). 'subscriber" shall mean a household or business
establishment, or, if a hotel, apartment house or similar establishment, it shall
mean a lodging or dwelling unit within such establishment containing a teievi-
Mon receiving set.

(3) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2) shall be subject to the follow-
ing procedures :

(A) During the month of July In each year, every person claiming to he
entitled to compulsory license fees for secondary transmissions made during
the preceding twelve-month period shall file a claim with the Register of
Copyrights, in accordance with requirements that the Register shall pre-
scribe by regulation. Notwithstanding any provisions of the antitrust laws
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as designated in § I of the act of October 15, 1011, 3S Stat. 730, Tit. 15 U.S.C.
§ 12, and nay amendments of any such laws), for purposes of this clause any
claimants may agree among themselves as to the proportionate division of
compulsory licensing fees among them, may lamp their claims together and
tile them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to
receive payment on their behalf.

(II t After the first day of August of each year, the Register of Copyrights
shall determine whether thoro `-f l contro...cr.sy concerning the statement
of account or the distribution of royalty fees deposited under clause (2). H
he determines that no such IN)ntrtiversy exists, he shall, after deducting his
reasonaltle administrative cost antler this section, distribute suet' fees to the
ropy right owners entitled. or to their designated agents. If be finds the exist-
once Of a controversy lie shall certify to that fact and proceed to constitute
a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in accordance with section S03.
In such e:::;es the reasonable administrative costs of the Register under this
section shall be sledueted prior to distribution of the royalty fee by the
tribunal,

(C) During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsection, the
Register of Copyrights or the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall withhold
from distribution au amount sufficient to satisfy all claims with respect to
MAO) a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to proceed to distribute
(lay ((mot) ti ts that are not in controversy.

(e) Relation to other laws and regulations.Nothing in this section shall be
construed as limiting or preempting the authority of the Federal Communications
COlual6Si.it to regulate the operations of broadcast stations or cable systems
pursuant to any other Act of Congress: Provided that, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission shall not limit the area, duration or other scone of the exclu-
sivity a television broadcast station may acquire respecting secondary trans-
missions by cable systems that are not subject to the compulsory license provided
for iii StlbSeett011 (c) of this Section 111 beyond any limits that may be applicable
to the area, duration or other scope of the exclusivity a television broadcast sta-

. tiou may acquire re.ipecting other television broadcast stations.
(f) ladinitions.--As used in this section, the following terms and their variant

forms mean the following:
(1) A "Primary transmission" Is a transmission .made to the public by the

transmitting, facility whose signals are being received and further trans-
mitted by the secondary transmission service, regardless of where or when
the performance or display was first transmitted.

121 A -secondary transmission" is the further transmitting of a primary
transmission siitutitatteously with thc primary transmission without change
in program or other message content.

A ''<'11,1P system" is a facility that in whole or in part receives signals
t ra a,ntitted by otr or more television broadcast stations licensed by the
Fedeval Communioations Commission and makes secondary transmission of
sn;11 by wires. cables. or tither communications (1131111e1S (1) S111421211.1-

MiliChtI',.: Of the plibitc who pay for such service. For purposes of deter-
tie, royalty fee under Subseetion tut (2) Its), two or more came Sys-

topi, in cent jz11111.: coninilittith,S 11/1119r COM111011 /Avner:40p or control or oper-
Alin,: from ono licittlend be considered as one system.

Tho -twill service area of a primary triinstnitter" as used iu this sec-
tion comprises the area lit which a television broadcast station is entitled
to insist upon its signal being retransmit led by 0 calile system pursuant to
t l'IdeS :MI regulations of the Federal Connnaufeat ions Conunksion as pub-

in N'tilatm. 37. Federal Iteisiste piote :v-is! it .wr on February 12.
p.172, or such similar rules as the Federal Communications Commission may
from time to time lawfully adopt in the future In light of changed circum-
stances.

15 ) The terms "full network station." "partial network station," "in-
deptanient. commercial station." and "anti - commercial educational station"
as used in subpart I) of the rules and regulations of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission as published in N'oltone 37, Federal Register, page 3252,
ut *co.. on February 12. 1972, shall be defined in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the Commission of the same date with such additional
elaboration av the Commission may from time to time provide consistent with
the intent of this Act.

(g) This section shall he effective upon the enactment of this Act.
(Add the following to section rAmj

'20-3 11-7;1-59
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(e) Por any secondary transnlissIon by a eahle system that embodies a per-
fontialwe or a display of a work which is actionable ns ant act of infringement
tauter subsection it of section 111, a television broadcast station holding a copy
right or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that work shall.
foe purposes of solsection (1) of this section :501 be treated as it legal or bene-
fit-MI owner if such secondary transmission occurs within the local service ant
of that television broadcast station.

Tut: MAlitNK 1110MEDIcAL1NSTIttIE,
UNICe.4 ton, 'Av., uguxt ?, 1973.

Air. StrantEx O. 1 BASER,
ate Subcommittee on l'otcntl, Tmientork.s. and Copyrights. Committee on the
Judiciary, 1)irk.11:11 ThIading,W(18hington, D.C.

Sir: A tun 1)r. Stewart G. Wolf, Professor of Medicine and Physiology, 17n1
versify of Texas Medical Branch, and Director, Marine Biomedical Institute.
'.!tit) University Boulevard, Galveston. Texas; former President of the American
tlastrontertilogical Association; American Federation for Clinical Research;
American Psycloisomatie Society ; American Pavlovian St wiely ; American Col
lege of Clinical Pharmacology and Chemotherapy. I ant a member of twenty nine
scientific societies, most of which societies sponsor medical serials. I am cur-
rently on the Editorial Board of tin Journal of Psychosomatic Research, Psy-
chiatry in Medicine. Research Conoonnications in Chemical Pathology and
Pharmacology, international Journal of Psychobbdogy, Itendieonti, and the
Publications Center of the Journal of Laboratory and Climeal Medicine,

I appreciate this opportunity to present toy view of the copyright bill S. 1301,
and request that this statement be made part of the official record.

lc rm. Inthor ;!f ponneations that have Ortiartl iu 1;1.111,11.iria
I journals anti author or coauthor of twelve books. I would like to eonnnent on

the wiordtug of the proposed copyright hill, especially Section 108, (rota the view-
point of the author and toa,r. Medical atithors of articles that appear in the
feriedleal literature not ottlY receive no financial compensation for their work,
but in most instances must pay page charges to the publisher for their work to
appear. Thus the author's reward is not financial but is in direct proportion to
the extent of his readership,'hoth In numbers and geographic dh4trilltition. It is,
therefore. to his advantage as well as the advantage of the user to have inter
library requests for photocopies promptly and expeditiously filled. The normal
medical user employs the photocopy in the pursuit of his own work and applies
it to no commercial purpose. In short, the author of Medical periodical articles
derives no financial protection from the Copyright Law but, like the user and
often, as a user lihnself, howfits from a rapid and expeditious distribution of Ids
written word.

I have read the substitute wording for Section 10S (1) suggested by the
.imerican Library Assoiation anti feel that it is an equitable compromise of the
various potentially emit:Het ing interests. It reads as follows;

-The library or archives shall la entitled. without further investigation, to
supply a copy of no more than one article or other contribution to a eopyrivided(.11,..ci or 1,eriod4.0 i-skit', or to supply a eOpy or phonoreeord of to similarly
smah part of any othor copyrighted work."

appreciate tile opportunity to provide (t.(illiony before yotar Committee.
Sincerely,

STF.W.OIT WOIX. M.D..
Profootor and Di reCtiTh

....................
Anankt .3, 197.1.

Mr. TIMM (7. 10:EN N.%N.
(7, corm.,(1s sitheowiniftec on en f x, Trot dr ana copyrights, Cont-

rrriftet I he U.S. Sennte, Ru8scll courtly Office !Marling, -11'nfarm. D.C.
DrAn Ain. ItuF:xsvx : Tile Medical f,ittrary Association Is wade np of libraries

and iihrariatts located in alt types of health service facilities. As President of



this Association. it has Conn' to my illtentinll that ill the congressional he;tritig
on Jitly 31 of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trio te..Marks, and Copyright on
S. 1361 lie publishers' testimony emphasized that numbers of journal subscrip-
time: were cancelled due to Xerox copying. May' I. as the director of a medical
o'lilVr library, assure Yoh that eiitbaeh 1111 siihseriptions is not due to this alone;
11(o subscriptions front this 1 11.1%1 VS'S list Bate Ind nothing to do 'with
Xeroxing. takr reasons are monetary% The lint. item of the Ihioks and journals
budget NV:IS silent iii lice niont11.1 this year dice lo Iho increase in cost of journal
SlibSetillt IOUS% Ibis was not Ills uStlition of new tiros but a rise lit the price
of the '4140 titles currently being tam based. yhts I point out that other
price itierettses have been continuing throtgh the year. For example, a notice
"A4 o'iveti 1'141'101Y "i it 211-4-,"c Phe rise in Cfor wharf .11frxtrilelm.

The strand pony titles ore being dropped to relieve some strabi; our &Olean,
joitritals with other libraries on tlw same cattalo's are being dropped for the same
reason anti a number of foreign language periodicals are having to he ranrelbil
oily becati-a. we 1.(iii1 it is Jnalriatitr to in/0111111e to I./1y Mil' most
English hinging(' ictIrlials.

There jS little hope I 1.11L 1 lit' flanks 011(1 J(11111111 Is 1.111.1:Zet for the nets' fiscal year
can take cause of the increases in Journal prices.

This situation is being; faced by medical librarians throughout the Chided
States.. Consideration by the Subcommittee of this reason for cancellation of
sithscriptions mill be appreciated.

Sincerely,
(Mrs.) S.ss.or C. Ilnox,

Prexitien

SVPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF II1E MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

ThIS supplement to the statement of the Medical Library Association on July
31. 1973 on (lie library photocopy issue la S. 131.4 is submitted. In order to clarify
what may appear to he a contradiction of Section 10S(d) find 1080)(2) III
the amendment proposed by the Association of Research Libraries and the
American Library Association, and endorsed by the Medical Library Association.

The difference In the proposed Ihultatioas reflects a difference in the tumidity
of the copyrighted manor to be used. In sub (1) the right to make a single photo -
coley of a petiodleal article Without prior investigation is proposed because the
tkmtion to be copied is so small that the effort of the search for an unused iNsne
of 14e journal would be out of proportion to the extent of the article and the
delay v.eottipatable with the user's time schedule, On the other hand, sub (2)
applies a copy of an entire work or a large portion of one, and is deemed
reasenahle, because the need is usually less urgent, whether (tie copy k required
by a reader for his personal use or by the library to till a gap in its collection.
Thus the time frame is usually sufficient to accommodate. a search for an unused
copy and the costs are C0/11parahle.

The proposal of these two different limitations reflects the librarians' desire
to fulfil their obligation to satisfy the in:ors., . :11111 at the same time to keep their
work in manageable proportions.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATE,ENT OF JACK Vii ENT!. l'I:Es110:NT OP THE MOTION
Ptcryta: AsSOC1LAION 10' A MEItle.1. INC. .1.Nif fir tlip AssourxrioN uF Marnix
l'scluftE AND TELEvisms Paonucctts, INC., AUGUST ill, 1(73

ll'e appreciate the opportunity to submit this supplemental statement to
the l'onnatirce Junl to Co/111100a in 10.11:11f of .the Motion Picture Association of
Anteriva. Lic. ("M.11'.1 "). the Assodat hat of Motion Picture and Television
Producers. Lie. C'.13IPTP") and the Committee or Copyright Owners ( "f'i'l1 "1.
on I'110 the clews whil'h ha Vt. i/Ven expressed by tither 'witnesses at
hearing of August 1, 1i)73. Mort itioally, we shall address ourselves to the
following points:

1. NCT.1 has repudiated the .asnsits Agreommt while seeking to retain
its benefits.

2. XI 'TA has failed to demonstrate any rational basis for rejecting arbitration
of the fee question.

3. Cable sy-stcnis can easily afford to pay just anti reasonable royalties without
raising ft-es to subscribers. C(11 has never suggested that subscribers foes should
he raise(' in order to pay or,W'right royalties.
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cATv revenues are based on Ihr use of copyrighted programs and CATV
:,lomtd pay its fair share for their use. Copyright owners will not receive double
royalties trout itayment of copyright foes,

5. Several of the changes proposed by m"r.k for the text to Section 111 of
S. 1:loi1 are unwarranted. espeially those dealing with the definition of cable
systems and with the exemption from copyright liability of (I.V11"s retrans
mission of scrambled signals such as those used (or closed circuit broadcasts
and pay-TV.

.3ttached to this supplemental statement as an Appendix "A" IN a memorandum
prepared by Dr. Hobert AV, Crandall. Associate Professor of Economics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and by 31r. Lionel L. Fray of Temple,
Darker Sloane, Inc., in:m14ctnent and evornonic counsel. These two gentlemen
are the authors of the stt..1%, commissioned by CCO entitled Profitability
of Cable Television Systems and Effects of Copyright Fee Paylnellt," Which
.ve snlnuiltedl to the tglheoultllittee on .August 1. 1n73 as a special appendix to
our statement. Professor Crandall and 3Ir. Fray were present at the hearing
of Allt:11,t 1. P43 and their memorandum (Appendix ".\") addresses itself to
the questions of an economic or statistical nature raised by the Chairman and.
4aattents on'some the views (at economic matters expressed by witnesses
:It said hearing.

1, :NI I %. coNsESst's .MALEMENV WHILE st:EliING TO RETAIN
ITS BENEFITS

lit his testimony on August 1, 11173. Mr. 1 /avid t'osler, President of the Na-
tiooat raide Toevision A.s,oeiatiott ("Nel'A"t. referred to the Consensus Agree-
ment as the 1/T1' ". 81101 AtIt.hipl means of terniluol-
ogy to girt, the 1111iort,siiiii of only tituittvl governmental sponsorship and sup-
port for the Consensus .3greement, cannot, of course, erase or exteoonh, the
tanharrassitiept which M'I'A experiences as laic result of the repudiation of
its solemnly given word and signature to that agreement. Indeed, it cannot be
denied that the Consensus A.greentent received the expressed approval not only
of the ()thee of Telecommunieations Policy (oTt.i but also of the Federal Com-
munications Comumnication ("FCC") and of the Chairman of this Subcommittee.

The history and sponsorship of the Consensus Agreement has been fully ex-
plained by FCC Chairman 11/ean ]lurch when he said in his concurring state-
ment a MI OUIJA ilYi lig t be Cable Television Report and Order:

'I joined till' ... in all effort to secure a consensus among the industries
that would lead. to resolution of the cable/copyright issue, de- escalate the level
of VIA leInfe. acid thi; greatly serve the public interest.

'[Tile E'('C) debated the details of the agreement. 'We debated the necessity
of implementing it In its entirety. We debated its probable impact on the pas-
sage of o;11.1oJopyrtight and the critical importance of such legisla-
that to cabIe's assured future.

"NVe went over every sriiaire inch of the geound--and Ilion wont over it agility.
21 int in the end, we voted: a majority of the (..xpuitiy decided
that the public interest would be served by the Commission'A implementation
of the agreement."

31 I.. Foster also overlooks the correspondence between Chairman Poiret' and
t7hairman McClellan which preceded the implementation of the Consetills Agree-
ment by FCC. In that correspondence Chairman I turd' stated in his letter
to Chairman McClellan dated January 20, IlfT2 that primary factor in
[the judgment as to the course of action that would best serve the
public interest is the probability that Commission implementation of the C011.-

AU.reeinent will, in fact, facilitate the passage of cable copyright legis-
lation." In his reply to said letter, Chairman McClellan wrote on January 31,
072: "I commend the parties for the efforts they have made. and believe that
the agreement that has ben reached Is In the public interest and reflects a rea-
sonable compromise of the positions of the various ortles." Copies of the mt.'
respondence between Mr. Dean Burch and Senator McClellan were attached to
nor statement filed on August 1,11073 as Appendix 2.

31r. Foster asserts "that the Congress was not a party to this so-ealled com-
promise, nor to our knowledge was it consnited whit, nor is it bound by the
terms. in any way." 31e. Foster misses the point here, The question is not whether
Congress is bound by the terms of the agreement--which of course it is not but
rather %%1:ether NCI'. has pledged its support of the agreement as part of a
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package deo) ttuder tt NeTA ceecived benefits and whether itt goJol
ninth it should be permitted to withdraw its support for .;.t provision which con-
stituted a concession on its part, namely that the amount of fees under the cent-
imsory license be set by itrWileathqi in the absence of all agreement thereon by
the parties.

1V4.b respectfully subutil that in opposing tirbitration. :titTA has violated the
letter and the spirit 1r ,i111111 not be permitted to
rt.t;illi the benefits of au agreement the obligations of which it liki, repudiate/I,

N( 'IA HIS 1.tt t.n To DV Mo.Nsin 1r ANI. H.W10:%,11, top; tat' ii rtt1
.s.11:irk.knoN 05 Till; Ur, Q1 tsrlos,

In all the sound an 1 fury direcieti by I he spokesmen of tit . cable iminstry
against the initial with of fees by the t',:py right Royalty Tribunal, not a single
valid argument its been presented against the fairness or doing. sop Thus, pi
asstrli1sg 'Mt lillavailabilit) sailiCielit eln)irie data, the CkIN
sp,,kesmen ovrippo;; the tact hoar etta according tit the most optimistic forecasts.,
the hilt S. 1:itil will not be enacted mod the end of 1n7-1 so that the Trihneal will
not 1.e able tp, start its hearings until Itt7,I. Ity that time anti certainly by the time
the Tritamai wit( reavh. its decision. tame than three :sears wilt haws' sines
line tina stint the freeze on cable systems In the top 190 markets was lifted by
the it March :H. 1.971!). H is obvious that the Tribunal at that time will
have at its disposal ail necessary data and cermittly more data limn the Stub-
committee would have to go by today If it liad to sot ices now

Far front being art aNtunent against entrusting the Royalty Tribunal with the
rate-.set'ing task from the outset, the alleged present unavailability of econontle
data if it in Net existed, would be an argument against setting the rates now in
the bill. In any event, as sho wt1 In the memorandum of Professor Crandall and
Mr. Fray (Appendix A attached hereto), ample data are available at the present
time to support an appropriate fact-finding and rate-setting procedure before
the Tribunal. The Tribunal will have the opportunity to hear and sift the data
which the experts for all parties will present to it and will be in the position to
set rates based on the consideration and evaluation of the economic evidence
before it, an opportunity which this !.1.tbctunttlittce will not have had because of
limii.illons of time.

The only other argument presented by Mr. Foster against arbitration is the
"prevedent for compulsory 11;;Itsing since ASCAI', ibM I and SSAC contractnaily
grant theist to networks, (oval broadcasters and others for ail musical works."
lint as Mr, Foster concedes by his Insertion of the word "contractually" and ,s
the 'representatives of the music performance -,r,cieties testified at 11w hearing on
August 1, 1973, these musk performance licenses are indeed contractual licenses.
not compulsory /vacs, and the license fee thetefor is set by agreement between the
I.arties subject to supervision by the C.S. District Court. This is a far cry from
what the cable industry urges the Congress to do. Indeed, this procedure to set
music performance fees is Very dose to tlw one which the cable industry pledged
itself to support by the Consensus Agreement but is now unwilling to support.

Accordingly, a closer examination) of the only t wit arguments presented by cable
sp4.kesitten in opposition to arbitration reveals that these arguments actually
support arbitration as the most practical and fairest method to do justice to nil
IlouTrned.

ft is interesting to note that with respect to distant signals, Mr, Cpleorzo J.
Boren, general Counsel of the Pennsylvania Cable Television Association, in his
,tatemnt filed with the Subcommittee, agrees with the position Of the CV.-

t tailors on arbitration of payment for such signals when he concedes that
"providing reception of distance signals transported by microwave or otherwise,
being a rut:titer t,f choice and a (ideal:der, risk for the ('.ITV coml.:titles that chnose
ti) is properly subject to a bargaining process or for the nitimaie arid
trutint, arrangement."

The procedure of having the initial ratt,s set by the Tribunal has such obvious
merit and no discernible disadvantages, that the opposition thereto by the cable
Industry remains shrouded in mystery and incomprehensible to the impartial ob-
server. Indeed, the only rational explanation of this opposition is that the al&
industry, in light of its Intimate knowledge of its own prosperous ecommtio and
Puotoial affairs, has formed the selfish opinion that the fees set in lit -. bill are
so low that th Tribunal after hearing the evidence is cerium to set it at a
sub:thrill:illy higher rate. Such self-serving opposition to it fair treo,,,d 4
s.iviuz; is controversy and such attempt to secure for itself an nnreasonably low



rote for the initial period and one prejudicial to the copyright owners for fu-
ture all,fustments, should not be countenanced especially in view of the cable its
dust ry's consent to I bloat ion ill IlieCon500s115 Agreement.

CAW 1; 51's'I1.18 TAN EAs1LY .1EFORI) TO r.kY JUsT .S.Nn REASONABLE BoyALTiEs
W111101. I' 11%151 NG FEES TO siISS,.10111:11.S. (TO 11A.5 SVEGEsTED 111", T sett-
5(.1;110:N s' FEES 51101'115 101 ItAlsE0 1N o10)Fli TO PAY ('OPYKIctUr nov.s.mtEs

.1t the hearing, Mr. Itorvo acn,t`ii CVO of having suggested to the negspflat ors
for the 1,111sIss in.litstry that they should pass in the copyright fees whiels they
may bare to Foy to their own subscribers. ll'e stdonit that this accitsation is
just a smokescreen to deflect public attention front tia. huge profits of cable op-
erators who are rcluctont to pay 1.11'11 a small share thereof to those who create

the jos....,,rams which cable systems sell to their subscribers. To set the record
straight : no time has it brvis //sl' ii(041ti0/1 of CI '0 that kubxeriloci...r fees 41011751
be raised or would Pare to be roixrit in order to pay ropyriyht fees. Indeed, such
pl.sitien would have been wholly inconsistent with the 114,111011st ration to the nego-
tiating- rommittee of the Nl"1',\ tondo by the copyright owners vIth the aid of
thpir ol'oi10.1014. Coll1111;1111s. that the income of the ('ATV intiltstt'Y Nveniti is
amide to pay the licensts fees sotight by the copyright owners. (See the Cratishtil
}''ray slutlY on I'r0IIII11.1//ly of cahie Television f.;ystents and Effects of
C`,1,) right Fee Payments- mentioned above.)

It Is to.ieworthy that in i)lealling his case, Mr. (Salvo mentions snbstantial
increases iu basic csiSt.c incurred by the entity Industry such as "pole attaeliment
fees" ',aid to ti.leplome companies which he states are being increased currently
trent 10,j to 10,4 across the nitlioll. Mr. 'tare() fails to explain why the cable
industry stands ready to absorb these costs but mobilizes such violent resistance,
to the payment of ompen.satory copyright fees.

Mr. Itarro seems to argue that cotoright fees are the proverbial ,straw that
brsaks the camel's back. Vet no reason Is apparent why the creative element of
the television industry should be sinttest out to be that straw and he erilltxt upon
to subsidize the new teelinobsgy. The economic al5surdity of this position becomes
fipl.aretit when we consider that neither the suppliers or equipment to his in-
dustry nor the utility companies which furnish it with elect,lc power, nor the
(1'01101i-dug ninnicipalities are asked to make similar sacrifices.

Nlr. !tares) refers to "the vag;srios and insoalinote illassatul" of the copyright
evners. iii it charges seem ill aildresss.0 to the copyright owners who are wilting
to submit the jostles, and reasonableness of the fees they seek to an Independent
filet- finding; Trilainal for thorough Investigation while Mr. liarco finds such fact
finding, ;.,.0 threatening to Ili,: pasition that he is willing to repudiate an Mitiga-
tion SsIpinnly assumed by his industry' in the Consensus Agreement.

4. 5- tt' fa:yr.:11:s Alit, 11.1svo (es TUE U5E. OF CIWYRIGIATIA1 BROI:ItAMS. ANI1 ('AT''
51(5'1 0 PAY ITS FAIR SUMO.: rOit T111:11.1 rst:, coi.vatnicr ow:sEtts WILL. Not' RECEIVE
Bol'IsLE ROYALTIES VIOLA' I'AYMENr OF CABLE COPYILIGIIr FEES

The contention made by Mr. Ffster that royaity payments bv (..11-1r
sent a "o itlslfall gain- aml the of sir. Itareo that because the eopy right
owner (5.1 -already received payment in his contractual arrongenimils for the
loothleasting, paid ultimately by the television viewers--inchultrig ('ATV sub-
seI ihers the advertising costs of purehaseil products", are !posed on a series
of eciptomsic fallacies.

.1slvertising carried on television may his' Of a national, regional, or local natnre.
No Iv:firma! or Weal advertiser is willing to pas a prentima over normal wirer-
I king rates because it's commercials are carried by CATV to far distant markets
where the advertiser has no facilities to serve customers. It is obvious that a
var"it"", dvalet-tn 1,"; Ange4,4, sir a used ear stealer in Chicago will not pay ti
penny more to a station for broadcasting commercials which are being retrans-
mitted 1.y ('.V11' to Omaha. Nebraska or Wichita, Kansas. For the some reason
the station whose 'programs are thus exported to other markets will not pay In-
creased license fees to the copyright owners for such additional use of the pro-
gram. At the mote (hoc the copyright owner in the many instances not covered
by this, 1.11"s non-duplication rules will he rendered unable to grant an exclusive
111'01,0 to the local station for programs ftireatly imported into that market by
t'Xi'v systems.

Consequently, a television station P: not willing to pay the program supplier
a higher price for programs with local or regional commercials shown outside
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of the:4;0,101es own warkct nati,,n;li advertisers win place
if :lily, value On duplicated coverage of their commercials by ('ATV when it im-
ports these commercials into a different market and duplicates them with those
carried by the local station In that other market.

it is because of these basic economic faets of the television prograin market
that Mr. Foster is not correct when he claims that the 'royalties now being paid

toroadcastiors to copyright. 41witers aro based, gonorally. Olt the size of the
audience readiedIncludIng CATV subscribers". Indeed the Court of Appeals for
the Second l'ircnil in clls v. Trtyrotapler, fitt 33S at p. 312 (fir 2? re-
jected a similar argument made by the defendant CATN' systems lit that ease and
said. that "the amount that a broadcast station Is willing to pay- for the prIvitege
of exhiliting a copyrighted program Is economically tied more to the fees that
advertisers are willing to pay to sponsor a program than to some projected
a ,;4t," T:u1 further observed that no evidence had been presented
"tot show that regional or local sitiseiliscrs would tic willing to t4reater foes
hevaitse the spotisored programs will he exhibited In some distant (starker, or
that national advertisers wonld pay more for the relatively minor increase its
audience size that ('ATV carriage would yield for a network program." The
Court of Appeals conchuled that "indeed, economies and common sense would
lo mat' one to an (qp]oosite conclusion."

As to the use by CATS' of programs from focal stations the copyright owners
are also entitled to receive just and reasonable royalties for the use of such pro-
grams by 'ATV. The fact that the local station has already Paid for its own
right to Itrooado,asi the lorogiam shoadol not deprive the copyright owner of his
right to collect royalties from CATV. Indeed, the cable system makes its own
independent profit from the retransmission and out of these tomtits should tuake
a fair contribution to I the cost of program production.

A compulsory license is an extr:oorolinary legal device deinandcd by the calole
riterabtrs and accepted by the copyright lowneN hi the Consensus Agreement 1 V-
Call,,e of the asserted administrative difficulty of clearing copyrights for eable
systems. fro fairness to all parties concerned. the amount of the compulsory
lit'onse fees shoisld be compensatory and for that purpose shonld approximate as
closely as can ho ascertained, the automats which the beneficiaries of the com-
pulsory license iVIO1111 have paid In a free market without administrative (lir-
thadiles and without the compulsory license.

It Is a fundamental principle of our economic system that if we use someone
toise's property for OW own benefit. we lutist pay the owner of the property for
1,ertuittitig such use. Applied to the retransmission by CAT1' of signals for which
the broadcaster has already paid a fee for his own use. this means that in a free
nntrket where the consent of the copyright owner for the use of the program
iotuld have to be bargained for, some payment would certainly he agreed upon
between4 the copyright owner and the cable system In return for the granting of
a contraction! license. It is the amount of this Paineat which should he taken
into consideration in setting Itemise fees for loyal signals under the compulsory
license.

It should also be kept In mind that in the nation's largest markets, the number
of local signals available for carriage by ('ATV is likely to make the wholesale
hoportatiun of distrust signals annevessarY. At the same time. If the carriage of

sat signal. ('ATV were to be exempted front copyright royalties, the large
revcnoes of these meiroPolltall sYsfems would he immunized from contributing
to the cost of program production by reason of the fact that these systems rely
primarily On the. retransmission of programs front twat stations.

Funity regnires that all cable systems should carry their fair share of the cost
Id" soroduclion of the television programs Which they use for their profit. that
they should pay it reasonable compulsory license fee reflecting the valne fit the
'use of the Programs to them including local signals, and that the burden of the
cable inolnstry's coast rilontion to the post of program production should be shared
fairly between the various types of CATS' systems in large as well as small
markets.

5. srEcitic PROPOSALS FUT FFOINV ARO BY 'Nutt loll Nt EN DING SF:411ON III I OF 5. tar,t.

lit his statement of August 1, 1973. Mr. Foster. put forward certain spet.ific
proposals for amending Section III of S. 13nI. With re.sioect to these proposals wo
wooed like to make the following continents :

tap N4'1'.1. proposes certain changes in Section 1 1 1 (f I which wrath' affect the
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definition of the terms "primary transmission," "secondary transmission," and
"cable system." With respect to the definition of the term "cable system," NCTrl
suggests that it be limited to only those systems "within a political subdivision
within which the facility operates," This definition is of criticat importance to
the copyright owners. In our Initial statement to the Committee we too:: issue
with this approach which would split up a cable system unrealistically whenever
it mosses a political boundary and would fragmentize its revenues artificially
wake the Progressive royalty rate. Accordingly, we urged the adoption of the
following definition which comports mute fully with the realities of the industry
and is more logical in determining an appropriate copyright royalty fee:

"For purposes of determining the royalty fee under Subsection (.1) t'2) lb), two
or more cable systems in centiguotts communities under common ownership or
control or operating front one headend shall be considered as one system."

As respects the proposed changes in the definitions of "primary transmission"
amt "secondary transmission," NCTA seeks to introduce new eoneepts and ter-
minology into the language of the bill which are unsupported and which could
distort basic meanings throughout the text. At this point in the long evolution of
the copyright legislation, tee see no reason to depart from the present definitional
language absent some clear understanding of the purposes underlying the pro -'
posed amendments.

NeT. also suggests that Section 11100 pertaining to the seeomlary trans-
mission of a primary transmission to a controlled group should be a matter for
regulation by the FCC and should not be included In the copyright law. We Ws-
aerta, strongly with this suggestion.

Section III(b) provides that the secondary transmission to the public of a
primary transmission embodying a performanee or at display. of a work is subject
to full copyright liability if the primary transmission is not made for reception by
the public at huge but is controlled and limited to reception by particular nim-
bi:Is of the 'addle. This provision is derived front a provision which was eon-
mined in ILE. 2512 which passed the House of itepresentatIves lb 1001. House
Report No. 3 (00th Congress, 1st Session), p. tau, slates the purpose for which
this provision was included in the bill :

-There are, however, a number of primary transmissions that are to the
'public' but are not capable of reception by the public at large. Cvatnples include
background music services such as Ztinzak, closed circuit broadcasts to theatres,
pay-TV, and CATS' itself. Clause 1,1) of Section Ill (b) makes clear that a com-
munity antenna system has to privilege of retransmitting a primary transmission
that 'is not made for reception Ioy the public at large but is controlled and lim-
ited to reception by particular members of the put

sly- urging that this provision should be deleted from the bill, NCTA tithes the
view that the general public should pay for over-the-air subscription Program
bit rani' subscribers should not. Thus, if a sports event or a movie is offered
to the public by a pay-televIsIon station ttsing "scrambled" or coded signals,
rabic systems would be enabled by NC'$A's proposed deletion to unscramble
met redistribute these programs to their subscribers without any additional
charge or payment. Such a result 1,1, patently unfair to 1.1w public as well as
in the eopyright owner. Indeed, it is the very tc,1111 wilts :,action 111(10)
eeks to a$101.

1.:1i111,1% the eitiim that this change in Section 111 (b) is neeessary to meet the
rubes and regulations of the FCC cloys not withstand analysis. It is based on
the assumption that the requirement of carriage of all local signals by cable
sxstents itwittiles the carriage of "scrambled" pay-television broadcast signals
and their "tit:et:rambling" by cable restems. Not only is there nothing in the FCC
ltdes 14 regulations to support such an interpretation, but the rules are directly
to the e4,u1rary. Section 70.5:ithl of the FCC rules provides:

-There a indecision broadcast signal is carried he a caliie television system,
onesitut to the rides in this subpart, the programs broadcast shall he eartie0
in fall, without deletion or alteration of any tairtion exeipt as required by
rid,: pat.-

even ns,moilo.; that the rules can be eonstrinal to require sail' systems
to tarry all local siv.11;11,4 inehnittig such "scratablett" sienals as may be emitted
by a local pay-television broadeast station. they specifically prohibit the altera-
tion or "miserambling" of these signals. In short, under the guise of conform-
ing the copyright law to the FCC rules. NCTA is attempting In reap a wind.
fat] by permitting the meroborized secondary trat)sini,;ston of pay- television
pr etre ins by cable systems.

ref .NCTA suggests that the exemption from copyright liitiAlity hotel:,
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tip:tut/mid houses, or similar establishment that retransmit signals to the
private lodgings of guests or residents lit Section 1111a) (I) should be eliminated
anal that suet, systems should be treated as cable systems subject to the cow-
puisory license fee. The thrust of this position is that there Is no difference
between so-'called master antenna .systems and a cable system where the cable

stein receives and distributes only local signals. Ncr. takes the position that
since master antenna systems ubtatn the benefits front using copyrighted pro-
rams. they. to.. should Pay copyright royalties. it is our view that if such

right liability is imposed on master antenna systelliS au exemption he
provided for systems tvith fewer than a specitied windier of subscribers.

tit) NCT. also suggests that the exemption for government owned and
minprotit cable systems in Section 111(a) (1) should be eliminated and that
these rccildion tuna distribution facilities should be treated as cable systems
subject to the compulsory license fee. We agree that the exemption for govern-
m111:11 and nonprofit systems is overly broad, hut we do not agree that the
provisiot, should he deleted,

In our initial statement tiled with the yommittee On August 1, iti7:1, we
pointed out that this provision is toncerticil with the operation of nonprofit
-translators** 4 -booster," kt }den Oa nothing more than amplify Lroadeatst
,..j!.ma(s..an41 torah:mit them t,, everpme In au area for free. reception. These
translators ;Ind boosters have tilways been subject to regulation titol re-
quire retransmission consent of the originating station tooter suction 32.-ita) of
rho rutonoinknii,ns .Act.

Ibm.vur, !Hu lal,411,1go or the exemption contained in Section 111 (a) (1)
eeonid rte equally tquilicable 10 cable systems which tire operated by govern-
mental boilif, or nonprofit ullratians. Thu.:, tit order to limit the exemption
to Ii41111.r,lit rra 11.,taii,r,! boosters tad similar secondary transmitters. we
proposed to insert into the /,.xt of slection 111 (a) (-I) the Nvords "... is not
made by a eabir. system .. Z4iftee We continue to believe that the exemption
should be maintained for the benefit of the translator and booster .systems
described, we submit that complete elimination of this exemption. 11'0111a be
improper and that the appropriate solution is adoption of the amendment we
have sni.milted in .appendix X' to our initial stnforlint.

net NCI'A favors the adoption of Section Ill td "as written." It saggests,
however, I oil systems of 3.711K4 subscribers or Its 110 exempt front eopyrigitt
fees :mall that ti/1 appropriate amendment be made to accomplish this purpose.

The question or providing fill exemption for came systems with fewer than
:1. ;nu sttlscribers is diseussud 1t length in our initial statement. NVe made clear
that the exemption for smaller systems iva.t :In integral part of the consensus
AZ.uct.1114,.tit ahtt that if t Ile AgUe01110lIt were disturbed as to any one part. pa etlett-
tarty the question of arbitration of fees, the copyright owners would not sup-
port the 3.7,00 exemption. In this regard vie must point out that NeTA has
titandemn1 the t'ollsciiStiS Agreement on the question of arbitration of fees
while i'trzotoKly. maintaining its support of the 3..-on exemption. Indeed. the
-:tatoLiont of Mr. Ilttreo. g.t,11.:4 even further and urges line application of tho:;,7,00
vxuloptiiIt to Iii systn: 0:4 a ta....ic deduction from the payment of 'oil fees.
It sit itld ulo, II` 1144441 th:it nejth(1. nor N1r, Bore° mention that under
the Con.sei.sus .S.greenient the exemption for systems with 3,:l011 subscribers or
less :..1,11.1.1 only t,pnly to -independently owned" systems 'now existence,..

;It !It (.4.111.11s11:: .1:M4.1000). '1'41 insure that these conditions
art, rent. ",. 1,1.,, proposed an amendment to Section I lltilt to implement till
proposed ;,...on exemption is well :is olln.r clarifying language. 'These amend-
motif tire contained in .ktitiendix V to ,olr iuiliaii sit fettle/IL They are tlepintl-
cid, Loorse. oil Nil implementation of the Consensus .lerement.

if I NI"I'A supports the .provilons of Section 1111v) vvith :Iltjustnients ''to
redo/ elimimition of the regulatory aspects,- 'We concur in the lio.W 11,11
Sociir.11 111(v) rel;ditic to pre,.,,,pf ion of Whet' inws 11111 rn:.t.11:11 ion": simitInt he
amm14-41, Iloweccr, NCIA bias not sin.t.:-acd any draft langinwe. we direct

mt luti,uatgr contained ill .1ppeninx of 41111'
jri! i;ii

I Nt"l'A suggest.: an antenilmeal to Se,1 ill 110170 of the bill for
the purp..se of clarifying the 1,iation-hip of s(eowl.try transmissions to the dis-
smination of edocational television programs. tslince :-teetiott lt0t7i) does not
pertain to an exemption for educational totrposes but to au exemption for the
c,0111:0711:4.;:th,11 .1,1* :I perb.rllitit or tliulti iv of word:
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"'I ;1 situ;!: lug apltaralns, we sec no basis for tiw oluowiliwnt iffured I
WT.\ nor any br-dual toed for a change in teetiott 1101:11 or lb, bin intuit
it to ILe Provi!..lutts of the legislation on a cable televi.ion.

CON:NIFN t, Or Itelivi:r *.:1Ai 1.10.1,1, I. I.r.Y

IN I noore 1 IoN

In their st;Itementst,4re the sube.antilitler on .\ in.4 11.4 1 1973, representatives
4,1 tint t1'1V1k1)11 t111111,1rY, mot lltcir evottlaah. consultant. Ilridger
;irgated ill 'Nut that lb., grunttlt of the cable television industry would be int-
pal red oven if the very hew scliedttle of compulsory copyright fees proposed in

1.01 u ere adolrrd. in ebliIi011, they 11',1,10 t,tl,er SUlteilLelitS the
i)1.4111,1r',. Celonellacs.

VI 11111('(' .r.'11110 commentary front It different perspective 1V011111 be of benefit
tIr the SION-:Oniliiit ti.e. I Itir telliwet1H. topa.illy as todows.

1. I:con/only .1tialyses of Copyrig,lit 'ee Pay meats
Sitbseril,er 1'etietrali40

:. The rtn.t.is of New Cable 8.'rVi'e; ItJ,nn I stituated rrelitatIttity
4. I II% ht'S. I : \t,relath at!: or (.;,1,1,. 1't' I!ital+ility

w and ti, Tor Ind 3f;irkets
G. Effe ts if the I >elltaltili of a t'able 'relevision Syst ettl
7. Tim 1:11:4 1 of )balifying the l'roposeil rty Schedule

. \t aitability of Evidence for tilt I ttteritlination of 4:op:algid I've!:

EcONwti ANALYsES COPYHIGIIT FEE PAYMENTS

:,alluititted to the Stibeeniatittee wIlich relates to tilt' economic
effects id tlko schedule of coO'righl fee payments propose(' In S. 130l consists of

(N. I ,t11111 : i,t10'1S Itrid!.;or Mitchell dated september 30, Ill72, Cubic l'c/cri.giott
.1.1/ct the /97? F('(' iettic.4 find 1/0c Impact of Alternative Copyright l'ee Pop
pi,,,ag; the other by the authors of these comments. dated April Itti-3, The
l'iofiloaOlity of Calif(' 'fib Nymteni and 1:fject8 of Copyright Eke Paynientx.
These IWO studies arrived at sharply different conclusions.

In his testimony before the Subeimilnittee on August 1, Mitchell .summarized
fillY :11111 g100111Y 011101loallit that a churl0 of IINIETtIVC low prolitability

longs over the ratan, develop/up/it or the cable itaia,t anti that erua tilt' very
modest ,c11(.411110 of copyright ft es proposed in S. 13ed in payment for the tffil-t
essential ingredient in the (Aide tettwisiiiii businessprogrammingwould
d trkun tine cloud to the 1,4111S where the rains trout(' full and the cable industry
would virtually washed thway.

11'0 do not in general take issue with Mitchell's methodology of constrlicting a
"timincial model" of a typical cable television system as a basis for reaching
public policy eonclusbms of the sort under consideratlen by the SIllie0111mittee.
Indeed, the model We employed in our analysis Is very similar to his. lint we
ditier sbatly with Mitchell in .9tecifying the vahfts of several parameters which
're inserted into the model anct Which dictate tltks tote estimates of protitability
NV hiell lit Ohtaill.:. TWO of these paranieters--subscriber penetration :Ind revenue
grie,,,11--are critical in ;thy ealental hal of profitability, and we believe that more
optimistic values of these numbers. based upon projections developeI by the (sable
industry itself. are a far iitore satisfactory kisis fi.r predicting the future profita-
bility of cable investment. 1.tilizing these data and making a few other relatively
minor no, di we iioniinlle that cable television syst NIIA e011111 expect to
earn enough profits to insure altraeting all the necessary capital required for the
industry's growth, even after r;iy,Illelit of copyright fees substantially }nigher than
tloi,t. proposed in 5. 1:;1;1.

.kItliottgit our study was made widely it'ailablo at the time of its publication
'eau' months ago, Alitchelt slid not dispute the evidence which determined these
key difference:, underlying' the Iwo studios' respective conclusions, nor did he
prcclit new evidence which ill igilt :Ifft et them. \Ve are therefore not able to under-
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...11011111. 110,1' he ctattinues lit;It111 oro (110 colaqt1-31)11, tit 1,i earlier study )N Welt la
reiterated hefore the Sitheonunitice.'

%)

gross
\:t' I1 ari. upoa

the '.41tbconitifittue wished to see profitability or
aldlity fn pay as a (1,qi,roliniiiit of the amounts of copyright fee payments. the
best single indieator we know or is II, uctration. variable far iottN% vigils till
the other Imes eomnfottly used. Ina the fact remains that the actotrate determina-
tion of s:steit1 profitability is ti ci mples. futtti,m of many NarlahleS 1f714 to do
11 NIL system location. aiiilithility of 4,11-the-Oil' rcs1S, eto, l iii
this reason, a silaplo forfoltia NO11;illlun.1 ah%ios poolave results which in 111411y
cases will he inequitable.

2. St-ItSi. PI:Nr1U.k.1 ION

pefa,tratioli is the most itnporfauu senile (lotoralinant or cable
s,%stcla profitability. As used by both M lchilt and us. pullet tation is dl'lined as

ratio of SliiSvt ihers to the toliasymnit,or of homes passed be the (clink cable:
that till' potential immediately avalialde to a elide system without laying

, bank eitae, If iwnctration is low. only it few of the Potential sill.:*criLers
are e off Hiatt in..: tevetotes t amortize it idle system's rclatiely large invest-
toent in capita/ equipment. lit such at rase. the prolifal,iiity of the N)Sletil would
VII'a HY he low' or -negative. If penetration is high, however, very substantial
revenues Will 1,0 generated retatiNe to a cable company's investnicitt. In such
ease-t, profitability can he est retitely high.

Mitchell's study projects dint mature penetration near the edges of the top
IItI fularkt`ts 111a t is, the level iif tail vnt ion itclileved after many years of oper-
ation and promotion of the system services in the local tnarket- -wilt lie lit to
-Fig:. and lit the center of snch markets only to 3`,t =c. 'These projection:, are
derived from an academie study conduted hy his colleague. Dr. Itolla Edward
Park of The Reno} t'orporation. 'Flits stUdy is based upon a confidential Sa11100,
of 1'.3 systems itt)se Identify have not Leon revealed, ,Moreover. there has been
no verilivation of the predictions of Oils study lit any publication. even
Its author does net utilize its results as litornlly its fir. Mitvlielt.itt applying to
real situations. For example, l'ark has predicted that Dayton will realize a sub-
serilwr penetratiim rale of -11) percent of homes passed, considerably above tilt
22 to 3.-er:r Which Mitchell projects for central cities in the top 100 markets.

NVhile Dr. 'Mitchell used the tireilictions of l'ark's model, we chose to usi, the
Industry's invit predictions since the hitter are based upon informed judgments
of the potential appeal of cable services ;FM' beginning fit develop. 1,11( Maul'
are totally iguared by Park. The NICT.1.'s own survey P1 multiple system owners.
furnished to the t'et) by thy NITA.. reenl: that these tirtn4 eNticet much stronger
demand for their services and they anticipate tun lire ponetration of 417,t,;.

lhow can thirst oredietIon, diverge so (4;11111HO:illy with those ft limltivoil by
:Vito:hell (ruin I'ark's study? The answer Is quite simple. Even at present I hove
is a strong nerrement towards lionlroatleast offerings by cable systems. Soma,
are now offering special channels of recent motion picture:. (Mier systems are
Iwgiitating to offer sports channels out al slinther basis. and tut testimony I,eftore
this Committee it his been stiLtgested that NFL team,: may even begin offering
their -blackout- gang -s tat at pay -cable basis to lva{ patriot, linn1,1t, or miwilthe.4
to pariase a stadium I ickt.t. t'learly, these services and ninny others which trill
develop shortly will have the effect of nialiiitt; rattle much more attractive to

evelt to those aide to receive three network signals with clarity.
IVe agree with Mr. Fosfar of the NCTA Iliat academie stadii.s of cable demand
are not likely to provide good predictions la:, atise future conditions. will he dif-

t'flar cif rebuttal was offermi by Mr. Feeler !pp. :10-31 of his tesilimilly1
in quoting Mr. hIlit.1/1 published remarks. whose oily di,yyrnitay point of pastille spa

rLitod to the "%Alterability- if our report as ovally:Mimi in our statement that
most sssteto lo not publicly report their financial stntoments tines making pre{.1:o. cost
1,117tInO, Mr. Kagan tipparyntty tolled to reitit the elotnlicel seetion cal operating
-osts foitosira, for nut culy tin lie utilize reportol cost data. loot Ave present cost
'rata for a s;;Intite of s3steics comprising is1.000 sahsoriberN, more am!' 12 twreent or
the inlit,try at that time. Mr. Kagan reports on this offort by noting that "Iircause of
tats. the .4,14 yynymad. it ,/,1 not posslide to xvori., pith prycIsy CA'f).* operating cost

There is mutt suie.tantive (ritIcIsm of oar operating coi-t nnalysb, In Mr. Foster's le:41-
perhapi two.au...e ace ellooie to taisi,ot results npon fir. Mitchell's most

parany



ri.(,1 tia,a iihy. ,liggt.:t its ono aherutitlyt. the ,survey of his ovn
ifolitbe 4.

11'hile we employ the NC'fA estlinat;s of subscribe demand in projecting the
profitability of cable systems. \ye also utilize (,,11.:,ervative asstimption
for the top;100 niarkets---.15.:V/t of homes passed, the datum \Odell. the NCTA
et:tints is representative of 1072 conditions, .1s a final calculation, lye evert utilize
o. very 11,Nv -0V, rslil4eril,er 01.041 wo 0101 that copyright
feu: /;iii I itAti by ,43',:tem,: ill the top 100 markets stint this very li» v subscriber
1/1.11tql*z{lioli if IVY/WM.:4 per by ;it it iSt ; Uer Z111101111, Sine('
1.1Nw (*aide S:%,,t0111", %YU' he 'Milt in ant Of SHIPS/1'111er 1101ilqUiltillit Of loss
than tly; of lolinos. ra,sed. Ibis prolvikii.,..; a 1nNvor Inuit to antivipale(1 profitability
NYIII.11 is in Cue range of i1.3 III 110.0_1; 1Ve cannot disagree Nitil Mitelik.WS pos-
in0i -tie prOill'1111111; (Or systems if they are connected to only

100:11' ( ''f homes passed, NVe simply do not 1,01;0%1., however, that iitotittildlity
estimates should be basil upon subscriber penetration levels ur sysIents
even Icy tiitrilell'.: oven :t :,e(tiuti trill net 1)0,

.111 I.., is, 0)1, NI: \' sr:IAA( VON l iLINI. \I611

it j: hoIt- tvit-gccri,!(.11 priti(lpli- regtifittion that all of file
capital facilities required for the generation of .1,,i0 prodnets slioithl not he
alb wated t1 only one 111 titkl' 141.14111S it services. II wiltild raiaciOlIS

i.,l/te :Ill or itto 1,r,w, or a lit pror;11,10 rihlt ,ys.rein to te,1-,141 than -
ruts 01 to iissit..11 Ihe cost of the facilities roillired 10, trJuslititt.ham.1, floircly to offered by the cable
ii tier. this reason. .ve have calculated the profitability of cable systems me
der the :e.sotiodion of 1114011C,t 11.11'11114 gro11111 rroW1 St.1*YILT,',. To (to

wider-4;1r III/ of ilo,se sysIvnis lo nay initnilatoo- copyright
re,.

lit his te-tinmtly, 11.ivcrer, Alilthell it(linitted that iii (11(1 not ittelitile the
rVe101. I) ee.ii front or pa,r cable Ili his
study hecaftst the -programming. slioNvii on such channels is fully subject to the

,.1,yrigt!! 1.vnue 41,0114 t11;11 C11.1I' d'V 'Its" Will hi' 1.411111141
hl 0.11111(.11,ail. 0 \\ licr,; for Ibis additional tii-ogranitning in proportion
Io the added net revenues geom.:11141. tee eamoil agree tiitit Nlitcholl in exeluding
these n.vtaaw, fr.aa analysis /iyroll eable priiiitaliitity, lea.sett or
pay clmfinels \vitt utilize the saluo capital equipment its tilt retransmitted 1,,,roa(1-
east sitihals liii hill C.1iiribifit' \TSiin(ii. '111Pr(Inrt., it is

II tyeinlie sncll ancillary i le,: front eitlenialions of till' rat(' Of tV111111
oil fOtti it/ rt ,h/M't/t in cable plant. )1iteltll shout(' exclude Li pro ritta sluirt of

i.o.se from hi: wore it;irrov clOtti!otiot of -Prelll;110ililY" or alli'rlia'
ino111,1 11io not rovoii111,,, ti, be 4S11101.41 111S0 nt,- services. 'F'n Ito

(otherwise votild be tantamount to assigning all of the profits from cable opera-
tions to channels of ea.v-1.0c%ision stilts %%Idle treating. the retritus.
mission it' kroailcast of "he:: loaders.-

11'hiii Ito re tumble at this rinee t provide preeise eslitilates 4 future reveille.
gro II.. bait. I.:field:04, the pr,fitabilify of all .s. stem, feeler three different
a :sillill in,: lilt the rift Iflf LT,,Ntli in 1. i

la Ie, er yearil e
. 1,, r

The
:i1.1.. :11.,1 !....r..\% rot. ir,diaotiai lci".41e

.1 1i 11.11:11;00,,1100. 0111yerei00.0.60..
I en I \tit CHOI I W :1,11 !lh, (.0111l) \ vii

tor O011111/ red .y.t1.1J1, ill 10171 '1!...,4, prices reflectt!: f i.01; ;NI, it nit(' (11111, :11Clit to /71.1.-
t0,11.11 is 1110.111'ilt trill t gl." \\Ili fit reroutlts PUT SW,'

11'1'1111' 4,f ot.r p`Z/I. trill n" intrrases in e,>.ts.
'1')ti effect iillokina revenitos yer saseriber to grit yer year is con.

sid-cahle. 1):1 tba artrrl r. fhls gro\N Ili rate lea(is to an increase rif 1) pereentage
polars is rate of return available to .systetii (ivner..t. A mart 111011eSt
12'; i tiiii r:111' ion le01.4..0 111e 1.-riin:if'td ..f rviurn 1,y orl'oN1/11:11(.1y .1 110P
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4. OWNER'S EXPECTATIONS OF CABLE PROFITABILITY

Perhaps the most dramatic evidence that Dr. Mitchell's profitability projec-
tions are too low comes once again from the cable television industry. In 1071 -
1072, a number of these firms were engaged in an active policy of acquiring
existing cable systems at prices which averaged $325 per subscriber at maturity.
Since the reproduction costs of these systems is usually less than ,4200 per
subscriber, at least $127, of ti,o 1;;;k:', roreilso privO mnst reflect anticipated
profits in excess of the cost of capital.

There appears to be sonic evidence that the rate of return before taxes required
for the construction of cable systems is 15% per annum (although Mitchell states
that returns in the range of 9% to 13% are likely to attract equity investors).
Mitchell projects rates of return of less limn 15, fur all but large systems outside
the top 100 markets. Even in these markets, he predicts that systems of 10,000
subscribers will realize only 13.0 to 17.0%. But the terms under which the aver-
age system was purchased in 1971-72 reflect expectations of at least a 20%
annual return on capital before taxes. It is quite clear from this evidence
the price knowledgable buyers were wilting to pay in the market placethat
the industry members do not believe Dr. Mitchell's low estimates of profitability.

6. NEW SYSTEMS AND FRANCHISES IN THE TOP 100 MARKETS

Much of the fiCTA testimony centers on Dr. Mitchell's projections for the
top 100 markets. it is his prediction that systems in the center of the ton 100
markets will earn a rate of return of 2.4 to 10.4% per annum before taxes even
without copyright payments. Clearly, if he is correct, there will be no construc-
tion of cable systems in the top 100 markets with or without copyright fee
payments.

Surprisingly, beter.,..er, there has been considerable activity in the center of
the top 100 markets. Between 1970 and 1972, the number of franchise applica-
tions in the central cities of the top 100 markets increased from an average of
1.5 per city to nearly 3.0. In Chicago, 17 applications were pending in 1972. In
Milwaukee, 14 were outstanding while in Portland, Maine, 13 were pending. In
three other cities, 10 separate franchise applications had been received by munic-
ipal authorities. Since the beginning of 1973 another 10 franchise applications
have been received by the regulatory authorities in the central cities of the top
100 markets.

Despite the freeze on imported signals in the top 100 markets until early 1972,
22 new systems began construction in the central cities of the top 100 markets
between 1970 and 1972. The new cable rules enunciated by the FCC in 1972
should allow other franchise holders to begin construction once the municipal
and FCC administrative processes are completed.

This strong evidence of investor optimism in even the center of the top 100
markets is hardly consistent with Dr. Mitchell's projections of low profitability
for these systems. Once again, we conclude that the cable television Industry
does nut accept br. conchtsions and that its members believe that the
future is bright for cable investment in even those areas with three or more
strong local signals.

6. EFFECTS OF Tilt: aFFINITION OF A CABLE TEIEVISION SYSTEg

The definition employed for a cable television system In S. 1301 could have a
smistantial effect upon the magnitudes of copyright fees paid, and the sta,com.
mit tee should lie awa re of these effects.

Under the informal definition which has been by the cable television
industry since its inception, nail employed by the NCTA as well as by statistical
services such as the 1'0/vision Facthook and others, a cable system has hems
considered as being antler single ownership, generally having a single head owl,
and operating over a contiguous geographic area. The discussions held hereto-
fore between copyright owners. representatives of the cable industry, the ;Ault.
committee staff, and others. have been in terms of this definition. The economic
analysis peerfortned. Including that by Mitchell, bas also employed this definition.

In his testimony on August 1, however, Mr. Foster proposed an alternative
definition as follows. "A 'cable system' is any facility providing a cable service
whiph la whole or In part reed ves signals transtnittcli by one or more broadcast
stations licensed by the Federal Communications Commission and simultaneously

laCiZo ii-,61-.bcr's th;., public
within at political sandivision within which the facilitd operates (emphasis
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It is the latter part of this definition which has a significant effect
upon the amounts of copyright fee to be paid because many systems operate
over more than one political sohlivision. Thus, by the eonventional industry
I it'lliii1:11111, HUAI' are about :I.1100 systems: but by the definition proposed by
Mr. Poster. there troutrl he Aunt 6.000 systems- -each system being slit into
I till ".y:41.111S' on the a ver.ige. If die alternative definition were made operative
in the bill. the effect nIu WV almonds of copyright fee paid by the cable industry
vvould be 61 rccince 1 11e111 by one half.

Au example inakts Hear why this would happen. Suppose a cable system with
quarterly revenues of :::.Intinno operated over two adjoining townships, and ob
talued revenues (rota each one. Under the conventional definition, I tlIS
.v tent trout ! pay $1r.1.00 each quarter, or of its total gross revenues.
ruder the 1.11teritative definition. however. this system would he viewed as two
-sv stems." each with revenues of Ss0.000. ntell of the "systems" would pay
only Sil.'200 per quarter ;full together, they would pay $2,100 or only 1.5 of
re eel,

7.1 HEELIE(TuF NIOPI YING I E PROPOSED FY.E titHElocI,E

The copyright fees proposed in S. 13E11 vary from 1r; of gross revenues
in live discrete steps. The t'llairtnan of the Subcommittee has requested that
we analyze the eiTect upon cable system profitability of fees which are twice
as high. i.e.. which vary from to 10c1c.

The average fee paid under the schefhtle proposed in S. 1301 'Would be nearly
total cable revenues under current conditions. This average would ap

proximately double to -Ice of cable reveilles if the fee schedule were increased
to 2 -111q. 'rho oft'vot upon profitability would he dc miniatis as the following
excerpt from Tables E-3 to E-7 of our study demonstrates:

rarket

THE EFFECT OF 1,1OD[FYIN3 THE PROPOSED FEE SCHEDULE

Rate of return in percent before
taxes with

Alternative
Fees specified copyright

in S. 1361 fee schedule
(I 05 (2 to 10

percent) percent)

11157+:
mtddle
Elbe

51 ti too:

16. 2 26. 7
13.9 24.5

15.3 25.7
13.0 23.6

ivittly. 14.0-24.6 13.1-23.7
Fdre 12.4 23.1 11.6 22.3

101 plus
15.6 21.7 14.9 23.8

ErNe 12.7-22.0 11.8-21.2

As may ine observed, the effect of doubling the fee schedule is to reduce rates
of return by less ih;ut 1 percentage point. Average returns are still far In excess
of the 111-15' required to attract investor capital.

s HE XV.111..11111. LI la OF I:YU/ENO: YOU TILE DETERMINATION 01' COPYRIGHT FEES

!IL his AlIgHSI 1 statement before the Saiheommittee, Mr. Foster argued for
the establishment of an initial fee schedule for compulsory copyright license for
cable television systems by Congress (p:20). Ills major rea,,n was that "sufficient
empirical data simply does not presently exist to permit arbitrators to fairly
est.thlish aim initial fee schedule" but would he available in three years when the
arbitrators NN*011111 COILYVIio. motor the proposed bill. We believe that a great deal
of ecomanic evidetwe pri.setitly exists or can readily be obtained, sufficient to
permit arbitrators to make an informed determination as to just and reason-
able fees.

The amount of financial data presently available front the cable television in.
du,,try inciodes linanrial statements of hundreds of cable companies, some of
theta publicly held. In most cases, these companies maintain financial records by
system, samples of which could be obtained under proper Circumstances by an
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agency of the goNerninent. Some of these financial statements are available for
each of more than ten years in the Past. In addition, in the spring of 11)72, the
ECC requested detailed financial inforimition from all ealmle tele% Isimai systems
in the connive I.% la their form 3201. This inchultol not (oily profit and
mews by ..(y.stcoi, but also much other data which conid be of use to the arbi-
trators. Willie this data is not iii the public domain because it was obtained
looter conditions \Olen individual system cmdblenttality IA to Ile the
11'1' 11111411t hr persuaded that its sllitable analysis under proper auspices for the
purpose of determining copyright fees ,would lot. ID the 1111011C interest. In addi-
tion to the above, literally dozens of contontle studies have been prepared lo
timuicial analysts :ilia particular. Rand, Mitre. and the
Stanford Research Institute. These caul all provide the arbitrators substantial
guidance.

Must(' I:Duca-ions N.trioN.tr. CoNt'EfiENcr,
11'a8litaytoti,11,C,, July

TIIONI is C, BRENNAN,
Chit/ ',,moped, Na6croalu like au Pah is tx, 'limb marks and Cop iiright,

scaotr. It'oxhintaon. li,c,
DEAR MR, BRENNAN: At the remotest of Leonard Feist, Executive Vice Presi-

dent of the National Music Publishers' Association, we are sending you the fol-

lowing at:thins taken by the National Executive Board of the Music Educators
Notional Conference at their recent meeting here in Washington:

it was moved by flidrd. seconded by Niobium anti carried unanimously that
the MEN(' National Executive 119ard establishes us the policy of the Music
Educators National Conference that the Copyright Law shall be observed and
that improper and unauthorized use of music and other printed materials pro-
tected under that law shall be prohibited in all Conference Further.
all MENC. national and state affiliates are urged to adopt a similar position as
official pdicy.

..tt was poned 1,y Benner, seconded by Baird and carried unanimously that the
MENC National Executive Board directs that official MENC policy on the use
of copyrighted materials belinplowented ill the following ways:

(1) When a director accepts an invitation to appear on a convention program
he shall sign a declaration stating that be has read the MENU policy and will
not use trized copies of copyrighted materials.

t Any partIciOnt in a MI:Ne program violating this policy position will
be subject to suspension from the program.

(3) The ati(ut of the National, Executive ard shall be eonuminicated as a
matter of general information to ail participants in MENC-sponsored

This demonstrates the eoneera of our officers fur educating the membership to
have respect for the Copyright Law. At the same time we would like to reaffirm
our interest lit having new legislation which would make it easier for teachers
to uderytand what they can do with copyrighted materials as they pursue their
professional charge of edneating children.

Cordially yours,
CHARLES I.. GARY.

Executive Secretary.

STATEMENT ON S.. 1301 ox ilmt.tu of ittx Must(' Eta NATIONAL CONFERENCE

The Music Educators National Conference has followed the struggle for new
copyright kgIAating with great interest for the past 10 years. Members of the
organization testified at earlier hearings mull were a part of the -summit meet-
ing- in the office of the Register of Copyrights at whtkli the compromise on "fair
use" which led to section 107 in the [resent Senate Bill 1301 was reached. MENU
has participated regularly in the deliberatiOns of the Ad Hoe Committee of Ed-
ucational Orgatilzatimms on Coltyright LgiNiatium, At the same time it funs wain-
rained friendly relations with the music publishing industry and has acted to pro-
tect the interests of that group with the MENC membership. A recellt action Of
the MENC National Executi VP 13141n1 tlesigoiell to enforce obedience It) this presitt
copyright law during all MENC sponsored events bas !leen sent to the office of the
subcommittee's chairman,

it is the visit:fa: of the MENC that new copyright legb4lation is badly needed.
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Music teachers need to know what they can and cannot do with the sophisticated
means of copying printed material and sound now at their disposal. They need
to be able to teach in ways that will enable them to do their best job of instruct-
ing their charges but without damaging the interests of authors and composers.
The compromise represented by the fair use provisions of section 107 still seems
to be a workable solntion and MENU specifically endorses this section:

Section 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use . . . the fair use of a
copyrighted work, 'pebbling such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords
or by any other means specified by [Section 100], for purposes such as criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research, is not an infringe-
ment of evq)yright, lit determining whether the use filmic of a work in any lat
Ovular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include: (1) tla)
purpose and character of the use ,(2) the nature of the copyrighted work; f
the amount and substantiality of the portion used inorelation to the copyrighted
work as a whole; and (-I) the effect of the use 11Pon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work.

The Conference takes this position folly aware that the decision on the Wil-
liams and Wilkins ease may have implications for the future development of the
concept of 'fair use". Tie possibility of this prompts the request for smile dis
claimer in the report that aceompanies the bill in order that the understanding
that existed when section 107 was conceived not be prejudiced. Without that some
additional protection for the teacher, such as the Ad lbw Committee's suggested
limited educational exemption would be needed. Iii other words MENU. is satis-
fied with the compromise worked out originally and anxious to see it made into
law so that we can begin operating under it. We pledge our resources to helping
mush) teat-hers understand it in the belief that it can be made to work to the
benefit of students, composers, publishers and American musical culture generally.

MUSIC LIBRARY Associxitos,
Augtmt 8, 197.1.

Mr. Timmas BRENN.is,
Chief Connticl, fret Committee on Patents, Traitrinarx antt copyright. Cott

. wittce on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Old Scnalc Office Building, WtHlting-
ion, D.C.

DEAR Mu. ils}:xxxx: (In behalf of the Music Library Assodation I should like
to oiler a statement on the proposed general revision of the copyright law (S.
1301) and request that this statement be included in the record of the hearings
which were held by Senator McClellan on July 31 and August 1, 1973.

We wish to express our concurrence with the principles of the fair use pro
vision as presented in § 107 and § 10S of S. 1301. We are, however. tonernea
about the phrase -other than a musical work" I§ 108tH), line '2S), by which li-
brarians are prohibited front extendim, to users of printed music the privilege
of obtaining a single copy of a work that is granted by that seetion to users of
other printed materials contained in I ibra ries. 'Musicologists, musicians, and mirsi
lovers sh:add not. Nve believe. be denied this means of access to certain library
materials which differ front other materials simply by virtue of their subject.

Tire epyright legislation passed by the House of Representatives in ltal7
tif11, 1st session. WO, (_'ongress) does not contain the exclusion noted
above. Circumstances relating 11) music in libraries awl the use of such music are
precisely the same now- as they were during the period leading to the pin; hm.
Thus, we cannot help but observe that the phrase in the Senate bill is not in
the best interests of library users.

NVe therefore urge thud the phrase "a musical work" is' deleted from S. 1201.
4-m1111111:z librarians to extend to users of music the rights of fair use of libraty
materials, the same rights provided in § 108(1) to others.

Sincerely yours,
J.% VS W. PRETT, 100.0 it

WASTFNUERG & WArTENRERG,
TOR N EY S AND C,01: SE1.01t,:.

NCR' York, N.Y., August 10, 19
Mr. THOMAS C. DRENNAN.
Chic/ Conn.sel, select Committee' on Patents. Tradetnark4 anti Copyright, Com-

mittee on the Judiciary. U.S. Senate, ON Senate Office Building, Watthingtem,

DEAR MR. BRENNAN : This is with reference to a letter dated August 8, 1973
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to you on the stationery of Music Library Assoattion, signed by James W. Pruett,
President, urging deletion of the words, "a musical work- from Section 10S td ) of
S. 1301 appearing on lice L'S, page thereof.

I wrote you on December 12. 1972 concerning the sante subject matter as it
related to S. (41 and I attach a copy of said letter for your ready reference,
it applies with equal force to S. MR and 11r. Pruett's letter.

In addition to the arguments made by toe heretofore Mr. Pruett's misleading
reference to MR. 2512, 1st session, 90th Congress demands clarnication. Section
105 as set forth in 11.R. 2512 which was passed by the House of Representatives
on April 11, 1967 and referred on April 12, 1907 to the Senate as an Act of the
House of Representatives, formed the basis of S. 59i the companion hill to II ii.
2512. :Section 108 of 1L11. 2512 Is as follows:

Limitation on exclusive rights; Reproduction of works in archival collections.
Notwithstanding the provisions of isection 106, it is not an infringement of

copyright for a nonprofit institution, having archival custody over collections of
manuscripts, documents, or other unpublished works of value to scholarly
research, to reproduce, without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial
advantage, any such work in ids collections in facsimile copies or phonorecords
for purposes of preservation and security, or for deposit for research use in any
other such institution.

This section gave a limited right to libraries to reproduce for purposes of
preservation and security or for deposit for research use in any other library.
This Indeed was a far cry front Section 108 of S. 1361, a greatly expanded pro-
vision tooth as to seillie ;11111 application.

Whereas 10S of 11.11. 2.112 had been aimed at serving libraries and researchers,
the new 105 is "open to the public" arni serves all users. In making such a sweep-
ing expansive change the Senate Cmamittee on the Judiciary correctly excloded
front the application of Section 10S certain works which it deemed in its wisdom'
not properly includ;tble to wit : "a musical vvortt, a pictorial, graphic or senip-
(viral work, or a motion picture or other attolio-visual work". It is clear that
accessibility and freedom to reproduce these excluded works would not be essen-
tial to legitimate users of libraries and furthermore suet: works would lie
saseept Dole to econontle destruction by unbridled cohlyIng.

As stated in my merlons statement on the subject matter a musical composi-
tion is particularly vulnerable timid should properly be excluded from Section 10s.

At the hearings on July 31 and August 1, 1973 before this Committee the
amendment to $4'1011 10,1 (4.1) remmtnended by the American Library Associa-
tion restated the exclusions aforesaid and in the statement of the Aol floe Com-
mittee, Harold K Wigren said 'The Ad Iloc Committee is not asking for the
right to copy an entire hook oil. novel ; a dictionary, reference book, musical
score

I nen/fled is the 11 OFgat117a t innal members of the A ol Iloc Committee a to Music
Educators Nation:11 Conference anti Music Teachers National Association. If
these large mushc organizations do not ask freetIont to copy tuusleal scores,
scri-o; poorly for tie Music Library Association to do so and Its 1Typ...A should
be rejected.

This letter is sent in multiple copies for the Stnicounnittee's use.
Sliavrely.

11. WArt ,NBERG.

WATTEN1371',G IVATTENIIERI;,
AT rOIZNLYM AND 1.017NSETOltS.

Yew Pfecmhcr
Ttioxr.us P. cFNNAN.
chi( ( (.6fors(1. sabowituritIce I»i rilteP,tg, Trur7cntnrl.P find Copyrights., C'toniniffee

01 the .1' lefielare, WaRhingtoo. 11,(%
I1V.Sa MR. I:RCN:SAN: allitor to my letter of I)te,her -1. 1972 there has (lane

to our attention Alit Newsicitor No 5's which sets forth an "AructuInient. hr
roi.yricrht licvislott Inn, 5, 611 recommended by the .kssoeiation of Ilesoarch
Libraries, American 1,ihrary Association, and othcrs- respecting Section 105(n1)
anvil states that the amendment ''is beiag submitted to the Senate Subcommittee
on Patents and Copyrights loy the two associations."

Music Pulolishoirs' Association of the United States, Inc. is opposed to the said
amendment and accordingly ;submits herewith 15 copies of an opposition state-
ment so that etuilt int-intoer of the Subcommittee and their staffs tatty be supplied
a copy thereof.

Silver rely,

Enclosures.
20-111- -73--40

PHILIP 13. WATTENBERO.
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STAILtil.m. of P1111.11 it. 11'.\ 31("Ste 1't titssur.ns'
ASSOtILVIION ot"titE UNITELP S'IATES, INC.

Music l'uldishrs' Association of the United States, Inc.. a trade association
emisisting of 11 ittiporlant publishers of educational, religious and other types of
music I hereinafter referred to as has not opposed Section litS because
it expressly excindes "a musical work- from the application of such section, This
eNciiision, set fi+riti in 511h-section (I I of Scelion Pls. clearly states that -The
rights of reproduction ;Ind distribution tattier this section apply to a eopy if it
work, other titan It litlisical work

However, the subject amendment contains no such exclusion and accordingly
would cause Scetion 11.1S is aniontiod to apply Ili musical \vorks. On that ground

MPA W0111(1 Ilppl)se I In Si thivel atnendnuent.
'flue tS.C111..i0.11 WI,rkS front r!el'ibrin lOS is correct and Is base l 11(1(111

1.1';1()Iling Which ;.1tilil be restated here so that such exclusion can be
preserved and retained regardless. of this or any they ammalinent to 'Section 10S
which tray be proposed :

1. .t. musical composition is hot the type of copyright required for research and
study of the serious nature involved in the & 11'ilkins Case.

2. A. musical composition is not the type of copyright that can be subdivided and
disSlq1141 as is the ruse Ivith niedival .111111tals. books. Periodicals and e,+:0-
peintititits of scientilic writings. information and articles.

3. A. musical composition lit most lust:tacos when published It popular editions
;mil arrangements for piano, various single instruments and chorus is front' to tt
pages in length and accordingly is easily reproduceable and vulnerable in Illiatl-
thoriZil co pying. Therefore. it requires special protection and safe-guarding.

lu alttlitioli to llut aforesaid grounds, the subject amendment is opposed fur the
following

1. Section would relieve the library or archives as well as the User of
all responsibility to investigate dm availability through commonly known trade
sources of an ;allele or other contrilattion to It copyrighted collectiou or periodical
issue or "a similarly small tort (If any other copyrighted work". A. musical cot a.
position n.(110411.1) 41110 snip 0111't copyrighted work and it is linpra, tical to corre
late a small part of a musical composition to an ;trticle or other contightition to a
copyriglitell collection or periodical issue. Any standard which wound require a
tie; twininat ion as to what is It -small part" of a itawieal coluptistiloit is unrealistic.

2. Section 111 t 421 would hermit the library or archives to supply a copy of an
mitire musical emaposition ttithont any requirement on the part of the user to
establish to the satisfaction of the library or archives that an utilised copy cannot
14. 4'0111111.10y hiLiJW/1 trill' ,,,1,111*ces. MillIVA this, the like/1110(A
of on investigation by the lihay or archives on its own Initiative is reduced If
not Pill ircly clitninatcil. The section tnnnlli br inequitable and unworkable.

3. Section 1111 13) is opposed. ill Iii grounds that it Is meaningloss. l'In) library
or archives should be required to reproclueo rut all allihorize41 copies of copy-
righted material supplied by it the saute copyright notice as appears on the
copyrighted work itself and a caption "Authorized Iteproiluction".

In any 'rent this requirement should be added to Section 10S,
MI).1, along with Nathakil NItisie Publishers' .1ssociation and .11.1.414. Library

,xssotiatton ims Ising reeognizeit the prohlent created by out-of-print copyrighted
music for users and libraries. .1s a result these organizations developed and
approved a form of 1,11ilt.thr iti.:QuisTrrux you orr.()F-ritiNT corY-
losorrEi) Irs It', copy of trltia it is aii:wile41 hereto. This form has /tom) in use
for as eituil,.r of years and represents a practical approach to the problem. It is
sumnit hit that this approved method of doing laisine enhances the wisdom of
excluding a musical work front Seetimt

ttachment.

LIBRARY HEQUIstrIoN "'oft Orr-OF-PIA NT COP11{1011IED NICSIc

This form approved by }Iasi' Library .1ssiiiatin (MLA"). Mush' Publishers'
.1,:lociation ("311.A") and Notional 3Iusie Publishers' Association (NIPA),
To Date

wow, of loiblIsher I
We require, for library use, the work (s) entitled:

1. If in print, please semi its copies of the work (s) and bill us.
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It. I sftni the daii,.,tte iv: this form, Itich
hall constitute herniission by put to us to make or procure the malting

_ copies ,.1 fire worlo SI, 11.1 1.10 WI flit` (0111.1Wilig comlitiii
:t The Vilpyti,:itt 111,1 Wt. shills 1.,t) :lore. 11 1)11 ;111 col)W

1 f)) .111 CI)Vo.s slrtll be 11.))11 for liloraly to,io
1'i Ati reeocoling no:to or i erfo4n; ;tote for profit Ilse or 'Net other Ilion library

IL-t ,.'1;111 too !mole of any coopv Ionics, . atoll it-e loo expret-s!A liern.sed
by i 1h or felt rogent ,or torgani4;11 bob atioc4, ill your

till Wo .hail Fay for the right to Copy 1,11I'Stlaill lu this r1.11111O.Sion
hut 11.1 101'411'1' \\ 1,1'

it.) 11'e Idol idonot own a coo ing machine,
anY work referred to ;Wove is unpublished and otvoilable ton loan to 118

Iii ;ItiVi)))1` tilt` 11.1'111.; ;11,11 "'Within'. of surd 10:111. If not available to 118,
10.0:1,1) insert On X 11))1V 01141 11111'n the 41111i1W;t1C of this form to us
pomilttly.

I. If any %ortt refetred to above is not in your c;italog, please insert all X
here au l return the duplicate of this form to its promptly.
Very trolly yours,

.1grerili is

By By
team.. of piton...Torn i 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 P r ,f i il 1:1 I' Y 1

'11 lis f, ,i i a .110 'lila 1 R. /W(11.10441 111 4)111liczl to. Atillititonal copies inity he o...oteettrtoil
frola MI..1 tw NIPA, tioit Fifth Av..inte, N.Y.. N.Y. 1(x017. 4th door, or N:\11'.\.
10) l'al: Avenue. N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

TP/Tlf:NTANY Joist' SI.VIVNIENT ON S. 13111 oi.".(11E N.1TION.1 I, ASSOCIATION OF
ittIOADC.AS NG AND THE .1s1,.11: tArnes, (IF iSlix NEU 7,1 SEI(VICE TEVErNSTERS

T1118 5IIIII41111)111nrY Slalenlent is addressed to the motlitioutions vvhich the
As,,oatit,a of iii.adea,ti,rs (NAB) and the,. Association of Maxi-

I1111111 SITV TVII)1811.W8 I MST I Irl.111.)l'I) S11011111 be 111)111C in the 110)V1811)11s of
S. 1301 bearing upon cable television (C.1TV I. it also considers some aspects of
the orat and written stattconts made or sidotnitted by representatives of cable
interests before this Subooto; litteo on .August 1, 11173. as indicated in the
Ntatollielit of NAB l'residetit Vincent T. 1Vasilesyski at the August I bearing. it
dials with the question of copyright liability for cable retransmission of sporting
events. as to which hroatleaslors wore not requested to testify on Anglist I.

lit introducing S. 1:101 iii Nlarell of this year, Senator Icelellan noted that the
C.ATV provisions %volt(' have to lao revised in the light of events that hair oc-
curred since the bill was originally drafted in 1069. Those events Ira-lode, most
notably, two trifle:11 developments. 'file first war the November 1071 consensus
Agreement (Appendix Al. which broke the impasse among broadcasters, cable
interests, and ecliyriglit owners over I'.A'i'V eipyright anti other matters tel
in table television. The second was the Implementation of all of the Consensus
owiTt the copyright aspects In the form of new cable regulations itdopted Icy the
t'etterid l'onninitileations; t'matnissiots in February, 1072. vwhich terbititotted the
freeze on ('ATV developnictit atoll established the conditions for expansion (if
(.t.cv throngli(oil the voinitry. 'this s.,i(lata dewetopulrnt provided Cite I'ATv
interests. Ion not the broadcasters or the copyright owners, WWI the principal
',orients promised them by the t 'bus:on:us.

Although the Consensus .1greemnt was generally more favorable to ]'.ATV
than to boadc;1",ters or copyriallt owners, all the parties Nvho accepted it com-
promised deeply entrenched positions as to the extent and terms of the copyright
liability of cable systems and as to the regulatory conditions under which such
systems should be permitted to operate. The l'otnsensits provided that the parties
would support legislation iinjolenienting its provisions relating to copyright. atoll
the Federal Cototruotoicatioats Cctounission sirooptly itoophometited the reguIllItry
provisitats In the expectation that inoplementrition of the copyright priovisious
vo-lold

It is clear that the rforninission adopted the 1`onseasnr specifically because of
the copyright provislowl. It promulgated its able regillatiluts conforming to the
"otisensits only after its Chairman had solicited and received the advice of Sena-

tor Aft:Chihli. as Chairman of this Subcommittee. that FCC implementation of
the regulatory provisions of the Consensus would "markedly facilitate passage
itt copyright logislatioll," and that the entire t'orisenstis wag, in his view, "in
the public interest anti ... a reasonable coninroinise (if the positions of the various
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parties." (Appendix 11). On the strength of this assurance from Senator Mc-
Cteliall, the Commission then conchlded'that Its adoption of the Consensus would
"markedly serve the public interest."

Having agreed to the Consensus, NAB and MST stomort enactment of the
copyright legislation contemplated by that Agreement, although our support
depends on the inioletnentation of the entire compromise. Adhering to the spirit
of the Consensus as well as IC/ the loiter, we have joined with the copyright
owners iii drafting revisions of Section lit and certain other provisions of S.
1301 which would achieve this result. A copy of the Revised Text we propose is
tiltnehed as Appendix Ever since the Consensus was agreed to, NAB and
MST have tried repeatedly to Induce the Natioilal Cable Television Assoelation

N(TA ), which formally accepted the Consensus on the same day as the NAB,
to join them in this effort, lad NCTA has consistently refused.

Our -Revised Text does not afford either broadcasters or copyright owners the
full protection to willed' we believe they are entitled. 1u particular, the grant of
broad compulsory copyright licenses for CA'TV rest ra osmission of the signals HIM
programa of broadcasters gives cable systems an unfair competitive advantage
over broadcasters and an unfair bargaining advantage in dealing with copyright
owners ; in effect, it also provides them with it sol+sbly out Of the pockets of
copy right owners and competing broadcasters in the form of lower fees than
they would pay if they had to bargain for a license. The exemption front normal
copyright confrrol npon small cable systems, of course, is a straight
subsidy IntYalde to such systems out of the some pockets. Iii addition, under the
compulsory license granted ls the Consensus. copyright owners and broadcasters
will enjoy substantially less exclusivity protection in markets below the top 50
than they could ordinarily expect vis-a-vis other broadcast stations. We are
nonetheless sulatorting these and other tinfavtu.able provisions of the Consensus
Agreement because we solemnly undertook to ilo so, and because in so undertak-
ing we were assured of comparable support from Nt"r% for i1)0 critical cope-
right protectiiinS provided elsewhere in the Consensus.

We recognize that Congress Is not hound 1.y the copyright terms of the Con-
sensus. any more than the FCC was hound to adopt Its regulatory provisions.
Nonetheless, prior to the Consensus the Chairman of this Subcommittee re-
peatedly urged the parties to seek a comprMnise over the intractable copyright
issues which had long delayed enactment of copyright revision legislation. The
I'll:dila:in unit the FIT have emphasized that the compromise actually negotiated
is reasonable and in the public interest. The }'Cr acted in reliance on the Con-
sensus in issuing its 1972 cable regulations. In these circumstances, failure to
implement the copyright provisions of the Consensus could only encourage abuse
of the legislative and administrative processes by future participants, and im-
plementation of the copyright provisions of the Consensus is the appropriate
means to serve the piddle interest.

THE CONSENSU8

The consensus Agreement was to have ended years of conflict over a variety of
issues relating to (-ATV copyright liability, including such baste questions as
whethc. cable retransmission should be given the extraordinary privilege of
a compulsory copyright license and what protections should lie pros-Idol for
broadcast stations, with which cable competes but 011 Nvidlt it must also rely for
I he balk of the programs it supplies.

the Coart of Appeals recently held in Colormbift BrGgeleogling SyNicro.s.,
s. 7'rJc/'rrraul,Tcr ('nip.. I" '41 4 211 Cir.. Docket No. 72-1,S,W,
Marti S. I 973). eable systems are subject to copyright liability under present
copyright laws when they retransmit distant signals which could lint be taken
off the air by a local htiltetana without the aid of microwave relays. Exeept ill
localities where there are peculiar diflieulties in receiving local sktnals. tar
importation of suh distant signals via microwave is the principal service pro-
vided 1.y CATV to its subscribers. Nonetheless, althongh cable systems have
been spreading rapidly, they have it to pay copyright owners anything for the
programs they retransmit.

Present law aside. eable systems have in the past argued that they should
be exempt front copyright liability because copyright owners; are fully reimbursed
by broadcasters for the use of programs retransmitted by cable. Even If this were
true. it is not clear why profit-making cable systems should lo given a free ride
at broa deasters expense instead of to:tying their share of copyright costs. Bat the
truth is that the importation of dit:tant rigna1x to f.!.)::4::.te with the signet; of



Leal broadcasters does it leave fiLI:At revenues of either broadcasters or
mvilers, `1'IiO vrliferathai of distant signals III a Mead market init.:-

Lola: the local audionee. thus: reilitchi 1..0T1111e8 10(Al
cr:ter alilt 111 eellSelilleIlvt` :1/11441111t 04 the elltlyVigitt feeS HIV'S lean pay, 1:1114

roohoe Is 1< not offset by it reason revenues to the broadcasters whose sh.z
1014 all' vatrivkl by eable to tlit,int inarkets, because sit. lt fragment:1 1 increases
i n a lor,coleastees audience i n t h e fern, of distant S i t ivers 4%11111.4 ordinarily be

dpi to advertisers, l,,o, at advetti.er: 'do Musty irt+e no interest in haying to
have their messages tranmitted to distant markets, nu4 national advertisers
lc, et, consistently found it utlecomanie to sell in a market through retransinis
ion of list :lnt signals. elem. eliannel radio stations, for exatnille: which eau be
hem! at night over ;ill or tit's, of the United States, cannot sell their distant
noiliene,4 to 41111.1.111,1,1S to any ,i:zilirif.ant itiogivv, and the scattered pockets of
di-tan; anthem 14 gained throng', tilde are even less alllealing,`

!attend. env of the two prinnipal ,o whence, ratite:, services. on which advertising
rates are based, does not even attempt to report the size of distant audiences ac-
quired through it is I'111 under nn equitable copyright sys10111
ti.h.;-1Jti1 II) 1,ro4trato creativity, cable should pay its way like other
itser4.

Cable interests have also earnestly contendeel that even if they must pay some-
thing, they should not have to bargain for copyrights as broadcasters must do.
They Noe argued that a cable system cannot possibly idoilify and thou negotiate
with (Iii opyright owkwrs of each of the multi( telt, of programs it varrips,'Ilicse
ditlicattles. it is is fair to say, have been exaggerate(' out of all proportion to
their tietual substance. The necessary information as to copyright millers can be
(Maine,' froth the networks and the station: %chose signals; are carried. .And the
moniker of ik.t,loyriglil .tabor. of television programs carried by a typical ,auto
system is in Ill relatively snrtll. The station: that are carried, the networks,
sportil major 111111 producer:. and a relatively small number of distributors :ou-
tland for the great Milk of copyright pr.grittit material. Nothing prevents cable
.1 stems froth lit'gotiating schedules of rotes for all ;ivailithte combination: of
1.rograni: (offered by each of the owners, N% WI the aid of a common XCTA
Iteg4illatittg 'Alive if necessary. and then simply determining front the schtlIttles
the am, 01/71 Of fire fees that are due on the basis, of the prugya,s ;tonally Evt
Hill !pd. The inlisic publishers. throw-di .1;:;(AP, have vtorked out such it sollItI011
fni; I. they confronted in negotiating copyright licenses
for countless rendition.: of their innumerable musical ompo.sitions. 'flat free
twirl:et ha: a way or :41.1,0,.alliwz, a solution hl such 141'eldelliS 111 the atiSenee of
lecisl :hive intervention.

.\ waiter issue with resp,, I 111 cATV vopyrigiit 11;thiqty has boon
(}Ae exorit of I ho exclusivity rictus in tirh loroadv.istcrs and copyright 411\ hen: arty
tofu r,,' Auaifi.t eaLLk ,,y,h1.11,. A critical terra of :Ho. Opyright lieCt1,4(` is the
extent 14. Whit+ It protects ;t linensre from competing displays of the saini. per
6,rtnaiwy or work. 1:noatiastcrs 01\111.1'..4 commonly negotiate exclusivity rights
hroteeting the horn:et, 'against the broadcast of a licensed program by another
broadcast static!. in Illy ,;:lain a spctililli tili,lof the licensee's town

,z; !. a . It bas: consistently 1,1 the of bloarlcasirrs "nit owners that
t bey shoutti be entitled to 1 he sant!, freedom to negotiate exclusivity right:against

mg I rale:mission; by a 11.1110e impaling a distant signal its they
1..kto .ozatt,st competing 1 1:1 TI`110 -shop by other tonal broadcast stati,ms. ltespn-
slole split-mem iticitaliti: NI l'A have generally coincited that calde .YS-
11.1,14 1[,..1 P f Y. hilt they have contended that the
ertaissibb. ,!, ,zrcr of exclit-I\H.!y ,h4.1111.1 10 '01111,1Y virri1111,,criliVti,

'411,r ron,nqt,11.4 Agreement, 'flat
priorital of ;Ann,.

lli.11' Nill11111,0 subject to copy-right lialtiilly, lad small systems,i, 1.11,1,Wy owned ....,Y444!.'le, v.ilit fewer 114.;111 :;74041 would be
1-t-icto from jt tymeta of 1,

it Is I 11,1 at ,,11a Thin' `ii rntilr the liftnnrintlnn of 111:t1 nt sliznat:
1 nt-n, ,n1nrznriin 1.4, 11111Pen110111 5,F311.11- in molar markets olieb

;. Nuts Y,,rk and I.oi 1..0 e:Irriod on Pall,. ,y.trms ant. like
, 1 tIO tc?tl hn ai i to port!',, of thdr amipta,t, to
nrirtn,nrg. arri enps-rIzlIt onto Ink ,tare in their naiad roverme,t. If emu, the

; n "alto nompnlItInn Inlatt tnnlnern1 to
rx,enr, thorn Ise it ,1-11! I II larva not lace, an .t an unti,ninnnno, for nio,t

1- n1n,., r- for Ion braa.t.,- ,:a, rally, nknI far the pildp want.; I,r 1,hz111i
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.1.11 eahli. sy,,tottis ttouttl 1.1.1114 V(' a efdlip/frOiel/ Copyright lievie4e for signals
and progr ams carried in compliance with the regulatory provisions of the Con-
tistts. whirl, Ntre adopttti ill Iht. form of the Itl"s 1972 c;illts regulations,
Including these rotating to such matters as tot tabor of signals. mileage zones. ;Intl
Ivaiffrogfr.fing. Fits cahle SYNt1`11)S would ha v' to bargain like everyone else fur
ropyrigitt 1.01.11'f's to Ionatrams taloai front itiy reditiottal or nonconforming
signals Nltielt the Ft ntigiht subsequoittly portuit to corry..1111 the fei'S 1.1
he 11:iiii (111(11'1' 1110 CilltifIttkOrS 11' olltli Ii ikliI'lilinf'd ity ;trbit rat ion in tie,
;Ibsen, o lir agretititld ;kutomt the partie.

--ltroadettstors %%lath' enjoy exclusively rights for notonetvorI: programming
ittly in ;he majtir tolevision markets, nod their rights would be linittea evru
there in markets hollow the lop :41.2 For iletN-ork programs, broad asters would
evcire a narrow notaltiplication right, The copyright law would provide 111 of01-

castors with inat.ltitmry to enforce tiudr exclusivity rights in the courts.

Tttl : 1,1Zul'ONE:11 VEVISIONS 2V 5. 1:;i

The it.is.ii Text of ihe cable provision: attached as Appondix C
:rollires Ire the tortes of the 1971 Consensus, including those that 71

unfavorable to broadcasters and copyright enviers. The principal changes. from
the present text of S.13111 tire summarized belo.

r I, lecn yf...--Secli 11[1( e I I ( 'n of the Revised Text confers
1 compalsory copyright license on callio systems NV111.1VVI`r the signals carried are
contiplateit by aild consistent with the FCC Itulcs of February 12, 1972, in'
Plohlenting the Cons:atsu.s. These Ittiles minimize :t eabp, system to carry all 10,.;11
signets :111,1161 signals that ate "significantly viewed.' a full complement
of the tiltVisi4111 networks: a quilt of distant indspeInklit statiOil signals delve mi
lug 4fit the site of the tolevision market in Nv filch the system is located, provided
that limier the sievalfed -1p;infrogging" provisions signals imported front any Of
the top 27t markets must coati- front tone of tile two Closest such markets: and all
-gramifothored signals-- signals not ollterttiu, atithorizod whim, \\TEO
1,1w11illY carried by the sYstria prior to MarAll:l1, 'fht Itole,-; also oslallish
exclusively rights whereby local television stations may prott,: themselves
against ,,fittruitatictul carriage of thole network programs on imported distant
signals with sPeelal relief for time-zone poblonts f, nod in stints' 111:11t1'k against
N.110111011 of their nmenetwort: programs on distant signals Imported by cable

IA'cifffis iii f:Ile dial tarp tiVCOrding to the size of WV. television ntarkt 1.
Iterised the compulsory license wouid cover all signals author-

ized; by the 1972 Hides if eolillatallee With the exclusively provisions.
/,;to;totion scope of f'onophrl.wfro/ Lieclosc--rntiversely. :section 11110

121f..1.i of the Uovised Tf,xt provides: that cable retransmissions: are :object
to full normal copyright liability whenever thoy are inconsistent with or in
excess of Most. contomplatial by the 1972 Hales. This provision orison,: that the
eompulsory license conferrell /fit call,' systems Hors not delegate to the Fre the
PM (.1' in VIT4Ai to toy's(' the copyright law whenever a majority or the com-
mission com.,imiks that its autos concerning ('AT should lie altered. The Ihnita-
tbras thus imposed on' the scope of the t'ompulsory license are not regulatory
in nature. They Olir not affect the Connuissiod's freedom to reglIhtte. 'lit the,
control.s. MO' 4910111. flint the ex( rvise of the Co:oink:jolt's; unfettered ntia-
tory power will not have the incidental legislative effect of modifying the
copyright I reatutott proscribed by t'ougress.

ims. future F('(' regulations might In rmit cable systonts to carry station
pr-granis as to ,which carriage is not permitted miller the 1972 raffle

Hides. Ill that evcitt, cable systole; would be free to carry the additional or
different signals or programs. but they would have to 111.1ain a copyright license
like any other user. 1\ltatorer justification there may he for a compulsory livonse
for the balk of a system's programs in terms of the alleged burden of multilfte
nogotiations. it is clear that not...foliating copyright licenses; for a signal or pro-
grams in addition to th;;;-r now authorized would not Impose a 'Quilt-it requiring
the st,ecial privilege of a compulsory licons. .s:("rA ror.ognized as nitwit when
it accpted the Constaisits limitations on the scope' of the compulsory licase.

Authorization for carriage of additional signals or programs could result from
changes in ti varitly of different ('ommisshai It tilts. inelutling In I those which

:sAI; ale) 31sT offered to redoee the' spore. of the fcellikivIty rights In the largest mar-
ket., In txellatige for some protectl.n, or been IITStrif it'd protection, In smatter infirken,,
but Ow able Interests refii,e.l.
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Inc less thou :3:00 subscribers k% Welt .vere lit lawful operation prior to March 31.
107'2, provided that they are not under conunon ownership or control with other
cable systems serving in the aggregate more than 3:",00 subscribers. This provi-
sion honors the conimitment of broadcasters :111(1 copyright owners to support
such an exemption. It affords full protection for tits dwindling iiiiiither of so-
4'311,41 -mini and pop" cable systems which are not contridle.1 by large multiple
system operator, whose needs are regularly invoked 1 NVTA representatives to
substantiate hardship pleas for the cable industry as it whole.'

In this contwcti.li it Shoulil he noted that the prepared testimony of 31r. George
Ilarco on behalf of cable interests submitted to this Subcommittee as of August 1.
Which appears to sinnt the henetit of this exemption. in fact elainis the exemption
in a different focal. 11;areopropises that. in lieu Or the eXelliptiou for systems with
cower than 3500 su'wribers. there should be an exemption for all systems for the
first S2(10.(g)1 of annual gross receipts. Nolte that a system with 3:+00 subscribers
charging a fiat of St) per month NVOIlla hate annual gross receipts of just over
tsotauott, There-lire Iwo significant differences between the Ilaco proposal and
the Coitsensus exemption. 'l'ie first is that Ow itaco proposal would. pno hi ft

tcloilly umiustined vindalt exemption to every milli, system im the country with
more than 37100 subAeribers, 'Ile second is that an exemption C10'111(1 in Mr.
Itarco's tiny enables hint to avoid relying expressly on the L'onsenstis as the basis
for claiming the exemption.

SlIttotN quid l'Ifo9."(1)0R Yot AO/toil:of 1:toler lircgoit
abate, the Unit's titilit the exelusivily rights

s\hich ht...aileastersv:iti toegoitite with copyrh.tlit owners and then ass.sert mrrainst
CO file Fr4i covered by the 101111,11ISory license. Scoion 11110 of the

oi I provides that if the MI' should ttuthoize carriage of signals or
programs not sithject to compfilsory copyright license, it will not restrict the
broadcasters' exclusivity rights vis-a-vis such cable r!tra:salisslinis to any-
...treater extent than it restricts their exclusivity ril_dits outer television
broadcast stations. This provision implements :in express term tlw t'onsensits
;mit preset.% es the basic principle lir the that privileg(41 treatment for
ctible `. il 111;litetS that are essentially of a copyright nature should not
extend to sigoals or programs not authorized under the 1972 ltules. Section 111

..h.:r the !h,' "ts to '1'0'41'11100 ilt,110r the rottYritrlit law ht
to way limits or preempts the re'l"s statutory authority to regulate the riptsta
lions of browlcust systems pursuant- to any other Act of
Congress.

11, 1. i iht of 1:1,6,roTrotcof.--The ltevised Text also adds a new subsection to
Soctioo 7411 S, Ihi l to provide that television Irr.,:111C1Stel'i: Will have the sane'

1116.1'11.1110W as copyright owners \vial!, respect to actionable
infringements of copyright resulting from a cable retransmission within the
browleaster's loc:11 service area. This provision also implements :rut

roptisotte:11:, Its 1.1fri't is (11sIll'e 1110 lamilloasfes. like eiiiiyriglit
Will 1O1 V0 1'11'00 iVI` rOltielliei4 to efion.,. -anti ropyright pro-

s.y,tpnIs as remain to (bent under tia. I .4-111,0imis%

1.1.1Vi,1"11 is of particular Importatio: in the enforcement of exclusivity terms; of
eopyri.11,11 In trhillt it is the bnoitcaster rather than the (4,pyright
"Wile!' N1 Mil: I,rls rho pl11111'S interest in enforcement or the practical ability to
e :ifertc.

sex-st:Nstrs Be TNT 11,ENITV1111

to their I. stimony before this Stilwoniniliff.r. on August 1. :vtT otttohik
i..t t.. :Hog ia fr:;;:t Ito it ti, ship tapyrigilt

logi:Iat ion implementing Ihe :1/4:::11,11»ent. They pressed for enactment
of the statillory fee seliedn'e contained in S. Vitil rather than the arbitration
pro% ish.i.s they hail agreed to support in its plate. They dill not afiirmativety sup
port a .a....liticatiou of Seetion 111 to establish the limitations on the scope of the
tthilttilsorY ere 1 i.1' lii'all of .kg.Trenalit. Ail Hwy

their lay?, in st, Whih ore inconsistent With the Con.
staisits. I NI ;1 re tliS(11..(1 11.)

have nlrealiy o,10;d1111.11 the benefit of the regulatory provisions
..r in the riqui of the FCC Itules ending the freeze on t'ATV and

i f'ira. goad ,,!: float and pop' throie:h "ar.ind.
f 1111,r" re ,1-1,1L Lxi nil e7,1,10 ,y,tping opPratinz nil Mir. 31.1972. from
th., o1,11,,,,noti to rioliert ix 11 -Icily rtztits. most of tin, and pop- systems cstab

cr1,14,s \vr, in -q.pritti"n before 1972.
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1111t1111riliUg cable Sy!steltIA I. 11111101 t 111.11' l'111111 a 101;11 of
1,101 cable systems bare been granted !certificates (IC r11111111iiilie ttith the 197'2
Rides, itteluiliitg -11,to new systems. (t'able Ntic,..4,,july 30, 1073,, The 1'('t' ilvt,,,r,tot
cable the cu9y twtioits, with the support of broadcasters and copy-
right owners, ill reli:Ine ntt NCT.VS 1)14,1111Se that it \011A1 support implementa-
tion of the rest of the Consensus. Tile lime has come for NC'l'A to make good on
that pledge,

We Unit it difficult to believe that a responsible organization would renege on
such :t pledge miller these eirentostames. Indeed, in their testimony hobo this
Subcommittee its officers oft eretl scarcely tigleaf of justifiratieat for their
apiNtrolit retreat from the Consensus. 11'hen Nt"I'A l'resident .Foster was asked
about the Consensus by the Chairman, be said Sl."I'A's position was that the
Consensus bail been useful to get the parties off dead center, hilt now that its
purpose had Leers served. the parties had -moved beyond the Consensus." This
response sonniled very much as if he were simply saying that N(...1'. bud already
gotten what it wanted from the ConFettsus, and so had no reason to honor it,

lli111 V1111iCti in finding a tenable rationalization fur retreat frill the
I'ons(111 15 also 11/110;1011t in the testirn?-nry of NIA'A :cation:it Chairman Hos-
tetter. lie acknowledged that the question concerning the t'onsenstes had not
1.,'11 ;114'4111;161y dealt with la l'resident Foster's testimony. litit his explanation
was jhat NCT.X hail never liked the Consensus and had. accepted it only tinder
extreme pressure. In filet, as with most comProlldses, none of the parties was
pleased with the Consensus: but once they II luchintly agrecil to it. the tither
Parties kept their word. Cable interests have not hesitated lo invoke the t'on-
sensits when it has served their purposes. They invoked it aggressively lit von-
uection with the FCC proceedings leading to the adoption of the 11172
Indeed they invoked it only a few weeks ago, in a Statement of Position on
S. 1:1t1 I 1.1r(mlateil to their members. in support of their claim to an exemptiim
for cable syst HOS With fewer than 3500 subscribers.

Tho justilleations for attempting Co hark away front the ron:;101s115 suggested
half-tarteilly in President Foster's prepared testimony ott August I only under-
line the flimsiness of the available pretexts. Mr. Foster sips that "nut.for broad-
cast interests" such ns CBS and a television station in 1.as Vegas did not abide
by the Consensits, without mentioning that those "interests- were not parties in
the ('onsettsats (or that their opposition was in fact unavallingl. lie says that
"to the hest of our knowledge" the FCC's position is still the pre-Consensus posi-
tion stated in a letter front Chairmitil Iturelt to Senator Pastore of .(larch 11,
11(71), without mentioning either the letter of Chairman Ittirch to Sinttor McClel-
hoi of 3:notary 211. 11472, endorsing. the Consensus, or the C'otainission's own
expticit endorsement of the Consensus in adopting the 1072 ea hie regulat ions. And
he says, contrary to the fact, that the FCC "did not adopt rules which el-Imported
in all respects" with the Consensus. Ills solo illustration of this unstinpfalalde
proposition is a provision In the network exclusivity rules for special relief to
hroadeasters in the smaller markets of the 'Rooky Mountain time zone. where
the Commission concluded that the simultnnyous exclusivity ride is uniquely
ineffeetive to pr.deci a station's network programming, because prime time view-
ing 11011N 110 not rOilldile With any network feed of primp 1111, vri1.42.;) ins and
many stations therefore broadcast these programs on a delayed basis or out of
sciitictice. Far from being inconsistent with the consensus. this provision impie-
;cids 1111 express term of the Consensus calling for "special relief for time-zone
problenix" from the ride of simultaneous-only exclusivity for network program-
ming.

1 01,1 r 11 \Mt VtY 1'011. 1%11111100 s1411yrs Yan(ii \ \t0

In tel before this Stilleotimilttp(% argued strenuously for deletion
of se,-ti on Ill (et i 11 (Ill of S. 13111, a provision with is not treated ono way
or the other by the t'onsensits. That provision suldcels to normal copyright lial,il-
it)'0 oal,te retr111,41iiissinll of a iltrofi.sicillal athletic 0)004
ignal into the loon) service area of television hroldast stations tome of which

has ref./lye:1 permission to broadcast the contest-, NAll situ MS:1' ,111,1,11- ('ten-
don of this provision its written. and have aceordingly if:cinch-A it ill the 11 eviscd
Text as Soction 111 tel (2.1 lit).

Color iry to the repeated assertions of NCTA tvifinessos, the sports provision
4bles not impose a "black-out" of sports contests. It simply requires cable systems
to negotiate for copyright licenses to retrate-mit a profesiraial :1011Pti event if
the local television broadcast Fla (Inns with 11.2,1<111 thpy compete hart' net been
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P1011.1'11441 1ii irrcttdcnst Itiii event. 'There can lac tto argument that cable systems
(iced a compulsory lictlea. for such Individual sporting events lawatise of any
burden of identifying or negotiating with the copright owners. Ally different
treatment of c;ible systems front the treatment accorded broadcast stations in this
respect vottlil be grossly discriminatory against television broadcast stations.
11foreover, it would effectively destroy the ability of teams to assure the
c,mtittned availability to the VitiMilig11111,1te of goills of special local or regional
interest over free television broadcast stations. This result is taut in the publle
interest.

l'r,iftsshmal sports are now televist41 In great variety Ihniughout the United
States. This variety is made possible by the broadcast of different games, In differ-
ent arras of the country. In sport!: silo, its football, bnsa.ball, basketball, and
lo whey. i'av11 area of the country receives ono or two games at a particular broad-
cast time. but the total number of games broadcast throughout the country at
that time may he quite large. If CAT 1' retransmits all these games Into a particu-
lar local market at once, the resulting fragmentation of the local audivtice would
destroy the market for broadcast of the local teant's games unless the team or a
particular contest happened to have great attraction for a national audience.
The foreseeable result of granting cable systems a compulsory license to import
broadcast signals of dishurt game,..., which are not sold to local brimdcasters, would
be to reduce the tatialwr of games broadcast in the various regions of the country
fit favor of a few sciected national gaineS. The revenues of local teams would
sutler hiS is result. and local audiences would be deprived of the opportunity to see
games of trains with particular local or regional appeal. Even if Congress should
cotelude that this is a desirable result. it would be inappropriate to implement
such a policy ley granting special copyright privileges to cable systems and Per-
mitting then to subvert lintifs on the transmission of diStalit games still imposed
on broadcasters.

Indeed. there ii:11111(41 10 tie for thin proposition that cablesystems should be
probibitr'd front carrying any football. baseball, basketball, or hockey game that
has not been offered to it free television broadcasting station hi the same market.
Ihn(ever. tai., Is a question of regulatory policy, not a copyright question, and
twcordingly ire do no contend that it should tie reflected in S. 1361. ]tut since
there is no conceivable justification for granting cable systems a csontputv-try li
ci11-0 10 curry such games the copyright bill should include a provision denying
able systems such preferentM1 copyright treatment.

r.%ert.stax Al

roxst:xs'.'s AnnermExr
FITE 11AF 01, TI1E Acct.-T.14:o fly ta.:ettEsExtvtivES, OF

BROAII.V:IFT1S, (OPYRIt;11T OWNERS, .',ND cAnt.): SYSTEMS IN NOVEMBER 1971

Imr.r1 signals 11(1111011 asi proposed by the FCC, exeept that the
viewing standard to be 'Willed to "ont-of-market" Independent sta-

tions in overlapping market sit tlattollS would be a slowing hour share of at least
2r:, and a net weekly ci realat ion of at least

1ti,4tant Aiymt/.4.----No change from what the F('(' has proposed.
P.rolusirity for Milinit if-frrA' priqia mil fog ( rrnr f 55.0 di of qv sfp;iiii

scrips shall be treated as a unit for all exclusivity. purposes.
The burden will be npon the copyright owner or upon the broadcaster to notify

cable systems of the right to protection in these circuinstattre.s.
i..11ri,'ki

12 -month period running from the date when a program in symliea
till is first sold any plane in the V.S.. pins run-of-contract exclusivity where
exclusivity is NVIII111 into the contract tiCINVOc11 the station and the :orograni stile
plier (existing contracts Nvill be presumed toile exclusive).
It. 111tri..e.VI 51-100.

For syndicated programing which has had no previous non-network broadcast
showing in the market. the following contractual exclusivity Wilt be allowed :

f 1 I For off -network series, commencing with first showing until first run
oonpleted. but no longer than one year.

12) For first -run syndicated series. commencing with first showing and for
two years thereafter.

(3) For feature films and first-run. non-series syndicated programs, commenc-
ing with avallaHlity date and for two years thereafter,



For 4.1 her programing. ominerioing it int tuna hose ;Ind lad il day after first
ran. but no longor than one ear.

Provided, loraei cr, tie it lb exllisirity protection ivottill l,r afforded against a
rroLtrant imported hy a ;41,10 si stem during prime time unless the 'oval station is
running or will run 111%i prouruna li111111L1,` prine lime.

i;vistin, LIM r.ICH will it ii1.111M14,1 to Ni proifijr,1 mit if) these

SO/Ofit 1.

Ni, Chang° 111 the ITC proli(is;11s.,
f,1 S,1111"1:1Y VN(111'IVitY 11",%1, pruridcd

t,t.lwttuk itytt4rittatili.r. would r,tilieed to simultaneous exolistvity witit
special relief for tiine-zeal. problems) I 41 he, provided in all markets.

/.44J'floini401.- -4 A 1 For each of t hi, first t %V° SiglIzils restriction
on point of t)ritzin except that it' it is taken Iron' the top-25 markets it tuts[ 1144
f 'ILI one of lie' t 'WO (.11 sk,.t :t CATl' SYStelll 11111,4 MOH:
""t Programing' froth n distant top25 market station \ hose signals it normally
carries, it may stn....Mute any 411staiit shritals %%Moult restriction.

4 11 ['or the third signal, the l'IlF priority, as it forth in the 141.("s letter
Aligt1,4 5. 1K1. h. 18.
(.,,pyriqbt f qi.,Iqt (.1 Ali parties %v4411141 agree to sapport separate %sill'

copyright legislation as deseri144441 helots% and to seek its
1 If a Lialdiit) to copyright. including the 4)1,1igatioqi to respect valid exchisivity

;1.4{4 tauctits. estattitsiwil fir all carriage of all radio and television
hroadcast sitzaials except carriage by independently owned systems now in exist-
1 nee with fewer than 3r404) sal4scrihers. As against distant signals importable
antler lire I C'I"s initl;ll l'at"4% hi" greater exchish. ity may 14. cold ratted fur
than the C4uninission may allow.

IC) Compulsory licenses would he granted for:Ill local signals as defined h,r the
FIT, and additionally for those (list:tat signals defined alai authorized tinder the
T*11"s initial package and those signals gramlfathered when the initial package
goes into 4 ffect. The FCC will retain the power to to additional distant
s'ignals for CAIV earriage: there %%mid, however. lie no compulsory license
granted with respect to such signals. nor would the 14'11' I P In limit till. scope
o. ex,lnsit'iit ;tcrrrtueuts :as IPPliP11 signals heyond the limits ;ipplicahle
to over-the-air showings.

f (*Blss a schethile 44 fee.: covering the omptilsory licenses or some other
-payment nieluinism call he agreed upon betNveen the copyright owners.' and. the
C.1.TV owners in time for Inclusion in the nov copyright statute., the legislation
would singly provide for compulsory arbitration failing private agreement oti
cop.vright fees.

4 141 liroadcasters, as well its copyright owners. would have the right to en-
force exclnsivity rules throngh conrt actions for injunction and nodietary

/4'4f4tio carri4490.---1Vheit a C.Vf V system carries a signal from an AM or r,Nt
radio station licensed to a community beyond a 35-inile radios of the system. it
inns[, tilt renitest. tarry the signals of all I44cal AM or FNI statiots. respectively.

e;e44potf(4//4crurq The requirements :IS,. to signals \\hick may it carried are
only to new systems, Existing CATV systems tare "graitilfathercil."

They can thus freely expand currently offered service throughout their presently
franchised areas with =me *.m4.141,11: Tit the to 111f1 markets. if the s%stetii
P airel."; F(11 order (e.g., the Sari I)iego situ-
ation), operations lit the new portions must c.'oniply ivith the new requirements.

I;rondfdthorilit; exempts frnua floury .1.1igation.: 1(1 respect (4opyright exclusiv-
ity agreements. loit el.444s not exempt from future Ii iiility for cLopyriglut payments.

[ APPENDIX Ill

EN( IIANc,1-: (.41RIZt'sl'Isi)Ext t: 11Ft wrN Fre elt.1110tAN 1111:( It AND
r1lA1101.tN

FirF.Rxt. ('(lit UN lc Vrto.s. s ('OM w ISSION,
Wer.111

llon..hoitx 1.. Mi (.: El I.A
Nithef1/1/MitiCe on 1',e/40*. Tra ma (to ff ('efrp !fir g, U.S. Senate,

il'a*htig/osi, D.C.
11)}:.1g ItAIFINI A N lu'r is flirl'ried to an important policy aspect of

our present delih rttflons tuft a new regulatory program to facilitate the evolat 'OM
of cable television. That is the inatter of copyright legislation. to bring cable into
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the competitive television progranittillig 111;111;0 lit a fair and orderly way- -a
matter with which you as Chairman of Ito' S111,10itunittvo ore l'atents, Trade-
marks and Col,Yr 'gilts have been it deeply concerned in this and the last Congress.

Yon will recall that we informed the Congress. iu rt letter of 'March 11.
to ('llairatatt Ninglitison, of our view that a revi.,ed copyright law should establish
the pertinent broad framework auui leave detailed regulation of cable television
signal carriage to this administrative forum. in lino +vith that guiding principle
and a NtilteUleilt in our August 1971 Leiter of Intent that we woad consider
altering existing rules to utTord rtl'etIiye 11141-11(A work itrogram prOnR41011,
are now shaping a detailed program dealing with such matters. as distant signal
carriage, the detittithui of local slgtiab:, leapfrogging, and exclusivity (both net,
Avoid: and non-network. That program is now approaching linal action,

As of course you know. representatives of the three principal industries itt-
volvedcable, broadcasters, and copyright Ovviters--Ilaye re:oled a con:unsus
agreement that deals with most of the matters mentioned above, On the 10,1s of
experience and a IiRIS!,i11 r(Toril 11111,01hacoi ovi e the past s(11,1';11 yours, vyo
regard. the provisions of the itu:reement 7o ke reasonable, although a l ' ;.lonlaless
wouldl not, in its absence, opt in Ps precise terms for rho (11:111:4......, it eigircIlipiatu,
in our August 5 proposals. flat the 7R1tUrt, of consensus is that it must to-
gether in its entirety or not at all--.till, in my own viev, this agreement on hal-
t-Ince strongly serves the fuddle interest because of the promise it holds for
resolving the basie issue at cent roversy.

This 1'ring,4 use directly to 41 key policy consitleration where your emitt:el would
he most valitahle. That is the etTect of the consensus agreement, it incorporated
in our rule:. on the passage of cable copyright legislation.

The Commission has long believed that the key to cable's future i: the resolu-
tion of its statil: the television programming distrilattion market. it
has held to this view from the time of the First Iteport (191151 to the present.
we remain convinced that cable will not he ohle 10 bring its filti betteals to the
.1tnericatt pcople unless and tuttil this fundamental issue is fairly laid to rest.
An industry with cable`s potettlial simply cannot he }milt on so critleal ;In area

uneernyinty.
It has also been the tI'olittnission's view, particillarly in light or legislative

history. that the etniefittent of cable copyright legislation requires the maven- is
if the interegeti parties. I note that you have often stressed this very point awl
eap.,1 for tz,,wi 1;1111) tit ;11)5iNt 511414

Thus. a primary factor in our iJiti,gment as to the eotirse of action that would
best serve the pahile interest is the prolohility that Commission imptementation
of the consensus agreement will. in fast-. facilitate the imssage of ottlilt. copyre;Alt
Iwz.isla Hon, The panics themselves pledge to work for this result,

Your advice on this issue. Mr, Chairman. vould 114' iliVatnit111.0 to us as we near
tbo entl of out r

1v41,1111..usur,,,I
sincerely,

1.1rAN Tlcrcu. Chairmen,.

COAT NilITEE ON 'tilE JUDICIARY.
41.1A'ONLASITI IA: ON 1'A1V TRATW-M ARKS,

AND ti.'oryamirts,
il'aAb inf.! to», D.C.,,10141orry

Non. /F:AN ail ItlI.
Chair/Ha ritirrai COM III 701it'af irotti Comm Issifnl,
Worlhnigirm,

DrAt: MR, (.11kiliNTAN ! i have your letter of January 211, 1972. requesting my
advice on the effect of the consensus agreement. reached by the principal parties
i»volved in the cable television controversy on the passage of legislation for gen-
eral revision of tla copyright law.

I concur fit the judgment sot forth iii your letter that implementation of the
agremnent will markedly facilitate passage of such legislation. Au I have stated in
several reports to the Senate in recent years, the (',TV question is the only sig-
nificant obstacle to final action by the Congress oil a copyright 1111, I urged the
parties to negotiate in good faith to determine if they could reach agreement on
both the communications anti copyright aspects of the CATV question. 1 efirronettel
the parties f,,r flue en.,,rts they have !rtfltle, anti that lit: agrccmt.nt thnt.
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has laolott renelood is in the ionblie hot erest and relleets a r..,asonatole compromiose Of
the posits '115 of the 1011i paltios,

The Chief Counsel of the :Subcommittee ou l'atent s, Trademarks and Copyrights
in a letter of December 15, 1971 has notified all the parties that it is the intention
of the Stdocommittee to immediately resume active consideration of the copyright
legislation Upon the implemeritat io on of the C(ortintisslort's new cable rules.

I hobo that the foregoing is helpful to the Commission in its disposition of this
Important matter.

'With kindest regzirds, 1 am
Sincerely,

(Aco.Extax ci

JOLTS L. Mo.CLELLAN, Chi/Ern/COL

Coloymnit r REVISION BILL

1:1:Vis11) TENT OS CAME 111LvisION 1,110e0SED toy CoNIM EITEL: OF COIAtaolIT
°WAVES, NArtoNAIAssOCIAlION OF IDIOADCASTERS, AND ASSOCIATION OF :SIAM-
1%11.151 sERVICE TELECASTERS

SEc. 111. Lttulfil oIrS on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions
I a) Cionims SEeoNnAny TEANsNlIsSIoNs ExEstprE0,-The secondary transfahno

sloth of a primary transmission embodying a performance or display of a work is
not an infringement of copyright if ;

(1) the secondary transmission is not made by a cable system, and consists
entirely of the relaying, by the management of a lintel, apartment house, or simi-
lar establishment. of signals transmitted by a broadcast station licensed toy the
Emma/ ('omaamioariom.; commission, within the local service area of such sta-
tion, to the private lodgings of guests or residents of finch establishment, and no
direct charge is made to see or hear the secondary transmission ; or

12) the secondary transmission is made solely for the purpose and under the
conditions specified by clause (2) of section 110; or

(3) the secondary transmission is made by a common, contract, or special car-
rier Ncho has no direct or indirect control over the content or selection of the lora-
/nary transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary transmis-
si011,11M1 Whose activities with respect to the secondary transmission consist solely
of providing wires, cables, or other communications. channels for the use of others :
Provided. That the provisions of this clause extend only to the activities of said
carrier with respect to seColodary trinsmissions and do not exempt from liability
tiro activities of others with respect to their own priinary or secondary transmis-
sion; 1I

I I) the Nvi,,,,fulary tr;IINIttk:i(m is It(lI 111;k4h. Ity ()111.ie system anti is Inaltc, by
a 14oreroonienial body, or other non-profit organization, without any purpose of
direct or frill:reef commercial advantage, and without charge to the recipients of
tbe secondary 11%ln-11)k:40D other than assessments necessary to defray the

i in te ':10111,11and reasonable nf mainfaizing and operatg hsecondary trans-
oiissiom ser1io.o0.

for ;so 4-0.0%1:1 11r0111s'slIP.'s P i'1411AtAul To 1A s.1 rsSitiN '10 CloA
W1414,1.:111t1112: the provisions of subsections (a) and (e ) , the ser-vi-

ary ran-mission t o the ionblie of a primary transmission embodying a perforill-
o-e ( : i . . t o l l y of a xrorl, i s noloonabla a oo: an mor of infringooment finder section

:ill, and is fully snooloort to the remedies provided loy sections 7,1)2 through :amt.
if the vrillmry Iva oi,onissi)on is not ;mule for reception toy tlao toddle at large lait
is'cont rolled anti limited to recipthal by particular members of the puldic.

;.:I o ooNaou.o %oxsoo IssroNs i v Cmo.a. Svsausas.---( I) Subject to tiro pro-
visions (' lobes(( 2 i of this subsection 0.1, secondary transmissions to the public
by a lido system of a primary transmission made by a broadcast station liec.tosell
hy the Federal communications commission and embodying a performative or
display of a woorl: shall be siihjerot to compulsory licensing upon compliance with
Ile' requirements or j)) the following eases:

(AI Where the signals comprising the priDiary transmission are exclu-
sively aural and the secondary transmission is permissible under the rules
DWI regulations of the Federal Communications Commission ; or

(Ill Where the community of the cable system is in whole or In part
within the local service area of the primary transmitter ; or
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((') IVIIITO the signals comprising the secondary transml.ssion are con-
ri.iiiidated by nod consistent with .section 7115 (a), (f), (II), tit. alai

.11 through (u i and Subparts It and I,' of the rules and regular ions of the
Federal ('otottautticatietts Commission its published ht Volume 37, Federal
Itegister, pago;32:2 et scq., on Felomary 12, 1972.

i2 1 Notwithstanding the provisions of chose II) of this subsection (c). iho
secondary. transmission to the public by a cable system of :t primary transmis-
sion nuolc by a broadcast station licenseti by the Federal l'onownlications Con.
mission illta f'1111,0t1ying at poforniance or display of a work is actionable as an
act of Infringe:n(1ft under Nt.N.111»1 .101, and Is fully subject to the remedies pro-
vided bY seet Ions through aIU1, In the following cases;

1 A t Il'Itere the signals comprising the secondary transmission, %domer
tut not authorized by the Federal l'outittunications i'ominission. are incon-
sistent with. or in excess of those eontentplated by. the roles anti regulations
of the Federal Communications Commission referred to in subelause ((') of
clan -tt 11 3 of this subsection t Aft'

( II 111( community of cabin systcul is Ill Wholo or in part
within the loco' to,rvii.,, area of one or more television broadcasting stations
licensed by Pm Federal Communications Commission, mul

ti t Tito content of the particular transmission program consists 'primarily
of au (.rganizea professional team sporting event occurring slinultaltolutslY
with the Initial fixation and primary transmission of the torograin; and

Ili) the secondary transmission is made for roe :Initial wholly or partly
outside the local service area of the primary transmitter: and

1 di t the sevoltilars transmission is made for reception wholly or partly
within the lial service arca of one or more television broadcasting sta-
tions licensed by the Federal t'ontintinleations Commission, none of which
lots rol-eieoa authorization to transmit said program within such area.

tilt Ci MITI,S4 1.1('ENSI-; Ftlit st,;(1):NAit Tft,NSMIssIOSs Hy
CAlt1.1.: SYSTEM:4.

( 1 t For arty secondary transmission tO he s1111.1i`er to COMpllIsOrY 1141'11,4111er
ender sta+sOrtioll id), the 01111, Systcni shall It least one mon( It before Iii
slate of the sceiohii.y fru 11,111k:40n or within :in days after the enactment of this
.1st. whichever date is later. record in the Copyright °Hive. a notice 'minding at
statement of the Identity and address tif tilts person w1111 (MMs or operates the
secondary holism's...ion ,orrice or Juts power to exercise primary control over
it to ether with the mute and location of the 'primary transmitter, or primary
transmitters. and thereafter front tune to time. such further information as the
'Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation to carry out the purposes of
this clause 1 1.

t A 0.1lik, system whose seconihry transmissions have been subject to com-
pulsory licensing under subsection (e) shall during the months of January,
April, :Ind July and (tetoller. deposit with the Itegister of Copyrights.. in ae.
cordance with requirements best the Register shall prescribe by regulation an.1
fit:Dish such farther intermation as the Register of Copyrights; inity require to
0.1 err out the totr9o...,,, of this clato.a c»--

itt) A stateatent of netmt, covering the three months Ilf.,X1 1reCP11111Z.
the number of channels on which the cable system mode second-

ary transmissions to its subscribers, the names and locations of nil print:try
tr.t.usrniitors whose transmissions were further transmitted by the caloo
system and the gross amoulltS itresiwtive of solace received by the cable
system.

I lit . total royalty fee for the period based upon a schedule or schedules
to be, determined as follows:

tit Titbit sixty days after the enactment of this Act, the Register of
copyrights shall constitute a panel of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in
at corda1M0 WI111 SO1boll SO3 for the purpose of fixing a schedule or schedules
of lust ttnil reasonable compulsory license fees.

ill I Ti e schedule or schedules of compulsory license fees shall he deter-
mined by the Tribunal In a like manner as if the 'I'ribmiat were convened
to make a detert»ination concerning an adittstment of copyright royally
rate's. prririderl, however. that Sections St1t1 and S07 shall not apply awl
that the determination of the shall be effective at the mot of the
twelfth month niter the enactment of this or on the date tile Tribunal
renders its :II'0:S1011.10;1rhyver f4e;e::::::.

fill) The 'Fribunal, immediately upon tanking a determination, shall
transmit its decision, together with the reasons therefor, to the Register of
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who Zivt, notice of s111c11 derision in imillic;lijon in the Fed.
onit ltegister Mt hitt Siftvell i1;;y,4 thereof. Thereafter, the 4h-
tertilitlatitoi. of hil way it sIthic,t I., judicial review itt a like
manner as 11r:11\141(A ill SCri it)11!119 but no other official or court of the railed
hates shall have power or Jurisiticliol, to otherwise reView 1111+
dotI 'iii hat 106,

IIvl Notwithstanding any of the provisions of the antitrost laws ins
tieSignated lit fi 1 of the .1.1 of Ch.tolwr 15. 1i)11. e, 313, %M Stat. 730, Tit. 15
C.S.C. 12: and any amendment of ;my suel, taws, owners it (!opyrights in
different works and owners of cable systems may among themselves or joint-
ly With pact, ether agrpo p, or slibmit to the Copyright 'frillnual for Its
consideration, one or more proposed schedules of compulsory license royally
fees. and proposed categories: of secondary transmissions a lid Cable systems
for inclusion in any of 11w sehedules to be established or ml:tusted by tin)
'1'riimm11 pursuant to this subseetion and 8retlon S.02,

C) The ',receding subc/ause a It) of clause i 2) of this )4n1),)41101) Jill. shall
t1.413 111,Il1y to canto systems that before March 31. 11)72, were operating in
accordance with the rules and regulations of the edVnii Coli11111111IVa t king

less 0011 3,:-,1)(1 subscribers, and were not, directly or
indirectly, by stock ownership or otherwise. muter common ownership or
control with any other cable systems serving In the aggregate more than
3,5,10 subscribers, proeidc,( that this exemption shall continue to apply as
long as the cable system lontitotes to serve not more than 3,500 subscribers
and is not directly or intlirectlY, by stock rowimrship or otherwise, under
common ownership or control with any other cable systems serving in the
aggregate mitre than 3,:itX) suliscrthers, and ittl)ViaCa i that tA%<.11
cable system tiles annually at the Copyright Office in accordance with re-
quirements that the 'Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation. a
statement sitting forth tile names and addresses of other cable systems,
directly or indirectly In control of, controlled by, or tinder common con -
trol with the cable system tiling the statement, the number of sttbscribers
served by each of such other cattle systems: and the names and addresses
of any i,erson or persons who direchtv or Indireti own or <y.?ntrot the cable
system tiling the statement and directly Or halirectly own or control any
other cable system or systems, and the names and addresses of the calde
Sy,:tVins so owned or controlled. Por the purposes of this subelanse (CI
or clause (2) of subsection (ill, "subscriber" shalt mean a household or-""trusiness establishment. or, if a hotel, apartment house or similar establish-ment, it shall mean ti lodging Or dwelling unit within such establishntent
containing a television receiving set.

cat The roYaitY fees deposited under clause (2) shall be subject to the fol.boring procedures:
(.k). 1)itring the mouth of July in each year. every person Vininthlg, to he

entitled to compulsory license fees for secondary transmissions made during
the preceding twelve-nionth periol shall tile a claim with the Register of
copyrights, in accortlanet, with requirements that the Register shall pre-sqribe by regulation. Notwithstazolittg ally provisions of the antitrust laws%as designated of the act of October, 1914. 3t %tat, 730, lit. 17,

112, and nay amendments of any such laws). for purposes of thischoi.se any claimants may agree among, theinselvvs as to the preiporttottatedivision of compwsory licensing foes among them, any lump their claims
together and file them jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a coin.1110/) agent to receive payment on their behalf,

(it) After the first. (lay of .kugnst of each year. the Register of Cohy-rights shall deteratilw whether there exists a controversy vonverning thestatement of account or the distribution of royally fees deposited under
clause (2 I. If he (loternillics 1 ha 1 no sue]) controversy esisis, in shall. after(,(11teting his reasonable administrative costs nmler section, dist Hittitesing' foes Pi the copyright owners entitled. or to their dos)gnatc,1 agents.If iii' Mots the existenee of a controversy he shall certify to that faet andiireceit to constitute a 1,1001 of the Copyright Royally Tribluml iii,ippordltpi. with seetion soft, Iu Slig.h 111545 iLo l'enSMVIIrlf. admiufstratttet0,41:4 of the 1tgi,:ter miller this section shall he deducted prior to distribu-tion of the royalty fee by fin, tribunal,

IC, Fluting the pendency of ally broccodiog motor this subsection, theitzister if Copyri ghts or the Copyright lt,yalty 'Tribunal shall withhold.
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from dist riloution sliffielent to satisfy till claims with respect to
%Odell a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to proceed to distribute
any amounts that are I14.0t in controversy.

e) ill tailor!, to Other fma.8 000t Regulationg.--Nothing in this section shall
be construed as limiting (or preempting the authority of the Federal C'ottuattni-
eations Commission to regulate the operations of broadcast stations or cable
systems pursuant to any other .tct of Congress; Provided tiro, the re(hasal
Conommications Commissloon shall not limit the area, duration- or other seope
of the exclusivity it television broadcast station may acquire rest N,eting secondary
t ram:missions by eal;te systems that aro not subject to the compulsory license
provided for in subsection It.) of this Section Ill beyond any limits that may
lots applicable to the area. duration or other woke of the exclusivity a television
broadcast station may acomire re.speeting other television broadeast stations.

If) De/bolt i(in$..--As used in this section, the following terms anti their variant
forms mean this

I I I A "primary transmission" is a transmission made to the public by the,
ransmitting facility NViloSC signals ;ire being received and further transmitted

by the sei.otiolary transmission service. regardless of titerto or when the per,
formative or display was first transmitted.

(2) A "secondary transmission" is the further transmitting of a primary t vans-
miss!' on sin; ultn neously with the military-transmission without change in itrogram
or other message content.

(3) A "cable systent" is a facility that In whole or in part receives signals
frUltSnlif teil br ono or more television broadcast stations licensed by the Vol-
oral Communications Commission and makes secondary transmissions of such
signals by wire:, cables, or other corlanonicaticms channels to snlyseribing mem-
bers of the toddle who pay for such service. For purposes of determining the
royalty fee tinder Subsection (d) (2) (11), two nr more table systems in e(ontigo-ous
car iniunities under common ownership or control or operating from one hoadend
-shall he considert ti as one system.

(11 The "local service area of a primary transmitter" as used in this section
comprises the area in which a television broadcast station Is entitled to insist
upon its signal being retransmitted by a cable system pursuant to the rules anti
regulatons of the Federal Communications Commission as imblIslicd lit
37. Federal Ito.gister. page 3252, et seq., on February 12, 191'2. or sncli sinsitar
titles as the Federal Communications Comtnission may from time to time law-
fully ;tdotot in the future in light of changed circumstances.

(5) Ti lt. terms 'full network station." "partial network station," "independent
commercial st.ltion," and "non commercial educational station" as used in subpart
It of the rules and regulations of the Federal Comniunieations Commis:4.n is
potion -1:1A in Volume 37, Federal Register. page 32:12, (.1 seq., nn February 12,
P.172, :-11;111 he iiofinod In accordance with the rules and regulations of the cone

of the same date with such additional elaboration as the C.)mitils,1,11
may from time to time provide eonsistent with the intent of this Act.

111 This section shall he effective upon the enactment of this Act.
riot t I a, following to section 5011

leo F..r any sooeetiolary transmission by a cable system that entbodie.: a Kr-
f"rri::!we or a display of a Work which Is actionable as an act of infrirezeleolit

sr;i,:cction io) of Section 111. it television broadcast station holding a copy-
riglit,0*(other license to transmit or tserform the same version of that work shall,
roost. tOrfoscst...of subsection (b) of this section 7;01 he treated ;us a legal or henr-
Ii pal whir if such secondary transmission occurs within the local s-ervick area
o of that television broadcast station.
1.1noend Beckon s(11 ill) by deleting the words ":xontlime to be reasonable" and by

subs;iteting the words "arsonist and re:ISO/fable:1

rtroet:Noix ni

CoNI \if \ is o NAB AND MSZT ON SPECIFIC' ritANGES IN SECTION 11 i OF S. 1301
Fuorosno or NCT.

XI'TA made a taindoer of proposals for amendments of Section 111 of S. 131:1
on 'pages :Id -12 of Mr. Foster's statement of August 1, 1f173, NATI and MST lore-
sent the following comments with respect to these proposals.
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1, NCTA imposes that Section 111th) be eliminated, thereby making retrans-
mission Of sultseriptien pay television programs liniadeast by $TV stations :ob-
ject to compulsory licensing.

NCTA argues that, under Section 111(b), a ('ATV system would have to violate
either the copyright law or the rules of the Federal Cottamtnicatiens Comutission.
Tins is not so. Section li (to merely provides that preferential copyright treat-
ment does not apply If a cable system retransmits an over-the-air pay television
transmission. A CATV system wishing to retransmit such programs would situ-
ply have to bargain for theta. If It valued obtain authority to carry thew, the
Commission's Rules clearly would not require it to (le soassuming that the
carriage provisions apply to ST programs at all

In fact, if the CottuoiNSIOU had intended that CATV systems could pick up
scrambled srry signals, nuscramble theta and sell theta to their subscribers, cer-
tainly it would have said so In its February 1:172 decision adopting the new cable
regulations. lint there is not a word in the decision to suggest any such intent.
Moreover, as a matter of copyright law, there is no reason why cable subscribers
should be able to rice Ve ore r.tho-air subscription television programs without
paying the STV station for them Just as members of the public' who receive the
signals directly Over the air must do. In addition, the Communist's RILIC.3 provide
that television broadcast signals carried by cable must he retransmitted as re-
ceived without any alteration. If a CATV system picks op a "scrambled" signal,
the Commissions regulations neither require nor permit It to transmit and un-
seramble the signal for its subscrihers. Ti) the contrary, the rules prohibit such
unscrambling.

NCTA proposes that Section 111(1), which provides an exemption front
copyright liability for master antenna systems which serve a hotel, apartment
house or similar establishment, should be eliminated because the exemption un-
fairly discriminates let %Veen Master alumina systems and CATV systems. It is
difficult to see why hotels. apartment houses or.similar establishments which do
no more than provide a master antenna service with respect to purely local sig-
nals for the use of their guests or residents should be subject to copyright lia-
bility. Accordingly, we support the present provision Si) long as it is limitNi to
installations which do not receive and transmit the signals of non-local stations.

surA proposes that Section 111(a)(4) be eliminated in order to treat
'o;overtanent-owned CATV systems in the same manner as privately owned GAIN
systems under the copyright law.

Section lilt a) (41 is limited to secondary transmissions by government bodies,
or other nonprofit organizations, "without any purpose of direct or indirect com-
mercial advantage" and without charge to recipients of the service other than
assessments necessary to defray the actual and reasonable cost of maintaining
and operating the service. As the legislative history of this provision shows since
it was first added to proposed copyright bills at the request of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, this provision is intended to exempt from copyright
liability translator broadcast stations owned by municipal bottles or nonprofit
organizations. These tionsiators invariably serve very small communities and
are. typically built and operated non-commercially by localities or nonprofit
grows for the purpose of providing service to remote areas which are beyond
the reach of regular of television broadcast stations. NAB and MST
have always supported the exemption of such translators Irons copyright
li ability.

We believe that, as the 11111 is now drafted, government owned CAT!" systems
would typieally he subject to copyright liability bvilltiSe they are ordinarily
Tern tell for the purpose of commercial advantage and the charges to the re-

cipients would he more than those neee,7sar to defray out-of-pocket expenses.
Municipalities 1511(1 nonprofit organizations which seek to operate CATV sys-
tems do so In order to make a profit and accordingly would not he exempt from
eopyright liability under Section 111(n) (1) as it is now written. However, In
order to avoid any question on this score NAB and MST have no objection to
adding to Section 111(a) 141 language making clear that it does not, apply to
ratite systems. This language Is imitated in Section 111 of the Revised Text set
forth in Appendix C.

a. NCTA trees that "provisions of a regolatory nature that were the subject
of the recent FCC' rule-making proceeding" ire eliminated, We quite agree. but
there should lot' no misunderstanding over semantics. The COnselISIts provided (Or
(Irta in basic terms and conditions of compulsory copyright licenses for CATS'.

:20-311 73 41
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These terms and conditions are not regulatory but rather serve to define the
Interface between copyright policy and regulatory policy to the extent necessary
to assure that copyright policy is not inconsistent with regulatory policy and that
the FCC does not modify copyright law by modifying its rules. Section 111(e)
together with the other provisions of Section 111 in the Revised Text would
effect mute the Consensus and would achieve the proper balance in the copyright
bill.

5. As noted in the text, NCTA's repeated references to Section 111(e) (4) (C) as
a sports "blackout" provision is simply inaccurate. For the reasons set forth in
the text. this provision should be eliminated.

ti. NCTA says that it favors the adoption of Section 111(d) as written, but
suggests that systems of 3,500 subscribers or less be exempt from payment of
copyright fees. Section 111(d) is to a large extent a procedural provision except
that it also contains a statutory schedule of fees. Our position with respect to the
statutory schedule of fees was set forth in Mr. 'Wasilewski's testimony before
Ihe subeommittee on August 1 and also In the text of this supplementary state-
ment. We support the 3,50e subscriber system exemption as contemplated by the
Consensus. but only It the other portions of the Consensus are incorporated into
the copyright Gill. Moreover, the exemption should apply only to independently
owned systems with 3,500 subscribers or less.

7. NCTA proposes to change the definitions of "primary transmission", "sec-
ondary transmission" and "cable system" in Section 111(f). To the extent that
the changes in the definitions of "primary transmission" and "secondary trans-
mission" would result in excluding translators from the coverage of Section 111
generally and imposing copyright liability on municipally owned and nonprofit
privately owned translators, we ,oppose the changes in the definition. To the
extent that NCTA's proposed changes in these three definitions would serve other
purposes, it has not explained what the purposes or the consequences might he.
The changes tinker with language the meaning of which is well understood and
could therefore result In a confused and unsatisfactory legIslatke history. Ac-
cordingly, we oppose these changes until NCTA describes in detail their purpose
and effect. and we reserve the right to comment further when and if this occurs.

s. NCTA. proposes to amend Section 110(5) by adding the language "or (e)
Ttw transmission is made consistent with the purposes of Section 111 of this
Title." Again, NCTA's explanation for the change is not especially enlightening
since, as we read Section 110(5), It does not deal with exemptions for educational
purts-Ises. Nor is the proposed language itself clear. Accordingly, our position is
the same as with respect to the preceding point.

O. NCTA proposes that no limitation he placed on the reception of
programs by way of CAW which are not copyrighted or subject to copyright.
This proposal Is so general that we cannot come to grips with it at this time and
reserve the right to express further views when NCTA explains its purpose and
effect. As worded, it seems to he purposeless. The provisions of the bill should
stand by themselves, and if NCTA has any specific provisions in mind which it
believes should he changed, we submit that it should Identify them so that other
parties have reasonable notice as to the changes it is trying to persuade Congress
to make.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
AUGUST 10, 1973

This Subcommittee is presently considering a proposed statutory revision of
the eopyright laws (S. 1361). NBC has previously commented on various aspects
of the proposed statute and requests this opportunity to do so again. While
there is much that can be said about such a sweeping and comprehensive change
in the law. we restrict ourselves to those provisions that are of special signifi-
callei. to Its.--Section 111. dealing with cable television, and Section 114, dealing
with the use and licensing of sound recordings.

We respectfully request that our statement be made a part of the record
of the Subcommittee's hearings.
A. Section Ill

Seiton 111 will affect ,as as an owner of copyrighted material. In a larger
:(91.1.. however, it wilt also determine the future of cable television and its
relationship to free television. The industry practices it engenders will not be
easily reversed. We arse that careful deliberation be given to each of its unique
features.
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Free television has developed by providing a variety of entertainment, news
and information programming to the publte at considerable cost and risk. Thus
far. eahle. n hen not engaged in merely providing a signal a taplitleation service,
has essentially used the services of free television, picking anti elmosing the hest,
casting off the unprofitable and bearing none of the programming risks,

We view cattle as a potent htt force to supplement the services now provided
hi free television. We believe that cable should be encouraged to break new
ground aml to develop new sources or programming that aro not typically avuit-able to the public on free tetevision, 'Section Ill, as it is now drafted, will not
further that objective. In our view, Ito (101(114 Of compulsory licensing, that isembodied iii the sect Ion will Only encourage Cable to eontinue to appropriate
the services of free television.

-It the outset, a crucial distinction must he made iletlVetstl the transintssion
by cable of "local" broadcast signals and ''distant" signals. Gable systems that
merely retransmit or amplify Meal signals do not necessarily affect the corn.
lattitive Position of hical broadcasters teseept, perhaps, in a few overlapping
markets 1, television netoorks, or copyright f)11.1)V/S. While 14,1101111w cable
operations, semi activity expands the p4itetdiai audience for a program by
delivering which might otherwise he blocked within the originating
station's broadcast area. Tino low transmissions that are presently
',reposed in. Section 111 wended not, therefore, be unreasonable with regard tosuch actiiity,

t';v1,{4 ..y.tvmA. that import distant signals, however, interfere unreasonably
tel :that breaph`P.sters, television networks anal other exhibitors of copyrighted
material by interjecting programming that dilutes tit( ir audience. While pro-
gram iliversity is desirable. cable systems engaged in this activity are not (treat-
tug anything new; they are approrovivitiilg the property of others. '['hey should,
therefore, pay for the properties they use. just as broadcasters and networks.
roust )tay for theca.'

''... WWII 1I ('ATV system imports distant siciuds, it is no longer within the
ambit of the Fortnightly doetiuc f3tr2 390 (1965)1, and there (.4 then me
01,/,, to (mat it differently from any other per4on who. without lieen4e.(11.4playi

t, Irtek 10 an archery,' trim troabt Mot lit erwige. reectre it. For ails
reas,,n, we conclutie that the (*ATV system is a 'perfnrnier" of whatever pro-
grams from these distant signals that it distributes to its subscribers" (emphasis
tolled t,

We thus rage that the proposed Section 111 take cognizance of this distinction
by plodding for the minimal fees for the transmission of loyal signals now pro-
posed lit the statute and higlier fees for the importation of distant signals.

As we have previously pointed out to this Subcommittee Isee our letter to
Thorn:Ise. iirettnan, dated March 13. 19721. studies by independent research orga-
nizatituts leave Indicated that distant signal importation permits cable to sub-
stantially inerease its revenues and taofits. Cable sliould pay a reasonable pice
for thos:e henotits. Requiring colic to pay its fair share will ako create_ hew
sources of revenne for program producers and encourage theta to develop more
and different [programing. The costs of programing will be spread more evenlyt;r. m3rc pr',:gramirtg.
Tile ultimate result will he greater programing diversity.

We believe that a fair rate for cable to pay for the programing it re-
ceives by importing distant signals would he a percentage of gross reroute which,
totIlLe the proposed statutory schedule, takes into rn-nunt thr e.f.04 in intrri.41,,,y
veonp4lite,x fit the same material and Mr inerementat profit ft that are generated
for ea tile systems from ca 'Tying Ruch programing.

We estimate that most non-network ntVISSA1 stations may spend as much as -12rt4
of their broadcast revenne for programing and that the major networks' may
spend much as StP1-. The MPAA estimates that approximately :ill (7' of broad-
cast revenues lutist be tried to acquire programing. The NAB pat the average
at :1 UPC which estimate is correct. it is clear that. under the proposed
statute, cable would be Imyinr a very small fraelIon of the fon,i-Ments made by
free television for programing,

1r1 terms of the increased profits that cable can anticipate from distant signal
importation. it Is also apparent that the proposed fee schedule is inadequate. The
stlics referred to in our March 13 letter show that distant signal importation
would rake total cable demand from approximately 10,400,000 homes to at least

rtte(as what is oltrently the into, in CDS v. Teleprompter Corp 416
2,1 :Y.,5 12,1 cit. tiapermrt ruhNi:
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1S,00,000 homes (using 1000 data as a base), or a total of at least 73%. In terms
of pr44itability, Increased subscriber reroutes for a typical small system (3,500
subscribers) would, In tie: tenth year, increase pre-tax profits by It is
interesting to note that &ace the FCC has permitted distant signal importation
(March 1072), cable has beet) able to increase its total subscribers and the
number of communities it serves by at least 20%.

We thus believe that. the following schedule of fee payments Is more realistic
and eqUitable:
Number of subscribeN: Percret 1/., loth Irriber rrventiCs

for distant signal importation
Vp to 3,500 7.5
3,500-10,000 1Q.0
Over 10,000 12.5

This proposed schedule is much fairer than the schedule contained in the bill.
It recognizes the existence of the relationship between distant signal importation
and increased profits. It affords copyright owners a greater revenue base for the
exploitation of their material. it is sealed in such a way that smaller cable sys-
tems will not pay as much as more profitable systems. Finally, it brings into more
reasonable proportion what free television must pay for desirable programming
and what cable should pay for such programming.

We estimate that the proposed charges will be less than one-half of the incre-
mental revenues attributable to importation and an even smaller percentage of
I he ineremental profits that can be obtained from such activity. The proposed
niaxinilini fee of 12.5% is small compared with the average of 34 to 54% of
revenues that the typical broadcaster must now pay for programming.

We recognize that any fee schedule that is proposed at this time will, of neces-
sity, be speculative; there has not been sufficient time to gain useful operating
experience. flowerer, once a fee schedule Is adopted, the pressure to retain it
as a Maxi lama will he overwhelming. Cable will argue that it relied on the
statutory fees in planning its expenditures and charges. Any fee schedule thus
rums the risk of becoming a permanent feature of the compulsory licensing
scheme. It is important, therefore, that the fee schedule that is adopted be

nut equitable at the outset.
the proposed statute does provide for periodic review of the adequacy

of the statutory fees, subject to Congressional approval, we do not believe that
these procedures will work. There are conflicting interests in this area. The
adjustment process will be long and complex. Approval by the Copyright
Tribunal and Congress will inevitably require de 'MVO review. The process to
obtain change will be complex, uncertain and time-consuming. A realistic and
equitable schedule should be in the statute from the beginning.

its short. we believe that the establishment of a realistic fee schedule will en-
courage cable to develop new programming and progratmning services and not
rely ),,velesively on its right to appropriate programming from free television at
wonting costs. In this manner, the public will receive meaningful alternatives
anti have the best that both cable and free television can offer.

we also have the following comments and suggestions concerning the proposed
Section 111

First. if higher fees are not enacted now, then certain kinds of programming
shonid be exempt from compulsory licensing and subject to normal rules of copy-
right exelesivity. Sports events, particularly local sports events, are the best
examples. If a cable system can obtain such programming from free television
at nominal costs, derive substantial revenues from such appropriation, and use
the revenues it then obtains to outbid free television for these and other attrac-
tions in the fntnre, the entire public will eventually be denied free access to such
at t ratabais and some of the public, in homes unserved by cable, will be denied all
a ccef.

In any event, we support the exclusion from compulsory licensing for sports
events that are blacked out in local areas.

WI, an. 1;ot seeking legislation that it»taunizes us from competition with
cable ttlerkion. We are merely saying that the law should not favor either
imiestry. The proposed statute would give cable a substantial advantage by per-
mitting it to obtain programming for nominal charges at the same time that

it to mw t Instructive that Section sat of the proposed Statute empowers the Copy.
prv,,l'aqICIS( A that the proposed rates are reasonable now. We do not believe they are.
Hem Tribunal to assure that the statutory rates "continue to be reasonable." This



free television twist suffislatitially more. Cable should not be the statutory
beso-tiela ry el such an advantage.

Second, in no event should Congress attempt to determine now what cable
will pay in the future for additional distant signal importation beyond the
present authorized limit. The fees for such additional importation should be
left to the forl'es of the market and consumer interest and support. There Is
no way of hnowing now whether the fees currently proposed for itemised
distant signal Importation will be adequate, or, for that matter, excessive.

Third, since the compulsory licensing scheme is a broad exception to the
rights that a copyright owner normally has, certain exclusivity rights should
e'en rly be set forth in the copyright statute and not depend on any other agency,
such as the CC, for their continuation. The FCC has recently promulgated
eilusivity rules (see FCC Rules, 176.91 ct. seq.) We are especially anxious
that. as a taininana, the FIX; rule that guarantees us "simultaneous" exclusivity
for network offered programs, a prohibition against importing a network
program Into a market at the same time it Is offered by a network affiliate in
that market, he incorporated in the copyright statute itself.
11. Seel fro( 114

Section 114 provides for a separate performance fee for the use of sound
recordings as well as creating a separate copyright in such material. We under-
stand that the main purposes of the Section are to give record companies greater
protection against record piracy and to enable such companies and performers
to make more money. As a major user of records, we oppose the Imposition of
additional charges for the right to play records on the air that will merely
benefit manufacturers and performers, as opposed to the creators of copyrighted
works. We believe that protection from record piracy can he aehleved by
creating a 'separate copyright in sound recordings without creating a separate
performance right that will burden broadcasters. In short, we believe that
Section 119 goes too far and is unnecessary:

In the past. record companies and performers have recognized that there
w'is an advantage in having their records used by radio stations. Most rev' rds
were supplied without charge. We see no reason why Congress should now
create a new revenue base for manufacturers. Section 114 will force broadeamerS
to pay record companies for the "privilege" of increasing their record sales.
That is not the purpose of the Constitutional guarantee of copyright protection.

Similarly, it strikes ns as being unwise for Congress to Involve itself in
creating a new revenue base for performers, many of whom are already viceil-
paid and successful. In all probability, lesser-known talent will not benefit that
much. The compensation that performers receive should remain a function
of private negotiation, not national legislative policy.

At present, we must pay performance rights societies (ASCAP awl BMI)
for the right to perform copyrighted musical works. If we also must pay record
companies for the right to play records of the same copyrighted nutshell! work,
our fees may double. There will also be added administrative costs.

We thus oppose Section 114 as an unwise extension of what is validly needed
"to oromote the useful arts and sciences."

aPPreetate the opportunity to present our views to this Subcommittee
awl stand ready to assist it in whatever way Is useful.

Hon-1011N McCI,Efiax.
Neal Renate °Mei- Bit lb( in o,
Wa.th ington,

NATTONA1. CAI:LE TELEVTSION ASSOCIATroy, 1Nc.,
Aum14 1, 1973,

MY DEAR SENATnR Wet : In the eourse of my testimony this morning
concerning S 18111. I was asked on several occasions as to NCTA's attitude toward
the so-called OTI' Consensus Agreement. I indicated that NCTA is now and has
always supported what we regard as the basic intent of the Agreement, namely
that all parties work toward the early passage of copyright legislation, This, of
course, we have done while others have sought to impede the legislative process
on this subject. In any event, however, I did not choose to allude in my testi-
nmny to the extraordinary pressures which were placed upon NCTA, and the
cable Industry by both the Office of Telecommunications Policy and by members
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or, on, administration to accept the terms of the Ciaisenstts Agreement. / feel it
only fair ito say that the cable industty wits offered as an alternative only the
indefinite extension of the FCC's "freeze" or the equally una t ratt ice possibility
of extensive and unproductive congressional hearings.

After reviewing my notes, I feel it imperative to offer the above comments at
this Hine and ask that they be included iii the record.

,Very respectfully yours-,
DAviu If. 1.'osIER.

UPLEM EN TAI. CONf MEM S OF NAILONA!. CA1.11.k; ELEVISION ASSOVIAT1ON, INC.

During testimony on S. 1361 on August 1, 1973, several questions were asked
of NCVA. witnesses which required some research to answer. Chairman McClellan
directed NCTA to submit the answers to the Subcommittee in written fora. We
have at tempted to do so herein,
I. The effect of the graduated fee scheduled in Section III on the nation's three

largest cable television systems (tteo in. Sew York City and one in San
Diego) ; and the effect of doubling that fee sch«Inle

The three largest cal,!,, systems in the United States in terms of the number
of subscribers served are Mission Cable TV. late., San Diego, California; Tele-
PrompTer Manhattan CATV Corp., New York City ; and Sterling Manhattan
Cable TV, New York City. At the outset, it should be noted that of the three
CATV systems (ally the San Diego system is reported to be at till profitable.

NCT.\ has obtained front these cinnitudes the total revenues from subscriber
service fees fur the liiost reeent quarter in the 1073 calendar year for which data
were available. NcTA calculated the copyright fee payments that would be
required were the fee schedule in Section III in effect at the linw, and made a
farther calculathui to deterznine the effect on revenues of a doubling of the pro -
posed fee schedule:

TelePrompTer Mission erling
Manhattan Cable TV Manhattan

Quarterly revenues 5911. 909 $937,497 $1,040.090
Copyright tee payment under sec. 111 schedule 41.595 42, 857 48, 000
Lflectie rate (percent) .4. 56) (4.57) 14. 62)
Copyright tee pay ment il sec. 111 schedule was deubeld... 83. 190 85,750 96, 000
Effective tate (percent) 9.12) (9.15) (1,23)

Assuming the quarterly revenues to be constant for the purpose of projecting
a full year's payment of copyright feesactually understating the true annual
effect, inasmuch as subscriber revenues would increase emit quarter trout snit-
scriber additions- -the annual payments by the three systems, under the fee
schedule in Section III, Would range from $11i6.3s0 to $1112.000 under as doubling
of the fee sebedule, copyright payments world range from $332,760 to $351,000.
Collectively these three systems would pay at least a half million dollars in
ctiq >yrtglit fees for the current calendar year under the schedule in Section 111,
and more than a million dollars were the schedule doubled.

The imposition of high copyright fees on these cable systems and on those
presently under construction or proposed to Ile built in the major markets till.
have an adverse impact on the earnings of noose systems now or soon-to-be opera-
tional, anti may well deter cable construction in undeveloped markets,
2. The eircut of doubling the fee 8e/feeble in Section III on the rate of return on

foto/ capital of peojecteel major market (ATP systems
In his testimony of Angus! 1. Nt"PA President David H. Foster cited a study

by Dr. Bridger Mitchell on the Impact of copyright fee proposals on major
market CATV systems in which he found that the effect of the foe schedule in
Section Ill would be to rcducc the rate of return on total capital a fill percentage
point for profitable or near profitable systems. Responsive to the Subcommittee's
desire that NCTA provide pertinent data on the effect of a doubling of the fee
schedule in Section III, Dr, Mitchell has calculated that, under a doubling of fee
payments:

Large systems on the edge of major markets which, without any copy-
right liability, wilt earn a 10 -13r; rate of return, would have that rate reduced
to T,5--11.0qa reduction on total capital of two or more full percentage points.
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As Nt"ll'A pointed out in its earlier testimony, even a one point redaction ;a rate
o. torn iroutat be dcuuntesting to the ciliate television lialustry's investment en

viromnent since a 10%. retorts is considered the minimum acceptable,
intcrinediate xize systems on the edge of major markets, which Dr. Mit-

chell found would IR' only niarghially profitable without any copyright liability
at all troobt fissix be sererely theatc'ned by a doubling of the /aroposed fee

(') (If course, since ail systems In the center major markets are not pro-
jected :is being profitable at the present time, any copyright fee would make prof-
itability so remote as to preclude (le reloynten t . ehell's figures follow:

No fee
1i percent to

21 percent
Ito 5

percent
2 to 10
percent

Large s,steirs ;25,000 subscribers) in edge markets:
Rate of learn (10 ,, late ol return is necessary to

attract came)
Effective rate ,_. ,..

Intermediate systems (10,003 subscribers) in edge
markets:

Rate of return (10'1 rate of return is necessary to
attract capital)

f flecme rare
Center market systems: Rate of morn

9.7-13.4
0

135.5.1
0
0

9.2-12 8
2,0

5,2-7.7
1.2

0

8.(-12.2
3,9

4.8-7.3
2,4

0

7.5-11. 0
1.8

4,1-6. 5
4.8

0

Note. Any fees obviously add to projected tosses.

.3. The effect of iltaddiatt the fee schedule in kzectihat V/ on the pre-tax income
of the major cable television companies'

As Nt"l'A pointed out In the testimony of David Ii, Foster on August 1, the
effect of copyright payments on the earnings of the major cable television om-
panies is (Tindal to the major market development of cable television, An increase
in t he statutory rev ,:cloqiule could halt (.'ATVs development.

Stl'A's written testimony showed the effect of copyright payments, nonfat-
the present fee schedule In Section 111, on the pre-tax income of eight of the
hugest cable television companies in the nation. Pre-lax income of those coin -
lKuics be reduced by copyright fee payments, under the present Section
111, from 7.5% to 32% with an average of 19%.

If the fee schedule. In 8ection 111 were doublM (to range from 2% to 10%),
t pre-tax Income of these companies would be reduced by copyright fee pay-
ments from 15% to 64% with an average of nearly 40%. Assuming the corporate
tax rate, income, after taxes, could be reduced as much as 80%.

If the fee seheduie were raised, a reduction of pre-tax income In lids mag-
nitude would threaten to completely shut off the already limited flow of invest-
ment funds to all but the very largest and financially st rougest companies.
4. The amount of "copyright fees" paid by television stations for the broud-

cast tow of copyrighted materials
Television stations include "copyright fees" paid to owners of syndicatol pro-

grams is the total price when they buy the use of a product (a motion pietnre
or a -package" of motion picture films, a single television program or a series
of programs) under varying terms of usage. The total price may vary to radical.
such :natters as the number of times the product can be televised within certain
periods of time, ete. Included in the purchase price, which Is generally arrived
at in bargaining between the station and the distributor (with the pile*, ing
by the size of the market. the bargaining ability of the station, the desire of
the distributor's agent to make a quick sale, and any timilbeir ref other reasons),
are various costs associated with the distribution of the prodnct ;mil the profit
to the program ttss tog% The extent of the profit depends a great deal upon the
quality of the product (and its potential valise in attracting amlience0, anal the
ability of the distributor to extract high prices from the television stations.

Ni TA's analysis rliiws that the iiLvtieru of .etrifiraftel realized
gross income of $17.).11 million in 1'41 from sates to television stations I this is
based on FCC fix:ores). After subtracting the costs of distribution, advertising,
talent, etc.. approximately 574) million in prIttit remains. This reprcxeats is profit
margin to the copyright owner in eXCCIS of 25%.

The concept of cable television liability I imposition of a "copyright fee" based
on a percentage of gross revenues from bask subscriber service fees) 1.4 a new
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and distinct way for Ihe copyright owner to 'Attain a grcater profit, above that
received from television stations for the broadcast use of his product (which. In
most instances is readily available to cable subscribers who, even without a
cable connection, could receive the program directly from a home antenna). Be-
ettl44e cable television Improves signal quality and audience range, advertisers
are charged higher rates by the broadcaster and the broadcasters can share Ids
added Income- with the copyright owner. However, cable television operators
receive no compensation from the broadcaster for expanding his coverage.
5. Profiitability of the three national television networks and television stations

vs. cable television system revenues
In May of 1973, the FCC released data on the 1972 revenues and profits of the

three national television networks and their 15 owned and operated stations.
The FCC data shows that profits before federal income tax were $213.4 million

(an increase of 47.2 percent over 1971).
Similar data on all other television stations for the year 1972 is not currently

available from the FCC. However, 1071 data released by the Commission in --
August 1972, showed profits before federal income tax of $244.3 million for 673"'
television stations,

Because there is not available a central authoritative source of lilt train tion
on the prolitlability of cable television systems, no comparisons can be drawn
between network/television station profits and CATV profits.

However, in 1972, the estimated gross revenues (from subscriber fees, installa-
tion fees and other income) of the approximately 2,000 cable systems then in
operation, was $438.100,000.

Thus, the combined pre-tax profits of the three television networks and their
15 owned and operated television stations in 1972 ($213.4 million) and the 1971
pre-tax profits of 673 television stations ($244.3 million) -exceeded the total 1972
revenues of the 2,900 cAfry systems by nearly $A)

It is ironic that the television industry and the copyright owners, whose cam-
bitted profits dwarf the entire revenues of the cable television industry and which
already reflect financial benefit derived front CATV through expanded audience
Coverage. should seek to extract an even greater profit from this eniergitig iniitts-
try In the form of unreasonable payments for copyright liability.

NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Washington, D.C., August 29, 19Z3.

HOD. JOIIN L. MCCULIAN,
New $enate office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR 'MCCLELLAN: Enclosed are schedules of CATV industry copy-
right payments under the fee schedule proposed in S. 1361, as compared to the
effect of doubling that schedule. Enclosed also Is an addendum of selected data
on the profitability of television program syndicators, the three national tele-
vision networks and television stations. Although this information is similar to
that prevously submitted, we believe that it points up the serious economic impact
of copyright payments in the cable television industry as compared to the tre-
mendous economic strength and profitability of the television broadcasting
Industry. For this reason we believe and respectfully request that this infor-
mation lee inserted in the record of the beatings on S. 1361.

You will note that the data in the addendum were based primarily on 1971
statistics published by the Federal Communications Commission. Since the
:,reita ration of the addendum, the FCC has published comparable figures for 1972,
which show that total television broadcasting revenues were 3.18 billion dollars
with pre-tax profits of 552 million dollars. These profits represented an increase
of 42% over 1971 and were cited by the broadcasting industry as a return to
"more normal levels." Put in the simplest terms, these profits exceeded the total
cable Industry's revenues for 1972 by more than 110 million dollars. Needless
to say. the broadcasting industry has never offered to reimburse the cable
industry for that portion of its profits derived from the additional audiences made
possible by °ATV.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Very truly yours,

DAVID II. FOSTER,
Enclosure.
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COMPARISON OF CATV tNOUS TRYCOPYRIGHT ROYALTY PAYMENTS

A he industry, based on 1912 data.

Annual S. 1363 ray- Number of Average Average Total
gross arty rate systems in gross royalty royalty

Si r.ena ;..te category revenue (percent) category revenue fee fees

51 10 : . ' k , ......... .. $114, 653. 510 1 1,962 858,431 $584 $1, 146, 535
1 .,,,'I t , 5 3re ... ...... 81. 245, 862 2 359 223,665 2, 873 1,031, 407
5 liy1 r , .t ',3 1 , .. 53,905, 190 3 131 393,468 1,004 959, 548
8 051 fn II:4 ,I ....... 35.373,427 4 03 560,689 12,828 808, 164
0,.1 1,- ... ' 106.431,91'2 5 97 1,097, 298 38,865 3, 769, 905

Taal. 7,715, 559
percent to 10

percent -fate
'Oat 15,431,118

B. -'Sy selected system site category.

System sin

2 percent to
Annual gross S. 1361 10 percent scale

revenue royalty fees royalty fees

5,000 $312, 000 $8,640 $9, 280
10 ,N'S 624,000 15, 360 30, 720
15,001.1 936,000 30.800 61,600
20,000 1, 248, 000 46,400 92, 800
25,000 1, 560, 000 62, 000 124, 000

C.Synopsis of effect on CATV systems' net income.

By month By year

Per subscriber. Revenue $5.20 $62.40
Delis;

1-,t1,4 oteita,1 $2.60 $31.20
FCC fee ,03 .30
Franch.se tee .16 1.87
[merest.. .75 9.00

federal, State, city, county tax 4.84 1.30 15.60 57.97

Subtotal .36 4.43
S. 1301 royalty fees at 2 percent . 10 1.25

Net income .26 3.18

0 Pnyaff.i foes cannot be passed on to CATV subscribers because regulators have denied rate increases and sub-
scribers wiil not pay additional arounts, Therefore, a high copyright lee schedule will yield no more revenues to copy-
right boners bran a lo.v fee schedule.

ADDENDUM

A --CATS increases coverage area of TV stations and improves picture quality, but the CATV operator does not alter
progran . or cnirimercials and gets no revenue from advertising on the TV signal. His sole reissue is from subscribers
month;, tea (a. erase $5 20 per month).

1 Copyriert owners of syndicated TV programs had 1971 sales of $179 600, 000, 00
tits le profits of about $53, 900, 000.00
Prof I rate f, f (percent) 30

2 3 1 si riti,sorlirs had 1971 revenues of $1, 378, 900, 000.00
'.'ale before tax profits of $144, 900, 000.00
Pad,... r ve 0 about (percent) 1079

3 l r hrtionl hat 1971 re,renues of... 91,371,400,000.00
lila re Wane tar profits of $244, 300, 000. GO
Fror : 'ate of about (percent) 18

B -- 3N, slaws charge advertisers based on TV coverage. The rate cards of 3 New York City newtork stations are

Stet,. n Hour 30 min 15 min 5 min 30 3 20 8 10 s

SINA ,(..: $11 500 59.550 $4,500 $3,000 $5, IWO $4,600 $2, TOD
15L 6., 10 000 8, 000 4,050 3,500 6, 000 4,000 3, MO
WNBC 10,700 8,500 6,000 5,000 2,800

C.--Cssmight owner and television pr .:fits are larger than CATV gross revenue.

Notes Data in the ad lendum were obtained from the following sources: Item A-1, sales from syndicated programs, from
"TV broadcast financial Data 1971," published by the Federal Communications Commission; data on the profitability
or program syndication were obtained from surveys of several knew!edgeable indi,try sources; Items A-2 and A -3 were
deaSoped !som ''TV Broadcast Financial Data - 1971 "; Item 8 data were obtaine from the 1972-1973 edition of Television.
Factbock.
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NATIoNAT, EDuc.vrioN ASSOCIATIoN,
Washington, D.C., August 9, 1973,

Don, ;Ions I. MCCLELLAN,
Chafrmon, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, anti Copyrights of the Sen

ate Judiciary Committee, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DeAa SENATOR McCLEIJAN; During the testimony of the Ad Hoc Committee

on Copyright Law Revision at the opyright hearings on July 31, you made
the following statement: "I think it is valid and important to ascertain what
the Impact of this educational extant/too for educational purposes Is' (the

educational exemption which the Ad Doe Committee is proposing].
And you added a question, "What impact. if any, will this have on the ability
of present sources to continue to make such materials available? If it Is seri-
ous, it ought to be weighed; If it is trivial, it ought to be ignored."

In response to your question, you will recall 111;11 I read the oPenIng Para-
graph of a news release issued by the Educational Media Producers. Council
on May 11% 1973. entitled "DEMAND Ft/It EDUCATIONAL ADIO-VISUAL
MATERIALS RISES 10.Sejo in 1973."

In order that the metut;ers tot' yoai Sniwoupolittee might have access to the
entire news release, I am attaching a copy hereto mid respeelfully request that
P'11 c'it'e pert iI sion tc told it to the record of the hearings.

I believe this news release shows clearly the feet that the educational mosEa
prodmers are not suffering because of uses of their materials by the educa-
tional coroominity. I think it imporbutt to stress here that the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee is not urging Congress to give teachers. librarians, educational broad-
casters. ere., a broad exemption which far exceeds statutory "fair use." We
;ire simply askitat that Congress make legal the limited reproduction prac-
tices which teachers are now undertaking as par; of their day -to -day teaelt-
ing responsiloililles. These practices have been deiieeated in our testimony.we ;ire not asking for more privileges for Copying lint rather for protec-
tion f;;r the rights we now exercise in fail. As you know from our testi
moray, we seek a limited educational exemption, or, in lieu of this, a broadly
interpreted -fair use- muse with outright rejection of the Williams & Wilkins
decision and with authorization for limited. multiple copying of short. whole
works such as poems, articles. stories, and essays for classroom purposes and
with -fair use" extended to include instructional technology as well as print
materials. Publishers will fare no worse than they now fare under the exist-
ing law, As you will see from the attached news release, publishers are far-
ivg pretty well. and we will say the source of materials is by no means
dry big up.

Again. we shoo ld point cut that we give visibility to the authors' works
and. as a result, create markets for them. One could even make the point
that taiblisiLers and authors should pay teachers for promoting their works inma classroom!

Tin von for the opportunity to testify before you and the members of your
Soibeoe!tailtee.

sincerely yours,
ItAttor.to E. WICAES.

Chqimon, Act floe Committee of E,liteittioimf Orgeilf:ations and 111511-
f iitiomi) art Copyright hair Recision.

Ati;1,}Imitt.
arcArioNAL 311:141.1 1'I:n1WeEiti ("01'NCII

Fairfax, l'a., May 16, 1973,

in:vrNn you Etox..t.ttosAL .1nno-Vistim. Nf.11-1-.RIALS RISES MS% IN 1973

Fairfax, ra.---(lreater use of amlio-visual materials continued to character-
ize the lassroona in 1!t72. aecording to a report to be released May 31 by the
nba'ational Media Prolucers Conffill. Empc Annum1 surrey and Analysis
of Educational Media Producers' Sales shows total sales of non-textbook instruc-
tional materials rose to $211.7 to 1912. an increase of over 1971.

The survey. conducted by an independent market. esealali firm under the
anspies of the Educational Media Producers Council. presents a comprehensive
picture of total industry software volume alai a wide range of statistical data
m1,1 analysis of the talon-Minn market. It includes information gathered from
more than 217 audio-visual producers. Represented in the survey are small film-
strip houses as well as the largest educational publishers, stated EMPC Execu-
tive Director Daphne Philos.
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The report shows building level materials Salestraditionally, those materials
whose unit cost is modest enough to permit acquisition by, and storage within,
Individual school buildings continued to widen their lead over the higher-
priced lfinan films, commanding an impressive 71.8% share of the total edu-
cational media market. Building level materials sales increased 13.7%, white
itimra film sales rose a modest 3,3% in 1072. lfinim films continued to lead all
audio- visual materials in dollar expenditures, however, wIth.total sales of $5-I
million.

Sound filmstrips led all building level materials In volume increase, rising
$0.2 million, but mult media kits experienced the greatest rate of growth,
spurting 23.1% to $27.2 million. Pre-recorded tapes were up 21.5% and 8Stum
silent dim loops increased 17,3%.

Tlie itapaet of the audio cassette on educational media development and
sales eentinnt a to be dramatic. Whereas In 1909 cassette volume was considered
too insignificant to warrant a separate category in the EMPC Annual Survey and
Analysis, cassettes accounted for 56.1% of all pre-recorded tape sales last year.
In at parallel- though less pronounetni-edevelopment, the cassette version of
the sound filmstrip continued to gain ground on the record version, accounting
for 1.Or,1- of total sound filmstrip sales in 1072, up from 33',4% the preceding
yea r.

Simi, 1966. the first year the Educational Media Producers Council conducted
its industry-wide survey. audio-visual materials sales to education have Increased
S1.0%, making strong inroads into the traditionally textbook - oriented education
market. Sates of the textbookwhich remains the dominant instructional
tnediatuhave increased by 22.7% during the same period.

4'411)11,1.3 of the 20-page'EMPC Ammo/ Surrey and Analysts are available for
$37.50 from Educational Media Producers Council, 3150 Spring Street, Fairfax,
Virginia 2.'1030.

Tt3 F. NEW ENOLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE.
Boston, Mass., Angust E, 1973.

Mr. Srrenex G.
Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, Committee on

the Judiciary, Dirk.ven Building, Wae/Ongton, D.C.
Malt Ma. HAASER : I am I)r. Franz J. Ingelanger, Editor, New England.

Journal of Medicine, -10 Shattuck Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115. In the
past I have been Chairman of the Editorial Board of the publication Castrocit-.
terology, a two-term member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Clinical
krestigation, and for 14 years an editor the Year Book of Medicine. I was for
11 years a member of various advisory boards to the Nil!. I have also been
a National Consultant to the Air Force, and a Consultant to the Veterans
Administration and the Army. I currently- serve as a Consultant to the FDA and
the National Library of Medicine.

I appreciate this opportunity to present my views of the copyright bill,
S. 1361, and reauest that this statement he made part of the official record.

Of the many criticisms made of the American health care System, one of the
most serious and also one of the most accurate is its lack of efficient and
appropriate communication at all levels. The practicing doctor is overwhelmed
with 'facts," but their mass is disorganized and unselective: thus the practicing
physician is not effectively exposed to the best information available at academic
centers. The trainee in medicinethe student and the houSe officeris similarly
discouraged by the abundance of information that is available somewhere, but
which he cannot obtain because it is widely scattered and often inaccessible,
Even resen reit scientists face similar difficulties.

This otherwise dismal communicatiiin picture Is alleviated In part 'by a
number of Indexing. abstracting. and duplicating services, and outstanding
among these are the services of the National Library of Medicine which make
it pessible for physicians, scientists and students to discover titles and informa-
tion pertinent to their needs. But tin' title. or even an abstract. is riot enough;
the entire article must be made available to the doctor if he is to use the new
medicine correctly, or to the stmlent if Ili is to understand a new process
colecom hely. He s a copy of the original publication.

The distribution of copies of original articles by the National Library of Medi
One and by other medical libraries is thus a vonammiction system that must be
sustained and mtrtured rather limn impeded, To place further financial con-
straints on the ready distribution of-copies of medical iirtieles is to interfere, ulti-
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mately. with the quality of medical !tractive In this country. Thus I should like
to oppose in the :strongest terms the provisions of section 108. (d), (1) in S. 1301.
The difficulties that tills portion of the bill would Impose might convert many a-
potential user to a nonuser, and many a medical library from a unit that now
survives to one that would rail because of Increased financial burdens. I cannot
believe That such consequences reflect the desires of the medical profession. of
Congress, or of the American people. These desires, moreover, shoeld take prec-
edence over the needs of commercial endeavors that wish to protest their invest-
ment by more stringent copyright laws.

It is my understanding that the American Library Asanication has submitted
to you a substitute for section 108, a section that would entitle a library or
archives to supply, "without further investigation," "a copy of no more than
one article or other contribution to a copyrighted collection or periodical issue."
This wording would eliminate the serious problems that I anticipate if the pres-
ent version of the section is afiewed to stand.

May I also ]rave the privilege of submitting to the Committee copies of an edi-
torial I have previously written on the same subject, an editorial that was pub-
lished in the New England Journal of Medicine, volume 287, page 357, in the issue
of August 17, 1D72.

Once again, may I thank you for the privilege of being permitted to submit my
views on this important matter.

Sincerely yours,
Fassz J. INGE:LET:MR, M.D.

Enclosures.

CRUCIAL LIBRARY SERVICES DEPeNO ON NIOTOCOPYING

The welter of complaints about the mass, slowness and unmanageability of
medical communication obscures its numerous assets. One of these is photocopy-
ing. the process that makes it possible for you and me to obtain a copy of any
article in a medical library's holdings. Moreover, by a remarkable blerarebial
system spreading outward from the National Library of Medicine (ELM) to its
11 regimat t affiliates, and thence to community hospitals, a photocopy of practi-
cally any article ever recorded in the medical literature is available for our use.
In 19'71 the NLM and its regional branches sent out nearly half a million photo-
copied items of this type' An approximately equal number of photocopies of
medical material was probably made and given to consumers of medical literature
by libraries operating independently of the NLM network. The making and dis-
tribution, of such photocopies, moreover, were often supported by the federal
government or by local funding mechanisms; In some instances the customer had
to pay a nominal fee. Thus, photocopying Is at the heart of a remarkably effec-
tive. evotioinivally reasonable, and extensively used method of spreading the medi-
cal news. If it exists in print, the description of an elaborate extraction procedure
is available to any laboratory worker, and the authoritative evaluation of a new
diagnostic approach can lie on any practitioner's desk.

No one, surely, would wish to Interfere with this system of making the entire
library resources of the United States available to the totality of potential
p.ttrona, particularly in view of the numerous complaints that the science and
practice of medicine suffer for lack of interconnecting spans. Unfortunately,
soine do wish to interfere. Beginning in January, 1973, articles appearing in (or
that have appeared in) the 35 scientific journals published by Williams and
Wilkins will not be so readily available for photocopying. On the basis of a report
made by a commissioner of the United States Court. of Claims, Williams and
Wilkins wilt impose a charge of 5 cents a page on all multiple copies of a single
article. and on ail copies ( even single one made for inter - library dissemination.
t If this charge were to be applied to all publications, a yearly fee of about half
a million dollars would be collected from NLM.) Libraries will be licensed to
make single copies of articles from Williams and Wilkins publications to fulfill
requests from individual patrons, but the tribute exacted from libraries for this
Peense is an increase in the library's subscription prices for Williams and Wilkins
journals amounting to an average of $3.65 per volume.

Photocopying may Impose an economic squeeze on small - circulation journals,
but efforts to protect the welfare of such journals should not be permitted to
jepardize what is one of the redeeming features of our struggling system of

I emu-In:fogs MM. Corning. ME: The Medical Library Assistance Act: an analysts of
the 'SIM extramural programa, 1555-1970. lanai died Libr Assoc 50:375-391, 1071.
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medical, communleolon. Educational and scientific gronps representing many
fai..ets of American nasikine have deidored the action taken by Williams and

JAMA published a tine editorial pointing at the impediments to corn-
munleation and the cost escalation that way ensite."1"lie New England Journal
of Medicine Joins in this protest against a move that threatens a communication
mechanism evolving in response to today's and tomorrow's needs. The Journal
reaffirms its policy with respect to photocopying: libraries and other nonprofit
Institutions y photocopy Journal articles at will.

F. J. INGELEINGEB, LLD,

THE NEw REPUBLIC,
August 10,1978.

JoyiN l,, NRCLEttAs,
chairman, Subcommittee On PalelltR, Trademarks, and Copyrights, Committee

on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
:3/4,,NXTOB*, 'Mille the New llepuldie did not appear before your commit-

tee to consider the effects of photocopy, we would like to take this opportonity to
endorse the testimony of the American Business Press, the American Chemical
Sudety, and the American Association of 'University Press.

Without copyright protection. magazines like The New Republic could perish
very easily. We understand libraries desire the unrestricted right to photocopy
one copy at a lilac. Each time this happens, our limited market is further re-
stricted,

We are perfectly willing, to give reasonable consent, but it is the sanctity of
the copyright that has made possible the free floe.' of Information in the U.S.

We are therefore hopeful that Sec. 10S will be limited to archival reproduction
and the Library amendment will be defeated.

Sincerely yours,
Roaf.nr J. NIvElts, Chairman.

CONGBESs OP fut.:UNITE:0 STATES.
roi,S11 OP REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., July 31,1973.

lion. Jolts L. NI( CO:1JAN.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademark's and Copyrights, Judiciary

Committee, U.S. Senate.
Man Ma, CuAtsmis: Because of heavy congressional activities, it is not pos.

Ode for me to address your committee. but I would be pleased if you could place
the enclosed material In the committee record.

As you Can see from the text, this matter is of great concern to me because
of its eftuet out a great many individuals in my congressional district.

Sincerely,
TItoNfAS NI. Rm.:8.

Member of Congress.
Enclosure.
Nir. Chairman : JI,r name is 'chitin:is M. Rees. I'm a member of Congress front

'Joint District cif California, My district encompasses Hollywood, Beverly
Dills. and, much of the San n'ndo :Ninny of my constituents are etrt-
pioytvl in the film industry anti are deeply concerned about Section ill of .S.
1:16i. the copyright fee selimbile. Its our feeling that the schedule is Inadequate
and inflexible, We hope that the sulicsinimittee will re-draft the section to en-
cennpass the fail consensus agreement.

The Consensus Agreement to which I am referring was formulated in Novem-
ber of Dill and at that time revolved broad support throughout the industry.
To refresh the committee's memory, the Committee of Copyright Owners, the
National Assoeiatimi of lIrlunicasters, and the National ('at le Teterision Associ-
ation. representing copyright holders, broadcasters, and cable system operators.
rc,,t,evticeiy, clout lip with an agreement, on the heels of ititensive discussions, at
the toles( of the EcC mid the sTP nod with the sanction of this committee and
its chairman.

Itegrottaldy, one of the major objectives of these meetings, the formulation
of a realistic fee schedule. was not achieved due to the Coniplicated nature of
the problem. The agreement acknowledges this difficulty and contains a provi.

I:attorial, Photocopying foal communication In the besith Sciences. JANIA1,372.

20 :o1-73---1.2
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rioa calling for compulsory' 11 l'111t valion in the event rates cannot be agreed npon.
I would like to stress that the copyright holders place a great deal of emphasis
1110011 co11111111sory, arbit ration as the only fair and equitable method of assuring
rates aceeptaide to all of those Involved.

Further, it should he pointed out that the copyright holders represent the
creative elements responsible for 10ralueing works of artistic nature and of enter-
tainment %alto& which contribute significantly to table televkion tdogrannoing.
Tim copyright holders are indeed the 11111:101' 1)1'0)4E11111 SIIPPJ11'1'S to this rapidly-
expanding medium.

lit closing, Mr. Chairman, I 1.0., to say that as a representative from
California. 1 out deeply concerned vvith the future of 411141e television os a source
of cruaoytncut fur it pru,viitiy troubled industry, and as a source of creativity
for the entire Nation.

Com; iti.ss of' 't I rro Sr.%ti;:.
I IOUSI. 1 11 ES, 1

Aufmst 3, lft r3.
lion. .Torts MuCt.Ett,AN,

NOwommittec on Patents, TradernarkR and Copyriglitg, Senate Judi-
ciary Committee.

1)c.th. Mo. 1'11 A 1101AN : I am concerned about the possibly adverse effects of
section I I I of ::eilme hilt 1:till currently tinder your committee's review, nide!t
sets forth a cal+, tele isione.010 Light fee solledule,

It is my lunkrstanding that in November, 1:071 representatives of copy right
holders, lr01010.a,-4ters and cable systont operators reached a compromise agree-
mout 1.010V1"1,11112: 1,11.:11111 l'1111.111,L;.' :11111 C011.% 1 1g111 i,1111S. This 111.;11-1 111C111 VaS 1'1t.
(101'S1.1 VI, Fc111'1"111 '0111113101.11.01 jous 1:111111;IiNzion ;Hitt the 1,111j4.0 of l'olucoill
111L114142atiolt, till lilt' 1.1.0 411110, 1110 1-4;11114S. L;t4.1`ti 141 .atilt' their differ-
ent es by coitiptilsory arbitration in the absence It a mutually auceptalde rate
seli0.01uh.

As you know. loth sides have failed to resolve this issit. and have presented
conflicting economic studios to document flair claims. I believe it would lq
hazardous for Congress to interveno in tilk matter at this time and impose an
initial fee schedule which may be eeonontleallY advantageous to 014 our side.
Since the 1;61 agreement already provides for Itgally binding arbitration to
settle this dispitte, I reciannicial that this approach he adopted in determining
fair and reasonable copyright fees.

Sincerely yours,
Eow Aup It. llorn.u.,

ile»itier of Conyee.1,

STAF, 'JIMA RY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Ilarridbury, Pa., Anyu4 19, 1973,

1 Ion. 'Tech SCOTT,
U.N. Senate,
Senate ()Mee Building,
lraghington,

DEAR Sflx.vron Scorr T am informed that the Senate Sub Committee on Patents.
Trademarks and Copyrights conducted hearings on Senate Bill No. 1301 on July
31. and that the Inuring record will be closed on August 10.

I respectfully request that the attached statement be made a part of the hearing
record, since the subject matter is of grave importance to Pennsylvania libraries,
archives and the State Library.

Thanks very inueh for your often demonstrated interest and support for the
programs awl resources of American Libraries.

Sincerely,
ERNEST E. DOERSCIII1K, Jr.,

State Librarian.
COMMENTS ON SENATE BILL 1301

Libraries of all types In Pennsylvania are meeting individual user needs by
vigorous exchange of materials and by providing single-copy extracts of articles
and other printed materials needed by researchers 0iiitl stiolents. Libraries have
relied on the "fair use" concept to protect theta against charges of copyright
infringement.
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While Senate 11111 No. 1301 Incorporates the "fair use" principle In Section 107
of the Mil, it does not stoecincally offer the library or archive Immunity from
prosecution for copyright infringement if it makes even one copy of copyrighted
material in response to a request front another library or from an individual.

So that libraries may serve the needs of users to the fullest extent and with a
minimum of delay, I urge*.

(1) that a library or archive be speritically entitled to make no more than one
copy of an talkie or portion of printed copyrighted material, or of a plionorecord,
to assist In teaching, research, or in idling an interlibrary loan request from an-
other library or archive ;

(2) that a library or archive be entitled to make a copy of an entire copyrighted
work if the library or archive-11as ascertained that the work can not be readily
obtained from I rode sources; anti

(3) that a library or archive providing a ropy of copyrighted material shall
attach to the ropy a Warning that the material copied appears to he copyrighted.

I believe that the above provisions ono be !Heal:FM*010d in an amendment to
Senate PIP No. 1301 as Section 108(d) as recommended by the American Library
Association. and I respectfully avg.. slab ;amendment as :t measure necessary to
facilitate research oral exchange of materials among libraries.

ERNE:STE. DOERSCIIUN. Jr.,
State Librarian of Pennsylvania.

ray- l'rr
1,1i11:ma (u. Pnti %lot.f

Phi!q4 .1 aguNI 7,
Senator tiro It Scout,
Senator frt.1, 1', ansulrauia,
Ril8W11 SrlIftle ()Pee 111111111)1g,

DEAR : I :ant Writiia.: to you on behalf of the Hoard of Trustees owl staff
of the Free Library Of encel lila!! I la, cal:Celli beatings of the .sah-
etatmtiitee t»1 Patents, Traleinalks, and copyrights of the stellate
the Judiela ry.

Mr. Ildition 'Low testified locf,,ro the sillocommittee on heloalf if the .1meriealt
Library Association ;isking that the amendment to the copyright revision bill,
S. 13111, include ;t definite statement that making a single copy to aid in teach-
ing awl research, toot particularly ilk interline :try loan, is wrtitissitote and tad
subject to possible snit for this notivity itt loehaff of the public good. whole.
heartedly endorse this I,oi i1I al and ask your support of this recommended

without such a provision librarians in Pennsylvania and throughout the
nation would be seriously restrieted in florin ability to offer quality reference
service and in the general perfornuinee of their duty to patrons.

We would be appreciative if you would Include tills letter as a part of the
committee'!: lwariat4

Sincerrly coots.
\Vitt m limn Jr

First rice Pr( sittca I, Board of Trash
.1MIN

NISIr TN TFT.N.U1 (ONA r". NETWORK,
.V1W York City, &Member a 1.97.3.

Hort, Jour L. McCuct.t.Ax,
(Ammon, S Plemlin mittce On Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights, Committee

on the Judiciary, U.N. Senate. Washiny+4 on, D.C.
DEAR Ma. CnAuf wAS; On .f illy 31 awl August 1 of this year. the Senate Soh-

committee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights held hearings on varimis
aspects of S. 1311. a bill providing for (tie general revision of the Copyright Law
(Title 17, States toile t. At the conclusion of those hearings you extended
an invitation to other iffieresiell parties tr% submit written emmnents on the
proposed legislat,on, So:tnish International N'et work and Spanish International
Communiratbgos rail( )1). 11 comjmny operating Spanish-langnage television
broadcasting stations in several major l*.N. communities, therefore takes phi`:
opportunity to presvnt a ..:Ia!tatala of its rroAtion on all aspect of the Proposed
bill Which is 4,f great 0,1a.:4.ra to Spanish internationalthe matter of copyright
liability for seci,mlary troil,missioIN by cable television systems.
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Our position in this rcearal is set forth In the attacked Statement of Spanish
Internationvi Communications Corporation, %Illicit we respectfully request be
made a part of the record of the Hearings held earlier this summer. If desired
by the Charlatan, we would be pleased 1.9 testify before the Committee on this
matter,

Respect fully,
REYNOLD V. ANS16I.A10,

President.

S I ENIENV OF SPANINEI INTT:RSAIIONAI. COW( UNICAl.IONS CORPORATION

I. IN IRODUCT ION

Spanish International Communications Corporation is the Federal Column-
nleations Commission licensee of television broadcast stations 101FIXTV, Chan-
nel 31, Los .1ngeles. California, KFTV, Channel 21, Hanford, California, 'MEN
TV, Channel 41, San Antonio, Texas, WI,T1', Channel 43, Miami, Florida, and
I1'NT1', Channel 41, Paterson, Now Jersey. All of the Spanish International
stations Iprataileast ahnost exclusively in the Spanish-language, serving some six
to eight million stunish-Americans (including Mexican - Americans, Puerto-Rican
nationals and Coban-Anwrierins, among others) with quality news, public affairs
and entertainment twogrannuing.

The continuation of such quality programming on our stations is now seriously
theratened by recently adopted provisions of the Federal Communications Com-
mission relative to secondary transmissions by cattle television systems in the
I'tkited States, It is this situation which prompts our submission which, Its noted
briefly above, deals principally with those provisions of the proposed legislation

1301 t which concern the copyright liability of cable television systems. A
brief background discussion will serve to put our particular problem in proper
perspective.

By letter to Congress dated August 5, 1971, the Federal Communications
Commission set forth proposals for the future regulation of cable television
systems. One such proposal was to permit the unrestricted importation, by U.S.
cable operators, of foreign language television signals (In our particular ease,
television signals from Mexico). At the sante dine the Corrontsslon proposed
to limit the cable carriage of distant English-language signals to what was
termed "IldeqUate television service" (see section 111(0(3) of S. 131;01). No
such limitations were placed upon the cable carriage of foreign-language broad-
ast signals.

in it letter dated September 22, 1971, Spanish International requested the
t'otutilis,hon to reconsider that part of its August 5 [Ater of Intent which
sought to permit the wholesale importation of Mexican broadcast signals. The
letter took issue with the wisdom of such a policy and demonstrated that un-
restrited impartation of Mexican signals could well destroy Spanishlanguage
broadcasting In the United States--n result, we urged, which could not possibly
-serve the public interest in an effective and viable local television service for
the spardsh American pmmlation.

in our letter of September 22. 1011, we explained how this could occur. For
oNa!,,11,.. wr pointed out that "."!; ntcrnatbaint relies to a very large extent
tat programming Which is carried lay many, if not all, of the Mexican border sta-
tions. and that many of the best programs carried on the Mexican network, and
distributed to border affiliates. arc not wade available to Spanish International
nutil as much as a year or more from the date of first transmission in Mexico.
In addition. we noted that while Spanish International is required to -pap snb-
stantial duties, freight and toping charges to inalort quality Spanish-language
programming, Mexican stations. and U.S. cable television systems importing
their signals. are in at position to avoid these expenses. We concluded that all
of titre 4.1)lislOvral ;11111e l to a sigunicant cempetilive disadvantage for P.S.
Spanish-language broadcasterswito were LOW Leine asked to compete against
Mexican as well as other C.F.:, stations. for an audience, which has been recog-
nized by the Commission to he "limited In windier".

Anhonah it Ilion appeared that the Commission's proposed cable regulations
would tend to restrict Importation of Mexican Spanish-language signals into
markets where there is at ha-al Spanish-bluely-Ice station. by (sanding such im-
ported signals against the cable system's "quota", the current rides do not ap-
pear to have heett interpreted by the Commission to give domestic stations such
protection. In addition, in those markets with no local Spanish- language sta.-
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distatd U.S. Spanish labgnago statitais can to "overlooked" by cable sys-
toots lit favor of Jlexicant snit bats. -no such "leap.frogging" policy Is now per-
mitted for Englisielanguage stations. As noted earlier, this cannot serve the
public interest in an effedive and viable local television service fur the Spanish-
Amrican population in this country,

We thus concluded that while imprirtation of foreign signals may, in sonic
few instatecs, appopilate, it should 'not be ttllr,00t n here the viability of

Spanish - language television is jeopardized, or where slatlints offering
similar program faree.g. foreign languageare available off-the-air or vhi
Illit'rowave. And, we urged the Commission to adopt such a prohibition. In
essence. tic asked that nliere cable systems have the choke of carrying
or Mu'Aican foreign language stations, they be prohibited (rein importing Mex-
ican stations.

illustrating our many cable systems In Southern (7aliforniti receive
both Niexiealt and Lo, Ailgoles signals oft' -tic-air--incititling, fur e\:',101,1e,
Spa rash litteroatiottat's liMEX TV Jet. 111:11iy eary the .Mexicau station to Ike
exclusion of loirx. They.e are also numerous rabic systems in the fmir-
slate southwestern border area cardiac NieXtall staticus visa IIIILVTI,W;IVI. Where
(7.8. Sp;11.11,1Ltaliztrago signal< are also avail:tie. In t-a)t of tluse eases, however,
the eagle stein is not carrying the V.S. Spanish-language station even though
English language signals from the saute :WI rket 11.os .Iiigeles. for example) are
being carried on the cable system. situation has proliferated under the
Couninission's cable rules.

Altietagit rccognizing that "foreign ]nominee stations fulfill an itni,ortant need
for IA itat gorterally is :in audience limited in number," the Commission, never-
theless, iginred the merits of Spanish I/donut( itatai's arguments. In a footinde
to its cable Report the commission stated :

Pollowing our .August letter to Congrt,ss, the licensees or peratiltees of
Spanish- language stations in Los Angeles and lionford, Califturnia, Can
Antonio. 'rexas and 'Miami, 1.1orida, wrote to time Conold.s.sion requesting that
Importation front Mexico of Spanish language stations not be allowed where
U.S. Spanish language programming is available either off the air or poten
tally available via microwave. we ,.ccognize the ur,otoneafx in favor f)f Nap-

poting tIontestie Ntationx, Ilowever, above all, we are a t temiI ing to oneuttrago
carriage of foreign language stations. Therefore, absent the utilising situa-
tion, we do not think any additional burden should he inn tosed on the cable
system.: invttived," 1311 F.C.C.21 143 at 1511; emphasis sit/141(1i)

At that thime we found it difficult to understand, if the C'ointaission Indeed does
"recognize the arguments in favor of suioport lug domestic stations", how it could
ignore these arguments solely because an "additional burden" of unspecified mag-
nitude rituald be impo,cl on emill!t television .4:ystt,m,:. We still find the l'itmints.,
sion's deierittl tutt tuns to be NmIllt.What perplexing and irrational.

On March 13, 1972, Spanish International Med at l'etition for Iteeonsideration
of the (7-otninission's Decision, noting its earlier arguments in this ma tler--prite
(Aloofly, that a significant burden Is being Imposed iipott domestic fill' Spanish
hung-nage stations as a result of the Commission's Mexican importation policy,
and that Ibis policy fosters a grossly unfair competitive situation---and, in addi-
tion, poittting out that other donie,tie 1%81 Span141 lantntage
would be similarly "burdened" by the Commission's imptutatIon policy. In
response the Commission stated, referring to our Itequest for Reconsideration:

"As we cloth) in the Cable Television Iteport and Order at footnote 50, peti-
tioner requested following the issitance of our letter of intent, that intiortation
front Mexico of Spa nishia ng tinge station: not he allowed where IT.S. Spanish.
language programing is available either off the air or potentially available via
riii(TOVUIe. Tint N1111011 for reconsideration restates that request. 11111 Wu, 0n
sittered the request iii tinali'zing the rules and see tti) reason to alter our view.
AVe are attempting to encourage the carriage of foreign language programing.
Where there 18 <1 Meal Sp,inish-loingilagf; Ajeltion, it will of eour8c Jet eueiage
priority. lint (mishit'. its oall market. %Owne there is no "right" of 4.nriage and no
s7uv gat need rw prof eel ion atznitt,4 other stations prugrunital in the sante lon:mage,
It is in the public interest to make foreign language IWO:1,1%1111111g ar:111;11.10 ilbolit

lit unusual sit iialion4 %, hero a tioine,tic Spankleianguage station
makes tt compelling demonstration for relief with respect to a particular applia
lion, we van afford such relief under S. This should serve to maintain the
vitality of local foreign language srchcs without general restrictions on the.
right of table systems to distribute the programing of foreign stations." templia-
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sls Ihrimsideration of Cable. frriion 12, port and Order, paragraph
:::1; F.('.C. 2,1 326. )

The Cimmlission, huaccv er, villA on 11)0 matter
of its :Ste...clean impartation jadieles. 1Ve would tote tiarticularly the dissent of
Commissioner Robert E. Lee :

-rho in,00rit' IA'S the t..g. foreign langirtt..:e stations most shabbily. These
tire struggling UHF stations, losing money, slime barely making it. The
vmiority lets ("All's import Mexican foreign hingmkge ,stntioto; into the
'111;11.1.0:T rest rictiott--eVen ri i i rile some us zip)oars on the
V.S. stations, only' n Year more recent, Thu majoritg .5a.y.5 that the local 1,7111"
for, it boa/nage l'fIn jef illy should the buolirn be on rile 1:11 to undertake
r. fatierly epettNire proceeding:5! .1m1 what about the community where there
still now never he a local 1'01'0;4'11 language station lig(ause a (.7,1'1'1,' Imports
Mexieati skitiiins?

"furtitor. these l'.S, ,tattoo; net stn anti-leapfrogging benefits. A rATv can
1,,,I,wac,0 100 Lath, ow LS. foreign language station and it rltu go
Owl ;Mies to Mexivo it' it wants to alo so. 'low Urn's the tatlioritY square till", with
Its ,h.siro to help 111F, whit its titsl.arlie that an ordinary UTIP N44101(1(4(11

not I,i iSPaSSI.11 It tea iii i wiU,in 200 mile, int the ease of the third hide -
pendent I ?" (Em)'hasis supplied.)

t'a,aunissiniwr Reid exitt.essed similar emu:erns:
'..\ nother problem which was lirotight to the intention Of the Commission by

Petit ii,ns for iteconsitleration \Vas OW lithlilil of itotairl lag a foreign station for
foreign intr.:nage progiams tinder the provisions of Section itI.7iSt (b) ; 7(1.5t)
(2,«1. ; iti.131(2/

i b -firer rev' hood here parmi)te,1 eaL7r sygtrmR to carry (mill those
!fa-etc', xfation.4 lehnxr ilynal.5 In ri-re arathild off the ail, am/ prohibit the iiit,00r-
tati.oa if .each xivnoiau bat uticrotrocc, from a foreign station. This Is especially
trite \\lion itotEnglt-li broadcast stations are readily available to the cable
syst,111.... especially Oo when they 0 IT :44;1110W: and it seems reasonable
to me to protect theta.

tve attempt la ins ter tarts prablom by sayir,t that--'in unusual situations
Ns tier), ;t ibii ti itte Stiattish.latt2tittge station mattes a efattuptlititt denim tst rat ion for

sith respect to a particular application wu can afford stalt relief under
Section 7t1.7.'

thhih, / recognize that they probably will file to. special relief, and I would
hop, ire wourd :welcome it and grant foroeabl, relief, f firmly believe that a
!/r u. rat Wollic) hare //era, more beneficial." leMplatSjs suptilied; Concurring
Stall mein of Commissioner Charlotte T. Reid, page -I).

Sit;ce the Commission's MIN' 1.111-dp, rides lieentras offeetive shout A 1107.i.n addi-
tional cable system operators have proposed to import Mexiettit signals into some
:):1 different l'.S, co:mat:nit lessome of which already have a local Spanish
taagnage station.

In (Nese latter situations estaeci,411y, It particularly ()unroll; burden upon our
stations Is f1,541.rk.41 lay the Commission's eitlile rules. For example. Spanish Inter-
national's 1:31EN'11" (Los Angeles) obtains signilleatit quantities of its Spanish
language programming front Spanish International Network Sales, which Is the
United States representative of V. T. Latin Progr,titts. Mexico, whose assoelated
tr'otiipatty also supplies programming to XE1VTTV, Tijuana. Thus, both stations
receive major atuontits of pril.traimaing front the same source mot thus carry
cssemialiy- similar program so-hednles. For NEWTTV and 'l'V
are Moth carrying the following Spanish-language programs during their current
liroailci.st week:

1("i1EX TV Xf34/I -TV

tixo V.V.daz S'io.if (10 mil.) Saturday, 7.13 p.m Monday. 7 p.m.
Va:i1,1>ila> Vercel (10 an ) (Ann:ianarrl3)-- ..... .. 1Nr.,11, 13.31 o in ',onlai ).13 Dim
1.1 Cria 'II SIP 1 Crirla (30 min.) Mn -.lo v, 9 p cia (Puis-lay, 2.11 p.m.
C1.ekpq,t1t1 hr.) ..... V ridaii.3 o ria... ............. talurday, 413 P.m.
It C3rnanOie (I hr) Monday, I p.71_ Ssiurday, 3 refl.
t5,-,5C9:!c....)1,11,-, tr.) Salliii34, 11 P.m Saiorday (I /11%),10 p.m.
r,-7,tt)ttit).1t i Siturtri. 7 p.m ..... ......... Sunday (lhai.), 4 p.m.
Marcter. T.apitias (31 dr.1.) Tur,fri.9 ond S',,,Ity., 9 -39 p.m.
limo 1 (1 Pr.) Mal It/46146 1 p.m . Monday- Friday, 11 p.m.
_ _
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Thn4, Over 11 hours of KMRX--TV's weekly primetime programmingwhich
is obviously crucial to its contimong viability would be duplicated by the signal
of XEWT-Tr. Several cable television operators in the Los Angeles area are
now proposing to "import" the signal of XIM"L'..-TV on their cable systems. In
sneh cirentustances KMEX-TV faces the possible loss of some 40% of Its prime-
time aton/we.

while in at normal situation involving Engiish-language broadcast signals,
pervasive duplication in programming of this untgnitude would entitle the Meal
television station to substantial program exeiroivitY Protection as Provided by
the Commission's cable television rules; see sections 70.151 el 8eq.), the appli-
validity Of Ow Commission's itrograta exeMsivity rules to Spanish language
signals IS unclear at best, and has never been determined by either the Com-
mission or its staff. In this connection, many questions still r1,111.3iTt unanswered.
For example, are Mexican copyright holders subject to the notification require-
ments of section 71.1.15li indeed, are the "copyright holders" referred to in sec-
tions and 70,155 intended to include foreign nationals? If so, are Mexican
copyright oNancrs at be de -ire to retain exclusivity privileges reitnired to notify
cable systems in the United States of programs broadcast in Mexico which are
later to be livensed to V.S. television stations? What if the foreign copyright
owner does not know when, or even If, such programming will lie Itemised to
U.S. television stations or carried by US. cable systems? The Commission obvi-
misly has not raced these mai ters---yet the proteeth on afforded to copyright owners
under this scheme (even assuming such protection would be adequate for domestic
Sieanishlanintage stations given the signitleant competitive disadvantage faced
Its them) was intended to offset the possible Inequities in the cable carriage rules,
Thus, their resolution is paramount to a meaningful national copyright policy.

est-.st::s r cocvamtiT t t titllLI V 1W VADI V IFIEVrsitos sysTymsi winch; rsalERT
MEXICAN BROADCAST' SIGNALS AND THE PROPOSED s. 1381

A101014;11 there is no "international copyright" as such, protection against un-
anthorived use in a particular country of a copyrkdited work of a foreign national
is usually provided through art international agreement among nations. Both
Mexico and the united States are signatories to several international and bi-
lateral agreonents which otovide essential International protection to copyright
owners of the respective countries: roost notably. the Universal Copyright Con-
vention and the Buenos Aires Convention of 1910, among others. As a general rule
these treaties require a participating country--ha our ease. the Cattail Statesto
give Ihe same protection to foreign worksLe,, those broadcast trogranas produced
by Mexican nationals--as it gives to works produred domestically, i.e., in the
United States (see Article 11, Universal Copyright Convention of 1t52, and pro-
posed sect ion MI ( b) (1) and (2) of S. 1301).

Thus, as a general rule. Mexican copyright owners of iwoatleast program fare
carried by U.S. cattle television systems are eatitied to the same copyright pro-
tection as American copyright owners whose programs are also carried by those
cable systems. l'uder the doctrine laid down by the United States Supreme. Court
in 1.*(,rtsioll fly Corporo reittd ArtiNt$ l'cic /tic., 392 U.S. 390 (10(iS),
cable television systems were, in the limited circumstances then before the Court,
twirl nit to "iterform" the copy rielded material within the uwattialg of the Colay.
right Act of 1919 (17 U.S.C. 5 1). and thus, in effect. escaped copyright Mollify
for the calleoast of colyrighted works wallet' were part of the broadcast signal
carried. Under Fortnightly. therefore. U.S. copyright owners were entitled to no
proteetiou from cable carriage of their works. In this way, Mexican copyright
owners; were' entitled to no greater prof eetkat--and received wale,

Sobsequently. however. in rolsmiVa ItrorOlcosting NyAirm, hue, v. TdeprOMpter
Cr+e/iNifit;(,),.17i1 2(1 Xis (19731. the Court of Appeals for the Second Ciro&
flisfinLolished the holding. in ForinIghtly av to the rohle carriage of distant-1.e.,
zoo:dooal-- signals, holding that when a cable television system distributed signals
that were beyond the range of Irw;t1 ti levision receiving antennas, the cable
system iris (hit fnmtionally (aline:tient to broadeasting and would. In such
enso.4. he Heine.; to 'perform" the programming on the imported signals dis-
tril.tited to subscribers within the melanin:: of the Copyright Act of 1909 (47G
F. 21 at 319 .

Under the TelePrompter decision. therefore. the cable carriage of "distant
signals- subjected the' cable operator to full copyright liability to U.S. copyright
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oiviiers, Including injunctive action fur infringement. The Teleprompter case is
now before the U.S. Supreme Court and, if sustained, \i1,11111 Provide eelltPlete
copyright 'protection to 17.S. copytight owners-- hence, to 31exican copyright
owners as well. Yet. despite the filet that the Court of Appeals decishm in Tele-
lit'rilli1010r is the law today, numerous cable television systems in the southwestern
roiled Siatc: (oot lime Nlexicaii signals villimit any. ace-omit-
ability to. the Mexican Cony rt4Iit the Commission's
cable earriage and program exclu:ivity rules t see pages 10--11, supra) are
designed to ri-acli some this regard. as we point out above, the
tki,Pti''ability or the eable carriage rules to Spaiii.slelatignage pro-
gramming is considerably different than it is to English- language programming
i see page 2. supra lull the extent of the aprneability--itiltel.,t, it any is con-
templated---iir the program exchishity rules to Spanish-language stations Is
emisiderably in doubt i see pages 10 supra 1.

The resulting iniury tit diaiii,410 1'.5.1 Stiantsh-li-iiiir.tingo broadcast sta-
tions is obvious --in exchange for unlimited and unfair competition from Mexico,
domestic Spatilshamgmige lirmodcast stations have received little or it i eopyriglit
prof ectbiii for their programming, Moreover, the current Copyright At does not
Permit such sacritice of the expense or the copyright interests of furcIVIl 1111-
thIIMS: and as wi (IISVU.SS iii 'none detail below, neither should the proposed
legislation (S. 1;4;1 ).

IMit"r SPAllish lall,41t:tgo businesses are illSo being "burdened" by the Commis-
Nieimin Importation pi licy. lit ;e litter to the l'ouiritission dated 1,ecian-

ber '20. lbil Icovy attacloslo. .kztecit films, loc., a California corporation
engaged in the hia:ine.s of Spanish-langiiiige feature Idol ilbaribution lit tlie
rni (Oil Si ;) tps, ilt;$10/)tnIttli the t hat the
monad 11.1V1` oat SpalliS11-1:11r41t:{Z1` theatres operating in border stiitas. Aziera
noi es ilaaf r.S. (*ably <ystents base 1%Y-et/I
to talon picture filets that they have not yet totPil exhibited Bryn III tht.
Spauiisla language theatres. Owl that additional years would pass before these
films would normally become available to domestic Spanish-language television
stations (Aztec'. page 5). This situation will become increasingly more frequent
if the Commission's ,Nlox1(.-ati importation- policy is allowed to continue. St oanisli
/vigil:Igo theatre exhiloitors in CAT'S' area: would be forced to close their the-
atres. and film distributors. such as .%zteca. 110 longer able to guarantee the lirst
twit and e,xidnsivo pr,wisions essential to their operation, would be forced I.Mt of
business.

Similarly. in a letter to the Commission dated laeccraher 21, 1071 (o/Ty
attached), the Asociaellon de l'rodtietores y Distribuidores de Peitculas 3fexl-
oinas IMexican Motion Pictitre Producers As.sociatimil, comprising the tonne
than sixty Mexican companies whose busiimss is the production of Spanish-
language feature :notion ;down., t'in'ts, showed the consequences of the Controls-
sien's "importatimi" policy on the "Mexican motion picture Industry. As described
by the Association on pags' 1-2 of its December 21 letter. virtually every :Ybox-
lcait nri+illiced feature motion picture is Iii-tised by .1/4merican-buried distiilnttiug
companies Isrtch Azteeii) to theatres intatt'd with large
Soanisli speaking. populations. Thereafter they are licensed to 11.S. televisinn
stations also serving Spanish sloe:thin:4 isorninimities. The fees received from the
licensing of those pictures range front several thonsand 41011a rs. in large 11mi t res
for the must important motion pictures to a few dollars front small town theatres
and television stations. The total ices received by the Mexivan producer.: for
F.S. theatre and television licenses anyoutt to het la.vett fifteen and fifty peroctit
of the total revenues I if the :Ylexicitti motion llet;11.0 producers from the entire
world. including the Itemildie oof Nlexico. Thv "receipts from within the United
States are absolutely vital to the recovery of the east of production of the said
Spanislelarignage motion pielnrcs, and. in turn to the ontlinithi existence of the
M,xiatt motion tolellire industry,

sorb
least in its present form." (.Association.

page 2). While the greater port of stud' revenue within the United States derives
film' licenses to Spanish language theatres. an Inereasing portion conies from the
licensing to U.S. television

As briefly discussed above. related to this saute problem. of course, is the mat ter
of international copyright. allot in this regard the reaction of the Mexican movie
irldittcy to the Commission's propo:ett policy is noteworthy :

"There hs a vital and essential ditTerence between the capture and disseinina
tIon of copyrighted material by cattle television, systems' that (originates within
the United States and that which originates outside the borders of the United
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States. In rirslsrcl ttl eiodyrighttra Material licellSOIl for broreleast within the
United State. Ownn is, in fact. a license fur the copyright jurisdiction within
which the cahte dissemination i. made. Furthermore. the copyright owner van
Iltrg',Irtiate a fee commensurate with the eNtmit of the use,

rvsho,'t to copyrighted material liconscd for liroadeast solely outside of
the 1'rdie,1 :;taros in this Crlst. the Republic of Mexico (MIS) the Slates
calrle srsto ol Is taking and using; literary property within the l'olled Slates whieh
is not 11,'111,141 for 1A/11111::1(101 the 1.11it141 Marts at all. The copyright

nee cannot noi:otiate a license requiring the A 14.,xiAltii television station to pay
any additional fee for the e\t,tonattott iit(hi(1 the nittett States--a jurisdiction,
in fr,rtr, T. not the li,e11;e .41%10001 to the Mexican stature

Sooltlinl:i the rules of the Commission permit the United Stales cable sysqe111
t. Like the iirocorty of the Mexican 111\ Her or the Mexieati and United States
cop.% rights %kill:P/11t fkl. necessity 44 anyone' having obtained a license to exploit
the material within the United :ztates. This is particularly grave Inasmuch tIS
titrt is no apparent leu.al recourse, and there is no apparent impelling public
interest need for ,sucli punitive regulations in respect to the motion picture indus-
try of a 1'1.'414411y century." tMexican Producers .kssociation, December 21, 1971,
14 INT to oiritdriasi4

NeVertlielir,s. Ihy remains unpersinolcil by the growing anxieties
of Alexiean cpo Her: is Ito feel that they have been treated Unfairly. It is

resit the Commission ha.; totally ignored the international eon
s,,oterices of its poliy. fu this eotiriectIon. the )fexicatt l'roilticers Association
st at es 111 page 7.14 Its l'teconiber 21 letter :

''It is the final opinion of the Ass4iation that the t'ommtssion has not taken
into consi4hlat :ill the tt'lltVe and ninaarranted economic damage to all im-
portant i,obktry 4.f a f Heighhririlll.t hy permitting the taking of
its property w ithow connensation Insofar as actual television c.xploital ion within
the I u teri States I' concerned and the endangering of its entire revenue from
the Initod Shitos frolti kith Telerisio.11 and theatrical exploitation."

Those intie.rtant political questions and the international csinsequenees of the
nut -of-hand rejoetion or these erintrorliS shntllil be carefully considered by the
Poinzress before allowing the C111111111$1,11111 to continue on a course that could
severely iniptir not 4b.stroy the veonInnic Well-being of numerous loisinesses in
both the 1'1111.011 States :11111 Mexico.

The 5'e- capped. and much heralded, OTP-F('C' Consenstig Agreement which
gave rise to the ceintnission's cable earringe and program exclusivity rules and
the propos,' :ection ill of s. 1:i01. obviously tts not f.ellicerned with the type of
prqd.tem wilieh we rind hi be substantial. Nor did we ever really expect it to be.
Nevertheless, in the circumstanee.s in vshirt, Spanish International now finds

we hoist 1.olielltile that no justification manifests Itself which would war-
rant changing tin' eurrnt provisions of the Copyright Law to permit calde
television systems an unfettered right to use the lawfully copyrighted works of
friendly foreign nationals without the accountability to which they are entitled.
there is no noce,sity or benefit received front giving cohle systems preferential
treatment in tliis manner. ('able he required to obtain
licenses 11,1,1,1 roteh.to rot..sdoit ossners just as do the movie theaters and broad-
casters %kith wb1,1n lhoy compete,

It is the taarketpla t. Which shoilhi &Chit. the simply and distribution of pro-
gram fore atoll 1111.t silrle scholiae lilltril with virlitally instirmountable
administrative burdens. Mot to inetitiun a multitude of uncertainties, vagaries
and the like.

The compukory licensing scheme crivisiotivd by section 1 1 1 (c) of the imposed
coo tiOlt Irilt is let ansuer to this twohlent.s11'e have already shown (see pages
11. 15--1s, sitiora I it great burdens Hareol'111,mt the 3lexleall copyright bolder
hy the t'eminission's program exclusivity rules, In addition, there are the re-
goirments hopo,e41 by the proposed 1.111, fur example, section 111((1) (3)
1.1.. indeed, sections 111 ic and (e)42)r111 of ti. 1;;011 do not appear to
allow llie unrestricted carriage of Mexican signals withoitt counting against
the distant sh:tial quota pas set forth in the definition of "ade(uate. television
service''' in 111 let 14) ;I: the Cornmissicol's current rules permit.

Spanish Intrtnrilinal urges that
('rnnu(ittee clarity the pro% isoits or S. mot to exclude from the comitallstory

provkton: of se. thin 111. the carriage of foreign signals, with the result
that current eopyriglit requirements will 4'1111111MP iu p1TVVI St) as t11 require cable
television systems to secuw it proper license before they couitl distribute in the
United States program fare pruelltiveti:111.1licullsed in Mexico.
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More specifically, seeilon i I sloottli he amended to add a subsection (.5)
which would state its follows:

"151 Sol witlisiatolim; any other provisions of this scetioth the secondary tron.,..
mission to the public hy; rt oolole system of a primary transmission matte by It
broadcast station lieen,Pli 11E1111.1. 110' taws of a foreign nation that is It party to
the Flo versa] cooyrtght conventioat of 1952, and cint000i,vitig a ivrformanco or
display t,f a NS I30:, is ail 101k0.11. its an Sr of infringement under section 501. and
is fully subjeet to the remedies ono idol by soot ions Sir! through Sot. and no such
trausmissiou shall be sulojeet to the compulsory licensing provisions of this
sect ion.

In addition, section totr2ta 1 of S. t.ltll should be amended to state that {the
Italicized portion is the sugg'ested amendment):

a I Nootuithstanding any other povisinn of this .ket, except ns set forth in
shlsocliutis (11, 02). Iii) and tb) below, the importatitm into the United States,
%sith»at the authority of the owner of copyright under this title, of copies or
phoworwortis of a work or any other literary, dramatic nr ninsival work in the
form of motion pictures or other audiovisual format that have been acquired
abroad is an infringement of the exelusive right to distribute or perform the
work tinder section intl. actionable louder section ti01.. ."

It is important to emphasize that we are not asking for more protection than
Is a vallatole to other U.S. stations. Indeed. if the Commission hail sought to Wait
the ea rriage :snot distribution of foreign signals as it has in teh ease of English-
language stations I see pages 2-I, supra), additional relief might not be rerp2ired
hero. The Countnissiom, however. has not seen tit to treat U.S. foreign-language
shift ons on a par with English Language stations and thu? we are left with Ito
protection at all,

RICHARD II. DUNLAP,
Los Angeles, Calif., December 20, WM

Mr. DEN F.
Sere to ry. Federal Communications Commission,
Washington, D.C.

/watt Ma. W.tet.n: This letter is submitted on behalf of Aztecs Films, Inc.,
a t'altfornia corporation, having its head office in Los Angeles, California, and
with four other regional oitices. The lousiness of Aztecs Films Is the distribution
within the rutted States of Spanish language feature motion picture films most
of which are produced in the Spanish language within the Republic of Mexico.
Sint dints are licensed to theatres within the United States catering to Spanish
speaking persons mid to domestic television stations serving the large Spanish
speaking communities within the United States.

A sithstantial portion of such Spanish speaking communities are located within
the stiles adjoining. the Republic of Mexico. i.e.: Texas. New Mexico, Arizona
and California, Kith of these states contain large populations of Spanish speak-
ing Americans of Mexican descent.

Your litany years Aztecs Films has served the Spanish-American populations
In this market by licensing its Spanish langtiage flints to theatres and to tele-
vision stations within the said border area. Owners of domestic Spanish language
television smiltois--lit particular the' small UHF stations catering to the Spanish .
hingoolge advispil Astern Films that the mainstay of their
Spanish langotago programming consists of Spanish language Mexican-produced

they license from Artist
It boos recently ensue to the attention of Aztecs Films that the Commission has

permitted. and by hotter to l'ongress dated .111gust li171 proposes to continue
to permit. eouttionnity antenna television systems to import without resrletions
the signals of fexicati-loased Spanish language television stations Into markets
it alt lain the tutu 101 markets and into the top IOU markets with seine limitations.

It is tie considered opinion of Aztecs Films that said imrestrieted importation
of Sto:111:01 lam:nage signals. partienloirly the morestrieted inu.ortatton of Swinish

feature flints by ('ATV systems into the United States will destroy the
tooloop-mhnt Spanish latermage television broadcasting industry in the United
States, smelt a looney cannot sem. the pnlolie interest inasmuch as the United
States Stoonish Antrivan polo ds lion is eertainly entitled to he served by a healthy
and effective United Stales-ton soul television industry attuned to the needs and
a:piratioons of the Spanish-American communities In the United States.

Soonisit.lo;to gunge television provroms originating in Mexico are created for awl
eireo'"1 ti' it'xietut people in Mexico and the loreaoleasting stations are closely
eont rolh4l by the Mexican government. The program content is supervised toy the
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Mexicali government and to MA 11.til t(.11Akititi stations are romired to broad-
cast Mexican government orighlared programs imbued -with Mexleitu government
points of ttttt on it daily bask, s,,,Ine purlieu of this material may be assumed
to be of less interest and of less benefit to the Spaitish-.1inerlean populations
within the United States than Spanish latiettage material selected by, and broad-
Ica-a try. t rah l ;41711A, Soa,Vil teie vi' ion nations.

I riaNtrillcii as the 11(...b.ris of the commission in respect to the carriage of sig-
nals by its licensees, jiktudine ('ATV operations. are based upon the piddle. In-
terest, .Nztecti Films believes that a brief analysis or the erreet or the unrestricted
permission granted to CATV operations to carry Mk) the C tilted States foreign
latigaage programs originating in the Republic of Nitexlco is In order,

.t.s illustrative of general conditions along the Mexican- United States border,
Azieca Films directs the attention of the conooi,4sioo to the sitwitton existing in
the So»Elpqn flrande River Valley in Texas.

Valley Cable TV, Harlingen. Texas, directly and through microwave COntli,e-
ofiperAtes sySlenis in the TtNnS votninnnitit'S of Pharr, McAllen,

Mission, Edlitluirg, San Juan. .11attie. 1Vestlaeo, La Perla, Donna, Mercedes. Har-
lingen, San Benito, Itaymondsville and Brownsville, all of which contain as high
percentage of Spanish-speaking persons and homes. Said Valley Cable TV pres-
ently is importing and providing to its subscribers the following full time Span-
ish language signals from Mexico:

X II AV-1' V- t anioros. Mexico
X IIX- TV---:11onterrery, Mexico
X ET-TV --Monterrery, Mexico
XESIt TV--Monterrery, Mxiro,

lit addition said Valley Cable TV corvies, only on a part time basis, the signals
of your 114111,:ve, \V EX-TV, Salt Antonio, 'Texas, a Spanish-language station,
belonging to Spanish international Broadcasting Company. Southwest ('ATV,
Ric.. a company affiliated with Valley Cattle TV and the licensee of the CARS
system white' services the said eommunities, on December 10, 1970, requested the
Commission to renew Its Community Antenna Relay Station lieenses Indicating
that it desired to continue to provide the above described signals to its sub-
scribers.

Front written Information Azteca Films has obtained, and which it believes to
he true, it appears that Valley Cable TV is experiencing a surging growth, much
of which is believed to be the result of the importation of the Spanish language
signals front the Mexican stations In Monterrey, Mexico.

The effect of the different tersittess entitles affected by said unrestricted Im-
portation of signals in the Spanish langenge from Mexico is commented upon
Immediately below.

1. Valley ('ebb TV. There would seem to be no doubt but that said permission
presently benefits the stout:holders of Valley Cable Ti.'.

Two of the Monterrey, Mexico stations picked up by Valley Cable TV broad-
cast the programs of the two existing Mexican nation-wide television networks
and the third :Monterrey station broadcasts the best franchised independent
material available in Mexico. Said Mexican- originated signals Include many
feature motion pictures in the Spanish language each week, the sante feature
motion pietures for which the exclusive exploitation rights for the United States
have been aequIred by Azteca .Films for licensing within the United States.

It is the belief of Azteca Films, based upon its own experience and upon
interviews with other owners of right to exploit Spanish language films in the
United States, that Valley ('able TI' makes no arrangements for the use of said
Spanish language motion picture flints, but, in fact, transmits them to its snit-
scribers via mierowave at no cost to itself for said material and without seeking
or obtaining permission for such use.

At this ',tint it is pertinent to toint out vital differences between ft tionjostie
CAT V syst via's 11e of domestically broadeast literary- property and a domestic
CAT%' system's finauthorizoal and milicenscd use of literary property bromleast
from Mexico.

1Vlien a domestic ('ATV system carries literary property originating with
ill quest le: station, the owner or salt la terary property has licensed the use of said
material to the domestic station, The owner can have access to the public records
concerning tile broatteast motive of the said station, Including its ('ATV connec-
tions, and ean neeta late a lieetise fee commensurate with the extent of the use. in
the ease. however. of a dome:stir ('.i`fr system carrying literary property origi-
nating from a Mexican station far into the United States to its subscribers, the
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f +wrier of the United Stales exploitation rights to said material, is deprived of
his property without compensation. Said Owner cannot protect even its United
Stales licensees, to which it may have previously licensed the exclusive right to
perform via televilson, the same property which the domestic CATV system now
brings into the market from outside the United States, free of cost and without
lieense.

With the unrestrliqvd i?ertnisison given by the Commission to Valley Cable TV
to import as many Spanish language signals from Mexico as it may elect, there is
small or no incentive to Valley Cable TV to carry domestically originated Spanish
language signals,

Ageett Finns has in its possession written information, dated January 29, 1971,
to the effect that Valley Cable TV was carrying the San Antonio, Texas Spanish
language television station, liNVI-ATV, on a full time basis only in the towns
of Alice and Falinrrias among the fourteen, or more, communities it was serving
with Spanish language signals. It :APHIS quite apparent that Valley Cable TV
has been largely by-passing the Spanish language programs transmitted by the
San Antonio station in favor of She Mexicali originated signals. Valley Cable TV
seemingly has elected to comooletely by-pass Spanish language signals originat-
ing from other domestic stations which ire availalole to It

'fliere Is another reason nhy rzilit'Y Cable TV elects to Import sald Mexican
orig.:11,0Pd signals instead of carrying domestically originated Spanish Iammage
Programs. The Iwo Mexican television network stations in Monterrey, whose
signals are imported and carried by Valley Cable TV, include among their pro-
grams very now and Important Mesh-an feature motion picture films. Azteca
Films has been informed that Valley Cable TV has imported from Monterrey
and l'arrh41 to its subscribers, Mexican motion picture films of such recency of
priodoetion Hatt they have mot yet been exhiloiftd even in the numerous Spanish
language theatres in the United States. operating within the communities served
by Valley Cable TV, Motion picture films of this recency would not be licensed
by the owners thereof for broadeast by domestic rnited States Spanish language
television stations for, perhaps, two to three years following the theatrical ex-
hibition of the same in the United States, which is a policy similar to that
common within the greater English language motion picture Mtn market.

The consequence is that Valley ('able TV is attracting subscribers in the
Spanish language community by offering to such subscriberS feature motion
pits Ire flints obtained from Mexican originating signals, before such motion pic-
tures have been made available to Spanish language moton pictures in theatres
alone the border and before such motion pietores are available for lieensing by
the United States-based Spanish language television stations.

it is worth remarking that the Commission's rub, n this area permit the
Spanish language subscribers to the Valley Cable TV service to obtain benefits
that no I:Tr.:31,41i language community obtains from direct, or cable. television.
Such nnfoccseia vittiskls or the aVanability of feature motion pictures
Elites via eahle before tho,e. MM..: are available to the eounnunity in theatres or
by tlire.1 television transtnission. The Inntiunvd ilitthermunts to Valley
('11.1e TV, and tither similarly situated border rATV systems, to utilise Mexican
sitzliak rather than 'boniest ic Spanish language signals, eauses Irreparable dam-
age to both the owners of the United States rights to the literary property
t motion pictures and other filmed material) which tire imported by the border
it'4ATV systems and to the domestic television stations attempting to serve Span-
ish .11001'14'aa oommunities with doinestkoally produced programs.
2. 1'nitc11 1StatNlotxcd Ithrixion trunNmitting in the Spanish language

It has been stated nitric that Valley Cable TV, ;Ind similarly situated border
CATV systems. have no incentive .trip small interest in arrying the signals of
domestic television stations broadcasting iu the Spalthil language whets they are
permitted to import from Mexico all of the Mexican network signals as well as
the best Mexican francid-ell Spanish langoage programs.

The domestic Spanish language television stations must license Spanish Ian-
gliag filmed material. inelurling Spaiii-h language feature motion picture. films,
from the owners of the rights to exploit the saute in the Initial States. Tiny must
pay a license fee, and they 11111St ;IWan 0V:inability of the feature 1111)then pepctnrn
!VMS mail tlne4i films have been exhibited in the Spanish language theatres in
the community.

The result is that the border CATV system: sopply to their suhserifiers recent
Spanish language films. and other taped program:, the signals of which are
imported from Mexico without payment or permission (other than that granted
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S111.11 IWIlurS 1.;0111111 protect t1.11'11S11,1l stations to tthtch they
bare licensed, for t1 reasonahlt fee, swill material iii4a111,t the prior, free dis-
semination of such walla ial by the bolder C.1TV stations throughout the expand.

niler,nvave areas.
tilt The cable television Industry is permitted by (lie 'present rules of the

Co:amiss-Hu to receive a free %%Indian of c,q,r rh.tlited material front ;,1 foreign
coind ry to the stalemullial dannore many Nlevican mu) Atairicatt interests
without fulfilling any purpose %Ifieli could not be fulfilled it this time from
flonietic sources of spaiiisli la in:nage programs. t'or example Azteca Pitta, woult)
Le to license Sptinisli language Iihos to Valley l'aide 1.'N' for reasonable
license fees,

e Under the present rifles the Spanish .kiiteriean communities are eXpOsell
to fi)rpign broadcasts front 314,Nico, ni,Iti of it Welt is under the sur-
veil:a:leo of flit. l'ioltitiliSsion aiiii SqUill, 11;11i of which is designed to trolitically

SIakins andieni-ks for which such lexical broadcasts are
Intended. The commercial attractiveness of touch of the 31cvicati-originated
signals niak,, it competitively difficult for prt.frains prodneed and originated

Sp:intli A Merl call groups to he disseminated i»asnifielf :is the harder
systems show little interi st in (113Inc,:tio Spanish 1:111glinge

In :011)IllarS, II would AZItva that lilt public interest vould
1,y prohibiting the importation into the State by cattle tell,-

I Ili. sil;t1;1 is of Alk`Niedli based television' A:111011N, thereby Inducing the
Iof der cable itstelettsioii systems to illy on the available domestically based
Spanish language ploxratututug amt. feature liltos.

Itospeeffully submitted,
It bill It UNLAP,

Adb)riut/ for .1 It ert Filni t, lite.

Ju HARD II. DUNI. P, A rrOlt NEN' AT LAW,
ling .1/1!) Dcectitlicr 21,1971.

Mr. Ilt.INItY
f',ticrof f'nfonfttiiications t'otiotai.ofon,

111,,m; NIB, cti,14.1t yosttrday I mailed to you a vops i,eri letter to the Commis-
sion oft behalf ,,f .1zteca hints, hi'., and today I 1,111'111Se a copy of a sccond letter,
this one on of the Jlexicati Motion Piettire l'roducers Association.

!loth letters attempt to explain the substantial economic harm being done to
Nlexioait motion picture and television industry, and to the American Spanish

hingleige VIII,' and VIII,' sit ions, by the Commi.ssion's regulations iermitting the
importation of Mexican television signals into the 1:tiitol States by border cable
television systems.

I /iq-e I bore been smessfill in polling into readable laInzinigo the fiet that ft
proll!hitin if soon importation would not deprive the harder cable television
sysfetti: of an thing 011141' than au tn(11illatlo I into priority over domestic sta-
tions Ina-Amp-1i as ill,. last named, in fact, license the some material for lutoatleast
at .1 somewhat later date. Snob material k, :ui ! would efintinut. to be, available
to !he systems. llnwever tiro other side of the coin-- I he damage to all other
collates aside from the cable systemscan ht. corro,ted only by requiring (by
41,iriV:Ili,,11 of till' importoil product ) such ethic systems to utilize the domestic
Spanish hitt:zon,..to shzintls.

It is understatidaide that I'alley l'ahle Ti' will use all its resources to Continue
to enter the present unwarranted and unnecessary bonanza however I hope that
these f 1 c»nivnIs will show that the slight additional benefit to Valley Cable 'IV
nui,l available 1.y such 1111lOri tit ion pt..Tllik,i(oli Will he shown to be wholly out.

the gt at t ceoli0111:e injury to all the other entities involved in this
1;1.

I still appreoiai your attentive and rolitetok ronsideratien of this at the time
of our ters.,nol iferenee in your office some Wtq.ks ago.

Very doll" l ours,
Ilictimm II. 1)ti.xt..AP.
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niiii,1;1, it. 1 )1'S LAP, ATiottNyx Ar 1,Aw,
1,N3 .1Eln1c8, Cltlij,, 1)citiibcr21, 1971,

NI r, Itt:x NNrt
eeo tory. /' de egti Coot la for8 t'omirtission,

11'4i

1)t- tr. NVAI't TitiS "ntlk.T i. sVi fit on lif Asociavion de Produtures
y 1)1-4 ribilidorcs do putienia.4 ThAte,11ts i modem, producers Association), a for.

,t,..,:Ition of the jin'', than sixty yleVicati corporations. abuse busimoss i3
poot,..tlim of sp:MiSli 1;110114044' motion plettire films, and thieh is

arca in 31PN.leo, I 1(5 t urttottl ;Ind its suhriiksion have been author-
izd 19 Sr. Feroartio de Fuentes. President of the Association, and its hoard of
Directors. Reference to the said Mexicali Pr(tduvers Association will he aitute
,ereiteafter to the -Association".

Voi over forty yo',Ars \lexical] motion picture produce N have been producing
feature »lotion picture films for exploitation in the many countries and area of
the oorld in a hlel flit. SP:»11711 11:411:1 FOr many years the producer
members of flu, A:.::(iciat ion have been producing between 70 and 12) new feature
`.t.ligth. Spanish language. eoreinereial tu,tion pictures. all of which are duly
c,pyriu,lited in Mexico and itt the [tilted States of .America. Virtually every such
feature inotion picture Is III etieti by American-based distributing eompanies to
theaters located within the large Spanish speaking comnitinitieg within the
l'hited Status. and later to totted States VHF' and 1'111' tee vision stations
serving such Spanish speaking conanunit IVA within the States.

The rtet,i+Pol limn the ot the saiet nod ion pictures range
from m.veral thew-and dollars toe: exhibition llet Use in P0111011011 mill the first
extiibitiettt.III IN i'ln ilwatre2.4 in the United SI:01'S 4,f the m4ast j tnporhint motion
111..turi.: to ;1 fest 6Pita ti(.0111' from tlu'atres
and or rlw television stations in the l'uttod States. The total fees receivt d

Lhe mot i,,tt ;letttre I,rnilmerrs, through their Unitet1 States disirih.
utnrs, for smell ikelVt'S. of Snell col9 rightd Inatioil pictures, within the rnited
State. amount to btnei,t1 lilteen and filo. Fer;vnt of thu total revenue reeeit-cel
by .,:101 n1011011 pitur, pi-mincer, from the 111iirt worth. including the
Republic of Mexico. Said reeciirtA front within the Vnited Slates are absolutely

e".st of prodinctimi of the .szti(1 Sivinish
Iii011rv4, in turn to the e,,ntintits1 w.dstelic,, of the :Nlexican :notion

ptcture indtist ry.;At in its present fore:..
Thi greater part of sin-11 revenue from n Rhin the United Slates derive, from

Iietiss to Spanish lanzuage theatre:s serving Spanish taking communities. in
the l'Vt.1.* all iti....rea,ittg twrtion of such revenue olerive, front

litngitage feature motion pietures Io I »tiled States.
Pistil :WO ielevi,1"a V1140.11

inericarl CotIllninlii IPS in the of Nt..VS Alexica, .Arizona and
California.

The .V..swiation has became acutely aware of a practice, apparently approved
by Ow Fpolerol or IN. united states, vItlelt permits
the !net rtation 1' in television slIrn;ils. from Mexican televiion
into the ruffed Shift's Mtcl their 4!s-:vininolion to 4ven-uisit.ning imirhets
the united Stair. by inr.ins of (AV:11110W.; aria ifItl`rCiFfift(.C{Cil (.());(.' tele1.1:4111
s1 relinl'Stt.l. anal no 6'4, is pail, Icy Slih cable

11 1!4+ 0.1tkl'eN1+14,,11:1114ll for ecottoutic Cain
fi!..313ge linrtIon to ile producer-members of

1 he .\-so,lat
t ion is 1111,111w-it !tell 1111 Ante! lean enni-111(10a im(eil In liar -

litil TtA,1",. anei Voil.111 It Val:CY t'a'me TV. iS capturing signals hrinthug
from three Mexlein stalinns in .110/11Pr1 Mi.Xin runt l'rom one Mesivail station
iri .1,11allionls Mexico itnJ (11,;uniiiniting the-t. to many tltouvuul.5 of
:40.0 itnittS. Via nres,est tv ,vtnuectinns. in Simi 'Texas.

Thy roSpcifillly Iii urgently. calk the rolinv, Pig factors in con-
/0.41 ni;i1 this mille,11-eil this AIesio,irt anei l t,iteel Title, copyriglittst
mot ,it'hirl' 11111i itr,114.10 It) tic ClatitILLSNatIll., a
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1. The filmed awl taped material broadcast by the four Slextcnit stations in
Mexico is broadcast intact' licenses delimiting the territory and use In -be mole
of such material. In no case tIOS'S the throve include any part of the United
States.

Much of the filmed miteria I broadcast by the Mexican stations consists of
r,,,t,.,. motion IR'11111;jjkg In the producer-nicinbers of the
31linY tif said motion OUIJA'S are of very recent production date and the Mexican
television stations broadcast them et en Lefore their tlttuit Heal exploitation
NN 11 kin t he Filiteol States,

3. .11L of s;tiot itootiou pictures aro. also licensed latcr and separately for tele
vision exploitation w Mont the united States I.r var10115 fatted
soeole VitA`A lliStribUtOr, and 111
Siali,111. SerVili4 the Atexicato-tuericati, Spanish communities in the
s.la es o Sitat'S too/1101'111' 1110 31, xleo.

t. Valley alde TV, awl Miler similarly situated cable television systems
located on the Fnited States side of the Nlexican-American border, obtain no
iiyer:e from an the /AN ?WI'S td' the c/oloyright of 511t.11 Blood /31/11 taped44 111111C11;11 either

in Nlexico ur in the United hate-. 10 i,:ptoit sm.11 copyrighted material.
5.. There is a vital tont essential different... between the capture and (lb.:semina-

1 ion of copyrighted inato.srial Ioy cattle television 'systems that originates Axithin
the Ultift.11 Stall'M 11/111 that which originates outside the Lueders of the United
States. I n r'est'ed /1.1 vopy riglavA material licensed for lort4aIlCitSt Within the

St1/10,1, there is, in fact, o.t license for the copyright jurisdiction within
ek hick the ealote dissemination is Wallis. FlIr/11,0rIntit(' the cOloylight Otklier eau
negotiate a ice commensurate with the extent of the use.

In respect to eopyrightial material licensed for loroadeast solely motside of the
Stales tilt this rase the 1:clill1die of Mexico only) the hilted Stites othie

SY1qC111 1'4 taking ritul using literary property %%MLitt the United Slates %Odell is
not licensed for exploitation within the tilted States at all. The copyright owner
cannot negotiate It license reoptiring the 3texican tooh.ision :station to lofty any
additional fee for the exploititIbm within tlw nitod State 's .t jurisdiction, in
full. not within the license granted to the :tlexiati station.

Seemingly the rules of the Commission permit the Uttlted States cable system
to take the property of the :tlexic;tn owner or the 1leNicaut 11111i 1.111/1.41 States, copy-
rights without the necessity of anyone having obtained a license to exploit the
material Av Wolin the United States. 'this is particularly grave inasmuch as there
Is no apparent legal recourse, and there is no apparent impelling. public interest
need for such punitive regulations in respect to the !notion picture industry of a
frivwily minty.

a The Association understands the desire of the t'onittlission to assist the
rapidly expanding Vniteil States cable television industry and mulerstanols the
aim of the Commission to bring Spanish latigtIngo entertainment to..the Spani.sh
sPealdlW. :\lexienn-American communities within the Flitted States. It is the
opinion of the okssociat ion. however. that the Commission has not tolVerted to the
faet that SkItl'It entertainment is presently availalolt to the border (-able television
systems from Spanish language full time broadcasts originating' within the
United States. For example. Valley t'able TV has access to I<AVIAT V, San
Antonio. Texas. it full tint.. itho, (iltal it y Spa ithode la ngllage station. and has access,
via microwave, to other excellent and growing Spanish language. United States-
based television stations as well To adequately serve the Spanish language com-
munities reached by Valley Fable TV. and other similar situated border cable
systems. the importation. of Mc\ ii originated signals is nut rteces.,,iary.

It is the ftirther opinion of the Association that flit. Commission Ins not ail-
ful Iii' alfnull and P.tenthl barn) done to the COMMISSIMI'S OW'n domestic

VI I 1-* and VIIP Spankh latognage station lieensees by permitting border cable
television systems to is port ;11111 disseminate widely Spanish language programs
front Mexico instead of utilizing fully the excellent Spanish Min.:nage program-
ming originating within the 'United States. The Association Clots not need to direct
I m. commission's attention to the importame of supporting its domestic VIII.' and
VHF Spanish language stations.

It is the final opinion of the Association that the Commission has not taken into
consideration at all the grave and unwarranted economic damage to an important
industry of a friendly, twit:Mooring country by permitting the taking of its prop-
erty Nvithout compensation irtsoloir its actual television exploitation within the

States is concerned and the endangering of its entire revenue from the
States marbet from both televio-ion and theatrical exploitation.
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In connection x% ith this last statementthe endangering of its entire revenue
front the fulled States--the Association has stated litoreintobtove that recently
produced Mexicali motion pleturtos have loon imported front AIexicnn toroadeasbi
by \'alley table TV and. disseminated to the Smith Texas public before those mo-
tion pictures hare had evert a first P.Kitibitioit in 501110 8011th TONnS

1111`MIT... thk'iLtIT Irlwrittors have advised that they trill have to
close their theatres if such a practice continues. If such a prololetto existed oonly
in South Texas the econoutie harm to the AsSociat ion's producer-members would
be serious enough ; lion,ever the actual and increasing Ivide dissemination by
microwave of ealolt-tratismitted programs could tt-an the lath blow to Spanish
languagto theatrical exploitation of motion pitaurt.s in tlw United States.

S. In Ito sense does the Association desire to restrit.t or to restrain the access
by Si.anish-speakitig, to-American communititos to top quality Spanish
has Min and tall' material, including the bt-st Mexican-prothiced tIpatoislo

feanore motion pictures.
There is in the Asset iation's opinion. one, and only one, equitable and Nvlioity

reasonable ute.itts of achieving such public interest :lint, That Is for the Commis-
sion to prohil.11 the intliectiso.41 importation into the flitted States of Mexican
television signals toy United States fused cable television. This trill cause such
cable television systems to fully utilize the programs in the Spanish language
originating front VIII' and PIII' stations within the United States.

It this point it is important to note that such domestic VHF and l'IlF sta-
tions, in fact, obtain by license much of the sante hint and tape Ilexican material
which Valley Coble 'IV imports. free of Ileeir:e, at a prior date. It IS eplaily
intioortant to note that such material is and Vio,iii41. continue to he, availal.le to
Valley TV from such domestic VIII.' and CIIF shotions although at a some-
what later date.

Such a prohibition will also prevent the serious and damaging etortoonie harm
presently caused to the 31exicato motion pieture.ottid television ilaillstrY.

IttetiAgn II. ItuNr.te,
Association.8 Attorney.

ADDES1H7lt TO STATEVENT FOR SPF:l'IM. LIFIRAMES .iSSOCIATION HEOARDING L[flrt lily
PitoTocoritNo PoonvistoNs IN THE ID:VISION OF THE COPYRIGHT LAW, S. 13filIS
PRESENTED ON Juts 31, 1973

A proposed amendment to § 10S(d) of S. 1361 was presented by the Association
of Research Libraries (ARIA) and the American Library Association (ALA 1 at
tho hearings nit July 31, 11173. Because SIA was not aware of the proposed
amendment before the heating, I was not able to reply for si,,k when the cot".
mittee's Chief Counsel asked if the AT11,--.11.A proposal was acceptable too
Since then, I have communicatell with mentloers of the SLA Board of Directors
by means of a telephone conference

In this Addendum. SLA is presenting our reply pills continents on several other
items in S. 1301 which are pertinent to our position as well as pertinent to our
comments of idle Alt1.--AIA proposed ametaintent. (nor coutitteuts are presented
ill the sotlueue.:

1. SI,.l..Iiiipretice to the Position.
2, Si..A Opinion Regarding the Proposcd ItI.--ALA Anointment.

2.1 In rt-lot ion to propost,11 11)sttlitII,
2.2 In velar ion to proposed 0 1115 o 1.
2.3 In relation to the Qualifying Clause of proposed 0 105 and to existing

0 10Soa) (I) and 121.
2.4 Simon:try.

3. Suptwort for proposed National Commission on New Technological I'ses of
Copyrighted \\*corks.

I. ST,A renee to 11.1 l'oxf lion. S LA maintains as its first preference. the pn-
sill In as presented in our written staleicela (dated Jolly 211. 15731 as presented
to the Subcommittee. To restate nor position lorielly, it is one which seeks to reach
an interntedinte position of a(l'iontrlinitation twtiveen the seemingly irrecialcilalde

of publishers and literary a oilloors on the (me side, and the poositioons *of
soma. parts of the library and educational communities on the other. We lifiVt.

that there be a provision for the payment of a per-page royalty on photo-
eopies of copyrighted works at a rate of -cents-per-page." Soleil an arrangement
has precedence already in the proposed Copyright Act in ;§ 111, 114, 11'i 41 ID1 1103
(relating. to (-able transmissions. sound recordings, etc.) A Royalty Tribunal of

20-311-73 --43
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the ppe propcsed In 11iapicr S of the Copyright Revision Bill could assure that
the per-page royalty rate k reasonable. 11 'e. believe (tint a range of $0.01,4(4.05
should he both fair and adequate. In addition, the publishers must themselves
establish the agency for the collection and for the determination of pro rated pay-
ments to each publisher tin an AS('AP-style operation ).

2 51. t Opiniou itegarday the Propom d A1iL-AL-1 Amendment. STA could
'.,r /o, .upport the proposed a itunanlinent to § 1115(d) if certain modifications were
to be introdu ed. some of the modifications refer to the specific wording as sub-

Mitten! ; other modifications refer to the relationship of § 10S (d) to §108(a) (1)
anal I 'a.

objects to the munneessary inclusion of the word, further, In § 108140
1 t povom,,1 amendment :
"t 1 a The library or archives shalt he entitled without farther investigation, to

of rk,, more than one
, "tole or other contribut hats. ."

Inclusion of the word. further. e. moan that some other investigation is re-
1101141. If ow intent of the proposed § 10S(d ) (1) is to implement the concept of

the Inelasion of the word, fur/her, can result in interpretations
%.1 bleb will into,. ital dy lead to delays itt sery lee to the user.

.11110m:zit the propo.scot .110,--ALA substitute for the existing §10S(d) (1) slates
library or archives entitlement to supply a COW' Of ''Ho more than one article or

contribution to a copyrighted collection or periodical issue . . . (emphasis
snipp!ienli." it is principally- periodical articles that must be photocopied in or for

libraries. moreover, time is usually of the essence. Hence, tine tan-
girege § 2) la the proposed substitute requiring "reasonable investiga-
tion"' for obtaining reprints or perinisSIMIS to coloy is It procedure that aught
cripple the operations of most special libraries.. similar "procedural" require-
ment for obtaining "an unused copy" presently exists in § 10S (d) (11 of S. 1361.
it is certain Om most special libraries would prefer either no requirement to
`,1'4 pertaksions or reprints of periodicals especially, or, preferably, setae means

pl.iing for all copying that might exceed a statutory limitation on "fair use"
boat ever finally defined. In the event that multiple copies might be required, such
a proposed paYment would also provide equitable payment to the publishers.

2.2 SIA objects to the underlined portions of the proposed § 105(d) (2).
"12) 'fine library or archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or phonarecord

of an entire work, or if more than a relatively small part of it, if the library or
Irchirix tHIR first determined. on the bask of a reasonable investigation that O.
copy Or iphonorecord of the copyrighted work cannot readily lie obtained from
trade Ao1

!1.1'111111 italicized vori.k. front trade soarers, are even broader than the
existing § lOst ti I (t) in S. 1361. "from commonly known trade sources." and
therefore the proposed amendment is even less satisfactory, "Trade sources" is a
term used to include second-hand book stores, antiquarian brink dealers, etc. If
the book is "out-of-print" (that Is. when the original publisher's stock is ex-

ested I. the original copyright owner is not deprived of any income If a copy Is
prehu-ed from a secondhand hook dealer. The ineehanism of using "Ilooks-ln-
Print" t l ublisbcd by the lt. It. Ilowker Co., a Division of Xerox, New York) is a
simple and ,-traight forward muolutnista. The information "Books-In-Print" is
supplied by the publishers tbetnselvrs. ('there is no comparable compilation for

The first italicized words, if the lihr(rry or archives has first determined. will
result in very bad delays in our opinion. The larger research libraries (from
Nvinonn most pholoomies are requested) have, for a number of years, complained
publicly of insufficient staff even to service requests for photocopies of only a
few pages. '('lase is only a limited number of librarians (in the larger research
Iilranlesl qualified to address intelligent queries to ''trade somws."

2.3 I teletion of the Qualifying Clause In the first sentence of the proposed
ltosi d I : ". . whose collections are available to the piddle Or to researchers

in any sp.41:iiiz.11
TI11, language siMply emphasizes a qualification already stated in § 108(a) (11

and i 14151 a ) 12) OW "(1) reproduction or distribution is made without nmy
purpose of direct or indirect commercial atirantage: (emphasis supplied) and C21
The volleetirms of the library or archives are (i) open to lite public . . . (ent-
pha.-is supptiod)."

'Without further definition of the moaning of this existing language, it must be
pointed out that a majority of speelal library operaitons are conducted for pur-
poses of "indireet commercial advantage" for parent business or industry. More-
over, it majority of these libraries are not usually "open to the public" nor to
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'researchers in any specialized field" if this language Is further Interpreted to
mean si,ecialized research of a contpefirice nature ;ts now define(' in Clause (id)
Ili Hist ) I 2 ) of S. 1301, U:Irtl Congress,

lienee, the immediate concern of the Special Libraries Association in the
§ los limitation On exclusive rights is the exception from this limitation by virtue
of the rlrnoictcr of most special libraries--a point not heretofore (dearly ex-
pressed to t'ollgross or widely understood by the other library associations (im
have wider public constlitimicy. 1 111(vever. it is understood that it would lie
totally inequitablo to seek it further limitation on exclusive rights by insisting
111,1,11 the deletion of § lOsi a ) 11) and C2) language it,t it apparently applies to
si,eciffi libraries. lint we would insist altott the devotion of slue "access" require-
mnt that is repeated in the Alt proposed substitute for § 10Std) (l).

2. I In summary, it is for the above rett.sons that Special Libraries Association Is
seeking to remit an intermediate position of accommodation bet(voen the 11111).
Ushers and literary nuthors im the one hand, and other library associations on
the Oiler hand by way of establishing, some method of colleting perpage royal -
1v Cop.ving fees in execs of "fair Ni'I copying lit special librarieshoNvever, "fair
use" is busily 111`111W41 Its § 1t of S. 13111,

In the vicw of this Association. It would he far more equitable for both pub-
lishers ;did libraries to establish a royalty or licensing mechanism that NV 1011111 free
Booth parties front the onerous routine of seeking reprints or perinis.sions before
eop3 hug iltof print works,

It rii.port 01 PrlopfMr11 National fr'oinnlisqirm. Proliferation of new, and ever
more specialized periodicals and other publications at constantly increasing
subscription rates is :1 major cause of decreasing, number of subscrilaTs. This pro-
liferation of flew periodi(AIS begun after World War I I in the same time porbul
that. lolirIticoliyilig equitmlvIlt treCaltle more commonly available and more widely
in-e41. Ail decreases in subscription income cannot be ascribed to photocopying.
l'utdishors themselves hay'. trot applied appropriate "birth control" or manage-
ment evaluation measures to their awn products. Unfortunately, no unbiased dam
are :iv:Waldo to sort out and evaluate the resulting claims and counter claims.

Stweial Libraries .I.ssociation wishes to empliativally state Its support of Title
II of S. 1 3111 for the esMblisliment of a National Commission on Nov Technologi-
cal l'so of Cilpyrighted Works.

ttpecial Libraries Association Is aware of the many contradictory points of
view and problems in interpretation that have been submitted to the Subcom.
udItee. 'the Assaclatton wishes to record its conitomelation of the Satbeonunit-
ice for its careful consideration and assessment of the inany nspeets of the copy-
right raid,

F. 13. NleKtNs.v.
L',reerrticc Iiirotor.

l'IFasoN, Kw, & Down.
.1trgivxf I, 1973.

Ile .1011N L. Mt l'r,Et LAN,
1..8. .8( wily,

hr O, lee
Wo,leinuion,

tR SI;N:),,ToR MtJ'i t i i AN : IL is my molorstandiug that you have sehoditied
hc..rings this week on S. 1311l before the suquit,, Nribernouiitlre on patents. Trade-
Ina rks end Copyrights mai !hat you will be hearing from a cross-:-4.4.1.toli of rot).
rp,patativps of the various media on the cop3 right questions to which the propo,111
legislation is addressed.

f Ivritilig to con as Chairman +I Iit. that . n.lcommittee with the request that
the substance of this votranuitication be taken into consideration in putt. delibera-
tions. J1y eoinirtiodeation is addressed to 3-oti iii rue capacity as Chairman of

Ste:ling Communications, Inc. whose (hoityowned, subsidiary. Sterling
.A1aili.attan Cable Television. Iti, operates flue cable tof,ovision tvin iii lIte
sgnithillt lt.tif of Nlaattattaa lstrin,l, ilit taiVi.,t s.y.t4 m in slit' action.

,,i,A1,101 I ruin yirt. 1,resident, in turn aVtl: almost SOY( of Sterling Corn-
/H(1H. ations.

A. you are well nwItre, altii,engh segments of the allo in(l!klry still ));Ire
serious r, serrations. the industry generally has been committed for some time
IOP tiLe coni.cot of payliwilt of a ri tisonallo fee for copyrights. Von are
:11e. autnure. of 410)14% of the recent jonlidal bearing upon this question

tio fa, t tint they lend support to the position that cable systems all not and
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should not encompass and be liable for copyright payments particularly where
they only carry broadcast siglials from local television stations: It is not my In-
tention In this letter to argue this point farther beyond noting it and pointing out
that inevitably these added costs for copyright will have to be absorbed by the
cable subscriber. Thus, we wilt contribute to a situation where the viewer who sub-
scribes to cable, very often as a matter of necessity, will pay more for "free" over-
thehlr signals simply because over-the-air operations cannot deliver to him an
acceptable service in either diversity or quality. It may well be that such fees
should be paid by the broadcast stations themselves in return for their enlarged
audiences.

However, the cable industry has advanced beyond these thoughts and my baste
purpose in writing at this time is to bring to the attention of you and the other
members of your committee the extent of the very heavy burden already placed
en cable by various government regulatory bodies and to risk that you bear these
amounts in mind iu setting the levels for copyright fees under S. 1301. For in-
stance, our company, Sterling 3Ianhattan Cable Television, already pays the
equivalent of 15% of its gross subscriber revenues as a result of governmental
regulations. New York City charges a fee of 51/4 of subscriber revenues while the
State has recently added an additional fee of 1%, The FCC, as you re-
quires a payment of 0.30 per subscriber and New York State regulation author-
izes payment of a fee to landlords in principle and past practice has led to an
average of an additional 2.31/4 for that purpose. In addition to our franchise fee,
we are required to pay a business real estate tax that amounts to another 71/4
and additional amounts to both the city and state as business income taxes re-
gardless of our overall profit and loss.

Your proposell bill does establish a graduated scale for the copyright fees.
But, in fact, a company of the size of Sterling Manhattan, Welk grosses approx-
imately $5 wittier a year in subscriber fees, will not tie sabstantially aided
by the prolvslefis S. 1301 for payments at 11/4 and 2%. Its practical rate of
payment wilt be the maximum of 51/4. This means that the copyright payment
on the approximately $5 million revenue we receive a year will amount to an
additional $250.000 annually. Thus, our company will be paying a total of
approximately $1 million or 22% of our subscriber income of the "top" of our
revenue before we begin meeting our own expenses, much less obtaining a
profit.

Senator, you and your associates will .reeognize that it is extremely difficult
to operate .1 successful business on this basis. In fact, Sterling Manhattan
Cable Television has been operating at a substantial loss since its inception in
1015, It has accumulated losses of over $17 million. In its last fiscal year. it

. lost some $5 million on operations and another $5 million in a write-off of capital
assets.

Our company has been engaged in cable television because of our faith in the
future of the industry and it is our intent to continue to develop the southern
Manhattan franchise, But at the same time, I am compelled to suggest to your
committee that the mounting burdens placed on this industry by goveriiment
regulatime will greatly handicap our continued development In Manhattan and
will certainly net as a general deterrent to development of cable television in
the more densely populated areas of the country. That depressing effect on the
future of cable may be exactly the goal that vested interests in the media ore
seeking. But -I would note that the development of cable In this country has been
ree,ognized as a matter of nubile Interest by irost members of the Congress and
declared officially a goal of public policy by the Federal Communications Com-
mission.

Thus. I ask that you review carefully the schedule of payments listed In the
bill before your committee. I earnestly urge you to reduce the levels now con-
templated to a maximum of three percent. Under no ciretunstances could we
possibly coneelve of a revision upward as will probably be suggested by some
of the witnesses wito will appear at your hearings.

I am of course prepared to respond to any questions you or your associates
may have in regard to the matters covered In this letter.

Sincerely yours,
BARRY Zonott.ev,

ehafronan of the Board,
Sterlin,9 Communications, Me.
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TESEPROMPTER CORPORATION,
Acat fork, N.Y., .4 ugust :0, 1973.

He: 13131

lion. JOHN Mc Cm LAN.
('bairn an. ''warty subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, r.S. Senate, Russell

Senate (Mice Building. Washington,
Deaf: Scx.viou 31eCcEctAs : I have followed with great interest your recent

hearings on S. 1361. Because 1 believe that the resolution of this issue will have
it 16rofouncl effect on wiIC tiler or not the conceit of broadband communications
and community CAT expression reaches their loll potential, / have decided to
write yon stating my views on behalf of TelePrompTer.

First. let tae begin by stating that TelePronqiTer is in favor of an omnibus
statutory copyright provision which would Impose reasonable copyright fees on
operating CATV systems. We are in favor of passage of S. 1301 if provision is
made for compulsory licensing of ('ATV systems for carriage of broadcast signals,
in accordance with FCC rules and regulations. and if there is a statutory sys-
tem Of fees of the nature set forth in the statute. However, in view of the
comprehensive nature of FCC regulalhai in this area, the regulatory features
contained in Section Ill of S. 1361 can and should he deleted,

S. 1341 eurreutty contains a formula of :statutory fees based on a sliding scale
ranging from Ito 55c. Subject to periodic review of this formula, we note at
the outset that such a level is on the high side and imposes substantial economic
lourdens on CAT V tievellupment. illustrative of the severe impact of the proposed
ice schedule of TelePrompTer is the fact that the copyright payments due for
the first six months of 1973 would have amounted to approximately 17% of
TelePrompTer's after tax CATV Income for that perhxl.

As you know. TelePrompTer Is the leader and Innovator in what is now the
CATV Industry but what has promise of becoming a new "broadband coin-
mimic:01'ms" industry serving all parts of the country, both rural and turban.
Since the industry is heavily. eapital-intensive and since TelePrompTer and
the rest of the industry are financed In large part by the public equity market,
art impact on Income of the magni.acle that the proposed fee schedule of S.
1361 would impose would have a highly leveraged, adverse effect on TelePromp-
Ter's ability to finance its future plans. As a result: TelePrompTer would not
be able to finance and build systems. and deliver on the promise of bro:olliand
and commtinit y -oriented communications, as It Is now In the process of doing.
Although 1 most definitely agree in principle that a comprehensive bill contain-
ing a sliding fee Reitedtile Is just and ShOUld be IMptemeHt141. I respectfully sub-
mit that a fee schedule at least 50(Yr lower than that presently contemplated
by S. 1361 would he Just and appropriate.

Very truly yours,
IVrtu.tm J. Itrinsxxx, President.

KS. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE.

Washington, D.C., July 31, 1973.
lion. :Ions McCurrnAx,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, Russell Build-

tug. r.N. Senate.
DEAP. MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present

my tieWs with respect to certain aspects of S. 1361, a revision of the Copyright
Law, title 17 of the U.S. Code.

I am pleased to submit for inclusion In the lienrinv record some brief com-
ments on certain provisions in the bill which are of substantial interest to me.

. 'Sincerely,
Jonlx V. Tux NET.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN Tussirr

Mr. Chairman: I welcome these additional hearings because: hopefully they
will bring us closer to the enactment of the copyright revision hill. The decadest
since the enaetment of the Copyright Act of 1909 have seen the Invention of radio,
television, cable television, and many other new technologies which have radh
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catty enlarged the mere of communications. These new inventions have led not
Only to obsolescence of the old technologies of communicating literary and artis-
tic works to the public, but have also greatly increased the complexity of the
econfanie forces which gitide the production and consumption of -such works.
One basic goal of the copyright law, however, remains unchanged: TO encourage
the creation of literary and artistic works by providing financial reward to
those whu create them.

Copyright is a concern to all the inhabitants of the Unitel States, but it is
of particular Importance to the people of California. Most p:ogrants are pro-
duced there and constitute the lifeblood of motion picture theatres, television
stations. and cable systems throughout the nation. Copyright protection Is an
Important Incentive to the production of motion pictures. I have watched with
great concern the shaping of copyright law revision dealing with the protec-
tion of copyrighted works when they are retransmitted from broadcasts by cable
systems for profit without the consent of their copyright owners and without
payment to the creators of these works. ikt rue add that this concern is shared
not only by the producers of motion pictures and other producers of copyrighted
television programs, but by the actor:4, writers, directors, composers and by all
the members of the various crafts and trades vtich contribute to the produc-
tion of these provans. These talents and workers do not hold copyrights of
their own. They must necessarily look in part to the copyright fees collected
by the producers for their own compensation, be it 07 way of initial payment
or, nutter union agreethents. as residuals based on the use and reuse of these
programs on television, It is obvious, therefore, that if the producer collects
nothing or little for the use of the program, those who contribute to the ()roam,-
(fort are also deprived of fair compensation,

do not have to dwell here on the financial difficulties encountered by many
of the producers of motion pictures in my state. Nor would it appear necessary
to mention details regarding the severe uhemployment which exists in the
notion picture industry,

Also of enormous importance to my state and the nation is the cable industry.
While still to the development stages. predictions are that within the instant
decade cable television may supersede broadcast television to the extent of sixty
percent or more. While I do recognize that many cable Stations have realized
little or no profit as yet, to date even those cable systems which are in the black
have not made any contribution to the cost of producing the films and tapes con-
tained in the broadcasts whose signals the cable systems retransmit to their
subscribers. A recent decision of the Second Circuit, now on appeal to the'Sn-
preme Court, mandates the principle of copyright payments for retransmission
of films and tapes. I also understand that the principle of copyright payments
was included in a Consensus Agreement entered into last year between the CATV
and motion picture industries. The Consensus Agreement speeilleally provides
for arbitration of royalties in the event that the parties should be linable to agree
on the amount of the payments in time for inclusion into the copyright bill.

As the situation has evolved, cable operators and copyright owners have not
been able to agree to a fixed fee and they have not arbitrated what the appro-
priate royalty should be. S. 1361 provides, in section III (d) (21, for a graduated
system of fixed royalties which the copyright owners any are too lots' and the
cable industry say are too high but acceptable. It is a fair and reasonable royalty
rate tinder the compulsory license, but a Wiser course for the Subcommittee to
follow wolibl be to provide for an independent rate-setting agency stick as the

- Copyright 'Royalty Trilamal in the Library of Congress, the creation of which is
already foreseen by the bill S. 1361 for the purpose of adjusting copyright rates:

There Is ample precedent that similar responsibilities of the CongreSs in setting
rates have been delegated appropriately and successfully to independent rate-
setting ngeoeles who proceed to fact-finding. hear eennoinic evidence and then
prepare or approve schedules submitted by the parties. This road has been fol.
IONVOd bath out the national and state level, Air fares are set by the Civil Ayres.
/citifies 'Board. railroad rates are approved by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion both for passenger and freight transportation. letepimne rates are subject
to approval by the 'Federal Conummleation; gas and electric power rates are are
proved by ymbile utility commission. What all those rate-setting procedures have
In rantinton is that they involve complex facts and economic impact considerations
which would make it too burdensome for the fongress to devote the time and
staff efforts necessary to do jnstice to the parties concerned as well as to thepubikt.
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It seems to irie that this principle is acknowledged by Seetions S01 and S02of the bill S. 134.4 %%Well provide for a readjustment of the royalty rates In peri-
chile intervals. Surely, if the Congress has the power to delegate to the Tribunal
the readjustment of the fee: it should have equal power to entrust this Tribunalwith the setting, of the rates

fee:,
the outset.

Without. sorb entrant investigation which only a body having the time andexpertise to weigh the facts and econninicarguinents before it can ,,tford, the
rates assessed may he either too high or too low. If they are too low, they would
du unjustitinible harm to the program producing industry. If they are too high,
they would be doing innuevessary damage to ti cable industry.

The creative segment of our society has always enjoyed the special care andsolicitude of the Congress because their talents and skills constitute a national
treasure which would be dissipated only at the peril of reducing the vitality andquality of our cultural life. 1, therefore, urge that very careful consideration begiven to the need for adequate compensation of all those who create copyrighted
works. and that where payments by etthie systems are concerned, tine best methodto achieve this result will be to entrust the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in theLibrary of Congress or a similar Tribunal with the difficult task of settling ratesfrom the outset,

COWAN, LIEBOWITZ & LAT.MAN, P. C..
New York, N.Y., August 7, 1973.Masons C. BRENNAN, Esq..

Chief Counsel, Subcommittee 'on Patents, Trademarks and Copyright*, Russell
Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dams MR. BRENNAN : At the hearing held on July 31, 1973 in connection withthe re-Ision of the Copyright Law a point arose on which we would specificallylike to 'mment for the record on behalf of our client, The William & WilkinsCompany.
Both Semi :.feCiellan and Sen. Burdick: expressed concern as to how a copyright

licensing program in the area of library photocopying could work without undue
administrative headaches. The Williams & Wilkins plan Is one solution to theproblem. It works as follows:

Individual subscribers are charged the basic rate ranging from WI to $60
and averaging $30. Local libraries would be charged an institutional rate whichwould ,Ne the basic rate plus a photocopying license fee. This ohotocopying fee
ranges iron $1 to $10 above the basic rate, depending on the site of the journal

. and its vulnerability to photocopying, and average.: $3.65. This fee would ire lurid
at the time the subscription was ordered or renewed and would permit the library
to make within the library single copies of articles for its normal patrons. It
should be noted that this is not an annual fee. It is paid once and lasts for the
50 year life of the copyright of each volume. If a library states that it does not
photocopy, the $3.65 will be refunded. If the library does not have a work to
photocopy. it can order a photocopy from ,one of some 500 lending libraries in the
Inter-library loan complex which wonld have a broader blanket license to photo-
copy, for a rate which would be imp to twice the institutional rate.

Thus, this plan requires no bookkeeping. If a student in North Dakota wanted
a copy of an article published in a & Wilkins jonrtia/ he would have no
trouble in obtaining it. The Hillary may charge him its expenses, as some do now,
for obtaining the copy and might choose or not to add a few cents extra to help
defray the eOst of the subscription.

This simple plan Is not presently in effect because the library community
refuses to consider it until the Williams & Wilkins case is decided by the Court
of Claims. Other publishers have not proposed licensing plans because of the
hostile reaction to the Williams & Wilkins proposal. llowever. if the Court deehles
iii Williams & Wilkins favor. fair use in this area will have been defined and
publishers nod the libraries rant easily work nut satisfactory licensing arrange-
ments. Atter all, if a way could be found to collect music rnyaltles from every
bar and grill in the United States this relatively simpler problem can, We are

also be resolved.
Very truly yours,

ARTHUR J. GREENBAUM.
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XEROX CORPORATION.
Stamford, Conn., August 9, 1973.

hearing. on S. 1301, The Copyright Re% ision Bill
TitomAs C. BRENNAN.
Chief Co,unNel. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Patents, Trade-

marks and Copyrights. U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. BREANA:i : th the Subcommittee Hearings on the morning of

July 31st, counsel for one of the witnesses matte an oral confluent that has been
interpreted by some as meaning that Xerox Corporation has a photocopier which
can tiotertniite automatically the umber of pages of each publisher's copyrighted
materials which have been copied.

Xerox copiers do have a counter to count the number of photocopies made.
However. Xerox copiers do not have nownor do We foresee the future tech
totlogy havingthe capability to di.zeriminate automatically so as to classify
copies made of Nvork: now in print in terms of source or of copyright status.

I would appreciate it if you would accept this letter as part of the record in
order to Vlarify the situation itt =afar as Xerox Corporation is concerned,

In tublftion. I would like the letter to you of November 30, 1912 from C. Peter
Mt: Colonel', Chairman, Xerox Corporation, (a copy of which is enclosed for your
ready reference) be made part of the record. I conclude by reiterating the last
la rag t'a ph of the letter front Xerox' chief executive:

Today, with a greater sense of urgency, we encourage you and the Subeem.
mit tee in your efforts for enactment of copyright revision by the 93rd Congress."

Sincerely,
ROBERT L. sir AVITE,

Counsel, Copyright* A Trademark*.

XEROX CORP..
Stanton!, Conn., Yoretilber 30, 1972.

Re Copyright revision bill.
THOMAS C. BRENNAN, Esq.,
Chief Counsel. Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee On Patents, Trade.

ni a rks and Copyrights, U.S, Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BRENN AN Thank you for your letter of September 10 on behalf of the

Senate Subcommittee on Patents. Trademarks and Copyrights.
Xerox Corporation recommends the expeditious enactment of the pending gen-

eral copyright revision since the hill, as a whole, is a sufficiently substantial ad-
vance over ti" o present lawdating (rota 1009to warrant prompt and favorable
action by the nate.

We also commend the voluntary efforts, albeit unsuccessful, of several publish.
ing and library representatives for a detailed consensus on library photocopying.
lint we do not propose any changes In connection with the bill. Of course. if re-
vision hearings are held by the Senate or the House, Xerox may request the op-
portunity to submit a statement.

We believe that statutory Improvements, even those that may reflect pragmatic
compromises, continue to be the necessary next step towards resolution of the
challenging copyright problems surrounding the generation and prompt tlissemina
tion of Information. In 1965, Xerox wrote the House Judiciary Committee: "We
view with a sense of urgency the need to provide (copyright) legislation that is
meaningful and effective ... the protection of legitimate rights of authors 13 vital
to the dissemination and exchange of information ... sound copyright legislation
Is In,lispensable to the enrichment of our society ..."

Today, with a greater sense of urgency, we encourage you and the Subcom-
mittee in your efforts for enactment of copyright revision by the 93rd Congress.

Sincerely,
C. PETER MCCOLOITRIT,

Chairman,

NEW Yost:, N.Y., August 8, 1973,
Re Copyright laity rcvlslon. S, lath, 9:111 Congress, first session.

JoHN f, McCr.ria.As,
U.S. Pointe, C'otollittre on the .fiffttetorit, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks

and Copyrights, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MCCLELLAN : I wrote to you on January 26, 1973 and February 12,

197 3, concerning the injury which 1 thought might inadvertently be done to
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people who make, exhibit or sell works of fine art under the proposed Cooyricht
Law Revision legislation. Copies of those letters are enclosed for your cony ;once.

I understand that the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and C,opyrii..8 is
twirling hearings on S. Del with a view to resolving open questions. I urge the
Committee, at this time, to pay attention to the plight of the artist and to revise
the bill to eliminate those provisions which would result in immediate forfeiture
of rights in works of art simply by the net of putting them on public display.

I respectfully submit that the definition of "publication" contained In Section
lot of the proposed Copyright Law Revisiou bill, which includes "public display"
of a copy (which includes the material object in which the work is first fixed),
serves no legitimate iodate Interest and will work severe hardship upon countless
artists Whose only avenue toward public recognition of their talents is to dis-
play the originals of their works.

The Copyright Revision Bill, in its proper concern for defining the rights
and obligations of creators and users of works which must be mass produced
by experienced technicians in order to be dissenduated and which constitute
the bulk of works subject to copyright protection, fails to recognize the essential
difference between work of tine art and other copyrighted works.

A work of tine art is, almost by definition, unique 11 I al not reproduced in many
copies. (1 recognize that there are exceptions, such as limited editions of fine
prints or sculpture, and perhaps since these editions must be manufactured by
technicians, it might be argued that the ordinary copyright notice provisions
should apply to them.) "Publication" of a work of fine art under the proposed
Copyright Revision Biil can be made by the artist, the gallery owner, or anyone
else totally ignorant of copyright requirements who acquires a work and pots
it on display. To allow a manufacturer of greeting cards, wallpaper or calendars
to make endless commercial reproductions of a work of fine art without paying
the artist anything just because the original of the work was displayed to the
public without a copyright notice seems to me to be grossly unfair and not justi-
fied by any public interest.

It is respectfully submitted that in order to avoid massive loss of rights in
works of art by unknowing and unsophisticated artists, dealers and owners of
those works who invariably display the originals without any copyright notice,
the Copyright Law Revision Bill should be amended to provide specifically that
the public display of an original work of tine art does not constitute publication.

I enclose for your consideration a reprint of an article I wrote which appeared
in the Summer 1973 issue of the magazine "ARTnews." This article, entitled
"For a Copyright Law to Protect the Artist," contains other recommendations
for changes in the copyright revision bill intended to provide adequate protec-
tion to the artist while, at the same time, safeguarding any legitimate public
interest in access to works of fine art.

Respectfully submitted,

(From ARTnews Summer 19731

'ALMOST No Om] IN THE FINE ARTS FIELD Ilas ANY IDEA ABOUT TUE C,OPTRIalIT
LAW'

(By Cart L. Zanger 1)
. A workshop on the legal and business problems of artists, arvgnIleties and
museums was conducted recently by the Practicing Law Institute', and I par-
ticipated as an expert on copyright problems arising both under the present copy-
right law and under the revision bill that had been pending in Congress for
many years.

The workabop was attended both by practicing lawyers and representatives
of art galleFies and museums and by others with an interest in the arts. And
again I was made aware of the fact that almost no one actly,t in the fine arts
field whether artist, gallery, museum, or lawyerh, s any idea about the
copyright law as It applies to the fine arts. It follows that they almost never
obtain Federal copyright protection.

This widespread ignorance of copyright requirements has resulted in whole-
sale forfeiture by artists and their dealers of invaluable rights in works of att.
Unless the art contaltufity in the U.S. achieves a better understanding, the scan-

CARL L. ZANGER.

I Carl I, Zanger Is a new York attorney and lecturer on copyright problems of artists.
Ile is a member of the Committee on Art of the Association of the Dar of the City of
New York.
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dabals practice of wholesale destruction of essential rights In works of art
is likely to continue.

Under the U.S} opyright law, if a work of art is "published" without the form
of copyright notice specified by law, the work goes into the public domain. This
Ilh,a1N that anyone can reproduce and sell copies of it for any use whatever
ca koala N, wallpaper, postcards or anything elsewithout permission of the artist
oe the owner of the work and without having to pay anyone for the right to use
the work.

The copyright notice required under the law consists In its most expanded form
of the word "copyright," the abbreviation "Copr," or the symbol ©, the name of
the artist and year of publication. This notice may appear on the front or the
back of the work, or on the permanent base, mounting or any other accessible
part of the work.

in practice, almost no paintings bear copyright notices. In practice, almost no
tine prints or sculpture (either those that are singly made or those that are part
of larger etiiibms, bear copyright notices. In practice, the world art community
assumes -- probably incorrectly under U,S. copyright lawthat the artist retains
the copyright in his work, even though the work is exhibited without restriction
to Ihe general public in a gallery or museum, and Is offered for sate either singly
or in innitiple copies without any copyright notice.

The unfortunnte result of the current widespread ignorance of copyright re-
to:luta/tents is that most works of art that have been displayed publicly or offered
for sale either in single or multiple copies have been "published" within the
menning of the copyright law. They are therefore in the public domain in tire
United States. unless the exhibition or sale was made under circumstances that
either expressly or implicitly restricted the rise the public could make of the work.

Why do artists neglect to copyright their work? Many who think about it at all
resist using a copyright notice for fear of "cheapening" their work by making It
appear to be commercial. Some may think that the notice must appear on the front
rit the work. And there are those who take the position that the conventional
display in a gallery or nompturn does not amount to "publication." Except in un-
uat a; this Is an incorrect understanding.

For more than 15 years Congress and the U.S. Copyright ()Mee have been try-
ing to write a revised copyright lawthe first general revision since tire present
lair was enacted in 1909. This effort has been stalled for years by powerful and
well-financed special-interest groups seeking preferred rights in copyrighted prop-
erty.

Tire copyright revision bill Introduced by Senator John ISIglellan in the cur-
rent session of Congress establishes a simple pattern, as follows:

1. The public display of a copy of a work (which by statutory definition in-
chiles the original) constitutes "publication" of the work.

2. Copyright notice (the symbol © or the word "copyright" or the abhrevation
"copr," with the year of first publication and the name of the copyright owner)
must he placed on all publicly distributed copies of the work (including the
original).

3. Tire location of the notice Is to he established under rules to be adopted
by the Copyright Office.

4. Copyrlght protection Is forfeited if the required notice does not appear on
copies of the work publicly displayed.

Taken too.ether, these provisions would destroy the slender thread on which
the art community pins its understanding that statutory copyright notice is not
required for the protection of works of art. The proposed law would specifically
overrule court decisions that hold that the display of a work of art under ch.-
eumstanees in which use and copying are carefully restricted does not constitute
public:at ion.

find.it difficult to believe that whoever drafted the bill intended to achieve
such a result.

Ti,- copyright revision effort. which is being renewed in the current session of
Congress. provides an opportunity to furnish statutory support for the practices
and understandings that have evolved In tire art community. r would make three
specific proposals :

First. there Is no reason why the same kind of copyright notice that Is used
for honks and other kinds of property (which are "published" only after they
have been monnfactured and then widely disseminated in numerous copies)
..honld he used for works of art. which the law as drafted would say are pub-
ifsind when the artist puts them up for public' display. Just as a manuscript is
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not "published" until It Is reproduced in multiple copies and widely disseminated,
the law should provide that n work of art Is not "published" by display of the
to iginal, but only if and when copies are made and disseminated.

Second, to stern the huge loss of rights in works of art, the revision bill
should provide that copyright notice for works of art may consist only of the
name of the artist and the year. (Phis could result in loss of protection in many
countries overseas--which can be widow(' under international treaty only if the
symboi © Is also toeltnied in the copyright noticebut at least it would prevent
total forfeiture of all rights,)

Finally, the bill should provide that whenever copyright notice is required
to prevent forfeiture of rights In a work of art. that requirement should be
deemed to be satisfied if the notice is placed on the front, back, permanent base,
oaaintiog. frame or any other accessible part of the work or any accompanying
card or 'docent used to Identify the work in normal use.

Each of these (flanges can easily be made in the copyright revision bill but
unless the art community musters Its strength to persuade Senator McClellan
and other members of Congress to include ;wet ptable provisions in the copyright
revision 1)111, the scandalous losi; of copyright protection of works of art will
continue.

Ito: Copyright Law Revision
lion. Jolts L. McCbsruss,

Committee on the Judiciary,
Slnotte °flee ifaii4ing, Washisgion, D.C.

Dk:AR SENAIOR MCCUELLAN : As a member of the Committee on Art of the AR-
sodIttloit of the Bar of the City of New York and tile Committee on Copyright
ct the New York State liar Assoeiation, i was asked to lecture at a workshop
conducted by the Practicing Law Institute here in New York concerning the legal
and business problems of artists, art galleries and museums. My assignment, was
b discuss copyright problems, arising both under the present copyright laws and
under the proposed copyright law revision, i.

Daring. the course of the workshop, which was attended both by practicing
allortleYs and representatives of art galleries, museums and others with an
interest in line arts, I was reminded forcibly of the fact that almost no one
active in the fine art fieldwhether artist gallery, museum, or attorneyhas any
ide about the copyright law as it applies to the tine arts.

As a practical matter, people Involved with the flue arts almost never secure
federal copyright protection. and. as was demonstrated In the recent case re-
volving the Chicago Picasso monumental sculpture (Letter Edged in Blae;4
Prc.q.R. Inc. r. Pnb lie Building Comminsion of Chicago. 320 P. Suppl 1303 [N.D.
III 1070] 1 when they try to secure statutory copyright protection, it's often too
late. The art world doesn't understand federal copyright law, thinks that plac-
ing a copyright notice on a work Is both an ftesthet le insult and too ''commercial",
and in general reacts emotionally against securing copyright protection on the
ground that it's not necessary and undignified.

In practice, almost no paintings by any American artists (or by artists of
any ..tiler nationality) bear a copyright notice. In practice, almost no flue prints

sculpture (both those which ate singly made and those which are part of
larger editions) bear a copyright notice. In practice, the art community
throughout the world assumes (probably incorrectly under the It.g. Copyright
Law) that the artist retains the copyright in his work. despite the fact that the
work Is exhibited without restriction to tae general public in a gallery or mu-
seum, and is offered for sate either singly or In multiple copies without any copy-
rielit notice.

I know that revision of the copyright law has been a major concern of yours
for ninny years. and that a large timber of powerful economic forms have been
engaged in fierce eoinlot over the precise form that the copyright revision pack -
ace will take. flowerer. in all the struggles and conflict. I don't think anyone
has fully considered the Impact of the proposed copyright revision on the art
worldthat Is. those who make, exhibit or sell works conventionally considered
to.be works of art.

The eoPYriglit revision bill introdnred in the last session of Congress Mil4)
provides in Section 302(n) that In general copyright in a work erented after the
of crave date of the Pill subsists from its creation, Section 301 f n1eliminates the
soosilied "common law copyright" with respect to nil works, Section 4,01 pro -
vides that copyright pollee shall be placed "on an publicly distributed copies

NEW YORK, N.Y., January 26, 1973.
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front which the work can be visually perceived" and Section 4.05 makes clear
that if the notice is omitted, copyright is invalidated unless the ondssien is ex-
cuses' under the terms -of that seetion.

Assuming that the term "copy" as used In Section 4.01 of the proposed law in-
cludes the original of a work of tine art pas it does under the present copyright
law ), the total impact of these provisions on works of tine art will be to elimi-
nate a copyright protection frOin tae Vast Majority of works created by Annricrin
artists. I am 5itre that such a result was neither contemplated nor intended.
However, in view of the traditional, deeply eutteached reliance iry the art wool
on common law copyright protection, this unfortunate resnit will inevitably
folhiw. I should point out that the impact is likely to he particularly severe
on inexperienced new artistA, who know only that they have pictures that they
want to make and to have exhibited wherever Cul can, and do riot have any idea
about legal formalities for copyright notice required to protect their creations.
All the young artist knows is that Rembrandt, Picasso and all of his other
heroes never put © on a painting., and he is not likely to have an attorney to
advise hint that the law wits changed.

In addition to the emotional reaction that many artists have against using a
copyright notice for fear of "cheapening" their work by making it appear to be too
commercial. a- large number of contemporary artists do not so much as sign their
work because they feel that signature disrupts the aesthetic unity of the compo-
sition. These artists view the copyright notice as a further desecration of their
work.

I know that it is very late in the history of copyrightrevision to pose yet an-
other problem. However, I respectfully submit that the most recent versions of
the copyright revision bill fail to consider the special situation of fine artists-,
and nee; work inadvertent hardship on a vital segment of our cultural life.

The solution to the notice problem for works of art is not an easy one. However,
I respectfully suggest that In the case of works of art, the requirement that
copyright notice be pla.vd ob copies of works should specifically exclude original
works of art, and that whenever a notice of copyright is required to obtain pro-
tection for a work of art, that requirement should he satisfied if on some reason-
ably accessable portion of tt work (perhaps subject to standards set by the Copy-
right Office), the name of the copyright propretor appears together with the
date of the work. This will conform substantially to current practice by artists.
awl would avoid wholesale destruction of the property rights of artists through
inadvertence or lack of understanding of the new legal requirements.

I will be happy to discuss this matter further with the Committee or its counsel
either in person or on the telephone and to provide whatever additional ir,forma-
lion or assistance! can.

Thank you for your attention to this problem.
Respectfully,

Re: Copyright Law Revision
Hon. Jonx I.. McCLELLAN,
(7.S. Senate, Conimitice on the Judiciary,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR Illc,CestrAx This will supplement my letter of January. 20,
1973 in which I called attention to the injury which I thought miirlit be done to
people who make, exhibit or sell works of flue art under the Cops right Revision
11111 introduce4: 7n the last session of Congress (S. OH).

In my letter of January 20, I outlined what I thought were tie pertinent pro-
visions of S. 044 that would operate to deprive artists of the protection they now
think they have under common law copyright. I neglected in 11..at letter to point
out that the definition of "publication" in Section 101 provides. in pertinent part,
that publication is the distcibation of copies of a work to W.. piddle, and that
public display constitutes p Lon, I also neglected to point out that the
definition of "copies" in Section 101 provides that the term "copies" includes the
material object in which the work is first fixed,

nuler present law, the public display of a work of art does not constitute
publication if tine. piddle understands that no coming of the work may take place.
American. Tobacco Company v.Wercioncistcr, 207 U.S. 281 (1907. The Copyright
Law Revision Bill would reverse this decision.

CARL. L. ZANGE.R.

14'ssau.kaY 12,1973.
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I respectfully submit that the Copyright Law Revision Bill provides an excel-lent opportunity to furnish statutory support for the practices and understand.lags which have evolved in the art community and that the definition of publica-tion and the notice requirements for works of art contained in the proposedRevision Bill be modified to reflect these practices. Specitically, I suggest that theBill provide:
1. That the public display of a work of art does not constitute publication;2. That the copyright notice for works of art may consist only of the name ofthe artist and the year ; and
3, That the Bill provide expressly that where notice is required for worksof art. it may be placed on the front, back, permanent base, mounting, frame orany other accessible portion of the work, or on any identifying card or placardwhich accompanies the work and is used to identify the work in normal use.Respectfully,

CARL L ZANGER.
O


